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PREFACE
THE

labour of compiling the notes of this volume may be judged of from
upon my writing to one of the most scholarly men of this age
for a little assistance in my researches upon that well-known Psalm, the I03rd
the fact that

I received a note commencing,
I have hunted through my books, and have
been surprised to find that, with the exception of what is universally known,
there is so little about Psalm 103.&quot;
This most generous-hearted brother
&quot;

had the warmest zeal and love to stimulate his investigations, yet this was
the result, and had I repeated the experiment upon other Biblical students,
and changed the Psalm, I should in very few instances have received any
other reply. Hence, gentle reader, your patience has been exercised in waiting
for Vol. IV. of the Treasury, and my toil has been correspondingly increased.

Here, however,
to

any

of

my

them

is

the volume, as portly as

its fellows,

and

I

hope not

inferior

at least, I can honestly say, if it be so, it is not the fault
endeavours, for I have bated no jot of energy, spared no cost, and
of

;

withheld no time, though this last has been a very precious commodity with
me, and has frequently been snatched from rest which fatigue demanded,

and which prudence might have wisely yielded.
Nor is this the only reason for the time which

this

volume has occupied,

to be quite sufficient, but we have desired to complete
this work at our best, and not to allow the close of it to exhibit signs of fatigue
have often sat down to write our comment upon a Psalm,
and decline.

though we judge

it

We

from the task because we did not feel at home at it. It is
no use compelling the mind, its productions in such a case are like forced
fruits, disappointing and devoid of flavour. We like to write after the manner
As I pulled, it came,&quot; and we prefer that the
of JOHN BUNYAN, who said,
So it has happened that we have
pulling should be as gentle as possible.
for
months
over
a
Psalm,
feeling quite unfit to enter upon it.
lingered
Especially was this the case over the hundred and ninth Psalm, which we
sometimes think we never should have been able to handle at all if it had not
been for the Bulgarian massacres, which threw us into such a state of righteous
indignation that while we were musing the fire burned, and we melted the
sentences, and wished that we could pour them boiling hot upon the monsters.
Later tidings make us feel that the other side might well be favoured with
Other Psalms have had their difficulties, though none
similar visitations.
The grand Cosmos of Psalm CIV. was not to be
to be compared with CIX.
even now, after laying our best efforts at its feet,
dismissed in a few days
we feel dissatisfied with the poor result. However, we have done our best,

and have

risen

of

&quot;

;
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and have grappled honestly with all hard
our labour, and look for a full deliverance.
to wait,

we hope they

from coming

in

two-thirds of

my

am

will

If

some

be gainers by obtaining

The book

due season.

allotted task, for

which

is

We

places.

are so far through

have had
and better
however, and with it

of our friends

fruit all the riper

finished,

may God

be praised.

more surprised at the general paucity of sermons and comments
upon this portion of the book of Psalms, because it contains some of the more
notable compositions, such as Psalms 84, 90, 91, 92, and 103. These and
some of the others are so rich that, had several volumes existed illustrating
any one of them, it would not have been a matter of wonder. When I have
found one sermon upon a passage, it has generally been easy to collect a
score upon the same
preachers evidently run so much in ruts that they
I

the

;

leave a large portion of the Scriptures without exposition. This suggests
many thoughts, which, as they will naturally occur to every thoughtful reader,
I

need not enlarge upon

in a

mere

preface, but this

much may be

said,

we

without giving offence if the habit of expounding the passages of
Scripture which are read in public worship should ever become more common,
trust,

the preparation for doing this in an interesting and instructive manner would
greatly tend to enlarge the range of texts discussed from the pulpit, and
would almost inevitably lead to the people s receiving from their teachers

more

of

God s word and

less of

man s, and

this

would be no small

benefit.

In this volume, as in all the rest, we have had the indefatigable assistance
of Mr. J. L. KEYS, who, in addition to a vast amount of copying, has visited
various libraries and museums to select from rare works which could not be

found

in

any other

places.

Our venerable

friend, the

Rev. GEORGE ROGERS,

along contributed his invaluable sermon-outlines, for which we are
deeply grateful. Mr. GRACEY, the classical tutor of the Pastors College,
assisted us through the earlier Psalms of this volume in making selections

has

all

from the Latin authors, and when he was obliged to decline, owing to the
pressure of his engagements, his place was ably filled by the Rev. E. T. GIBSON,
late of Crayford, to whom we also owe certain notes from German authors.
I think it right to repeat the intimation that I am not to be understood
as endorsing all the passages quoted from other authors.
The names are
given, and each writer bears his own responsibility.
Only one word of self-defence shall further delay the courteous reader.
A critic has so greatly mistaken my meaning as to find in the title to the
Sermon Notes a specimen of human vanity. I am amazed at his discovery.
I do not pretend to be entirely free from that vice, but no trace of it is
on
discoverable there by my keenest and most conscientious inspection
;

the contrary, I called those outlines Hints to the Village Preacher,&quot;* because
I did not think those of them which are my own to be good enough to offer
&quot;

to

my

brethren in the regular ministry, but hoped that they might aid those
*

This was the original heading.
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all the week in business, who are generally, but I think
incorrectly, called lay-preachers, and are not supposed to have the facilities
of time and books which fall to the lot of the regular ministry.
I thought

good men, engaged

somewhat modest on my part, and did not see how it could be misunder
Our village ministers are among the most thoughtful and usefu
our brotherhood, and I never dreamed of casting a slur upon them
as,

this

stood.
of

;

however, I have been misunderstood, I will now, without altering the title,
take higher ground, and say that I trust the hints may be useful to any
for the other day I met one of the most eminent
preachers in city or country
;

metropolitan divines, and he most kindly thanked me for having suggested
to him by a hint in the Treasury a sermon which he hoped had been most
acceptable to his congregation, and he remarked that there was no need to
I have followed his advice,
be so very bashful about the aforesaid
hints.&quot;
and may now, perhaps, be misunderstood again. It is a small matter to
be unjustly censured, but still I would not even seem to despise brethren
&quot;

more obscure spheres, for it is the last thing in my heart.
For the generous reviews which the former volumes have received on
I commit this fourth volume to the press,
all hands I am deeply grateful.
that
it
to
the Lord s will, tend to the upbuilding of
praying
may, according
his church and his own glory.
in
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PSALM LXXXVIII.
This sad complaint reads
TITLE. A Song or Psalm for the sons of Korah.
little like a Song, nor can we conceive how it could be called by a name which denotes
a song of praise or triumph ; yet perhaps it was intentionally so called to show how
Assuredly, if ever there was a song of sorrow
glories in tribulations also.&quot;
faith
and a Psalm of sadness, this is one. The sons of Korah, who had often united in chanting
Servants
jubilant odes, are now bidden to take charge of this mournful dirge-like hymn.
and singers must not be choosers. To the chief Musician. He must superintend the
their
to
be
duty well, for holy sorrow ought
expressed with
singers and see that they do
quite as much care as the most joyful praise ; nothing should be slovenly in the Lord s
It is more difficult to express sorrow fitly than it is to pour forth notes of gladness
house.
Upon Mahalath Leannoth. This is translated by Alexander, concerning afflictive
sickness,&quot; and if this be correct, it indicates the mental malady which occasioned this
This term has occurred many times before, and the reader
Maschil.
plaintive song.
the sorrows of one
will remember that it indicates an instructive or didactic Psalm :
saint are lessons to others ; experimental teaching is exceedingly valuable.
Of Heman
the Ezrahite.
This, probably, informs us as to its authorship ; it was written by
Heman, but which Heman it would not be easy to determine, though it will not be a
very serious mistake if we suppose it to be the man alluded to in I Kings iv. 31, as the
brother of Ethan, and one of the five sons of Zerah (1 Chron. ii. 6), the son of Judah,
the Ezrahite:
and hence called
if this be the man, he was famous for his wisdom,
and his being in Egypt during the time of Pharaoh s oppression may help to account
the
bass
his
and
for the antique form of many of the expressions, which
of
song,
deep
for
There was, however, a Heman in David s
arc more after the manner of Job than David.
Heman, Asaph, and Ethan
day who was one of the grand trio of chief musicians,
The point is
(1 Chron. xv. 19), and no one can prove that this was not the composer.
of no consequence ; whoever wrote the Psalm must have been a man of deep experience,
soul
trouble.
who had done business on the great waters of
SUBJECT AND DIVISIONS. This Psalm is fragmentary, and the only division of
service
to
us
be
that
would
Albert
A description of the
Barnes, viz.
any
suggested by
sick man s sufferings (verses 1
18).
9), and a prayer for mercy and deliverance (10
We shall, however, consider each verse separately, and so exhibit the better the incoherence
The reader had better first peruse the Psalm as a whole.
of the author s grief.
very

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

EXPOSITION.

LORD God of my salvation, I have cried day and night before thee
2 Let my prayer come before thee
incline thine ear unto my cry

f~\

:

:

3

For

grave.

4

I

my

am

soul

is

full of

troubles

:

and

my

life

counted with them that go down into the

hath no strength

;

draweth nigh unto the
pit

:

am

I

as a

man

that

:

5 Free among the dead, like the slain that lie in the grave,
and they are cut off from thy hand.
rememberest no more

whom

thou

:

6
7

Thou hast laid me in the lowest pit, in darkness, in the deeps.
Thy wrath lieth hard upon me, and thou hast afflicted me with

waves.

all

thy

Selah.

Thou hast put away mine acquaintance far from me thou hast made
an abomination unto them
I am shut up, and I cannot come forth.
LORD, I have called daily
9 Mine eye mourneth by reason of affliction
upon thee, I have stretched out my hands unto thee.
10 Wilt thou shew wonders to the dead ? shall the dead arise and praise
8

;

me

:

:

thee

?

Selah.
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11 Shall thy lovingkindness be declared in the grave
in destruction

12 Shall thy wonders be

known

in the

dark

the land of forgetfulness ?
13 But unto thee have I cried, O LORD
prayer prevent thee.
?
14 LORD, why castest thou off my soul

me

or thy faithfulness

?

?

;

?

and

why

and thy righteousness
in the

morning

in

my

shall

hidest thou thy face from

?

15

am afflicted and ready to die from my youth up while I suffer thy
am distracted.
Thy fierce wrath goeth over me thy terrors have cut me off.
they compassed me
They came round about me daily like water
I

:

terrors I

16
17

;

;

about together.
18 Lover and friend hast thou put far from me, and mine acquaintance
into darkness.

O Lord God of my salvation.&quot; This is a hopeful title by which to address
1.
the Lord, and it has about it the only ray of comfortable light which shines through
out the Psalm. The writer has salvation, he is sure of that, and God is the sole
author of it. While a man can see God as his Saviour, it is not altogether midnight
with him. While the living God can be spoken of as the life of our salvation, our
of true faith that she
hope will not quite expire. It is one of the characteristics
turns to Jehovah, the saving God, when all other confidences have proved liars
His distress had not blown
/ have cried day and night before thee.&quot;
unto her.
out the sparks of his prayer, but quickened them into a greater ardency, till they
burned perpetually like a furnace at full blast. His prayer was personal whoever
it was intensely earnest, so that it was correctly
had not prayed, he had done so
and
described as a cry, such as children utter to move the pity of their parents
of the night
it was unceasing,&quot; neither the business of the day nor the weariness
Perhaps, if Heman s
had silenced it
surely such entreaties could not be in vain.
it
have been intermittent
pain had not been incessant his supplications might
in prayer.
restlessness
is a good thing that sickness will not let us rest if we spend our
therefore
of
no
work
it
is
darkness,
Day and night are both suitable to prayer ;
yet, since supplication needs
let us go with Daniel and pray when men can see us
no light, let us accompany Jacob and wrestle at Jabbok till the day breaketh. Evil
One expression of the text
is transformed to good when it drives us to prayer.
is a remarkable intimation that the Psalmist s
is worthy of special note
before thee
cries had an aim and a direction towards the Lord, and were not the mere clamours
of nature, but the groanings of a gracious heart towards Jehovah, the God of salva
tion.
Of what use are arrows shot into the air ? The archer s business is to look
well at the mark he drives at.
Prayers must be directed to heaven with earnest
So thought Heman his cries were all meant for the heart of his God. He
care.
had no eye to onlookers as Pharisees have, but all his prayers were before his God.
Admit it to an audience let it speak
Let my prayer come before thee.&quot;
2.
with thee. Though it be my prayer, and therefore very imperfect, yet deny it not
It is not music save
Incline thine ear unto my cry.&quot;
thy gracious consideration.
to the ear of mercy, yet be not vexed with its discord, though it be but a cry, for
When my heart speaks,
it is the most natural expression of my soul s anguish.
There may be obstacles which impede the upward night of our
let thine ear hear.
there
as
and
may also be offences
prayers let us entreat the Lord to remove them
which prevent the Lord from giving favourable regard to our requests let us implore
He who has prayed day and night cannot bear
these out of the
him to
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

:

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

way.

put

to lose all his labour.
Only those who are indifferent in prayer will be indifferent
about the issue of prayer.
I am satiated and nauseated with them.
For my soul is full of troubles.&quot;
3.
heart is filled up with adversity till
Like a vessel full to the brim with vinegar,
He had his house full and his hands full of sorrow but, worse
it can hold no more.
than that, he had his heart full of it. Trouble in the soul is the soul of trouble.
what must it be to be sated with it ? And how much
little soul trouble is painful
return empty when your soul remains full of grief.
worse still to have
&quot;

my

;

A

;

your prayers
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And my life draweth nigh unto the grave.&quot; He felt as if he must die, indeed he
thought himself half dead already. All his life was going, his spiritual life declined,
he was nearer dead than alive.
his mental life decayed, his bodily life flickered
Some of us can enter into this experience, for many a time have we traversed this
Really to die
valley of death-shade, ay and dwelt in it by the month together.
and be with Christ will be a gala day s enjoyment compared with our misery when
Death would
a worse than physical death has cast its dreadful shadow over us.
be welcomed as a relief by those whose depressed spirits make their existence a
to
suffer
men
ever
thus
Indeed
Are
?
death.
permitted
good
they are
living
and some of them are even all their life-time subject to bondage. O Lord, be pleased
Let none of thy mourners imagine that a strange
to set free thy prisoners of hope
thing has happened unto him, but rather rejoice as he sees the footprints of brethren
who have trodden this desert before.
/ am counted with them that go down into the pit.&quot;
4.
My weakness is so great
If those about
that both by myself and others I am considered as good as dead.
me have not ordered my coffin they have at least conversed about my sepulchre,
discussed my estate, and reckoned their share of it. Many a man has been buried
before he was dead, and the only mourning over him has been because he refused
to fulfil the greedy expectations of his hypocritical relatives by going down to the
It has come to this with some afflicted believers, that their hungry
pit at once.
/ am as a man that hath no strength.&quot;
1
heirs think they have lived too long.
I can scarce crawl about
have but the name to live my constitution is broken up
my sick room, my mind is even weaker than my body, and my faith weakest of all.
The sons and daughters of sorrow will need but little explanation of these sentences,
they are to such tried ones as household words.
Unbound from all that links a man with life, familiar
Free among the dead.&quot;
5.
with death s door, a freeman of the city of the sepulchre, I seem no more one of
It is a sad case when
earth s drudges, but begin to anticipate the rest of the tomb.
our only hope lies in the direction of death, our only liberty of spirit amid the
Like the slain that lie in the grave, whom thou
congenial horrors of corruption.
He felt as if he were as utterly forgotten as those whose
rememberest no more.&quot;
As when a soldier, mortally wounded,
carcases are left to rot on the battle-field.
bleeds unheeded amid the heaps of slain, and remains to his last expiring groan
so
did
Heman
and
unsuccoured,
sigh out his soul in loneliest sorrow, feeling
unpitied
How low the spirits of good and
as if even God himself had quite forgotten him.
brave men will sometimes sink. Under the influence of certain disorders everything
will wear a sombre aspect, and the heart will dive into the profoundest deeps of
It is all very well for those who are in robust health and full of spirits to
misery.
blame those whose lives are sicklied o er with the pale cast of melancholy, but the
evil is as real as a gaping wound, and all the more hard to bear because it lies so
much in the region of the soul that to the inexperienced it appears to be a mere
matter of fancy and diseased imagination. Reader, never ridicule the nervous
and hypochondriacal, their pain is real though much of the evil lies in the imagina
And they are cut off from thy hand.&quot; Poor Heman felt
tion, it is not imaginary.
as if God himself had put him away, smitten him and laid him among the corpses
He mourned that the hand of the Lord had
of those executed by divine justice.
gone out against him, and that he was divided from the great Author of his life.
This is the essence of wormwood. Man s blows are trifles, but God s smitings are

&quot;

;

1

;

I

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

To feel utterly forsaken of the Lord and cast away
is the very climax of heart-desolation.
hast laid me in the lowest pit, in darkness, in the deeps.&quot;
What a col
Heman
lection of forcible metaphors, each one expressive of the utmost grief.
compared his forlorn condition to an imprisonment in a subterranean dungeon,
None
to confinement in the realms of the dead, and to a plunge into the abyss.
The mind can descend far lower than the body, for
of the similes are strained.
The flesh can bear only a certain number of wounds
there are bottomless pits.
and no more, but the soul can bleed in ten thousand ways, and die over and over
is
It
each
hour.
grievous to the good man to see the Lord whom he loves
again
terrible to a gracious heart.
as though hopelessly corrupt
&quot;

6.

Thou

him

in the sepulchre of despondency
piling nightshade upon him, putting
evil from so good
candles, and heaping over him solid masses of sorrow
a hand seems evil indeed, and yet if faith could but be allowed to speak she would
remind the depressed spirit that it is better to fall into the hand of the Lord than
into the hands of man, and moreover she would tell the despondent heart that

laying

out

all his

;

:
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God never placed a Joseph in a pit without drawing him up again to fill a throne
that he never caused a horror of great darkness to fall upon an Abraham without
and never cast even a Jonah into the deeps without
revealing his covenant to him
preparing the means to land him safely on dry land. Alas, when under deep de
pression the mind forgets all this, and is only conscious of its unutterable misery ;
the man sees the lion but not the honey in its carcase, he feels the thorns but he
cannot smell the roses which adorn them. He who now feebly expounds these
words knows within himself more than he would care or dare to tell of the abysses
He has sailed round the Cape of Storms, and has drifted along
of inward anguish.
My
by the dreary headlands of despair. He has groaned out with one of old
and my sinews take no rest. I go
bones are pierced in me in the night season
mourning without the sun. Terrors are turned upon me, they pursue my soul as
Those who know this bitterness by experience will sympathise, but
the wind.&quot;
from others it would be idle to expect pity, nor would their pity be worth the having
It is an unspeakable consolation that our Lord Jesus knows
if it could be obtained.
this experience, right well, having, with the exception of the sin of it, felt it all
and more than all in Gethsemane when he was exceeding sorrowful even unto death.
7.
Thy wrath lieth hard upon me.&quot; Dreadful plight this, the worst in which
Wrath is heavy in itself
God s wrath is crushing beyond
a man can be found.
The wrath
conception, and when that presses hard the soul is oppressed indeed.
of God is the very hell of hell, and when it weighs upon the conscience a man feels
a torment such as only that of damned spirits can exceed.
Joy or peace, or even
numbness of indifference, there can be none to one who is loaded with this most
And thou hast afflicted me with all thy waves,&quot; or all thy
tremendous of burdens.
He pictures God s wrath as breaking over him like those waves of the
breakers.
How could his frail
sea which swell, and rage, and dash with fury upon the shore.
barque hope to survive those cruel breakers, white like the hungry teeth of death ?
Seas of affliction seemed to rush in upon him with all the force of omnipotence ; he
felt himself to be oppressed and afflicted like Israel in Egypt, when they cried by
It appeared impossible for him to suffer more, he had
reason of their afflictions.
exhausted the methods of adversity and endured all its waves. So have we imagined,
and yet it is not really quite so bad. The worst case might be worse, there are
God has other and more terrible waves which, if he
alleviations to every woe
chose to let them forth, would sweep us into the infernal abyss, whence hope has
long since been banished.
There was need to rest. Above the breakers the swimmer lifts his
Selah.&quot;
head and looks around him, breathing for a moment, until the next wave comes.
Even lamentation must have its pauses. Nights are broken up into watches,
and even so mourning has its intervals. Such sorrowful music is a great strain
both on voices and instruments, and it is well to give the singers the relief of silence
:

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

for a while.
8.
Thou hast put away mine acquaintance far from me.&quot; If ever we need
friends it is in the dreary hour of despondency and the weary time of bodily sick
therefore does the sufferer complain because divine providence had removed
ness
his friends.
Perhaps his disease was infectious or defiling, so that he was legally
separated from his fellow men, perhaps their fears kept them away from his plaguestricken house, or else his good name had become so injured that they naturally
avoided him. Most friends require but small excuse for turning their backs on
The swallows offer no apology for leaving us to winter by ourselves.
the afflicted.
it is
Yet it is a piercing pain which arises from the desertion of dear associates
Thou hast made me an abomina
a wound which festers and refuses to be healed.
tion unto them.&quot;
They turned from him as though he had become loathsome and
contaminating, and this because of something which the Lord had done to him
He who is
therefore, he brings his complaint to the prime mover in his trouble.
still flattered by the companions of his pleasure can little guess the wretchedness
which will be his portion should be become poor, or slanderously accused, for then
one by one the parasites of his prosperity will go their way and leave him to his
Men have
fate, not without cutting remarks on their part to increase his misery.
not so much power to bless by friendship as to curse by treachery. Earth s poisons
her
The
of
men
than
medicines
are
mass
who
are more deadly
healing.
gather
around a man and flatter him are like tame leopards ; when they lick his hand it is
Cursed
well for him to remember that with equal gusto they would drink his blood.
He was a
/ am shut up, and I cannot come forth.&quot;
is he that trusteth in man.&quot;
&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;
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prisoner in his room, and felt like a leper in the lazarretto, or a condemned criminal
he felt no liberty
in his cell.
His mind, too, was bound as with fetters of iron
When God shuts friends out, and shuts
of hope, he could take no flights of joy.
us in to pine away alone, it is no wonder if we water our couch with tears.
Mine eye mournelh by reason of affliction.&quot; He wept his eyes out. He
9.
;

&quot;

exhausted the lachrymal glands, he wore away the sight itself. Tears in showers
but in floods they become destructive and
are a blessing, and work our good
His tears wetted his prayers,
&quot;Lord, I have, called daily upon thee.&quot;
injurious.
but did not damp their fervour. He prayed still, though no answer came to dry
make
a
true
believer
cease
his eyes.
can
praying it is a part of his nature,
Nothing
/ have stretched out my hands unto thee.&quot;
He used the appro
and pray he must.
men need no posture-maker,
priate posture of a supplicant, of his own accord
or master of the ceremonies, when they are eagerly pleading for mercy, nature
As a little child stretches
suggests to them attitudes both natural and correct.
out its hands to its mother while it cries, so did this afflicted child of God. He
his
his
his
hands
were outstretched, and
all
voice
over,
cried,
eyes wept,
prayed
This was prayer indeed.
his heart broke.
Wherefore then suffer me to
10.
Wilt thoa shew wonders to the dead ?
die ?
While I live thou canst in me display the glories of thy grace, but when I
have passed into the unknown land, how canst thou illustrate in me thy love ?
If I perish thou wilt lose a worshipper who both reverenced, and in his own experi
This is good pleading,
ence illustrated, the wonders of thy character and acts.
He is thinking
and therefore he repeats it.
Shall the dead arise and praise thee ?
only of the present, and not of the last great day, and he urges that the Lord would
have one the less to praise him among the sons of men. Shades take no part in
the quires of the Sabbath, ghosts sing no joyous psalms, sepulchres and vaults
send forth no notes of thanksgiving. True the souls of departed saints render
glory to God, but the dejected Psalmist s thoughts do not mount to heaven but
he stays on this side of eternity, where in the grave he
survey the gloomy grave
sees no wonders and hears no songs.
At the mouth of the tomb he sits down to meditate, and then
Selah.&quot;
returns to his theme.
11.
Shall thy lovingkindness be declared in the. grave ?
Thy tender goodness
who shall testify concerning it in that cold abode where the worm and corruption
hold their riot ? The living may indite
Meditations among the Tombs,&quot; but
the dead know nothing, and therefore can declare nothing.
Or thy faithfulness
in destruction ?
If the Lord suffered his servant to die before the divine promise
was fulfilled, it would be quite impossible for his faithfulness to be proclaimed.
The poet is dealing with this life only, and looking at the matter from the point
of view afforded by time and the present race of men
if a believer were deserted
and permitted to die in despair, there could come no voice from his grave to inform
mankind that the Lord had rectified his wrongs and relieved him of his trials, no
songs would leap up from the cold sod to hymn the truth and goodness of the
Lord
but as far as men are concerned, a voice which loved to magnify the grace
of God would be silenced, and a loving witness for the Lord removed from the
of
testimony.
sphere
12.
If not here permitted to prove
Shall thy wonders be known in the dark ?
the goodness of Jehovah, how could the singer do so in the land of darkness and
deathshade ? Gould his tongue, when turned into a clod, charm the dull cold ear
of death ?
Is not a living dog better than a dead lion, and a living believer of
more value to the cause of God on earth than all the departed put together ?
And
What shall be told concerning
thy righteousness in the land of forgetfulness ?
;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

?
Where memory and love are lost, and men are
alike unknowing and unknown, forgetful and forgotten, what witness to the divine
The whole argument amounts to this if the believer dies
holiness can be borne ?
will bear witness to his truth
unblest, how will God s honour be preserved ?

thee in the regions of oblivion

Who

and righteousness
13.
But unto

?

Lord ;
1 have continued to pray for help
to thee, O Jehovah, the living God, even though thou hast so long delayed to answer.
A true-born child of God may be known by his continuing to cry a hypocrite is
And in
great at a spurt, but the genuine believer holds on till he wins his suit.
the morning shall my prayer prevent thee.&quot;
He meant to plead on yet, and to increase
his earnestness.
He intended to be up betimes, to anticipate the daylight, and
&quot;

thee have I cried,

&quot;

;

&quot;
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If the Lord is pleased to delay, he has a right
begin to pray before the sun was up.
to do as he wills, but we must not therefore become tardy in supplication.
If we
count the Lord slack concerning his promise we must only be the more eager to
outrun him, lest sinful sloth on our path should hinder the blessing.
&quot;

Let prayer and holy hymn
Perfume the morning air
Before the world with smoke is dim
Bestir thy soul to prayer.
While flowers are wet with dew
Lament thy sins with tears,
And ere the sun shines forth anew
Tell to thy Lord thy fears.&quot;
;

soul ?
Hast thou not aforetime chosen
thine elect ones become thy reprobates ?
writing of divorcement to those whom thy
become thy cast-offs ?
Why hidest thou
much as look upon me ? Canst thou not
this
afford me a solitary smile ?
to
one
has
who
in
Why
severity
brighter days
basked in the light of thy favour ?
may put these questions to the Lord, nay,
we ought to do so. It is not undue familiarity, but holy boldness. It may help
us to remove the evil which provokes the Lord to jealousy, if we seriously beg him
He cannot act towards us in other
to shew us wherefore he contends with us.
than a right and gracious manner, therefore for every stroke of his rod there is a
sufficient reason in the judgment of his loving heart
let us try to learn that reason
&quot;

14.

Lord,

casteth Ihou

why

my

off

&quot;

Shall
me, wilt thou now reject me ?
Dost thou, like changeable men, give a
Can thy beloveds
love has espoused.
Wilt thou not so
thy face from me ?

&quot;

&quot;

We

;

and

profit by it.
15.
/
afflicted
lasted so long that he

am

&quot;

and ready

His affliction had now
up.&quot;
could hardly remember when it commenced
it seemed to
he
had been at death s door ever since he was a child. This was no doubt
him as
an exaggeration of a depressed spirit, and yet perhaps Heman may have been born
under the cypress, and have been all his days afflicted with some chronic disease
or bodily infirmity
there are holy men and women whose lives are a long appren
ticeship to patience, and these deserve both our sympathy and our reverence,
our reverence we have ventured to say, for since the Saviour became the acquaintance
of grief, sorrow has become honourable in believers eyes.
A life-long sickness
may by divine grace prove to be a life-long blessing. Better suffer from childhood
to old age than be let alone to find pleasure in sin.
While I suffer thy terrors I am distracted.&quot; Long use had not blunted the
rather had they become
edge of sorrow, God s terrors had not lost their terror
more overwhelming and had driven the man to despair. He was unable to collect
his thoughts, he was so tossed about that he could not judge and weigh his own
condition in a calm and rational manner.
Sickness alone will thus distract the
mind and when a sense of divine anger is added thereto, it is not to be wondered
at if reason finds it hard to hold the reins.
How near akin to madness soul-depression
sometimes may be, it is not our province to decide
but we speak what we do know
when we say that a feather-weight might be sufficient to turn the scale at times.
Thank God, O ye tempted ones who yet retain your reason
Thank him that the
devil himself cannot add that feather while the Lord stands by to adjust all things.
Even though we have grazed upon the rock of utter distraction, we bless the in
finitely gracious Steersman that the vessel is seaworthy yet, and answers to her
helm tempest-tossed from the hour of her launch even to this hour, yet she mounts
to

die

from

my

youth

;

if

;

&quot;

;

;

;

!

:

the waves and defies the hurricane.
16.
Thy fierce wrath goeth over
&quot;

and

it is

a

man

of

What an expression,
fierce wrath,&quot;
Do we seek an explanation ? It seemed so
not what they seem.&quot; No punitive anger ever falls upon

God who

feels it

&quot;

me.&quot;

I

to him, but
things are
the saved one, for Jesus shields him from it all ; but a father s anger may fall upon
his dearest child, none the less but all the more, because he loves it.
Since Jesus
bore
guilt as
substitute, my Judge cannot punish me, but my Father can
and will correct me. In this sense the Father may even manifest
fierce wrath
to his erring child, and under a sense of it that dear broken-down one
may be laid
in the dust and covered with wretchedness, and
for
all
he
that
yet
may be accepted
and beloved of the Lord all the while. Heman represents God s wrath as breaking
over him as waves over a wreck.
Thy terrors have cut me off.&quot; They have made
me a marked man, they have made me feel like a leper separated from the congre&quot;

my

my

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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upon me

to look

as

no better

than dead. Blessed be God this is the sufferer s idea and not the very truth, for
the Lord will neither cast off nor cut off his people, but will visit his mourners with
choice refreshments.
17.
My troubles, and thy
They came round about me daily like water.&quot;
chastisements poured in upon me, penetrating everywhere, and drowning all.
Such is the permeating and pervading power of spiritual distress, there is no shutting
it sucks the spirit
it out
it soaks into the soul like the dew into Gideon s fleece
down as the quicksand swallows the ship it overwhelms it as the deluge submerged
the green earth.
They compassed me about together.&quot; Griefs hemmed him in.
He was like the deer in the hunt, when the dogs are all around and at his throat.
Poor soul
and yet he was a man greatly beloved of heaven
18.
Lover and friend hast thou put far from me.&quot; Even when they are near
me bodily, they are so unable to swim with me in such deep waters, that they stand
like men far away on the shore while I am buffeted with the billows
but, alas,
they shun me, the dearest lover of all is afraid of such a distracted one, and those
The Lord Jesus knew the meaning of
who took counsel with me avoid me now
In dreadful loneliness he
this in all its wormwood and gall when in his passion.
trod the wine-press, and all his garments were distained with the red blood of
those sour grapes.
let them not repine,
Lonely sorrow falls to the lot of not a few
but enter herein into close communion with that dearest lover and friend who is
never far from his tried ones.
And mine acquaintance into darkness,&quot; or better
I am familiar only with sadness, all else has
still, my acquaintance is darkness.
Will the heavenly Father leave
vanished.
I am a child crying alone in the dark.
his child there ?
Here he breaks off, and anything more from us would only spoil
the abruptness of the unexpected FINIS.
[We have not attempted to interpret this Psalm concerning our Lord, but we fully
believe that where the members are, the Head is to be seen pre-eminently.
To have
given a double exposition under each verse would have been difficult and confusing ;
we have therefore left the Messianic references to be pointed out in the Notes, where, if
God the Holy Ghost be pleased to illustrate the page, we have gathered up more than
enough to lead each devout reader to behold Jesus, the man of sorrows and the acquaint
ance of grief.]
&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

I

I

&quot;

;

1

;

&quot;

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
Title.
Mahalath Leannoth.&quot; I lean to the idea, that the words Mahalath
Leannoth are intended to denote some musical instrument of the plaintive order,
and in this opinion KIMCHI and other Jewish writers perfectly agree. They assert
that it was a wind-instrument, answering very much to the flute, and employed
mainly in giving utterance to sentiments of grief, upon occasions of great sorrow
and lamentation. With this view of the title, I should look for no new translation,
but should just read it substantially as our translators here
A Song or Psalm
for the sons of Korah, to the giver of victory, upon Mahalath Leannoth, an instruc
tion for Heman, the Ezrahite.
John Morison.
Title.
Leannoth
is
variously rendered, according as it is derived from
nrc, anah, to suffer, be afflicted, or from n, anah, to chant, sing.
Gesenius, De
while Mudge, Hengstenberg,
Wette, Dr. Davies, and others take the latter view
Alexander, and others take the former. Mudge translates, to create dejection
Alexander renders, mahalalh leannoth, concerning afflictive sickness
Hengstenberg
The Septuagint ((\7roKpidfivai) and the
reads, upon the distress of oppression.
and
Vulgate (respondendum) indicate a responsive song,
Houbigant translates the
words in question, for the choirs, that they may answer. Many etymologists consider
the primary idea of njy, ana/7, to sing, that of answering.
The tone of the psalm in
question, however, being decidedly that of sadness and defection, it appears more
probable that leannoth denotes the strictly elegiac character of the performance,
and the whole title may read therefore,
A Song or Psalm, for the sons of Korah,
to the chief musician,
upon the flutes [or the hollow instruments], to afflict [or cause
F. G. Hibbard, in
The Psalms
dejection], a didactic Psalm of Heman, the Ezrahite.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

New York, 1856.
chronologically arranged, with Historical Introductions.&quot;
Title.
The explanation
to be performed mournfully with subdued
:

voice,
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agrees with the mournful contents, whose tone is even more gloomy than that of
Ps. Ixxvii.
From The Psalms, By C. B. Moll.&quot; [Lange s Series of Commentaries.}
1. David was not the only man acquainted with sad exer
Title.
Heman.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

Heman

cise and affliction of spirit, for here is another, to wit,
the Ezrahite, as deep
2. They are not all men of weak
in trouble of spirit as he or any other beside.
are acquainted with trouble of spirit, and borne down
with the sense of God s wrath ; for here is Heman, one amongst the wisest of all
Israel (and inferior to none for wisdom, except to Solomon alone), under the heaviest
it pleaseth God to exercise
3.
exercise we can imagine possible for a saint.
a
of parts, of great gifts and graces, he can make his burden proportionable

minds and shallow wits who

When

man

as much to do with the difficulties he puts him to,
as a weaker man shall find in his exercise, as appeareth in the experience of Heman.
4. Wise men in their trouble must take the same course with the simpler sort of
men ; that is, they must run to God as others do, and seek relief only in his grace,
who as he distributeth the measures of trouble, can also give comfort, ease, and de
liverance from them, as the practice of Heman doth teach us.
5. What trouble of
wounded spirit some of God s children have felt in former times, others dear to
in
the
like
after
and
all
men
find
to
ages,
may
ought
prepare for the like, and
should not think the exercise strange when it cometh, but must comfort themselves
in this, that other saints whose names are recorded in Scripture, have been under
like affliction
to give instruction
for the Psalm is appointed
it is
Maschil
6. What is at one time matter of mourning to one of God s children,
of Heman.&quot;
matter
of
and
become
both
to
himself
and
to
may
joy
singing afterward,
others,
as this sad anguish of spirit in Heman is made a song of joy unto God s glory, and
the comfort of all afflicted souls, labouring under the sense of sin and felt wrath of

and give him

to his strength,

&amp;lt;God

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

it is
A Song, a Psalm for the sons of Korah.&quot; 7.
God, unto the world s end
Such as are most heartily afflicted in spirit, and do flee to God for reconciliation
and consolation through Christ, have no reason to suspect themselves, that they
are not esteemed of and loved as dear children, because they feel so much of God s
wrath
for here is a saint who hath drunken of that cup (as deep as any who shall
read this Psalm), here is one so much loved and honoured of God, as to be a penman
of Holy Scripture, and a pattern of faith and patience unto others
even Heman
the Ezrahite.
David Dickson.
&quot;

;

:

;

We have in this Psalm the voice of our suffering Redeemer,&quot;
Whole Psalm.
Home and the contents may be thus briefly stated
1. The plaintive wailing of the suffering one, verses 1, 2.
It strongly resembles
&quot;

says

;

Ps. xxii. 1, 2.
2. His soul exceeding sorrowful, even unto death, verses 3, 4, 5.

The word

&quot;free&quot;

our version, is tt??n, properly denoting separation from others, and here rendered
set aside from intercourse and communication with
by Junius and Tremellius,
men, having nothing in common with them, like those who are afflicted with leprosy,
and are sent away to separate dwellings.&quot; They quote 2 Chron. xxvi. 21.
3. His feelings of hell, verses 6, 7.
For he feels God s prison, and the gloom of
God s darkest wrath. And Selah gives time to ponder.
4. His feelings of shame and helplessness, verse 8.
His own receive him not.&quot;
5. The effects of soul-agony upon his body, verse 9.
6. His submission to the Lord, verse 9.
It is the very tone of Gethsemane,
in

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Nevertheless, not my will !
1. The sustaining hope of resurrection, verses 10 (with a solemn pause,
Selah
The
the dark,&quot; express the unseen world,
land of forgetfulness,&quot; and
11, 12.
which, to those on this side of the vail, is so unknown, and where those who enter
it are to us as if they had for ever been forgotten by those they left behind.
God s
wonders shall be made known there. There shall be victory gained over death
and the grave
God s
to man, and his
lovingkindness
faithfulness,&quot; pledge
him to do this new thing in the universe. Messiah must return from the abodes
of the invisible state ; and in due time, Heman, as well as all other members of
the Messiah s body, must return also.
Yes, God s wonders shall be known at the
grave s mouth. God s righteousness, in giving what satisfied justice in behalf of
Messiah s members, has been manifested gloriously, so that resurrection must
O morning of surpassing
follow, and the land of forgetfulness must give up its dead.
bliss, hasten on
Messiah has risen
when shall all that are his arise ? Till that
day dawn, they must take up their Head s plaintive expostulations, and remind their
&quot;

&quot;),

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

!

;

&quot;
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Heman

in

to the dead?&quot;

s

strains of

what he has yet

&quot;

to accomplish.

9
Wilt thou shew wonders

etc.

His perseverance in vehement prayer, verses 13, 14.
9. His long-continued and manifold woes, verses 15, 16, 17.
10. His loneliness of soul, verse 18.
Hengstenberg renders the last clause of
The dark kingdom of the dead is instead of all my com
this verse more literally
What
unutterable
completed by this last dark shade all
gloom
panions.&quot;
Forlorn indeed
Sinking
sympathy from every quarter totally withdrawn
from gloom to gloom, from one deep to another, and every billow sweeping over
or resting its weight on
leaning
him, and wrath, like a tremendous mountain,
Not even Psalm xxii. is more awfully solemnising, there being
the crushed worm.
in this deeply melancholy Psalm only one cheering glimpse through the intense
gloom, namely, that of resurrection hoped for, but still at a distance. At such a
He
price was salvation purchased by him who is the resurrection and the life.
and that price so paid is
himself wrestled for life and resurrection in our name
And so we hear in solemn joy the harp of
the reason why to us salvation is free.
Judah struck by Heman, to overawe our souls not with his own sorrows, but with
what Horsley calls The lamentation of Messiah,&quot; or yet more fully, The sorrowful
days and nights of the Man of Sorrows. Andrew A. Honor.
Whole Psalm. This Psalm stands alone in all the Psalter for the unrelieved
gloom, the hopeless sorrow of its tone. Even the very saddest of the others, and
the Lamentations themselves, admit some variations of key, some strains of hope
here only all is darkness to the close.
fulness
Neale and Litlledale.
Whole Psalm. The prophecy in the foregoing Psalm of the conversion of all
nations is followed by this Passion-Psalm, in order that it may never be forgotten
that God has purchased to himself an universal church, by the precious blood of
8.

&quot;

!

I

&quot;

!

&quot;

&quot;

;

dear Son.
Christopher Wordsworth.
Whole Psalm. All the misery and sorrow which are described in this Psalm,
We may therefore take the
says Brentius, have been the lot of Christ s people.
W. Wilson.
Psalm, he adds, to be common to Christ and his church.
his

Ver.se 1.
That little word my opens for a moment a space between
My.&quot;
the clouds through which the Sun of righteousness casts one solitary beam.
Gener
ally speaking, you will find that when the Psalm begins with lamentation, it ends
with praise
like the sun, which, rising in clouds and mist, sets brightly, and darts
forth its parting rays just before it goes down.
But here the first gleam shoots
across the sky just as the sun rises, and no sooner has the ray appeared, than thick
clouds and darkness gather over it
the sun continues its course throughout the
whole day enveloped in clouds ; and sets at last in a thicker bank of them than
it ever had around it during the day.
Lover and friend hast thou put far from me,
and mine acquaintance into darkness.&quot; In what a dark cloud does the sun of Heman
set
J. C. PhilpoL
Verse 1.
He had not recklessly poured forth his complaints,
Before thee.&quot;
or cast them to the winds, as many are wont to do, who have no hope in their calam
ities ; but he had always mingled with his complaining prayers for obtaining de
liverance, and had directed them to God, where faith assured him his prayers would
be seen again. This must be attentively noted, since herein is seen of what kind
the complaints of the saints are.
Mollerus.
Verse 1.
Other men seek some hiding place where they may
Before thee.&quot;
murmur against God, but the Psalmist comes into the Lord s presence and states
his grievances.
When a man dares to pour out his complaint before the Lord s
own face, his woes are real, and not the result of petulance or a rebellious spirit.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

!

&quot;

&quot;

C. H. S.
Verses

&quot;

1,

2.

God

Before

thee.&quot;

to be seen by human eye, but by
come before thee,&quot; that Is, let it be acceptable
ambassadors who are admitted to audience
incline thine ear unto my cry,&quot; because thou
Richardus Hampolus.

Not seeking

&quot;

let my prayer
alone, therefore,
before thee, after the similitude of

and when

my prayer has entered
hearest the desire of the afflicted.

;

&quot;

2.
Incline thine ear,&quot; etc.
It is necessary that God should incline
unto our prayer, else it would be in vain to come before Him. The prodigal
did not venture to present his prayer before the father ran and fell upon his neck
and kissed him. For then he said, Luke xv. 21, &quot;Father, I have sinned against

Verse

his ear

&quot;
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heaven, and in thy sight,&quot; etc., and so he obtained mercy. Esther did not present
her prayer to Ahasuerus before he descended from his throne and inclined himself
Esth. v.

to her.

Le Blanc.

2, etc.

The Lord Jesus emptied himself of
Verse 3.
full of troubles.&quot;
His soul, which was free from human sin,
glory, that he might be full of trouble.
was full of human troubles, that we who are full of sin might be free from trouble ;
his life drew nigh to the terrors of the unseen world, that we might not be its spoil
&quot;

Plain

&quot;

and prey.

My

soul

is

Commentary.&quot;

Hear into what a depth of spiritual
soul is full of troubles.&quot;
Verse 3.
distress three worthy servants of God in these later times were plunged and pressed
down under the sense of God s anger for sin. Blessed Mistress Brettergh upon her
the very grief of hell
last bed was horribly hemmed in with the sorrows of death
a roaring wilderness of woe was within her, as she con
laid hold upon her soul
She said, her sin had made her a prey to Satan ; and wished that
fessed of herself.
she had never been born, or that she had been made any other creature rather than
out many times, woe, woe, woe, etc. ; a weak, a woful, a
cried
She
woman.
a
wretched, a forsaken woman ; with tears continually trickling from her eyes. Master
Peacock, that man of God, in that his dreadful visitation and desertion, recounting
And for these,&quot; saith he, I feel
some smaller sins, burst out in these words
now a hell in my conscience.&quot; Upon other occasions he cried out, groaning most
is
miserable
heart
mine
Oh
Oh, oh, miserable
Oh me, wretch
pitifully,
&quot;

My

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

I

1

I doubt it will break
woful and miserable is my state that I am hunted by hell
hounds
When by-standers asked if he would pray, he answered, I cannot.&quot;
the name of God
Take not,&quot; replied he,
Suffer us, say they, to pray for you.
in vain, by praying for a reprobate.&quot;
what
what
sorrowful
What grievous pangs,
torments,
boiling heats of the fire
of hell that blessed saint of God, John Glover, felt inwardly in his spirit, saith Foxe,
no speech outwardly is able to express. Being young, saith he, I remember I was
once or twice with him, whom partly by his talk I perceived, and partly by mine
own eyes saw to be so worn and consumed by the space of five years, that neither
almost any brooking of meat, quietness of sleep, pleasure of life, yea, and almost
no kind of senses was left in him. Upon apprehension of some backsliding, he was
so perplexed, that if he had been in the deepest pit of hell, he could almost have
in which intolerable griefs of mind, saith he,
despaired no more of his salvation
although he neither had, nor could have any joy of his meat, yet was he compelled
to eat against his appetite, to the end to defer the time of his damnation so long
as he might
thinking with himself, but that he must needs be thrown into hell,
I dare not pass out of this point, lest some
the breath being once out of his body.
child of God should be here discouraged, before I tell you that every one of these
three was at length blessedly recovered, and did rise most gloriously out of their
several depths of extremest spiritual misery, before their end.
Hear, therefore, Mistress Brettergh s triumphant songs and ravishments of spirit,
O Lord Jesu, dost thou pray for me ? O
after the return of her well-beloved
How wonderful are thy mercies
blessed and sweet Saviour, how wonderful
O my Lord
Oh thy love is unspeakable, thou hast dealt so graciously with me
and my God, blessed be thy name for evermore, which hast shewed me the path
of life.
Thou didst, O Lord, hide thy face from me for a little season, but with
And now, blessed Lord, thy
everlasting mercy thou hast had compassion on me.
comfortable presence is come
yea, Lord, thou hast had respect unto thine hand
maid, and art come with fulness of joy, and abundance of consolation. O blessed
be thy name, my Lord and my God. O the joys that I feel in my soul
They be
wonderful.
O Father, how merciful and marvellously gracious art thou unto me
and so certain am I thereof,
yea, Lord, I feel thy mercy and I am assured of thy love
as Thou art the God of truth, even so sure do I know myself to be thine, O Lord
be
the Lord that hath thus
Blessed
well.
this
soul
knoweth
and
right
my God,
my
comforted me, and hath brought me now to a place more sweet unto me than the
O praise the Lord
garden of Eden. Oh the joy, the delightsome joy that I feel

and woful

my

heart.

The burden

I

of

my

sin lieth so

heavy upon me,

Oh how

&quot;

&quot;

!

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

:

I

!

1

;

1

I

;

1

for his mercies,

and

for this joy

which

my

soul feeleth full well

;

praise his

name

for

evermore.
Hear with what heavenly calmness and sweet comforts Master Peacock s heart
was refreshed and ravished when the storm was over
Truly, my heart and soul,&quot;
&quot;

:
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(when the tempest was something allayed) have been far led and deeply
troubled with temptations, and stings of conscience, but I thank God they are
eased in good measure. Wherefore I desire that I be not branded with the note
of a cast-away or reprobate.
Such questions, oppositions, and all tending thereto,
I renounce.
Concerning mine inconsiderate speeches in my temptation, I humbly
Afterward by little, and little, more
and heartily ask mercy of God for them
I do r
light did arise in his heart, and he brake out into such speeches as these
God be praised, feel such comfort from that, what shall I call it ?
Agony,&quot;
said one that stood by.
is
that
had
I
that
too
little
five
Nay,&quot; quoth he,
hundred worlds, I could not make satisfaction for such a.1 issue. Oh, the sea is
not more full of water, nor the sun of light, than the Lord of mercy
yea, his mercies
What great cause have I to magnify the great good
are ten thousand times more.
ness of God, that hath humbled such a wretched miscreant, and of so base condition,
&quot;

saith he,

all.&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

The Lord hath honoured me with his goodness
to an estate so glorious and stately.
I am sure he hath provided a glorious kingdom for me.
The joy that I feel in mine
heart is incredible.&quot;
For the third, (namely, John Glover) hear Mr. Foxe
Though
this good servant of God suffered many years so sharp temptations, and strong
buffettings of Satan ; yet the Lord, who graciously preserved him all the while,
not only at last did rid him out of all discomfort, but also framed him thereby to
in such sort, as.
such mortification of life, as the like lightly hath not been seen
he being like one placed in heaven already, and dead in this world both in word
and meditation, led a life altogether celestial, abhorring in his mind all profane
Instructions for a right Comforting afflicted
doings Robert Bolton (1572 1631),
I

&quot;

:

;

m

&quot;

Consciences.&quot;

My

Verse 3.
The Hebrew word rendered life is in the plural number,,
life.&quot;
iii. 14, 17
et al.
as in Gen. ii. 7
vi. 17
vii. 15
Why the plural was used as
to
life
cannot
be known with certainty.
now
It may have been to accord
applicable
with the fact, that man has two kinds of life
the animal life,
or life in common
with the inferior creation ; and intellectual, or higher life, the life of the soul. The
meaning here is, that he was about to die or that his life or lives approached that
the extinction of the mere animal life
state when the grave closes over us
and
the separation of the soul the immortal part from the body.
Albert Barnes.
3.
The grave.&quot; The word which is rendered
hell
in the Prayer Book trans
the grave
in the Bible version, and which is usually translated either
lation, and
&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Hebrew
and in the Greek
Hades.&quot;
Hades
The word
is literally
the Devouring, or
Sheol
who enlargeth his desire as hell, and is as
(Compare Hab. ii. 5,

as hell or the grave,
&quot;

signifies

&quot;

is

the unseen

&quot;

&quot;

in the

&quot;*&amp;gt;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

world.&quot;

&quot;

the Insatiable.&quot;
and also Prov. xxx. 15, 16.)
seems to
Sheol
death, and cannot be satisfied
have presented itself to the thoughts of the ancient Hebrews as a gloomy, silent,
and
inevitable,
mysterious abode, situated within the earth, whither the souls of
the departed were compelled to repair and to dwell, upon their being separated
from the body. (Isa. xiv. 9 20). They believed that the spirits of all human
kind were contained there in a state of waiting, and there especially dwelt the souls
of the giants before the flood (1 Pet. iii. 19, 20), and of the great ones of old, the
Rephaim, whom they pictured to themselves as fearful and gigantic spectres (Com
pare Prov. ii. 18). These ideas became modified and developed with the increasing
clearness of divine teaching
and they divided the abode of the dead into different
states of hope and comfort, which they called Abraham s bosom and paradise (Luke
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

23
xxiii. 43)
Life and
and of misery and suffering (Wisdom iii. 1).
immortality were brought to light by the Saviour, and also judgment and Hell
the Gehenna of everlasting punishment, as distinguished from the Unseen World.
(Compare Rev. xx. 13, 14.) From these speculations of Jewish Rabbis respecting
Sheol the church of Rome appears to have developed the doctrine of Purgatory.
It should be added that it was a received opinion among the followers of Rabbinical
teaching, that all of the seed of Abraham, though they would be dwellers in Sheol
before the general resurrection, would finally escape the Gehenna of everlasting
The rich man (Luke xvi. 23) is in Hades in torments when he calls to Abraham
fire.
his father.
Plain Commentary.&quot;

xvi. 22,

;

;

&quot;

Verse 4.
/ am counted with them that go down into the pit.&quot;
Not only myself,
says he, but others also now despair of my life, and number me with those whose
For now all my powers have failed and my vital
corpses are borne forth to burial.
&quot;
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He

word *uj which indicates fortitude rather
great the severity of these evils was, and the
vehemence of his griefs, which had broken even a most robust man. Molleras.
7 am counted with them that go down into the pit.&quot;
Verse 4.
Next to the
troubles of Christ s soul, are mentioned the disgrace and ignominy to which he
He who was the fountain of immortality, from whom no one could take
submitted
his life, who could in a moment have commanded twelve legions of angels to his
or
have
caused heaven and earth, at a word speaking, to fly away before him,
aid,
he was counted among them that go down into the pit ; he died, to all appearance,
like the rest of mankind ; nay, he was forcibly put to death, as a malefactor
and
seemed, in the hands of his executioners, as a man that had no strength, no power,
His strength went from him
or might, to help and save himself.
he became
become quenched.

spirits
aiN or

than

in

order to show

uses the

how

&quot;

:

;

;

He
weak, and like another man. The people shook their heads at him, saying,
saved others, himself he cannot save.&quot; Samuel Burder.
Verse 4.
There is in the original an antithesis, which cannot be conveyed by
mere translation, arising from the fact that the first word for man is one implying
J. A. Alexander.
strength.
&quot;

In the former verse he had said that he had
Verse 5.
Free among the dead.&quot;
approached very near to death, now he is plainly dead there he was about to be
thus had his sufferings increased. Free
buried, here he is laid in the sepulchre
is to be understood of the affairs of this life, as when it is said, Job iii. 19,
And the
servant is free from his master.&quot;
Martin Bucer, 1491 1551.
&quot;

:

:

&quot;

Verse 5.
Free among the dead.&quot;
:vzn DTP? bammethim chophshi, I rather
Both the fourth and fifth verses seem to
think, means stripped among the dead.
allude to a field of battle : the slain and the wounded are found scattered over the
plain ; the spoilers come among them, and strip, not only the dead, but those also
who appear to be mortally wounded and cannot recover, and are so feeble as not
to be able to resist.
Hence the Psalmist says, / am as a man that hath no strength,&quot;
Adam Clarke.
verse 4.
Free.&quot;
Verse 5.
There is no immunity so long as we are in the flesh, there
is no truce, but constant unrest distracts us.
Liberty, therefore, is given to us
after death, because we rest from our labours.
Franciscus Vatablus.
Verse 5.
Cut off from thy hand.&quot; Beware how you ever look upon yourself
as cut off from life and from enjoyment ; you are not cut off, only taken apart, laid
be
it
but for a season, or it may be for life
but still you are part of
aside,
may
the body of which Christ is the Head.
Some must suffer and some must serve,
but each one is necessary to the other,
the whole body is fitly framed together
the eye cannot say to the hand, I have
by that which every joint supplieth,&quot;
no need of thee
nor again the head to the feet, I have no need of you
Eph. iv.
16 ; 1 Cor. xii. 21. Your feet may be set fast
they may have run with great
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

;

But do not sorrow
activity, and you sorrow now, because they can run no more.
thus, do not envy those who are running ; you have a work to do ; it may be the
work of the head, or of the eye, it surely is whatever work God gives to you. It
may be the work of lying still, of not stirring hand or foot, of scarcely speaking,
Fear not : if He your heavenly Master has given it to you
scarcely showing life.
to do, it is His work, and He will bless it.
Do not repine. Do not say, This is
work, and, this is not ; how do you know ? What work, think you, was Daniel
doing in the lions den ? or Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego in the fiery furnace ?
Their work was

From

suffering.

Verse

&quot;

glorious, laudable, and honourable,&quot; they were glorifying
Sickness, its Trials and Blessings.&quot;
[Anon.] 1868.

in

Thou hast laid me in the lowest pit, etc. He expands his meaning
similitude.
For he compares himself to a captive who has been cast
&quot;

6.

by another

God

&quot;

&quot;

into a deep, foul, dark, and slimy pit, where he is shut up and plunged in filth and
after the manner of Jeremiah s
darkness, having not a remnant of hope and life
sufferings, chap, xxxvii.
By this simile he means that he was in the greatest anxieties
and sorrows of mind, destitute of every hope and sense of consolation, and that the
terrors of death continually increased and augmented.
Mollerus.
Verse 6.
When a saint is under terrible impressions of Jehovah s infinite wrath,
he cannot but be under great horror of conscience, and in perplexing depths of
mental trouble. The sense which he hath of avenging wrath, occasions a conflict
;
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When his troubled conscience
inexpressibly agonizing and terrible.
is inflamed, by a sense of the fiery indignation of God almighty, the more he thinks
of him as his infinite enemy, the more he is dismayed
every thought of him,
Trouble of conscience
brings doleful tidings, and pours oil upon the raging flame.
indeed
for sin, is
but, a sense of the vindictive wrath of God,
very disquieting
kindled in the conscience, is still more dreadful.
No words can express the direful
The Christian cannot at that time
anguish, which the disconsolate soul then feels.
think so much as one quieting, one cheering thought. What he first thinks of is
he changes that thought for another, and that
tormenting to his wounded spirit
He finds himself entangled, as in the midst of a thicket
is still more tormenting.
soever
he turns himself, he is pierced and grieved
which
so that,
of thorns
way
This dismal thought often arises in his troubled mind, That if death
afresh.
were, in his present condition, to surprise and cut him off, he should sink for ever
and ever, under the intolerable wrath of the infinite Jehovah. The most exquisite
torment of body is almost nothing, in comparison of the anguish of his spirit at
how inconceivable is the anguish, the agony, especially of a
such times. Oh
holy soul, when it is conflicting with the tremendous wrath of the eternal God
The bodily torture even of crucifixion, could not extort from the holy Jesus the
but the sense of his Father s wrath in his soul, wrung
smallest sigh or complaint
from him that doleful outcry,
My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me
John Colquhoun, in A Treatise on Spiritual Comfort,&quot; 1814.
in his spirit,

:

;

:

;

I

I

;

&quot;

&quot;

!

&quot;

&quot;

7.
Thy wrath lieth hard upon me.&quot; Others read, sustains itself, or
up itself upon me, which is as if a giant should with his whole weight stay
Thomas Goodwin.
himself upon a child.
There are some that feel the wrath of God on their souls and con
Verse 7.
sciences, and yet are not under wrath, but are true saints of God.
Examples ye
have in Paul, that chosen vessel of God to bear the name of Jesus among the Gentiles,
without
and
terrors
within.
Heman the Ezrahite said, The
he had fightings
waves of the Lord s indignation are gone over my head, so that they are like to
I suffer terrors and doublings from my very youth, so that I can never
drown me
And both these were the dear children of God. Now, if thou
be quit of them.
feelest nothing but wrath, and thou dost ask how thou shall judge of thy stale
when Ihou arl bearing such a wralh, that put all the sand of the sea in balance
and when thou hasl such a fire in Ihy conscience,
with it, it would overweigh it
lhal, pul iron and brass in lhal fire, it would melt them, for they were not able
how then shall Ihou know, in Ihis case, that thou art loved of God,
to abide it
and thai he halh chosen Ihee lo elernal life ? I lell thee, if thou art the chosen
child of God, and a vessel of mercy, under a sense of wrath, in this eslale Ihis will
be Ihy disposilion. Firsl, Thou will hale and delesl thy sin. which is the cause of
thy misery, and hath brought thee to Ihis pain. Secondly, Thou will have some
dolour and sorrow for Ihy sin, and Ihou will lament because thou hast provoked
God lo anger againsl Ihee. Thirdly, Thou will have a desire to be reconciled to
God and thou wouldst gladly be al peace wilh him, lhat thy sins may be taken
away out of his sight. Fourthly, There will be hunger and thirsl for liie blood of
Chrisl to quench lhal wralh, and for his righleousness lo cover Ihy soul.
Fifthly,
There will be a palient waiting upon the Lord s deliverance, and when thou canst
not get to this persuasion, then there will be a hope above hope, and thou wilt say
with Job, xiii. 15, Lord, I will trusl in thee, though thou shouldst slay me/
John Welch.

Verse

bears

;

;

:

;

There are times when an unspeakable sadness steals upon me, an
Verse 8.
immense loneliness lakes possession of my soul, a longing perchance for some vanished
hand and voice lo comfort me as of old, a desolation without form and void, that
wraps me in its folds, and darkens my inmost being. It was not thus in the first
days of my illness. Then all was so new and strange, thai a slrange spirilual slrenglh
The love and kindness
filled my soul, and seemed lo bear me up as wilh angel hands.
lender solicilude
that my sickness called forth, came lo me wilh a sweel surprise
an
of
lo
occasion
me and hope was slrong and recovery
made my very pain inlo
joy
was near, only a few brief weeks belween me and reluming heallh, wilh nolhing
of sickness remaining, bul Ihe memory of all lhal love and sympalhy, like a line
of lighl my Saviour s feel had left, as he walked with me on the troubled sea.
But now that hope is deferred, and returning health seems to loiter by the way,
;

;
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is delayed, and the trial lengthens out like an
ever-lengthening chain,
soul begins to faint and tire, and the burthen to grow heavier.
Even to those
who love me most,
pain and helplessness is now an accustomed thing, while
of
its
keen
me
but
little
it keeps
dulled by use.
to
edge
suffering,
My ills to them
are a tedious oft-told tale which comes with something of a dull reiterance.
It
has become almost a matter of course that in the pleasant plan I should be left

and recovery

my

my

out, that in the pleasant walk I should be left behind ; a matter of course that the
pleasures of life should pass me by with folded hand and averted face ; and sick
ness, and monotonous days, and grey shadows should be my portion.
And O my God, my spirit sometimes faints beneath a nameless dread that this
loneliness will grow deeper and deeper, if it be thy will that my sickness should
I can no longer be the companion of those
continue, or recovery be long delayed.
shall I be as dear to them as if I could have kept by their side, and been
I love
bound up with all their active interests and pleasures ? I have to see others take
my place, and do my work for them shall I not suffer loss in their eyes, and others
&amp;lt;enter into
the heritage of love which might have been mine ? Will they not grow
weary of me, weary of the same old ills, oft repeated, but ever new, and turn with
an unconscious feeling of relief, to brighter hearts, and more joyous lives ?
.

.

.

;

;

My

God,

my

God, to

whom

can

I

turn for comfort but unto thee, thou

who

didst drink the bitter cup of human loneliness to the dregs that thou mightest make
thyself a brother to the lonely, a merciful and faithful High Priest to the desolate
soul ; thou who alone canst pass within, the doors being shut to all human aid,
into that secret place of thunder, where the tempest-tossed soul suffers and struggles
thou who alone canst command the winds and tempests, and say unto the
alone
and unto the wind, Blow not
Be still
and there shall be a great calm.
sea,
As a child alone in the dark, my heart cries out for thee, cries for thine embracing
of
for
voice
for
heart
on which to rest my aching
comfort,
arms,
thy pierced
thy
From Christ the Consoler. A Book of Comfort
head, and feel that Love is near.
[Anon.] 1872.
for the Sick.&quot;
Thou hast put away mine acquaintance.&quot; This tempest of afflictions
Verse 8.
is all the heavier, because, First, all my acquaintance departed far from me, like
Prov. xiv. 20.
The poor is hated even of his own neighbour,
swallows in winter time
Seneca wisely admonishes
but the rich hath many friends.
Flies follow honey,
wolves corpses, ants food, the mob follows the pay, not the man.
Job said, Chap. xix. 13,
He hath put my brethren far from me, and mine acquaintance are verily estranged
from me. My kinsfolk have failed, and my familiar friends have forgotten me.
Secondly, Not only do they often depart from the afflicted, but they themselves
add to his trouble, and precipitate his falling fortune.
rich man beginning to
but a poor man being down, is thrust away by those
fall is held up by his friends
who once pretended to love him. Le Blanc.
Thou hast made me an abomination unto them :
Verse 8.
lit,
abominations,&quot;
as if I were one great mass of abominations. (Gen. xlvi. 34
xliii. 32.)
As Israel
was an abomination to the Egyptians, so Messiah, the antitypical Israel, was to
R.
Fausset.
A.
the world.
An abomination.&quot; As one who is unclean, excluded from social
Verse 8.
Gen. xlvi. 34. Compare Job ix. 31
intercourse
xix. 19 ; xxx. 10.
/ cannot
come forth.&quot; The man suspected of leprosy was
shut up seven days
Levit.
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

!

!

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

A

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

William Kay.

xiii. 4.

Mine eye mourneth,&quot; ...&quot; 7 have called.&quot; Weeping must not hinder
Verse 9.
we must sow in tears
Mine eye mourns,&quot; but / cry unto thee daily.&quot;
praying
Let prayers and tears go together, and they shall be accepted together
I have
I
seen
have
heard thy prayers,
Matthew Henry.
thy tears
The first clause seems literally to mean the soreness and dimness of
Verse 9.
sight caused by excessive weeping, and is so taken by many of the commentators,
and Lorinus aptly quotes a Latin poet, Catullus, in illustration
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

:

.&quot;

:

Moesta neque assiduo tabescere lumina

fleto

Cessarent.

Nor

my

sad eyes to pine with constant tears

Could cease.

Neale

s

Commentary.
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He assureth himself God would not fail to comfort him before he
Verse 10.
and again, that the Lord would rather miraculously raise him from the dead,
died
and in this also he taketh a safe course,
than not glorify himself in his deliverance
for he seeks for what he might expect, rather in an ordinary way, than by looking
David Dickson.
for miracles.
So far from this being an
Verse 10.
Shall the dead arise and praise thee ?
argument against the resurrection, it is Messiah s own most powerful plea for it
that otherwise man would be deprived of salvation, and God of the praise which
Thou canst not show wonders to
the redeemed shall give for it to all eternity.
the dead as such ; for
God is not the God of the dead, but of the living.&quot; (Matt,
Or even if thou wert to show thy wonders, it is only by their rising to
xxii. 32.)
A. R. Fausset.
life again that they can duly praise thee for them.
The dead.&quot; The word comes from a root which expresses what
Verse 10.
is weak and languid, and at the same time stretched out and long-extended, and
which can accordingly be employed to describe the shadowy forms of the under
world as well as the giants and heroes of the olden time. Carl Bernhard Moll, in
;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Lange

s

Commentary.

The dead.&quot; An attentive consideration seems to leave little room
Verse 10.
for doubt that the dead were called Rephaim (as Gesenius also hints) from some
notion of Scheol being the residence of the fallen spirits or buried giants. F. W.
Farrar, in Smith s Dictionary of the Bible.
Can my soul ever come to think I shall live in thy favour, in
Verses 10, 11.
thy free grace and loving-kindness, to be justified by it, to apprehend myself a
living man, and all my sins forgiven ? To do this, saith he, is as great a wonder
as to raise a man up from death to life
therefore he useth that expression,
Wilt
He calleth it a wonder ; for of all works else,
thou shew wonders to the dead ?
in
shall
find
the
resurrection
from
the
dead
the
counted
you
Scripture
greatest
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

wonder.

The phrase in the 10th verse, as the Septuagint translates it, is exceeding
Wilt thou shew wonders to the dead ? Shall the physicians
emphatical. Saith he,
arise and praise thee ?
So they read it, and so some good Hebrecians read it
also
that is, Go send for all the college of physicians, all the angels out of heaven,
all the skilful ministers and prophets that were then upon the earth, Gad and David,
for he lived in David s time
send for them all. All these physicians may come
with their cordials and balms
they will never cure me, never heal my soul, never
raise me up to life again, except thou raise me
for I am
free among the dead,&quot;
saith he.
Now then, to work faith in such a one for this poor soul, being thus
dead, to go out of himself, and by naked and sheer faith to go to Jesus Christ alone,
whom God raised from the dead, and to believe on him alone this is now as great
a power as indeed to raise a man up from death to life.
Thomas Goodwin.
In these verses we find mention made of four things on the
Verses 10
12.
and
wonders,&quot;
faithfulness,&quot;
part of God
loving-kindness,&quot;
righteous
ness.&quot;
These were four attributes of the blessed Jehovah which the eyes of Heman
had been opened to see, and which the heart of Heman had been wrought upon
to feel.
But he comes, by divine teaching, into a spot where these attributes seem
to be completely lost to him
and yet, (so mysterious are the ways of God !) that
spot was made the very place where those attributes were more powerfully displayed,
and made more deeply and experimentally known to his soul.
The Lord led the blind by a way that he knew not into these spots of experience,
that in them he might more fully open up to him those attributes of which he had
but the Lord brought him in such a mysterious way,
already gained a glimpse
that all his former knowledge was baffled.
He therefore puts up this inquiry to
the Lord, how it was possible that in those spots where he now was, these attributes
could be displayed or made known ?
1. He begins
Wilt thou shew wonders to the dead?&quot;
He is speaking here
of his own experience
he is that
wonders
dead
are
person to whom those
to be shown.
And being in that state of experience, he considered that every act
of mercy shown to him where he then was, must be a
wonder.&quot;
Shall the
dead arise and praise thee ?
What the dark, stupid, cold, barren, helpless soul,
that cannot lift up one little finger, that cannot utter one spiritual word, that cannot
put forth one gracious desire, that cannot lift up itself a hair s breadth out of the
mass that presses it down
Shall it arise ?
and more than that, praise thee ?
What can lamentation ever be turned into praise ? Can complaint ever be changed
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

!

&quot;

I

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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Can the mourner ever shout and

Oh, it is a wonder of
sing ?
are to
the dead
the dead
are to
if
arise,&quot; if
wonders, if
praise thee
the dead are to stand upon their feet, and shout victory through thy blood
into thanksgiving ?

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

I

J.

C. Philpot.

In the grave.&quot; Here is a striking figure of what a living soul feels
Verse 11.
under the manifestations of the deep corruptions of his heart. All his good words,
and all his good works, once so prized
and all his prayers, and
once so esteemed
all his faith, and hope, and love, and all the imaginations of his heart, are not merely
paralysed and dead, not merely reduced to a state of utter helplessness, but also
When we feel this we are
in soul-feeling turned into rottenness and corruption.
Shall thy lovingkindness be
spiritually brought where Heman was, when he said,
What wilt thou manifest thy love to a stinking corpse ?
declared in the grave ?
What is thy love to be shed abroad in a heart full of pollution and putrefaction ?
Is thy lovingkindness to come forth from thy glorious sanctuary, where thou sittest
enthroned in majesty, and holiness, and purity, is it to leave that eternal abode
of ineffable light and glory, and enter into the dark, polluted, and loathsome
grave ?
What is thy lovingkindness to come out of the sanctuary into the charnel-house ?
there
declared
revealed there spoken there manifested there
Shall it be
made known there ? For nothing else but the declaration of it there will do. He
Shall thy lovingkindness be declared in the Scriptures ?
does not say,
Shall
Shall thy lovingkindness be declared
thy lovingkindness be declared in Christ ?
ministers?&quot;
mouth
of
&quot;Shall thy lovingkindness be declared in
the
by
holy and
but he says,
Shall thy lovingkindness be declared,&quot; uttered, spoken,
pure hearts ?
in the grave ?
where everything is contrary to it, where
revealed, manifested,
&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

I

I

&quot;

&quot;

!

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

of it,
the last of all places fit for the lovingkindness of
an all-pure God to enter. J. C. Philpot.
11.
Verse
Thy faithfulness in destruction.&quot; You will see God s faithfulness
in destruction.
You will see God s faithfulness
to have been manifested most,
to his covenant most clearly evidenced in destroying your false religion, in order
to set up his own kingdom in your soul ; in destroying everything which alienated
and drew away your affections from him, that he alone might be enshrined in your
hearts ; and you will say, when the Lord leads you to look at the path he has led
Of all God s mercies his greatest have been those that seemed
you, in after years,
at the time to be the greatest miseries ; the richest blessings which he has given
us, are those which came wrapped up in the outside covering of curses ; and his
faithfulness has been as much or more manifested in destruction, than in restora
tion.&quot;
J. C. Philpot.
It is not by leaving man in the
destruction
which sin and death
Verse 11.
to his promises which have flowed
faithfulness
produce, that God will declare his
his
for
that
the woman s seed
out of his
;
instance,
promise
loving-kindness
should bruise the serpent s head (Gen. xiii. 15 ; and Hos. xiii. 14). A. R. Fausset.

everything

is

unworthy
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Wilt thou show thy righteousness in the land of forgetfulness ?
have forgotten thee, where I turned aside from thee, where I have let slip
out of my memory all thy previous dealings with me and shall thy righteousness
be manifested even there ? Wilt thou prove thine equity in showing forth mercy,
because for me a sacrifice has been offered, thy righteousness running parallel with
the atoning stream of Christ s blood ? When I have forgotten thee and forsaken
thee, and turned my back upon thee, can thy righteousness be there manifested ?
and righteousness still
What righteousness running side by side with mercy
preserving all its unbending strictness, because this very backsliding of heart, this
&quot;

&quot;

Verse 12.

where

I

I

1

very forgetfulness of soul, this very alienation of affection, this very turning my
and righteousness can be still shown
back upon thee, have all been atoned for
in the land of forgetfulness,&quot; because all my sins committed in the land of forget
J. C. Philpot.
fulness have been atoned for by redeeming blood
;

&quot;

!

That but seems to come in as an expression of his
Verse 13.
etc.
But,&quot;
resolution hitherto, that though these were his apprehensions of his condition, yet
he had sought the Lord, and would go on to do the same. Suppose thou flndest
no relish in the ordinances, yet use them ; thou art desperately sick, yet eat still,
Be I damned or
take all that is brought thee, some strength will come of it. Say,
Thomas Goodwin.
saved, hypocrite or no hypocrite, I resolve to go on.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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morning shall my prayer prevent thee.&quot; The morning prayer
morning God gave various gifts. First, the manna,
Exod. xvi. 13, And in the morning the dew lay round about the host : He who is in
the camp of God, and bravely fights, receives from God dew and consolation, if in
In the evening
the morning, that is, in the beginning of temptation, he prays.
flesh was given, whence death overtook them, but in another case in the morning
the manna was given, whereby life was sustained, until they came into the land
of promise.
Secondly, the law was given in the morning, Exod. xix. 16, And it
came to pass on the third day in the morning, that there were thunders and lightnings,
and a thick cloud upon the mount, and the voice of the trumpet exceeding loud. In
morning devotion the thunders of God, that is, his judgments, are more distinctly
the thick
heard his lightnings, that is, his divine enlightenments, are best seen
cloud upon the mount, that is, the divine overshadowing of the soul, is perceived
and the voice of the trumpet is best heard, that is, inspiration then with greater
force moves the mind.
Thirdly, in the morning, very early, the children of Israel
went forth from Egypt for in the middle of the night God smote all the first-born
in the land of Egypt, Exod. xii. 29. ... In the morning pray, and you shall conquer
and the Red Sea itself, that is, the place of temptation,
your daily and nightly foes
shall be to thee a field of glory, of victory and exultation, and Sll things shall go
Le Blanc.
well with thee.
Lord.&quot;
There is something concomitant
Verse 13.
Unto thee have I cried,
with the Christian s present darkness of spirit, that distinguished it from the hypo
and that is the lively working of grace, which then commonly is
crite s horror
the
very visible, when his peace and former comfort are most questioned by him
less joy he hath from any present sense of the love of God, the more abounding
the further Christ is
you shall find him in sorrow for his sin that clouded his joy
gone out of his sight, the more he clings in his love to Christ, and vehemently cries
is

Verse 13.
the best.

&quot;

In

...

the

In the

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

O the fervent prayers that then
after him in prayer, as we see in Heman here.
are shot from his troubled spirit to heaven, the pangs of affection which are springing
after God, and his face and favour
Never did a banished child more desire
admittance into his angry father s presence, than he to have the light of God s
William Gurnall.
countenance shine on him, which is now veiled from him.
I

Numerous are the complaints
Verse 14.
Why hidest thou thy face from me ?
and to a child of light it is indeed a darkness
good men under this dark cloud
the brightest evidences are
that may be felt
it beclouds and bewilders the mind
in a great measure hid
we see not our
the Bible itself is sealed, and fast closed
every good thing is at a distance from us, behind
signs, nor our tokens for good
there is a dismal gloom upon our path
the cloud, and we cannot get at it
we
know not where we are, where to step, nor which way to steer which way God is
and such a prayer as
gone we know not, but he knoweth the way that we take
Seek thy servants, for we are lost. Christ is hid, and there is
this suits us well,
a frowning cloud upon the sweet countenance of God, in which he hides his blessed
face
or, as he did to the disciples, holds our eyes, that we should not see him.
But,
though this is often the case with believers, and they cannot see one beam of light
before them
though all evidences are hid, and the light of the Lord s countenance
is withdrawn
and though the life-giving
though no signs nor love tokens appear
commandment is hid from them, and he shows them no wonders out of his law yet
these Israelites have light in their dwellings they have light to see the corruptions
of their own hearts
to see the workings of unbelief, legal pride, enmity, rebellion,
the double diligence of Satan, and the wretched advantages he takes of them in these
dark seasons.
William Huntington.
&quot;

&quot;

of

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

/ am afflicted.&quot;
Verse 15.
God more readily hears
(Vulg. Pauper sum ego.)
the poor, and gives himself wholly to them.
First, his eyes, to behold them, Ps. xi. 5,
His eyes behold the poor.&quot; Secondly, his ears, to hear them, Ps. x. 17,
Thou wilt
Thirdly, his hand, to help,
prepare their hearts, thou wilt cause thine ears to hear.&quot;
Ps. cvii. 41,
Yet setteth he the poor on high from his affliction.&quot;
Fourthly, his breast
and his arms, to receive the fugitives and those in peril, Ps. Ix. 9,
The Lord also
will be a refuge for the oppressed.&quot;
to
recollect
for
them, Ps. ix. 18,
Fifthly, memory
The needy shall not alway be forgotten.&quot; Sixthly, intellect, to care for them, and
watch over their comfort, Ps. xl. 17, But I am poor and needy ; yet the Lord thinketh
For he hath
upon me.&quot; Seventhly, goodwill, to love their prayers, Ps. xxii. 24,
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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not despised nor abhorred the affliction of the afflicted, neither hath he hid his face from
him.&quot;
Eighthly and lastly, he gives himself wholly to them, to preserve them,
He shall save the souls of the needy.&quot; Le Blanc.
Ps. Ixxii. 13,
/ am afflicted and ready to die from my youth up.&quot;
How much some
Verse 15.
I have seen a child, who at the age of twenty months had probably suffered
suffer
more bodily pain than the whole congregation of a thousand souls, where its parents
worshipped. Asaph seems to have been of a sad heart. Jeremiah lived and died
Heman seems to have been of the same lot and of the same turn of
lamenting.
&quot;

&quot;

1

William

mind.

Plumer.

S.

We found the heat more oppressive this day than
The hillocks of sand between which we were slowly
yet experienced it.
moving at the usual camel s pace, reflected the sun s rays upon us, till our faces
were glowing as if we had been by the side of a furnace.
Perhaps it was through
this part of the desert of Shur that Hagar wandered, intending to go back to her
it
been
and
native country
may have
by this way that Joseph carried the young
Even in tender infancy the
child Jesus when they fled into the land of Egypt.
I am afflicted and ready to
the
Redeemer
and
of
he
began,
complains,
sufferings
die from my youth up.&quot;
Perhaps these scorching beams beat upon his infant brow,
and this sand-laden breeze dried up his infant lips, while the heat of the curse of
God began to melt his heart within. Even in the desert we see the suretyship of
R. M. McCheyne s
Narrative of a Mission of Inquiry to the Jews.&quot;
Jesus.
From my youth up.&quot; That is, for a long time ; so long, that the
Verse 15.
remembrance of it seems to go back to my very childhood. My whole life has been
It may have
a life of trouble and sorrow, and I have not strength to bear it longer.
been literally true that the author of the Psalm had been a man always afflicted ;
or, this may be the language of strong emotion, meaning that his sufferings had
been of so long continuance that they seemed to him to have begun in his very boy
hood. Albert Barnes.
Verse 15.
While I suffer thy terrors I am distracted.&quot; The word doth not signify
properly the distraction of a man that is mad, but the distraction of a man that
It is the distraction of a man who knows not what to do, not of a man
is in doubt.
who knows not what he doth, and yet that distraction doth often lead to a degree
for a man who is much troubled to know what to do, and cannot know it,
of this
grows at last to do he knows not what. Joseph Caryl.
Verse 15.
While I suffer thy terrors I am distracted.&quot; The Psalm hath this
striking peculiarity in it, namely, that it not only hath reference to the Lord Jesus
but that he himself is the sole speaker from the beginning
Christ, and him alone
And although the whole of the Psalms are of him, and concerning him,
to the end.
more or less, and he is the great object and subject of all ; yet, secondarily and subordinately we meet with many parts in the Psalms where his church is also noticed,
and becomes concerned, from union with him, in what is said. But in this Psalm
All is of him and his incommunicable work.
All is of
there is allusion to no other.*
It contains an account of the cries of the Lord Jesus
the Son of God in our nature.
in
the days of his flesh he offered up prayers and supplications, with strong
when
crying and tears.&quot;
The soul-agonies of Christ even from the moment of his incarnation to his death,
may be contemplated, or read, from the sacred records of Scripture, but cannot
come within the province of any created power to conceive, much less unfold. It
/ am
that whatever the Lord meant to convey by the phrase,
is remarkable
distracted
distracted,&quot; this is the only place in the whole Bible where the word
Indeed the inspired writers have varied their terms of expression, when
is used.
speaking of Christ s sufferings, as if unable to convey any full idea. Matthew
renders it that the Lord Jesus said
My soul is exceeding sorrowful, even unto
death !
being sore amazed, and very
(Matt. xxvi. 38.) Mark describes him as
(Luke xxii. 44.)
heavy
(Mark xiv. 33.) And Luke his being in an agony
But here we must rest, in point of apprehension, for we can proceed no further.
Verse 15.

(First clause).

we had

.

.

.

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

1

:

1

Robert Hawker.
Verse 15.

O Lord, the monotony of my changeless days oppresses me, the
I am weary of gazing on the
constant weariness of my body weighs me down.
same dull objects I am tired of going through the same dull round day after day
the
the very inanimate things about my room, and
patterns on the walls, seem
:

*

Head

We
is

differ

the

from Dr. Hawker in his exclusion of the saints from this Psalm.
ED.
are never far away.

members

;

Where

the
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quickened with the waste of my life, and, through the power of association, my
own thoughts and my own pain come back upon me from them with a dull reverbera
tion.
My heart is too tired to hope I dare not look forward to the future I expect
nothing from the days to come, and yet my heart sinks at the thought of the grey
waste of years before me ; and I wonder how I shall endure, whether I shall faint
by the way, before I reach my far-ofl home. From Christ the Consoler.&quot;
;

;

&quot;

&quot;

Verse 16.

Heb.

&quot;

Thy

Thy hot

fierce

wrath goeth over

wraths.&quot;

LXX.

at

opyai

me.&quot;

a-ov.

Like a sea of liquid
William Kay.

fire

;

(xlii. 7).

have cut me off.&quot;
In the Hebrew verb the last syllable
Thy
is repeated for the purpose of putting vehemence into the expression.
The word
np* signifies, to shut up and press into some narrow place, in order that one may
not breathe or escape. ... In this sense Gregory Nazianzen in his first oration
concerning peace, calls grief Sea-^ov icapdias (the prison of the heart.) Mollerus.
Verse 16.

&quot;

terrors

not merely because it drowns, but because it searches
Verse 17.
Like water ;
every crevice, goes to the very bottom, and makes its way on all sides when once it
obtains an entrance, thus fitly denoting the penetrating force of temptation and
&quot;

&quot;

trouble.

Hugo

Cardinalis.

Lover and friend hast thou put far from me,&quot; etc. Next to the joys
Verse 18.
of religion, those of friendship are most rational, sublime, and satisfactory.
But
all
other
like
they,
earthly joys, have their mixtures and alloys, and are very pre
are often called to weep with our friends, and sometimes to weep
carious.
over them. Grief and tears for their death are the sad tribute we pay for loving
and being beloved, and living long in this world. This seems to have been the case
with the author of this melancholy Psalm, where our text is. He was exercised
His soul was full of
with great afflictions of body, and deep distress of mind.
He was shut up and confined by
troubles, and his life drew nigh to the grave.
weakness and pain, and could not go forth,&quot; to his business or pleasure, to the social
or solemn assembly, ver. 3 8.
He adds, that he had been afflicted and ready to
die from his youth up,&quot; v. 15 ; which seems to intimate that he was now an old man.
Some of his acquaintance and friends had deserted him, and he was become an
abomination to them,&quot; v. 8. They would not assist him, nor afford him the comfort
of a friendly visit, and the cheap kindness of a soft, compassionate word.
Others
of them, who would have been faithful and kind to him in his distress, were taken
out of the world ; and this at a time when, through age and infirmities, he peculiarly
needed their company and assistance. To this he refers in the text ; and with
Lover and friend hast
this he concludes the Psalm, as the heaviest stroke of all,
thou put far from me, and mine acquaintance into darkness.&quot;
This is a common case ;
and frequently the case of the aged. It is no unusual thing for old people to out
live their nearest relations ; the companions of their lives ;
their children, and
sometimes their grandchildren too ; and they are, as the Psalmist expresseth it,
like a sparrow alone upon the house-top.&quot;
What chiefly afflicted the Psalmist, and will afflict every generous heart, was,
that is, to the grave,
that his friends and lovers were removed into
darkness ;
which is called in Scripture,
the land of darkness and the shadow of death, with
out any order or succession ; and where the light is as darkness.&quot; Job x. 21, 22.
They were put so far from him, that he could see them no more ; were dead and
buried out of his sight ; neither would one of their friends on earth any more behold
them.
Thus are our friends put into darkness. The eyes that used to sparkle
with pleasure, when we met after a long absence, are closed in death. The voice
that used to delight and edify us is sealed up in everlasting silence. There is no
&quot;

We

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

.

.

.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

conversing with them personally nor by letters. Not lands and seas divide us from
and
them, but regions of vast, unknown space, which we cannot yet pass over
which they cannot and indeed would not tread back, as much as they loved us.
We have no way of conveying intelligence to them or receiving it from them. Per
haps they were put far away from us in their youth, or in the midst of their days
and usefulness when we promised ourselves many years of pleasure in their friend
ship and converse, and expected many years of service from them, for their families,
for the church, and the world.
Alas
one awful, fatal stroke hath broken down all
the pleasing fabric of love and happiness.
But these are reflections which must not be dwelt upon. When they begin
;

;

I
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grow very painful, as they soon will, it is time to turn our thoughts to that which
the second thing observable in the text namely, the Psalmist s devout acknow
Thou hast put them far from me.&quot;
ledgment of the hand of God in this affliction.
This good man, through the whole Psalm, ascribeth all his afflictions, and particularly
He takes no notice of their diseases ;
the death of his friends, to the hand of God.
he neither blames them for imprudence and delay, nor those who attended them
but looks beyond all second causes to the great Lord
for neglect or misapplication
owns him as the supreme sovereign of every life, and disposer of every event.
of all
And we shall do well to make this idea of the blessed God familiar to our minds, as
it is at once most instructive and most comfortable.
The holy Scriptures confirm the dictates of reason upon this subject assuring
maketh peace and createth evil
that
out of the mouth of the
us that God
that the most casual events are under his direction,
Lord proceedeth evil and good
not a sparrow falleth to,&quot; nor lighteth on,
the ground without him
so that
much less do his rational creatures and children die without his notice and appoint
ment. By whatever disease or casualties they die, it is God who
taketh away their
With
breath, changeth their countenance, and sendeth them into darkness.&quot;
I wound, and I heal
neither
awful majesty God claimeth this as his prerogative
can
out
of
that
deliver
hand.&quot;
xxxii.
is there any
He removeth
my
(Deut.
39.)
our friends who hath a right to do It. They were our friends, but they are his
He gave them life of
creatures ; and may he not do what he will with his own ?
his free goodness, and he hath a right to demand it when he pleaseth.
Dear as they
were to us, we must acknowledge they were sinners
and, as such, had forfeited
and shall not he determine when to take them
their lives to the justice of God
away ? They were our friends but do we not hope and believe that, by repentance,
faith in Christ, and sanctifying grace, they were become his friends too
dear to
him by many indissoluble ties ? Hath he not then a superior claim to them, and a
greater interest in them ? Is it not fit that he should be served first ? May he not
Shall he wait for, or ask, our consent
call home his friends when he pleaseth ?
first ?
He doth it, whom we cannot, dare not, gainsay.
Behold, he taketh away,
him
?
hinder
who
unto
can
will
who
He
him, what doest thou ?
say
(Job. ix. 12.)
doth it, who is infinitely good and wise ; and doth everything in the best time and
his goodness boundless and
manner. His knowledge is perfect and unerring
never-failing.
Though his judgments are a great deep, and his schemes utterly
unsearchable by us
yet we may reasonably believe that he consulteth the happiness
and his word giveth
of his servants in what is most mysterious and most grievous
So that whether we exercise the faith of Christians
us the strongest assurance of it.
or the reason of men, we must acknowledge the hand of God, yea, his wisdom and
Job Orton, 1717 1783.
goodness, in removing our acquaintance into darkness.
Mine acquaintance into darkness.&quot; Rather, my acquaintanceship
Verse 18.
is darkness, that is, darkness is all I have to converse with
my circle of acquaint
ance is comprised in blank darkness. Ernest Hawkins.
To be discountenanced or coldly treated by Christian friends, is often
Verse 18.
a consequence of a believer s having forfeited his spiritual comfort. When the
Lord is angry with his rebellious child, and is chastening him, he not only giveth
Satan leave to trouble him, but permitteth some of the saints who are acquainted
with him, to discountenance him, and by their cold treatment of him, to add to
When the father of a family resolves the more effectually to correct his
his grief.
Do not be familiar with
obstinate child, he will say to the rest of the household,
shew him no countenance ; put him to shame.&quot; In like manner, when the
him
Lord is smiting, especially with spiritual trouble, his disobedient child, he, as it were,
saith to others of his children,
Have for a season no familiarity with him treat
in order that he may be ashamed, and humbled
him with coldness and neglect
under
his
He hath
for his iniquity.&quot;
Job,
grievous affliction, complained thus,
brethren
from
far
and
mine acquaintance are verily estranged from
me,
put my
And likewise Heman, Thou hast laid me in the lowest
me,&quot; etc. (ch. xix. 13
19).
When the favour of God to the soul is clouded, the comfort of
pit, in darkness.&quot;
When He frowns on one, his children commonly
Christian society is also obscured.
and when he makes himself strange to one, so for the
appear to frown likewise
most part do they. If a holy man, then, under trouble of spirit, begins to be treated
with disregard, and even with contempt, by some of his Christian brethren, he ought
neither should he take occasion to be angry, or to quarrel with
not to be surprised
but he should look above them, and take the afflictive dispensation, only
them
to
is

;

&quot;

;

;

;
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&quot;

&quot;

;
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&quot;
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out of the hand of the Lord, as a necessary part of the chastisement intended for him.
He ought to say with respect to them, as David concerning Shimei, The Lord hath
THOU hast put away mine acquaintance far
bidden them
or, as Heman did,
from me.&quot; John Colquhoun.
The very rhythm of the last line shows that the piece is not com
Verse 18.
The ear remains in suspense until the majestic Ixxxixth shall burst upon
plete.
it like a bright Resurrection-morning.
William Kay.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

HINTS TO PREACHERS.
God of my salvation.&quot; II. Earnestness
Confidence in prayer,
have cried.&quot; III. Perseverance in prayer,
Day and night.&quot;
&quot;

Verse

1.

I.

&quot;

&quot;

in prayer,

I

G. P.

Prayer as an ambassador. I. An audience sought, or the benefit
III. The Process
Attention entreated, or the blessing of success.
explained, or prayer comes and God inclines.
1. To soul troubles.
I. A good man is exposed to inward troubles.
Verse 3.
Verse

2.

of access.

II.

etc.
1. From
To the soul full of troubles. II. To outward troubles.
My
outward persecutions. 2. From inward griefs. III. To both inward and outward
Soul
and my
G. R.
etc.
troubles at the same time.
etc.,
&quot;

2.

life,&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

full,&quot;

life,&quot;

Conscious weakness, painfully felt, at certain times, in
Verse 4 (last clause).
Intended to keep us humble, to drive us to our knees, and to bring
various duties.
greater glory to God.
I. The resemblance of the righteous man to the wicked.
1. In
Verses 4, 5.
2. In bodily infirmities.
II. His difference from them.
He is
natural death.
but is not of them. 1. He experiences natural death only.
counted with them
3. For him to die is gain.
2. His strength is perfected in weakness.
G. R.
1. What the afflictions of the people of God appear to be to them
Verses 6, 7.
1. Extreme,
laid me in the lowest pit.&quot;
2. Inexplicable,
in darkness.&quot;
selves.
in the deeps.&quot;
4. Severe,
3. Humiliating,
thy wrath lieth hard.&quot; 5. Ex
II. What they are in reality.
afflicted with all thy waves.&quot;
1. Not
haustive,
extreme, but light. 2. Not inexplicable, but according to the will of God. 3. Not
Humble
but
etc.
4.
Not
severe,
yourselves under,&quot;
elevating.
humiliating,
but gentle. Not in anger, but in love. 5. Not exhaustive, but partial. Not all thy
waves, but a few ripples only. The slight motion in the harbour when there is a
G. R.
boisterous ocean beyond.
This may describe us when despondency is chronic, when
Verse 8 (last clause).
trouble is overwhelming, when sickness detains us at home, when we feel restrained
in Christian labour, or hampered in prayer.
Verse 9.
I. Sorrow before God,
Mine eye,&quot; etc. II. Prayer to God,
I
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

have

&quot;

&quot;

God,

&quot;

called daily.&quot;
IV. Dependence on
Waiting for God,
have stretched,&quot; etc. These hands can do nothing without thee.

called,&quot;

I

etc.

III.

G. R.
Verses 10

I. The supposition.
1. That a child of God should be wholly
12.
dead.
2. That he should remain for ever in the grave.
3. That he should be de
4.
That
he
should
remain
in darkness. 5. That he should be entirely
stroyed.
always
II. The consequences involved in this
forgotten, as though he had never existed.
1. God s wonders to them would cease.
2. His praise from them
supposition.
would be lost. 3. His lovingkindness to them would be unknown. 4. His faithful
ness destroyed.
5. His wonders to them would be lost to others.
6. His former
III. The plea founded upon these con
righteousness to them would be forgotten.
Wilt
etc.
It
be
cannot
that
for
thou,&quot;
sequences,
thy praise
grace shown to
Then what wilt
thy people can be lost, and none can render it but themselves.
thou do unto thy great name ?
G. R.
Verse 13.
I.
Unto thee,&quot; etc. II. Blessings
Blessings delayed to prayer,
In the morning,&quot; etc.
anticipated by prayer,
Daily mercies anticipated by
G.
R.
morning prayers.
Verse 13 (last clause).
The advantages of early morning prayer-meetings.
Verse 14.
I. Afflictions are mysterious though just.
II. Just though mysterious.
G. R.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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Solemn enquiries, to be followed by searching examinations, by
Verse 14.
sorrowful confessions, stern self-denials, and sweet restorations.
I. The afflictions of the righteous may be long continued though
Verse 15.
II. Severe though long con
I am afflicted, etc., from my youth up.&quot;
severe.
2. Threatening,
afflicted.&quot;
1. Painful,
tinued.
ready to die.&quot; 3. Terrific,
I am,&quot; etc.
G. R.
4. Distracting,
suffer thy terrors.&quot;
The personal sufferings of Christ for the salvation of his people.
Verse 15.
Sermon by Robert Hawker. Works, Vol. IV. p. 91.
II. Tried men frequently mis
I. Good men are often tried men.
Verse 16.
III. The Lord does not take them at their word, he
judge the Lord s dealings.
G. R.
is better than their fears.
The loss of friends intended to remind us of our own mortality, to
Verse 18.
us to more complete trust in the Lord, to chasten us
lead
to
us
from
wean
earth,
for sin, and to draw us away to the great meeting place.
The words of our text will lead us to remark that, I. The happiness
Verse 18.
II. The trial of parting with in
of life greatly depends on intimate friendships.
III. In this, as indeed in every affliction,
timate friends is exceedingly painful.
belief
and
meditation
from
a
the best consolation is drawn
in,
upon, God s governing
Joseph Lathrop, 1845.
providence.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

PSALM LXXXIX.
Wf have, now reached the majestic COVENANT PSALM, which, according to the Jewish
It is the utterance of a believer, in
arrangement, closes the third book of the Psalms.
presence of great national disaster, pleading with his God, urging the grand argument
of covenant engagements, and expecting deliverance and help, because of the faithfulness
of Jehovah.
TITLE. Maschil.
This is most fitly called a Maschil, for it is most instructive.
No subject is more important or is so fully the key to all theology as that of the covenant.
He who is taught by the Holy Spirit to be clear upon the covenant of grace will be a scribe
well instructed in the things of the kingdom; he whose doctrinal theory is a minglemangle of works and grace is scarcely fit to be teacher of babes. OF ETHAN THE EZRAKITE
perhaps the same person as Jedulhun, who was a musician in David s reign ;
was noted for his wisdom in Solomon s days, and probably survived till the troubles of
Rehoboam s period. If this be the man, he must have written this Psalm in his old age,
when troubles were coming thick and heavy upon the dynasty of David and the land of
Judah ; this is not at all improbable, and there is much in the Psalm which looks that
way.
DIVISION.
The sacred poet commences by affirming his belief in the faithfulness
of the Lord lo his covenant with the house of David, and makes his first pause at verse 4.
He then praises and magnifies the name of the Lord for his power, justice, and mercy,
5 14.
This leads him to sing of the happiness of the people who have such a God to
be their glory and defence, 15
18.
He rehearses the terms of the covenant at full length
with evident delight, 19
37, and then mournfully pours out his complaint and petition,
38 51, closing the whole with a hearty benediction and a double Amen.
May the
Holy Spirit greatly bless to us the reading of this most precious Psalm of instruction,
:

T WILL
*

sing of the

EXPOSITION.
LORD for

mercies of the

ever

:

with

my mouth

will

make known thy

faithfulness to all generations.
2 For I have said, Mercy shall be built up for ever
shalt thou establish in the very heavens.
I

chosen, I
3 I have made a covenant with
servant,
4 Thy seed will I establish for ever, and build
tions.
Selah.

my

:

thy faithfulness

have sworn unto David

up thy throne

to

all

my

genera

I will sing of the mercies of the Lord for ever.&quot;
A devout resolve, and very
1.
commendable when a man is exercised with great trouble on account of an ap
of
the
Lord
from
his
covenant
and
promise. Whatever we may
parent departure
&quot;

observe abroad or experience in our

own

persons,

we ought

still

to praise

God

for

his mercies, since they most certainly remain the same, whether we can perceive
them or not. Sense sings but now and then, but faith is an eternal songster.
Whether others sing or not, believers must never give over ; in them should be con
stancy of praise, since God s love to them cannot by any possibility have changed,
are not only to believe the Lord s
however providence may seem to frown.
goodness, but to rejoice in it evermore ; it is the source of all our joy ; and as it
cannot be dried up, so the stream ought never to fail to flow, or cease to flash in
have not one, but many mercies to rejoice in, and
sparkling crystal of song.
It is Jehovah who
should therefore multiply the expressions of our thankfulness.
us
our
deigns to deal out to
daily benefits, and he is the all-sufficient and immutable
God ; therefore our rejoicing in him must never suffer diminution.
By no means
let his exchequer of glory be deprived of the continual revenue which we owe to it.
Even time itself must not bound our praises they must leap into eternity ; he
&quot;With my mouth will
let us sing unto him for ever.
blesses us with eternal mercies
I make known thy faithfulness to all generations.&quot;
The utterances of the present

We

We

23
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What Ethan sung is now a text-book for Christians,
will instruct future generations.
and will be so as long as this dispensation shall last.
ought to have an eye to
in
that
we
for
all
we are the schoolmasters of succeeding ages.
write,
posterity
Ethan first spoke with his mouth that which he recorded with his pen a worthy
example of using both means of communication ; the mouth has a warmer manner

We

than the pen, but the pen s speech lives longest, and is heard farther and wider.
While reading this Psalm, such is the freshness of the style, that one seems to hear
he makes the letters live and talk, or, rather, sing
it gushing from the poet s mouth
to us.
Note, that in this second sentence he speaks of faithfulness, which is the
mercy of God s mercies the brightest jewel in the crown of goodness. The grace
of an unfaithful God would be a poor subject for music, but unchangeable love
and immutable promises demand everlasting songs. In times of trouble it is the
divine faithfulness which the soul hangs upon
this is the bower anchor of the
Because God is, and ever will be, faithful, we have
soul, its holdfast, and its stay.
a theme for song which will not be out of date for future generations
it will never
be worn out, never be disproved, never be unnecessary, never be an idle subject,
It will also be always desirable to make it known, for men
valueless to mankind.
are too apt to forget it, or to doubt it, when hard times press upon them.
We can
not too much multiply testimonies to the Lord s faithful mercy if our own genera
tion should not need them others will
are
so
to
old
doubts
sceptics
ready
repeat
and invent new ones that believers should be equally prompt to bring forth evi
dences both old and new. Whoever may neglect this duty, those who are highly
favoured, as Ethan was, should not be backward.
For I have said, Mercy shall be built up for ever.&quot;
2.
His heart was persuaded
of it, and he had affirmed it as an indisputable truth.
He was certain that upon
a sure foundation the Lord intended to pile up a glorious palace of goodness
a house of refuge for all people, wherein the Son of David should for ever be glori
fied as the dispenser of heavenly grace.
Thy faithfulness shalt thou establish in
the very heavens.&quot;
This divine edifice, he felt assured, would tower into the skies,
and would be turret ed with divine faithfulness even as its foundations were laid
in eternal love.
God s faithfulness is no thing of earth, for here nothing is firm,
and all things savour of the changes of the moon and the fickleness of the sea heaven
is the birthplace of truth, and there it dwells in eternal
As the blue arch
vigour.
above us remains unimpaired by age, so does the Lord s truth
as in the firmament
he hangs his covenant bow, so in the upper heavens the faithfulness of God is en
throned in immutable glory. This Ethan said, and this we may say
come what
the Eternal Builder,&quot; and his own
will, mercy and faithfulness are built up by
nature is the guarantee for their perpetuity. This is to be called to mind whenever
;

;

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

;

&quot;

the church is in trouble, or our own spirits bowed down with grief.
/ have made a covenant with my chosen, I have sworn unto David my servant.&quot;
3.
This was the ground of the Psalmist s confidence in God s mercy and truth, for he
knew that the Lord had made a covenant of grace with David and his seed, and
confirmed it by an oath. Here he quotes the very words of God, which were re
vealed to him by the Holy Spirit, and are a condensation of the original covenant
in 2 Samuel vii.
Well might he write in the former verse,
I have said,&quot; when he
knew that Jehovah had said,
I have sworn.&quot;
David was the Lord s elect, and
with him a covenant was made, which ran along in the line of his seed until it re
ceived a final and never-ending fulfilment in
the Son of David.&quot;
David s house
must be royal as long as there was a sceptre in Judah, David s seed must be the only
of
the
died
Jews
with
that
title
his head
above
rightful dynasty ; the great
King
in the three current languages of the then known world, and at this
day he is owned
as king by men of every tongue.
The oath sworn to David has not been broken,
though the temporal crown is no longer worn, for in the covenant itself his kingdom
was spoken of as enduring for ever. In Christ Jesus there is a covenant established
with all the Lord s chosen, and they are by grace led to be the Lord s servants, and
then are ordained kings and priests by Christ Jesus. How sweet it is to see the
Lord, not only making a covenant, but owning to it in after days, and bearing wit
ness to his own oath
this ought to be solid ground for faith, and Ethan, the Ezrahite, evidently thought it so.
Let the reader and writer both pause over such
glorious lines, and sing of the mercies of the Lord, who thus avows the bonds of
the covenant, and, in so doing, gives a renewed pledge of his faithfulness to it.
/
the Lord, and yet again
have,&quot; says
/ have,&quot; as though he himself was nothing
loath to dwell upon the theme.
We also would lovingly linger over the ipsissima
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;
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verba of the covenant made with David, reading them carefully and with joy.
They
16
And when thy days be fulfilled, and
are thus recorded in 2 Sam. vii. 12
thou shalt sleep with thy fathers, I will set up thy seed after thee, which shall pro
ceed out of thy bowels, and I will establish his kingdom. He shall build an house
I will be his
for my name, and I will stablish the throne of his kingdom for ever.
If he commit iniquity, I will chasten him with the
father, and he shall be my son.
rod of men, and with the stripes of the children of men
But my mercy shall not
depart away from him, as I took it from Saul, whom I put away before thee. And
thine house and thy kingdom shall be established for ever before thee
thy throne
After reading this, let us remember that the Lord
shall be established for ever.&quot;
I will make an everlasting covenant with you,
has said to us by his servant Isaiah,
even the sure mercies of David.&quot;
Verse 4.
Thy seed will I establish for ever.&quot; David must always have a seed,
What a seed David has in
and truly in Jesus this is fulfilled beyond his hopes.
multitude
which
have sprung from him who was both his Son and his Lord.
the
The Son of David is the Great Progenitor, the second Adam, the Everlasting Father,
he sees his seed, and in them beholds of the travail of his soul.
And build up thy
David s dynasty never decays, but on the contrary, is
throne to all generations.&quot;
evermore consolidated by the great Architect of heaven and earth. Jesus is a king
as well as a progenitor, and his throne is ever being built up
his kingdom comes
his power extends.
Thus runs the covenant ; and when the church declines, it is ours to plead it
before the ever faithful God, as the Psalmist does in the latter verses of this sacred
Christ must reign, but why is his name blasphemed and his gospel so despised ?
song.
The more gracious Christians are, the more will they be moved to jealousy by the
sad estate of the Redeemer s cause, and the more will they argue the case with the
great Covenant-maker, crying day and night before him,
Thy kingdom come.&quot;
It would not be meet to hurry on.
Selah.&quot;
Rest, O reader, at the bidding
of this Selah, and let each syllable of the covenant ring in thine ears
and then lift
up the heart and proceed with the sacred poet to tell forth the praises of the Lord.
&quot;

:

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

5 And the heavens shall praise thy wonders,
also in the congregation of the saints.

O LORD

thy faithfulness

:

6 For who in the heaven can be compared unto the LORD ? who among
the sons of the mighty can be likened unto the LORD ?
7 God is greatly to be feared in the assembly of the saints, and to be had in
reverence of all them that are about him.
8 O LORD God of hosts, who is a strong LORD like unto thee ? or to thy
faithfulness round about thee ?
when the waves thereof arise, thou
Q Thou rulest the raging of the sea
:

stillest

them.

10 Thou hast broken Rahab in pieces, as one that is slain
thou hast
scattered thine enemies with thy strong arm.
11 The heavens are thine, the earth also is thine
as for the world and
the fulness thereof, thou hast founded them.
12 The north and the south thou hast created them
Tabor and Hermon
;

:

:

shall rejoice in

thy name.

13 Thou hast a mighty arm
strong is thy hand, and high is thy right hand.
14 Justice and judgment are the habitation of thy throne
mercy and
truth shall go before thy face.
:

:

5.
And the heavens shall praise thy wonders, O Lord.&quot; Looking down upon
what God had done, and was about to do, in connection with his covenant of grace,
all heaven would be filled with adoring wonder.
The sun and moon, which had
been made tokens of the covenant, would praise God for such an extraordinary
as it were, a new
display of mercy, and the angels and redeemed spirits would sing,
Thy faithfulness also in the congregation of the saints.&quot; By which is prob
song.&quot;
whole family in heaven and
So that the
ably intended the holy ones on earth.
earth
would join in the praise. Earth and heaven are one in admiring and adoring
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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the covenant God.
Saints above see most clearly into the heights and depths of
divine love, therefore, they praise its wonders
and saints below, being conscious
of their many sins and multiplied provocations of the Lord, admire his faithfulness.
The heavens broke forth with music at the wonders of mercy contained in the glad
tidings concerning Bethlehem, and the saints who came together in the temple
magnified the faithfulness of God at the birth of the Son of David.
Since that
auspicious day, the general assembly on high and the sacred congregation below
have not ceased to sing unto Jehovah, the Lord that keepeth covenant with his
;

elect.

For who in the heaven can be compared unto the Lord ;
therefore all heaven
Who among the sons of the mighty can
worships him, seeing none can equal him.
be likened unto the Lord ?
therefore the assemblies of the saints on earth adore
him, seeing none can rival him. Until we can find one equally worthy to be praised,
we will give unto the Lord alone all the homage of our praise. Neither among the
sons of the morning nor the sons of the mighty can any peer be found for Jehovah,
therefore he is rightly praised.
yea none that can be mentioned in the same day
Since the Lord Jesus, both as God and as man, is far above all creatures, he also is
to be devoutly worshipped.
How full of poetic fire is this verse How bold is the
How triumphant the holy boasting The sweet singer dwells upon
challenge
the name of Jehovah with evident exultation
to him the God of Israel is God in
deed and God alone. He closely follows the language long before rehearsed by
when
she
Who
is
like
unto
O
Miriam,
sang,
thee,
Jehovah, among the gods ? Who
His thoughts are evidently flying back to the days of Moses and
is like thee ?
the marvels of the Red Sea, when God was gloriously known by his incommunicable
name there is a ring of timbrels in the double question, and a sound as of the
Have we no poets now ? Is there not a man
twinkling feet of rejoicing maidens.
among us who can compose hymns flaming with this spirit ? O, Spirit of the living
God, be thou the inspirer of some master minds among us
7.
God is greatly to be feared in the assembly of the saints.&quot; The holiest tremble
in the presence of the thrice Holy One
their familiarity is seasoned with the profoundest awe. Perfect love casts out the fear which hath torment, and works in
lieu thereof that other fear which is akin to joy unutterable.
How reverent should
Where angels veil their faces, men should surely bow in lowliest
our worship be
Sin is akin to presumptuous boldness, but holiness is sister to holy fear.
fashion.
And to be had in reverence of all them that are about him.&quot; The nearer they are the
more they adore. If mere creatures are struck with awe, the courtiers and favourites
of heaven must be yet more reverent in the presence of the Great King.
God s
children are those who most earnestly pray
hallowed be thy name.&quot; Irreverence
is rebellion.
of
the
of
covenant
tend
a
to
create
awe
of
Thoughts
God,
grace
deeper
they draw us closer to him, and the more his glories are seen by us in that nearer
access, the more humbly we prostrate ourselves before his Majesty.
8.
Lord God of hosts, who is a strong Lord like unto thee ?
Or Jehovah, God
Alexander remarks, that the infinite superiority
of Hosts, who is like thee, Mighty Jah.
of God to men and angels is here expressed, or rather indicated, by an accumulation
&quot;

&quot;

6.

&quot;

&quot;

;

!

!

I

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

I

&quot;

;

!

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Here we have the name which displays his self-existence,
which denotes his dominion over all his creatures, and an adjective which
sets forth the power with which he exercises his sovereignty.
Yet this great and
terrible God has entered into covenant with men
Who would not reverence him
with deepest love ?
Or to thy faithfulness round about thee.&quot; He dwells in faith

of descriptive titles.

the

title

1

&quot;

said to be the girdle of the loins of his only-begotten Son, who is the
;
None in all creation is faithful as he is ; even his
express image of his person.
lie unto
angels might prove faithless if he left them to themselves, but he cannot
Men often fail in truth because their power
David,&quot; or forget to keep his oath.
is limited, and then they find it easier to break their word than to keep it
but the
strong Jehovah is equal to all his engagements, and will assuredly keep them.
Unrivalled might and unparalleled truth are wedded in the character of Jehovah.

fulness

it is

&quot;

;

Blessed be his
&quot;

9.

Thou

name

that

it

is so.

rulest the raging of the

maddest fury, the Lord controls
God and stood upright in awe.

it.

sea.&quot;

Always, even

in the

At the Red Sea the foaming

hour
billows

of

ocean

saw

s

their

waves thereof arise, thou stillest them.&quot;
When
None else can do this to attempt it would be madness, but the Lord s hush
silences the boisterous storm.
So did the Lord s Anointed calm the storms of
so also does the great Ruler of Providence evermore
Galilee, for he is Lord of all
&quot;

the

&quot;

;

:

&quot;
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govern the fickle wills of men, and quiet the tumults of the people. As a mother
stills her babe to sleep, so the Lord calms the fury of the sea, the anger of men, the
The Lord
tempest of adversity, the despair of the soul, and the rage of hell.
&quot;

yea, the Lord sitteth King for ever,&quot; and in all his ruling
and over-ruling he has respect unto his covenant
therefore, although our house
be not so with God as our hearts would wish, yet we will rejoice in his covenant
ordered in all things and sure, and delight in him as all our salvation and all our

upon the

sitteth

floods

:

;

desire.
10.
Thou Jiast broken Rahab in pieces as one that is slain.&quot; Egypt was crushed
like a corpse beneath the chariot wheels of the destroyer
its pomp and glory were
broken like the limbs of the dead in battle. Egypt was Israel s ancient foe, and its
overthrow was a theme to which devout minds constantly reverted, as to a subject
fit for their most exulting songs.
We, too, have seen our Rahab broken, our sins
o erthrown, and we cannot but unite in the ascription of praise unto the Lord.
Thou hast scattered thine enemies with thy strong arm.&quot; Thy strength has strewn
&quot;

:

&quot;

thy foes dead upon the plain, or compelled them to flee hither and thither in dis
may. Jehovah has overthrown his enemies with his own right arm, unaided and
alone.
Proud Rahab, swelling in her fury like the sea, was utterly broken and
scattered before the Lord of Hosts.
11.
The heavens are thine, the earth also is thine.&quot; All things are alike God s
rebellious earth as well as adoring heaven.
Let us not despair of the kingdom
of truth
the Lord has not abdicated the throne of earth or handed it over to the
of
the
the
Satan.
As
world
and
for
sway
fulness thereof, thou hast founded them.&quot;
The habitable and cultivated earth, with all its produce, owns the Lord to be both
its Creator and Sustainer, builder and upholder.
12.
The north and the south thou hast created them.&quot; North and south, opposite
that Jehovah fashioned them.
Tabor and Hermon shall
poles, agree in this
in
rejoice
thy name,&quot; that is to say, east and west are equally formed by thee, and
therefore give thee praise.
Turn to all points of the compass, and behold the Lord
is there.
The regions of snow and the gardens of the sun are his dominions both
the land of the dawning and the home of the setting sun rejoice to own his sway.
Tabor was on the west of Jordan and Hermon on the east, and it seems natural to
consider these two mountains as representatives of the east and west.
Keble para
phrases the passage thus
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

Both Hermon moist, and Tabor lone.
They wait on thee with glad acclaim.&quot;

Thou hast a mighty arm&quot; omnipotence is thine in smiting or uplifting
thy hand,&quot; thy power to create and grasp is beyond conception great
right hand
thy skill is incomparable, thy favour ennobling, thy
The power of God so impressed the Psalmist that in many ways
he repeated the same thought
and indeed the truth of God s omnipotence is so
full of refreshment to gracious hearts that it cannot be too much dwelt upon,
especially when viewed in connection with his mercy and truth, as in the following
&quot;

13.

;

&quot;

strong

is

and high is thy
working glorious.
&quot;

;

&quot;

:

verse.
&quot;

14.
Justice and judgment are the habitation of thy throne.&quot;
They are the basis
of the divine government, the sphere within which his sovereignty moves.
God

as a sovereign is never unjust or unwise.
He is too holy to be unrighteous, too
wise to be mistaken ; this is constant matter for joy to the upright in heart.
Mercy
and truth shall go before thy face.&quot; They are the harbingers and heralds of the Lord ;
he calls these to the front to deal with guilty and changeful man
he makes them,
in the person of the Lord Jesus, to be his ambassadors, and so poor, guilty man is
enabled to endure the presence of his righteous Lord.
If mercy had not paved the
&quot;

;

way, the coming of God to any man must have been swift destruction.
Thus has the poet sung the glories of the covenant God. It was meet that before
he poured forth his lament he should record his praise, lest his sorrow should seem
to have withered his faith.
Before we argue our case before the Lord it is most
becoming to acknowledge that we know him to be supremely great and good,
whatever may be the appearance of his providence
this is such a course as every
wise man will take who desires to have an answer of peace in the day of trouble.
;

O

15 Blessed is the people that know the joyful sound
in the light of thy countenance,

LORD,

:

they shall walk,
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In thy name shall they rejoice all the day
and in thy righteousness
they be exalted.
and in thy favour our horn
17 For thou art the glory of their strength
shall be exalted.
and the Holy One of Israel is our king.
18 For the LORD is our defence
16

:

shall

:

;

Blessed is the people that know the joyful sound.&quot;
He is a blessed God
of whom the Psalmist has been singing, and therefore they are a blessed people who
partake of his bounty, and know how to exult in his favour. Praise is a peculiarly
The covenant
joyful sound, and blessed are those who are familiar with its strains.
promises have also a sound beyond measure precious, and they are highly favoured
&quot;

15.

their meaning and recognise their own personal interest in them.
also be a reference here to the blowing of trumpets and other gladsome
noises which attended the worship of Jehovah, who, unlike the gods of the heathen
was not adored by the shrieks of wretched victims, or the yells and outcries of terrorstricken crowds, but by the joyful shouts of his happy people.
They shall walk,
O Lord, in the light of thy countenance.&quot; For them it is joy enough that Jehovah is
favourable to them ; all day long this contents them and enables them with vigour
to pursue their pilgrimage.
Only a covenant God could look with favour upon
men. and those who have known him in that relationship learn to rejoice in him,
If
yea, to walk with him in fellowship, and to continue in communion with him.
we give God our ear and hear the joyful sound, he will shew us his face and make
While the sun shines, men walk without stumbling as to their feet, and
us glad.
when the Lord smiles on us w e live without grief as to our souls.
In thy name shall they rejoice all the day.&quot; And good cause they have
16.
for so doing, for to the soul which, in Christ Jesus, has entered into covenant with
God, every attribute is a fountain of delight. There is no hour in the day, and no
day in our life, in which we may not rejoice in the name, person, and character of
need no other reason for rejoicing.
the Lord.
As philosophers could make
merry without music, so can we rejoice without carnal comforts ; the Lord Allsufficient is an all-sufficient source of joy.
And in thy righteousness shall they be
exalted.&quot;
By the Lord s righteous dealings the saints are uplifted in due time,

who understand
There

may

&quot;

r

&quot;

We

&quot;

however great may have been the oppression and the depression from which they
may have suffered. In the righteousness which the covenant supplies, which is
entirely of the Lord, believers are set on high, in a secure and blessed position, so
that they are full of sacred happiness.
If God were unjust, or if he regarded us as
being without righteousness, we must be filled with misery, but as neither of these
things is so, we are exalted indeed, and would extol the name of the Lord.
17.
For thou art the glory of their strength.&quot; Surely in the Lord Jehovah have
we both righteousness and strength. He is our beauty and glory when we are
in
him, as well as our comfort and sustenance when we tremble because of
strong
conscious weakness in ourselves.
No man whom the Lord makes strong may dare
to glory in himself, he must ascribe all honour to the Lord alone
we have neither
And in thy favour our horn shall be exalted.&quot;
strength nor beauty apart from him.
By the use of the word our the Psalmist identifies himself with the blessed people,
and this indicates how much sweeter it is to sing in the first person than concerning
others.
May we have grace to claim a place among those in covenant with God, in
Christ Jesus, for then a sense of divine favour will make us also bold and joyous.
A creature full of strength and courage lifts up its horn, and so also does a believer
become potent, valiant, and daring. The horn was an eastern ornament, worn
by men and women, or at least is so at this day, and by the uplifting of this the
wearer showed himself to be in good spirits, and in a confident frame of mind
we
wear no such outward vanities, but our inward soul is adorned and made bravely
triumphant when the favour of God is felt by us. Worldly men need outward pros
perity to make them lift up their heads, but the saints find more than enough encour
agement in the secret love of God.
For the Lord is our defence.&quot; Whoever else may defend us, he is our ul
18.
timate Defender and Shield.
And the Holy One of Israel is our king.&quot; He who
protects should govern, our defender should be acknowledged as our king.
Kings
are called the shields of nations, and the God of Israel is both our Ruler and our
Defence. Another sense may be that Israel s defender and king was of the Lord,
even the protectors of the land being thembelonging to him and sent by him
&quot;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;
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The title the Holy One of Israel is peculiarly de
God is one, we worship none beside. He is holi
ness itself, the only being who can be called
the Holy One,&quot; and in his perfection
of character we see the most excellent reason for our faith.
He who is holy can
his
not break
promises, or act unjustly concerning his oath and covenant.
Moreover,
he is the Holy One of Israel, being specially the God of his own elect, ours by peculiar
Who among the saints will not rejoice in the God of
ties, ours for ever and ever.
election ?
Are they not indeed a people greatly blessed who can call this God their
God for ever and ever ?
selves protected by the Lord.
lightful to the renewed heart.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

19 Then thou spakest in vision to thy holy one, and saidst, I have laid
I have exalted one chosen out of the
help upon one that is mighty
people.
20 I have found David my servant
with my holy oil have I anointed
;

;

him

:

21 With whom my hand shall be established
mine arm also shall
strengthen him.
22 The enemy shall not exact upon him
nor the son of wickedness
afflict him.
23 And I will beat down his foes before his face, and plague them that
hate him.
and in my
24 But my faithfulness and my mercy shall be with him
:

;

:

name

my

shall his

horn be exalted.

25

I will set

26

He

his

hand

also in the sea,

unto me, Thou

shall cry

art

and

my

his right

father,

hand

my

in the rivers.

God, and the rock of

salvation.

27 Also I will make him my firstborn, higher than the kings of the earth.
28 My mercy will I keep for him for evermore, and my covenant shall
stand fast with him.
29 His seed also will I make to endure for ever, and his throne as the days
of heaven.
30 If his children forsake my law, and walk not in my judgments
31 If they break my statutes, and keep not my commandments
32 Then will I visit their transgression with the rod, and their iniquity
with stripes.
33 Nevertheless my lovingkindness will I not utterly take from him,
nor suffer my faithfulness to fail.
34 My covenant will I not break, nor alter the thing that is gone out of
;

;

my

lips.

35 Once have I sworn by my holiness that I will not lie unto David.
36 His seed shall endure for ever, and his throne as the sun before me.
37 It shall be established for ever as the moon, and as a faithful witness
in heaven.
Selah.
19.
Then thou. spakest in vision to thy holy one.&quot; The Psalmist returns to a
consideration of the covenant made with David. The holy one here meant may
be either David or Nathan the prophet, but most probably the latter, for it was to
him that the word of the Lord came by night. 2 Sam. vii. 4, 5.
God condescends
to employ his gracious ministers to be the means of communication between him
self and his favoured ones,
even to King David the covenant was revealed by
Nathan the prophet
thus the Lord puts honour upon his ministers.
/ have
laid help upon one that is mighty.&quot;
The Lord had made David a mighty man of
valour, and now he covenants to make him the helper and defender of the Jewish
In a far fuller sense the Lord Jesus is essentially and immeasurably mighty,
state.
and on him the salvation of his people rests by divine appointment, while his success
is secured by divine strength being engaged to be with him.
Let us lay our faith
/ have exalted one chosen out of the people.&quot;
where God has laid our help.
David
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;
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was God

s elect, elect out of the people, as one of themselves, and elect to the highest
In his extraction, election, and exaltation, he was an eminent
position in the state.
type of the Lord Jesus, who is the man of the people, the chosen of God, and the
God exalts let us exalt. Woe unto those who despise
king of his church.
him, they are guilty of contempt of court before the Lord of Hosts, as well as of
rejecting the Son of God.
/ have found David my servant.&quot;
David was discovered by the Lord among
20.
the sheepfolds and recognised as a man of gracious spirit, full of faith and courage,
With my holy oil have I anointed him.&quot;
and therefore fit to be leader in Israel.
By the hand of Samuel, David was anointed to be king long before he ascended
The verse must also be expounded of the Prince Emanuel he be
the throne.
came the servant of the Lord for our sakes, the Father having found for us in his
person a mighty deliverer, therefore upon him rested the Spirit without measure,
to qualify him for all the offices of love to which he was set apart.
have not a
Saviour self-appointed and unqualified, but one sent of God and divinely endowed
Our Saviour Jesus is also the Lord s Christ, or anointed. The oil
for his work.

Whom

&quot;

&quot;

;

We

he is divinely endowed
with which he is anointed is God s own oil, and holy oil
with the Spirit of holiness.
21.
with whom my hand shall
With whom my hand shall be established,&quot; or,
ever be present.&quot; The almightiness of God abides permanently with Jesus in his
of
his people.
Mine arm also shall strengthen him.&quot;
work as Redeemer and Ruler
The fulness of divine power shall attend him. This covenant promise ought to be
before
for
in
the
the
lack
of the church at this time is power.
Lord,
prayer
great
urged
We have everything except the divine energy, and we must never rest content until
we see it in full operation among us. Jesus must be among us, and then there will
be no lack of force in any of our church agencies.
The enemy shall not exact upon him ; he shall not be vexed and persecuted
22.
as a helpless debtor by an extortionate creditor.
Nor the son of wickedness afflict
him.&quot;
Graceless men shall no longer make his life a burden.
David had in his
earlier history been hunted by Saul like a partridge on the mountains, and though
he had striven in all things to act justly towards Saul, because he was the Lord s
anointed, yet Saul was never content with his displays of loyalty, but persecuted
him relentlessly. The covenant, therefore, engaged that his life of hardship and
it did so in David s own person, and
oppression should come to an end for ever
more remarkably still in the life of Solomon his son. Who does not in all this see
a type of the Lord Jesus, who though he was once seized for our debts, and also
evil entreated by the ungodly, is now so exalted that he can never be exacted upon
any more, neither can the fiercest of his enemies vex him again. No Judas can
now betray him to death, no Pilate can deliver him to be crucified. Satan can
not tempt him, and our sins cannot burden him.
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

And

I will beat down his foes before his face
crushing them and their
himself thus fights the battles of his Son, and effectually overturns his
foes.
And plague them that hate him,&quot; or smite his haters. May none of us learn
the terror of this threatening, which is surely being fulfilled upon all those unbe
lievers who have rejected the Son of God, and died in the hardness of their hearts.
The prophecy is also having another fulfilment in the overthrow of systems of error,
and the vexation caused to their promoters. There is no such plague to bad men
as the prosperity of the cause of Jesus.
But my faithfulness and my niercy shall be with him.&quot; These were the
24.
two attributes of which the Psalmist began to sing in the first verse of the Psalm,
doubtless because he saw them to be most prominent in the covenant which he
&quot;

23.

&quot;

God

plans.

&quot;

&quot;

was about to plead with God. To David and his seed, God was gracious and faith
and though through their sin the literal kingdom lost all its glory and the dy
nasty became obscure, yet the line remained unbroken and more than all its former
glory was restored by the enthronisation of him who is Prince of the kings of the
All who are
earth, with whom the Lord s mercy and faithfulness remain for ever.

ful,

in

Jesus should rejoice, for they shall prove in their

own

experience the faithful

And in my name shall his horn be exalted.&quot; Gloriously does
mercy of the Lord.
the Lord Jesus lift up his head, raised to the highest place of honour by the man
David and Solomon in their dignity were but faint types of the
date of the Father.
Lord Jesus, who is far above all principalities and powers. The fullest exaltation
of the horn of Jesus is yet to come in that millenial period which is hastening on,
I will set his hand also in the sea, and his right hand in the rivers.&quot;
He
25.
&quot;

&quot;
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which stand for boundaries in Palestine he
He shall lave his hand in
shall by his power embrace all lands from sea to sea.
As monarchs hold in
the ocean and his right hand in earth s mightiest streams.
their hands a globe to set forth their dominion over the earth, he shall grasp the
This power is to be given him of
far more unconquerable sea, and be Lord of all.
/ will
so we understand the words
The verse
the Lord, and is to be abiding
all dwellers on the waters
and
cheer
of
the
in
it
a
voice
has
concerning sailors,
good
hand of Jesus is over them, and as he found his first apostles by the sea, so we
shall reach far beyond the

little rivers

;

&quot;

set.&quot;

;

;

finds earnest disciples there.
He shall cry unto me, Thou art my father.&quot; David s seed would be a pray
ing race, and so in the main they were, and when they were not they smarted for
The Lord Jesus was pre-eminent in prayer, and his favourite mode of address
it.
Never was there a son more filial in his cries than the Firstborn
Father.&quot;
was

trust he
26.

still

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

among many brethren.&quot; God had one Son without sin, but he never had a son
who lived without prayer.
My God,&quot; so our Lord called his Father when upon
&quot;

And

my salvation.&quot; It was to his Father that he turned
anguish in Gethsemane, and to him he committed his spirit
In this filial crying the true sons should imitate him.
in the article of death.
This
is the common language of the elect family
adoption, reverence, trust, must all
are
do
if
we
heirs
and
will
to
in
their
To
turns,
according
promise.
say to
speak
God Thou art my father is more than learning and talent can teach us ; the
new birth is essential to this. Reader, hast thou the nature of a child and the spirit
of one who can cry,
Abba, Father ?
27.
Also I will make him my firstborn.&quot; Among the kings the seed of David
and indulged with most love and paternal regard from
be
most
favoured
were to
God but in Jesus we see this in the highest degree verified, for he has pre-eminence
in all things, inasmuch as by inheritance he has a more glorious name than any
Who can rival heaven s First
higher than the kings of the earth.&quot;
other, and is
born ? The double portion and the government belong to him. Kings are honoured
In the millenial glory
when they honour him, and those who honour him are kings
it shall be seen what the covenant stores up for the once despised Son of David,
but even now faith sees him exalted as King of kings and Lord of lords. Lo, we
Our sheaves do obeisance to thy sheaf.
bow before thee, thou Heir of all things
Thou art he whom thy brethren shall
All thy mother s children call thee blessed.
Jesus is no servant of princes, nor would he have his bride, the church,
praise.
degrade herself by bowing before kings and eating the bread of a pensioner at their
hands. He and his kingdom are higher than the kings of the earth. Let the great
ones of the earth be wise and submit to him, for he is Lord, and he is the governor
&quot;

the cross.

when

for help

the rock of

in sore

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

1

!

among

the nations.

My mercy will I keep for him for evermore.&quot; The kings of David s line
needed mercy, and mercy prevented their house from utterly perishing until the
Son of Mary came. He needs no mercy for himself, but he is a representative man,
and the mercy of God is required for those who are in him for such mercy is kept
And my covenant shall stand fast with him.&quot; With Jesus the covenant
for ever.
is ratified both by blood of sacrifice and by oath of God ; it cannot be cancelled or
altered, but is an eternal verity, resting upon the veracity of one who cannot lie.
What exultation fills our hearts as we see that the covenant of grace is sure to all
the seed, because it stands fast with him with whom we are indissolubly united.
29.
His seed also will I make to endure for ever.&quot; David s seed lives on in the
person of the Lord Jesus, and the seed of Jesus in the persons of believers. Saints
are a race that neither death nor hell can kill.
Rome and its priests, with their
inquisition and other infernal cruelties, have laboured to exterminate the covenant
vain is their rage, their efforts vain.&quot; As long as God lives, his people
seed, but
&quot;

28.

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

And his throne as the days of heaven.&quot; Jesus reigns on, and will reign
the skies shall fall, yea, and when the heavens shall pass away with a great noise,
and the elements shall melt with fervent heat, his throne shall stand. What a
blessed covenant is this
Some commentators talk of conditions, but we fail to see
the promises are as absolute as they can possibly be, and if any conditions
any
as to the conduct of the favoured individuals can be conceived, they are
disposed
of in the succeeding verses.
30.
// his children forsake my law, and walk not in my judgments.&quot;
It was
possible, terribly possible, that David s posterity might wander from the Lord ; in
deed they did so, but what then ? Was the mercy of God to pass away from David s

must

&quot;

live.

till

1

;

&quot;
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So, too, the seed of the Son of David are apt to start aside,
but are they therefore cast away ? Not a single word gives liberty for such an
Expositors in their fear of Calvinistic doctrine shake
idea, but the very reverse.
off the fear of adding to the word of God, or else they would not have spent theii
of this absolutely unconditional covenant.
the conditions
time in talking about

seed

far

?

from

it.

&quot;

&quot;

and keep not

my commandments.&quot; The dreadful
suggested again, and the sad case is stated in other forms. But if it should
If their
be so, what then ? Death and rejection ? Ah, no ; Blessed be God, No
if either judgments
sin be negative or positive, if it be forsaking or profanation
or commandments or both be violated, yet there is not a word as to final destruc
tion, but the very reverse.
Legalism will import its ifs, but the Lord slays the ifs
Eternal snails and wills make glorious havoc among the ifs
as fast as they rise.
&quot;

31.

// they

break

my

statutes,

&quot;

&quot;

is

if

I

;

and

buts.
Then will I visit their transgression with the
32.

rod.&quot;
Not with the sword,
but still with a smarting, tingling, painful rod.
not with death and destruction
see
God
to
that.
He
hates
sin too much not
will
Saints must smart if they sin
God never plays
to visit it, and he loves his saints too well not to chasten them.
with his rod, he lays it well home to his children, he visits them with it in their houses,
He
bodies, and hearts, and makes them know that he is grieved with their ways.
their iniquity with stripes,&quot; which are either many or
smites home and chastens
few in proportion as the heart is properly affected by them. The rod is a covenant
As sin is so frequent, the rod never rests long
blessing, and is meant to be used.
in God s family the rod is not spared, or the children would be spoiled.
together
&quot;

;

:

&quot;

;

And a glorious nevertheless too
Nevertheless my loving33.
Nevertheless.&quot;
O glorious fear-killing sentence
This
kindness will I not utterly take from him.&quot;
crowns the covenant with exceeding glory. Mercy may seem to depart from the
Lord s chosen, but it shall never altogether do so. Jesus still enjoys the divine
favour, and we are in him, and therefore under the most trying circumstances the
Lord s lovingkindness to each one of his chosen will endure the strain. If the
and
covenant could be made void by our sins it would have been void long ere this
if renewed its tenure would not be worth an hour s purchase if it had remained de
pendant upon us. God may leave his people, and they may thereby suffer much
and fall very low, but utterly and altogether he never can remove his love from
them ; for that would be to cast a reflection upon his own truth, and this he will
nor suffer my faithfulness to fail.&quot; Man fails in all points,
never allow, for he adds,
but God in none. To be faithful is one of the eternal characteristics of God, in
his truth is one of his peculiar
which he always places a great part of his glory
treasures and crown jewels, and he will never endure that it should be tarnished in
us
that
assures
the heirs of glory shall not be
This
passage sweetly
any degree.
Let those deny the safety of the saints who choose to do so, we
utterly cast off.
have not so learned Christ. We believe in the gospel rod, but not in the penal sword
for the adopted sons.
34.
My covenant will I not break.&quot; It is his own covenant. He devised it,
drew up the draft of it, and voluntarily entered into it he therefore thinks much
It is an evil
It is not a man s covenant, but the Lord claims it as his own.
of it.
covenant-breaker,&quot; and such an opprobrious
thing among men for one to be a
Nor alter the thing that is gone
epithet shall never be applicable to the Most High.
Alterations and afterthoughts belong to short-sighted beings who
out of my lips.&quot;
meet with unexpected events which operate upon them to change their minds, but
the Lord who sees everything from the beginning has no such reason for shifting his
He is besides immutable in his nature and designs, and cannot change
ground.
A word once given is sacred once let a
in heart, and therefore not in promise.
promise pass our lips and honesty forbids that we should recall it, unless indeed
the thing promised be impossible, or wicked, neither of which can happen with the
promises of God. How consoling it is to see the Lord thus resolute. He, in the
words before us, virtually reasserts his covenant and rehearses his engagements.
This he does at such length, and with such reiteration, that it is evident he takes
If it were conceivable that he
pleasure in that most ancient and solemn contract.
&quot;

&quot;

1

1

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

had repented of it, he would not be found dwelling upon
renewed emphasis.

it,

and repeating

it

with

Because
unto David.&quot;
35.
my
he could swear by no greater he swore by himself, and by that peculiar attribute
which is his highest glory, being the subject of threefold adoration by all the hosts
&quot;

Once have I sworn by

holiness that I will not

lie
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of heaven.
God here pledges the crown of his kingdom, the excellent beauty of
He does as good as say that if he ceases to
his person, the essence of his nature.
be true to his covenant he will have forfeited his holy character. What more can
he say ? In what stronger language can he express his unalterable adherence to the
truth of his promise ? An oath is the end of all strife ; it ought to be the end of all
cannot imagine that God could lie, yet he puts it so that if
doubt on our part.
Here is ground for
the covenant were not kept by him, he would regard it as a lie.
confidence
our
faith be of such a nature as these assurances will warrant.
may
strong
36.
His seed shall endure for ever.&quot; David s line in the person of Jesus is an
endless one, and the race of Jesus, as represented in successive generations of
No power, human or Satanic, can break the
believers, shows no sign of failure.
Ciiristian succession ; as saints die others shall rise up to fill their places, so that
of
Jesus
shall have a seed to serve him.
last
the
till the
And his
doom,
day,
day
In our Lord Jesus the dynasty of David remains
throne as the sun before me.&quot;
upon the throne. Jesus has never abdicated, nor gone into banishment. He reigns,
and must reign so long as the sun continues to shine upon the earth.
seed and
a throne are the two great promises of the covenant, and they are as important to
us as to our Lord Jesus himself ; for we are the seed who must endure for ever, and
we are protected and ennobled by that King whose royalties are to last for ever.
// shall be established for ever as the moon.&quot;
37.
The kingdom may wax and
wane to mortal eyes, but it shall still abide as long as the moon walks in her silver
And as a faithful witness in heaven.&quot; The most stable part of the uni
beauty.
verse is selected as a type of Messiah s kingdom, and both sun and moon are made
to be symbols of its long endurance.
Whatever else there is in the sky which faith
fully witnesses to the unbending course of nature is also called upon to be a sign of
the Lord s truth.
When heaven and earth witness, and the Lord himself swears,
there remains no excuse for doubting, and faith joyfully reposes in confident ex

We

;

&quot;

&quot;

A

&quot;

&quot;

pectation.

38 But thou hast cast

off

and abhorred, thou hast been wroth with thine

anointed.

thou hast pro
39 Thou hast made void the covenant of thy servant
faned his crown by casting it to the ground.
thou hast brought his strong
40 Thou hast broken down all his hedges
holds to ruin.
he is a reproach to his neighbours.
41 All that pass by the way spoil him
thou hast made
42 Thou hast set up the right hand of his adversaries
all his enemies to rejoice.
43 Thou hast also turned the edge of his sword, and hast not made him
to stand in the battle.
44 Thou hast made his glory to cease, and cast his throne down to the
ground.
thou hast covered him
45 The days of his youth hast thou shortened
with shame. Selah.
46 How long, LORD ? wilt thou hide thyself for ever ? shall thy wrath
:

;

:

;

:

burn

like fire

?

47 Remember
in vain ?

how

short

my

time

is

:

wherefore hast thou

made

What man

all

men

is he that liveth, and shall not see death ? shall he deliver
from the hand of the grave ? Selah.
49 Lord, where are thy former lovingkindnesses, which thou swarest
unto David in thy truth ?
how I do bear in
50 Remember, Lord, the reproach of thy servants
my bosom the reproach of all the mighty people
wherewith
51 Wherewith thine enemies have reproached, O LORD
they have reproached the footsteps of thine anointed.
52 Blessed be the LORD for evermore. Amen, and Amen.
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his soul

;

:
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abhorred.&quot;
The Lord had promised not to cast
looked as if he had done so, and that too in the
most angry manner, as if he loathed the person of the king. God s actions may
appear to us to be the reverse of his promises, and then our best course is to come
before him in prayer and put the matter before him just as it strikes our appre
We are allowed to do this, for this holy and inspired man did so unrebuked,
hension.
Thou hast been wroth with thine anointed.&quot;
but we must do it humbly and in faith.
He deserved the wrath, doubtless, but the Psalmist s point is, that this appeared
He puts the matter plainly, and
to him to conflict with the gracious covenant.
makes bold with the Lord, and the Lord loves to have his servants so do it shows
to
be
of
matters
fact.
that they believe his engagements
Thou hast made void the covenant of thy servant.&quot; The dispensations of
39.
if
been
of the sacred compact, though
looked
as
there
had
a
disannulling
providence
Thou hast profaned his crown by casting it to the ground.&quot;
indeed it was not so.
The king had been subject to such sorrow and shame that his diadem had been as
He was
it were taken from his head, dashed on the earth, and rolled in the mire.
a theocratic monarch, and the Lord, who gave him his crown, took it from him
and treated it with contempt, at least so it seemed. In these sad days also we
may utter the same plaint, for Jesus is not acknowledged in many of the churches,
and usurpers have profaned his crown. When we hear of kings and queens set up
The Vicar of Christ,&quot; while parlia
as
heads of the church,&quot; and a priest styled
ments and courts take upon themselves to legislate for the church of God, we may
should
come
so
wretched
a pass.
lament
that
to
Few are there who
things
bitterly
will acknowledge the crown rights of King Jesus, the very subject is considered
O Lord how long
to be out of date.
40.
Thou hast broken down all his hedges.&quot; He was no longer sheltered from
the awe which should guard
the slanderous assaults of contemptuous tongues
The divinity which
the royal name had ceased to separate him from his fellows.
doth hedge a king
had departed. Hitherto, the royal family had been like a vine
within an enclosure, but the wall was now laid low, and the vine was unprotected.
It is sorrowfully true that in many places the enclosures of the church have been
destroyed, the line of demarcation between the church and the world has almost
Alas, O Lord God, shall it be always
vanished, and godless men fill the sacred offices.
Set up
so ?
Shall thy true vine be deserted by thee, thou great Husbandman ?
Thou
the boundaries again, and keep thy church as a vineyard reserved for thyself.
hast brought his strongholds to ruin.&quot;
The forts of the land were in the possession of
the enemy and were dismantled, the defences of the kingdom were overthrown.
Thus has it happened that precious truths, which were the bulwarks of the church,
have been assailed by heresy, and the citadels of sound doctrine have been aban
doned to the foe. O God, how canst thou suffer this ? As the God of truth, wilt
thou not arise and tread down falsehood ?
Idle passers-by, who have nothing
41.
All that pass by the way spoil him.&quot;
else to do, must needs have a pluck at this vine, and they do it without difficulty,
since the hedges are gone.
Woe is the day when every petty reasoner has an argu
ment against religion, and men in their cups are fluent with objections against the
gospel of Jesus. Although Jesus on the cross is nothing to them, and they pass
him by without inquiring into what he has done for them, yet they can loiter as long
as you will, if there be but the hope of driving another nail into his hands and help
Tney will not touch him with the finger of faith, but
ing to crucify the Lord afresh.
they pluck at him with the hand of malice. &quot;He is a reproach to his neighbours.&quot;
David s successors had unneighbourly neighbours, who were a reproach to good
The Jews
fellowship, because they were so ready to reproach their neighbour.
were much taunted by the surrounding Gentiles when at any time they fell into
Lord
are
trouble.
At this time the people of God, who follow the
fully,
subject to
a thousand reproaches, and some of them of the most bitter kind. These reproaches
Shall it al
are really the reproach of Christ, and, at bottom, are meant for him.
ways be so ? Shall he, who deserves to be universally adored, be subject to general
scorn ? Where, then, O God, is thy faithfulness to thy covenant ?
42.
Thou hast set up the right hand of his adversaries.&quot; Thou hast done it,
thou, who hast sworn to give him help and victory, thou hast, instead thereof
sided with his enemies, and lent them thy strength, so that they have gained the
Thou hast made all his enemies to rejoice.&quot; They are boasting over
supremacy.
him, and are glorying in his defeat, and this is done by thyself. O God, how
&quot;

38.

off

But thou

hast cast off

the seed of David, and yet
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it
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Hast thou forgotten thine own pledges and

?

Also turned the edge of his sword.&quot;
When he goes to war he is as unsuccess
ful as though his sword refused to cut, and gave way like a sword of lead.
His
And hast not made him to stand in the battle.
His heart fails
weapons fail him.
him as well as his sword he wavers, he falls. This has happened even to naturally
brave men a terrible dread has unmanned them. At this present the church has
few swords of true Jerusalem metal ; her sons are pliable, her ministers yield to
We need men whose edge cannot be turned, firm for truth, keen against
pressure.
error, sharp towards sin, cutting their way into men s hearts.
Courage and de
cision are more needed now than ever, for charity towards heresy is the fashionable
vice, and indifference to all truth, under the name of liberal-mindedness, is the
crowning virtue of the age. The Lord send us men of the school of Elias, or, at least,
&quot;

43.

&quot;

Luther and Knox.
44.
Thou hast made his glory to cease.&quot; The brightness of his reign and the
And
prosperity of his house are gone, his fame is tarnished, his honour disgraced.
He has lost his power to govern at home or to
cast his throne down to the ground.&quot;
conquer abroad. This happened to kings of David s line, and, more grievous to tell,
it is happening in these days to the visible kingdom of the Lord Jesus.
Where
are the glories of Pentecost ?
Where is the majesty of the Reformation ? Where
does his kingdom come among the sons of men ? Woe is unto us, for the glory has
departed, and the gospel throne of Jesus is hidden from our eyes
The days of his youth hast thou shortened.&quot; The time of the king s energy
45.
was brief, he grew feeble before his time.
Thou hast covered him with shame.&quot;
Shame was heaped upon him because of his premature decay and his failure in arms.
This was very grievous to the writer of this Psalm, who was evidently a most loyal
In this our day we have to bemoan the lack of
adherent of the house of David.
vigour in religion the heroic days of Christianity are over, her raven locks are
Is this according to the covenant ?
Can this be as
sprinkled with untimely grey.
the Lord has promised ? Let us plead with the righteous Judge of all the earth,
and beseech him to fulfil his w ord wherein he has promised that those who wait upon
him shall renew their strength.
The interceding poet takes breath amid his lament, and then turns from
Selah.
describing the sorrows of the kingdom to pleading with the Lord.
46.
How long, Lord ?
The appeal is to Jehovah, and the argument is the
Chastisement with a rod is not a lengthened matter,
length of the affliction endured.
therefore he appeals to God to cut short the time of tribulation.
Wilt thou hiae
Hast thou not promised to appear for thy servant wilt thou
thyself for ever ?
then for ever forsake him ?
Shall it go on and on
Shall thy wrath burn like fire ?
evermore till it utterly consume its object ? Be pleased to set a bound
How far
wilt thou go ?
Wilt thou burn up the throne which thou hast sworn to perpetuate ?
Even thus we would entreat the Lord to remember the cause of Christ in these days.
Can he be so angry with his church as to leave her much longer ? How far will he
suffer things to go ?
Shall truth die out, and saints exist no more ?
How long will
he leave matters to take their course ? Surely he must interpose soon, for, if he
do not, true religion will be utterly consumed, as it were, with fire.
47.
Remember how short my time
If so brief, do not make it altogether
If thine anger burn on it will outlast this mortal life, and then there will
bitter.
be no time for thy mercy to restore me. Some expositors ascribe these words,
and all the preceding verses, to the state of the Lord Jesus in the days of his humilia
but we prefer to continue our re
tion, and this gives an instructive meaning
ference all through to the church, which is the seed of the Lord Jesus, even as the
were
the
seed
of
David.
We, having transgressed, are made to
succeeding kings
feel the rod, but we pray the Lord not to continue his stripes lest our whole life be
If the Lord do
Wherefore hast thou made all men in vain ?
passed in misery.
not shine upon his work we live for nothing we count it no longer life if his cause
does not prosper. We live if the King lives, but not else. Everything is vanity
if religion be vanity.
If the kingdom of heaven should fail, everything is a failure.
Creation is a blot, providence an error, and our own existence a hell, if the faithfulness of
God can fail and his covenant of grace can be dissolved. If the gospel system can
be disproved, nothing remains for us or any other of the sons of men, which can render
existence worth the having.
48.
None
What man is he that liveth, and shall not see death ?
All must die.
of
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of our race can answer to the question here propounded except in the negative
Shall he deliver his
there is none that can claim to elude the arrows of death.
Neither by strength, wisdom, nor virtue can
soul from the hand of the grave ?
for
to
the
dust
return
the
common
we
must. Since then
man
doom,
escape
any
we must all die, do not make this life all wretchedness, by smiting us so long, O
Lord.
Thy Son our covenant Head died, and so also shall we let us not be so
deserted of thee in this brief span that we shall be quite unable to testify to thy
make us not feel that we have lived in vain. Thus the brevity of
faithfulness
life and the certainty of death are turned into pleas with the Most High.
Here we rest again, and proceed to further pleadings.
Selah.&quot;
49.
Lord, where are thy former lovingkindnesses, which thou swarest unto David
in thy truth ?
Here he comes to grand pleading, hand to hand work with the
;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

We may remind the Lord of his first deeds of love, his former
love to his church, his former favour to ourselves. Then may we plead his oath,
and beg him to remember that he has sworn to bless his chosen and we may wrestle
hard also, by urging upon him his own character, and laying hold upon his inviolable
When things look black we may bring forth our strong reasons, and debate
truth.
the case with our condescending God, who has himself said,
Come now, and let
us reason together.&quot;
the
servants.&quot;
reason
of their great
50.
Remember, Lord,
reproach of thy
By
troubles they were made a mock of by ungodly men, and hence the Lord s pity is
entreated.
Will a father stand by and see his children insulted ? The Psalmist
entreats the Lord to compassionate the wretchedness brought upon his servants
by the taunts of their adversaries, who jested at them on account of their sufferings.
How I do bear in my bosom the reproach of all the mighty people.&quot; The Psalmist
himself laid the scorn of the great and the proud to heart. He felt as if all the re
proaches which vexed his nation were centred in himself, and therefore in sacred
sympathy with the people he poured out his heart. We ought to weep with those
that weep
reproach brought upon the saints and their cause ought to burden us
if we can hear Christ blasphemed, and see his servants insulted, and remain unmoved,
we have not the true Israelite s spirit. Our grief at the griefs of the Lord s people
may be pleaded in prayer, and it will be acceptable argument.
There is one interpretation of this verse which must not be passed over ; the
Remember my bearing in my bosom all the many nations ; and this may
original is,
be understood as a pleading of the church that the Lord would remember her be
cause she was yet to be the mother of many nations, according to the prophecy of
Ps. Ixxvii.
She was as it were ready to give birth to nations, but how could they
be born if she herself died in the meanwhile ? The church is the hope of the world
should she expire, the nations would never come to the birth of regeneration, but
must abide in death.
Lord.&quot;
51.
Here is another forcible
Wherewith thine enemies have reproached,
the scoffers are the Lord s enemies as well as ours, and their reproach falls
point
upon him as well as upon us ; therefore we cry for the Lord s interposition. When
Jehovah s own name is in the quarrel, surely he will arise.
Wherewith they have
reproached the footsteps of thine anointed.&quot; Tracking him and finding occasion
to blaspheme at every turn
not only watching his words and actions, but even
his harmless steps.
Neither Christ nor his church can please the world, whichever
way we turn scoffers will rail. Does this verse refer to the oft-repeated sarcasm
Where is the promise of his coming ?
Is the reproach aimed at the delays of
the Messiah, those long-expected footfalls which as yet are unheard ?
O Lord, how
long shall this thread-bare taunt continue ? How long ? How long ?
Come, for creation groans
Impatient of thy stay,
covenant angel.

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:
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&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;
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&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Worn

out with these long years of
These ages of delay.

ill.

&quot;

Come, in thy glorious might,
Come with the iron rod,
Scattering thy foes before thy face.

Most Mighty Son

of

God.&quot;

Blessed be the Lord for evermore.&quot;
He ends where he began ; he has sailed
round the world and reached port again. Let us bless God before we pray, and
while we pray, and when we have done praying, for he always deserves it of us.
52.

&quot;
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we cannot understand him, we will not distrust him. When his ways are beyond
our judgment we will not be so foolish as to judge
yet we shall do so if we con
He is, he must be, he shall be, for
sider his dealings to be unkind or unfaithful.
ever, our blessed God.
Amen, and Amen.&quot; All our hearts say so. So be it, Lord,
we wish it over and over again. Be thou blessed evermore.
If

;

&quot;

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS
The present Psalm makes a pair with the preceding one. It is
That Psalm was a dirge of Passion-Tide,

Whole Psalm.

a spiritual Allegro to that Penseroso
this Psalm is a carol of Christmas.

.

.

.

Christopher Wordsworth.
Whole Psalm. There are many passages in this Psalm which do clearly evidence
of
Christ
that it is to be interpreted
yea, there are many things in this Psalm that
can never be clearly, pertinently, and appositely applied to any but Jesus Christ.
For a taste, see ver. 19, / have laid help upon one that is mighty,&quot; mighty to pardon,
suitable to that of the Apostle, Heb.
reconcile, to justify, to save, to bring to glory
He is able to save to the uttermost
vii. 25,
that is, to all ends and purposes,
Christ is a thorough Saviour,
perfectly, completely, fully, continually, perpetually.
Isa. Ixiii. 1,
a mighty Saviour
Mighty to save.&quot; There needs none to come
after him to finish the work which he hath begun
/ have exalted one chosen
ver. 19,
out of the people,&quot; which is the very title given to our Lord Jesus
Isa. xlii. 1,
Be
hold my servant, whom I uphold
mine elect,&quot; or chosen one,
in whom my soul
I have found David my servant.&quot;
ver. 20,
Christ is very frequently
delighteth
called by that name, as being most dearly beloved of God, and most highly esteemed
and valued by God, and as being typified by him both as king and prophet of his
church ver. 20,
suitable to that of Christ ;
With my holy oil have I anointed him ;
Luke iv. 18, The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed me to
the
to
the
and
therefore
we
need
not
doubt of the excellency,
gospel
poor
preach
I will make him my
ver. 27,
authority, certainty, and sufficiency of the gospel
Christ is the first-born of every creature,
first-born, higher than the kings of the earth.&quot;
and in all things hath the pre-eminence ver. 29, His seed also will I make to endure
This is chiefly spoken of Christ and
for ever, and his throne as the days of heaven.&quot;
his kingdom.
The aspectable heaven is corruptible, but the kingdom of heaven
is eternal ;
and such shall be Christ s seed, throne and kingdom
ver. 36,
77is
seed shall endure for ever, and his throne as the sun before me.&quot;
Christ shall see his
seed, he shall prolong his days, and the pleasure of the LORD shall prosper in his
And his throne as the sun before me ; that is, perpetual
hand,&quot; Isa. liii. 10.
and glorious, as the Chaldee explaineth it, shall shine as the sun.&quot; Other kingdoms
and thrones have their times and their turns, their rise and their ruins, but so hath
not the kingdom and throne of Jesus Christ.
Christ s dominion is
an everlasting
and his kingdom that which shall not
dominion,&quot; which shall not pass away
be destroyed,&quot; Dan. vii. 13, 14.
I might give further instances out of this Psalm,
but enough is as good as a feast. Now saith God,
I have made a covenant with
him ; so then there is a covenant that God the Father hath made with Christ
the Mediator ; which covenant, the Father engages to the Son, shall stand fast,
there shall be no cancelling or disannulling of it.
God the Father hath not only
made a covenant of grace with the saints in Christ, but he has also made a covenant
of redemption, as we call it for distinction sake, with Jesus Christ himself
My
covenant shall stand fast with him
that is, with Christ, as we have fully and
Thomas Brooks.
clearly demonstrated.
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Verse 1.
This one short verse contains the summary, pith, and argument of
the whole long Psalm
wherein observe THE SONG S DITTY, the lovingkindness and
truth of the Lord, manifested unto the whole world generally, to David s house (that
THE SINGER S DUTY, magnifying the mercies of God always,
is, the church) especially.
even from one generation to another.
And by all means with his mouth, for that
is expressed in this verse
with his mind, for that is implied in the next
7 have
that
believed
in
said,&quot; etc.,
is,
my heart, and therefore spake it with my tongue,
Ps. cxvi. 10.
For out of the heart s abundance the mouth speaketh,&quot; Matt. xii.
34.
John Boys.
7 will sing.&quot;
Verse 1.
It is to be observed that he does not say, I will speak
of the goodness of the Lord
The celebration of the divine goodness
but, I will sing.
;

;
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;
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&quot;
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has joined with itself the joy and exultation of a pious mind, which cannot be poured
That pleasantness and exuberance of a happy spirit,
forth better than in song.
which by singing is instilled into the ears of the listeners, has a certain wonderful
power of moving the affections so that not in vain were pious minds taught by the
Holy Spirit to inculcate the wonderful work of God in songs composed for this
Musculus.
purpose, to commit them to memory and to appoint them to be sung.
The Psalmist has a very sad complaint to make of the
/ will sing.&quot;
Verse 1.
and
he
David
at
this
of
the
of
time,
yet
begins the
family
deplorable condition
Psalm with songs of praise for we must in every thing, in every state, give thanks.
but we do more, we
think when we are in trouble we get ease by complaining
Let our complaints therefore be turned into thanksgiving and
get joy, by praising.
in these verses we find that which will be in matter of praise and thanksgiving for
Matthew
us in the worst of times, whether upon a personal or public account.
;

&quot;

;

We

:

;

Henry.
Verse 1.
Sing of the mercies of the Lord for ever.&quot; S. Gregory the Great raises
the question here as to how a perpetual singing of the mercies of God is compatible
with unalloyed bliss in heaven, inasmuch as the thought of mercy connotes the
memory of sin and sorrow, which needed mercy, whereas Isaiah saith that the
the former things shall not be remembered,
former troubles are forgotten,&quot; and
nor come upon the heart&quot; (ch. Ixv. 16, 17). And he replies that it will be like the
memory of past sickness in time of health, without stain, without grief, and serving
only to heighten the felicity of the redeemed, by the contrast with the past, and
And so sings the Cluniac :*
to increase their love and gratitude towards God.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Their breasts are filled with gladness,
Their mouths are tuned to praise,

&quot;

What
On

time,

now

safe for ever,

former sins they gaze

:

The fouler was the error,
The sadder was the fall,
The ampler are the praises

Him who pardoned

Of

all.&quot;

&quot;

with my mouth,&quot; not with that of any deputy ;
I will
Note, too, that he says,
make known,&quot; not secretly or timidly, not in a whisper, but boldly preach,
Thy
faithfulness,&quot; or truth, not my own opinion, far less my own falsehood, but thy
Truth, which is, thine Only-begotten Son. Gregory, Bernard, Hugo, and Augustine :
quoted by Neale and Littledale.
The word may be rendered graces, kindnesses, goodnesses,
Mercies.&quot;
Verse 1.
and designs the abundance of grace. John Gill.
The mercies.&quot; His manifold and sundry mercies as if he should
Verse 1.
I will there
say, we have tasted of more than one, yea, we have felt all his mercies
I will sing his mercy for creating this universe, which
fore praise the same for ever.
and for making man, which is microcosmos, a little
is macrocosmos, a great world
2. For
1. My song shall set forth his kindness, for that he gave me being.
world.
which
he
denieth unto stones. 3. To life, sense, which he
to
life,
my being,
adding
denieth unto plants. 4. To sense, speech and understanding, which he denieth
unto brute beasts.
I am exceeding much bound unto God for creating me when I was not
and
for preserving me under his wings ever since I was
yet I am more bound to his
in
for
all
for
me
with
redeeming me,
spiritual blessings
mercy
blessing
heavenly
things in Christ his Son (Eph. 1, 3), for his electing of me, for his calling of me, for
These graces are the riches of his
his justifying of me, for his sanctifying of me.
goodness and glory, misericordias in asternum, everlasting mercies, as reaching from
O Lord, I will alway sing thy
everlasting predestination to everlasting glorification.
mercies in promising, and ever shew thy truth in performing thy promise made to David,
chosen
servant, concerning thy Son, my Saviour, saying,
thy
Thy seed will I es
tablish for ever.&quot;
So the fathers expound our text
I will ever sing thy mercies,
in vouchsafing to send thy Son to visit thy servants, sick to death in sin.
First,
I will ever sing of thy mercifulness^ and then will ever be shewing thy faithfulness.
exhiberetur
veritas in impletione promissorum, nisi prsecederet misericordia
Ncque enim
in remissione peccatorum.
(For truth, in the fulfilment of the promises, would not be
shown forth ; unless mercy, in the forgiveness of sins, should precede it.) And what
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;
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Bernard of Clairvaux
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and

his truth established in the heavens, but that which
mercy
up for ever,
the sure mercies of David
that is, as Paul construeth Isaiah, the
Isaiah terms,
;
and the promise made to David, is briefly this, Thy
holy promise made to David
seed will I establish for ever, and set up thy throne from generation to generation.&quot;
is

s

set

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

John Boys.
For ever.&quot; I know some join in setcrnum to the noun misericordias,
Verse 1.
and not to the verb cantabo, making the sense to be this I will ahvay sing thy mercies
which endure for ever. But always is referred as well, if not better, unto the verb,
/ will sing
as who would say, Lord, thy mercies are so manifest, and so manifold,
so great in their number, and so good in their nature, that I will always, so long
as I have any being, sing praises unto thee.
All flesh is
Haply some will object,
the grass withereth,
grass, and the goodliness thereof is as the flower of the field
David
xl.
the flower f adeth
6, 7).
(Isa.
being persecuted by Saul, said, &quot;There is
but a step between me and death
(1 Sam. xx. 3).
Nay, David, thy life is shorter
&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

a span long,&quot; as thyself witnesseth, Ps. xxxix. 5.
than a stride, but
How can he
then that begs his bread but for a day promise to spend his breath in magnifying the
Lord for ever ? Answer is made, that the prophet will not only commend the
mercies of the Lord in word, but also commit them unto writing.
Ut sciat hsec setas,
*
As the
(that this age may know, and that posterity may read.)
posteritasque legal
is
termed
the
the
of
elsewhere
of
a
writer
so the writing of
prophet
pen
tongue
the Prophet is here termed his mouth, as Euthymeus upon the place (Acts iv. 25),
Liber Psalmorum os David (The Book of Psalms is the mouth of David).
He doth
intend to note the mercies of God, and to set forth his truth in a book, the which
behind
him
an
he will leave
instrument) to convey the same from generation
(as
to generation, from the generation of Jews to the generation of Christians.
Or from
for the blessed Apostles in their sermons usually
the Old Testament to the New
S. Peter telleth us that the gospel was preached
cite sentences out of the Psalms.
so may we say, that the gospel is preached by the
unto the dead (1 Peter iv. 6)
For the most ancient fathers, and other judicious authors, who have spent
dead.
their days in writing learned expositions and godly meditations upon the Holy
Scriptures, although they be dead, yet they
sing alway the mercies of the Lord,
and shew the truth of his word from one generation to another.&quot; It is reported
in our chronicles of Athelstan, parum setati vixit, multum glorias (he lived but little
So many zealous and industrious doctors have lived
of time, but much of glory).
(in respect of their age) but a little, yet in respect of their acts, a great while, shining
still in their works and writings, as lights of the world.
Or the prophet may be said to sing ever intentionally, though not actually. For
as the wicked, if he could live alway, would sin alway, so the good man (if God
should suffer him alway to breathe on earth) would sing alway the mercies of the
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

;

&quot;

Lord.
John Boys.
Verse 1.
With my mouth.&quot; The author has heard continual praises from a
tongue half eaten away with cancer. What use, beloved reader, are you making
of your tongue ?
Philip Bennett Power.
&quot;

/ have said.&quot;
The word TTJOW,
/ have, said,&quot; is used, in the Book
Verse 2.
either a fixed purpose, or a settled opinion of the
of Psalms, to express two things
person speaking. The Psalmist, therefore, delivers the whole of this second verse
in his own person, and introduces not God speaking till the next verse.
Samuel
&quot;

&quot;

;

Horsley.
Verse

/ have said,&quot; etc.
2.
The perpetuity of mercy is one eminent piece
Psalm, for with that he begins
Mercy shall be built up for ever,&quot; etc. And
they are the sure mercies of our spiritual David (Christ), he means. Now, to set
forth the perpetuity hereof, he first useth words that express firmitude, as
estab
built up for ever,&quot; ver. 2, 4.
Then he uses such similitudes as are taken
lished,&quot;
from things which are held most firm and inviolable amongst men, as verse 4, foedus
incidi, I have cut or engraven my covenant (so in the Hebrew), alluding to what
was then in use, when covenants were mutually to be made, such as they intended
to signify so much, they did engrave and
to be inviolate, and never to be broken
cut them into the most durable lasting matter, as marble, or brass, or the like.
You
may see this to have been the way of writing in use, as what was to last for ever r
as Job xix. 23, 24.
Oh that my words were now written oh that they were
&quot;

&quot;

of this

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

I

*

Eobanus Hessus.
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That they were graven with an iron pen and lead in the rock
And what is that rock or marble here ? No other than the heart it
for ever
self of our gracious and most merciful Jehovah, and his most unalterable and im
movable purposes, truth and faithfulness. This is that foundation in the heavens,&quot;
whereon mercy is built up for ever, as ver. 2, which (as the Apostle says) remains
the sure mercies of David,&quot; Isai. Iv. 3.
and so they become
for ever
Again,
solemn oaths amongst men serve to ratify and make things sworn to perpetual.
Once have I sworn by
This also is there specified as having been taken by God
my holiness,&quot; etc., and sworn by him that cannot lie, and sworn to that end, to
show the immutability of his counsel,&quot; Heb. vi. 17. And not only is the immutability
of his mercy illustrated by these things taken from what is firm on earth, but he
ver. 2,
For /
ascends up to the heavens, and first into the very highest heavens
have said, Mercy shall be built up for ever : thy faithfulness shall thou establish in the
comparing them to an house built not on earth, or upon a founda
very heavens :
tion of earth, which thieves break through, and violence destroys, but in heaven,
Thomas Goodwin.
whither they cannot reach.
that is
Verse 2.
mercy
Mercy shall be built up for ever.&quot; What is this
? but the glorious and the gracious scheme, the glorious and the
built up for ever
gracious fabric, of our salvation, founded in the eternal purpose of God carried
and then applied and
into execution by the labours and the death of Jesus Christ
brought home to the heart by the illuminating and converting power of the Holy
is
built
for
It was planned from
which
ever.&quot;
?
that
This is
Ghost
up
mercy
everlasting, and will know no ruin or decay, through the illimitable line of eternity
Who is the builder of this fabric ? Not man s free-will. Not man s own
itself.
Not human power nor human skill. Every true believer
righteousness or wisdom.
will here join issue with David, that it is God, and God alone, who builds up the
temple of his Church and who, as the builder of it, is alone entitled to all the glory.
The elect constitute and form one grand house of mercy an house, erected to
display and to perpetuate the riches of the Father s free grace, of the Son s atoning
This house, contrary to the
merit, and of the Holy Ghost s efficacious agency.
As
fate of all sublunary buildings, will never fall down, nor ever be taken down.
nothing can be added to it, so nothing can be diminished from it. Fire cannot in
it
cannot
it.
It
stands
on
a
overthrow
storms cannot
rock,
impair
age
jure it
and is immovable as the rock on which it stands the three-fold rock of God s inviol
able decree of Christ s finished redemption, and of the Spirit s never-failing faithful
ness.
Augustus Montague Toplady, 1740 1778.
Mention of a building of mercy, presupposes miserable
Built
Verse 2
ruins, and denotes that this building is intended for the benefit of an elect world
ruined by Adam s fall. Free grace and love set on foot this building for them, every
from top to
stone in which, from the lowest to the highest, is mercy to them
bottom, from the foundation-stone to the top-stone, all is free and rich mercy to
them. And the ground of this glorious building is God s covenant with his chosen
Thomas Boston.
/ have made a covenant with my chosen.&quot;
Former mercies are fundamental to later ones. The
Built up.&quot;
Verse 2.
mercies that we enjoy this day are founded upon the mercies of former days, such
remember
as we ought joyfully and thankfully to recount with delight and praise
John Howe.
ing the years of the right hand of the Most High.
The meaning of this passage appears to be, that the con
Verse 2 (last clause).
stancy of the celestial motions, the regular vicissitudes of day and night, and alterna
emblems of God s own immutability. P. Warner, 1828.
of
were
tions
the seasons,
printed in a

book

1

&quot;

!

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

;

;

&quot;

up.&quot;

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

Verse

2.
&quot;

I have said, Thy mercies rise,
deathless structure, to the skies
The heav ns were planted by thy hand,
And, as the heav ns, Thy truth shall stand.&quot;

For

A

:

Richard Mant.

made a covenant with my chosen.&quot; We must ponder here with
pious wonder how God has deigned to enter into a covenant with man, the immortal
with the mortal, the most powerful with the weakest, the most just with the most
The
unjust, the richest with the poorest, the most blessed with the most wretched.
prophet wonders that God is mindful of man, and visits the son of man. Of how
Verse

much

&quot;

3.

I have

greater admiration,

I

say,

is

it

worthy, that they are also joined together,
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and that not after a simple fashion, but by the ties of a covenant ? If man had
affirmed this of himself, that God was united and bound to him by a covenant, who
Now God himself is in
is there that would not have condemned him of temerity ?
troduced affirming this very thing of himself, that he had made a covenant with
man. What saint does not see in this thing, how great the fyi\av6pu&amp;gt;Tria of God is
!

Musculus.
/ have made a covenant with my chosen.&quot;
On heaven s side is God
Verse 3.
himself, the party proposer.
Though he was the party offended, yet the motion
The lost creatures
him.
The
Father
of
mercies
comes
from
for a covenant
saith,
and if another undertake not for them, they must
cannot contract for themselves
I will choose one for
they cannot choose an undertaker for themselves.
perish
chosen.&quot;
On man s side is God s chosen,
them, and I will make a covenant with
Who else
or chosen One, for the word of God is singular ; the Son, the last Adam.
as fit to be undertaker on man s side ? who else could have been the Father s choice
No angel nor man was capable of it, but the Mighty
for this vast undertaking ?
One
(verse 19) whom the Father points out to us as his chosen, Isai, xlii. 1.
Thomas Boston.
Do you suppose
/ have made a covenant with my chosen,&quot; etc.
Verses 3, 4.
but to David
that this was spoken to David, in his own person only ?
No, indeed
as the antitype, figure, and forerunner of Jesus Christ.
Hence, the Septuagint
version renders it, / have covenanted rots enXficTois pov, with my elect people, or with
I have
i.e. with them in Christ, and with Christ in their name.
chosen ones
&quot;

&quot;

.

.

.

;

:

my

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

my

:

unto the Messiah, who was typified by David
unto
my co-eternal Son, who stipulated to take on himself the form of a servant
thy seed, i.e. all those whom I have given to thee in the decree of election, all those
whom thou shalt live and die to redeem, these will I establish for ever,&quot; so as to
and build up thy throne,&quot; thy
render their salvation irreversible and inamissable
to all genera
mediatorial throne, as King of saints and covenant Head of the elect,
tions
:
there shall always be a succession of favoured sinners to be called and
and every period
sanctified, in consequence of thy fosderal obedience unto death
of time shall recompense thy covenant-sufferings with an increasing revenue of
eternal
life
are
converted souls, until as many as are ordained to
gathered in.
Observe, here, that when Christ received the promise from the Father concern
throne
his
of
s)
to
all
establishment
of
Christ
the
(i.e.
generations, the plain mean
ing
for, consider Christ in his divine
ing is, that his people shall be thus established
capacity as the Son of God, and his throne was already established, and had been
from everlasting, and would have continued to be established without end, even
if he had never been incarnate at all.
Therefore, the promise imports that Christ
shall reign, not simply as a person in the Godhead (which he ever did, ever will, and
but relatively, mediatorially, and in his office-character, as the deliverer
ever must)
for he would
and king of Zion. Hence it follows, that his people cannot be lost
be a poor sort of a king who had or might have no subjects to reign over. Conse
throne
of glory on which Christ sits is already encircled in part,
quently, that
and will at last be completely surrounded and made still more glorious, by that in
numerable company, that general assembly and church of the first-born, who are
written in heaven.
Augustus Montague Toplady.

sworn unto David

my

servant,&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

Verse 5.
The heavens,&quot; etc. Now, for this kingdom of his, the heavens are
said to praise his wonders, which is spoken of the angels, who are often called the
The heavens are not clean in his
from
their
as in Job it is said,
heavens,
place
that covenant of grace, they, even they
sight.&quot; And these knowing the wonders of
are said to praise
The heavens shall praise thy wonders, O Lord.&quot; In the Hebrew
it is
thy wonder,&quot; or
thy miracle,&quot; in the singular number which, in Eph. iii. 10,
the angels are said to adore
for his
and in Luke i., to sing glory to the Highest
grace to man is that miracle. Now the material heavens do not praise the mercy of
or
the
the
of
throne
of
that
is
of
or
or
the
covenant
God,
God,
grace,
grace
grace
established in the heavens.
They understand nothing of Christ no, they do not so
much as materially give occasion to man to praise God for these and therefore this
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

;

;

and most interpreters understand the next words of them
in the congregation of the saints,&quot; angels, and the holy ones
made perfect, for there the great congregation is. For even in the heavens, who can
be compared to the Lord, where all his angels thus do praise him ?
Who among
the sons of the mighty,&quot; of all the powers of the earth.
can be likened unto the
is

&quot;

meant of the angels
Thy faithfulness also

:

;

&quot;

&quot;
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for he is the
Lord ?
God
King of kings, and he is the Lord of lords
above all gods, even angels themselves, as elsewhere the Psalmist hath it. And
There is none like thee ;
Who is like unto thee ? his ex
he says not only,
but,
And in the 7th verse, he is there presented with all his saints
cellency so exceeds.
as
one
that
is
about
and angels round
him,
greatly to be feared, or that is terrible
in himself, by reason of his greatness, in this his council and assembly of his saints,
and to be had in reverence of all that are about him. For saints and angels, they are
of his council in heaven (as might be shewn), and encompass the manifestation of
Thomas Goodwin.
his glory there round about.
Verse 5.
Thy wonders,&quot; etc. As the heavens are a proof of God s power,
so are they a pattern of God s
in respect of his first framing them out of nothing
faithfulness, in their constant and orderly motion according to his word since their
The heavens shall praise thy faithfulness also.&quot; However the power
framing
and faithfulness of God may be seen and heard in the work and speech of the heavens
by all men, yet are they not observed and hearkened unto except in the Church
They shall praise thy faithfulness also in the
by God s children therefore saith he,
David Dickson.
congregation of the saints.&quot;
Verse 5.
Thy wonders.&quot; Thy wondrousness (literally, wonder), not
Thy
wondrous works,&quot; but Thy wonderful mysterious nature and being,&quot; as separate
and distinct from all created beings. J. J. S. Perowne.
Verse 5.
Thy wonders,&quot; etc. It is a wonderful salvation, it is such a salvation
and it is such a salvation, that all the prophets
as the angels desire to pry into it
it is almost six thousand years since all the angels in heaven
desire to pry into it
it is almost six thousand years
fell into a sea of wonder at this great salvation
and what think ye is his
since Abel fell into a sea of wonder at this great salvation
He is even wondering at this great salvation. Andrew Gray,
exercise this day ?
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

1616.

Who in the sky ? Ainsworth reads it. In
to be equalled, saith Calvin, to Jehovah, Quis
enim in supcriore nube par zestimctur Jehova. Who in the higher clouds is equal
Who in the heavens ? i.e., say some, in the
to Jehovah, so Tremellius reads it.
which were adored
starry heavens, among the celestial bodies, sun, moon, or stars
as gods, not only by the Persians, but also by some idolatrous Jews, because of their
Which of all those famous lamps,
brightness and beauty, their lustre and glory.
and heavenly luminaries, is to be compared to the Father of lights, and Sun of
righteousness ? They may glister like glowworms in the night of Paganism, among
them who are covered with the mantle of darkness, but when this Sun ariseth, and
Who in the heaven
Verse 6.
the clouds, in nubibus, sequabitur,

&quot;

&quot;

?

is

&quot;

&quot;

;

vanish and disappear.
i.e., say others, in the heaven of heavens, the highest,
the third heavens, among the celestial spirits, cherubims and seraphims, angels and
Who among the
archangels, principalities and powers, thrones and dominions ?
innumerable company of angels ? who among those pure, those perfect spirits, who
are the ancientest, the honourablest house of the creation, is to be compared to the
Father of Spirits. George Swinnock.
The Dutch have translated these words,
Verse 6.
Who can be compared ?
Who can be shadowed with him ? that is, they are not worthy to be accounted
shadows unto such a comparison with him. Thomas Goodwin.

day appeareth, they
&quot;

Who

all

in the heavens ?

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Verse
sons of
&quot;

&quot;

6.

Who among

the sons of the

&quot;

mighty.&quot;

Alim

(or of Gods, as in Ps. xxix. 1),
the princes of the earth. Daniel Cresswell.

Verse
terrible.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

7.

The

An

God

is

Literally,

Who

is

he

among

the

according to Suicer, the powerful,

Ainsworth reads,
God is daunting
from yv, arats, he was broken, bruised, terrified.
as though breaking all things.&quot;
Editorial
says Bythner,

greatly to be

original

i.e.,

word

is

&quot;

feared.&quot;

fjw,

&quot;

epithet of God,&quot;
Calvin in loc.
Verse 7.
God is greatly to be feared.&quot; The worship of God is to be performed
God is greatly to be feared.&quot; Piscator translates
with great fear and reverence
Vehementer formidandus, to be vehemently feared ; and opposes it to that
it,
formal, careless, trifling, vain spirit, which too often is found in those that approach
the Lord in the duties of his worship.
John Flavel.
Verse 7.
God is greatly to be feared in the assembly of the saints.&quot; Those saints
of his who walk close with him, have a daunting power in their appearance.
I ap-

Note

to

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;
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peal to guilty consciences, to apostates, to professors who have secret haunts of
wickedness
sometime when you come but into the presence of one who is a truly
gracious godly man or woman whom your conscience tells you walks close with God,
doth not even the very sight of such an one terrify you ? the very lustre of that
holiness you see in such an one strikes upon your conscience.
Then you think, such
an one walks close with God indeed, but I have basely forsaken the Lord, and have
had such a haunt of wickedness, I have brought dreadful guilt upon my soul since
I saw him last.
Ecclesiastical stories tell us of Basil, when the officers came to ap
prehend him, he being then exercised in holy duties, that there was such a majesty
and lustre came from his countenance, that the officers fell down backward (as
they did who came to apprehend Christ), they were not able to lay hold of him.
Surely, when the saints shall be raised in their holiness, when every one of them
shall have their hearts filled with holiness, it will cause abundance of fear even in
all hearts of those that converse with them.
Jeremiah Burroughs.
:

&quot;

Verse 8.
Thy faithfulness round about thee.&quot; For just as the tyrants of this
world move abroad surrounded by impiety, avarice, contempt of God, and pride,
as with a body-guard, so God sits on his exalted throne, surrounded with majesty,
faithfulness, mercy and equal love to all his people, as with a vesture of gold.
J. Baptista Folengius.

Verse 8.
Thy faithfulness round about thee.&quot; Whatever he doth, he is mind
ful of his faithfulness and covenant, before and behind, and on each side ; he can
look no way, but that is in his eye. And though he employ angels, and send them
&quot;

down

into the world, and they stand round about him
yet he hath better har
bingers than these mercy, and truth, and faithfulness, that wait round about him.
;

Thomas Goodwin.
Thou rulest the raging of the sea.&quot; Surely the Spirit of God would
notice, that though the sea be indeed such a giant, such a monster,
a heart of oak shake, or a heart of brass melt, yet what is it to God,
but an infant ? he can bind it and lay it to sleep, even as a little child. And if the
great sea be in the hand of God as a little child, what is great to God and how great
What is strong to God and how strong is God
is God
What or who is too
great, or too strong for God to deal with ?
Joseph Caryl.
Verse 9.
Thou rulest.&quot; Here under a figure taken from God s providential
government, we have an exhibition of the power of God in defeating the efforts
of the enemies of his Church.
An instance of this, in the literal sense, we have in
Verse

&quot;

9.

have us to take

make

as will

I

I

I

1

&quot;

the appeasing of the storm by our Lord.
And he arose, and rebuked the wind,
and said unto the sea, Peace, be still. And the wind ceased, and there was a great
Here
see
calm.&quot;
that God reigns over the sea immediately, and alters or modifies
we
the arrangements of nature according to his sovereign pleasure. That which Jesus
did on one occasion is constantly done by the God of providence.
He has not left
the ocean to be disturbed at random by the winds, nor to be kept in peace by the
laws of nature. He rules the raging of the sea. He raises the waves, and he stilleth
them. This exhibits a continually working providence. And what he does in
providence he does also in his kingdom of grace. He suffers the fury of the enemy
to swell against his cause, but he stills it at his pleasure.
Alexander Carson.
&quot;

Verse 10.

and

his

Broken

&quot;

church

&quot;

;

enemies.

s

&quot;

scattered.&quot;

God has more ways than one

to deal with his

Matthew Henry.

Rahab.&quot;
The reason why Egypt is expressed in Scripture under
word, ariseth from the two significations of it first, it signifies strength, for Egypt
was a very strong nation, and therefore the Israelites were reproved for going to
them for help, and relying upon their strength, which though great in itself, yet
should be to them but a broken reed
men
secondly, it signifieth pride, or the proud
are usually proud of strength, and Egypt being a strong nation, was also a very proud
nation.
Joseph Caryl.

Verse 10.

&quot;

this

;

;

Verse 11.
thee, therefore
us.

&quot;

The heavens are

we

thine, the earth also is thine.&quot;
we will not fear what

trust in thee, therefore

;

Therefore

man

we

praise

can do against

Matthew Henry.

Verse 12.
The north and the south thou hast created them,&quot; etc. The heights
of Huttin, commonly fixed on by tradition as the Mount of Beatitudes, appear
&quot;
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Over these the graceful top of Mount Tabor is
the little Hermon, famous for its dews
and still farther, and
the
bleak
mountains of Gilboa, on which David prayed that
apparently higher,
there might fall no dew nor rain.
A view of the position of Tabor and Hermon
from such a situation as that which we now occupied, shewed us how accurately
umbilicus terras
the central point of the land, and
they might be reckoned the
led us to infer that this is the true explanation of the manner in which they are referred
It is as if the Psalmist had said, North, south, and
to in the 89th Psalm, 12th verse.
or in other words, The whole land from north to south, to its
all that is between
centre
and
its
very
throughout
very marrow shall rejoice in thy name. R. M.
a

little

seen,

to the west of Tiberias.

and beyond

it

;

&quot;

&quot;

McCheyne.
Verse 12.
Tabor and Hermon.&quot; These hills, the one to the east and the other
to the west, in Canaan, were much frequented by the saints of God.
David speaks
hill
of the sacred
of Hermon, and compares brotherly-love to the dew of it.
Pss.
And Tabor, yet more eminent for the memorable spot of Christ s
xlii. 6 ; cxxxiii. 3.
transfiguration, and from whence God the Father proclaimed his perfect love and
approbation of Jesus as his dear Son. Well might this hymn, therefore, in allusion
to those glorious events, call even the holy hills to rejoice in Jehovah s name, Matt,
&quot;

xvii. 1

5.

Robert Hawker.

Verse 13.
even thy left hand
as much as to say tu
;
Strong is thy hand
John Trapp.
polles utraque manu, thou hast both hands alike powerful.
&quot;

&quot;

;

Justice and judgment are the habitation of thy throne.&quot;
Verse 14.
As if the
The ornaments with which God is invested, instead of being
Psalmist had said,
a robe of purple, a diadem, or a sceptre, are, that he is the righteous and impartial
judge of the world, a merciful father, and a faithful protector of his people.&quot; Earthly
kings, from their having nothing in themselves to procure for them authority, and
to give them dignity, are under the necessity of borrowing elsewhere what will
but God, having in himself all-sufficiency, and standing in
invest them therewith
no need of any other helps, exhibits to us the splendour of his own image in his
and
truth.
John Calvin.
righteousness, mercy,
Verse 14.
Justice and judgment are the habitation of thy throne.&quot;
The Holy
Ghost alludeth to the thrones of earthly princes, which were underpropped with
pillars, as Solomon s throne with lions, 1 Kings xix. 20, that were both a support
and an ornament to it. Now, saith the Psalmist, justice and judgment are the
pillars upon which God s throne standeth, as Calvin expoundeth it, the robe and
diadem, the purple and sceptre, the regalia with which God s throne is adorned.
George Swinnock.
Justice and judgment are the habitation of thy throne.&quot;
Verse 14.
Jehovah
is here exhibited, by the sacred poet, under the character of a Sovereign, and of
a Judge, he being presented to our adoring regard as on his throne ; the throne
as exercising his authority, and execu
of universal empire, and absolute dominion
For Justice and judgment
ting his laws, with an omnipotent but impartial hand.
are the habitation&quot; the preparation, the establishment, or the basis, of this throne.
Our textual translation is, habitation ; the marginal, establishment ; the Septuagint,
preparation ; and, if I mistake not, our best modern interpreters render the original
term, basis or foundation ; which, on the whole, seems most agreeable. The basis,
then, of Jehovah s government, or that on which it rests, is
justice and judgment.&quot;
By justice,&quot; I conceive we are to understand the attribute so called and, by judg
So
ment,&quot; the impartial exercise of that attribute in the Divine administration.
that were not the Most High to administer impartial justice in his moral government,
he might be considered, if it be lawful to use the expression, as abdicating his throne.
Abraham Booth, 1734 1806.
Verse 14.
Justice,&quot; which defends his subjects, and does every one right.
Judgment,&quot; which restrains rebels, and keeps off injuries.
Mercy,&quot; which shows
Truth,&quot; that performs whatsoever he
compassion, pardons, supports the weak.
William Nicholson.
promiseth.
Verse 14.
Mercy and truth shall go before thy face.&quot; Note, 1. Mercy is said to
before
the
face of God, because God sends mercy before judgment, that he might
go
find less to punish
so Bellarmine.
2. That God permits not his face to be seen
before he has forgiven our sins through mercy
3. That no one comes
so Rickelius.
4. That
to the knowledge of God, but he who has obtained mercy beforehand.
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:
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Truth goes before
to no one unless His grace go before Him
the face of God, because God keeps it ever before his eyes, to mould his actions
Eparninondas the
thereby. Pindar calls truth dvyarepa Ator the daughter of God.
Theban general, cultivated truth so studiously, that he is reported never to have
in
In
the
this
is
a
rare virtue.
a
falsehood
even
of
Le
courts
spoken
jest.
kings
Blanc.
Verse 14.
Mercy and truth.&quot; Mercy in promising ; truth in performing. Truth,

God comes

&quot;

being as good as thy word

Matthew Henry.
mercy, in being better.
Verse 14.
In his active going forth, tender mercy and goodness
Shall
announce him, and faithful truth will tell his people he is there when he comes forth.
His activities are mercy and faithfulness, because his will is at work and his nature
is love.
Yet his throne still maintains justice and judgment. J. N. Darby.
in

;

&quot;

go.&quot;

Blessed is the people that know the joyful sound.&quot;
Not that hear ;
Verse 15.
Thousands hear the Gospel sound, but
for then the blessing were cheap indeed.
sometimes not ten of a thousand know it. Thomas James Judkin, 1841.
Blessed is the people that know the joyful sound
Verse 15.
viz., of the trum
pets sounded in token of joy at the great festivals, and chiefly on the first day of
the seventh month, the feast of trumpets (Lev. xxiii. 24), and on extraordinary occa
sions, especially after the yearly atonement, on the day of jubilee, the tenth day of
the seventh month of the fiftieth year, proclaiming liberty to bondmen, and restora
tion of their inheritance to them that had forfeited it (Lev. xxv. 8
As the
10).
jubilee joy did not come till after the atonement, so no Gospel joy and liberty are ours
till first we know Christ as our atonement.
In the day of the people s gladness
that they might be to them for a
they blew the trumpets over their sacrifices,
memorial before God
(Num. x. 10). David and Israel brought up the ark of the
Lord to Zion with shouting, and with the sound of the trumpet (2 Sam. vi. 15).
In Num. xxiii. 21, Balaam makes it the distinguishing glory of Israel,
The Lord his
God is with him, and the shout of a king is among them,&quot; (Compare Ps. xcviii. 6 ;
A. R. Fausset.
xxvii. 6. margin).
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Verse 15.

have

People that know the joyful

sound.&quot;

Here

it

is

supposed that we

the joyful sound.&quot;
For there is knowledge not merely
of the utterances and intonations, but of the sense and substance, of the thought
and feeling, which they convey. And I suppose this to be the meaning of Christ

intelligence in respect of

&quot;

when he says, My sheep hear my voice, and they follow me and a stranger will
they not follow, for they know not the voice of strangers.&quot; And I have often been
surprised, to note the accuracy with which persons otherwise not very intelligent,
not largely informed, not of critical acumen, will yet, when they hear a discourse,
will be able to say at once
Truth, clear, unmixed,
judge, discriminate, determine
without a cloud upon it
or
Doctrine clouded, statements confused, not the
lucid Gospel
or be able to say, if it be so
No Gospel at all contradiction
to the truth of Christ.&quot;
They Know the joyful sound,&quot; as it rolls from the plentitude
of God s own voice and bosom, in his august and blessed revelations
as it is con
firmed, authenticated and sealed by the precious blood of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ
as it is witnessed to by the eternal Spirit
the joyful sound,&quot; that
there is salvation for lost and ruined men by faith in the blood and in the obedience
of him who died upon the tree, and is now enthroned in the highest place in heaven.
&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

James

Straiten, 1845.
Verse 15.
They shall walk in the light of thy countenance.&quot; Surely, next to
the love of God s heart, believers value the smiles of his face
from which, as from
the agency of the sun, arise the buddings of conscious joy, the leaves of unsullied
the
profession,
variegated blossom of holy tempers, and the beneficent fruits of moral
the light of God s
righteousness.
They are totally mistaken who suppose that
countenance,&quot; and the privileges of the gospel, and the comforts of the Spirit, conduce
to make us indolent and unactive in the way of duty.
The text cuts up this sur
mise by the roots. For, it does not say, they shall sit down in the light of thy coun
tenance or, they shall lie down in the light of thy countenance but
they shall
WALK in the light of thy countenance.&quot; What is walking ? It is a progressive
motion from one point of space to another. And what is that holy walking which
God s Spirit enables all his people to observe ? It is a continued, progressive motion
from sin to holiness from all that is evil, to every good word and work. And the
self-same
in which you, O believer, are enabled to
light of God s countenance
walk, and which at first gave you spiritual feet wherewith to walk, will keep you in
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;
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a walking and in a working state, to the end of your warfare.
Augustus Montague
Toplady.
There is the dreadful and there is the joyful sound. The dreadful
Verse 15.
sound was at Mount Sinai. The joyful sound is from Mount Sion. When the people
heard the former they were far from beholding the glory of God s face. Moses only
was admitted to see his
back-parts;&quot; the people were kept at a distance, and the
light of God s glory that they saw was so terrible to them, that they could not abide
But they that know the joyful sound,&quot; they shall be admitted near, nearer
it.
than Moses, so as to see the glory of God s face or brightness of his countenance, and
that not only transiently, as Moses saw God s back-parts, but continually. The light
of God s glory shall not be terrible to them, but easy and sweet, so that they may
dwell in it and walk in it and it shall be to them instead of the light of the sun for
the sun shall no more be their light by day, nor the moon by night, but God shall be
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

their everlasting light.

with

this

Compare

Isa.

ii.

and Rev.

5,

xxi. 23, 24

and

xxii.

Jonathan Edwards.

4, 5.

&quot;

Verse 16.

And

in thy righteousness shall they be

In these

exalted.&quot;

words

we may notice, 1. The believer s promotion he is exalted.&quot; In the first
Adam we were debased unto the lowest hell, the crown having fallen from our heads
but in Christ, the second Adam, we are again exalted yea, exalted as high as heaven,
This is an in
sit together with him in heavenly places,&quot; says the apostle.
for we
credible paradox to a blind world, that the believer who is sitting at this moment upon
&quot;

briefly

;

;

;

&quot;

the dunghill of this earth, should at the same time be sitting in heaven in Christ,
Head and representative, Eph. ii. 6. 2. We have the ground of the
It is not in any
in thy righteousness.&quot;
it is
believer s preferment and exaltation
dung and
no, this he utterly disclaims, reckoning it but
righteousness of his own
that
is
in
but
it
meat
is, the righteous
thy righteousness
loss,&quot;
filthy rags,&quot; dogs
Rom. i. 17, Phil. iii. 9. The righteousness of God
ness of God, as the apostle calls it
Sometimes for the infinite rectitude and equity of
is variously taken in Scripture.
The righteous Lord loveth righteousness.&quot; Sometimes for
Ps. xi. 7,
his nature
his rectoral equity, or distributive justice which he exerciseth in the government
the
of the world, rewarding
good and punishing evil-doers Ps. xcvii. 2, Righteous
Sometimes it is put for his
ness and judgment are the habitation of his throne.&quot;
veracity and faithfulness in accomplishing his word of promise, or in executing his
word of threatening Ps. xxxvi. 5, 6, Thy faithfulness reacheth unto the clouds
thy righteousness is like the great mountains.&quot; Sometimes it is put for the perfect
righteousness which Christ the Son of God, as our Surety and Mediator, brought in,
by his obedience to the law, and death on the cross, for the justification of guilty
sinners: and this as I said, is frequently called the righteousness of God; and in this
In thy righteousness shall they be exalted.&quot;
sense I understand it here in the text
Ebenezer Erskine.
his glorious

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

:

A

man of lofty bearing
In thy favour our horn shall be exalted.&quot;
Verse 17.
To him who is proudly interfering with the
said to carry his horn very high.
&quot;

is

&quot;

&quot;

another it will be said,
Why show your kombu,&quot; horn,&quot; here ?
he will make the people run.&quot;
See that fellow, what a fine horn he has
Truly,
Chinnan has lost his money ay, and his hornmy lord, you have a great horn.&quot;
fallen
off.&quot;
horns
have
alas
I am like the deer, whose
Alas
Joseph
ship too.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

affairs of

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

I

I

Roberts

&quot;

Oriental

Illustrations.&quot;

A mighty chief have I supplied with
that is, I have laid or given sufficient
help,
upon a mighty one.&quot; The verb denotes to equalize,&quot; or make one thing
Richard
equal or equiponderant to another,&quot; as a means to the end, or vice versa.
Verse 19 (second clause).
&quot;

help.&quot;

Literally,

I

&quot;

[New Translation]

have equalized

help,&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Mant.
Chosen
Verse 19.
specific use as signifying a
&quot;

&quot;

has here

young

its strict

warrior.

J.

but not without allusion to
A. Alexander.

sense,

its

As the literal David was
Verse 20.&quot; With my holy oil have I anointed him.&quot;
once at Hebron,
thrice anointed king, once by Samuel in Jesse s house at Bethlehem
after the death of Saul, as king over Judah ; and again at seven years end, as ruler
God anointed Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy Ghost and
so also
over all Israel
a second time over his Church at his
in his nativity at Bethlehem
with power
;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;
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when the tyrant who sought his life was overcome, and then only over
confederation
the small
(which Hebron means) of his Jewish disciples ; but a
in
his ascension to the heavenly Jerusalem, the Vision of Peace, where he,
third time
now crowned as King of Glory, was anointed over all heaven and earth, supreme
over all the princes of God. He was thrice anointed in another sense also, once as
Neale and Littledale.
Prophet, once as Priest, and once as King.
/ have FOUND David,&quot; God exclaims.
Verses 20
24.
When sin brought
death into the world, and annihilated the hopes of mankind from the first covenant,
/
the Almighty
in my care for them, sought out a Redeemer.
I sought for him
in the Divine Nature ; and I
him in my Only Son. I endowed him with
found
my
ample powers, and I covenanted that, in the weakness of his Incarnation,
the enemy
should
him.
I declared that Satan
hand and arm
strengthen
not exact upon him ;
the son of wickedness
be
should
npr should Judas
The Jews, his foes,&quot; shall fall before him they shall be
enabled to
afflict him.&quot;
in their rejection of him ; they shall perish from off their land, and
smitten down
truth
be dispersed abroad among the nations. My
shall be ever with him
and
name and power, he shall be exalted and glorified amongst men.
acting in my
William Hill Tucker.
resurrection,
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

The enemy shall not exact upon him.&quot; The allusion appears to us to
Verse 22.
be made to a cruel and unjust creditor, who exacts not only his just debts, but some
with usurious interest, which was not permitted.
demand,
Williams,
exaggerated
quoted by Ed. of Calvin.
&quot;

/ will set his hand also in the sea, and his right hand in the rivers.&quot;
he should reign from the Mediterranean to the Euphrates
figuratively
his
left
hand being extended to the sea, and his right hand to the rivers.
expressed by
A similar expression is used, according to Curtius, by the Scythian ambassadors to
said they,
the gods had given thee a body as great as thy mind,
Alexander.
the whole world would not be able to contain thee.
Thou wouldst reach with one
hand to the east, and with the other to the west.&quot; Kitto s Pictorial Bible.
/
will set his hand also in the sea, and his right hand in the rivers.&quot;
Verse 25.
A certain artist was in the habit of saying that he should represent Alexander in
such a manner, that in one hand he should hold a city and from the other pour a
river.
Christ is represented here as of immense stature, higher than all mountains,
with one hand holding the earth, and the other the sea, while from Eastern sea to
Western he extends his arms. Le Blanc.
&quot;

Verse 25.

That

is,

;

&quot;

&quot;

If,&quot;

&quot;

He

W

T

Thou art my father.&quot;
hen did David call
that we do not find anywhere in the Old Testament
that the patriarchs or prophets called God their Father.
You do not find them
addressing him as Father they did not know him as such. This verse is unintelligible
in reference to David
but in regard to the True David it is exactly what he did say,
My Father, and your Father my God, and your God.&quot; Never until Christ
uttered these words, never until he appeared on earth in humanity as the Son of
God, did any man or any child of humanity address God in this endearing character.
I ascend unto my Father, and your Father,&quot; that believers
It was after Christ said,
were enabled to look up to God and to say,
Abba, Father.&quot; Here you see dis
He was the first to say this David did not say it.
tinctly that this applies to Christ.
If there were no other proof in the whole Psalm, that one clause would be a de
monstration to me that no other man than the Lord Jesus Christ can be here spoken
of.
Capel Molyneux, 1855.
Verse 26.
My Father.&quot; Christ commenced his labours by referring to his
Wist ye not that I must be about my Father s
Father, for in Luke ii. he says,
business ?
and his last words were, Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit ;
and through his whole life he most constantly addressed God as his Father.
He
shall cry unto me : Thou art my Father,&quot; as far as my divinity is concerned.
My
the support of my salvation,&quot; as regards
God,&quot; as far as my humanity is concerned
my mortality. Bellarmine.
Verses 26
28.
Christ had a command to be a sufferer, and a body prepared
him for that purpose so he had likewise a command to be an advocate, and a life
and
a
throne
given him,
prepared for him at the right hand of God to that end.
This commission is contained in the words before us ; and this after his exaltation,
Verse 26.

God

his

&quot;

Father

?

shall cry unto me,

It is striking
:

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;
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Yet for the full completing of it, ver. 27, the matter of the plea is there
Thou art the rock of my salvation,&quot; the foundation, the first cause, of all
mentioned,
salvation
I have wrought in the world, being the first mover of it, and
thy
promising
the acceptance of me in the performance of what was necessary for it. As he hath
authority to cry to God, so he hath an assurance of the prevalency of his cry, in
regard of the stability of the covenant of mediation, which shall stand fast with him,
or be faithful to him
my mercy will I keep for him for evermore,&quot; ver. 28. The
treasures of my mercy are reserved only to be opened and dispensed by him
and
the enjoying of his spiritual seed for ever, and the establishing of his own throne
thereby, is the promised fruit of this cry, ver. 28.
Stephen Charnock.
Verse 27.
/ will make him my first-born.&quot;
First, because he is first in the
order of predestination
for it is through him, as through the head, that we are
as
we
read
in
i.
predestinated,
Ephes.
Secondly, because he is first in the second
the firstborn from the
generation to life everlasting, whence he is called (Colos. i.)
dead
and in Rev. i., the first-begotten of the dead
and, thirdly, because he had
the rights of the first-born
for
he was appointed heir of all things
and he was
made not only first-born, but also, high above the kings of the earth
that is, Prince
of the kings of the earth, and King of kings.
Bellarmine.
Verse 27.
Also I will make him my first-born, higher than the kings of the earth.&quot;
This promise plainly implies superiority of a nature similar to what was enjoyed of
old by the eldest son of a family the birth-right privileges and blessings, which
consisted principally in three important particulars
First, A double portion of the
parent s earthly possessions, Deut. xxi. 17
Secondly, Rule or authority over the
younger branches of the family, 2 Chron. xxi. 3
and, Thirdly, The exercise of the
priesthood, because God claimed all the first-born as his, and in their stead he ap
pointed the Levites to do the priest s office, Numb. viii. 14 17. But, whilst it is
literally true that Jesus was the first-born son of his virgin mother, and on that
account entitled to the customary privileges, the promise in the 89th Psalm gives
intimation of something specific and unusual.
David was the youngest son of Jesse,
the lowest on the list of a numerous family, the very last individual among them
who could have expected exaltation over all others. But, notwithstanding these
natural disadvantages, he was God s choice
and by referring to the Scripture history
it would be easy to show, in a variety of particulars, how the promise made to David,
/ will make him my first-born,&quot; was literally and remarkably fulfilled in the son of
In like manner Jesus, to all human appearance, entering the world as heirJesse.
apparent only to the poverty of Mary and her espoused husband, was far removed
from every prospect of realizing that combination of royal and sacerdotal prerogative,
which nevertheless was made sure to him by the promise of his heavenly Father
I will make him my first-born.&quot;
The pronoun my gives great emphasis to the
and however truly it conveys an idea of the
promise, but this word is interpolated
which
unspeakable superiority
belongs to Jesus Christ as the result of his relationship
with God, still we shall find that, even without this important pronoun, the promise
has a sublimity and grandeur about it which needs
simply of being
first-born
neither ornament nor addition.
The great Jehovah, the Maker and the Owner
and the Ruler of the universe, hath said respecting his Christ,
I will make him
that is, I will constitute him the chief of all creatures, and the
my first-born
all
of
the
and
of
all
and
the
heir
of all creation.
depository
power,
possessor
privileges,
By way of excellence, he is the first-born, higher than all the kings of the earth,&quot;
enjoying priority in point of time, and precedence in point of place. David Pitcairn,
in
The Anointed Saviour,&quot; 1846.
Verse 27.
My firstborn.&quot; In the Hebrew idiom all kings were the sons of
God : but David is the chief of these, God s first-born. The Greeks had a similar mode
of expressing themselves.
Kings were the nurslings of Jupiter. Alexander Geddes.
ver. 24, 25.

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

;

;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

mercy will I keep for him for evermore.&quot; How will he keep
evermore ? Very simply, I think. Is not Christ the Foun
Is it not the mercy of God the Father flowing to us through
Christ that we enjoy?
all?
Is he not the
God says, then, I will
Depository of it
for ever and ever shall it be lodged in Christ, and his people shall
keep it for him
enjoy it throughout eternity.
Capel Molyneux.
Verses 28
Here is comfort to those who are true branches, and continue
30.
to bring forth fruit in the midst of all the trials that befall them, that God will not
suffer them to be cut off by their corruption.
If anything in them should provoke God
Verse 28.

&quot;

My

for Christ for
tain of all mercy to us ?
his

mercy

;
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how

Christ promiseth that God will
you
take order therewith, and will purge it out of them. This is the covenant made with
David (as he was a type of Christ, with whom the same covenant is made sure and
What
firm), that
if his seed forsake my law, and walk not in my judgments,&quot;
presently turn them out of doors, and cut them oft as those he meant to have no
but
utter
?
there
?
What
Is
no
means
of re
to
do
with
more
rejection
nothing
then will I visit their transgression
Yes
claiming them ? Never a rod in the house ?
with the rod, and their iniquity with stripes,&quot; whip out their stubbornness and sinfulas I did from Saul, as
but my lovingkindness will I not utterly take from him
ness
to

do

it, it

must be

sin.

see

for that,

&quot;

1

,

I

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

Chron. xvii. 13.
Let the saints consider

it is

in 1

this, that they may return when they are fallen, and sub
mit to him and his nature, and suffer him to do what he will with them, and endure
endure chastening,
and
and
burning, so long as he cuts them not off
lancing,
cutting,
and all his dealings else, knowing that all the fruit is but to take away the sin, to
make them partakers of his holiness;&quot; and if by any means,&quot; as Paul speaks of
And God, if at
himself (Phil. iii. 11), be the means what it will, it is no matter.
any time he seems to cut thee off, yet it is but as the incestuous Corinthian was cut
be
and
the
saved.
Thomas
Goodwin.
the
flesh
that
destroyed,
spirit
off,
might
;

&quot;

&quot;

throne
are coupled together, as if his throne
His seed
and
Verse 29.
If his subjects should perish, what would he
could not stand if his seed did fail.
be king of ?
If his members should consume, what would he be head of ?
Stephen
Charnock.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

An objection is supposed
Verse 30.
// his children forsake my law.&quot;
Sup
pose this seed who are included in the covenant fall into transgression, how shall the
The covenant, with the seed, shall stand for ever, but
covenant stand fast then ?
Then the objector supposes
the seed must be a holy seed.
Suppose the seed be
If his children forsake my law, and walk
God
come unholy ?
Well,
explains
that is, if the seed practically fall away
If they break
not in my judgments
my statutes, and keep not my commandments then will I visit their transgression
with the rod, and their iniquity with stripes. Nevertheless my lovingkindness will
I not take from him, nor suffer my faithfulness to fail.&quot;
Mark the case.
hat is it
that God will do ? The case supposed is that the seed of Christ forsakes the law and
breaks his statutes.
I need not say to you that that is realized every day.
These
are not the ungodly or the unconverted that are spoken of, but God s own children.
Do you say, Can they be guilty of breaking God s statutes, and forsaking God s
law ?
We do it every day. There is no single day of our lives that we do not
do it. ...
How astonished many would be, if they knew what the real case was of those
perhaps whom they admire, and think highly advanced and exalted in the Divine life,
if they were to know the falls, the wretched falls, falls in heart, in word and in practice ;
if they were to know the deep distress that the children of God, who are far advanced
as they suppose in the Divine life, are continually suffering from the effect of such
That is exactly what God says he comes and contemplates such a
transgression
If they break my statutes, and keep not my commandments,
case, and he says,
then
what ? What will God do
Then God will leave
Some people say,
them.&quot;
Those who object to the doctrine of final perseverance say this
It is
true he will preserve the believer from the toils of the Devil and the temptations
of the world, but not from the breaking forth of his own natural evil.
He may be
betrayed by that, and finally lost.&quot; God exactly meets that case he contemplates
the worst case actual transgression. He says,
If a child of mine breaks my law.&quot;
He does not say anything about the Devil, or the outward temptations of the world
If they forsake my law and break my statutes.&quot;
but he says,
Let us be instructed
by God. He does not say he will leave them and forsake them. Mark what he will
do
He says
I will visit their transgression with the rod, and their iniquity with
That is the provision which God has made in his covenant
and it is
stripes.&quot;
to
see
how God has contemplated our case to the uttermost. There is
delightful
in
in
our
that
has
not
met
the
covenant
with
If you
God
Christ.
nothing
history
are in union with Christ, and a partaker of the covenant, your case is met in every
conceivable emergency. Nothing can befall you which is not contemplated
nothing which God has not provided for. Even if you fall, God has provided for it
but take heed
the provision involves much that will be terrible and desperately
VOL. iv.
4
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There is nothing to encourage sin about it ; there is nothing
painful to your mind.
I am safe at last.&quot;
Be it so
to give us license, nothing to lead a man to boast,
I will visit their transgression
but safe how ? How will God secure their safety ?
with the rod, and their iniquity with stripes.&quot; Capel Molijneux.
If they fall into sins of commission
Verse 30.
// his children forsake my law.&quot;
And walk not in my judgments.&quot; If they fall into
if they shoot beyond the mark.
Where note that every transgression and dis
sins of omission, and shoot short.
obedience (that is, every commission and omission) receivelh a just recompence of reward,&quot;
&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

Heb.

ii.

John Trapp.

2.

His children,&quot; vn, his sons, i.e. Christians, born through the griefs
Verse 30.
Geier.
of Christ on the cross, like the pangs of one in travail.
A man may forsake the doctrines of the Gospel. He may fall into
Verse 30.
he may forsake the ordinances of the
great errors, great aberrations from Truth
Lord s house, though he sees God s word is clear upon the point. He esteems those
which
the
Lord
esteems
so well, that he has given them to
as
nothing worth,
things
his church as a sacred deposit, which she is to convey down to the latest posterity
And what is still more a man may forsake for a time
till time shall be no more.
But I can imagine a state
the principles of the precious Gospel of the living God.
It is a part of God s wisdom, (and it
still more solemnly affecting than even this.
s
is
for
his
that
it
is
so
all
God
wisdom
is for our good
people s good) it is a part
of the wisdom of God, that sin should lead to sin that one neglect shall pave the way
that that which is bad shall lead to that which is worse, and that which
to another
The longer I live, the
is worse shnll prepare the way for that which is worst
more I am brought to this to know that there is not a sin that ever was committed,
me
from
James
it.
but I need the grace of God to keep
Harrington Evans.
Verses 30
34.
God here says two things ; first, that he will chastise them,
O wonderful
next, that he will not, on that account, cast them out of his covenant.
in which he finds his own glory,
tempering of the kindness and severity of God
The heavenly Father loves the blood and the marks of
and believers their safety
his Christ which he sees upon them, and the remains of faith and godliness which are
this is why he will not cast them off.
in
the
hidden
depth of their heart
preserved
On the other hand, he considers that it accords neither with his wisdom nor his
holiness to bestow his grace and salvation upon those who do not repent for having
In order to harmonize these
cast off his law and given themselves up to iniquity.
opposite desires, he takes the rod, and chastises them, to arouse their conscience, and
the
to restore them, by
to excite their faith
repentance which his discipline pro
duces, to such a state, as that he may be able to bestow upon them, without shame,
the blessings he has promised to the children of his Son
just as a wise parent, by
moderate and judicious correction gradually draws back his son from those irregu
and thereby preserves his honour, and
larities of life into which he has phinged
himself the pleasure of being able to love and please him without misgiving.
Or, as
a skilful surgeon, by the pain which his knife, or cautery, or bitter potions, cause
Jean Dailtt.
his patient, saves his life, and wards off death.
When our heavenly Father is, as it were, forced to put forth his
Verses 30
34.
He will neither
anger, he then makes use of a father s rod, not an executioner s axe.
break his children s bones, nor his own covenant. He lashes in love, in measure, in
1684.
Thomas
1621
Lye,
pity, and compassion.
&quot;

;

;

;

1

1

;

;

;

;

He does not
will I visit their transgression with the rod,&quot; etc.
It is one thing merely
smite them
but, I will visit with the rod.
For visitation implies oversight
to smite, it is another thing to smite by visiting.
and paternal care. The metaphor is taken from those who undertake to watch
over the sick, or train up children, or tend sheep. He does not say, I will visit them
We ought to think
with the rod
but, I will visit their transgression with the rod.
perpetually, what it is the rod of God visits in us, that we may confess our trans
Musculus.
gressions, and amend our lives.
&quot;

Verse 32.

simply say,

Then

I will

;

;

Except the covenant of grace
and for fatherly correction, to drive unto
repentance, that the penitent person coming to God by faith might have sin forgiven
him and lovingkindness shown to him this covenant should fail us no less than the
covenant of works. David Dickson.
Verse 33.
I will not utterly take from him.&quot;
Why from him ? Because all
Verse 33.

had

&quot;

Nevertheless

my

lovingkindncss,&quot; etc.

this article in it for remission of sin

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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Does God love you ? it is
lovingkindness to his people is centred in Christ.
because he loves Christ you are one with Christ. Your transgressions are your own ;
it is Christ s
but God s love is not your own
you
they are separate from Christ
How beautifully that is distinguished here
receive it because you are one with him.
I
I
will
not
take
will
them
but
from
If they transgress,
punish
my lovingkindness
in whom alone they find it
and in union with whom alone they enjoy it.
him
Molyneux.
Capel
From him.&quot; The words,
Nevertheless my lovingkindness will I
Verse 33.
for the question being about
not utterly take from him,&quot; are worthy of consideration
he
it
would
that
should have written, from them, and
those who are chastised,
appear
not from him. But the prophet has thus worded it, because, being the children and
members of his Christ, the favours which God bestows upon us belong to him in some
manner and it seems that the Psalmist wishes to show us hereby, that it is in Jesus
And that which
Christ, and for love of him alone, that God bestows favours on us.
My covenant will I not break&quot; for it is
follows, in the 34th verse, agrees herewith,
that
on
account
of
his
admirable
God the Father
to
Jesus
Christ,
obedience,
properly
has promised to be merciful to our iniquities, and never to leave one of those to
Jean Daill6.
perish who are in covenant with him.

God

s

;

;

:

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

Man s faith may fail him some
suffer my faithfulness to fail.&quot;
God will not suffer his faithfulness to
faithfulness never fails him
the devil s temptations, and
operations may have an aspect that way
Nor

&quot;

Verse 33.
times, but God
fail.

God

s

s

:

;

our unbelieving hearts, may not only make us think so, but persuade us it is so,
whereas it cannot be so, for the Lord will not suffer it, he will not make a lie in his
he is a God that cannot lie, he is Truth,
so the Hebrew is
truth or faithfulness
which may afford strong
speaks truth, and not one of his promises can or shall fail
William Greenhill.
consolation unto all that are under any promise of God.
:

;

;

covenant will I not break.&quot;
He had said above, // the children
Verse 34.
statutes ;
and now, alluding to that breach, he declares that he
of David break
covenant will I not break,&quot; implying,
will not requite them as they requite him,
not altogether act in a manner corresponding to their
that although his people
vocation, as they ought to do, he will not suffer his covenant to be broken and dis
annulled on account of their fault, because he will promptly and effectually prevent
John Calvin.
this in the way of blotting out their sins by a gratuitous pardon.
&quot;

My

&quot;

my

&quot;

&quot;

My

may

Once have I sworn by my holiness.&quot; He lays here his holiness to pledge
Verse 35.
for the assurance of his promise, as the attribute most dear to him, most valued by
him, as though no other could give an assurance parallel to it, in this concern of an
everlasting redemption, which is there spoken of. He that swears, swears by a greater
than himself. God having no greater than himself, swears by himself ; and swearing
here by his holiness seems to equal that single to all his other attributes, as if he were
more concerned in the honour of it than of all the rest. It is as if he should have
said, Since I have not a more excellent perfection to swear by than that of
holiness,
I lay this to pawn for your security, and bind myself by that which I will never
were
it
for
me
be
to
of
all
the
rest.
It
is
a
tacit
part with,
possible
stripped
impreca
tion of himself. If I lie unto David, let me never be counted holy, or thought right
eous enough to be trusted by angels or men. This attribute he makes most of.
&quot;

my

Stephen Charnock.
Verse 36.
His seed shall endure for ever.&quot; They shall continue for ever in
three senses.
First.
In the succession of their race to the end of the world.
It will
never be cut off.
The Church is in danger
What Church ?
Upon this rock,&quot;
I will build my Church
and the gates of hell shall not prevail against
says he,
Yea, his people shall continue to increase in number and excellency. We shall
leave the world better than we entered it
and so will our children ; till Jerusalem
shall be established, and be made a praise in the whole earth.
In their
Secondly.
character
to
the
end
of
their
life.
If left to themselves, we could not
own
religious
be sure of their persevering to the end of a day or an hour. But they are kept by the
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

!

&quot;

it.&quot;

;

:

salvation.
He upholdeth them with his hand.
their dangers they shall be more than conquerors.
In
their glorified state, through eternal ages.
The world passeth away,
Thirdly.
and the lusts thereof but he that doeth the will of God abideth for ever. All other
it is frequently less durable
at death it ends.
But then,
greatness is only for life

power of God, through faith, unto
They shall hold on their way. In all
;

:
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the Christian

but then

s

it

I will not say, begins
for
greatness
continues, increases, and is perfected.
;

it

began the moment he prayed

Wi lliam

Jay.

This clause Kimchi
Verse 37.
expounds not only of the perpetuity, but of the quality and condition of David s
If his children be good, they shall be like the moon,
Kingdom, after this fashion
when full and shining if bad, like the moon waning and obscure. Nevertheless
the kingdom itself shall not cease, just as the moon does not go out of existence,
&quot;

It shall be established for ever as the

moon.&quot;

:

;

Musculus.
whilst it is obscure, but lasts perpetually.
And
Anrf as a faithful witness in heaven.&quot;
Verse 37.
[New Translation]
The rainbow is not expressly mentioned in the
as the rainbow s faithful sign.&quot;
the faithful witness in heaven.&quot; Some commentators
original, which speaks only of
thus mentioned to be no other than the moon itself.
witness
understand the
I prefer however the interpretation that fixes it on the rainbow, which God after the
Gen. ix. 12 17.
or
witness of his mercy in Christ.
sign
deluge appointed as a
Conformably to this appointment, the Jews, when they behold the rainbow, are said
to bless God, who remembers his covenant and is faithful to his promise. And the
tradition of this its designation to proclaim comfort to mankind was strong among
the heathens for, according to the mythology of the Greeks, the rainbow was the
a sign to mortal men,&quot; and regarded, upon its appearance,
daughter of wonder,&quot;
Thus Homer with remarkable conformity
as a messenger of the celestial deities.
Jove hath set in the cloud,
rainbow,&quot; which
to the Scripture account speaks of the
a sign to men.&quot; Richard Mant.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

But thou hast cast off,&quot; etc. The complainings of the saints mean
Verse 38.
while are so exaggerated, that carnal feeling makes itself more apparent in them,
than faith .... Yet such is the goodness of God, he is not offended with these
Mollerus.
complaints, provided faith is not altogether extinguished, or succumbs.
&quot;

Thou hast profaned his crown,&quot; etc. The crown of a king (like that
Verse 39.
holiness to the Lord
of the high priest, on which was inscribed
(Exod. xxviii. 36)
was a sacred thing, and therefore to cast it in the dust was to profane it. A. P.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;)

Fausset.

Both of these may refer to the
and
Verse 40.
strong holds.&quot;
Hedges
appointments of a vineyard in which the king was the vine. It was usually fenced
or tower, wherein a keeper was
in
it
a
small
house
was
and
a
stone
with
around
wall,
When the wall, or hedge, was thrown down, every
set to keep away intruders.
passer by plucked at the fruit, and when the tower was gone the vineyard was left
open to the neighbours who could do as they would with the vines. When the church
is no longer separated from the world, and her divine Keeper has no more a dwellingC. H. S.
place within her, her plight is wretched indeed.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Thou hast also turned the edge of his sword,&quot; etc. The arms and
Verse 43.
THOU art against
military prowess of thy people are no longer of any use to them
them, and therefore they are fallen. In what a perilous and hopeless situation must
his
has
sword broken,
his
mortal
life
his
that soldier be who, defending
foe,
against
or its edge turned ; or, in modern warfare, whose gun misses fire ! The Gauls, when
invaded by the Romans, had no method of hardening iron ; at every blow their
swords bended, so that they were obliged, before they could strike again, to put
them under their foot or over their knee, to straighten them ; and in most cases, before
The edge
this could be done, their better armed foe had taken away their life
of their sword was turned, so that they could not stand in battle ; and hence the
Gauls were conquered by the Romans. Adam Clarke.
Thou hast also turned the edge of his sword,&quot; that it cannot do execu
Verse 43.
and what is worse, thou hast turned the edge of his spirit,
tion as it has done
and taken off his courage, and hast not made him to stand,&quot; as he used to do, in
the day of battle.&quot; The spirit of men is what the Father and Former of spirits makes
them nor can we stand with any strength or resolution, farther than God is pleased
but it is sad
If men s hearts fail them, it is God that dispirits them
to uphold us.
with the church when those cannot stand that should stand up for it. Matthew
&quot;

;

!

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

Henry.
Verse 45.

&quot;

The days

of his youth hast thou

shortened.&quot;

Our kings have not
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The Jour last kings of
reigned half their days, nor lived out half their lives.
Judea reigned but a short time, and either died by the sword or in captivity.
Jehoahaz reigned only three months, and was led captive to Egypt, where he died.
Jehoiakim reigned only eleven gears, and was tributary to the Chaldeans, who put him
to death, and cast his body into the common sewer.
Jehoiachim reigned three months
and ten days, and was led captive to Babylon, where he continued in prison to the time
of Evil-merodach, who, though he loosed him from prison, never invested him with any
power. Zedekiah, the last of all, had reigned only eleven years when he was taken,
his eyes put out, was loaded with chains, and thus carried to Babylon.
Most of these
of their
kings died a violent and premature death. Thus the
days of their youth
and
were
and
covered
with shame.&quot;
life,
shortened,&quot;
they themselves
power, dignity,
Selah ;
so it most incontestably is.
Adam Clarke.
Thou hast covered him with shame. Selah.&quot; Thou hast wrapped
Verse 45.
him up in the winding-sheet of shame. Lord, this is true. John Trapp.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Verses 46, 47.
This undoubtedly sounds like the voice of one who knows no
The Psalmist speaks as if all his hopes were bound by the grave ;
hereafter.
as if the overthrow of the united kingdom of Judah and Ephraim had bereft him of
all his joy
and as if he knew no future kingdom to compensate him with its hopes.
But it would be doing cruel injustice to take him thus at his word. What we hear
is the language of passion, not of sedate conviction.
This is well expressed by John
;

Howe in a famous sermon.
The expostulation (he observes) was somewhat
passionate, and did proceed upon the sudden view of this disconsolate case, very
and
itself
considered,
by
only ; and the Psalmist did not, at that instant,
abstractly
look beyond it to a better and more comfortable scene of things. An eye bleared
with present sorrow sees not far, nor comprehends so much at one view, as it would
at another time, or as it doth presently when the tear is wiped out and its own beams
have cleared it up.&quot;
It would be unwarrantable, therefore, to infer from Ethan s expostulation, that
the saints who lived under the early kings were strangers to the hope of everlasting
life.
I am inclined to go further, and to point to this very complaint as affording a
presumption that there was in their hearts an irrepressible sentiment of immortality.
The bird that frets and wounds itself on the bars of its cage shews thereby that its
proper home is the free air. When inveterate sensuality has succeeded in quenching
in a man s heart the hope of a life beyond the grave, the dreary void which succeeds
utters itself, not in solemn complaints like Ethan s, but in songs of forced mirth
dismal Anacreontic songs
Let us eat and drink for to-morrow we die.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

Tis time to

live if I

grow

old,

Tis time short pleasures now to take,
little life the best to make,
And manage wisely the last stake.&quot; *

Of

William Binnie.
Verse 46.
Shall thy wrath burn like
William Nicholson.
&quot;

fire ?

&quot;

an element that hath no mercy.

Verse 47.
Wherefore hast thou made all men in vain?&quot; If I should demand
of any, for what cause especially man came into the world ; he would answer with the
Did He create man to heap up wealth
Psalmist, God did not create man in vain.
we brought nothing into this world, and it is
together ? no, for the apostle saith,
that
we
can
out.
And, having food and raiment, let us be
certain,
carry nothing
therewith content.&quot; 1 Tim. vi. 6, 7, 8.
Did he create him to hawk after power
and principality ? no, for Nebuchadnezzar lusting after these, lost no less than a
Did he create him to eat, drink and play ? no, for Seneca, though an
kingdom.
&quot;

&quot;

heathen saith, major sum,
I should be a vile slave of

etc., I

am

greater,

and born to greater things, than that

senses.
What then is the proper end of man ? That
live to the praise of the glory of his grace wherewith he hath made us
freely accepted in his Beloved.
Eph. i. 6. William Pulley.
If we think that God
Verse 47.
Wherefore hast thou made all men in vain ?
in vain,&quot; because so many have short lives, and long afflictions in
hath made man
but
it
ic
not
this world, it is true that God
hath made
them so ;
true, that therefore
they are made in vain.&quot; For those whose days are few and full of trouble, yet

we should

my

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

may

*

Anacreon

s

Age, as translated by Cowley.
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God, and do some good, may keep their communion with God, and go to
heaven, and then they are not made in vain. If we think that God has made men
in vain, because the most of men neither serve him nor enjoy him, it is true, that as to
themselves, they were made in vain, better for them they had not been born, than
born again
but it was not owing to God, that they were made in vain, it
not be
was owing to themselves nor are they made in vain as to him for he has made
all things for himself, even the wicked for the day of evil,&quot; and those whom he is
not glorified by he will be glorified upon. Matthew Henry.
When I add to the con
Verse 47.
Wherefore hast thou made all men in vain ?
sideration of my short time, that of dying mankind, and behold a dark and deadly
shade universally overspreading the world, the whole species of human creatures
vanishing, quitting the stage round about me, and disappearing almost as soon as
have I not a fair and plausible ground for that (seemingly
they show themselves
rude) challenge ? Why is there so unaccountable a phenomenon ? such a creature
made to no purpose the noblest part of this inferior creation brought forth into being
without any imaginable design ? I know not how to untie the knot, upon this only
view of the case, or avoid the absurdity. It is hard sure to design the supposal,
that all men were made in vain.&quot;
John
(or what it may yet seem hard to suppose),
glorify

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

Howe.
Verse 47.

us

Man

&quot;

Wherefore hast thou made

was made

to

mourn, and

all

men

man was made

in vain ?
Two thoughts crush
in vain.
Yes, this thought is pain
&quot;

man is made in vain ! In how many particulars, especially
us,
that large range of characters to which we may give the denomination
of wasted lives ; there to behold peerless genius frittering itself away upon unworthy
imagination that might adorn truth, if
attainments, upon worthless performances
that were possible
wit, that might select and discriminate the true from the false ;
and eloquence that might enforce the true ; where do we find these ? Unsatisfactory
and miserable world, may we well exclaim, where nothing is real, and nothing is
realised
when I consider how our lives are passed in the struggle for existence
when I consider the worry of life, where it is not a woe the woe, where it is not a
I consider how the millions pass their time in a mere toil for sensual
when
worry
objects, and that those to whom the sad contradiction of life never comes, are the
most wretched of all, did they but know it when I consider the millions of distorted
the greater number of the world by far
and the many millions
existences
who wander Christless, loveless, hopeless, over the broad highway of it ; when I
consider life in many of the awakened as a restless dream, as children beating the
when I consider how many questions recur for ever
curtain and crying in the night
and will not be silenced, and cannot be answered when I consider the vanity
to us
of the philosopher s inquisitiveness, and the end of Royalty in the tomb
when I
look round on the region of my own joys, and know how short their lease is, and that
them
I
when consider how little the best
their very ineffableness is a blight upon
can do, and that none can do anything well
and, finally, when I consider the im
measurable immensity of thought within, unfulfilled, and the goading restlessness, I
can almost exclaim with our unhappy poet [Byron]
&quot;

&quot;

fully pressed

upon

when we survey

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

Count all the joys thine hours have seen,
Count all thy days from anguish free,
And know, whatever thou hast been,
Twere something better not to
be.&quot;

E. Paxton Hood, in

&quot;

Dark Sayings on a

Harp,&quot;

1865.

In these verses, the fundamental condition of Israel s blessedness
Verses 47, 48.
found to be an acknowledgment of the total unprofitableness of the flesh. Resur
the
basis
rection is
upon which the sure mercies of David rest availably for faith
(Acts xiii. 34). This is rather implied than directly stated in the present Psalm.
Arthur Pridham.
is

Verse 48.
What man.&quot; Mi gheber, says the original it is not Ishe, which
the first name of man? in the scriptures, and signifies nothing but a sound ; a
what wonder if man, that
musical
air which dies, and evaporates
a
a
voice,
word,
is but Ishe, a sound, should die too ? It is not Adam, which is another name of man,
and signifies nothing but red earth let it be earth red with blood, (with that murder
which we have done upon ourselves,) let it be earth red with blushing, (so the word
&quot;

;

is

;

;
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used in the original,) with a conscience of our own infirmity, what wonder if man,
that is but Adam, guilty of this self-murder in himself, guilty of this in-born frailty
It is not Enos, which is also a third name of man, and signifies
in himself, die too ?
nothing but a wretched and miserable creature ; what wonder that man, that is but
that
is
a
burden
to his neighbours, to his friends, to his kindred, to himself, to
earth,
whom all others, and to whom myself desires death, what wonder if he die ? But
not Ishe, not Adam, not Enos ;
this question is framed upon more of these names
but it is Mi gheber, Quis vir ; which is the word always signifying a man accomplished
in all excellences, a man accompanied with all advantages
fame, and a good
opinion justly conceived, keeps him from being Ishe, a mere sound, standing only
and
acclamation
him
from being Adam,
innocency
integrity keeps
upon popular
red earth, from bleeding, or blushing at anything he hath done
that holy and
That he knew how to want, and how
religious art of arts, which St. Paul professed.
to abound, keeps him from being Enos, miserable or wretched in any fortune
he is
gheber, a great man, and a good man, a happy man, and a holy man, and yet Mi
see
death.
this
man
must
John
Donne.
gheber, Quis homo,
This Psalm is one of those twelve that are marked in the forehead with
Verse 48.
It consisteth of as many verses as
Maschil ; that is, a Psalm giving instruction.
The summer
the year doth of weeks, and hath, like the year, its summer and winter.
wherein, the church having reaped a most rich crop (the best
part is the former
blessings of heaven and earth) the Psalmist breaketh forth into the praises of their
/ will sing of the mercies of the Lord for ever
so he beginneth,
gracious Benefactor,
and so he goeth on a great way. Who now would expect anything but mercies,
and singing, and summer all the way ? But summer ceaseth, and winter commenceth,
But thou hast cast off and abhorred, thou h(.st been wroth with thine
at verse 38
Mercies and singing are now turned into troubles and mourning. But
anointed.&quot;
nothing shall you hear but bitter querimonies and expostulations till you come to
the last verse. There the good man s come to himself again.
Though God were
angry with his people, he cannot part with God in discontent. Though God had
laden them with crosses, he lifts up his head, and presents God with blessing
Blessed be the Lord for evermore.
Amen, and Amen.&quot; He blesseth him as well
And thus the last verse of the
for winter as for summer, for troubles as for mercies.
Psalm having as much affinity with the first in matter, as the last day of the year
if we circle the Psalm, and bring both ends together,
hath with the first in season
we find a fit resemblance between the year and it.
The text is one of the Psalmist s winter-drops a black line from that pen, which
He complaineth
erstwhile was so filled with joy, and wrote nothing but rubrics.
in the next precedent verse, of the brevity of his own life (it was like a winter s day,
the
man
s
life
in this, of
as though he had said, I am
instability of
very short)
not the only mortal. Other men s lives, though haply clothed with more comforts
than mine, are altogether as mortal as mine for his interrogations are equivalent
is

;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

to strong negations.

As

to see sleep

is

to sleep

;

so to see or taste death

is

to die.

There is no surviving such a sight. Death says, as God once to Moses, There shall
no man see me and live.&quot; Exod. xxxiii. 20. Thomas Du-gard, in a Funeral Sermon,
&quot;

1648.
Death spares no rank, no condition of men. Kings as well as subjects,
Verse 48.
The lofty cedars
princes as well as the meanest rustics are liable to this fatal stroke.
and low shrubs palaces and cottages are alike here. Indeed, we read that Julius
Caesar bid the master of the ship wherein he was sailing, take courage notwithstanding
the boisterous tempest, because he had Cresar and his fortunes embarked in his
vessel, as much as to say, the element on which they then were could not prove fatal
Our William surnamed Rufus said, he
to an emperor, to so great a one as he was.
never heard of a king that was drowned. And Charles the fifth, at the Battle of
Tunis, being advised to retire when the great ordnance began to play, told them
that it was never known that an emperor was slain with great shot, and so rushed
But this we are sure of, it was never known or heard that any king
into the battle.
The sceptre cannot keep off
or crowned head escaped the blow of death at last.
it is no
the arrows that fly by day, and the sickness which wastes at noon-day
have heard of great tyrants and
screen, no guard against the shafts of death.
usurpers who vaunted that they had the power of life and death, and as absolutely
but we have heard likewise that in a short
disposed of men as Domitian did of flies
time (and generally the shorter the more furious they have been) their sceptres
their crowns are toppled off their heads, and they
are fallen out of their hands
;

;

We

;

;
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are themselves snatched away by the King of Terrors.
Or, if we speak of those
royal personages that are mild and gentle, and like Vespasian are the darlings and
delight of the people, yet these no less than others have their fatal hour, and their
The King doth not die, may be a
regal honour and majesty are laid in the dust.
Common-law maxim, but it is a falsehood according to the laws of God and Nature,
and the established constitution of heaven. For God himself who hath said,
Ye
Ye shall die like men.&quot; In the Esciirial the palace of
are gods,&quot; hath also added,
there their royal ashes lie.
the Kings of Spain, is their cemetery too
So in the place
where the kings and queens of England are crowned, their predecessors are entombed
as
it
tell
that
their
them
the
to
crowns exempt
not from
them,
were,
grave, and that
there is no greatness and splendour that can guard them from the arrest of death.
He regards the rich and wealthy no more than the poor and necessitous he snatches
persons out of their mansion-houses and hereditary seats, as well as out of almshouses
and hospitals. His dominion is over masters as well as servants, parents as well as
John Edwards.
children, superiors as well as inferiors.
Verse 48.
&quot;

&quot;

;

:

:

&quot;

The boast

And

all

of heraldry, the pomp of power,
that beauty, all that wealth e er gave,

Await alike th inevitable hour
The paths of glory lead but to the grave.
&quot;

Can storied urn, or animated bust,
Back to its mansions call the fleeting breath ?
Can Honour s voice provoke the silent dust,
Or Flatt ry soothe the dull cold ear of Death ?

&quot;

Thomas Gray, 17161771.

How I do bear in my bosom the reproach,&quot; etc. I take the reproaches
Verse 50.
thy servants and thine anointed, (1) as if they reproached me in mine own particular ;
in
that
or, (3) in that I am resolved quietly
or, (2)
they lie so heavy upon my heart
to endure them, and to swallow them down in silence, as not being indeed able to
shake them off because in the eye of reason our condition is at present so contrary
to what we waited for or, (4) in that their reproaches came not to his ears by hear
say only, but were openly to his face cast as it were into his bosom. Arthur Jackson.
/ do bear in my bosom the reproach,&quot; etc.
The reproach of religion
Verse 50.
and of the godly doth lie near, and should lie near, the heart of every lively member
David Dickson.
of the church.
&quot;

of

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

Verse 51.
They have reproached the footsteps of thine anointed.&quot; This phrase
obscure in diction, and therefore variously interpreted
1. Some by the footsteps
that
his advent in the flesh is meant
others refer the words to
of Christ, judge
and
take
the
The
to
imitation
of
him.
first exposition yields
David,
be,
meaning
Be mindful, O Lord, of the reproach of thy enemies, wherewith they insult
this sense
our expectation of thy Anointed, and scoff at his advent as if it would never come.
The second interpretation is this Recollect, O Lord, what contempt thy enemies
heap upon us on account of thy servant David, because we fondly cherish his memory
and his example, and nourish the hope of thy Covenant with him, clinging tenaciously
thereto.
Thirdly, this clause may be so interpreted that by rriai??, that is, the
Thus
heel, we may understand the extremities of the Kingdom of Christ, of David.
we may imagine the enemies of God threw this in the teeth of the people of Israel,
that they had already come to the end and extremity of the Kingdom of David.
Musculus.
Verse 51 (second clause).
The Chaldee has
They have scoffed at the tardiness
of Thy Messiah s footsteps.&quot;
So Kimchi :
He delays so long, they say He will
never come.&quot; Compare 2 Peter iii. 4, 9. The Arabic dqaba is used in the sense of
William Kay.
delaying.&quot;
The footsteps,&quot; or foot soles, that is, the ways, life, actions, and suffer
Verse 51.
This referred to Christ, respecteth the oracle, Gen. iii. 15,
ings, Pss. Ivi. 6 and xlix. 5.
that the Serpent should bruise the foot-sole of the woman s seed
referred to Chris
tians which follow his footsteps, in suffering and dying with him, that we may be
him
ii.
21
Pet.
Rom.
viii.
it
noteth
the
with
scandal
of the Cross
(1
17)
glorified
to the Jews a stumbling block, and to the Greeks foolishness.&quot;
of Christ,
(1 Cor. i.
is

:

:

:

:

.

.

.

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;
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;

The Chaldee understands

Pet. iv. 13, 14.)

1

it
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of the slackness of the footsteps.

Henry Ainsworth.
Verse 52.
Blessed be the Lord for evermore.
Amen, and Amen.&quot; Victory
Amen, and Amen.
begins to shine in the phrase, Blessed be Jehovah for evermore.
Some think that these words are not the words of the Psalmist, because they are of
but
were
written
that
do
not
with
the
by another,
opinion
they
agree
preceding,
or if the Psalmist
or added by the Collector of the Psalms as a concluding doxology
wrote them, he did so merely in finishing his prayer. But it is a matter of the greatest
moment for it indicates the victory of faith, since he observes that after that grief,
the reproach of the heel is gloriously removed that the Messiah may remain a victor
for ever, having bruised the serpent s head, and taken away from him in perpetuity
all his power of hurting.
That this should certainly take place, he adds the seal of
faith again and again
Amen, and Amen.&quot; James Alting, 1618 1679.
Verse 52.
This doxology belongs alike to all the Psalms of the Third Book,
and ought not to be treated as if it were merely the last verse of the Psalm to which
it adjoins.
It ought to be set forth in such a shape as would enable and invite God s
people to sing it as a separate formula of praise, or in connection with any other Psalm.
William Binnie.
Verse 52.
As to the words Amen, and Amen, I readily grant that they are
here employed to mark the end of the third book of the Psalms.
John Calvin.
&quot;

;

;

&quot;

:

HINTS TO PREACHERS.
1. When ?
for ever.&quot;
I. Mercies celebrated.
2. By whom ?
Verse 1.
by
3. Therefore they must live for ever to celebrate
those who are the subjects of them.
1.
To
our
own
declared.
II.
Faithfulness
2.
To
them.
generation.
succeeding
generations by its influence upon others.
I. The
Verse 2.
Testimony. 1. To the constancy of Mercy. (1) It builds
up its trophies every moment. (2) It preserves them for ever. 2. To the constancy
It remains as the ordinances of heaven.
II. Its Confirmation.
of Faithfulness.
2. of experience.
I have said,&quot; etc., said it, 1. Upon the ground of Scripture.
of
others.
observation
4.
of
3. of reason.
1. With whom ?
with David and in
I. The Covenant made.
Verses 3, 4.
him with David s Lord and Son. The true David the chosen one the servant
2. For what ?
He should have a
of the Father in redemption.
(1) for his seed.
his throne,&quot; etc.
II. The
seed and that seed should be established. (2) for himself,
I
have
2. By promise.
I
Covenant confirmed. 1. By decree.
made,&quot; etc.
I
have
sworn.&quot;
3.
oath.
establish.&quot;
will
By
have a comparison between God and the most excellent in heaven
Verse 6.
and earth challenge both worlds. 1. The true God, sovereign of heaven and earth
is incomparably great in his BEING and EXISTENCE
(1) because his being is of himself
eternal
(3) because he is independent
(4) because
(2) because he is a perfect being
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

We

;

;

;

;

God
incomparably great in his ATTRIBUTES and PERFEC
(2) in his wisdom and knowledge
(3) in his power (4) in
(1) In his holiness
3. God is incomparably
his justice
(6) in his love and goodness.
(5) in his patience
redemption, and human salvation.
providence
great in his WORKS creation
Theophilus Jones, 1830.
The Incomparableness of God, in his Being, Attributes, Works, and
Verse 6.
Word. Swinnock. [Nichol s Edition of Swinnock s Works, Vol. IV., pp. 373-508.]
I. In creation God is far above other beings.
Verse 6. II. In Re
Verses 6, 7.
demption he is far above himself in creation. Verse 7.
God s present rule in the midst of confusion, and rebellion and
Verses 9, 10.
he

is

unchangeable.

2.

TIONS.

is

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

overthrow

of all adverse forces.
I. God s possession of heaven, the model of his possession of earth.
earth
most certain, and its manifestation in the future most
s
of
God
II.
possession
III. The course of action suggested to his people by the two facts.
sure.
The joy of creation in its Creator.
Verse 12.
his ultimate
Verse 11.
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The Equity of the divine government
No creature
Verse 14.
justice,&quot; etc.
can eventually be unjustly dealt with under his dominion, and his kingdom ruleth
over all. II. The Sovereignty of the divine government. Truth before mercy.
Thou wilt perform the truth to Jacob and the mercy
Mercy founded upon truth.
The covenant made in mercy to Abraham is fulfilled in truth to
to Abraham.&quot;
&quot;

I.

&quot;

Jacob.
Verse 15.

I.

The gospel

is

Good

a joyful sound.

tidings, etc.

II. It is

a joyful

sound to those who know it, hear it, believe it, love it, obey it. III. They to whom
it is a joyful sound are blessed.
They shall walk,&quot; etc.
2. An experimental
1. There is a theoretical knowledge of the gospel.
Verse 15.
W. Dransfield, 1859.
knowledge, and, 3. A practical knowledge.
1.
In
as
rich
in
16.
I.
Exultation.
Verse
thy name,&quot; etc.,
mercy as the God
&quot;

&quot;

2. At what season
all the day,&quot;
II. Exaltation.
In thy righteousness,&quot; etc.
1. How
morning, noon, and night.
In thy,&quot; etc.
not exalted. Not in their own righteousness. 2. How exalted.
Procured for them by a divine person (thy) imputed to them. Ours, though
The righteousness of God as God could not exalt us, but his righteousness
thine.
Exalted above hell, above earth, above Paradise, above angels.
as God-man can.
Exalted to friends of God children of God one with God, to heaven.
Verse 16 (second clause).
Consider, I. What the believer is exalted above or
I. It exalts him above the law.
2. Above the world.
from, by God s righteousness.
4. Above death.
5. Above all accusations
3. Above the power and malice of Satan.
To
or
the
believer
is exalted by
II.
what happiness
dignity
(Rom. viii. 33, 34).
1. To a state of peace and reconciliation with God.
virtue of that righteousness.
4. And
3. To fellowship and familiarity with God, and access to him.
2. To sonship.
E. Erskine.
finally, to a state of endless glory.
Reliance
1. Their internal glory.
I. The blessedness of the righteous.
Verse 17.
In thy favour,&quot; etc.
II. The
upon divine strength. 2. Their internal honour.
their
the
becomes
our.
The
of
of
God
blessedness.
in
that
people
participation
Their strength our horn. Happy they, who, with respect to all the privileges of
the saints, can thus turn their into our.
2. Consider our strength in God.
1. Consider our natural weakness.
Verse 17.
3. Give God the glory of it.
I.
Verse 18.
Jehovah his power, self-existence, and majesty our defence.
our
his character, covenant character, and unity
II. The Holy One of Israel

of salvation

of all grace

&quot;

of all consolation.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

government.
Verse 19.

I.

The work

&quot;

required.

1.

Help.&quot;

By whom

By God

?

himself.

For what ? To reconcile God to man, and man to God. II. The person selected
1. Human.
Chosen out of the people.&quot; 2. Divine.
for this work.
Thy Holy
One
1. His own ability for the office.
III. His qualifications for the work.
One.&quot;
I have laid,&quot; etc.
I have
that is mighty.&quot; 2. His appointment to it by God.
2.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

chosen,&quot;

etc.

Verse 19 (last clause).
Election, extraction, exaltation.
The true David.
I. The Messiah would be of the seed of David.
Verses 20, 21.
II. He would be a servant of the Father.
My servant.&quot; III. He would be con
With my holy oil,&quot; etc. IV. He would perfectly
secrated to his office by God.
With whom my hand,&quot; etc. V. He would be sustained in it by the
fulfil it.
Mine arm,&quot; etc.
Father.
Satan
I. A prophecy of the conflict of the Messiah with Satan.
Verses 22, 23.
II. Of his refutation of his enemies.
could not exact any debt or homage from him.
before
beaten
down
his
and
Pharisees
were
The
Scribes
I will beat down,&quot; etc.
And plague them,&quot; etc.
III. Of the destruction of their city and nation.
face.
Verse 26.
Our Lord s filial spirit, and how it was displayed.
His seed.&quot; 1. For union
I. The subjects of Messiah s reign.
Verse 29.
II. The duration of his reign.
3. For multitude.
his seed.
2. For resemblance.
the
throne.
2. He for ever on
1. They for ever one with him.
Ye are all the
His children.&quot;
I. The persons referred to.
Verses 30
34.
If his children forsake,&quot;
II. The supposition concerning them.
children,&quot; etc.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

1. They may possibly
may fall, though not fall away. 2. They will probably,
as David himself
because they are far from being perfect. 3. They have actually
and others. III. The threatening founded upon that supposition. 1. Specified
Then
later.
2.
sooner
or
Certified.
for
it
shall
smart
the rod stripes.&quot; They
1. The
IV. The qualification of the threatening.
will
Nevertheless,&quot; etc.

etc.

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

I.&quot;
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nevertheless characterized.

The rod may seem
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etc.

2.

Emphasized.

to be in anger, nevertheless, etc.
III.
II.
then.
nevertheless.
There is,
I.
Providences may often seem to be at variance with promises.
Verse 39.
It is the covenant of thy servant
II. Promises are never at variance with providences.
and his crown still.
Verse 39.
the throne of King Jesus may be profaned.
I. What God had done.
Broken down,&quot; etc. II. What he had
Verse 40.
done.
Not
taken
not
away sorrow for his departure and desire for his return.
Verse 43.
Cases in which the sword of the gospel appears to have its edge turned.
I.
Verses 44, 45.
Made
prophecy that the Messiah would be meek and lowly.
II. Would become a servant to the Father.
Cast his throne
his glory to cease.&quot;
The days of his
III. Would be cut of! in the midst of his days.
down,&quot; etc.
IV. That he would die an ignominious death.
Hast covered him,&quot;
youth,&quot; etc.
I.

An

if.

A

A

How

&quot;

A

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

etc.

The excellence of the first days of Christianity, and in what respect
Verse 45.
their glory has departed from us.
Verse 46.
The hand of God is to be acknowledged. I. In the nature of affliction.
Wilt thou hide thyself,&quot; etc. II. In the duration of affliction.
long,
III. In the severity of affliction.
Wrath burning like fire. IV. In the
Lord ?
?
for
ever
?
In
all
these
the
are
issue of affliction.
words
long
respects
applicable both to Christ and to his people.
Remember.&quot;
The prayer of the dying thief, the troubled believer,
Verse 46.
the persecuted Christian.
Let not
Verse 47.
I. An appeal to divine goodness.
Remember,&quot; etc.
&quot;

&quot;

How

&quot;

How

&quot;

my

&quot;

II. To divine wisdom.
Was
trouble and sorrow.
Wherefore,&quot; etc.
man made only to be miserable ? Will not man have been made in vain if his life
be but short, and that short life be nothing but sorrow ?
I. The voice.
In himself in all his works and ways
Verse 52.
Blessed,&quot; etc.
in his judgments as well as in his mercies
as the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
II. The echo,
for evermore.&quot;
Amen and amen.&quot; Amen, says the
Christ
church on earth says the church in heaven say the angels of God says the whole
and
universe
says eternity past and eternity to come.
holy
happy

life

be

&quot;

all

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

PSALM XC.
TITLE. A Prayer of Moses the man of God.
Many attempts have been made to
prove that Moses did not write this Psalm, but we remain unmoved in the conviction
that he did so.
The condition of Israel in the wilderness is so pre-eminently illustrative
of each verse, and the turns, expressions, and words are so similar to many in the Penta
that
the
teuch,
difficulties suggested are, to our mind, light as air in comparison with
the internal evidence in favour of its Mosaic origin.
Moses was mighty in word as
well as deed, and this Psalm we believe to be one of his weighty utterances, worthy to stand
side by side with his glorious oration recorded in Deuteronomy.
Moses was peculiarly
a man of God and God s man ; chosen of God, inspired of God, honoured of God, and
he
well
in
all
his
deserved
the
name
is
to
God
which
here given him.
The
house,
faithful
Psalm is called a prayer, for the closing petitions enter into its essence, and the preceding
verses are a meditation preparatory to the supplication.
Men of God are sure to be men
This was not the only prayer of Moses, indeed it is but a specimen of the
of prayer.
manner in which the seer of Horeb was wont to commune with heaven, and intercede for
This is the oldest of the Psalms, and stands between two books of
the good of Israel.
Psalms as a composition unique in its grandeur, and alone in its sublime antiquity.
Many generations of mourners have listened to this Psalm when standing around the
open grave, and have been consoled thereby, even when they have not perceived its special
application to Israel in the wilderness and have failed to remember the far higher ground
upon which believers now stand.
SUBJECT AND DIVISIONS. Moses sings of the frailty of man, and the shortness of
life, contrasting therewith the eternity of God, and founding thereon earnest appeals
The only division which will be useful separates the contemplation
for compassion.
17 : there is indeed no need to make even this break, for the
11 from the prayer 12
1
unity

is

well preserved throughout.

EXPOSITION.
thou hast been our dwelling place in all generations.
LORD, 2 Before the mountains
were brought forth, or ever thou hadst
formed the earth and the world, even from everlasting to everlasting,
thou art God.

and sayest, Return, ye children
3 Thou turnest man to destruction
men.
4 For a thousand years in thy sight are but as yesterday when it is past,
and as a watch in the night.
;

of

5

Thou

carriest

them away

as with a flood

;

they are as a sleep

:

in the

morning they are like grass which groweth up.
6 In the morning it flourisheth, and groweth up
in the evening it is
cut down, and withereth.
7 For we are consumed by thine anger, and by thy wrath are we troubled.
;

8
of

Thou

hast set our iniquities before thee, our secret sins in the light

thy countenance.
9 For all our days are passed away in thy wrath

:

we spend our years

as a tale that is told.
and if by reason
10 The days of our years are threescore years and ten
of strength they be fourscore years, yet is their strength labour and sorrow;
for it is soon cut off, and we fly away.
11 Who knoweth the power of thine anger ? even according to thy fear,
;

so is

thy wrath.
&quot;

1.

Lord, thou hast been our dwelling place in all generations.&quot; We must con
whole Psalm as written for the tribes in the desert, and then we shall see
60

sider the
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the primary meaning of each verse. Moses, in effect, says wanderers though we
be in the howling wilderness, yet we find a home in thee, even as our forefathers
did when they came out of Ur of the Chaldees and dwelt in tents among the Canaanites.
To the saints the Lord Jehovah, the self-existent God, stands instead of mansion and
he shelters, comforts, protects, preserves, arid cherishes all his own. Foxes
rooftree
have holes and the birds of the air have nests, but the saints dwell in their God,
and have always done so in all ages. Not in the tabernacle or the temple do we
and this we have always done since there was a church
dwell, but in God himself
We have not shifted our abode. King s palaces have vanished beneath
in the world.
the crumbling hand of time they have been burned with fire and buried beneath
mountains of ruins, but the imperial race of heaven has never lost its regal habitation.
Go to the Palatine and see how the Caesars are forgotten of the halls which echoed
to their despotic mandates, and resounded with the plaudits of the nations over
which they ruled, and then look upward and see in the ever-living Jehovah the divine
home of the faithful, untouched by so much as the finger of decay. Where dwelt
our fathers, a hundred generations since, there dwell we still. It is of New Testament
He that keepeth his commandments dwelleth
saints that the Holy Ghost has said,
It was a divine mouth which said,
Abide in me,&quot; and
in God and God in him
he that abideth in me and I in him the same bringeth forth much
then added,
It is most sweet to speak with the Lord as Moses did, saying,
fruit.&quot;
Lord, thou
art our dwelling place,&quot; and it is wise to draw from the Lord s eternal condescensions
reasons for expecting present and future mercies, as the Psalmist did in the next
Psalm wherein he describes the safety of those who dwell in God.
Before those elder giants had
2.
Before the mountains were brought forth.&quot;
struggled forth from nature s womb, as her dread firstborn, the Lord was glorious
and self-sufficient. Mountains to him, though hoar with the snows of ages, are
but new-born babes, young things whose birth was but yesterday, mere novelties
Or ever thou hadst formed the earth and the world.&quot; Here too the
of an hour.
Earth was born but the other day, and her solid land was
allusion is to a birth.
Even from everlasting to everlasting,
delivered from the flood but a short while ago.
thou art, O God.&quot; God was, when nothing else was. He was
thou art God,&quot; or,
God when the earth was not a world but a chaos, when mountains were not upheaved,
and the generation of the heavens and the earth had not commenced. In this
Eternal One there is a safe abode for the successive generations of men.
If God
himself were of yesterday, he would not be a suitable refuge for mortal men
if he
could change and cease to be God he would be but an uncertain dwelling-place for
The eternal existence of God is here mentioned to set forth, by contrast,
his people.
the brevity of human life.
Thou turnest man to destruction,&quot; or
to dust.&quot;
Man s body is resolved
3.
And
into its elements, and is as though it had been crushed and ground to powder.
sayest, Return, ye children of men,&quot; i.e., return even to the dust out of which ye were
taken. The frailty of man is thus forcibly set forth
God creates him out of the
God resolves and man
dust, and back to dust he goes at the word of his Creator.
A
created
and
a
word
dissolves.
word
Observe how the action of God
destroys.
man is not said to die because of the decree of fate, or the action of
is recognised
inevitable law, but the Lord is made the agent of all, his hand turns and his voice
speaks ; without these we should not die, no power on earth or hell could kill us.
;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

1

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

An angel s arm can t save me from the grave,
Myriads of angels can t confine me there.&quot;

For a thousand years in thy sight are but as yesterday when it is past.&quot; A
4.
This is a long stretch of time. How much may be crowded into
thousand years
the rise and fall of empires, the glory and obliteration of dynasties, the beginning
it,
and the end of elaborate systems of human philosophy, and countless events, all
important to household and individual, which elude the pens of historians. Yet
this period, which might even be called the limit of modern history, and is in human
language almost identical with an indefinite length of time, is to the Lord as nothing,
even as time already gone. A moment yet to come is longer than
yesterday
when it is past,&quot; for that no longer exists at all, yet such is a chiliad to the Eternal.
In comparison with eternity, the most lengthened reaches of time are mere points,
there is, in fact, no possible comparison between them.
And as a watch in the
There is scarce time enough in
night,&quot; a time which is no sooner come than gone.
a thousand years for the angels to change watches
when their millennium of service
&quot;

I

&quot;

&quot;

;
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almost over it seems as though the watch were newly set. We are dreaming
through the long night of time, but God is ever keeping watch, and a thousand years
A host of days and nights must be combined to make up
are as nothing to him.
a thousand years to us, but to God, that space of time does not make up a whole
If a thousand years be to God as a
brief
a
but
portion of it.
only
night,
single nightwatch, what must be the life-time of the Eternal
Thou carriest them away as with a flood.&quot; As when a torrent rushes down
5.
the river-bed and bears all before it, so does the Lord bear away by death the suc
ceeding generations of men. As the hurricane sweeps the clouds from the sky, so
time removes the children of men.
They are as a sleep.&quot; Before God men must
appear as unreal as the dreams of the night, the phantoms of sleep. Not only are
We are such stuff
our plans and devices like a sleep, but we ourselves are such.
In the morning they are like grass which groweth up.&quot;
as dreams are made
As grass is green in the morning and hay at night, so men are changed from health
We are not cedars, or oaks, but only poor grass, which
to corruption in a few hours.
is vigorous in the spring, but lasts not a summer through.
What is there upon earth
more frail than we
In the morning it flourisheth, and groweth up.&quot; Blooming with abounding
6.
beauty till the meadows are all besprent with gems, the grass has a golden hour,
In the evening it is cut
even as man in his youth has a heyday of flowery glory.
The scythe ends the blossoming of the field-flowers, and
down, and wither
Here is the history of the grass sown, grown,
the dews at night weep their fall.
and the history of man is not much more. Natural decay
blown, mown, gone
would put an end both to us and the grass in due time few, however, are left to
experience the full result of age, for death comes with his scythe, and removes our
How great a change in how short a time The
life in the midst of its verdure.
morning saw the blooming, and the evening sees the withering.
7. This mortality is not accidental, neither was it inevitable in the original of
our nature, but sin has provoked the Lord to anger, and therefore thus we die.
For we are consumed by thine anger.&quot; This is the scythe which mows and the
scorching heat which withers. This was specially the case in reference to the people
in the wilderness, whose lives were cut short by justice on account of their wayward
ness
they failed, not by a natural decline, but through the blast of the well-deserved
judgments of God. It must have been a very mournful sight to Moses to see the
whole nation melt away during the forty years of their pilgrimage, till none remained
As God s favour is life, so his anger is death as
of all that came out of Egypt.
well might grass grow in an oven as men flourish when the Lord is wroth with them.
And by thy wrath are we troubled,&quot; or terror-stricken. A sense of divine anger
confounded them, so that they lived as men who knew that they were doomed.
This is true of us in a measure, but not altogether, for now that immortality and
life are brought to light by the gospel, death has changed its aspect, and, to believers
in Jesus, it is no more a judicial execution.
Anger and wrath are the sting of death,
and in these believers have no share love and mercy now conduct us to glory by
the way of the tomb.
It is not seemly to read these words at a Christian s funeral
without words of explanation, and a distinct endeavour to show how little they
belong to believers in Jesus, and how far we are privileged beyond those with whom
he was not well pleased,
whose carcases fell in the wilderness.&quot; To apply an
ode, written by the leader of the legal dispensation under circumstances of peculiar
in
a
reference
to
judgment,
people under penal censure, to those who fall asleep in
We may learn much from it, but we
Jesus, seems to be the height of blundering.
ought not to misapply it by taking to ourselves, as the beloved of the Lord, that
which was chiefly true of those to whom God had sworn in his wrath that they
should not enter into his rest. When, however, a soul is under conviction of sin,
the language of this Psalm is highly appropriate to his case, and will naturally
suggest itself to the distracted mind. No fire consumes like God s anger, and no
anguish so troubles the heart as his wrath. Blessed be that dear substitute,
is

I

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

of.&quot;

1

&quot;

&quot;

eth.&quot;

;

;

!

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

Who

bore that we might never bear
s righteous ire.&quot;

His Father
&quot;

8.

Thou hast

set

God must work death

our iniquities before thee.&quot; Hence these tears
Sin seen by
it is only by the covering blood of atonement that life comes
was overthrowing the tribes in the wilderness he had
and therefore dealt with them in severity. He could
!

;

to any of us.
When God
their iniquities before him,
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not have their iniquities before him and not smite them.

&quot;

Our

secret sins in the

There are no secrets before God
he unearths man s
light of thy countenance.&quot;
hidden things, and exposes them to the light. There can be no more powerful
luminary than the face of God, yet, in that strong light, the Lord set the hidden
sins of Israel.
Sunlight can never be compared with the light of him who made
God is light, and in him is no darkness at
the sun, of whom it is written,
If
by his countenance is here meant his love and favour, it is not possible for the heinousness of sin to be more clearly manifested than when it is seen to involve ingratitude
Rebellion in the light of justice is black, but in
to one so infinitely good and kind.
How can we grieve so good a God ? The children
the light of love it is devilish.
been
out
of
Israel
had
of
brought
Egypt with a high hand, fed in the wilderness with
a liberal hand, and guided with a tender hand, and their sins were peculiarly atrocious.
We, too, having been redeemed by the blood of Jesus, and saved by abounding grace,
What manner of persons ought we to
will be verily guilty if we forsake the Lord.
be ? How ought we to pray for cleansing from secret faults ?
It is to us a wellspring of delights to remember that our sins, as believers, are
now cast behind the Lord s back, and shall never be brought to light again there
fore we live, because, the guilt being removed, the death-penalty is removed also.
For all our days are passed away in thy wrath.&quot; Justice shortened the days
9.
each halting place became a graveyard
of rebellious Israel
they marked their
march by the tombs they left behind them. Because of the penal sentence their
We spend our years as a tale
days were dried up, and their lives wasted away.
that is told.&quot;
Yea, not their days only, but their years flew by them like a thought,
;

&quot;

all.&quot;

:

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

swift as a meditation, rapid and idle as a gossip s story.
Sin had cast a shadow
over all things, and made the lives of the dying wanderers to be both vain and brief.
The first sentence is not intended for believers to quote, as though it applied to
themselves, for our days are all passed amid the lovingkindness of the Lord, even
as David says in the twenty-third Psalm,
Surely goodness and mercy shall follow
me all the days of
life.&quot;
Neither is the life of the gracious man unsubstantial
as a story-teller s tale
he lives in Jesus, he has the divine Spirit within him, and
life is real, life is earnest
the simile only holds good if we consider that
to him
a holy life is rich in interest, full of wonders, chequered with many changes, yet as
easily ordered by Providence as the improvisatore arranges the details of the story
with which he beguiles the hour. Our lives are illustrations of heavenly goodness,
parables of divine wisdom, poems of sacred thought, and records of infinite love ;
happy are we whose lives are such tales.
10.
The days of our years are threescore years and ten.&quot; Moses himself lived
in his day life had come
longer than this, but his was the exception not the rule
to be very much the same in duration as it is with us.
This is brevity itself compared
with the men of the elder time, it is nothing when contrasted with eternity. Yet
is life long enough for virtue and piety, and all too long for vice and
blasphemy.
Moses here in the original writes in a disconnected manner, as if he would set forth
the utter insignificance of man s hurried existence.
His words may be rendered,
The days of our years
In them seventy years
as much as to say,
The days
of our years ?
What about them ? Are they worth mentioning ? The account
is utterly insignificant, their full tale is but seventy.&quot;
And // by reason of strength
The unusual strength
they be fourscore years, yet is their strength labour and sorrow.&quot;
which overleaps the bound of threescore and ten only lands the aged man in a region
where life is a weariness and a woe. The strength of old age, its very prime and
what must its weakness be ? What panting for
pride, are but labour and sorrow
breath
What toiling to move
What a failing of the senses
What a crushing
sense of weakness
The evil days are come and the years wherein a man cries,
I have no pleasure in them.&quot;
The grasshopper has become a burden and desire
faileth.
Such is old age. Yet mellowed by hallowed experience, and solaced by
immortal hopes, the latter days of aged Christians are not so much to be pitied as
envied.
The sun is setting and the heat of the day is over, but sweet is the calm
and cool of the eventide and the fair day melts away, not into a dark and dreary
but
into a glorious, unclouded, eternal day.
The mortal fades to make room
night,
for the immortal
the old man falls asleep to wake up in the region of perennial
For it is soon cut off, and we fly away.&quot; The cable is broken and the vessel
youth.
sails upon the sea of eternity
the chain is snapped and the eagle mounts to its
native air above the clouds. Moses mourned for men as he thus sung
and well he
as
all
his
fell
comrades
at his side.
His words are more nearly rendered,
might,
&quot;

my

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

!

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

!

!

!

1

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

;
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as the quails were blown along by the strong
He drives us fast and we fly away
west wind, so are men hurried before the tempests of death. To us, however, as
believers, the winds are favourable
they bear us as the gales bear the swallows
away from the wintry realms, to lands
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

Where

And

everlasting spring abides

never withering

flowers.&quot;

Who

Wherefore should we linger here ? What has this
wishes it to be otherwise ?
This is
poor world to offer us that we should tarry on its shores ? Away, away
Let the Lord s winds drive fast if so he ordains,
not our rest. Heavenward, Ho
and
to
our
own
more
dear
us
the
waft
for they
himself,
swiftly
country.
Moses saw men dying all around
11.
Who knoweth the power of thine anger ?
him he lived among funerals, and was overwhelmed at the terrible results of the
He felt that none could measure the might of the Lord s wrath.
divine displeasure.
Even according to thy fear, so is thy wrath.&quot; Good men dread that wrath beyond
bad men are dreadfully
conception, but they never ascribe too much terror to it
convulsed when they awake to a sense of it, but their horror is not greater than
it had need be, for it is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of an angry God.
Holy
it would
Scripture when it depicts God s wrath against sin never uses an hyperbole
be impossible to exaggerate it. Whatever feelings of pious awe and holy trembling
may move the tender heart, it is never too much moved apart from other con
siderations the great truth of the divine anger, when most powerfully felt, never
impresses the mind with a solemnity in excess of the legitimate result of such a
contemplation. What the power of God s anger is in hell, and what it would be
on earth, were it not in mercy restrained, no man living can rightly conceive. Modern
thinkers rail at Milton and Dante, Bunyan and Baxter, for their terrible imagery ;
but the truth is that no vision of poet, or denunciation of holy seer, can ever reach
The wrath to
to the dread height of this great argument, much less go beyond it.
come has its horrors rather diminished than enhanced in description by the dark
Beware
it baffles words, it leaves imagination far behind.
lines of human fancy
ye that forget God lest he tear you in pieces and there be none to deliver. God is
Remember
Sodom and Gomorrah
Remember
terrible out of his holy places.
Mark well the graves of lust in the wilderness
Korah and his company
Nay,
rather bethink ye of the place where their worm dieth not, and their fire is not
quenched. Who is able to stand against this justly angry God ? Who will dare to
rush upon the bosses of his buckler, or tempt the edge of his sword ? Be it ours to
submit ourselves as dying sinners to this eternal God, who can, even at this moment,
command us to the dust, and thence to hell.
!

1

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

:

;

;

1

!

!

12 So teach us to number our days, that we may apply our hearts unto
wisdom.
13 Return, O LORD, how long ? and let it repent thee concerning thy
servants.

that we may rejoice and be glad
14 O satisfy us early with thy mercy
our days.
15 Make us glad according to the days wherein thou hast afflicted us,
and the years wherein we have seen evil.
1 6 Let thy work appear unto thy servants, and thy glory unto their
;

all

children.

and establish
17 And let the beauty of the LORD our God be upon us
thou the work of our hands upon us
yea, the work of our hands establish
thou it.
12.
So teach us to number our days.&quot; Instruct us to set store by time, mourning
for that time past wherein we have wrought the will of the flesh, using diligently
the time present, which is the accepted hour and the day of salvation, and reckoning
the time which lieth in the future to be too uncertain to allow us safely to delay
any gracious work or prayer. Numeration is a child s exercise in arithmetic, but
We
in order to number their days aright the best of men need the Lord s teaching.
are more anxious to count the stars than our days, and yet the latter is by far more
reflections
led
are
unto
wisdom.&quot;
Men
That we may apply our hearts
by
practical.
:

;

&quot;

&quot;
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upon the brevity of time to give their earnest attention to eternal things ; they
become humble as they look into the grave which is so soon to be their bed, their
passions cool in the presence of mortality, and they yield themselves up to the
dictates of unerring wisdom
but this is only the case when the Lord himself is the
he alone can teach to real and lasting profit. Thus Moses prayed that
teacher
of
the dispensations
The law is our school
justice might be sanctified in mercy.
master to bring us to Christ,&quot; when the Lord himself speaks by the law. It is most
meet that the heart which will so soon cease to beat should while it moves be regulated
have not enough time
by wisdom s hand. A short life should be wisely spent.
at our disposal to justify us in misspending a single quarter of an hour.
Neither
are we sure of enough of life to justify us in procrastinating for a moment.
If we
see
in
heart
we
should
were wise
this, but mere head wisdom will not guide us aright.
O
how
13.
in
us
Do
not
Come
to
leave
Return,
Lord,
long?&quot;
again.
mercy
us to perish. Suffer not our lives to be both brief and bitter.
Thou hast said to
Return, ye children of men,&quot; and now we humbly cry to thee,
us,
Return, thou
preserver of men.&quot; Thy presence alone can reconcile us to this transient existence ;
turn thou unto us. As sin drives God from us, so repentance cries to the Lord to
When men are under chastisement they are allowed to expostulate,
return to us.
Our fault in these times is not too great boldness with God,
and ask how long ?
but too much backwardness in pleading with him.
And let it repent thee concerning
Thus Moses acknowledges the Israelites to be God s servants still.
thy servants.&quot;
They had rebelled, but they had not utterly forsaken the Lord ; they owned their
Will not a man
obligations to obey his will, and pleaded them as a reason for pity.
spare his own servants ? Though God smote Israel, yet they were his people, and
he had never disowned them, therefore is he entreated to deal favourably with them.
If they might not see the promised land, yet he is begged to cheer them on the road
with his mercy, and to turn his frown into a smile. The prayer is like others which
;

;

&quot;

We

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

came from the meek lawgiver when he boldly pleaded with God for the nation it
He here speaks with the Lord as a man speaketh with his friend.
is Moses-like.
O satisfy us early with thy mercy.&quot; Since they must die, and die so soon,
14.
the Psalmist pleads for speedy mercy upon himself and his brethren.
Good men
;

&quot;

know how to turn the darkest trials into arguments at the throne of grace. He
who has but the heart to pray need never be without pleas in prayer. The only
this Moses earnestly
satisfying food for the Lord s people is the favour of God
seeks for, and as the manna fell in the morning he beseeches the Lord to send at once
;

his satisfying favour, that all through the little day of life they might be filled there
Are we so soon to die ? Then, Lord, do not starve us while we live. Satisfy
with.
us at once, we pray thee. Our day is short and the night hastens on, O give us in
the early morning of our days to be satisfied with thy favour, that all through our
That we may rejoice and be glad all our days.&quot; Being
little day we may be happy.
filled with divine love, their brief life on earth w ould become a joyful festival, and
so
as
as
continue
it
lasted.
the Lord refreshes us with his presence,
would
long
our joy is such that no man can take it from us. Apprehensions of speedy death are
not able to distress those who enjoy the present favour of God ; though they know
that the night cometh they see nothing to fear in it, but continue to live while they
live, triumphing in the present favour of God and leaving the future in his loving
hands. Since the whole generation which came out of Egypt had been doomed to
die in the wilderness, they would naturally feel despondent, and therefore their
great leader seeks for them that blessing which, beyond all others, consoles the heart,
namely, the presence and favour of the Lord.
I\lake us glad according to the days wherein thou hast afflicted us, and the
15.
&quot;

r

When

&quot;

None can gladden the heart as thou canst, O Lord,
years wherein we have seen evil.&quot;
Fill the other scale.
therefore as thou hast made us sad be pleased to make us glad.
us the lamb, since thou has sent us the bitter
Give
Proportion thy dispensations.
Make our days as long as our nights. The prayer is original, childlike, and
herbs.
it is moreover based upon a great principle in providential good
full of meaning
Great
ness, by which the Lord puts the good over against the evil in due measure.
trial enables us to bear great joy, and may be regarded as the herald of extraordinary
s
small
God dealings are according to scale small lives are
throughout ;
grace.
and great histories are great both in sorrow and happiness. Where there are high
hills there are also deep valleys.
As God provides the sea for leviathan, so does
in the sea all things are in fit proportion for the
he find a pool for the minnow
;

;

;

mighty monster, while
VOL.

iv.

in the little

brook

all

things befit the tiny

fish.

If

we have
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may look for overflowing delights, and our faith may boldly
God who is great in justice when he chastens will not be little in mercy
ask for them.
when he blesses, he will be great all through let us appeal to him with unstaggering

fierce afflictions \ve

;

faith.
See how he dwells upon that word
Let thy work appear unto thy servants.&quot;
16.
It is as far as the law can go, and Moses goes to the full length permitted
servants.
him henceforth Jesus calls us not servants but friends, and if we are wise we shall
make full use of our wider liberty. Moses asks for displays of divine power and
&quot;

:

providence conspicuously wrought, that all the people might be cheered thereby.
They could find no solace in their own faulty works, but in the work of God they
And thy glory unto their children.&quot; While their sons were
would find comfort.
growing up around them, they desired to see some outshinings of the promised glory
gleaming upon them. Their sons were to inherit the land which had been given
them by covenant, and therefore they sought on their behalf some tokens of the
coming good, some morning dawnings of the approaching noonday. How eagerly
do good men plead for their children. They can bear very much personal affliction
if they may but be sure that their children will know the glory of God, and thereby
be led to serve him. We are content with the work if our children may but see the
we sow joyfully if they may reap.
glory which will result from it
Even upon us who
And let the beauty of the Lord our God be upon
17.
must not see thy glory in the land of Canaan it shall suffice us if in our characters
the holiness of God is reflected, and if over all our camp the lovely excellences of
our God shall cast a sacred beauty. Sanctification should be the daily object of our
And establish thou the work of our hands upon us ; yea, the work of our
petitions.
Let what we do be done in truth, and last when we are in
hands establish thou
the grave
may the work of the present generation minister permanently to the
the
nation.
Good men are anxious not to work in vain. They know
building up of
that without the Lord they can do nothing, and therefore they cry to him for help
in the work, for acceptance of their efforts, and for the establishment of their designs.
The church as a whole earnestly desires that the hand of the Lord may so work with
the hand of his people, that a substantial, yea, an eternal edifice to the praise and
We come and go, but the Lord s work abides.
glory of God may be the result.
We are content to die, so long as Jesus lives and his kingdom grows. Since the
Lord abides for ever the same, we trust our work in his hands, and feel that since
When we have
it is far more his work than ours he will secure it immortality.
withered like grass, our holy service, like gold, silver, and precious stones, will survive
the fire.
&quot;

:

&quot;

us.&quot;

;

&quot;

it.&quot;

;

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
correctness of the title which ascribes the Psalm to Moses is con
its appropriateness to his times and
firmed by its unique simplicity and grandeur
its resemblance to the Law in urging the connection between sin
circumstances
its similarity of diction to the poetical portions of the Pentateuch,
and death
its marked unlikeness to
without the slightest trace of imitation or quotation
and finally, the proved
the Psalms of David, and still more to those of later date
J. A. Alexander.
impossibility of plausibly assigning it to any other age or author.
A prayer of Moses.&quot; Moses may be considered as the first composer
Title.
Samuel Burder.
of sacred hymns.
Title.
The Psalm is described in the title as a prayer. This description shews,
as Amyraldus saw, that the kernel of the Psalm is the second part, and that the
design of the first is to prepare the way for the second, and lay down a basis on which
E. W. Hengstenberg.
it may rest.
Title.
A prayer of Moses.&quot; Moses was an old and much-tried man, but age
and experience had taught him that, amidst the perpetual changes which are taking
place in the universe, one thing at least remains immutable, even the faithfulness
from everlasting to everlasting God.&quot; How far back into the past
of him who is
may the patriarch have been looking when he spake these words ? The burning
bush, the fiery furnace of Egypt, the Red Sea, Pharaoh with his chariots of war,
and
and the weary march of Israel through the wilderness, were all before him
God is the Rock, his work perfect, all his
in all of them he had experienced that
these
scenes
of
was
But
Moses
xxxii.
looking beyond
4).
ways judgment (Deut.
Remember the days of old, consider the years
his personal history when he said,
Title.

The

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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many generations&quot; (Deut. xxxii. 7), and we may be sure that he was also looking
Thou hast been our dwelling place in all
beyond them when he indited the song,
he was casting in his mind how God had been the refuge of
Yes
generations.&quot;
Moses could take a
Jacob and Isaac, of Abraham, Noah, and all the patriarchs.
I can do
retrospect of above a thousand years, which had all confirmed the truth.
more. At this point of time I can look back to the days of Moses and Joshua and
David, and descending thence to the days of the Son of God upon earth, and of
and
Paul and Peter, and all the saints of the Church down to the present hour
what a thousand years avouched to Moses, three thousand now avouch to me the
Lord is the dwelling-place of those that trust in him from generation to generation.
Yes and to him who was the refuge of a Moses and an Abraham, I too in the day
That great Being who, during
of trouble can lift my hands.
Delightful thought
the lapse of three thousand years, amidst the countless changes of the universe, has
MY
Hours of
is
God.
remained
to this day
Augustus F. Tholuck, in
unchanged,
of

&quot;

;

;

:

;

I

&quot;

Christian

Devotion,&quot;

1870.

Whole Psalm. Although some difficulties have been started, there seems no
From the remotest
reason to doubt that this Psalm is the composition of Moses.
period his name has been attached to it, and almost every Biblical scholar, from
Jerome down to Hengstenberg, has agreed to accept it as a prayer of that man of
God whose name it has always carried. If so, it is one of the oldest poems in the
world.
Compared with it Homer and Pindar are (so to speak) modern, and even
King David is of recent date. That is to say, compared with this ancient hymn
the other Psalms are as much more modern as Tennyson and Longfellow are more
modern than Chaucer. In either case there are nearly five centuries between. James
Hamilton.
Whole Psalm. The 90th Psalm might be cited as perhaps the most sublime
of human compositions
the deepest in feeling the loftiest in theologic conception
the most magnificent in its imagery. True is it in its report of human life as
True in its conception of the Eternal the
troubled, transitory, and sinful.
Sovereign and the Judge ; and yet the refuge and hope of men, who, notwithstanding
but who, in
the most severe trials of their faith, lose not their confidence in him
the firmness of faith, pray for, as if they were predicting, a near-at-hand season of
refreshment. Wrapped, one might say, in mystery, until the distant day of revelation
for in the very
should come, there is here conveyed the doctrine of Immortality
plaint of the brevity of the life of man, and of the sadness of these, his few years of
and
their
and
their
there
is
into
contrast
the Divine
trouble,
brevity,
gloom,
brought
the thought of a life
immutability ; and yet it is in terms of a submissive piety
eternal is here in embryo.
No taint is there in this Psalm of the pride and petulance
the half-uttered blasphemy the malign disputing or arraignment of the justice
or goodness of God, which have so often shed a venomous colour upon the language
There are few probably
of those who have writhed in anguish, personal or relative.
among those who have passed through times of bitter and distracting woe, or who
have stood the helpless spectators of the miseries of others, that have not fallen
into moods of mind violently in contrast with the devout and hopeful melancholy
which breathes throughout this ode. Rightly attributed to the Hebrew Lawgiver
or not, it bespeaks its remote antiquity, not merely by the majestic simplicity of
its style, but negatively, by the entire avoidance of those sophisticated turns of
thought which belong to a late a lost age in a people s intellectual and moral history.
This Psalm, undoubtedly, is centuries older than the moralizings of that time when
the Jewish mind had listened to what it could never bring into a true assimilation
with its own mind the abstractions of the Greek Philosophy.
With this one Psalm only in view if it were required of us to say, in brief, what
we mean by the phrase
The Spirit of the Hebrew Poetry
we find our answer
well condensed in this sample.
This magnificent composition gives evidence, not
merely as to the mental qualities of the writer, but as to the tastes and habitudes
of the writer s contemporaries, his hearers, and his readers ; on these several points
first, the free and customary command of a poetic diction, and its facile imagery ;
so that whatever the poetic soul would utter, the poet s material is near at hand
for his use.
There is then that depth of feeling mournful, reflective, and yet hopeful
and trustful, apart from which poetry can win for itself no higher esteem than what
we bestow upon other decorative arts, which minister to the demands of luxurious
sloth.
There is, moreover, as we might say, underlying this poem, from the first
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

:

&quot;

&quot;
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substance of philosophic thought, apart from which, expressed
is frivolous, and is not in harmony with the seriousness of
human life this Psalm is of a sort which Plato would have written, or Sophocles
if only the one or the other of these minds had possessed a heaven-descended Theology.

line to the last, the

or understood, poetry
:

Isaac Taylor.

Observe the change of the Divine names in this Psalm.
Lord.&quot;
Verse 1.
Moses begins with the declaration of the Majesty of the Lord (Adonai), but when
he
he arrives at ver. 13,
opens his prayer with the Name of grace and covenanted
and he sums up all in ver. 17, with a supplication for
mercy to Israel JEHOVAH
of
the Lord our God
the manifestation of the beauty
(JEHOVAH, ELOHIM).
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

ra&amp;gt;:

Christopher Wordsworth.
Verse 1.
Lord, thou hast been our dwelling place.&quot; Many seem to beg God s
they seek it only in a storm, and
help in prayer, but are not protected by him
when all other means and refuges fail them. But a Christian must maintain constant
must dwell in God, not run to him now and then.
communication with God
&quot;

:

;

Thomas Manton.
This exordium breathes life, and pertains to a certain hope of the
Verse 1.
Since he calls God, who is eternal, our habitation,
resurrection and of eternal life.
or to speak more clearly, our place of refuge, to whom fleeing we may be in safety.
For If God is our dwelling-place, and God is life, and we dwellers in him, it necessarily
For who will call God the
follows, that we are in life, and shall live for ever.
Who shall regard him as a sepulchre ? He is life ;
dwelling-place of the dead ?
After this fashion
whom
he
is
a
also
live
to
therefore
and
dwelling-place.
they
Moses, in the very introduction, before he lets loose his horrible thunderings and
lightnings, fortifies the trembling, that they may firmly hold God to be the living
dwelling-place of the living, of those that pray to him, and put their trust in him.
It is a remarkable expression, the like of which is nowhere in Sacred Scripture,
that God is a dwelling-place.
Scripture in other places says the very opposite, it
the temple of God is holy,&quot; says
calls men temples of God, in whom God dwells
which temple ye are.&quot; Moses inverts this, and affirms, we are inhabitants
Paul,
and masters in this house. For the Hebrew word firo properly signifies a dwelling
In Zion is his dwelling place,&quot; where this word
place, as when the Scripture says,
(Maon) is used. But because a house is for the purpose of safety, it results, that
But Moses wishes to speak
this word has the meaning of a refuge or place of refuge.
with such great care that he may show that all our hopes have been placed most
securely in God, and that they who are about to pray to this God may be assured
that they are not afflicted in this work in vain, nor die, since they have God as a
place of refuge, and the divine Majesty as a dwelling-place, in which they may rest
Almost in the same strain Paul speaks, when he says to the Colossecure for ever.
Your life is hid with Christ in God.&quot; For it is a much clearer and more
sians,
luminous expression to say, Believers dwell in God, than that God dwells in them.
.

.

.

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

dwelt also visibly in Zion, but the place is changed. But because he (the believer)
in God, it is manifest, that he cannot be moved nor transferred, for God is a habita
tion of a kind that cannot perish.
Moses therefore wished to exhibit the most certain

He
is

when he said, God is our dwelling place, not the earth, not heaven, not paradise,
but simply God himself. If after this manner you take this Psalm it will become

life,

most useful. When a monk, it often happened to
I was compelled to lay the book out of my hand.
these terrors were not addressed to an awakened mind.
I knew
not that Moses was speaking to a most obdurate and proud multitude, which neither
understood nor cared for the anger of God, nor were humbled by their calamities,
or even in prospect of death.
Martin Luther.
Verse 1.
In this first part the
Lord, thou hast been our dwelling place,&quot; etc.
prophet acknowledgeth that God in all times, and in all ages hath had a special care
of his saints and servants, to provide for them all things necessary for this life
for
under the name of
dwelling place,&quot; or mansion house, the prophet understandeth
all helps and comforts necessary for this life, both for maintenance and
protection.
For the use of such houses was wont to be not only to defend men from the injury
of the weather, and to keep safely, within the walls and under the roof all other
things necessary for this life, and to be a place of abode, wherein men might the
more commodiously provide for all other things necessary, and walk in some calling

sweet,

and seem

me when
But

I

I

in all respects

read this Psalm, that

knew not that

&quot;

;
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but also to protect them
profitable to their neighbour and to the glory of God
from the violence of brute beasts and rage of enemies. Now the prophet herein
seems to note a special and more immediate providence of God
(for of all kind of
that whereas the rest of the
people they seemed to be most forsaken and forlorn)
world seemed to have their habitations and mansions rooted in the earth, and so
to live in cities and walled towns in all wealth and state
to dwell upon the earth
God s people were as it were without house and home. Abraham was called out of
his own country, from his father s house, where no doubt he had goodly buildings
and large revenues, and was commanded by God to live as a foreigner in a strange
and to abide in tents, booths,
country, amongst savage people, that he knew not
and cabins, having little hope to live a settled and comfortable life in any place. In
like manner lived his posterity, Isaac, Jacob, and the twelve patriarchs, wandering
from place to place in the land of Canaan from thence translated into the land of
Egypt, there living at courtesy, and as it were tenants at will, and in such slavery
and bondage, that it had been better for them to have been without house and home.
After this for forty years together (at which time this Psalm was penned) they
wandered up and down in a desolate wilderness, removing from place to place, and
wandering, as it were in a maze. So that of all the people of the earth, God s own
people had hitherto lived as pilgrims and banished persons, without house or home
and therefore the prophet here professeth that God himself more immediately by
his extraordinary providence, for many ages together had protected them, and
that is, the more they were deprived
been as it were a mansion house unto them
of these ordinary comforts of this life, the more was God present with them, supplying
and
immediate
his
extraordinary
providence what they wanted in regard of
by
ordinary means. The due consideration of this point may minister matter of great
joy and comfort to such children of God as are thoroughly humbled with the con
sideration of man s mortality in general, or of theirs whom they rely and depend upon
William Bradshaw, 1621.
in special.
Our dwelling place.&quot; God created the earth for beasts to inhabit,
Verse 1.
the sea for fishes, the air for fowls, and heaven for angels and stars, so that man
hath no place to dwell and abide in but God alone. Giovanni della Mirandola Pico,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

14631494.
The comfort of the believer against the miseries of this short life
Verses 1, 2.
taken from the decree of their election, and the eternal covenant of redemption
settled in the purpose and counsel of the blessed Trinity for their behoof, wherein
it was agreed before the world was, that the Word to be incarnate, should be the
for here the asserting of the eternity of God is with relation
Saviour of the elect
Thou hast been our dwelling place in all generations,&quot;
to his own chosen people
for
thou art God from everlasting to everlasting,&quot; is in substance thus much
and,
Thou art from everlasting to everlasting the same unchangeable God in purpose
and affection toward us thy people, and so thou art our God from everlasting, in
regard of thy eternal purpose of love, electing us, and in regard of thy appointing
redemption for us by the Redeemer. David Dickson.
Verses 1, 2.
If man be ephemeral, God is eternal.
James Hamilton.
is

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

Verses

\

6.
&quot;

O

Lord, thou art our home, to whom we fly,
And so hast always been, from age to age
Before the hills did intercept the eye,
Or that the frame was up of earthly stage,
One God thou wert, and art, and still shall be
The line of time, it doth not measure thee.
;

Both death and

life

obey thy holy lore,
they are sent
thousand years with thee they are no more

And

A

;

visit in their turns as

;

Than

yesterday, which, ere it is, is spent
Or as a watch by night, that course doth keep,
And goes and comes, unwares to them that sleep.
:

Thou carryest man away as with a tide
Then down swim all his thoughts that mounted high
Much like a mocking dream, that will not bide,
But flies before the sight of waking eye
:

;

Or

To

as the grass, that cannot term obtain,
see the summer come about again.

;
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At morning, fair it musters on the ground
At even it is cut down and laid along

;

:

And though

spared were, and favour found,
The weather would perform the mower s wrong
Thus hast thou hanged our life on brittle pins,
To let us know it will not bear our sins.&quot;
it

:

-Francis Bacon.

The earth and the world.&quot; The word earth here is used to denote the
Verse 2.
world as distinguished either from heaven (Gen. i. 1), or from the sea (Gen. i. 10).
The term world in the original is commonly employed to denote the earth con
sidered as inhabited, or as capable of being inhabited, a dwelling-place for living
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Albert Barnes.
beings.
From everlasting to everlasting, thou art God.&quot; The everlastingness
Verse 2.
of which Moses speaks is to be referred not only to the essence of God, but also to
He intends not merely that he is,
his providence, by which he governs the world.
but that he is God. John Calvin.
Such a God (he says) have we, such a God do we worship, to such a
Verse 2.
God do we pray, at whose command all created things sprang into being.
should we tremble at the anger
then should we fear if this God favours us ?
If he is our dwelling-place, shall we not be safe though the
of the whole world ?
heavens should go to wrack ? For we have a Lord greater than all the world.
have a Lord so mighty that at his word all things sprang into being. And yet we
are so fainthearted that if the anger of a single prince or king, nay, even of a single
Yet in comparison with
neighbour, is to be borne, we tremble and droop in spirit.
this King, all things beside in the whole world are but as the lightest dust which a
from
its
and
suffers
not
be
moves
to
still.
In this way this
breath
place,
slight
description of God is consolatory, and trembling spirits ought to look to this consola
Martin Luther.
tion in their temptations and dangers.
&quot;

Why

Why

We

Thou tamest man to destruction,&quot; etc. The prophet conceiveth of
3.
as of a potter, that having of dust tempered a mass, and framed it into a vessel,
and dried it, doth presently, within a minute or an hour after, dash it again in pieces,
and beat it to dust, in passion as it were speaking unto it, Get thee to dust again.&quot;
The word here translated destruction,&quot; signifies a beating, or grinding, or pounding
And the prophet seems to allude to the third of Genesis, where
of a thing to powder.
God speaks of Adam, Dust thou art, and to dust thou shalt return,&quot; as if he should
say, O Lord, thou that hast made and framed man of the dust of the earth, thou
and as thou madest him by thy word alone, so with thy
beatest him to dust again
word thou suddenly turnest, and beatest him again to dust as a man that makes
Verse

&quot;

God

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

a thing, and presently mars it again.
He doth it with a word, against which is
no resistance, when that word is once come out of his mouth it is not all the diet,
And this he can
physic, and help, and prayers in the world that can save the life.
do suddenly, in the twinkling of an eye. And therefore we should, as we love our
lives, fear him, and take heed how we offend and displease him that can with a word
turn the strongest man into dust.
William Bradshaw.
Verse 3.
Thou turnest man to destruction,&quot; etc. The first word for
man,&quot;
signifies a man full of misery, full of sicknesses and infirmities, a miserable man,
And the other word here used in the end of the verse, signifies a man made
of clay, or of the very slime of the earth.
From hence we learn what is the nature
of all men, of all the sons of Adam, viz., a piece of living clay, a little piece of red
earth.
And besides that man is subject to breaking and crushing, every way a
miserable man
so is he of a brittle mould, a piece of red clay, that hath in it for
a time a living soul, which must return to God that gave it
and the body, this
and if we had no Scripture
piece of earth, return to the earth from whence it came
at all to prove this, daily experience before our eyes makes it clear how all men,
even the wisest, the strongest, the greatest and the mightiest monarchs and princes
in the world, be but miserable men, made of red earth, and quickly turn again to
dust.
Samuel Smith, in
Moses his Prayer,&quot; 1656.
Verse 3.
Thou turnest man to destruction.&quot; Augustine says, We walk amid
If we were glass vases we might fear less dangers.
What is there more
perils.
And yet it is preserved, and lasts for centuries we
fragile than a vase of glass ?
therefore are more frail and infirm.
Le Blanc.
.

.

.

;

&quot;

&quot;

*.

;

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:
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Return ye.&quot; One being asked what life was ? made an answer
Verse 3.
John Trapp.
answerless, for he presently turned his back and went his way.
&quot;

A thousand years,&quot; etc. As to a very rich man a thousand sovereigns
Verse 4.
are as one penny ; so, to the eternal God, a thousand years are as one day.
John
Albert Bengel, 16871752.
Verse 4.
The Holy Ghost expresseth himself according to the manner of men,
to give us some notion of an infinite duration, by a resemblance suited to our capacity.
If a thousand years be but as a day to the life of God, then as a year is to the life
of man, so are three hundred and sixty-five thousand years to the life of God ; and
as seventy years are to the life of man, so are twenty-five millions five hundred and
Yet still, since there is no proportion between
fifty thousand years to the life of God.
&quot;

time and eternity, we must dart our thoughts beyond all these, for years and days
measure only the duration of created things, and of those only that are material
and corporeal, subject to the motion of the heavens, which makes days and years.
Stephen Charnock.
As yesterday when it is past, and as a watch in the night.&quot; He corrects
Verse 4.
the previous clause with an extraordinary abbreviation.
For he says that the whole
space of human life, although it may be very long, and reach a thousand years,
yet with God it is esteemed not only as one day, which has already gone, but is
For the nights were divided into four
scarcely equal to the fourth part of a night.
watches, which lasted three hours each. And indeed by the word night, it is meant
that human affairs in this life are involved in much darkness, many errors, dangers,
&quot;

terrors

and sorrows.

As

Mollerus.
a watch in the

The night is wont to appear shorter than
night.&quot;
the day, and to pass more swiftly, because those who sleep, says Euthymius, notice
not the lapse of time. On account of the darkness also, it is less observed
and
to those at work the time seems longer, than to those who have their work done.
Lorinus.
A watch in the night.&quot; Sir John Chardin observes in a note on this
Verse 4.
verse, that as the people of the East have no clocks, the several parts of the day
and of the night, which are eight in all, are given notice of. In the Indies, the parts
of the night are made known as well by instruments of music in great cities, as by
the rounds of the watchmen, who with cries, and small drums, give them notice that
a fourth part of the night is passed. Now as these cries awaked those who had slept
all that quarter part of the night, it appeared to them but as a moment.
Harmer s
Verse

&quot;

4.

;

&quot;

Observations.
Verse 4.

The ages and the dispensations, the promise to Adam, the engage
ment with Noah, the oath to Abraham, the covenant with Moses these were but
watches, through which the children of men had to wait amid the darkness of things
Now is the night far
created, until the morning should dawn of things uncreated.
Plain Commentary.
spent, and the day at hand.&quot;
&quot;

Verse 5.
Thou carried them away as with a flood.&quot; oippni (zeram-tam) thou hast
inundated them, namely, the years of man, i.e., thou hast hurried them away with
a flood, thou hast made them to glide away as water, they will be as a sleep.
Lyre of David.&quot;
Bythner s
Thou carriest them away as with a flood.&quot; Let us meditate seriously
Verse 5.
the
swift
upon
passage of our days, how our life runs away like a stream of waters,
and carrieth us with it. Our condition in the eyes of God in regard of our life in this
world is as if a man that knows not how to swim, should be cast into a great stream
of water, and be carried down with it, so that he may sometimes lift up his head or
his hands, and cry for help, or catch hold of this thing and that, for a time, but his
end will be drowning, and it is but a small time that he can hold out, for the flood
which carries him away will soon swallow him up. And surely our life here if it be
rightly considered, is but like the life of a person thus violently carried down a
stream. All the actions and motions of our life are but like unto the strivings and
our eating, our drinking, our physic, our sports,
strugglings of a man in that case
and all other actions are but like the motions of the sinking man. When we have
done all that we can, die we must, and be drowned in this deluge. William Bradshaw.
Verse 5.
A man is a bubble,&quot; said the Greek proverb,
Away as with a flood.&quot;
which Lucian represents to this purpose, saying,
All the world is a storm, and
men rise up in their several generations like bubbles. Some of these instantly sink
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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into the deluge of their first parent, and are hidden in a sheet of water, having no
others
other business in the world but to be born, that they might be able to die
float up and down two or three turns, and suddenly disappear, and give their place
and they that live longest upon the face of the waters are in perpetual
to others
motion, restless and uneasy, and being crushed in by a great drop from a cloud, sink
the change not being great
it being hardly possible that
into flatness and a froth
a bubble should be more a nothing than it was before.&quot;
Jeremy Taylor.
The most ancient mode of measuring small portions of
Verse 5 (first clause).
time was by water flowing out of a vessel, the clepsydra of the Greeks and Romans ;
and Ovid has compared the lapse of time to the flowing of a river [Metam. xv. 180].
Stephen Street.
Verse 5.
They are as a sleep.&quot; For as in the visions of sleep, we seeing, see
not, hearing we hear not, tasting or touching we neither taste nor touch, speaking
we speak not, walking we walk not but when we seem to employ movements and
gestures, in no respect do we employ them, since the mind vainly forms without
any real objects images of things that exist not, as if they existed. In this very
way, the imaginations of those who are awake closely resemble dreams they come,
before they are seized, they fly away.
they go, they confront us and flee from us
Philo, in Le Blanc.
Verse 5.
They are as a sleep.&quot; Our life may be compared to sleep in four
2. In regard of the easiness of being
1. In regard of the shortness of it.
respects.
put out of it. 3. In regard of the many means to disquiet and break it off. 4. With
in
it.
the
errors
to
many
regard
For the first three. Sleep is but short, and the sweeter it is, the shorter it seems
And as it is but short of itself, though it should last the full swing of nature ;
to be.
the least knock, the lowest call puts men out
so the soundest sleep is easily broken
and a number of means and occasions there be to interrupt and break it off.
of it
?
Is not the longest life short ?
life
man
Is it not the
is
so
the
of
And it not
with
And is it not easily taken away ?
shorter, the sweeter and fuller of contents it is ?
Are there not many means to bring us unto our end ? even as many as there are
to waken us out of sleep.
For the fourth. How many errors are we subject to in sleep ? In sleep the
he that is at liberty, that he is
prisoner many times dreams that he is at liberty
he that is in want, that
in prison
he that is hungry, that he is feeding daintily
he that abounds, that he is in great want. How many
he is in great abundance
in their sleep have thought they have gotten that which they shall be better for
for ever, and when they are even in the hope of present possessing some such goodly
matter, or beginning to enjoy it, or in the midst of their joy, they are suddenly
awaked, and then all is gone with them, and their golden fancies vanish away in an
instant.
So for evil and sorrow as well. And is it not just so in the life of man?
;

:

;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

;

William Bradshaw.
Verse 5.
They are

like grass.&quot;
In this last similitude, the prophet compares
to grass, that as grass hath a time of growing and a time of withering, even so
it
In the morning
In which words Moses
has man.
flourisheth, and groweth up.&quot;
&quot;

men

&quot;

compares the former part of man s life, which is the space of thirty-three years,
to the time of growing of grass, and that is accounted the time of the perfection of
man s strength and age at which age, according to the course of nature, man
that is the time of a man s prime and flourishing estate.
flourisheth as grass doth
But in the evening ; that is, when the grass is ripe, and ready to be cut down,
it withereth.&quot;
Even so man, being once at his strength, and ripest age, doth not
but presently begins to decay, and to
stand at a stay, nor continueth long so
wither away, till old age comes, and he is cut down by the scythe of death.
Now, in that Moses useth so many similitudes, and all to show how frail this
life of man is, we are taught, that the frailty, vanity, and shortness of man s life
is such, that examples will scarcely shew it.
Death comes as a flood, violently and
we are as a sleep we are as grass our life is like a dream we spend
suddenly
our days as a tale that is told, verse 9. All these similitudes Moses hath in this Psalm,
as if he wanted words and examples, how to express the vanity, frailty, and shortness
thereof.
Samuel Smith.
;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

6.
In the morning.&quot; This can hardly mean
in early youth,&quot; as some
Rabbis explain. The words, strictly speaking, are a part of the comparison
and are only thus
they are as grass which springeth afresh in the morning

Verse

&quot;

&quot;

of the
{&quot;

&quot;),
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In the East, one night s rain works a
placed
give emphasis to the figure.
change as if by magic. The field at evening was brown, parched, arid as a desert ;
in the morning it is green with the blades of grass.
The scorching hot wind (James i.
J. J. S. Pcrowne.
11) blows upon it, and again before evening it is withered.
first to

Verse

&quot;

6.

Cut

down.&quot;

Stout and strong to-day,
To-morrow turned to clay.
This day in his bloom,

The

next, in the tomb.

It is true that to some Death sends his grey harbingers before, and gives them timely
warning of his approach. But in how many cases does he arrive unannounced, and,
On shipboard there is but a plank
lifting up his scythe, mow down the lofty
on horseback, but a fall. As we walk along the streets,
between us and death
He comes
Death stretches a threatening finger from every tile upon the roofs
he cuts off the children from
up into our windows, and enters into our palaces
without, and the young men from the streets.&quot; Jer. ix. 21. Our life is less than
an handbreadth. How soon and how insensibly we slip into the grave
Augustus
!

;

&quot;

!

;

1

F. Tholuck.

For we are consumed by thine anger.&quot; This is a point disputed by
Verse 7.
They seek for the cause of death, since indeed proofs of immortality
philosophers.
that cannot be despised exist in nature. The prophet replies, that the chief cause
must not be sought in the material, either in a defect of the fluids, or in a failure
of the natural heat ; but that God being offended at the sins of men, hath subjected
this nature to death and other infinite calamities.
Therefore, our sins are the causes
which have brought down this destruction. Hence he says, In thine anger we vanish
away. Mollerus.
For we are consumed by thine anger,&quot; etc. Whence we may first of
Verse 1.
all observe, how they compare their present estate in the wilderness, with the estate
of other nations and people, and shew that their estate was far w orse than theirs
for others died now one, and then one, and so they were diminished
but for them,
they were hastily consumed, and suddenly swept away by the plague and pestilence
which raged amongst them. Hence we may observe, first of all That it is a ground
Moses
of humiliation to God s people when their estate is worse than God s enemies
gathers this as an argument to humble them, and to move them to repentance and
that
because
of
to seek unto God
their sins they were in a far worse case and
viz.,
condition than the very enemies of God were.
For though their lives were short,
that
theirs
far
than the very heathen themselves, for
confess
was
worse
yet they
they were suddenly consumed by his anger. When God is worse to his own church
and people than he is to his enemies when the Lord sends wars in a nation called
by his name, and peace in other kingdoms that are anti-Christian ; sends famine in
his church, and plenty to the wicked
sends the plague and pestilence in his church,
and health and prosperity to the wicked oh, here is matter of mourning and humilia
tion; and it is that which hath touched God s people to the quick, and wounded
them to the heart, to see the enemies of the church in better condition than the
church itself. Samuel Smith.
Verse 7.
By thy wrath are we troubled.&quot; The word used by Moses is much
troubled.&quot;
It implies being cut off, destroyed
in forms
stronger than merely
moreover of overwhelming terror. Henri/ Cowles, in
The Psalms ; with Notes.&quot;
New York, 1872.
&quot;

&quot;

r

:

;

.

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

God needs no other light to discern our sins by but the light of his
Verse 8.
It pierceth through the darkest places
face.
the brightness thereof enlighteneth all things, discovers all things.
So that the sins that are committed in deepest
darkness are all one to him as if they were done in the face of the sun. For they
are done in his face, that shines more, and from which proceeds more light than
from the face of the sun. So that this ought to make us the more fearful to offend
he sees us when we see not him, and the light of his countenance shines about us
when we think ourselves hidden in darkness.
Our sins are not only then in his sight when they are a committing and whilst
the deed is doing
but ever after, when the act is past and gone and forgotten,

own

;

;

;
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before the face of God, even as if it were in committing
and how should
When our sins are not only in his sight while they are
this make us afraid to sin
a committing, but so continue still for ever after they are past and done.
God sets our sins before him ; this shows he is so affected with them, he takes
them so to heart, that he doth in a special manner continue the remembrance of
them. As those that having had great wrong will store it up, or register it, or keep
some remembrance of it or other, lest they should forget, when time shall serve
so doth God, and his so doing is a
to be quit with those that have wronged them
which should teach us to fear the more
sign that he takes our sins deeply to heart
how we offend him. When God in any judgment of death, or sickness, or loss of
friends, shews his wrath, we should think and meditate of this ; especially when
Now the Lord looks upon my sins, they are now before him ;
he comes nearest us
and we should never rest till we have by repentance moved him to blot them out.
Yea, to this end we should ourselves call them to remembrance. For the more
we remember them, the more God forgets them the more we forget them, the more
God remembers them ; the more we look upon them ourselves, the more he turneth
William Bradshaw.
his eyes from them.
It is a well known fact that the appearance of objects, and the ideas
Verse 8.
which we form of them, are very much affected by the situation in which they are
placed in respect to us, and by the light in which they are seen. Objects seen at a
The same object,
distance, for example, appear much smaller than they really are.
viewed through different mediums, will often exhibit different appearances. A
or
a
the
absence
of
the
sun
but when
star, appears bright during
lighted candle,
that luminary returns, their brightness is eclipsed. Since the appearance of objects,
and the ideas which we form of them, are thus affected by extraneous circumstances,
it follows, that no two persons will form precisely the same ideas of any object, unless
they view it in the same light, or are placed with respect to it in the same situation.
Apply these remarks to the case before us. The Psalmist addressing God, says,
Thou hast set our iniquities before thee, our secret sins in the light of thy countenance.&quot;
That is, our iniquities or open transgressions, and our secret sins, the sins of our
hearts, are placed as it were, full before God s face, immediately under his eye ;
and he sees them in the pure, clear, all-disclosing light of his own holiness and glory.
Now if we would see our sins as they appear to him, that is, as they really are, if
we would see their number, blackness and criminality, and the malignity and desert
of every sin, we must place ourselves, as nearly as is possible, in his situation, and
must place ourselves and our sins in
look at sin, as it were, through his eyes.
the centre of that circle which is irradiated by the light of his countenance, where
all his infinite perfections are clearly displayed, where his awful majesty is seen, where
his concentrated glories blaze, and burn, and dazzle, with insufferable brightness.
And in order to this, we must, in thought, leave our dark and sinful world, where
God is unseen and almost forgotten, and where consequently, the evil of sinning
against him cannot be fully perceived and mount up to heaven, the peculiar habita
tion of his holiness and glory, where he does not, as here, conceal himself behind
the veil of his works, and of second causes, but shines forth the unveiled God, and
is seen as he is.
My hearers, if you are willing to see your sins in their true colours if you would
rightly estimate their number, magnitude and criminality, bring them into the
hallowed place, where nothing is seen but the brightness of unsullied purity, and
where the sun itself would appear only as a
the splendours of uncreated glory
dark spot
and there, in the midst of this circle of seraphic intelligences, with the
infinite God pouring all the light of his countenance round you, review your lives,
contemplate your offences, and see how they appear. Recollect that the God, in
whose presence you are, is the Being who forbids sin, the Being of whose eternal law
Edward Payson.
sin is the transgression, and against whom every sin is committed.

yet then

is it

:

!

:

;

:

;

;

&quot;

We

;

;

;

m

Hitherto he has
For all our days go back again (B)
Verse 9.
thy wrath.&quot;
spoken of the cause of that wrath of God which moveth him to smite the world with
such mortality. Now here he further sets forth the same by the effects thereof in
1. That our days do as it were
reference to that present argument he hath in hand.
that whereas God gave us being to live, our life and
go backward in his wrath
our being are nothing else but a going backward, as it were, to death and to nothing.
Even as if a stranger being suddenly rapt and carried mid-way to his home, where
are all his comforts, he should spend all the time that is behind, not in going forward
&quot;

:
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to his home, but in going backward to the place from which he was suddenly brought.
All the sons of Adam as soon as they have being and live are brought suddenly a
and whereas they should go forward and live longer and
great part of their way
longer, they from their first beginning to live go backward again to death and to
This is the sum in effect of that which the Lord saith in the beginning of
nothing.
Thou bringest men to destruction ; saying, Return again, ye sons
the Psalm, (ver. 3 :)
as if he should say, Thou makest a man, and when he is made, he in
of Adam
thy wrath doth haste to nothing else but destruction and to be marred again. Thus
do our days as it were go backward, and we in them return from whence we came.
:

&quot;

&quot;

:

William Bradshaw.

When I was in Egypt, three or four years ago, I saw what Moses himself
Verse 9.
a crowd
might have seen, and what the Israelites, no doubt, very often witnessed
of people surrounding a professed story-teller, who was going through some tale,
This
riveting the attention and exciting the feelings of those who listened to him.
It naturally springs up among any people who
is one of the customs of the East.
have few books, or none where the masses are unable to read, and where, therefore,
they are dependent for excitement or information on those who can address the ear,
and who recite, in prose or verse, traditionary tales and popular legends. I dare
say this sort of thing would be much in repute among the Israelites themselves
during their detention in the wilderness, and that it served to beguile for them
many a tedious hour. It is by this custom, then, that we venture to illustrate the
:

;

statement of the text.
The hearing of a story is attended by a rapid and passing interest it leaves
behind it a vague impression, beyond which comparatively but few incidents may
In our own day even, when tales are
stand out distinctly in the after thought.
put into printed books, and run through three or four volumes, we feel when we
short
it
after
have finished one, how
all, or how short the time it seemed
appears
If full of incident, it may seem sometimes long to remember,
to take for its perusal.
And so that s
but we generally come to the close with a sort of feeling that says,
But this must have been much more the case with the tales that were told.&quot;
These had to be compressed into what could be repeated at one time, or of which
and
three or four might be given in an evening or an hour.
The story ended
then came the sense of shortness, brevity, the rapid flight of the period employed
like
a
of
at
with
wonder
and
the
dissatisfaction
something
feeling
discovery of
by it,
this.
For what is your life ? It is even as a vapour, that appeareth for a little
Thomas Binney.
time, and then vanisheth away.&quot;
Verse. 9.
As a tale.&quot; The grace whereof is brevity. John Trapp.
Verse 9.
As a tale that is told.&quot; The Chaldee has it, like the breath of our
mouth in winter. Daniel Cresswell.
Verse 9.
The thirty-eight years, which after this they were away in the wilder
ness, were not the subject of the sacred history, for little or nothing is recorded of
that which happened to them from the second year to the fortieth. After they
came out of Egypt, their time was perfectly trifled away, and was not worthy to be
a tale that is told ;
the subject of a history, but only of
for it was only to pass
away time like telling stories, that they spent those years in the wilderness all
that while they were in the consuming, and another generation was in the rising.
The spending of our years is like the telling of a tale. A year when it is past is like
a tale when it is told. Some of our years are as a pleasant story, others as a tragical
one; most mixed, but all short and transient; that which was long in the doing
may be told in a short time. Matthew Henry.
Verse 9.
We spend our years as a tale that is told,&quot; or, as a meditation (so some
a discourse is quickly over, whether it be a discourse
translate) suddenly or swiftly
&quot;

&quot;

all.&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

.

.

.

&quot;

:

from the mouth, or in the mind
and of the two the latter is far the more swift
and nimble of foot. A discourse in our thoughts outruns the sun, as much as the
sun outruns a snail the thoughts of a man will travel the world over in a moment
he that now sits in this place, may be at the world s end in his thoughts, before I
can speak another word. Joseph Caryl.
Verse 9.
We spend our years as a tale that is told.&quot; This seems to express
both a necessary fact and a censure. The rapid consumption of our years their
speedy passing away, is inevitable. But they may be spent also in a trifling manner
to little valuable purpose, which would complete the disconsolate reflection on
them, by the addition of guilt and censure. John Foster, 1768 1843.
;

;

;

&quot;

Verse

&quot;

9.

As a

tale that is

told.&quot;

In the

Hebrew

it is

nrnn$, sicut meditatio,
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and so we read it in the margin, as if all our years were little else
than a continual meditation upon the things of this world. Indeed, much of man s
time is spent in this kind of vain meditation, as how to deceive and play fast and
such a meditation had they, Isaiah lix. 13, or meditating with
loose for advantage
or how to
the same word in the Hebrew as in my text
the heart lying words
heap up riches, such a meditation had that covetous man in the gospel, Luke xii. 17 ;
and
of
such
a
laws
meditation
bonds
of
or how to violate the sacred
God,
religion
and in such vain meditations as these do men spend their
had they, Ps. ii. 1 3
(as a meditation)

;

;

;

;

as a tale that is told.&quot;
close this point with Gregory Nazianzen.

&quot;

years

To

.

.

.

What are we but a vain dream that hath no existence or being, a mere phantasm
or apparition that cannot be held, a ship sailing in the sea which leaves no impression
or track behind it, a dust, a vapour, a morning dew, a flower flourishing one day
and fading another, yea, the same day behold it springing and withered, but my
and we fly away,&quot; not go
text adds another metaphor from the flying of a bird,
and run but fly, the quickest motion that any corporeal creature hath. Our life
The
tis here now and tis gone out of sight suddenly.
is like the flight of a bird,
Prophet therefore speaking of the speedy departure of Ephraim s glory expresseth
and
saith
the
like
ix.
11
Solomon
of
like
Hos.
a
It shall flee away
it thus,
bird,&quot;
riches,
they make themselves wings and flee away like an eagle toward heaven ;
David wished for the wings of a dove that he might flee away and
Prov. xxiii. 5.
be at rest, and good cause he had for it, for this life is not more short than
miserable.
Be it our care then not to come creeping and coughing to God with a load of
diseases and infirmities about us, when we are at death s door and not before, but
It is in the spending our time
to consecrate the first fruits of our life to his service.
(as one compares it) as in the distilling of waters, the thinnest and purest part runs
what an unworthy thing will it be to offer the
out first and only the lees at last
prime of our time to the world, the flesh, and the devil, and the dregs of it to God.
He that forbad the lame and the blind in beasts to be sacrificed, will not surely allow
if they come not to present their bodies a living sacrifice, while they are
it in men
living and lively too, ere they be lame or blind or deformed with extremity of age,
Thomas
it is even a miracle if it prove then a holy, acceptable, or reasonable service.
Washbourne, 1655.
We
The Hebrew is different from all the Versions.
Verse 9 (second clause).
live a dying, whining,
consume our years (rujriog kemo hcgeh) like a groan.&quot;
Adam Clarke.
complaining life, and at last a groan is its termination
Our years pass away like those of a
Verse 9.
The Vulgate translation has,
thread
of
a spider s web. Con
that
life
is
frail
as
the
It
our
as
spider.&quot;
implies
In what is
stituted most curiously the spider s web is ; but what more fragile ?
there more wisdom than in the complicated frame of the human body and what
and vapours are
more easily destroyed ? Glass is granite compared with flesh
C.H.S.
rocks compared with life.
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

.

.

.

:

;

&quot;

We

1

&quot;

;

;

At the Witan or council as
Verse 10.
It is soon cut off, and we fly away.&quot;
sembled by Edwin of Northumbria at Godmundingham (modern name Godmanham),
to debate on the mission of Paulinus, the King was thus addressed by a heathen
The present life of man, O King, may be likened
Thane, one of his chief men
to what often happens when thou art sitting at supper with thy thanes and nobles
in winter-time.
A fire blazes on the hearth, and warms the chamber outside rages
a storm of wind and snow
a sparrow flies in at one door of thy hall, and quickly
For a moment and while it is within, it is unharmed by
passes out at the other.
the wintry blast, but this brief season of happiness over, it returns to that wintry
Such is the brief life of man
blast whence it came, and vanishes from thy sight.
we know not what went before it, and we are utterly ignorant as to what shall follow
it.
this
more
new doctrine contain anything
certain, it justly deserves
If, therefore,
to be followed.
Bede s Chronicle.
Verse 10.
The lime of our life is threescore years and ten (saith Moses), or set
it upon the tenters, and rack it to fourscore, though not one in every fourscore arrives
for take out, first, ten years
to that account, yet can we not be said to live so long
for infancy and childhood, which Solomon calls the time of wantonness and vanity
we
we
scarce
remember
what
did, or whether we lived or no
(Eccles. xi.), wherein
and how short is it then ? Take out of the remainder a third part for sleep, wherein
&quot;

&quot;

:

;

;

;

;

;
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Take out yet besides the time
like blocks we lie senseless, and how short is it then ?
of our carking and worldly care, wherein we seem both dead and buried in the
And take out yet besides, our times
affairs of the world, and how short is it then ?
of wilful sinning and rebellion, for while we sin, we live not, but we are
dead in
and what remaineth of life ? yea, how short is it then ? so short is that life
sin,&quot;
&quot;

which nature allows, and yet we sleep away part, and play away part, and the cares
of the world have a great part, so that the true spiritual and Christian life hath
From a Sermon by Robert Wilkinson, entitled A Medita
little or nothing in the end.
tion of Mortalitie, preached to the late Prince Henry, some few dates before his death,&quot;
&quot;

1612.
Verse 10.

Threescore years and
Moses should describe the days of man as
it is remembered, that, in the second year
&quot;

ten.&quot;

It may at first seern surprising that
Threescore years and ten.&quot;
But when
of the pilgrimage in the wilderness, as

&quot;

related in Numbers xiv., God declared that all those who had been recently numbered
at Sinai should die in the wilderness, before the expiration of forty years, the lamenta
tion of Moses on the brevity of human life becomes very intelligible and appropriate ;
and the Psalm itself acquires a solemn and affecting interest, as a penitential con
fession of the sins which had entailed such melancholy consequences on the Hebrew
nation
and as a humble deprecation of God s wrath ; and as a funeral dirge upon
those whose death had been pre-announced by the awful voice of God.
Christopher
;

Wordsworth.
There have been several gradual abbreviations of man s life. Death
Verse 10.
hath been coming nearer and nearer to us, as you may see in the several ages and

periods of the world. Adam, the first of human kind, lived nine hundred and thirty
And seven or eight hundred years was a usual period of man s life before the
years.
But the Sacred History (which hath the advantage and pre-eminence of
Flood.
all other histories whatsoever, by reason of its antiquity) acquaints us that im
mediately after the Flood the years of man s life were shortened by no less than
half.
After the Flood man s life was apparently shorter than it was before, for
they fell from nine hundred, eight hundred, and seven hundred years to four hundred
and three hundred, as we see in the age of Arphaxad, Salah, Heber yea, they fell
to two hundred and odd years, as we read of Peleg, Reu, Serug, and Tharah
yea,
In the space of a few years man s
they came down to less than two hundred years.
We read that Abraham
life was again cut shorter by almost half, if not a full half.
lived but one hundred and seventy-five years, so that man s age ran very low then.
See the account given in Scripture of Nahor, Sarah, Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph
(who died at a hundred) which confirms the same. And again the third time, man s
life was shortened by almost another half, viz., about the year of the World 2,500,
The days of our years
in Moses time.
For he sets the bounds of man s life thus
are threescore years and ten
and if by reason of strength they be fourscore years,
for it is soon cut off, and we fly away.&quot;
yet is their strength labour and sorrow
Ps. xc. 10.
Eighty years is the utmost limit he sets man s life at, i.e., in the most
and
common
of
man
s
life.
account
ordinary
Though some are of the opinion that
these words do not give an account of the duration of man s life in general, but
refer to the short lives of the Israelites in the wilderness, yet I do not see but it may
take in both
and Moses who composed the Psalm, lived a hundred and twenty
years himself, yet he might speak of the common term of man s life, and what usually
happened to the generality of men. John Edwards.
Their strength is labour and sorrow.&quot;
Most commonly old age is
Verse 10.
Eccl. xii. 5.
Even the
a feeble estate
the very grasshopper is a burden to it.
As Barzillai
old man himself is a burden, to his wife, to his children, to himself.
and can I discern between
said to David,
I am this day fourscore years old
good and evil ? can thy servant taste what I eat or what I drink ? can I hear any
Old age,
2 Sam. xix. 35.
more the voice of singing men and singing women ?
we say, is a good guest, and should be made welcome, but that he brings such a
how
should
these
are
him
etc.
with
troublesome,
blindness, aches, coughs,
troop
If their very strength,
Their strength is labour and sorrow.&quot;
they be welcome ?
.

.

.

:

;

&quot;

:

;

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

which

their best, be labour
Their strength
Verse 10.
is

and

&quot;

is

grief,

what

labour and

Unnumbered maladies
Lay siege to life, and

is

their worst ?

Thomas Adams.

sorrow.&quot;

his joints invade,
press the dire blockade.

Samuel Johnson, 1709

1784.
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Verse 10.

&quot;

Their

labour and sorrow
Verse 10.

We

&quot;

&quot;

fly

our days nt their best.

of the

&quot;

the pride

Properly,

strength.&quot;

i.e.,

&quot;

Earth

s

Bible

days of our

life is

Manual.&quot;

away.&quot;

Bird of

my

breast, away
long- wish d hour is come

The

!

On to the realms of cloudless
On to thy glorious home

!

day.

!

Long has been

mourn

thine to

In banishment and pain.
Return, thou wand ring dove, return,
And find thy ark again
I

Away, on joyous wing,
Immensity to range
Around the throne to soar and
;

*****

And

faith for sight

Flee, then,

To

from

sing,

exchange

and woe,

sin

joys immortal flee

;

Quit thy dark prison-house below,
And be for ever free
!

I

come, ye blessed throng.

Your
O,

fill

My

tasks and joys to share
lips with holy song,
drooping wing upbear.

;

my

Henry Francis

Lyte,

17931847.

power of thine anger?&quot; We may take some
scantling, some measure of the wrath of man, and know how far it can go, and what
it can do, but we can take no measure of the wrath of God, for it is unmeasurable.
Joseph Caryl.
Who knoweth the power of thine anger ?
None at all and unless
Verse 11.
the power of that can be known, it must abide as unspeakable as the love of Christ
which passeth knowledge. John Banyan.
Verse 11.
Moses, I think, here means, that it is a holy awe of God, and that
We see that the reprobate,
alone, which makes us truly and deeply feel his anger.
although they are severely punished, only chafe upon the bit, or kick against God,
if
are
as
or
were
hardened
or become exasperated,
they
stupefied,
against all calami
And though they are full of trouble, and
so far are they from being subdued.
ties
cry aloud, yet the Divine anger does not so penetrate their hearts as to abate their
pride and fierceness. The minds of the godly alone are wounded with the wrath
nor do they wait for his thunder-bolts, to which the reprobate hold out
of God
their hard and iron necks, but they tremble the very moment when God moves only
This I consider to be the true meaning of the prophet. John Calvin.
little
his
finger.
Who knoweth the power of thine anger ? etc. The meaning is,
Verse 11.
What man doth truly know and acknowledge the power of thy anger, according
Note hence, how
to that measure of fear wherewith thou oughtest to be feared ?
Moses and the people of God, though they feared God, yet notwithstanding confess
in
of
that
measure
of
the
of
fear
God
which
failed
that they
respect
they ought to
have had for we must not think, but Moses and some of his people did truly fear
God. But yet in regard of the power of God s anger, which was now very great
then it
and grievous, their fear of God was not answerable and proportionable
is apparent that Moses and this people failed in respect of the measure of the fear
of God which they ought to have had, in regard of the greatness and grievousness
of the judgments of God upon them.
See, that the best of God s servants in this life fall short in their fear of God,
and so in all graces of the Spirit in that love of God, in faith, in repentance, and
in obedience, we come short all of us of that which the Lord requires at our hands.
For though we do know God, and that he is a just God, and righteous, and cannot
wink at sin yet what man is there that so fears before him as he ought to be feared ?
what man so quakes at his anger as he should and is so afraid of sin as he ought
to be ? We have no grace here in perfection, but the best faith is mixed with in
our hope with fear
our joy with sorrow.
It is well we can discern our
fidelity
Verse 11.

&quot;

Who knoweth

the

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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I believe
wants and imperfections, and cry out with the man in the gospel,
Lord,
Samuel Smith.
help my unbelief
Who knoweth the power of thine anger ?
No man knows the power
Verse 11.
of God s anger, because that power has never yet put itself forth to its full stretch.
no standard by which we may estimate
Is there, then, no measure of God s wrath
There is no fixed measure or standard, but there is a variable
its intenseness ?
The wicked man s fear of God is a measure of the wrath of God. If we take
one.
the man as he may be sometime taken, when the angel of death is upon him, when
the sins of his youth and of his maturer years throng him like an armed troop, and
when with all his senses keenly alive to the rapid strides of
affright and afflict him
bodily decay, he feels that he must die, and yet that he is not prepared why, it
may come to pass, it does occasionally, though not always come to pass, that his
There is such a fear and such
anticipations of the future are literally tremendous.
a dread of that God into whose immediate presence he feels himself about to be
love
him
who
and
charm him most, shrink from the
best,
ushered, that even they
wildness of his gaze and the tearfulness of his speech. And we cannot tell the man,
be
delirious
with
he
just
apprehension, that his fear of God invests the
may
though
wrath of God with a darker than its actual colouring. On the contrary, we know
&quot;

;

&quot;

!

&quot;

&quot;

that

&quot;

according

to the fear,

so is the

We know

wrath.&quot;

that

if

man

s

fear of

God be

wrought up to the highest pitch, and the mind throb so vehemently that its frame
work threaten to give way and crumble, we know that the wrath of the Almighty
keeps pace with this gigantic fear.
and there is not perhaps a man on the face of the
If it has happened to you
earth to whom it does not sometimes happen if it has ever happened to you to
be crushed with the thought, that a life of ungodliness must issue in an eternity of
woe, and if amid the solitude of midnight and amid the dejections of sickness there
pass across the spirit the fitful figures of an avenging ministry, then we have to
tell you, it is not the roar of battle which is powerful enough, nor the wail of orphans
which is thrilling enough, to serve as the vehicle of such a communication ; we
have to tell you, that you fly to a refuge of lies, if you dare flatter yourselves that
either the stillness of the hour or the feebleness of disease has caused you to invest
vengeance with too much of the terrible. We have to tell you, that the picture
was not overdrawn which you drew in your agony.
According to thy fear, so is
Fear is but a mirror, which you may lengthen indefinitely, and widen
thy wrath.&quot;
wrath
with
the
and
and
widens with the widening,
lengthens
indefinitely,
lengthening
still crowding the mirror with new and fierce forms of wasting and woe.
We caution
you, then, against ever cherishing the flattering notion, that fear can exaggerate
God s wrath. We tell you, that when fear has done its worst, it can in no degree
come up to the wrath which it images.
Now, it is easy to pass from this view of the text to another, which is in a certain
You will always find, that men s apprehensions of God s wrath are
sense similar.
nicely proportioned to the fear and reverence which are excited in them by the name
and the attributes of God. He will have but light thoughts of future vengeance,
who has but low thoughts of the character and properties of his Creator and from
this it comes to pass, that the great body of men betray a kind of stupid insensibility
Look at the crowd of the worldly and the indifferent.
to the wrath of Jehovah.
of the earth earthy.&quot;
There is no fear of God in that crowd
The soul
they are
is sepulchred in the body, and has never wakened to a sense of its position with
reference to a holy and avenging Creator.
Now, then, you may understand the
absence of all knowledge of the power of God s wrath.
Who knoweth the power
.

.

.

&quot;

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

&quot;

;

&quot;

Henry Melvill.
of thine anger ? even according to thy fear, so is thy wrath.&quot;
Who knoweth the power of thine anger ? etc. This he utters, 1. By
Verse 11.
forth
a
lamentation.
He
most
doleful
of
way
sighing
complaint against the security
and stupor he observed in that generation of men in his time, both in those that
had already died in their sins, as well as of that new generation that had come up
in their room, who still lived in their sins ; oh, says he,
of them knoweth
the power of thine anger ?
namely, of that wrath which followeth after death,
s
and seizeth upon men souls for ever that is, who considers it, or regards it, till
it take hold upon them ?
He utters it, 2. In a way of astonishment, out of the
Who knoweth the power of
apprehension he had of the greatness of that wrath.
thine anger ?
that is, who hath or can take it in according to the greatness of it ?
which he endeavours to set forth, as applying himself to our own apprehension, in
Even according to thy fear, so is thy wrath.&quot; Where those words,
this wise,
thy
&quot;

&quot;

Who

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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and so the meaning is, that
are taken objective, and so signify the fear of thee
according to whatever proportion our souls can take in, in fears of thee and of thine
You
itself.
have
souls
that
are able to comprehend
is
wrath
thy
anger, so great
vast fears and terrors
they are as extensive in their fears as in their desires, which
are stretched beyond what this world or the creatures can afford them, to an infinity.
The soul of man is a dark cell, which when it begets fears once, strange and fearful
apparitions rise up in it, -which far exceed the ordinary proportion of worldly evils
but here,
(which yet also our fears usually make greater than they prove to be)
as to that punishment which is the effect of God s own immediate wrath, let the
soul enlarge itself, says he, and widen its apprehension to the utmost fear what you
can imagine, yet still God s wrath, and the punishment it inflicts, are not only pro
Who knoweth
portionable, but infinitely exceeding all you can fear or imagine.
It passeth knowledge.
Thomas Goodwin.
the power of thine anger ?
&quot;

fear

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

So teach us to number our days, that we may apply our hearts unto
Moses who was learned in all the sciences of the Egyptians (among
&quot;

Verse 12.
wisdom.&quot;

which arithmetic was one) desireth to learn this point of arithmetic only of thee,
O Lord and why ? Is it because, as Job speaketh, thou hast determined the
number of his days ? Would Moses have thee reveal to every man the moment of
Such speculations may well beseem an Egyptian, an Israelite they do not
his end ?
beseem. Thy children, O Lord, know that it is not for them so to know times and
seasons which thou keepest in thine own power, and are a secret sealed up with
we should not pry into that counting-house, nor curiously inquire into that
thee
sum. It is not then a mathematical numbering of days that Moses would be schooled
he would have God not simply to teach him to number, but to
in, but a moral
and so points out a special manner, a manner that may be useful
number so
;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

And

indeed our petitions must bear this mark of profitable
of thee but that by which (if we speed) we may
become the better he that so studies his mortality learns it as he should, and it
But what is the use, O
is only thou, O Lord, that takest him out such a lesson.
Even to apply
Moses, that thou wouldst have man make of such a knowledge ?
O happy knowledge, by which a man becomes wise for
his heart unto wisdom.&quot;
wisdom is the beauty of a reasonable soul. God created him therewith, but sin hath
so that a sinful man is indeed no better than a fool,
divorced the soul and wisdom
and well it may call him so, seeing all his carriage is
so the Scripture calleth him
But though sin have
vain, and the upshot of his endeavours but vexation of spirit.
divorced wisdom and the soul, yet are they not so severed but they may be reunited
and nothing is more powerful in furthering this union than this feeling meditation
Arthur Lake.
that we are mortal.
etc.
Moses sends you to God for teaching.
So teach
Teach
Verse 12.
No meaner Master no
not as the world teacheth teach thou us.&quot;
thou us
himself
as
he
s
not Moses
word and becomes
inferior school
except
speaks God
not the prophets, not apostles themselves,
the schoolmaster to bring us to Christ
men
of
as
and
were
moved
neither
old,&quot;
they
spake
by the Holy
holy
except
This knowledge comes not from flesh and blood, but from God.
So
Ghost.&quot;
Teach me thy way, O Lord, and I will walk
teach thou us.&quot; And so David says,
And hence our Lord s promise to his disciples, The Holy Ghost,
in thy truth.&quot;
he shall teach you all things.&quot; Charles Richard Sumner, 1850.
Teach us to number our days.&quot; Mark what it is which Moses here
Verse 12.
prays for, only to be taught to number his days. But did he not do this already ?
Was it not his daily work this, his constant and continual employment ? Yes,
But yet
doubtless it was
yea, and he did it carefully and conscientiously too.
he thought he did it not well enough, and therefore prays here in the text to be
little
See
how
he
himself
in
to
do
better.
a
good man,
pleaseth
any action
taught
He can never think that he
of his life, in any performance of duty that he does.
does well enough whatever he does, but still desires to do otherwise, and would fain
do better. There is an affection of modesty and humility which still accompanies
and every pious man is an humble, modest man, and never reckons
real piety
himself a perfect proficient, or to be advanced above a teaching, but is content and
to know more than he knows and to do better
covetous to be a continual learner
than he does yea, and thinks it no disparagement to his graces at all to take advice,
and to seek instruction where it is to be had. Edm. Barker s Funeral Sermon for

for the children of God.
desires,

and we should not ask aught
;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

us,&quot;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

Lady

Capell.

1661.
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days.&quot;

Improve Time in time, while the Time doth last,
For all Time is no time, when the Time is past.&quot;

From Richard

Life of Man, symbolised by the Months of the Year,&quot; 1866.
Pigot s
Teach us to number our days.&quot; The proverbial oracles of our parsi
Verse 12.
monious ancestors have informed us that the fatal waste of fortune is by small ex
penses, by the profusion of sums too little singly to alarm our caution, and which
we never suffer ourselves to consider together. Of the same kind is prodigality of
he that hopes to look back hereafter with satisfaction upon past years, must
life
learn to know the present value of single minutes, and endeavour to let no particle
An Italian philosopher expressed in his motto
of time fall useless to the ground.
an estate, indeed, that will produce nothing without
that time was his estate
cultivation, but will always abundantly repay the labours of industry, and satisfy
the most extensive desires, if no part of it be suffered to lie waste by negligence, to
be overrun by noxious plants, or laid out for show rather than for use. Samuel
&quot;

&quot;

:

;

Johnson.

To number our

is not simply to take the reckoning and
This has been done already in Holy Scripture,
The days of our years are threescore years and ten ; and if by reason
of strength they be fourscore years, yet is their strength labour and sorrow ; for it is soon
Nor yet is it, in the world s phrase, to calculate the chances
cut off, and we fly away.&quot;
of survivorship, which any man may do in the instance of the aggregate, but which
in
the case of the individual.
But it is to take the measure of our
no man can do
days as compared with the work to be performed, with the provision to be laid up
for eternity, with the preparation to be made for death, with the precaution to be
It is to estimate human life by the purposes to which it
taken against judgment.
should be applied, by the eternity to which it must conduct, and in which it shall
Under this aspect it is, that David contemplates man when he
at last be absorbed.
*
Thou hast made my days as an handbreadth ; and mine age is as nothing before
says,
5
and
then proceeds to include in this comprehensive estimate
Ps.
xxxix.
thee,&quot;
even those whose days have been the longest upon earth
Verily, every man at

Verse 12.

&quot;

admeasurement
where it is said,

human

of

days,&quot;

life.

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

his best estate
Ver.se 12.

is

altogether vanity.
To number our days.&quot;

&quot;Thomas

Dale, 1847.

Number we our days by our daily prayers
obedience and daily acts of love number we them
by the memories that they bring of holy men who have entered into their Saviour s
peace, and by the hopes which are woven with them of glory and of grace won for
Plain Commentary.
us
Verse 12.
Apply our hearts unto wisdom.&quot; Sir Thomas Smith, secretary to
Queen Elizabeth, some months before his death said, That it was a great pity men
knew not to what end they were born into this world, until they were ready to go
out of it. Charles Bradbury.
We can never
Verse 12.
Apply our hearts unto wisdom.&quot; St. Austin says,
do that, except we number every day as our last day.&quot; Many put far the evil day.
They refuse to leave the earth, when the earth is about to take its leave of them.
William Seeker.
Verse 12.
Apply our hearts unto wisdom.&quot; Moses speaketh of wisdom as if
and the part to apply
it were physic, which doth no good before it be applied
&quot;

number we them by our

daily

I

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

it

to

is

the heart, where

all

man

s

affections are to love

it

and to cherish

it,

like a

kind of hostess. When the heart seeketh it fmdeth, as though it were brought
unto her, like Abraham s ram. Therefore God saith,
They shall seek me and
as though
find me, because they shall seek me with their hearts,&quot; Jer. xxix. 13
they should not find him with all their seeking unless they did seek him with their
unto
Therefore the way to get wisdom is to apply your hearts
heart.
it, as if it
were your calling and living, to which you were bound prentices. A man may apply
his ears and his eyes as many truants do to their books, and yet never prove scholars
but from that day when a man begins to apply his heart unto wisdom, he learneth
more in a month after than he did in a year before, nay, than ever he did in his life.
Even as you see the wicked, because they apply their hearts to wickedness, how
fast they proceed, how easily and how quickly they become perfect swearers, expert
drunkards, cunning deceivers, so if ye could apply your hearts as thoroughly to
knowledge and goodness, you might become like the apostle which teacheth you.
Therefore, when Solomon sheweth men the way how to come by wisdom, he speaks
6
VOL. iv.
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;

;
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Give thine heart to wisdom,&quot;
let wisdom enter into thine
often of the heart, as,
embrace wisdom,&quot; Prov. ii. 10, iv. 5,
heart,&quot;
keep wisdom,&quot;
get wisdom,&quot;
Wisdom is like God s daughter,
xiii. 8, as though a man went a wooing for wisdom.
that he giveth to the man that loveth her, and sueth for her, and meaneth to set
her at his heart. Thus we have learned how to apply knowledge that it may do us
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

not to our ears, like them which hear sermons only, nor to our tongues like
table-talk of religion, but to our hearts, that we may say with
the virgin,
My heart doth magnify the Lord,&quot; Luke i., and the heart will apply it
Out of the abundance of the heart the
to the ear and to the tongue, as Christ saith,
mouth speaketh,&quot; Matt. xii. 34. Henry Smith.
Of all arithmetical rules this is the hardest to number our days.
Verse 12.
Men can number their herds and droves of oxen and of sheep, they can estimate
the revenues of their manors and farms, they can with a little pains number and
tell their coins, and yet they are persuaded that their days are infinite and innumerable
and therefore do never begin to number them. Who saith not upon the view of
another, surely yonder man looketh by his countenance as if he would not live long,
thus we can number other
or yonder woman is old, her days cannot be many
men s days and years, and utterly forget our own, therefore this is the true wisdom
Thomas Tymme.
of mortal men, to number their own days.
Observe here, after that Moses had given us a description of the
Verse 12.
wrath of God, presently his thoughts are taken up with the meditation of death.
Let us often think of
The wrath of God thought on makes us think of death.
the wrath of God, and let the thought of it so far work upon us, as to keep us in a
and let this fear drive us to God by prayer, that
constant awe and fear of God
fearing as we ought, we may pray as we are commanded, and praying, we may
If our present sorrows do not move us, God will send
prevent the wrath of God.
and when our sorrows are grown too great for us, we shall have little heart
greater
or comfort to pray.
Let our fears then quicken our prayers
and let our prayers
be such as are able to overcome our fears
so both ways shall we be happy, in that
our fears have taught us to pray, and our prayers have made us to fear no more.
Ars pit moriendi : or, The true Accomptant. A Sermon,&quot;
Christopher Shute, in

good

;

them which make
&quot;

&quot;

:

.

.

.

;

;

;

:

&quot;

1658.
Verse 12.

etc.,

It is evident, that the great thing wanted to make men provide for
is the practical persuasion that they have but a short time to live.
They
not apply their hearts unto wisdom until they are brought to the numbering
of their days.
And how are you to be brought, my brethren ? The most surprising
It is necessary that
thing in the text is, that it should be in the form of a prayer.
God should interfere to make men number their days. We call this surprising.
What! is there not enough to make us feel our frailty, without an actual, super
natural impression ? What
are there not lessons enough of that frailty without
any new teaching from above ? Go into our churchyards all ages speak to all
ranks.
Can we need more to prove to us the uncertainty of life ? Go into mourning
families
and where are they not to be found ? in this it is the old, in that it is
the young, whom death has removed and is there not eloquence in tears to persuade
us that we are mortal ? Can it be that in treading every day on the dust of our
fathers, and meeting every day with the funerals of our brethren, we shall not yet
be practically taught to number our days, unless God print the truth on our hearts,
through some special operation of his Spirit ? It is not thus in other things. In
other things the frequency of the occurrence makes us expect it. The husbandman
does not pray to be made believe that the seed must be buried and die before it will
This has been the course of the grain of every one else, and where
germinate.
there is so much experience what room is there for prayer ? The mariner does not
pray to be taught that the needle of his compass points towards the north. The
needle of every compass has so pointed since the secret was discovered, and he
has not to ask when he is already so sure. The benighted man does not pray to be
made to feel that the sun will rise in a few hours. Morning has succeeded to night
since the world was made, and why should he ask what he knows too well to doubt ?
But in none of these things is there greater room for assurance than we have each
one for himself, in regard to its being appointed to him once to die. Nevertheless,
we must pray to be made to know to be made to feel that we are to die, in the
face of an experience which is certainly not less than that of the parties to whom
-we have referred.
This is a petition that we may believe, believe as they do
for
they act on their belief in the fact, which this experience incontestably attests.

eternity,

will

I

:
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may be affirmed

of this, that

it is

amongst the strangest
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of the strange things that

of human nature, that whilst, in regard to inferior concerns, we
can carefully avail ourselves of experience, taking care to register its decisions and
to deduce from them rules for our guidance
in the mightiest concern of all we can
act as though experience had furnished no evidence, and we were left without matter
from which to draw inferences. And, nevertheless, in regard to nothing else is the
experience so uniform. The grain does not always germinate but every man dies.
The needle does not always point due north but every man dies. The sun does
not cross the horizon in every place in every twenty-four hours but every man
dies.
Yet we must pray pray as for the revelation of a mystery hidden from our
gaze we must pray to be made to know to be made to believe that every man
dies
For I call it not belief, and our text calls it not belief, in the shortness of
life and the certainty of death, which allows men to live without thought of eternity,
without anxiety as to the soul, or without an effort to secure to themselves salvation.
Men are rational beings,
I call it not belief
no, no, anything rather than belief.
beings of forethought, disposed to make provision for what they feel to be inevitable
and if there were not a practical infidelity as to their own mortality, they could
not be practically reckless as to their own safety. Henry Melvill.
Verse 12.
So teach us to number our days,&quot; etc. Five things I note in these
words first, that death is the haven of every man whether he sit on the throne,
or keep in a cottage, at last he must knock at death s door, as all his fathers have
done before him. Secondly, that man s time is set, and his bounds appointed,
which he cannot pass, no more than the Egyptians could pass the sea and therefore
Moses saith,
Teach us to number our days,&quot; as though there were a number of our
days. Thirdly, that our days are few, as though we were sent into this world but
to see it
and therefore Moses, speaking of our life, speaks of days, not of years,
nor of months, nor of weeks
Teach us to number our days,&quot; shewing that
but
it is an easy thing even for a man to number his days, they be so few.
Fourthly,
the aptness of man to forget death rather than anything else
and therefore Moses
prayeth the Lord to teach him to number his days, as though they were still slipping
out of his mind. Lastly, that to remember how short a time we have to live, will
make us apply our hearts to that which is good. Henry Smith.
Our hearts.&quot; In both the Scriptures of the Old and New Testament,
Verse 12.
the term
heart
is applied alike to the mind that thinks, to the spirit that feels,
and the will that acts. And it here stands for the whole mental and moral nature
of man, and implies that the whole soul and spirit, with all their might, are to be
William Brown Keer, 1863.
applied in the service of wisdom.
Verse. 12.
wisdom identical with the hypostatic
Wisdom.&quot;
I consider this
wisdom described by Solomon, Prov. vii. 15 31, and ix. 1, 5, even Immanuel, the
and
wisdom, righteousness, sanctification,
redemption of his people. The chief
pursuit of life should be the attainment of an experimental knowledge of Christ,
whose delights are with the
by whom
kings reign and princes decree justice
sons of men, and who crieth, Whoso findeth me findeth life, and shall obtain favour
of the Lord
come, eat of my bread and drink of the wine which I have mingled.&quot;
David in the Psalms, and Solomon, his son, in the Proverbs, have predictively
manifested Messiah as the hypostatic wisdom,
whose goings fonh have been from
of old, from everlasting.&quot;
J. N. Coleman.
!

;
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&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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;
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Verse 13.

&quot;

Let

known phraseology

it

repent

thee.&quot;

God

of Scripture,

sorrow, and affording new ground
John Calvin.

According to the not unfrequent and well
is

said to repent,

of gladness,

when putting away men

he appears as

it

s

were to be changed.

Verse 14.
O satisfy us with thy mercy.&quot; A poor hungry soul lying under
sense of wrath, will promise to itself happiness for ever, if it can but once again find
what it hath sometimes felt that is, one sweet fill of God s sensible mercy towards
it.
David Dickson.
Verse 14.
O satisfy us.&quot; That is everywhere and evermore the cry of humanity.
And what a strange cry it is, when you think of it, brethren
Man is the offspring
the bearer of his image
he stands at the head of the terrestrial creation
of God
on earth he is peerless
he possesses wondrous capacities of thought, and feeling,
and action. The world, and all that is in it, has been formed in a complete and
beautiful adaptation to his being.
Nature seems to be ever calling to him with a
&quot;

;

&quot;

I

;

;

;

;
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thousand voices, to be glad and rejoice
and yet he is unsatisfied, discontented,
miserable
This is a most strange thing strange, that is, on any theory respecting
man s character and condition, but that which is supplied by the Bible; and it
is not only a testimony to the ruin of his nature, but also to the insufficiency of
everything earthly to meet his cravings. Charles M. Merry, 1864.
Verse 14.
O satisfy us early with thy mercy ; that we may rejoice and be glad
;

1

&quot;

our days.&quot; We pass now to this particular prayer, and those limbs that make
up the body of it. They are many ; as many as words in it satisfy, and satisfy
us, and do that early, and do that with that which is thine, and let that be mercy.
So that first it is a prayer for fulness and satisfaction, satisfy: and then it is a
prayer not only of appropriation to ourselves, satisfy me, but of a charitable dilation
and extension to others, satisfy us, all us, all thy servants, all thy church ; and then
and after that,
thirdly it is a prayer of despatch and expedition,
Satisfy us early ;
it is a prayer of evidence and manifestation, satisfy us with that which is, and which
we may discern to be thine ; and then lastly it is a prayer of limitation even upon
God himself, that God will take no other way herein but the way of mercy.&quot;
There is a spiritual fulness in this life
Satisfy us early with thy mercy.&quot;
of which St. Hierome speaks, Ebrietas felix, satietas salutaris, A happy excess and
a wholesome surfeit ; quce quanta copiosius sumitur, majorem donat sobrietatem.
In which the more we eat, the more temperate we are, and the more we drink, the
more sober. In which (as St. Bernard also expresses it in his mellifluence) Mutua
interminabili inexplicabili generatione, desidcrium general satietatem, et satietas parit
desiderium, By a mutual and reciprocal, by an undeterminable and inexpressible
generation of one another, the desire of spiritual graces begets a satiety, and then
This is a holy ambition, a sacred covetousness.
this satiety begets a farther desire.
Naphtali s blessing,
Naphtali, satisfied with favour, and full with the blessing of
the Lord,&quot; Deut. xxxiii. 23 ; St. Stephen s blessing,
Full of faith and of the Holy
the blessed Virgin s blessing,
Full of grace
Dorcas blessing,
Ghost,&quot; Acts vi. 5
;
Full of good works and of alms-deeds,&quot; Acts ix. 36 ; the blessing of him who is
blessed above all, and who blesseth all, even Christ Jesus,
Full of wisdom, full of
the Holy Ghost, full of grace and truth.&quot;
Luke ii. 40, Luke iv. 1, John i. 14
that which is thine,
for there are mercies
Satisfy us early with
thy mercy ;
(in a fair extent and accommodation of the word, that is refreshings, eases, de
It is not his mercy,
liverances), that are not his mercies, nor his satisfactions
except we go by good ways to good ends ; except our safety be established by alliance
with his friends, except our peace may be had with the perfect continuance of our
But let me feel the effect of this prayer,
religion, there is no safety, there is no peace.
as it is a prayer of manifestation, let me discern that that which is done upon me
is done by the hand of God, and I care not what it be, I had rather have God s vinegar,
all

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

man s oil, God s wormwood, than man s manna, God s justice, than any man s
for therefore did Gregory Nyssen call St. Basil in a holy sense, Ambidextrum,
because he took everything that came by the right handle, and with the right hand,
because he saw it come from God. Even afflictions are welcome when we see them
to be his
though the way that he would choose, and the way that this prayer
John Donne.
entreats, be only mercy,
Satisfy us early with thy mercy.&quot;
than

mercy

;

:

&quot;

Verse 16.
And thy glory unto their children.&quot; That is to say, that our children
see the glorious fruit of this affliction in us, that so they may not be discouraged
thereby to serve thee, but rather the more heartened, when they shall see what
a glorious work thou hast wrought in and upon us by afflicting us.
William Brad&quot;

may

shaw.

The work of our hands.&quot; You will observe
Verses 16, 17.
Thy work.&quot;
a beautiful parallelism between two things which are sometimes confounded and
I mean God s agency and man s instrumentality,
sometimes too jealously sundered
between man s personal activity and that power of God which actuates and animates,
and gives it a vital efficacy. For forty years it had been the business of Moses to
that had been his
bring Israel into a right state politically, morally, religiously
work. And yet, in so far as it was to have any success or enduringness, it must be
God s work.
The work of our hands
do thou establish ; and this God does
when, in answer to prayer, he adopts the works of his servants, and makes it his
James Hamilton.
own
work,&quot; his own
beauty.&quot;
glory,&quot; his own
Verses 16, 17.
There is a twofold Rabbinical tradition respecting this verse
that they were the original prayer recited by Moses as a
and the preceding one
&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;
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making the Tabernacle and its ornaments, and tiiat sub
blessing on the work
sequently he employed them as the usual formula of benediction for any newly
undertaken task, whenever God s glorious Majesty was to be consulted for an answer
by Urim and Thummim. Lyranus, R. Shelomo, and Genebrardus, quoted by Neale.
Verses 16, 17.
They were content to live and to die as pilgrims, provided only
they could feel that in his sterner dealings with them God was, however slowly,
preparing the way for that display of glorious blessedness which should be the lot
In a similar spirit they ask God to establish the work of their
of their descendants.
hands, though they reckoned not that they should behold its results. Their comfort
in sowing was the belief that their children would reap.
Joseph Francis Thrupp.
It is worthy of notice that this prayer was answered.
Verses 16, 17.
Though
the first generation fell in the wilderness, yet the labours of Moses and his com
most
devoted
the
to
the
These
were
God
of any
blessed
to
second.
panions were
I remember
It was of them that the Lord said,
generation that Israel ever saw.
thee, the kindness of thy youth, the love of thine espousals, when thou wentest
Israel was holiness unto
after me in the wilderness, in a land that was not sown.
It was then that Balaam could not
the Lord, and the first fruits of his increase.&quot;
curse, but, though desirous of the wages of unrighteousness, was compelled to forego
them, and his curse was turned into a blessing. We are taught by this case, amidst
temporal calamities and judgments, in which our earthly hopes may be in a manner
If God s work
extinguished, to seek to have the loss repaired by spiritual blessings.
does but appear to us, and our posterity after us, we need not be dismayed at the
Andrew Fuller.
evils which afflict the earth.
of

&quot;

Let us try
Let the beauty of the Lord our God be upon us,&quot; etc.
Verse 17.
Our work and Divine
to look at our life s work in relation to the Lord s beauty.
Beauty, at first sight, how different
yet, on deeper insight, how truly one, how
inseparably united. There is light so beauty-giving, that nothing it touches is
In our sea-girl island, with our fickle climate and grey atmosphere,
positively ugly.
we can only rarely imagine what magic power the serene skies, the balmy air, the
sunny atmosphere of the South have over even the least interesting object in nature ;
but from certain hours, in certain places, I think we may form an idea of the trans
forming faculty of light.
There is also spiritual light, so beauty-inspiring, that the plainest face within
which it is born is illumined with singular loveliness, which wins its way into many
a heart.
of us has not marvelled at an unexpected light, in what we had always
thought an uninteresting face ? Who has not beheld a light divine irradiate the
&quot;

;

Who

human

countenance, giving joy, and prophesying perfection, where we had least
thought to find beauty ? May we not take these facts as emblems, albeit faint
and imperfect, of what the Beauty of the Lord does for us, and our work ? You
know what the natural light can do for material objects you know what mental
and moral light can work for human faces rise from these, and know what spiritual
Jessie Coombs,
light, Divine Light, can do for immortal beings and immortal works.
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

Thoughts for the Inner Life,&quot; 1867.
The beauty of the Lord.&quot; In the word ob (beauty) there is some
Verse 17.
thing like a deluge of grace. Thus far, he says, we have sought thy work, O Lord.
There we do nothing, but are only spectators and recipients of thy gifts, we are merely
There thou showest thyself to us, and makest us safe, by thy work alone,
passive.
which thou doest, when thou dost liberate us from that disease which Satan inflicted
on the whole human race in Adam, to wit, Sin and Eternal death. Martin Luther.
God is glorified and his work advances when his church is beautiful.
Verse 17.
The beauty of the Lord is the beauty of holiness, that beauty which in the Lord
Jesus himself shone with lustre so resplendent, and which ought to be repeated or
reflected by every disciple.
And it is towards this that all amongst us who love
the Saviour, and who long for the extension of his Kingdom, should very mainly
direct their endeavours.
Nothing can be sadder than when preaching or personal
effort is contradicted and neutralized by the low or unlovely lives of those who pass
and nothing can go further to insure success than when prayer is
for Christians
carried out and preaching is seconded by the pure, holy, and benevolent lives of
those who seek to follow the Lamb whithersoever he goeth. James Hamilton.
Verse 17.
The work of our hands.&quot; Jarchi interprets this of the work of the
Tabernacle, in which the hands of the Israelites were employed in the wilderness
so Aram a of the Tabernacle of Bezaleel.
John Gill.
in
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HINTS TO PREACHERS.
Verse

1.

relation between God and his people, so that they
each other.
The abode of the church the same in all ages her relation to God

The near and dear

mutually dwell
Verse

1.

in

;

never changes.

at home
God. 1. Originally. Its birth-place its
I. The soul
Verse 1.
2. Experi
native air home of its thoughts, will, conscience, affections, desires.
it
itself
returns
here
feels
at home
Return unto thy rest,&quot;
When
it
mentally.
The soul, once returned to this home, never leaves it
it
3. Eternally.
etc.
II. The soul is not at home elsewhere.
Our dwelling
shall go no more out for ever.&quot;
2. At all times.
He is ever the same, and the wants
1. For all men.
place,&quot; etc.
G. R.
of the soul substantially are ever the same.
A Discourse upon the Eternity of God. S. Charnock. Works I.
Verse 2.
pp. 344373, Nichol s Edition.
The consideration of God s eternity may serve, I. For
Verse 2 (last clause).
in reference to our own condition for the future
in refer
the support of our faith
and to the condition of God s church to the end of the world.
ence to our posterity
of
our
We
the
obedience.
serve
II. For the encouragement
God, who can give
III. For the terror of wicked men.
Tillotson s Sermon
us an everlasting reward.
on the Eternity of God.
thou turnest.&quot; II. The nature of death
I. The cause of death
Verse 3.

in

is

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

The

reconciliation with God, and prepara
tion to return.
the
II. Con
I.
4.
Verse
Contemplate
lengthened period with all its events.
III. Consider how we stand
sider what he must be to whom all this is as nothing.
&quot;

return.&quot;

III.

necessities of death

towards him.
Verse
in

5.

Comparison

of

mortal

life

to sleep.

See William Bradshaw

s

remarks

our Notes on this verse.

The lesson of the Meadows. I. Grass growing the emblem of youth.
Verses 5, 6.
III. The scythe.
IV. Grass mown
or
Grass flowering or man in his prime.
at death.
1. His own death.
I. Man s chief troubles are the effect of death.
Verse 7.
II. Death is the effect of Divine anger
are consumed
2. The death of others.
Death by sin. G. R.
III. Divine anger is the effect of sin.
etc.
by,&quot;
The
which
God
takes
of
1.
Our
I.
notice
sin.
Individual.
Verse 8.
iniquities.&quot;
not one only, but all. 3. Minute, even the
2. Universal notice
iniquities
Set them before
in the light,&quot; etc.
him
most secret sins. 4. Constant
1. In our thoughts.
II. The notice which we should take of them on that account.
2. In our consciences.
Set them before us.
Condemn ourselves on account of
them. 3. In our wills. Turn from them by repentance turn to a pardoning
God by faith. G. P.
I. Every man has a history.
His life is as a tale a separate tale
Verse 9.
II. Every man s history has some display of God in it.
to be told.
All our days,
some may say, are passed away in thy wrath all, others may say, in thy love
and others, some of our days in anger and some in love. III. Every man s history
In death, at judgment, through eternity.
G. jR.
will be told.
I. What life is to most.
It seldom reaches its natural limits.
Verse 10.
One
more than half of the other half die in manhood few attain
half die in childhood
to old age.
II. What life is at most.
III. What it is
Threescore years,&quot; etc.
If by reason,&quot; etc.
It is
to most beyond that limit.
IV. What it is to all.
soon cut off,&quot; etc. G. R.
I.
The
of
God
sin
is
Verse 11.
not fully known by its effects in
anger
against
Who knoweth the power,&quot; etc. Here we see the hidings of its power.
this life.
II. The anger of God against sin hereafter is equal to our greatest fears. &quot;According
the fear of thee,&quot; etc.
G. R.
to thy fear,&quot; etc.
or,
Verse 12.
I. The Reckoning.
1. What their usual number.
2. How many
of them are already spent.
3. How uncertain the number that remains.
4. How
much of them must be occupied with the necessary duties of this life. 5. What
afflictions and helplessness may attend them.
II. The use to be made of it.
1. To
seek wisdom
not riches, worldly honours, or pleasures but wisdom
not the
wisdom of the world, but of God. 2. To
Not mental
to it.
apply the heart
II.

man

&quot;

:

We
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;
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but experimental
not
immediately. 4. To seek
it constantly
So
apply our hearts,&quot; etc. III. The help to be sought in it.
teach us,&quot; etc. 1. Our own ability is insufficient through the perversion both of
the mind and heart by sin. 2. Divine help may be obtained.
If any man lack
G. R.
wisdom,&quot; etc.
The Sense of Mortality. Show the variety of blessings dispensed
Verse 12.
to different classes by the right use of the sense of mortality.
I. It may be an antidote
for the sorrowful.
there is an end.&quot;
II. It should be a restorative to
Reflect,
the labouring.
III. It should be a remedy for the impatient.
IV. As a balm to the
wounded in heart. V. As a corrective for the worldly. VI. As a sedative to the
R. Andrew Griffin, in
Stems and Twigs,&quot; 1872.
frivolous.
In what manner the Lord may be said to repent.
Verse 13.
See
Verse 14 (first clause).
The Young
Spurgeon s Sermons,&quot; No. 513
merely,

;

theoretical merely, but practical.

3.

To seek

it

merely,

;

at once

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

Man

s Prayer.&quot;

of man is for satisfaction.
II. Satisfaction
Divine mercy. C. M. Merry, 1864.
us
with
etc.
1.
That our souls
thy mercy,&quot;
Learn,
satisfy
early
can have no solid satisfaction in earthly things. 2. That the mercy of God alone
can satisfy our souls. 3. That nothing but satisfaction in God can fill our days
with joy and gladness. John Cawood, 1842.
Verse 14.
I. The most cheerful days of earth are made more cheerful by
thoughts
II. The most sorrowful days of earth are made glad by the con
of Divine mercy.
G. R.
sciousness of Divine love.
I. The joy of faith is in proportion to the sorrow of repentance.
Verse 15.
II. The
III. The joy of the
joy of consolation is in proportion to suffering in affliction.
G. R.
returning smiles of God is in proportion to the terror of his frowns.
Verse 15.
The Balance of life, or the manner in which our joys are set over
against our sorrows.
I. Our duty
II. Our children s
Verse 16.
work,&quot; and our desire about it.
it.
glory,&quot; and our prayer in reference to
portion
The Right Establishment, or the work which will endure why it
Verse 17.
will endure and should endure.
Why we wish our work to be of such a nature,
and whether there are enduring elements in it.

Verse 14.

I.

The deepest yearning

can only be found
Verse 14.

in the realization of

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

PSALM

XCI.

This Psalm is without a title, and we have no means of ascertaining either the name
The Jewish doctors consider
of its writer, or the date of its composition, with certainty.
that when the author s name is not mentioned we may assign the Psalm to the last-named
writer ; and, if so, this i-s another Psalm of Moses, the man of God,
expressions
here used are similar to those of Moses in Deuteronomy, and the internal evidence, from
The continued lives
the peculiar idioms, would point towards him as the composer.
of Joshua and Caleb, who followed the Lord fully, make remarkably apt illustrations

Many

Psalm, for they, as a reward for abiding in continued nearness to the Lord, lived
amongst the dead, amid their graves.&quot; For these reasons it is by no means impro
bable that this Psalm may have been written by Moses, but we dare not dogmatize.
If
David s pen was used in giving us this matchless ode, we cannot believe as some do that
he thus commemorated the plague which devastated Jerusalem on account of his number
For him, then, to sing of himself as seeing
the reward of the wicked
ing the people.
I have sinned, but these sheep, what have
would be clean contrary to his declaration,
?
and
the
absence
allusion
to
the
done
;
of
any
sacrifice upon Zion could not
they
be in any way accounted for, since David s repentance would inevitably have led him
to dwell upon the atoning sacrifice and the sprinkling of blood by the hyssop.
In the whole collection there is not a more cheering Psalm, its tone is elevated and
sustained throughout, faith is at its best, and speaks nobly.
A German physician was
wont to speak of it as the best preservative in times of cholera, and in truth it is a heavenly
medicine against plague and pest. He who can live in its spirit will be fearless, even
if once again London should become a lazar-house, and the grave be gorged with carcases.
On this occasion we shall follow the divisions which our translators
DIVISION.
have placed at the head of the Psalm t for they are pithy and suggestive.
1. The state
of this

on

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

3. Their safety.
with the effects of them

of the godly.

friend

;

9.

Their habitation.

11.

Their servants.

EXPOSITION.
1_JE that dwelleth in the secret place of the most High
* *
the shadow of the Almighty.
2
in

him

I will

14.

Their

all.

say of the LORD,

He

is

shall abide

under

my refuge and my fortress my God
:

;

will I trust.

1. &quot;He that dwelleth in the secret place of the most High.&quot;
The blessings here
promised are not for all believers, but for those who live in close fellowship with
God. Every child of God looks towards the inner sanctuary and the mercy-seat,
yet all do not dwell in the most holy place
they run to it at times, and enjoy oc
casional approaches, but they do not habitually reside in the mysterious presence.
Those who through rich grace obtain unusual and continuous communion with
God, so as to abide in Christ and Christ in them, become possessors of rare and
special benefits, which are missed by those who follow afar off, and grieve the Holy
Into the secret place those only come who know the love of God
Spirit of God.
in Christ Jesus, and those only dwell there to whom to live is Christ.
To them
the veil is rent, the mercy-seat is revealed, the covering cherubs are manifest, and
the awful glory of the Most High is apparent
these, like Simeon, have the Holy
Ghost upon them, and like Anna they depart not from the temple
they are the
courtiers of the Great King, the valiant men who keep watch around the bed of
Solomon, the virgin souls who follow the Lamb whithersoever he goeth. Elect
out of the elect, they have
attained unto the first three,&quot; and shall walk with
their Lord in white, for they are worthy.
Sitting down in the august presencechamber where shines the mystic light of the Sheckinah, they know what it is to be
raised up together, and to be made to sit together with Christ in the heavenlies,
;

:

;

&quot;

and of them it is truly said that their conversation is in heaven. Special grace like
theirs brings with it special immunity.
Outer court worshippers little know what
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belongs to the inner sanctuary, or surely they would press on until the place of
nearness and divine familiarity became theirs. Those who are the Lord s constant
guests shall find that he will never suffer any to be injured within his gates ; he has
eaten the covenant salt with them, and is pledged for their protection.
Shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty.&quot;
The Omnipotent Lord will
shield all those who dwell with him, they shall remain under his care as guests under
the protection of their host.
In the most holy place the wings of the cherubim
were the most conspicuous objects, and they probably suggested to the Psalmist
the expression here employed.
Those who commune with God are safe with him,
no evil can reach them, for the outstretched wings of his power and love cover them
from all harm. This protection is constant they abide under it, and it is all-sufficient,
for it is the shadow of the Almighty, whose omnipotence will surely screen them
from all attack. No shelter can be imagined at all comparable to the protection of
Jehovah s own shadow. The Almighty himself is where his shadow is, and hence
those who dwell in his secret place are shielded by himself.
What a shade in the
What a refuge in the hour of deadly storm
Communion
day of noxious heat
with God is safety. The more closely we cling to our Almighty Father the more
confident may we be.
2.
/ will say of the Lord, He is my refuge and my fortress.&quot;
To take up a general
truth and make it our own by personal faith is the highest wisdom.
It is but poor
comfort to say the Lord is a refuge, but to say he is my refuge, is the essence of
consolation.
Those who believe should also speak
I will say,&quot; for such bold
avowals honour God and lead others to seek the same confidence. Men are apt
to
their
and
even
to
boast
of
them,
indeed there is a party
enough
doubts,
proclaim
nowadays of the most audacious pretenders to culture and thought, who glory in
hence it becomes the duty of all true believers
casting suspicion upon everything
to speak out and testify with calm courage to their own well-grounded reliance upon
their God.
Let others say what they will, be it ours to say of the Lord,
he is our
But what we say we must prove by our actions, we must fly to the Lord
refuge.&quot;
for shelter, and not to an arm of flesh.
The bird flies away to the thicket, and
the fox hastens to its hole, every creature uses its refuge in the hour of danger, and
even so in all peril or fear of peril let us flee unto Jehovah, the Eternal Protector of
his ow n.
Let us, when we are secure in the Lord, rejoice that our position is un
&quot;

I

I

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

r

No moat, portcullis, draw
assailable, for he is our fortress as well as our refuge.
bridge, wall, battlement and donjon, could make us so secure as we are when the
attributes of the Lord of Hosts environ us around.
Behold this day the Lord is
to us instead of walls and bulwarks
Our ramparts defy the leaguered hosts of hell.
Foes in flesh, and foes in ghostly guise are alike baulked of their prey when the
Lord of Hosts stands between us and their fury, and all other evil forces are turned
aside.
Walls cannot keep out the pestilence, but the Lord can.
I

As if it were not enough to call the Lord his refuge and fortress, he adds,
My
God ! in him will I trust.&quot; Now he can say no more
my God means all, and
more than all, that heart can conceive by way of security. It was most meet that
he should say
in him will I trust,&quot; since to deny faith to such a one were wilful
wickedness and wanton insult. He who dwells in an impregnable fortress, naturally
trusts in it
and shall not he who dwells in God feel himself well at ease, and repose
his soul in safety ?
O that we more fully carried out the Psalmist s resolve
We
have trusted in God, let us trust him still. He has never failed us, why then should
we suspect him ? To trust in man is natural to fallen nature, to trust in God should
be as natural to regenerated nature. Where there is every reason and warrant for
faith, we ought to place our confidence without hesitancy or wavering.
Dear
In him will I trust.&quot;
reader, prny for grnce to say,
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

!

&quot;

3 Surely he shall deliver thee from the snare of the fowler, and from the
noisome pestilence.
4 He shall cover thec with his feathers, and under his wings shall thou
his truth shall be thy shield and buckler.
5 Thou shalt not be afraid for the terror by night
that flieth by day

trust

:

;

nor for the arrow

;

6
that

Nor

for the pestilence that

wasteth at noonday.

walketh

in

darkness

;

nor for the destruction
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but

7

A

it

shall not

thousand

8 Only

shall fall at

thy

side,

and ten thousand at thy right hand

;

come nigh

thee.
with thine eyes shalt thou behold

and

see the

reward of the wicked.

Surely he shall deliver thee from the snare of the fowler,&quot; Assuredly no subtle
plot shall succeed against one who has the eyes of God watching for his defence.
We are foolish and weak as poor little birds, and are very apt to be lured to our
destruction by cunning foes, but if we dwell near to God, he will see to it that the
most skilful deceiver shall not entrap us.
&quot;

3.

Satan the fowler who betrays
souls a thousand ways,&quot;

&quot;

Unguarded

man

whose high and honourable condition consists
shall be foiled in the case of the
in residence within the holy place of the Most High.
And from the noisome pesti
He who is a Spirit can protect us from evil spirits, he who is mysterious
lence.&quot;
&quot;

can rescue us from mysterious dangers, he who is immortal can redeem us from
mortal sickness. There is a deadly pestilence of error, we are safe from that if
we dwell in communion with the God of truth there is a fatal pestilence of sin,
we shall not be infected by it if we abide with the thrice Holy One there is also a
pestilence of disease, and even from that calamity our faith shall win immunity
if it be of that high order which abides in God, walks on in calm serenity, and ventures
Faith by cheering the heart keeps it free from the fear
all things for duty s sake.
It will not in all
which, in times of pestilence, kills more than the plague itself.
and
off
disease
ward
cases
death, but where the man is such as the first verse de
render
him
where
it
will
immortal
others
die
if all the saints
scribes,
assuredly
are not so sheltered it is because they have not all such a close abiding with God,
and consequently not such confidence in the promise. Such special faith is not given
It is not of all believers that
to all, for there are diversities in the measure of faith.
the Psalmist sings, but only of those who dwell in the secret place of the Most High.
;

;

;

Too many among us are weak

in faith, and in fact place more reliance in a phial
or a globule than in the Lord and giver of life, and if we die of pestilence as others
die it is because we acted like others, and did not in patience possess our souls.
The
great mercy is that in such a case our deaths are blessed, and it is well with us, for
we are for ever with the Lord. Pestilence to the saints shall not be noisome but

the messenger of heaven.

4.
He shall cover thee with his feathers, and under his wings shalt thou trust.&quot;
Had it been invented by an uninspired man it would
wonderful expression
have verged upon blasphemy, for who should dare to apply such words to the In
But as he himself authorised, yea, dictated the language, we have
finite Jehovah ?
here a transcendent condescension, such as it becomes us to admire and adore.
Doth the Lord speak of his feathers, as though he likened himself to a bird ? Who
will not see herein a matchless love, a divine tenderness, which should both woo
and win our confidence ? Even as a hen covereth her chickens so doth the Lord
let us cower down beneath him for comfort
protect the souls which dwell in him
and for safety. Hawks in the sky and snares in the field are equally harmless when
his true promise, and his faithfulness to
His truth
we nestle so near the Lord.
shall be thy shield and buckler.&quot;
Double armour has he who relies upon
his promise
the Lord. He bears a shield and wears an all-surrounding coat of mail such is
&quot;

A

I

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

To quench fiery darts the truth is a most effectual
buckler.&quot;
the force of the word
Let us go
shield, and to blunt all swords it is an equally effectual coat of mail.
forth to battle thus harnessed for the war, and we shall be safe in the thickest of
be
so
it
till
we
reach
the
of
has
been
and
shall
land
It
the fight.
so,
peace, and
helmed cherubim and sworded seraphim,&quot; we will wear no other
there among the
ornament, his truth shall still be our shield and buckler.
Thou shalt not be afraid for the terror by night.&quot; Such frail creatures are
5.
we that both by night and by day we are in danger, and so sinful are we that in
the promise before us secures
either season we may be readily carried away by fear
the favourite of heaven both from danger and from the fear of it.
Night is the
congenial hour of horrors, when alarms walk abroad like beasts of prey, or ghouls
from among the tombs our fears turn the sweet season of repose into one of dread,
and though angels are abroad and fill our chambers, we dream of demons and dire
Blessed is that communion with God which renders us imvisitants from hell.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;
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Not to be afraid is
pervious to midnight frights, and horrors born of darkness.
in itself an unspeakable blessing, since for every suffering which we endure from
real injury we are tormented by a thousand griefs which arise from fear only.
The
shadow of the Almighty removes all gloom from the shadow of night once covered
by the divine wing, we care not what winged terrors may fly abroad in the earth.
Nor for the arrow that flieth by day.&quot; Cunning foes lie in ambuscade, and aim
the deadly shaft at our hearts, but we do not fear them, and have no cause to do
That arrow is not made which can destroy the righteous, for the Lord hath
so.
No weapon that is formed against thee shall prosper.&quot; In times of great
said,
:

&quot;

&quot;

danger those who have made the Lord their refuge, and therefore have refused to
the annals of the Quakers
use the carnal weapon, have been singularly preserved
bear good evidence to this yet probably the main thought is, that from the cowardly
attacks of crafty malice those who walk by faith shall be protected, from cunning
heresies they shall be preserved, and in sudden temptations they shall be secured
from harm. Day has its perils as well as night, arrows more deadly than those
poisoned by the Indian are flying noiselessly through the air, and we shall be their
O believer, dwell under
victims unless we find both shield and buckler in our God.
the shadow of the Lord, and none of the archers shall destroy thee, they may shoot
at thee and wound thee grievously, but thy bow shall abide in strength.
When
Satan s quiver shall be empty thou shalt remain uninjured by his craft and cruelty,
the
be
thee
as
of
truth
shall
to
and
trophies
power of the Lord
yea, his broken darts
thy God.
Nor for the pestilence that walketh in darkness.&quot; It is shrouded in mystery
6.
as to its cause and cure, it marches on, unseen of men, slaying with hidden weapons,
like an enemy stabbing in the dark, yet those who dwell in God are not afraid of it.
Nothing is more alarming than the assassin s plot, for he may at any moment steal
and such is the plague in the days of
in upon a man, and lay him low at a stroke
its power, none can promise themselves freedom from it for an hour in any place
in the infected city; it enters a house men know not how, and its very breath is
mortal
yet those choice souls who dwell in God shall live above fear in the most
plagues which in the darkness
plague-stricken places they shall not be afraid of the
;

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

Nor for the destruction that wasteth at noonday.&quot; Famine may starve, or
bloody war devour, earthquake may overturn and tempest may smite, but amid
man
who has sought the mercy seat and is sheltered beneath the wings which
the
all,
overshadow it, shall abide in perfect peace. Days of horror and nights of terror
are for other men, his days and nights are alike spent with God, and therefore pass
away in sacred quiet. His peace is not a thing of times and seasons, it does not
rise and set with the sun, nor does it depend upon the healthiness of the atmosphere
&quot;

walk.&quot;

or the security of the country.
Upon the child of the Lord s own heart pestilence
has no destroying power, and calamity no wasting influence
pestilence walks in
he
in
destruction wastes at noonday, but upon him
but
dwells
darkness,
light
another sun has risen whose beams bring restoration. Remember that the voice
is that of God himself, who hereby pledges his
thou shalt not fear
which saith
word for the safety of those who abide under his shadow, nay, not for their safety
So far shall they be from being injured that they shall
only, but for their serenity.
not even be made to fear the ills which are around them, since the Lord protects
:

;

&quot;

&quot;

them.
&quot;

He, his shadowy plumes outspread.
his wing shall fence thy head
And his truth around thee wield,
Strong as targe or bossy shield
Naught shall strike thee with dismay,
Fear by night, nor shaft by day.&quot;

With

:

!

A

thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at thy right hand.&quot; So
the plague rage among men that the bills of mortality may become
very heavy and continue to grow ten times heavier still, yet shall such as this Psalm
It shall not come nigh thee.&quot;
of
survive
the scythe of death.
It shall be
speaks
so near as to be at thy side, and yet not nigh enough to touch thee
like a fire it
shall burn all around, yet shall not the smell of it pass upon thee.
How true is this
of the plague of moral evil, of heresy, and of backsliding.
Whole nations are in
he
fected, yet the man who communes with God is not affected by the contagion
holds the truth when falsehood is all the fashion. Professors all around him are
&quot;

7.

terribly

may

&quot;

;

;
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plague-smitten, the church is wasted, the very life of religion decays, but in the
same place and time, in fellowship with God, the believer renews his youth, and
In a measure this also is true of physical evil ; the
his soul knows no sickness.
Lord still puts a difference between Israel and Egypt in the day of his plague*.

Sennacherib

s

army

is

blasted, but Jerusalem
&quot;

is

in health.

Our God his chosen people saves
Amongst the dead, amidst the graves.&quot;

8.
Only with thine eyes shalt thou behold and see the reward of the wicked.&quot; The
sight shall reveal both the justice and the mercy of God ; in them that perish the
severity of God will be manifest, and in the believer s escape the richness of divine
goodness will be apparent. Joshua and Caleb verified this promise. The Puritan
&quot;

preachers during the plague of London must have been much impressed with this
verse as they came out of their hiding-places to proclaim mercy and judgment to
the dissolute age which was so sorely visited with the pest. The sight of God s
judgments softens the heart, excites a solemn awe, creates gratitude, and so stirs
up the deepest kind of adoration. It is such a sight as none of us would wish to
see, and yet if we did see it we might thus be lifted up to the very noblest style
Let us but watch providence, and we shall find ourselves living in a
of manhood.
One case
school where examples of the ultimate reward of sin are very plentiful.
not
be
may
judged alone lest we misjudge, but instances of divine visitation will be
from all
plentiful in the memory of any attentive observer of men and things
these put together we may fairly draw conclusions, and unless we shut our eyes
to that which is self-evident, we shall soon perceive that there is after all a moral
ruler over the sons of men, who sooner or later rewards the ungodly with due punish
;

ment.
9 Because thou hast made the LORD which is my refuge, even the most
High, thy habitation
10 There shall no evil befall thee, neither shall any plague come nigh
thy dwelling.
9, 10. Before expounding these verses I cannot refrain from recording a personal
incident illustrating their power to soothe the heart, when they are applied by the
Holy Spirit. In the year 1854, when I had scarcely been in London twelve months,
the neighbourhood in which I laboured was visited by Asiatic cholera, and my
congregation suffered from its inroads. Family after family summoned me to the
I
bedside of the smitten, and almost every day I was called to visit the grave.
gave mvself up with youthful ardour to the visitation of the sick, and was sent for
from all corners of the district by persons of all ranks and religions. I became
weary in body and sick at heart. My friends seemed falling one by one, and I
A little more work and
felt or fancied that I was sickening like those around me.
I felt that my burden was heavier
weeping would have laid me low among the rest
God
I
sink
under
it.
As
would have it, I was
was
to
I
and
than
could bear,
ready
returning mournfully home from a funeral, when my curiosity led me to read a
paper which was \vafered up in a shoemaker s window in the Dover Road. It did
not look like a trade announcement, nor was it, for it bore in a good bold hand
Because thou hast made the Lord, which is my refuge, even
writing these words
the most High, thy habitation ; there shall no evil befall thee, neither shall any plague
come nigh thy dwelling.&quot; The effect upon my heart was immediate. Faith appro
I felt secure, refreshed, girt with immortality.
priated the passage as her own.
I felt no
I went on with my visitation of the dying in a calm and peaceful spirit
The providence which moved the tradesman
fear of evil, and I suffered no harm.
to place those verses in his window I gratefully acknowledge, and in the remembrance
of its marvellous power I adore the Lord my God.
;

;

&quot;

:

;

The Psalmist in these verses assures the man who dwells in God that he shall
be secure. Though faith claims no merit of its own, yet the Lord rewards it wherever
he who dwells
he sees it. He who makes God his refuge shall find him a refuge
We must make the Lord our habitation
in God shall find his dwelling protected.
we
shall
receive
and
then
and
immunity from
rest,
by choosing him for our trust
harm no evil shall touch us personally, and no stroke of judgment shall assail our
household. The dwelling here intended by the original was only a tent, yet the frail
It matter*
covering would prove to be a sufficient shelter from harm of all sorts.
;

;
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hut or a monarch s palace if the soul has
Get into God and you dwell in all good, and
It is not because we are perfect or highly esteemed among
ill is banished far away.
men that we can hope for shelter in the day of evil, but because our refuge is the
Eternal God, and our faith has learned to hide beneath his sheltering wing.

little

whether our abode be a gipsy

made

the Most High

s

habitation.

its

&quot;

For

No

this no ill thy cause shall daunt,
scourge thy tabernacle haunt.&quot;

It is impossible that any ill should happen to the man who is beloved of the Lord
the most crushing calamities can only shorten his journey and hasten him to his
reward.
Ill to him is no ill, but only good in a mysterious form.
Losses enrich him,
No evil in the
sickness is his medicine, reproach is his honour, death is his gain.
is
overruled for good.
strict sense of the word can happen to him, for everything
a
is
he
who
is
in
such
case.
He
is
where
others
are
in
secure
Happy
peril, he lives
where others die.
;

11 For he shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee in

all

thy

ways.
12 They shall bear thee up in their hands, lest thou dash thy foot against
a stone.
the young lion and the
13 Thou shalt tread upon the lion and adder
:

dragon shalt thou trample under
11.

&quot;

For he

feet.

shall give his angels charge over

some fondly dream, but

thee.&quot;

Not one guardian

angel,

the angels are here alluded to. They are the body
guard of the princes of the blood imperial of heaven, and they have received com
mission from their Lord and ours to watch carefully over all the interests of the
When men have a charge they become doubly careful, and therefore the
faithful.
angels are represented as bidden by God himself to see to it that the elect are secured.
It is down in the marching orders of the hosts of heaven that they take special note
It is not to be wondered at that the servants are
of the pecple who dwell in God.
and we may be quite
bidden to be careful of the comfort of their Master s guests
sure that when they are specially charged by the Lord himself they will carefully
To keep thee in all thy ways.&quot; To be
discharge the duty imposed upon them.
The limit of
a body-guard, a garrison to the body, soul, and spirit of the saint.
in
all
is
no
limit to the heart which is right with
this protection
thy ways
yet
God. It is not the way of the believer to go out of his way. He keeps in the way.
and then the angels keep him. The protection here promised is exceeding broad
as

all

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

How
as to place, for it refers to all our ways, and what do we wish for more ?
Whether they repel demons, counteract spiritual
angels thus keep us we cannot tell.
Per
plots, or even ward off the subtler physical forces of disease, we do not know.
haps we shall one day stand amazed at the multiplied services which the unseen
bands have rendered to us.

is the angels, God s own angels, shall cheerfully become our
as nurses carry little children,
shall bear thee up in their hands
;
with careful love, so shall those glorious spirits upbear each individual believer.
Lest thou dash thy foot against a stone ;
even minor ills they ward off. It is most
&quot;

12.
servitors.

They,&quot;

that

&quot;

&quot;

They

&quot;

&quot;

desirable that

we should not stumble, but

as the

way

is

rough,

it is

most gracious

on the Lord s part to send his servants to bear us up above the loose pebbles. If
we cannot have the way smoothed it answers every purpose if we have angels to
bear us up in their hands. Since the greatest ills may arise out of little accidents,
it shews the wisdom of the Lord that from the smaller evils we are protected.
Thou shall tread upon the lion and adder.&quot; Over force and fraud shalt
13.
bold opponents and treacherous adversaries shall alike
thou march victoriously
be trodden down. When our shoes are iron and brass, lions and adders are easily
The young lion and the dragon shalt thou trample
enough crushed beneath our heel.
under feet.&quot; The strongest foe in power, and the most mysterious in cunning,
shall be conquered by the man of God.
Not only from stones in the way, but from
To men who dwell in God the most evil forces become
serpents also, shall we be safe.
wear
a
charmed life, and defy the deadliest ills. Their feet come
harmless, they
into contact with the worst of foes, even Satan himself nibbles at their heel, but
in Christ Jesus they have the assured hope of bruising Satan under their feet shortly.
&quot;

;

&quot;
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The people of God are the real
George and the dragon,&quot; the true lion-kings and
Their dominion over the powers of darkness makes them cry,
serpent-tamers.
Lord, even the devils are subject unto us through thy word.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

14 Because he hath set his love upon me, therefore will I deliver him
set him on high, because he hath known my name.
I will be with him in
15 He shall call upon me, and I will answer him
I will deliver him, and honour him.
trouble
16 With long life will I satisfy him, and shew him my salvation.
:

I will

:

;

Because
14. Here we have the Lord himself speaking of his own chosen one.
Not because he deserves
he hath set his love upon me, therefore will I deliver him.&quot;
therefore
to be thus kept, but because with all his imperfections he does love his God
not the angels of God only, but the God of angels himself will come to his rescue
When the heart is enamoured
in all perilous times, and will effectually deliver him.
of the Lord, all taken up with him, and intensely attached to him, the Lord will
&quot;

;

It is
recognise the sacred flame, and preserve the man who bears it in his bosom.
love set upon God, which is the distinguishing mark of those whom the
/ will set him on high, because he hath known my name.&quot;
Lord secures from ill.
The man has known the attributes of God so as to trust in him, and then by ex
perience has arrived at a yet deeper knowledge, this shall be regarded by the Lord
as a pledge of his grace, and he will set the owner of it above danger or fear, where
he shall dwell in peace and joy. None abide in intimate fellowship with God unless
these
they possess a warm affection towards God, and an intelligent trust in him
gifts of grace are precious in Jehovah s eyes, and wherever he sees them he smiles
upon them. How elevated is the standing which the Lord gives to the believer.
We ought to covet it right earnestly. If we climb on high it may be dangerous,
but if God sets us there it is glorious.

love,

&quot;

;

15.
He shall call upon me, and I will answer him.&quot; He will have need to pray,
he will be led to pray aright, and the answer shall surely come. Saints are first
such calls as theirs always obtain
called of God, and then they call upon God
Not without prayer will the blessing come to the most favoured, but
answers.
/ will be with him in trouble,&quot;
by means of prayer they shall receive all good things.
Heirs of heaven are conscious of a special divine
I am with him in trouble.&quot;
or
near
in sympathy and in power
is
in
trial.
God
times
of
severe
always
presence
The man honours
/ will deliver him, and honour him.&quot;
to help his tried ones.
God, and God honours him. Believers are not delivered or preserved in a way
far from it, the
which lowers them, and makes them feel themselves degraded
Lord s salvation bestows honour upon those it delivers. God first gives us con
it.
us
for
and
then
rewards
quering grace,
16.
With long life will I satisfy him.&quot; The man described in this Psalm fills
out the measure of his days, and whether he dies young or old he is quite satisfied
with life, and is content to leave it. He shall rise from life s banquet as a man
And shew him
who has had enough, and would not have more even if he could.
my salvation.&quot; The full sight of divine grace shall be his closing vision. He shall
look from Amana and Lebanon. Not with destruction before him black as night,
but with salvation bright as noonday smiling upon him he shall enter into his rest.
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
The Talmud writers ascribe not only the ninety-first Psalm,
but from a rule which will in no respect
but the nine ensuing, to the pen of Moses
hold, that all the Psalms which are without the name of an author in their respective
titles are the production of the poet whose name is given in the nearest preceding
title.
And though it is impossible to prove that this highly beautiful ode was not
written by David, the general drift of its scenery and allusions rather concur in
that it
showing that, like the last, we are indebted for it to the muse of Moses
was composed by him during the journey through the wilderness, shortly after the
the
children
of
of
the
when
returned
to a
Israel, having
fiery serpents
plague
better spirit, were again received into the favour of JEHOVAH.
Besides political
Whole Psalm.

;

:

;

enemies, the children of Israel in the wilderness had other evils in great numbers
to encounter, from the nature and diseases of the climate, which exposed them to
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and to pestilential
soleil, or sun smitings, during the heat of the day ;
coups
vapours, moon smilings, during the damp of the night, so as to render the miraculous
canopy of the cloud that hung over them in the former season, and the miraculous
column of fire that cheered and purified them in the latter, equally needful and
In Egypt, they had seen so much of the plague, and they had been
refreshing.
so fearfully threatened with it as a punishment for disobedience, that they could
be
in
dread of its reappearance, from the incessant fatigues of their journey
not but
In addition to all which, they had to be perpetually on their guard against the
ing.
that great and terrible
insidious attacks of the savage monsters and reptiles of
wherein were fiery serpents,
wilderness,&quot; as Moses describes it on another occasion,
where there was no water
and scorpions, and drought
and
(Deut. viii. 15)
where, also, as we learn from other parts of Scripture, bears, lions, leopards or tigers,
Jeremiah
has
of
the
as
and
the wolf
evening,&quot;
beautifully expressed it, prowled
without restraint. Now in the Psalm before us, and especially in the verses 6 to 13,
we have so clear and graphic a description of the whole of these evils presented to
us, as to bring its composition directly home to the circumstances and the period
here pitched upon, and to render it at least needless to hunt out for any other
Historical Outline of the Book of Psalms,&quot; 1842.
J. M. Good s
occasion.
Whole Psalm. It is one of the most excellent works of this kind which has
It is impossible to imagine anything more solid, more beautiful,
ever appeared.
more profound, or more ornamented. Could the Latin or any modern language
express thoroughly all the beauties and elegancies as well of the words as of the
sentences, it would not be difficult to persuade the reader that we have no poem,
either in Greek or Latin, comparable to this Hebrew ode.
Simon de Muis.
cie

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

Whole Psalm. Psalm XC. spoke of man withering away beneath God s anger
sin.
Psalm XCI. tells of a Man, who is able to tread the lion and adder
under his feet. Undoubtedly the Tempter was right in referring this Psalm to
the Son of God
(Matthew iv. 6).
The imagery of the Psalm seems to be in part drawn from that Passover Night,
when the Destroying Angel passed through Egypt while the faithful and obedient
Israelites were sheltered by God.
William Kay.
against

&quot;

&quot;

;

Verse 1.
He,&quot; no matter who he may be, rich or poor, learned or unlearned,
God is no respecter of persons,&quot; but he
patrician or plebeian, young or old, for
is rich to all that call upon him.&quot;
Bellarmine.
He that dwelleth in the secret place of the Most High.&quot; Note, he who
Verse 1.
dwells in the secret place of the Most High is not he that conjures up one or two
and
fleeting acts of hope in him, but the man that places in him an assiduous
slight
and constant confidence. In this way he establishes for himself in God by that
full trust, a home, a dwelling-place, a mansion,
The Hebrew for he that dwelleth,
is arc;, that is, dwelling in quietude, and resting, enduring and remaining with con
Le Blanc.
stancy.
Verse 1.
He that dwelleth in the secret place of the most High.&quot; What intimate
and unrestrained communion does this describe
the Christian in everything
making known his heart, with its needs and wishes, its thoughts and feelings, its
doubts and anxieties, its sorrows and its joys, to God, as to a loving, perfect friend.
And all is not on one side. This Almighty Friend has admitted his chosen one to
his
secret place.&quot;
It is almost too wonderful to be true.
It is almost too pre
But he himself
sumptuous a thought for such creatures as we are to entertain.
permits it, desires it, teaches us to realise that it is communion to which he calls us.
The secret of the Lord is with them that fear him.&quot; And what is this secret ?
It is that in God which the world neither knows, nor sees, nor cares to enjoy.
It
is his mind revealed to those that love him, his plans, and
He made known
ways
his ways to Moses,&quot; Ps. ciii. 7), and thoughts opened to them.
Yea, and things
hid from angels are manifest to the least of his friends, (1 Peter i. 12). He wishes
us to know him, and by his Word and by his Spirit he puts himself before us. Ah
it is not his fault if we do not know him.
It is our own carelessness.
Mary B. M.
Under the Shadow,&quot; 1867.
Duncan, in
Verse 1.
By secret&quot; here is meant a place of refuge from the storms of the
world under the secret of his providence, who careth for all his children. Also,
by the secret of the most High,&quot; some writers understand the castle of his mighty
defence, to which his people run, being pursued by enemies, as the wild creature
doth to his hole or den for succour, when the hunter hath him in chase, and the dogs
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

.

.

.

&quot;

!

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

(&quot;

!

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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are near.

This then being the meaning of that which the prophet calleth the

&quot;

secret

place of the most High,&quot; and our dwelling in it, by confidence in him ; we learn, in
all troubles, to cleave to God chiefly or only for help, and to means but as underlings
to his providence
That which is here translated
dwelleth,&quot; is as much in weight as sitteth, or is
and so, our dwelling in God s secret, is as much as our sitting down in it
settled
the meaning is, we must make it our rest, as if we should say, Here will we dwell.
From whence we learn, that God s children should not come to God s secret-place
that is, they should
as guests to an inn, but as inhabitants to their own dwellings
and as much when they
continue to trust in God, as well in want as in fulness
Robert Horn.
wither in their root, as when they flourish in it.
He that dwelleth,&quot; etc. 1. He dwells,&quot; therefore he shall abide.&quot;
Verse 1.
He shall lodge quietly, securely. 2. &quot;He dwells in the secret place,&quot; therefore he
abide under the shadow.&quot;
In the cool, the favour, the cover from the heat.
shall
He dwelleth in the secret place of the Most High, therefore he shall abide under
3.
the shadow of the Almighty ;
i.e., of the all-powerful God, of the God of heaven ;
of that God whose name is Shaddai, All-sufficient.
Adam Clarke.
&quot;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Shall abide.&quot;
The Hebrew for &quot;shall abide is ]3ibrj, which signifies
Verse 1.
he shall pass the night.
Abiding denotes a constant and continuous dwelling of
That help and protection of God
the just in the assistance and protection of God.
is not like a lodge in a garden of cucumbers, or in a vineyard
which is destroyed
in a moment, nor is it like a tent in the way which is abandoned by the traveller.
&quot;

&quot;

;

a strong tower, a paternal home, wherein we spend all our life with the best,
wealthiest, and mightiest of parents.
Passing the night also denotes security and
With God Abraham passed
rest in time of darkness, temptations and calamities.
the night, when He foretold to him the affliction of his descendants in Egypt, and
Then also God said to him (verse 1), Fear not
their deliverance, Gen. xv. 12 seq.
Abram, I am thy shield. And leading him forth he showed him the glittering stars,
and said, Tell the number of the stars, if thou be able
so shall thy seed be.
Le
Blanc.
The shadow.&quot; The allusion of this verse may be to the awful and
Verse 1.
mystic symbols of the ark. Under the ancient ceremony, the high priest only could
enter, and that but once a year, into the holy place, where stood the emblems of
but under the present bright and merciful dispensa
the divine glory and presence
tion, every true believer has access, with boldness, into the holiest of all ; and he
who now dwelleth in the secret place of prayer and communion with the God of
salvation, shall find the divine mercy and care spread over him for his daily pro
tection and solace.
John Morison.
Verse 1.
Under the shadow of the Almighty.&quot; This is an expression which
We must walk very close to a companion, if we would
nearness.
implies great
have his shadow fall on us. Can we imagine any expression more perfect in describing
abide under
the constant presence of God with his chosen ones, than this they shall
?
his shadow
In Solomon s beautiful allegory, the Church in a time of special
I sat down under his shadow with great
communion with Christ, says of him
sat down,&quot; desiring not to leave it, but to abide there for
(Cant. ii. 3)
delight
And it is he who chooses to dwell in the secret place of the most High, who
ever.
abide under the shadow of the Almighty.&quot; There is a condition and a promise
shall
the promise,
dwell in the secret place,&quot;
attached to it. The condition is, that we
It is of importance to view it
shall abide under the shadow.&quot;
that if we do so we
are led to
we
is
a
thus.
For when we remember the blessing
promised blessing
feel it is a gift
a thing therefore to be prayed for in faith, as well as sought for by
God s appointed means. Ah, the hopes that this awakens
My wandering, waver
ing, unstable heart, that of itself cannot keep to one course two days together, is
He will hold it
to seek its perseverance from God, and not in its own strength.
It is

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

I

It is
It is not we who cling to him.
be but seeking for stedfastness.
to us.
Mary B. M. Duncan.
4
9.
O you that be in fear of any danger, leave all carnal shifts,
and carking counsels, and projects, and dwell in the rock of God s power and provi
dence, and be like the dove that nestles in the holes of the rock
by faith betake
yourselves unto God, by faith dwell in that rock, and there nestle yourselves, make
But
how
we
do
this thing, and
in
this
rock.
the clefts of
may
your nests of safety
what is the way to do it ? Do this, Set thy faith on work to make God that unto
thee which thy necessity requires, pitch and throw thyself upon his power and

to

him

he

who keeps near

if it

Verses 1

;

;
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providence, with a resolution of spirit to rest thyself upon it for safety, come what
He that dwelleth in the secret
See an excellent practice of this, Ps. xci. 1,
will come.
that is, he shall
place of the most High shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty ;
be safe from all fears and dangers. Ay, that is true, you will say, who makes any
doubt of it ? But how shall a man come to dwell, and get into this secret place,
/ will say of the Lord, He is my refuge
within this strong tower ? See verse 2
as if he had said, I will not only say, that he is a refuge
but he
and my fortress ;
is my refuge, I will say to the Lord ; that is, I will set my faith on work in particular,
and
him
for
And
see
what
to throw, devolve,
follows
pitch myself upon
my safety.
Surely he shall deliver thee from
upon this setting faith thus on work, verses 3, 4
He shall cover thee with his
the snare of the fowler, and from the noisome pestilence.
So confident the Psalmist is that upon this course taken, safety shall
feathers,&quot; etc.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

follow.

Our safety lies not simply upon this, because God is a refuge, and is an habita
Because thou hast made the Lord which is my refuge, thy habitation,
but
there shall no evil befall thee,&quot; etc. It is therefore the making of God our habitation,
upon which our safety lies and this is the way to make God an habitation, thus
Jeremiah Dyke.
to pitch and cast ourselves by faith upon his power and providence.
read of a stag that roamed about in the greatest security, by reason
Verse 1.
Touch me not, I belong to Cassar
thus the true
of its having a label on its neck,
servants of God are always safe, even among lions, bears, serpents, fire, water,
all
the
for
creatures
and
and
know
reverence
shadow
of God.
thunder,
tempests
Bellarmine.
&quot;

tion,

;

We

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

God is our refuge.&quot;
2.
refuge, my fortress, my God.&quot;
refuge.&quot;
It is a quiet retreat
avails himself of a refuge is one who is forced to fly.
from a pursuing enemy. And there are trials, and temptations, and enemies, from
does
best
to
resist
He
cannot
them.
the
Christian
which
fly.
They are too strong
His wisdom is to fly into the refuge of the secret place of his God to
for him.
His strength is to sit still there. Isai. xxx.
rest in the shadow of the Almighty.
The Psalmist says, moreover, that God is his fortress.&quot; Here
7.
fortress.&quot;
&quot;

Verse

He who

My

&quot;

My

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

My

&quot;

the idea is changed no longer a peaceful, quiet hiding-place, but a tower of defence
strong, manifest, ready to meet the attacks of all enemies, ready and able to resist
them all. God is a Friend who meets every want in our nature, who can supply
every need. So when we are weak and fainting, and unable to meet the brunt
of battle, and striving against sin and sorrow and the wrath of man, he is our safe,
quiet resting-place our fortress also where no harm can reach us, no attack injure
us.
My God.&quot; Now the Psalmist, as a summing up of all his praises, says I
Is there anything omitted in the former
will say of him, He is ... my God
part of his declaration ? Everything is here all possible ascription of honour,
as God
God over all, blessed for ever,&quot; and of
and glory, and power to him
love, reverence, trust, obedience, and filial relation towards him on the part of the
when reflecting on the refuge and strength which the Lord
Psalmist, as MY God
has always been to him, and recalling his blessed experiences of sweet communion
with God words fail him. He can only say (but oh, with what expression I) MY
GOD
Mary B. M. Duncan.
Verse 2.
My God.&quot; Specially art thou my God, first, on thy part, because
of the special goodness and favour which thou dost bestow upon me.
Secondly,
on my part, because of the special love and reverence with which I cling to thee.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

1

&quot;

.

.

&quot;

&quot;

.

!

&quot;

J.

Paulus Palanterius.

Verses 2
4.
If the severity and justice of God terrify, the Lord offereth himself
If enemies who
as a bird with stretched out wings to receive the supplicant, ver. 4.
If the
are too strong do pursue, the Lord openeth his bosom as a refuge, ver. 2.
If he be hotly pursued and enquired
child be assaulted, he becometh a fortress, ver. 2.
if persecution be hot, God
after, the Lord becometh a secret place to hide his child
if potentates and mighty rulers turn enemies, the Lord
giveth himself for a shadow
If his adversaries be
interposeth as the Most High and Almighty Saviour, ver. 1.
crafty like fowlers or hunters, the Lord promiseth to prevent and break the snares,
Whether evils do come upon the believer night or day, secretly or openly,
ver. 3.
to destroy him, the Lord preserveth his child from destruction ; and if stumblingblocks be laid in his child s way, he hath his instruments, his servants, his angels,
He shall give his angels charge
prepared to keep the believer that he stumble not :
over thee
not one angel only, but all of them, or a number of them. David Dickson.
;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;
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Verse 3.
He shall deliver thee from the snare of the fowler.&quot; Are we therefore
beasts ?
Beasts doubtless.
When man was in honour he understood not, but was
like the foolish beasts.
Men are certainly beasts, wandering sheep, having
[Ps. xlix.]
no shepherd. Why art thou proud, O man ? Why dost thou boast thyself O
smatterer ? See what a beast thou art, for whom the pnares of the fowler are being
But who are these fowlers ? The fowlers indeed are the worst and
prepared.
The fowlers are they who sound no
wickedest, the cleverest and the cruellest.
horn, that they may not be heard, but shoot their arrows in secret places at the
But lo since we know the fowlers and the beasts, our further enquiry
innocent.
must be, what this snare may be. I wish not myself to invent it, nor to deliver to
you what is subject to doubt. The Apostle shows us this snare, for he was not
ignorant of the devices of these fowlers. Tell us, I pray, blessed Paul, what this
snare of the devil is, from which the faithful soul rejoices that it is delivered ?
They
that will be rich [in this world ?] says he, fall into temptation and the snare [of the
Tim.
Are
not
the
of
this
devil ?]
riches
the
snare
of
the
devil
?
world, then,
6).
(1
&quot;

.

.

!

.

how few we find who can boast of freedom from this snare, how many who
grieve that they seem to themselves too little enmeshed in the net, and who still
labour and toil with all their strength to involve and entangle themselves more
and more. Ye who have left all and followed the Son of man who has not where
to lay his head, rejoice and say, He hath delivered me from the snare of the fowlers.
Bernard.
Verse 3.
Lord Craven
Surely he shall deliver thee from the noisome pestilence.&quot;
lived in London when that sad calamity, the plague, raged.
His house was in
that part of the town called Craven Buildings.
On the plague growing epidemic,
his Lordship, to avoid the danger, resolved to go to his seat in the country.
His
coach and six were accordingly at the door, his baggage put up, and all things in
readiness for the journey.
As he was walking through his hall with his hat on,
his cane under his arm, and putting on his gloves, in order to step into his carriage,
he overheard his negro, who served him as postillion, saying to another servant,
I suppose, by my Lord s quitting London to avoid the plague, that his God lives
The poor negro said this in the simplicity of his
in the country, and not in town.&quot;
The speech, however, struck Lord
heart, as really believing a plurality of gods.
Alas

1

&quot;

&quot;

Craven very sensibly, and made him pause.
My God,&quot; thought he, lives every
I will even stay where
where, and can preserve me in town as well as in the country.
I am.
The ignorance of that negro has just now preached to me a very useful
sermon. Lord, pardon this unbelief, and that distrust of thy providence, which
made me think of running from thy hand.&quot; He immediately ordered his horses
He continued in London,
to be taken from the coach, and the baggage to be taken in.
was remarkably useful among his sick neighbours, and never caught the infection.
&quot;

&quot;

Whitecross s Anecdotes.
Verses 3, 6.
It is from a word (TTI) that signifies to speak, and
Pestilence.&quot;
speak out the pestilence is a speaking thing, it proclaims the wrath of God amongst
a people.
Drusius fetches it from the same root, but in piel, which is to decree
showing that the pestilence is a thing decreed in heaven, not casual. Kirker thinks
it is called ii, because it keeps order, and spares neither great nor small.
The
Hebrew root signifies to destroy, to cut off, and hence may the plague or pestilence
have its name. The Septuagint renders it Qavaros, death, for ordinarily it is death ;
and it is expressed by Death.&quot; Rev. vi. 8, he sat on the pale horse, and killed with
it refers to Ezek. xiv. 21, where
sword, hunger, death, and beasts of the earth
the pestilence is mentioned. Pestilence may be from a word which signifies to
spread, spoil, rush upon, for it doth so ; 2 Sam. xxiv. 15, seventy thousand slain
in three days
and plague, a ir^fj-yrj from TrX^o-o-a), to smite, to wound, for it smites
I will smite them
suddenly, and wounds mortally ; hence it is in Numb. xiv. 12,
with the pestilence.&quot; This judgment is very grievous, it is called in verse 3 the
noisome pestilence,&quot; because it is infectious, contagious and therefore the French
read it,
de la peste dangereuse,&quot; from the dangerous pestilence, it doth endanger
those that come near it
and Musculus hath it, a peste omnium pessima, from the
worst pestilence of all
and others, the woful pestilence ; it brings a multitude of
woes with it to any place or person it comes unto, it is a messenger of woful fears,
William Greenhill.
sorrows, distractions, terrors, and death itself.
&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

:

Verse

&quot;

4.

for healing

and

He

shall cover thee with his feathers,&quot; etc.
Christ s
for hiding (Mat. iv. 2), for curing and securing us

wings are both
;

the devil and
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would soon devour the servants of God, if he did not set an invincible
guard about them, and cover them with the golden feathers of his protection.
his instruments

Thomas Watson.

He shall cover thee with his feathers,&quot; etc. This is the promise of the
For the promise of the life to come, who can explain ? If the ex
present
pectation of the just be gladness, and such gladness, that no object of desire in the
world is worthy to be compared with it, what will the thing itself be which is ex
No eye, apart from thee, O God, hath seen what thou hast prepared
pected ?
Under these wings, therefore, four blessings are conferred
for them that love thee.
under these we are concealed ; under these we are protected from the
us.
For
upon
under these a salu
attack of the hawks and kites, which are the powers of the air
brious shade refreshes us, and wards off the overpowering heat of the sun ; under
Bernard.
these also we are nourished and cherished.
He shall cover thee with his feathers,&quot; etc.
Verse 4.
Verse

&quot;

4.

life.

:

&quot;

His plumes shall make a downie bed,
Where thou shalt rest He shall display
His wings of truth over thy head,
Which, like a shield, shall drive away
;

The

feares of night, the darts of day.

Thomas Gary.
truth shall be thy shield and buckler.&quot;
That which we must
oppose to all perils is the truth, or Word of God ; so long as we keep that, and ward
off darts and swords by that means, we shall not be overcome.
David Dickson.

Verse

&quot;

4.

His

The true remedy against tormenting fear is faith in God ; for many
Verse 5.
terrible things may befall men when they are most secure, like unto those which
but for any harm which may befall the believer this way,
befall men in the night
the Lord here willeth him to be nothing afraid :
Thou shalt not be afraid for the
terror by night.&quot;
sadder
accidents may befall men when they are most watching
Many
and upon their guard, but the Lord willeth the believer to be confident that he shall
Thou shalt not be afraid for the arrow that flieth by day.&quot;
not be harmed this way :
Many evils are men subject unto, which come upon them men cannot tell how, but
from such evils the Lord assureth the believer he shall have no harm
Thou shalt
not be afraid of the pestilence which walketh in darkness.&quot;
Men are subject to many
evils which come upon them openly, and not unawares, such as are calamities from
enemies and oppressors ; the Lord willeth the believer to be confident that he shall
not be harmed this way
Thou shalt not be afraid for the destruction that wasteth
David Dickson.
at noonday.&quot;
Verse 5.
Thou shalt not be afraid.&quot; Not only do the pious stand safe, they
are not even touched with fear.
For the prophet does not say, Thou shalt not be
seized ; but, Thou shalt not be afraid.
Certainly such a confidence of mind could
not be attributed to natural powers, in so menacing and so overwhelming a destruc
tion.
For it is natural to mortals, it is implanted in them by God the author and
maker of nature, to fear whatever is hurtful and deadly, especially whot visibly
:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

smites and suddenly destroys. Therefore does he beautifully join together these
two things ; the first, in saying, Thou shalt not be afraid ; the second, by adding,
For the terror. He acknowledges that this plague is terrible to nature ; and then
by his trust in divine protection he promises himself this security, that he shall not
fear the evil, which would otherwise make human nature quail.
Wherefore, in my
judgment, those persons are neither kind (humani) nor pious who are of opinion that
so great a calamity is not to be dreaded by mortals.
They neither observe the
condition of our nature, nor honour the blessing of divine protection ; both of which
we see here done by the prophet. Musculus.
Verse 5.
Not that we are always actually delivered out of every particular
danger or grievance, but because all will turn (such is our confidence in God) to
our greater good ; and the more we suffer the greater shall our reward and our
To the same purpose is the expression of Isaiah
When thou passest
glory be.
and through the rivers, they shall not
through the waters, I will be with thee
overflow thee
when thou walkest through the fire, thou shalt not be burned
neither shall the flame kindle upon thee.&quot;
Isai. xliii. 2.
So also Habakkuk iii. 17,
18,
Although the fig tree shall not blossom,&quot; &c. ; and Job v. 19, 20, etc. And
therefore here is no ground, if the words be rightly understood, for any man absolutely
&quot;

:

;

:

&quot;

;
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presume or conclude that he shall actually be delivered out of any particular
much less upon such a presumption wilfully to run into dangers. If such
danger
figures, the ornament of all language ; such rhetorical, emphatical amplifications
be allowed to human writers, and well enough understood in ordinary language ;
why not to holy writers as well, who had to do with men, as well as others ; whose
end also was to use such expressions as might affect and move ? That human
writers have said as much of the security of good and godly men, I shall need to go
no further than Horace his Ode, Integer vitae scelerisque purus, &c. Most dangerous
then and erroneous is the inference of some men, yea, of some expositors, here, upon
these words of the Psalmist, that no godly man can suffer by the plague, or pesti
lence
nor is old Lactantius his assertion much sounder, Non potest ergo fieri, quin
to

;

:

jiistum inter descrimina tempestatum, &c., that no just man can perish by
war, or by tempest. (Instit. 1, v., c. 18). Most interpreters conclude here, that
the godly are preserved in time of public calamities ; which, in a right sense, may
be true
but withal they should have added, that all godly men are not exempted
Westminster Assembly s Annotations.
at such times ; to prevent rash judgments.
The arrow.&quot; The arrow in this passage probably means the pesti
Verse 5.
The Arabs denote the pestilence by an allusion to this flying weapon.
lence.
I
I received from Solyman, the emperor,
desired to remove to a less contagious air.
that the emperor wondered what I meant, in desiring to remove
this message
my habitation is not the pestilence God s arrow, which will always hit his mark ?
visit
me herewith, how could I avoid it ? is not the plague, said he,
If God would
in my own palace, and yet I do not think of removing.&quot;
Busbequiu s Travels.
What, say they, is not the plague the dart of Almighty God, and can we escape
the blow that he levels at us ? is not his hand steady to hit the persons he aims
Smith s Remarks on the
at ? can we run out of his sight, and beyond his power ?
That year his empire was
Turks, 1673. Herbert also speaking of Curroon, says,
so wounded with God s arrows of plague, pestilence, and famine, as this thousand
See Ezekiel v. 16. S. Burder s Scripture
years before was never so terrible.&quot;

hominem

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Expositor.
Verses 5, 6.
Joseph Scaliger explains, in Epis. 9, these two verses thus, thou
shalt not fear, inso from consternation by night, yrro, from the arrow flying by day, IJTO
from pestilence walking at evening, apgp, from devastation at noon. Under these four
he comprehends all the evils and dangers to which man is liable. And as the Hebrews
divide the four-and-twenty hours of day and night into four parts, namely, evening,
midnight, morning, and mid-day, so he understands the hours of danger to be divided

accordingly
safe,

:

in a

day and

&quot;

word,

that the

night, at every hour,

man who

has

made God

from every danger.

his

refuge,&quot;

is

always

Bythner.

The pestilence that walketh in darkness ; the destruction that wasteth
The description is equally forcible and correct. The diseases of all
and
hot climates,
especially where vegetation is highly luxuriant, and marshes
and miry swamps are abundant, as in the wilderness here referred to, proceed from
the accumulating vapours of the night, or from the violence of the sun s rays at
mid-day. The Beriberi of Ceylon, the spasmodic cholera and jungle-fever of India,
and the greater part of the fevers of inter-tropical climates, especially that called
the pestilence that stalketh
the yellow fever, chiefly originate from the first of these
&quot;

Verse

6.

at noonday.&quot;

&quot;

while sun-strokes or coups de soleil, apoplexies, inflammations of
darkness
the destruc
the brain, and liver-complaints of most kinds, proceed from the second,
tion that wasteth at noonday.&quot;
And it is in allusion to this double source of mischief
The
that the Psalmist exclaims most beautifully on another occasion, cxxi. 6
sun shall not smite thee by day, nor the moon by night.&quot; And hence the Israelites
were miraculously defended against both during their passage through the wilder
and by the
ness by the pillar of a cloud in the day-time, to ward off the solar rays
pillar of fire by night, to dissipate the collecting vapours, and preserve the atmosphere
J. M. Good.
clear, dry, and healthy.
Verse 6.
The putrid plague-fever often comes on in the night while the patient
is asleep
the solstitial disease seizes in heat of harvest upon a man in open air,
and cuts him off, perhaps ere evening. It is safety from perils like these that is
spoken of. All these blessings are derived from and rest on (verse 1) the position
of him that claims them
under the covert of the Most High.&quot; Andrew A. Bonar.
Verse 6.
The pestilence that walketh in darkness.&quot; It walketh not so much
in natural darkness, or in the darkness of the night, as in a figurative darkness,
&quot;

in

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

;

&quot;

&quot;
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man knowing where it walks, or whither it will walk, in the clearest light, whether
to the poor man s house, or to the rich man s house, whether to the dwelling of the
plebeian, or of the prince, till it hath left its own mark, and given a deadly stroke.
Joseph Caryl.
no

Ten thousand.&quot; The word myriad would better represent the exact
Verse 7.
idea in the original, as the Hebrew word is different from that which is translated
It is here put for any large number.
a thousand.&quot;
Albert Barnes.
It shall not come nigh thee.&quot;
Verse 7.
Not nigh thee ? What ? when they
die on this side and on that side, on every hand of a man, doth it not come nigh
him ? Yes, nigh him, but not so nigh as to hurt him the power of God can bring
us near to danger, and yet keep us far from harm.
As good may be locally near us,
and yet virtually far from us, so may evil. The multitude thronged Christ in the
and
but
one
touched
him
so
as
to
receive
so Christ can keep us
yet
good
Gospel,
in a throng of dangers, that not one shall touch us to our hurt.
Joseph Caryl.
// shall not come nigh thee.&quot;
Verse 1.
Not with a view of showing that all
good men may hope to escape from the pestilence, but as proofs that some who
have had superior faith have done so, I have collected the following instances from
C. H. S.
various sources.
Before his departure from Isna [Isny], the town was greatly afflicted with the
and
he
understanding that many of the wealthiest of the inhabitants
pestilence ;
intended to forsake the place, without having any respect or care of such as laboured
with that disease, and that the houses of such as were infected, were commanded
to be shut up by the magistrate, he openly admonished them, either to continue in
the town, or liberally to bestow their alms before their departure, for the relief of
such as were sick. And during the time of the visitation, he himself in person would
he would administer spiritual comfort unto them, pray
visit those that were sick
for them, and would be present with them day and night ; and yet by the providence
of God he remained untouched, and was preserved by the allpowerful hand of God.
From the Life of Paulas Fagius, in T. Fuller s Abel Redevivus.
In 1576, Cardinal Carlo Borromeo, Archbishop of Milan, the worthiest of all the
successors of St. Ambrose, when he learnt at Lodi, that the plague had made its
appearance in his city, went at once to the city. His council of clergy advised him
to remain in some healthy part of his diocese till the sickness should have spent
itself, but he replied that a bishop, whose duty it is to give his life for his sheep,
could not rightly abandon them in time of peril. They owned that to stand by them
is it not a bishop s duty to choose the
was the higher course.
Well,&quot; he said,
So back into the town of deadly sickness he went, leading the
higher course ?
and
their suffering, visiting the hospitals,
over
them
in
to
repent,
watching
people
and, by his own example, encouraging his clergy in carrying spiritual consolation
All the time the plague lasted, which was four months, his exertions
to the dying.
were fearless and unwearied, and what was remarkable was, that of his whole house
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

hold only two died, and they were persons who had not been called to go about
among the sick. From A Book of Golden Deeds,&quot; 1864.
Although Defoe s history of the plague is a work of fiction, yet its statements
The misery of the
are generally facts, and therefore we extract the following
poor I had many occasions to be an eye-witness of, and sometimes also of the charit
able assistance that some pious people daily gave to such, sending them relief and
Some
supplies both of food, physic, and other help, as they found they wanted.
pious ladies were transported with zeal in so good a work, and so confident in the
of
Providence
in
of
that
of
the
charity,
they went
great duty
discharge
protection
about in person distributing alms to the poor, and even visiting poor families, though
sick and infected, in their very houses, appointing nurses to attend those that wanted
attending, and ordering apothecaries and surgeons
giving their blessing to the
I will not
poor in substantial relief to them, as well as hearty prayers for them.
undertake to say, as some do, that none of those charitable people were suffered to
but this I may say, that I never knew anyone of them
fall under the calamity itself
that came to any ill, which I mention for the encouragement of others in case of the
like distress
and, doubtless, if they that give to the poor lend to the Lord, and he
will repay them, those that hazard their lives to give to the poor, and to comfort
and assist the poor in such misery as this, may hope to be protected in the work.&quot;
Daniel Defoe s Journal of the Plague in London.
Home, in his notes on the Psalms, refers to the plague in Marseilles and the
&quot;

&quot;

:

.

.

;

;

.

.

.

.
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devotion of its bishop. There is a full account of him in the Percy Anecdotes from
M. de Belsunce, Bishop of Marseilles, so distinguished
which we cull the following
himself for his humanity during the plague which raged in that city in 1720, that
the Regent of France offered him the richer and more honourable See of Laon, in
Picardy ; but he refused it, saying, he should be unwilling to leave a flock that
had been endeared to him by their sufferings. His pious and intrepid labours are
commemorated in a picture in the Town Hall of Marseilles, in which he is represented
in his episcopal habit, attended by his almoners, giving his benediction to the dying.
But perhaps the most touching picture extant of the bishop s humane labours,
.
is to be found in a letter of his own, written to the Bishop of Soissons, Sept. 27, 1720.
Never, he says, was desolation greater, nor was ever anything like this. Here
have been many cruel plagues, but none was ever more cruel to be sick and dead
was almost the same thing. What a melancholy spectacle have we on all sides I
we go into the streets full of dead bodies, half rotten through, which we pass to
come to a dying body, to excite him to an act of contrition, and give him absolution.
Notwithstanding exposure to a pestilence so fatal, the devoted bishop escaped
&quot;

:

.

.

:

&quot;

uninjured.
Marseilles good Bishop,&quot; England may con
While France justly boasts of
gratulate herself on having cherished in her bosom a clergyman who in an equally
earnest manner discharged his pastoral care, and watched over the simple flock
committed to his charge, at no less risk of life, and with no less fervour of piety
and benevolence. The Rev. W. Mompesson was rector of Eyam in Derbyshire, in
the time of the plague that nearly depopulated the town in the year 1666.
During
the whole time of the calamity, he performed the functions of the physician, the
assisting the sick with his medi
legislator, and the minister of his afflicted parish
Tradition still shows a cavern near Eyam, where
cines, his advice, and his prayers.
this worthy pastor used to preach to such of his parishioners as had not caught the
distemper. Although the village was almost depopulated, his exertions prevented
the spread of the plague to other districts, and he himself survived unharmed.
&quot;

;

Verse

&quot;

8.

Only with thine eyes shall thou behold and

see the

reward of

the

wicked.&quot;

First, indeed, because of thy own escape ; secondly, on account of thy complete
security ; thirdly, for the sake of comparison ; fourthly, because of the perfect
pre-eminence of justice itself. For then it will not be the time of mercy, but of
nor shall any mercy in any way be ever shown towards the wicked
judgment
Far away will be that softness
there, where no improvement can be hoped for.
of human infirmity, which meanwhile charity nevertheless uses for salvation, collect
ing in the ample folds of her outspread net good and bad fishes, that is, pleasant
and hurtful affections. But this is done at sea. On the shore she chooses only the
good, and so rejoicing with them that do rejoice, it hence comes to pass that she
;

weeps not with those that weep.

Bernard.

Here commences the second half of the Psalm. And it is as though
Verse 9.
the Psalmist feared lest (as is too often the case with us) we should, in dwelling on
the promises and blessings of God, and applying them to ourselves, forget the con
the character of those who are to receive them.
dition to which they are annexed
He therefore pauses here to remind us of the opening verses of the Psalm, by repeating
Mary B. M. Duncan.
again their substance.
Because thou hast made the Lord,&quot; etc. What faith is this, what
Verse 9.
God
hath promised protection and deliverance to in the time
is
that
which
trust
What act of faith is it ? What faith is it ? I answer first, there is a
of a plague ?
&quot;

faith of persuasion, called faith, whereby men are persuaded and verily believe
that they shall not die, nor fall by the hand of the plague. This is well ; but I do
not find in the 91st Psalm that this protection is entailed upon this persuasion,
neither do I find this faith here mentioned.
There is also a faith of reliance, whereby a man doth rely upon God for salvation ;
this is a justifying faith, true justifying faith ; this is true faith indeed : but I do
not find in this Psalm, that this promise of protection and deliverance in the time
of a plague is entailed upon this, nor that this is here mentioned.
But again, there is a faith, I may call it a faith of recourse unto God, whereby
a man doth betake himself unto God for shelter, for protection as to his habitation :
when other men do run one this way, another that way, to their hiding places : in
the time of a plague for a man then to betake himself to God as to his habitation,
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do but mark the
I think this is the faith here spoken of in this 91st Psalm
words of the Psalm
at the 1st verse,
He that dwelleth in the secret place of the
as if he should say,
Most High,&quot; in the hiding place of the Most High
When
He
others run from the plague and pestilence and run to their hiding places,&quot;
that dwelleth in the secret place of the Most High,&quot; that betakes himself to God
as his hiding place and his habitation, he shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty,
shall be protected
and so at the 9th verse, Because thou hast made the Lord which
is my refuge, even the Most High thy habitation, there shall no evil befall thee,
as if he should say to us, In
neither shall any plague come nigh thy dwelling
time of a plague men are running and looking out for habitations and hiding places ;
but because thou hast made the Lord thy habitation, and hast recourse to him
as thy habitation,
no evil shall befall thee, neither shall the plague come nigh thy
He shall give his angels charge
and again at the llth verse it is said,
dwelling
as if he should say..
over thee to keep thee in all thy ways,&quot; the ways of thy calling
In the time of a plague men will be very apt to leave station and calling, and so run
away from the plague and pestilence but saith he, He shall give his angels charge
over thee, to keep thee in all thy ways,&quot; the ways of thy calling and place
that
is, look when a man in the time of a plague shall conscientiously keep his station
is
and
betake
habitation
this
the
and place,
himself to God as his
faith that is here
spoken of, and this is the faith that God hath promised protection to, here in the
91st Psalm.
This promise of protection and deliverance is not made to a believer
for though a man be a believer,
as a believer, but as acting and exercising faith
it he do not act and exercise his faith, this promise will not reach him, therefore
if a believer die, not exercising faith and trusting in God, it is no disparagement to
the promise.
William Bridge.
Verse 9.
No man can have two homes two places of constant resort. And if
the Lord be truly
our habitation,&quot; we can have no other refuge for our souls,
no other resting-place for our hearts. Mary B. M. Duncan.
Verses 9, 10.
There is a threefold preservation which the church and the members
of it may look for from divine providence.
One from, another in, and a third by,
Be
First, from dangers, according to the promise in one of the Psalms,
dangers.
cause thou hast made the Lord who is my refuge, even the Most High thy habitation
there shall no evil befall thee, neither shall any plague come nigh thy dwelling.&quot;
Austin had appointed to go to a certain town to visit the Christians there, and to
give them a sermon or more. The day and place were known to his enemies, who
set armed men to lie in wait for him by the way which he was to pass, and kill him.
As God would have it, the guide whom the people had sent with him to prevent his
going out of the right way mistook, and led him into a by-path, yet brought him
at last to his journey s end.
Which when the people understood, as also the ad
versaries disappointment, they adored the providence of God, and gave him thanks
:

for

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

;

;

;

.

.

.

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

for that great deliverance.*
II. In dangers.
So in Job v. 19, 20.
He shall deliver thee in six troubles,
yea in seven there shall no evil touch thee. In famine he shall redeem thee from
death
and in war from the power of the sword.&quot; In time of famine the widow
of Sarepta s store was made to hold out.
The providence of God was with Daniel
in the lion s den, shutting up the mouths of those furious beasts
and with the men
in the fiery furnace, giving a prohibition to the fire that it should not burn, when
they were in the jaws of danger, yea of death. The church hath always been a
This bush is yet far from a consumption,
lily among thorns, yet flourishes still.
although it has seldom or never been out of the fire.
III. By danger.
There is a preservation from greater evils by less. No poison
but Providence knoweth how to make an antidote
so Jonah was swallowed by
a whale, and by that danger kept alive. Joseph thrown into a pit, and afterwards
sold into Egypt, and by these hazards brought to be a nursing father to the church.
Chrysostom excellently, Fides in periculis secura est, in securitate periclitatur.f
Faith is endangered by security, but secure in the midst of danger, as Esther s was
when she said, If I perish I perish.&quot; God preserveth us, not as we do fruits that
are to last but for a year, in sugar
but as flesh for a long voyage in salt we must
expect in this life much brine and pickle, because our heavenly Father preserveth
us as those whom he resolveth to keep for ever, in and by dangers themselves. Paul s
*
Agnoscunt omnes miram Dei providentiam, cui ut liberator! gratias merito egerunt.
&quot;

;

:

;

&quot;

;

Possidonius in vita August, chap. xii.
f Homil. xxvi. operis imperf. in Matt.

:
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thorn in the flesh, which had much of danger and trouble in it, was given him on
said he,
Lest
should be
purpose to prevent pride, which was a great evil.
exalted above measure through abundance of revelations, there was given me a
tl or.i in the flesh, the messenger of Satan to buffet me, lest I should be exalted
above measure.&quot; Elsewhere having commemorated Alexander the coppersmith s
withstanding ana doing him much evil, yea Nero s opening his mouth as a lion
against him, and the Lord s delivering of him thence, he concluded! as more than
And the Lord shall deliver me from every evil work, and will preserve
a conqueror.
me unto his heavenly kingdom to whom be glory for ever and ever, Amen.&quot; 2 Tim.
John Arrowsmith, (1602 1659.)
iv. 14, 15, 17, 18.
Verses 9
14.
Dependence on Christ is not the cause of his hiding us, but it
is the qualification of the person that shall be hid.
Ralph Robinson.
&quot;

&quot;

I,&quot;

&quot;

;

It is a security in the very
Verse 10.
There shall no evil befall thee,&quot; etc.
midst of evils. Not like the security of angels safety in a world of safety, quiet
but it is quiet in a storm, safety amid desolation and the elements of
in a calm
Charles Bradley,
destruction, deliverance where everything else is going to wreck.
&quot;

;

1840.
Verse 10.

God doth not say no

afflictions shall befall us,

but no

Thomas

evil.

Watson.
Sin which has kindled a

on earth con
kindling
And when they break out, every one is asking how they happened. Amos
tinually.
Shall there be evil in a city, and the Lord hath not done it ?
And when
replies,
consumed us, because
desolation is made by fire, Isaiah declares, The Lord hath
threatened
be
to
of our iniquities.&quot;
Many years ago my house was oft
destroyed,
but the Lord insured it, by giving me the 10th verse of the 91st Psalm and the
Lord s providence is the best insurance. John Berridge.
Verse 10.

fire in hell, is

fires

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

Verse 11.

&quot;

He

shall give his angels

command, more than

command

etc.

charge&quot;

Charge

;

is

charge

a strict

when you would have a servant do a
fully, you lay a charge upon him, I charge you that you do
not neglect that business
do
not
you
barely tell what he should do, prescribe him
his work, but you charge him to do it.
So says the Lord unto the angels
My
servants or children, now they are in the plague and pestilence, O my angels, I
a bare

;

as

business certainly and

;

:

charge you stir not from their houses, I charge you, stir not from such an one s
bed-side
it is a charge,
He shall give his angels charge.&quot;
Further, he doth not only, and will not only charge his angel, but his angels ;
not one angel charged with the safety of his people, but many angels
for their
better guard and security,
He shall give his angels charge.&quot; And again, He
will give his angels charge over thee to keep thee
to keep thee ; charge over thee
and to keep thee not only over the whole church of God, but over every particular
member of the church of God
He will give his angels charge over thee to keep
this is his marvellous care.
thee
He will give his angels
Well, but besides this,
to
thee
in
all
charge
keep
thij ways,&quot; not in some of thy ways, but in all thy ways.
As God s providence is particular in regard of our persons, so it is universal in regard
of our ways.
He will give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee,&quot; not in some
&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

but

&quot;

in all thy ways.&quot;
But is this all ?

No

&quot;

They shall bear thee up in their hands,&quot; as every servant
up the young heir, or the young master into his arms, so
It is a great matter that the Lord promiseth to pitch his tents.
the angels.
And
the angels of the Lord shall pitch their tents round about them that fear him
but here is more
the angels shall not only pitch their tents, be their guard, but
their nurses, to bear them up in their hands
but why ?
That thou dash not
desires

and loves

;

to take

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

thy foot against a

When

children begin to go, they are very apt to fall
and get many a knock ; to stumble at every little stone. Now there are many
stones of stumbling that are in our way, and we are very apt to fall and miscarry ;
but such is the goodness of God, the providence of God, the goodness of his providence,
that as he hath provided his angels to be our guard, in opposition to all our foreign
enemies, so he hath provided his angels to be our nurses, in opposition to all our
weaknesses and infirmities, that we get no hurt, that we miscarry not in the least.
But what need God make use of angels to protect his people, he is able to do
it alone
and is it not for God s dishonour to make use of them for the protection
of his people ?
No, it is for the honour of God, for the more honourable the servants
;

stone.&quot;
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are, the instruments are, that a king or prince doth use for the protecting of his
Now the angels, they are honour
people, the more honourable is that king or prince.
Thou hast made him a little
able creatures ; frequently they are called gods ;
lower than the angels.&quot;
They are the fittest people in the world for this employ
ment, fittest in regard of themselves, fittest in regard of the saints. They are fittest
in regard of themselves, for First, they are an exceeding strong and potent people ;
who more fit to look to and care for the concernments of the saints and people of
God, than those that are strong and potent ? It is said of the angels in the ciii. Psalm,
that they excel in strength, v. 20.
One angel you know destroyed a hundred and
fourscore thousand of the host of Assyria in a night ; as one constable will scare
away twenty thieves, so one good angel invested with God s authority is able to
drive away a thousand evil angels, devils
they are an exceeding strong and potent
As they are an exceeding strong and potent people, so they are
Second.
people.
a very knowing and a wise people ; and who so fit to manage the affairs and concerns
of the saints and people of God, and to protect and defend them, as a knowing and
Thou art for
understanding people ? You know what Joab said to David
No man knoweth that day and
wisdom as an angel of God.&quot; Says our Saviour,
as if the angels in heaven knew every secret
time, no, not the angels in heaven ;
and were acquainted with every hidden thing
they are an exceeding knowing
Third.
As they are an exceeding knowing
and
wise.
very
people, very prudent
and wise people, so they are also exceeding active and expeditious, quick in des
patches. Who more fit to protect and defend the saints and people of God, than
those that are active, expedite, and quick in their despatches ? such are the angels.
In the first of Ezekiel ye read that every one had four wings ; why ? because of their
great activity and expedition, and the quick despatch they make in all their affairs.
Fourth.
As they are an active and expeditious people, so they are a people very
faithful both to God and man
in the ciii. Psalm they are ready to do God s will,
and not only ready to fulfil God s will, but they do it
Bless the Lord all ye his
angels that excel in strength (v. 20), that do his commandments, hearkening unto
the voice of his word. Bless ye the Lord, all ye his hosts, ye ministers of his that
do his pleasure.&quot; They are very faithful and who so fit to do the work, to attend
and look to the concernments of the saints and people of God, as those that are
As they are an exceeding faithful people, so they are a people
faithful ?
Fifth.
that are very loving to the saints and children of God, very loving
otherwise
they were not fit to be their nurses what is a nurse without love ? They are loving
Do it not,&quot; (said the angel unto John), I am thy fellow-servant ;
to the saints.
do not give divine worship to me, I am thy fellow-servant
fellow-servants are
loving to one another ; they are fellow-servants with the saints. ... It is recorded
of Alexander that being in great danger and to fight next day with his enemies, he
slept very soundly the night before ; and he being asked the reason thereof, said,
Parmenio wakes
meaning a great and faithful captain of his ; Parmenio wakes,
says he. The angels are called watchmen they watch and are faithful, therefore
you may be secure, quiet, and at rest trust in the Lord for ever, upon this account,
in this day trust in the Lord.
If these things be so, then, friends, why should we not stoop to any work com
manded, though it lie much beneath us ? Do not you think that the attending
upon a sick man, a man that hath a plague sore running upon him, is a work that
&quot;

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

:

;

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

:

much beneath angels? yet the angels do it because it is commanded, though
much beneath them yet they stoop to it because it is commanded and what though
a work lie much beneath you, yet if it be commanded, why should you not stoop
You will say, Such an one is much beneath me, I will not lay my hand under
to it ?
his shoes, he is much beneath me
ah, but the angels lay their hands under your
shoes, and the work they do for you is much beneath them
why should we not be
This is angelical obedience
the angels do you many a kind
like our attendants ?
ness, and never look for thanks from you, they do many a kindness that you are
not aware of
why are you delivered sometimes you know not how ? here is a hand
lies

:

;

:

;

:

under a wing, the ministration of angels is the cause of it. But I say the work they
stoop to for you is much beneath them, and therefore why should we not stoop to
any work commanded, though it lie much beneath us ? William Bridge.
He shall give his angels charge over thee,&quot; etc. When Satan tempted
Verse 11.
Christ in the wilderness, he alleged but one sentence of Scripture for himself, Matthew
iv. 6, and that Psalm out of which he borrowed it made so plain against him, that
he was fain to pick here a word and there a word, and leave out that which went
&quot;
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before, and skip in the midst, and omit that which came after, or else he had marred
The Scripture is so holy, and pure, and true, that no word nor syllable
his cause.
thereof can make for the Devil, or for sinners, or for heretics : yet, as the Devil
alleged Scripture, though it made not for him, but against him, so do the libertines,
and epicures, and heretics, as though they had learned at his school. Henry Smith.
Verse 11.
One angel armed with the power and glory of God is stronger than

a whole country.
Earthly princes are subject to many changes and great unsurety
The reason is, their enemies may kill their watch, and corrupt
of life and estate.
But what men or kingdoms can touch the Church s watch ? what
their guard.
angels of gold are able to corrupt the angels of God ? and then how can that perish
that is committed to keepers so mighty and faithful ? Secondly, the charge of
us is given to those ministering spirits by parcels, not in gross and piece-meal, not
our members in a book, our hairs by tale and number. For it is upon
in a lump
record, and, as it were, delivered to them in writing in one Psalm, They keep all our
in this, they keep our very foot, putting it in security (ver. 12) ;
bones, Ps. xxxiv. 20
and elsewhere our whole man and every member. And can a charge so precisely
and so particularly given and taken, be neglected ? Thirdly, their manner of keeping
us, as it is set down in the text, cannot but promise great assurance ; for, is not
the little child safe while the nurse carrieth it in her arms, or beareth it in her hands ?
So while these nurses so bear us, can we be in danger ? but our nurses on earth may
:

;

Robert Horn.
these nurses, the angels, cannot.
Verse 11.
His angels.&quot; Taking the word angel in its literal meaning, aslook
we
messenger,
may
upon any agency which God employs to strengthen, protect,
and help us, as his angel to us. Mary B. M. Duncan.
To keep thee in all thy ways.&quot; How should those heavenly spirits
Verse 11.
bear that man in their arms, like nurses, upon earth living ; or bear up his soul to
heaven, like winged porters, when he dies, that refuseth the right way ? They
shall keep us in all our ways.
Out of the way it is their charge to oppose us, as t
preserve us in the way. Nor is this more a terror to the ungodly, than to the righteous
For if an angel would keep even a Balaam from sinning, how much
a comfort.
more careful are all those glorious powers to prevent the miscarriages of God s
children
From how many falls and bruises have they saved us
In how many
inclinations to evil have they turned us, either by removing occasions, or by casting
We sin too often, and should catch many more falls, if
in secretly good motions
those holy guardians did not uphold us. Satan is ready to divert us, when we
endeavour to do well
when to do ill, angels are as ready to prevent us. We are
in Joshua the high-priest s case, with Satan on the one hand, on the other an angel,
Zech. iii. 1
without this, our danger were greater than our defence, and we could
neither stand nor rise.
Thomas Adams.
Verse 11.
To keep thee in all thy ways.&quot; Their commission, large as it is,
reaches no further
when you leave that, you lose your guard but while you
keep your way, angels, yea, the God of angels, will keep you. Do not so much fear
losing your estate or your liberty or your lives, as losing your way, and leaving
your way fear that more than anything nothing but sin exposeth you to misery.
So long as you keep your way, you shall keep other things
or if you lose any of
them, you shall get what is better
though you may be sufferers for Christ yov?
shall not be losers by him.
Samuel Slater (
1704), in
Morning Exercises.&quot;
Verse 11.
In all thy ways.&quot; Your ways are God s ways, your way is the way
commanded by God. If you be out of God s ways, you are out of your own way r
if you be in your way, the angels shall keep you, even in the time of a
plague, and
bear you up in their hands that you dash not your foot against a stone
but if you
be out of your way, I will not insure your safety. When Balaam went upon the
devil s errand an angel met him and scared his ass, and the ass ran his foot against
the wall, dashed his foot against the wall. The promise is,
Thou shalt not dash
but he was out of his way, and the angel met him and
thy foot against a stone
scared his ass, and his ass made him rush his leg against the wall.
Jonah went
fall

;

&quot;

&quot;

I

I

!

;

:

&quot;

:

;

:

;

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

out of his way when he ran away from God
God bade him go one way, and he
went another. Well, what then ? were the angels with him for his protection ?
the very sea would not be quiet till he was thrown overboard
instead of angels
to protect him, he had a whale to devour him.
I confess indeed, through the free
and
was
made
of
the
destruction
a
chamber
of
of preserva
grace
God,
mercy
belly
tion to him, but he was out of his way
and instead of an angel to keep him that
he dash not his foot, his whole body was thrown overboard. Says Solomon,
As;

:

;

&quot;
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a bird from her nest, so is a man out of his place
so long as the bird is in her
nest it is free from the hawk, it is free from the birding-piece, it is free from the
nets and gins and snares as long as it is in its nest ; but when the bird is off her
nest then she is exposed to many dangers.
So, so long as a man is in his way, in
his place and in his way, he is well and under protection ; but when a man is off
&quot;

:

his nest, out of his place and out of his way, then is he exposed to all dangers
but
be but in your way and then you may assure yourselves of divine protection, and
of the management thereof by the hands of angels.
Oh who would not labour
should
always to be in that way which God hath appointed him to be in ?
we not always consider with ourselves and say, But am I in
way ? Old Mr.
Dod being upon the water and going out of one boat into another, slipped between
I in
them, and the first word he spake was this,
way ? so we should
way ? am I in
always be saying, But am I in
way ? I am now idling away
soul, am I in
time, but am I in
way ? Oh
way ? I am in
calling
this day without prayer in the morning and reading the Scriptures ; but am I in
I
am
in
?
I
?
Oh
am
now
in
such
soul,
way
way
frothy company where
I get no good, but hurt ; but am I in
I in
way ? Ever consider this,
:

Why

my

&quot;

my

my

&quot;

my

my

my

my

my

my

my

my

my

Am

You may expect

Am

my

the Lord

my

protection and the angels attendance, if you
William Bridge.
be in your way, but not else.
We have the safeguard of the empire ; not only the protection of
Verse 11.
the King, from which the wicked as outlaws are secluded ; but also the keeping
of angels, to whom he hath given a charge over us, to keep us in all his ways.
So
nearly we participate of his divine things, that we have his own guard royal to
Thomas Adams.
attend us.
He shall give his angels charge over thee,&quot; etc.
Verse 11.

way

?

s

&quot;

And

is there care in heaven, and is there love
In heavenly spirits to these creatures base,

That may compassion of their evils move ?
There is, else much more wretched were the race
Of men than beasts. But oh, the exceeding grace
Of highest God, that loves his creatures so,
And all his works with mercy doth embrace,
That blessed angels he sends to and fro,
To serve us wicked men, to serve his wicked foe
!

How

oft

do they their

silver

bowers leave,

To come

to succour us that succour

How

do they with golden pinions cleave

oft

want

!

The

flitting skies, like flying pursuivant,
Against foul fiends to aid us militant
for us fight, they watch and duly ward,
And their bright squadrons round about us plant
And all for love and nothing for reward.
Oh, why should heavenly God to man have such regard
Edmund Spenser, 1552
!

They

;

I

1599.

observable that Scripture is the weapon that Satan doth
In his other ways of dealing he was shy, and did
desire to wield against Christ.
but lay them in Christ s way, offering only the occasion, and leaving him to take
but in this he is more confident, and industriously pleads it as a thing
them up
which he could better stand to and more confidently avouch. The care of his subtlety
herein, lay in the misrepresentation and abuse of it, as may be seen in these par
ticulars
(1) In that he urged this promise to promote a sinful thing, contrary to
that we sin not.
the general end of all Scripture, which was therefore written
He industriously leaves
(2) But more especially in his clipping and mutilating of it.
out that part of it which doth limit and confine the promise of protection to lawful
undertakings, such as this was not, and renders it as a general promise of absolute
It is a citation from Ps. xci. 11, 12 which there
safety, be the action what it will.
He shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee in all thy ways.&quot;
runs thus,
in all thy ways,&quot; which doth direct to a true understanding of
These last words,
God s intention in that promise, he deceitfully leaves out, as if they were needless
and unnecessary parts of the promise, when indeed they were on purpose put there
by the Spirit of God, to give a description of those persons and actions, unto whom,
for albeit.
in such cases, the accomplishment of the promise might be expected
Verses 11, 12.

It is

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;
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doth signify any
the word in the original, which is translated
ways
cryyi
kind of way or action in the general, yet in this place it doth not ; for then God
were engaged to an absolute protection of men, not only when they unnecessarily
thrust themselves into dangers, but in the most abominably sinful actions whatso
ever, which would have been a direct contradiction to those many scriptures wherein
God threatens to withdraw his hand and leave sinners to the danger of their iniquities ;
but it is evident that the sense of it is no more than this, God is with you, while
We have a paraphrase of this text, to this purpose, in Prov. iii.
you are with him.
Then shalt thou walk in thy way safely, and thy foot shall not stumble ;
23,
of this safety, pointed to in the word
condition
where the
then,&quot; which leads the
My son, let them
promise, is expressly mentioned in the foregoing verses,
not depart from thine eyes
Then
not
that is, the precepts of wisdom
shalt thou walk in thy way safely.&quot;
The
then in
ways
upon other terms
this promise cited by Satan, are the ways of duty, or the ways of our lawful callings.
The fallacy of Satan in this dealing with Scripture is obvious, and Christ might
have given this answer, as Bernard hath it, That God promiseth to keep him in his
ways, but not in self-created dangers, for that was not his way, but his ruin ; or if
a way, it was Satan s way, but not his. (3) To these two, some add another abuse,
Thou shalt tread upon
in a subtle concealment of the following verse in Ps. xci.
This concerned Satan, whose cruelty and poisonous deceits
the lion and adder.&quot;
were fitly represented by the lion and the adder, and there the promise is also ex
plained to have a respect to Satan s temptations that is God would so manage
Richard Gilpin.
his protection, that his children should not be led into a snare.
There is, to my mind, a very remarkable coincidence of expression
Verses 11, 12.
between the verses of this Psalm, about the office of God s angels, and that passage
in Isaiah where Christ s sympathy and presence receive the same charge attributed
In Isaiah Ixiii. 9, we read,
In all their affliction
to them without interposition.
he was afflicted, and the angel of his presence saved them.&quot; And again,
They
shall bear thee up in their hands, lest thou dash thy foot against a stone,&quot; compared
And he bare them, and he carried them all the days of old.&quot; Christ in us,
with,
by sympathy with our nature Christ in us, by the indwelling of his Spirit in each
Christ with us, in every step,
individual heart thus he knows all our needs.
all-powerful to make all work for good, and with love and pity watching over
our interests thus his presence saves us, and all things are made his messengers
to us.
Mary B. M. Duncan.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

.

&quot;

.

.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

shall bear thee up ... lest thou dash thy foot against a
Angels
Angels are introduced as bearing up the believer in their hands, not that
he may be carried in safety over some vast ocean, not that he may be transported
through hostile and menacing squadrons, not that, when exposed to some extra
ordinary danger, he may be conveyed to a place of refuge, but, as bearing him up
lest at any time he hurt his foot against a stone.&quot;
in their arms,
Angels, the top
most beings in creation, the radiant, the magnificent, the powerful angels are
represented as holding up a righteous man, lest some pebble in the path should make
him trip, lest he hurt his foot against a stone.
Is there, after all, any want of keeping between the agency and the act, so that
there is even the appearance of angels being unworthily employed, employed on
what is beneath them, when engaged in bearing us up, lest at any time we hurt the
foot against a stone ?
Nay, the hurting the foot against a stone has often laid the
the injury which seemed too trifling to be worth
foundation of fatal bodily disease
Is it different in spiritual
notice has produced extreme sickness, and ended in death.
the promise in our text must be specially
of
to
which
the soul,
respects, in regard
be
it
is
if
a
?
Not
a
there
difference,
Or,
only that the peril to the
jot.
applied
the worst spiritual
soul from a slight injury is far greater than that to the body
diseases might commonly be traced to inconsiderable beginnings.
It can be no easy thing, this keeping the foot from being hurt against a stone,
Neither
seeing that the highest of created beings are commissioned to effect it.
The difficulty in religion is the taking up the cross daily,&quot; rather than the
is it.
and
under
on
some
set
circumstances.
The
it
occasion,
extraordinary
up
taking

Verse 12.

&quot;

.

.

.

stone.&quot;

&quot;

.

.

.

:

:

.

.

.

&quot;

serving God in little things, the carrying religious principle into the details of life,
the discipline of our tempers, the regulation of our speech, the domestic Christianity,
the momentary sacrifices, the secret and unobserved self-denials ; who that knows
anything of the difficulties of piety, does not know that there is greater danger of
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than in trials of apparently far higher cost, and harder endurance
on no other account, yet because the very absence of what looks important, or
is
to
throw him off his guard, make him careless or confident, and
arduous,
likely
thereby almost insure defect or defeat ? Henry Mdvill.
To carry them in their hands is a metaphor, and signifies a perfect
Verse 12.
execution of their custody, to have a special care of them, and therefore is rather
expressed so, than carrying them on their shoulders. That which one carries on
their hand they are sure to keep.
The Spaniards have a proverb when they would
they carry him upon the palms of their
signify eminent favour and friendship,
Lest thou
hands, that is, they exceedingly love him, and diligently keep him.
children often stumble
dash thy foot against a stone.&quot; He persists in the metaphor
and fall, unless they be led and carried in hands and arms. By stones are meant all
difficulties, objections, perils, both to the outward and inward man, as Christ is said
Now we
to take care of hairs and sparrows, that is, of every thing even to a hair.
know what this charge is, saving that Zanchy adds also the metaphor of school
but being adopted
masters, and says that we are poor rustic people, strangers
into the household of God, he gives his most noble ministers, the angels, charge,
when we are weaned, to instruct us,
first of our nursing, and then of our education
to admonish, to institute, to correct us, to comfort us, to defend us, to preserve
us from all evil, and to provoke us to all good. And these angels, seeing we are
so dear to God, that for our sakes he spared not his own Son, take this charge with
all their hearts upon them, and omit nothing of their duty from our birth to the
end of our life. Henry Lawrence, in &quot;A Treatise of our Communion and Warre with
his failing in these

;

if

&quot;

:

;

;

Angells, 1646.

Verse 13.

&quot;

Thou

shall tread

upon

the lion

and adder,

the

young

lion

and

the

dragon shalt thou trample under feet.&quot; What avails a human foot among these ?
What force of human affection can stand fast among such terrible monsters ? These
are spiritual wickednesses, and are designated by not incongruous titles.
One
is an asp, another a basilisk, a third a lion, and a fourth a dragon, because each in
his own invisible way variously wounds,
one by his bite, another by his look, a third
by his roar or blow, and a fourth by his breath
Consider this also, whether perchance we are able to meet these four temptations
with four virtues. The lion roars, who will not fear? If any there be, he shall
be brave. But when the lion is foiled, the dragon lurks in the sand, in order to excite
the soul with his poisonous breath
breathing therein the lust of earthly things.
Who, think you, shall escape his wiles ? None but the prudent. But perhaps
whilst you are careful in attacking these, some annoyance vexes you
and lo
the
asp is upon you forthwith. For he seems to have found for himself a reasonable
moment. Who is he that shall not be exasperated by this asp ? Certainly the
man of temperance and modesty, who knows how to abound, and to suffer want.
On this opportunity, I think, the Evil Eye with its wicked allurements may deter
mine to fascinate thee. Who shall turn away his face ? Truly the just man, who
not only desires not to take to himself the glory due to God, but not even to receive
what is presented by another if yet he is a just man, that justly executes what is
just, who performs not his righteousness before men, who, lastly, although he is
For this virtue consists specially in humility. This
just, lifts not up his head.
purifies the intention, this also obtains merit all the more truly and effectually,
because it arrogates less to itself. Bernard.
Verse 13.
Adder.&quot;
The pethen is classed with the lion as being equally to
be dreaded by the traveller.
There is no doubt that the Egyptian cobra is the
.

.

.

;

;

1

:

&quot;

.

.

.

J. G. Wood.
pethen of Scripture.
Verse 13.
The expression is used (1) for sea-monsters,&quot; (2) for
Dragon.&quot;
serpents, (3) for wild beasts or birds characteristic of desolate places, and (4) it is
used figuratively to represent the enemies of the Lord, and especially Pharaoh, as
head and representative of the Egyptian power, and Nebuchadnezzar, the head
and representative of the Chaldean monarchy. The term is thus a general one,
signifying any monstrous creature, whether of the land or of the water, and is to
be set down with the one or the other, according as the context indicates. John
&quot;

Duns, in

&quot;

Biblical Natural

&quot;

Science.&quot;

Verse 13.
Thou shalt tread upon ;
thou shalt trample under feet.&quot;
Thou
shalt tread upon them, not accidentally, as a man treads upon an adder or a serpent
in the way ; but his meaning is, thou shalt intentionally tread upon them like a
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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conqueror, thou shall tread upon them to testify the dominion over them, so when
the Lord Jesus gave that promise (Luke x. 19) to his disciples, that they should do
great things, he saith, You shall tread upon serpents ; that is, you shall have power
to overcome whatsoever may annoy you
serpentine power is all hurtful power,
whether literal or mystical. As the Apostle assures all believers (Rom. xvi. 20),
God shall tread down Satan (that old serpent) under your feet shortly.&quot; Joseph
:

&quot;

Caryl.
Verse 13 (second clause).

on

the

lion

and

dragon.&quot;

But what

is

said unto Christ ?

Lion, for overt wrath

;

&quot;

And

thou shall tread

dragon for covert lurking.

Augustine.
&quot;

Because he hath set his love upon me.&quot; Vulg.
Because he hath
hoped in me.&quot; Whatever is to be done, whatever is to be declined, whatever is
This is the
to be endured, whatever is to be chosen, thou O Lord art
hope.
Let another
promises, this the sole reason of
expectation.
only cause of all
pretend to merit, let him boast that he bears the burden and heat of the day, let
him say that he fasts twice on the Sabbath, let him finally glory that he is not as
other men ; for me it is good to cleave unto God, to place
hope in the Lord God.
Let others hope in other things, one in his knowledge of letters, another in his worldlywisdom, one in his nobility, one in his dignity, another in some other vanity, for thy
sake I have made all things loss, and count them but dung ; since thou, Lord, art
Verse 14.

&quot;

my

my

my

my

Bernard, quoted by Le Blanc.
hope.
As there is a because and a therefore in the process of
Verse 14 (first clause).
the law, in concluding death for sin, so there is a because and a therefore in the process
of grace, and of the gospel, which doth reason from one grace given to infer another
and such is this here
Because he hath
grace to be given, even grace for grace
David Dickson.
set his love upon me, therefore will I deliver him.&quot;
He does not say, Because he is without sin, because he has perfectly
Verse 14.
kept all my precepts, because he has merit and is worthy to be delivered and guarded.
But he produces those qualities which are even found in the weak, the imperfect,
and those still exposed to sin in the flesh, namely, adhesion, knowledge of his name,
and prayer. Musculus.
He hath set his love upon me.&quot; In the love of a divinely illuminated
Verse 14.
The soul has just and enlarged
believer there is (1) the sweet property of gratitude.
views of the salvation which he has obtained through the name of Jesus. The
the blessings in hand, and the blessings in hope ; the
evils from which he is saved
salvation in time, and the salvation through eternity, which can and shall be en
joyed through the name of Jesus, excites feelings of the most ardent gratitude in
the soul of the Christian.
(2) Another delightful ingredient in this settled love is,
admiration.
Everything in the scheme and execution of God s redeeming plan is
an object of admiration. All that the Lord Jesus is in himself ; all that he has
and all that he has promised to do for his
done
all that he does at the present
This holy feeling is experienced in the
people, deserves the warmest admiration.
He hath set his love upon me.&quot; (3)
breast of the man to whom the Lord can say,
Another ingredient in the illuminated love of the believer is delightful complacency.
Nothing can afford complacent delight in any excellency unless we are persuaded
I may go to the palace of the greatest
that we either do possess, or may possess it.
monarch in the world, and be deeply struck with astonishment and admiration at the
wonder beheld, but there will not be one thrill of complacency felt in my bosom
at the view of the astonishing objects which crowd upon my vision.
Why ? Because
I neither have, nor can have any interest in them
they are not mine, nor ever can
be ; therefore, I cannot take complacent delight in them. But the love of the
Christian is a delightful love, (as Mr. Baxter called it,) because there is in the Lord
everything that is worthy of infinite and eternal admiration ; and then there is the
thought which produces a thrill of pleasure, whatever I admire I can, in some
measure, possess. The illuminated eye of God s favourite sees everything in the
Lord to supply his necessities everything to satisfy his desires, all his own which
makes the soul delight itself in the Lord, and he rests in his love. Therefore, the
Lord says of the object of his lovingkindness,
He hath set his love upon me
he hath renounced sin as the greatest abomination ; he hath taken off the heart
from all idolatrous attachment to the creature, and placed it fixedly and supremely
upon God. William Dawson, Methodist Preacher (1773 1841).
Verse 14.
He hath set his love upon me.&quot;
have a similar expression in

my

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

We
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a ceaseless effort
daily use, which means the bending of all our energies to one end
We say, I have set my heart on such a thing.&quot; This is what
after one object.
God will have from us an intense, single-hearted love. We must love him with
all our heart, and with all our soul, and with all our strength, and with all our mind,&quot;
so that, like Jesus, we may
Just let us think of the way in
delight to do his will.&quot;
which setting our heart on anything affects us, head, hands, time, thought, action all
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

How

are at work for its attainment.
we sacrifice everything else to it
Comfort,
ease, present advantage, money, health, nay, our very selves, go freely for the sake
of our cherished wish.
heart upon
God ? Temperaments differ. This may be an
Have I so set
overdrawn picture of the way in which some of us seek a cherished object. But
each knows his own capability in this way. God also knows our frame, and requires
his best at every man s hand.
There is one thing in this verse which may encourage us very much. It is not
It is to the will to love and serve
because of perfect love that God will deliver.
it
to the
is to the setting the heart, that the promise is made
full purpose of heart
that is set to cleave unto the Lord.
Mary B. M. Duncan.
/ will set him on high.&quot;
That is, in an inaccessible, or lofty place,
Verse 14.
I will set him, which means, I will deliver him.
When men truly know God to be a
in
both
confidence
him, and call upon him. Then God exalts
deliverer, they
put
and delivers him that calls. Franciscus Vatablus.
&quot;

my

!

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

/ will set him on high, because he hath known my name.&quot;
Verse 14.
There is a
great deal of safety in the knowledge of God, in his attributes, and in his Christ. A
man s safety we see lies in his running to the tower (Prov. xxiii. 10) ; he runs and is
And it is the knowledge of this tower that sets a man a running to it. Hence
safe.
/ will set him on high,&quot; I
we find safety attributed to the knowledge of the Lord.
will exalt him, and so he shall be safe.
Why so ? Because he hath known my name ;
for the knowing of God aright was that which made him run, and so he is exalted
and set on high. Then a man is safe when he hath got this tower to be his tower,
when he hath gotten God to be his God. Now when we know God, we get him to be
our God, and make this tower our tower, Jer. xxiv. 7
I will give them an heart
to know me, and I will be their God.&quot;
Jeremiah Dyke, in
The Righteous Man s
Tower,&quot; 1639.
16.
He hath known my name.&quot; From this text I would introduce
Verses 14
to your notice the most desirable character under the sun
and I would exhibit him
before you to excite each one to seek, until you obtain the same blessedness. The
character that I shall exhibit is GOD S FAVOURITE, one who is an object of the &quot;lovingkindness of the Lord
and in reading this passage there are two things which strike
our attention concerning such a character. First, what the Lord says of him. Second,
what the Lord says to him.
There stands before you GOD S FA
Now, then, my brethren LOOK!
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

VOURITE

!

Listen to what God says OF him.
1. He says of him,
He knows my name.&quot;
principle of the life of God in the fallen soul of man is knowledge spiritual,
divine knowledge.
The first operation of the Holy Ghost in the work of salvation,
is a conviction of the character and perfections and relations of God.
The Lord says,
he knows my name.&quot; He knows my name as Omniscient, Omnipresent, Holy,
Just and True. (1) He first knows my name as a sin-hating, sin-avenging God ; and
this knowledge was a means of leading him to a deep sense of his own personal corrup
tion, guilt, and danger as a sinner.
(2) But the favourite of the Lord knows his
name as revealed to Moses, as The Lord, the Lord God, merciful and gracious,
longsuffering, and abundant in goodness and truth, keeping mercy for thousands,
He knows the name of the Lord as
forgiving iniquity, and transgression, and sin.&quot;
concentrated in the name of Jesus, who
shall save his people from their sins.&quot;
white
the
beams
of
s
God
I
so
holiness, (if
By
may
speak), the sinner sees his corrup
tion, guilt and deformity
by the red beams of God s justice he sees his unspeakable
danger
by the mild beams of God s mercy, he discovers a ground of hope that
there is pardon for his aggravated crimes.
But it is in the face of our Lord Jesus
Hence we can say to every saved soul, as
Christ, that God appears most delightful.
Paul did to the Corinthians
God, who commanded the light to shine out of
darkness, hath shined in our hearts, to give the light of the knowledge of the glory
of God in the face of Jesus Christ.&quot;
As all the colours of the rainbow meet in one
sunbeam, so all the perfections of God as perfectly unite, and more beautifully shine
&quot;

I.

The

first

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

:
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forth, in the person and
This saving knowledge

Jesus Christ, upon the soul of the penitent believer.
William Dawson.
vital, active, and powerful.
He hath known my name.&quot; May we not get some light on this expres
Verse 14.
sion from the custom of the Jews, keeping the name JEHOVAH sacred to their own
use, regarding it as too holy even to be pronounced by them in common use, and thus
preserving it from being taken in vain by the heathen around ? Thus it was known
But whatever be the origin of the expressions, to know his
to Jews only.
trust in his name,&quot; to
believe in his name,&quot; it evidently in all these
name,&quot; to
all that by which he maketh
cases means whatever is revealed concerning him
His Word, his Providence, above all, his Son, are included thus in
himself known.
So that to know his name
his name, which we must know, believe in, and trust.
is to know himself, as revealed in the Gospel.
Mary B. M. Duncan.
Sound love to God, floweth from and is joined with sound
Verse 14 (last clause).
knowledge of God, as his Majesty is declared unto us in Scripture the believer who
hath known my name,&quot; saith he.
David Dickson.
hath set his love upon God,
offices of

is

always

&quot;

&quot;

.

.

.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

/ will answer him.&quot;
I think we sometimes discourage ourselves
of the exact meaning of the expression,
answer,&quot; taking it to
mean only grant. Now, an answer is not necessarily an acquiescence. It may be a
It is, in fact, simply attention
refusal, an explanation, a promise, a conditional grant.
In this sense, before we call he will answer, and while we
to our request expressed.
he
will
are yet speaking
hear, Isaiah Ixv. 24.
Mary B. M. Duncan.
/ will be with him in trouble.&quot;
I will be with him in trouble t says
Verse 15.
God and shall I seek meanwhile anything else than trouble ? It is good for me
Not only so, but also to put my hope in the Lord because I will
to cleave unto God.
I will be with him in trouble.
deliver him, he says, and honour him.
delights,
he says, are with the sons of men. Emanuel God with us. Hail, thou art highly
In
of
the
to
the
Lord
is
thee.
the
fulness
with
grace he
favoured, says
Angel
Mary,
&quot;

Verse 15.

&quot;

by a misconception

&quot;

:

:

My

with us, in the plentitude of glory we shall be with him. He descends in order
to be near to those who are of a troubled heart, that he may be with us in our trouble.
It is better for me, O Lord, to be troubled, whilst only thou art with me,
than to reign without thee, to feast without thee, to be honoured without thee.
It is good rather to be embraced by thee in trouble, to have thee in this furnace
with me, than to be without thee even in heaven. For what have I in heaven, and
The furnace tries the gold, and the
without thee what do I desire upon earth ?
temptation of trouble just men. Bernard.
/ will be with him in trouble.&quot;
God hath made promises of his special
Verse 15.
If we have such a friend to visit us in prison,
presence with his saints in suffering.
we shall do well enough though we change our place, we shall not change our keeper.
I will be with him.&quot;
God will hold our head and heart when we are fainting
What if we have more afflictions than others, if we have more of God s company ?
God s honour is dear to him ; it would not be for his honour to bring his children
he will be with them to animate and support
into sufTerings, and leave them there
He shall deliver thee in six
them ; yea, when new troubles arise. Job v. 19.
is

&quot;

;

&quot;

I

;

&quot;

Thomas Watson.

troubles.&quot;

/ will be with him in trouble.&quot;
Verse 15.
Again God speaks and acts like
a tender-hearted mother towards a sickly child. When the child is in perfect health
she can leave it in the hands of the nurse ; but when it is sick she will attend it
You may attend a while to some other business,
herself ; she will say to the nurse,
She hears the slightest moan ; she flies to the
I will watch over the child myself.&quot;
she kisses its lips, and drops a tear upon its face,
cradle ; she takes it in her arms
What can I do for thee, my child ? How can I relieve thy pain and
and asks,
Don t weep and break my heart it is thy mother s arms
soften thy sufferings ?
it is thy mother s
around
thee ; it is thy mother s lap on which thou art laid
that are
So the
it is thy mother that is with thee ; fear not.&quot;
voice that speaks to thee
No mother
/ will be with him in trouble.&quot;
Lord speaks to his afflicted children.
as the Lord does with his suffering
can equally sympathise with her suffering child
No could all the love that ever dwelt in all the mothers hearts that ever
people.
fixed
on her only child, it would no
and
in
mother
s
one
heart,
existed, be united
more bear a comparison with the love of God to his people than the summer midnight
glow-worm is to be compared to the summer mid-day sun.
At other times
/ will be with him in trouble.&quot;
Oh, that delightful sentence
I will give them charge over them, to
God will leave them in the hands of angels
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

!

&quot;

!

&quot;

:
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keep them in all their ways they bear them up lest at any time they dash their feet
But when they are in trouble, I will say to the angels,
Stand
against a stone.&quot;
/ will be with them in trouble.&quot;
So he
aside, I will take care of them myself.&quot;
When thou passest through the waters, I will be with thee
speaks to his people
and through the rivers, they shall not overflow thee when thou walkest through the
neither shall the flame kindle upon thee.
For I am
fire, thou shalt not be burned
the Lord thy God, the Holy One of Israel, thy Saviour.&quot; When languishing in sick
his
and
his
when
make
the
he
will
bed,
ness,
pillow
travelling through
valley of the
will fear no
shadow of death, the Lord will be with him, and enable him to sing,
for thou art with me
evil
thy rod and thy stafl they comfort me.&quot; Thus he is
as their strength in
with them as their physician and nurse, in pain and sickness
weakness as their guide in difficulty their ease in pain and as their life in death,
William Dawson.
/ will be with him in trouble.&quot;
With long life will I satisfy him.&quot; Saint Bernard interprets this of
Verse 16.
heaven ; because he thought nothing long that had an end. This, indeed, is the
those blessed souls never sin, never weep more
they
emphasis of heaven s joy
This is the accent which
shall not only be with the Lord, but ever with the Lord.
Tis
an inheritance,&quot; and that
is set on the eulogies given to heaven in Scripture.
it is
a crown of glory,&quot; and that a
an incorruptible one, that fadeth not away
an
and
eternal
one,
exceeding
great
weight of glory.&quot; When once
yea,
weighty
it is a feast, but such
it is on the saint s head it can never fall, or be snatched off
William Gurnall.
a one that hath a sitting down to it but no rising up from it.
With long life will I satisfy him.&quot; Observe the joyful contrast here
Verse 16.
We spend our years as a tale that
to the mournful words in the foregoing Psalm.
The days of our years are threescore years and ten,&quot; (xc. 9, 10.) The life
is told.
The Obedience of Christ
of Israel in the wilderness was shortened by Disobedience.
in the wilderness has won for us a blessed immortality.
Christopher Wordsworth.
With long life will I satisfy him,&quot; etc. The margin here is length
Verse 16.
that is, days lengthened out or multiplied. The meaning is, I will give
of days
him length of days as he desires, or until he is satisfied with life
implying (1) that
it is natural to desire long life
(2) that long life is to be regarded as a blessing (comp.
Ex. xx. 12)
Prov. iii. 2, 16
(3) that the tendency of religion is to lengthen out life
since virtue, temperance, regular industry, calmness of mind, moderation in all things,
freedom from excesses in eating and drinking, to all of which religion prompts,
contribute to health and to length of days and (4) that a time will come, even under
with living
this promised blessing of length of days, when a man will be
satisfied
when he will have no strong desire to live longer when, under the infirmities of
advanced years, and under his lonely feelings from the fact that his early friends have
fallen, and under the influence of a bright hope of heaven, he will feel that he has
And shew
had enough of life here, and that it is better to depart to another world.
him my salvation.&quot; In another life, after he shall be satisfied with this life. Albert
Barnes.
With long life will I satisfy him.&quot; This promise concerning length
Verse 16.
of life contains a gift of God by no means to be despised.
Many enemies indeed will
plot against his life, and desire to extinguish him as suddenly and as quickly as pos
but I shall so guard him that he shall live to a good old age and be filled
sible
with years, and desire to depart from life. J. B. Folengius.
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

:

;

;

&quot;I

:

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

Verse

16.&quot;

With long

life will I satisfy

We live

him.&quot;

in deeds, not years
in thoughts, not breaths
In feelings, not in figures on a dial.
;

We should count time by heart-throbs. He most
Who thinks most, feels the noblest, acts the best.

;

lives

Philip James Bailey, in
Verse 16.

&quot;

Festus.&quot;

&quot;

Long

life.&quot;

They err who measure life by years,
With false or thoughtless tongue
Some hearts grow old before their time
;

;

Others are always young.
Tis not the

number

of the lines

On
Tis

life s fast filling page,
not the pulse s added throbs,

Which
VOL.

IT.

constitute their age.
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Some

souls are serfs

among

the free

While others nobly thrive
They stand just where their fathers stood
Dead, even while they live.
;

Others, all spirit, heart, and sense,
Theirs the mysterious power.
live in thrills of joy or woe,

To

A

twelvemonth

in

an hour

!

Bryan W.
Verse

16.&quot;

Long

Procter.

life.&quot;

He

liveth long who liveth well
All other life is short and vain
!

:

He

liveth longest who can tell
Of living most for heavenly gain

He

liveth long who liveth well
All else is being flung away ;
liveth longest who can tell
Of true things truly done each day.
!

He

HOT alias Bonar.
Verse 16.

&quot;

/ will shew

him my

salvation.&quot;

The

last, greatest,

climax of blessing,

What God does is perfectly done. Hitherto has his
including and concluding all
servant caught glimpses of the
great salvation.&quot; The Spirit has revealed step by
The Word has taught him, and he has rejoiced
step of it, as he was able to bear it.
in
all
seen
But when God has satisfied
But
was
in his light.
part and known in part.
his servant with length of days, and time for him is over, eternity begun, he will
shew him his salvation.&quot; All will be plain. All will be known. God will be re
vealed in his love and his glory. And we shall know all things, even as we are known
Mary B. M. Duncan.
!

&quot;

&quot;

!

HINTS TO PREACHERS.
There is the dweller in the dark world,
I. The secret dwelling-place.
Verse 1.
in the favoured land, in the holy city, in the outer court ; but the holy of holies is
secret place
the
communion, acceptance, etc. II. The protecting shadow
security, peace, etc. ; like hamlets of olden time clustered beneath castle walls.
A.
Davis.
Charles
The person. One who is in intimate, personal, secret, abiding com
I.
Verse 1.
munion with God, dwelling near the mercy-seat, within the veil. II. The Privilege.
He is the guest of God, protected, refreshed, and comforted by him, and that to all
&quot;

&quot;

eternity.
Verses 1, 2.

Four names of God. I. We commune with him reverently, for he
II. We rest in him as the Almighty.
III. We rejoice in him as
the Most High.
Jehovah or Lord. IV. We trust him as EL, the mighty God.
I. Observe the nouns applied to God
Verse 2.
refuge from trouble, fortress
II. Observe the pronouns applied by man
/
in trouble, God at all times.
will
R.
my refuge, my fortress,&quot; etc. G.
say,
Verse 2.
The power, excellence, fruit, reasonableness, and open avowal of per
sonal faith.
Verse 3.
Invisible protection from invisible dangers ; wisdom to meet cunning,
love to war with cruelty, omnipresence to match mystery, life to baffle death.
Verse 3.
SURELY, or reasons for assured confidence in God s protection.
Verses 3
7.
Pestilence, panic, and peace ; (for times of widespread disease).
Charles A. Davis.
Verses 3, 8, 9.
I. Saints are safe
II. The evil is bounded
surely,&quot; (verse 3).
III. The Lord has reasons for preserving his own
because,&quot;
only,&quot; (verse 8).
(verse 9).
is

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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Verse

4.

I.

The compassion

of truth.
I.
Verses 5, 6.

panoply

God.

men to fear.
doth make cowards of

The exposure
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The confidence

II.

of all

1.

of saints.

The

III.

Continually, day and night.

us
II. The exemption of
Because of their trust. 2. Because of the divine protection.
How an evil may be near but not nigh.
What we have actually seen of the reward of the wicked.
I. God our spiritual habitation.
10.
II. God the keeper of our earthly
&quot;

2.

of

Deservedly

conscience

:

some men from fear.

all.&quot;

1.

Verse 7.
Verse 8.
Verses 9,
III. General truth that the spiritual blesses the temporal.
habitation.
I. The Personal
Verse 10.
II. The Domestic Blessing.
III. The
Blessing.
.connection between the two.
16.
The six I wills.&quot;
Verses 14
A
wrested
I. Satan s
Verses 11, 12.
version preScripture righted.
II.
The Holy Spirit s version trustfulness. Charles A. Davis.
sumptuousness.
I. The Ministry of Angels as employed by God.
Verses 11, 12.
1. Official
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

in all thy ways.&quot;
he shall give,&quot; etc. 2. Personal
over thee.&quot; 3. Constant
1. For preservation
shall bear thee,&quot; etc.
II. As enjoyed by man.
tenderly
but effectually. 2. Under limitation. They cannot do the work of God, or of
or
of
or
of
the
the
or
of
for
salvation
are
word,
Christ,
ministers,
Spirit,
they not
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

;

G. R.
spirits,&quot; etc.
Preservation from minor evils most precious because they are often
most grievous, lead to greater evils, and involve much damage.
The believer s love set upon God.
Verse 13.
I. Every child of God has his enemies.
1. They are numerous
Verse 13.
the
2. Diversified
subtle and powerful
lion and
lion, adder, young lion, dragon.&quot;
adder
lion&quot;
and
the
old
II.
He
will
new and old
young
dragon.&quot;
finally
obtain a complete victory over them
Thou shalt tread,&quot; etc.
shall put thy
the Lord shall bruise Satan,&quot; etc.
G. R.
foot,&quot; etc.
1. The fact of
Verse 14.
Here we have, I. Love for love
Because,&quot; etc.
the saints love to God. There is, first, love in God without their love, then love for
their love.
I will deliver him
2. The evidence of his love to them
from sin,
from danger, from temptation, from every evil. II. Honour for honour. 1. His

all ministering
Verse 12.

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

honouring God.

him

&quot;

He hath known my name

will set him on high
Verses 15, 16.
Observe,
Answer to prayer
he shall
&quot;

&quot;

and made

it

known

God honouring

;

&quot;

high in honour, in happiness, in glory. G. R.
I.
The exceeding great and precious promises. 1.
I will be with
etc.
2. Comfort in trouble
call,&quot;
him.&quot;
I will deliver him.&quot;
4. Greater honour
3. Deliverance from trouble
after trouble
deliver
and honour him.&quot; 5. Length of days : life long enough
to satisfy him.
6. God s salvation
far beyond what
shew him my salvation
man could think or desire. II. To whom these promises belong who is the he
and the him to whom these promises are made. He calls upon God,&quot; says the fif
he
teenth verse
hath known my name,&quot; says the verse preceding; he &quot;hath set
his love upon me,&quot; says the former part of the same verse
he
has made the Lord
his habitation,&quot; says the ninth verse
he
dwelleth in the secret place of the most
To preach privileges without
Hannah More says,
High,&quot; says the first verse.
specifying to whom they belong is like putting a letter in the post-office without a
direction.&quot;
It may be very good and contain a valuable remittance, but no one can
tell for whom it is intended.
All the promises of Scriptures are plainly directed to
those to whom they belong. The direction put upon the promises of this Psalm is un
mistakably clear and often repeated. G. R.
;

I

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

PSALM

XCII.

This admirable composition is
TITLE. A Psalm or Song for the Sabbath-day.
both a Psalm and a Song, full of equal measures of solemnity and joy ; and it was in
The subject is the praise of God ; praise is
tended to be sung upon the day of rest.
Since a true Sabbath can only
Sabbatic work, the joyful occupation of resting hearts.
The style is worthy
be found in God, it is wise to meditate upon him on the Sabbath day.
the
the
is
theme
and
the
its
David
;
fount of every blessing
of
day,
from
of
inspiration
spake as the Spirit gave him utterance. In the church of Christ, at this hour, no Psalm
The delightful version
is more frequently sung upon the Lord s day than the present.
of Dr. Watts is familiar to us all
&quot;

&quot;

Sweet

is

the work,

my

God,

my

&quot;

King,

To praise thy name, give thanks, and sing
To shew thy love by morning light,

And

talk of all thy truth at

;

night.&quot;

apart for adoring the Lord in his finished work of creation, hence
Psalm ; Christians may take even a higher flight, for they celebrate
No one acquainted with David s style will hesitate to ascribe
complete redemption.
the ravings of the Rabbis who speak of its
to him the authorship of this divine hymn :
Adam in Paradise
being composed by Adam, only need to be mentioned to be dismissed.
had neither harps to play upon, nor wicked men to contend with.

The Sabbath was

set

the suitableness of this

EXPOSITION.

/T

is

a good thing to give thanks unto the LORD,

thy name,
2

O most High

and to

sing praises unto

:

To shew forth thy lovingkindness

in the

morning, and thy faithfulness

every night,
3 Upon an instrument of ten
harp with a solemn sound.
4 For thou, LORD, hast made
in the works of thy hands.

strings,

me

and upon the psaltery

glad through thy work

:

;

upon the

I will

triumph

a good thing to give thanks unto the Lord,&quot; or JEHOVAH.
It is good
it is good emotionally, for it is pleasant to the
the Lord s right
it
render
the
same
for
leads
others
to
homage. When
good practically,
duty and pleasure combine, who will be backward ? To give thanks to God is but
a small return for the great benefits wherewith he daily loadeth us
yet as he by
We thank
his Spirit calls it a good thing, we must not despise it, or neglect it.
men when they oblige us, how much more ought we to bless the Lord when he benefits
us.
Devout praise is always good, it is never out of season, never superfluous, but
a Sabbath without thanksgiving is a Sabbath
it is especially suitable to the Sabbath
most High.&quot;
It is good to give
And to sing praises unto thy name,
profaned.
thanks in the form of vocal song. Nature itself teaches us thus to express our
gratitude to God ; do not the birds sing, and the brooks warble as they flow ? To
Silent worship is sweet, but vocal wor
give his gratitude a tongue is wise in man.
To deny the tongue the privilege of uttering the praises of God
ship is sweeter.
involves an unnatural strain upon the most commendable promptings of our renewed
manhood, and it is a problem to us how the members of the Society of Friends can
deprive themselves of so noble, so natural, so inspiring a part of sacred worship.
Good as they are, they miss one good thing when they decline to sing praises unto
the name of the Lord.
Our personal experience has confirmed us in the belief that
it is good to sing unto the Lord ; we have often felt like Luther when he said,
Come,
let us sing a Psalm, and drive away the devil.&quot;
The day should begin
2.
To shew forth thy lovingkindness in the morning.&quot;
with praise
no hour is too early for holy song.
Lovingkindness is a most appro
the
earth
with orient pearl.
theme
is
all
for
those
hours
when
morn
priate
sowing
dewy
&quot;

It

1.

is

ethically, for

heart

it is

;

it is

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:
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we leave unpleasant tasks as
Eagerly and promptly should we magnify the Lord
we can, but our hearts are so engrossed with the adoration of God that we
attend
betimes
to
rise
to
it.
There
is
a
would
peculiar freshness and charm about
the day is loveliest when it first opens its eyelids, and God
early morning praises
himself seems then to make distribution of the day s mamia, which tastes most
It seems most meet that if our hearts and
sweetly if gathered ere the sun is hot.
harps have been silent through the shades of night, we should be eager again to take
And
our place among the chosen choir who ceaselessly hymn the Eternal One.
No hour is too late for praise, the end of the day must
thy faithfulness every night.&quot;
not be the end of gratitude. When nature seems in silent contemplation to adore
its Maker, it ill becomes the children of God to refrain their thanksgiving.
Evening
is the time for retrospect, memory is busy with the experience of the day, hence the
appropriate theme for song is the divine faithfulness, of which another day has fur
a shade
nished fresh evidences. When darkness has settled down o er all things,
immense,&quot; then there comes over wise men a congenial, meditative spirit, and it is
most fitting that they should take an expanded view of the truth and goodness of
;

long as

;

&quot;

&quot;

Jehovah
&quot;

This sacred shade and solitude, what
Tis the felt presence of the Deity.&quot;

is it

?

Every night,&quot; clouded or clear, moonlit or dark, calm or tempestuous, is alike
suitable for a song upon the faithfulness of God, since in all seasons, and under all
circumstances, it abides the same, and is the mainstay of the believer s consolation.
Shame on us that we are so backward in magnifying the Lord, who in the daytime
scatters bounteous love, and in the night season walks his rounds of watching care.
with the fullest range of music, uttering
3.
Upon an instrument of ten strings ;
And
before God with the full compass of melody the richest emotions of his soul.
the
thus
to
the Psalmist felt that every sweetpsaltery ;
praise
upon
giving variety
sounding instrument should be consecrated to God. George Herbert and Martin
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

and whatever may
Luther aided their private devotions by instrumental music
have been the differences of opinion in the Christian church, as to the performance of
instrumental music in public, we have met with no objection to its personal and
Upon the harp with a solemn sound,&quot; or upon meditation with a harp ;
private use.
as much as to say, my meditative soul is, after all, the best instrument, and the harp s
It is blessed work when hand and tongue
dulcet tones come in to aid my thoughts.
work together in the heavenly occupation of praise.
;

&quot;

&quot;

Strings and voices, hands and hearts,
In the concert bear your parts
All that breathe, your God adore,
Praise him, praise him, evermore.&quot;
:

It is, however, much to be feared that attention to the mere mechanism of music,
noting keys and strings, bars and crochets, has carried many away from the spiritual
harmony which is the soul and essence of praise. Fine music without devotion is
but a splendid garment upon a corpse.
For thou, Lord, hast made me glad through thy work.&quot; It was natural for
4.
the Psalmist to sing, because he was glad, and to sing unto the Lord, because his
If we consider either
gladness was caused by a contemplation of the divine work.
but when we come
creation or providence, we shall find overflowing reasons for joy
but
feels that she must
to review the work of redemption, gladness knows no bounds,
the
in
the
all
her
There
are
times
when
Lord
with
contemplation of
might.
praise
silence would be
redeeming love we feel that if we did not sing we must die
/ will
as horrible to us as if we were gagged by inquisitors, or stifled by murderers.
I cannot help it, I must and I will rejoice in the
triumph in the works of thij hands.&quot;
In the first
Lord, even as one who has won the victory and has divided great spoil.
sentence of this verse he expresses the unity of God s work, and in the second the
and
of
his
works
in
for
both
there
is
reason
;
triumph. When God
gladness
variety
reveals his work to a man, and performs a work in his soul, he makes his heart glad
most effectually, and then the natural consequence is continual praise.
&quot;

;

;

&quot;

5

6

O LORD, how great are thy works and thy thoughts are very deep.
A brutish man knoweth not neither doth a fool understand this
!

;
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He is lost in wonder. He utters an
O Lord, how great are thy works !
5.
How stupendous are the doings of
exclamation of amazement. How vast
Jehovah Great for number, extent, and glory and design are all the creations of the
And thy thoughts are very deep.&quot; The Lord s plans are as mar
Infinite One.
his designs are as profound as his doings are vast.
vellous as his acts
Creation is
immeasurable, and the wisdom displayed in it unsearchable. Some men think but
cannot work, and others are mere drudges working without thought in the Eternal
Providence is inexhaustible, and the
the conception and the execution go together.
divine decrees which originate it are inscrutable.
Redemption is grand beyond con
of
love
which
the
and
thoughts
planned it are infinite. Man is superficial,
ception,
God is inscrutable man is shallow, God is deep. Dive as we may we shall never
fathom the mysterious plan, or exhaust the boundless wisdom of the all-comprehending
mind of the Lord. We stand by the fathomless sea of divine wisdom, and exclaim
O the depth
with holy awe,
A brutish man knoweth not ; neither doth a fool understand this.&quot; In this
6.
and the following verses the effect of the Psalm is heightened by contrast
the
shadows are thrown in to bring out the lights more prominently. What a stoop from
from the saint to the brute, from the worshipper to the boor,
the preceding verse
from the Psalmist to the fool Yet, alas, the character described here is no uncom
one.
The
boorish
or bearish man, for such is almost the very Hebrew word,
mon
and if it be pointed out to him, his foolish mind will not
sees nothing in nature
comprehend it. He may be a philosopher, and yet be such a brutish being that he
will not own the existence of a Maker for the ten thousand matchless creations around
him, which wear, even upon their surface, the evidences of profound design. The
and with all its parade of
unbelieving heart, let it boast as it will, does not know
A man must either be a saint or a brute, he has
intellect, it does not understand.
no other choice his type must be the adoring seraph, or the ungrateful swine.
So
far from paying respect to great thinkers who will not own the glory or the being of
God, we ought to regard them as comparable to the beasts which perish, only vastly
lower than mere brutes, because their degrading condition is of their own choosing.
O God, how sorrowful a thing it is that men whom thou hast so largely gifted, and
made in thine own image, should so brutify themselves that they will neither see nor
understand what thou hast made so clear. Well might an eccentric writer say,
God made man a little lower than the angels at first, and he has been trying to
get lower ever since.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

I

!

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

1

&quot;

;

;

I

;

;

;

&quot;

do

7 When the wicked spring as the grass, and when all the
flourish
it is that they shall be
destroyed for ever

8

But thou, LORD,

art most high for evermore.

thine enemies, O LORD, for,
the workers of iniquity shall be scattered.
9 For,

workers of iniquity

:

;

lo,

lo,

thine enemies shall perish

;

all

7.
When the wicked spring as the grass,&quot; in abundance, and apparent strength,
hastening on their progress like verdant plants, which come to perfection in a day,
and when all the workers of iniquity do flourish ;
flowering in their prime and
// is that they shall be destroyed for ever.&quot;
pride, their pomp and their prosperity
to
blossom
to
be
blasted.
They grow
die, they
They flower for a short space to
wither without end. Greatness and glory are to them but the prelude of their over
throw. Little does their opposition matter, the Lord reigns on as if they had never
blasphemed him as a mountain abides the same though the meadows at its feet
bloom or wither, even so the Most High is unaffected by the fleeting mortals who
dare oppose him
they shall soon vanish for ever from among the living. But as
for the wicked
how can our minds endure the contemplation of their doom for
ever.&quot;
Destruction
is a portion far too terrible for the mind to realise.
for ever
Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, the full terror of the wrath to come
8.
But thou, Lord, art most high for evermore.&quot; This is the middle verse of the
Psalm, and the great fact which this Sabbath song is meant to illustrate. God is
at once the highest and most enduring of all beings.
Others rise to fall, but he is the
Most High to eternity. Glory be to his name
How great a God we worship
Who would not fear thee, O thou High Eternal One The ungodly are destroyed for
ever, and God is most high for ever; evil is cast down, and the Holy One reigns
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

!

&quot;

I

!

1

supreme

eternallv.
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9.
Lord.&quot;
It is a wonder full of instruction and warning,
For, lo, thine enemies,
observe it, O ye sons of men ;
for, lo, thine enemies shall perish ;
they shall cease
from among men, they shall be known no more. In that the thing is spoken twice
it is confirmed by the Lord, it shall surely be, and that speedily.
All the workers
their forces shall be dispersed, their hopes broken, and
of iniquity shall be scattered ;
themselves driven hither and thither like chaff before the tempest. They shall
scatter like timid sheep pursued by the lion, they will not have the courage to remain
in arms, nor the unity to abide in confederacy.
The grass cannot resist the scythe,
but falls in withering ranks, even so are the ungodly cut down and swept away in pro
cess of time, while the Lord
they despised sits unmoved upon the throne of his
Terrible as this fact is, no true-hearted man would wish to have
infinite dominion.
it othenvise.
Treason against the great Monarch of the universe ought not to go&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

whom

unpunished
10

But

;

such wanton wickedness richly merits the severest doom.

my

horn shall thou exalt

anointed with fresh

like the

horn of an unicorn

:

I shall

be

oil.

11 Mine eye also shall see my desire on mine enemies, and
my desire of the wicked that rise up against me.

mine ears

shall

hear

But my horn shall thou exalt like the horn of an unicorn.&quot; The believer
10.
rejoices that he shall not be suffered to perish, but shall be strengthened and enabled
The unicorn may have been some
to triumph over his enemies, by the divine aid.
&quot;

among the ancients it
gigantic ox or buffalo now unknown, and perhaps extinct
was the favourite symbol of unconquerable power ; the Psalmist adopts it as his
emblem. Faith takes delight in foreseeing the mercy of the Lord, and sings of what
/ shall be anointed with fresh oil.&quot;
he will do as well as of what he has done.
&quot;

Strengthening shall be attended with refreshment and honour. As guests were
anointed at feasts with perfumed unguents, so shall the saints be cheered and delighted
by fresh outpourings of divine grace and for this reason they shall not pass away
like the wicked.
Observe the contrast between the happiness of the brutish people
and the joy of the righteous, the brutish men grow with a sort of vegetable vigour
of their own, but the righteous are dealt with by the Lord himself, and all the good
which they receive comes directly from his own right hand, and so is doubly precious
in their esteem.
The Psalmist speaks in the first person, and it should be a matter
of prayer with the reader that he may be enabled to do the same.
11.
Mine eye also shall see MY DESIRE on mine enemies.&quot; The words,
my
He does
desire,&quot; inserted by the translators, had far better have been left out.
not say what he should see concerning his enemies, he leaves that blank, and we
have no right to fill in the vacant space with words which look vindictive. He
would see that which would be for God s glory, and that which would be eminently
And mine ears shall hear MY DESIRE of the wicked that rise up against
right and just.
me.&quot;
Here, again, the words
my desire are not inspired, and are a needless and
perhaps a false interpolation. The good man is quite silent as to what he expected
to hear
he knew that what he should hear would vindicate his faith in his God,
and he was content to leave his cruel foes in God s hands, without an expression
It is always best to leave Scripture
concerning his own desire one w ay or the other.
as we find it.
The broken sense of inspiration is better let alone than pieced out
with additions of a translator s own invention
it is like repairing pure gold with
The holy Psalmist had seen the
tinsel, or a mosaic of gems with painted wood.
he felt sure that God
beginning of the ungodly, and expected to see their end
would right all wrongs, and clear his Providence from the charge of favouring the
unjust ; this confidence he here expresses, and sits down contentedly to wait the
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

T

;

;

issues of the future.

he shall grow like a
12 The righteous shall flourish like the palm tree
cedar in Lebanon.
13 Those that be planted in the house of the LORD shall flourish in the
courts of our God.
14 They shall still bring forth fruit in old age they shall be fat and nourish
:

;

ing

;
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15 To shew that the
righteousness in him.

LORD

is

upright

:

he is

my

rock,

and

no un

there is

The song now contrasts the condition of the righteous with that of the grace
The righteous shall flourish like the
The wicked
spring as the grass,&quot; but
whose growth may not be so rapid, but whose endurance for centuries
palm
When we see a noble
is in fine contrast with the transitory verdure of the meadow.
palm standing erect, sending all its strength upward in one bold column, and growing
of
the
we
have
a
fine
and
amid the dearth
desert,
drought
picture of the godly man,
who in his uprightness aims alone at the glory of God and, independent of outward
circumstances, is made by divine grace to live and thrive where all things else perish.
The text tells us not only what the righteous is, but what he shall be come what
He shall
may, the good man shall flourish, and flourish after the noblest manner.
As the
grow like a cedar in Lebanon.&quot; This if another noble and long-lived tree.
of
the
are
the
saith
Lord.
On
the
tree
summit
of
a
of the
days
my people,&quot;
days
the
from
the
cedar
waves
its
unsheltered
branches
in
blast,
mountain,
mighty
per
petual verdure, and so the truly godly man under all adversities retains the joy of
his soul, and continues to make progress in the divine life.
Grass, which makes
but cedars, which
hay for oxen, is a good enough emblem of the unregenerate
12.

&quot;

&quot;

less.

tree,&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

build the temple of the Lord, are none too excellent to set forth the heirs of heaven.
Those that be planted in the house of the Lord shall flourish in the courts of our
13.
In the court-yards of Oriental houses trees were planted, and being thoroughly
God.&quot;
screened, they would be likely to bring forth their fruit to perfection in trying seasons
even so, those who by grace are brought into communion with the Lord, shall be likened
No heart
to trees planted in the Lord s house, and shall find it good to their souls.
has so much joy as that which abides in the Lord Jesus. Fellowship with the stem
If
a
man
abide
he
in
the
branches.
in
Christ
forth
much
fruit.
brings
begets fertility
Those professors who are rooted to the world do not flourish ; those who send forth
their roots into the marshes of frivolous pleasure cannot be in a vigorous condition
but those who dwell in habitual fellowship with God shall become men of full growth,
rich in grace, happy in experience, mighty in influence, honoured and honourable.
Much depends upon the soil in which a tree is planted everything, in our case,
depends upon our abiding in the Lord Jesus, and deriving all our supplies from him.
If we ever really grow in the courts of the Lord s house we must be planted there, for
no tree grows in God s garden self-sown once planted of the Lord, we shall never be
rooted up, but in his courts we shall take root downward, and bring forth fruit upward
to his glory for ever.
14.
They shall still bring forth fruit in old age.&quot; Nature decays but grace
but in
thrives.
Fruit, as far as nature is concerned, belongs to days of vigour
the garden of grace, when plants are weak in themselves, they become strong in the
&quot;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

Lord, and abound in fruit acceptable with God. Happy they who can sing this
Sabbath Psalm, enjoying the rest which breathes through every verse of it no fear
as to the future can distress them, for their evil days, when the strong man faileth,
are the subject of a gracious promise, and therefore they await them with quiet expect
ancy. Aged believers possess a ripe experience, and by their mellow tempers and
sweet testimonies they feed many. Even if bedridden, they bear the fruit of patience
if poor and obscure, their lowly and contented spirit becomes the admiration of
Grace does not leave the saint
those who know how to appreciate modest worth.
when the keepers of the house do tremble the promise is still sure though the eyes
and
the bread of heaven is fed upon when the grinders fail
can no longer read it
the voice of the Spirit in the soul is still melodious when the daughters of music are
this
Because
to
hoar
hairs
he
is
the
Blessed
be
Lord
for
even
low.
the
brought
I AM, who made his people, he therefore bears and carries them.
They shall be fat and flourishing.&quot; They do not drag out a wretched, starveling
God does not
existence, but are like trees full of sap, which bear luxuriant foliage.
pinch his poor servants, and diminish their consolations when their infirmities grow
shall
that
renew
their
rather
does
he
see
to
it
them
they
strength, for their
upon
mouths shall be satisfied with his own good things. Such an one as Paul the aged
however feeble his
would not ask our pity, but invite our sympathetic gratitude
outward man may be, his inner man is so renewed day by day that we may well
envy his perennial peace.
15. This mercy to the aged proves the faithfulness of their God, and leads them
to shew that the Lord is upright
by their cheerful testimony to his ceaseless goodness.
;

;

;

;

;

1

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;
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We do not serve a Master who will run back from his promise. Whoever else may
defraud us, he never will. Every aged Christian is a letter of commendation to the
immutable fidelity of Jehovah.
He is my rock, and there is no unrighteousness in
him.&quot;
Here is the Psalmist s own seal and sign manual still was he building upon
his God, and still was the Lord a firm foundation for his trust
For shelter, for
hitherto he has been to us
defence, for indwelling, for foundation, God is our rock
all that he said he would be, and we may be doubly sure that he will abide the same
even unto the end. He has tried us, but he has never allowed us to be tempted above
what we are able to bear he has delayed our reward, but he has never been un
He is a friend without fault,
righteous to forget our work of faith and labour of love.
a helper without fail.
Whatever he may do with us, he is always in the right
his dispensations have no flaw in them, no, not the most minute.
He is true and
righteous altogether, and so we weave the end of the Psalm with its beginning, and
make a coronet of it, for the head of our Beloved.
// is a good thing to sing praises
unto the Lord,&quot; for
he is my rock, and there is no unrighteousness in him.&quot;
&quot;

:

;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
A Psalm to be sung on the day of the Sabbath.&quot; It is
This is entitled
known that the Jews appropriated certain Psalms to particular days. R. Selomo
thinks that it refers to the future state of the blessed, which is a perpetual sabbath.
Others pretend that it was composed by Adam, on the seventh day of the creation.
It might, with more probability, have been supposed to be put, by a poetic fiction,
into the mouth of Adam, beholding, with wonder and gratitude, the recent creation.
But ver. 2 seems to refer to the morning and evening sacrifice, which the Psalmist
D. Cresswell.
considers as most proper for prayer and praise.
For the Sabbath day.&quot; Perchance, as Lud. de Dieu remarks on this
Title.
place, every day of the week had its allotted Psalms, according to what is said in the
Talmud, lib. D tiip. The songs which the Levites formerly sang in the sanctuary are
on the first day, Ps. xxiv. on the second, Ps. xlviii. on the third, Ps. Ixxxii.
these
on the fifth, the 81st
on the fourth, the 104th
on the sixth, the 93rd
on the
seventh, the 92nd, the beginning of which is, a Psalm or a Canticle for the Sabbath day,
that is to say, for the future age, which will be altogether a sabbath.
Martin Geier.
Title.
For the Sabbath.&quot; It is observable that the name JEHOVAH occurs in
the Psalm seven times the sabbatical number (1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 13, 15).
C. Wordsworth.
&quot;

Title.

&quot;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

It is a good thing.&quot;
Verse 1.
It is bonum, honestum, ju.cundu.rn, utile ;
an
The altar of incense was to be overlaid with
honest, pleasant, and profitable good.
a
of
and
to
have
crown
round
about
it.
Which
we
gold
pure gold,
(if
may allegorically
apply it) intimateth unto us, that the spiritual incense of prayers and praises is rich
and precious, a golden, and a royal thing. Henry Jeanes, in
The Works of Heaven
upon Earth,&quot; 1649.
// is a good thing to give thanks,&quot; etc.
Verse 1.
Giving of thanks is more noble
because in petition often our own good is eyed
and perfect in itself than petition
and regarded, but in giving of thanks only God s honour. The Lord Jesus said,
It
is more blessed to give than to receive.&quot;
Now, a subordinate end of petition is to
receive some good from God, but the sole end of thanks is to give glory unto God.
William Ames (1576 1633), in
Medulla Theologica.&quot;
Verse 1.
Give thanks ;
We thank God for his benefits, and praise
praises.&quot;
him for his perfections. Filliucius, out of Aquinas.
Verse 1.
To sing praises.&quot; 1. Singing is the music of nature. The Scriptures
tell us, the mountains sing (Isai. xliv. 23)
the valleys sing (Psalm Ixv. 13) ; the trees
of the wood sing (1 Chron. xvi. 33).
Nay, the air is the birds music-room, where they
chant their musical notes.
2. Singing is the music of ordinances.
Augustine reports of himself, that when
he came to Milan and heard the people sing, he wept for joy in the church to hear
that pleasing melody. And Beza confesses, that at his first entrance into the con
gregation, and hearing them sing Ps. xci., he felt himself exceedingly comforted, and
did retain the sound of it afterwards upon his heart. The Rabbis tell us, that the
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;
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was celebrated, sang Psalm cxi., and the five
and our Saviour and his apostles sang an hymn immediately
following Psalms
after the blessed supper, (Matt. xxvi. 30).
3. Singing is the music of saints.
(1.) They have performed this duty in their
(2.) In their greatest straits, (Isai. xxvi. 19).
greatest numbers, (Psalm cxlix. 1).
xlii.
their
In
10, 11).
(4.) In their greatest deliverances,
greatest flight, (Isai.
(3.)
In all these changes singing hath
(5.) In their greatest plenties.
(Isai. Ixv. 14).
been their stated duty and delight. And indeed it is meet that the saints and ser
vants of God should sing forth their joys and praises to the Lord Almighty ; every
attribute of him can set both their song and their tune.
Jews, after the feast of the Passover

&quot;

&quot;

;

Job tells us, The morning stars sang together,&quot;
4. Singing is the music of angels.
to
(Job xxxviii. 7). Now these morning stars, as Pineda tells us, are the angels
which the Chalclee paraphrase accords, naming these morning stars, aciem angelorum,
a host of angels.&quot; Nay, when this heavenly host was sent to proclaim the birth of
our dearest Jesus, they delivered their message in this raised way of duty, (Luke ii.
laudatory singing,&quot; the
They were alvovvrav, delivering their messages in a
13).
whole company of angels making a musical choir. Nay, in heaven, there is the
there
to
the
Most
music,
hallelujahs
they
sing
High, and to the Lamb
angels joyous
who sits upon the throne, (Rev. v. 11, 12).
The glorious saints and angels accent their
5. Singing is the music of heaven.
and this is
praises this way, and make one harmony in their state of blessedness
The saints who were tuning here their
the music of the bride-chamber, (Rev. xv. 3).
Psalms, are now singing hallelujahs in a louder strain, and articulating their joys,
which here they could not express to their perfect satisfaction. Here they laboured
but in glory these impediments are re
with drowsy hearts, and faltering tongues
moved, and nothing is left to jar their joyous celebrations. John Wells ( 1676), in
The Morning Exercises.&quot;
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

In the morning.&quot; When indeed the mind after the rest of the night
devoted and constant. In other parts of the day, as at noon, or in
the afternoon, many sounds of business disturb, and greater lassitude oppresses.
Compare Pss. v. 4, lix. 17, Ixiii. 2, Ixxxviii. 14, cxix. 147, 148, where this same part
of the day is celebrated as the fittest for sacred meditations.
However, this ought not
to be taken exclusively, as if, in the morning alone, and not also at noon or in the
Martin Geier.
evening, it was suitable to celebrate divine grace.
In the morning.&quot; The Brahmins rise three hours before the sun,
Verse 2.
The Indians would esteem it a great sin to eat in the morning before praying
to pray.
The ancient Romans considered it impious if they had not a little
to their gods.
chamber in their house, appropriated to prayer. Let us take a lesson from these
their zealous ardour ought to shame us.
Because we possess
Turks and heathen
Frederic Arndt, in
the true light, should their zeal surpass ours ?
Lights of the
Verse

is

more

&quot;

2.

active,

&quot;

;

&quot;

Morning,&quot; 1861.
To
Verse 2.

shew forth thy lovingkindness in the morning.&quot; Our praise ought
In the time of prosperity or the morning we should declare
thy lovingkindness, because whatever of prosperity we have proceeds from the mercy
and grace of God and in the time of adversity or night, we should declare thy justice
or faithfulness, because whatever adversity happens to us is ordained by the just
judgment of God. J. Turrecremata.
Verse 2.
God s mercy is itself the morning ray, which scatters away darkness
&quot;

to be suitably arranged.
;

&quot;

(xxx.
peril.

16) ; his
F. Delitzsch.

5, lix.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

the guardian, that assures us against night

faithfulness

In the morning, and
God is Alpha and Omega.
Verse 2.
every night.&quot;
It is fit we should begin and end the day with his praise, who begins and ends it for
us with mercy. Well, thou seest thy duty plainly laid before thee. As thou wouldst
have God prosper thy labour in the day, and sweeten thy rest in the night, clasp them
both together with thy morning and evening devotions. He that takes no care to
set forth God s portion of time in the morning, doth not only rob God of his due, Lut
is a thief to himself all the day after, by losing the blessing which a faithful prayer
might bring from heaven on his undertakings. And he that closeth his eyes at night
William Gurnall.
without prayer, lies down before his bed is made.
Verse 2.
Thy faithfulness (Vulg. veritas, ) every night.&quot; Truth can be taken
The
in its proper signification.
Thus St. Jerome on our Psalm takes it, and says
truth of the Lord is announced in the night, as if it were wrapped up in some verbal
&quot;

.

.

&quot;

&quot;

:
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In an enigma it is spoken, and in parables ; that seeing, they should not
Moses ascended mount Sinai, Exod.
see, and hearing, they should not understand.
xxiv., and passed into the tempest and into the blackness and darkness, and there
spake with the Lord.&quot; Thus Jerome. Christ brings back the light to us, as LactanShall we wait, says he, till Socrates shall know something ?
Or
tius teaches.
Anaxagoras find light in the darkness ? Or Democritus draw forth the truth from
Or Ascesilas and Cara well ? Or till Empedocles expands the paths of his soul ?
neades see, feel, and perceive ? Behold a voice from heaven teaches us the truth r
In the night truth
and reveals it more clearly to us than the sun himself
Le Blanc.
is to be shown forth, that the night may be turned into day.
obscurities.

Eusebius, in his comment on
of ten strings.&quot;
of ten strings is the worship of the Holy Spirit per
formed by means of the five senses of the body, and by the five powers of the soul.&quot;
And to confirm this interpretation, he quotes the apostle, 1 Cor. xiv. 15 &quot;I will
pray with the spirit, and with the understanding also ; I will sing with the spirit,
Verse

&quot;

3.

Upon an instrument
&quot;

this

Psalm, says

:

The psaltery

:

As the mind has its influence by which it
and with the understanding also.&quot;
moves the body, so the spirit has its own influence by which it moves the soul.&quot;
Whatever may be thought of this gloss, one thing is pretty evident from it, that
instrumental music was not in use in the church of Christ in the time of Eusebius,
which was near the middle of the fourth century. Had any such thing then existed
in the Christian Church, he would have doubtless alluded to or spiritualized it
or,
as he quoted the words of the apostle above, would have shown that carnal usages
were substituted for spiritual exercises. Adam Clarke.
In Augustine to Ambrose there is the following passage bearing on
Verse 3.
this same subject
Sometimes, from over jealousy, I would entirely put from me
and from the church the melodies of the sweet chants that we use in the Psalter,
and the way of Athanasius, bishop of Alexandria, seems the
lest our ears seduce us
safe one, who, as I have often heard, made the reader chant with so slight a change
And yet, when I call to mind
of voice, that it was more like speaking than singing.
&quot;

;

&quot;

:

;

the tears
faith,

I

and

shed when

I

heard the chants of thy church in the infancy of my recovered
was affected, not by the mere music, but by the subject

reflect that I

it were by clear voices and appropriate tune, then, in turn, I confess
useful is the practice.&quot;
are not to conceive that God enjoyed the harp as feeling a delight
Verse 3.
but the Jews, who were yet under age,
like ourselves in mere melody of sounds
were restricted to the use of such childish elements. The intention of them was
to stimulate the worshippers, and stir them up more actively to the celebration of
are to remember that the worship of God
the praise of God with the heart.
was never understood to consist in such outward services, which were only necessary
to help forward a people, as yet weak and rude in knowledge, in the spiritual worship
A difference is to be observed in this respect between his people under the
of God.
Old and under the New Testament ; for now that Christ has appeared, and the
church has reached full age, it were only to bury the light of the Gospel, should we
introduce the shadows of a departed dispensation. From this, it appears that the
Papists, in employing instrumental music, cannot be said so much to imitate the
practice of God s ancient people, as to ape it in a senseless and absurd manner,
exhibiting a silly delight in that worship of the Old Testament which was figurative,
and terminated with the gospel. John Calvin.
Verse 3.
Chrysostom says, Instrumental music was only permitted to the Jews,
God condescended
as sacrifice was, for the heaviness and grossness of their souls.
to their weakness, because they were lately drawn off from idols ; but now instead
Theodoret has many
of organs, we may use our own bodies to praise him withal.&quot;
But the author
like expressions in his comments upon the Psalms and other places.
under the name of Justin Martyr is more express in his determination, as to matter
that the use of singing with instrumental music was not
of fact, telling us plainly,
received in the Christian churches as it was among the Jews in their infant state,
but only the use of plain song.&quot; Joseph Bingham.
Instrumental music, the more I think of it, appears with increasing
Verse 3.
evidence to be utterly unsuited to the genius of the gospel dispensation. There was
a glare, if I may so express it, which characterized even the divine appointments

brought out as

how

We

;

We

&quot;

&quot;

of

Judaism.

An

august temple, ornamented with gold and

silver,

and precious
cymbals r

stones, golden candlesticks, golden altars, priests in rich attire, trumpets,
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which were adapted to an age and dispensation when the church was
harps
But when the substance is come, it is time that the shadows
in a state of infancy.
The best exposition of harps in singing is given by Dr. Watts
flee away.
all of

;

&quot;

Oh may my
Like David

heart in tune be found,
harp of solemn sound.&quot;

s

Andrew
&quot;

Fuller.

On

meditation with a harp.&quot;
[New translation.] By
a bold but intelligible figure, meditation is referred to as an instrument, precisely as
the lyre and harp are, the latter being joined with it as a mere accompaniment. J. A.
Alexander.
With a solemn sound.&quot; Let Christians abound as much as they will
Verse 3.
in the holy, heavenly exercise of singing in God s house and in their own houses
but let it be performed as a holy act, wherein they have immediately and visibly
When any social open act of devotion or solemn worship of God
to do with God.
As we would not have the ark
is performed, God should be reverenced as present.
of God depart from us, nor provoke God to make a breach upon us, we should take
Errors con
heed that we handle the ark with reverence. Jonathan Edwards, in
nected with singing praises to God.&quot;
Verse 3 (last clause).

&quot;

;

&quot;

Thou Lord hast made me glad through thy work.&quot; One of the parts
Verse 4.
of the well-spending of the Sabbath, is the looking upon, and consideration of the
works of creation. The consideration of the Lord s works will afford us much
and when it is so we
sweet refreshment and joy when God blesses the meditation
ought to acknowledge our gladness most thankfully and lift up our heart in his
Dickson.
David
ways.
here is one no less marvellous
work of God
Verse 4.
Thy work.&quot; The
than that of creation, which was the original ground of hallowing the Sabbath (see
iitle of this Psalm)
namely, the final redemption of his people. A. R. Fausset.
Made me glad through thy work,&quot; etc. Surely there is nothing in the
Verse 4.
most undivided reciprocal attachment, that has such power
of
the
short
world,
over the workings of the human heart as the mild sweetness of Nature. The most
ruffled temper, when emerging from the town, will subside into a calm at the sight
It is then that
of an extended landscape reposing in the twilight of a fine evening.
the spirit of peace settles upon the heart, unfetters the thoughts, and elevates the
It is then that we behold the Parent of the universe in his
soul to the Creator.
works we see his grandeur in earth, sea, sky we feel his affection in the emotions
-which they raise, and half-mortal, half-etherealized, forget where we are in the
anticipation of what that world must be, of which this lovely earth is merely the
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

shadow.

Miss

Porter.

Here it will be most fit
I will triumph in the works of thy hands.&quot;
Verse 4.
ting to remind the reader of those three great bursts of adoring song, which in different
centuries have gushed forth from souls enraptured with the sight of nature. They
How
are each of them clear instances of triumphing in the works of God s hands.
majestically Milton sang when he said of our unfallen parents,
&quot;

&quot;

Nor holy rapture wanted they to praise
Their Maker, in fit strains pronounc d or sung
Unmeditated such prompt eloquence
Flow d from their lips, in prose or numerous verse,
More tunable than needed lute or harp
;

To add more

sweetness.&quot;

Then he gives us that noble hymn, too well-known for us to quote, the reader will
find it in the fifth book of the Paradise Lost, commencing
&quot;

Thomson

These are thy glorious works, Parent of good, Almighty

also, in his Seasons, rises to a

wonderful height, as he closes his poem with

a hymn
&quot;These,

&quot;

!

as they change,

Are but the varied

Almighty Father, these

God.&quot;
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Hymn before Sun-rise, in the Vale of Chamouni,&quot; equally well
Coleridge in his
treads the high places of triumphant devotion, as he cries
&quot;

&quot;

Awake my soul not only passive praise
Thou owest not alone these swelling tears,
Mute thanks and secret ecstacy Awake,
Voice of sweet song
Awake, my heart, awake
!

!

I

!

C.reen vales

and

icy cliffs, all join

my

I

hymn.&quot;

Verse 5.
Thy thoughts.&quot; The plural of ro\pna, from the verb ran, to meditate,
and this last word gives a good idea of what is here made the
to count, to weave
subject of admiration and praise, the wonderful intricacy and contrivance with
which the Divine Mind designs and executes his plans, till at length the result is
seen in a beautifully woven tissue of many delicately mingled and coloured threads.
&quot;

;

Christopher Wordsworth.
Verse 5.
Thy thoughts are very deep.&quot; Verily, my brethren, there is no sea
so deep as these thoughts of God, who maketh the wicked flourish, and the good
therein every unbelieving soul is
suffer
nothing so profound, nothing so deep
wrecked, in that depth, in that profundity. Dost thou wish to cross this depth ?
Remove not from the wood of Christ s cross ; and thou shalt not sink hold thyself
fast to Christ.
Augustine.
&quot;

:

:

:

The man-brute will not know the fool will
Verse 6.
Expressively he wrote
not understand this,&quot; viz., that when the wicked spring up with rapid and apparently
as
the
summer
flowers
in Palestine, it is that they may ripen soon
vigorous growth
The man-brute precisely translates the Hebrew words
for a swift destruction.
one whom God has endowed with manhood, but who has debased himself to brutea man as being of God s creation in his own image, but a brute as being
hood
self-moulded (shall we say self-made ?) into the image of the baser animals
Henry
&quot;

:

;

;

;

!

Cowles.
A brutish man knoweth not,&quot; etc. A sottish sensualist who hath his
Verse 6.
soul for salt only, to keep his body from putrefying (as we say of swine) he takes no
knowledge of God s great works, but grunts and goes his ways, contenting himself
with a natural use of the creatures, as beasts do. John Trapp.
A brutish man knoweth not,&quot; etc. That is, he being a beast, and
Verse 6.
having no sanctified principle of wisdom in him, looks no further than a beast into
all the works of God and occurrences of things
looks on all blessings as things
but he extracts seldom holy, spiritual, and
provided for man s delight by God
useful thoughts out of all, he wants the art of doing it.
Thomas Goodwin.
A brutish man knoweth not.&quot; How universally do men strive, by
Verse 6.
and
the putrid joys of sense
passion, to destroy the fineness of the sensibilities which
This mind, which might behold a world of glory in created
God has given them
and
look
them
as through a transparent veil to things infinitely
things,
through
more glorious, signified or contained within the covering, is as dull and heavy as
a piece of anthracite coal.
Who made it so ? Alas, habits of sense and sin have
done this. If from childhood the soul had been educated for God, in habits accordant
with its spiritual nature, it would be full of life, love, and sensibility, in harmony with
all lovely things in the natural world, beholding the spiritual world through the
natural, alive to all excitement from natural and intellectual beauty, and as ready
to its duty as a child to its play.
What a dreadful destruction of the mind s inner
sensibilities results from a sensual life
What a decline, decay, and paralysis of
its intuitive powers, so that the very existence of such a thing as spiritual intuition,
in reference to a spiritual world, may be questioned, if not denied
man may be frightfully successful in such a process of destruction if long
Who can read without indignation
enough continued, upon his own nature.
of Kant,&quot; remarks De Quincey,
that at his own table, in social sincerity and con
fidential talk, let him say what he would in his books, he exulted in the prospect
of absolute and ultimate annihilation
that he planted his glory in the grave, and
was ambitious of rotting for ever
The King of Prussia, though a personal friend
of Kant s, found himself obliged to level his State thunders at some of his doctrines,
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

1

!

I

A

&quot;

&quot;

;

1

and

terrified

him

in his

advance

;

else

I

am persuaded

that

Kant would have formally

delivered Atheism from the Professor s chair, and would have enthroned the horrid
It
ghoulish creed, which privately he professed, in the University of Konigsberg.
The fact is, that as the
required the artillery of a great king to make him pause.
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stomach has been known by means of its natural secretion, to attack not only what
soever alien body is introduced within it, but also (as John Hunter first showed),
sometimes to attack itself and its own organic structure
so, and with the same
;

preternatural extension of instinct, did Kant carry forward his destroying functions,
until he turned them upon his own hopes, and the pledges of his own superiority to
Voices of Nature,&quot; 1852.
the dog, the ape, the worm.&quot;
George B. Cheever, in
A fool.&quot; The simpleton is an automaton, he is a machine, he is
Verse 6.
mere gravity carries him forward, makes him move, makes
worked by a spring
him turn, and that unceasingly and in the same way, and exactly with the same
he
is
whoever has
uniform, he is never inconsistent with himself
equable pace
he is like
seen him once, has seen him at all moments, and in all periods of his life
that which is least visible in
the ox who bellows, or the blackbird which whistles
him is his soul it does not act, it is not exercised, it takes its rest. Jean de la
&quot;

&quot;

;

:

;

;

:

;

Brwjtre (1639
Verse

&quot;

6.

1696), quoted by Ramage.
Neither doth a fool understand

this.&quot;

He

roved among the vales and streams,
In the green wood and hollow dell
They were his dwellings night and day,
But nature ne er could find the way

;

Into the heart of Peter Bell.

In vain, through every changeful year,
Did Nature lead him as before
;

A
A

primrose by a river s brim
yellow primrose was to him,
And it was nothing more.

In vain, through water, earth, and air,
The soul of happy sound was spread,
When Peter on some April morn,
Beneath the broom or budding thorn,
Made the warm earth his lazy bed.

At noon, when by the

He

forest s edge

lay beneath the branches high,

The

soft blue sky did never melt
Into his heart
he never felt
The witchery of the soft blue
;

sky

1

There was a hardness in his cheek,
There was a hardness in his eye.
As if the man had fixed his face,
In

a solitary place,
Against the wind and open sky.

many

W. Wordsworth, 17701850.

Verse
infelicity.

&quot;

7.

When

Adam

the

wicked spring as the

grass,&quot;

etc.

Their felicity

is

the greatest

Clarke.

Little do they think that they are suffered to prosper that like beasts
Verse 1.
they may be fitter for slaughter. The fatter they are, the fitter for slaughter, and
He slew the fattest of them,&quot; Ps. IxxviiL, 31. Zachary Bogan.
the sooner slain
&quot;

:

Bat thou, Lord, art most
Here is the central pivot of the Psalm.
Verse 8.
art height&quot; &c., the abstract used for the concrete, to
high for evermore,&quot; lit.,
in
is
Jehovah. When God
that
is
concentrated
that
the
essence
of
all
high
imply
and the cause of holiness seem low, God is really never higher than then ; for out
When the wicked seem
of seeming weakness he perfects the greatest strength.
The believer who
high, they are then on the verge of being cast down for ever.
can realize this will not despair at the time of his own depression, and of the seeming
If we can feel
Jehovah most high for evermore,&quot; we can
exaltation of the wicked.
A. R. Fausset.
well be unruffled, however low we lie.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Verse 9.
Lo thine enemies
tion as present, and as certain,
Pool.
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

lo

thine

enemies.&quot;

which the repetition

He

of the

represents their destruc

words

implies.

Matthew
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Thine enemies shall perish.&quot; This is the only Psalm in the Psalter
designated a Sabbath-song. The older Sabbath was a type of our rest
and therefore the final extirpation of sin forms one of the leading
sin
in Christ from
Joseph Francis Thrupp.
subjects of the Psalm.
All the workers of iniquity shall be scattered.&quot;
Verse 9.
The wicked may
unite and confederate together, but the bands of their society are feeble.
It is
at least as to the particular object of their
seldom that they long agree together
Though they certainly harmonize in the general one, that of working
pursuit.
But God will soon by his power, and in his wrath, confound and scatter
iniquity.
them even to destruction. Samuel Burder.
Verse

which

&quot;

9.

is

;

&quot;

;

Thou shalt lift up, as a reeym, my horn,&quot; seems to point to the mode
bovidae use their horns, lowering the head and then tossing it up.
William Houghton, in Smith s Bible Dictionary.
Verse 10.

in

&quot;

which the

The horn of an unicorn.&quot; After discussing the various accounts
of this animal by ancient and modern writers, Winer says, I do
not hesitate to say, it is the Antelope Leucoryx, a species of goat with long and sharp
William Walford.
horns.
Verse 10.

&quot;

which are given

I shall be anointed with fresh oil.&quot;
Montanus has, instead of fresh
Verse 10.
with green oil.&quot; Ainsworth
given the literal meaning of the original virido ole.o,
The plants im
The remark of Calmet is
also renders it
fresh or green oil.&quot;
as
of
their
well
as
their
of
somewhat
colour,
fragrance, hence the expression,
parted
oil.&quot;
I
shall
be
anointed
with
oil.&quot;
Some of these
Harmer
says,
green
green
writers think the term green, as it is in the original, signifies
precious fragrant
in colour
and others, fresh or newly-made oil.
oil ;
others, literally
green
But I think it will appear to mean cold-drawn oil,&quot; that which has been expressed
nut
or
fruit
without the process of boiling. The Orientals
or squeezed from the
prefer this kind to all others for anointing themselves ; it is considered the most
precious, the most pure and efficacious.
Nearly all their medicinal oils are thus
and because they cannot gain so much by this method as by the boiling
extracted
Hence their name for the article thus prepared
process, oils so drawn are very dear.
is also palche, that is,
But this term, in Eastern phraseology, is applied
green oil.&quot;
to other things which are unboiled or raw ; thus unboiled water is called patchetameer,
green water
patche-pal, likewise,
green milk,&quot; means that which has
not been boiled, and the butter made from it is called
and un
green butter ;
cooked meat or yams are known by the same name. I think, therefore, the Psalmist
alludes to that valuable article which is called
green oil,&quot; on account of its being
expressed from the nut or fruit, without the process of boiling. Joseph Poberts s
Oriental Illuslrations.
Verse 10.
Anointed with fresh oil.&quot; Every kind of benediction and refreshment
I have received, do receive, and shall receive, like one at a feast, who is welcomed
as a friend, and whose head is copiously anointed with oil or fragrant balm.
In this
way, the spirits are gently refreshed, an inner joyousness excited, the beauty of the
face and limbs, according to the custom of the country, brought to perfection.
Or,
there is an allusion to the custom of anointing persons at their solemn installation
in some splendid office.
Ps.
xxiii.
Thou
anointest
head
with
5,
oil,&quot;
my
Compare
and Ps. xlv. 7,
Martin
God, thy God, hath anointed thee with the oil of gladness.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

oil,&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Geier.

Verse 10 (last clause).
The phrase is not I am anointed,&quot; TOO ; but nVi, imbutus
perfusus sum ; apparently in reference to the abundance of perfume employed
on the occasion, viz., his being elected King over all the tribes, as indicative of
the greater popularity of the act, or the higher measure of Jehovah s blessing on
his people.
The difference, indeed, between the first anointing of David and that
of Saul, as performed by Samuel, is well worthy of notice on the present occasion.
When Samuel was commanded to anoint Saul, he took a vial of oil, and poured it
upon his head,&quot; in private, 1 Sam. xvi. 13. Here we find the horn again made use
David was soaked or imbued with it. John
of, and apparently full to the brim
Mason Good.
&quot;

sum

&quot;

Verse 11.
else.

and

It

&quot;

Mine

enemies.&quot;

refers to persons

who

The word here used

lier-in-wait, one
watched his conduct

means, properly, a

-ynz&amp;gt;

shur

occurs nowhere

who watches one who is
who watched for his rum.
;

;

in

ambush

;

A. Barnes.
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Like the palm tree.&quot; Look now at those stately palm-trees, which
Verse 12.
stand here and there on the plain, like military sentinels, with feathery plumes
nodding gracefully on their proud heads. The stem, tall, slender, and erect as
Rectitude herself, suggests to the Arab poets many a symbol for their lady-love ;
How fair and how pleasant art thou,
and Solomon, long before them, has sung,
This thy stature is like a palm-tree,&quot; (S. Song vii. 6, 7).
O love, for delights
Yes
The righteous shall flourish like the palm-tree,&quot; etc.
and Solomon s father says,
The royal poet has derived more than one figure from the customs of men, and the
The palm grows slowly,
habits of this noble tree, with which to adorn his sacred ode.
but steadily, from century to century uninfluenced by those alternations of the
trees.
It
affect
other
does
not
which
over
seasons
much in winter s copious
rejoice
Neither
rain, nor does it droop under the drought and the burning sun of summer.
heavy weights which men place upon its head, nor the importunate urgency of the
wind, can sway it aside from perfect uprightness. There it stands, looking calmly
down upon the world below, and patiently yielding its large clusters of golden fruit
from generation to generation. They
bring forth fruit in old age.&quot;
The allusion to being planted in the house of the Lord is probably drawn from
the custom of planting beautiful and long-lived trees in the courts of temples and
used for worship. This is still common
high places
palaces, and in all
nearly
every palace, and mosque, and convent in the country has such trees in the courts,
and being well protected there, they flourish exceedingly.
Solomon covered all the walls of the Holy of Holies round about with palmtrees.
They were thus planted, as it were, within the very house of the Lord and
their presence there was not only ornamental, but appropriate and highly suggestive.
The very best emblem, not only of patience in well-doing, but of the rewards of the
righteous a fat and flourishing old age a peaceful end a glorious immortality.
&quot;

&quot;

!

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

W. M. Thomson.
The palms were entitled by Linnaeus, the princes
and Von Martius enthusiastically says,
The commonbut in those genial
world atmosphere does not become these vegetable monarchs
climes where nature seems to have fixed her court, and summons around her of
there they
flowers, and fruits, and trees, and animated beings, a galaxy of beauty,
tower up into the balmy air, rearing their majestic stems highest and proudest of
a
reason
of
their
have
of
at
all.
shafts,
distance,
them,
Many
by
long perpendicular
the appearance of columns, erected by the Divine architect, bearing up the broad
arch of heaven above them, crowned with a capital of gorgeous green foliage.&quot;
And Humboldt speaks of them as the loftiest and stateliest of all vegetable forms.&quot;
To these, above all other trees, the prize of beauty has always been awarded by
every nation, and it was from the Asiatic palm world, or the adjacent countries, that
human civilization sent forth the first rays of its early dawn.
Verse 12.

&quot;

The palm

of the vegetable world

&quot;

tree.&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

&quot;

On the northern borders of the Great Desert, at the foot of the Atlas mountains,
the groves of date palms form the great feature of that parched region, and few
The excessive dryness of this arid tract,
trees besides can maintain an existence.
where rain seldom falls, is such that wheat refuses to grow, and even barley, maize,
and Caffre corn, (Holcus sorghum,) afford the husbandman only a scanty and un
The hot blasts from the south are scarcely supportable even by the
certain crop.
native himself, and yet here forests of date palms flourish, and form a screen imper
vious to the rays of the sun, beneath the shade of which the lemon, the orange, and
the pomegranate, are cherished, and the vine climbs up by means of its twisted
tendrils ; and although reared in constant shade, all these fruits acquire a more
beautiful
delicious flavour than in what would seem a more favourable climate.
The righteous shall
a comment do these facts supply to the words of Holy Writ,
!
the
and
Unmoved by
withering blasts of
scorching
flourish like the palm tree
temptations or persecutions, the Christian sustained by the secret springs of Divine
grace, lives and grows in likeness to his Divine Master, when all others are overcome,
The
and their professions wither.
striking is the contrast in the Psalm.
wicked and worldlings are compared to grass, which is at best but of short duration,
is
the
but the emblem of the Christian
and which is easily withered
palm tree,
which stands for centuries. Like the grateful shade of the palm groves, the Christian
extends around him a genial, sanctified, and heavenly influence ; and just as the
great value of the date palm lies in its abundant, wholesome, and delicious fruit,
fruits of righteousness,&quot;
so do those who are the true disciples of Christ abound in
Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit ; so
Herein is
for, said our Saviour,

How

&quot;

&quot;

How

;

&quot;

&quot;

my
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The righteous shall flourish.&quot; David here tells us how he shall
flourish like the palm tree : he shall grow like a cedar in Lebanon.&quot;
When the wicked spring as the grass, and
he
had said lust before,
Of the wicked
when all the workers of in quity do flourish it is that they shall be destroyed for
ever.&quot;
They flourish as tiie grass, which to-day is, and to-morrow is cast into the
oven. What a contrast with the worthlessness, the weakness, transitoriness, and
are the palm tree and cedar of Lebanon
in a warm country too
destiny, of grass
How
They are evergreens. How beautifully, how firmly, how largely, they grow
How
is
the
cedar
and
upright, and majestic, and tall, the palm tree.
strong
lofty
The palm also bears fruit, called dates, like bunches of grapes. It sometimes yields
a hundredweight at once.
Those that be planted in the house of the
He tells us where he shall flourish.
Lord shall flourish in the courts of our God.&quot; The allusion is striking. It compares
fine
or
well-watered
the house of God to a garden,
soil, favourable to the life, and
The reason is, that in the sanctuary
verdure, and fertility, of the trees fixed there.
we have the communion of saints. There our fellowship is with the Father, and with
There are dispensed the ordinances of religion, and the word
his Son Jesus Christ.
There God commandeth the blessing, even life for evermore.
of truth.
He also tells us when he shall flourish.
They shall still bring forth fruit in
This is to show the permanency of their principles, and to distinguish
old age.&quot;
them from natural productions.
&quot;

Verse 12.
&quot;

flourish.

He shall

&quot;

;

!

!

I

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

The plants

of grace shall ever live

;

Nature decays, but grace must thrive
Time, that doth all things else impair,
Still makes them flourish strong and fair.&quot;
;

The young

the aged Christian
Christian is lovely, like a tree in the blossoms of spring
therefore look for
valuable, like a tree in autumn, bending with ripe fruit.
in
old disciples.
More deadness to the world, the vanity of
something superior
which they have had more opportunities to see ; more meekness of wisdom more
more maturity of judgment in
disposition to make sacrifices for the sake of peace
more confidence in God more richness of experience.
divine things
He also tells us why he shall flourish.
They shall be fat and flourishing to
shew that the Lord is upright.&quot;
might rather have supposed that it was necessary
But
were
the
to shew that they
by
upright.
grace of God they are what they are
not they, but the grace of God which is in them. From him is their fruit found.
and
Their preservation and fertility, therefore, are to the praise and glory of God
as what he docs for them he had engaged to do, it displays his truth as well as his
William Jay.
mercy, and proves that he is upright.
The righteous shall flourish like the palm tree.&quot;
Verse 12.
Earth is a desert to the Christian ; true
1. The palm tree grows in the desert.
believers are ever refreshed in it as a palm is in the Arabian desert.
So Lot amid
Sodom s wickedness, and Enoch who walked with God amongst the antediluvians.
2. The palm tree grows from the sand, but the sand is not its food ; water from
below feeds its tap roots, though the heavens above be brass. Some Christians
grow, not as the lily, Hos. xiv. 5, by green pastures, or the willow by water-courses,
Isai. xliv. 4, but as the palm of the desert
so Joseph among the Cat-worshippers of
Egypt, Daniel in voluptuous Babylon. Faith s penetrating root reaches the fountains
of living waters.
3. The palm tree is beautiful, with its tall and verdant canopy, and the silvery
so the Christian virtues are not like the creeper or
flashes of its waving plumes
bramble, tending downwards, their palm branches shoot upwards, and seek the
above
where
Col. iii. 1
some trees are crooked and gnarled,
Christ
dwells,
things
but the Christian is a tall palm as a son of the light, Matt. iii. 12 ; Phil. ii. 15. The
Jews were called a crooked generation, Deut. xxxii. 5, and Satan a crooked serpent,
Isai. xxvii., but the Christian is upright like the palm.
Its beautiful, unfading leaves
make it an emblem of victory ; it was twisted into verdant booths at the feast of
Tabernacles and the multitude, when escorting Christ to his coronation in Jerusalem,
spread leaves on the way, Matt. xxi. 8 ; so victors in heaven are represented as
having palms in their hands, Rev. vii. 9. No dust adheres to the leaf as it does with
the Christian is in the world, not of it ; the dust of earth s desert adheres
the battree
:

We

is

;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

We

;

&quot;

;

;

:

;

;
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Like the palm tree.&quot; Look now at those stately palm-trees, which
Verse 12.
stand here and there on the plain, like military sentinels, with feathery plumes
nodding gracefully on their proud heads. The stem, tall, slender, and erect as
Rectitude herself, suggests to the Arab poets many a symbol for their lady-love ;
How fair and how pleasant art thou,
and Solomon, long before them, has sung,
O love, for delights This thy stature is like a palm-tree,&quot; (S. Song vii. 6, 7). Yes
The righteous shall flourish like the palm-tree,&quot; etc.
and Solomon s father says,
The royal poet has derived more than one figure from the customs of men, and the
The palm grows slowly,
habits of this noble tree, with which to adorn his sacred ode.
but steadily, from century to century uninfluenced by those alternations of the
It does not rejoice over much in winter s copious
seasons which affect other trees.
Neither
rain, nor does it droop under the drought and the burning sun of summer.
heavy weights which men place upon its head, nor the importunate urgency of the
wind, can sway it aside from perfect uprightness. There it stands, looking calmly
down upon the world below, and patiently yielding its large clusters of golden fruit
from generation to generation. They
bring forth fruit in old age.&quot;
The allusion to being planted in the house of the Lord is probably drawn from
the custom of planting beautiful and long-lived trees in the courts of temples and
&quot;

&quot;

I

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

used for worship. This is still common
high places
palaces, and in all
nearly
every palace, and mosque, and convent in the country has such trees in the courts,
and being well protected there, they flourish exceedingly.
Solomon covered all the walls of the Holy of Holies round about with palmtrees.
They were thus planted, as it were, within the very house of the Lord and
their presence there was not only ornamental, but appropriate and highly suggestive.
The very best emblem, not only of patience in well-doing, but of the rewards of the
righteous a fat and flourishing old age a peaceful end a glorious immortality.
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

W. M. Thomson.
The palms were entitled by Linnaeus, the princes
and Von Martius enthusiastically says,
The commonbut in those genial
world atmosphere does not become these vegetable monarchs
climes where nature seems to have fixed her court, and summons around her of
there they
flowers, and fruits, and trees, and animated beings, a galaxy of beauty,
tower up into the balmy air, rearing their majestic stems highest and proudest of
all.
Many of them, at a distance, by reason of their long perpendicular shafts, have
the appearance of columns, erected by the Divine architect, bearing up the broad
arch of heaven above them, crowned with a capital of gorgeous green foliage.&quot;
And Humboldt speaks of them as the loftiest and stateliest of all vegetable forms.&quot;
To these, above all other trees, the prize of beauty has always been awarded by
every nation, and it was from the Asiatic palm world, or the adjacent countries, that
human civilization sent forth the first rays of its early dawn.
Verse 12.

&quot;

The palm

of the vegetable world

&quot;

tree.&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

&quot;

On the northern borders of the Great Desert, at the foot of the Atlas mountains,
the groves of date palms form the great feature of that parched region, and few
The excessive dryness of this arid tract,
trees besides can maintain an existence.
where rain seldom falls, is such that wheat refuses to grow, and even barley, maize,
and Caffre corn, (Holcus sorghum,) afford the husbandman only a scanty and un
The hot blasts from the south are scarcely supportable even by the
certain crop.
native himself, and yet here forests of date palms flourish, and form a screen imper
vious to the rays of the sun, beneath the shade of which the lemon, the orange, and
the pomegranate, are cherished, and the vine climbs up by means of its twisted
and although reared in constant shade, all these fruits acquire a more
tendrils
How beautiful
delicious flavour than in what would seem a more favourable climate.
The righteous shall
a comment do these facts supply to the words of Holy Writ,
!
the
and
like
the
tree
Unmoved
withering blasts of
scorching
palm
by
flourish
temptations or persecutions, the Christian sustained by the secret springs of Divine
grace, lives and grows in likeness to his Divine Master, when all others are overcome,
and their professions wither. How striking is the contrast in the Psalm. The
wicked and worldlings are compared to grass, which is at best but of short duration,
but the emblem of the Christian is the palm tree,
and which is easily withered
which stands for centuries. Like the grateful shade of the palm groves, the Christian
and just as the
extends around him a genial, sanctified, and heavenly influence
great value of the date palm lies in its abundant, wholesome, and delicious fruit,
fruits of righteousness,&quot;
so do those who are the true disciples of Christ abound in
so
Herein is my Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit
for, said our Saviour,
;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;
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The righteous shall flourish.&quot; David here tells us how he shall
Verse 12.
He shall flourish like the palm tree : he shall grow like a cedar in Lebanon.&quot;
When the wicked spring as the grass, and
Of the wicked he had said just before,
when all the workers of in quity do flourish it is that they shall be destroyed for
ever.&quot;
They flourish as the grass, which to-day is, and to-morrow is cast into the
oven. What a contrast with the worthlessness, the weakness, transitoriness, and
are the palm tree and cedar of Lebanon
in a warm country too
destiny, of grass
How
They are evergreens. How beautifully, how firmly, how largely, they grow
cedar
How
is
the
and
upright, and majestic, and tall, the palm tree.
lofty
strong
The palm also bears fruit, called dates, like bunches of grapes. It sometimes yields
a hundredweight at once.
Those that be planted in the house of the
He tells us where he shall flourish.
Lord shall flourish in the courts of our God.&quot; The allusion is striking. It compares
fine
or
a
well-watered
of
God
to
house
the
soil, favourable to the life, and
garden,
verdure, and fertility, of the trees fixed there. The reason is, that in the sanctuary
we have the communion of saints. There our fellowship is with the Father, and with
There are dispensed the ordinances of religion, and the word
his Son Jesus Christ.
There God commandeth the blessing, even life for evermore.
of truth.
He also tells us when he shall flourish.
They shall still bring forth fruit in
This is to show the permanency of their principles, and to distinguish
old age.&quot;
them from natural productions.
&quot;

&quot;

flourish.

&quot;

;

I

1

!

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

The plants

of grace shall ever live

;

Nature decays, but grace must thrive
Time, that doth all things else impair,
Still makes them flourish strong and fair.&quot;
;

The young

Christian is lovely, like a tree in the blossoms of spring
the aged Christian
therefore look for
valuable, like a tree in autumn, bending with ripe fruit.
in
old
More
deadness
to
the
disciples.
world, the vanity of
something superior
more meekness of wisdom ; more
which they have had more opportunities to see
more maturity of judgment in
disposition to make sacrifices for the sake of peace
more confidence in God more richness of experience.
divine things
He also tells us why he shall flourish.
They shall be fat and flourishing ; to
shew that the Lord is upright.&quot;
might rather have supposed that it was necessary
But by the grace of God they are what they are
to shew that they were upright.
not they, but the grace of God which is in them. From him is their fruit found.
Their preservation and fertility, therefore, are to the praise and glory of God
and
as what he does for them he had engaged to do, it displays his truth as well as his
William Jay.
mercy, and proves that he is upright.
The righteous shall flourish like the palm tree.&quot;
Verse 12.
1. The palm tree grows in the desert.
Earth is a desert to the Christian
true
believers are ever refreshed in it as a palm is in the Arabian desert.
So Lot amid
Sodom s wickedness, and Enoch who walked with God amongst the antediluvians.
2. The palm tree grows from the sand, but the sand is not its food ; water from
below feeds its tap roots, though the heavens above be brass. Some Christians
grow, not as the lily, Hos. xiv. 5, by green pastures, or the willow by water-courses,
Isai. xliv. 4, but as the palm of the desert ; so Joseph among the Cat-worshippers of
Egypt, Daniel in voluptuous Babylon. Faith s penetrating root reaches the fountains
of living waters.
:

We

is

;

;

;

;

&quot;

We

;

&quot;

;

tree is beautiful, with its tall and verdant canopy, and the silvery
so the Christian virtues are not like the creeper or
waving plumes
bramble, tending downwards, their palm branches shoot upwards, and seek the
some trees are crooked and gnarled,
things above where Christ dwells, Col. iii. 1
but the Christian is a tall palm as a son of the light, Matt. iii. 12
The
Phil. ii. 15.
Jews were called a crooked generation, Deut. xxxii. 5, and Satan a crooked serpent,
3.

The palm

flashes of its

;

:

;

Isai. xxvii., but the Christian is upright like the palm.
Its beautiful, unfading leaves
make it an emblem of victory it was twisted into verdant booths at the feast of
Tabernacles and the multitude, when escorting Christ to his coronation in Jerusalem,
spread leaves on the way, Matt. xxi. 8 ; so victors in heaven are represented as
having palms in their hands, Rev. vii. 9. No dust adheres to the leaf as it does with
the Christian is in the world, not of it
the battree
the dust of earth s desert adheres
;

;

;
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And

the Psalmist, in the next words, declares the greatness of the privilege
To shew that the Lord is upright : he is my rock, and there is no unrighteousness in
him.&quot;
Consider the oppositions that lie against the nourishing of believers in old
age, the difficulties of it, the temptations that must be conquered, the actings of
the mind above its natural abilities which are decayed, the weariness that is apt to
befall us in a long spiritual conflict, the cries of the flesh to be spared, and we shall
see it to be an evidence of the faithfulness, power, and righteousness of God in cove
nant
nothing else could produce this mighty effect. So the prophet, treating of
the same promise, Hosea xiv. 4 8, closeth his discourse with that blessed remark,
Who is wise, and he shall understand these things ? prudent, and he shall
ver. 9,
know them ? for the ways of the Lord are right, and the just shall walk in them.&quot;
Spiritual wisdom will make us to see that the faithfulness and power of God are
exerted in this work of preserving believers flourishing and fruitful unto the end.
:

&quot;

;

&quot;

John Owen.
Verse 14.
Constancy is an ingredient in the obedience Christ requires. His
trees bring forth fruit in old age.
Age makes other things decay, but makes a
flourish.
Some are like hot horses, mettlesome at the beginning of a
Christian
and
tired
a
time
before
long
journey,
they come to their journey s end.
good
disciple, as he would not have from God a temporary happiness, so he would not
give to God a temporary obedience ; as he would have his glory last as long as God
Judas had a fair be
lives, so he would have his obedience last as long as he lives.
ginning, but destroyed all in the end by betraying his Master.
Stephen Charnock.
Verse 14.
Here
is
not
mention
of
Flourishing.&quot;
only
growing but of flourish

A

&quot;

and here

and tis growing and flourishing
(which flourisheth under oppression),
cedar
and like a
in Lebanon,&quot; where
(not growing in ordinary places, but)
were the goodliest cedars. Nor doth the Spirit promise here a flourishing in boughs
some
trees
and leaves only (as
and this not only
do, and do no more), but in fruit
fruit for once in a year, or one year, but they
still bring forth fruit,&quot; and that not
in
the
of
their
or
in
but
in
old
and that
only
years
youth,
grace,
beginnings
age,&quot;
not only in the entrance of that state which is called old age, threescore years, but
that which the Scripture calls the perfection of old age, threescore years and ten, as
the learned Hebrews observe upon the word used in the Psalm. What a divine
climax doth the Spirit of God make in this Scripture, to show that the godly man
as to his state, is so far from declining, that he is still climbing higher and higher
Joseph Caryl.
ing,

flourishing three times mentioned,

s

not only like a
&quot;

tree,

but

like a

&quot;

palm

tree,&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

1

He is my rock, and there is no unrighteousness in him.&quot; Implying
Verse 15.
that God can no more be moved or removed from doing righteously, than a rock
can be removed out of its place. Joseph Caryl.
&quot;

HINTS TO PREACHERS.
a good thing to have cause for gratitude. Every one has this.
Verse
This is the gift of God.
II. It is a good thing to have the principle of gratitude.
This may excite gratitude in
III. It is a good thing to give expression to gratitude.
G. R.
others.
The blessedness of praise, verse 1. The theme of praise, verse 2.
3.
Verses 1
The ingenuity of praise, verse 3 inanimate nature enlisted in the holy work. C. A.
Davis.
I. Our praises of God should be intelligent, declaring his varied attributes.
Verse 2.
III. Continual, every
II. Seasonable, declaring each attribute in appropriate time.
night, and every day.
I. All the powers of the soul should be praise.
Verse 3.
Upon an instrument
II. All the utterances
of ten strings,&quot; all the chords of the mind, affections, will, etc.
III. All the actions of the life should be praise.
of the lips should be praise.
In our praise of God there should be, I. Preparation for instruments
Verse 3.
II. Breadth of thought
should be tuned.
upon an instrument of ten strings.&quot;
ten strings.&quot;
IV. Variety psaltery, harp,
III. Absorption of the whole nature
solemn sound.&quot;
V. Deep reverence
etc.
1.

I.

It is

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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Verse 4

hast

(first

made me

sentence).

glad.&quot;

III.

I.

My

What

state
is

&quot;

glad.&quot;

the ground of

II.

How
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I

arrived at

&quot;

it

&quot;

it ?

through thy

work.&quot;

thou
IV.

I do ?
ascribe it all to God, and bless him for it.
of God s creation, having God s work for
I. The divinest gladness
Verse 4.
II. The divinest triumph
caused by the varied works of God in
its argument.
The first is for our own hearts, the second
creation, providence, redemption, &c.

What, then,

is

shall

for the convincing of those

around

us.

The unscalable mountains and the fathomless sea or the divine works
Verse 5.
and the divine thoughts (God-revealed and hidden) equally beyond human appre
C. A. Davis.
hension.
Great prosperity the frequent forerunner of destruction to wicked
Verse 7.
I. By hardness of heart, as Pharaoh.
it
leads them to provoke divine wrath
for
men,
III. By haughty hatred of the saints, as Haman.
II. By pride, as Nebuchadnezzar.
V. By self-exaltation, as Herod.
IV. By carnal security, as the rich fool.
Between the wicked and God, verses 7, 8. Between
10.
Contrasts.
Verses 7
verses
10.
C. A. Davis.
his
and
s
enemies
God
friends,
9,
The wicked and the righteous pourtrayed. C. A. Davis.
14.
Verses 7, 12
Christian illumination, consecration, gladness, and graces,
Verse 10 (last clause).
William Garrett Lewis, 1872.
are all of them the anointing of the Spirit.
The subject of David s confidence was I. Very com
Verse 10 (last clause).
prehensive, including renewed strength, fresh tokens of favour, confirmation in
II. Well grounded, since it rested in God
office, qualification for it, and new joys.
and his promises. III. Calming all fears. IV. Exciting hopes. V. Causing pity
for those who have no such confidence.
Palm in the valley, cedar on
I. The righteous flourish in all places.
Verse 12.
Both trees are evergreen. III. Under all cir
II. In all seasons.
the mountain.
cumstances. Palm in drought, cedar in storm and frost. G. R.
16.
I. Regeneration
II. Growth in grace
flourish.&quot;
Verses 14
planted.&quot;
fruit.&quot;
IV. Perseverance
old age.&quot;
V. The reason of it
III. Usefulness
all
to shew that the Lord,&quot; etc.
The reason and the pledge of final perseverance. C. A. Davis.
Verses 15, 16.
:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

PSALM

XCIII.

This brief Psalm is without title or name of author, but its subject is obvious enough,
It is the Psalm of Omnipotent Sovereignty
being stated in the very first line.
Jehovah,
Possibly at the time this sacred ode was written,
despite all opposition, reigns supreme.
the nation was in danger from its enemies, and the hopes of the people of God were en
What sweeter and surer con
couraged by remembering that the Lord was still King.
solation could they desire ?
:

EXPOSITION.

HPHE LORD reigneth,

he is clothed with majesty the LORD is clothed with
*
the world also is stablished,
strength, wherewith he hath girded himself
that it cannot be moved.
thou art from everlasting.
2 Thy throne is established of old
3 The floods have lifted up, O LORD, the floods have lifted up their voice
the floods lift up their waves.
4 The LORD on high is mightier than the noise of many waters, yea, than
;

:

:

;

the mighty waves of the sea.
5 Thy testimonies are very sure

:

holiness

becometh thine house,

O LORD,

for ever.
or Jehovah reigns.
Whatever opposition may arise,
he has reigned, does reign, and will reign for ever and ever.
Whatever turmoil and rebellion there may be beneath the clouds, the eternal King
and everywhere he is really Master, let his foes
sits above all in supreme serenity
rage as they may. All things are ordered according to his eternal purposes, and
In
before
us it would seem as if the Lord had for a while
will
is
done.
the
verse
his
appeared to vacate the throne, but on a sudden he puts on his regal apparel and
ascends his lofty seat, while his happy people proclaim him with new joy. shouting
The Lord reigneth.&quot; What can give greater joy to a loyal subject than a sight
Let us repeat the proclamation,
the Lord reigneth,&quot;
of the king in his beauty ?
whispering it in the ears of the desponding, and publishing it in the face of the foe.
He is clothed with majesty.&quot; Not with emblems of majesty, but with majesty
itself
everything which surrounds him is majestic. His is not the semblance but
In nature, providence, and salvation the Lord is infinite
the reality of sovereignty.
in majesty.
Happy are the people among whom the Lord appears in all the glory
then
of his grace, conquering their enemies, and subduing all things unto himself
indeed is he seen to be clothed with majesty.
The Lord is clothed with strength.&quot; His garments of glory are not his only
He is always strong, but sometimes
array, he wears strength also as his girdle.
he displays his power in a special manner, and may therefore be said to be clothed
it
as
he
is
with
just
always majestic essentially, but yet there are seasons when
he reveals his glory, and so wears his majesty, or shows himself in it. May the Lord
appear in his church, in our day, in manifest majesty and might, saving sinners,
O for a day of the Son of man, in which
slaying errors, and honouring his own name.
the King Immortal and Almighty shall stand upon his glorious high throne, to be
Wherewith
feared in the great congregation, and admired by all them that believe.
he hath girded himself.&quot;
As men gird up their loins for running or working, so the
Lord appears in the eyes of his people to be preparing for action, girt with his omni
potence.
Strength always dwells in the Lord Jehovah, but he hides his power full
often, until, in answer to his children s cries, he puts on strength, assumes the throne,
and defends his own. It should be a constant theme for prayer, that in our day
the reign of the Lord may be conspicuous, and his power displayed in his church
and on her behalf.
Thy kingdom come should be our daily prayer that the
Lord Jesus does actually reign should be our daily praise.
The world also is stablished, that it cannot be moved.&quot; Because Jehovah reigns
We could not be sure of anything if we
terrestrial things for a while are stable.

The Lord

&quot;

1.

his throne

is

reigneth,&quot;

unmoved

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;
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were not sure that he has dominion. When he withdraws his manifest presence
from among men all things are out of order
blasphemers rave, persecutors rage,
but when the
the profane grow bold, and the licentious increase in wantonness
divine power and glory are again manifested order is restored, and the poor distracted
world Is at peace again. Society would be the football of the basest of mankind if
God did not establish it, and even the globe itself would fly through space, like thistle
down across the common, if the Lord did not hold it in its appointed orbit. That
there is any stability, either in the world or in the church, is the Lord s doings,
and he is to be adored for it. Atheism is the mother of anarchy
the reigning
;

;

;

power

God exhibited in true religion is the only security for the human common
A belief in God is the foundation and corner-stone of a well-ordered state.
Thy throne is established of
Though thou mayest just now appear

of

wealth.
&quot;

2.

old.&quot;

in the most
more conspicuous sovereignty, yet thine is no upstart sovereignty
ancient times thy dominion was secure, yea, before time was, thy throne was set up.
We often hear of ancient dynasties, but what are they when compared with the
Lord ? Are they not as the bubble on the breaker, born an instant ago and gone
Thou art from everlasting.&quot; The Lord himself is eternal. Let
as soon as seen ?
the believer rejoice that the government under which he dwells has an immortal
ruler at its head, has existed from all eternity and will flourish when all created
Vain are the rebellions of mortals, the
things shall have for ever passed away.
kingdom of God is not shaken.
The floods have lifted up,
Lord.&quot;
Men have raged like angry waves of the
3.
Observe that the Psalmist turns to the Lord
sea, but vain has been their tumult.
when he sees the billows foam, and hears the breakers roar he does not waste his
breath by talking to the waves, or to violent men
but like Hezekiah he spreads
The floods have lifted up their
the blasphemies of the wicked before the Lord.
voice ; the floods lift up their waves.&quot;
These repetitions are needed for the sake
both of the poetry and the music, but they also suggest the frequency and the violence
of wicked assaults upon the government of God, and the repeated defeats which they
Sometimes men are furious in words they lift up their voice, and at
sustain.
other times they rise to acts of violence they lift up their waves
but the Lord
has control over them in either case. The ungodly are all foam and fury, noise and
bluster, during their little hour, and then the tide turns or the storm is hushed, and
we hear no more of them while the kingdom of the Eternal abides in the grandeur
in

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

of its power.

The Lord on high is mightier than the noise of many waters.&quot; The utmost
of their power is to him but a sound and he can readily master it, therefore he calls
it a noise by way of contempt.
When men combine to overthrow the kingdom of
Jesus, plot secretly, and by-and-by rage openly, the Lord thinks no more of it than
of so much noise upon the sea-beach.
Jehovah, the self-existent and omnipotent,
cares not for the opposition of dying men, however many or mighty they may be.
Loud the stormy billows spoke,
Loud the billows raised their cry
&quot;

4.

&quot;

;

Fierce the stormy billows broke,
Sounding to the echoing sky.
Strong the breakers tossing high.

Stronger is Jehovah s might,
True thy words and sanctity
Well becomes thy temple bright.&quot;
;

&quot;

Yea, than the mighty waves of the

When

the storm raises Atlantic billows,
able to restrain them, and
so also when impious men are haughty and full of rage the Lord is able to subdue
them and overrule their malice.
Kings or mobs, emperors or savages, all are in the
Lord s hands, and he can forbid their touching a hair of the heads of his saints.
testimonies
are
5.
sure.&quot;
As in providence the throne of God is fixed
Thy
very
Other teachings
beyond all risk, so in revelation his truth is beyond all question.
are uncertain, but the revelations of heaven are infallible.
As the rocks remain
unmoved amid the tumult of the sea, so does divine truth resist all the currents of
man s opinion and the storms of human controversy they are not only sure, but
very sure.
Glory be to God, we have not been deluded by a cunningly-devised
fable
our faith is grounded upon the eternal truth of the Most High.
Holiness
becometh thine house, O Lord, for ever.&quot; Truth changes not in its doctrines, which
are very sure, nor holiness in its precepts, which are incorruptible.
The teaching

and drives them on with

sea.&quot;

terrific force,

the Lord

is still

&quot;

;

&quot;

:
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of God are both unaltered.
God has not admitted evil to dwell
with him, he will not tolerate it in his house, he is eternally its enemy, and is for
ever the sworn friend of holiness. The church must remain unchanged, and for
ever be holiness unto the Lord
yea, her King will preserve her undeflled by
the intruder s foot. Sacred unto the Lord is the church of Jesus Christ, and so
Jehovah reigns,&quot; is the first word and the main
shall she be kept evermore.
a due esteem for the great
doctrine of the Psalm, and holiness is the final result
Divine
a
behaviour becoming his royal presence.
to
us
lead
will
adopt
King
sovereignty both confirms the promises as sure testimonies, and enforces the precepts
as seemly and becoming in the presence of so great a Lord.
The whole Psalm is most impressive, and is calculated to comfort the distressed,
confirm the timorous, and assist the devout. O thou who art so great and gracious
We do not desire to question or restrain thy power,
a King, reign over us for ever
such is thy character that we rejoice to see thee exercise the rights of an absolute
monarch. All power is in thine hands, and we rejoice to have it so. Hosanna

and the character

;

&quot;

:

!

I

Hosanna

I

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
Whole Psalm. This is one of those magnificent Psalms which describe Jehovah s
These all treat of the things which
Even Jewish interpreters say of them
reign.
will take place in the times of Messiah.&quot;
Throughout it reads like a commentary
Jehovah reigneth.&quot; Already he
and application of the great fundamental truth,
hath laid the foundations of his kingdom in his Church, and anon shall he in his
Those elements which have hitherto resisted
faithfulness and power establish it.
He is
shall not be allowed to continue.
Right royally he manifests himself.
&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

The present
clothed with majesty ; clothed is Jehovah, might hath he girt about him.&quot;
But when he puts on his
state of things is connected with Christ s humiliation.
thus the
his
of
the
sword
might
royal mantle of majesty, and girds about him
world shall be established; it cannot be moved.&quot; And yet, though seemingly the
enemy has long prevailed, Thy throne is established of old : thou art from everlasting.&quot;
The establishment of his throne is the ground and the pledge of the establishment
Jesus Christ, the same yesterday, and to-day,
of the world and of his kingdom.
and for ever.&quot; In view of all this the Church stands a wondering spectator, first
&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

The floods have lifted
struck with awe, and then filled with adoring gratitude.
Jehovah, they have lifted up their roaring ; the floods are lifting up their dashing
up,
The latter term refers to the sound of the waves as they break, and in con
noise.&quot;
nexion with it the change of tense is very marked. The enemies of God and his
kingdom have risen like the floods or waves of the sea, lashed by the storm with
but as they near the vessel which bears the
roaring noise have they advanced
King, their noise is that of waves dashing into foam. Their utmost nearness is
And even now, and in
in breaking.
to their destruction ; their utmost noise is
the height of the storm also, far overtopping not only all clanger, but even its threaten
is mightier than the roaring
Jehovah on high
(even there)
ing noise is Jehovah.
(the word here rendered
of many waters and mighty, than the breaking waves of the sea
being literally a derivative from the verb to break). What a
breaking waves
s government
picture this of our safety ; what an epitome of the history of God
Thus the calming of the storm on the lake of Galilee was not
and of his church
only a parabolic representation of the history of the Kingdom of God, but also
a summary of the past, a prophecy
typical of the final consummation of all things
And what applies to the Church as a whole, holds
of the future, a type of the end.
equally true of individual believers. Let us ever remember that the noise is that
Our greatest dangers are only breaking waves ; waves which
of the breaking wave.
break at his feet. The same expression is also sometimes applied to the waves of
God s wrath or judgments threatening to engulf the believer, as in Ps. xlii. 7 Ixxxviii.
7.
These also, blessed be his name, are only breaking waves. Meanwhile, while
we have the more sure
waiting for the manifestation of his majesty and might,
word of prophecy.&quot;
(very reliable, literally very
Thy testimonies are very sure
Amen-ed)
and, so far as we are concerned, our faith and patience are tried and
Holiness becometh thine house, O Lord, for ever.&quot;
proved
&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

!

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;
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Thus we have here the history of the Church of God deduced from the text,
Jehovah reigneih.&quot; These words are to us as a light that shineth in a dark place,
until the day dawn and the day-star arise in our hearts.&quot;
So long as they are left
&quot;

&quot;

us, all that threatens us

from without

is

only like the noise of the breaking wave.

The unspeakable comfort conveyed in this assurance is ever tested in the experience
There is no truth more precious to the heart of the Christian than
of God s people.
the Lord reigneth.&quot;
The conviction of this must carry us far above all cares
that
and fears. A personal God, a living God, a reigning God alike in the armies of
heaven and among the inhabitants of the earth and this God the Father of our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ, such are the steps by which we reach a height, where,
far removed from the turmoil of men, we gain a comprehensive and clear view of
I would not exchange the assurance which these two words,
earth and its concerns.
Jehovah reigneth,&quot; convey, for all the wisdom, combined with all the power, of
&quot;

&quot;

Received into my heart, they are the solution of every difficulty, the
It seems to me as if, after puzzling over the cross-writing and
perplexity.
hieroglyphics of men, I turned a fresh leaf, on the top of which stood these words,
as the text to be preached out in all history, whether of the individual, the family,
or the nation, the Church or the world.
It seems as if, after revolving sorrowfully
and helplessly all the difficulties and wants which distress my heart, I were at once
as if all at once I were
rising above those floating clouds into clear atmosphere
unburdened as if I had reached a haven of rest ; as if I had found a firm foundation,
an ultimate principle. After all, in every real trial there is but this one final and
full comfort.
What matters the opinion of men, who may be for and who against
me who may be with me, or who may leave me ? Who would speak of prospects
or probabilities, of the support to be derived from wealth or power, or of the defections
of friends on whose sympathy and help we had counted ?
Jehovah reigneih !
There is light here across my every path, provided I follow Christ, walking in the
narrow way. Only let me be sure that, in any and every respect, I am on the Lord s
side and in the Lord s way, and I ask no more.
My God has all the silver and all
the gold in his own hand. He holdeth the hearts of all men at his disposal
he
directeth all events, from the least to the greatest.
If I want power with God or
with men, let me pray
Jehovah
Nor
let
me
think that special inter
for,
reigneth.
positions are either impossible or rare.
They are constant. The course of God s
all things work together for good
providence is one of constant interposition ; for
to them that love God.&quot;
Only these interpositions are not violent, and therefore
not noticed by the superficial observer
they are the interpositions of all-wise and
almighty God, not of poor, weak man
they are the interpositions, not interferences ;
are
the
of
the
they
working
machinery by the Master-mind which designed, and the
Master-hand which framed it. They are not the stoppage, but the working of the
machinery, whereby its real object is wrought out.
Lastly, let me note in the Psalm these three things.
In creation and nature : pre-established law along with continuous, personal
government, not as opposed to, but as pre-supposing one another (vers. 1, 2).
In Providence :
The LORD on high is mightier than the noise of many waters
which would otherwise strike terror, even as their swelling would threaten constant
His testimonies are very sure.&quot; I can rest on them.
danger. And in grace :
Not one tittle or iota shall fall to the ground. Wherever I have a word of promise,
I can safely plant my steps.
The conclusion and inference from the whole matter
is that
holiness
not fear nor man-serving, but separation unto the Lord
becometh,&quot; or is the right, wise, and proper attitude of his house and people.
The Golden Diary of Heart Converse with Jesus in the Book
Alfred Edersheim, in
of Psalms,&quot; I860.
this world.

end of

all

:

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Whole Psalm. It is mentioned in the Rabylonian Talmud that it was the custom
of the Jews to sing this Psalm on the sixth day of the week, to which it is well suited
as celebrating the re-establishing and founding again of the world in the new creation
which is confirmed by a title given to it in the Septuagint
On the day
(ver. 1)
Psalm of thanksgiving to (or for)
before the Sabbath, when the earth was founded :
&quot;

:

A

adopted by the Vulgate and the Oriental Versions in general. And thus
identified in subject with the preceding
as also Hengstenberg ob
The Lord
reference, which it is impossible not to notice, in which
on high is mightier, here (ver. 4) stands to But Thou, Lord, art most high for
evermore (Ps. xcii. 8) the kernel and middle point of the whole Psalm has
already led commentators to notice a near connexion between these two Psalms ....

David
is

this

serves

&quot;

Psalm
The
&quot;

:
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both Psalms minister consolation to
is decidedly favoured by the contents ;
He might have added
the Church, exposed to danger by the might of the world.&quot;
the rest [the Sabbatism] that remains to the people
in the promise they give of

which

&quot;

of

when both

God,&quot;

shall be fulfilled.

W. De Burgh.

The Lord reigncth.&quot; It is a kind of proclamation in which God s
Verse 1.
people are invited to declare before men and angels that the Lord is King, he and
It is the response of the Church to the preaching of the gospel
so raptur
he only.
that bringeth good tidings,
ously hailed in Isaiah the preaching of the messenger
that publisheth peace that bringeth good tidings of good, that publisheth salvation
William Binnie.
that saith unto Zion, Thy God reigneth
The Lord.&quot; He describes God by the name Jehovah, partly, to lead
Verse 1.
us to think of the God of Israel, accustomed by this name to be distinguished from
the gods of the nations
partly, to call to mind the virtues of veracity, grace and
When he
justice, comprehended by this name, and now clearly made known.
says, Jehovah reigns, without adding any restriction, or mentioning any people,
it would seem that the Kingdom of Jehovah is to be taken absolutely and generally,
with equal reference to the government of the world and the church. In the former
sense Jehovah may be said to reign, not as if he then at last begun to reign, but
because he proved himself to be the King of the world in an extraordinary way,
by giving public and manifest signs by which it was clearly established that Jehovah
is the true God, the Creator of heaven and earth, the Lord and Ruler of the whole
universe, and a just and equitable judge, in inflicting notable judgments upon sinners,
This
in casting down the idols, and vindicating the cause of true religion and virtue.
meaning I regard as contained in the general proposition yet directly in its primary
his
of
God
in
because
I
understand
the
God
Church, partly,
Kingdom
signification
is here said to vindicate the cause of religion, and of his people
partly, he is said,
in Ps. xcix. to show himself exalted in Zion, and there to undertake the Kingdom,
and lastly, because Jehovah,
Is. xxiv. 23, and often elsewhere in the Prophetic word
the King of his people, he himself who reigns, is set forth as the ruler of the universe.
his
has
his
He is the King therefore of
Kingdom in their midst, but to
people, he
him all things in heaven and errth are subject as well.
In this latter sense, therefore, the phrase, Jehovah has reigned, will stand for,
He has undertaken the Kingdom, he is become King, as it is often used in the histories
When
so also in Is. xxiii. 23, and elsewhere.
of the Kings of Judah and Israel
he is said to have taken the Kingdom in the midst of his people, it must not be under
in
the
manner
and
in
a
restricted
reference
to
but
stood absolutely,
sense,
partly
form of rule, being more or less theocratic
partly, to the displays of the Divine
and partly, to the servile or afflicted state
Majesty, being more or less conspicuous
of his people, as extending from the Babylonish exile up to the time of the Maccabees.
In which times God is said to have taken the Kingdom, in many other prophecies
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

!

&quot;

;

.

.

.

;

:

;

;

.

;

.

.

;

;

Obad. ult., Mic. iv. 8, &c. Venema.
The Lord reigneth.&quot; These are the initial words of Pss. xcvii. and
Perhaps a threefold manner of reigning is suggested, namely, over
things subjected to God by a natural necessity, over those that resist his will and as
far as in them lies withdraw themselves from his dominion, and over those who
spontaneously and freely obey. For in this place the Kingdom is declared to be
in Ps. xcvii. it is hinted at for the
co-extensive with the foundation of the world
beside this,
Verse 1.
xcix.

Is.

xxiv.,

&quot;

also.

:

in Ps. xcix. God is said to
exultation of the earth, and for the gladness of the isles
reign, although the people are angry, and the earth is filled with commotion.
Lorinus.
The Lord reigneth.&quot; Having considered in all quarters the worldly
Verse 1.
rule of idols, and earthly deities or kings, the Psalmist at last bursts forth into the
words which attribute supreme government to none other, but to Jehovah the true
God. Let it be granted that the monarchs of Assyria, the kings of Egypt, and the
masters of other nations, extend their empire far and wide ; let it be allowed that
royal majesty is ascribed to the idols by their worshippers ; yet all these are as
nothing to the kingdom and majesty of Jehovah. Martin Geier.
Verse 1.
The Lord reigneth,&quot; i.e., the Lord has become King (Ps. xcvi. 10
xcvii. 1
The formula proclaimed at the accession of earthly sovereigns
xcix. 1).
The
Jehu reigneth
(2 Sam. xv. 10 ; 1 Kings i. 11, 13 ; margin, 2 Kings ix. 13,
reference is not to the ordinary and constant government of God, but to his assuming
a new and glorious kingdom. The arrogant proclamation of the world-power was
;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;).
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the overthrow of him was God s counterthe Assyrian reigneth
virtually
The Lord (Jehovah) reigneth.&quot; The antitypical sense is, the
proclamation
xvii. 12
14, 17),
world-powers under Antichrist, energized by Satan (Rev. xvi. 14
shall make one last desperate stroke, seemingly for the moment successful, for the
dominion of the earth, in defiance of the Lord, (2 Thess. ii.) But Christ will take
his great power and reign as King of kings and Lords of lords, having overthrown
Rev. xi.
Zech. xiv. 9
Obad. 21
(Isai. xxiv. 23
utterly the antichristian enemy.
A. R. Fausset.
xix. 6.)
15, 17
seem
to
The Lord reigneth.&quot; The very first words of this Psalm
Verse 1.
indicate a morning of calm repose after a night of storm, a day of stillness after
He hath put all enemies under
The LORD reigneth.&quot;
the tumult of battle.
Barton Bouchier.
his feet.&quot;
The world also is established.&quot; The word world is properly taken
Verse 1.
This
for the habitable globe, and metonymically for the inhabitants of the earth.
In this
ix. 9
xcvi. 1,3; xcviii. 9.
Ixxxix. 12
is clear from Ps. xxiv. 1
1, 2
this
to
because
seems
obtain,
majestic King has
passage the former signification
fortified no tower or palace strongly, but the whole world, by the word of his power,
that therein there might be a constant habitation for the men who worship him,
even to the destined day of the last judgment. Martin Geier.
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

Thy throne is established.&quot; The invariable perpetuity of the divine
celebrated in these words. No vicissitudes are apprehended there, as
in earthly monarchies and kingdoms, where thrones are not infrequently shaken,
either on account of the death of their kings or principal men, or by reason of the
unfaithfulness of subjects or ministers, or because of the schemes or attacks of
none of which can disturb the divine rule. Martin Geier.
enemies
Verse 2.
Thy throne is established of old.&quot; Lest any one should suspect, that
the royal dignity depicted and demonstrated in the previous verse by the creation
which
was the effect of kingly power and majesty, was a new thing
of the world,
or came into existence yesterday or the day before, or that God had recently obtained
the office of ruling and governing, or that by long use and experience he had acquired
skill, or held a somewhat foreign throne as other kings are wont, he says that this
dignity is as ancient as creation itself, so that the throne of this kingdom was founded
at the very time when the foundations of the earth were laid ; and as the earth was
established by him as his footstool, so the heaven was his throne, (Isai. Ixvi. 1), which
endures for ever. Especially does he teach that from eternity, before the formation
of the world, God always remained the same in himself, not needing creation or
any creature, thereby to obtain any new perfection. Lorinas.
Verse 2.
Of old.&quot; The Italian, from all eternity : Hebrew, from then, an
as
Hebrew phrase to signify an eternity without any beginning, Prov. viii. 22
eternity without end is signified by another term, which is as much as, until then.
Diodati.
&quot;

Verse

2.

kingdom

is

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

Verse 3.
The floods have lifted up,&quot; etc. Advisedly in this place does he make
mention of floods, in order better to depict the effects of war. For when rivers are
raised and swollen with inundations, they burst the restraining banks, and sweep far
and wide over the neighbouring plains, carrying everything in their course. Such
is the manner of war
when armies are despatched into countries, they lay waste
and fill all places with slaughter. Whence Virgil employs this simile (^Eneid II.)
&quot;

;

in describing the violence of the

Grecian army breaking into the Citadel of Priam,

[rendered by Dryden thus]
&quot;

In rush the Greeks, and all the apartments fill
Those few defendents whom they find, they kill.
Not with so fierce a rage the foaming flood
Roars, when he finds his rapid course withstood
Bears down the dams with unresisted sway,
And sweeps the cattle and the cots away.&quot;
;

;

Mollerus.

because the water
Their waves.&quot; The word ?T signifies a wave
Verse 3.
being dashed against a rock, or the shore, or another wave, is broken into spray.
For the central idea of the word is breaking. And this aptly serves to picture the
issue of those commotions and wars which are undertaken for the overthrow of
&quot;

;
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empires and the church. For
great and powerful armies fill

mighty waves

fill the beholders with horror, so
But as the waves
things with fear and terror.
striking, in a moment are broken, and disappear, so the mighty power of kings and
The Church dwells in this life, like
princes is often dissolved at one glance of God.
as a rock in the waves, beaten by the waves of every tempest ; but yet remains
of
the
Son
God
confirms
because
and
sustains her.
Mollerus.
immutable,
&quot;

Verse

4.

The Lord on

&quot;

4.

On high is not to be regarded in the sense
with God in that, but in reference to dominion and
&quot;

&quot;

high.&quot;

of locality, as none compete
Martin Geier.
glory.

Verse

as

ail

The Lord on high

is mightier,&quot; etc.
Therefore consider
s malicious combination

distress, as thy Deliverer ; and when
thee, let Divine association support thee.

thy

men

not so

may

much

affright

The danger may exceed thy resistance,
but not God s assistance
the enemies power may surpass thy strength, their
subtlety outwit thy prudence, but neither can excel the wisdom and might of God
that is with thee.
O learn therefore to try God in his strength, to trust him in
difficulties
and when the merciless waves are ready to swallow thee, commit thyself
The mariner in straits looks up to heaven, do thou so and remember
to his custody.
that when the waters of affliction are never so high, yet
the Lord on high is mightier
than they.&quot; Abraham Wright.
;

;

;

&quot;

Verse
are

&quot;

Thy

5.

commonly

called

testimonies,&quot;

God

s

i.e.,

thy words

And

testimonies.

;

either, 1,

Thy

precepts, which

having spoken of God

so

now showeth

s

kingdom,

that the laws of that kingdom are just, and true, and holy ; which
is a singular commendation of it.
Or, 2, Thy promises, as may be gathered from
the following words, &quot;are sure,&quot; or true, or faithful; which attribute properly
belongs, and everywhere in Scripture is ascribed, to promises rather than to precepts.
And the promises no less than the precepts are God s testimonies, or the witnesses
or declarations of his mind and will to mankind.
And he seems here to speak of
those great and precious promises concerning the erection and establishment of
his kingdom in the world by the Messias
which, saith he, are infallibly true, and
shall certainly be accomplished in thy time.
Matthew Pool.
Verse 5.
Holiness becometh thine house, O Lord.&quot; Singular things are expected
of all that draw nigh to God in any duty, but especially in the office of the ministry
they must sanctify themselves with a singular care above that of the rest of the
Those that stand in the presence of princes must be exact in their carriage.
people.
God appointed both the weights and measures of the sanctuary to be twice as large
as those of the commonwealth, to shew that he expects much more of those that
serve him there, than he doth of others. Holiness becomes every house well, but
best God s
and every man, but most of all the minister, who is the mirror in which
the people behold heaven, and the convoy to direct them thither. Now if the glass
be spotted, instead of an angel they look upon a fury
and if the conduct be false,
there is more danger in the guide than the way.
None, therefore, are to walk so
Abraham Wright.
strictly as the ministry.
Verse 5.
Holiness becometh thine house,
Lord, for ever.&quot; No hangings, no
and no place is so proper as the
tapestry become God s house so well as holiness
house of God for this costly, comely furniture
The blind heathen were choice
and devout in the service of dumb idols they served them in white, an emblem of
purity
they thought nothing too good for those false gods, for whom the worst
was not bad enough. Solon, the Athenian lawgiver, enacted, that none should serve
the gods obiter, or by the by, that their sacrificers should purify themselves some
days beforehand. George Swinnock.

he

;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

HINTS TO PREACHERS.
is
is

Whole Psalm. Revivals of religion described. I. God reigns.
felt.
IV. Opposition is overcome.
III. His kingdom is established.
valued.
Verses

VI. Holiness is cultivated.
The prophet in the
1, 2.

first

verse describes our King

II.

His power

V. The word
;

I.

From

his
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He is the great and chief Monarch ; he is no idle spectator
1. He
office.
reigns.&quot;
of things below ; but wisely, and justly, and powerfully administers all things.
He is clothed with majesty.&quot; 3. He is a potent King
a
He
is
2.
glorious King
&quot;

&quot;

:

:

He

a warlike King
He hath girded
for offence towards his enemies, for
himself,&quot; buckled his sword upon his armour
1. It is universal
II. From his kingdom.
The world.&quot;
defence of his kingdom.
The world also is stablished, and cannot be moved.&quot;
2. It is fixed, firm, and stable
From everlasting to everlasting ; thy throne is
3. It is an everlasting kingdom
thou art from everlasting.&quot; Adam Clarke.
established of old
II. The imperial robe.
I.
The
Verses 1, 2.
III. The
Shew,
royal proclamation.
V. The Eternal King. C. A. D.
IV. The ancient throne.
stable kingdom.
The right, stability, antiquity,
Verses 1, 2.
I. Make the great proclamation.
II. Note the diflerent emotions it
extent, perpetuity of the Lord s dominion.
&c.
III. Negotiate for submission
In the rebellious, condemned, loyal,
inspires.
C. A. D.
to the King.
Verse 3.
The voice of the floods. I. The voice of Nature is the voice of God.
III. It is a voice for God.
II. It is a voice from God.
&quot;

The Lord

is

clothed with

strength.&quot;

4.

&quot;

is

:

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

God hath

a voice that ever is heard,
In the peal of thunder, the chirp of the bird
It comes in the torrent, all rapid and strong,
In the streamlet s soft gush, as it ripples along
In the waves of the ocean, the furrows of land,
In the mountains of granite, the atom of sand
Turn where ye may, from the sky to the sod,
Where can ye gaze that ye see not a God ?
:

;

;

&quot;

G. n.

Poetry by Eliza Cook.

II. He is mightier in providence.
I. God is mighty in creation.
III. He
Verse 4.
G. R.
mightiest in redemption.
II. Holiness becometh
I. Faithfulness becometh the word of God.
Verse 5.
G. R.
the house of God.
I. Holiness becometh God s typical house, the temple.
Verse 5 (last clause).
III. His smaller spiritual house, the
II. His greater spiritual house, the church.
C. A. D.
IV. His eternal house, heaven.
believer.

is

PSALM XCIV.
SUBJECT. The writer sees evil-doers in power, and smarts under their oppressions.
His sense of the divine sovereignty, of which he had been singing in the previous Psalm,
leads him to appeal to God as the great Judge of the earth ; this he does with much
vehemence and importunity, evidently tingling under the lash of the oppressor. Con
fident in God s existence, and assured of his personal observation of the doings of men,
the Psalmist rebukes his atheistic adversaries, and proclaims his triumph in his God :
he also interprets the severe dispensation of Providence to be in very deed most instructive
The Psalm is another
chastisements, and so he counts those happy who endure them.
It is another
Wherefore do the wicked prosper ?
pathetic form of the old enigma
instance of a good man, perplexed by the prosperity of the ungodly, cheering his heart
by remembering that there is, after all, a King in heaven, by whom all things are overruled
&quot;

&quot;

for good.

In the first seven verses the Psalmist utters his complaint against
DIVISIONS.
wicked oppressors. From 8 to 11 he reasons against their sceptical notion that God
He then shews that the Lord does bless his people
did not notice the actions of men.
and will deliver them, though for a while they may be chastened, 12 15. He again
pleads for help in verse 16, and declares his entire dependence upon God for preservation,
and then concludes with the confident
17 19
yet a third time urges his plaint, 20, 21
assurance that his enemies, and all other wicked men, would certainly be made to reap
our
God shall cut them
the
Lord
their
reward
the due
deeds,
yea,
of
;

;

&quot;

off.&quot;

EXPOSITION.
f~\
^^

LORD

God, to

whom

vengeance belongeth

;

O

God, to

whom

vengeance

belongeth, shew thyself.
2,

proud.

Lift

up

thyself,

thou judge of the earth

:

render a reward to the

shall the wicked, how long shall the wicked triumph ?
long shall they utter and speak hard things ? and all the workers

3

LORD, how long

4

How

of iniquity boast themselves ?
5 They break in pieces thy people, O LORD, and afflict thine heritage.
6 They slay the widow and the stranger, and murder the fatherless.
7 Yet they say, The LORD shall not see, neither shall the God of Jacob

regard

it.

Lord God, to whom vengeance belongeth ;
God, to whom vengeance belongeth,
A
shew thyself :
or, God of retributions, Jehovah, God of retributions, shine forth !
very natural prayer when innocence is trampled down, and wickedness exalted
on high. If the execution of justice be a right thing, and who can deny the fact ?
not out of private revenge, in
then it must be a very proper thing to desire it
which case a man would hardly dare to appeal to God, but out of sympathy with
Who can see a nation
right, and pity for those who are made wrongfully to suffer.
enslaved, or even an individual downtrodden, without crying to the Lord to arise
&quot;

1.

&quot;

;

and vindicate the righteous cause ? The toleration of injustice is here attributed
to the Lord s being hidden, and it is implied that the bare sight of him will suffice
God has but to shew himself,
to alarm the tyrants into ceasing their oppressions.
and the good cause wins the day. He comes, he sees, he conquers
Truly in these
evil days we need a manifest display of his power, for the ancient enemies of God
and man are again struggling for the mastery, and if they gain it, woe unto the
saints of God.
Ascend thy judgment-seat and be
2.
Lift up thyself, thou judge of the earth.&quot;
and, moreover, raise thyself as men do who
acknowledged as the ruler of men
are about to strike with all their might ; for the abounding sin of mankind requires
Render a reward to the proud,&quot; give them measure
a heavy blow from thy hand.
The proud look down upon the
for measure, a fair retaliation, blow for blow.
!

&quot;

:

&quot;
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them from above, as a giant might hurl down blows upon
same manner, O Lord, lift up thyself, and return a recom
his adversary
pense upon the proud,&quot; and let them know that thou art far more above them than
they can be above the meanest of their fellow men. The Psalmist thus invokes

gracious poor and
;

strike
after the

&quot;

the retributions of justice in plain speech, and his request is precisely that which
patient innocence puts up in silence, when her looks of anguish appeal to heaven.
3.
Shall
Lord, how long shall the wicked, how long shall the wicked triumph ?
wrong for ever rule ? Are slavery, robbery, tyranny, never to cease ? Since there
is certainly a just God in heaven, armed with almighty power, surely there must
be sooner or later an end to the ascendancy of evil, innocence must one day find a
how long ?
of the text is the bitter plaint of all the righteous
This
defender.
in all ages, and expresses wonder caused by that great enigma of providence, the
The sound
how long ?
existence and predominance of evil.
is very akin to
howling, as if it were one of the saddest of all the utterances in which misery bemoans
itself.
Many a time has this bitter complaint been heard in the dungeons of the
In
Inquisition, at the whipping-posts of slavery, and in the prisons of oppression.
due time God will publish his reply, but the full end is not yet.
How long shall they utter and speak hard things ?
4.
The ungodly are not
content with deeds of injustice, but they add hard speeches, boasting, threatening,
and insulting over the saints. Will the Lord for ever endure this ? Will he leave
his own children much longer to be the prey of their enemies ?
Will not the insolent
speeches of his adversaries and theirs at last provoke his justice to interfere ? Words
often wound more than swords, they are as hard to the heart as stones to the flesh ;
and these are poured forth by the ungodly in redundance, for such is the force of
the word translated utter ; and they use them so commonly that they become their
common speech (they utter and speak them) will this always be endured ?
And
all the workers of iniquity boast themselves ?
they even soliloquise and talk to
themselves, and of themselves, in arrogance of spirit, as if they were doing some good
deed when they crush the poor and needy, and spit their spite on gracious men. It
is the nature of workers of iniquity to boast, just as it is a characteristic of
good
men to be humble will their boasts always be suffered by the great Judge, whose
ear hears all that they say ?
have
had
the
to
them
Long, very long,
they
platform
selves, and loud, very loud, have been their blasphemies of God, and their railings
will not the day soon come when the threatened heritage of shame and
at his saints
everlasting contempt shall be meted out to them ?
Thus the oppressed plead with their Lord, and shall not God avenge his own
Will he not speak out of heaven to the enemy, and say,
elect ?
Why persecutest
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

thou

me

&quot;

?

5.
They break in pieces thy people,
Lord,&quot; grinding them with oppression,
Yet the men they break in pieces are God s own
crushing them with contempt.
this is a strong plea for the
people, and they are persecuted because they are so
And afflict thine heritage,&quot; causing them sorrowful humiliation
divine interposition.
thine heritage,&quot; marks out the election
and deep depression of heart. The term,
of the saints, God s peculiar interest and delight in them, his covenant relation,
of long standing, to them and their fathers
this also is a storehouse of arguments
with their faithful God. Will he not defend his own ? Will a man lose his in
Those who are ground
heritance, or permit it to be contemptuously despoiled ?
down, and trampled on, are not strangers, but the choice and chosen ones of the
Lord ; how long will he leave them to be a prey to cruel foes ?
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

They slay

6.

the

widow and

the stranger,

and murder

who are the most evident
commends these poor ones to the

deal most arrogantly with those

the

fatherless.&quot;

They

objects of compassion.

The law of God especially
kindness of good men,
and it is peculiar wickedness which singles them out to be the victims not only of
fraud but of murder. Must not such inhuman conduct as this provoke the Lord ?
Shall the tears of widows, the groans of strangers, and the blood of orphans be
poured forth in vain ? As surely as there is a God in heaven, he will visit those

who

perpetrate such crimes
though he bear long with them, he will yet take ven
geance, and that speedily.
Yet
7.
This was the reason of their arrogance,
they say, the Lord shall not see.&quot;
and the climax of their wickedness they were blindly wicked because they dreamed
of a blind God.
When men believe that the eyes of God are dim, there is no reason
to wonder that they give full license to their brutal passions.
The persons mentioned
above not only cherished an infidel unbelief, but dared to avow it, uttering the
;

&quot;

:
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monstrous doctrine that God is too far away to take notice of the actions of men.
Abominable blasphemy and transparent
Neither shall the God of Jacob regard
If God has actually become his people s God, and proved his care for
falsehood
them by a thousand acts of grace, how dare the ungodly assert that he will not notice
the wrongs done to them ? There is no limit to the proud man s profanity, reason
he has broken through the bounds of common sense.
itself cannot restrain him
Jacob s God led him and kept him
Jacob s God heard him at the brook Jabbok
Touch not mine anointed,
all his life long, and said concerning him and his family,
and yet these brutish ones profess to believe that
and do my prophets no harm
he neither sees nor regards the injuries wrought upon the elect people
Surely in
such unbelievers is fulfilled the saying of the wise, that those whom the Lord means
to destroy he leaves to the madness of their corrupt hearts.
&quot;

it.&quot;

!

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

!

8 Understand, ye brutish among the people
and ye fools, when will ye
be wise ?
9 He that planted the ear, shall he not hear ? he that formed the eye, shall
he not see ?
10 He that chastiseth the heathen, shall not he correct ? he that teacheth
:

man

knowledge, shall not he know ?
The LORD knoweth the thoughts of man, that they are vanity.

11

8.
Understand, ye brutish among the people.&quot; They said that God did not note,
and now, using the same word in the original, the Psalmist calls on the wicked to
He designates them as boors, bearish, swinish
note, and have regard to the truth.
and he bids them understand or consider,
men, and well was the term deserved
if they can.
They thought themselves to be wise, and indeed the only men of wit
he
calls
them
boars
but
wicked men are fools,
in the world,
among the people
No fool like a learned
and the more they know, the more foolish they become.
When a man has done with God, he has done with his
is a true proverb.
fool
manhood, and has fallen to the level of the ox and the ass, yea, beneath them, for
Instead of being humbled
the ox knoweth his owner, and the ass his master s crib.&quot;
in the presence of scientific infidels, we ought to pity them
they affect to look
And ye
down upon us, but we have far more cause to look down upon them.
?
be
wise
Is
it not high time ?
Ye
when
will
know
the
ye
ways of folly, what
fools,
Have ye no relics of reason left ? no shreds of sense ?
profit have ye in them ?
If as yet there lingers in your minds a gleam of intelligence, hearken to argument,
and consider the questions now about to be proposed to you.
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

He fashioned that marvellous
He that planted the ear, shall he not hear ?
9.
organ, and fixed it in the most convenient place near to the brain, and is he deaf
Is he capable of such design and invention, and yet can he not discern
himself ?
what is done in the world which he made ? He made you hear, can he not himself
It overwhelms the sceptic, and covers him with
hear ? Unanswerable question
He that formed the eye, shall he not see ?
He gives us vision ; is it
confusion.
conceivable that he has no sight himself ? With skilful hand he fashioned the optic
nerve, and the eyeball, and all its curious mechanism, and it surpasses all conception
If there be
that he can himself be unable to observe the doings of his creatures.
a God, he must be a personal intelligent being, and no limit can be set to his know
&quot;

&quot;

!

&quot;

&quot;

ledge.
10.

He reproves whole
He that chastiseth the heathen, shall not he correct ?
nations, can he not reprove individuals ? All history shows that he visits national
The question
sin with national judgment, and can he not deal with single persons ?
which follows is equally full of force, and is asked with a degree of warmth which
the
to
remain
It
He
and
causes
the
checks
inquiry
incomplete.
begins,
speaker,
that teacheth man knowledge,&quot; and then it comes to a pause, which the translators
shall not he know ?
but no such words are in the
have supplied with the words,
original, where the sentence conies to an abrupt end, as if the inference were too
natural to need to be stated, and the writer had lost patience with the brutish men
Go
with whom he had argued. The earnest believer often feels as if he could say,
If you were reasonable men, these things would
to, you are not worth arguing with
I forbear.&quot;
Man s knowledge
be too obvious to need to be stated in your hearing.
comes from God. Science in its first principles was taught to our progenitor Adam,
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

I
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does not the author and revealer

and

all after advances have been due to divine aid ;
of all knowledge himself know ?
11. Whether men admit or deny that God knows, one thing is here declared,
The Lord knoweth the thoughts of man, that they are vanity.&quot; Not
namely, that
their words alone are heard, and their works seen, but he reads the secret motions
of their minds, for men themselves are not hard to be discerned of him, before his
It is in the Lord s esteem no great matter
glance they themselves are but vanity.
to know the thoughts of such transparent pieces of vanity as mankind are, he sums
them up in a moment as poor vain things. This is the sense of the original, but that
given in the authorised version is also true the thoughts, the best part, the most
spiritual portion of man s nature, even these are vanity itself, and nothing better.
Poor man I And yet such a creature as this boasts, plays at monarch, tyrannises
Madness is mingled with human vanity,
over his fellow worms, and defies his God
like smoke with the fog, to make it fouler but not more substantial than it would
have been alone.
foolish are those who think that God does not know their actions, when the
&quot;

I

How

How absurd to
is that their vain thoughts are all perceived by him
nothing of God when in fact we ourselves are as nothing in his sight.
truth

1

12 Blessed
out of thy law

is

the

man whom

thou chastenest,

O

make

LORD, and teachest him

;

13 That thou mayest give him rest from the days of adversity, until the
be digged for the wicked.
14 For the LORD will not cast off his people, neither will be forsake his
inheritance.
and all the upright in
15 But judgment shall return unto righteousness
heart shall follow it.
pit

:

12.

&quot;

Blessed

man whom

is the

thou chastenest,

O

Lord.&quot;

The Psalmist

s

mind

growing quiet. He no longer complains to God or argues with men, but tunes
his harp to softer melodies, for his faith perceives that with the most afflicted believer
all is well.
Though he may not feel blessed while smarting under the rod of chastise
he is precious in God s sight, or the Lord would not take
ment, yet blessed he is
the trouble to correct him, and right happy will the results of his correction be.
The Psalmist calls the chastened one a man in the best sense, using the Hebrew
word which implies strength. He is a man, indeed, who is under the teaching and
And teachest him out of thy law.&quot; The book and the rod,
training of the Lord.
the law and the chastening, go together, and are made doubly useful by being found
Affliction without the word is a furnace for the metal, but there
in connection.
the word of God supplies that need, and makes the
is no flux to aid the purifying
is

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

After all, the blessing of God belongs far rather to those who
fiery trial effectual.
suffer under the divine hand than to those who make others suffer : better far to lie
under the hand of our heavenly Father, than to roar and
and cry out as a
&quot;

man

&quot;

down upon one s self a death blow from the destroyer
The afflicted believer is under tuition, he is in training for something higher
and better, and all that he meets with is working out his highest good, therefore is
he a blessed man, however much his outward circumstances may argue the reverse.
That thou mayest give him rest from the days of adversity, until the pit be
13.
The chastening hand and instructive book are sanctified to
digged for the wicked.&quot;

rave as a brute, and to bring
of evil.

&quot;

We

see that his end is our everlasting
us, so that we learn to rest in the Lord.
benefit, and therefore abide quiet under all trying providences and bitter persecu
is
Hunter
The Mighty
tions, waiting our time.
preparing the pit for the brutish
ones ; they are prowling about at this time, and tearing the sheep, but they will
soon be captured and destroyed, therefore the people of the Lord learn to rest in
days of adversity, and tarry the leisure of their God. Wicked men may not yet be
ripe for punishment, nor punishment ready for them : hell is a prepared place for
a prepared people ; as days of grace ripen saints for glory, so days of wantonness
help sinners to rot into the corruption of eternal destruction.
For the Lord will not cast off his people.&quot; He may cast them down, but
14.
he never can cast them off. During fierce persecutions the saints have been apt
to think that the Lord had left his own sheep, and given them over to the wolf ; but
&quot;

VOL.

iv.

10
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has never been so, nor shall it ever be, for the Lord will not withdraw his love,
For a time he may leave his own with
neither will he forsake his inheritance.&quot;
the design of benefiting them thereby, yet never can he utterly desert them.
it
&quot;

&quot;

He may

chasten and correct,
But he never can neglect
;

May

in faithfulness reprove,
er can cease to love.&quot;

But he ne

But judgment shall return unto righteousness.&quot; The great Judge will come,
15.
the reign of righteousness will commence, the course of affairs will yet be turned
The chariot of right
into the right channel, and then all the godly will rejoice.
and all the upright in heart shall
will be drawn in triumph through our streets,
A delightful hope is here expressed in poetic
as in gladsome procession.
follow
imagery of much beauty. The government of the world has been for a while in the
basest and most vicious ends ; but the cry
used
it
for
the
have
those
who
hands of
of prayer will bring back righteousness to the throne, and then every upright heart
will have its portion of joy.
&quot;

&quot;

it,&quot;

Who will rise up for me against the evildoers
against the workers of iniquity ?

16

me

?

or

who

will

stand up for

Notwithstanding the Psalmist s persuasion that all would be well eventually,
he could not at the time perceive any one who would stand side by side with him
no champion of the right was forthcoming, the faithful failed
in opposing evil
from among men. This also is a bitter trial, and a sore evil under the sun
yet
;

;

purpose, for it drives the heart still more completely to the Lord, com
If we could find friends elsewhere, it may be our
pelling it to rest alone in him.
God would not be so dear to us but when, after calling upon heaven and earth to
succour
but
such as comes from the eternal arm, we are led
no
with
meet
we
help,
Never is the soul safer
to prize our God, and rest upon him with undivided trust.
or more at rest than when, all other helpers failing, she leans upon the Lord alone.
The verse before us is an appropriate cry, now that the church sees error invading
her on all sides, while faithful ministers are few, and fewer still are bold enough to
and defy the enemies of truth. Where are our Luthers and our Calvins ?
stand up
A false charity has enfeebled the most of the valiant men of Israel. One John Knox
would be worth a mint at this hour, but where is he ? Our grand consolation is that
the God of Knox and Luther is yet with us, and in due time will call out his chosen
it

has

its

;

&quot;

&quot;

champions.

17 Unless the LORD had been my help, my soul had almost dwelt in silence.
18 When I said, My foot slippeth
thy mercy, O LORD, held me up.
19 In the multitude of my thoughts within me thy comforts delight my
;

soul.
17.
Unless the Lord had been my help, my soul had almost dwelt in silence.&quot;
Without Jehovah s help the Psalmist declares that he should have died outright,
and gone into the silent land, where no more testimonies can be borne for the living
God. Or he may mean that he would not have had a word to speak against his
enemies, but would have been wrapped in speechless shame. Blessed be God, we
are not left to that condition yet, for the Almighty Lord is still the helper of all
Our inmost soul is bowed down when we see the victories
those who look to him.
we cannot brook it, we cover our mouths in confusion but
of the Lord s enemies
he will yet arise and avenge his own cause, therefore have we hope.
&quot;

;

I said, My foot slippeth
is slipping even now
I perceived my
danger, and cried out in horror, and then, at the very moment of my extremity,
held
me
the
needed
Often
came
Lord,
thy mercy,
up.&quot;
help,
enough is this the
case, we feel our weakness, and see our danger, and in fear and trembling we cry
out.
At such times nothing can help us but mercy ; we can make no appeal to any
fancied merit, for we feel that it is our inbred sin which makes our feet so ready to
fail us
our joy is that mercy endureth for ever, and is always at hand to pluck us
out of the danger, and hold us up, where else we should fall to our destruction. Ten
thousand times has this verse been true in relation to some of us, and especially to
the writer of this comment. The danger was imminent, it was upon us, we were
&quot;

18.

When

&quot;

:

&quot;

;
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our own
the peril was apparent, we saw it, and were aghast at the sight
going
but then came
heart was failing, and we concluded that it was all over with us
we did not fall, we were held up by an unseen hand,
the almighty interposition
O faithful Keeper
the devices of the enemy were frustrated, and we sang for joy.
We will bless the Lord at all times,
of our souls, be thou extolled for ever and ever
his praise shall continually be in our mouths.
In the multitude of my thoughts within me.&quot; When I am tossed to and fro
1.9.
with various reasonings, distractions, questionings, and forebodings, I will fly to
my true rest, for thy comforts delight my soul.&quot; From my sinful thoughts, my
vain thoughts, my sorrowful thoughts, my griefs, my cares, my conflicts, I will hasten
he has divine comforts, and these will not only console but actually
to the Lord
How sweet are the comforts of the Spirit Who can muse upon eternal
delight me.
love, immutable purposes, covenant promises, finished redemption, the risen Saviour,
his union with his people, the coming glory, and such like themes, without feeling
The little world within is, like the great world without,
his heart leaping with joy ?
but when Jesus enters it, and whispers
Peace be unto
full of confusion and strife
a
is
a
there
calm, yea,
rapture of bliss. Let us turn away from the mournful
you,&quot;
contemplation of the oppression of man and the present predominance of the wicked,
to that sanctuary of pure rest which is found in the God of all comfort.
;

;

;

:

!

&quot;

&quot;

;

!

&quot;

;

20 Shall the throne of iniquity have fellowship with thee, which frameth
mischief by a law ?
21 They gather themselves together against the soul of the righteous, and
condemn the innocent blood.

Such thrones there
Shall the throne of iniquity have fellowship with thee ?
and they plead a right divine, but their claim is groundless, a fraud upon mankind
of
heaven.
God
enters
no
alliance
with
into
and a blasphemy
unjust authority, he
Which frameth mischief by a law ?
gives no sanction to unrighteous legislation.
it
the
and
and
then
that
is
law of the land
violence,
plead
They legalise robbery
and so indeed it may be, but it is a wickedness for all that. With great care men
prepare enactments intended to put down all protests, so as to render wrong-doing
a permanent institution, but one element is necessary to true conservatism, viz.,
and lacking that, all their arrangements of the holders of power
righteousness
must come to an end, and all their decrees must in process of time be wiped out of
No Injustice can
the statute-book. Nothing can last for ever but impartial right.
be permanent, for God will not set his seal upon it, nor have any fellowship with it,
and therefore down it must come, and happy shall be the day which sees it fall.
21.
They gather themselves together against the soul of the righteous,&quot; so many
are there of them that they crowd their assemblies, and carry their hard measures
with enthusiasm
they are the popular party, and are eager to put down the saints.
their one resolve is to hold their
In counsel, and in action, they are unanimous
And condemn the innocent
own tyrannical position, and put down the godly party.
blood.&quot;
They are great at slander and false accusation, nor do they stick at murder
no crime is too great for them, if only they can trample on the servants of the Lord.
&quot;

&quot;

20.

are,

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

it has been
This description is historically true in reference to persecuting times
fulfilled in England, and may be again if Popery is to advance in future time at the
same rate as in the past few years. The dominant sect has the law on its side, and
but the law which establishes and endows
boasts that it is the national church
one religion rather than another is radically an injustice, God has no fellowship with
it, and therefore the synagogue of Ritualism will yet be a stench in the nostrils of
What evil times are in store for us it is not for us to prophesy it
all sane men.
is ours to leave the matter in the hands of him who cannot be in fellowship with an
oppressive system, and will not always endure to be insulted to his face by Popish
;

;

;

and

idols,

their priests.

22 But the LORD is my defence and my God is the rock of my refuge.
23 And he shall bring upon them their own iniquity, and shall cut them
in their own wickedness
yea, the LORD our God shall cut them off.
;

off

;

22.
&quot;

sings,

rock

is

Let the wicked gather as they may, the Psalmist is not afraid, but sweetly
The Lord is my defence; and my God is the rock of my refuge.&quot; Firm as a
Jehovah s love, and there do we betake ourselves for shelter. In him, even
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find safety, let the world rage as it may ; we ask not aid from man,
alone,
but are content to flee into the bosom of omnipotence.
23. The natural result of oppression is the destruction of the despot ; his own
Providence arranges retaliations as remarkable as
iniquities crush him ere long.
they are just. High crimes in the end bring on heavy judgments, to sweep away
evil men from off the face of the earth ; yea, God himself interposes in a special
manner, and cuts short the career of tyrants while they are in the very midst of
Wicked men are often arrested by the pursuivants of divine justice
their crimes.
He shall bring upon
redhanded, with the evidences of their guilt upon them.
them their own iniquity, and shall cut them off in their own wickedness.&quot; While the
mouths
while
the
bread
is
in
their
wrath
stolen
illgotten wedge of gold
slays them,
God himself conspicuously visits
is yet in their tent judgment overtakes them.
them, and reveals his own power in their overthrow,
yea, the Lord our God shall
cut them off.&quot;
Here, then, the matter ends ; faith reads the present in the light of the future,
in

we

him

&quot;

&quot;

and ends her song without a trembling note.

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
Verse

&quot;

1.

O Lord

God,

to

whom

vengeance

It

belongeth.&quot;

may

perhaps seem

to accord too little with a lover of piety, so strenuously to urge upon God to show
himself an avenger against the wicked, and to rouse him as if he were lingering
and procrastinating. But this supplication must be regarded in its proper bearing
for David does not pray, neither should we pray, that God would take vengeance
on the wicked in the same way that men, inflamed with anger and hatred, are wont
often to avenge themselves of their enemies, but that he would punish them after
The vengeance of God is for the most part a
his own divine manner and measure.
medicine for the evil ; but ours is at times destruction even to the good. Therefore
:

For we, when we think we have in
truly the Lord is alone the God of revenges.
What injury to us was
flicted a penalty upon our enemy, are often much mistaken.
?
in
him
of
which we nevertheless express all our
the body of our enemy
depriving

What wounded thee and wrought thee harm and shame, was the spirit
bitterness.
of thine enemy, and that thou art not able to seize and hold, but God is able ; and
he alone has such power that in no way can the spirit escape his strength and force.
He admonishes us, that if we our
Leave vengeance with him, and he will repay.
selves wish to be avengers of our own pains and injuries we may hurt ourselves more
take
for
we
our
when
than
enemy
vengeance on him, we indeed wound
deeply
and do violence to his body, which in itself is vile and of little regard ; but in our
own best and most precious part, that is, in our spirit ; we ourselves, by losing
:

patience, receive a deep stain, because when virtue and humanity have been expelled
thence, we meanwhile incur faults to be atoned for therein. Wherefore God is
entreated to become himself the avenger of our injuries, for he alone knows aright
and is able to avenge ; and to become such an avenger that only the very thing

which injured us may be punished. Some greedy man has cheated thee in money,
may he punish avarice in him. A proud man has treated thee with scorn, may he
This is vengeance most worthy to be inflicted of God,
destroy his pride, etc.
and by us to be sought. Jacopo Sadoleto, 1477 1547.
I do not think that we sufficiently attend to the distinction that exists
Verse 1.
is an act of
between revenge and vengeance.
Revenge,&quot; says Dr. Johnson,
And it
passion, vengeance of justice; injuries are revenged, crimes avenged.&quot;
is from not attending to this essential distinction that the scorner has been led
into such profane remarks, as if there were a vindictive spirit in the Almighty, and
The call which
as if he found delight in wreaking vengeance on an adversary.
the Psalmist here makes on God as a God to whom vengeance belongeth, is no other
O God, to whom justice belongeth
than if he had said,
Vengeance indeed is
not for man, because with man s feelings and propensities it would ever degenerate
I will be above him,&quot;
I will be even with him,&quot; says nature
into revenge.
.

.

.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

I

&quot;

&quot;

;

says grace. Barton Bouchier.
The two divine
Verse 1.

names (El and Jehovah,

God and Lord) recognize
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J. A. Alexander.
entitled to take vengeance.
Verses
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covenant to his people, and alone

16.

&quot;

O Lord, thy slaughter d saints, whose bones
Lie scatter d on the Alpine mountains cold
Even them who kept thy truth so pure of old,
When all our fathers worshipt stocks and stones,
Forget not in thy book record their groans
Who were thy sheep, and in their ancient fold
Slain by the bloody Piemontese that roll d
Mother with infant down the rocks. Their moans
The vales redoubled to the hills, and they
To heaven. Their martyr d blood and ashes sow
O er all the Italian fields, where still doth sway
The triple Tyrant that from these may grow
A hundredfold, who, having learn d the way,
Early may fly the Babylonian woe.&quot;
Avenge,

;

:

;

John Milton.

How long shall the wicked, how long,&quot; etc. Twice he saith it, because
Verse 3.
the wicked boast day after day, with such insolency and outrage, as if they were
&quot;

above control.
&quot;

Verse

word

3.

vby

John Trapp.

How

which

long shall the wicked triumph ?

That

&quot;

For

&quot;

triumph,&quot;

the

Hebrew

they give themselves vain applause
on account of their prosperity, and declare their success both with words and with
How long shall
the gestures of their body, like peacocks spreading their feathers.
utter
etc.
For
the Hebrew is
^:, they shall flow, they shall cast
they utter ?
The metaphor is taken from fountains springing out of the rock with a rush
forth.
and abundance of water. Where the abundance of words is noted, their rashness,
their waste and profusion, their sound and eagerness, their continuance and the
Le Blanc.
difficulty of obstructing them.
How long shall the wicked triumph ?
Verse 3.
What answer shall we give,
How long ?
what date shall we put to this,
The answer is given in verse 23,
He shall bring upon them their own iniquity, and shall cut them off in their own wicked
As if he had said, Except the Lord cut them of! in their wickedness,
ness,&quot; etc.
they will never leave off doing wickedly. They are men of such a kind that there
is no curing of them, they will never have done doing mischief until they be cut off
by death, therefore God threatens death to deter men from sin. A godly man saith,
If God kill me, yet will I trust in him
and some wicked men say (in effect, if
not in the letter), Till God kills us we will sin against him. Joseph Caryl.
Verses 3, 4.
utter
and
In the very terms wherein
boast.&quot;
Triumph,&quot;
speak,&quot;
the Psalmist complains of the continued prevalence of the wicked, there is matter of
comfort, for we have three (rather four, as in the authorised version) words to denote
speaking, and only one, workers, to denote action, showing us that they are far
more powerful with their tongues than with their hands. Hugo Cardinalis, quoted
by Neale.
is

signifies to exalt.

is,

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

Verse

&quot;

&quot;

They break in pieces thy people.&quot; They tread down
they grind
The Hebrew word is often used as meaning to crush under foot to
and hence it means to oppress. Lam. iii. 34, Isai. iii. 15. Albert Barnes.
&quot;

5.

they crush.
trample on

;

;

;

;

6.
Widow ;
An old Jewish writer * has pointed out
fatherless.&quot;
aptly the titles of widow and orphan befitted the Hebrew nation, because it
had no helper save God only, and was cut off from all other people by its peculiar
rites and usages, whereas the Gentiles, by their mutual alliances and intercourse,
had, as it were, a multitude of kindred to help them in any strait. J. M. Neale.

Verse

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

how

Verse 7.
They say, The Lord shall not see.&quot; As if they had said, Though God
should set himself to search us out, and would greatly wish to see what we are doing,
shall
not.
he
We will carry it so closely and cunningly, that the eye of God
yet
shall not reach us.
Their works were so foul and bloody, that the sun might be
&quot;

* Philo
Judaeus.
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upon them, and they were so secret that they believed
not look upon them, or bring them to shame for them. Joseph Caryl.

ashamed

to look

God

could

the God of Jacob.&quot;
The divine names are, as usual,
The Lord
That the self-existent and eternal God should not see, is a palpable
and scarcely less so, that the God of Israel should suffer his own people
absurdity
The last verb means to mark, note,
to be slaughtered without even observing it.
&quot;

Verse

7.

.

.

.

significant.
;

J.

notice.

A. Alexander.

In these words the following particulars are to be observed.
11.
Verses 8
certain spiritual disease charged on some persons, viz. darkness, and blindness
in
their ignorance and folly.
(2.) The great degree of this disease ;
appearing
Ye fools, when will ye be wise ?
And
render the subjects of it fools.
Ye brutish among the people.&quot;
reduce them to a degree of brutishness.
This ignorance and folly were to such a degree as to render men like beasts. (3.) The
When will ye be wise ?
obstinacy of this disease ; expressed In that interrogation,
Their blindness and folly were not only very great, but deeply rooted and established,
is.
It is especially
nature
blindness
this
Of
what
manner
of
cure.
all
(4.)
resisting
in things pertaining to God.
They were strangely ignorant of his perfections, like
and had foolish notions of him, as though he did not see, nor know and as
beasts

(1.)

A

of mind,
so as to
so as to

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

though he would not execute justice, by chastising and punishing wicked men.
(5.) The unreasonableness and sottishness of the notion they had of God, that he
did not hear, did not observe their reproaches of him and his people, is shown by
It is very unreasonable to suppose that he who
observing that he planted the ear.
gave power of perceiving words to others, should not perceive them himself. And
the sottishness of their being insensible of God s all-seeing eye, and particularly of
his seeing their wicked actions, appears, in that God is the being who formed the eye,
and gave others a power of seeing. The sottishness of their apprehension of God,
as though he did not know what they did, is argued from his being the fountain and
The unreasonableness of their expecting to escape God s
original of all knowledge.
just chastisements and judgments for sin, is set forth by his chastising even the
heathen, who did not sin against that light, or against so great mercies, as the wicked
nor had ever made such a profession as they. (6.) We may observe,
in Israel did
The Lord knoweth
that this dreadful disease is ascribed to mankind in general.
The Psalmist had been setting forth the
the thoughts of MAN, that they are vanity.&quot;
and
vanity and unreasonableness of the thoughts of some of the children of men
immediately upon it he observes, that this vanity and foolishness of thought is common
and natural to mankind. From these particulars we may fairly deduce the following
That there is an extreme and brutish blindness in things of
doctrinal observation
Jonathan Edwards.
religion, which naturally possesses the hearts of mankind.
15.
God hath ability, bowels, verity. Ability, He that made the
Verses 8
He that planted the ear, cannot he hear ? verses 8, 9, 10, 11.
eye, cannot he see ?
Bowels, He doth but chasten his, not cast them off, verses 12, 13, 14. Verity, this is
Mordecai is frowned upon, but till
but until a pit be made for the wicked, verse 13.
a gallows be made for Haman, and then judgment returns unto righteousness.
Nicholas Lockyer.
;

&quot;

;

:

He that planted the ear, shall he not hear ? etc. The Psalmist does
that planteth the ear, hath he not an ear ? He that formed the eye,
hath he not eyes ? No ; but, Shall he not hear ? Shall he not see ? And why does
he say so ? To prevent the error of humanizing God, of attributing members or
Adam Clarke.
corporeal parts to the infinite Spirit.
Planted the ear.&quot; The mechanism of the ear, like a root planted
Verse 9.
in the earth, is sunk deep into the head, and concealed from view.
Bagster s Com
Verse

not say,

&quot;

&quot;

9.

He

&quot;

prehensive Bible.
Verse 9. The planting or deep seated position of the ear, as well as its wonderful
The organ or instrument
construction, are illustrated by the following extract
of hearing is in all its most important parts so hidden within the head, that we
cannot perceive its construction by a mere external inspection. What in ordinary
language we call the ear, is only the outer porch or entrance-vestible of a curious
series of intricate, winding passages, which, like the lobbies of a great building,
lead from the outer air into the inner chambers. Certain of these passages are full
of air ; others are full of liquid ; and their membranes are stretched like parchment
&quot;

:
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curtains across the corridors at different places, and can be thrown into vibration,
or made to tremble, as the head of a drum or the surface of a tambourine does when
struck with a stick or the fingers.
Between two of these parchment-like curtains,
a chain of very small bones extends, which serves to tighten or relax these mem
In the innermost place of all,
branes, and to communicate vibrations to them.
rows of fine threads, called nerves, stretch like the strings of a piano from the last
points to which the tremblings or thrillings reach, and pass inwards to the brain.
If these threads or nerves are destroyed, the power of hearing as infallibly departs
as the power to give out sound is lost by a piano or violin when its strings are broken.
We know far less, however, of the ear than of the eye. The eye is a single chamber
open to the light, and we can see into it, and observe what happens there. But
the ear is many-chambered, and its winding tunnels traversing the rock-like bones
of the skull are narrow, and hidden from us as the dungeons of a castle are, like
which, also, they are totally dark. Thus much, however, we know, that it is in
the innermost recesses of these unilluminated ivory vaults, that the mind is made
Into these gloomy cells, as into the bright chamber of the eye,
conscious of sound.
the soul is ever passing and asking for news from the world without
and ever and
anon, as of old in hidden subterranean caverns where men listened in silence and
darkness to the utterance of oracles, reverberations echo along the surrounding
walls, and responses come to the waiting spirit, whilst the world lifts up its voice
and speaks to the soul. The sound is that of a hushed voice, a low but clear whisper ;
for as it is but a dim shadow of the outer world we see
so it is but a faint echo
The Five Gateways of Knowledge,&quot;
of the outer world we hear.&quot;
George Wilson, in
1861.
He that planted the ear, &c.&quot; Shall the Author of these senses be
Verse 9.
senseless ?
Our God is not as that Jupiter of Crete, who was pictured without ears,
and could not be at leisure to attend upon small matters. He is ovs KOI vov ; he is
read of a people called Panotii ; God only is
also 6Xo00aX/i6r, all eye, all ear.
John Trapp.
so, to speak properly.
Formed the eye.&quot; The term used of the creation of the eye, is not
Verse 9.
made,&quot; as the Prayer Book version reads, but
formed,&quot; irXdo-as, flnxit,
merely
our
attention
to the wonderful mechanism of the organs of sight, and
directing
thence to the marvellous skill of the Artificer. J. M. Neale.
He that formed the eye.&quot; The word here used is frequently employed
Verse 9.
in reference to a potter
and the idea is that God has moulded or formed the eye
The more the eye is studied in its structure, the
as the potter fashions the clay.
more deeply shall we be impressed with the wonderful skill and wisdom of God.
Albert Barnes.
The eye.&quot; As illustrating the wisdom displayed in the eye we have
Verse 9.
selected the following.
Our physical good demands that we should have the
power of comprehending the world in all the respects in which it is possible for matter
The senses completely meet this want
or its forces to affect our bodies.
are too apt to confine ourselves to the mere mechanism of the eye or ear, without
how
the
senses
considering
supplement each other, and without considering the
provision made in the world that it may be a fit place for the exercise of the senses.
The eye would be useless without all the properties of light the ear would have
no power in a world without an atmosphere. Sight enables us to avoid danger,
and seek distant needful objects. What a vast length of time and wearisome labour
would it require for a blind man to learn what one glance of the eye may give to one
race of blind men could not exist on this globe.
blessed with sight.
The sense of sight alone, as a means of adapting us to the world, would strike
us as wonderful in its results, and worthy of the conception of the highest intelligence
in adapting means to ends, if we knew nothing of the adjustments by which sight
can conceive of the power of sight as direct perception, without the
is secured.
But constituted as
aid of light, or of a special organ corresponding to the eye.
we are, we see only through the agency of light and we perceive light only .by a
and objects only in consequence of a peculiar structure of that organ.
special organ
Of all these relationships of light to objects, and of light to the eye, and of the parts
The
of the eye to each other, not one of them is a necessary condition of matter.
arrangement of so many things by which this wonderful power of perceiving distant
an
endless
of
out
end
is
is
the
one
secure
that will
the
desired,
secured,
objects
only
number of arrangements that can be conceived of
Whoever contrived the organ
through which we are to perceive, understood perfectly all the properties of light,
;

;

&quot;

&quot;

We

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

We

;

A

We

;

;
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and the wants of the being that was to use it. The eye of man, though limited in
power to a certain range, gives all that the common wants of life demand. And
if man needs greater range of vision, he has but to study the eye itself, and fashion
instruments to increase its power as he is able when the proper time has come in his
civilization, to increase by science and art the efficacy of nearly all his physical
powers. For the ordinary purposes of life, neither telescopic nor microscopic ad
justment of the eye is needful.
But the eye has not only the power of vision so necessary to man, but it is an
instrument of power, an instrument made up of distinct parts, of solids and liquids,
Its mechanism
of transparent and opaque tissues, of curtains, and lenses, and screens.
can be accurately examined and the use of each part as perfectly understood as any
a
as
of
it
we
would
We examine every part
of the works of man.
microscope. We
have first the solid case which is to hold all the machinery, and upon which are to
be fastened the cords and pulleys of its skilful mounting. This covering, opaque,
white, and glistening, like silver on the back and sides of the eye, in front, where
the light must enter, suddenly becomes transparent as the clearest crystal. Within
this is a second coating that coming to the front changes just as suddenly into an
opaque screen, through the tissues of which no ray of light can pass. That screen
Whether ex
is self-adjusting, with a net-work that no art of man ever equalled.
panding or contracting, its opening in the centre always remains a perfect circle,
adapted in size to the intensity of the light. How much light shall enter the eye it
determines without aid from us. Next there must be connection with the brain,
the seat of the being for whom the provision is made. These two coatings are
pierced upon the back part of the eye, and a thread drawn out from the brain is
passed through this opening and spread out within the eye as a delicate screen
upon which all impressions are to be made. To fill the larger portion of the cavity,
there is packed into it a clear jelly, and imbedded in this a lens, fashioned with a
skill that no artist can equal, to refract the light and throw the image on the per
In front of this lens is another humor, not like jelly as the other,
ceptive screen.
because in this, that delicate fringe the iris, is to float, and nothing but a watery
Here then we have a great variety of materials all
fluid will answer its purpose.
brought together, of the exact quality and in the quantity needed, placed in the
exact position which they ought to occupy, so perfectly adjusted that the most that
man can do is to imitate the eye without ever hoping to equal it.
Nor is the curious structure of the eye itself all that is worthy of our attention.
The instrument when finished must be mounted for use. A cavity is formed in
The eye,
solid bone, with grooves and perforations for all the required machinery.
when placed, is packed with soft elastic cushions and fastened by strings and pulleys
not
when
is
to
it
Its
outer
case
cover
to give it variety and rapidity of motion.
The delicate fringe upon its border never
in use, and protect it when in danger.
and set like a well-arranged defence, its points all gracefully turned
needs clipping
back, that no ray of light may be obstructed. Above the protecting brow is another
defence to turn aside the acrid fluids from the forehead, while near the eye is placed
a gland that bathes the whole organ with a clear soothing fluid, to prevent all friction
and keep its outward lens free from dust, and polished for constant use. When
we consider all this, the perfect adaptation of the eye to our wants, the arrangement
of every part of its structure on strict mechanical and optical principles, and all
the provisions for its protection, we pronounce the instrument perfect, the work
of a Being like man, but raised immeasurably above the most skilful human work
man. What shall we say when we learn that this instrument was prepared in long
that there is a machinery within it to keep it in constant
anticipation of its use
that the Maker not only adjusted the materials, but that he was the chemist
repair
who formed all these substances from the dust of the earth ? We may be told
that the architect found this dust ready at hand, existing from all eternity. We
may not be able to prove the contrary, nor do we need to do so for this argument.
It is enough for our present purpose to know that the eyes with which we now see,
these wonderfully complex and perfect instruments, were not long since common
earth, dust upon which we perchance have trod.
We can understand the mechanism of the eye, we can comprehend the wisdom
but the preparation of materials, and the adjustment of parts,
that devised it
speak of a power and skill to which man can never hope to attain. When he sees
his most cunning workmanship surpassed both in plan and execution, shall he fail
its

;

;

;

;

;

to recognise design ?

Shall

we

fail

to recognise a builder

when we contemplate such
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Nature and

P. A. Chadbourne, in &quot;Lectures on Natural Theology; or,
the same Author.
New York, 1867.&quot;
A god or a saint that should really cast the
Shall he not see ?
glance of a pure eye into the conscience of the worshipper would not long be held
The grass would grow again around that idol s shrine. A seeing god
in repute.
would not do the idolater wants a blind god. The first cause of idolatry is a desire
in an impure heart to escape from the look of the living God, and none but a dead
image would serve the turn. William Arnot.
Verse 9.
He who made the sun itself, and causes it to revolve, being a small
portion of his works, if compared with the whole, is he unable to perceive all things ?

a

work?&quot;

the Bible

Verse

from

&quot;

&quot;

9.

:

Epictetus.

That is wise counsel of the Rabbins, that the three best safeguards
Verse 9.
against falling into sin are to remember, first, that there is an ear which hears every
thing ; secondly, that there is an eye which sees everything ; thirdly, that there
is a hand which writes everything in the Book of Knowledge, which shall be opened
at the Judgment. J. M. Neale.
It was no limited power that could make this eye to see, this ear
Verses 9, 10.
to hear, this heart to understand ; and, if that eye which he hath given us, can
are within our prospect, and that ear, that he hath planted, can
that
see all things
hear all sounds that are within our compass, and that heart, that he hath given us,
can know all matters within the reach of our comprehension ; how much more shall
the sight, and hearing, and knowledge of that Infinite Spirit, which can admit of
no bounds, extend to all the actions and events of all the creatures, that lie open
before him that made them
Joseph Hall.
I

The question posts midway
that teacheth man knowledge
(for the words in Italics are not Scripture), the point of application being too obvious
He that teacheth man all his knowledge.&quot; [Fill out the rest
to need mention.
Verse 10.

He

&quot;

.&quot;

&quot;

think, What then ?]
Henry Cowles.
yourselves
He that teacheth man knowledge.&quot; What knowledge have we but
Verse 10.
is
derived
from
and what is that
that which
himself, or from the external world ?
and what is creation, but the composition, structure,
world, but his Creation ?
and arrangement of all things according to his previous designs, plans, intentions,
In studying creation in any of its departments, we therefore
will, and mandate ?
and all that we can learn from it must be his ideas, his purposes,
study his mind
and his performances. No author, in his compositions no artificer, in his
mechanisms, can more truly display their talents and ideas to others, than the
unseen Creator manifests his thoughts and intelligence to us in the systems and
In
substances which he has formed, and presents to our continual contemplation.
Sharon Turner.
this sense, Nature is an unceasing revelation of them to us.
:

&quot;

:

The Lord knoweth the thoughts.&quot; The thoughts of man s heart
Verse 11.
millions are there of them in a day
The twinkling of the eye is not so sudden
a thing as the twinkling of a thought ; yet those thousands and thousands of thoughts
which pass from thee, that thou canst not reckon, they are all known to God.
Anthony Burgess.
The Lord knoweth the thoughts of man, that they are vanity.&quot; What
Verse 11.
Let us examine it.
a humbling thought is here suggested to us
1. If vanity had been ascribed to the meaner parts of the creation
if all inanimate
and irrational beings, whose days are as a shadow, and who know not whence they
came nor whither they go, had thus been characterized it had little more than
accorded with our own ideas. But the humiliating truth belongs to man, the lord
of the lower creation
to man, that distinguished link in the chain of being which
unites in his person mortality and immortality, heaven and earth.
The LORD
knoweth the thoughts of man, that they are vanity.&quot;
2. Had vanity been ascribed only to the exercise of our sensual or mortal part,
or of that which we possess in common with other animals, it had been less humiliating.
But the charge is pointed at that which is the peculiar glory of man, the intellectual
It is here, if anywhere, that we excel the creatures which are
part, his thoughts.
can contemplate our own existence, dive into the past and
placed around us.
the future, and understand whence we came and whither we go. Yet in this tender
of man are vanity.
part we are touched. Even the
thoughts
3. If vanity had been ascribed merely to those loose and trifling excursions of
&quot;

what

1

&quot;

I

&quot;

We

&quot;

&quot;
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the imagination which fall not under the influence of choice, a kind of comers and
goers, which are ever floating in the mind, like insects in the air on a summer s
evening, it had been less affecting. The soul of man seems to be necessarily active.
Everything we see, hear, taste, feel, or perceive, has some influence upon thought,
which is moved by it as leaves on the trees are moved by every breeze of wind. But
here include those exercises of the mind in which it is voluntarily or
thoughts
even all our schemes, contrivances,
intensely engaged, and in which we are in earnest
and purposes. One would think, if there were anything in man to be accounted of,
it should be those exercises in which his intellectual faculty is seriously and
intensely
employed. Yet the Lord knoweth that even these are vanity.
4. If during our state of childhood and youth only vanity had been ascribed
to our thoughts, it would have been less surprising.
This is a truth of which number
less parents have painful proof ; yea, and of which children themselves, as they
grow up to maturity, are generally conscious. Vanity at this period, however,
admits of some apology. The obstinacy and folly of some young people, while they
provoke disgust, often excite a tear of pity. But the charge is exhibited against
man.
Man at his best estate is altogether vanity.&quot;
5. The decision proceeds from a quarter from which there can be no appeal.
The Lord knoweth
it.
Opinions dishonourable to our species may sometimes
arise from ignorance, sometimes from spleen and disappointment, and sometimes
from a gloomy turn of mind, which views mankind through a distorted medium.
But the judgment given in this passage is the decision of him who cannot err a
decision therefore to which, if we had no other proof, it becomes us to accede.
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

Andrew

Fuller.
Verse 11.

&quot;

Compare James
Verse 12.
tion,

when

&quot;

it is

They are vanity.&quot;
John Gill.

The Syriac version

is,

for they are a vapour.

iv. 14.

Blessed

is the man,&quot;

sanctified

by the

&c.

Spirit of

I

shall

God

show the various

to those persons

benefits of afflic
are exercised

who

by it. I. The Great God has made affliction the occasion of converting sinners,
and bringing them into a spiritual acquaintance with Christ his Son. See Isa. xlviii.
II. God not only makes affliction the occasion of converting sinners at
10.
but after conversion he sanctifies an afflicted state to the saints, to weaken the
remains of indwelling sin in them, and make them afraid of sinning against him in
III. God, in afflicting the saints, increases that good work of grace,
future time.
which his Spirit has implanted in them. God causes his saints to grow in grace,
when he corrects them with the rod of sorrow God assimilates and makes the saints
Heb. xii.
like unto himself, in a greater degree, by temporal troubles and distresses.
IV. God afflicts the saints for the improvement of their knowledge in divine
10, 11.
The Psalmist says, in the words of the text, Blessed is the man whom thou
things.
Lord, and teachest him out of thy law.&quot; See also Ps. cxix. 71. V. The
chastenest,
great God, by afflicting the saints, brings them unto him with greater nearness and
frequency, by prayer and supplication. VI. God afflicts the saints, to make them
VII. To make them more
better acquainted with the perfections of his nature.
conformed to Christ his Son. VIII. To subdue the pride of their hearts, and make
them more humble. IX. God oftentimes discovers to the saints, in the season of
their affliction, in a clearer manner, that grace which he has implanted in them,
and refreshes their souls with the consolations of his Spirit. X. God afflicts the
saints, to divide their hearts more from the love of the world, and to make them more
meet for heaven. Outline of a Sermon by John Farmer, 1744.
Here observe generally, what it is which afflictions, or God by afflic
Verse 12.
even the self-same thing which he teacheth in his
tions, teacheth his children
word as the schoolmaster teacheth his scholars the same thing by the rod, which
he teacheth by words. The word, then, is the storehouse of all instruction. Look
not for any new diverse doctrine to be taught thee by affliction, which is not in the
word. For, in truth, herein stands our teaching by affliction, that it fits and pre
pares us for the word, by breaking and sub-dividing the stubbornness of our hearts,
and making them pliable, and capable of the impression of the word. Wherefore,
first&amp;gt;

;

&quot;

;

;

Because
as the Apostle saith, that the law is our schoolmaster to Christ, Gal. iii.
the law, by showing unto us our disease, forceth us to the physician. So likewise
For whilst we are at
it may be said that afflictions are schoolmasters to the law.
ease and in prosperity, though the sons of thunder terrify never so much with the
fearful cracks of legal menaces, yet are we as deaf men, nothing moved therewith.
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humbled and meekened by affliction, then is there way made for
then do we begin with some reverence of attention to listen
the terrors of the law
and give ear unto them. When therefore God sends us any affliction, we must
know that then he sends us to the law and to the testimony. For he teaches us
indeed in our affliction, but it is in his law. And therefore if in our affliction we will
learn anything, we must take God s book into our hands, and carefully and seriously

But when we

are

;

it.
And hereby shall it appear that our afflictions have been our teachers,
by them we have felt ourselves stirred up to greater diligence, zeal, and reverence
After that the prophet had preferred his
in reading and hearing the word
complaint to the Lord against the adversaries of the church, from the first verse to
the eighth, he leaveth God, and in a sudden conversion of speech, turns himself
from the party complained unto, to the parties complained of, the cruel oppressors
of the church, terrifying them by those just judgments of God, which in fine must
overtake them, and so consequently cheering and comforting the distressed church.
But because the distress of the church s enemies of itself could be no sufficient matter
of comfort unto her, therefore a second argument of further and that far more
effectual consolation is added in this twelfth verse, drawn from the happy condition
of the church, even whilst she is thus overborne with those tigerly and tyrannical
And the argument is propounded by the prophet, not directing his
persecutors.

peruse
if

speech to the church, but rather in his own person bringing in the church suddenly
turning her speech from her enemies, with whom she was expostulating, to God
Blessed is the man
himself, and breaking forth into this pathetical expostulation,
whom thou chastenest, Lord, and teachest him out of thy law.&quot; From the coherence
of which words with the former, we may observe, that the outward miseries of our
enemies is but cold comfort, unless withal we have a persuasion of our own inward
happiness. ... It would do the child little good to see the rod cast into the fire, if
he himself should be cast in after it. Therefore the church having in this place
meditated of the just judgments of God, which should in due time befall her ad
versaries, and not finding sufficiency of comfort therein, here in this verse proceedeth
to a further meditation of her own case and condition.
Wherein she seemeth thus
to reason to herself.
What though these mine enemies be brought to their deserved
ends ? what though I know they be reserved for shame and confusion ? What ease
can this bring to my mind now dejected, and happy thinking itself as miserable as
these my foes ?
Now these doubtful thoughts something disquieting her, further
comfort is ministered unto her by the Spirit of God in this verse, whereby she is
enabled to answer that objection she made against herself, namely, that she is assured,
that as her adversaries case is wretched, so is her own most happy and blessed.
Daniel Dyke, in
The Schoole of Affliction,&quot; 1633.
&quot;

&quot;

Blessed is the man whom thou chastenest,&quot; etc.
If by outward
afflictions thy soul be brought more under the inward teachings of God, doubtless
thy afflictions are in love. All the chastening in the world, without divine teaching,
will never make a
blessed ; that
that finds correction attended with in

Verse 12.

&quot;

man

man

If God, by the affliction that
struction, and lashing with lessoning, is a happy man.
is upon thee, shall teach thee how to loathe sin more, how to trample
upon the world
more, and how to walk with God more, thy afflictions are in love. If God shall
teach thee by afflictions how to die to sin more, and how to die to thy relations more,
and how to die to thy self-interest more, thy afflictions are in love.
If God shall
teach thee by afflictions how to live to Christ more, how to lift up Christ more, and
how to long for Christ more, thy afflictions are in love. If God shall teach thee by
afflictions to get assurance of a better life, and to be still in a gracious readiness and
If God shall teach
preparedness for the day of thy death, thy afflictions are in love.
thee by afflictions how to mind heaven more, and how to fit for heaven more, thy
afflictions are in love.
If God by afflictions shall teach thy proud heart how to lie
more low, and thy hard heart how to grow more humble, and thy censorious heart
how to grow more charitable, and thy carnal heart how to grow more spiritual,
and thy froward heart how to grow more quiet, &c., thy afflictions are in love. Pambo,
an illiterate dunce, as the historian terms him, was a-learning that one lesson,
I
said I will take heed to
ways, that I sin not with
tongue,&quot; nineteen years,
and yet had not learned it. Ah it is to be feared that there are many who have
been in this school of affliction above this nineteen years, and yet have not learned
any saving lesson all this while. Surely their afflictions are not in love, but in wrath.
Where God loves, he afflicts in love, and wherever God afflicts in love, there he will
first and last teach such souls such lessons as shall do them
good to all eternity.
&quot;

my

my

!
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you enjoy the special presence of God with your spirits in your affliction, then
in love.
Hast thou a special presence of God with thy spirit,
strengthening of that, stilling of that, satisfying of that, cheering and comforting
If

your

affliction is

In the multitude of my thoughts,&quot; that is, of my troubled, intricate,
ensnared, intertwined, and perplexed thoughts, as the branches of a tree by some
strong wind are twisted one within another, as the Hebrew word properly signifies,
Thy comforts delight my soul.&quot; Here is a presence of God with his soul, here are
comforts and delights that reach the soul, here is a cordial to strengthen the spirit.
Thomas Brooks.
Verse 12.
You may and ought to get especial rejoicing faith out of sanctified
afflictions.
Thus
Whom God doth correct and teach, him he loves, he is blessed
xciv.
12
6 :) but God doth so to me ergo.&quot; Here are bills and prayers
Heb.xii.
(Ps.
for mercies
but who looks after the issue, the teaching, the holy use ? Sanctified
afflictions are very good evidences, and so very comfortable.
There are those who
would not have lost their sufferings, temptations, afflictions, for any good. The
blessed Spirit hath taught them that way many a divine truth by heart out of the
word ; they are sensible of it, and from it conclude the love of God in Christ to them ;
and thence they have joy and comfort, that joy that angels cannot give, and devils
cannot take. Sanctified troubles are tokens of special love. Christopher Fowler
The Morning Exercises.&quot;
(1610 1678,) in
Verse 12.
If we have nothing but the rod, we profit not by the rod
yea, if we
have nothing but the word, we shall never profit by the word. It is the Spirit
the
and
the
with
the
with
which
we
word,
rod, by
given
Spirit given
profit under
both, or either. Chastening and divine teaching must go together, else there will
be no profit by chastening. Joseph Caryl.
Verse 12.
God sees that the sorrows of life are very good for us for, as seeds
that are deepest covered with snow in winter flourish most in spring ; or as the wind
down
the flame raiseth it higher and hotter ; and as when we would
by beating
have fires flame the more, we sprinkle water upon them ; even so, when the Lord
would increase our joy and thankfulness, he allays it with the tears of affliction.
of that ?

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

:

:

;

&quot;

;

;

H.

G. Sailer.
Verse 12.

And

&quot;

And

teachest.&quot;

Teaching implies both a schoolmaster, a teacher,

and

lessons taught.
In this teaching both these points are here noted out.
for the first, namely, the schoolmaster, it is twofold
1. The outward affliction

instructing

:

Whom

thou chastisest, teachest,&quot; that is, whom by chastising
thou teachest. 2. God himself, who is the chief and principal head schoolmaster,
the other being but an inferior and subordinate one
Whom thou teachest.&quot;
And for the second point, the lessons taught, they are included generally in those
law.&quot;
the
in
To
then
with
words,
schoolmasters, and first with the
thy
begin

and chastisement,

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

first.

The first schoolmaster is affliction. A sharp and severe and swingeing school
master indeed, and so much the fitter for such stout and stubborn scholars as we
are
who because we will not be overcome by fair means, must needs therefore
be dealt withal by foul. For God doth not willingly afflict us, but being necessarily
thereunto enforced, by that strength of corruption in us, which otherwise will not
be subdued. So physicians and surgeons are constrained to come to cutting, lancing,
and burning, when milder remedies will not prevail. Let us therefore hereby take
notice of the hardness of our hearts, the fallow ground whereof cannot be broken
up but by this sharp plough of affliction. See what dullards and blockheads we
are, how slow to understand spiritual things, not able to conceive of them by the
instruction of words, unless they be even beaten and driven into our brains by blows.
So thick and brawny is that foreskin which is drawn over our uncircumcised ears
and hearts, that no doctrine can enter, unless it be pegged, and hammered, and
knocked into us by the fists of this sour and crabbed schoolmaster.
The second schoolmaster is God himself. Afflictions of themselves, though
severe schoolmasters, yet can do us no good, unless God come by his Spirit, and
teach our hearts inwardly. Let us therefore pray, that as in the ministry of God s
word, so also of his works and judgments, we may be all taught of God. For it is
his Spirit that quickeneth and animateth the outward means, which otherwise are
a dead letter. And this is the reason that many men have rather grown worse by
their afflictions, than anything better
because God s Spirit hath not gone with the
affliction, to put life and spirit into it, as Moses observed in the Israelites, Deut. xxix.
2 4.
Daniel Dyke.
;

;
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That thou mayest give him

rest.&quot;
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Here usually, but hereafter cer
motto
those that die in the

requies, was Chaucer s
from their labours. Meanwhile they are chastened of the Lord, that
they may not be condemned with the world. 1 Cor. xi. 32. John Trapp.
To give him rest.&quot; This is the end of God s teaching, that his
Verse 13.
servant may wait in patience, unmoved by, safe from, the days of evil (comp. xlix. 5)
the
evil
all
round lifting itself up, but seeing also the secret, mysterious retri
seeing
rest
is the rest
In this sense the
bution, slowly but surely accomplishing itself.
xxxii. 17
xxx. 15
Ivii. 20
and
of a calm, self-possessed spirit, as Isai. vii. 4
that thou mayest give him.&quot; J. J. S. Perowne.
to give him
signifies
Let there be a revival of the passive virtues. Mr. Hume
Rest.&quot;
Verse 13.
monkish virtues.&quot; Many speak of them slightingly, especially as
calls them the
the
with
dashing qualities so highly esteemed in the world. But quietness
compared
Some
of mind and of spirit, like a broken heart, is of great price in the sight of God.
seem to have forgotten that silence and meekness are graces. William S. Plumer.
To rest from the days of adversity
Rest from the days of adversity.&quot;
Verse 13.
is not to be disturbed by them to such an extent as to murmur, or despond in spirit^
but to trust in God, and in silence of the mind and affections expect from God de
xxvi. 20, &c. Moreover he says not nro in, but nyo from
See Isai. vii. 4
liverance.
the days of adversity, an expression of greater elegancy and wider range of meaning.
For there is a reference to the primary form of the verb t^ to sink, to settle down,

Mors
tainly.
Lord shall rest

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

liquor fall to the bottom ; when it is applied to the
The dregs,
agitation of cares, and full of bitterness.
Be
therefore, sprung from the days of adversity, are pointed out as settling down.
sides, not only is rest of mind while the evils continue indicated, but also while they
are ceasing, since o, from, has here, as not infrequently elsewhere, a negativ f orce.

as when the dregs of disturbed
mind when shaken with a great

Venema.
Verse 13.

&quot;

Until the pit be digged for the

wicked.&quot;

Behold, thou hast the counsel

and the reason why he spareth the wicked the pit is being digged for the
Thou wishest to bury him at once the pit is as yet being dug for him
do not be in haste to bury him. Augustine.
of God,
sinner.

:

:

:

text contains two parts ; the providence of God to his people,
The providence of God to
of the providence among them.
God seems to go away from his, and then the
his people lies much in after-games
wicked have the better anon he returns, and then his people carry the day. &quot;Judg
ment shall return unto righteousness ; or justice shall return unto judgment ; a phrase
of speech frequent in the Old Testament to note retaliation, quid for quo, like for
The term is distinct as well as the phrase, and helps to give the sense of the
like.
Spirit of God here ; P?s, from Pi, se asseruit, justice shall assert itself ; Christ shall
Shall return,&quot; retro-agi : what
assert his people, his promises, his threatenings.
evil men do to good shall be re-done to them, done back again upon them by God.
Or this root, here rendered return,&quot; may be rendered to abide and rest. In Psalm
Justice
I shall dwell in the house of the Lord for ever.&quot;
xxiii. 6, it is so rendered
but it returns
doth, as it were, go from home sometimes, when it visits the saints
wicked.
Justice
as
it
from
the
to its home and dwelling, i.e.,
home, till
is,
were,
Justice shall dwell and rest
it returns to the wicked, there it abides and dwells.
in judgment,&quot; i.e., in the execution of punishments upon wicked men.
ic?^P, from
a thing rests
TDEtf, judicium exercuit, notes the exercise and execution of justice :
in its end ; justice dwells and rests in judgment, i.e., in its execution, in its end for
which, and unto which and whom it is appointed. Nicholas Lockyer, 1612 1684-5.
The right reading is in the margin, shall be after
Shall follow
Verse 15.
&quot;He poureth contempt upon princes ;
it, or after that; that is, (1) shall observe it.
he setteth the poor on high from affliction whoso is wise shall observe these things,&quot;
Shall be
this Scripture, I think, in part explains the text.
(2)
etc., Ps. cvii. 43
that is, shall confess and acknowledge it.
Tis not a small thing to bring
after it ;
men to confess the justice of God in his dealings. (3) Shall be after it ; that is,
Verse 15.

My

and the prosperity

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

it.&quot;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

compared with and opened by Ps. Iviii. 10, 11. (4)
that is, the works of God shall be of effectual operation, to
Shall be after it ;
bring such as are upright in heart more to love and obey God, and so it is to be com

shall
&quot;

triumph

in

it,

and

so to be

&quot;

pared with Ps. xxxi. 23.

Nicholas Lockyer.
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Verse 16.
Who will rise up,&quot; etc. I think we ought to look upon David here
in a public capacity, as a prince or magistrate
and then as such he deplores the
increase and confidence of the wicked ; and having fortified himself in God by
prayer, he resolves, in the words of the text, to do the duty of his station, to employ
all the power God had given him for the extirpation of wickedness, and the reforma
and earnestly invites and calls in to his assistance all
tion of an impious people
that had either heart or ability for such a work, as being well aware of the great
is
of
it.
This
the
sense
I prefer, because it best becomes the zeal and faith
difficulty
of David, best suits the spirit and genius of several other parallel Psalms, and seems
plainly to me to have the countenance of the Targum and the Septuagint.
In the words thus explained we have these three things
1. The deplorable state
This is easily to be collected from the form t;nd manner of David s ex
of Israel.
himself
Who
will
stand
me
?
or
who
will
lake my part ? As
here,
up for
pressing
if he should have said. Such is the number and power of the wicked, that how much
soever my heart is set upon a reformation, I can hardly hope to effect it, without the
&quot;

;

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

concurrence and joint endeavours of good men. And yet, alas
how little is the
assistance I can reasonably expect of this kind ?
few are the sincere friends
and
how
is
the
of goodness ?
coldness
and
indifference which
great
general
I

How

How

2. The duty of the magistrate.
This is plainly
possesses men in the things of God ?
implied here, and is, to curb and restrain wickedness, and to promote a general
reformation. 3. The duty of ail good people. Which is, as far as in them lies, to
assist and encourage the magistrate in this good work.
Richard Lucas, 1697.
Verse 16.
Who will rise up for me against the wicked ?
In all ages, men who
neither feared God nor regarded man have combined together and formed con
And herein they have shown them
federacies, to carry on the works of darkness.
selves wise in their generation, for by this means they more effectually promoted the
kingdom of their father the devil, than otherwise they could have done. On the
other hand, men who did fear God, and desire the happiness of their fellow-creatures,
have in every age found it needful to join together in order to oppose the works of
darkness, to spread the knowledge of God their Saviour, and to promote his kingdom
upon earth. Indeed he himself has instructed them so to do. From the time that
men were upon the earth, he hath taught them to join together in his service, and
has united them in one body by one Spirit. And for this very end he has joined
them together, that he might destroy the works of the devil ; first in them that
John Wesley, in a
are already united, and by them that are round about them.
Sermon on these words, preached before the Society for Reformation of Manners, Jan. 30,
1763.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Had been my help.&quot; The word signifieth not only help, but summum
Verse 17.
plenum auxilium, an helpfulness, or full help : the Hebrew hath a letter more
than ordinary, to increase the signification, as learned Mr. Leigh observeth
there
The Saints Dangers, Deliverances,
Nathaniel Whiting, in
is the sufficiency of help.
and Duties,&quot; 1659.
&quot;

et

:

&quot;

In the multitude of my thoughts,&quot; etc. That is, just when they
Verse 19.
were come to their height and extremity in me. The comforts of God are seasonable,
and observe the proper time for their coming, neither too soon, nor too late, but
that is, just in the very point and nick of time. There is another thing here
multitude
of the
and in the
not
thoughts
thoughts
spoken of. In the
not in the paucity of thoughts,
in the indifferency of thoughts, but in the perplexity
In the mount will
our extremity is God s opportunity.
but in the plurality
the Lord be seen,&quot; when we have thought and thought and thought all we could,
and know not what to think more, then does God delight to tender and exhibit his
comforts to us. ...
within me
In the words
we have, next, the intimacy or closeness of this grief.
The Hebrew word is ?$a, in medio met. The Arabic be-kalbi, in corde meo. And
This is added by
so likewise the Septuagint, tv rj KapSia pov, in my very heart.
way of further intention and aggravation of the present evil and distress. First,
To show the secrecy of this grief. Those evils which are external, and in the body,
every one is ready to bemoan them, and to bewail them, and to take notice of them,
and to shew a great deal of bowels towards those which are afflicted with them
but these griefs which are inward, and in the mind, they are such as are known but
&quot;

&quot;

in,&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;
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himself.

The heart knoweth

his

own

bitterness,&quot;
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saith Solomon, Proverbs

xiv. 10.
it
Secondly, Here is hereby denoted the settledness and radication of this evil
was within him and it was within his heart, that is, it was deeply rooted and fastened,
such were these
and such as had a strong ground-work and foundation in him
troublesome
thoughts,&quot; they were got into his very inwards and bowels, and so
were not easily got out again. Thirdly, Here is hereby also signified the impression
which they had upon him, and the sense which he himself had of them. They
were such as did grievously afflict him, and pierce him, and went near unto him,
they went to his very heart, and touched him, as it were, to the quick, through the
:

;

&quot;

grievousness of them, as he speaks in another place concerning the reproaches of
As with a sword (or killing) in my bones, mine enemies
his enemies, Psalm xlii. 10
reproach me ; while they say daily unto me, Where is thy God ?
of God which the Psalmist does more especially
these
are
what
Now
comforts
In a word, they are the comforts which do flow from
intend here in this place ?
our communion with him. The comforts of his attributes, and the comforts of his
promises, and the comforts of his gracious presence drawing near unto our souls,
when it pleases him to shine upon us, and to express his good will to us, and to
give us some evidence and assurance of his love and favour towards us ; these are
his comforts.
This is a transcendent expression, which the Holy Ghost in the
Delight.&quot;
pen of the prophet David comes up unto. It had been a great matter to have said,
they satisfy my soul, or, they quiet me, no more but so ; that is the highest pitch
which a perplexed spirit can wish to itself. Those which are in great pain, they
would be glad if they might have but ease, they cannot aspire so high as pleasure
and delight, this is more than can be expected by them ; but see here now the notable
efficacy of these Divine comforts ; they do not only pacify the mind, but they joy
it ; they do not only satisfy it, but ravish it ; they not only quiet, but delight it.
Thy comforts delight my soul.&quot; That is, not only take away the present grief,
but likewise put in the room and place of it most unspeakable comfort and consola
as the sun does not only dispel darkness, but likewise brings in a glorious light
tion
in the stead of it.
My soul.&quot; We showed before how the grief was in the mind, and therefore
the comfort must be so also, that the remedy may answer the malady. Bodily
nothing will ease the soul but such
pleasure will not satisfy for mind distraction
comforts as are agreeable to itself, and such are these present comforts of God, they
Thomas
Horton.
soul.
the
delight
Verse 19.
Thoughts considered simply in themselves do not contain any matter
of grief or evil
they are the proper and natural issue and emanations of the soul
which come from it with a great deal of easiness, and with a great deal of delight ;
but it is the exorbitancy and irregularity of them which is here intended, when they
&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

;

do not proceed evenly and fairly as they ought to do, but with some kind of interrup
and so the word which is here used in the text seems to import the Hebrew
sagnaphim carrying an affinity with segnaphim, which is derived from a root which
Now we know that in a bough there are two things
signifies properly a bough.
First, there s the
especially considerable, as pertinent to our present purpose.
And, secondly, there s the agitation. Boughs usually catch, and
perplexity of it.
and
are
boughs they
easily shaken, and moved up and down
intangle one in another,
by the wind. If there be never so little air or breath stirring abroad, the boughs
and
are
made
sensible
of it.
So that this expression does
discover
it,
presently
serve very well to intimate and set forth unto us the perplexity and inconstancy of
thoughts, which David was now troubled withal, and whereof he now complains,
as grievous and offensive to him.
They were not thoughts in any consideration,
but thoughts of distraction, such thoughts as did bring some grief and trouble with
them. This the Septuagint translators were so fully apprehensive of, that they
quite leave out thoughts, and render it only by griefs, KOTO. T& 77X^09
pov
But it is more full and agreeable to the
according to the multitude of my sorrows.
word to put them both together, my grievous and sorrowful thoughts such thoughts
as in regard of the carriage and ordering of them, do bring grief and sorrow with them.
And here we may by the way observe thus much, that God need not go far to
he can do it even with their own thoughts,
punish and afflict men when he pleases
no more but so. He can gather a rod of these boughs, and make a scourge of these
If he does but raise a
twistings, wherewith to lash them, and that to purpose.
tion

;

;

r&amp;lt;av

;

o8wu&amp;gt;v

:
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in the mind, and cause these thoughts to bluster and bustle one with another,
there will be trouble and affliction enough, though there were nothing else.
It is
no matter whether there be any ground or occasion for it in the things themselves ;
it is enough that there be so but in the conceit and apprehension.
God can so use
a fancy, a mere toy and imagination itself, and so set it on upon the soul, that there
Thomas Horlon.
shall be no quiet nor rest for it.
Observe the greatness of this man s distress. This is forcibly ex
Verse 19.
pressed in the text, though in our translation it is scarcely obvious. The word in
it rendered
thoughts,&quot; scholars tell us, signifies originally the small branches of
The idea in the Psalmist s mind appears to be this
Look at a tree, with
trees.
its branches shooting in every direction, entangling and entwining themselves one
with another ; let the wind take them see how they feel it, how restless they become
and confused, beating against and striving one with another. Now my mind is
I have a great many thoughts in it ; and thoughts which are con
like that tree.
tinually shifting and changing ; they are perplexed and agitated thoughts, battling
one with another. There is no keeping the mind quiet under them ; they bring
multitude
in the text ;
disorder into it as well as sorrow. And mark the word
It signifies more than number ; confusion.
there is exactly the same idea in that.
are my
Think of a crowd collected and hurrying about
so, says the Psalmist,
I have a crowd of them in my mind, and a restless confused crowd.
thoughts.
One painful thought is bad enough, but I have many ; a multitude of them and
almost countless, a disturbed throng.
now, then, understand the case we have
before us. The man s sorrow arose, at this time, from disquieting thoughts within
his own breast; and his sorrow was great, because these thoughts were many,
and at the same time tumultuous. When the Psalmist says,
Thy comforts,&quot; he
means more than comforts of which God is the author or giver. God is the author
and giver of all our comforts of all the earthly comforts that surround us ; they
are to understand here such
are all the work and gift of his gracious hand.
comforts as are peculiarly and altogether God s, such as flow at once from God ;
not from him through creatures to us, but from him immediately to us without the
intervention of creatures. The comforts that we get from his attributes from
meditating on, and what we call realising them the comforts we get from his promises
and the comforts of his presence, he drawing near
believing and hoping in him
to our souls and shining into them we knowing he is near us, conscious of it by the
the com
Thy comforts
light and happiness and renewed strength within us.
forts we get from the Lord Jesus Christ ; from looking at him, considering him ;
and
and
and
and
his
of
offices,
blood,
righteousness,
intercession,
person,
thinking
and exaltation, and glory, and his second coming our meeting him, seeing him, being
the comforts which come from the Holy Spirit,
like him.
Thy comforts
when he opens the Scriptures to us, or speaks through ceremonies
the Comforter
and ordinances, or witnesses within us of our adoption of God ; shining in on his
our hearts ; enabling us to see that work, and to see in it God s
in
of
work
own
grace
peculiar, eternal love to us ; not opening to us the book of life, and showing us our
names there, but doing something that makes us almost as joyful as though that
book were opened to us
showing us the hand of God in our own souls his con
verting, saving hand his hand apprehending us as his own ; making us feel, as it
and
of
feel, too, that it is a grasp which he will never loosen.
love,
were, his grasp
Charles Bradley.
Verse 19.
Thy comforts delight my soul.&quot; Xerxes offered great rewards to
him that could find out a new pleasure ; but the comforts of the Spirit are satisfactory,
they recruit the heart. There is as much difference between heavenly comforts
and earthly, as between a banquet that is eaten and one that is painted on the

tempest

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

We

&quot;

.

.

.

We

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

Thomas Watson.
Thy comforts.&quot; Troubles may be of our own begetting
comforts come only from that infinite fountain, the God of consolation
hath styled himself. Thomas Adams.
The original word, *r*, signifies
Verse 19.
Delight my soul.&quot;

wall.

Verse 19.

but true

&quot;

&quot;

;
;

for so he
&quot;

to cause
; but the English language will not bear an application
leap or dance for joy
the
heart leap for joy.&quot;
Samuel
of this image to the soul
though we say to make
Horsley.
Because the malignant host is first entered into the ground of my
Verse 19.
1. The rebels, or mutineers,
2. The number
thoughts.&quot;
text, consider with me
multitude.&quot;
3. The captain whose colours they bear ; a
of them, no less than a
&quot;

to

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;
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my thoughts.&quot;
disquieted mind
within me.&quot;
the heart
apud me,
&quot;

;

4.

The
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where the battle

field

is

fought
Quanta,

;

in

In the other army we find, 1.
how
2. Quota, how many they are ;
indefinitely set
comforts.&quot;
puissant they are
down abundant comfort. 3. Cujus, whose they are the Lord s, he is their general ;
In the
4. Quid operantur, what they do ; they delight the soul.
thy comforts.&quot;
nature of them, being comforts, there is tranquillity ; in the number of them, being
many comforts, there is sufficiency in the owner of them, being thy comforts,
there is omnipotency ; and in the effect of them, delighting the soul, there is security.
&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

From Thomas Adams Sermon

entitled

&quot;

Man

A

s Comfort.&quot;

text of this kind shows us forcibly the power of Divine grace in
Verse 19.
how much it can do to sustain and cheer the heart. The world
the human heart
but if the grace which God has given him
afflict
a
believer, and pain him
may
It rather
is in active exercise in his soul, the world cannot make him unhappy.
for it brings God and his soul nearer
adds by its ill treatment to his happiness
together God the fountain of all happiness, the rest and satisfaction of his soul.
This Psalm was evidently written by a deeply afflicted man. The wicked, he
and had been so for a long while. He could find
says, were triumphing over him
Who will rise up for me against
no one on earth to take his part against them.
or who will stand up for me against the
he asks in the 16th verse
the evildoers ?
And it seemed, too, as though God had abandoned him.
workers of iniquity ?
His enemies thought so, and he seems to have been almost ready to think so himself.
But what was the fact ? All this time the Lord was secretly pouring consolation
In appearance a
into his soul, and in the end made that consolation abundant.
wretched, he was in reality a happy man
yea, the text
suffering, yet comforted
Thy comforts delight my soul.&quot; Charles Bradley, 1845.
says delighted
:

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

The throne of iniquity .... which frameth mischief by a law.&quot; The
pretext of wicked men to colour their proceedings against innocent men is
and the third is their council. What tyrant
the second is the law
their throne
could ask more ? But God has prepared an awful hell for impenitent tyrants, and
\Villiam Nicholson.
they will be in it long before they now expect to leave the world.
The throne of iniquity .... which frameth mischief by a law.&quot; If
Verse 20.
there never had been such thrones in the world, there would not have been that
mention made of them in the Scripture. But such there have been. That of
Jeroboam was one, who would not suffer the people, according to the divine command,
but spread,
to go up to Jerusalem to worship God, who had there placed his name
for them that went, nets upon Mizpah, and set snares upon Mount Tabor.
(Hosea v.
And such thrones there have been since, too many of them. Well saith the
1.)
Shall they have fellowship with thee ?
No, no ; God keeps his distance
Psalmist,
are not so offensive to God
from them. Those that we call
stinking dunghills
as thrones of iniquity are, which shall neither be approved by him nor secured.
for the world shall
in patience possess your souls
Stay a while, Christians, and
The Morning
Samuel Slater, in
see that in due time he will overturn them all.
&quot;

Verse 20.

first

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

Exercises.&quot;

Verse 20.
Which frameth mischief by a law,&quot; i.e., frame wicked laws, or under
the colour of law and justice, oppress the innocent. Summum jus, summa infuri,
the higher the law, the greater the injustice, and injuries may and are too often clone
With those
ex pravd interpretation legis, from a wicked interpretation of the law.
who do injustice with the sword of justice, God will have no fellowship. William
Nicholson.
&quot;

Verse 23.
He shall bring upon them their own iniquity,&quot; etc. It is an ill work
wicked ones are about, they make fetters for their own feet, and build houses for
to fall upon their own heads
so mischievous is the nature of sin that it damnifies
and destroys the parents of it. William Greenhill.
&quot;

;

HINTS TO PREACHERS.
II. Under what aspects
Retribution the prerogative of God alone.
desire his rendering it.
III. How, and when he will surely fulfil this righteous

Verse

may we

1.

I.

Wish.
VOL,, iv
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I. Vengeance belongs to God and not to man.
Verse 1.
II. Vengeance is better
Let us fall into the hands of God,&quot; etc. G. R.
in the hands of God than of man.
The peculiar provocation of the sin of pride and its kindred vices.
Verse 2.
Its influence on the proud, on their fellow men, and upon God himself.
The duration of the reign of evil. I. Till it has filled up its measure
Verne 3.
II. Till it has proved its own folly.
III. Till it has developed the graces
of guilt.
and prayers of saints. IV. Till it has emptied man of all human trust and driven us
to look to the Lord alone, his Spirit, and his advent.
Verse 3.
I. The sweet potion of the wicked
II. The gall
present triumph.
which embitters it it is but temporary, and is prayed against. C. A. Davis.
10.
I. High-handed oppression by the wicked (verses 5, 6).
Verses 5
II. Hard
III. Clear-headed demonstration
hearted indifference to Divine supervision (verse 7).
of the Divine cognisance and vengeance (verses 8
C. A. D.
10).
I. Conspicuous sin.
II. Absurd supposition.
Verses 6
9.
III. Overwhelming
&quot;

argument.
Verse 8.
C. A. D.
Verses 8
III.

10).

Practical
11.

The

I.

Atheists.

I.

The Exhortation

Truly described.

(verse 8).
G. R.
Affirmation (verse 11).

II.

II.

Wisely counselled.

The Expostulation

(verses 9,

True Rationalism
Verses 9, 10.
C. A. D.
or, Reason s Revelation of God.
Verse 11.
I. With respect to the present world, consider what multitudes of
1.
In
in
vain.
satisfaction
are
where
it
is
not
to be
employed
seeking
thoughts
found. 2. In poring on events which cannot be recalled. 3. In anticipating evils
which never befall us. 4. To these may be added the valuing ourselves on things
5. In laying plans which must be disconcerted.
II. Let
of little or no account.
us see what are man s thoughts with regard to religion, and the concerns of a future
T
2.
life.
1. What are the thoughts of the heathen world about religion ?
hat
are all the thoughts of the Christian world, where God s thoughts are neglected ?
3. What is all that practical atheism which induces multitudes to act as if there
were no God ? 4. What are all the unbelieving, self-flattering imaginations of
wicked men, as though God were not in earnest in his declarations and threatenings ?
5. What are the conceits of the self-righteous, by which they buoy up their minds
with vain hopes, and refuse to submit to the righteousness of God ? Andrew Fuller.
Verse 11.
A humiliating
God s intimate knowledge of man.
startling truth.
truth.
Verses 12, 13.
The Master, the Book, the Rod, the blessed
Christ s College.
Scholar, and the result of his education.
I.
The Blessed. 1. Divinely taught. 2. Divinely chastised.
Verses 12, 13.
1. Rest in Affliction.
2. Rest from Affliction.
G. R.
II. The Blessing.
I. Fear implied.
That God will cast off, forsake, etc. II. Fear denied.
Verse 14.
God will not cast off will not forsake. G. R.
I. Display this bright doctrine on a dark background.
What if the
Verse 14.
converse were true ? Considerations that might lead us to apprehend it true.
The doctrine declared. The reasons
II. Joyfully regard the glowing truth itself.
hinted (His people. His inheritance). The confidence expressed. C. A. D.
I.
Verse 15.
Judgment suspended. II. Judgment returned. III. Judgment
;

W

A

G. R.

acknowledged.

The question asked by the church of her champions. II. The
answer of every true-hearted man. III. The yet more encouraging answer of her
Verse 16.

I.

Lord.
Verses 16, 17.
The sole source of succour. I. A loud cry for help. As from
a champion, or advocate.
II. Earth s answer.
A dead silence, disturbed only by
the Lord s
echo (verse 17).
III. The succouring voice that breaks the silence
C. A. D.
(verse 17).
Verse 18.
The blessedness of the confession of weakness. I. The confession.
C. A. D.
II. The succour.
IV. The acknowledgment.
III. The time.
Verse 19.
I. In the multitude of my unbelieving thoughts thy comforts delight
soul.
II.
In
the
of
multitude
my
my penitential thoughts thy comforts, etc. III. In
the multitude of my worldly thoughts, etc.
IV. In the multitude of my family
or social thoughts, etc. V. Of my desponding thoughts, etc. VI. Of my prospective
II. There is
Or, I. There is no consolation for man in himself.
thoughts, etc.
no consolation for him in other creatures. III. His only consolation is in God.
G. R.
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I. The soul jostled in the
Verse 19.
II. The
thoroughfare of anxious thoughts.
delectable company nevertheless enjoyed.
C. A. D.
Verse 20.
It is the law of the land, you know,&quot;
the limit of this authority
both in temporal and spiritual matters.
I. God can have no fellowship with the wicked.
Verse 20.
II. The wicked can
&quot;

have no fellowship with God.

G. R.
I. There are thrones erected in opposition to the
Divine politics.
thrones of iniquity,&quot; e.g. which trespass on civil liberty, which
II. Such
infringe religious equality, which derive revenue from evil commerce, etc.
between
thrones, whatever their pretensions, are excluded from divine fellowship
them and God a great gulf is fixed. C. A. D.
I. The Danger of the righteous (verse 21).
II. Their Defence
Verses 21, 22.
G. R.
(verse 22).
I. Sentence passed in the court of injustice (verse 21).
23.
II. An
Verses 21
element in the case not considered by the court (verse 22). III. The sentence con
sequently alighting on the right heads (verse 23). (This passage, under a very thin
Matt, xxvii. 1.) C. A. D.
veil, exhibits Christ.
I. None may punish God s enemies but himself.
He shall bring,&quot;
Verse 23.
etc.
II. None need punish them but himself.
1. It will be complete,
shall cut

Verse 20.

throne of God,

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

them

off.&quot;

2.

Certain.

&quot;

Yea,&quot;

etc.

G. R.

PSALM XCV.
This Psalm has no
in David.&quot;
(Heb.

title,

and

&quot;

as

iv.

7.)

known

all

we know

of its authorship is that

// is true that this

may

Paul quotes

merely signify that

it

is to

it

be

David s Psalms ; but if such were the Apostle s meaning
we
it would have been more natural for him to have written,
saying in the Psalms ;
It is in
therefore incline to the belief that David was the actual author of this poem.
z
original a truly Hebrew song, directed both in its exhortation and warning to the
Jewish people, but we have the warrant of the Holy Spirit in the epistle to the Hebrews
It is a Psalm
for using its appeals and entreaties when pleading with Gentile believers.
It has about it a ring like that of the church bells, and like
Oj invitation to worship.
the bells it sounds both merrily and solemnly, at first ringing out a lively peal, and then
found in the collection

as

&quot;

&quot;

/.s

into a funeral knell as if tolling at the funeral of the generation which perished
We will call it THE PSALM OF THE PROVOCATION.
in the wilderness.
It would be correct as to the sense to divide this Psalm into an invitation
DIVISION.
and a warning, so as to commence the second part with the last clause of verse 1 : but
the beating heart of the
upon the whole it may be more convenient to regard verse 6 as
at the end of verse 5.
Thus
Psalm,&quot; as Hengstenberg calls it, and make the division
it will form (1) an invitation with reasons, and (2) an invitation with warnings.

dropping

&quot;

EXPOSITION.

COME,
/^
^- ^

let

us sing unto the LORD,

let

us

make

a joyful noise to the rock

of our salvation.

&amp;gt;

2 Let us

come before

his presence with thanksgiving,

and make a

joyful noise unto him with psalms.
3 For the LORD is a great God, and a great King above all gods.
4 In his hand are the deep places of the earth the strength of the hills is
his also.
5 The sea is his, and he made it and his hands formed the dry land.
:

:

Other nations sing unto their gods,
come, let us sing unto the Lord.&quot;
us sing unto Jehovah. We love him, we admire him, we reverence him, let
us express our feelings with the choicest sounds, using our noblest faculty for its
It is well thus to urge others to magnify the Lord, but we must be
noblest end.
careful to set a worthy example ourselves, so that we may be able not only to cry
to add
let us sing,&quot; because we are singing ourselves.
but
also
It is to
Gome,&quot;
be feared that very much even of religious singing is not unto the Lord, but unto
the ear of the congregation
above all things we must in our service of song take
care that all we offer is with the heart s sincerest and most fervent intent directed
Let us make a joyful noise to the rock of our salvation.&quot;
towards the Lord himself.
With holy enthusiasm let us sing, making a sound which shall indicate our earnest
ness ; with abounding joy let us lift up our voices, actuated by that happy and
peaceful spirit which trustful love is sure to foster. As the children of Israel sang
for joy when the smitten rock poured forth its cooling streams, so let us make a
The author of this song had in his mind s
joyful noise to the rock of our salvation.
eye the rock, the tabernacle, the Red Sea, and the mountains of Sinai, and he alludes
to them all in this first part of his hymn.
God is our abiding, immutable, and mighty
rock, and in him we find deliverance and safety, therefore it becomes us to praise
him with heart and with voice from day to day ; and especially should we delight
to do this when we assemble as his people for public worship.
Come let us to the Lord sing out
With trumpet voice and choral shout.&quot;
&quot;

1.

let

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

2.
Let us come before his presence with thanksgiving.&quot;
Here is probably a
reference to the peculiar presence of God in the Holy of Holies above the mercyseat, and also to the glory which shone forth out of the cloud which rested above
&quot;
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the tabernacle. Everywhere God is present, but there is a peculiar presence of grace
and glory into which men should never come without the profoundest reverence.
We may make bold to come before the immediate presence of the Lord for the
voice of the Holy Ghost in this Psalm invites us, and when we do draw near to him
we should remember his great goodness to us and cheerfully confess it. Our worship
if we do not bless the
should have reference to the past as well as to the future
Lord for what we have already received, how can we reasonably look for more. We
are permitted to bring our petitions, and therefore we are in honour bound to bring
And make a joyful noise unto him with Psalms.&quot; We should
our thanksgivings.
shout as exult ingly as those do who triumph in war, and as solemnly as those whose
It is not always easy to unite enthusiasm with reverence,
utterance is a Psalm.
and it is a frequent fault to destroy one of these qualities while straining after the
The perfection of singing is that which unites joy with gravity, exultation
other.
with humility, fervency with sobriety. The invitation given in the first verse is
thus repeated in the second with the addition of directions, which indicate more
One can imagine David in earnest tones persuading
fully the intent of the writer.
his people to go up with him to the worship of Jehovah with sound of harp and hymn,
and holy delight. The gladsomeness of his exhortation is noteworthy, the noise is
this quality he insists upon twice.
It is to be feared that this is too
to be joyful
much overlooked in ordinary services, people are so impressed with the idea that
be
that
the
to
serious
on
they put
aspect of misery, and quite forget
they ought
that joy is as much a characteristic of true worship as solemnity itself.
For the Lord is a great God, and a great King above all gods.&quot; No doubt
3.
the surrounding nations imagined Jehovah to be a merely local deity, the god of
the Psalmist utterly re
a small nation, and therefore one of the inferior deities
Idolaters tolerated gods many and lords many, giving
pudiates such an idea.
the monotheism of the Jews was not content
to each a certain measure of respect
with this concession, it rightly claimed for Jehovah the chief place, and the supreme
power. He is great, for he is all in all ; he is a great King above all other powers
and dignitaries, whether angels or princes, for they owe their existence to him
as
This verse and the following
for the idol gods, they are not worthy to be mentioned.
from
of
the
reasons
for
drawn
the
some
and
worship,
being, greatness,
supply
sovereign
dominion of the Lord.
In his hand are the deep places of the earth.&quot; He is the God of the valleys
4.
and the hills, the caverns, and the peaks. Far down where miners sink their shafts,
deeper yet where lie the secret oceans by which springs are fed, and deepest of all
in the unknown abyss where rage and flame the huge central fires of earth, there
Jehovah s power is felt, and all things are under the dominion of his hand. As
princes hold the mimic globe in their hands, so does the Lord in very deed hold the
When Israel drank of the crystal fount which welled up from the great
earth.
deep, below the smitten rock, the people knew that in the Lord s hands were the
The strength of the hills is his also.&quot; When Sinai was
deep places of the earth.
altogether on a smoke the tribes learned that Jehovah was God of the hills as well
the Lord rules upon
as of the valleys.
Everywhere and at all times is this true
the high places of the earth in lonely majesty. The vast foundations, the gigantic
spurs, the incalculable masses, the untrodden heights of the mountains are all the
Lord s. These are his fastnesses and treasure-houses, where he stores the tempest
whence also he pours the ice-torrents and looses the avalanches.
and the rain
The granite peaks and adamantine aiguilles are his, and his the precipices and the
Strength is the main thought which strikes the mind when gazing
beetling crags.
on those vast ramparts of cliff which front the raging sea, or peer into the azure
hints
sky, piercing the clouds, but it is to the devout mind the strength of God
of Omnipotence are given by those stern rocks which brave the fury of the elements,
in
her
wildest
brass
the
assaults
of
nature
like
walls
of
and
rage.
defy
The sea is his.&quot; This was seen to be true at the Red Sea when the waters
5.
saw their God, and obediently stood aside to open a pathway for his people. It
was not Edom s sea though it was red, nor Egypt s sea though it washed her shores.
The Lord on high reigned supreme over the flood, as King for ever and ever. So
is it with the broad ocean, whether known as Atlantic or Pacific, Mediterranean or
no man can map it out and say
Tis mine
the illimitable acreage of
Arctic
waters knows no other lord but God alone. Jehovah rules the waves. Far down
in vast abysses, where no eye of man has gazed, or foot of diver has descended, he
is sole proprietor ;
every rolling billow and foaming wave owns him for monarch ;
;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;
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And he made
but a phantom, the Lord is God of ocean.
Hence
Neptune
He scooped the unfathomed channel and poured forth
his right and sovereignty.
seas were not fashioned by chance, nor their shores marked
the overflowing flood
God made the main, and every creek, and bay,
out by the imaginary finger of fate
and current, and far-sounding tide owns the great Maker s hand. All hail, Creator
and Controller of the sea, let those who fly in the swift ships across the wonder-realm
of waters worship thee alone
And his hands formed the dry land.&quot; Whether fertile field or sandy waste, he
made all that men call terra firma, lifting it from the floods and fencing it from the
The earth is the Lord s, and the fulness thereof.&quot; He bade
overflowing waters.
the isles upraise their heads, he levelled the vast plains, upreared the table-lands,
As the potter moulds
cast up the undulating hills, and piled the massive Alps.
his clay, so did Jehovah with his hands fashion the habitable parts of the earth.
Come ye, then, who dwell on this fair world, and worship him who is conspicuous
Count it all as the floor of a temple where the footprints of the
where er ye tread
present Deity are visible before your eyes if ye do but care to see. The argument
the command to adore is alike the inference
if
the
heart be right
is overpowering
of reason and the impulse of faith.
&quot;

is

it.&quot;

;

;

I

&quot;

&quot;

!

;

6 O come, let us worship and bow down let us kneel before the LORD our
maker.
and we are the people of his pasture, and the sheep of
7 For he is our God
his hand.
To-day if ye will hear his voice,
8 Harden not your heart, as in the provocation, and as in the day of
:

;

temptation in the wilderness
9 When your fathers tempted me, proved me, and saw my work.
10 Forty years long was I grieved with this generation, and said, It is a
people that do err in their heart, and they have not known my ways
11 Unto whom I sware in my wrath that they should not enter into my
:

:

rest.
6. Here the exhortation to worship is renewed and backed with a motive which,
to Israel of old, and to Christians now, is especially powerful ; for both the Israel
after the flesh and the Israel of faith may be described as the people of his pasture,
and by both he is called our God.&quot;
come, let us worship and bow down.&quot; The
is to be accompanied with lowliest
adoration is to be humble. The
joyful noise
are to worship in such style that the bowing down shall indicate
reverence.
that we count ourselves to be as nothing in the presence of the all-glorious Lord.
Let us kneel before the Lord our maker.&quot; As suppliants must we come ; joyful,
but not presumptuous ; familiar as children before a father, yet reverential as
Posture is not everything, yet is it something ; prayer
creatures before their maker.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

We

&quot;

heard when knees cannot bend, but it is seemly that an adoring heart should show
awe by prostrating the body, and bending the knee.
For he is our God.&quot; Here is the master reason for worship. Jehovah has
7.
entered into covenant with us, and from all the world beside has chosen us to be
If others refuse him homage, we at least will render it cheerfully.
his own elect.
He is ours, and our God ours, therefore will we love him our God, therefore will
we worship him. Happy is that man who can sincerely believe that this sentence
And we are the people of his pasture, and the sheep
is true in reference to himself.
As he belongs to us, so do we belong to him.
of his hand.&quot;
My Beloved is
mine, and I am his.&quot; And we are his as the people whom he daily feeds and protects.
Our pastures are not ours, but his we draw all our supplies from his stores. We
are his, even as sheep belong to the shepherd, and his hand is our rule, our guidance,
our government, our succour, our source of supply. Israel was led through the
that great Shepherd of the sheep.&quot; The
desert, and we are led through this life by
hand which cleft the sea and brought water from the rock is still with us, working
when we clearly see
worship and bow down
equal wonders. Can we refuse to
?
that this God is our God for ever and ever, and will be our guide, even unto death
But what is this warning which follows ? Alas, it was sorrowfully needed by
the Lord s ancient people, and is not one whit the less required by ourselves. The
favoured nation grew deaf to their Lord s command, and proved not to be truly
is

its

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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my

&quot;

it is written,
voice
will this turn out
his sheep, of
sheep hear
God forbid.
To day if ye will hear his voice.&quot; Dread
to be our character also ?
ful
Many would not hear, they put off the claims of love, and provoked their
God.
To-day,&quot; in the hour of grace, in the day of mercy, we arc tried as to whether
we have an ear for the voice of our Creator. Nothing is said of to-morrow, he
limiteth a certain day,&quot; he presses for immediate attention, for our own sakes he
&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

if.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

asks instantaneous obedience.
we grieve him by delay ?

Shall

we

The Holy Ghost

it ?

yield

saith

&quot;

To-day,&quot;

will

8.
Harden not your heart.&quot; If ye will hear, learn to fear also.
the land obey him, do not prove more obstinate than they
&quot;

The

sea

and

!

&quot;

Yield to his love who round you now
of a man would cast.&quot;

The bands

We

cannot soften our hearts, but we can harden them, and the consequences will
be fatal. To-day is too good a day to be profaned by the hardening of our hearts
As in the
against our own mercies. While mercy reigns let not obduracy rebel.
like Meribah,
(or,
provocation, and as in the day of temptation in the wilderness
Be not wilfully, wantonly, repeatedly,
like the day of Massah in the wilderness
Let the example of that unhappy generation serve as a
obstinately rebellious.
do not repeat the offences which have already more than enough
beacon to you
provoked the Lord. God remembers men s sins, and the more memorably so when
they are committed by a favoured people, against frequent warnings, in defiance
such sins write their
of terrible judgments, and in the midst of superlative mercies
record in marble. Reader, this verse is for you, for you even if you can say,
He is
our God, and we are the people of his pasture.&quot; Do not seek to turn aside the
thou hast good need of it, give good heed to it.
edge of the warning
When your fathers tempted me.&quot; As far as they could do so they tempted
9.
God to change his usual way, and to do their sinful bidding, and though he cannot
be tempted of evil, and will never yield to wicked requests, yet their intent was the
same, and their guilt was none the less. God s way is perfect, and when we would
and the fact that
have him alter it to please us, we are guilty of tempting him
we do so in vain, while it magnifies the Lord s holiness, by no means excuses our
We are in most danger of this sin in times of need, for then it is that we are
guilt.
apt to fall into unbelief, and to demand a change in those arrangements of providence
which are the transcript of perfect holiness and infinite wisdom. Not to acquiesce
in the will of God is virtually to tempt him to alter his plans to suit our imperfect
Proved me.&quot; They put the Lord
views of how the universe should be governed.
to needless tests, demanding new miracles, fresh interpositions, and renewed tokens
Do not we also peevishly require frequent signs of the Lord s love
of his presence.
other than those which every hour supplies ? Are we not prone to demand speciali
the
alternative
with
secretly offered in our hearts, that if they do not come
ties,
at our bidding we will disbelieve ?
True, the Lord is very condescending, and
frequently grants us marvellous evidences of his power, but we ought not to require
them. Steady faith is due to one who is so constantly kind. After so many proofs
of his love, we are ungrateful to wish to prove him again, unless it be in those ways
Prove me now.&quot; If we were for ever
of his own appointing, in which he has said,
testing the love of our wife or husband, and remained unconvinced after years of
faithfulness, we should wear out the utmost human patience.
Friendship only
shall the Lord
flourishes in the atmosphere of confidence, suspicion is deadly to it
God, true and immutable, be day after day suspected by his own people ? Will
And saw my work.&quot; They tested him again
not this provoke him to anger ?
and again, throughout forty years, though each time his work was conclusive evidence
them for long.
could
convince
of his faithfulness.
Nothing
&quot;They saw his wonders wrought,
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;).

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

And

then his praise they sung

But soon

his

works of pow

And murmur d
&quot;

Now

r

;

forgot,

with their tongue.

they believe his word,

While rocks with

rivers flow

;

Now

with their lusts provoke the Lord,
And he reduc d them low.&quot;

Fickleness

is

bound up

in

the heart of man, unbelief

is

our besetting sin

;

we must
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we waver in our believing. This is no mean offence, and will
bring with it no small punishment.
10.
Forty years long wan I grieved with this generation.&quot; The impression upon
this
the divine mind is most vivid ; he sees them before him now, and calls them
He does not leave his prophets to upbraid the sin, but himself utters
generation.&quot;
It is
the complaint and declares that he was grieved, nauseated, and disgusted.
no small thing which can grieve our long-suffering God to the extent which the
Hebrew word here indicates, and if we reflect a moment we shall see the abundant
for no one who values his veracity can endure to be suspected,
provocation given
mistrusted, and belied, when there is no ground for it, but on the contrary the most
overwhelming reason for confidence. To such base treatment was the tender Shep
herd of Israel exposed, not for a day or a month, but for forty years at a stretch,
and that not by here and there an unbeliever, but by a whole nation, in which only
two men were found so thoroughly believing as to be exempted from the doom which
Which shall we most wonder at, the
at last was pronounced upon all the rest.
Which shall leave
cruel insolence of man, or the tender patience of the Lord ?
the deepest impression on our minds, the sin or the punishment ? unbelief, or the
?
And said, It is
the
of
rest
the
unbelievers
of
Jehovah
s
barring
gates
against
a people that do err in their heart, and they have not known my ways.&quot; Their heart
it was not their head which erred, but
was obstinately and constantly at fault
their very heart was perverse
love, which appealed to their affections, could not
convert them. The heart is the mainspring of the man, and if it be not in order,
If sin were only skin-deep, it might be a
the entire nature is thrown out of gear.
but since it has defiled the soul, the case is bad indeed. Taught as
slight matter
they were by Jehovah himself in lessons illustrated by miracles, which came to them
daily in the manna from heaven, and the water from the flinty rock, they ought to
have learned something, and it was a foul shame that they remained obstinately
Wanderers in body, they were
ignorant, and would not know the ways of God.
also wanderers in heart, and the plain providential goodness of their God remained
to their blinded minds as great a maze as those twisting paths by which he led them
through the wilderness. Are we better than they ? Are we not quite as apt to
misinterpret the dealings of the Lord ? Have we suffered and enjoyed so many
Forty years of providential wisdom,
things in vain ? With many it is even so.
yea, and even a longer period of experience, have failed to teach them serenity of
and
firmness
of
reliance.
There
is
assurance,
ground for much searching of heart
concerning this. Many treat unbelief as a minor fault, they even regard it rather
Faith is Jehovah s
as an infirmity than a crime, but the Lord thinketh not so.
due, especially from those who claim to be the people of his pasture, and yet more
emphatically from those whose long life has been crowded with evidences of his
goodness unbelief insults one of the dearest attributes of Deity, it does so needlessly
and without the slightest ground, and in defiance of all-sufficient arguments, weighty
with the eloquence of love. Let us in reading this Psalm examine ourselves, and
lay these things to heart.
11.
Unto whom I sware in my wrath that they should not enter into my rest.&quot;
There can be no rest to an unbelieving heart. If manna and miracles could not
satisfy Israel, neither would they have been content with the land which flowed
with milk and honey. Canaan was to be the typical resting-place of God, where
his ark should abide, and the ordinances of religion should be established
the
Lord had for forty years borne with the ill manners of the generation which came
out of Egypt, and it was but right that he should resolve to have no more of them.
Was it not enough that they had revolted all along that marvellous wilderness
march ? Should they be allowed to make new Massahs and Meribahs in the Promised
Land itself ? Jehovah would not have it so. He not only said but swore that into
his rest they should not come, and that oath excluded every one of them
their
carcases fell in the wilderness.
Solemn warning this to all who leave the way of
faith for paths of petulant murmuring and mistrust.
The rebels of old could not
enter in because of unbelief,
let us therefore fear, lest, a promise being left us of
entering into his rest, any of us should even seem to come short of
One blessed inference from this Psalm must not be forgotten. It is clear that
there is a rest of God, and that some must enter into it
but
they to whom it
was first preached entered not in because of unbelief, there remaineth therefore
a rest to the people of God.&quot; The unbelievers could not enter, but
we which
have believed do enter into rest.&quot; Let us enjoy it, and praise the Lord for it for
for ever be seeing, or
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

:

;

:

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

it.&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;
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ever.
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is

&quot;
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ours to rest from our own works as God
into his presence with thanksgiving,

come

Psalms.&quot;

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
Whole Psalm. These
prophetic poem, cited by

Psalms, xcv. to c., form, if I mistake not, one entire
in the Epistle to the Hebrews, under the title of
the Introduction of the First Born into the world. Each Psalm has its proper
subject, which is some particular branch of the general argument, the establish
ment of the Messiah s Kingdom. The 95th Psalm asserts Jehovah s Godhead, and
In Psalm 96th all
his power over all nature, and exhorts his people to serve him.
nations are exhorted to join in his service, because he cometh to judge all mankind,
Jew and Gentile. In the 97th Psalm, Jehovah reigns over all the world, the idols
In the 98th Psalm, Jehovah hath done
are deserted, the Just One is glorified.
he hath remembered his mercy
wonders, and wrought deliverance for himself
he comes to judge the whole world. In the 99th,
towards the house of Israel
between
the
cherubim
in
the
seated
visible Church, reigns over all
Jehovah,
Zion,
In the 100th Psalm,
the world, to be praised for the justice of his government.
all the world is called upon to praise Jehovah the Creator, whose mercy and truth
six
St.

Paul

:

;

Samuel Horsley.
Whole Psalm. This Psalm is twice quoted in the Epistle to the Hebrews, as
a warning to the Jewish Christians at Jerusalem, in the writer s day, that they should
not falter in the faith, and despise God s promises, as their forefathers had done in
see Heb. iii. 7, where
the wilderness, lest they should fail of entering into his rest
As the Holy Ghost saith, To-day
verse 7 of this Psalm is introduced with the words,
if ye will hear his voice,&quot; and see Heb. iv. 7, where it is said,
Again, he limiteth
It has by some been inferred from these
a certain day, saying
David, To-day.&quot;

are everlasting.

;

&quot;

&quot;

m

words, that the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews ascribes this Psalm to David.
But it seems not improbable that the words in David mean simply
It may be so.
and that
the Book of Psalms,&quot; the whole being named from the greater part
David spake,&quot;
^f he had meant that David wrote the Psalm, he would have written,
the Holy Ghost spake by David,&quot; and not as it is written,
as it is said
or,
David.&quot;
Christopher Wordsworth.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

m

O come, let us sing unto the Lord,&quot; etc. The first verse of the Psalm
Verse 1.
It is a song of three parts, and
begins the invitation unto praise and exultation.
each a double string,
every part (like Jacob s part of the sheep) brings forth twins
as it were, in the music of this praise, finely twisted of two parts into a kind of dis
cordant concord, falling into a musical close through a differing yet reconciled diapason.
The first couple in this song of praise are multitude and unity, concourse and concord :
let us,&quot; there s unity and concord.
come,&quot; there s multitude and concourse ;
let us sing,&quot; there s the voice and
The second twisted pair, are tongue and heart,
and
The third and last
sound
heartily rejoice,&quot; there s the heart and soul.
intertwisted string, or part of the musick, is might and mercy, (rock or) strength and
s
God
and
our
salvation
:
to the strength (or rock) of our salva
salvation ;
strength
Charles Herle (15981659) in a
Sermon before the House of Lords,&quot; entitled
tion.&quot;
David s Song of Three Parts.&quot;
Come.&quot;
The word come contains an exhortation, exciting them
Verse 1.
to join heart and lips in praising God
just as the word is used in Genesis where
the people, exciting and encouraging each other, say,
Come, let us make bricks ;
and Come, let us make a city and a town
and, in the same chapter, the Lord
let
and
confound
their
us
there
Bellarmine.
Come,
down,
go
tongue.&quot;
says,
If it be so that one
Verse 1.
come, let us
goes further than twenty times
go and do, how careful should such be whom God hath raised to eminence of place
that their examples be Jacob s ladders to help men to heaven, not Jeroboam s
Charles Herle.
stumbling-blocks to lie in their way, and make Israel to sin.
There is a silent hint here at that human listlessness and distraction
Verse 1.
of cares whereby we are more prompt to run after other things than to devote our
selves seriously to the becoming praises and service of God.
Our foot has a greater
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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proclivity to depart to the field, the oxen, and the new wife, than to come to the
Come ye, and let us go up to the
sacred courts, Luke xiv. 18, seq. See Is. ii. 3,
&quot;

mountain

of the

Martin

Lord.&quot;

Geier.

The verb ann, signifies to make a loud sound of any
Joyful noise.&quot;
with the voice or with instruments. In the Psalms, it generally refers
and
various instruments, in the Temple service. This
din
of
voices
to the mingled
wide sense of the word cannot be expressed otherwise in the English language than
&quot;

Verse

1.

sort, either

by a

Samuel Horsley.

periphrasis.

Jesus is the Rock of ages, in which
of our salvation.&quot;
the Rock which attends the church
opened a fountain for sin and uncleanness
of
the
in the wilderness, pouring forth the water
life, for her use and comfort
Rock which is our fortress against every enemy, shadowing and refreshing a weary
&quot;

yerse

1.

The rock

is

;

;

George Home.

land.

Let us come before his presence.&quot;
Verse 2.
Hebrew, prevent his face, be there
Let praise
Let us go speedily. ... I will go also,&quot; Zech. viii. 21.
with the first.
1.
John Trapp.
wait for God in Sion, Ps. Ixv.
Let us chaunt aloud to him the measured lay.&quot; ninnj, I
Verse 2 (second clause).
take to be songs, in measured verse, adjusted to the bars of a chaunt. S. Horsley.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

He that hath a mind to praise God, shall not want matter of praise,
Verse 3.
as they who come before princes do, who for want of true grounds of praise in them,
do give them flattering words
for the Lord is a great God,&quot; for power and preeminency, for strength and continuance. David Dickson.
&quot;

;

The Supreme Being has three names here: ^ El, nirr Jehovah, crrr^
Verse 3.
Elohim, and we should apply none of them to false gods. The first implies his strength ;
In
the third, his covenant relation to mankind.
the second, his being and essence
Adam
public worship these are the views we should entertain of the Divine Being.
;

Clarke.

When he is called a great God and King above
all gods.&quot;
justly imagine that the reference is to the angels who are wont to
be introduced absolutely under this name, and to the supreme Judges in the land,
who also wear this title, as we have it in Ps. Ixxxii. V enema.
&quot;

Verse

all gods,

3.

Above

we may

In his hand.&quot; The dominion of God is founded upon his preservation
Verse 4.
?
In his hand
The Lord is a great King above all gods.&quot;
of things.
While his hand holds, his hand hath a dominion
are the deep places of the earth.&quot;
over them. He that holds a stone in the air exerciseth a dominion over its natural
The creature depends wholly upon God
inclination in hindering it from falling.
in its preservation ; as soon as that divine hand which sustains everything were
and
a
swooning would be the next turn in the creature.
withdrawn,
languishment
He is called Lord, Adonai, in regard of his sustentation of all things by his continual
&quot;

Why

&quot;

influx, the

God

is

of all

word coming

the Lord of

by

Verse

his

all,

word.

of

p, which

as he

&quot;

that supports a building.
his power, as well as the Creator

signifies a basis or pillar

the sustainer of
Stephen Charnock.
is

all

by

4.

In whose hand are the recesses of the earth
the treasures of the mountains are his.&quot;
Thomas J. Conant s Translation.
In his hand are the deep places of the earth.&quot; This affords consolation
Verse 4.
to those, who for the glory of the divine name are cast into prisons and subterraneous
caves ; because they know, that even there it is not possible to be the least separated
from the presence of Christ. Wherefore he preserved Joseph when hurled by his
brethren into the old pit, and when thrust by his shameless mistress into prison ;
Jeremiah also when sent down into the dungeon ; Daniel among the lions, and his
companions in the furrace. So all who cleave to him with a firm faith, he wonder
Solomon Gesner, 1559 1605.
fully keeps and delivers to this day.
In his hand are the deep places of the earth.&quot; As an illustration of
Verse 4.
the working and presence of the Lord in the mines amid the bowels of the earth
The natural disposition of coal in detached
we have selected the following
is
an excellent article in the Edinburgh Review,
portions,&quot; says the author of
not simply a phenomenon of geology, but it also bears upon natural considerations.
&quot;

And

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;
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remarkable that this natural disposition is that which renders the fuel most
Were the coal situated at its normal geological
accessible and most easily mined.
depth, that is, supposing the strata to be all horizontal and undisturbed or upheaved,
Were it deposited continuously in one even
it would be far below human reach.
superficial layer, it would have been too readily, and therefore too quickly, mined y
and therefore all the superior qualities would be wrought out, and only the inferior
left
but as it now lies it is broken up by geological disturbances into separate
portions, each defined and limited in area, each sufficiently accessible to bring it
within man s reach and labour, each manageable by mechanical arrangements,
and each capable of gradual excavation without being subject to sudden exhaustion.
Selfish plundering is partly prevented by natural barriers, and we are warned against
reckless waste by the comparative thinness of coal-seams, as well as by the ever
augmenting difficulty of working them at increased depths. By the separation of
seams one from another, and by varied intervals of waste sandstones and shales,
such a measured rate of winning is necessitated as precludes us from entirely robbing
posterity of the most valuable mineral fuel, while the fuel itself is preserved from
those extended fractures and crumblings and falls, which would certainly be the
consequence of largely mining the best bituminous coal, were it aggregated into one
In fact, by an evident exercise of forethought and benevolence in the
vast mass.
Great Author of all our blessings, our invaluable fuel has been stored up for us in
deposits the most compendious, the most accessible, yet the least exhaustible, and
has been locally distributed into the most convenient situations. Our coalfields
are so many Bituminous Banks, in which there is abundance for an adequate currency,
but against any sudden run upon them nature has interposed numerous checks
whole reserves of the precious fuel are always locked up in the bank-cellar under
It is a striking fact, that in this
the invincible protection of ponderous stone-beds.
nineteenth century, after so long an inhabitation of the earth by man, if we take
the quantities in the broad view of the whole known coal-fields, so little coal has
been excavated, and that there remains an abundance for a very remote posterity,
even though our own best coal-fields may be then worked out.&quot;
But it is not only in these inexhaustible supplies of mineral fuel that we find
proofs of divine foresight, all the other treasures of the earth-rind equally convince
us of the intimate harmony between its structure and the wants of man. Composed
of a wonderful variety of earths and ores, it contains an inexhaustible abundance
of all the substances he requires for the attainment of a higher grade of civilisation.
It is for his use that iron, copper, lead, silver, tin, marble, gypsum, sulphur, rock-salt,
and a variety of other minerals and metals, have been deposited in the veins and
It is for his benefit
crevices, or in the mines and quarries, of the subterranean world.
that, from the decomposition of the solid rocks results that mixture of earths and
alkalis, of marl, lime, sand, or chalk, which is most favourable to agriculture.
It is for him, finally, that, filtering through the entrails of the earth, and dis
solving salutary substances on their way, the thermal springs gush forth laden with
treasures more inestimable than those the miner toils for.
Supposing man had
never been destined to live, we well may ask why all those gifts of nature useless
to all living beings but to him
why those vast coal-fields, those beds of iron ore,
those deposits of sulphur, those hygeian fountains, should ever have been created ?
with him they are
Without him there is no design, no purpose, in their existence
wonderful sources of health or necessary instruments of civilisation and improvement.
Thus the geological revolutions of the earth-rind harmoniously point to man as to
its future lord
thus, in the life of our planet and that of its inhabitants, we every
where find proofs of a gigantic unity of plan, embracing unnumbered ages in its
and
G. Hartwig, in
The Harmonies of Nature,&quot; 1866.
development
progress.
The deep places of the earth,&quot; penetralia terras, which are opposed
Verse 4.
It is

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

to the heights of the hills, and plainly mean the deepest and most retired parts of
the terraqueous globe, which are explorable by the eye of God, and by his only.

Richard Mant.

The strength of the hills.&quot; The word translated
Verse 4.
is plural
strength
Hebrew, and seems properly to mean fatiguing exertions, from which some derive
the idea of strength, others that of extreme height, which can only be reached by
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

in

effort.
J. A. Alexander.
The strength of the hills is his also.&quot; The reference may be to the
Verse 4.
wealth of the hills, obtained only by labour [Gesenius], corresponding to the former
the deep places of the earth,&quot; explained as referring to the mines [Mendelssohn].

exhausting

&quot;

&quot;
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Go where man may, with
of the earth,

all his toil and searching in the heights or in the depths
he cannot find a place beyond the range of God s dominion. A. R.

Fausset.

The Sea,&quot;
the dry land.&quot;
The relation of areas of
Verses 4, 5.
Hills,&quot;
land to areas of water exercises a great and essential influence on the distribution
of heat, variations of atmospheric pressure, directions of the winds, and that con
dition of the air with respect to moisture, which is so necessary for the health of
Nearly three-fourths of the earth s surface is covered with water, but
vegetation.
neither the exact height of the atmosphere nor the depth of the ocean are fully
determined. Still we know that with every addition to or subtraction from the
present bulk of the waters of the ocean, the consequent variation in the form and
magnitude of the land would be such, that if the change was considerable, many of
the existing harmonies of things would cease. Hence, the inference is, that the
magnitude of the sea is one of the conditions to which the structure of all organised
The pro
creatures is adapted, and on which indeed they depend for well-being.
portions between land and water are exactly what the world as constituted requires
and the whole mass of earth, sea, and air, must have been balanced with the greatest
nicety before even a crocus could stand erect, or a snowdrop or a daffodil bend their
heads to the ground. The proportions of land and sea are adjusted to their re
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

Nothing deduced from modern science is more certain than this.
ciprocal functions.
Edwin Sidney, in Conversations on the Bible and Science.&quot;
&quot;

The sea is his.&quot; When God himself makes an oration in defence
Job xxxviii., his chief arguments are drawn from creation
The
And so the
Lord is a great King above all gods. The sea is his, and he made
he
made
and
all
to
the
As
the
in
his
sermon
Athenians.
world,
things
apostle
Lord of heaven and earth,&quot; Acts xvii. 24. His dominion
therein,&quot; he is styled
Ps. Ixxxix. 11,
The heavens are thine,
also of property stands upon this basis
as for the world and the fulness thereof, thou hast founded
the earth also is thine
them.&quot;
Upon this title of forming Israel as a creature, or rather as a church, he
O Jacob and Israel, thou art
demands their services to him as their Sovereign.
my servant I have formed thee thou art my servant, O Israel,&quot; Isa. xliv. 21.
The sovereignty of God naturally ariseth from the relation of all things to himself
as their entire creator, and their natural and inseparable dependence upon him in
Stephen Charnock.
regard of their being and well-being.
Verse

&quot;

5.

&quot;

of his sovereignty,

:

it.&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

:

Verse

;

&quot;

5.

He made

it.&quot;

The Earth was form d, but in the womb
Of waters, embryon immature involv d,
Appear d not over all the
Main ocean flow d, not idle
:

as yet

face of Earth

but, with warm
softening all her globe,
Fermented the great mother to conceive,
when God said,
Satiate with genial moisture
Be gather d now, ye waters under Heaven
Into one place, and let dry land appear.
Immediately the mountains huge appear
Emergent, and their broad bare backs upheave
Into the clouds
their tops ascend the sky
So high as heav d the tumid hills, so low
Down sunk a hollow bottom broad and deep,
Capacious bed of waters.
Prolifick

;

humour

;

;

:

John Milton.
Verse 6.
You hold it a good rule in worldly business, not to say to your servants,
O come,&quot; arise ye, go ye
Now shall
but, Let us come, let us go, let us arise.
the children of this world be wiser in their generation than the children of light ?
Do we commend this course in mundane affairs, and neglect it in religious offices ?
Assuredly, if our zeal were as great to religion, as our love is towards the world,
masters would not come to church (as many do) without their servants, and servants
without their masters
parents without their children, and children without their
husbands without their wives, and wives without their husbands
but
parents
all of us would call one to another, as Esay prophesied (ch. ii. 3)
Gome ye, and
let us go up to the mountain of the LORD, to the house of the God of Jacob
and
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

:

;
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and as David here prac

John Boys.

tised.

Let us worship and bow down.&quot;
To fall upon the ground is a gesture
Verse 6.
of worship, not only when the worshipper mourns, but when the worshipper rethe
It
is
said
ii.
that
wise men when they found Christ,
10,
11)
(Matthew
joiceth.
they fell down, and worshipped
rejoiced with exceeding great joy,&quot; and presently,
Neither is this posture peculiar to worship in times or upon occasions of
him.&quot;
O come, let us
extraordinary joy and sorrow ; for the ordinary invitation was,
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

worship and bow down : let us kneel before the Lord our maker.&quot; Joseph Caryl.
Let us worship and bow down : let us kneel before the Lord our maker.&quot;
Verse 6.
Not before a crucifix, not before a rotten image, not before a fair picture of a foul
Our God,
these are not our makers ; we made them, they made not us.
saint
unto whom we must sing, in whom we must rejoice, before whom we must worship,
:
he is no god of lead, no god of bread, no brazen
is a great King above all gods
we must not fall down and worship our Lady, but our Lord ;
god, no wooden god
not any saint, but our Saviour :
O come, let us
not any martyr, but our Maker
Wherewith :
sing unto the Lord : let us make a joyful noise to the rock of our salvation.&quot;
Let us heartily rejoice
Let us sing
with soul,
with hands and
with voice,
;
;
Let us worship and bow down : let us kneel
with all that is within us,
;
knees,
with all that is without us he that made all, must be worshipped with all, especially
before
his
come
John
we
when
Boys.
presence.&quot;
Bow down.&quot; That is, so as to touch the floor with the forehead,
Verse 6.
while the worshipper is prostrate on his hands and knees. See 2 Chron. vii. 3. John
Fry, 1842.
bow down,&quot;
kneel.&quot;
Kimchi distinguishes the several
Verse 6.
Worship,&quot;
The first we render worship,&quot;
gestures expressed by the different words here used.
to
the
of
the
whole
him,
prostration
body on the ground, with
signifies, according
the hands and legs stretched out. The second a bowing of the head, with part of
and the third a bending of the knees on the ground. Samuel Burder.
the body
&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

We are the people of his pasture, and the sheep of his hand.&quot; See how
Verse 7.
elegantly he hath transposed the order of the words, and as it were not given its
own attribute to each word ; that we may understand these very same to be the
the people.&quot;
He said not, the sheep of his pasture, and the
sheep,&quot; who are also
which might be thought more congruous, since the sheep belong
people of his hand
the people of his pasture
to the pasture ; but he said,
:
the people themselves
But again, since we have sheep which we buy, not which we create
are sheep.
said
us
Let
and he had
the
above,
; it is rightly said,
fall down before our Maker
No man maketh for himself sheep, he may buy them, they may
sheep of his hand.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

be given, he

may

them he cannot.
the sheep of his

find them, he

&quot;

may

collect

But our Lord made us

hand,&quot;

;

are the very sheep

create unto himself.
Augustine.
The sheep of his
Verse 7.
&quot;

hand,&quot;

is

them, lastly he
therefore

&quot;

&quot;

may

steal

which he hath deigned by
a

fit

them

;

make

the people of his pasture,

and

his grace to

though figurative expression, the

shepherd that feeds, and rules, and leads the sheep, doing it by his hand, which
manageth the rod and staff (Ps. xxiii. 4), by which they are administered. The
Jewish Arab reads, the people of his feeding, or flock, and the sheep of his guidance.
H. Hammond.
Verse 7.
For we are his people whom he feeds in his pastures, and his sheep
whom he leads as by his hand.&quot; [French Version.] Here is a reason to constrain
us to praise God
it is this,
that not only has he created us, but that he also directs
us by special providence, as a shepherd governs his flock. Jesus Christ, Divine
Shepherd of our souls, who not only feeds us in his pastures, but himself leads us
with his hand, as intelligent sheep.
Loving Shepherd, who feeds us not only from
the pastures of Holy Writ, but even with his own flesh. What subjects of ceaseless
adoration for a soul penetrated by these great verities
What a fountain of tears
of joy at the sight of such prodigious mercy
Quesnel.
Verse 1.
If we put off repentance another
To-day if ye will hear his voice.&quot;
W. Mason.
day, we have a day more to repent of, and a day less to repent in.
He that hath promised pardon on our repentance hath not promised
Verse 7.
to preserve our lives till we repent.
Francis Quarles.
Verse 7.
You cannot repent too soon, because you do not know how soon it
may be too late. Thomas Fuller.
&quot;

;

I

I

&quot;
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Oh what an if is here what a reproach
Verse 7.
// ye will hear his voice.&quot;
is here to those that hear him not
My sheep hear my voice, and I know them,
and they follow me ; but ye will not come to me that ye might have life.&quot; And
yet there is mercy, there is still salvation, if ye will hear that voice. Israel heard
which voice they that heard it entreated that the
it among the thunders of Sinai,
word should not be spoken to them any more ; so terrible was the sight and sound
I exceedingly quake and fear
and yet they heard too
that even Moses said,
the Lord s still voice of love in the noiseless manna that fell around their tents, and
in the gushing waters of the rock that followed them through every march for forty
Yet the record of Israel s ingratitude runs side by side with the record of
years.
God s mercies
My people would not hearken to my voice, and Israel would none
Barton Bouchier.
of me.&quot;
And yet, as S. Bernard tells us, there
Verse 7.
// ye will hear his voice.&quot;
on the contrary, the difficulty is to stop our ears
is no difficulty at all in hearing it
Yet there
effectually against it, so clear is it in enunciation, so constant in appeal.
because they are far off ; because
are many who do not hear, from divers causes
are
deaf
because
turn
their
heads
aside
because
because
;
they sleep
they
they
because they hurry away to avoid hearing
because they are
they stop their ears
dead
all of them types of various forms and degrees of unbelief.
Bernard and
Hugo Cardinalis, in Neale and Littledale.
These words seem to allude to the preceding
Verse 7.
// ye will hear his voice.&quot;
words, in which we are represented as the sheep of God s pasture, and are to be con
sidered as an affectionate call of our heavenly Shepherd to follow and obey him.
From Lectures on the Liturgy, from the Commentary of Peter Waldo,&quot; 1821.
It will be as difficult, nay, more difficult, to come to Christ to-morrow,
Verses 7, 8.
than it is to-day therefore to-day hear his voice, and harden not your heart.&quot; Break
the ice now, and by faith venture upon your present duty, wherever it lies do
what you are now called to. You will never know how easy the yoke of Christ is,
till it is bound about your necks, nor how light his burden is, till you have taken it
up. While you judge of holiness at a distance, as a thing without you and contrary
to you, you will never like it. Come a little nearer to it ; do but take it in, actually
engage in it, and you will find religion carries meat in its mouth ; it is of a reviving,
It brings that along with it, that enables the soul
nourishing, strengthening nature.
Thomas Cole (1627 1697) in the
cheerfully to go through with it.
Morning
&quot;

1

!

&quot;

!

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

Exercises.&quot;

Verse 8.
Harden not your hearts.&quot; An old man, one day taking a child on
to pray to him, and to love him ; when
his knee, entreated him to seek God now
The old
But why do not you seek God ?
the child, looking up at him, asked,
heart is hard
I would, child ; but
heart
man, deeply affected, answered,
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

my

&quot;

Arvine

my

Anecdotes.
Harden not your heart.&quot; Heart is ascribed to reasonable creatures,
Verse 8.
to signify sometimes the whole soul, and sometimes the several faculties appertaining
to the soul.
1. It is frequently put for the whole soul, and that for the most part when it
as where it is said,
Serve the Lord with all your heart,&quot; 1 Sam. xii. 20.
is set alone
2. For that principal part of the soul which is called the mind or understanding.
In this respect darkness and
I gave my heart to know wisdom,&quot; Eccles. i. 17.
blindness are attributed to the heart, Eph. iv. 18, Rom. i. 21.
as when heart and soul are joined together, the two essential
3. For the will
soul put for the mind,
faculties of the soul are meant, namely, the mind and will
heart for the will.
Serve the Lord with all your heart and with all your soul,&quot;

is

hard.&quot;

s

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

Deut.

xi. 13.

have hid thy word in my heart,&quot; saith the prophet,
is that faculty wherein matters are laid up and hid.
David s heart smote him,&quot; that is, his
It is said that
5. For the conscience.
Thus is heart taken, 1 John iii. 20, 21.
conscience, 1 Sam. xxiv. 5, 2 Sam. xxiv. 10.
Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
as where it is said,
6. For the affections
with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind,&quot; Matt. xxii. 37.
mind
is
the
meant
the
By
understanding faculty by the soul, the will by the heart,
4.

Psalm

For the memory.
cxix. 11.

&quot;

I

The memory

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

;

the affections.

Here

in this text the heart

is

put for the whole

soul,

even for mind,

will,

and
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affections.

go together.
Verse

8.

For blindness of mind, stubbornness
William Gouge.
In

&quot;

Massah

in

Our

Meribah.&quot;

of will,
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and stupidity

translators say,

&quot;

of affections

in the provocation,

But the places were denominated by names taken from
in the day of temptation.&quot;
and the introduction of those names gives
the transactions that occurred in them
more liveliness to the allusion. See to the same effect Ps. Ixxxi. 7 where the Bible
Richard Mant.
translation retains the proper name.
Let us not fail to notice, that while it is the flock who speak in verses
Verse 8.
their
who
takes
is
the
it
1
expostulating words, and urges them home
up
Shepherd
7,
himself at verse 8 to the end, using the argument which by the Holy Ghost is ad
dressed to us also in Hebrews iii. There is something very powerful in this expostula
In themselves,
tion, when connected with the circumstances that give rise to it.
7 are
the burst of adoring love, and the full outpouring of affection in verses 1
Lord
himself
is heard
voice
of
the
the
but
when
(verse 8)
irresistibly persuasive
(such a voice, using terms of vehement entreaty !) we cannot imagine expostulation
Unbelief alone could resist this voice
blind, malignant unbelief
carried further.
alone could repel The flock, and then the Shepherd, inviting men now to enter the fold.
Andrew A. Bonar.
;

;

;

;

Your fathers tempted me.&quot; Though God cannot be tempted with
Verse 9.
evil he may justly be said to be tempted whenever men, by being dissatisfied with
his dealings, virtually ask that he will alter those dealings, and proceed in a way
more congenial to their feelings. If you reflect a little, you will hardly fail to per
be called tempting God.
ceive, that in a very strict sense, this and the like
Suppose a man to be discontented with the appointments of providence, suppose
him to do or to bear ; is
allots
at
the
to
what
him to murmur and
Almighty
repine
he not to be charged with the asking God to change his purposes ? And what is
this if it is not tempting God, and striving to induce him to swerve from his plans,
though every one of those plans has been settled by Infinite Wisdom ?
Or again, if any one of us, notwithstanding the multiplied proofs of Divine
loving-kindness, doubt or question whether or not God do indeed love him, of what
&quot;

may

he guilty, if not of tempting the Lord, seeing that he solicits God to the giving
additional evidence, as though there was a deficiency, and challenges him to a
This would
fresh demonstration of what he has already abundantly displayed ?
If a child were to show by his actions that he
be called tempting amongst men.
doubted or disbelieved the affection of his parents, he would be considered as striving
to extract from them new proofs, by asking them to evince their love more, though
they may already have done as much as in wisdom and in justice they ought to do.
And this is clearly tempting them, and that too in the ordinary sense of the term.
For
In short, unbelief of every kind and every degree may be said to tempt God.
not to believe upon the evidence which he has seen fit to give, is to provoke him to
give more, offering our possible assent if proof were increased as an inducement to
him to go beyond what his wisdom has prescribed. And if in this, and the like
sense, God may be tempted, what can be more truly said of the Israelites, than
are perhaps not accustomed to think
that they tempted God in Massah ? .
of unbelief or murmuring as nothing less than a tempting God, and therefore, we
do not attach to what is so common, its just degree of heinousness. It is so natural
us to be discontented whenever God s dealings are not just what we like, to forget
what has been done for us as soon as our wishes seem thwarted, to be impatient
and fretful under every new cross, that we are scarcely conscious of committing a
is

.

.

.

We

&amp;gt;to

sin,

and much

less

one more than usually aggravated.

Yet we cannot be

dissatisfied

It may seem a
dealings, and not be virtually guilty of tempting God.
liarsh definition of a slight and scarcely avoidable fault, but nevertheless it is a true
definition.
You cannot mistrust God, and not accuse him of want either of power
or of goodness.
You cannot repine, no, not even in thought, without virtually
him
that
his plans are not the best, nor his dispensations the wisest which
telling
he might have appointed in respect of yourselves. So that your fear, or your des
pondency, or your anxiety in circumstances of perplexity, or peril, are nothing
a suspicion, or rather
less than the calling upon God to depart from his fixed course
an assertion that he might proceed in a manner more worthy of himself, and, there
fore, a challenge to him to alter his dealings if he would prove that he possesses the
attributes which he claims.
You may not intend thus to accuse or to provoke

with God

s

God whenever you murmur, but your murmuring does

all this,

and cannot

fail

to
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it.
You cannot be dissatisfied without virtually saying that God might order
things better ; you cannot say that he might order things better without virtually
demanding that he change his course of acting, and give other proofs of his Infinite

do

Henry Melvill.
Your fathers tempted me.&quot; There are two ways of interpreting the
words which follow. As tempting God is nothing else than yielding to a diseased and
perfections.

Verse

&quot;

9.

unwarrantable craving after proof of his power, we may consider the verse as con
nected throughout, and read, They tempted me and proved me, although they had
God very justly complains, that they should insist upon
already seen my work.
new proof, after his power had been already amply testified by undeniable evidences.
There is another meaning, however, that may be given to the term
proved,&quot;
Your fathers
according to which, the meaning of the passage would run as follows
tempted me in asking where God was, notwithstanding all the benefits I had done
them and they proved me, that is, they had actual experience of what I am, in
asmuch as I did not cease to give them open proofs of my presence, and consequently
they saw my work. John Calvin.
Proved me,&quot; put me to the proof of my existence, presence, and
Verse 9.
power, by requiring me to work, i.e. to act in an extraordinary manner. And
this desire, unreasonable as it was, I gratified.
They not only demanded, but they
i*rroa likewise saw
my work,&quot; i.e. what I could do. J. A. Alexander.
Verse 9.
Forty years.&quot; To understand this passage we must bear in mind
the event referred to. The same year in which the people of Israel came forth
from Egypt, they were distressed for water at Rephidim, (Ex. xvii. 1 ;) and the
place had two names given to it, Massah and Meribah, because the people tempted
God and chided with Moses. The Lord did not swear then that they should not
but this was in the following year, after the return
enter into the land of Canaan
of the spies.
(Num. xiv. 20 38.) And God said then that they had tempted him
short time since their deliverance from Egypt.
the
ten times
that
is, during
;
It was after ten temptations that God deprived them of the promised land.
Bearing in mind these facts, we shall be able to see the full force of the passage.
refer clearly to the latter
The
or contention, and
temptation
provocation
instance, as recorded in Numb, xiv., because it was then that God sware that the
rest.
The
s
conduct was alike in both
people should not enter into his
people
&quot;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

instances.

To connect forty years with grieved, was the work of the Punctuists, and
this mistake the Apostle corrected ; and it is to be observed that he did not follow
in this instance the Septuagint, in which the words are arranged as divided by the
Masorites.
Such a rendering as would correspond with the Hebrew is as follows,
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

8.

9.

To-day when ye hear his voice,
Harden not your hearts as in the provocation,
In the day of temptation in the wilderness.
When your fathers tempted me, they proved me
And saw my works forty years
I was therefore offended with that generation and
Always do they go astray in heart,
And they have not known my ways
:

10.

said.

;

11.

So that

I

sware in

my

wrath,

They shall by no means enter into my rest.
The meaning of the ninth verse is, that when the children of Israel tempted
God, they proved him, i.e., found out by bitter experience how great his displeasure
was, and saw his works or his dealings with them forty years. He retained them
in the wilderness during that period until the death of all who disbelieved his word
at the return of the spies
he gave them this proof of his displeasure. John Owen,
&quot;

;

of Thrussington, 1853.

the desperate presumption of man, that he should offend his Maker
O the patience and longsuffering of his Maker, that he should allow
him forty years to offend in
Sin begins in the
heart,&quot; by its desires wandering
and going astray after forbidden objects whence follows inattention to the ways
Lust in the heart, like vapour in
of God, to his dispensations, and our own duty.
the stomach, soon affects the head, and clouds the understanding.
George Home.
Verse 10.
It is curious to know that the ancient Jews believed
Forty Years.&quot;
that
the days of the Messiah were to be forty years.&quot; Thus Tanchuma, F. 79, 4.

O

Verse 10.

&quot;

&quot;

forty years

!

&quot;

I

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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Quamdiu durant anni Messise ? R. Akiba dixit, xl. annos, quemadmodum Israelitae
It is remarkable, that in forty years after the
per tot annos in deserto fuerunt.&quot;
ascension, the whole Jewish nation were cut oil equally as they who fell in the wilder
An Exposition of the Epistle to the Hebrews.&quot; 1862.
John Brown, in
ness.
Was I grieved.&quot; The word is a strong word, expressive of loathing
Verse 10.
and disgust. J. J. S. Perowne.
This generation.&quot; The word -rn, dor, signifies an age, or the allotted
Verse 10.
and it is here applied to the men of an age, as if the Psalmist
term of human life
had said, that the Israelites whom God had delivered were incorrigible, during the
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

whole period of their

lives.

John Calvin.

a people that do err in their heart.&quot; We may observe here,
that he does not simply say, This people errs. What mortal is there that does not
But he adds,
there
a multitude of mortals, exposed to no errors ?
is
where
err ?
Or,
In their heart.&quot; Every error therefore is not blamed here, but the error of their
It is to be noted, therefore, that there is a twofold kind of
heart is fastened upon.
&quot;

Verse 10.

//

is

&quot;

error

:

One is of the intellect, by which we go astray through ignorance. In this
the Sadducees
kind of erring Paul erred when he persecuted the Church of Christ
and to this day many in the Church
erred, not knowing the Scriptures, Matt. xxii.
go astray, endowed with zeal for God, but destitute of a true knowledge of Him.
2. The other kind of erring is of the heart and affections, by which men go astray,
not through ignorance, but through corruption and perversity of heart. This error
of heart is a mind averse to God, and alienated from the will and way of God, which
And their heart was
is elsewhere thus described in the case of this very people
not right with him.&quot; Musculus.
To err in heart may mean
It is a people that do err in their heart.&quot;
Verse 10.
1.

;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

either to err in judgment, or in disposition, intention for the Hebrew 1$, and after
it the Greek Kapftla, means either animus, fudicium, or, mcns, cogitatio, desiderium.
I understand *apS/a here, as used according to the Hebrew idiom (in which it is often
pleonastic, at least it seems so to us,) so that the phrase imports simply, They always
Moses Stuart.
err, i.e. they are continually departing from the right way.
Err in their heart.&quot; He had called them sheep, and now he notes
Verse 10.
for the footsteps
their wandering propensity, and their incapacity for being led
C. H. S.
of their Shepherd they did not know, much less follow.
Verse 10.
They have not known my ways ; that is, they have not regarded
for otherwise they were not
ways, have not allowed of them, or loved them
they heard his words, and saw his works. David Dickson.
ignorant of them
not
have
known
This
Verse 10.
They
my ways.&quot;
ungrateful people did not
approve of God s ways they did not enter into his designs they did not conform
to his commands
they paid no attention to his miracles and did not acknowledge
Adam Clarke.
the benefits which they received from his hands.
These words are not to
Verse 10.
people that do err in their heart,&quot; &c.
be found in Numb. xiv. ; but the inspired Psalmist expresses the sense of what
their
do
err
in
Jehovah said on that occasion.
heart,&quot; [Heb. iii. 10].
They
always
They are radically and habitually evil.
They have not known my ways.&quot; God s
ways
may mean either his dispensations or his precepts. The Israelites did not
rightly understand the former, and they obstinately refused to acquire a practical
knowledge the only truly valuable species of knowledge of the latter. The
reference is probably to God s mode of dealing
Rom. xi. 33 Deut. iv. 32, viii. 2,
So
xxix. 2 4.
Such a people deserved severe punishment, and they received it.
/ sware in my wrath, They shall not enter into my rest.&quot;
The original words in the
:

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

my

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

A

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

rest.&quot;
This elliptical mode of expressing
Ps. Ixxxix. 35
1 Sam. iii. 14
Deut. i. 35
But
This awful oath is recorded in the 14th chapter of Numbers
Isai. Ixii. 8.
I
Because
as truly as
live, all the earth shall be filled with the glory of the LORD.
all those men which have seen my glory, and my miracles, which I did in Egypt
and in the wilderness, and have tempted me now these ten times, and have not
hearkened to my voice surely they shall not see the land which I sware unto their
but my servant Caleb,
fathers, neither shall any of them that provoked me see it
because he had another spirit with him, and hath followed me fully, him will I bring
into the land whereinto he went
and his seed shall possess it. (Now the Amalekites
and the Canaanites dwelt in the valley.) To morrow turn you, and get you into
the wilderness by the way of the Red Sea. And the LORD spake unto Moses and
VOL. iv.
12

Hebrew

oaths

is

&quot;

are,

// they shall enter into
in the Old Testament

common

my
:

;

;

;

&quot;

:

;

:

;
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unto Aaron, saying, How long shall I bear with this evil congregation, which murmur
I have heard the murmurings of the children of Israel, which
against me ?
they
murmur against me. Say unto them, As truly as I live, saith the LORD, as ye have
your carcases shall fall in this wilderness
spoken in mine ears, so will I do to you
and all that were numbered of you, according to your whole number, from twenty
years old and upward, which have murmured against me.&quot; The words of the oath
seem here borrowed from the account in Deut. i. 35. There are many threatenings
of God which have a tacit condition implied in them
but when God interposes
:

;

;

his oath, the sentence

is

irreversible.

We

have an account of its actual
The curse was not causeless, and it did come.
The rest from which they were excluded was
fulfilment, Numb. xxvi. 64, 65.
Their
were
in
lives
It is termed
the land of Canaan.
God s
spent
wandering.
as there he was to finish his work of bringing Israel into the land promised
rest,&quot;
to their fathers, and fix the symbol of his presence in the midst of them,
dwelling
in that land in which his people were to rest from their wanderings, and to dwell
It is his rest, as of his preparing, Deut. xii. 9.
in safety under his protection.
It
are by no means warranted to
rest like his, rest along with him.
is his rest
conclude that all who died in the wilderness came short of everlasting happiness.
It is to be feared many of them, most of them, did ; but the curse denounced on
them went only to their exclusion from the earthly Canaan. John Brown.
And said.&quot; Mark the gradation, first grief or disgust with
Verses 10, 11.
those who erred made him say ; then anger felt more heavily against those who did
The people had been called sheep in verse 7, to sheep
him
swear.
believe
made
not
the highest good is rest, but into this rest they were never to come, for they had
not known or delighted in the ways in which the good Shepherd desired to lead them.
John Albert Bengel.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

We

&quot;

The word swearing is very significant, and seems to import these
The certainty of the sentence here pronounced. Every word
but ratified by an oath, it is truth with an ad
is, and must be truth
This fixes it like the laws of the Medes and
It is signed irrevocable.
vantage.
and makes God s word, like his very
Persians, beyond all possibility of alteration
Verse 11.

two
of

things.

1st.

God both

;

;

If the children
nature, unchangeable. 2ndly. It imports the terror of the sentence.
Let not God speak to us, lest we die,&quot; what would they have
of Israel could say,
It is terrible to hear an oath from the
said had God then sworn against them ?
mouth but of a poor mortal, but from the mouth of an omnipotent God, it does not
truth,
only terrify, but confound. An oath from God is truth delivered in anger
When God speaks, it is the creature s duty
as I may so speak, with a vengeance.
Robert
tremble.
South.
but when he swears, to
to hear
That they should not enter into my rest.&quot; There is something unusual
Verse 11.
and abrupt in the conclusion of this Psalm, without any cheering prospect to relieve
the threatening. This may be best explained by assuming, that it was not meant
J. A. Alexander.
to stand alone, but to form one of a series.
&quot;

;

;

&quot;

HINTS TO PREACHERS.
I. A favourite method of worship
invitation to praise the Lord.
III.
let us sing.&quot;
II.
joyful gratitude.
fitting state of mind for singing
to
the rock of our salvation.
excite
and
thankfulness
both
fitting subject
gladness
Verse 1.
The rock of our salvation.&quot; Expressive imagery. Rock of shelter,
support, indwelling, and supply illustrate this last by the water flowing from the
rock in the wilderness.
Verse 2.
I. What is meant by coming before his presence ?
Certainly not the
holiness of places, etc.
II. What offering is most appropriate when we come into

Verse

1.

An

A

&quot;

A

&quot;

his presence ?

I. The greatness of God as god.
He is to be conceived of as great
power, glory, etc. II. His dominion over all other powers in heaven
or earth.
III. The worship which is consequently due to him.
Verses 4, 5.
The universality of the divine government. I. In all parts of the
II. In all providences.
III. In every phase of moral condition.
Or, Things
globe.

Verse

3.

in goodness,
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circumstances shifting, terrible,
deep, or high, dark or perilous are in his hand
overwhelming as the sea, are under his control as much as the comfortable terra firma
;

of peace

Verse

and prosperity.

A

6.

true conception of

God

I.

begets

A

disposition to worship.

II.

Mutual incitement to worship. III. Profound reverence in worship. IV. Over
whelming sense of God s presence in worship. C. A. Davis.
Verses 6, 7.
God is to be worshipped I. As our Creator
our maker.&quot;
II. As
the people,&quot; etc.
III. As our Preserver,
the sheep,
our Redeemer,
George
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

etc.&quot;

Rogers.
Verse 7.
Ghost saith

the Holy
Holy Ghost. I. The special voice
1. In Scripture.
2. In the hearts of his people.
3. In the awakened.
hear his voice,&quot; instructing, com
II. A special duty,
4. By his deeds of grace.
While
manding, inviting, promising, threatening. III. A special time
to-day.&quot;
God speaks, after so long a time, in the day of grace, now, in your present state.
harden
not your hearts,&quot; by indifference, unbelief, asking
IV. The special danger
for signs, presumption, worldly pleasures, etc.
Hear his voice,&quot; because
Sinners entreated to hear God s voice.
Verse 7.
II. You cannot properly or lawfully promise to give
I. Life is short and uncertain
what is not your own III. If you defer, though but till to-morrow, you must harden
IV. There is great reason to fear that, if you defer it to-day, you will
your hearts
VI. There
never commence ; V. After a time God ceases to strive with sinners
is nothing irksome or disagreeable in a religious life, that you should wish to defer

The entreaty

&quot;

of the

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

its

commencement. Edward
The Difference
Verse 7.

Paijson.
of Times with respect to Religion.
Upon a spiritual
account there is great difference of time. To make this out, I will shew you, I. That
II. That times of ignorance and
sooner and later are not alike, in respect of eternity.
III. That before and after voluntary commission of
of knowledge are not alike.
That
and
are
not
alike.
IV.
known iniquity,
before
after contracted naughty habits,
V. That the time of God s gracious and particular visitation and the
are not alike.
VI.
time when God withdraws his gracious presence and assistance, are not alike.
The flourishing time of our health and strength, and the hour of sickness, weakness,
and approach of death, are not alike. VII. Now and hereafter, present and future,
this world and the world to come, are not alike.
Benjamin Whichcot.
This supposition,
Verse 7.
// ye will hear,&quot; and the consequence inferred there
harden not your hearts,&quot; doth evidently demonstrate that a right hearing
upon,
will prevent hardness of heart
especially hearing of Christ s voice, that is, the
William Gouge.
It is the gospel that maketh and keepeth a soft heart.
gospel.
II. The awful
11.
Verses 8
I. Israel s fearful experiment in tempting God.
C.
A.
Davis.
III.
Let
it
not
be
tried
result.
again.
The error and the ignorance which are fatal.
Verse 10.
The fatal moment of the giving up of a soul, how it may be hastened,
Verse 11.
what are the signs of it, and what are the terrible results.
Verses 10, 11.
The kindling, increasing, and full force of divine angtr, and its
&quot;

&quot;

;

dreadful results.

PSALM XCVI.
This Psalm is evidently taken from that sacred song which was com
SUBJECT.
the ark of God was set in the midst of the tent which
posed by David at the time when
David had prepared for it, and they offered burnt sacrifices and peace offerings before
The former part
See the sixteenth chapter of the first book of the Chronicles.
God.&quot;
of that sacred song was probably omitted in this place because it referred to Israel, and
to
a
this
Psalm
was
Ghost
in
the
the design of
give forth
song for the Gentiles, a
Holy
triumphant hymn wherewith to celebrate the conversion of the nations to Jehovah in
It follows fitly upon the last Psalm, which describes the obstinacy of Israel,
gospel times.
and the consequent taking of the gospel from them that it might be preached among the
It
nations who would receive it, and in due time be fully won to Christ by its power.
It is a grand MISSIONARY HYMN,
thus makes a pair with the Ninety-fifth Psalm.
and it is a wonder that Jews can read it and yet remain exclusive. If blindness in part
had not happened unto Israel, they might have seen long ago, and would now see, that
their God always had designs of love for all the families of men, and never intended that
We
his grace and his covenant should relate only to the seed of Abraham after the flesh.
do not wonder that the large-hearted David rejoiced and danced before the ark, while
Had
he saw in vision all the earth turning from idols to the one living and true God.
Michal, Saul s daughter, only been able to enter into his delight, she would not have
reproached him, and if the Jews at this day could only be enlarged in heart to feel sympathy
with all mankind, they also would sing for joy at the great prophecy that all the earth
&quot;

shall be filled with the glory of the Lord.
will make none, for the song is one
DIVISIONS.
praise without seam, woven from the top throughout.

We

and

indivisible,

a garment of

EXPOSITION.
/^v

^^

the LORD a new song sing unto the LORD, all the earth.
shew forth his salvation from
2 Sing unto the LORD, bless his name
day to day.
3 Declare his glory among the heathen, his wonders among all people.
he is to be feared
4 For the LORD is great, and greatly to be praised

SING unto

:

;

:

above all gods.
5 For all the gods of the nations are idols but the LORD made the heavens.
6 Honour and majesty are before him
strength and beauty are in his
:

:

sanctuary.

LORD
7 Give unto the LORD, O ye kindreds of the people, give unto the
glory and strength.
8 Give unto the LORD the glory due unto his name bring an offering, and
:

come
9

into his courts.

O

worship the LORD

in the

beauty of holiness

fear before him, all the

:

earth.
10

Say among the heathen that the LORD reigneth the world also shall be
established that it shall not be moved he shall judge the people righteously
let the sea roar, and
11 Let the heavens rejoice, and let the earth be glad
the fulness thereof.
12 Let the field be joyful, and all that is therein then shall all the trees
of the wood rejoice
13 Before the LORD for he cometh, for he cometh to judge the earth he
shall judge the world with righteousness, and the people with his truth.
:

:

:

;

:

:

:

New joys are filling the hearts of men,
1.
sing unto the Lord a new song.&quot;
for the glad tidings of blessing to all people are proclaimed, therefore let them sing
180
&quot;
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a new song. Angels inaugurated the new dispensation with new songs, and shall
not we take up the strain ? The song is for Jehovah alone, the hymns which chanted
Bacchana
the praises of Jupiter and Neptune, Vishnoo and Siva are hushed for ever
Unto the one only God
lian shouts are silenced, lascivious sonnets are no more.
all music is to be dedicated.
Mourning is over, and the time of the singing of hearts
has come. No dismal rites are celebrated, no bloody sacrifices of human beings are
presented, no cutting with knives, and outcries of lamentation are presented by
deluded votaries. Joy is in the ascendant, and singing lias become the universal
;

Men are made new
expression of love, the fitting voice of reverent adoration.
The names of Baalim are no more on their
creatures, and their song is new also.
the foolish ditty and the cruel warlips, the wanton music of Ashtaroth ceaseth
song are alike forgotten ; the song is holy, heavenly, pure, and pleasant. The
Psalmist speaks as if he would lead the strain and be the chief musician, he invites,
O sing unto
he incites, he persuades to sacred worship, and cries with all his heart,
Jehovah a new song.&quot;
a Jew invites
Sing unto the Lord, all the earth.&quot; National jealousies are dead
the Gentiles to adore, and joins with them, so that all the earth may lift up one
common Psalm as with one heart and voice unto Jehovah, who hath visited it with
No corner of the world is to be discordant, no race of heathen to be
his salvation.
dumb. All the earth Jehovah made, and all the earth must sing to him. As the
sun shines on all lands, so are all lands to delight in the light of the Sun of Righteous
E Pluribus Unum, out of many one song shall come forth. The multitudinous
ness.
languages of the sons of Adam, who were scattered at Babel, will blend in the same
song when the people are gathered at Zion. Nor men alone, but the earth itself
Made subject to vanity for a while by a sad necessity, the
is to praise its Maker.
creation itself also is to be delivered from the bondage of corruption, and brought
into the glorious liberty of the children of God, so that sea and forest, field and
Is this a dream ? then let us dream again.
flood, are to be joyful before the Lord.
Blessed are the eyes which shall see the kingdom, and the ears which shall hear its
Hasten thine advent, good Lord
Yea, send forth speedily the rod of thy
songs.
strength out of Zion, that the nations may bow before the Lord and his Anointed.
name.&quot;
Thrice is the name of the Lord repeated,
bless
his
unto
the
2.
Lord,
Sing
and not without meaning. Is it not unto the Three-One Lord that the enlightened
it is too cold to warm
nations will sing ? Unitarianism is the religion of units
the sacred fire of adoration only burns with vehement flame
the world to worship
where the Trinity is believed in and beloved. In other ways beside singing, the
His name, his fame, his character, his revealed word
blessed Lord is to be blessed.
and will are to be delighted in, and remembered with perpetual thanksgiving. We
may well bless him who so divinely blesses us. At the very mention of his name
Shew forth his salvation from
Let him be blessed for ever.&quot;
it is meet to say,
day to day.&quot; The gospel is the clearest revelation of himself, salvation outshines
Let
therefore let our praises overflow in that direction.
creation and providence
us proclaim the glad tidings, and do so continually, never ceasing the blissful testi
let
us
therefore
show
ever
ever
ever
is
ever
It
suitable,
sure,
new,
perfect
mony.
it forth continually until he come, both by words and deeds, by songs and sermons,
by sacred Baptism and *by the Holy Supper, by books and by speech, by Sabbath
Each day brings us deeper experience of our saving
services and week-day worship.
God, each day shows us anew how deeply men need his salvation, each day reveals
each
of
the
the power
day the Spirit strives with the sons of men therefore,
gospel,
never pausing, be it ours to tell out the glorious message of free grace. Let those
do this who know for themselves what his salvation means ; they can bear witness
that there is salvation in none other, and that in him salvation to the uttermost is
Let them show it forth till the echo flies around the spacious earth,
to be found.
and all the armies of the sky unite to magnify the God who hath displayed his saving
all
health among
people.
His salvation is his glory, the word
Declare his glory among the heathen.&quot;
3.
and this should be published far and wide, till the remotest
of the gospel glorifies him
nations of the earth have known it.
England has spent much blood and treasure
when will she be equally anxious
to keep up her own prestige among barbarians
It is to be feared
her
honour
of
the
to maintain
religion, the glory of her Lord ?
that too often the name of the Lord Jesus has been dishonoured among the heathen
may this fact
by the vices and cruelties of those who call themselves Christians
excite true believers to greater diligence in causing the gospel to be proclaimed
;

&quot;

&quot;

;

1

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

;
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His wonders among all
as with a trumpet in all quarters of the habitable globe.
The gospel is a mass of wonders, its history is full of wonders, and it is
people.&quot;
In the person of his Son
in itself far more marvellous than miracles themselves.
the Lord has displayed wonders of love, wisdom, grace, and power. All glory be
can
refuse
to
tell
out
the
of
who
unto his name
story
redeeming grace and dying
and a really living,
A.11 the nations need to hear of God s marvellous works
love ?
self-denying church would solemnly resolve that right speedily they all shall hear
The tribes which are dying out are not to be excluded from gospel teaching
thereof.
any more than the great growing families which, like the fat kine of Pharaoh, are
Red Indians as well as Anglo-Saxons are to hear of the wonders
eating up other races
None are too degraded, none too cultured, none too savage,
of redeeming love.
&quot;

;

;

:

and none too refined.
For the Lord is
4.

He is no petty deity, pre
great and greatly to be praised.&quot;
siding, as the heathen imagined their gods to do, over some one nation, or one depart
ment of nature. Jehovah is great in power and dominion, great in mind and act ;
nothing mean or narrow can be found in him or his acts, in all things he is infinite.
Praise should be proportionate to its object, therefore let it be infinite when rendered
cannot praise him too much, too often, too zealously, too care
unto the Lord.
He deserves that nothing in his worship should be little, but
fully, too joyfully.
all the honour rendered unto him should be given in largeness of heart, with the
He is to be feared above all gods. Other gods have been
utmost zeal for his glory.
worshipped at great cost, and with much fervour, by their blinded votaries, but
Jehovah should be adored with far greater reverence. Even if the graven images
had been gods they could not have borne comparison for an instant with the God
of Israel, and therefore his worship should be far more zealous than any which has
been rendered to them. He is to be feared, for there is cause to fear. Dread of
other gods is mere superstition, awe of the Lord is pure religion.
Holy fear is the
beginning of the graces, and yet it is the accompaniment of their highest range.
Fear of God is the blush upon the face of holiness enhancing its beauty.
For all the gods of the nations are idols.&quot; Mere images of wood and stone,
5.
But the Lord made the heavens.&quot; The reality of his God
vanities, nothings.
head is proved by his works, and foremost among these the Psalmist mentions that
matchless piece of architecture which casts its arch over every man s head, whose
lamps are the light of all mankind, whose rains and dew fall upon the fields of every
people, and whence the Lord in voice of thunder is heard speaking to every creature.
The idol gods have no existence, but our God is the author of all existences ; they
&quot;

We

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

mere earthly vanities, while he is not only heavenly, but made the heavens.
is mentioned as an argument for Jehovah s universal praise.
Who can be
worshipped but he ? Since none can rival him, let him be adored alone.
Honour and majesty are before him.&quot; Men can but mimic these things their
6.
pompous pageants are but the pretence of greatness. Honour and majesty are with
him and with him alone. In the presence of Jehovah real glory and sovereignty
In
abide, as constant attendants.
Strength and beauty are in his sanctuary.&quot;
him are combined all that is mighty and lovely, powerful and resplendent. We
have seen rugged strength devoid of beauty, we have also seen elegance without
the union of the two is greatly to be admired.
Do we desire to see the
strength
sublime and beautiful
at one glance ?
Then we must look to the eternal throne.
the
we
read
and
In
Chronicles
and the two renderings do not
gladness
strength
are

This

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

a thing of
disagree in sense, for in the highest degree in this instance it is true that
beauty is a joy for ever.&quot; Not in outward show or parade of costly robes does
the glory of God consist
such things are tricks of state with which the ignorant
are dazzled
holiness, justice, wisdom, grace, these are the splendours of Jehovah s
courts, these the jewels and the gold, the regalia, and the pomp of the courts of
&quot;

;

;

heaven.
7. The first six verses commenced with an exhortation to sing, three times
here we meet with the
repeated, with the name of the Lord thrice mentioned
Give unto the Lord,&quot; used in the same triple manner.
This is after
expression
the manner of those poets whose flaming sonnets have best won the ear of the people,
reiterate
choice
words
till
the
soul
and
fire
the
heart.
The
they
they penetrate
invocation of the sweet singer is still addressed to all mankind, to whom he speaks
as
Ye kindreds of the people.&quot; Divided into tribes and families, we are called
in our courses and order to appear before him and ascribe to him all honour.
All
worship be to God only,&quot; is the motto of one of our City companies, and it may
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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the families upon earth.
Family worship is peculiarly
the God of all the families of Israel.
Give unto the Lord
glory and strength,&quot; that is to say, recognise the glory and power of Jehovah, and
Who is glorious but the Lord ?
ascribe them unto him in your solemn hymns.
Who is strong, save our God ? Ye great nations, who count yourselves both famous
Ye monarchs, who are styled imperial and
and mighty, cease your boastings
puissant, humble yourselves in the dust before the only Potentate.
Glory and
strength are nowhere to be found, save with the Lord, all others possess but the
God alone is great.&quot;
semblance thereof. Well did Massillon declare,
But who can do that to
8.
Give unto the Lord the. glory due unto his name.&quot;
the full ?
Can all the nations of the earth put together discharge the mighty debt ?
All conceivable honour is due to our Creator, Preserver, Benefactor, and Redeemer,
and however much of zealous homage we may offer to him, we cannot give him
more than his due. If we cannot bring in the full revenue which he justly claims,
at least let us not fail from want of honest endeavour.
Bring an offering, and
pleasing unto

him who

all

&quot;

is

1

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

atonement for sin having
come into his courts.&quot; Come with an unbloody sacrifice
been made, it only remains to bring thank-offerings, and let not these be forgotten.
To him who gives us all, we ought gladly to give our grateful tithe. When assembling
for public worship we should make a point of bringing with us a contribution to
None of you shall appear before me
his cause, according to that ancient word,
The time will come when from all ranks and all nations the Lord will
empty.&quot;
his
for
O long expected day begin
when
receive gifts
they gather together
worship.
9.
worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness.&quot; This is the only beauty which
he cares for in our public services, and it is one for which no other can compensate.
Beauty of architecture and apparel he does not regard moral and spiritual beauty
is that in which his soul delighteth.
Worship must not be rendered to God in a
we must be reverent, sincere, earnest, and
slovenly, sinful, superficial manner
in
and
heart
both
our
in
Purity is the white linen of the
prayers
praises.
pure
Lord s choristers, righteousness is the comely garment of his priests, holiness is
Fear before him, all the earth.&quot;
Tremble
the royal apparel of his servitors.
is the word in the original, and it expresses the profoundest awe, just as the word
bow down.&quot;
does, which would be more accurately translated by
worship
Even the bodily frame would be moved to trembling and prostration if men were
Men
of
the
and
of
Jehovah.
of
the
world
conscious
ridiculed
power
glory
thoroughly
for trembling when under the power of the Holy Spirit
had they
the Quakers
been able to discern the majesty of the Eternal they would have quaked also. There
is a sacred trembling which is quite consistent with joy, the heart may even quiver
with an awful excess of delight. The sight of the King in his beauty caused no
alarm to John in Patmos, and yet it made him fall at his feet as dead. Oh, to behold
him and worship him with prostrate awe and sacred fear
10.
Say among the heathen that the Lord reigneth.&quot; This is the gladdest news
which can be carried to them, the Lord Jehovah, in the person of his Son has
assumed the throne, and taken to himself his great power. Tell this out among
the heathen, and let the heathen themselves, being converted, repeat the same
The dominion of Jehovah Jesus is not irksome, his rule is fraught
rejoicingly.
The world also
with untold blessings, his yoke is easy, and his burden is light.
shall be established that it shall not be moved.&quot;
Society is safe where God is king, no
A
revolutions shall convulse his empire, no invasions shall disturb his kingdom.
settled government is essential to national prosperity, the reign of the God of truth
and righteousness will promote this to the highest degree. Sin has shaken the
;

&quot;

I

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

I

&quot;

&quot;

He shall
world, the reign of Jesus will set it fast again upon sure foundations.
judge the people righteously.&quot; This is the best method for establishing society on a
secure basis, and this is the greatest source of joy to oppressed nations.
Iniquity
makes the dynasties of tyrants fall, equity causes the throne of Jesus to stand.
He will impartially rule over Jew and Gentile, prince and peasant, and this will
bring happiness to those who are now the victims of the despot s arbitrary will.
Above and below let
Let the heavens rejoice, and let the earth be glad.&quot;
11.
Let the angels who have stood in amaze at the wickedness
the joy be manifested.
of men, now rejoice over their repentance and restoration to favour, and let men
themselves express their pleasure in seeing their true prince set upon his throne.
The book of creation has two covers, and on each of these let the glory of the Lord
Let the sea roar, and the fulness thereof.&quot;
Let it
be emblazoned in letters of joy.
be no more a troubled sea, wailing over ship-wrecked mariners, and rehearsing the
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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let it adopt a cheerful note, and rejoice in the
Let it thunder out the name of the Lord when its tides are
at its full, and let all its teeming life express the utmost joy because the Lord reigneth
even in the depth of the sea. In common with the rest of the creation, the sea has
is not the time close at hand in which its hollow
groaned and travailed until now
murmur shall be exchanged for an outburst of joy ? Will not every billow soon
flash forth the praises of him who once trod the sea ?

griefs of

widows and orphans, but

kingdom

of the Lord.

:

&quot;

his story
you, ye waters, roll,
a sea of glory,

Waft, waft, ye winds,

And

!

Till, like

It spreads

from pole to

pole.&quot;

Let the cultivated plains
Let the field be joyful, and all that in therein.&quot;
Peace enables their owners to plough and sow and reap, without
praise the Lord.
in
therefore
notes
and
of
the
of
invaders,
fear
glad
they applaud him whose
rapine
empire is peace. Both men, and creatures that graze the plain, and the crops them
selves are represented as swelling the praises of Jehovah, and the figure is both
bold and warranted, for the day shall come when every inhabited rood of ground
Then shall all
shall yield its song, and every farmstead shall contain a church.
12.

&quot;

&quot;

He does not say let them rejoice, but they shall do so.
the trees of the wood rejoice.&quot;
The faith of the Psalmist turns itself from the expression of desire to the fully assured
Groves have in old times stood shuddering at the horrid
prediction of the event.
their shade, the time shall come when
orgies which have been performed within
they shall sing for joy because of the holy worship, the sounds of which they shall
men
and robbers, but it shall be sanctified
of
The bush is the stronghold
hear.
savage
to retirement and devotion.
Perhaps the Psalmist was thinking of the birds ; so
Keble must have supposed, for he versifies the passage thus
&quot;

Field exults and meadow fair,
With each bud and blossom there,

In the lonely woodlands now
Chants aloud each rustling bough.&quot;

Even now he is near, his advent should,
13.
Before the Lord : for he cometh.&quot;
therefore, be the cause of immediate rejoicing
already are we in his presence, let
For
he
comelh
to judge the earth,&quot; to rule it with
with
him
us worship
delight.
not to tax it, and control it by force, as kings often do, but to preside
discretion
as magistrates do whose business it is to see justice carried out between man and
man. All the world will be under the jurisdiction of this great Judge, and before
At this moment he is on the road, and
his bar all will be summoned to appear.
the hour of his coming draweth nigh. His great assize is proclaimed. Hear ye not
threshold.
He shall judge the world with righteous
is
on
the
foot
?
His
the trumpets
His essential rectitude will determine all causes and cases, there will be
ness.&quot;
no bribery and corruption there, neither can error or failure be found in his decisions.
And the people with his truth,&quot; or rather the nations in faithfulness.&quot; Honesty,
No nation shall be favoured
veracity, integrity, will rule upon his judgment-seat.
The black man shall be tried
there, and none be made to suffer through prejudice.
the
shall
his
white
have justice executed for
as
law
same
the
master,
aboriginal
by
him against his civilised exterminator, the crushed and hunted Bushman shall have
space to appeal against the Boer who slaughtered his tribe, and the South Sea Islander
shall gain attention to his piteous plaint against the treacherous wretch who kid
napped him from his home. There shall be true judgment given without fear or
In all this let the nations be glad, and the universe rejoice.
favour.
Since the whole universe is to be
In closing, let us ourselves join in the song.
Shall we
clothed with smiles, shall not we be glad ? As John Howe observes,
not partake in this common dutiful joy, and fall into concert with the adoring loyal
from
off
this
chorus ? Will we cut ourselves
gladsome obsequious throng ? And
what should put a pleasant face and aspect upon the whole world, shall it only leave
our faces covered with clouds and a mournful sadness ?
&quot;

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
Whole Psalm. What has been said of Psalm Ixvii. may be fitly applied to the
It
present Psalm. We need not hesitate to add that it is a millennial anthem.
accords with the condition of the world when Christ shall sit enthroned in the willing
nations
an
acclaim
of
to
him
as
their
The
in
of
race.
our
join
praise
loyalty
rightful
Judge and King. There is a unanimity in the song, as if it ascended from a world
purged into a temple of holiness, and whose inhabitants were indeed a royal priest
hood, with one heart to make Jesus king, with one voice to sound forth one peal of
melody in praise of the name above every name.
Fix the eye for a moment on the precious vision of which we thus catch a glimpse.
It holds true to the deepest principles of our nature, that what we contemplate as
possible, much more what we anticipate as certain, lends us the very hope and energy
Is it on
conducive to its realisation. On the contrary, despair paralyses cflort.
this account that everywhere in prophecy, old and new, there floats before us the
ideal of a recovered and rejoicing world, at times transfigured into a loftier scene,
the new heavens and new earth wherein dwelleth righteousness ? So largely did
this thought imbue the prophetic mind, that the language of Paul warms into the
the creature itself,&quot; according to his own vivid
animation of poetry, when even
personification, like some noble bird, drooping under the weight of its chain, with
neck outstretched and eyeball distended, is described as looking down into the vista
of coming time for its deliverance from the bondage of corruption into the glorious
He hastens to add, that we are saved
liberty of the sons of God (Rom. viii. 19).
by hope.&quot; It is true of the soul individually, we are saved by hope. It is true
of our race collectively, if ever a millennium is to dawn upon it, we are saved by
such a hope. Our earth may be in ruins meanwhile, blackness on the sky, barrenness
but a change is promised. What we hope
on the soil, because sin is everywhere
for, we labour for all the more that our hope is no dream of fancy, but has its basis
For as the earth bringeth forth
in the science and certainty of absolute truth.
her bud, and as the garden causeth the things that are sown in it to spring forth
so the Lord God will cause righteousness and praise to spring forth before all the
The tuning of the instrument is sometimes heard before
nations.&quot;
(Isai. Ixi. 11.)
The mother teaches her child to lisp a hymn before he comprehends
the music comes.
And so here, in this holy Psalm, the Jerusalem from
its full scope and meaning.
above, the mother of us all, trains us to the utterance of a song suitable to seasons
of millennial glory, when the Moloch of oppression, the Mammon of our avarice,
the Ashtaroth of fiery lust, every erring creed, every false religion, shall have given
place to the worship of the one true and living God to the faith and love of Christ.
Let the peoples praise thee, O God let all the peoples praise thee.&quot; W. H. Goold,
The Mission Hymn of the Hebrew Church : a Sermon.&quot; 1865.
in
A Hymn of David ;
Whole Psalm. This Psalm is entitled in the Septuagint,
when the Temple was rebuilt after the Captivity,&quot; and this appears to be a true descrip
for the substance of it is found in 1 Chron. xvi. 23
tion of it
33, where it is described
as having been delivered by David into the hand of Asaph and his brethren, to
thank the Lord when the Ark was brought up to Zion. David s Psalm here receives
a new name, and is called a new song (sir chadash), because new mercies of God were
now to be celebrated mercies greater than David had ever received, even when
he brought the Ark to Zion. They who now sang the old song, which had thus
become a new song, identified themselves with David, and identified him with
Chr. Wordsworth.
themselves.
Whole Psalm. Subject. Call to praise, in view of Christ s second advent and
To apply it. Look forward to the glorious day of the Lord s coming
glorious reign.
and realise its approach that you may prepare for it. A. R. C. Dallas.
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

O sing unto the Lord a new song,&quot; etc.
A new song,&quot; unknown
Come, all ye nations of the wide earth, who, up to this hour, have
been giving your worship to dead gods that were no gods at all
come and give
Henry Cowles.
your hearts to the true and only God in this new song
A new song.&quot; It must be a new canticle,&quot; a beautiful canticle,
Verse 1.
and elegantly composed also a canticle for fresh favours in like manner, a canticle
befitting men who have been regenerated, in whom avarice has been supplanted
by charity and finally, a canticle not like that of Moses, or Deborah, or any of the
Verse

to

you

&quot;

1.

before.

;

I

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;
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old canticles that could not be sung outside the land of promise, according to Psalm
How shall we sing the LORD S song in a strange land ?
but a new
cxxxvii.,
and he, therefore, adds,
canticle that may be sung all over the world
Sing unto
the Lord, all the earth,&quot; not only Judea, but the whole world.
Bellarmine.
The word is used to describe that which is delightful, ex
Verse 1.
New.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

quisite, precious, etc.

Martin

Geier.

New

things are generally most approved, and especially in
for Pindar praises old wine and new songs.
John Cocceius, 1603 1669.
songs
A new song.&quot; Our old songs were those of pride, of gluttony, of
Verse 1.
our new song is of praise,
luxury, in hope of gain, prosperity, or harm to others
reverence, and obedience, and love to God, in newness of life, in the Spirit that
letter
in
the
that
no
but
killeth,
longer
quickeneth,
keepeth that new commandment,
that we love one another, not with the narrow patriotism and fellow-feeling of a
small tribe, or a mere national church, but with a citizenship which embraces all the
Neale and Liltledale.
whole earth.
Verse 1.
Sing unto the Lord.&quot; We find it thrice said, sing unto the Lord, that
we may understand that we are to sing unto him with mind, and tongue, and deed.
For all these things must be joined together, and the life ought to correspond with
the mouth and mind. As Abbot Absolom says. When the speech does not far with
Le Blanc.
the life, there is a sweet harmony.
It is a missionary-hymn for all ages of the church ;
All the earth.&quot;
Verse 1.
and it becomes more and more appropriate to our times in proportion as the heathen
Sing unto the Lord a new song,&quot; and in proportion
begin to respond to the call,
as we find in the melancholy condition of the church at home occasion to look with
a hopeful eye towards the heathen world. E. W. Hengstenberg.
Verse

&quot;

1.

New.&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

From day to day.&quot; Continually
Verse 2.
It is a fit subject for
always.
unceasing praise. Every man should praise God every day on each returning
and
on
for
the
assurance
that
there
is a way of salvation
every evening
morning,
provided for him, and that he may be happy for ever. If we had right feelings,
this would be the first thought which would burst upon the mind each morning,
and it would be the last thought which
irradiating, as with sunbeams, all around us
would linger in the soul as we lie down at night, and close our eyes in slumber
making us grateful, calm, happy, as we sink to rest, for whether we wake or not in
Albert Barnes.
this world, we may be for ever happy.
From day to day.&quot; Other news delights us only at first hearing ;
Verse 2.
but the good news of our redemption is sweet from day to day, ac si in eodem die
Tarn
redemptio fuisset operata, saith Kimchi here, as if it were done but to-day.
recens mihi nunc Christus est, saith Luther, ac si hac hora fudisset sanguinem, Christ
me
as
if
he
had
shed
his
but
blood
this very hour.
is now as fresh unto
John Trapp.
&quot;

;

;

&quot;

The corresponding
Declare.&quot;
Verse 3.
often rendered a scribe, a writer, Ps. xlv. 1.
The variety of verbs used in verses 1
declare.
proper means for making known the Saviour.
&quot;

is

W.

S.

word is a book
and the participle
The verb is rendered, tell, shew forth,
3, proves that we are to employ all
One of these methods is by writing.
;

Plamer.

Declare his glory
what a glorious person the Messiah is
3.
the
having all the perfections of Deity in him ; how
brightness of his Father s glory
the glory of God appears in him, and in all that he has done ; and especially in the
work of redemption, in which the glory of divine wisdom, power, justice, truth,
and faithfulness, love, grace, and mercy, is richly displayed
say what glory he is
advanced unto, having done his work, being highly exalted, set at the right hand
of God, and crowned with glory and honour, and what a fulness of grace there is
and what a glory is on him, which they shall
in him, for the supply of his people
behold to all eternity. John Gill.
His glory shines from every ray of light that reaches us from a thousand
Verse 3.
stars
it sparkles from the mountain tops that reflect the earliest and retain the
it spreads over the expanse of the sea,
last rays of the rising and the setting sun
and speaks in the murmur of its restless waves it girdles the earth with a zone of
In the varied forms of animal tribes ;
light, and flings over it an aureole of beauty.
in the relations of our world to other worlds, in the revolutions of planets, in the
in
the
fall
of
and
in
the flight of birds
in the sea, the
of
waters,
flowers,
springing
Christ wears
rivers, and the air ; in heights and depths, in wonders and mysteries,
Verse

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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a tribute to his sovereignty.
We cannot augment it we cannot add one ray of light to the faintness of a distant
star, nor give wings to an apterous insect, nor change a white hair into black.
can unfold, but not create ; we can adore, but not increase ; we can recognise the
all

;

We

From Patmos

John Camming
to
footprints of Deity, but not add to them.
Paradise, 1873.&quot;
It is a part of the com
Declare his glory among the heathen,&quot; etc.
Verse 3.
mission given to the ministers of the gospel, not only to teach their congregations
concerning Christ, but also to have a care that they who never did hear of him,
in

&quot;

&quot;

may know what

he

his mediation.
the salvation of

by
is

is,

suffered,

and what good may be had

so glorious to God, nothing so wonderful in itself, as
to behold God saving his enemies by the incarna
Christ
Declare his glory
obedience of Christ the eternal Son of God

tion, sufferings, and
among the heathen, his
&quot;

what he hath done and

Nothing

man by

;

&quot;

:

wonders among

all

David Dickson.
glory which should be proclaimed,

people.&quot;

Declare his

It is his
glory.&quot;
ability, and eloquence of the orator who professes to speak for
the
him it is his glory,
loving beauty, the attractiveness of his gospel, the lavish
promises to repentant sinners, the blessedness of heaven, which should be the chief
themes of discourse ; not threats, menaces, sermons on hell or torment to affright
men, and at best make them God s trembling slaves, not his loving friends. The
unto all people,&quot; in obscure country districts, amongst unpolished
preaching is to be
and illiterate congregations, and not to be confined, as fashionable preachers like
to
the
cultivated and critical audiences of the capital.
to confine it,
Hugo, quoted
by Neale and Littledale.

Verse

3.

not the learning,
;

&quot;

His glory.&quot; What he had before called salvation, he now names
3.
and afterwards wonders. And since this salvation, whereby the human race
is redeemed from eternal death and damnation, is glorious and full of wonders,
Mollerus.
it is therefore worthy of admiration and praise.
His wonders.&quot; What a wonderful person he is, for he is God manifest
Verse 3.
what wonderful love he has shown in his incarnation, obedience, suffer
in the flesh
what amazing miracles he wrought, and what a wonderful work
ings, and death
declare
the work of our redemption, the wonder of men and angels
he performed
his wonderful resurrection from the dead, his ascension to heaven, sitting at the
the wonderful effusion of his
right hand of God, and intercession for his people
Spirit, and the conquests of his grace, and the enlargement of his kingdom in the
as also what wonders will be wrought by him when he appears a second
world
how the dead will be raised, and all will be judged. John Gill.
time
&quot;

Verse

glory,

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

For all the gods of the nations are idols.&quot; Nothings, nonentities,
Verse 5.
a favourite description of idols in Isaiah s later prophecies. See e.g. Isaiah xli. 24,
and compare Lev. xix. 4, xxvi. 1, 1 Cor. viii. 4 6, x. 19. A less probable etymology
of the Hebrew word makes it a diminutive of
El, analogous to godlings as an
J. A. Alexander.
expression of contempt.
The gods of the nations are idols.&quot; Their Elohim are elilim. See
Verse 5.
The word elilim occurs in two places in the Psalms, here and
1 Chron. xvi. 26.
It
7.
is
used
most frequently by Isaiah, and properly signifies nothings, as
xcvii.
an idol is nothing.&quot; (i Cor. viii. 4.) Chr. Wordsworth.
St. Paul says,
The Lord made the heavens.&quot; Verse 5 is a notandum. What a
Verse 5.
tribute to astronomy is it that the Lord is so often done homage to as having made
Let the theology of nature be blended with the theology of conscience
the heavens
a full recognition of the strength and the glory which shine palpably forth in the
wonders of creation, with the spiritual offerings of holy worship and holy service.
Thomas Chalmers.
&quot;

0&amp;gt;)

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

!

Verse

&quot;

6.

Beauty

.

.

.

in his

sanctuary.&quot;

so much of beauty doth reveal
Itself in every vein of life and nature,
beautiful must be the Source itself,

Oh,

if

How

The Ever-Bright One

!

Esaias Tegner,
Verse
as

many

&quot;

6.

In his

sanctuary.&quot;

writers consider.

That

is

17821847.

to say (1) his ark, tabernacle, or temple,

Kimchi, as quoted by Muis, suggests that where joy
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or beauty is mentioned as being in his temple, it is set in opposition to the perpetual
grief of the Philistines when the ark was in their cities.
They saw the Lord s strength,
but. not his beauty.
(2) Others refer the word sanctuary to the church of Christ,
which, as Minister remarks, is adorned with heavenly ornaments, and was typified
by the magnificence of Solomon s temple. Certainly it is in the church that the
spiritual power and beauty of the Lord are to be most clearly seen.
(3) The passage
may refer to heaven, where the divine presence is more peculiarly manifest. G. H. S.

Ye kindreds of the people.&quot; There is a peculiar force, observes an
7.
kindreds of the people,&quot; much
commentator [Cassiodorus], in this phrase,
alone
for in every nation there are at
more than if we had the word
peoples
all times strangers, aliens, sojourners abiding permanently or for a time, but not
while the phrase here includes all such, and provides
reckoned among the natives
Ncale and Liltledale.
that none shall be shut out because of his origin.
Ye kindreds of the people.&quot; He calls upon them to come in kindreds
Verse 7.
or families, in allusion to the Jewish custom of families coming by themselves on
and the Holy Ghost gives us
the several festival days to worship in Jerusalem
here to understand that such custom was to serve as a model for Christians, whose
families should unite in coming to the church to give glory and honour to God for
for it was not
all the wonderful things he accomplished in the redemption of man
by our own industry, or by our merits, that we have come to grace, and to be the
adopted children of God, but through God s mercy, to whom, therefore, is due all
honour and glory. Bellarmine.
Verse

&quot;

&quot;

early

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

Give unto the Lord the glory due unto his name.&quot;
It is a debt ; and
Verse 8.
a debt, in equity, must be paid. The honour due to his name is to acknowledge
The Lord, the faithful God,&quot; good, merciful,
him to be holy, just, true, powerful
Defraud not his name of the least honour. Adam Clarke.
long-suffering,&quot; etc.
Is all the glory
Give unto the Lord the glory due unto his name.&quot;
Verse 8.
due unto God s name, and ought it, in strict justice, to have been ascribed unto
him by men, ever since man began to exist ? How immeasurably great then is
the debt which our world has contracted, and under the burden of which it now
During every day and every hour which has elapsed since the apostasy of
groans
for every day and every hour all men ought
man, this debt has been increasing
But no man has
to have given unto Jehovah the glory which is due to his name.
ever done this fully. And a vast proportion of our race have never done it at all.
Now the difference between the tribute which men ought to have paid to God and
that which they actually have paid constitutes the debt of which we are speaking.
How vast, then, how incalculable is it Edward Payson.
Give unto the Lord the glory due unto his name.&quot;
Verse 8.
Every glory will
not serve the turn, but such glory as is proper and peculiar for that God we serve.
It is a stated rule in Scripture that, respects to God must be proportioned to the nature
God is a spirit, therefore will be worshipped in spirit and truth. God is
of God.
God is
a God of peace, therefore lift up pure hands, without wrath and doubting.
a holy God, therefore will be sanctified.
They which worship the sun, among the
as
a
most
a
suitable
to
the
used
swift
motion
of
horse,
thing
heathens, they
flying
the sun. Well, then, they that will glorify and honour God with a glory due to his
God is glorious in
name, must sanctify him as well as honour him. Why ? For
This is that which God counteth to be his chief excellency,
holiness,&quot; Exod. xv. 11.
and the glory which he will manifest among the sons of men. Thomas Manton.
Verse 8.
Bring an offering.&quot; This is language taken from the temple-worship,
and means that God is to be worshipped, in the manner which he has prescribed, as
The word here rendered
a suitable expression of his majesty.
nrro,
offering
minkhah is that which is commonly used to denote a bloodless offering, a thankAlbert Barnes.
offering.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

!

;

I

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

In the beauty of holiness,&quot; or, in the ornament of holiness, alluding
Verse 9.
W. Wilson.
to the splendid robes of eastern worshippers.
Shall I call holiness an attribute ?
The beauty of holiness.&quot;
Is
Verse 9.
it not rather the glorious combination of all his attributes into one perfect whole ?
As all his attributes proceed from the absolute, so all again converge and meet in
holiness.
As from the insufferable white light of the Absolute they all seem to
diverge and separate into prismatic hues, so they all seem again to converge and
&quot;

&quot;
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meet and combine

in the drizzling white radiance of his holiness.
This, therefore,
rather the intense whiteness, purity, clearness, the infinite lustre and splendour
without
and
without colour.
like a gem without flaw,
of his perfect nature
stain,
All of his attributes are glorious, but in this we have a combination of all into a
It is for this reason that it is so frequently in Scripture
still more glorious whole.
The poetic nature of the Psalmist is exalted
associated with the Divine beauty.
to ecstasy in contemplation of the
beauty of holiness,&quot; the
beauty of the Lord.&quot;
the more
Beauty is a combination of elements according to the laws of harmony
the
the
more
harmonious
beautiful the parts or elements, and
combination,
perfect
the higher the beauty. How high and glorious, therefore, must be the beauty of this
attribute, which is the perfect combination of all his infinite perfections
You see, then, why this attribute is awful to us. In the ideal man all the faculties
and powers, mental, moral, and bodily, work together in perfect harmony, making
sweet music the image of God is clear and pure in the human heart. But, alas
In the actual man the purity is stained, the beauty
how far are we from the ideal
is defaced, the harmony is changed into jarring discord, &quot;like sweet bells jangled out
How it came so, we are not now inquiring. We all feel that it is so.
of tune.&quot;
It is the awfulness of absolute purity in
Therefore is this attribute so awful to us.
it is the awfulness of perfect beauty in the presence of
the presence of impurity
it is the awfulness of honour in the presence of dishonour and shame ;
deformity
in one word, it is the awfulness of holiness in the presence of sinfulness.
How, then,
shall we approach him before whom angels bow and archangels veil their faces
him in whose sight the white radiance of heaven itself is stained with impurity?
Joseph Le Conte, in
Religion and Science,&quot; 1874.
the
The beauty of holiness.&quot; The religion of the gospel of Christ is
Verse 9.
1st, As it concerns
beauty of holiness,&quot; as it concerns its Author, its plan, its fruits.
understand
as
meant
or
we
see
can
its Author.
Whatever we
holiness,
by beauty
in the attributes of God, whether we consider them in all their harmony, or contem
As
to
its
the gospel
one
in
of
them
2ndly,
plan.
Survey
any
plate
particular.
where we will, or regard whatever we can that is revealed concerning it, we find
it to be all
and we cannot call it by a more appropriate name than
beauty
There is a holy separation, a
the beauty of holiness.&quot;
Srdly, As to its fruits.
beautiful character of holiness, a separation as to character, feelings, and conduct
these are all the various fruits of grace and so the man becomes beautiful in holiness.
is

&quot;

&quot;

;

I

I

!

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

.

.

.

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

Legh Richmond, 17721827.
Verse 10.
Say among the heathen that the Lord reigneth.&quot; This clause reads
in the old Latin version,
Tell it out among the heathen, that the Lord reigneth
&quot;

&quot;

Justin Martyr accuses the Jews, that they have erased the words
a ligno,&quot; OTTO u\ov, which are wanting in the original and in the Septuagint. Mrs.
renders
the
Charles
verse thus

from

the

tree.&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

The truth that David learned
Its

to sing,

deep fulfilment here attains

;

Tell all the earth the Lord is King
Lo, from the cross, a King he reigns

!

From

&quot;

Hymns

&quot;

!

Immanuel, with Notes by P. Schaff,&quot; 1870.
Verse 10.
Say among the heathen that the Lord reigneth.&quot; It is not enough to
feel desire
we must say among the heathen, the Lord reigneth.&quot; There is a
commandment given us of the LORD to go into all the world, and preach the gospel
to every creature
to tell them what Christ hath taught us
to say to them, in
Christ in Song.

of

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

fact,

The LORD

We

reigneth.&quot;

....

the LORD reigneth
go among the heathen, and say,
point them to all
the various objects in creation to the stars of heaven, to the beauties of vegetation,
to the daily occurrences of providence, to the body fearfully and wonderfully made,
to its continual preservation and supply.
We may easily take our text from every
The LORD reigneth.&quot; But we must
thing by which we are surrounded, and say,
not stop here. It is well to have right views of God as the Creator
but it is only
as we view him as the God of Redemption, that we can praise him
in the beauty of
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

Legh Richmond.
Verse 10.
Say among the heathen that the Lord reigneth must be the Christian s
as it was the Israelite s motto.
The earliest preaching of our Saviour and his disciples
was the preaching of the gospel of the kingdom. It was because all power was given
unto him in heaven and in earth, that, after his resurrection from the dead, Jesus

holiness.&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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The substance of the apostles
sent forth his apostles to go and teach all nations.
subsequent preaching was, confessedly, the kingdom of God. J. F. Thrupp.
heathen.&quot;
the
that
are already become proselytes
Verse 10.
Go,
ye
Say among
unto him, and publish everywhere, in all countries, that the Lord [Christ] is the
for he shall settle those in
sovereign of the world, who alone can make it happy
and they shall not be so disturbed as they
peace that submit unto his government
shall
administer
and
tumults
he
and
were wont with wars
equal justice unto all
neither suffer the good to be unrewarded, nor the evil to escape unpunished.
Symon
&quot;

:

:

:

;

Patrick.

The world also,&quot; etc. The natural world shall be established ;
Verse 10.
the standing of the world, and its stability, is owing to the mediation of Christ.
Sin had given it a shock, and still threatens it ; but Christ, as redeemer, upholds
The world of mankind shall be
all things, and preserves the course of nature.
established, shall be preserved, till all that belong to the election of grace are called
The Christian religion, as far as it is embraced,
in, though a guilty, provoking world.
The
shall establish states and kingdoms, and preserve good order among men.
church in the world shall be established, that it cannot be moved, for it is built
hell
shall
it
it
is
a
the
of
never
;
prevail against
kingdom
gates
upon a rock, and
Matthew Henry.
that cannot be shaken.&quot;
When we learn from the records of geology,
// shall not be moved.&quot;
Verse 10.
as they are inscribed upon the rocks, how numerous and thorough have been the
how often and
revolutions of the surface and the crust of the globe in past ages
how long the present dry land has been alternately above and beneath the ocean ;
and
has
been
dislocated
of
the
now
the
crust
how frequently
fractured, bent,
globe
lifted upward, and now thrown downward, and now folded by lateral pressure ;
how frequently melted matter has been forced through its strata and through its
fissures to the surface ; in short, how every particle of the accessible portions of the
and especially when we recollect what
globe has undergone entire metamorphoses
strong evidence there is that oceans of liquid matter exist beneath the solid crust,
and that probably the whole interior of the earth is in that condition, with expansive
when we review all these facts,
energy sufficient to rend the globe into fragments
we cannot but feel that the condition of the surface of the globe must be one of
But it is not so. On the contrary, the
great insecurity and liability to change.
present state of the globe is one of permanent uniformity and entire security, except
result from earthquakes, volcanoes,
which
those comparatively slight catastrophes
and local deluges. Even the climate has experienced no general change within
historic times, and the profound mathematical researches of Baron Fourier have
demonstrated that, even though the internal parts of the globe are in an incandescent
state, beneath a crust thirty or forty miles, the temperature of the surface has long
that it is not now more
since ceased to be affected by the melted central mass
than one seventeenth of a degree higher than it would be if the interior were ice ;
and that hundreds of thousands of years will not see it lowered, from this cause,
more than the seventeenth part of a degree. And as to the apprehension that the
entire crust of the globe may be broken through, and fall into the melted matter
beneath, just reflect what solidity and strength there must be in a mass of hard
rock from fifty to one hundred miles in thickness, and your fears of such a catastrophe
will probably vanish.
Now, such a uniformity of climate and security from general ruin are essential
But it must have required infinite
to the comfort and existence of animal nature.
wisdom and benevolence so to arrange and balance the mighty elements of change
and ruin which exist in the earth, that they should hold one another in check, and
make the world a quiet, unchanged, and secure dwelling-place for so many thousands
of years.
Surely that wisdom must have been guided by infinite benevolence.
Edward Hitchcock, in
The Religion of Geology,&quot; 1851.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

Let the heavens rejoice.&quot; As the whole creation, both animate
Verse 11.
and inanimate, has groaned beneath the weight of the curse, so shall the whole
The Speaker s Commentary,&quot; 1873.
creation partake of the great deliverance.
Let the sea roar.&quot;
Verse 11.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Thou paragon

of elemental powers,

Mystery of waters never-slumbering sea
Impassioned orator with lips sublime,
Whose waves are arguments which prove a God
Robert Montgomery, 1807
!

!

1855.
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God will graciously accept the holy joys and praises of all the
Verses 11, 12.
hearty well-wishers to the kingdom of Christ, be their capacity never so mean.
can shew that they
the trees of the wood
can but
The sea
roar,&quot; and how
but he that searcheth the heart, knows what is the mind
rejoice,&quot; I know not
the
broken
the
of the Spirit,&quot; and understands
language of the weakest.
language,
Matthew Henry.
These verses are full of comprehensive beauty and power. They
13.
Verses 11
present the gathering together of everything under the confessed dominion of the
Things in heaven, as well as things on earth, rejoice together in
reigning Christ.
the acknowledged blessing of the Lord of peace. The Psalm is throughout a very
of
millennial
sweet strain
prophecy. Arthur Pridham.
13.
Verses 11
Nothing can excel that noble exultation of universal nature
in the 96th Psalm, which has been so often commended, where the whole animate
and inanimate creation unite in the praises of their Maker. Poetry here seems
to assume the highest tone of triumph and exultation, and to revel, if I may so express
Robert Lowth.
myself, in all the extravagance of joy.
13.
Verses 11
Although there are some who by heaven understand angels;
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

men; by the sea, troublesome spirits ; by trees and fields, the Gentiles
to believe, yet this need not be thought strange, because such prosopopoeias
Adam Clarke.
are frequent in Scripture.
by the

earth,

who were

Let the husbandmen, and the shepherds,
Let the field be joyful,&quot; etc.
Verse 12.
and the woodmen and foresters shout
all that dwell in the fields, leap for joy
when all the idols that are worshipped
for joy, to see the happy day approaching
there shall be thrown down together with their groves.
Symon Patrick.
The verb 135 expresses the vibratory motion, either of a
Verse 12.
Rejoice.&quot;
Samuel Horsley.
-dancer s feet, or of a singer s lip.
The trees of the wood.&quot;
Verse 12.
&quot;

and

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

His praise, ye winds, that from four quarters blow,
and wave your tops, ye Pines,
Breathe soft or loud
With every plant, in sign of worship wave.
;

John Milton.

He cometh,&quot; etc.
Verses 12, 13.
It chanced upon the merry, merry Christmas eve,
I went sighing past the church across the moorland dreary
Oh never sin and want and woe this earth will leave,
And the bells but mock the wailing round, they sing so cheery
How long, O Lord how long before thou come again ?
Still in cellar, and in garret, and on moorland dreary
The orphans moan, and widows weep, and poor men toil in vain,
Till earth is sick of hope deferred, though Christmas bells be cheery.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

!

!

arose a joyous clamour from the wild fowl on the mere,
stars, across the snow, like clear bells ringing,
And a voice within cried, Listen Christmas carols even here
thou
be dumb, yet o er their work the stars and snows are singing.
Though
and all the nations through
I live, I love, I reign
Blind
With the thunder of my judgments even now are ringing
Do thou fulfil thy work but as yon wild fowl do,
Thou wilt heed no less the wailing, yet hear through it angels singing.&quot;

Then

Beneath the

&quot;

!

!

!

;

;

Charles Kingsley, 1858.
Verse 13.
For he cometh, for he cometh.&quot; Because the thing was hard to be
believed, the Prophet asserts twice that God should come, that he should be Judge
&quot;

and King, and Governor
Verse 13.
to
&quot;

&quot;

He

of

all.

cometh.&quot;

show how near the time is.
The Judge standeth at the

Not
It

Martinus Bucerus in Expos. Ecclesiast.
ta
He shall come ; but EBtpb M|, He cometh ;
is almost day-break, and the court is ready to sit

door,&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

,

James

v. 9.

:

Thomas Watson.

Verse 13.
To judge.&quot; Vatablus remarks that to judge is the word used instead
of to reign, judicare pro regere, because judges in the early days of the Holy Land
exercised the power both of kings and magistrates.
The Lord comes to be to all
nations a wiser judge than Samuel, a greater champion than Samson, a mightier
deliverer than Gideon.
C. H. S.
&quot;
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&quot;

He

comelh

That

is, to put earth in order, to be
that the Book of Judges delineates
It is, as Hengstenberg says,
a gracious judging,&quot; not a time
of a judge s office.
it is a day of jubilee.
of mere adjudication of causes or pronouncing sentences
It
has
our
world
ever
seen.
Who
would not long for it ? Who
is the happiest day
It is the day of the Judge s glory, as well as of
is there that does not pray for it ?
the judgment of this world
our world s freedom the day when
(John xii. 31,
and xvi. 11), which his cross began and made sure, is completed by the total suppres
All this is anticipated here ;
sion of Satan s reign, and the removal of the curse.
and so we entitle this Psalm. The glory due to him who comelh to judge the earth.
Andrew A. Bonar.
He cometh to judge the earth,&quot; etc. In this new song they take up
Verse 13.
the words of Enoch, the seventh from Adam (Jude xiv.), who preached of the Coming
Chr. Wordsworth.
of the Lord to judge the world.

Ver.se 13.

its

to

Gideon and Samson, to be

judge

the

its ruler,

earth.&quot;

to

fulfil all

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

HINTS TO PREACHERS.
Verse

The novelties
new song.

1.

Suggests a

III.

of grace.

I.

A new

IV. Secures

new

salvation.
testimonies,

II.

Creates a new heart.
these, V. Produce

and

new

converts.
Verses 1
3.

The end desired to see the earth singing unto the Lord, and
The means suggested the showing forth his salvation from
III. The certainty of its accomplishment.
declaring his glory, etc.
hath
said
it.
The Lord
O sing,&quot; etc. When he commands earth must obey.
blessing his
day to day

name.

I.

II.

;

&quot;

G. R.
Verses I

I. The spring of expansive desire, ver. 1.
of zeal.
III. The broad river of foreign
of practical daily effort, ver. 2.
C. D.
missions, ver. 3.
I.
With
God.
II. With
9.
are to honour
Verses 1
songs, verses 1, 2.
Matthew Henry.
III. With religious services, verses 7, 8, 9.
sermons, verse 3.
I. Declare among the heathen the glory of God s perfections,
Verse 3 (first clause).
II. Declare the glory of his salva
that they may acknowledge him as the true God.
III. Declare the glory of
tion, that they may accept him as their only Redeemer.
IV. Declare
his providence, that they may confide in him as their faithful guardian.
it
as
their
chief
treasure.
V. Declare the
his
that
of
the glory
word,
they may prize
it
as
their
noblest
Declare
VI.
that
choose
of
his
service,
occupation.
they may
glory
William Jackson.
the glory of his residence, that they may seek it as their best home.
God s glory,&quot;
his wonders.&quot;
II. What
Verse 3.
I.
What the gospel is,
III. To whom.
declare it.
shall we do with it
&quot;Among the heathen,&quot; all people.
the
wonders
I.
The
wonders
of his
His
Verse 3 (last clause).
among
people.&quot;
II. The wonders of his creation, to fill them with
Being, to inspire them with awe.
amazement. III. The wonders of his judgments, to restrain them with fear. IV.
The wonders of his grace, to allure them with love. W. Jackson.
I. Contrast Jehovah of the Bible with gods
6.
Verses 4
Missionary sermon.
III. Appeal
II. Decide between divine worship and idolatry.
of human device.
C. D.
for effort on behalf of idolaters.
Verse 6.
Honour and majesty are before him.&quot; I. As emanations from him.
III. As characteristics of what is done by him.
II. As excellencies ascribed to him.
W. Jackson.
IV. As marks of all that dwell near him.
What we may see in God s sanctuary (strength and
Verse 6 (latter clause).
C. D.
17 (strength and beauty).
Ps.
xc.
obtain
there,
beauty). What we may
Verse 8.
Jehovah possesses a nature and character peculiar to himself ; he

II.

3.

The progress

The streamlet

We

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

sustains various offices and relations, and he has performed many works which
he alone could perform. On all these accounts something is due to him from his
creatures.
And when we regard him with such affections, and yield him such services,
as his nature, character, offices, and works deserve, then we give unto him the glory
which is due to his name. I. Let us inquire what is due to Jehovah on account of
his nature.
II. What is due to Jehovah on account of the character he possesses.
III. What is due to God on account of the relations and offices which he sustains
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IV. What is due to Jehovah on account of the works
that of a creator, preserver.
which he has performed, in nature, providence and redemption. E. Payson.
The object of worship. The nature of worship. The accompaniment
Verse 8.
The place of worship. C. D.
of worship (an offering).
Verse 9 (first clause).
An examination of true and false worship. I. False
in
the
of
worship,
ignorance, in the dulness of formalism, in the otl ensiveobscurity
ness of indulged sin, in the hideousness of hypocrisy.
II. True worship, in the
beauty of holiness. C. D.
Verse 9.
Holy fear an essential ingredient in true religion.
Verses 10
The reign of righteousness. I. The announcement of a righteous
13.
and
II. The joyful reception prepared for him.
III. His glorious coming.
king
judge.

C. D.
The sympathy of nature with the
Verses 11, 12.
ling upon its fuller display in the millennial period.

work

of grace

;

especially dwel

PSALM
As

XCVII.

Psalm sang the praises of the Lord in connection with the
SUBJECT.
proclamation of the gospel among the Gentiles, so this appears to foreshadow the mighty
working of the Holy Ghost in subduing the colossal systems of error, and casting down
the last

Across the sea to maritime regions a voice cries for rejoicing at the reign
the idol gods.
of Jesus (verse 1), the ^sacred fire descends (verse 3), like lightning the gospel flames
forth (verse 4), difficulties vanish (verse 5), and all the nations see the glory of God (verse 6).
The idols are confounded (verse 7), the church rejoices (verse 8), the Lord is exalted
The Psalm closes with an exhortation to holy steadfastness under the persecu
(verse 9).
tion which would follow, and bids the saints rejoice that their path is bright, and theireward glorious and certain. Modern critics, always intent upon ascribing the Pbclm;
to anybody rather than to David, count themselves successful in dating this song jurihet
on than the captivity, because it contains passages similar to those which occur in the
later prophets ; but we venture to assert that it is quite as probable that the prophets
One
adopted the language of David as that some unknown writer borrowed from them.
Psalm in this series is said to be in David,&quot; and we believe that the rest are in the same
The matter is not important, and we only mention it
place, and by the same author.
because it seems to be the pride of certain critics to set up new theories ; and there are
this
to
a
sure
be
We do not believe
who
readers
imagine
proof of prodigious learning.
that their theories are worth the paper they are written upon.
The Psalm divides itself into four portions, each containing three verses.
DIVISION.
The coming of the Lord is described (1 3) ; its effect upon the earth is declared (4 6) ;
and then its influence upon the heathen and the people of God. The last part contains
both exhortation and encouragement, urging to holiness and inculcating happiness.
&quot;

EXPOSITION.

T HE LORD

reigneth
glad thereof.

*

let

;

the earth rejoice

let

;

the multitude of

isles

be

2 Clouds and darkness are round about him righteousness and udgment are the habitation of his throne.
3 A fire goeth before him, and burneth up his enemies round about.
:

j

This is the watchword of the Psalm Jehovah reigns.
reigneth.&quot;
the essence of the gospel proclamation, and the foundation of the gospel
kingdom. Jesus has come, and all power is given unto him in heaven and in earth,
Saints draw comfort
therefore men are bidden to yield him their obedient faith.
from these words, and only rebels cavil at them.
Let the earth rejoice,&quot; for there
is cause for joy.
Other reigns have produced injustice, oppression, bloodshed,
the reign of the infinitely gracious Jehovah is the hope of mankind, and
terror
when they all yield to it the race will have its paradise restored. The very globe
itself may well be glad that its Maker and liege Lord has come to his own, and the
whole race of man may also be glad, since to every willing subject Jesus brings untold
Let the multitude of isles be glad thereof.&quot; To the ancient Israelites all
blessings.
places beyond the seas were isles, and the phrase is equivalent to all lands which
are reached by ships.
It is remarkable, however, that upon actual islands some of
the greatest victories of the Cross have been achieved.
Our own favoured land is
a case in point, and not less so the islands of Polynesia and the kingdom of Madagascar.
are
Islands
very numerous
may they all become Holy Islands, and Isles of Saints,
then will they all be Fortunate Islands, and true Formosas. Many a land owes its
the
sea
if
it
not been isolated it would have been desolated, and
to
had
;
peace
therefore the inhabitants should praise the Lord who has moated them about, and
given them a defence more available than bars of brass. Jesus deserves to be Lord
of the Isles, and to have his praises sounded along every sea-beaten shore.
Amen,
&quot;

1.

The Lord

It is also

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

so let

it

be.

Clouds and darkness are round about him.&quot; So the Lord revealed himself
at Sinai, so must he ever surround his essential Deity when he shows himself to the
&quot;

2.
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sons of men, or his excessive glory would destroy them.
Every revelation of God
must also be an obvelation there must be a veiling of his infinite splendour if any
It is often thus with the Lord in providence
thing is to be seen by finite beings.
when working out designs of unmingled love he conceals the purpose of his grace
It is the glory of God to
at the end.
more
discovered
be
the
that it may
clearly
conceal a thing.&quot; Around the history of his church dark clouds of persecution hover,
and an awful gloom at times settles down, still the Lord is there ; and though men
for a while see not the bright light in the clouds, it bursts forth in due season to the
confusion of the adversaries of the gospel. This passage should teach us the im
pertinence of attempting to pry into the essence of the Godhead, the vanity of all
endeavours to understand the mystery of the Trinity in Unity, the arrogance of
arraigning the Most High before the bar of human reason, the folly of dictating to the
Eternal One the manner in which he should proceed. Wisdom veils her face and
adores the mercy which conceals the divine purpose ; folly rushes in and perishes,
blinded first, and by-and-by consumed by the blaze of glory.
;

;

&quot;

There he abides,
Righteousness and judgment are the habitation of his throne.
he never departs from strict justice and right, his throne is fixed upon the rock of
is
his
immutable
and
eternal holiness.
attribute,
judgment marks
Righteousness
What though we cannot see or understand what he doeth, yet we
his every act.
Is not this enough
are sure that he will do no wrong to us or any of his creatures.
Divine sovereignty is never tyrannical.
to make us rejoice in him and adore him ?
Jehovah is an autocrat, but not a despot. Absolute power is safe in the hands of him
who cannot err, or act unrighteously. When the roll of the decrees, and the books
of the divine providence shall be opened, no eye shall there discern one word that
should be blotted out, one syllable of error, one line of injustice, one letter of unOf none but the Lord of all can this be said.
holiness.
A fire goeth before him.&quot; Like an advance guard clearing the way. So
3.
was it at Sinai, so must it be the very Being of God is power, consuming all opposi
tion
omnipotence is a devouring flame which burneth up his enemies round about.&quot;
God is longsuffering, but when he comes forth to judgment he will make short work
with the unrighteous, they will be as chaff before the flame. Reading this verse in
reference to the coming of Jesus, and the descent of the Spirit, we are reminded of
the tongues of fire, and of the power which attended the gospel, so that all opposition
was speedily overcome. Even now where the gospel is preached in faith, and in
the power of the Spirit, it burns its own way, irresistibly destroying falsehood, super
In it the Lord reigneth.
stition, unbelief, sin, indifference, and hardness of heart.
and because of it let the earth rejoice.
&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

the earth saw, and trembled.
4 His lightnings enlightened the world
5 The hills melted like wax at the presence of the LORD, at the presence
:

Lord of the whole earth.
6 The heavens declare his righteousness, and

of the

all

the people see his glory.

His lightnings enlightened the world.&quot; In times of tempest the whole of
nature is lighted up with a lurid glare, even the light of the sun itself seems dim
compared with the blaze of lightning. If such are the common lights of nature
what must be the glories of the Godhead itself ? When God draws aside the curtain
for a moment how astonished are the nations, the light compels them to cover their
Jesus in the gospel lights up the earth
eyes and bow their heads in solemn awe.
with such a blaze of truth and grace as was never seen or even imagined before.
In apostolic times the word flashed from one end of the heavens to the other, no part
The earth saw, and trembled.&quot; In
of the civilised globe was left unilluminated.
&quot;

4.

&quot;

presence the solid earth quakes, astonished by his glory it is convulsed with
To the advent of our Lord and the setting up of his kingdom among men
fear.
these words are also most applicable
nothing ever caused such a shaking and
commotion as the proclamation of the gospel, nothing was more majestic than its
course, it turned the world upside down, levelled the mountains, and filled up the
Jesus came, he saw, he conquered. When the Holy Ghost rested upon
valleys.
his servants their course was like that of a mighty storm, the truth flashed with
the force and speed of a thunderbolt, and philosophers and priests, princes and
It shall
people were utterly confounded, and altogether powerless to withstand it.
be so again. Faith even now sets the world on fire, and rocks the nations to and fro.
The hills melted like wax at the presence of the Lord.&quot; Inanimate nature
5.

God

s

;

&quot;
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knows its Creator, and worships him in its own fashion. States and kingdoms which
stand out upon the world like mountains are utterly dissolved when he decrees their
end.
Systems as ancient and firmly-rooted as the hills pass away when he does
In the Pentecostal era, and its subsequent age, this was seen
but look upon them.
on all hands, heathenism yielded at the glance of Jehovah Jesus, and the tyrannies
At the presence of the Lord of the whole
based upon it dissolved like melted wax.
His dominion is universal, and his power is everywhere felt. Men cannot
earth.&quot;
&quot;

move

the hills, with difficulty do they climb them, with incredible toil do they pierce
their way through their fastnesses, but it is not so with the Lord, his presence makes
a clear pathway, obstacles disappear, a highway is made, and that not by his hand
as though it cost him pains, but by his mere presence, for power goes forth from him
with a word or a glance. O for the presence of the Lord after this sort with his church
It is our one and only need.
at this hour
With it the mountains of difficulty
!

away, and all obstacles would disappear. O that thou wouldest rend the
heavens and come down, that the mountains might flow down at thy presence, O

would

flee

Lord.
In the little world of our nature the presence of Jesus in reigning power is as
consume our lusts and melt our souls to obedience. Sometimes we doubt
the presence of the Lord within, for he is concealed with clouds, but we are again
assured that he is within us when his light shines in and fills us with holy fear, while
at the same time the warmth of grace softens us to penitence, resignation and
obedience, even as wax becomes soft in the presence of fire.
The heavens declare his righteousness.&quot; It is as conspicuous as if written
6.
across the skies, both the celestial and the terrestrial globes shine in its light.
It
is the manner of the inspired poets to picture the whole creation as in sympathy
with the glory of God, and indeed it is not mere poetry, for a great truth underlies
it, the whole creation has been made to groan through man s sin, and it is yet to share
And all the people see his glory.&quot; The glorious gospel
in the joy of his restoration.
became so well known and widely promulgated, that it seemed to be proclaimed by
every star, and published by the very skies themselves, therefore all races of men
became acquainted with it, and were made to see the exceeding glory of the grace of
God which is resplendent therein. May it come to pass ere long that, by a revival
of the old missionary ardour, the glad tidings may yet be carried to every tribe of
Adam s race, and once again all flesh may see the glory of Jehovah. It must be so,
therefore let us rejoice before the Lord.
a fire to

&quot;

&quot;

7 Confounded be all they that serve graven images, that boast themselves
worship him, all ye gods.
and the daughters of Judah rejoiced because
8 Zion heard, and was glad

of idols

:

;

thy judgments, O LORD.
9 For thou, LORD, art high above
above all gods.

of

all

the earth

:

thou art exalted far

&quot;

Confounded be all they thai serve graven images, that boast themselves of idols.&quot;
be so
shame shall cover their faces, they shall blush to think of their
former besotted boastings. When a man gravely worships what has been engraved
by a man s hand, and puts his trust in a mere nothing and nonentity, he is indeed
brutish, and when he is converted from such absurdity he may well be ashamed.
A man who worships an image is but the image of a man, his senses must have left
him. He who boasts of an idol makes an idle boast.
Worship him, all ye gods.&quot;
Bow down yourselves, ye fancied gods. Let Jove do homage to Jehovah, let Thor
lay down his hammer at the foot of the cross, and Juggernaut remove his blood-stained
car out of the road of Immanuel.
If the false gods are thus bidden to worship the
coming Lord, how much more shall they adore him who are godlike creatures in
?
even
the
Paul quotes this passage as the voice of God
heaven,
angelic spirits
to angels when he sent his Son into the w orld.
All powers are bound to recognise
the chief power
since they derive their only rightful authority from the Lord,
they should be careful to acknowledge his superiority at all times by the most reverent
7.

They

shall

;

&quot;

r

;

adoration.
&quot;

8.

Zion heard, and was glad

&quot;

While the heathen are confounded the people

God are made to triumph, for they love to see their God exalted. The day shall
come when the literal Zion, so long forsaken, shall joy in the common salvation. It
of
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when

the apostles dwelt at Jerusalem, and the good days will come
Each individual believer is
broken down the judgments
glad when he
of the Lord afford unalloyed delight to those who worship the true God in spirit
and in truth. In the first ages of Christianity the believing Israel rejoiced to see
Christ s kingdom victorious among the heathen, and even yet, though for a while
turning aside, the daughters of Judah will sympathise in the wide-spread reign of
Jehovah their God, through the gospel of his dear Son. As the women of Judah
went forth to meet David in the dance, singing his victory over the Philistine, so shall
they chant the triumphs of David s son and Lord.
9.
For thou, Lord, art high above all the earth.&quot; And therefore do we rejoice
to see the idols abolished and to see all mankind bending at thy throne.
There
Thou
is but one God, there cannot be another, and he is and ever must be over all.
As much as ALL is exalted above nothing, and perfection
art exalted far above all gods.&quot;
above folly. Jehovah is not alone high over Judea, but over ail the earth, nor is
the days
he exalted over men only, but over everything that can be called god
are on their way when all men shall discern this truth, and shall render unto the Lord
the glory which is due alone to him.
did so at the

first

back again.

the daughters of Judah rejoiced.&quot;
sees false systems broken up and idol gods
&quot;

And

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

he preserveth the souls of his saints
10 Ye that love the LORD, hate evil
he delivereth them out of the hand of the wicked.
11 Light is sown for the righteous, and gladness for the upright in heart.
12 Rejoice in the LORD, ye righteous
and give thanks at the remembrance
:

;

;

of his holiness.

For he hates it, his fire consumes it, his
10.
that love the Lord, hats evil.&quot;
lightnings blast it, his presence shakes it out of its place, and his glory confounds
We cannot love God without hating that which he hates.
all the lovers of it.
are not only to avoid evil, and to refuse to countenance it, but we must be in arms
He preserveth the souls of
against it, and bear towards it a hearty indignation.
his saints.&quot;
Therefore they need not be afraid of proclaiming war with the party
which favours sin. The saints are the safe ones they have been saved and shall be
saved.
God keeps those who keep his law. Those who love the Lord shall see his
love manifested to them in their preservation from their enemies, and as they keep
He delivereth them out of the hand
far from evil so shall evil be kept far from them.
It is not consistent with the glory of his name to give over to the
of the wicked.&quot;
his
has
made
his friends.
of
his
foes
those
whom
He may leave the
power
grace
bodies of his persecuted saints in the hand of the wicked, but not their souls, these
are very dear to him, and he preserves them safe in his bosom.
This foretells for
the church a season of battling with the powers of darkness, but the Lord will
preserve it and bring it forth to the light.
11.
All along their pathway it is strewn.
Light is sown for the righteous.&quot;
Their night is almost over, their day is coining, the morning already advancing with
is
the.
earth
with
orient
The full harvest of delight is not
rosy steps
sowing
pearls.
yet ours, but it is sown for us ; it is springing, it will yet appear in fulness. This
is only for those who are right before the Lord in his own righteousness, for all others
the blackness of darkness is reserved.
And gladness for the upright in heart.&quot;
Gladness is not only for one righteous man in the singular, but for the whole company
of the upright, even as the apostle, after speaking of the crown of life laid up for
and not for me only, but also
himself, immediately amended his speech by adding,
for all them that love his appearing.&quot;
The upright ought to be glad, they have
cause to be glad, yea and they shall be glad. Those who are right-hearted shall also
be glad-hearted. Right leads to light.
In the furrows of integrity lie the seeds
of happiness, which shall develop into a harvest of bliss.
God has lightning for
sinners and light for saints.
The gospel of Jesus, wherever it goes, sows the whole
earth with joy for believers, for these are the men who are righteous before the Lord.
12.
The Psalmist had bidden the earth
Rejoice in the Lord, ye righteous.&quot;
rejoice, and here he turns to the excellent of the earth and bids them lead the song.
If all others fail to praise the Lord, the godly must not.
To them God is peculiarly
And give thanks at the, remem
revealed, by them he should be specially adored.
brance of his holiness
which is the harmony of all his attributes, the superlative
wholeness of his character. This is a terror to the wicked, and a cause of thankfulness
&quot;

Y&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

We

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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To remember that Jehovah is holy is becoming in those who dwell
to the gracious.
in his courts, to give thanks in consequence of that remembrance is the sure index
In reference to the triumphs of the gospel,
of their fitness to abide in his presence.
this text teaches us to rejoice greatly in its purifying effect
it is the death of sin
and the life of virtue. An unholy gospel is no gospel. The holiness of the religion
of Jesus is its glory, it is that which makes it glad tidings, since while man is left
Salvation from sin is the priceless gift of our
in his sins no bliss can be his portion.
thrice holy God, therefore let us magnify him for ever and ever.
He will fill the
world with holiness, and so with happiness, therefore let us glory in his holy name,
;

Amen.

world without end.

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
Whole Psalm. The two preceding Psalms are songs of joy and thanksgiving,
in which the gladness of Christ s people is poured forth as they go to meet their
triumphant Lord at his second advent, and to bring him back in glory to assume
The present Psalm, in language sufficiently explicit, describes the
his kingdom.
the Lord reigneth
Messiah is on his throne,
completion of this great event,
I have set my king
and now the words of the second Psalm, verse 6, are fulfilled,
upon my holy hill of Sion.&quot; Messiah s first act of sovereignty is judgment. Scrip
Jude 14
Isa. Ixvi. 15.
The charac
tures bearing upon that event are 2 Thess. i. 7
clouds and darkness encircling his
ter of these judgments is given in the Psalm
and
a
fire which burns up his
throne, where, however, righteousness
mercy dwell
enemies round about
lightnings flashing upon the world, the earth trembling,
and the hills melting like wax at the presence of the Lord, at the presence of the
Lord of the whole earth. Peter, in his second Epistle, and third chapter, evidently
R. H. Ryland.
refers to these events as yet future in his day.
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

:

;

;

The Lord
The Lord reigneth.&quot; Here s good news, glad tidings
cannot be published without praise, without rejoicing, without singing,
if we
without blessing. We should dishonour this truth if we did not publish it
It is so sweet
if we should not speak well of it.
should with silence suppress it
and comfortable, that it fills the whole world with joy and calls in every ear, and
Let the
every tongue, and every heart, to be glad to rejoice, and to praise God.
As though he should say, Let nothing
earth rejoice ; let the multitude of isles be glad.&quot;
Let the lowest, the poorest
fear but hell let nothing be disquieted but devils.
of the people of God, though but earth, yet let them rejoice in this, &quot;The Lord
Verse

&quot;

&quot;

1.

:

It

reigneth.&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

:

reigneth.&quot;

.

.

.

Here are two things of very sweet consideration, 1. The reign of the Lord and,
2. The reign of the Lord in the saints.
First, This kingdom that God is now setting
It will not be administered by the weakness of man,
is
his everlasting kingdom.
up
not by the folly of man, but by the judgment of God.
but by the power of God
God will, in this kingdom, nakedly manifest his ow n righteousness, his own com
his own love, his own peace
he will do all things immediately
passion and pity
by his own self. And therefore all the pride and ambition, all the oppression and
been
in
and
that
the
have
miscarriages
government of men, shall be wholly
tyranny,
taken away. Pure righteousness and judgment and equity shall be infallibly disand infinite power, strength, holiness, goodness, and authority shall shine
and that shall be the judge of all men. We shall
arth nakedly in the face of God
Eensed
no longer be abused and oppressed by the will of men, by the lusts of men. The
poor people shall no longer groan under the burden of men s lusts, nor sweat for the
nor their faces any longer be ground by the hardness
pleasure and contents of men
but they shall be under the protection of God. The great cry
of the spirit of men
Ye shall have one, one that will reign
now of the people is, Let s have a King
;

;

r

:

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

1

in righteousness,&quot; the LORD himself.
Secondly, And this reign of the LORD shall be in his saints ; according to that
in Dan. vii. 27.
And the kingdom and dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom
under the whole heaven, shall be given to the people of the saints of the Most High,
whose kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and all dominions shall serve and obey
&quot;
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shall be administered in the glory of God ; so also in the
sweetness and gentleness of man, by brethren, by friends, by the saints of the Most
and as he will
High. God lifting up himself in the saints will administer this reign
do it by the saints, so he will do it by the softness and tenderness of the saints ;
The kingdom and dominion under the whole earth shall be given to the people of
It s now doing
that ye shall obey none but the
the saints of the Most High.&quot;
Lord ; ye shall know no other laws but the law of God ; ye shall know no other
master but Jehovah. He hath made us priests and kings, and we shall reign with
him on the earth. This nature of ours, this body of ours, shall reign with Christ,

As

him.&quot;

this

kingdom

;

&quot;

;

with God, and that upon earth.
The Lord reigns.&quot; The Lord hath served, hath been hitherto much, yea,
It hath been, as it were, the business of the
in the form of a servant.&quot;
mostly,
to serve men
to give men
Lord, whilst this world stood, to give supplies to men
strength, and wisdom, and riches, and authority, and power, that men might be
and (in this) God hath been King too,
great and happy, with the goodness of God
I have served with your sins
and lusts
as saith the Lord,
but in an under way
now he will no longer serve, but reign ; God will take all the power and authority
He will not be any longer under men, but above all men. It s
into his own hands.
it s just he should be so.
time he should be so it s reason he should be so
Every
No
thing now must bow, stoop, and submit to the law, and rule, and will of God.
man shall any longer say, it shall be so, because it is my will to have it so there
shall not be found an heart, or tongue, that shall move against the dominion of the
Lord.
he hath made laws of your captivity and misery
he
Satan hath been a prince
hath kept you to his task, to do him service. He hath said, Be angry, and then
you have been full of rage. He hath said, Be covetous, and then you have been full
He hath said, Be dark, and then you have been full of blindness.
of covetousness.
He hath said, Be proud, and then ye have been full of haughtiness. And so he hath,
as a monstrous tyrant, tormented the world.
The sting of Satan s whips is in
your consciences, I know. Your errors and mistakes have been through the kingdom
of darkness in you, that you do not know God, or his holy will.
You would come
into the enjoyment of God
Satan will not let you
he
you would know God
will not suffer you
would
be
he
will
not permit you.
wise
unto
salvation
you
He hath fettered you with his chains of darkness ; he hath captivated your judg
ments
he hath made you to grind at his mill and to drudge in his service
and
hath made you to cry out,
O when will the Lord come
But now his wicked
what ye had, ye shall want, and what ye want, ye shall have
reign is at an end
what hath been shall not be that which shall be, must be, and cannot choose but
be
have
shall
and ye shall have peace,
love, because the law of God is love
ye
because the kingdom of God is peace and ye shall have light, because the inheritance
is marvellous light
ye shall have righteousness, because this state is true holiness
ye shall have liberty, settledness, stability, and every good thing in this kingdom
of God.
It s always ill with us while Satan reigns.
It s always well with us while
God reigns when our Husband is King we shall have preferment, and honour,
and riches, and greatness, and power, and authority, because our God reigns.
The
Lord reigns,&quot; for us
the Lord takes his kingdom, and it is for us
the Lord hath
now he reigns by us the Lord counts himself
reigned in himself all this while
not to have a kingdom, till we have it with him
the Lord thinks himself mean and
He is poor without us. He is weak, while absent from
despised, till we are exalted.
us.
He is not himself unless he enjoys us.
Thou art my excellency, my first-born.&quot;
The power of God is in weakness, till we become mighty. The kingdom of God
is in darkness, till we shine forth.
The treasures of God were of no worth to him,
if we were not his richest jewels.
The Lord doth reign.&quot; This is not to be passed by
it s in the present tense.
This is the song that we hear and see angels sing. The elders and saints in heaven
it
hear
we
it.
sing
perpetually
daily
Hallelujah, Hallelujah, the Lord reigneth !
There is administered into our hearts and ears an hallelujah ; the Lord reigneth
indeed every creature speaks it, all in heaven and earth.
The Lord doth reign,&quot; and saith,
I am upon my throne.
I am great
none
is great but myself.
I am King
I have the sceptre in my hand.
I am powerful
none is powerful but
All the power of men is broken.
All the thrones of men
are shattered into dust.
All the wisdom of men is turned into folly.
All the strength
of men is melted into weakness and water.
The meltings and moulderings away
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

!

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

:

;

:

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;
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;
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the powers and dignities of the world, speak it aloud, The Lord reigns.
William
Some Flashes of Lightnings of the Son of Man,&quot; 1648.
The Lord reigneth.&quot; He who stood before the judge, he who received
Verse 1.
the blows, he who was scourged, he who was spit upon, he who was crowned with
thorns, he who was struck with fists, he who hung upon the cross, he who as he hung
upon the wood was mocked, he who died upon the cross, he who was pierced with
the spear, he who was buried, himself arose from the dead.
The Lord reigneth.&quot;
what can they do to the King of kingdoms,
Let kingdoms rage as much as they can
the Lord of all kings, the Creator of all worlds ?
Augustine.
The Lord reigneth.&quot; 1 am glad that Christ is Lord of all, for other
Verse 1.
wise I should utterly have been out of hope, saith Miconins in an epistle to Calvin,
upon a view of the church s enemies. John Trapp.
Verse 1.
The Lord reigneth ; let the earth rejoice.&quot; Consider the divine govern
ment in various views, as legislative, providential, mediatorial, and judicial, and
in each of these views the divine government is matter of universal joy.
I.
The Lord reigneth
let the earth rejoice.&quot;
upon a throne of legislation,
He is the one supreme law-giver and is perfectly qualified for that important trust.
Nothing tends more to the advantage of civil society than to have good laws es
tablished, according to which mankind are to conduct themselves, and according
Now the supreme and universal King
to which their rulers will deal with them.
has enacted and published the best laws for the government of the moral world,
and of the human race in particular. Let the earth then rejoice that God has clearly
revealed his will to us and not left us in inextricable perplexities about our duty
Let the earth rejoice that these laws are suitably
to him and mankind
Again,
enforced with proper sanctions. The sanctions are such as become a God of infinite
wisdom, almighty power, inexorable justice, untainted holiness, and unbounded
goodness and grace, and such as are agreeable to the nature of reasonable creatures
formed for an immortal duration. Let the earth rejoice that the divine laws reach
the inner man, and have power upon the hearts and consciences of men. Human
laws can only smooth our external conduct at best, but the heart in the meantime
may be disloyal and wicked. Now this defect is supplied by the laws of the King
of Heaven, which are spiritual.
They require a complete uniformity and selfconsistency in us that heart and life may agree, and therefore they are wisely framed
to make us entirely good.
II.
The Lord reigneth by his providence, &quot;let the earth rejoice.&quot; The provi
It is his most holy, wise,
dence of God is well described in our shorter catechism,
and powerful preserving and governing all his creatures and all their actions.&quot;
The Lord reigneth
over the kingdoms of the earth, and manages all their
affairs according to his sovereign and wise pleasure, and he doth the same for his
church.
He can reduce confusion into order, make the wrath of man to praise him,
and restrain the remainder of it.
III.
The Lord reigneth
upon a throne of grace! &quot;let the earth rejoice.&quot; It
is the mediatorial government of the Messiah which the Psalmist had more immedi
ately in view, and this is the principal cause of joy to the earth and its guilty in
habitants.
IV. And, lastly, the Lord will reign ere long upon a throne of universal judgment
let the earth therefore rejoice, and the
conspicuous to the assembled universe,
multitude of the isles be glad.&quot; Condensed from a Sermon by Samuel Davies, 1724
1761.
Verse 1.
Let the earth rejoice.&quot; The earth is called upon to rejoice because
the Lord reigneth
and well it may, on the day of its enlargement and final emanci
from
a day of judgment, and so also
evil, which seems to be here set forth
pation
a day of terror and destruction to the enemies of God and goodness
a day when
at his presence
but his own righteous
the elements shall melt with fervent heat
ness and glory shall be manifested in the sight of all people.
Then will the worldly,
who serve idols in loving the creature more than the Creator, be confounded and
overthrown
but then, too, will the righteous lift up their heads and rejoice because
of God s judgments.
Thomas Chalmers.
In Poole s Synopsis we find from the
Verse 1.&quot; The multitude of the isles.&quot;
various interpretations of different authors that the word may mean maritime
regions, places beyond sea usually reached in ships, and all countries bordering
on the ocean. C. H. S.
Verse 1.
The isles.&quot; Figuratively the isles may be taken for all the churches.
of

&quot;

Sedgivick, in

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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Because the waves of all temptations roar around them. But as an
be beaten by the waves which on every side dash around it, yet cannot be
itself doth break the advancing waves, than by them is broken
so also the churches of God, springing up throughout the world, have suffered the
and behold the
persecutions of the ungodly, who roar around them on every side
isles stand fixed, and at last the sea is calmed.
Augustine.
Verse 1.
When Bulstrode Whitclock was embarked as Cromwell s envoy to
Sweden, in 1653, he was much disturbed in mind, as he rested at Harwich the
preceding night, which was very stormy, as he thought upon the distracted state
ol the nation.
It happened that a confidential servant slept in an adjacent bed,
who, finding that his master could not sleep, at length said
Pray, sir, will you give me leave to ask you a question ?

Why

isles ?

may

isle

broken, and rather

:

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Certainly.&quot;

do you think God governed the world very well before you came

&quot;

Pray,

sir,

&quot;

into

it ?

&quot;

Undoubtedly.&quot;
&quot;

And

gone out

pray,

sir,

do you think that he

will

govern

it

quite as well

when you

are

&quot;

of

?

it

&quot;

Certainly.&quot;
&quot;

it

Then pray,

excuse me, but do not you think you

sir,

quite as well as long as you live ?

may

trust

him

to govern

&quot;

To

this question Whitelock had nothing to reply ; but turning about, soon
Illustrative
G. S. Bowes, in
fast asleep, till he was summoned to embark.
&quot;

fell

Gatherings,&quot;

1862.

Clouds and darkness are round about him.&quot; The figurative language
Verse 2.
the poetical parts of the Old Testament is frequently taken from the historical
thus the appearances of God to
books, and refers to the facts therein recorded
If you
the saints and patriarchs in old times is the origin of the figure in our text.
look at the history of these appearances, you will find they were all accompanied
children
and
darkness.
of
the
went
before
the
of
Israel
clouds
The
cloud
Lord
with
when they departed from the land of bondage. This cloud had a dark and bright
Thus it preceded the people in all
side, and was a symbol of the divine presence.
When Solomon
their marches, as a pillar of fire by night, and of a cloud by day.
dedicated the temple, the glory of the Lord filled the house, and the priest could
not enter into the house of the Lord, because the glory of the Lord filled the house.
When God descended upon Mount Sinai, there were thunders and lightnings, and
And
a thick cloud upon the mount, and the voice of the trumpet exceeding loud.
Mount Sinai was altogether on a smoke, because the Lord descended upon it in fire
and the smoke thereof ascended as the smoke of a furnace, and the whole mount
quaked greatly. And the Lord came down upon Mount Sinai, upon the top of the
mount (Exod. xix. 16, 18, 20). When our Saviour was transfigured before three
a bright cloud overshadowed them,&quot; from which proceeded the
of his disciples,
This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased
voice of the Father, saying,
hear ye him.&quot; And Peter, who was present there, afterwards referring to the fact,
from the excellent glory.&quot; Thus, in all the symbols
says that the voice proceeded
of the divine presence, there was a mixture of splendour with darkness and obscurity.
in a moral and figurative sense, we may
So it is in the operations of Providence
say that clouds and darkness surround all the operations of divine power and wisdom.
Clouds are emblems of obscurity ; darkness, of distress. The works of God s
providence are often obscure and productive of distress to mankind, though righteous
Robert Hall.
ness and judgment are the habitation of his throne.
Clouds and darkness are round about him.&quot;
God doth govern the
Verse 2.
world mysteriously. As there are mysteries in the word, so in the works of God
bvtrvoTjTd,
things hard to be understood,&quot; (2 Pet. iii. 16,) many riddles which nonplus
and puzzle men of the largest and most piercing intellectuals
Behold, I go forward,
but he is not there
and backward, but I cannot perceive him
on the left hand,
where he doth work, but I cannot behold him he hideth himself on the right hand,
that I cannot see him
but he knoweth the way that I take.&quot; Job xxiii. 8 10.
God knoweth our ways, and counteth our steps but the wisest of men do not know
all God s ways.
His way is frequently in the sea, and his chariot in the clouds so
that he is invisible, not only in his essence, but also in the design and tendence of
his operations.
Those that behold him with an eye of faith, do not yet see him
&quot;

in

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;
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:

:

;
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with an eye of understanding, so as to discern his way, and whither he is going. Paul
assures us,
His judgments are unsearchable, and his ways past finding out.&quot; Rom.
Some of them, indeed, are obvious, plain, and easy we may upon the first
view give a satisfactory account of them we may read righteousness, equity, mercy,
goodness, love, in them, because written in capital letters, and with such beams of
But others of God s ways are dark and obscure,
light as he that runs may read them.
so that they are out of our reach and above our sight.
He that goes about in them
to trace God, may quickly lose himself.
They are like that hand-writing upon the
which
none
of
Belshazzar
s
wise
men
could
read
or
wall,
give the interpretation of
secrets of state and government,&quot; which
(Dan. v. 8). There are arcana imperil,
are not fit to be made common.
But this may be our comfort
though God doth
not now give any account of his matters, nor is he obliged thereunto, yet he can
and one day his people shall be led into
give a very good and satisfactory account
the mystery
and, though many things which God doeth they know not now, yet
shall
them
know
afterward
and
when
they
they know, they shall approve and
admire both the things, and the reason, and the end. They shall then be perfectly
reconciled to all providences, and see that all were worthy of God, and that in all
he acted dforrpcrras,
as did highly become himself.&quot;
Samuel Slater (1704) in
The
&quot;

xi. 33.

;

;

&quot;

:

;

;

;

&quot;

Morning

&quot;

Exercises.&quot;

How

despicable soever Christ s kingdom may seem to the world, yet
clouds and darkness are round about him.&quot;
The
glory of Christ s kingdom is unsearchable, and hid from the eyes of the world, who
cannot take up the things of God, except he reveal himself to them, and do open
the eyes of the understanding
clouds and darkness are round about him.&quot;
David
Dickson.
Verse 2.
Darkness.&quot;
This and the four following verses have a striking
resemblance to the awful pomp of the march of God, as described Ps. xviii. 8, 9,
and Ixviii. 8. All the dread phenomena and meteoric array of nature are in atten
thunder and lightning, and earthquakes and volcanoes, with streams of
dance
melting lava, like streams of melting wax. Yet all is justice and equity, joy, exulta
and
and the wicked alone the adversaries of Jehovah feel his judg
tion,
glory
ments the host of idols and their brutish worshippers. John Mason Good.
Verse 2.
Righteousness and judgment.&quot;
Righteousness is the essential perfection
It is his nature: if there had been no creatures for him to
of the Divine Being.
govern, he would have had an unchangeable and invincible love of rectitude. Judg
ment is the application of the principle of righteousness in his government of his
it is a development of his rectitude in the management
creatures and their actions
it is that superintendence over all, whereby the
of the affairs of his great empire
operations of all things are directed, to some vast and important end. Judgment
Verse

2.

it is full

of

&quot;

heavenly majesty

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

implies measure and equity, in opposition to what is done without rule and con
sideration.
All the divine conduct is equitable, regulated by rectitude, and every
Robert Hall.
thing is directed by a judgment that cannot err.
Verse 2.
Righteousness and judgment,&quot; etc. When the mercy and grace of
our heavenly King are to be described, he is likened to the sun shining in a clear
firmament, and gladdening universal nature with his beneficent ray. But when
we are to conceive an idea of him, as going forth, in justice and judgment, to dis
comfit and punish his adversaries, the imagery is then borrowed from a troubled
sky ; he is pictured as surrounded by clouds and darkness ; from whence issue
&quot;

and thunders, storms and tempests, affrighting and confounding the
wicked and the impenitent. Samuel Burder.
Verse 2.
The Lord manageth his kingdom and government with perfect equity.
Righteousness and judgment are the habitation of his throne.&quot; Righteousness, whereby
he preserves, saves, and rewards the good
judgment, whereby he punishes, con
the habitation of his throne,&quot; his tribunal,
these are
founds, and destroys the wicked
his seat of judicature.
These are the basis or foundation, which give unto his throne
His throne is established
rectitudinem et stabilitatem,
rectitude and establishment.&quot;
in righteousness, and
the sceptre of his kingdom is a right sceptre
though there
Ps. xcii. 15.
be clouds, yet no blemishes
though darkness, yet no deformities
Ever since the creation, all things have been done with that unreprovable exactness,
that if the world were to begin again, and the affairs of it to be acted over again,
All hath been so well, that nothing
there should not be an alteration in a tittle.
can be mended. Those dark and obscure passages of Providence, at which good
men are startled, and by which all men are posed, are most excellent and curious
lightnings

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

:
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strokes, and as so many well-placed shades, which commend the
Samuel Slater.
set off the beauty of Providence.

Verse

work and admirably

2.

Jove

s

firm decree, tho wrapt in night,
the gloom a constant light

Beams midst

Man

s

fate obscure in darkness

;

lies,

Not
The

to be pierc d by mortal eyes
just resolves of his high mind
A glorious consummation find
Tho in majestic state enthron d
:

;

Thick clouds and dark enclose him round,
As from the tower of heav n his eye
Surveys man s bold impiety
Till his ripe wrath on vengeance bent,
He arms each god for punishment,
And from his high and holy throne
Sends all his awful judgments down.
;

jEschylus [R. Potter

A

s translation,

1808.]

Like a marshal or advance guard before
goeth before
Fire is the sign both
a royal presence, or as the javelin men who precede a judge.
Ps. xviii. 9).
of grace and wrath (Ex. iii. 2
Majesty marches forth in both displays
Verse

of Deity.

&quot;

3.

C.

H

him.&quot;

fire

;

.

S.

from Poll Synopsis.

A fire goeth before him.&quot; That fire which Christ came to send upon
Verse 3.
the earth, the kindling blaze of the Holy Ghost, which came down in tongues of
fire at Pentecost, to burn freely throughout the world, for the destruction of obstinate
unbelievers and the purifying of those who gladly received the Word. And of this
I will send a fire on Magog, and among them that dwell
the prophet spake, saying,
and they shall know that I am the LORD.&quot; (Ezek. xxxix. 6.)
carelessly in the isles
flame
still
This divine
before the face of the Lord in his coming to every faithful
goes
soul, as it kindles with longing for him, and burns up all its sins therewith, as he
It must needs be,&quot;
heaps his coals of fire upon its head, to soften and purify it.
that the fervour of holy desire must go before his face to
teaches a great saint,*
every soul to which he means to come, a flame which will burn up all the mildew
of sin, and make ready a place for the Lord.
And then the soul knows that the
Lord is at hand, when it feels itself kindled with that fire, and it saith with the
heart
was
hot
within
me
then
Psalm
prophet, My
spake I with my tongue.
xxxix. 3.
Augustine, and others, quoted by Neale and Liltledale.
A fire goeth before him.&quot; There is no less, but rather more wrath
Verse 3.
attending the despiscrs of the Gospel, than did attend the giving out of the law.
Heb. xii. 29. David Dickson.
&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

Verse 4.
His lightnings enlightened the world.&quot; This passage is applied by
Munster to the rapid increase of the kingdom of Christ for the sound of the Gospel
sped through all the world like lightning. There is a prediction almost to this effect
in Zech. ix. 14
His arrow shall go forth as the lightning, and the Lord God shall
blow the trumpet.&quot; Martin Geier.
Verse 4.
The earth saw and trembled.&quot; The bare sight of thee caused the
&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

earth to tremble (Ps. Ixxvii. 16).

A. R. Faussctt.

Verse 5.
The hills melted like wax at the presence of the Lord.&quot; For a parallel
passage see Mic. i. 4. There the words are applied to the judgment of God about to
on the people of the covenant : here they are applied to the judgment on the
God-opposing world. The fact that judgment has begun at the house of God
is a token that judgments of a far more destructive kind will overtake
the (openly)
The hills
ungodly and sinners (1 Pet. iv. 7).
symbolize the heights of man s
A. R. Faussett.
self-exalting pride of intellect, wealth, and power.
Verse 5.
The Lord of the whole earth.&quot; In this title lies concealed the reason
for the liquefaction of the hills, for the God who here manifests himself is he who
created the earth, and is able therefore to reduce it to nothing.
Martin Geier.
&quot;

fall

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Verse

&quot;

6.

The heavens

declare,&quot;

etc.

He

does not say, the heavens exercise,

* S. Bernard.
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but they declare his righteousness. To the eyes of the wicked the righteousness of
God is hidden, until it is made manifest by an astonishing miracle.
The heavens.&quot; This phrase is not, God declares, but the heavens declare his
The creature is the servant and revealer of the righteousness of God.
righteousness.
His righteousness.&quot; He says not, the heavens declare our righteousness, but
his righteousness.
They testify that God is the righteous judge, rather than that
the saints themselves are righteous.
Not only do the wicked, those oppressive monsters, see,
All the people.&quot;
but
all the people.&quot;
God so reveals his glory that not only the wicked who are
punished may see it, but also other mortals to their edification.
And shall see.&quot; They shall not simply hear or know, but they shall see. This
at last is a powerful and convincing demonstration of the righteousness of God,
which is put before their eyes.
His glory.&quot; Not merely the destruction of the wicked and vengeance on
for in the destruction of the wicked, and the
the enemies of God, but his glory
Thus the prophet rejoices
deliverance of the innocent, the glory of God is declared.
not so much concerning the destruction of the wicked as concerning the glory of
God. Musculus.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

Verse 7.
Confounded be all they that serve graven images,&quot; etc. Albeit such
as are lovers of imagery not only do serve images, but also will defend the use of
yet shall they at length be
images in the exercise of religion, and glory in them
ashamed of their boasting. David Dickson.
Verse 7.
Worship him, all ye gods,&quot; or Let all the angels of God worship him.&quot;
The matter of the Psalm itself makes it manifest that the Holy Ghost treateth in
it about God s bringing in the firstborn into the world, and the setting up of his
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

A kingdom is described wherein God would reign, which should
in him.
a kingdom wherein the isles of the Gentiles should
destroy idolatry and false worship
a kingdom that was to be preached,
rejoice, being called to an interest therein
proclaimed, declared, unto the increase of light and holiness in the world, with the
manifestation of the glory of God unto the ends of all the earth
every part whereof
declareth the kingdom of Christ to be intended in the Psalm, and consequently that
Our inquiry
it is a prophecy of the bringing in of the first-begotten into the world.
They are mifyr q omnes dii ;
is, whether the angels be intended in these words.
and are so rendered by Jerome. Adorate eum, omnes dii ; and by our authorised

kingdom

;

;

:

&quot;

Confounded be
Worship him, all ye gods.&quot; The preceding words are,
idols,&quot;
they that serve graven images,&quot; oty^Q o Vnnran, that boast themselves in or of
Worship
vanities, nothings,&quot; as the word signifies, wherein ensues this apostrophe,
&quot;

version,

&quot;

all

&quot;

&quot;

Some, as all
him, OTfifcri?, all ye gods.&quot; And who they are is our present inquiry.
the modern Jews, say that it is the gods of the Gentiles, those whom they worship,
yam idols,&quot; to be the
so making &&$ and nV^j*,
that are intended
gods,&quot; and
&quot;

&quot;

;

same in this place.
But (1) It cannot be that the Psalmist should exhort the idols of the heathen,
some whereof were devils, some dead men, some inanimate parts of the creation, unto
Hence the Targumist, seeing
a reverential worshipping of God reigning over all.
the vanity of that interpretation, perverts the words, and renders them,
Worship
before him, all ye nations which serve idols.&quot;
of
from
this
in
is
so
far
being exegetical
Elohim,&quot;
place
gods.&quot;
(2) cv%
or
that it is put in direct opposition to it, as is evident from the
vain idols&quot;
&quot;

o^

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

words themselves.
(3) The word Elohim, which most frequently denoteth the true God, doth never
alone, and absolutely taken, signify false gods or idols, but only when it is joined
with some other word discovering its application, as his god, or their gods, or the
gods of this or that people, in which case it is rendered by the LXX., sometimes (i8u\ov,
sometimes /3SXuy/xa
an
idol made with hands
i1 rov
an idol
sometimes x f
But here it hath no such limitation or restriction.
an
abomination.&quot;
Whereas, therefore, there are some creatures who, by reason of some peculiar
excellency and likeness unto God, or subordination unto him in their work, are called
Now
gods, it must be those, or some of them, that are intended in the expression.
these are either magistrates or angels.
(1) Magistrates are somewhere called elohim, because of the representation they
make of God in his power, and their peculiar subordination unto him in their working.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&amp;lt;-p^

i

&amp;gt;

;
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The Jews, indeed, contend that no other magistrates but those only of the great
Sanhedrim are anywhere called gods
but that concerns not our present inquiry.
Some magistrates are so called, but none of them are intended by the Psalmist, there
being no occasion administered unto him of any such apostrophe unto them.
(2) Angels are called elohim
They have the name
Ayo/zevoi 6tui, 1 Cor. viii. 5.
of God attributed unto them, and these are they whom the Psalmist speaks unto.
to
the
called
on
the
whole
creation
in
forth
of the kingdom
rejoice
Having
bringing
of God, and pressed his exhortation upon things on the earth, he turns unto the
ministering angels, and calls on them to the discharge of their duty unto the King
of that kingdom.
Hence the Targumist, in the beginning of Psalm xcvi. expressly
his high angels,&quot; joining in his praise and worship, using the Greek
mentioned
word ayyeXoj. for distinction s sake, as on the same account it often occurs in the
Targum.
We have thus evinced that the Psalm treats about the bringing in of the firstborn
;

:

&quot;

into the world ; as also that they are the ministering angels
John Owen.
to worship him.

who

are here

commanded

Verse 8.
Zion heard,&quot; etc. But why, it may be asked, does he speak of those
Two reasons may be given for this. First,
things being heard, rather than seen ?
he would have God s believing people anticipate the blessing by hope, ere the con
summation of it arrived ; and, again, the language intimates, that the glory of the
Gospel would be spread to such distant quarters, that the Jews would rather hear
of it by report, than witness it with their own eyes.
John Calvin.
The daughters of Judah rejoiced.&quot; David alludes to a custom familiar
Verse 8.
in Judea, of forming choral bands of maidens after a victory or some happy circum
Thus after the passage of the Red Sea, when the Egyptians were drowned
stance.
and the people of God brought in safety to the farther shore, Miriam the prophetess,
the sister of Aaron, took a timbrel in her hand, and all the women followed her with
timbrels and dancing, saying, Let us sing unto the Lord, for he hath triumphed
the horse and his rider hath he thrown into the sea. When Goliath was
gloriously
slain by David, it is said 1 Sam. xviii. 6, 7,
When David returned from the slaughter
of the Philistine, the women came out of all cities of Israel, singing and dancing,
to meet king Saul, with tabrets, with joy, and with instruments of music.
And the
women sang as they played, and said, Saul hath slain his thousands, and David his
ten thousands.&quot;
Le Blanc.
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

Verse 10.
Ye that love, the Lord, hate evil.&quot; It is evident that our conversion
sound when we loathe and hate sin from the heart
a man may know his hatred
of evil to be true, first, if it be universal
he that hates sin truly, hates all sin.
there is no appeasing it but by abolishing the thing
Secondly, true hatred is fixed
hated.
Thirdly, hatred is a more rooted affection than anger
anger may be ap
peased, but hatred remains and sets itself against the whole kind.
Fourthly, if
our hatred be true, we hate all evil, in ourselves first, and then in others
he that
hates a toad, would hate it most in his own bosom. Many, like Judah, are severe
in censuring others (Gen. xxxviii. 24), but partial to themselves.
he
that
Fifthly,
hates sin truly, hates the greatest sin in the greatest measure
he hates all evil
in a just proportion.
Sixthly, our hatred is right if we can endure admonition and
reproof for sin, and not be enraged
therefore, those that swell against reproof do
not appear to hate sin. Richard Sibbes.
Verse 10.
Hate evil.&quot; Sin scemeth to have its name of sana, wrc (the word
here used) because it is most of all to be hated, as the greatest evil
as that which
setteth us furthest from God the greatest good.
John Trapp.
Verse 10.
Get mortifying graces, especially love to God, for those that love the
And the more they love him, the more they will hate it.
Lord, will hate evil.
David Clarkson.
Verse 10.
God is a Spirit, and he looks to our very spirits and what we are
in our spirits, in our hearts and affections, that we are to him.
Therefore, what
ill we shun, let us do it from the heart,
by hating it first. A man may avoid an
evil action from fear, or out of other respects, but that is not sincerity.
Therefore
look to thy heart, see that thou hate evil, and let it come from sincere looking to
Ye that love the Lord, hate evil,&quot; saith David
God.
not only avoid it, but hate
and not only hate it, but hate it out of love to God. Richard Sibbes.
it
Verse 10.&quot; Hate evil.&quot;
&quot;

is

:

:

;

:

;

;

:

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

:

;
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LUCIAN. I
and all puffing.

am
I

the declared enemy of all false pretence, all quackery, all lies,
am a lover of truth, of beauty, of undisguised nature in short,
;

of everything that

is

lovely.

To love and

PHILOSOPHY.

to hate, they say, spring from one

and the same

source.

O

LUCIAN.

philosophy, must be best known to you.
love and commend the good
and that I

That,
hate the bad, and to
Piscat.

My

business is to
Lucian.

stick to.

8.

c.

Verse 10.
are

;

two parts

&quot;

He

of

saints.&quot;
Let us observe that there
preservation and deliverance. Preservation

preserveth the souls of his

divine protection

we should be imperilled deliverance has reference to those already
keeping
involved in perils. The shepherd keeps his sheep lest they should fall among wolves
lest

is

:

;

but

perchance they should

fall into the clutches of the wolf he pursues and delivers.
exhibits, persuading us that it is the Lord who keeps the
souls of his saints lest they fall into the hands of the wicked ; and if they should fall,
he will deliver them. Musculus.
if

Both parts the Prophet

Verse 11.
&quot;Light is sown.&quot;
vy does not here signify sown = strewn into the
earth, but strewn along his life s way, so that he, the righteous one, advances step
Ilitzig rightly compares utivaTai, o-Ki Swmu, used of the dawn
by step in the light.
and of the sun. Of the former Virgil also says, Et jam prima novo spargebat lumine

Franz

terras.

Verse 11.

Deiitzsch.
&quot;

is sown.&quot;

Light

And now

Aurora, from the saffron bed
rising, sow d the earth

Of her Tithonus

With dewy

light.

C. R.

Verse 11.

Kennedy

Translation of Virgil.

s

&quot;

Light

is

sown.&quot;

Now Morn, her rosy steps in the eastern clime
Advancing, sow d the earth with orient pearl.
John Milton.
is sown for the righteous.&quot;
Most thoughtful men increase
spiritual discernment by often doubting, and by having their doubts
and the
cleared up.
Religious thought in this way grows into a personal feeling
solid rock of truer conviction and deeper trust as a firm foundation for the soul to
build upon for eternity, remains behind after all the abrasion of loose and more
perishable materials through speculation. A different if not a truer revelation of
heavenly realities is given to us through the dark distressing process of doubting,
than through the bright joyful exercise of unhesitating faith just as our knowledge
of the chemistry of the sun and stars, of the physical constitution of distant worlds,
is derived not from the bright bands of their spectrum, which reveal only their size
and shape, but from Fraunhofer s wonderful lines those black blank spaces breaking
up the spectrum bands which tell us of rays arrested in their path and prevented
from bearing their message to us by particular metallic vapours. Unto the upright,
just because of the purity and singleness of their motives and the earnestness of their
quest after truth, there ariseth light in the darkness. We must remember that
that its more or less rapid germination and
light is sown for the righteous
development depend upon the nature of the soil on which it falls and the circumstances
that influence it
that, like seed, it at first lies concealed in the dark furrow, under
but that even then, while shining
the cheerless clod, in the cold ungenial winter
in the darkness, while struggling with doubts and difficulties of the mind and heart,
it is nevertheless the source of much comfort, and in its slow, quickening, and hidden
growth the cause of lively hope, and of bright anticipation of that time when it shall
blossom and ripen in the summer-time of heaven shine more and more unto the
The Ministry of Nature,&quot; 1871.
Hugh Macmillan, in
perfect day.
Verse 11.
sown in these two fields, 1. Of
Light is sown for the righteous :
God s eternal decree, in his power, promise, grace and love. These are the upper
2. In the field of their graces, and holy duties
these are the
nether
springs.&quot;
both which fall into one river, and
make glad the city of God
both
springs
these fields yield a plentiful harvest of comfort to the godly.
John Sheffield, in
The

Verse 11.

&quot;

Light

and

in faith

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

Rising Sun,&quot; 1654.
Verse 11.
Sown.&quot;
&quot;

The righteous man

s

harvest

is

secret

and hidden.

It
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the corn covered in the ground ;
their life is hid ;
and it is not manifest
shall be ;
no eye hath seen, or ear heard, neither hath it entered into
the heart of man, what the Lord hath laid up for them that love him
(Col. iii.
3 ; 1 John iii. 2 ; 1 Cor. ii. 9). Name what you can, and it will be a mystery, a
secret thing, that belongs to the upright in heart.
the
is
not
decree
of God
First,
a hidden thing ? a depth unsearchable ? and able to make a man astonied ?
Did
not Paul cry out,
O the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and knowledge
how unsearchable are his judgments, and his ways past finding out
of God
(Rom. xii. 33). And is not the incarnation of Christ a secret too ? what more to be
admired than that God should become man, and be manifested in the flesh ? The
1 Pet. i. 12
Isai. vii.
very angels desired to peep into this mystery. 1 Tim. iii. 16
14.
Again, the conversion and regeneration of a sinner is admirable ; it s a noble,
Nicodemus a great doctor could not see it. And if natural births
yet a secret work
be so strange, what shall we judge of this ? Moreover, peace of conscience and joy
in the Holy Ghost is no open matter
none knoweth it, but he that hath it. So is
the earnest of the Spirit, and true seal of salvation ; the power, life and sweetness of
the remission and pardon of sin, with certainty of salvation.
the word
And in
the fifth place, the harvest is secret, if we consider where it is growing.
One close
&quot;

lieth, like

what they

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

!

!

;

;

:

;

;

is,

the secret

purpose

of

God

;

and who can undeistand

it ?

A second is, his word

:

and

is that to be searched into ?
A third is, a man s own heart ; and is not
that both secret and deceitful ? And last of all, the very principal part of the
harvest is hid with Christ in heaven ; and when he appears, it will appear what it
shall be.
John Barlow.
Verses 11 and 12 are both most savoury and precious notanda.
Give me to
and
experience, O Lord, those revelations which follow in the train of obedience
O that I felt the charm and enjoyment of holiness, so as to give thanks, in the re
flection that with a holy God holiness is an indispensable requisite for our appearing
We should further be grateful because of this essential attribute
in his presence.
in the Godhead ; for it is in virtue of his holiness that evil cannot dwell with him,
and that the world will at length be delivered, and this conclusively, from the wicked
ness and malice and vile sensualities by which it is now so disquieted and deformed.
Hasten this consummation, O Lord. Thomas Chalmers.

how hardly

;

Verse 12.

&quot;

Rejoice in the

Lord.&quot;

holy mourning hath the seed of joy in
William Cooper, in the
if not in it.

it,

We

must

&quot;

evermore
by that time

&quot;

rejoice
finds

which the soul

;

for

even

it is

over,

&quot;

Morning

Exercises.&quot;

Verse 12.
I. Our rejoicing in the Lord denotes our
Rejoice in the Lord.&quot;
taking a very sincere and cordial pleasure in whatever relates to the ever-blessed
his
the discoveries of
God, particularly
existence, perfections, and providence
his will to us, especially in his word
the interest we have in him, and the relations
his continual protection, guidance and influence ; his
wherein we stand to him
and, finally, the
gracious intercourse with us in the duties of religious worship
hope he has given us of fulness of joy, in his beatific and most glorious presence above.
II. Rejoicing in the Lord signifies that our joy in God is superior to all our other
joys, otherwise it is a joy unworthy of him, and no way, or not savingly, profitable to
III. Whatever else we rejoice in, we are to rejoice in such a manner, that we
us.
may be properly said to rejoice in the Lord, even when other things are the immediate
occasions of our joy. The God we serve is not an envious and a malevolent Being,
but exceeding liberal and kind ; he has created us with an inextinguishable desire
after happiness, as a secret intimation that he intends to make us happy, if we do
not make ourselves miserable ; and while our principal happiness is lodged in him
self, and to be found nowhere else, (in which he has shown the singular regard he
has to our nature), he feeds our hearts with a thousand little rivulets of joy and
satisfaction from created objects
our bodies are endowed with a variety of senses
and appetites, and our souls with powers and faculties of their own
nor was any
one sense or faculty made in vain, or to lie always idle and useless
but every sense,
and much more every mental faculty, has not one, but a great number of things
provided to entertain it. But then the soul is not to lose itself in this maze and
it is not by this variety to be diverted from that one infinite
labyrinth of delight
good, who eminently contains in himself all the various kinds and degrees of true
1683
1737-8.
Henry Grove,
joy.
Verse 12.
and give thanks.&quot; Two things are to be observed
Rejoice
One, that he unites joy in the Lord and praise of God. Rightly for it is not possible
&quot;

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

&quot;

.

.

.

:

:
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man

Lord truly and from the soul, unless he rejoices in him.
Another, that he connects the praise of God with the remembrance of his holiness.
And with good reason for it is the chief use of divine praise, that by the exercise
thereof, we should keep fresh in our souls the remembrance of God and of all the
Thus this verse contains the root and fruit of divine
blessings received from him.
The root is joy in God the fruit is the remembrance of God and his good
praise.
Musculus.
ness.
for a

to praise the
:

;

Ye righteous ... a// ye that are upright in heart.&quot; Some may say
Verse 12.
the just or the righteous man may thus rejoice
but where are any such ?
Who
I have made my heart clean, I am pure from my sin
can say,&quot; saith Solomon,
?
There is not a just man upon earth, that doeth good, and sinneth not.&quot; A
No
vain thing may it seem then to exhort men to rejoice, when the condition annexed
To what end is it to incite the just to rejoice
is such as excludeth all from rejoicing.
when there arc none such that may rejoice ? The answ er is ready at hand in the
latter part of the verse.
By just are meant iill such as are upright in heart,&quot; which
clause is added partly to exclude the hypocrite, and partly to temper and qualify
the rigour of the term before used, if it were strictly and exactly taken.
So that
it is a note as well of extent, as of restraint.
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

r

&quot;

Of restraint, to exclude from this joy, and all right therein, all dissemblers,
counterfeit Christians, all hollow-hearted hypocrites, that repent in the face,
that make a sour face that they may seem to fast, saith our
but not in the heart
Saviour, that justify themselves in the sight of men, but God seeth their hearts
what they are, and seeth them to be far other than either they should be, or they
pretend themselves to be.
2. Of extent, to extend and enlarge this joy, the ground of it and the right to it,
and so to give and afford a share and a
to all that are single and sincere-hearted
portion in it as well to those that are sincerely righteous on earth, as to those that
are perfectly righteous in heaven.
It is as a key to let in the one.
It is as a bolt
to bar out the other.
Thomas Gataker.
1.

all

;

;

HINTS TO PREACHERS.
The sovereignty of God a theme for joy in many respects and to many
persons, especially when exhibited in the reign of grace.
6.
The accompaniments of Christ s gospel advent. I. The fire of
Verses 3
II. The light of the word.
III. The commotion in the world.
his Spirit.
IV. The
removal of obstacles. V. The display of the divine glory.
I. The terrors which
Verses 4, 5.
the
of
the
law
his
accompanied
giving
II. The reasons for those terrors.
I. To show the guilt of man.
lightnings,&quot; etc.
2. His inability to keep the law.
3. To show his need of a law-fulflller on his behalf.
Verse

1.

&quot;

:

G. R.

A

I. The lawgiver s heralds,
description of the giving of the law.
II. The effect of his presence, or, contrition, ver. 5.
III. The
proclamation of the law, or, instruction (as by a voice from heaven, ver. 6). IV. The
effect of the lawgiving, or, divine manifestation (ver. 6, latter clause).
C. D.
The presence of God in the church her invincible power.
Verse 5.
The confusion of heart which will ensue from idolatrous worship,
Verse 6.
even if it be only spiritual. Breaking of the idol, disappointment in it, injury by

Verses 4

6.

or, conviction, ver. 4.

it,

removal from
Verse

8.

I.

it,

etc.

The world

is

the divine judgments.
II. The church
I. When the world is glad the church
church is glad. G. R.
Love the Lord.&quot; Reciprocally, personally,

terrified at

&quot;

Zion heard,&quot; etc.
rejoices in them,
II. When the world is sad the
is sad.
Verse 10.
I. What you do now

or,

;

&quot;

:

II.
What you must do
Hate evil.&quot;
supremely, habitually, progressively.
Evil working, evil writing, evil speaking, evil thinking
renounce evil, master it,
W. J.
supplant it.
&quot;Ye that
Verse 10.
I. The distinguishing peculiarity of the people of God
The Lord
love the Lord.&quot;
II. Its manifestation
Hate evil.&quot; III. Its reward
&quot;

:

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

preserveth,&quot;

etc.

;

He

delivereth,&quot;

etc.

:

G. R.
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David notes in God three characteristics of a true friend
First,
and good will he keepeth the souls of the pious.
Secondly, with his
from
their
enemies.
power and majesty he delivereth them
Thirdly, with his
wisdom and holiness he enlightens and refreshes them. Le Blanc.
Verse 11.
I. Where is it sown ?
The answer to this will come under the following
heads, viz. In the purpose of God, In the purchase of Christ, In the office of the
Spirit, In the promises of the Word, In the work of Grace wrought in the heart, and,
II. When is the season of reaping ?
In the preparations made above in glory.
And
to this, the answer is, The season of reaping the first fruits, of reaping in part, is at
the season of reaping more fully is at death
certain times in the present We
and
of reaping most fully and perfectly commenceth at the day of judgment and is
continued throughout eternity. 1. The season of reaping in part falls out at some
times within the course of this present life. Particularly (1) Times of affliction have
been to the upright, seasons of reaping the joy sown. By this they have been pre
pared for sufferings, supported under them, and made afterwards to forget their
sorrows, by reason of the gladness breaking in from the affecting discovery of what
God has done for them, and wrought in them. Thus God causeth light to arise in
darkness, and in a rainy day refresheth them with a beam from heaven, brightening
the drops that fall; brings his people into the wilderness, and there speaks com
fortably unto them.
(2.) Seasons of suffering for the sake of Christ and the gospel,
have been seasons wherein the upright have begun to reap the joy sown. When
called to resist unto blood, striving against sin, they have need of more than ordinary
and they
comfort, to enable them to meet, and hold firm through the fiery trial
have found that then encouragement hath been yielded them in a degree they never
Verses 10, 11.

with

:

fidelity

;

;

:

before experienced (John xvi. 33).
(3.) Seasons wherein God has called the righteous
to great and difficult service, have been seasons of reaping the beginnings of joys
sown. When their heavenly Father has lifted up the light of his countenance upon
them, and shed abroad the sense of his love within them, they are prepared to go
whither he sends them, and to do whatever he bids them. (4.) After sore conflicts
with Satan, the upright have been revived by the springing of the joy sown. After
And for the encouragement of
Christ was tempted came an angel to comfort him.
his followers, he declares, Rev. ii. 17,
To him that overcometh will I give to eat of
the hidden manna, and I will give him a white stone, and in the stone a new name
(5.) In waiting upon
written, which no man knoweth saving he that receiveth
God in the sanctuary the upright have met with him, and so have had the beginnings
2.
fuller reaping time will be at death
with some as the soul is
of joy sown.
going ; but with all immediately after its release from the body. 3. The season in
which the righteous shall reap their joy sown, to the full, and in perfection, shall
be at the last day. Then Christ shall come to be glorified in his saints, and admired
in all them that believe, and lead them all in a body, and all of them perfected, into
that presence of God, where there is fulness of joy, and where there are pleasures
Daniel Wilcox.
for evermore.
Be thankful for
Verse 12.
Give thanks at the remembrance of his holiness.&quot;
1. Its unsullied perfection.
2. Its wondrous forbearance.
3. Its place in our salva
4. Its approachableness through Christ.
5. Its predicted triumphs.
tion.
W. J.
I.
remembrance at which the world does not give thanks. II.
Verse 12.
Reasons which make it a matter of thanksgiving with the righteous. Its bearing
on the way of salvation ; on the doctrines of the gospel ; on the law of the Christian
life.
C. D.
&quot;

it.&quot;

A

;

&quot;

A

VOL.

TV.

14

PSALM

XCVIII.

TITLE AND SUBJECT. This sacred ode, which bears simply the title of A Psalm,&quot;
follows fitly upon the last, and is evidently an integral part of the series of royal Psalms.
If xcvii. described the. publication of the gospel, and so the setting up of the kingdom
of heaven, the present Psalm is a kind of CORONATION HYMN, officially proclaiming
the conquering Messiah as Monarch over the nations, with blast of trumpets, clapping
It is a singularly bold and lively song.
The
of hands, and celebration of triumphs.
critics have fully established the fact that similar expressions occur in Isaiah, but we
see no force in the inference that therefore it was written by him ; on this principle half
The fact is that
the books in the English language might be attributed to Shakespeare.
these associated Psalms make up a mosaic, in which each one of them has an appropriate
place, and is necessary to the completeness of the whole ; and therefore we believe them
to be each and all the work of one and the same mind.
Paul, if we understand him
aright, ascribes Psalm ninety-five to David, and as we believe that the same writer must
have written the whole group, we ascribe this also to the son of Jesse. However that may
be, the song is worthy to rank among the most devout and soul-stirring of sacred lyrics.
&quot;

We

In the first, 1 3,
have here three stanzas of three verses each.
DIVISION.
the subject of praise is announced ; in the second, 4
6, the manner of that praise is
the
the
universal
extent
it
is
and
in
7
third,
9,
of
proclaimed.
prescribed ;

EXPOSITION.
for he hath done marvellous things
unto the LORD a new song
his right hand, and his holy arm, hath gotten him the victory.
2 The LORD hath made known his salvation
his righteousness
hath he openly shewed in the sight of the heathen.
3 He hath remembered his mercy and his truth toward the house of Israel
all the ends of the earth have seen the salvation of our God.

OSING

:

;

:

:

&quot;

1.

new song ; for he hath done marvellous
(Ps. xcvi.) because the Lord was coming, but

sing unto the Lord a

had a new song before

things.&quot;

We

now we have

another new song because he has come, and seen and conquered. Jesus, our King,
has lived a marvellous life, died a marvellous death, risen by a marvellous resurrec
tion, and ascended marvellously into heaven.
By his divine power he has sent forth
the Holy Spirit doing marvels, and by that sacred energy his disciples have also
and
astonished
all
the
earth.
Idols have fallen, supersti
marvellous
things
wrought&quot;
tions have withered, systems of error have fled, and empires of cruelty have perished.
For all this he deserves the highest praise. His acts have proved his Deity, Jesus
His right hand, and
is Jehovah, and therefore we sing unto him as the LORD.
not by the aid of others, but by his own
his holy arm, hath gotten him the victory
;
hand
his
have
been
marvellous
achieved.
Sin, death, and
conquests
unweaponed
hell fell beneath his solitary prowess, and the idols and the errors of mankind have
been overthrown and smitten by his hand alone. The victories of Jesus among
men are all the more wonderful because they are accomplished by means to all
they are due not to physical but to moral power
appearance most inadequate
in a word, to the power of his holy arm.
the energy of goodness, justice, truth
His
cause of success. Jesus never stoops to use policy,
been
the
sole
influence
has
holy
his unsullied perfections secure to him a real and lasting victory
or brute force
over all the pow ers of evil, and that victory will be gained as dexterously and easily
as when a warrior strikes his adversary with his right hand and stretches him prone
upon the earth. Glory be unto the Conqueror, let new songs be chanted to his
Stirred by contemplating his triumphs, our pen could not forbear to praise
praise.
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

r

him

in the following

hymn

:

Forth to the battle rides our King
He climbs his conquering car
He fits his arrows to the string,
;

And

smites his foes afar.
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Convictions pierce the stoutest hearts,
They bleed, they faint, they die
Slain by Immanuel s well-aimed darts,
In helpless heaps they lie.
;

Behold, he bares his two-edged sword,
And deals almighty blows,
His all-revealing, killing word

Twixt

joints

and marrow

goes.

Anon arrayed

in robes of grace
He rides the trampled plain,
With pity beaming from his face,
And mercy in his train.

Mighty to save he now appears,
Mighty to raise the dead,
Mighty to stanch the bleeding wound,

And

lift

the fallen head.

Victor alike in love and arms,
Myriads before him bend
Such are the Conqueror s matchless charms,
Each foe becomes his friend.
;

They crown him on the

battle-field

Of all the nations King
With trumpets and with cornets loud
They make the welkin ring.
;

The salvation which Jesus has accomplished is wrought out with wonderful wisdom,
it meets the requirements of justice, hence
hence it is ascribed to his right hand
we read of his holy arm it is his ovin unaided \vork, hence all the glory is ascribed
and it is marvellous beyond degree, hence it deserves a new song.
to him
The Lord hath made known his salvation,&quot; by the coming of Jesus and by
2.
the outpouring of the Holy Ghost, by whose power the gospel was preached among
The Lord is to be praised not only for effecting human salvation,
the Gentiles.
but also for making it known, for man would never have discovered it for himself
as one single soul would ever have found out for himself the way
so
much
nay, not
in every case it is a divine revelation to the mind
of mercy through a Mediator
and heart. In God s own light his light is seen. He must reveal his Son in us, or
His righteousness hath he openly shewed in the
we shall be unable to discern him.
This word
is the favourite word of the
righteousness
sight of the heathen.&quot;
he loves to dwell on the Lord s method of making man
apostle of the Gentiles
the
divine
and
justice by
vindicating
atoning blood. What songs ought
righteous,
we to render who belong to a once heathen race, for that blessed gospel which is the
power of God unto salvation, for therein is the righteousness of God revealed from
;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

This is no close secret
been plainly preached among the nations.

faith to

shewed

faith.&quot;

&quot;

it is

;

clearly taught in Scripture,
in the types is

What was hidden

and has
&quot;

openly

in the gospel.

He

hath remembered his mercy and his truth toward the house of Israel.&quot;
To
3.
them Jesus came in the flesh, and to them was the gospel first preached and though
they counted themselves unworthy of eternal life, yet the covenant was not broken,
The mercy which
for the true Israel were called into fellowship and still remain so.
endureth for ever, and the fidelity which cannot forget a promise, secure to the
chosen seed the salvation long ago guaranteed by the covenant of grace.
All
Not to Abraham s seed alone
the ends of the earth have seen the salvation of our God.&quot;
after the flesh, but to the elect among all nations, has grace been given
therefore,
It was no small blessing,
let the whole church of God sing unto him a new song.
or little miracle, that throughout all lands the gospel should be published in so short
Pentecost deserves a
a time, with such singular success and such abiding results.
new song as well as the Passion and the Resurrection ; let our hearts exult as we
remember it. Oar God, our own for ever blessed God, has been honoured by those
who once bowed down before dumb idols his salvation has not only been heard of
but seen among all people, it has been experienced as well as explained
his Son is
the actual Redeemer of a multitude out of all nations.
&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

;
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4 Make a joyful noise unto the LORD,
and rejoice, and sing praise.
5 Sing unto the LORD with the harp

all

;

Psalm.
6 With trumpets and sound of cornet
LORD, the King.

the earth

:

make

a loud noise,

with the harp, and the voice of a

make a

joyful noise before the

In these three verses we are taught how to praise the Lord.
Make a joyful noise unto the Lord, all the earth.&quot; Every tongue must applaud,
and that with the vigour which joy of heart alone can arouse to action. As men
shout when they welcome a king, so must we. Loud hosannas, full of happiness,
must be lifted up. If ever men shout for joy it should be when the Lord comes
among them in the proclamation of his gospel reign. John Wesley said to his
&quot;

4.

Sing lustily, and with a good courage. Beware of singing as if you were
but lift up your voice with strength. Be no more afraid
half dead or half asleep
of your voice now, nor more ashamed of its being heard, than when you sung the
Make a loud noise, and rejoice, and sing praise ; or Burst
songs of Satan.&quot;
Let every form of exultation be used, every kind of
forth, and sing, and play.&quot;
music pressed into the service till the accumulated praise causes the skies to echo the
There is no fear of our being too hearty in magnifying the God of
joyful tumult.
&quot;

people,

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

our salvation, only we must take care that the song comes from the heart, otherwise
the music is nothing but a noise in his ears, whether it be caused by human throats,
Loud let our hearts ring out the honours
or organ pipes, or far-resounding trumpets.
with all our might let us extol the Lord who has van
of our conquering Saviour
quished all our enemies, and led our captivity captive. He will do this best who
is most in love with Jesus
;

:

&quot;

I

ve found the pearl of greatest price,
My heart doth sing for joy
sing I must, a Christ I have,
Oh, what a Christ have I
;

And

&quot;

!

Sing unto the Lord with the harp.&quot; Skill in music should not be desecrated
world s evil mirth, it should aid the private devotions of the saint, and then,
George Herbert, he will sing,
&quot;

5.

to the
like

&quot;

My

My God, my God,
music shall find thee,

And every string
Shall have his attribute to

sing.&quot;

Martin Luther was thus wont to praise the Lord, whom he loved so well. God s
praises should be performed in the best possible manner, but their sweetness mainly
The concords of faith and repentance, the harmonies
lies in spiritual qualities.
of obedience and love are true music in the ear of the Most High, and better please
him than heaving bellows taught to blow,&quot; though managed by the noblest master
With the harp.&quot; A very sweet instrument of music, and
of human minstrelsy.
capable of great expression. The repetition of the word is highly poetical, and shows
that the daintiest expressions of poetry are none too rich for the praise of God. His
worship should be plain, but not uncouth, if we can compass elegancies of expression
there are occasions upon which they will be most appropriate
God, who accepts
the unlettered ditty of a ploughman, does not reject the smooth verse of a Cowper,
All repetitions are not vain repetitions, in sacred
or the sublime strains of a Milton.
song there should be graceful repeals, they render the sense emphatic, and help to
fire the soul
even preachers do not amiss when they dwell on a word and sound
And the voice of a Psalm,&quot;
it out again and again, till dull ears feel its emphasis.
Our voice has in
or with a musical voice, as distinguished from common speech.
there is the voice of conversation, the voice of complaint, the
it many modulations
voice of pleading, the voice of command, and there ought to be with each of us the
Man s voice is at its best when it sings the best words in the best
voice of a Psalm.
Love and war must not monopolise the lyric muse
spirit to the best of Beings.
the love of God and the conquests of Immanuel should win to themselves man s
Do we sing enough unto the Lord ? May not the birds of the air
sweetest strains.
rebuke our sullen and ungrateful silence ?
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

;
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With trumpets and sound of cornet make a joyful noise.&quot; God s worship
should be heartily loud. The far resounding trump and horn well symbolise the
On corona
Before the Lord, the King.&quot;
power which should be put forth in praise.
tion days, and when beloved monarchs ride abroad, the people shout and the trumpets
sound till the walls ring again. Shall men be more enthusiastic for their earthly
Is there no loyalty left among the subjects of
princes than for the divine King ?
the blessed and only Potentate ? King Jehovah is his name
and there is none
like it, have we no joyful noise for him ?
Let but the reigning power of Jesus be
felt in the soul and we shall cast aside that chill mutter, drowned by the penling
organ, which is now so commonly the substitute for earnest congregational singing.
&quot;

6.

&quot;

;

Say,

if

your hearts are tuned to sing,

Is there

Harmony

a subject greater

Who

?

may bring.
sweeter.

all its strains

But Jesus name

is

of his love doth once partake,

He evermore rejoices
Melody in our hearts we make,
Melody with our voices.
;

7 Let the sea roar, and the fulness thereof

;

the world, and they that dwell

therein.

8 Let the floods clap their hands
let the hills be joyful together
for he cometh to judge the earth
with righteousness
9 Before the LORD
shall he judge the world, and the people with equity.
:

:

;

7.
Let the sea roar, and the fulness thereof.&quot;
Even its thunders will not be
too grand for such a theme.
Handel, in some of his sublime choruses, would have
been glad of its aid to express his lofty conceptions, and assuredly the inspired
Psalmist did well to call in such infinite uproar. The sea is his, let it praise its
Maker. Within and upon its bosom it bears a wealth of goodness, why should it
be denied a place in the orchestra of nature ?
Its deep bass will excellently suit the
The world, and they that dwell therein.&quot; The land
mystery of the divine glory.
should be in harmony with the ocean.
Its mountains and plains, cities and villages,
should prolong the voice of jubilee which welcomes the Lord of all. Nothing can be
more sublime than this verse ; the muses of Parnassus cannot rival the muse of Zion,
the Castalian fount never sparkled like that
fount of every blessing
to which
sacred bards are wont to ascribe their inspiration.
Yet no song is equal to the
majesty of the theme when Jehovah, the King, is to be extolled.
8.
Let the floods clap their hands.&quot; The rolling rivers, the tidal estuaries, the
roaring cataracts, are here summoned to pay their homage, and to clap their hands,
as men do when they greet their sovereigns with acclamation.
Let the hills be
Silent as are the mighty mountains,
joyful together,&quot; or in concert with the floods.
let them forget themselves, and burst forth into a sublime uproariousness of mirth,
such as the poet described when he wrote those vivid lines
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Far along,
to peak, the rattling crags among,
the live thunder
Not from one lone cloud,
&quot;

From peak
Leaps

!

But every mountain now hath found a tongue,

And Jura
Back

answers, through her misty shroud,
to the joyous Alps, who call to her aloud.&quot;

Lord ; for he cometh to judge the earth.&quot; Stiller music such as
stars twinkle with their soft kind eyes suited his first coming at Bethlehem,
but his second advent calls for trumpets, for he is a judge ; and for all earth s acclama
The rule of Christ is the joy of nature.
tions, for he has put on his royal splendour.
All things bless his throne, yea, and the very coming of it.
As the dawn sets the
earth weeping for joy at the rising of the sun, till the dewdrops stand in her eyes,
With
so should the approach of Jesu s universal reign make all creation glad.
This is the joy of
righteousness shall he judge the world, and the people with equity.&quot;
it.
No tyrant and no weakling is he, to oppress the good or to indulge the vain,
his law is good, his action right, his government the embodiment of justice.
If
ever there was a thing to rejoice in upon this poor, travailing earth, it is the coming
&quot;

9.

Before the

made the

&quot;
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such a deliverer, the ascension to the universal throne of such a governor. All
all hail
Our soul faints with delight at the sound of thine approaching
hail, Jesus
Come quickly. Even so, come quickly, Lord Jesus
chariots, and can only cry,
Keble s version of the last four verses is so truly beautiful that we cannot deny
our readers the luxury of perusing it

of

1

!

&quot;

&quot;

!

:

&quot;

Ring out, with horn and trumpet ring,
In shouts before the Lord the King
Let ocean with his fulness swing
:

In restless unison
&quot;

Earth s round and all the dwellers there,
The mighty floods the burden bear,

And

&quot;

:

in choral air
clap the hand
Join every mountain lone.
:

Tell out before the Lord, that he
Is come, the Judge of earth to be,
the world in equity,
Do right to realm and throne.&quot;

To judge

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
The inscription of the Psalm in Hebrew is only the single word ^Q]p
in the Talmudic
Psalm
Mizmor,
(whence probably the title
orphan Mizmor
J. J. S. Perowne.
treatise Avodah Zara).
Title.
This is the only Psalm which is entitled simply
Hengstenberg remarks,
a Psalm.
This common name of all the Psalms cannot be employed here in its
but
He considers that it indicates
must
have
a
sense,
general
peculiar meaning.&quot;
that this is the lyric accompaniment of the more decidedly prophetical Psalm which
precedes it, in fact, the Psalm of that prophecy. He also notes that in the original
we have in verses 5 and 6 words akin to the title brought into great prominence,
and perhaps this may have suggested it.
Title.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Title.

at least interesting to notice that a song of Zicn which so exults
arrival should be called pre-eminently liora Mizmor ; as if the Psalm
were that which celebrates Israel, and the earth at large, blessed in Messiah s
It is

in

the king

of

Psalms

Advent.

s

Andrew A. Bonar.

Whole Psalm. A noble, spirit-stirring Psalm. It may have been written on
but may, perhaps, afterwards
the occasion of a great national triumph at the time
be taken up at the period of the great millennial restoration of all things. The
here
celebrated
be
and
in
that at Armageddon. Then
may
prophetic vision,
victory
will salvation and righteousness be openly manifested in the sight of the hostile
Israel will be exalted
and the blessed conjunction of mercy and truth
nations.
will gladden and assure the hearts of all who at that time are Israelites indeed.
Thomas Chalmers.
Godliness will form the reigning characteristic of the whole earth.
The subject of the Psalm is the praise of Jehovah. It consists
Whole. Psalm.
The first strophe shows why, the second
of three strophes of three verses each.
how Jehovah is to be praised and the third who are to praise him. Frederick Fysh.
Whole Psalm. This Psalm is an evident prophecy of Christ s coming to save
the world
and what is here foretold by David is, in the Blessed Virgin s Song, chanted
David is the Voice, and Mary is the Echo.
forth as being accomplished.
1. DAVID.
O sing unto the Lord a new song.&quot; (The Voice.)
MARY.
soul
doth
My
magnify the Lord.&quot; (The Echo.)
;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

2.

DAVID.

MARY.
3.

DAVID.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

He hath done marvellous things.&quot; (The Voice.)
He that is mighty hath done great things.&quot; (The
With

his

victory.&quot;

MARY.

&quot;

own

right hand
(The Voice.)

Echo.)

and holy arm hath he gotten himself the

He hath showed strength with his arm, and scattered the proud in
the imagination of their hearts.&quot;
(The Echo.)
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4.

&quot;

The Lord hath made known

his salvation
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his righteousness

hath

he openly showed,&quot; &c. (The Voice.)
His mercy is on them that fear him, from generation to generation.&quot;
(The Echo.)
He hath remembered his mercy and his truth toward the house of
5. DAVID.
Israel.&quot;
(The Voice.)
MARY.
He hath holpen his servant Israel, in remembrance of his mercy.&quot;
Echo.)
(The
and it seems as if Mary had this Psalm in her
These parallels are very striking
eye when she composed her song of triumph. And this is a farther argument that
the whole Psalm, whether it record the deliverance of Israel from Egypt, or the
Jews from the Babylonish captivity, is yet to be ultimately understood of the re
demption of the world by Jesus Christ, and the proclamation of his gospel through all
the nations of the earth and taken in this view, no language can be too strong, nor
Adam Clarke.
poetic imagery too high, to point out the unsearchable riches of Christ.
O sing unto the Lord a new song.&quot; This is man s end, to seek God
Verse 1.
to be a subject in the kingdom of grace, and a
in this life, to see God in the next
Whatsoever in this world befalleth us, we must sing
saint in the kingdom of glory.
be thankful for weal, for woe
songs ought always to be in our mouth, and some
for so David here,
that is, let us put off the
times a new song
sing a new song :

MARY.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

&quot;

;

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

in Christ
for the old man sings old
he speaketh with a new tongue, and
songs
only the new man sings a new song
walks in new ways, and therefore doth new things, and sings new songs his language
his communication doth edify men, his
is not of Babylon or Egypt, but of Canaan
song glorify God. Or a new song, that is, a fresh song, nova res, novum canticum,
Give thanks always for all things.&quot;
It is very
new for a new benefit, Eph. v. 20
Hast thou been sick and now
gross to thank God only in gross, and not in parcel.
made whole ? praise God with the leper, Luke xvii. sing a new song for this new
Dost thou hunger and thirst after righteousness, whereas heretofore thou
salve.
couldst not endure the words of exhortation and doctrine ? sing a new song for this
new grace. Doth Almighty God give thee a true sense of thy sin, whereas heretofore
thou didst draw iniquity with cords of vanity, and sin as it were with cart ropes,
and wast given over to work all uncleanness with greediness ?
sing, sing, sing,
a new song for this new mercy.
but as God s mercy toward us
Or new, that is, no common or ordinary song
is exceeding marvellous and extraordinary, so our thanks ought to be most exquisite,
and more than ordinary not new in regard of the matter, for we may not pray to
God or praise God otherwise than he hath prescribed in his word, which is the old
way, but new in respect of the manner and making, that as occasion is offered, we
may bear our wits after the best fashion to be thankful.
Or, because this Psalm is prophetical, a new song, that is, the song of the glorious
angels at Christ s birth,
Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will
toward men,&quot; (Luke ii. 14)
a song which the world never heard before
that the
seed of the woman should bruise the serpent s head is an old song, the first that ever
was sung
but this was no plain song, till Christ did manifest himself in the flesh.
In the Old Testament there were many old songs, but in the New Testament a new
That unto us is born a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord,&quot; is in many respects
song.
a new song
for whereas Christ was but shadowed in the Law, he is showed in the
Gospel and new, because sung of new men, of all men. For the sound of the Gospel
is gone through all the earth, unto the ends of the world (Rom. x. 18)
whereas
in old time God s old songs were sung in Jewry
His name is great in Israel.
In
Salem also is his tabernacle, and his dwelling place in Zion,&quot; Psalm Ixxvi. 1, 2.
John Boys.
Verse 1.
A new song.&quot; O ye who are new in Christ, though formerly old in
the Old Adam, sing ye to the Lord.
Psalter of Peter Lombard, 1474.
He hath done marvellous things.&quot; He has opened his greatness and
Verse 1.
goodness in the work of redemption. What marvels has not Christ done ? 1. He
was conceived by the Holy Ghost. 2. Born of a virgin. 3. Healed all manner of
diseases.
4. Fed thousands with a few loaves and fishes.
5. Raised the dead.
6. And what was more marvellous, died himself.
7. Rose again by his own power.
8. Ascended to heaven.
9. Sent down the Holy Ghost.
10. And made his apostles
and their testimony the instruments of enlightening, and ultimately converting,
Adam Clarke.
the world.

old

man, and become new men, new creatures

:

:

:

;

;

&quot;

:

:

;

:

&quot;

:

;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;
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Verse 1.
His right hand.&quot; Since the Psalmist says, that Christ hath gotten
him the victory by his right hand and his arm, it is not only a demonstration of
his divine and infinite power, but also excludes all other means, as the merits of saints
and their meretricious works. Martin Luther.
Verse 1.
Holy arm.&quot; The creation was the work of God s fingers :
When
I consider thy heavens, the work of thy
fingers,&quot; Ps. viii. 3 ;
redemption a work
His holy arm hath gotten him the victory : yea, it was a work of
of his arm ;
his heart, even that bled to death to accomplish it.
Thomas Adams.
Verse 1.
A clergyman in the county of Tyrone had, for some weeks, observed
a little ragged boy come every Sunday, and place himself in the centre of the aisle,
directly opposite the pulpit, where he seemed exceedingly attentive to the services.
He was desirous of knowing who the child was, and for this purpose hastened out,
after the sermon, several times, but never could see him, as he vanished the moment
service was over, and no one knew whence he came, or anything about him.
At
length the boy was missed from his usual situation in the church for some weeks.
At this time a man called on the minister, and told him a person very ill was desirous
of seeing him
but added,
I am really ashamed to ask
you to go so far but it
is a child of mine, and he refuses to have
any one but you he is altogether an ex
traordinary boy, and talks a great deal about things that I do not understand.&quot;
The clergyman promised to go, and went, though the rain poured down in torrents,
and he had six nines of rugged mountain country to pass. On arriving where he
was directed, he saw a most wretched cabin indeed, and the man he had seen in the
morning was waiting at the door. He was shown in, and found the inside of the
hovel as miserable as the outside.
In a corner, on a little straw, he beheld a person
stretched out, whom he recognised as the little boy who had so regularly attended
As he approached the wretched bed the child raised himself up, and,
his church.
His own right hand and his holy arm hath gotten him
stretching forth his arms, said,
the victory,&quot; and immediately he expired.
K. Arvine.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

Verse
his

Son

&quot;

2.

The Lord hath made known his salvation.&quot; By the appearance of
and the wonders which he did.
His righteousness hath he

in the flesh,

&quot;

that righteousness which is called
openly shewed,&quot; etc., in the gospel, to all men
the
righteousness of God,&quot; and which is enjoyed by faith of Jesus Christ, unto
all and upon all them that believe
for there is no difference.
Rom. iii. 22. B.
Boothroyd.
Verse 2.
The Lord hath made known,&quot; etc. The word jrm denotes not only
a publication and promulgation, but also a clear and certain demonstration which
produces conviction and causes the matter to be laid up in the mind and memory
and preserved for the proper signification of the root yr is to lay up what is to be
The word nh is added, which properly means to uncover, to be uncovered,
preserved.
hence he revealed or uncovered, that it might be both naked and clear, for the purpose
of more fully illustrating the character of the manifestation of the Gospel, opposed
to what is obscure, involved in shadows and types, and veiled in legal ceremonies.
Of which the. apostle treats expressly in 2 Cor. iii. Lastly, when it is added, that
in the sight of the nations this uncovering is done, it signifies that this salvation pertains
to them also, that it comes to them without distinction, since the Gospel is nakedly
and clearly announced. From which it also clearly appears, that the matter and
reason of the new song are found in such a singular event, since God who formerly
permitted the nations to walk in their own ways, now under Messiah calls all without
distinction to salvation through faith and newness of life.
Venema.
Verse 2.
Made known :
He says not, He shewed, but He made known.
Adam knew him, and predicted concerning him, A man shall leave father and
mother, and shall cleave to his wife, and they twain shall be one flesh.&quot; Abel knew
Seth knew him, and called upon him
Noah knew him,
him, who offered the lamb
and saved all the race in the ark ; Abraham knew him, and offered up his son to him.
But because the world had forgotten him and worshipped idols, the Lord made
his Jesus known, when he sent the Word in flesh to the Jews, and revealed his righteous
ness to the nations, when he justified them through faith.
Wherefore did he reveal
him to the nations ? Because of his mercy. Wherefore did he make him known
to the Jews ? Because of his truth, that is, his promise.
Honorius, the Conlinuator
of Gerhohus.
;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

Verse 3.
He hath remembered his mercy and his truth.&quot; The Psalmist very
remembered his truth,&quot; which
properly observes, that God in redeeming the world
&quot;

&quot;
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he had given to Israel his people language, too, which implies that he was influenced
by no other motive than that of faithfully performing what he had himself promised.
The more clearly to show that the promise was not grounded at all on the merit
of God first and afterwards his
or righteousness of man, he mentions the
mercy
which stood connected with it. The cause, in short, was not to be
faithfulness
found out of God himself, (to use a common expression,) but in his mere good pleasure,
which had been testified long before to Abraham and his posterity. The word re
for what has been
is used in accommodation to man s apprehension ;
membered
Upwards of two thousand years
long suspended seems to have been forgotten.
elapsed from the time of giving the promise to the appearance of Christ, and as the
people of God were subjected to many afflictions and calamities, we need not wonder
that they should have sighed, and given way to ominous fears regarding the fulfilment
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

John Calvin.
hath remembered his mercy and his truth.&quot;
His mercy moved
and he
him to make his promise, and his truth hath engaged him to perform it
hath been mindful of both, by scattering the blessed influences of his light and
bounty over the face of the whole earth, and causing all nations to see and partake
Matthew Hole (1730).
of the salvation of God.
All the ends of the earth have seen,&quot; etc.
Vcr.se 3.
O unhappy Judea, the ends
seen
the
salvation
have
the
earth
of God, every land is moved to joy, the whole globe
of
is glad, the floods clap their hands, the hills rejoice ; yet the evil hearts of the Jews
believe not, but are smitten with the penalty of unbelief in the darkness of their
blindness.
Gregory, in Lorinus.
Have seen.&quot; There is a degree of point in the expression
have
Verse 3.
it implies actual faith, united with knowledge, that moves the will to love
seen ;
for they cannot be said to have seen God s salvation, who, content
and to desire
with nominal faith, never bestow a thought on the Saviour. Bellarmine.
of this redemption.
&quot;

Verse

3.

He

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

Verse 4.
Make a joyful noise.&quot; Bless God for a Christ. The Argives when
delivered by the Romans from the tyranny of the Macedonians and Spartans, QUK
guadia, qu.se. vociferationes fuerunt ! quid flornm in Consulem profuderunt ! what
what loud outcries made they
The very birds that
great joys expressed they
flew over them fell to the ground, astonied at their noises.
The crier at the Nemean
games was forced to pronounce the word Liberty, iterumque, iterumque, again, and
&quot;

1

John Trapp.
again.
Verses 4
6.
Wherewith

!

God

In a literal sense with all kind
Praise him upon the harp :
allegorical exposition (as Eulhymius
interprets it) we must praise God in our actions, and praise him in our contemplation
praise him in our words, praise him in our works
praise him in our life, praise him
at our death ; being not only temples (as Paul), but (as Clemens Alexandrinus calls
John Boys.
us) timbrels also of the Holy Ghost.
is

to be praised ?

vocal,
sing unto the Lord :
with trumpets,&quot; etc.
In
pneumatical,
of

music

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

chordal,

an

;

;

Verse 5.
With the harp, with the harp.&quot; The repetition made use of Is
emphatical, and implies that the most ardent attempts men might make to celebrate
the great work of the world s redemption would fall short of the riches of the grace
&quot;

of

God.

John Calvin.
The voice

The sound of the Zimrah, rrrci, here, as
of a Psalm.&quot;
is certainly the name of some musical instrument.
But what
the particular instrument might be, which went by that name, is quite uncertain.
Samuel Horsley.
5.
The voice of a Psalm.&quot; With Psalms Jehoshaphat and Hezekiah celebrated
their victories.
Psalms made glad the heart of the exiles who returned from Babylon.
Psalms gave courage and strength to the Maccabees in their brave struggles to
achieve their country s independence, and were the repeated expression of their
thanksgivings. The Lord of Psalmists and the Son of David, by the words of a
Psalm proved himself to be higher than David ; and sang Psalms with his apostles
on the night before he suffered, when he instituted the holy supper of his love. With
Psalms Paul and Silas praised God in the prison at midnight, when their feet were
made fast in the stocks, and sang so loud that the prisoners heard them. And
after his own example the apostle exhorts the Christians at Ephesus and Colossae
to teach and admonish one another with Psalms and hymns and spiritual songs.
Jerome tells us that in his day the Psalms were to be heard in the fields and vineyards
Verse

in

Psalm
&quot;

&quot;

5.

Ixxxi. 2,
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and that they

fell sweetly on the ear, mingling with the songs of birds,
The ploughman as he guided his plough chanted
of flowers in spring.
the hallelujah, and the reaper, the vine dresser, and the shepherd sang the songs
of David.
are our love songs, these the instruments of our
These,&quot; he says,
Sidonius Apollinaris makes his boatmen, as they urge their heavilyagriculture.&quot;
laden barge up stream, sing Psalms, till the river banks echo again with the hallelujah,
and beautifully applies the custom, in a figure, to the voyage of the Christian life.
J. J. S. Pcrowne.
The voice of a Psalm.&quot; In
Israeli s &quot;Curiosities of Literature&quot; there
5.
is a very curious piece upon Psalm-singing, in which he mentions the spread of
the singing of Psalms in France, which was first started among the Romanists by
the version of Clement Marot, the favoured bard of Francis the First.
In Marot s
dedication occur the following lines

of Palestine,

and the scent
&quot;

&quot;

D

&quot;

:

&quot;

Thrice happy they, who may behold,
And listen in that age of gold
As by the plough the labourer strays,
And carman mid the public ways,
!

And tradesman in his shop shall swell
Their voice in Psalm or canticle,
again
Singing to solace toil
From woods shall come a sweeter strain
Shepherd and shepherdess shall vie
In many a tender Psalmody
And the Creator s name prolong,
As rock and stream return their song
begin
Begin then, ladies fair
The age renew d that knows no sin
And with light heart, that wants no wing,
from this holy song-book, sing
Sing
;

!

;

!

!

!

&quot;

!

1

it
singing of these Psalms became so popular that D Israeli suggests that
of introducing
to the sullen fancy of the austere Calvin the project
This infectious frenzy of
the singing of Psalms into his Genevan discipline.
Psalm-singing,&quot; as Warton almost blasphemously describes it, rapidly propagated
D Israeli
itself through Germany as well as France, and passed over to England.
Psalms were now sung
says, with a sneer, that in the time of the Commonwealth,
at Lord-Mayor s dinners and city feasts ; soldiers sang them on their march and
and few houses which had windows fronting the streets, but had their
at parade
can only add, would to God it were so again. C.H.S.
evening Psalms.&quot;
Verses 5, 6.
These were, literally, the instruments most in use among the Jews,
and a spiritual signification has been attached to each instrument. They seem
the psaltery,
to me to represent the cardinal virtues, the harp implying prudence
and the cornet, temperance. Bellarmine.
the trumpet, fortitude
justice
It is evident that the Psalmist here expresses the vehement and
Verses 5, 6.
ardent affection which the faithful ought to have in praising God, when he enjoins
musical instruments to be employed for this purpose. He would have nothing
omitted by believers which tends to animate the minds and feelings of men in singing
God s praises. The name of God, no doubt, can, properly speaking, be celebrated
but it is not without reason that David adds to this
only by the articulate voice
those aids by which believers were wont to stimulate themselves the more to this
exercise
especially considering that he was speaking to God s ancient people.
There is a distinction, however, to be observed here, that we may not indiscriminately
consider as applicable to ourselves everything which was formerly enjoined upon
7 have no doubt that playing upon cymbals, touching the harp and the
the Jews.
viol, and a/i that kind of music which is so frequently mentioned in the Psalms, was
I speak of
a part of the education
that is to say, the puerile instruction of the law
For even now, if believers choose to cheer them
the stated service of the temple.
it
their
I
make
selves with musical instruments, they should,
think,
object not to
But when they frequent their
dissever their cheerfulness from the praises of God.
sacred assemblies, musical instruments in celebrating the praises of God would be
no more suitable than the burning of incense, the lighting up of lamps, and the
The Papists, therefore, have foolishly
restoration of the other shadows of the law.
borrowed this, as well as many other things from the Jews. Men who are fond of
outward pomp may delight in that noise; but the simplicity which God recommends

The

&quot;

&quot;

first

conveyed

&quot;

&quot;

;

We

;

;

;

;

;

;

:
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by the apostle is far more pleasing to him. Paul allows us to bless God in the
The voice of
public assembly of the saints only in a known tongue, 1 Cor. xiv. 16.
man, although not understood by the generality, assuredly excels all inanimate
and yet we see what Paul determines concerning speaking
instruments of music
What shall we then say of chanting, which fills the ears
in an unknown tongue.
with nothing but an empty sound ? Does any one object that music is very useful
I own it
but we
for awakening the minds of men and moving their hearts ?
should always take care that no corruption creep in, which might both defile the
pure worship of God and involve men in superstition. Moreover, since the Holy
Spirit expressly warns us of this danger by the mouth of Paul, to proceed beyond
what we are there warranted by him, is not only, I must say, unadvised zeal, but
wicked and perverse obstinacy. John Calvin.
The song and the stringed instruments belonged to the Levites,
Verses 5, 6.
and the trumpets to the priests alone. Kitto says the trumpets did not join in the
concert, but were sounded during certain regulated pauses in the vocal and instru
mental music. The harps and voices made the sweetness, while the trumpets and
horns added the strength
melody and energy should combine in the worship of
to us

;

;

;

God.

C.

H.

S.

here only in the Psalter. These
Verse 6.
Trumpets.&quot; rtf-upm, Chatsotseroth
were the straight trumpets (such as are seen on the Arch of Titus) used by the priests
Numb. x. 2 10 1 Chron. xv. 24, 28, etc. The shofar, i$W
for giving signals.
William Kay.
(cornet), was the ordinary curved trumpet, cornet, or horn.
The word here used is uniformly rendered trumpets
Verse 6.
Trumpets.&quot;
10
xxxi. 6
et al.
The trumpet was mainly
in the Scriptures, Num. x. 2, 8
employed for convening a public assembly for worship, or for assembling the hosts
The original word, rmisn chatsotserah, is supposed to have been designed
for battle.
the broken pulse-like sound of the trumpet, like the Latin, taratantara.&quot;
to imitate
the
So
German trarara, and the Arabic, haddiera. The word here used was given
Albert Barnes.
to the long, straight trumpet.
&quot;

:

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

The trumpet served
among Christians, and

the same purpose, in a religious
the voice among Mohammedans.
Indeed, it is understood that Mohammed directed the voice to be employed, in order
to mark a distinction between his own sect and the Jews with their trumpets and
Kitto s Pictorial Bible.
the Christians with their bells.
Verse 6.
With trumpets.&quot; Origen calls the writings of the evangelists and the
apostles trumpets, at whose blast all the structures of idolatry and the dogmas of
the philosophers were utterly overthrown.
He teaches likewise that by the sound
of the trumpets is prefigured the trumpet of the universal judgment, at which the
world shall fall in ruin, and whose sound shall be joy to the just, and lamentation
Lorinus.
to the unjust.
Since it is distinctly added before Jehovah
Verse 6.
Before the Lord, the King.&quot;
the King, and the words, with trumpets and sound of cornet make a joyful noise, are
used, there seems to be a reference to that public rejoicing commonly manifested
at the coronation of kings, or the celebration of undertakings for the public safety.
This idea is not foreign to the present passage, since Jehovah is represented as King
and Saviour of the people. V enema.
Verse

and

civil

&quot;

6.

Trumpets.&quot;

sense, as bells

&quot;

&quot;

Verses 7,
dwell therein.

Let the sea roar, and the fulness thereof
Let the floods clap tlieir hands.&quot;
&quot;

8.

And
A

secret world of

thou, majestic

wonders

;

the world,

main

and

they that

!

in thyself,

Sound his stupendous praise, whose greater voice
Or bids you roar, or bids your roarings fall.

James Thomson.
These appeals to nature in her great departments of the sea
in its mighty amplitude, and the earth with its floods and hills
form, not a warrant,
but a call on Christian ministers to recognise God more in their prayers and sermons
as the God of Creation, instead of restricting themselves so exclusively to the peculiar
doctrines of Christianity.
Do the one, and not leave the other undone. Thomas
Verses

7,

8.

Chalmers.
Verses

7, 8.

The

setting forth the praise of Christ for the

redemption

of sinners,
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may not only furnish work to all reasonable creatures but also if every drop of
water In the sea, and in every river and flood, every fish in the sea, every fowl of the
if they
air, every living creature on the earth, and whatsoever else is in the world
all had reason and ability to express themselves
yea, and if all the hills were able
there is
by motion and gesticulation to communicate their joy one to another
work for them all to set out the praise of Christ. David Dickson.
9.
Matthew Henry on these verses quotes from Virgil s 4th Eclogue
Verses 7
the verses (of which we subjoin Dryden s translation) in which the poet, he says,
either ignorantly or basely applies to Asinius Pollio the ancient prophecies which
at that time were expected to be fulfilled
adding that Ludovicus Vives thinks
that these and many other things which Virgil says of this long looked-for child
;

:

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

are applicable to

Christ.&quot;

O

of celestial seed
O foster son of Jove
See, lab ring Nature calls thee to sustain
The nodding frame of heav n, and earth, and main
See to their base restor d, earth, seas, and air
And joyful ages, from behind, in crowding ranks appear.
!

!

!

;

The clapping of the hands being
Let the floods clap their hands.&quot;
Verse 8.
a token of delight and approbation, and the striking or dashing of the water in a
river being, for the noise of it, a resemblance of that, the rivers are here said to clap
their hands.
Henry Hammond.
Verse 8.
Though the language be figurative, so far as it gives a voice to the
inanimate creation in its various departments, yet, like all the figurative language
that which the Apostle has stated without a
of Scripture, it expresses a truth
creation shall be delivered from the
metaphor in the express revelation that the
bondage of corruption into the glorious liberty of the children of God.&quot; And this
It is the consequence of
because the reason of that bondage will no more exist.
but when the world shall be subjected to the righteous rule of its coming King
sin
(as predicted in the last verse of this Psalm), then earth and all creation shall own
its present Lord, and join its tribute of praise to that of Israel and the nations, and
William De Burgh.
the redeemed and glorified church.
&quot;

&quot;

:

is much occupied in celebrating the benign fruits which
This is
It will be a reign of HOLINESS.
yield in all the earth.
Under it, the ends of the earth will fear God,
its proper and distinctive nature.
and rejoice in his salvation. It will be a reign of JUSTICE. Under it, the wars and
oppressions and cruelties, the unequal laws and iniquitous institutions that have
This happy reforma
so long vexed and cursed the world, shall find a place no more.
to
tion is usually foretold in the form of a proclamation that the Lord is coming
the true sense and
in
mind
to
is
the
earth.&quot;
It
keep
important, therefore,
judge
It does not refer, as an unwary reader
intention of that oft-repeated proclamation.
might suppose, to the Judgment of the Great Day. There is no terror in it. The
Psalms that have it for their principal burden are jubilant in the highest degree.
The design of the proclamation is to announce Christ in the character of a Peaceful
Prince coming to administer equal laws with an impartial hand, and so to cause
wrong and contention to cease in the earth. This is Christ s manner of judging
the earth. What he has already done in this direction enables us to form a clear
conception of what he will yet set himself to do. When he designs to accomplish
great and salutary reforms in the political and social institutions of a people, he

Verse

9.

Christ s reign

The Psalter
is to

&quot;

begins by dislodging bad principles from men s minds and planting Scriptural princi
ples in their stead ; by purging evil passions from men s hearts, and baptizing them
sure foundation
with the Spirit of truth and justice, godliness and lovingkindness.
having been thus laid for a better order of things, he will by some storm of con
troversy, or of revolution sweep away the institutions in which injustice has entrenched
Oh what
itself, and will thus make it possible for righteousness to have free course.
a store of comfort for the down-trodden, the enslaved, the needy, is laid up in the
Well may all
announcement that the Lord is coming to be the avenger of all such
the creatures be invited to clap their hands for joy at the thought that he has taken
that he sitteth upon the floods ; and that the storms that agitate
this work in hand
the nations are the chariot in which he rides to take possession of the earth, and
make it an abode of righteousness and peace. William Binnie.

A

1

;
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HINTS TO PREACHERS.

A new

&quot;

Verse

1.

in piety, service,

The duty, beauty, and

song.&quot;

benefit of maintaining freshness

and worship.

He hath done marvellous things.&quot; 1. He hath created a marvellous
Verse 1.
II. He has established a marvellous government.
III. He hath bestowed
universe.
IV. He hath provided a marvellous redemption.
V. He hath
a marvellous gift.
VI.
book.
He
hath
a
a
marvellous
marvellous
fulness.
VII. He
opened
inspired
hath effected a marvellous transformation. W. Jackson.
The victory.&quot; The victories of God in judgment, and in mercy
Verse 1.
especially the triumphs of Christ on the cross, and by his Spirit in the heart, and in
and by the church at large.
The Lord hath made known his salvation.&quot; 1. The contents of which
Verse 2.
II. The reasons for which it has been provided.
III.
The price
it is composed.
IV. The terms on which it shall be imparted.
V. The
at which it has been procured.
&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

VI. The manner in which its neglect will be
in which it must be propagated.
W. J.
punished.
I. What is salvation ?
II. Why it is called the Lord s
Verse 2 (first clause).
III. How he has made it known.
IV. For what purpose.
Salvation is of the Lord.&quot;
E. G. Gange.
V. With what results.
The great privilege of knowing the gospel. I. In what it consists.
Verse 2.
2. Declaration by the minister.
3. Illumination by
1. Revelation by the Bible.
II. To what it has led.
1. We have
the Spirit. 4. Illustration in daily providence.
T
2.
e have so far understood it as to growingly rejoice in it.
3. We
believed it.
4.
We
abhor
those
who
it
to
others.
it.
are able to tell
mystify
I.
It is divine
Salvation s glory.
his salvation.&quot;
II. It is con
Verse 2.
III. It is plain and simple
his righteousness.&quot;
sistent with justice
openly

way

:

&quot;

W

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

meant for all sorts of men
heathen.&quot;
The Lord s memory of his covenant. Times in which he
Verse 3 (first clause).
seems to forget it
ways in which even in those times he proves his faithfulness
great deeds of grace by which at other times he shows his memory of his promises
and reasons why he must ever be mindful of his covenant.
IV. It

showed.&quot;

&quot;

is

;

;

;

Verse 3 (last clause).

&quot;

All the ends of the

earth.&quot;

I.

Literally.

Missionaries

have visited every land. II. Spiritually. Men ready to despair, to perish. III.
Dwell on the grand promises concerning the future, and the triumphs
Prophetically.
of the church.
&quot;

Verse

3.

have seen

it

E. G. G.
All the ends of the earth have

many have

;

&quot;

come from the

I. The greatest
&c.
foreigners
and the west
Greeks, Peter s

seen,&quot;

east

&quot;

;

hearers, the Eunuch, Greenlanders, South Sea Islanders, Negroes, Red Indians,
II. The ripest saints have seen it ; they are at the right end of the earth,
&c., &c.
III. The vilest sinners have seen
stepping out of the wilderness into Canaan, &c.
those who have wandered so far that they could get no farther without stepping
it
The
woman
a
thief.
who
was
sinner.
Those whom Whitfield
The dying
into hell.
W. J.
the devil s castaways.&quot;
called
Verse 4.
The right use of noise. I. Make a noise.&quot; Awake, O sleeper. Speak,
O dumb. II. Make a joyful noise.&quot; The shout of deliverance, of gratitude, of
Make a loud noise, all the earth.&quot; Nature with her ten thousand
III.
gladness.
Make a joyful noise unto God.&quot;
The church with myriad saints. IV.
voices.
E. G. G.
Praise him for ever.
Praise him alone.
needful
The Lord as King, an essential
a
of
Verse 6.
praise.
Joy
ingredient
idea in adoration.
Expression in various ways incumbent upon us, when praising
joyfully such a King.
Nature at worship. The congregation is 1. Vast. Sea, earth,
Verse. 7, 8.
Diverse in character, word, aspect, each from the other,
II. Varied.
rivers, hills.
alike
in this alone, that all, always worship God.
III. Gladsome.
and
constant
like the worshippers in heaven, and for the same reason
sin is absent.
In
E. G. G.
The song of the sea, and the hallelujah of the hills.
Verse 8.
The last judgment as a theme for thankfulness.
Verse 9.
Where we are, where our joy should be, where
Verse 9.
Before the Lord.&quot;
all our actions should be felt to be, where we shall be
before the Lord.&quot;
Enquire
What are we before the Lord ? What shall we be when lie cometh ?
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

1

?

tl&amp;gt;is

&quot;

&quot;

PSALM XCIX.
This may be called THE SANCTUS, or, THE HOLY, HOLY, HOLY PSALM, for the
Its subject
is the conclusion and the refrain of its three main divisions.
word
holy
It seems
is the holiness of the divine government, the sanctity of the mediatorial reign.
it mentions the equity
to us to declare the holiness of Jehovah himself in verses 1, 2, 3
of the king whom the Lord had appointed, as an illustration of the Lord s love of holiness,
or more probably it describes the Lord as himself the king, in verses 4 and 5, and it
then sets forth the severely righteous character of God s dealings with those favoured
persons whom in former times he had selected to approach him on behalf of the people,
It is a hymn fitted for the cherubim who surround the throne, who are mentioned
6
9.
in verse 1
it is a Pxalm most fitting for saints who dwell in Zion, the holy city, and
especially worthy to be reverently sung by all who, like David the king, Moses the lawgiver,
Aaron the priest, or Samuel the seer, are honoured to lead the church of God, and plead
for her with her Lord.
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

EXPOSITION.

T^HE

LORD

the people tremble
reigneth
let the earth be moved.
cherubims

^

;

let

he

:

sitteth between

the

;

and he is high above all the people.
2 The LORD is great in Zion
for it is holy.
3 Let them praise thy great and terrible name
;

;

The Lord reigneth.&quot; One of the most joyous utterances which ever leaped
from mortal lip. The overthrow of the reign of evil and the setting up of Jehovah s
kingdom of goodness, justice, and truth, is worthy to be hymned again and again,
Let the people tremble.&quot;
Let
as we have it here for the third time in the Psalms.
the chosen people feel a solemn yet joyful awe, which shall thrill their whole manhood.
Saints quiver with devout emotion, and sinners quiver with terror when the rule of
Jehovah is fully perceived and felt. It is not a light or trifling matter, it is a truth
He sitteth between
which, above all others, should stir the depths of our nature.
In grandeur of sublime glory, yet in nearness of mediatorial con
the cherubims.&quot;
descension, Jehovah revealed himself above the mercy-seat, whereon stood the
likeness of those flaming ones who gaze upon his glory, and for ever cry,
Holy,
Holy, Holy, Lord God of hosts.&quot; The Lord reigning on that throne of grace which
is sprinkled with atoning blood, and veiled with the covering wings of mediatorial
love, is above all other revelations wonderful, and fitted to excite emotion among
Not merely the people,&quot;
Let the earth be moved.&quot;
all mankind, hence it is added,
but the whole earth should feel a movement of adoring awe when it is known that
as
monarch.
The
sits
universal
seat
God
the
on
pomp of heaven surrounds
mercy
let not the
him, and is symbolised by the outstretched wings of waiting cherubs
&quot;

1.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

earth be less moved to adoration, rather let all her tribes bow before his infinite
majesty, yea, let the solid earth itself with reverent tremor acknowledge his presence.
The Lord is great in Zion.&quot; Of old the temple s sacred hill was the centre
2.
of the worship of the great King, and the place where his grandeur was most clearly
his church is now his favoured palace, where his greatness is displayed,
beheld
acknowledged, and adored. He there unveils his attributes and commands the
the ignorant forget him, the wicked despise him, the atheistical
lowliest homage
oppose him, but among his own chosen he is great beyond comparison. He is great
in the esteem of the gracious, great in his acts of mercy, and really great in himself
And he is high above all the
great in mercy, power, wisdom, justice, and glory.
towering above their highest thoughts and loftiest conceptions. The
people ;
highest are not high to him, yet, blessed be his name, the lowliest are not despised
by him. In such a God we rejoice, his greatness and loftiness are exceedingly de
the more he is honoured and exalted in the hearts of men,
lightful in our esteem
If Israel delighted in Saul because he was head
the more exultant are his people.
and shoulders above the people, how much more should we exult in our God and
King, who is as high above us as the heavens are above the earth.
&quot;

:

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;
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Lei them praise thy great and terrible name :
let all the dwellers in Zion
3.
all the nations upon the earth praise the Lord, or
acknowledge thankfully
the goodness of his divine nature, albeit that there is so much in it which must
Under the most terrible aspect the Lord is still to be praised.
inspire their awe.
Many profess to admire the milder beams of the sun of righteousness, but burn with
rebellion against its more flaming radiance
so it ought not to be
we are bound
to praise a terrible God and worship him who casts the wicked down to hell.
Did
not Israel praise him &quot;who overthrew Pharaoh and his hosts in the Red Sea, for
The terrible Avenger is to be praised, as w ell as
his mercy endureth for ever.&quot;
the loving Redeemer. Against this the sympathy of man s evil heart with sin
rebels ; it cries out for an effeminate God in whom pity has strangled justice.
The
well- instructed servants of Jehovah praise him in all the aspects of his character,
whether terrible or tender. Grace streaming from the mercy-seat can alone work
For // is holy,&quot; or He is holy.&quot; In him is
in us this admirable frame of mind.
no flaw or fault, excess or deficiency, error or iniquity. He is wholly excellent,
and is therefore called holy. In his words, thoughts, acts, and revelations as well
O come let us worship and bow down before
as in himself, he is perfection itself.
him.
&quot;

&quot;

and

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

r

&quot;

&quot;

them dost establish equity,
4 The king s strength also loveth judgment
thou executest judgment and righteousness in Jacob.
5 Exalt ye the LORD our God, and worship at his footstool
for he is holy.
;

;

The king s strength also loveth judgment.&quot; God is the king, the mercy-seat
and the sceptre which he sways is holy like himself. His power never
exerts itself tyranically
he is a sovereign, and he is absolute in his government,
but his might delights in right, his force is used for just purposes only. Men in
these days are continually arraigning the Lord s government, and setting up to
but saintly men in the olden time were of
judge whether he does right or not
another mind, they were sure that what the Lord did was just, and instead of calling
him to account they humbly submitted themselves to his will, rejoicing in the firm
persuasion that with his whole omnipotence God was pledged to promote righteous
Thou dost establish equity.&quot; Not
ness, and work justice among all his creatures.
a court of equity merely, but equity itself thou dost set up, and that not for a time
or upon an occasion, but as an established institution, stable as thy throne.
Not
even for the sake of mercy does the Lord remove or injure the equity of his moral
government both in providence and in grace he is careful to conserve the immaculate
purity of his justice. Most kingdoms have an establishment of some kind, and
here we have an establishment which is equity itself.
generally it is inequitable
The Lord our God demolishes every system of injustice, and right alone is made
Thou executest judgment and righteousness in Jacob.&quot; Justice is not
to stand.
the laws are carried out, the
merely established, but executed in God s kingdom
executive is as righteous as the legislative.
Herein let all the oppressed, yea, and
all who love that which is right, find large occasion for praise.
Other nations under
their despots were the victims and the perpetrators of grievous wrong, but when
the tribes were faithful to the Lord they enjoyed an upright government within
their own borders, and acted with integrity towards their neighbours.
That king
craft which delights in cunning, favouritism, and brute force is as opposite to the
divine kingship as darkness to light.
The palace of Jehovah is no robber s fortress
nor despot s castle, built on dungeons, w ith stones carved by slaves, and cemented
with the blood of toiling serfs. The annals of most human governments have been
written in the tears of the downtrodden, and the curses of the oppressed
the
chronicles of the Lord s kingdom are of another sort, truth shines in each line, good
ness in every syllable, and justice in every letter.
Glory be to the name of the King,
whose gentle glory beams from between the cherubic wings.
5.
Exalt ye the Lord our God.&quot;
If no others adore him, let his own people
render to him the most ardent worship.
Infinite condescension makes him stoop
to be called our God, and truth and faithfulness bind him to maintain that covenant
and surely we, to whom by grace he so lovingly gives himself, should
relationship
exalt him with all our hearts.
He shines upon us from under the veiling wings of
cherubim, and above the seat of mercy, therefore let us come and worship at his
When
he
reveals
himself in Christ Jesus, as our reconciled God. who allows
footstool.
&quot;

4.

is

his throne,

;

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

r

:

&quot;

;
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us to approach even to his throne, it becomes us to unite earnestness and humility,
joy and adoration, and, while we exalt him, prostrate ourselves in the dust before
him. Do we need to be thus excited to worship ? How much ought we to blush
It ought to be our daily delight to magnify so good and
for such backwardness
For he is holy.&quot; A second time the note rings out, and as the ark,
great a God.
which was the divine footstool, has just been mentioned, the voice seems to sound
forth from the cherubim where the Lord sitteth, who continually do cry,
Holy,
Holiness is the harmony of all the virtues.
Holy, Holy, Lord God of Sabaoth
The Lord has not one glorious attribute alone, or in excess, but all glories are in him
as a whole ; this is the crown of his honour and the honour of his crown.
His power
is not his choicest jewel, nor his sovereignty, but his holiness.
In this all com
he
moral
excellence
would
have
his
creatures
take
prehensive
delight, and when
they do so their delight is evidence that their hearts have been renewed, and they
themselves have been partakers of his holiness. The gods of the heathen were,
according to their own votaries, lustful, cruel, and brutish ; their only claim to
reverence lay in their supposed potency over human destinies
who would not
far rather adore Jehovah, whose character is unsullied purity, unswerving justice,
unbounded
in
a
holiness
?
love,
word, perfect
unbending truth,
1

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

!

:

6 Moses and Aaron

name

his priests,

among

and Samuel among them that

they called upon the LORD, and he answered them.
7 He spake unto them in the cloudy pillar
they kept his testimonies,
and the ordinance that he gave them.
thou wast a God that forgavest
8 Thou answeredst them, O LORD our God
them, though thou tookest vengeance of their inventions.
lor the LORB
9 Exalt the LORD our God, and worship at his holy hill
our God is holy.
call

upon

his

;

:

:

;

Moses and Aaron among

and Samuel among them that call upon
Moses was a true priest,
even as Melchizedek had been before him. God has ever had a priesthood beside
and above that of the law. The three holy men here mentioned all stood in his
Moses saw the Lord in
courts, and saw his holiness, each one after his own order.
flaming fire revealing his perfect law, Aaron full often watched the sacred fire devour
the sin-offering, and Samuel witnessed the judgment of the Lord on Eli s house,
because of the error of his way. These each one stood in the gap when the wrath
and acting as interof God broke forth, because his holiness had been insulted
cessors, they screened the nation from the great and terrible God, who otherwise
would in a dreadful manner have executed judgment in Jacob. Let these men,
or such as these, lead us in our worship, and let us approach the Lord at the mercyseat as they did, for he is as accessible to us as to them.
They made it their life s
business to call upon him in prayer, and by so doing brought down innumerable
Does not the Lord call us also to come up
blessings upon themselves and others.
Do we
into the mount with Moses, and to enter the most holy place with Aaron ?
not hear him call us by our name as he did Samuel ? And do we not answer, Speak,
?
called
the
and
he
heareth
servant
for
answered
Lord,
They
Lord,
upon
thy
them.&quot;
Not in vain were their prayers but being a holy God he was true to his
promises, and hearkened to them from of! the mercy-seat. Here is reason for praise,
for answers to the petitions of some are proofs of God s readiness to hear others.
These three men asked large things, they pleaded for a whole nation, and they stayed
who would not exercise himself in
great plagues and turned away fiery wrath
If he were unholy he would be false to his
adoring so great and merciful a God ?
word and refuse his people s cries this, then, is recorded for our joy and for his
glory, that holy men of old were not suffered to pray in vain.
He spake unto them in the cloudy pillar.&quot; We have had mention of the ark
7.
and the shekinah, and now of the fiery cloudy pillar, which was another visible
token of the presence of God in the midst of Israel. Responses came to Moses and
Aaron out of that glorious overshadowing cloud, and though Samuel saw it not,
yet to him also came the mystic voice which was wont to thunder forth from that
Men have had converse with God, let men therefore speak to God
divine canopy.
in return.
He has told us things to come, let us in return confess the sins which are
his mind to us, let us then pour out our hearts before him.
he
has
revealed
past
&quot;

6.

his

name.&quot;

Though not ordained

his priests,

to the typical priesthood,

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

;
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in their
They kept his testimonies.&quot; When others turned aside they were faithful
hearts they laid up his word, and in their lives they obeyed it.
When he spake
to them they observed his will, and therefore when they spake to him he yielded to
This keeping of the divine testimonies is a virtue all too rare in these
their desires.
men run after their own views and opinions, and make light of the truth
our days
hence it is that they fail in prayer, and scoffers have even dared to say
of God
that prayer avails not at all. May the good Lord bring back his people to reverence
his word, and then will he also have respect unto the voice of their cry.
And
the ordinance that he gave them.&quot;
His practical precept they observed as well as his
Ordinances are not to be trifled with, or testimonies will
doctrinal instruction.
and the converse is also true, a light estimate of inspired dogma
also be despised
To Moses, Aaron, and Samuel special
is sure to end in neglect of moral virtues.
and personal charges were committed, and they were all true to their trust, for they
Lord
their
stood in awe of the
God, and worshipped him with their whole souls.
They were very different men, and had each one a work to do peculiar to himself,
man
a
of
because
each
was
prayer they were all preserved in their integrity,
yet
fulfilled their office, and blessed their generation.
Lord, teach us like Moses to
hold up our hands in prayer and conquer Amalek, like Aaron to wave the censer
between the living and the dead till the plague is stayed, and like Samuel to say to
God forbid that I should sin against the Lord in ceasing to pray
a guilty people,
if thou wilt make us mighty with thee in prayer, we shall also be
for you
kept
faithful before thee in the service which thou hast laid upon us.
8.
Thou, answeredst them, O Lord our God.&quot;
sweet title and a cheering fact.
Our covenant God in a very special manner heard his three servants when they
Thou wast a God that forgavest them t though thou tookest
pleaded for the people.
Some
vengeance of their inventions.&quot; He forgave the sinners, but he slew their sins.
this
verse
to
Moses, Aaron, and Samuel, and remind us that each of these fell
apply
into a fault and received chastisement.
Of Samuel they assert that, for having
set up his sons as his successors, he was compelled to submit to the anointing of
Saul as king, which was a great grief to him ; this is to our mind a very doubtful
believe that
statement, and leads us to abandon the interpretation altogether.
the passage refers to the nation which was spared through the intercession of these
three holy men, but yet was severely chastened for its transgressions.
In answer
to the cry of Moses the tribes lived on, but the then existing generation could not
enter Canaan
Aaron s golden calf was broken, though the fire of the Lord did
not consume the people
and Israel smarted under the harsh government of Saul,
though at Samuel s request its murmurings against the theocratic rule of their
fathers God was not visited with pestilence or famine.
So to forgive sin as at the
same time to express abhorrence of it, is the peculiar glory of God, and is best seen
in the atonement of our Lord Jesus.
are
Reader,
you a believer ? Then your
sin is forgiven you
but so surely as you are a child of God the rod of paternal
You only have I
discipline will be laid upon you if your walk be not close with God.
known of all the nations of the earth, therefore I will punish you for your iniquities.&quot;
Exalt the Lord our God.&quot; A second time the delightful title of Jehovah
9.
our God is used, and it is quickly followed by a third. The Psalm is Trinitarian
in its whole structure.
In each of his sacred persons the Lord is the God of his
the Father is ours, the Son is ours, and the Holy Spirit is ours
let us
people
exalt him with all our ransomed powers.
And worship at his holy hill.&quot; Where
he appoints his temple let us resort. No spot of ground is now fenced about as
peculiarly holy, or to be regarded as more sacred than another ; yet his visible church
is his chosen hill, and there would we be found, numbered with his
people, and unite
with them in worship.
For the Lord our God is holy.&quot; Again this devout descrip
tion is repeated, and made the climax of the song.
Oh for hearts made pure within,
so that we may rightly perceive and worthily praise the infinite perfection of the
Triune Lord.
&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

A

&quot;

&quot;

We

:

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
Whole Psalm. This Psalm has three parts, in which the Lord is celebrated as
he who is to come, as he who is, and as he who was. John Albert Benqel, 1687
1752.
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Whole Psalm. In each of the three strophes Jehovah is acknowledged in his
In the first he is
peculiar covenant relation to his people.
great in Zion
(ver. 2)
executed righteousness in Jacob (ver. 4) and he is Jehovah
in the second, he has
in the third, the great examples of this covenant relationship
our God
(ver. 5)
and again God is twice claimed as Jehovah
are cited from Israel s ancient history
8
and
our God
J. J. S. Perowne.
9).
(ver.
Whole Psalm. There are three Psalms which begin with the words,
The LORD
(JEHOVAH) reigneth.&quot; (Pss. xciii., xcvii., xcix.) This is the third and last of these
Psalms and it is remarkable that in this Psalm the words He is holy are repeated
three times (verses 3, 5, 9).
Thus this Psalm is one of the links in the chain which
connects the first revelation of God in Genesis with the full manifestation of the
doctrine of the blessed Trinity, which is revealed in the commission of the risen
Saviour to his apostles
Go ye, and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them
into the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost,&quot; and which
the
faithful to join in the heavenly Hallelujah of the church glorified,
prepares
Holy, holy, holy, Lord God Almighty, which was, and is, and is to come.&quot; The
other links in this chain in the Old Testament are, the Aaronic benediction, in Num.
27
and the Seraphic Trisagion, in Isa. vi. 1 3. Christopher Wordsworth.
vi. 24
Whole Psalm. Many of the preceding Psalms, in extolling the Dominion and
Supremacy of the Messiah, have spoken of him solely as the object of triumph and
He has been represented in all the bounteousness of his mercy, and the
rejoicing.
and the ideas of might and majesty, with which he
excess of his lovingkindness
has been accompanied, seem chiefly to have been regarded as the means by which
these gracious designs will be carried into a sure effect. There is always a great
danger in such a feeling, lest our reciprocal covenant should be too much forgotten
and we should rest on our privileges to the exclusion of our practice. This was a
We have Abraham to our Father,&quot; was continually
constant error to the Jews.
as if the given promise to their nation had been inalienable for ever.
on their lips
Subsequent ages have shown the existence of the same false principle amongst the
It is a part of the weakness of human nature
and hence was the prophet
Gentiles.
inspired to warn the world of the evil, and draw their minds to a just sense of the
of
the
Redeemer
s
In
this
view, joined as it is throughout with
awfulness
majesty.
assertions of his readiness at all times to listen to the believer and to grant his supplica
William
tion, the Psalm is at once of great power and of an exceeding consolation.
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

Hill Tucker.

Verse 1.
Let the people tremble
let the earth be moved.&quot;
That fear which
proceeds from simple reverence as well as that which arises from apprehension of
Thus this exhortation may concern believing as well
evil, produces bodily shaking.
as unbelieving nations.
Amyraldus.
Verse 1.
Let the people tremble.&quot;
He bids a defiance, as it were, to all his
enemies, opyi^ttrBoxrav, irascantur, commoveantur, fremant populi ; let the people be
and
be
as
Psal.
Let the earth&quot; that is, the tyrants of the
ii.
1.
angry, fret,
unquiet,
earth, be moved at it
yet let them know that all their endeavours are but vain.
William Nicholson.
Let the people tremble.&quot;
Verse 1.
Jarchi refers this to the war of Gog and
&quot;

.

.

.

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

Magog.

John

Gill.

&quot;

Let the people tremble.&quot; Albeit the church be compassed about with
Verse 1.
enemies, as the lily among the thorns, yet because her Lord reigneth in the midst
of her, she hath reason not only to comfort herself in him, but also hath ground of
The Lord reigneth ; let the people
defying her enemies, and boasting against them
The Lord s people do not worship an unknown God, they know who he
tremble.&quot;
find
and
where
to
him
to
in
his
the throne of grace, reconciling
on
is,
wit,
ordinances,
He sitteth between the cherubims.&quot; David Dickson.
himself to the world in Christ
The cherubims.&quot; These were figures, or representations of angels,
Verse 1.
inclining their faces one towards the other, and touching one another with their
Ex. xxv. 18. The use of these was to cover or overshadow the mercy-seat
Wings.
with their wings, ver. 20, and from this seat God used to speak unto Moses, ver. 22 ;
Num. vii. 8, 9. Which may be applied unto Christ, whose mediation was signified
by the mercy-seat ; whence it is said, that he is a propitiation or covering mercy-seat,
Rom. iii. 25 ; 1 John ii. 2 iv. 10, because by his obedience all our unrighteousness
Thomas Wilson ( 1621), in A Complete Christian Dictionary,&quot; 1678
is covered.
Verse 1.
He sitteth between the cherubims.&quot; Our friend Mr. Charles Stanford,
&quot;

:

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;
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&quot;

in his delicious

work, Symbols of Christ,&quot; has beautifully brought out the connection
between the 37th and 38th verses of Matt, xxiii. The house was left desolate because
Christ, who was set forth by the symbol of shelter, was rejected by them, and was
not permitted to cover them with his wings.
It was customary for the Jews to say
He has taken refuge under the wings of the Shekinah.&quot; We now
of a proselyte,
see that to take shelter under the wings of the Shekinah is to hide beneath the
wings
of Christ.
Beneath that living shield which beats back the destroying stroke, and
is broad enough to canopy a fugitive world, we take shelter, and there the
promise
is fulfilled,
He shall cover thee with his feathers, and under his wings shalt thou
&quot;

&quot;

trust.&quot;

Verse 1.
He sitteth between the cherubims.&quot; The cherubim is the seat of God,
as the scripture sheweth us, a certain exalted heavenly throne, which we see not ;
but the word of God knoweth it, knoweth it as his own seat
and the word of God
and the Spirit of God hath itself revealed to the servants of God where God sitteth.
Not that God doth sit, as doth man, but thou, if thou dost wish that God sit in thee,
if thou wilt be good, shalt be the seat of God
for thus is it written,
The soul of
the righteous is the seat of wisdom
[Septuagint translation]. For a throne is in our
a
called
seat.
For
conversant
with
the
Hebrew
some,
language
tongue, have in
terpreted cherubim in the Latin language (for it is a Hebrew term) by the words
fulness of knowledge.
Therefore, because God surpasseth all knowledge, he is said
to sit above the fulness of knowledge.
Let there be therefore in thee fulness of
knowledge, and even thou shalt be the throne of God. Augustine.
Let the earth be moved.&quot; Those that submit to him shall be established,
Verse I.
and not moved,&quot; Psal. xcvi. 10 but they that oppose him will be moved. Heaven
and earth shall be shaken, and all nations; but the kingdom of Christ cannot be
&quot;

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

The

moved.

&quot;

things which cannot be shaken shall

remain,&quot;

Heb.

xii.

Matthew

27.

Henry.
Verse 2.
He is high above all the people.&quot; The metaphor is taken from such
great objects as trees, animals, palaces, towers, which are the more valued, and
are regarded as possessing the greater strength, the higher they rise above others.
So Deut. i. 28 ii. 10, 21
ix. 2, Concerning the Canaanites and the giants.
Martin
&quot;

;

;

Geier.

Verse 3.
Let them praise thy great and terrible name,&quot; etc.
Although the
enemies of the Church of God are in a tumult, and the whole earth is moved, do
you nevertheless with joyful spirit entrust your salvation to him, and acknowledge
and diligently celebrate his power displayed in the defence of his people and the
overthrow of his foes. Mollerus.
&quot;

Thy great and terrible name ; for it is holy.&quot; The FATHER S name
for he is the source, the Creator, the Lord of all ; the SON S name is
the name of the HOLY GHOST is
terrible,&quot; for he is to be our judge ;
holy,&quot; for
he it is who bestows hallowing and sanctification. The Hebrew commentators
Verse

&quot;

3.

&quot;

is

great,&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

see here the mystic Tetragrammaton mrv, whose true pronunciation was kept
a profound secret by the Rabbins, owing to a feeling of awful reverence ; while the
Greeks are precise in bidding us take it of that name, which is
terrible
to God s
to his friends, and
to both, the name of JESUS.
enemies,
holy
great
Hugo
Cardinalis, Genebrardus, and Balthazar Corderius, in Neale s Commentary.
Verse 3.
Let them praise thy terrible name.&quot; What force the experience of
a burdened conscience attaches to the expression,
Thy great and terrible name ;
for it is holy
The misery of sin consists not merely in its consequences, but in
its very nature, which is to separate between God and our souls, and to shut us out
from God, and God from us. Yet the Spirit of God indicates, in the covenant of
grace, a threefold practical influence of his holiness upon us, of which the issue is
the opposite of despair. The various steps are marked as praise, exaltation, and
worship (verses 3, 5, 9). Of these the last seems by far the most difficult to realise.
For it is in the nature of conscious sin to prevent even our approaches to God, to
keep us from all comfortable fellowship with God, and to fill us with a heavy sense of
our infinite and almost hopeless distance from him. Yet we will
praise thy great
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

I

&quot;

and
all
&quot;

&quot;

name

terrible

human

;

for

it is holy.&quot;

Great

;

most glorious and high

;

far

above

Viewed in this light, even the fact otherwise so consoling,
and
Let the people tremble ;
reigneth,&quot; leads only to the inference,
sitteth between the cherubim
(or manifesteth himself as the covenant God)
conceptions.

The Lord

He

it is

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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But his name is not only
moved,&quot; or stagger.
it is holy,&quot; and therefore we
great and terrible in its manifestations,
praise
it.
His greatness is all arrayed on the side of goodness, his power on that of righteous
The Golden Diary of Heart Converse with
ness and truth.
Alfred Edersheim, in
Jesus in the Book of Psalms,&quot; 1873.
Verse 3.
Thy terrible name .... holy.&quot; In acts of man s vindictive justice,
there is something of impurity, perturbation, passion, some mixture of cruelty;
but none of these fall upon God in the several acts of wrath. When God appears
to Ezekiel in the resemblance of fire, to signify his anger against the house of Judah
from his loins downward there was the appearance of fire, but
for their idolatry,
from the loins upward the appearance of brightness, as the colour of amber.&quot; Ezek.
His heart is clean in his most terrible acts of vengeance ; it is a pure flame
viii. 2.
wherewith he scorcheth and burns his enemies. He is holy in the most fiery ap
Stephen Charnock.
pearance.
It is holy.&quot;
No attribute is sounded out so loftily, with such solemnity,
Verse 3.
and so frequently by angels that stand before his throne, as this. Where do you
find any other attribute trebled in the praises of it as this ?
Isaiah vi. 3
Holy,
the whole earth is full of his glory
and Rev. iv.
holy, holy, is the LORD of hosts
8
The four living creatures rest not day and night saying, Holy, holy, holy, Lord
God Almighty,&quot; &c. His power of sovereignty as Lord of hosts is but once men
Do you hear in any evangelical
tioned, but with a ternal repetition of his holiness.
song any other perfection of the divine nature thrice repeated ? Where do we read
of the crying out, Eternal, eternal, eternal ; or Faithful, faithful, faithful, Lord
Whatsoever other attribute is left out, this God would have to fill
God of hosts
the mouths of angels and blessed spirits for ever in heaven
As it seems to
challenge an excellency above all his other perfections, so it is the glory of all the
as it is the glory of the Godhead, so it is the glory of every perfection in the
rest
as his power is the strength of them, so his holiness is the beauty of
Godhead
them
as all would be weak without almightiness to back them, so all would be
without
holiness to adorn them
should this be sullied all the rest would
uncomely
lose their honour and their comfortable efficacy
as at the same instant that the
sun should lose its light, it would lose its heat, its strength, its generative and quicken
ing virtue. As sincerity is the lustre of every grace in a Christian, so is purity the
splendour of every attribute in the Godhead. His justice is a holy justice, his wisdom
a holy wisdom, his arm of power a
his truth or promise
holy arm,&quot; Psalm xcviii. 1
a
holy promise,&quot; Psalm cv. 42. Holy and true go hand and hand, Rev. vi. 10.
His name,&quot; which signifies all his attributes in conjunction,
is holy.&quot;
Stephen
Charnock.
to the conclusion,

&quot;

Let the earth be

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

:

!

;

;

;

:

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

The king s strength.&quot; They will remember his strength with joy,
Verse 4.
loveth judgment,&quot; and there is no reason, therefore, to be afraid of him
because he
in consequence of his great strength, so long as they continue to walk in the good
way. George Phillips.
Verses 4, 5.
Our King loveth righteousness : he will execute perfect justice,
tempered with perfect mercy. He will judge every man according to his works,
summing up and completing the unnoticed righteousness of his providence by an
We believe that
open manifestation to the universe of his holiness and equity.
he will come to be our judge,&quot; therefore let us magnify and exalt him with our lips
and hearts and let us fall down and worship the man Christ Jesus, who took our
nature, even his manhood, from the earth, which is his footstool, into the eternity
of the Godhead, in which he is equal to the Father.
As heaven, which is the throne
of God, and earth, which is his footstool, form one universe, so is God and man one
the
Christ,
everlasting Lord,
holy and true,&quot; in whom we sinners may appeal
from the throne of eternal justice to the footstool of eternal mercy.
Plain Com
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

mentary.&quot;

Verse 5 (second clause).
Mark the peculiar expression, Worship at his footstool.&quot;
It is the worship of one whose heart
humility and subjection does it imply
has been subdued by divine grace.
W. Wilson.
thus
Verse 5.
renders
this
verse
Bishop Horsley
&quot;

What

I

:

&quot;

Exalt ye Jehovah our God,

And make
//

holy.&quot;

prostration before his footstool

;
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s footstool, mentioned in the preceding
great propriety and beauty in this construction, which
Of these the first terminates with ascribing
divides the poem into three members.
the second, with ascribing the same property
to the name of Jehovah
holiness
and then, at the conclusion of the hymn, holiness,&quot; essential holiness,
to his abode
Our Bible marginal translation recognises this con
is ascribed to Jehovah himself.
Richard Man/.
struction of the 5th verse.

Thus he connects
clause.

&quot;

with Jehovah

&quot;

holy

There appears to

me

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

Moses and Aaron among his priests,&quot; or chief officers, as in 1 Chron.
Moses was, if not a priest, yet a continual intercessor for the people,
and a type of Christ the great Mediator of his church. Aben-Ezra called him Cohen
and Philo, writing his life, concludeth, This was
haccohanim, the priest of priests
the life and death of Moses the king, the lawgiver, the prophet, and the chief priest.
John Trap p.
Moses twice performed acts essentially priestly (Ex. xxiv. and xl. 22,
Verse 6.
compared with Leviticus viii.), at the ratification of the covenant, and at the con
For this reason he could the more readily be placed here
secration of the priests.
Verse

xviii.

&quot;

6.

17.

;

C. B. Moll.
the priestly mediators.
The word cohen is not confined as a title to the priests
Priests.&quot;
Verse 6.
Moses is included
of the Levitical order, it is applied to Melchizedek and others.
among God s priests in accordance with the true idea of a priest, as being the official
God
and
one
who
love
though acting
represented
mercy
exponent of the divine
Robert Baker Girdlestone, in
in the interests of man.
Synonyms of the Old Testa

among

&quot;

&quot;

ment.&quot;

His priests.&quot; At the foundation of this there is another spiritual
Verse 6.
idiom, that, namely, according to which all are called priests who possess what
constitutes the essence of the ordinary priestly office (although not the externals),
inward connection with God, free access to the throne of grace, and the gift and
power of intercessory prayer. This figurative idiom occurs even in the law itself,
compare Exodus xix. 6, where it is said to all Israel, Ye shall be unto me a kingdom
F. W. Hengstenberg.
of priests, and an holy nation.&quot;
The word cohen, Priest, is from cahan, to plead a cause, as
Priests.
Verse 6.
hence the strict propriety of its use here in
an intercessor, mediator, or advocate
C. H. S.
reference to Moses.
Them that call upon his name.&quot; The Hebrew word which we translate
Verse 6.
to call upon God, notes a sort of men whose chief business or trade was to call upon
or invocate the name of God, and in this instance it implies that it was the special
Joseph Caryl.
calling of these men to call upon God.
This third strophe is in reality a prophetical picture of the future
Verses 6
9.
in
which
Moses, Aaron, and Samuel appear as the living repre
holy worship of God,
sentatives of the redeemed church, like the four and twenty elders in the more fully
developed Apocalyptic scene of St. John. Rev. v. Joseph Francis Thrupp.
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

Verse 1.
They kept his testimonies.&quot; For this reason they were so promptly
If a man love me he will keep my words,&quot;
heard, even as the Lord himself says,
If
and again,
ye abide in me and my words abide in you, ye shall ask what ye
And the ordinance that he gave them.&quot; They
will and it shall be done unto you.&quot;
not only observed the precepts which bind men in general, but the peculiar obligation
Bellarmine.
of governing, directing, and teaching the people committed to them.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

O Lord our God,
seems to be this
the aforementioned typical mediators,
thou becamest a forbearing God for them,&quot; or, at
and that
even when punishing,&quot; or, when thou hadst begun
their intercession
the wicked deeds of them,&quot; that is, not of Moses, Aaron, and Samuel,
to punish
but of the people, who had transgressed, and for whom they interceded. This was
the case when Moses interceded for the idolaters, Exod. xxii. 32, Aaron for the
schismatics, Numb. xvi. 47, and Samuel for the whole nation, 1 Sam. vii. 9.
George
Verse

8.

The construction

thou didst hear or answer
Moses, Aaron, and Samuel

of the verse

them,&quot;

that

&quot;

:

is,

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

Home.
Thou answeredst them .... forgavest them.&quot; Oh, the blessed assurance
Verse 8.
that nothing can disturb our standing in the covenant. Answer and forgiveness are
How every word and expression
certain, though vengeance is taken of our inventions.
The very designation of our sins and punishhere seems to go right to our hearts
&quot;

!
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ments is so true. Yet, withal, we are not shut out from God. We are able to speak
we receive what we need, and much more and, above all,
to, and to hear him
we have the sweet, abiding sense of forgiveness, notwithstanding our inventions.&quot;
When we smart under chastisements or disappointments, we know that it is the fire
which burns up the hay, wood, and stubble a Father s dealings in compassion and
mercy. We willingly, we gladly take these chastisements, which now are to us
fresh pledges of our safety.
For safe, eternally safe, remains the foundation, and
;

;

&quot;

unclosed the way of access. O surely with all our heart do we accord
Jehovah our God, and worship at his holy hill ; for Jehovah our God is holy.&quot;
Edersheim.
:

Exalt
Alfred

&quot;

Verse 8.
The words of this verse have in them three remarkable particulars.
The behaviour of the men it speaks of, which is partly good, and partly evil.
The former verse saith,
They kept God s testimonies, and the ordinance that he gave
them ;
this insinuates (what was also expressed, ver. 6) that they used to call upon
God ; all this was very good. But withal they did sometimes some things amiss,
they had some inventions, by-paths, and steps awry, which, as they needed pardon,
so they occasionally incensed him so much against them that he would not let them
II. God s
escape altogether, without taking some vengeance for such untowardness.
1, in answering them, granting their suits and
graciousness in a double respect
2. In forgiving them, pardoning their failings and faults
supplications ordinarily.
evermore never dealing with them altogether according to their sins, but in the
midst of any offence of theirs, or judgment of his, remembering mercy. III. His
I.

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

holy justice, notwithstanding, taking vengeance on their inventions; chastening
them for some faults sometimes, and not letting them always go unpunished, how
faithful soever they were generally, or how gracious soever he was eternally.
Herbert Palmer (1601
a Sermon entitled
The Glass of God s Providence.&quot;
1647),

m

1644.
Verse

&quot;

8.

&quot;

Thou wast a God

that forgavest

&quot;

them,&quot;

literally

for

them

&quot;

;

on

did not destroy those for whom his devoted
servants pleaded, in the day of threatened vengeance. Their sins, indeed, he visited
with the rod of divine chastisement ; but their forfeited lives he spared in answer
John Morison.
to prayer.
Verse 8.
Thou .... forgavest them, though thou tookest vengeance of their in
ventions.&quot;
Because he loves the person, and hates only the sin ; therefore he pre
serves the one, destroys only the other.
This is all the fruit, to take away his sin.
The covenant that is made with us in Christ is not a covenant made with works,
but with persons
and therefore, though the works be often hateful, yet he goes
on to love the persons
and that he may continue to love them, destroys out of
them what he hates, but cutteth not them off. A member that is leprous or ulcerous,
a man loves it as it is
his own flesh,&quot; Eph. v. 29, though he loathes the corruption
and putrefaction that is in it ; and therefore he doth not presently cut it off, but
purgeth it daily, lays plasters to it to eat the corruption out whereas a wart or
even a wen that grows to a man s body, a man gets it cut off, for he doth not reckon

account of their intercessions.

God

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

:

it

as his flesh.

Verse

&quot;

Thomas Goodwin.
Thou tookest vengeance

It is not a light punish
of their inventions.&quot;
he takes on their inventions
to manifest that he
hates sin as sin, and not because the worst persons commit it. Perhaps, had a
profane man touched the ark, the hand of God had not so suddenly reached him.
But when Uzzah, a man zealous for him, as may be supposed by his care for the
support of the tottering ark, would step out of his place, he strikes him down for
his disobedient action, by the side of the ark, which he would indirectly (as not being
a Levite) sustain, 2 Sam. vi. 7.
Nor did our Saviour so sharply reprove the Pharisees,
and turn so short from them as he did from Peter, when he gave a carnal advice,
and contrary to that wherein was to be the greatest manifestation of God s holiness,
He calls him Satan, a name sharper than
viz., the death of Christ, Mat. xvi. 23.
the title of the devil s children, wherewith he marked the Pharisees, and given
(besides him) to none but Judas, who made a profession of love to him, and was
outwardly ranked in the number of his disciples. A gardener hates a weed the
more for being in the bed with the most precious flowers. Stephen Charnock.
Verse 8.
Thou tookest vengeance.&quot; Sometimes the sins of a people may be
such, that God will not pardon them as to temporal punishments
nay, not the
godly themselves. Even they may have been partakers with others in their sins,
or may have so provoked God themselves, and sinned in such a way as to cause
8.

ment, but a

&quot;

&quot;

vengeance,&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;
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concerned in honour to bring some ex
blasphemed
though he
emplary punishment upon them. So it was with David (2 Sam. xii.)
pardoned him as to the guilt of eternal death, saved his soul, and spared his life,
which was forfeited to divine justice for the murder of Uriah
yet the prophet
announced that sharp afflictions must come on him, the sword must never depart
his
and
child
from
the
house,&quot;
begotten in adultery must die, and his wives must
be given to his neighbours. So, in Psalm xcix. 8, it seems to be spoken of Moses
himself, and other godly among the Israelites who died in the wilderness, and were
not permitted to come into the land of promise, that
God forgave them,&quot; yet took
his

to be

;

so that he

is

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

John Collins ( 1687) in the Morning Exercises.
vengeance of their inventions.&quot;
It is remarkable, that in the preceding
Verse 8.
Vengeance of their inventions.&quot;
mention
is
made
of
verses
Moses, and Aaron, and Samuel in a way which seems
to imply that they were upon the Psalmist s mind when he uttered the declaration
These three persons, all eminent for their piety, were also conspicuous
of the text.
Moses
for having suffered the Divine displeasure on account of their failings.
angered the Lord at the waters of strife, and he is not suffered to enter the promised
land ; Aaron provoked the Divine anger by making the golden calf, and would
have been destroyed, had not Moses by fervent intercession turned away the anger
so Samuel placed his sons over Israel, who
of the Lord lest he should destroy him
walked not in his ways, and therefore God gave Israel a king, whose crimes caused
the prophet to go down with sorrow to the grave.
Stephen Bridge, 1852.
&quot;

;

HINTS TO PREACHERS.
I. The doctrine of divine sovereignty enunciated.
Verse 1.
II. The apprehension
of divine sovereignty demanded.
It ought to be spiritually apprehended.
God
wants to be King in the hearts of men. All mortals must tremble before the Immortal ;
III.
The
hinted
the
wicked.
accessories
of
at.
divine
especially
sovereignty
Sovereignty never forsakes the mercy-seat. Angels are represented on the mercyIV. The effect of divine sovereignty described.
seat, the ministers of sovereignty.
Men should be moved to fear and obey the King before whom angels bow. Men
be
seek
should
moved to
the mercy which angels study.
William Durban.
He sitteth between the cherubims,&quot; etc. I. Statement made where
Verse 1.
God dwells, on the mercy seat. To hear prayer, and confession, and to grant salva
II. Effect produced
Earth moved ; to admiration, to prayer, to sorrowful
tion.
E. G. Gange.
contrition, to draw near, etc.
I. God is great in Zion in himself, all his perfections are here, which
Verse 2.
cannot be said of creation, or of his Law, or of the heaven of angels. II. Great
III. Great in his glory
in his works of saving sinners which he cannot do elsewhere.
as displayed in redemption through his Son.
IV. Great in his love to his redeemed.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

G. R.

The Lord is great in Zion.&quot; I. In the condescension he displays
Verse 2.
Zion is his
rest.&quot;
II. In the glory he manifests
habitation,&quot; his
power
and glory are in the sanctuary, Ps. Ixiii. 2. III. In the assemblage he draws.
Every
one in Zion appeareth before God,&quot; Ps. Ixxxiv. 7. IV. In the blessings he imparts.
V. In the authority he exerts.
W. Jackson.
The terrors of the Lord, connected with holiness, and worthy of praise.
Verse 3.
I. Trace the process of the working of right principles through three
Verse 4.
Love, Establishment, Execution. II. Illustrate from God s character
stages
and action. III. Apply to national, and to daily, life. C. D.
Verse 5.
Exalt the Lord your God.&quot;
I. Why ?
For what he is to you. For
what he has done for you. For what he has told you. II. How ? In your affection.
In your pro
In your supplication.
In your meditation.
In your conversation.
In your consecration.
W. J.
fession.
In your expectation.
In your co-operation.
I. The loyal enthusiasm of worship, it exalts the Lord.
II. The humble
Veise 5.
diffidence of worship not aspiring to his exaltation, it kneels at his footstool.
III.
The good reason for worship.
He is holy.&quot; C. D.
Verses 6, 7.
I. Prayer offered.
Moses the prophet, Aaron the priest, Samuel
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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He answered them,&quot; he
They called,&quot; &c. II. Prayer answered.
III. Prayer vindicated.
&c.
They kept the other testimonies, &c. G. R.
The revelation of the cloud, or what God foreshadowed
Verse 7 (first clause).
I. That God was willing to commune with man.
2.
to Israel in the cloudy pillar.
That sinful man could not see God and live. 3. That God should become incarnate,
4. That he should be their shelter, protector, guide.
veiled in flesh as in the cloud.
5. That God manifest in the flesh should lead them to the Promised Land
Heaven.
the ruler,

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

spake,&quot;

C. D.

Verse 8.
Mercy and judgment, or the sea of glass mingled with fire. C. D.
Verse 8.
Observe, I. That God s vengeance for sin does not prevent his forgiveness
of sin
and, II. That God s forgiveness of sin does not prevent his taking vengeance.
Stephen Bridge.
The Lord our God.&quot; A very sweet topic will be found in the con
Verse 9.
In what respect is Jehovah ours ? and in what relations
sideration of the questions,
does he stand to his people ?
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

PSALM

C.

TITLE. A Psalm of Praise
or rather of thanksgiving.
This is the only Psalm
It is all ablaze with grateful adoration, and has for
bearing this precise inscription.
this reason been a great favourite with the people of God ever since it was written.
Let
us sing the Old Hundredth
is one of the everyday expressions of the Christian church,
and will be so while men exist whose hearts are loyal to the Great King. Nothing can
be more sublime this side heaven than the singing of this noble Psalm by a vast congrega
tion.
Watts paraphrase, beginning
Before Jehovah s awful throne,&quot; and the Scotch
All people that on earth do dwell,&quot; are both noble versions ; and even Tate and Brady
rise beyond themselves when they sing
With one consent let all the earth
To God their cheerful voices raise.&quot;
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

In

this divine lyric

we sing with gladness

the creating

power and goodness

of the Lord,

even as before with trembling we adored his holiness.

EXPOSITION.
a joyful noise unto the LORD, all ye lands.
TV/TAKE
***
2 Serve the LORD with gladness
come before his presence
:

with

singing.
it is he that hath made us and not
3 Know ye that the LORD he is God
we are his people, and the sheep of his pasture.
ourselves
4 Enter into his gates with thanksgiving, and into his courts with praise
be thankful unto him, and bless his name.
his mercy is everlasting
and his truth endureth
5 For the LORD is good
to all generations.
:

we

;

:

;

;

1.
Make a joyful noise unto the Lord, all ye lands.&quot; This is a repetition of the
fourth verse of Psalm xcviii. The original word signifies a glad shout, such as loyal
Our happy God should be
subjects give when their king appears among them.
a cheerful spirit is in keeping with his nature, his
worshipped by a happy people
and
the
for
his
mercies.
In every land
which
we
should
cherish
acts,
gratitude
Jehovah s goodness is seen, therefore in every land should he be praised. Never
will the world be in its proper condition till with one unanimous shout it adores the
only God. O ye nations, how long will ye blindly reject him ? Your golden age
will never arrive till ye with all your hearts revere him.
2.
Serve the Lord with gladness.&quot;
Glad homage pay with awful mirth.&quot;
He is our Lord, and therefore he is to be served he is our gracious Lord, and there
fore to be served with joy.
The invitation to worship here given is not a melancholy
one, as though adoration were a funeral solemnity, but a cheery, gladsome exhorta
Come before his presence
tion, as though we were bidden to a marriage feast.
with singing.&quot;
We ought in worship to realise the presence of God, and by an effort
of the mind to approach him.
This is an act which must to every rightly instructed
heart be one of great solemnity, but at the same time it must not be performed in
the servility of fear, and therefore we come before him, not with weepings and
wailings, but with Psalms and hymns.
Singing, as it is a joyful, and at the same
time a devout, exercise, should be a constant form of approach to God. The
measured, harmonious, hearty utterance of praise by a congregation of really devout
persons is not merely decorous but delightful, and is a fit anticipation of the worship
of heaven, where praise has absorbed prayer, and become the sole mode of adoration.
How a certain society of brethren can find it in their hearts to forbid singing in public
worship is a riddle which we cannot solve. We feel inclined to say with Dr. Watts
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

Let those refuse to sing

Who never knew our God
But favourites of the heavenly king
Must speak his praise abroad
;

&quot;
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Lord he is God.&quot; Our .worship must be intelligent. We
Man, know thyself,&quot; is a wise aphor
worship and why.
and it is very questionable whether
ism, yet to know our God is truer wisdom
a man can know himself until he knows his God. Jehovah is God in the fullest,
to know him in that
most absolute, and most exclusive sense, he is God alone
character and prove our knowledge by obedience, trust, submission, zeal, and love
is an attainment which only grace can bestow.
Only those who practically recognise
&quot;

3.

Know

ought to know

that

the

whom we

&quot;

;

;

his

Godhead are

us, and not we
live as if they

&quot;

at

It
to offer acceptable praise.
Shall not the creature reverence its

all likely

ourselves.&quot;

is

made
Some men

he that hath

Maker

?

made themselves they call themselves self-made men,&quot; and they
but Christians recognise the origin of their being
adore their supposed creators
and their well-being, and take no honour to themselves either for being, or for being
what they are. Neither in our first or second creation dare we put so much as a
To
finger upon the glory, for it is the sole right and property of the Almighty.
disclaim honour for ourselves is as necessary a part of true reverence as to ascribe
true
believer s
will for ever remain the
Non nobis, domine
glory to the Lord.
Of late philosophy has laboured hard to prove that all things have
confession.
if this
been developed from atoms, or have, in other words, made themselves
theory shall ever find believers, there will certainly remain no reason for accusing
the superstitious of credulity, for the amount of credence necessary to accept this
dogma of scepticism is a thousandfold greater than that which is required even
by an absurd belief in winking Madonnas, and smiling Bambinos. For our part,
we find it far more easy to believe that the Lord made us than that we were developed
by a long chain of natural selections from floating atoms which fashioned them
We are his people, and the sheep of his pasture.&quot; It is our honour to have
selves.
been chosen from all the world besides to be his own people, and our privilege to be
therefore guided by his wisdom, tended by his care, and fed by his bounty.
Sheep
gather around their shepherd and look up to him in the same manner let us gather
around the great Shepherd of mankind. The avowal of our relation to God is in
when we recount his goodness we are rendering to him the best adora
itself praise
our songs require none of the inventions of fictions, the bare facts are enough
tion
the simple narration of the mercies of the Lord is more astonishing than the pro
ductions of imagination. That we are the sheep of his pasture is a plain truth, and
at the same time the very essence of poetry.
Enter into his gates with thanksgiving.&quot; To the occurrence of the word
4.
In all our public service
thanksgiving in this place the Psalm probably owes its title.
it is like the incense of the temple,
which
the rendering of thanks must abound
filled the whole house with smoke.
Expiatory sacrifices are ended, but those of
are
of
as
we
receivers
we
must
be
out
of
date.
So
never
will
mercy
long
gratitude
let us praise that mercy.
be givers of thanks. Mercy permits us to enter his gates
What better subject for our thoughts in God s own house than the Lord of the house.
And into his courts with praise.&quot; Into whatever court of the Lord you may enter,
thanks be to God, the innermost court
let your admission be the subject of praise
it is in
is now open to believers, and we enter into that which is within the veil
Be
cumbent upon us that we acknowledge the high privilege by our songs.
Let the praise be in your heart as well as on your tongue, and
thankful unto him.&quot;
And bless his name.&quot; He blessed
let it all be for him to whom it all belongs.
Whatever he
bless his name, his character, his person.
you, bless him in return
bless him when he takes away as well as
does, be sure that you bless him for it
all
bless him
as
under
circumstances
him
as
bless
he
when
you live,
long
gives
in all his attributes, from whatever point of view you consider him.
For the Lord is good.&quot; This sums up his character and contains a mass
5.
&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

!

:

&quot;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

;

;

&quot;

He is good, gracious, kind, bountiful, loving ; yea, God is
of reasons for praise.
He who does not praise the good is not good himself. The kind of praise
love.
inculcated in the Psalm, viz. that of joy and gladness, is most fitly urged upon us
His mercy is everlasting.&quot; God is
by an argument from the goodness of God.
he has bowels of compassion, and wills not the
not mere justice, stern and cold
Towards his own people mercy is still more conspicuously displayed ;
sinner s death.
Ever
it has been theirs from all eternity, and shall be theirs world without end.
And his truth endureth to all
lasting mercy is a glorious theme for sacred song.
and
He
has
entered
is
No
fickle
he, promising
forgetting.
being
generations.&quot;
into covenant with his people, and he will never revoke it, nor alter the thing that
has gone out of his lips. As our fathers found him faithful, so will our sons, and
&quot;

:

&quot;
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A changeable God would be a terror to the righteous, they would
their seed for ever.
have no sure anchorage, and amid a changing world they would be driven to and
It were well if the truth of divine faithfulness
fro in perpetual fear of shipwreck.
it would overturn their belief in
were more fully remembered by some theologians
them a more consolatory system. Our heart
and
teach
the final fall of believers,
his word or changed his
who
broken
before
has
never
bow
as
we
One
for
joy
leaps
;

purpose.
&quot;

As well might he his being quit
As break his promise or forget.&quot;

Resting on his sure word, we feel that joy which is here commanded, and in the
strength of it we come into his presence even now, and speak good of his name.

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
A Psalm of
This is the only Psalm in the whole collection entitled
It is supposed to have received this appellation because peculiarly adapted,
Praise.&quot;
See
if not designed to be sung, when the sacrifices of thanksgiving were offered.
Lev. vii. 12. The Greeks think it was written by David, who here invites all the
world to join with the Israelites in the service of God, whose divine sovereignty he
Samuel Burder.
here recognises.
&quot;

Title.

Whole Psalm. If we are right in regarding Psalms xciii. xcix. as forming one
Jehovah is King,&quot;
continuous series, one great prophetic oratorio, whose title is
and through which there runs the same great idea, this Psalm may be regarded as
the doxology which closes the strain. We find lingering in it notes of the same
It breathes the same gladness
it is filled with the same hope,
great harmony.
that all nations shall bow down before Jehovah, and confess that he is God.
J. J. S. Perowne.
Whole Psalm. This Psalm contains a promise of Christianity, as winter at its
The trees are ready to bud, the flowers are
close contains the promise of spring.
just hidden by the light soil, the clouds are heavy with rain, the sun shines in his
only a genial wind from the south is wanted to give a new life to all
strength
The Speaker s Commentary,&quot; 1873.
things.
Whole Psalm. Luther would have immortalized his name had he done no more
than written the majestic air and harmony to which we are accustomed to sing
this Psalm, and which, when the mind is in a truly worshipping frame, seems to bring
heaven down to earth, and to raise earth to heaven, giving us anticipations of the
pure and sublime delights of that noble and general assembly in which saints and
Ingram Cobbin.
angels shall for ever celebrate the praises of God.
&quot;

;

;

&quot;

The first half of this verse is from Psalm ii. 11, only that instead of
Verse 2.
with fear,&quot; there, where the Psalmist has to do with fierce rebels, there is substituted
or joy.
F. W. Hengstenberg.
here
gladness
Serve the Lord with gladness.&quot;
It is a sign the oil of grace hath
Verse 2.
when the oil of gladness shines on the countenance.
been poured into the heart
Thomas Watson.
Cheerfulness credits religion.
It is our privilege to serve the Lord in all things.
Serve the Lord.&quot;
Verse 2.
and to enjoy the ex
It is ours to please the Lord in loosing the latchet of a shoe
his
therein.
The
servant of God is not serving at the same time
of
favour
pression
he has not been hired for occasional service
he abides in the
another master
he
service of his God, and cannot be about anything but his Master s business
eats, he drinks, he sleeps, he walks, he discourses, he findeth recreation, all by the
the
with
Serve
Lord
Can you bear to be waited
gladness.&quot;
way of serving God.
upon by a servant who goes moping and dejected to his every task ? You would
rather have no servant at all, than one who evidently finds your service cheerless
and irksome. George Bowen.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

Verse

&quot;

3.

Know

ye that the Lord he

is

God,&quot;

&c.

From

the reasons of this
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exhortation, learn, that such is our natural atheism, that we have need again and
again to be instructed, that the Lord is God ; of whom, and through whom, and for
whom are all things. David Dickson.

made us ... we

Now, the ground of God s
Accordingly, you may observe in
many scriptures, where the Lord s propriety is asserted, this, as the ground of it, is
Ps. Ixxxix. 11, 12, the heavens, the earth, the whole world, and all therein
annexed
Thou hast founded them.&quot; And so are all the regions and
is thine.
Why so ?
the world, northern and southern, western and eastern
for Tabor was
of
quarters
all are thine, for thou hast created them.
on the west and Hermon on the east
So sea and land, Ps. xcv. 5. As all things measured by time, so time itself, the
Thou hast made the light,&quot; i.e. the moon for
measure of all, Ps. Ixxiv. 16, 17.
the night and the sun for the day. He lays claim to all the climes of the earth, and
he made them. This will be more
the
on
this
account
of
seasons
all the
year,
evident and unquestionable, if we take notice of these particulars
He was not employed by any to make it for another,
1. He made all for himself.
but the Lord did employ
for in that case sometimes the maker is not the owner
himself in that great work, and for himself did he undertake and finish it. Prov. xvi.
&quot;

Verse

It is

3.

property in

all

he that
is

things

his creating of

all.

are

.

.

his.&quot;

.

:

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

:

;

4, Col.

i.

15, 16.

He made all things of nothing, either without any matter at all, or without
any but what himself had before made of nothing. A potter when he makes an
earthenware vessel, if the clay be not his own which he makes it of, he is not the
the form is his, the matter is
full owner of the vessel, though he formed it
but since the Lord made all of nothing, or of such matter as himself
another s
all
matter
and
all
is
had made,
form,
entirely.
wholly his,
There was none
3. He made all without the help or concurrence of any other.
that assisted him, or did in the least co-operate with him in the work of creation.
Those that assist and concur with another in the making of a thing may claim a
but here lies no such claim in this case, where the Lord alone did all,
share in it
2.

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

.

.

.

;

alone

made

He

all.

All

is

his only.

things in the same manner as he created, continues the being
same way as he gave it. He does it of himself, without other
support, without any assistant. All would fall into nothing in a moment, if he did
not every moment bear them up. So that all things on this account have still their
being from him every moment, and their well-being too, and all the means which
and therefore all are his own. David Clarkson.
conduce to it
It is he that hath made
The emperor Henry, while out hunting
Verse 3.
on the Lord s day called Quinquagesima, his companions being scattered, came un
and seeing a church hard by, he made
attended to the entrance of a certain wood
for it, and feigning himself to be a soldier, simply requested a mass of the priest.
Now that priest was a man of notable piety, but so deformed in person that he seemed
a monster rather than a man. When he had attentively considered him, the emperor
began to wonder exceedingly why God, from whom all beauty proceeds, should permit
But presently, when mass com
so deformed a man to administer his sacraments.
Know ye that the Lord he is God,&quot; which
menced, and they came to the passage,
was chanted by a boy, the priest rebuked the boy for singing negligently, and said
It is he that hath made us, and not we ourselves.&quot;
with a loud voice,
Struck by
these words, and believing the priest to be a prophet, the emperor raised him,
much against his will, to the archbishopric of Cologne, which see he adorned by his
devotion and excellent virtues. From
Roger of Wendover s ( 1237) Flowers of
4.

upholds

all

of all things in the

;

&quot;

us.&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

History.&quot;

It is he that hath made us ... we are his.
Verse 3.
Many a one has drawn
as for instance Melancthon when discon
balsamic consolation from these words
his
in
the
over
the
of
son
Dresden
on
12th July, 1559. But
sorrowful
body
solately
in
He made us and we are his,&quot; there is also a rich mine of comfort and of admoni
tion, for the Creator is also the Owner, his heart clings to his creature, and the crea
ture owes itself entirely to him, without whom it would not have had a being, and
would not continue in being. F. Delitzsch.
He that made
i.e. made us what we are, a people to himself
Verse 3.
It was not we that made our
as in Ps. xcv. 5, 1 Sam. xii. 6, and Deut. xxxii. 6.
He (and not we ourselves) made us his people,
selves his (compare Ezek. xxix. 3).
and the flock whom he feeds.&quot; Andrew A. Bonar.
is added, because any share, on the part of the church,
Verse 3.
Not we
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

us,&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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bestowed upon her, would weaken the testimony which

Godhead of the Lord. F. W. Hengslenberg.
what God is in himself, and what he is to you. Know
ye
mother
the
of
blind sacrifices will never
devotion, and of all obedience
ledge
Know it, i.e. consider and apply it, and then you will be
please a seeing God.
more close and constant, more inward and serious, in the worship of him. Let us
know, then, these seven things concerning the Lord Jehovah, with whom we have to
do in all the acts of religious worship.
1.
That the Lord he is God,&quot; the only living and true God
that he is a being
infinitely perfect, self-existent, and self-sufficient, and the fountain of all being.
2. That he is our Creator :
it is he that hath made us, and not we ourselves.&quot;
We
do not, we could not make ourselves
it is God s prerogative to be his own cause ;
our being is derived and depending. 3. That therefore he is our rightful owner.
The Masorites, by altering one letter in the Hebrew, read it, He made us, and his
we are,&quot; or, to him we belong.&quot; Put both the readings together, and we learn,
that because God
made us, and not we ourselves,&quot; therefore we are not our own,
but his. 4. That he is our sovereign Ruler.
We are his people,&quot; or subjects, and
he is our prince, our rector or governor, that gives laws to us as moral agents, and
5. That he is our bountiful Benefactor ;
will call us to an account for what we do.
we are not only his sheep whom he is entitled to, but the sheep of his pasture,&quot;
whom he takes care of. 6. That he is a God of infinite mercy and good (verse 5)
The Lord is good,&quot; and therefore doth good
his mercy is everlasting.&quot;
7.
That he is a God of inviolable truth and faithfulness
His truth endureth to all
generations,&quot; and no word of his shall fall to the ground as antiquated or revoked.
Verses 3,

&quot;

5.

Know

&quot;

is

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

Matthew Henry.
Verse 4.

&quot;

church open.

Enter into his gates ;
Francis Hill Tucker.

&quot;

for to the

most

guilty are the gates of his

Verse 4.
With thanksgiving.&quot; On the word min [the word used in Levit. vii.
12 for sacrifices of thanksgivings], Rabbi Menachen remarks
All sacrifices will be
abolished
but the sacrifice of thanksgiving will remain. George Phillips.
Verse 4.
The former part of this Psalm may have been chanted by the precentor
when the peace-offering was brought to the altar ; and this last verse may have
been the response, sung by the whole company of singers, at the moment when fire
was applied to the offering. Daniel Cresswell.
&quot;

:

;

Verse

&quot;

5.

His mercy

is

everlasting.&quot;

The

everlasting

unchangeable mercy

of God, is the first motive of our turning to him, and of our continuing stedfast in
his covenant, and it shall be the subject of unceasing praise in eternity.
As the
Lord is good, and his mercy everlasting, so the full perfection of these attributes
in a perfect state will call forth praise unwearied from hearts that never faint.

W. Wilson.

HINTS TO PREACHERS.
Whole Psalm. This is a bunch of the grapes of Eshcol. It is a taste of what
is still the promised land.
The Jewish church came to its perfection in the reign
of Solomon, but a greater than Solomon is here.
The perfection of the New Testa
ment church is here anticipated. This Psalm teaches, I. That there will be a joyful
state of the

and

all

whole world (verse

in those lands.

What

2.

1. To whom the address
1).
The subject of the address

is
&quot;

given

Make

to

&quot;

all

lands,&quot;

a Joyful

noise.&quot;

a doleful noise it has made
3. By whom the address is given, by him who
secures what he commands.
II. That this joyful state of the whole world will arise
from the enjoyment of the Divine Being (verse 2). 1. Men have long tried to be happy
without God. 2. They will find at last that their happiness is in God. The con
version of an individual in this respect is a type of the conversion of the world.
III.
That this enjoyment of God will arise from a new relation to him (verse 3). 1. Of
knowledge on our part he will be known as the Triune God, as a covenant God, as
the God of salvation as God. 2. Of rightful claim on his part; (1) by right of
creation
Ye were not a people.
He hath made us
(2) By right of redemption
!

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;
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but are now the people of

I have redeemed thee
thou art mine
God,&quot; &c.
by right of preservation&quot; We are the sheep,&quot; &c. IV. That this new relation
to God will endear to us the ordinances of his house (verse 4).
1. Of what the service will
and praise. 2. To whom it will be rendered. Enter into
consist
thanksgiving
his courts
be thankful unto him bless his name. V. That this service
his gates
will be perpetual ; begun on earth, continued in heaven.
This fact is founded
1. Upon essential goodness.
For the Lord is good.&quot; 2. Upon everlasting mercy.
His mercy,&quot; etc. 3. Upon immutable truth.
His truth,&quot; etc. G. R.
Serve the Lord with gladness,&quot; I. For he is the best of beings. 2.
Verse 2.
For his commandments are not grievous. 3. For he is your Saviour, as well as
Creator your friend, as well as Lord. 4. The angels, so much greater than yourself,
know no reason why they should not serve him with gladness. 5. In serving him
you serve yourself. 6. You make religion attractive. 7. You get fitness for heaven.
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

(3)

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

George Bo wen.
Verse 2 (first clause).
A true heart, I. Is humble serves. II. Is pious
serve
III. Is active
serves.
the Lord.&quot;
IV. Is consequently joyful
with gladness.&quot;
Verse 2 (first clause).
Serving the Lord with gladness.&quot; See
Spurgeon s
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Sermons,&quot;

No. 769.

Know ye that the Lord he is God.&quot; That you may be true amid
superstition, hopeful in contrition, persistent in supplication, unwearied in exertion,
calm in affliction, firm in temptation, bold in persecution, and happy in dissolu
W. J.
tion.
Verse 3.
We are his people.&quot;
have been twice born, as all his people
T
are.
love the society of his people.
e are looking unto Jesus like his people.
are separated from the world as his people.
experience the trials of his
the
of
his
people.
prefer
employment
people.
enjoy the privileges of his
J.
W.
people.
Verse 4.
Discourse of Thankfulness which is due to God for his benefits and
Sermon by Thomas Goodwin. Works, vol. ix., pp. 499 514. Nichol s
blessings.
Verse

&quot;

3.

We

&quot;

We

We

We

W

We
We

A

A

edition.
I. The privileges of access.
Verse 4.
II. The duty of thankfulness.
III. The
reasons for enjoying both.
I.
The inexhaustible fount the goodness of God. II. The everVerse 5.
III. The fathomless ocean
the truth of God.
flowing stream the mercy of God.
W. Durban.
O the depths
&quot;

&quot;

!

PSALM
TITLE.

own

A

Psalm

of David.

heart would compose

This

is just

when he was about

CI.
such a Psalm as the man after God s
become king in Israel. It is David

to

all over, straightforward, resolute, devout ; there is no trace of policy or vacillation,
the Lord has appointed him to be king, and he knows it, therefore he purposes in all
the Lord himself has chosen.
things to behave as becomes a monarch
If we call

whom

THE PSALM OF Pious RESOLUTIONS, we shall perhaps remember it all the more
readily.
After songs of praise a Psalm of practice not only makes variety, but comes
this

We never praise the Lord better than when we do those things which are
in most fittingly.
pleasing in his sight.
EXPOSITION.
unto thee, O LORD, will I sing.
a perfect way. O when wilt thou
come unto me ? I will walk within my house with a perfect heart.
I hate the work of them
3 I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes
it shall not cleave to me.
that turn aside
I will not know a wicked person.
4 A froward heart shall depart from me
him that
5 Whoso privily slandereth his neighbour, him will I cut off
hath an high look and a proud heart will not I suffer.
6 Mine eyes shall be upon the faithful of the land, that they may dwell
he that walketh in a perfect way, he shall serve me.
with me
he that telleth
7 He that worketh deceit shall not dwell within my house
lies shall not tarry in my sight.
that I may cut off all
8 I will early destroy all the wicked of the land
wicked doers from the city of the LORD.

I

WILL

sing of mercy and judgment
will behave myself wisely in
:

2 I

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

/ will sing of mercy and judgment.&quot;
He would extol both the love and
1.
the severity, the sweets and the bitters, which the Lord had mingled in his experience ;
he would admire the justice and the goodness of the Lord. Such a song would
fitly lead up to godly resolutions as to his own conduct, for that which we admire
in our superiors we naturally endeavour to imitate.
Mercy and judgment would
temper the administration of David, because he had adoringly perceived them in
in
s
his
God.
God
the dispensations of
Everything
dealings with us may fittingly
become the theme of song, and we have not viewed it aright until we feel we can
as
much
to
bless
the
Lord
for the judgment with which
about
it.
We
sing
ought
he chastens our sin, as for the mercy with which he forgives it ; there is as much
love in the blows of his hand as in the kisses of his mouth.
Upon a retrospect of
the comforts
their lives instructed saints scarcely know which to be most grateful for
or
the
afflictions
which
have
which have cheered them,
Unto thee,
purged them.
O Lord, will I sing.&quot; Jehovah shall have all our praise. The secondary agents of
either the mercy or the judgment must hold a very subordinate place in our memory,
and the Lord alone must be hymned by our heart. Our soul s sole worship must be
the lauding of the Lord. The Psalmist forsakes the minor key, which was soon
to rule him in the one hundred and second Psalm, and resolves that, come what
may, he will sing, and sing to the Lord too, whatever others might do.
2.
1 will behave myself wisely in a perfect way.&quot;
To be holy is to be wise ;
a perfect way is a wise way. David s resolve was excellent, but his practice did
he was not always wise or perfect, but it was well
not fully tally with it. Alas
that it was in his heart. A king had need be both sage and pure, and, if he be not
so in intent, when he comes to the throne, his after conduct will be a sad example
to his people.
He who does not even resolve to do well is likely to do very ill. House
holders, employers, and especially ministers, should pray for both wisdom and
O when wilt thou come unto me ?
an
holiness, for they will need them both.
He feels the need not merely of divine help,
ejaculation, but not an interruption.
239
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but also of the divine presence, that so he may be instructed, and sanctified, and
fit for the discharge of his high vocation.
David longed for a more special
effectual visitation from the Lord before he began his reign.
If God be with
us we shall neither err in judgment nor transgress in character
his presence brings
us both wisdom and holiness
away from God we are away from safety. Good
men are so sensible of infirmity that they cry for help from God, so full of prayer
that they cry at all seasons, so intense in their desires that they cry with sighs and
O when wilt thou come unto me ?
groanings which cannot be uttered, saying,
/ will walk within my house with a perfect heart.&quot;
Our
Piety must begin at home.
first duties are those within our own abode.
We must have a perfect heart at
home, or we cannot keep a perfect way abroad. Notice that these words are a part
of a song, and that there is no music like the harmony of a gracious life, no Psalm
so sweet as the daily practice of holiness.
Reader, how fares it with your family ?
Do you sing in the choir and sin in the chamber ? Are you a saint abroad and a
For shame
devil at home ?
What we are at home, that we are indeed. He
cannot be a good king whose palace is the haunt of vice, nor he a true saint whose
habitation is a scene of strife, nor he a faithful minister whose household dreads
his appearance at the fireside.
/ will set no wicked thing before mine eyes.&quot;
I will neither delight in it,
3.
aim at it, nor endure it. If I have wickedness brought before me by others I will
turn away from it, I will not gaze upon it with pleasure. The Psalmist is very
sweeping in his resolve, he declines the least, the most reputable, the most customary
form of evil no wicked thing not only shall it not dwell in his heart, but not even
before his eyes, for what fascinates the eye is very apt to gain admission into the
heart, even as Eve s apple first pleased her sight, and then prevailed over her mind
I hate the work of them that turn aside.&quot;
and hand.
He was warmly against it ;
he did not view it with indifference, but with utter scorn and abhorrence. Hatred
of sin is a good sentinel for the door of virtue.
There are persons in courts who
walk in a very crooked way, leaving the high road of integrity ; and these, by short
cuts, and twists, and turns, are often supposed to accomplish work for their masters
which simple honest hearts are not competent to undertake but David would not
employ such, he would pay no secret service money, he loathed the practices of men
who deviate from righteousness. He was of the same mind as the dying statesman
who said, Corruption wins not more than honesty.&quot; It is greatly to be deplored
that in after years he did not keep himself clear in this matter in every case, though,
but what would he have been ft he had not commenced with
in the main he did
this resolve, but had followed the usual crooked policy of Oriental princes ?
How
much do we all need divine keeping
We are no more perfect than David, nay,
we fall far short of him in many things and, like him, we shall find need to write
a Psalm of penitence very soon after our Psalm of good resolution.
It shall not
I will disown their ways, I will not imitate their policy
cleave to me.&quot;
like dirt it
may fall upon me, but I will wash it off, and never rest till I am rid of it. Sin, like
In
is
to
stick.
the
course
of
our
crooked
pitch,
very apt
family history
things will
turn up, for we are all imperfect, and some of those around us are far from being
what they should be it must, therefore, be one great object of our care to disentangle
this cannot
ourselves, to keep clear of transgression, and of all that comes of it
be done unless the Lord both comes to us, and abides with us evermore.
A froward heart shall depart from me.&quot; He refers both to himself and to
4.
those round about him
he would neither be crooked in heart himself, nor employ
if he found such in his court he would chase
persons of evil character in his house
them away. He who begins with his own heart begins at the fountain head, and is
not likely to tolerate evil companions. We cannot turn out of our family all whose
hearts are evil, but we can keep them out of our confidence, and let them see that
/ will not know a wicked person.&quot; He shall not
we do not approve of their ways.
be my intimate, my bosom friend. I must know him as a man, or I could not discern
his character
but if I know him to be wicked, I will not know him any further,
and with his evil I will have no communion.
To know in Scripture means more
than mere perception, it includes fellowship, and in that sense it is here used. Princes
must disown those who disown righteousness if they know the wicked they will
soon be known as wicked themselves.
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him will I cut off.&quot; He had known
so bitterly the miseries caused by slanderers that he intended to deal severely with
such vipers when he came into power, not to revenge his own ills, but to prevent
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5.

Whoso

privily slandereth his neighbour,
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To give one s neighbour a stab in the dark
others from suffering as he had done.
is one of the most atrocious of crimes, and cannot be too heartily reprobated, yet
such as are guilty of it often find patronage in high places, and are considered to be
men of penetration, trusty ones who have a keen eye, and take care to keep their
lords well posted up.
King David would lop the goodly tree of his state of all such
Him that hath an high look and a proud heart will not I suffer.&quot;
superfluous boughs,
Proud, domineering, supercilious gentlemen, who look down upon the poor as though
they were so many worms crawling in the earth beneath their feet, the Psalmist
could not bear. The sight of them made him suffer, and therefore he would not
Great men often affect aristocratic airs and haughty manners, David
suffer them.
therefore resolved that none should be great in his palace but those who had more
grace and more sense than to indulge in such abominable vanity. Proud men are
generally hard, and therefore very unfit for office ; persons of high looks provoke
enmity and discontent, and the fewer of such people about a court the better for
If all slanderers were now cut off, and all the proud banished,
the stability of a throne.
it is to be feared that the next census would declare a very sensible diminution of the
&quot;

population.
&quot;

Mine

eyes shall be upon the faithful of the land, that they may dwell with me.&quot;
them out, engage their services, take care of them, and promote
this is a noble occupation for a king, and one which will repay
them to
him infinitely better than listening to the soft nothings of flatterers. It would be
greatly for the profit of us all if we chose our servants rather by their piety than
he who gets a faithful servant gets a treasure, and he ought
by their cleverness
Those who are not faithful to God will
to do anything sooner than part with him.
not be likely to be faithful to men ; if we are faithful ourselves, we shall not care
us
cannot
about
who
the
truth or fulfil their promises ; we shall
to have those
speak
He
not be satisfied until all the members of our family are upright in character.
What I wish myself to be, that I
that walketh in a perfect way, he shall serve me.&quot;
servant to be. Employers are to a great degree responsible for their
desire
servants, and it is customary to blame a master if he retains in his service persons
of notorious character ; therefore, lest we become partakers of other men s sins, we
shall do well to decline the services of bad characters.
good master does well to
choose a good servant ; he may take a prodigal into his house for the sinner s good,
but if he consults his own he will look in another quarter. Wicked nurses have
great influence for evil over the minds of little children, and ungodly servants often
injure the morals of the older members of the family, and therefore great care should
be exercised that godly servants should be employed as far as possible. Even
irreligious men have the sense to perceive the value of Christian servants, and surely
their own Christian brethren ought not to have a lower appreciation of them.
He that worketh deceit shall not dwell within my house.&quot; He had power
7.
Deceit among most Orientals
to choose his courtiers, and he meant to exercise it.
is reckoned to be a virtue, and is only censured when it is not sufficiently cunning,
and therefore comes to be found out it was therefore all the more remarkable that
David should have so determinedly set his face against it. He could not tell what
a deceitful man might be doing, what plots he might be contriving, what mischief
he might be brewing, and therefore he resolved that he would at any rate keep him
out of his house, that his palace might not become a den of villainy. Cheats in the
He that
market are bad enough, but deceivers at our own table we cannot bear.
He would not have a liar within sight or
telleth lies shall not tarry in my sight.&quot;
and
creates
he loathed the mention of him. Grace makes men truthful,
hearing
If David would
in them an utter horror of everything approaching to falsehood.
not have a liar in his sight, much less will the Lord ; neither he that loves nor he
who makes a lie shall be admitted Into heaven. Liars are obnoxious enough on
the saints shall not be worried with them in another world.
earth
At the very outset of his
/ will early destroy all the wicked of the land.&quot;
8.
government he would promptly deal out justice to the worthless, he would leave
them no rest, but make them leave their wickedness or feel the lash of the law.
beareth not the sword in vain.&quot; To favour sin is to
The righteous magistrate
undue leniency to the bad is unkindness to the good. When
discourage virtue
till then
our Lord comes in judgment, this verse will be fulfilled on a large scale
he sinks the judge in the Saviour, and bids men leave their sins and find pardon.
to
the un
be
even
suffer
and
to
Under the gospel we also are bidden to
kind,
long,
but the office of the magistrate is of another kind, and he
thankful and the evil
6.
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must have a sterner eye to justice than would be proper in private persons. Is he
That I may cut off all wicked doers from the city
not to be a terror to evil doers ?
Jerusalem was to be a holy city, and the Psalmist meant to be doubly
of the Lord.&quot;
careful in purging it from ungodly men.
Judgment must begin at the house of
God. Jesus reserves his scourge of small cords for sinners inside the temple. Hovr
pure ought the church to be, and how diligently should all those who hold office
therein labour to keep out and chase out men of unclean lives.
Honourable offices
to trifle with them will bring our own souls into
involve serious responsibilities
calculation
the
souls
of
others.
come to us, that
and
Lord,
injure
beyond
guilt,
we, in our several positions in life, may walk before thee with perfect hearts.
&quot;

;

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
Psalm show that it was written at some
Three different times have been fixed upon
as respectively giving occasion for the solemn resolutions which are announced in
The first is supposed to be when David, immediately after the death of Saul,
it.
the second, when the whole
succeeded to the government of a part of the kingdom
kingdom was united under the dominion of David and the third, when he removed
to
of
Obededom
and
house
from
the
ark
the
Zion,
placed it in the vicinity of his
own abode. It is certainly of little importance which of these periods we select,
but the second verse of the Psalm has some appearance of relating to the last men
When wilt thou come to me ? which seems to
The Psalmist here says,
tioned.
intimate that when he was to have the symbols of God s presence so near to him,
he experienced a solemn sentiment respecting the holiness that was now more than
ever incumbent upon him a sentiment which induced him to form the sacred
purposes and resolutions which he has specified. These purposes relate to the
character of the persons whom he would select for his household, and those whom
he would employ in carrying on his government, which appeared to be more firmly
established by the divine condescension that was manifested to him, in having the
It was quite in agreement with
earthly residence of God placed so near to himself.
David s character to form purposes of more fervent and steadfast obedience, in pro
portion to the advantages and favours which the divine goodness bestowed upon
William Walford.
him.
The Householder s
Whole Psalm. This Psalm has been appropriately called
and assuredly if every master of a family would regulate his household
Psalm
be
far
there
would
a
rules
of
the
conscientious
Psalmist,
greater amount,
by these
not merely of domestic happiness and comfort, but of fulfilment of the serious and
David
responsible duties which devolve on the respective members of a household.
in some measure may be supposed to speak of the regulation of a royal court and
and of course with such we in our humbler sphere can have but little
household
in common
yet though there may not be the same duties and the same requirements,
same
the
principles should actuate all alike, and the same virtues that adorn
yet
the lowlier station may shed a radiance even on the highest. Barton Bonchier.
Whole Psalm. This is the Psalm which the old expositors used to designate
and an excellent mirror it is. It would mightily
The Mirror for Magistrates
accelerate the coming of the time when every nation shall be Christ s possession,
of
the
and every capital a
Citv
Lord,&quot; if all magistrates could be persuaded to
dress themselves by it every time they go forth to perform the functions of their
When Sir George Villiers became the favourite and prime minister
godlike office.
of King James, Lord Bacon, in a beautiful Letter of Advice, counselled him to take
In those the choice had
this Psalm for his rule in the promotion of courtiers.
need be of honest and faithful servants, as well as of comely outsides who can bow
the knee and kiss the hand. King David (Psalm ci. 6, 7) propounded a rule to himself
He was a wise and a good king and a wise and a
for the choice of his courtiers.
and if he find any to be
good king shall do well to follow such a good example
faulty, which perhaps cannot suddenly be discovered, let him take on him this
There shall no deceitful person dwell in my house.
resolution as King David did,
Whole Psalm.

remarkable period

The contents of
of David s life.
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would have been well both for the Philosopher and the Favourite if they had been
walk by this rule. William Binnie.
Life of Ernest the Pious
Whole Psalm. Eyring, in his
(Duke of Saxe-Gotha),
relates that he sent an unfaithful minister a copy of the 101st Psalm, and that it
He
became a proverb in the country when an official had done anything wrong
F. Delitzsch.
will certainly soon receive the prince s Psalm to read.
Whole Psalm. The 101st Psalm was one beloved by the noblest of Russian
and by the gentlest of English reformers, Nicholas
princes, Vladimir Monomachos
But it was its first leap into life that has carried it so far into the future.
Ridley.
It

careful to

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

a stern exclusiveness, of a noble intolerance, not against theological
error, not against uncourtly manners, not against political insubordination, but
against the proud heart, the high look, the secret slanderer, the deceitful worker,
the teller of lies. These are the outlaws from king David s court ; these are the
rebels and heretics whom he would not suffer to dwell in his house or tarry in his
Lectures on the History of the Jewish Church,&quot;
Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, in
sight.
It is full of

&quot;

1870.

Whole Psalm. Such a hymn of praise as the grand doxology of Psalm xcix.
could not die away without an echo. Accordingly Psalm c. may be regarded as
forming the chorus of the church, and this as taking up and applying that part of
the doxology which celebrated the present manifestation of the
King in his beauty.&quot;
Alfred Edersheim.
Whole Psalm. Mr. Fox reports that Bishop Ridley often read and expounded
Thomas
this Psalm to his household, hiring them with money to get it by heart.
The Morning Exercises.&quot;
Lye, in
&quot;

&quot;

Verse

&quot;

1.

/ will

;

thou bestowest mercies upon me or if thou bringest
O Lord, will I sing my hymn for all. Chaldee

If

sing.&quot;

any judgment upon me

;

before thee,

Paraphrase.
The manner of expression imports a cordial resolution
/ will sing.&quot;
Verse 1.
there is twice / will in the text. The manner of
heart and will are engaged in it
I cannot sing of merit ;
but I will sing
expression imports a humble resolution
To sing of mercy must be a
of mercy, and through mercy I will sing of mercy.
sinner
a
miserable
is
a
word
and to sing
towards
humble song, for mercy
melting
of judgment must be a humble song, for judgment in every sense is an awful word.
The manner of the expression imports a skilful harper, a dexterous musician, even
he knew what should be the subject of the song, and he says,
in a spiritual sense
and he knew what should be the object of
I will sing of mercy and judgment
To thee, O Lord, I will
the song, or to whom it should be sung, and therefore says,
I will
be
the
he knew who should
do it ; he
singer, and therefore says,
sing
knew what should be the manner; and therefore says, I will sing of mercy and
I
It
is
before
the
Lord
he
will
to
O
resolves
to sing,
Lord,
thee,
sing.&quot;
judgment
and so is it a song to the praise
as he did before the ark, which was a type of Christ
The manner of the expression imports a firm, fixed, and constant
of God in Christ.
I will sing, I will sing.&quot;
so the redoubling of it seems to import ;
resolution
He
exercise
of singing should not go down, but be his continual trade,
had a mind this
I will sing on earth and I will sing in heaven
I will sing
I will sing, I will sing
in time and I will sing in eternity.
And, indeed, all on whom the spirit of praise
David had heard
and gratitude is poured out resolve never to give over singing.
and therefore not
once, yea, twice, that mercy as well as power belongs to the Lord
only once, but twice in a breath he resolves to sing unto the Lord. The word hath
I will sing of mercy, I will sing of judg
a great deal of elegancy and emphasis in it
ment O, I will sing, O Lord, I will sing and I will sing unto thee. Ralph Erskine.
Verse 1.
This song of the sweet singer of Israel is peculiar to earth
they do
not sing of
they do not sing of
judgment&quot; in heaven, for there is no sin there
mercy in hell, for there is no propitiation for sin there. Time was when the song
was not heard even on earth for in Paradise man walked in innocence, and walking
in innocence he walked in the light of his Father s face.
Hugh Stowcll, 1856.
/ will sing of mercy and judgment.&quot;
It comes all to this, as if the
Verse 1.
I will sing of merciful judgments
for judgment is mercy,
Psalmist should say,
I will sing of mercy
as it is the matter of the song
or, to take them separately,
and so I will sing of my blinks
mercies, and, I will sing of mercy in judgment
I will sing both of my cloudy and my clear day
both of my
and of my showers
ups and downs. Ralph Erskine.
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Verse 1.
Mercy and judgment.&quot; As the badge of the ship S. Paul sailed in was
Castor and Pollux, twin brothers, so the badge of this Psalm is Mercy and Judgment,
inseparable companions ; of whom it may be said, as our prophet sometimes spake
of Saul and Jonathan,
They were lovely and pleasant in their lives, and in their
deaths they were not divided.&quot; These are the two brightest stars in the firmament
the two fairest flowers, and choicest jewels in the imperial crown ; like
of majesty
the carnation and the lily, the ruby and the sapphire, or the carbuncle and the dia
mond, yielding a mutual and interchangeable lustre each to other. They resemble
not unfitly the two supporters of the king s arms, or the two seraphim stretching out
their golden wings over the propitiatory, or the white and red rose in the same
escutcheon.
read that Solomon set up two goodly pillars in the porch of the temple, the
one called Jachin, the other Boaz, which signify stability and strength : such pillars
The throne of the King is borne up by them,
of the state are mercy and judgment.
as Solomon s was with lions of ivory on each side.
Therefore, as in one place it is
the throne is established by justice
said that
(Prov. xvi. 12) ; so in another that it is
justice being as the bones and sinews in the body
upheld by mercy (Prov. xx. 28)
They are the two hands of action,
politic, and mercy as the veins and arteries.
the two eyes of virtue, and the two wings of honour. And as the eyes, if they be
rightly set, do both look one way ; so do mercy and judgment, however in the appre
hension of the vulgar they seem to look contrary ways. And as the treble and the
bass accord best in music ; so do they in managing the commonwealth. Wherefore
David promiseth to make them both sound tunable in his song without jar or dis
/ will sing of mercy and judgment.&quot;.
.
cord
As mercy is here set in the first place ; so shall the sentence of mercy and absolu
at
is a laudable custom of princes, at
the
last
And
it
tion be first pronounced
day.
their first entrance to their kingdoms, to shew mercy, by hearing the mourning of
the prisoner, and delivering the children of death, by loosing the bands of wickedness,
by taking off the heavy burdens, by letting the oppressed go free, and by breaking
every yoke of former extortions. Thus, our prophet himself, as soon as the crown
was settled on his head, made inquiry if there remained yet alive any of the house
O how fair a thing is this mercy
of Saul, on whom he might shew mercy (2 Sam. ix.).
It is like a cloud of rain that cometh in the
in the time of anguish and trouble
time of drought. But this mercy, here spoken of in the first part of our prophet s
song, stretcheth further unfolding itself in clemency, in courtesy, and in compassion.
In clemency, by pardoning malefactors ; in compassion, by relieving the afflicted ;
in courtesy, towards all.
George Hakewill, or Hakewell, 1579-1649.
Verse 1.
Mercy and judgment.&quot; What is the history of every poor sinner,
from
the
as
a
brand
fire, and brought to heaven in peace at last, but a history
plucked
of
Judgment first awakes to terror and to fear mercy
mercy and judgment ?
meets the poor, trembling, returning prodigal, and falls on his neck, and kisses, and
Then, through all his chequered course, God hems up his way with judg
forgives.
ment, that he may not wander, and yet brightens his path with mercy, that he may
not faint. Is there a child of God that can look into the varied record of his heart
or of his outward history, and not see goodness and severity, severity and goodness,
tracking him all his journey through ? Has he ever had a cup so bitter that he could
There is no mercy here ? Has he ever had a lot so bright that he could say,
say,
There is no chastisement or correction here ? Has he ever had any bad tidings,
and there have been no good tidings set over against them to relieve them ? Has
he ever had a sky so dark that he could see in it no star, or a cloud so unchequered that
te could trace no rainbow of promise there ?
What a beautifully woven web of judgment and mercy does every man s secret
history, in his way through the wilderness of life to the land of promise, present
and how good, and how wholesome, and how kindly, and how gracious is this blessed
How do we need the judgment, to keep us humble and watch
intermingling of both
ful and pure and how do we need the mercy, to keep us hopeful, and to nerve our
efforts, and to stir our hearts, and to sustain us in patience, amid life s battle and
Oh, how good it is for us, that we should
struggle, and disappointment and vexation
thus, therefore, have the rod and staff together the rod to chasten, and the staff
to solace and sustain
How good it is for us, that we should have to sing of mercy
and judgment ! And yet, what is judgment itself, but mercy with a sterner aspect ?
And what are the chidings of judgment, but the sterner tones of the voice of a Father s
all things
that
work together for good
love ? For even judgment is one of the
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called according to his

purpose.&quot;

Stowell.

Mercy and judgment.&quot; God intermixeth mercy with affliction he.
there was no night so dark, but Israel
steeps his sword of justice in the oil of mercy
had a pillar of fire in it there is no condition so dismal, but we may see a pillar of
be
there is mercy
fire to give light.
If the body
in pain, conscience is in peace,
there is mercy.
In the ark there was a rod and
affliction is for the prevention of sin,
a pot of manna, the emblem of a Christian s condition, mercy interlined with judg
ment. Thomas Watson.
&quot;

Verse

1.

:

;

;

:

The first thing he vows touching himself,
Verse 2.
/ will behave myself wisely.&quot;
not wise contemplation, but wise
wise behaviour ; prudence, not sapience
It is not wise thoughts, or wise speaking, or wise writing, or wise gesture
action.
and countenance, will serve the turn, but wise behaviour ; the former are graceful,
but the other needful. For as the apostle saith of godliness,
Having a show of
so certainly there are those who in point
godliness, but denying the power thereof
of wisdom and sufficiency that do little or nothing thoroughly, but magno conatu nugas,
they make much ado about small matters ; using all the perspectives of shifting they
can devise to make an empty superficies seem a body that hath depth and bulk.
George Hakewill.
Verse 2.
/ will walk.&quot;
Walking is a word often used in Holy Scripture, and
especially by our prophet in this book of the Psalms ; yet more often figuratively
than properly. It shall not be amiss, then, out of the property and nature of it, to
consider the duties included and implied in it. The natural acts of it, then, are
three ; motion, progress, and moderation. As it includes motion, so is it opposed to
lying, or standing, or sitting ; as it includes progress in motion, so is it opposed to
jumping or capering up and down in the same place ; as it includes moderation in a
progressive motion, so is it opposed to violent running.
George Hakewill.
/ will walk within my house.&quot;
Verse 2.
Much, though not all of the power of
It is in vain to talk of holiness if we can bring no letters
godliness, lies within doors.
testimonial from our holy walking with our relations.
Oh, it is sad when they that
have reason to know us best, by their daily converse with us, do speak least for our
Few so impudent as to come naked into the streets if men have any
godliness
But
thing to cover their naughtiness they will put it on when they come abroad.
what art thou within doors ? What care and conscience to discharge thy duty to
thy near relations ? He is a bad husband that hath money to spend among company
abroad, but none to lay in provisions to keep his family at home. And can he be
a good Christian that spends all his religion abroad, and leaves none for his nearest
relations at home ? that is, a great zealot among strangers and little or nothing of
God comes from him in his family ? Yea, it were well if some that gain the reputation
of Christians abroad, did not fall short of others that pretend not to profession in
those moral duties which they should perform to their relations. There are some
who are great strangers to profession, who yet are loving and kind in their way to
What kind of professors then are they who are dogged and currish
their wives.
to the wife of their bosom ? who by their tyrannical lording it over them embitter
their spirit, and make them cover the Lord s altar with tears and weeping ?
There
are wives to be found that are not clamorous, peevish and froward to their husbands,
who yet are far from a true work of grace in their hearts do they then walk as
becomes holiness who trouble the whole house with their violent passions ? There
are servants who from the authority of a natural conscience, are kept from railing
and reviling language, when reproved by their masters, and shall not grace keep pace
with nature ? Holy David knew very well how near this part of a saint s duty lies to
the very heart of godliness and therefore, when he makes his solemn vow to walk
holily before God, he instanceth this, as one stage wherein he might eminently
/ will walk within my house with a perfect
discover the graciousness of his spirit ;
&quot;

is

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

!

:

;

;

&quot;

William Gurnall.
Within my house.&quot;
Verse 2.
It is easier for most men to walk with a perfect
heart in the church, or even in the world, than in their own families. How many are
as meek as lambs among others, when at home they are wasps or tigers.
Adam Clarke.
Within my house with a perfect heart.&quot; Even in our best directed
Verse 2.
as
as
well
in private families, cultivation is still in a great measure
establishments,
confined to intellect alone
and the direct exercise and training of the moral and
and
sentiments
are rarely thought of as essential to their fuH
affections
religious
heart.&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;
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and vigorous development.

Moral precepts are, no doubt, offered in abundance;
but these address themselves chiefly to the intellect. We must not be satisfied
Be kind, just, and affectionate,&quot; when perhaps at the
with merely exclaiming,
very moment we are counteracting the effect of the advice by our own opposite con
duct.
She told me not to
said Guy Rivers in speaking of his mother,
and
she set me the example herself by frequently deceiving my father, and teaching me
to disobey and deceive him.&quot;
Conduct like this is more common in real life than is
supposed, although generally less flagrant in degree. Parents and teachers indeed
too often forget that the sentiments feel and do not reason, and that, consequently,
even a stupid child may, by the instinctive operation of its moral nature at once
detect and revolt at the immorality of practices, the true character of which its
reason is unable to penetrate or expose.
It is one of the most effectual methods
of cultivating and exciting the moral sentiments in children, to set before them the
manifestations of these in our habitual conduct.
What kind of moral duties does the parent encourage, who, recommending
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

lie,&quot;

.

.

.

kindness, openness, and justice, tricks the child into the confession of a fault, and
then basely punishes it, having previously promised forgiveness ? And how is open
ness best encouraged by practising it in conduct, or by neglecting it in practice,
and prescribing it in words ? Is it to be cultivated by thrusting suspicions in the
face of honest intentions ? And how is justice to be cultivated by a guardian who
speaks about it, recommends it, and in practice charges each of four pupils the whole
fare of a hackney-coach ?
Or what kind of moral education is that which says,
Do as I bid you, and I will give you sweetmeats or money, or I will tell your
mama how good you were,&quot; holding out the lowest and most selfish propensities as
Did space permit, I might indeed pursue the whole
the motives to moral conduct ?
round of moral and religious duties, and ask similar questions at each. But it is
needless.
These examples will suffice ; and I give them, not as applicable generally
either to parents or teachers, but simply as individual instances from among both,
which have come within the sphere of my own knowledge, and which bear directly
The Principles of Physi
upon the principle under discussion. Andrew Combe, in
1836.
ology,&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

Verse 3.
Wicked thing.&quot; The original hath it, if we will render it word for
I will set no word of Belial before mine eyes.&quot;
But word is figuratively there
word,
put for thing ; as likewise Ps. xli. 8 and so is it. rendered both by Montanus in the
and
in
the
text
Junius
in
his
comment upon this Psalm, he
;
howbeit,
by
margin,
precisely follows the original, applying it against sycophants and flatterers, the
mice and moths of court. George Hakewill.
/ hate the work of them that turn aside.&quot;
Verse 3.
Mr. Schultens hath shown
in his commentary on Prov. vii. 25 that rraip hath a much stronger and more signi
ficant meaning than that of mere turning aside ; and that it is used of an unruly
and when applied to a
horse, that champs upon the bit through his fiery impatience
bad man, denotes one impatient of all restraint, of unbridled passions, and that is
and
in
the
of
them, trampling on all the
headstrong
ungovernable
gratification
Such as these are the deserved objects of the
obligations of religion and virtue.
hatred of all good men, whose criminal deviations and presumptuous crimes they
none of which shall cleave to them ;
detest
they will not harbour the love of, or
inclination to them, nor habitually commit them, nor encourage the practice of them.
Persons of this character are too frequently about the courts of princes, but it is
their honour and interest, as far as ever they can, to discountenance them.
Samuel
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

Chandler.
Verse

// shall not cleave to me.&quot;
A bird may light upon a man s house,
choose whether she shall nestle or breed there, or no
and the devil
or his instruments may represent a wicked object to a man s sight
but he may
choose whether he will entertain or embrace it or no. For a man to set wicked
things before his eyes is nothing else but to sin of set purpose, to set himself to sin,
or to sell himself to sin, as Ahab did, 1 Kings xxi.
George Hakewill.
// shall not cleave to me.&quot;
A wicked plan or purpose is thus repre
Verse 3.
sented as having a tendency to fasten itself on a man, or to &quot;stick to him
as pitch
Albert Barnes.
or wax, or a burr does.

but he

&quot;

3.

may

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Verse 4.
twist together,

A

froward

heart.&quot;

The

original sense of

Jp$

and denotes, when applied to men, persons

is torsit, contorsit, to
of a perverse, subtle
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disposition, that can twist and twine themselves into all manner of shapes, and who
have no truth and honour to be depended on. Samuel Chandler.
A froivard heart.&quot; By which I understand from-wardness
Verse 4.
giving way to sudden impulses of anger, or quick conception, and casting it forth
hi words or deeds of impetuous violence.
Thomas Chalmers.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Privily slandereth
literally, he that tongueth his neighbour secretly.
is properly,
him I cannot,&quot; i.e., cannot live with, cannot bear
about me, as the same verb is used in Isai. i. 13. Henry Cowles.
Him that hath an high look.&quot; Pride will sit and show itself in the
Verse 5.
man is seen what he is in oculis, in poculis, in loculis (in
eyes as soon as anywhere.
See Proverbs vi. 17. John
his eyes, his cups, and his resorts) say the Rabbins.
&quot;

Verse 5.
Will I not

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

suffer,&quot;

&quot;

A

Trap p.
Verse

&quot;

5.

Proud

broad, or wide, or large

From

heart.&quot;

;

irn latus

or dilafatus

and being applied to the heart or

est, is

soul,

the noun irn here,
notes largeness of

it

Henry Hammond.

desires.

Detraction, ambition, and avarice are three weeds which spring and
The Psalmist declareth his resolution to under
them for the benefit of his people, that Israelites
might not be harassed by informers, or repressed by insolent and rapacious ministers.
Shall we imagine these vices less odious in the eyes of that King whose character
was composed of humility and charity ; or will Christ admit those tempers into
the court of heaven, which David determined to exclude from his court upon earth ?
George Home.
Verses 5
10.
Perfect, as prophetic of Christ, is the delineation of his associates
the evil-doers
the slanderers, and the proud found
and disciples. The perverse
no bond of union
no fellowship with him. There were no common principles
a gulph
between them. There was
interposed, as in the parable, which they
could not pass ; and what they saw of Christ, they beheld only from a distance.
Nor even now, as then, can the deceitful dwell in Christ s house
his holy
lies be established
by his love and favour. They must
temple ; nor the man of
renounce their vices before they can be admitted to his covenant
however
or,
they may claim communion with him, he in return can have no sympathy with
Willi am Hill Tucker.
them.
Verse

5.

flourish in the rich soil of a court.
take the difficult task of eradicating

;

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

Mine eyes shall be upon the faithful.&quot; There is an eye of search, and
Verse 6.
an eye of favour : the one is for the seeking and finding them out, that they may serve
the other for countenancing of their persons, and rewarding of their service.
George
&quot;

;

Hakewill.
Verse 6.

Mine eyes shall be upon the faithful of the land,&quot; etc. Christ s eyes are
faithful persons, or faithful ministers of the word, who preach the Gospel faith
fully, administer the ordinances truly, are faithful to the souls of men in watching
over them, reproving and exhorting them ; his eyes are upon them to keep and
preserve them, and to honour and reward them with a crown of life that fadeth not
away. His eyes are also on faithful members of churches, such who truly believe in
him, who hold fast the faithful word, and keep close to his worship and ordinances ;
his eyes are upon them, to show favour to them, to bestow blessings upon them,
That they
and to protect and defend them, and to preserve them from perishing
may dwell with me ; or, sit with me ; at his table, or at the council-board, or in
and
assist
him
in
the
affairs
of
so
such
as
are
faithful
shall
;
government
judgment,
dwell with Christ both here and hereafter ; they dwell in him and with him by faith,
and have communion with him ; they dwell in his house below, and shall dwell with
him above for evermore. John Gill.
He that walketh in a perfect way, he shall serve me.&quot; Art thou a godly
Verse 6.
master ? When thou takest a servant into thy house, choose for God as well as
Remember there is a work for God to be done by thy servant as well as by
thyself.
and shall he be fit for thy turn that is not for God s ? Thou desirest the
thyself
&quot;

upon

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

in hand, dost thou not ?
And what ground
hast thou, from the promise, to hope that the work should prosper in his hand that
The ploughing of the wicked is sin,&quot; Prov. xxi. 4.
sins all the while he is doing of it ?
A godly servant is a greater blessing than we think on. He can work, and set God
Gen. xxiv. 12,
O Lord God of my master
on work also, for his master s good
Abraham, I pray thee, send me good speed this day, and she\v kindness unto my

work should prosper thy servant takes
&quot;

&quot;

:
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And

sure he did his master as much service by his prayer as by his pru
dence in that journey. If you were but to plant an orchard, you would get the
There is more loss in a
best fruit trees, and not cumber your ground with crabs.
graceless servant in the house than a fruitless tree in the orchard.
Holy David
s
he
was
at
Saul
the
mischief
of
while
court,
observed,
having wicked and ungodly
for
such
was
that
with
that
David
servants,
unhappy king compassed,
compares
his court to the profane and barbarous heathens
among whom there was scarce
Woe is me, that I sojourn in Mesech,
more wickedness to be found Ps. cxx. 5.
that is, among those who were as prodigiously
that I dwell in the tents of Kedar
wicked as any there. And no doubt but this made this gracious man in his banish
before
he
came
the
to
ment,
crown, having seen the evil of a disordered house, to
resolve what he would do when God should make him the head of such a royal family.
He that worketh deceit shall not dwell within my house : he that telleth lies shall not
He instanceth those sins, not as if he would spend all his zeal
tarry in my sight.&quot;
against these, but because he had observed them principally to abound in Saul s
which
he
had
suffered so much, as you may perceive by Psalm cxx.
court, by
William Gurnall.
master.&quot;

,

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

Verse 8.
That I may cut off all wicked doers from the city of the Lord.&quot; As
the kingdom of David was only a faint image of the kingdom of Christ, we ought
to set Christ before our view
who, although he may bear with many hypocrites, yet
as he will be the judge of the world, will at length call them all to an account, and
the
from
the
And if it seems to us that he tarries too long, we
sheep
goats.
separate
should think of that morning which will suddenly dawn, that all filthiness being
purged away, true purity may shine forth. John Calvin.
Verse 8.
From some incidental notices of Scripture (2 Sam. xv.
Early.&quot;
2
Ps. ci. 8 ; Jer. xxi. 12), it has been inferred that judges ordinarily held their
In a climate like that of Palestine, such a custom would
sessions in the morning.
be natural and convenient.
It is doubtful, however, whether this passage expresses
anything more than the promptness and zeal which a righteous judge exercises
E. P. Barrows, in
Biblical Geography and Antiquities.&quot;
in the discharge of his duty.
to destroy all the wicked of the land,&quot; and to
cut off all
Verse 8. The holy vow
wicked doers from the city of the Lord,&quot; must begin at our own hearts as his sanctuary,
the temple of the Holy Ghost.
Alfred Edersheim.
&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

HINTS TO PREACHERS.
Whole Psalm.

This is a Psalm of wills and shalls. There are nine wills and
Resolutions should be made, 1. With deliberation
five shalls.
not, therefore,
If the Lord will,&quot; etc.
3. With
upon trifling matters. 2. With reservation.
dependence upon divine strength for their fulfilment. G. R.
I. The sweet work that is resolved
Verse I.
upon is to sing.&quot; II. The sweet
7 will sing.&quot;
III. The sweet subject
singer that thus resolves, namely, David,
and
of the song,
IV.
The
sweet
mercy
judgment.&quot;
object of this praise, and the
Unto thee,
manner in which he would sing it
I
will
Lord,
Ralph Erskine.
sing.&quot;
Verse 1.
What there is in mercy that affords ground of singing. I. The freeness
and undeservedness of mercy. II. The unexpectedness of mercy. When I was
when I was expecting nothing but wrath, I got a
expecting a frown I got a smile
instead of a stroke of vengeance, I got a view of glory.
III. The
glance of love
seasonableness of mercy is a ground of singing grace to help in time of need.
IV.
The greatness and riches of mercy make the recipients thereof sing. V. The sweet
ness of mercy makes them sing.
VI. The sureness and firmness of mercy make them
The sure mercies of David.&quot; From Ralph Erskine s Sermon, entitled
The
sing
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

Militant s Song.&quot;
Verse I.
I. The different conditions of the righteous

man

in this life.

Not

all

judgment, but mercy and judgment. II. His one duty and privilege
in reference to them
I will sing,&quot; etc.
1. Because they are both from God.
2.
Because they are both from love. 3. Because they are both for present good. 4.
Because they are both preparative for the heavenly rest. G. R.

mercy, nor a

l

&quot;

:
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Verses 1, 2.
The blending of song with holy living. The bell of praise and the
of holy fruitfulness should both adorn the Lord s priests.
To behave wisely,&quot; etc.
I. The end desired
Verse 2.
consistency of con
When wilt thou come,&quot; etc. ; only when God
II. The means employed
duct.
III. The test proposed
Within my house,&quot;
is with us we walk in a perfect way.
where I am most myself and am best known. G. R.
Verse 2.
The wisdom of holiness. 1. In selecting our sphere of duty. 2. In
3. In managing others according to their
timing, arranging, and balancing duties.
5. In administering rebuke,
4.
In avoiding disputes with adversaries.
tempers.
the blending of the serpent with the dove.
giving alms, rendering advice, etc.
Verse 2.
O when wilt thou come unto me ? A devout ejaculation. I. Revealing
II. His intense
the Psalmist s need of the divine presence in order to holiness.
IV. His thorough appreciation of the con
III. His full expectation.
longing.

pomegranate

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

descending

&quot;

visit.

Home piety. Its duty, excellence, influence, sphere, and
Verse 2 (last clause).
reward. Note also the change of heart and firmness of purpose necessary to it.
I. The sight of wickedness is to be avoided
I will set no wicked
Verse 3.
I hate,&quot; etc.
II. When seen it is to be loathed
III. When felt
thing,&quot; etc.
It may touch me, but
it shall not cleave to me.&quot;
it is to be repudiated.
Verse 4.
The need of extreme care in the choice of our intimates.
The detestable nature of slander, hurting three persons at once
Verse 5.
the speaker, hearer, and person slandered.
The duty of believers who are wealthy to encourage and employ persons
Verse 6.
ef pious character.
Verse 8. The work of the great King when he comes in judgment.
&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

PSALM

CII.

a patriot s lament over his country s distress. He arrays him
nation as in a garment of sackcloth, and casts her dust and ashes
and causes of his sorrow. He has his own private woes
upon
and personal enemies, he is moreover sore afflicted in body by sickness, but the miseries
of his people cause him a far more bitter anguish, and this he pours out in an earnest,
Not, however, without hope does the patriot mourn ; he has faith
pathetic lamentation.
in God, and looks for the resurrection of the nation through the omnipotent favour of the
Lord ; this causes him to walk among the ruins of Jerusalem, and to say with hopeful
No, Zion, thou shall never perish.
Thy sun is not set for ever ; brighter days
spirit,
It is in vain to enquire into the precise point of Israel s history
are in store for thec.&quot;
which thus stirred a patriot s soul, for many a time was the land oppressed, and at
any of her sad seasons this song and prayer would have been a most natural and appro

SUBJECT.

This

is

self in the griefs of his

his head as the ensigns

&quot;

priate utterance.

TITLE. A prayer of the afflicted, when he is overwhelmed, and poureth out his
This Psalm is a prayer far more in spirit than in words.
complaint before the LORD.
The formal petitions are few, but a strong stream of supplication runs from beginning
to end, and like an under-current, finds its way heavenward through the moanings of
grief and confessions of faith which make up the major part of the Psalm. It is a prayer
a sufferer,&quot; and it bears the marks of its parentage ; as it is
of the afflicted, or of
his mother bore him with sorrow,&quot; so may we say of this Psalm ;
recorded of Jabez, that
yet as Rachel s Bcnoni, or child of sorrow, was also her Benjamin, or son of her right
It is
hand, so is this Psalm as eminently expressive of consolation as of desolation.
scarcely correct to call it a penitential Psalm, for the sorrow of it is rather of one suffering
It
has
its
own
and
it
is
not
the
same
as
that
than sinning.
bitterness,
of the Fifty-first.
The sufferer is afflicted more for others than for himself, more for Zion and the house of
he is overwhelmed, or sorely troubled, and
the Lord, than for his own house.
The best of men are not always able to stem the torrent of sorrow. Even
depressed.
when Jesus is on board, the vessel may fill with water and begin to sink. And poureth
When a cup is overwhelmed or turned bottom over,
out his complaint before the LORD.
all that is in it is naturally poured out ; great trouble removes the heart from all reserve,
and causes the soul to flow out without restraint ; it is well when that which is in the
soul is such as may be poured out in the presence of God, and this is only the case where
the heart has been renewed by divine grace.
The word rendered
has in
complaint
it none of the idea of fault-finding or repining, but should rather be rendered
moaning*
&quot;

&quot;

When

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

the expression of pain, not of rebellion.
To help the memory we will call this Psalm THE PATRIOT S PLAINT.
In the first part of the Psalm, from 1 11, the moaning monopolizes
DIVISION.
The second portion,
every verse, the lamentation is unceasing, sorrow rules the hour.
from 12 28, has a vision of better things, a view of the gracious Lord, and his eternal
his
and
it
is
existence and care for
people,
therefore
interspersed with sunlight as well

as shaded by the cloud, and it ends up right gloriously with calm confidence for the future,
and sweet restfulness in the Lord. The whole composition may be compared to a day
which, opening with wind and rain, clears up at noon and is warm with the sun, con
tinues fine, with intervening showers, and finally closes with a brilliant sunset.

EXPOSITION.

O

I_TEAR my
* -*

LORD, and let my cry come unto thee.
prayer,
Hide not thy face from me in the day when I am in trouble
incline thine ear unto me in the day when I call answer me speedily.
3 For my days are consumed like smoke, and my bones are burned as an
2

;

:

hearth.

4

My

heart

is

smitten, and withered like grass

;

so that

I

forget to eat

my

bread.
5

By

reason of the voice of

my

groaning
260

my

bones cleave to

my

skin.
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I am like an owl of the desert.
I am like a pelican of the wilderness
7 I watch, and am as a sparrow alone upon the house top.
and they that are mad against
8 Mine enemies reproach me all the day
me are sworn against me.
9 For I have eaten ashes like bread, and mingled my drink with weeping.
for thou hast lifted me
10 Because of thine indignation and thy wrath

6

:

:

:

up,

and cast me down.

I am withered like grass.
Sincere suppliants are not
content with praying for praying s sake, they desire really to reach the ear and heart
It is a great relief in time of distress to acquaint others with our
of the great God.
trouble, we are eased by their hearing our lamentations, but it is the sweetest solace
That he is such
of all to have God himself as a sympathizing listener to our plaint.
It would be the direst of all our woes if
is no dream or fiction, but an assured fact.
is
neither
that
with
God
there
convinced
be
we could
hearing nor answer
indisputably
ing ; he who could argue us into so dreary a belief would do us no better service than
Better die than be denied the mercy-seat.
if he had read us our death-warrants.
And let
As well be atheists at once as believe in an unhearing, unfeeling God.
my cry come unto thee.&quot; When sorrow rises to such a height that words become
a
into
then
the
heart
and
is
intensified
too weak a medium of expression,
cry,
prayer
If our cries do not enter within
is even more urgent to have audience with the Lord.
the veil, and reach to the living God, we may as well cease from prayer at once, for
it is idle to cry to the winds
but, blessed be God, the philosophy which suggests
such a hideous idea is disproved by the facts of everyday experience, since thousands
of the saints can declare,
Verily, God hath heard us.&quot;
Hide not thy face from me in the day when I am in trouble.&quot; Do not seem as
2.
Smile now at any rate. Reserve
if thou didst not see me, or wouldst not own me.
thy frowns for other times when I can bear them better, if, indeed, I can ever bear
Incline
them but now in my heavy distress, favour me with looks of compassion.
Bow thy greatness to my weakness. If because of sin thy face
thine ear unto me.&quot;
ear
if
I may
is turned away, at least let me have a side view of thee, lend me thine
not see thine eye. Turn thyself to me again if my sin has turned thee away, give
In the day when I call answer me speedily.&quot;
to thine ear an inclination to my prayers.
Because the case is urgent, and my soul little able to wait.
may ask to have
answers to prayer as soon as possible, but we may not complain of the Lord if he should
have permission to request and to use importunity,
think it more wise to delay.
but no right to dictate or to be petulant. If it be important that the deliverance
we
are
at
should arrive
once,
quite right in making an early time a point of our en
treaty, for God is as willing to grant us a favour now as to-morrow, and he is not
It is a proverb concerning favours from human
slack concerning his promise.
he gives twice who gives quickly,&quot; because a gift is enhanced in value
hands, that
and we may be sure that our heavenly
by arriving in a time of urgent necessity
Patron will grant us the best gifts in the best manner, granting us grace to help
heels of our prayers they are all the
the
When
answers
come
need.
time
of
in
upon

My days are like a shadow

11

&quot;

1.

Hear my prayer,

that declineth

Lord.&quot;

;

and

Or O JEHOVAH.

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

We

We

&quot;

;

striking, more consoling, and more encouraging.
In these two verses the Psalmist has gathered up a variety of expressions all
in them all he entreats an audience and answer of the Lord,
to the same effect
and the whole may be regarded as a sort of preface to the prayer which follows.
are
consumed like smoke.&quot; My grief has made life unsubstantial
For my days
3.
to me, I seem to be but a puff of vapour which has nothing in it, and is soon dissipated.
The metaphor is very admirably chosen, for, to the unhappy, life seems not merely
to be frail, but to be surrounded by so much that is darkening, defiling, blinding,
and depressing, that, sitting down in despair, they compare themselves to men
wandering in a dense fog, and themselves so dried up thereby that they are little
When our days have neither light of joy nor fire of
better than pillars of smoke.
energy in them, but become as a smoking flax which dies out ignobly in darkness,
then have we cause enough to appeal to the Lord that he would not utterly quench
And my bones are burned as an hearth.&quot; He became as dry as the hearth
us.
on which a wood fire has burned out, or as spent ashes in which scarcely a trace of
His soul was ready to be blown away as smoke, and his body
fire can be found.
seemed likely to remain as the bare hearth when the last comforting ember is

more

;

&quot;

&quot;
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How

often has our piety appeared to us to be in this condition I We
quenched.
have had to question its reality, and fear that it never was anything more than a
smoke ; we have had the most convincing evidence of its weakness, for we could
not derive even the smallest comfort from it, any more than a chilled traveller cam
derive from the cold hearth on which a fire had burned long ago. Soul-trouble
experienced in our own heart will help us to interpret the language here employed ;
and church-troubles may help us also, if unhappily we have been called to endure
them. The Psalmist was moved to grief by a view of national calamities, and these
so wrought upon his patriotic soul that he was wasted with anxiety, his spirits were
dried up, and his very life was ready to expire. There is hope for any country which
owns such a son ; no nation can die while true hearts are ready to die for it.
heart is smitten,&quot; like a plant parched by the fierce heat of a tropical
4.
and withered like grass,&quot; which dries up when once the scythe has laid it low.
sun,
The Psalmist s heart was as a wilted, withered flower, a burned up mass of what
once was verdure. His energy, beauty, freshness, and joy, were utterly gone,
So that I forget to eat my bread,&quot; or
through the wasting influence of his anguish.
because I forget to eat my bread.&quot; Grief often destroys the appetite, and the
neglect of food tends further to injure the constitution and create a yet deeper sinking
As the smitten ilower no longer drinks in the dew, or draws up nutriment
of spirit.
from the soil, so a heart parched with intense grief often refuses consolation for
itself and nourishment for the bodily frame, and descends at a doubly rapid rate
into weakness, despondency, and dismay.
The case here described is by no means
rare, we have frequently met with individuals so disordered by sorrow that their
has
failed
them
even upon such pressing matters as their meals, and we
memory
must confess that we have passed through the same condition ourselves. One sharp
has
filled
the
the mind, and driven everything else into the
soul,
monopolized
pang
background, so that such common matters as eating and drinking have been utterly
despised, and the appointed hours of refreshment have gone by unheeded, leaving
no manifest faintness of body, but an increased weariness of heart.
5.
By reason of the voice of my groaning my bones cleave to my skin.&quot; He became
emaciated with sorrow. He had groaned himself down to a living skeleton, and
so in his bodily appearance was the more like the smoke-dried, withered, burnt-up
It will be a very long time
things to which he had previously compared himself.
before the distresses of the church of God make some Christians shrivel into anato
mies, but this good man was so moved with sympathy for Zion s ills that he was
wasted down to skin and bone.
/ am like a pelican of the wilderness,&quot; a mournful and even hideous object,
6.
/ am like an owl of the desert ;
the very image of desolation.
loving solitude,
moping among ruins, hooting discordantly. The Psalmist likens himself to two
birds which were commonly used as emblems of gloom and wretchedness ; on other
occasions he had been as the eagle, but the griefs of his people had pulled him down,
the brightness was gone from his eye, and the beauty from his person ; he seemed
to himself to be as a melancholy bird sitting among the fallen palaces and prostrate
temples of his native land. Should not we also lament when the ways of Zion mourn
and her strength languishes ? Were there more of this holy sorrow we should soon
see the Lord returning to build up his church.
It is ill for men to be playing the
peacock with worldly pride when the ills of the times should make them as mournful
as the pelican ; and it is a terrible thing to see men flocking like vultures to devour
the prey of a decaying church, when they ought rather to be lamenting among her
ruins like the owl.
/ watch, and am like a sparrow alone upon the house top :
7.
I keep a solitary
vigil as the lone sentry of my nation
my fellows are too selfish, too careless to care
for the beloved land, and so like a bird which sits alone on the house top, I keep up
a sad watch over my country.
The Psalmist compared himself to a bird, a bird when
it has lost its mate or its young, or is for some other reason made to mope alone in
a solitary place.
Probably he did not refer to the cheerful sparrow of our own land,
but if he did, the illustration would not be out of place, for the sparrow is happy
in company, and if it were alone, the sole one of its species in the neighbourhood,
there can be little doubt that it would become very miserable, and sit and pine away.
He who has felt himself to be so weak and inconsiderable as to have no more power
over his times than a sparrow over a city, has also, when bowed down with despond
ency concerning the evils of the age, sat himself down in utter wretchedness to lament
the ills which he could not heal.
Christians of an earnest, watchful kind often find
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even in the church they
themselves among those who have no sympathy with them
then do they persevere in their prayers and labours,
look in vain for kindred spirits
but feel themselves to be as lonely as the poor bird which looks from the ridge of the
roof, and meets with no friendly greeting from any of its kind.
Mine enemies reproach me all the day.&quot; Their rage was unrelenting and
8.
unceasing, and vented itself in taunts and insults, the Psalmist s patriotism and
his griefs were both made the subjects of their sport.
Pointing to the sad estate
Where is your God ? and exult over him be
of his people they would ask him,
cause their false gods were in the ascendant. Reproach cuts like a razor, and when
it is continued from hour to hour, and repeated all the day and every day, it makes
And they that are mad against me are sworn against me.&quot;
life itself undesirable.
They were so furious that they bound themselves by oath to destroy him, and used
his name as their usual execration, a word to curse by, the synonym of abhorrence
and contempt. What with inward sorrows and outward persecutions he was in as
111 a plight as may well be conceived.
For / have eaten ashes like bread.&quot; He had so frequently cast ashes upon
9.
his head in token of mourning, that they had mixed with his ordinary food, and
his teeth when he ate his daily bread.
One while he forgot to eat,
between
grated
and then the fit changed, and he ate with such a hunger that even ashes were de
And mingled my drink with weeping.&quot;
voured. Grief has strange moods and tenses.
His drink became as nauseous as his meat, for copious showers of tears had made
This is a telling description of all-saturating, all-embittering sadness,
It brackish.
and this was the portion of one of the best of men, and that for no fault of his own,
but because of his love to the Lord s people. If we, too, are called to mourn, let us
not be amazed by the fiery trial as though some strange thing had happened unto
us.
Both in meat and drink we have sinned it is not therefore wonderful if in both
;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

we

are

made

to

mourn.

Because of thine indignation and thy wrath : for thou hast lifted me up and
10.
sense of the divine wrath which hud been manifested in the over
ast me down.&quot;
of the chosen nation and their sad captivity h-d the Psalmist into the greatest
He felt like a sere leaf caught up by a hurricane and carried right away,
distress.
or the spray of the sea which is dashed upwards that it may be scattered and dis
solved.
Our translation gives the idea of a vessel uplifted in order that it may be
&quot;

A

throw

dashed to the earth with all the greater violence and the more completely broken
in pieces ; or to change the figure, it reminds us of a wrestler whom his opponent
catches up that he may give him a more desperate fall. The first interpretation
which we have given is, however, more fully in accordance with the original, and
sets forth the utter helplessness which the writer felt, and the sense of overpowering
terror which bore him along in a rush of tumultuous grief which he could not with
stand.
11.
My days are like a shadow that declintth.&quot; His days were but a shadow
at best, but now they seem to be like a shadow which was passing away.
A shadowis unsubstantial enough, how feeble a thing must a declining shadow be ?
No
And I am withered
expression could more forcibly set forth his extreme feebleness.
like grass.&quot;
He was like grass, blasted by a parching wind, or cut down with a scythe,
and then left to be dried up by the burning heat of the sun. There are times when
through depression of spirit a man feels as if all life were gone from him, and existence
kad become merely a breathing death. Heart-break has a marvellously withering
influence over our entire system
our flesh at its best is but as grass, and when it is
wounded with sharp sorrows, its beauty fades, and it becomes a shrivelled, dried,
&quot;

&quot;

;

mncomely thing.
12 But thou,

O

LORD, shalt endure

for ever

;

and thy remembrance unto

all

generations.
for the time to favour
13 Thou shalt arise, and have mercy upon Zion
her, yea, the set time, is come.
14 For thy servants take pleasure in her stones, and favour the dust
:

thereof.

15 So the heathen shall fear the name of the LORD, and all the kings of
the earth thy glory.
16 When the LORD shall build up Zion, he shall appear in his glory.
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17 He will regard the prayer of the destitute, and not despise their prayer.
1 8 This shall be written for the generation to come
and the people which
shall be created shall praise the LORD.
from
19 For he hath looked down from the height of his sanctuary
heaven did the LORD behold the earth
to loose those that are appointed
20 To hear the groaning of the prisoner
:

;

;

;

to death

21
22

;

To

name of the LORD in Zion, and his praise in Jerusalem
the people are gathered together, and the kingdoms, to serve

declare the

When

;

the LORD.

he shortened my days.
23 He weakened my strength in the way
24 I said, O my God, take me not away in the midst of my days
thy
years are throughout all generations.
and the heavens
25 Of old hast thou laid the foundation of the earth
are the work of thy hands.
26 They shall perish, but thou shalt endure
yea, all of them shall wax
as a vesture shalt thou change them, and they shall be
old like a garment
;

:

:

:

;

changed
27 But thou
:

art the same, and thy years shall have no end.
28 The children of thy servants shall continue, and their seed shall be

established before thee.
12.
Now the writer s mind is turned away from his personal and relative troubles
to the true source of all consolation, namely, the Lord himself, and his gracious pur
But thou,
I perish,
Lord, shalt endure for ever.&quot;
poses towards his own people.
nation has become almost extinct, but thou art altogether un
but thou wilt not,
The
the
to
has
shalt
sit
word sit,&quot;
thou, Jehovah,
eternity
changed.
original
that is to say, thou reignest on, thy throne is still secure even when thy chosen city
lies in ruins, and thy peculiar people are carried into captivity.
The sovereignty of
God in all things is an unfailing ground for consolation ; he rules and reigns what
ever happens, and therefore all is well.
&quot;

my

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

Firm as

his throne his promise stands.

And he can well secure,
What I ve committed to his

hands,

Till the decisive hour.

Men will forget me, but as for thee,
thy remembrance unto all generations.&quot;
God, the constant tokens of thy presence will keep the race of man in mind of thee
from age to age. What God is now he always will be, that which our forefathers
told us of the Lord we find to be true at this present time, and what our experience
enables us to record will be confirmed by our children and their children s children.
All things else are vanishing like smoke, and withering like grass, but over all the one
eternal, immutable light shines on, and will shine on when all these shadows have
&quot;

And

O

declined into nothingness.

Thou shalt arise, and have mercy upon Zion.&quot; He firmly believed and
13.
boldly prophesied that apparent inaction on God s part would turn to effective work
Others
ing.
might remain sluggish in the matter, but the Lord would most surely
bestir himself.
Zion had been chosen of old, highly favoured, gloriously inhabited,
and wondrously preserved, and therefore by the memory of her past mercies it was
certain that mercy would again be showed to her.
God will not always leave his
church in a low condition ; he may for a while hide himself from her in chastisement,
to make her see her nakedness and poverty apart from himself, but in love he must
return to her, and stand up in her defence, to work her welfare.
For the time to
Divine decree has appointed a season for
favour her, yea, the set time, is come.&quot;
There
blessing the church, and when that period has arrived, blessed she shall be.
was an appointed time for the Jews in Babylon, and when the weeks were fulfilled,
no bolts nor bars could longer imprison the ransomed of the Lord. When the time
came for the walls to rise stone by stone, no Tobiah or Sanballat could stay the
&quot;

&quot;
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work, for the Lord himself had arisen, and who can restrain the hand of the Almighty ?
When God s own time is come, neither Rome, nor the devil, nor persecutors, nor
It Is God s
atheists, can prevent the kingdom of Christ from extending its bounds.
he must arise
he will do it, but he has his own appointed season ;
work to do it,
;
and meanwhile we must, with holy anxiety and believing expectation, wait upon him.
For thy servants take pleasure in her stones, and favour the dust thereof.&quot;
14.
They delight in her so greatly that even her rubbish is dear to them. It was a good
omen for Jerusalem when the captives began to feel a home-sickness, and began to
We may expect the modern Jews to be restored to their own land
sigh after her.
when the love of their country begins to sway them, and casts out the love of gain.
To the church of God no token can be more full of hope than to see the members there
of deeply interested in all that concerns her no prosperity is likely to rest upon a church
when carelessness about ordinances, enterprises, and services is manifest but when
even the least and lowest matter connected with the Lord s work is carefully attended
The poorest church
to, we may be sure that the set time to favour Zion is come.
member, the most grievous backslider, the most ignorant convert, should be precious
in our sight, because forming a part, although possibly a very feeble part, of the new
If we do not care about the prosperity of the church to which we belong,
Jerusalem.
need we wonder if the blessing of the Lord is withheld ?
So the heathen shall fear the name of the Lord.&quot; Mercy within the church is
15.
soon perceived by those without. When a candle is lit in the house, it shines through
the window. When Zion rejoices in her God, the heathen begin to reverence his
And
name, for they hear of the wonders of his power, and are impressed thereby.
The restoration of Jerusalem was a marvel
all the kings of the earth thy glory.&quot;
among the princes who heard of it, and its ultimate resurrection in days yet to come
A church quickened by divine power is so
will be one of the prodigies of history.
striking an object in current history that it cannot escape notice, rulers cannot ignore
and
from
forces
the great ones of the earth a recognition
the
affects
it
Legislature,
it,
Oh that we might see in our day such a revival of religion
of the divine working.
that our senators and princes might be compelled to pay homage to the Lord, and
own his glorious grace. This cannot be till the saints are better edified, and more
Internal pros
fully builded together for an habitation of God through the Spirit.
perity is the true source of the church s external influence.
16.
When the Lord shall build up Zion, he shall appear in his glory.&quot; As kings
display their skill and power and wealth in the erection of their capitals, so would
the Lord reveal the splendour of his attributes in the restoration of Zion, and so will
he now glorify himself in the edification of his church. Never is the Lord more
honourable in the eyes of his saints than when he prospers the church. To add con
verts to her, to train these for holy service, to instruct, illuminate, and sanctify the
brotherhood, to bind all together in the bonds of Christian love, and to fill the whole
body with the energy of the Holy Spirit this is to build up Zion. Other builders
do but puff her up, and their wood, hay, and stubble come to an end almost as
but what the Lord builds is surely and well done,
rapidly as it was heaped together
and redounds to his glory. Truly, when we see the church in a low state, and mark
the folly, helplessness, and indifference of those who profess to be her builders ; and,
on the other hand, the energy, craft, and influence of those opposed to her, we are
fully prepared to own that it will be a glorious work of omnipotent grace should
she ever rise to her pristine grandeur and purity.
He will regard the prayer of the destitute.&quot; Only the poorest of the people
17.
were left to sigh and cry among the ruins of the beloved city as for the rest, they were
strangers in a strange land, and far away from the holy place, yet the prayers of the
captives and the forlorn offscourings of the land would be heard of the Lord, who does
not hear men because of the amount of money they possess, or the breadth of the acres
which they call their own, but in mercy listens most readily to the cry of the greatest
And not despise their prayer.&quot; When great kings are building their palaces
need.
it is not reasonable to expect them to turn aside and listen to every beggar who
pleads with them, yet when the Lord builds up Zion, and appears in his robes of glory,
he makes a point of listening to every petition of the poor and needy. He will not
treat their pleas with contempt ; he will incline his ear to hear, his heart to consider,
and his hand to help. What comfort is here for those who account themselves to be
their abject want is here met with a most condescending promise.
utterly destitute
It is worth while to be destitute to be thus assured of the divine regard.
This shall be written for the generation to come.&quot; A note shall be made of it,
18.
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for there will be destitute ones in future generations,
the poor shall never cease
out of the land,&quot; and it will make glad their eyes to read the story of the Lord s
the
in
former
times.
to
of
divine
kindness
needy
mercy
Registers
ought to be made
and preserved : we write down in history the calamities of nations, wars, famines,
pestilences, and earthquakes are recorded ; how much rather then should we set
Those who have in their own souls
up memorials of the Lord s lovingkindnesses
endured spiritual destitution, and have been delivered out of it, cannot forget it ;
tell
of
are
bound
to
others
and
it,
they
especially to instruct their children in the
goodness of the Lord. &quot;And the people which shall be created shall praise the Lord.&quot;
The Psalmist here intends to say that the rebuilding of Jerusalem would be a fact
in history for which the Lord would be praised from age to age.
Revivals of religion
not only cause great joy to those who are immediately concerned in them, but they
give encouragement and delight to the people of God long after, and are indeed
perpetual incentives to adoration throughout the church of God. This verse teaches
us that we ought to have an eye to posterity, and especially should we endeavour to
perpetuate the memory of God s love to his church and to his poor people, so that
young people as they grow up may know that the Lord God of their fathers is good
and full of compassion. Sad as the Psalmist was when he wrote the dreary portions
of this complaint, he was not so absorbed in his own sorrow, or so distracted by the
national calamity, as to forget the claims of coming generations ; this, indeed, is a
clear proof that he was not without hope for his people, for he who is making arrange
ments for the good of a future generation has not yet despaired of his nation. The
praise of God should be the great object of all that we do, and to secure him a revenue
of glory both from the present and the future is the noblest aim of intelligent beings.
For he hath looked down from the height o/ his sanctuary,&quot; or leaned trom
19, 20.
the high place of his holiness,&quot;
from heaven did the Lord behold the earth,&quot; looking
out like a watcher from his tower. What was the object of this leaning from the
this intent gaze upon the race of men ?
The answer
battlements of heaven ?
the Lord does not look upon mankind to note their
is full of astounding mercy
to hear the groaning of the
grandees, and observe the doings of their nobles, but
prisoner ; to loose those that are appointed to death.&quot; Now the groans of those in prison
so far from being musical are very horrible to hear, yet God bends to hear them
those who are bound for death are usually ill company, yet Jehovah deigns to stoop
from his greatness to relieve their extreme distress and break their chains. This he
does by providential rescues, by restoring health to the dying, and by finding food
for the famishing ; and spiritually this need of grace is accomplished by sovereign
grace, which delivers us by pardon from the sentence of sin, and by the sweetness of
the promise from the deadly despair which a sense of sin had created within us.
Well may those of us praise the Lord who were once the children of death, but are now
brought into the glorious liberty of the children of God. The Jews in captivity were
in Hainan s time appointed to death, but their God found away of escape for them,
and they joyfully kept the feast of Purim in memorial thereof ; let all souls that have
been set free from the crafty malice of the old dragon with even greater gratitude
magnify the Lord of infinite compassion.
To declare the name of the Lord in Zion, and his praise in Jerusalem.&quot; Great
21.
mercy displayed to those greatly in need of it, is the plainest method of revealing the
Actions speak more loudly than words ; deeds of grace
attributes of the Most High.
&quot;

!

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Why
:

&quot;

:

&quot;

are a revelation even more impressive than the most tender promises. Jerusalem
restored, the church re-edified, desponding souls encouraged, and all other manifesta
tions of Jehovah s power to bless, are so many manifestoes and proclamations put up
upon the walls of Zion to publish the character and glory of the great God. Every
day s experience should be to us a new gazette of love, a court circular from heaven,
We are bound to inform our fellow
a daily despatch from the headquarters of grace.
Christians of all this, making them helpers in our praise, as they hear of the goodness

which we have experienced. While God s mercies speak so eloquently, we ought
not to be dumb. To communicate to others what God has done for us personally
and for the church at large is so evidently our duty, that we ought not to need urging
to fulfil it.
God has ever an eye to the glory of his grace in all that he does, and
we ought not wilfully to defraud him of the revenue of his praise.
22.
When the people are gathered together, and the kingdoms, to serve the Lord.&quot;
The great work of restoring ruined Zion is to be spoken of in those golden ages when
the heathen nations shall be converted unto God
even those glorious times will
not be able to despise that grand event, which, like the passage of Israel through the
&quot;

;
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never be eclipsed and never cease to awaken the enthusiasm of the
chosen people.
Happy will the day be when all nations shall unite in the sole
worship of Jehovah, then shall the histories of the olden times be read with adoring
wonder, and the hand of the Lord shall be seen as having ever rested upon the sacra
mental host of his elect
then shall shouts of exulting praise ascend to heaven it
Sea, will

:

of him who loosed the captives, delivered the condemned, raised up the
desolations of ages, and made out of stones and rubbish a temple for his worship.
23.
He weakened my strength in the way.&quot; Here the Psalmist comes down again
to the mournful string, and pours forth his personal complaint.
His sorrow had cast
down his spirit, and even caused weakness in his bodily frame, so that he was like a
He
pilgrim who limped along the road, and was ready to lie down and die.
shortened my days.&quot;
Though he had bright hopes for Jerusalem, he feared that he
should have departed this life long before those visions had become realities ; he felt
that he was pining away and would be a shortlived man. Perhaps this may be our
lot, and it will materially help us to be content with it, if we are persuaded that
the grandest of all interests is safe, and the good old cause secure in the hands of the

honour

&quot;

&quot;

Lord.
/ said,
24.
my God, take me not away in the midst of my days.&quot; He betook
himself to prayer. What better remedy is there for heart-sickness and depression ?
may lawfully ask for recovery from sickness and may hope to be heard. Good
men should not dread death, but they are not forbidden to love life for many
reasons the man who has the best hope of heaven, may nevertheless think it desirable
to continue here a little longer, for the sake of his family, his work, the church of God,
and even the glory of God itself. Some read the passage, Take me not up,&quot; let me
not ascend like disappearing smoke, do not whirl me away like Elijah in a chariot of
fire, for as yet I have only seen half my days, and that a sorrowful half
give me to
live till the blustering morning shall have softened into a bright afternoon of happier
existence.
let
Thy years are throughout all generations.&quot; Thou livest, Lord
me live also. A fulness of existence is with thee, let me partake therein. Note the
contrast between himself pining and ready to expire, and his God living on in the ful
ness of strength for ever and ever
this contrast is full of consolatory power to the
man whose heart is stayed upon the Lord. Blessed be his name, he faileth not, and,
therefore, our hope shall not fail us, neither will we despair for ourselves or for his
church.
25.
Of old hast thou laid the foundation of the earth.&quot; Creation is no new work with
will not be difficult
create Jerusalem a praise in the earth
God, and therefore to
to him. Long ere the holy city was laid in ruins the Lord made a world out of nothing,
and it will be no labour to him to raise the walls from their heaps and replace the
stones in their courses. We can neither continue our own existence nor give being
to others ; but the Lord not only is, but he is the Maker of all things that are ; hence,
when our affairs are at the very lowest ebb we are not all despairing, because the
And the heavens are the work of thine
Almighty and Eternal Lord can yet restore us.
hands.&quot;
Thou canst therefore not merely lay the foundations of Zion, but complete
its roof, even as thou hast arched in the world with its ceiling of blue
the loftiest
stories of thine earthly palace shall be piled on high without difficulty when thou dost
undertake the building thereof, since thou art architect of the stars, and the spheres
in which they move.
When a great labour is to be performed it is eminently reassur
ing to contemplate the power of him who has undertaken to accomplish it ; and
when our own strength is exhausted it is supremely cheering to see the unfailing energy
&quot;

We

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

is still engaged on our behalf.
26.
They shall perish, but thou shall endure.&quot; The power which made them
shall dissolve them, even as the city of thy love was destroyed at thy command ; yet
neither the ruined city nor the ruined earth can make a change in ~thee, reverse thy
purpose, or diminish thy glory. Thou standest when all things fall.
&quot;Yea, all of
them shall wax old like a garment ; as a vesture shall thou change them, and they shall be

which

&quot;

changed.&quot;

Time impairs

all

things, the fashion

becomes obsolete and passes away.

The

visible creation, which is like the garment of the invisible God, is waxing old and
wearing out, and our great King is not so poor that he must always wear the same
robes ; he will ere long fold up the worlds and put them aside as worn out vestures,
and he will array himself in new attire, making a new heaven and a new earth wherein
dwelleth righteousness.
Thou shalt change them
readily will all this be done.
and they shall be changed ;
as in the creation so in the restoration, omnipotence
shall work its way without hindrance.

How

&quot;

&quot;
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iv.
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man

art the same,&quot; or,
thou art he.&quot; As a
remains the same
his clothing, so is the Lord evermore the unchanging One,
be changed, and the operations of his providence
though his works in creation
heaven and earth shall flee away from the dread presence of the great
vary.
be
unaltered
the
terrible confusion, and the world in conflagration
he
will
by
Judge,
will effect no change in him ; even so, the Psalmist remembered that when Israel was
&quot;

27.

But thou

&quot;

when he has changed

may

When

may

vanquished, her capital destroyed, and her temple levelled with the ground, her God
remained the same self-existent, all-sufficient being, and would restore his people,
even as he will restore the heavens and the earth, bestowing at the same time a new
glory never known before. The doctrine of the immutability of God should be more
considered than it is, for the neglect of it tinges the theology of many religious
teachers, and makes them utter many things of which they would have seen the
I am God, I
absurdity long ago if they had remembered the divine declaration,
And thy years shall
change not, therefore ye sons of Jacob are not consumed.&quot;
have no end.&quot;
God lives on, no decay can happen to him, or destruction overtake him.
What a joy is this
may lose our dearest earthly friends, but not our heavenly
Friend. Men s days are often suddenly cut short, and at the longest they are but
few, but the years of the right hand of the Most High cannot be counted, for they
have neither first nor last, beginning nor end. O my soul, rejoice thou in the Lord
always, since he is always the same.
The children of thy servants shall continue.&quot; The Psalmist had early in the
28.
Psalm looked forward to a future generation, and here he speaks with confidence that
such a race would arise and be preserved and blessed of God. Some read it as a
let the sons of thy servants abide.&quot;
Any way, it is full of good cheer to
prayer,
us ; we may plead for the Lord s favour to our seed, and we may expect that the
cause of God and truth will revive in future generations. Let us hope that those who
are to succeed us will not be so stubborn, unbelieving and erring as we have been.
If
the church has been minished and brought low by the lukewarmness of the present
race, let us entreat the Lord to raise up a better order of men, whose zeal and obedience
shall win and hold a long prosperity.
May our own dear ones be among the better
And their
generation who shall continue in the Lord s ways, obedient to the end.
seed shall be established before thee.&quot;
God does not neglect the children of his servants.
It is the rule that Abraham s Isaac should be the Lord s, that Isaac s Jacob should be
beloved of the Most High, and that Jacob s Joseph should find favour in the sight of
God. Grace is not hereditary, yet God loves to be served by the same family time
out of mind, even as many great landowners feel a pleasure in having the same families
as tenants upon their estates from generation to generation.
Here is Zion s hope,
her sons will build her up, her offspring will restore her former glories.
may,
not
of
for
our
but
also
out
love
to
the church of God,
own
therefore,
sakes,
only
daily pray that our sons and daughters may be saved, and kept by divine grace even
unto the end, established before the Lord.
have thus passed through the cloud, and in the next Psalm we shall bask in
the sunshine.
Such is the chequered experience of the believer. Paul in the seventh
of Romans cries and groans, and then in the eighth rejoices and leaps for joy
and so,
from the moaning of the hundred and second Psalm, we now advance to the songs
and dancing of the hundred and third, blessing the Lord that, though weeping may
endure for a night, joy cometh in the morning.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

!

We

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

We

We

;

&quot;

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
Title.
A prayer,&quot; etc. The prayer following is longer than others. When
Satan, the Law-Adversary, doth extend his pleas against us, it is meet that
we should enlarge our counter pleas for our own souls as the powers of darkness do
lengthen and multiply their wrestlings, so must we our counter wrestlings of prayer
Eph. vi. 12, 18. Thomas Cobbet, 1657.
Title.
When he
Here we have the manner of the
poureth out,&quot; etc.
church s prayer suitable to her extremity illustrated by a simile taken from a vessel
overcharged with new wine or strong liquor, that bursts for vent. Oh the heart-burst&quot;

;

&quot;

.

.

.
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Here is no lazy, slothful, lip labour, stinted form
ing cries she sends out all the day
no empty sounds of verbal expressions, which can never procure her a
comfortable answer from her God, or the least ease to her burthened soul
but
poured-out prayers as Hannah, 1 Sam. i. 15, and Jeremy, Lam. ii. 12, pressed forth with
vehemence of spirit and heart pangs of inward grief thus the Lord deals with his
church and people ere he pours out cups of consolation they must pour out tears in
Finiens Canus Vove.
great measure.
I

of prayer,

;

:

;

Title.

the mourner

This

is

And

to the Eternal

s prayer when he is faint,
Father breathes his plaint.

John Keble.

Whole Psalm.

The Psalm has been attributed

to Daniel, to Jeremiah, to Nehemiah, or to some of the other prophets who flourished during the time of the captivity.
The author of the Epistle to the Hebrews has applied the twenty-fifth, twenty-sixth,
and twenty-seventh verses to our Lord, and the perpetuity of his kingdom. Adam
Clarke.
Whole Psalm. I doubt whether, without apostolic teaching, any of us would
have had the boldness to understand it ; for in many respects it is the most re
THE AFFLICTED ONE
markable of all the Psalms the Psalm of
while his soul
&quot;

&quot;

is

overwhelmed within him

Saphir, in

&quot;

in great affliction, and sorrow, and anxious fear.
Expository Lectures on the Epistle to the Hebrews.&quot;

Adolph

Hear my prayer,
Verse 1.
Lord, and let my cry come unto thee.&quot; When,
at any time, we see the beggars, or poor folks, that are pained and grieved with hunger
in
the
streets
and towns, full of sores, we are somewhat moved
of
cities
and cold, lying
inwardly with pity and mercy ; but if we our own selves attend and give ear to their
wailings, cryings, and lamentable noises that they make, we should be much more
stirred to show our pity and mercy on them ; for no man else can show the grief of
the sick and sore persons, so well and in so pathetic a manner as he himself. There
fore, since the miserable crying and wailing of those that suffer bodily pain and misery
can prevail so much upon the hearts of mortal creatures ; I doubt not, Good Lord,
but thou, who art all merciful, must needs be inclined to exercise thy mercy, if my
sorrowful cry and petition may come unto thine ears, or into thy presence. John
A Treatise concerning the fruitful Sayings of David,&quot; 1714.
Fisher (1459-1535) in
Verse 1.
His own, and not another s
not what was composed
prayer.&quot;
which came out of his own heart, and out of un
for him, but composed by him
and
under
a
sense
of
his
own
and troubles and
wants
expressed
feeling
feigned lips,
though dictated and inwrought in his heart by the Spirit of God, yet, being put up
by him in faith and fervency, it is called his own, and which he desires might be heard.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

My

;

;

;

John

Gill.

Verse 1.
Lest my praying should not prevail, behold, O God, I raise
cry.&quot;
it to a cry ; and crying, I may say, is the greatest bell in all the ring of praying
for
louder than crying I cannot pray. O, then, if not my prayer, at least let my cry come
If I be not heard when I cry, I shall cry for not being heard
unto thee.&quot;
and if heard
when I cry, I shall cry to be heard yet more ; and so whether heard or not heard, I
shall cry still, and God grant I may cry still ; so thou be pleased, O God, to
hear
my prayer,&quot; and to let my cry come unto thee.&quot; Sir R. Baker.
This language is the language of godly sorrow, of faith, of tribulation,
Verses 1, 2.
and of anxious hope of faith, for the devout suppliant lifts up his heart and voice
as seeing him who is invisible,&quot; (Heb. xi. 27) and entreats him to hear
to heaven,
his prayer and listen to his crying
of tribulation, for he describes himself as enduring
affliction, and unwilling to lose the countenance of the Lord in the time of his trouble :
anxious
for
he
seems to expect, in the midst of his groaning, that his prayers,
of
hope,
like those of Cornelius, will
who will hear him,
go up for a memorial before God
and that right soon.&quot; Charles Oxenden, in
Sermons on the Seven Penitential
Psalms,&quot; 1838.
Verses 1, 2.
The Lord suffereth his babbling children to speak to him in their
own form of speech, (albeit the terms which they use be not fitted for his spiritual,
and
such as are,
Hear me,&quot;
hide not thy
invisible,
incomprehensible majesty)
incline thine ear to me,&quot; and such like other speeches.
David Dickson.
face,&quot;
Verses 1, 2.
Note, David sent his prayer as a sacred ambassador to God. Now
there are four things requisite to make an embassy prosperous. The ambassador
&quot;

My

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;
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must be regarded with favourable eye he must be heard with a ready ear he must
speedily return when his demands are conceded. These four things David as a sup
:

pliant asks from

God

:

Le Blanc.

his King.

The great exhaustion of the afflicted
Incline thine ear unto me.&quot;
one is hinted at so worn out is he, that he is hardly able to cry any more, but with
a faint voice only feebly mutters, like a weak, sick man, whose voice if we would
Martin Geier.
catch, we must incline the ear.
Verse

&quot;

2.

:

m

Consumed like smoke,&quot; would be better read, pass away as
3.
smoke,&quot;
Burned as an hearth,&quot; is not a
they disappeared into smoke and ashes.
hearth
should be incombustible. Better
burned
felicitous translation, for a
The sentiment, My days waste away to nothing, turn to
as a faggot,&quot; as any fuel.
&quot;

&quot;

Verse

&quot;

as

if

no good account, are
Verse

My

&quot;

3.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Henry Cowles.

lost.

days are consumed

like

smoke

&quot;

or, as

;

Hebrew,

&quot;

literally,

in

The very same expression which David, in Ps. xxxvii. 20, had used
(into) smoke.&quot;
the enemies of the Lord
of
They shall consume into smoke (compare Ps.
Ixviii. 2).
Hereby the ideal sufferer virtually complains that the lot of the wicked
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

him, though being righteous (Ps. ci.). A. R. Fausset.
3.
My days are consumed like smoke.&quot; As the smoke is a vapour proceed
so my days are come from the torrid zone
ing from the fire, yet hath no heat in it
and as the smoke seems a thick substance
of youth into the region of cold and age
so my days made as great shew
for the present, but presently vanisheth into air
but now, alas, are wasted and leave
at first as if they would never have been spent
befalls

&quot;

Verse

;

;

;

;

me

scarce a being. As the smoke is fuliginous and dark, and affords no pleasure
no joy nor pleasure
so
to look upon it
days are all black and in mourning
And as the smoke ascends indeed, but by ascending wastes it
to be taken in them.
in
are
wasted
so
self and comes to nothing
growing, are diminished in
days
their plenty hath made a scarcity, and the more they have been the
increasing
fewer they are. And how, indeed, can
days choose but be consumed as smoke,
when my bones are burned as an hearth ? for as when the hearth is burned there
can be made no more fire upon it ; so, when
bones, which are as the hearth upon
how can any more fire of life
fire of life is made, come once to be burned
which

my

;

;

:

my

;

my
&quot;

&quot;

my

my

;

be made upon them

smoke

?

?

and when no

fire

can be made, what

remain but only

will

Sir R. Baker.

Verse 3.
a frying-pan

&quot;

:

As an hearth.&quot; Or, as a trivet, or, gridiron
John Gill.
so the Arabic version.

;

so the

Targum

:

or, as

Verse 4.
My heart is smitten, and withered like grass.&quot; The metaphor here
taken from grass, cut down in the meadow. Is is first smitten with the scythe,
and then withered by the sun. Thus the Jews were smitten with the judgments
and they are now withered under the fire of the Chaldeans. Adam Clarke.
of God
I have heard of some that have forgotten
/ forget to eat my bread.&quot;
Verse 4.
for there
their own names, but I never heard of any that forgot to eat his meat
is a certain prompter called hunger that will make a man to remember his meat in
And yet it is true, when the heart is blasted and withered like grass,
spite of his teeth.
such a forgetfulness of necessity will follow. Is it that the withering of the heart is
and immoderate
at least cause of the prime sorrow
the prime cause of sorrow
sorrow is the mother of stupidity, stupefying and benumbing the animal faculties,
that neither the understanding nor the memory can execute their functions ? Or is
it sorrows for, that it cannot intend to think
it, that sorrow is so intentive to that
anything else ? Or is it, that nature makes account, that to feed in sorrow were to
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

is

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

Or is it, that as
feed sorrow, and therefore thinks best to forbear all eating ?
sorrow draws moisture from the brain and fills the eyes with water ; so it draws a
However it
like juice from other parts, which fills the stomach instead of meat ?
be, it shews a wonderful operation that is in sorrow ; to make not only the stomach
to refuse its meat, but to make the brain forget the stomach, between whom there
But as the vigour of the
is so natural a sympathy and so near a correspondence.
heart breeds plenty of spirits, which conveyed to all the parts, gives every one a
like grass, and that
and
is
blasted
withered
heart
the
so
when
natural appetite
there is no more any vigour in it, the spirits are presently at a stand, and then no
marvel if the stomach lose its appetite, and forget to eat bread. Sir R. Baker.
When grief hath thus dejected the spirits,
/ forget to eat my bread.&quot;
Verse 4.
;

&quot;
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the man has no appetite for that food which is to recruit and elevate them. Ahab,
smitten with one kind of grief, David with another, and Daniel with a third, ail for
1 Kings xxi. 4
2 Sam. xii. 16
Dan. x. 3. Such
got, or refused, to eat their bread.
Samuel Burder.
natural companions are mourning and fasting.
;

;

Verse

My

&quot;

5.

bones cleave

my

to

both are near cleaving to the dust.

When

skin.&quot;

the bones cleave to the skin,

Joseph Caryl.

That

grief readily causes the body to pine away is very well known.
Cardinal Wolsey, by an eye-witness, that when he heard that his
master s favour was turned from him, he was wrung with such an agony of grief,
which continued a whole night, that in the morning his face was dwindled away into
half its usual dimensions.

Verse

5.

It is related of

The Kaath was a bird of soli
/ am like a pelican of the wilderness.&quot;
Verse 6.
tude that was to be found in the
wilderness,&quot; i.e., far from the habitations of man.
the
one
of
the
characteristics
of
which
loves not the neighbourhood
This is
pelican,
of human beings, and is fond of resorting to broad, uncultivated lands, where it will
not be disturbed. In them it makes its nest and hatches its young, and to them it
retires after feeding, in order to digest in quiet the ample meal which it has made.
Mr. Tristram well suggests that the metaphor of the Psalmist may allude to the habit
common to the pelican and its kin, of sitting motionless for hours after it has gorged
itself with food, its head sunk on its shoulders, and its bill resting on its breast.
J. G. Wood.
A pelican of the wilderness.&quot; Here only [at Hulet] have I seen the
Verse 6.
I once had one of them shot just below
pelican of the wilderness, as David calls it.
this place, and, as it was merely wounded in the wing, I had a good opportunity to
study its character. It was certainly the most sombre, austere bird I ever saw. It
gave one the blues merely to look at it. David could find no more expressive type
It seemed as
of solitude and melancholy by which to illustrate his own sad state.
large as a half-grown donkey, and when fairly settled on its stout legs, it looked like
W. M. Thomson.
one. The pelican is never seen but in these unfrequented solitudes.
Verse 6.
Consider that thou needestnot complain, like Elijah, that thou art left
in
alone, seeing the best of God s saints in all ages have smarted in the same kind
stance in David : indeed sometimes he boasts how he *lay in green pastures, and was
led by still waters
but after he bemoans that he sinks in deep mire, where there
What is become of those green pastures ? parched up with the
was no standing.
drought. Where are those still waters ? troubled with the tempest of affliction. The
same David compares himself to an owl,&quot; and in the next Psalm resembles himself
to an
Do two fowls fly of more different kind ? The one the scorn, the
eagle.&quot;
other the sovereign ; the one the slowest, the other the swiftest ; the one the most
the
other the most dim-eyed of all birds. Wonder not, then, to find in
sharp-sighted,
It fared thus with all God s servants in their
thyself sudden and strange alterations.
and be confident thereof, though now run aground with
agonies of temptation
Thomas Fuller.
grief, in due time thou shalt be all afloat with comfort.
Verse 6.
Owl.&quot;
Some kind of owl, it is thought, is intended by the Hebrew
word cds, translated little owl,&quot; in Lev. xi. 17 Deut. xiv. 16, where it is mentioned
/ am like a pelican of the
amongst the unclean birds. It occurs also in Ps. cii. 6.
wilderness : I am like an owl of ruined places
The Hebrew
desert
(A. V.,
in some passages of Scripture, from a root meaning to
word cds means a
cup
the cup,&quot; or
or
hence the pelican,
receive,&quot; to
hide,&quot;
bring together
In this case the verse in
pouch-bird,&quot; has been suggested as the bird intended.
the Psalm would be rendered thus
I am become like a pelican in the wilderness,
even as the pouch-bird in the desert places.&quot; But the fact that both the pelican
and the cds are enumerated in the list of birds to be avoided as food is against this
theory, unless the word changed its meaning in the Psalmist s time, which is Im
of ruined places
looks very much as if some owl
probable. The expression cds
were denoted. The Arabic definitely applies a kindred expression as one of the names
of an owl, viz., um elcharab, i.e.,
mother of ruins.&quot; The Septuagint gives vvKTi*6pa
as the meaning of cds ; and we know from Aristotle that the Greek word was a
synonym of &ros, evidently, from his description of the bird, one of the eared owls.
Dr. Tristram is disposed to refer the cds to the little Athene Persica, the most common
of all the owls in Palestine, the representative of the A. noclua of Southern Europe.
The Arabs call this bird boomah,&quot; from his note he is described as a grotesque
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;).

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;
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and comical-looking little bird, familiar and yet cautious

never moving unnecessarily,
but remaining glued to his perch, unless he has good reason for believing he has been
detected, and twisting and turning his head instead of his eyes to watch what is going
He is to be found amongst rocks in the wadys or trees by the water-side, in
on.&quot;
olive yards, in the tombs and on the ruins, on the sandy mounds of Beersheba, and
on the spray-beaten fragments of Tyre, where his low wailing note is sure to be
heard at sunset, and himself seen bowing and keeping time to his own music.&quot;
W. Houghton, in Cassell s Biblical Educator,&quot; 1874.
;

&quot;

&quot;

Verse

&quot;

6.

Owl

of the

desert.&quot;

Save that from yonder ivy-mantled tower,
The moping owl does to the moon complain
Of such as, wand ring near her secret bow r,
Molest her ancient solitary reign.

Thomas Gray (1716-1771).
/ watch.&quot;
/ wake&quot; like a little
Verse 1.
During the hours allotted to sleep
bird which sits solitary on the house top, while all beneath enjoy the sleep which he
Edersheim.
beloved.
to
his
Alfred
giveth
A sparrow alone upon the house top.&quot; When one of them has lost
Verse 1.
a matter of every-day occurrence he will sit on the house top alone,
its mate
and lament by the hour his sad bereavement. W. M. Thomson.
/ am as a sparrow alone,&quot; etc.
It is evident that the
Verse 1.
sparrow
alone and melancholy upon the house tops&quot; cannot be the lively, gregarious sparrow
which assembles in such numbers on these favourite feeding-places [the house tops
We must therefore look for some other bird, and naturalists are now
of the East].
agreed that we may accept the Blue Thrush (Petrocossyphus cyaneus) as the particular
The colour of this bird
tzippor, or small bird, which sits alone on the house tops.
Its habits exactly correspond
is a dark blue, whence it derives its popular name.
The Blue Thrushes never assemble in
with the idea of solitude and melancholy.
It is fond of sitting on
flocks, and it is very rare to see more than a pair together.
the tops of houses, uttering its note, which, however agreeable to itself, is monotonous
Bible Animals.&quot;
and melancholy to a human ear. J. G. Wood, in
A sparrow.&quot; Most readers are struck with the incongruity of the
Verse 7.
the
intended
in
our
Psalmist
to express a condition
version,
by
image, as it appears
The sparrow is found, indeed, all over the East, in
of distress and desolation.
connection with houses, as it is with ourselves ; but it is everywhere one of the most
and mischievously disposed, instead of
social of birds, cheerful to impertinence
being retiring in its habits, and melancholy in its demeanour. The word, in the
original, is a general term for all the small birds, insectivorous and frugivirous, de
nominated clean, and that might be eaten according to the law, the thrushes, larks,
It seems to be, indeed, a mere imitation of
wagtails, finches, as well as sparrows.
Most critics
their common note, like the one which we have in the word
chirrup.&quot;
solitary bird,&quot; or
solitary little bird.&quot;
are, therefore, content with the rendering
But this is very unsatisfactory. It does not identify the species ; and there is every
probability that there must have been a particular bird which the Psalmist, writing
at the close of the Babylonish captivity, had in his eye, corresponding to his
representation of it, and illustrative of his Isolated condition.
Such there is at the present day, of common occurrence in Southern Europe
and Western Asia. Its history is very little known to the world, and its existence
has hitherto escaped the notice of all biblical commentators. Remarkably enough,
the bird is commonly, but erroneously, called a sparrow, for it is a real thrush in size,
It differs singularly from the rest of the tribe,
in shape, in habits, and in song.
throughout all the East, by a marked preference for sitting solitary upon the habita
It never associates with any other, and only at one season with its own
tion of man.
mate ; and even then it is often seen quite alone upon the house top, where it warbles
its sweet and plaintive strains, and continues its song, moving from roof to roof,
America has its solitary thrush, of another species, and of somewhat different habits..
The dark solitary cane and myrtle swamps of the southern states are there the
favourite haunts of the recluse bird ; and the more dense and gloomy these are the
The Biblical Treasury.&quot;
more certainly is it to be found flitting in them.
But little do men perceive what solitude is, and how far it
Alone.&quot;
Verse 7.
extendeth ; for a crowd is not company, and faces are but a gallery of pictures, and
The Latin adage meeteth it a
talk but a tinkling cymbal where there is no love.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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solitudo ;
because in a great town friends are
not that fellowship, for the most part, which is in less
neighbourhoods but we may go further, and affirm most truly, that it is a mere
and miserable solitude to want true friends, without which the world is but a wilder
and even in this sense also of solitude, whosoever in the frame of his nature and
ness
affections is unfit for friendship, he taketh it of the beast, and not from humanity
Francis Bacon,
See the reason why people in trouble love solitariness.
Alone.&quot;
Verse 7.
They are full of sorrow and sorrow, if it have taken deep root, is naturally reserved,
and flies all conversation. Grief is a thing that is very silent and private. Those
people that are very talkative and clamorous in theirsorrows, are never very sorrowful.
Some are apt to wonder, why melancholy people delight to be so much alone, and I will1. Because the disordered humours of their bodies alter
tell you the reason of it.
their temper, their humours, and their inclinations, that they are no more the same that
they used to be ; their very distemper is averse to what is joyous and diverting and
they that wonder at them may as wisely wonder why they will be diseased, which
but the Disease of Melancholy is sothey would not be if they knew how to help it
obstinate, and so unknown to all but those who have it, that nothing but the power
2. Another reason
of God can totally overthrow it, and I know no other cure for it.
why they choose to be alone is, because people do not generally mind what they say, nor
believe them, but rather deride them, which they do not use so cruelly to do with
and no man is to be blamed for avoiding society,
those that are in other distempers
when it does not afford the common credit to his words that is due to the rest of men.
But, 3, Another, and the principal reason why people in trouble and sadness choose
to be alone, is, because they generally apprehend themselves singled out to be the marks
of God s peculiar displeasure, and they are often by their sharp afflictions a terror to
It even breaks their hearts to see how low
themselves, and a wonder to others.
they are fallen, how oppressed, that were once as easy, as pleasant, as full of hope
&quot;

little

:

&quot;

magna

magno

civitas,

scattered, so that there

is

;

;

.

&quot;

;

;

;

;

Ye see
as others are, Job vi. 21
Ps. Ixxi. 7.
casting down, and are afraid.&quot;
And it is usually unpleasant to others to be with
I am as a wonder unto many.&quot;
Lover and friend hast thou put far from me, and mine
them. Ps. Ixxxviii. 18
acquaintance into darkness.&quot; And though it was not so with the friends of Job,
to see a man whom they had once known happy, to be so miserable
one whom they
had seen so very prosperous, to be so very poor, in such sorry, forlorn circumstances,

my

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

them he, poor man, was changed, they knew him not, Job. ii.
And when they lifted up their eyes afar off, and knew him not, they lifted
12, 13,
up their voice, and wept and they rent every one his mantle, and sprinkled dust upon
So they sat down with him upon the ground seven
their heads toward heaven.
days and seven nights, and none spake a word unto him for they saw that his grief
was very great.&quot; As the prophet represents one under spiritual and great afflictions,
that he sitteth alone, and keepeth silence,&quot; Lam. iii. 28.
Timothy Rogers (1660did greatly affect

;

&quot;

;

:

&quot;

1729), in

&quot;

A

Discourse on Trouble of Mind, and the Disease of

Melancholy.&quot;

Verse 8.
Mine enemies reproach me.&quot; It is true what Plutarch writes, that
are more touched with reproaches than with other injuries ; affliction, too,
a
keener
edge to calumny, for the afflicted are more fitting objects of pity than
gives
Mollerus.
of mockery.
Mine enemies reproach me,&quot; etc. If I be where they are they rail
Verse 8.
and if I be not amongst them they revile me behind my back ;
at me to my face
it
but
not by starts and fits, that might give me some breathing time
and they do
their
are
they
spitting
poison all the day long ; and not single and one by one, that
might leave hope of resisting but they make combinations, and enter leagues against
me ; and to make their leagues the stronger, and less subject to dissolving, they
bind themselves by oath, and take the sacrament upon it. And now sum up all
then take my groaning
then
these miseries and afflictions
begin with my fasting
then the
add my watching
then the shame of being wondered at in company
the
discomfort of sitting disconsolate alone
add
to
these
and, lastly,
spite and
malice of my enemies ; and what marvel, then, if these miseries joined all together
make me altogether miserable what marvel if I be nothing but skin and bone,
when no flesh that were wise would ever stay upon a body to endure such misery.
Sir R. Baker.
Verse 8 (last clause).
Swearing by one, means, to make his name a by-word
&quot;

men

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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of execration, or

an example of cursing. (Isai. Ixv. 15
s Commentary.

;

Jer. xxix. 22

;

xlii. 18).

Carl Bernard Moll, in Lange

/ have eaten ashes like bread.&quot;
Verse 9.
Though the bread indeed be strange,
yet not so strange as this, that having complained before of forgetting to eat his
bread, he should now on a sudden fall to eating of ashes like bread. For had he not
been better to have forgotten it still, unless it had been more worth remembering ?
For there is not in nature so unfit a thing to eat as ashes it is worse than Nebuchad
nezzar s grass. Sir R. Baker.
/ have mingled my drink with weeping.&quot;
If you think his bread to
Verse 9.
for he mingles his drink with tears : and
toe bad, you will find his drink to be worse
what are tears, but brinish and salt humours ? and is brine a fit liquor to quench
one s thirst ? May we not say here, the remedy is worse than the disease ? for were
it not better to endure any thirst, than to seek to quench it with such drink ?
Is it
not a pitiful thing to have no drink to put in the stomach, but that which is drawn
out of the eyes ? and yet whose case is any better ? No man certainly commits sin,
but with a design of pleasure but sin will not be so committed for whosoever com
mit sin, let them be sure at some time or other to find a thousand times more trouble
about it than ever they found pleasure in it. For all sin is a kind of surfeit, and
there is no way to keep it from being mortal but by this strict diet of eating ashes
O my soul, if these be works of repent
like bread and mingling his drink with tears.
ance in David, where shall we find a penitent in the world besides himself ? To
but where is any that eats ashes
talk of repentance is obvious in everyone s mouth
Sir R. Baker.
like bread, and mingles his drink with tears ?
&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

For thon hast lifted me up, and cast me down.&quot; Thou hast lifted
of a great height, in that thou madest me like unto thine image, touching
reasonable soul, and hast given me power, by thy grace, to inherit the ever
lasting joys of heaven, both body and soul, if I did live here after thy command
ments. What greater gift canst thou give me, Lord, than to have the fruition of
canst thou lift me higher than to eternal
thee that art all in all things ?
beatitude ? But then, alas, thou hast letten me fall down again, for thou hast
an
soul
with
noble
earthly, heavy, and a frail body ; the weight and
joined
mind and heart from the consideration of thy
burden thereof draweth down
goodness, and from well doing, unto all kinds of vices, and to the regarding of tem
poral things according to his nature. The earthly mansion keepeth down the under
Thus setting me up, as it were, above the wind, thou hast given me a
standing.
very great fall (Job xxx. 22). I am in creation above all other kind of earthly crea
almost
and
tures,
equal with angels ; but being in this estate thou hast knit a knot
thereto, that for breaking the least of thy commandments I shall suffer damnation.
So that without thy continual mercy and help I am in worse case herein than any
brute beast, whose life or soul dieth with the body. Sir Anthony Cope (1551).
For thou hast lifted me up and cast me down.&quot; That is that I might
Verse 10.
Verse 10.

&quot;

me up

my

How

my

my

&quot;

with greater poise. Significatur gravissima collisio. Here the prophet accuseth
not God of cruelty, but bewaileth his own misery. Miserum est fuisse felicem, it
John Trapp.
is no small unhappiness to have been happy.
fall

Verse 11 (first clause).
My days (my term of life) are as the lengthened shade,
The
the lengthening shade of evening, that shows the near approach of night.
not
strictly expressed, is beautifully suggestive of the thought
comparison, though
Thomas J. Conant.
intended.
in the Hebrew, stands in designed con
The and
Verse 11 (last clause).
But thou&quot; ver. 12. A. R. Fausset.
trast to
&quot;

I,&quot;

&quot;

Thou
Verse 13.
Thou shalt arise, and have mercy,&quot; etc. Tu miserebere,
as the Shunamite to the prophet, catching hold on his feet, though Gehazi
As the Lord liveth, and as thy soul liveth, I will
thrust her away, Vivit Dominus,
not let thee go ;
and, as Jacob to the angel, when he had wrestled the whole night
with him, Non dimittam, I will not let thee loose till I have a blessing from thee.
From A Sermon at Paules Crosse on behalfe of Paules Church, March 26, 1620. By
&quot;

&quot;

shalt,&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

London
[John King].
Verse 13.
The set time.&quot; There is a certain set time for God s great actions.
He
lets the powers of darkness have their hour, and God will take his hour.

the B. of

&quot;

&quot;

He
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hath a set time for the discovery of his mercy, and he will not stay a jot beyond it.
What is this time ? verse 9, etc. When they eat ashes like bread, and mingle
when they are most humble, and when the servants
their drink with weeping
of God have moral affection to the church
when their humble and ardent affections
are strong, even to the ruin and rubbish of it
when they have a mighty desire and
longing for the reparation of it, as the Jews in captivity had for the very dust of the
For thy servants take pleasure in her stones, and favour the
verse 14
temple
For
there notes it to be a reason why the set time was judged
dust thereof.&quot;
be
That is God s set time when the church is most believing,
them
to
come.
by
most humble, most affectionate to God s interest in it, and most sincere. Without
faith we are not fit to desire mercy, without humility we are not fit to receive it,
without affection we are not fit to value it, without sincerity we are not fit to improve
Times of extremity contribute to the growth and exercise of these qualifications.
it.
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

Stephen Cfiarnock.

For thy servants take pleasure in her stones.&quot; That is, they are
attached to her, and regard her with extreme affection, although in ruins. Jeru
salem itself affords at this day a touching illustration of this passage. There is
reason to believe that a considerable portion of the lower part of the walls which
enclose the present mosque of Omar, which occupies the site of the ancient Jewish
temple, are the same, or at least the southern, western, and eastern sides are the
same as those of Solomon s temple. At one part where the remains of this old wall
are the most considerable and of the most massive character where two courses
of masonry, composed of massive blocks of stone, rising to the height of thirty feet
is what is called the Wailing Place of the Jews.
at the
Here,&quot; says Dr. Olin,
foot of the wall, is an open place paved with flags, where the Jews assemble every
and
in
small
numbers
on
other
for
the
of
and
Friday,
days,
purpose
praying
bewailing
the desolations of their holy places. Neither the Jews nor Christians are allowed
to enter the Haram, which is consecrated to Mohammedan worship, and this part
of the wall is the nearest approach they can make to what they regard as the precise
spot within the forbidden enclosure upon w hich the ancient, temple stood. They
keep the pavement swept with great care, and take off their shoes, as on holy ground.
Standing or kneeling with their faces towards the ancient wall, they gaze in silence
upon its venerable stones, or pour forth their complaints in half-suppressed, though
audible tones. This, to me, was always a most affecting sight, and I repeated my
visit to this interesting spot to enjoy and sympathise with the melancholy yet pleasing
The poor people sometimes sobbed aloud, and still found tears to pour
spectacle.
out for the desolations of their beautiful house.
If I forget thee, O Jerusalem,
let my right hand forget her cunning.
If I do not remember thee, let my tongue
cleave to the roof of my mouth
if I prefer not Jerusalem above mv chief joy.
&quot;

Verse 14.

still

&quot;

&quot;

r

&quot;

;

Kitto

s

Pictorial Bible.

When the Lord shall build up Zion, he shall appear in his glory.&quot;
God to his people, that he gives his own glory in hostage to them for
his own robes of glory are locked up in their prosperity and salvation
security
&quot;

Verse 16.

So sincere
their

is

:

;

he will not, indeed he cannot, present himself in all his magnificence and royalty,
till he hath made up his intended thoughts of mercy to his people
he is pleased to
prorogue the time of his appearing in all his glory to the world till he hath actually
their
that
and
forth
he
come
deliverance,
accomplished
they may
together in their
When the Lord shall build up Zion, he shall appear in his
glory on the same day
The sun is ever glorious in the most cloudy day, but appears not so till it
glory.&quot;
hath scattered the clouds that muffle it up from the sight of the lower world God
is glorious when the world sees him not
but his declarative glory then appears,
when the glory of his mercy, truth and faithfulness break forth in his people s salva
tion.
what
shame
must
this
cover
Now,
thy face with, O Christian, if thou shouldst
not sincerely aim at thy God s glory, who loves thee, yea, all his children so dearly,
as to ship his own glory and your happiness in one bottom, that he cannot now lose
the one, and save the other
William Gurnall.
Verse 16.
When the Lord shall build up Zion, he shall appear in his glory.&quot;
There are two reasons why the Lord appears thus glorious in this work rather than in
any other. First, because it is a work that infinitely pleaseth him. Men choose
to appear in their clothes and behaviour suitable to the work that they are to be
employed in the woman of Tekoah must feign herself to be a mourner when she
;

&quot;

:

:

;

!

&quot;

:
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and David, when he goes on a doleful journey, covers
;
his face, and puts on mourning apparel ; but when Solomon is to be crowned, he goes
in all his royalty ; and a bride adorns herself gloriously when she is to be married
verily so doth the Lord, when he goes about a work he takes no pleasure in, he puts
on his mourning apparel, he covers himself with a cloud and the heavens with black
shall
ness ; when he is to do a strange work of judgment, then he mourns,
I give thee up, Ephraim ? how shall I deliver thee, Israel ? how shall I make thee as
Adman ? how shall I set thee as Zeboim ? mine heart is turned within me,
repentings are kindled together.&quot; Hosea xi. 8. But the building of Zion doth
infinitely please him, because Zion is as the apple of his eye to him ; he bought Zion
at a dear rate, with his own blood ; he lays Zion in his bosom, he is ravished with
Zion, Zion is his love, his dove, his fair one ; he hath chosen Zion, and loves the
gates of it, better than all the palaces of Jacob ; and being so pleasing to him, no
marvel if he put on all his glorious apparel when he is to adorn and build up Zion.
And, secondly, it is because all the glory that he looks for to eternity must arise out
of this one work of building Zion ; this one work shall be the only monument of his
this goodly world, this heaven and earth, that you see and enjoy
glory to eternity
the use of, is set up only as a shop, as a workshop, to stand only for a week, for six
goes on a mournful message

:

&quot;

How

my

:

and
a thousand years is with the Lord but as a day
or seven thousand years,
when his work is done he will throw this piece of clay down again, and out of this
he looks for no other glory than from a cabul, a land of dirt, or a shepherd s cottage,
but this piece he sets
or a gourd which springs up in a night and withers in a day
up for a higher end, to be the eternal mansion of his holiness and honour this is
furnace
fire
and
where
his
his
house
his metropolis, his temple,
is, his court, his glorious
high throne, and therefore his glory is much concerned in this work. When Nebu
chadnezzar would have a city for the honour of his kingdom, and the glory of his
majesty, he will make it a stately piece. Solomon made all his kingdom very rich
and glorious, but he made his court, and especially his throne, another manner of
and there
thing, so stately that the like was not to be seen in any other kingdom
fore no wonder though he appear in his glory in building up of that, which we may
boldly say must be one day made as glorious as his wisdom can contrive, and his
power bring to pass. Stephen Marshall, in a Sermon preached to the Right Honourable
God s Master- Piece,&quot; 1645.
the House of Peers, entitled
Shall build shall appear will regard and will not despise.&quot;
Verses 16, 17.
buildeth
These futures, in the original, are all present
appeareth regardeth
and despiselh not.&quot; The Psalmist, in his confidence of the event, speaks of it as doing.
&quot;)

(&quot;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

Samuel Horsley.

He will regard the prayer of the destitute,&quot; etc. The persons are
Verse 17.
The Hebrew word which is here translated destitute
the destitute.&quot;
here called
doth properly signify myrica, a low shrub, humiles myricss, low shrubs that grow
in wildernesses, some think they were juniper shrubs, some a kind of wild tamaris,
but a base wild shrub that grew nowhere but in a desolate forlorn place and some
times the word in the text is used to signify the deserts of Arabia, the sandy desert
is applied to
place of Arabia, which was a miserable wilderness. Now when this word
men, it always means such as were forsaken men, despised men such men as are stripped
either they never had children, or else their
of all that is comfortable to them
children are taken away from them, and all comforts banished, and themselves left
These are
utterly forlorn, like the barren heath in a desolate howling wilderness.
the
the people of whom my text speaks, that the Lord will regard the prayer of
offered
when
of
God
the
Church
up
destitute ;
and this was now the state of
they
this prayer, and yet by faith did foretell that God would grant such a glorious
answer.
This is also a lesson of singular comfort to every afflicted soul, to assure them
I have often
their prayers and supplications are tenderly regarded before God.
observed such poor forsaken ones, who in their own eyes are brought very low, that
of all other people they are most desirous to beg and obtain the prayers of their
of spirit,
friends, when they see any that hath gifts, and peace, and cheerfulness
and liberty, and abilities to perform duties, O how glad they are to get such a man s
I beseech you, will you pray for me, will you please to remember me at
prayers
the throne of grace,&quot; whereas, in truth, if we could give a right judgment, all such
would rather desire the poor, and the desolate, to be mediators for them for, certainly,
whomsoever God neglects, he will listen to the cry of those that are forsaken and
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

.

.

.

&quot;

1

;
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therefore, O thou afflicted and tossed with tempests, who thinkest
thou art wholly rejected by the Lord, continue to pour out thy soul to him ; thou
he will regard the prayer of the
hast a faithful promise from him to be rewarded
destitute.&quot;
The Strong Helper,&quot; 1645.
Stephen Marshall, in a Sermon entitled
Verse 17.
He will regard the prayer of the destitute.&quot; It is worthy of observa
tion that he ascribes the redemption and restoration of the people to the prayers
of the faithful.
That is truly a free gift, and dependent wholly upon the divine
mercy, and yet God himself often attributes it to our prayers, to stir us up and render
us the more active in the pursuit of prayer.
Mollerus.
Verse 17.
The prayer of the destitute.&quot;
man that is destitute knows how
He needs not any instructor. His miseries indoctrinate him wonderfully
to pray.
Let us know ourselves destitute, that we may know
in the art of offering prayer.
how to pray ; destitute of strength, of wisdom, of due influence, of true happiness,
of proper faith, of thorough consecration, of the knowledge of the Scriptures, of
destitute.

And

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

A

&quot;

righteousness.

These words introduce and stand in immediate connection with a prophecy of
glorious things to be witnessed in the latter times.
profess to be eager for the
accomplishment of those marvellous things ; but are we offering the prayer of the
On the contrary, is not the Church at large too much like the church
destitute ?
at Laodicea ? Will not a just interpretation of many of its acts and ways bring
I am rich and increased in goods, and have need of nothing
forth the words,
?
And do not its prayers meet with this reproachful answer, Thou art wretched, and
and
and
and
and
knowest
it
not.
blind,
miserable,
naked,
poor,
Thy temporal
affluence implies not spiritual affluence.
Thy spiritual condition is inversely as
I counsel thee to buy of me gold
the worldly prosperity that has turned thy head.
tried in the fire.
Give all thy trashy gold trashy while it is with thee give it to
and I will give thee true gold namely, a sense of thy misery and meanness ;
poor
a love of thy fellow-men ; and my love
a longing for grace, purity, usefulness

We

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

my

;

;

shed abroad in thy

heart.&quot;

George Bowen.

How many in every place (who have
served the Lord in this great work) hath prayer helped at a dead lift ? Prayer hath
I remember a proud boast of our enemies, when we
hitherto saved the kingdom.
had lost Bristol and the Vies, they then sent abroad even into other kingdoms a
wherein
they concluded all was now subdued to them, and among
triumphant paper,
many other confident expressions, there was one to this purpose, Nil restat superare
Regem, etc., which might be construed two ways either thus, There remains nothing
or thus,
There
for the King to conquer, but only the prayers of a few fanatic people
is nothing left to conquer the King, but the prayers of a few fanatic people : everything
all
their
else was lost,
was now
own. And indeed we were then in a very low con
dition.
Our strongholds taken, our armies melted away, our hearts generally failing
us for fear, multitudes flying out of the kingdom, and many deserting the cause as
desperate, making their peace at Oxford ; nothing almost left us but preces et lachrymse ;
but blessed be God, prayer was not conquered ; they have found it the hardest wall
to climb, the strongest brigade to overthrow
it hath hitherto preserved us, it hath
Verse 17.

Not despise

&quot;

their

prayer.&quot;

;

;

;

helps, and brought many unhoped for successes and deliver
Let us therefore, under God, set the crown upon the head of prayer. Ye
and worthies, be ye all content to have it so ; it will wrong none of you in your
deserved praise
God and man will give you your due. Many of you have, done
worthily, but prayer surpasses you all : and this is no new thing, prayer hath always
had the pre-eminence in the building of Zion. God hath reserved several works
for several men and several ages
but in all ages and among all men, prayer
hath been the chiefest instrument, especially in the building up of Zion. Stephen

raised
ances.
nobles

up unexpected

;

;

Marshall.
Verse 17.
Not despise their prayer.&quot; He will, then, give ear to the suits of
the poor, and not reject their supplications. But who will believe this ?
Is it likely,
that when God is in his glory, he will attend to such mean things as hearkening to
the poor ? Can it stand with the honour of his glory to stand reading petitions, and
specially of men that come in forma pauperis ? scarce credible indeed with men, who,
raised in honour, keep a distance from the poor and count it a degree of falling to
look downwards
but credible enough with God, who counts it his glory to regard
the inglorious ; and being the Most High, yet looks as low as to the lowest, and favours
them most who are most despised. And this did Christ after his transfiguration, when
he had appeared in his glory
he then shewed acts of greatest humility
he then
&quot;

:

;

;
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washed the disciples feet and made Peter as much wonder
Sir R. Baker.
as he had done before to see his glory.
;

to see his humbleness,

Shall praise the Lord.&quot;
The people whom God in mercy brings
Verse 18.
from a low and mean condition, are the people from whom God promises to receive
Indeed, such is the selfishness of our corrupt nature, that if we
praise and glory.
are anything, or do anything, we are prone to forget God, and sacrifice to our own
to our own yarn
burn
incense
and
inasmuch, that whenever God finds a people
nets,
who shall either trust in him, or praise him, it must be an afflicted and poor people,&quot;
13
Ps. xxii. 22
free
25), or a people brought from such an estate
(Zeph. iii. 11
grace is even most valued by such a people. And if you look all the Scripture over,
all
find
that
the
and
of
deliverance that have been made to
praises
you will
songs
God have proceeded from a people that have thus judged of themselves, as those that
but God in mercy had brought them back again from
were brought to nothing
the gates of death, and usually until they had such apprehensions of themselves
they never gave unto God the glory due unto his name. Stephen Marshall.
Verse 18.
Expositors observe upon this text, that this redeemed Church takes
no thought concerning themselves, about their own ease, pleasure, wealth, gain, or any
else
which
might accrue unto themselves by this deliverance, to make their
thing
own life easy or sweet but their thoughts and studies are wholly laid out, how the
present and succeeding generations should give all glory to God for it. ...
There are three special reasons why this should be the great work of the Lord s
saved and rescued people, and why indeed they can do no other than study thus to
exalt him.
I. One is, because they well know that the Lord hath reserved nothing
the benefits he gives to them
all the sweetness and
to himself but only his glory
honey that can be found in them he gives them leave to suck out but his glory and
of that he is jealous,
his praise is his own, and that which he hath wholly reserved
lest it should either be denied, eclipsed, diminished, or any the least violation offered
All God s people know this of him, and therefore they cannot but
to it in any kind.
endeavour to preserve it for him. II. Secondly, besides, they know, as God is jealous
he hath there
in that point, so it is all the work that he hath appointed them to do
&quot;

;

&quot;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

fore separated them to himself out of all nations of the world, to be his peculiar ones
for this very end, that they might give him all the glory and praise of his mercy.
I have (said God) created him, formed, and made him for my glory.&quot;
Isai. xliii. 7.
This is the law of his new creation, which is as powerful in them as the law of nature,
or the first creation, is in the rest of his works. And therefore with a holy and spiritual
naturalness (if I may so call it) the hearts of all the saints are carried to give God the
this
glory, as really as the stones are carried to the centre, or the fire to fly upwards
is fixed in their hearts, the work of grace hath moulded them to it, that they can do
no other but endeavour to exalt God, it being the very end why their spiritual life and
all their other privileges are conferred upon them.
III. Yea, thirdly, they know their own interests are much concerned in God s
if in any work of God he want his praise, they
glory, they never are losers by it
will want their comfort ; but if God be a gainer, they shall certainly be no losers.
Whatever is poured upon the head of Christ what ointment soever of praise or
glory, it will in a due proportion fall down to the skirts of his garments ; nor is there
any other way to have any sweetness, comfort, praise, or glory to be derived unto
themselves, but by giving all unto him, to whom alone it belongeth, and then although
&quot;

:

:

he will never give away his glory the glory of being the fountain, the first, supreme,
yet they shall have the glory of instruments, and of fellow
original giver of all good
workers with him, which is a glory and praise sufficient. Stephen Marshall.
This shall be registered for the
Verse 18 (first clause).
Calvin translates thus,
and observes,
The Psalmist intimates, that this will be a
generations to come ;
memorable work of God, the praise of which shall be handed down to succeeding
Many things are worthy of praise, which are soon forgotten ; but the prophet
ages.
distinguishes between the salvation of the Church, for which he makes supplication,
and common benefits. By the word register he means that the history of this would
be worthy of having a place in the public records, that the remembrance of it might
be transmitted to future generations.&quot;
Verse 18.
This shall be written.&quot;
Nothing is more tenacious than man s
memory when he suffers an injury nothing more lax if a benefit is conferred. For
this reason God desires lest his gifts should fall out of mind, to have them committed
to writing.
Le Blanc.
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;
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To hear the groaning of the prisoner.&quot; God takes notice not only
Verse 20.
of the prayers of his afflicted people, which are the language of grace ; but even of
their groans, which are the language of nature.
Matthew Henry.
Verse 20.
Appointed unto death.&quot; Who, in their captivity, are experiencing
so much affliction, that it is manifest their cruel enemies are desirous of destroying
them utterly or, at least, of bringing them into such a low and pitiable state, as to
blot out their name from among the nations of the earth.
William Keatinge Clay.
&quot;

&quot;

;

The leaving out one word in a will may mar the estate
hopes the want of this one word, my (God,) is the wicked
man s loss of heaven, and the dagger which will pierce his heart in hell to all eternity.
The degree of satisfaction in any good is according to the degree of our union
to it, (hence our delight is greater in food than in clothes, and the saint s joy is greater
in God in the other world than in this, because the union is nearer ;) but where there
The pronoun
is no property there is no union, therefore no complacency.
is
as much worth to the soul as the boundless portion.
All our comfort is locked up in
in
Wine
the
doth
not
but
taken
that private cabinet.
cheer the heart,
down into
glass
the body. The property of the Psalmist s in God was the mouth whereby he fed on
those dainties which did so exceedingly delight him. No love potion was ever so
When God saith to the soul, as Ahab to Benhadad Be
effectual as this pronoun.
hold, I am thine, and all that I have,&quot; who can tell how the heart leaps for joy in, and
Others, like strangers, may
expires almost in desires after him upon such news
behold his honour and excellencies, but this saint only, like the wife, enjoyeth him.
Luther saith, Much religion lieth in pronouns. All our consolation, indeed, conIt is the cup which holdeth all our cordial waters.
sisteth in this pronoun.
I will
undertake as bad as the devil is, he shall give the whole world, were it in his power,
more freely than ever he offered it to Christ for his worship, for leave from God to
pronounce those two words, MY GOD. All the joys of the believer are hung upon this
one string break that asunder, and all is lost. I have sometimes thought how David
rolls it as a lump of sugar under his tongue, as one loth to lose its sweetness too soon
I will love thee, O LORD, my strength, my buckler, and the horn of my salvation,
and my high tower,&quot; Ps. xviii. 1, 2. This pronoun is the door at which the King of
saints entereth into our hearts, with his whole train of delights and comforts.
George Swinnock.
Take me not away,&quot; is more exactly, Take me not up, with possible
Verse 24.
taken up.&quot; Henry Cowles.
reference to the case of Elijah,
Verse 24.
Take me not away in the midst of my days.&quot; The word is,
Let
&quot;

Verse 24.

my
man

God.&quot;

and disappoint

a

all

s

;

&amp;gt;ny

&quot;

1

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

me

not ascend in the midst of

my

that

days,&quot;

is,

before

I

have measured the usual

course of life. Thus, to ascend is the same as to be cut off ; death cuts off the best
from this world, and then they ascend to a better. The word ascend is conceived
to have in it a double allusion
first, to corn which is taken up by the hand of the
reaper, and then laid down on the stubble.
Secondly, unto the light of a candle,
which as the candle spends, or as that which is the food of the fire is spending, ascends,
and at last goes out and vanisheth. Joseph Caryl.
Verse 24.
Thy years are throughout all generations.&quot; The Psalmist says of
Christ,
Thy years are throughout all generations,&quot; Ps. cii. 24 which Psalm the
Let us trace his existence punctually through all
apostle quoteth of him, Heb. i. 10.
Let us go from point to point, and see how in particulars the Scriptures accord
times.
;

&quot;

&quot;

;

with
is

it.

The

first

joint of time

that instant afore he was to

We

we will begin that chronology
come into the world.

of his existence withal

have existed just afore he came into the world, the instance
First,
of his conception, Heb. x. 5, in these words,
Wherefore when he comes into the
world, says he, A body hast thou prepared me.&quot; Ver. 7,
Lo, I come to do thy will,
O God.&quot; Here is a person distinct from God the Father, a me, an /, distinct also from
There
that human nature he was to assume, which he terms a body prepared.&quot;
fore besides and afore that human nature there was a divine person that existed,
that was not of this world, but that came into it,
when he cometh into the world,
he says,&quot; etc., to become a part of it, and be manifested in it.
Secondly, We find him to have existed afore John the Baptist, though John was
conceived and born some months afore him.
I note these several joints of time
because the Scripture notes them, and hath set a special mark upon them John i. 15.
John bare witness of him, and cried, saying, This was he of whom I spake, He that
cometh after me is preferred before me /or he was before me.&quot; This priority of
find

him

to

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

.

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

.

.
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And it is priority in
existence is that which John doth specially give witness to.
for he
existence, for he allegeth it as a reason why he was preferred afore him
&quot;

;

was before

me.&quot;

We

find him existing when all the prophets wrote and spake, 1 Pet. i. 11.
Thirdly,
Spirit of Christ is said to have been in all the prophets, even as Paul, who came
You seek a proof of Christ speaking in me,&quot; 2 Cor. xiii. 3.
after Christ, also speaks,
And therefore he himself, whose Spirit it was, or whom he sent, must needs exist as

The

&quot;

a person sending him.

Fourthly, We find him existing in Moses time, both because it was he that was
tempted in the wilderness, Neither let us tempt Christ as some of them also tempted,
and were destroyed of serpents,&quot; 1 Cor. x. 9 and it was Christ that was the person
as they also,&quot;
said to be tempted by them, as well as now by us, as the word KOI
evidently shows. And it points to that angel that was sent with them, Exod. xxiii.
and
who
name
of
God
as
the
God
had
the
in
whom
was,
power of pardoning
20, 21,
See also Acts. vii. 35, Heb. xii. 26.
sins, ver. 21.
Fifthly, We find him existing in and afore Abraham s time: &quot;Verily, verily, I
say unto you, Before Abraham was, I am,&quot; John viii. 58.
He says of Christ,
Sixthly, We find him existing in the days of Noah, 1 Pet. iii. 19.
that he was
put to death in the flesh, but quickened in the Spirit.&quot; He evidently
and
his
even
as
Rom.
i. 3, 4 and else
divine
of
two
human,
natures,
distinguisheth
where and then declares how by that divine nature, which he terms
Spirit,&quot; in
which he was existent in Noah s times, he went and preached to those of the old
in Spirit,&quot; are not put
world, whose souls are now in prison in hell. These words,
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

for such neither his soul nor Godhead could be
to signify the subject of vivification
but for the principal and
said to be, for that is not quickened which was not dead
cause of his vivification, which his soul was not, but his Godhead was. And besides
by his Spirit is not meant his soul, for that then must be supposed to have preached
to souls in hell (where these are affirmed to be).
Now, there is no preaching where
But his meaning is, that those persons that lived in
there is no capacity of faith.
Noah s time, and were preached unto, their souls and spirits were now, when this was
And therefore he also adds this word
written, spirits in prison, that is, in hell.
who were sometimes disobedient in Noah s days.&quot; These words
sometimes
give us to understand that this preaching was performed by Noah ministerially, yet
by Christ in Noah ; who according to his divine person was extant, and went with
him, as with Moses, and the church in the wilderness, and preached unto them.
In the beginning was
Seventhly, He was extant at the beginning of the world,
In which words, there being no predicate or attribute affirmed of
the Word.&quot;
this word, the sentence or affirmation is terminated or ended merely with his exist
;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

and he was then,
in the beginning.&quot;
He says not that he was
he was in the beginning.&quot; And it is in the be
but that
And therefore Moses s beginning,
ginning absolutely, without any limitation.
All was made by him that was
Gen. i. 1, is meant, as also the words after show,
made
and, ver. 10, the world he came into was made by him. And as from the
so then,
beginning is usually taken from the first times or infancy of the world
when God began to create, then was our Christ. And this here is set in opposition
(John i. 14) unto the time of his being made flesh, lest that should have been thought
And unto this accords that of Heb. i. 10, where, speaking of Christ,
his beginning.
out of Psalm cii.,
Thou, Lord, in the beginning hast laid the foundations of the earth ;
But further, in Psalm cii. 24, it runs thus,
so as to be sure he existed then.
Thy
We have run, you see, through all generations
years are throughout all generations.&quot;
And yet lest that
since the creation, and have found his years throughout them all.
should be taken only of the generations of this world, he adds (as Rivet expounds
ence

&quot;

:

made

he

&quot;

was,&quot;

in the beginning,

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Before thou laidst the foundation of the earth.&quot;
Eighthly, So then we come to this, that he hath been before the creation, yea,
from everlasting.
But, Ninthly, If you would have his eternity yet more express, see Heb. vii. 3,
where mentioning Melchisedec, Christ s type, he renders him to have been his type
in this
Without father, without mother, without descent, having neither beginning
abideth a priest con
of days, nor end of life ; but made like unto the Son of God
T
here his meaning is to declare that, look what Melchisedec was typici,
tinually.&quot;
or umbraiter, in a shadow, that our Christ was really and substantially.
But thou, Bethlehem Ephratah, though
Lastly, Add to this that in Micah v. 2,
thou be little among the thousands of Judah, yet out of thee shall he come forth
&quot;

it),

&quot;

;

W

&quot;
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to be ruler in Israel ; whose goings forth have been from of old, from
where he evidently speaks of two births Christ had, under the meta
forth
one as man at Bethlehem in the fulness of time, the other as
phor of going
Son of God from everlasting. As Son of God, his goings forth (that is, his birth) are
from everlasting. And it is termed,
goings forth,&quot; in the plural ; because it is
As
actus continuus, and hath been every moment continued from everlasting.
So then we have
the sun begets light and beams every moment, so God doth his Son.
two everlastings attributed to Christ s person ; one to come, Heb. i. 10, and another
And so as of God himself it is said, Ps. xc. 2, From ever
past, here in Micah v. 2.
Condensed from T. Goodwin s
lasting to everlasting thou art God,&quot; so also of Christ.
The Knowledge of God the Father, and his Son Jesus Christ.&quot;
Treatise on

unto

that

is

&quot;

everlasting

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Heavens.&quot;
He names here the most stable parts of the
Earth.&quot;
Verse 25.
world, and the most beautiful parts of the creation, those that are freest from
illustrate
to
and
thereby the immutability of God, that though
change,
corruptibility
the heavens and earth have a prerogative of fixedness above other parts of the world,
and the creatures that reside below, the heavens remain the same as they were
created, and the centre of the earth retains its fixedness, and are as beautiful and
fresh in their age as they were in their youth many years ago, notwithstanding the
change of the elements, fire and water being often turned into air, so that there
may remain but little of that air which was first created, by reason of the continual
transmutation
yet this firmness of the earth and heavens is not to be regarded in
comparison of the unmoveableness and fixedness of the being of God. As their
beauty comes short of the glory of his being, so doth their firmness come short of his
stability.
Stephen Charnock.
&quot;

&quot;

;

The greater the corruption, the vaster the
perish.&quot;
that the fiery deluge shall ascend no higher than did the
It may be the earth shall be burned, that is the worst guest at the table,
watery.
the common sewer of all other creatures, but shall the heavens pass away ?
It
may be the airy heaven ; but shall the starry heaven where God hath printed such
Yes, ctelum, elementum, terra, when ignis ubique ferox ruptis
figures of his glory ?
The former deluge is called the world s winter, the next the world s
regnabit habenis.
summer. The one was with a cold and moist element, the other shall be with an
element hot and dry. But what then shall become of the saints ? They shall be
delivered out of all ; walking like those three servants in the midst of that great
furnace, the burning world, and not be scorched, because there is one among them
the Son of God,&quot; Dan. iii. 25, their Redeemer. But shall all quite
to deliver them,
Thou
perish ? No, there is rather a mutation than an abolition of their substance.
The concupiscence
shalt change them, and they shall be changed,&quot; not abolished.
In the altering of an old
shall pass, not the essence ; the form, not the nature.
garment, we destroy it not, but trim it, refresh it, and make it seem new. They
The corrupt quality
pass, they do not perish ; the dross is purged, the metal stays.
shall be renewed, and all things restored to that original beauty wherein they were
end
of
all
1
Pet.
iv.
7
an
end
The
is
at
of us, an end of
created.
hand,&quot;
things
our days, an end of our ways, an end of our thoughts. If a man could say as Job s
messenger, I alone am escaped, it were somewhat ; or might find an ark with Noah.
But there is no ark to defend them from that heat, but only the bosom of Jesus
Verse 26.
destruction.

&quot;

They

shall

Some think

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

Christ.

Thomas Adams.

Like a garment.&quot; The whole creation is as a garment, wherein
his power clothed unto men ; whence in particular he is said to
clothe himself with light as with a garment. And in it is the hiding of his power.
Hid it is, as a man is hid with a garment not that he should not be seen at all, but
It shows the man, and he is known
that he should not be seen perfectly and as he is.
by it but also it hides him, that he is not perfectly or fully seen. So are the works
of creation unto God, he so far makes them his garment or clothing as in them to
give out some instances of his power and wisdom ; but he is also hid in them, in
that by them no creature can come to the full and perfect knowledge of him. Now,
when this work shall cease, and God shall unclothe or unveil all his glory to his saints,
and they shall know him perfectly, see him as he is, so far as a created nature is
capable of that comprehension, then will he lay them aside and fold them up, at
least as to that use, as easily as a man lays aside a garment that he will wear or use
Verse 26.

&quot;

the Lord shows

;

;

no more.

This

lies in

the metaphor.

John Owen.
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Thou art the same.&quot; The essence of God, with all the perfections
Verse 27.
his nature, are pronounced the same, without any variation from eternity to
&quot;

of

So that the text doth not only assert the eternal duration of God, but his
his eternity is signified in that expression,
thou
immutability in that duration
his immutability in this,
thou art the same.&quot; To endure, argues
shalt endure
indeed this immutability as well as eternity
for what endures is not changed, and
But thou art the same,&quot; in nn, doth more fully
what is changed doth not endure.
not
be
the
same
if
he
He
could
could
be changed into any other thing than
signify it.
what he is. The Psalmist therefore puts, not thou hast been or shall be, but thou art
the same, without any alteration thou art the same, that is, the same God, the same
in essence and nature, the same in will and purpose, thou dost change all other things
but thou art immutable in every respect, and receivest no shadow
as thou pleaseth
The Psalmist here alludes to the name
of change, though never so light and small.
I
and
doth not only ascribe immutability to God, but exclude every
am,
Jehovah,
in
that
else
from
perfection.
thing
partaking
Stephen Charnock.
The children of thy servants shall continue.&quot;
Verse 28.
In what sense is
children
taken ? Either the children of their flesh, or of their faith. Some say
the children of the same faith with the godly teachers and servants of the Lord,
begotten by them to God, as noting the perpetuity of the church, who shall in every
Tis the comfort of God s people to see a young
age bring forth children to God.
brood growing up to continue his remembrance in the world, that when they die
religion shall not die with them, nor the succession of the church he interrupted.
but rather I think the children of their
This sense is not altogether incongruous
it being a blessing often promised
see the next Psalm,
body are here intended
eternity.

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

;

The mercy of the LORD is from everlasting to everlasting upon them
verse 17.
that fear him, and his righteousness unto children s children,&quot;
Shall continue ;
In what sense is it spoken ?
shall be established.&quot;
Some think only pro more
to
of
the fashion
that covenant which the people of God were then
fsederis, according
under, when eternity was but more darkly revealed and snadowed out, either by
the
continuance
of
their
name in their posterity, which was a kind of
or
life,
long
literal immortality.
Clearly such a kind of regard is had, as appeareth by that
The Lord loveth judgment, and forsaketh not
which you find in Ps. xxxvii. 28.
his saints ; they are preserved for ever.&quot;
How ? since they die as others do mark
the antithesis, and that will explain it.
They are preserved for ever : but the seed
the
wicked
shall
be
cut
are
of
off.&quot;
They
preserved in their posterity. Children are
but the parents multiplied, and the parent continued
tis nodosa zeternitas ; when
the father s life is run out to the last, there is a knot tied, and the line is still con
tinued by the child.
I confess, temporal blessings, such as long life, and the pro
mise of a happy posterity, are more visible in the eye of that dispensation of the
covenant
but yet God still taketh care for the children of his people, and many
promises run that way that belong to the gospel-administration, and still God s ser
vice is the surest way to establish a family, as sin is the ready way to root it out.
And if it doth not always fall out accordingly, yet for the most part it doth and we
are no competent judges of God s dispensations in this kind, because we see Providence
by pieces, and have not the skill to set them together ; but at the day of judgment,
when the whole contexture of God s dealings is laid before us, we shall clearly under
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

;

;

stand

how

the children of his servants continue,

and

their seed is established.

Thomas

Manton.
Verse 28.
O the folly of the world, that seeks to make perpetuities to their
houses by devises in the law, which may perhaps reach to continue their estates,
but can it reach to continue their seed ? It may entail lands to their heirs, but
can it entail heirs to their lands ? No, God knows
This is a perpetuity of only
God s making, a privilege of only God s servants for The children of his servants
shall continue, and their seed shall be established before him ;
but that any others
shall continue is no part of David s warrant.
Sir R. Baker.
1

&quot;

:

&quot;
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HINTS TO PREACHERS.
II. Afflicted men should pray even when
Afflicted men may pray.
overwhelmed. III. Afflicted men can pray for what is wanted is a pouring out of
IV. Afflicted men are accepted in prayer
their complaint, not an oratorical display.
for this prayer is placed on record.
Five steps to the mercy-seat. The Psalmist prays for, I. Audience :
Verses 1, 2.

Title.

&quot;

&quot;

I.

Let my cry come before thee.&quot;
Hear my prayer.&quot; II. Access:
Incline thine ear.&quot;
Hide not thy face.&quot; IV. An intent ear
&quot;

&quot;

:

III.

Unveiling:
V. Answer.

C. Davis.
Verses 1, 17, 19, 20.

An interesting discourse may be founded upon these passages.
The Lord entreated to hear verse 1. II. The Promise given that he will hear
verses 19 and 20.
III. The Record that the Lord has heard
verse 17.
II. Prayer in trouble is most
I. Prayer in trouble is most needed.
Verse 2.
III. Prayer in trouble is most speeded
Answer me speedily.&quot; Or,
heeded.
In the day,&quot; etc.
II. The prayer of trouble
Hide not
I. Prayer in trouble
not remove the trial, but be with me in it. A fiery furnace is a paradise
thy face
when God is with us there. G. R.
He deprecates the loss of the divine countenance when
Verse 2 (first clause)
under trouble. I. That would intensify it a thousandfold. II. That would deprive
him of strength to bear the trouble. III. That would prevent his acting so as to
IV. That might injure the result of the trouble.
glorify God in the trouble.
I.

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

;

We

need to be answered speedily. II. God can so
IV. God has promised so to answer.
11.
I. The causes of grief.
1. The brevity of life.
2. Bodily
v. 3.
Verses 3
v. 4, 5.
4. Solitariness,
3. Dejection of spirit,
v. 6, 7.
5. Reproach.
pain. v. 3.
often
I.
(last clause).
III. God has so answered.

Verse 2

answer.

6.

8.

v.

Humiliation,

Wasting away.

v.

11.

v.

II.

7. The hidings of God s
9.
countenance,
The eloquence of grief. 1. The brevity of life

v.
is

10.

8.

as vanish

2. Bodily pain is fire in the bones.
3. Dejection of spirit is &quot;withered
can eat when the heart is sad ? 4. Solitariness is like
The pelican
5.
in the wilderness, the owl in the desert, and the sparrow upon the house top.&quot;
madmen
they that are mad.&quot; 6. Humiliation
Reproach is being surrounded by
and
ashes
like
tears.&quot;
7.
The
of
God
is
s
counte
bread,&quot;
eating
drinking
hidings
nance is lifting up in order to be cast down. 8. Wasting away is a shadow declining
&quot;

ing

smoke.&quot;

grass.&quot;

Who

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

and grass withering.

G. R.
Verse 4.
Unbelieving sorrow makes us forget to use proper means for our support.
II. Forget the past and its experiences.
III. Forget
I.
forget the promises.
IV. Forget the everlasting love of God.
the Lord Jesus, our life.
This leads to
and
is
to
be
avoided.
weakness, faintness, etc.,
Verse 6.
This as a text, together with ciii. 5, makes an interesting contrast, and
gives scope for much experimental teaching.
The evils and benefits of solitude when it may be sought, and when
Verse 7.
it becomes a folly.
Or, the mournful watcher alone, outside the pale of communion,
for fellowship, set apart to watch.
wishful
insignificant,
Verse 9.
The sorrows of the saints their number, bitterness, sources, correctives,
influences, and consolations.
thine indignation and thy wrath.
Verse 10.
I. The
trial of trials
II. The
thou hast lifted me up,&quot; etc. III. The
aggravation of that trial former favour,
see former verse, and verses 12 and 13.
best behaviour under it
Verse 10 (last clause.) The prosperity of a church or an individual often followed
declension
;
worldly aggrandisement frequently succeeded by affliction ; great
by
joy in the Lord very generally succeeded by trial.
Verses 11, 12.
/ and Thou, or the notable contrast.
I. / :
my days are like
a shadow, 1. Because it is unsubstantial ; because it partakes of the nature of the
darkness which is to absorb it ; because the longer it becomes the briefer its con
tinuance. 2. I am like grass cut down by the scythe ; scorched by drought.
II. Thou.
Lord. Ever enduring. Ever memorable. Ever the study of passing
C. D.
generations of men.
Verse 13.
I. Zion often needs restoration.
It needs
II. Its restora
mercy.&quot;
tion is certain
Thou shalt arise,&quot; etc. III. The seasons of its restoration are
determined. There is a
time
to favour her
a
set
time.
IV. Intimations
of those coming seasons are often given
The time, the set time, is come.&quot; G. R.
I. Visitation
Verses 13, 14.
II. Predestination relied upon.
III.
expected.

We

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

VOL.
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Evidence observed.

IV.

Enquiry suggested

Do we take

pleasure in her stones ?

etc.

The interest of the Lord s people in the concerns of Zion one
Verses 13, 14.
of the surest signs of her returning prosperity.
The inward prosperity of the church essential to her power in the world.
Verse 15.
God is Zion s purchaser, architect, builder, inhabitant, Lord. I. Zion
Verse 16.
built up.
Conversions frequent ; confessions numerous
union firm ; edification
missions
extended.
II. God glorified.
In its very foundation
solid ;
by its
difficulties
and
enemies
and
;
ministry ; by
by poor workers,
poor materials ; and
even by our failures. III. Hope excited. Because we may expect the Lord to
IV. Inquiry suggested.
I concerned, as built, or
glorify himself.
building ?
not merely doctrinally, but experimentally ?
I. The destitute pray.
Verse 17.
II. They pray most.
III. They pray best.
IV. They pray most effectually.
Or the surest way to succeed in prayer is to pray
show the reason of this.
as the destitute
I.
Verse 18.
memorial.
II.
W. Durban.
magnificat.
I. Misery
21.
in extremis.
II. Divinity
Verses 18
observant.
III. Deity
IV. Glory consequently published.
actively assisting.
22.
I. The notice which God takes of the world, v.
Verses 19
19.
1. The
from heaven,&quot; not from an earthly point of view.
place from which he beholds it
from the height of his sanctuary,&quot; from
2. The character in which he beholds it
II. What attracts his notice most in the world.
the mercy-seat.
The groaning
III. The purpose for which he
of the prisoner and of those appointed to death.
To loose,&quot; etc.
to declare,&quot; etc.
notices them.
1. For human comfort.
IV. When his notice is thus fixed upon the earth.
2. For his own glory.
When,&quot;
R.
v.
22.
G.
etc.,
For the sick. I. Submission The Lord sent the trial
Verse 23.
He weakenII. Service
exonerated from some work, he now requires of me patience,
eth,&quot; etc.
III. Preparation
for going home.
IV. Prayer for others to
earnestness, etc.
occupy my place. V. Expectation I shall soon be in heaven, now that my days are
;

;

Am

;

A

A

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

shortened.
I.
The prayer.
Take me not away,&quot; etc. 1. Not in the midst
Verse 24.
of life, is the prayer of some. 2. Not in the midst of worldly prosperity, is the prayer
of many, for the sake of those dependent upon them. 3. Not in the midst of spiritual
Oh spare me, that I may recover strength,&quot;
growth, is the prayer of not a few
4. Not in the midst of Christian work and usefulness, is the prayer of others.
etc.
etc.
II. The plea.
Thy years,&quot;
years are plentiful with thee, therefore to give
me longer days will be an easy gift and thine own are throughout all generations.
G. R.
27.
I. The unchangeableness
of God amidst past changes
Verses 25
of
1. He was the same before as after he had laid the foundations of the
old,&quot; etc.
2. He was the same after as before.
II. The unchangeableness of God
earth.
amidst future changes.
They shall perish,&quot; etc. 1. The same before they perish
2. After as before.
III. The unchangeableness of God in the past and
as after.
Thou art the same,&quot; etc. G. R.
the future.
I. How far God may change
Verses 26, 27.
only in his garments, or outward
II. Wherein he cannot change
manifestations of creation and providence.
his
The
etc.
III.
comfortable
truths which may be
nature, attributes, covenant, love,
or
which
this
fact.
from
safely inferred,
gather support
I. The material universe of God.
1. No more to him than a garment
Verses 26, 27.
2. Ever waxing old, but he the same.
3. Soon to be changed, and
to the wearer.
II. Our relation to each
1. Let us never
left to perish, but of his years no end.
love the dress more than the wearer. 2. Nor trust more in the changeful than in
the abiding. 3. Nor live for that which will die out.
The true apostolical succession. I. There always will be saints.
Verse 28.
III. They will
II. They will frequently be the seed of the saints after the flesh.
always be the spiritual seed of the godly, for God converts one by means of another.
FV. We should order our efforts with an eye to the church s future.
&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

PSALM cm.
A Psalm of David. Doubtless by David ; it is in his own style when at
and we should attribute it to his later years when he had a higher sense of the
His
preciousness of pardon, because a keener sense of sin, than in his younger days.
TITLE.

its best,

clear sense of the frailty of life indicates his weaker years, as also does the very fulness
As in the lofty Alps some peaks rise above all others, so
of his praiseful gratitude.
among even the inspired Psalms there are heights of song which overtop the rest. This one
hundred and third Psalm, has ever seemed to us to be the Monte Rosa of the divine chain
It is as the
of mountains of praise, glowing with a ruddier light than any of the rest.
apple tree among the trees of the wood, and its golden fruit has a flavour such as no fruit
It
s reply
is
man
been
in
the
sunshine
ever bears unless it has
full
ripened
of mercy.
to the benedictions of his God, his Song on the Mount answering to his Redeemer s Sermon
on the Mount. Nebuchadnezzar adored his idol with flute, harp, sacbut, psaltery, dul
cimer and all kinds of music ; and David, in far nobler style, awakens all the melodies

Our attempt at exposi
of heaven and earth in honour of the one only living and true God.
tion is commenced under an impressive sense of the utter impossibility of doing justice
us to aid in the
is
within
to so sublime a composition ; we call upon our soul and all that
pleasurable task ; but, alas, our soul is finite, and our all of mental faculty far too little
There is too much in the Psalm for a thousand pens to write, it is one
for the enterprise.
of those all-comprehending Scriptures which is a Bible in itself, and it might alone almost
suffice for the hymn-book of the church.
DIVISION.
First the Psalmist sings of personal mercies which he had himself re
5
then he magnifies the attributes of Jehovah as displayed in his dealings
ceived, 1
19 ; and he closes by calling upon all the creatures in the universe
with his people, 6
to adore the Lord and join with himself in blessing Jehovah, the ever gracious.
:

EXPOSITION.

DLESS

*^

the

LORD,

O my

soul

:

and

all

that

is

within me,

bless

his holy

name.

O my soul, and forget not all his benefits
thine iniquities
who healeth all thy diseases
redeemeth thy life from destruction
who crowneth thee with
4
lovingkindness and tender mercies
2 Bless the

3

Who
Who

forgiveth

Who

satisfieth

LORD,

:

all

;

;

;

;

5

like the eagle

thy mouth with good things

;

so that

thy youth

is

renewed

s.

Bless the Lord,
1.
my soul.&quot; Soul music is the very soul of music. The
Psalmist strikes the best key-note when he begins with stirring up his inmost self
He soliloquizes, holds self-communion and exhorts himself,
to magnify the Lord.
as though he felt that dulness would all too soon steal over his faculties, as, indeed,
Jehovah is worthy to be
it will over us all, unless we are diligently on the watch.
praised by us in that highest style of adoration which is intended by the term bless
All thy works praise thee, O God, but thy saints shall bless thee.&quot;
Our very
life and essential self should be engrossed with this delightful service, and each one
Let others forbear if they
of us should arouse his own heart to the engagement.
can
Bless the Lord, O MY soul.&quot;
Let others murmur, but do thou bless.
Let
others bless themselves and their idols, but do thou bless the Lord.
Let others
use only their tongues, but as for me I will cry,
Bless the Lord, O my soul.&quot;
And
all that is within me, bless his holy name.&quot;
Many are our faculties, emotions, and
capacities, but God has given them all to us, and they ought all to join in chorus
to his praise.
Half-hearted, ill-conceived, unintelligent praises are not such as we
should render to our loving Lord.
If the law of justice demanded all our heart
and soul and mind for the Creator, much more may the law of gratitude put in a
comprehensive claim for the homage of our whole being to the God of grace. It is
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;
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instructive to note how the Psalmist dwells upon the holy name of God, as if his holi
ness were dearest to him
or, perhaps, because the holiness or wholeness of God
was to his mind the grandest motive for rendering to him the homage of his nature
Babes may praise the divine goodness, but fathers in grace magnify
in its wholeness.
his holiness.
By the name we understand the revealed character of God, and as
suredly those songs which are suggested, not by our fallible reasoning and imperfect
observation, but by unerring inspiration, should more than any others arouse all
our consecrated powers.
Bless the Lord,
2.
my soul.&quot; He is in real earnest, and again calls upon
Had he been very sleepy before ? Or was he now doubly sensible
himself to arise.
of the importance, the imperative necessity of adoration ?
Certainly, he uses no
and thus he shews us that we
vain repetitions, for the Holy Spirit guides his pen
and
to
bestir
are
ourselves
when
about
we
to worship God,
have need, again
again,
for it would be shameful to offer him anything less than the utmost our souls can
These first verses are a tuning of the harp, a screwing up of the loosened
render.
And forget not all his
strings that not a note may fail in the sacred harmony.
Not so much as one of the divine dealings should be forgotten, they are
benefits.&quot;
all really beneficial to us, all worthy of himself, and all subjects for praise.
Memory
is very treacherous about the best things ;
by a strange perversity, engendered by
the fall, it treasures up the refuse of the past and permits priceless treasures to lie
It needs
neglected, it is tenacious of grievances and holds benefits all too loosely.
Observe that he calls
spurring to its duty, though that duty ought to be its delight.
For our task our energies
all that is within him to remember all the Lord s benefits.
should be suitably called out. God s all cannot be praised with less than our all.
not
at
this
time
him who blesses us ?
to
bless
have
we
cause
Reader,
enough
Come, let us read our diaries and see if there be not choice favours recorded there
Remember how the Persian king,
for which we have rendered no grateful return.
when he could not sleep, read the chronicles of the empire, and discovered that
one who had saved his life had never been rewarded. How quickly did he do him
The Lord has saved us with a great salvation, shall we render no recom
honour
pense ? The name of ingrate is one of the most shameful that a man can wear ;
Let us awake then,
surely we cannot be content to run the risk of such a brand.
and with intense enthusiasm bless Jehovah.
3.
Who forgiveth all thine iniquities.&quot; Here David begins his list of blessings
He selects a
received, which he rehearses as themes and arguments for praise.
few of the choicest pearls from the casket of divine love, threads them on the string
Pardoned sin is, in our
of memory, and hangs them about the neck of gratitude.
experience, one of the choicest boons of grace, one of the earliest gifts of mercy,
Till iniquity is
in fact, the needful preparation for enjoying all that follows it.
forgiven, healing, redemption, and satisfaction are unknown blessings.
Forgiveness
is first in the order of our spiritual experience, and in some respects first in value.
The pardon granted is a present one forgiveth ; it is continual, for he still forgiveth
it is divine, for God gives it ; it is far reaching, for it removes all our sins ; it takes
in omissions as well as commissions, for both of these are in-equities ; and it is most
effectual, for it is as real as the healing, and the rest of the mercies with which it
Who healeth all thy diseases.&quot; When the cause is gone, namely, iniquity,
is placed.
Sicknesses of body and soul came into the world by sin, and as
the effect ceases.
the inhabitant
sin is eradicated, diseases bodily, mental, and spiritual will vanish, till
shall no more say, I am sick.&quot;
Many-sided is the character of our heavenly Father,
He is all things to us,
for, having forgiven as a judge, he then cures as a physician.
as our needs call for him, and our infirmities do but reveal him in new characters.
;

&quot;

;

&quot;

1

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

In him is only good,
In me is only ill,
ill but draws his goodness forth,
And me he loveth still.&quot;

My

God gives efficacy to medicine for the body, and his grace sanctifies the soul.
Spiritually we are daily under his care, and he visits us, as the surgeon does his
No
patient ; healing still (for that is the exact word) each malady as it arises.
disease of our soul baffles his skill, he goes on healing all, and he will do so till the last
The two alls of this verse are further reasons
trace of taint has gone from our nature.
for all that

is

within us praising the Lord.
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The two blessings of this verse the Psalmist was personally enjoying, he sang
not of others but of himself, or rather of his Lord, who was daily forgiving and healing
him. He must have known that it was so, or he could not have sung of it. He had
no doubt about it, he felt in his soul that it was so, and, therefore, he bade his
pardoned and restored soul bless the Lord with all its might.
Who redeemeth thy life from destruction.&quot; By purchase and by power the
4.
Lord redeems us from the spiritual death into which we had fallen, and from the
Had not the death penalty
eternal death which would have been its consequence.
of sin been removed, our forgiveness and healing would have been incomplete por
tions of salvation, fragments only, and but of small value, but the removal of the
guilt and power of sin is fitly attended by the reversal of the sentence of death which
had been passed upon us. Glory be to our great Substitute, who delivered us from
going down into the pit, by giving himself to be our ransom. Redemption will ever
Who crowneth
constitute one of the sweetest notes in the believer s grateful song.
Our Lord does nothing by halves, he
thee with lovingkindness and tender mercies.&quot;
will not stay his hand till he has gone to the uttermost with his people.
Cleansing,
healing, redemption, are not enough, he must needs make them kings and crown
them, and the crown must be far more precious than if it were made of corruptible
it is studded with gems of grace and lined with
things, such as silver and gold
it is decked with the jewels of mercy, but made soft
the velvet of lovingkindness
God
Who is like unto thee, O Lord
for the head to wear by a lining of tenderness.
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

!

himself crowns the princes of his family, for their best things come from him directly
and distinctly ; they do not earn the crown, for it is of mercy not of merit ; they
feel their own unworthiness of it, therefore he deals with tenderness ; but he is resolved
to bless them, and, therefore, he is ever crowning them, always surrounding their
brows with coronets of mercy and compassion. He always crowns the edifice which
Since thou
he commences, and where he gives pardon he gives acceptance too.
wast precious in my sight thou hast been honourable, and I have loved thee.&quot; Our
sin deprived us of all our honours, a bill of attainder was issued against us as traitors ;
but he who removed the sentence of death by redeeming us from destruction, restores
Shall God crown us
to us more than all our former honours by crowning us anew.
and shall not we crown him ? Up, my soul, and cast thy crown at his feet, and in
lowliest reverence worship him, who has so greatly exalted thee, as to lift thee from
the dunghill and set thee among princes.
5.
Who satisfleth thy mouth with good things,&quot; or rather filling with good thy
soul.&quot;
No man is ever filled to satisfaction but a believer, and only God himself
can satisfy even him. Many a worldling is satiated, but not one is satisfied. God
satisfies the very soul of man, his noblest part, his ornament and glory ; and of
consequence he satisfies his mouth, however hungry and craving it might otherwise
be.
Soul-satisfaction loudly calls for soul-praise, and when the mouth is filled
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

with good

it is

bound

to speak

good

of

him who

filled it.

Our good Lord bestows

really good things, not vain toys and idle pleasures ; and these he is always giving,
so that from moment to moment he is satisfying our soul with good
shall we not be
If we never cease to bless him till he ceases to bless us, our em
still praising him ?
be
eternal.
So
will
that
is
renewed
like
the
Renewal
ployment
thy youth
eagle
of strength, amounting to a grant of anew lease of life, was granted to the Psalmist ;
he was so restored to his former self that he grew young again, and looked as vigorous
as an eagle, whose eye can gaze upon the sun, and whose wing can mount above
the storm. Our version refers to the annual moulting of the eagle, after which
it looks fresh and young
but the original does not appear to allude to any such
fact of natural history, but simply to describe the diseased one as so healed and
strengthened, that he became as full of energy as the bird which is strongest of the
feathered race, most fearless, most majestic, and most soaring. He who sat moping
:

&quot;

s.&quot;

;

with the owl

in

the last Psalm, here

flies

on high with the eagle

:

the Lord works

marvellous changes in us, and we learn by such experiences to bless his holy name.
To grow from a sparrow to an eagle, and leave the wilderness of the pelican to mount
among the stars, is enough to make any man cry, Bless the Lord, O my
Thus is the endless chain of grace complete. Sin is forgiven, its power sub
dued, and its penalty averted, then we are honoured, supplied, and our very nature
renovated, till we are as new-born children In the household of God. O Lord, we must
bless thee, and we will
as thou dost withhold nothing from us so we would not
&quot;

soul.&quot;

;

keep back from thy praise one solitary power
and soul, and strength praise thy holy name.

of

our nature, but with

all

our heart,
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The LORD executeth righteousness and judgment

for all that are

op

pressed.

7
8

He made known his ways unto Moses, his acts unto the children of Israel.
The LORD is merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and plenteous in

mercy.
neither will he keep his anger for ever.
9 He will not always chide
10 He hath not dealt with us after our sins
nor rewarded us according
:

;

to our iniquities.
11 For as the

heaven

them that fear him.
12 As far as the east

is

is

high above the earth, so great

from the west,

so far

is

his

mercy toward

hath he removed our transgres

sions from us.

LORD

13 Like as a father pitieth his children, so the

pitieth

them that

fear him.

he remembereth that we are dust.
14 For he knoweth our frame
15 As for man, his days are as grass as a flower of the field, so he flourisheth.
16 For the wind passeth over it, and it is gone
and the place thereof shall
know it no more.
17 But the mercy of the LORD is from everlasting to everlasting upon
them that fear him, and his righteousness unto children s children
18 To such as keep his covenant, and to those that remember his com
;

:

;

;

mandments to do them.
19 The LORD hath prepared
ruleth over
&quot;

6.

his throne in the

heavens

;

and

his

kingdom

all.

The Lord executeth righteousness and judgment for

all

that

are

oppressed.&quot;

Our own personal obligations must not absorb our song
we must also magnify
the Lord for his goodness to others. He does not leave the poor and needy to perish
;

hands of their enemies, but interposes on their behalf, for he is the executor
When his people were in Egypt he
poor and the executioner of the cruel.
heard their groanings and brought them forth, but he overthrew Pharaoh in the
Red Sea. Man s injustice shall receive retribution at the hand of God. Mercy to
his saints demands vengeance on their persecutors, and he will repay it.
No blood
no groans of confessors in prison shall be left with
of martyrs shall be shed in vain
out inquisition being made concerning them. All wrongs shall be righted, all the
oppressed shall be avenged. Justice may at times leave the courts of man, but it
abides upon the tribunal of God.
For this every right-minded person will bless
God. Were he careless of his creature s good, did he neglect the administration of
he
did
suffer
high-handed oppressors finally to escape, we should have greater
justice,
it is not so, however, for our God is a God of
reason for trembling than rejoicing
he will mete out his portion to the proud
justice, and by him actions are weighed
and make the tyrant bite the dust, yea, often he visits the haughty persecutor
even in this life, so that the Lord is known by the judgments which he executeth.&quot;
7.
He made known his ways unto Moses.&quot; Moses was made to see the manner
he saw this in each of the three periods of his life,
in which the Lord deals with men
in the court, in retirement, and at the head of the tribes of Israel.
To him the Lord
gave specially clear manifestations of his dispensations and modes of ruling among
mankind, granting to him to see more of God than had before been seen by mortal
His acts unto the children
man, while he communed with him upon the mount.
of Israel.&quot;
They saw less than Moses, for they beheld the deeds of God without
his
method
this
was
therein, yet
much, very much, and might have
understanding
been more if they had not been so perverse
the stint was not in the revelation,
but in the hardness of their hearts. It is a great act of sovereign grace and con
descending love when the Lord reveals himself to any people, and they ought to
at the
of the

;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

appreciate the distinguished favour shown to them. We, as believers in Jesus, know
the Lord s ways of covenant grace, and we have by experience been made to see his
acts of mercy towards us ; how heartily ought we to praise our divine teacher, the
Holy Spirit, who has made these things known to us, for had it not been for him
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should have continued in darkness unto this day.
Lord, how is it that thou
wilt manifest thyself unto us and not unto the world ?
Why hast thou made us
while the rest are blinded ?
of the election who have obtained it
Observe how prominent is the personality of God in all this gracious teaching
He made known.&quot; He did not leave Moses to discover truth for himself, but
became his instructor. What should we ever know if he did not make it known ?
God alone can reveal himself. If Moses needed the Lord to make him known, how
much more do we who are so much inferior to the great law-giver ?
The Lord is merciful and gracious&quot; Those with whom he deals are sinners.
8.
However much he favours them they are guilty and need mercy at his hands, nor
is he slow to compassionate their lost estate, or reluctant by his grace to lift them
in both the Lord abounds.
out of it. Mercy pardons sin, grace bestows favour
This is that way of his which he made known to Moses (Ex. xxxiv. 6), and in that
way he will abide as long as the age of grace shall last, and men are yet in this life.
Slow
He who executeth righteousness and judgment,&quot; yet delighteth in mercy.
He can be angry, and can deal out righteous indignation upon the guilty,
to anger.&quot;
he lingers long, with loving pauses, tarrying by the way
but it is his strange work
to give space for repentance and opportunity for accepting his mercy.
Thus deals
he with the greatest sinners, and with his own children much more so
towards them
his anger is shortlived and never reaches into eternity, and when it is shown in
fatherly chastisements he docs not afflict willingly, and soon pities their sorrows.
From this we should learn to be ourselves slow to anger if the Lord is longsuffering
under our great provocations how much more ought we to endure the errors of our
And plenteous in mercy.&quot; Rich in it, quick in it, overflowing with it ;
brethren
and so had he need to be or we should soon be consumed. He is God, and not man,
or our sins would soon drown his love
yet above the mountains of our sins the
&quot;

\ve

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

;

&quot;

1

;

floods of his

mercy

rise.
&quot;

Plenteous grace with thee is found,
Grace to cover all my sin
Let the healing streams abound
Make and keep me pure within.&quot;
;

;

All the world tastes of his sparing mercy, those who hear the gospel partake of his
inviting mercy, the saints live by his saving mercy, are preserved by his upholding
mercy, are cheered by his consoling mercy, and will enter heaven through his infinite
and everlasting mercy. Let grace abounding be our hourly song in the house of

our pilgrimage. Let those who feel that they live upon it glorify the plenteous
fountain from which it so spontaneously flows.
9. &quot;He will not always chide.&quot;
He will sometimes, for he cannot endure that
his people should harbour sin in their hearts, but not for ever will he chasten them ;
as soon as they turn to him and forsake their evil ways he will end the quarrel.
He
might find constant cause for striving with us, for we have always something in us
which is contrary to his holy mind, but he refrains himself lest our spirits should fail
before him.
It will be profitable for any one of us who may be at this time out of
conscious fellowship with the Lord, to inquire at his hands the reason for his anger,
Shew me wherefore thou contendest with me ?
For he is easily entreated
saying,
When his children turn from their sins he
of, and soon ceaseth from his wrath.
soon turns from his chidings.
he
Neither will
keep his anger for ever.&quot; He bears
no grudges. The Lord would not have his people harbour resentments, and in his
own course of action he sets them a grand example. When the Lord has chastened
his child he has done with his anger
he is not punishing as a judge, else might his
wrath burn on, but he is acting as a father, and, therefore, after a few blows he ends
the matter, and presses his beloved one to his bosom as if nothing had happened ;
or if the offence lies too deep in the offender s nature to be thus overcome, he con
tinues to correct, but he never ceases to love, and he does not suffer his anger with
his people to pass into the next world, but receives his erring child into his glory.
10.
He hath not dealt with us after our sins ; nor rewarded us according to our
Else had Israel perished outright, and we also had long ago been con
iniquities.&quot;
to
the lowest hell. We ought to praise the Lord for what he has not done
signed
as well as for what he has wrought for us ; even the negative side deserves our
adoring gratitude.
Up to this moment, at our very worst estate, we have never
suffered as we deserved to suffer ; our daily lot has not been apportioned upon the
rule of what we merited, but on the far different measure of undeserved kindness.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;
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Shall we not bless the Lord ?
Every power of our being might have been rent with
anguish, instead of which we are all in the enjoyment of comparative happiness,
and many of us are exceedingly favoured with inward joy ; let then every faculty,
yea, all that is within us, bless his holy name.
For as the heaven is high above the earth, so great is his mercy toward them
11.
Boundless in extent towards his chosen is the mercy of the Lord ;
that fear him.&quot;
it is no more to be measured than the height of heaven or the heaven of heavens.
the
Like
is the original language, which implies other points
height of the heaven
of comparison besides extent, and suggests sublimity, grandeur, and glory.
As the
the
heavens
water it with dews and rains, enlighten it with sun,
earth,
canopy
lofty
moon, and stars, and look down upon it with unceasing watchfulness, even so the
Lord s mercy from above covers all his chosen, enriches them, embraces them, and
stands for ever as their dwelling-place. The idea of our version is a very noble one,
for who shall tell how exceeding great is the height of heaven ?
Who can reach
the first of the fixed stars, and who can measure the utmost bounds of the starry
Yet so great is his mercy
universe ?
All this
Oh, that great little word so
there must be a humble, hearty reverence of his
mercy is for them that fear him ;
authority, or we cannot taste of his grace.
Godly fear is one of the first products of
the divine life in us, it is the beginning of wisdom, yet it fully ensures to its possessor
all the benefits of divine mercy, and is, indeed, here and elsewhere, employed to set
forth the whole of true religion. Many a true child of God is full of filial fear, and yet
at the same time stands trembling as to his acceptance with God ; this trembling
is groundless, but it is infinitely to be preferred to that baseborn presumption, which
incites men to boast of their adoption and consequent security, when all the while they
are in the gall of bitterness. Those who are presuming upon the infinite extent of
divine mercy, should here be led to consider that although it is wide as the horizon
and high as the stars, yet it is only meant for them that fear the Lord, and as for
obstinate rebels, they shall have justice without mercy measured out to them.
12.
As far as the east is from the west, so far hath he removed our transgressions
from us.&quot; O glorious verse, no word even upon the inspired page can excel it!
Sin is removed from us by a miracle of love
What a load to move, and yet is it
removed so far that the distance is incalculable. Fly as far as the wing of imagina
tion can bear you, and if you journey through space eastward, you are further from
If sin be removed so far, then we may be sure
the west at every beat of your wing.
that the scent, the trace, the very memory of it must be entirely gone.
If this be
the distance of its removal, there is no shade of fear of its ever being brought back
Satan
not
such
a
task.
sins
are
even
himself
could
achieve
Our
again
gone, Jesus
has borne them away. Far as the place of sunrise is removed from yonder west,
where the sun sinks when his day s journey is done, so far were our sins carried by
our scapegoat nineteen centuries ago, and now if they be sought for, they shall not
be found, yea, they shall not be, saith the Lord. Come, my soul, awaken thyself
thoroughly and glorify the Lord for this richest of blessings. Hallelujah. The
Lord alone could remove sin at all, and he has done it in a godlike fashion, making
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

!

1

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

1

;

a

sweep of all our transgressions.
Like as a father pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth them that fear him.&quot;
To those who truly reverence his holy name, the Lord is a father and acts as such.
These he pities, for in the very best of men the Lord sees much to pity, and when
they are at their best state they still need his compassion. This should check every
propensity to pride, though at the same time it should yield us the richest comfort.
Fathers feel for their children, especially when they are in pain, they would like to
suffer in their stead, their sighs and groans cut them to the quick
thus sensitive
towards us is our heavenly Father. We do not adore a god of stone, but the living
God, who is tenderness itself. He is at this moment compassionating us, for the
word is in the present tense
his pity never fails to flow, and we never cease to
need it.
14.
For he knoweth our frame.&quot; He knows how we are made, for he made
us.
Our make and build, our constitution and temperament, our prevailing infirmity
and most besetting temptation he well perceives, for he searches our inmost nature.
He remembereth that we are dust.&quot; Made of dust, dust still, and ready to return to
dust.
We have sometimes heard of the Iron Duke,&quot; and of iron constitutions,
but the words are soon belied, for the Iron Duke is dissolved, and other men of like
dust to dust
is an appropriate requiem.
vigour are following to the grave, where
We too often forget that we are dust, and try our minds and bodies unduly by exfinal
13.

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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cessive mental and bodily exertion, we are also too little mindful of the infirmities
but our heavenly
of others, and impose upon them burdens grievous to be borne
Father never overloads us, and never fails to give us strength equal to our day,
because he always takes our frailty into account when he is apportioning to us our
Blessed be his holy name for this gentleness towards his frail creatures.
lot.
As for man, his days are as grass.&quot; He lives on the grass and lives like the
15.
Corn is but educated grass, and man, who feeds on it, partakes of its nature.
grass.
The grass lives, grows, flowers, falls beneath the scythe, dries up, and is removed
from the field read this sentence over again, and you will find it the history of man.
If he lives out his little day, he is cut down at last, and it is far more likely that he will
wither before he comes to maturity, or be plucked away on a sudden, long before
As a flower of the field, so he flourished.&quot; He has
he has fulfilled his time.
a beauty and a comeliness even as the meadows have when they are yellow with
No sooner come than gone, a flash of love
the king-cups, but, alas, how shortlived
Man is not even like a flower in the conservatory or in the
liness and no more
sheltered garden border, he grows best according to nature, as the field-flower does,
and like the unprotected beautifier of the pasture, he runs a thousand risks of coming
to a speedy end.
large congregation, in many-coloured attire, always reminds
and the comparison becomes sadly true
us of a meadow bright with many hues
when we reflect, that as the grass and its goodliness soon pass away, even so will
those we gaze upon, and all their visible beauty. Thus, too, must it be with all
that
that comes of the flesh, even its greatest excellencies and natural virtues, for
which is born of the flesh is flesh,&quot; and therefore is but as grass which withers if but
a breath of wind assails it. Happy are they who, born from above, have in them
an incorruptible seed which liveth and abideth for ever.
For the wind passeth over it, and it is gone.&quot; Only a little wind is needed,
16.
not even a scythe is demanded, a breath can do it, for the flower is so frail.
;

&quot;

:

&quot;

I

1

A

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

If

one sharp wind sweep o er the

It withers in

an

field,

hour.&quot;

How

small a portion of deleterious gas suffices to create a deadly fever, which no
man can stay. No need of sword or bullet, a puff of foul air is deadlier far,
And the place
and fails not to lay low the healthiest and most stalwart son of man.
The flower blooms no more. It may have a successor,
thereof shall know it no more.&quot;
but as for itself its leaves are scattered, and its perfume will never again sweeten
the evening air. Man also dies and is gone, gone from his old haunts, his dear home,
and his daily labours, never to return. As far as this world is concerned, he is as
though he ne er had been the sun rises, the moon increases or wanes, summer and
winter run their round, the rivers flow, and all things continue in their courses as
though they missed him not, so little a figure does he make in the affairs of nature.
Perhaps a friend will note that he is gone, and say,
art of

&quot;

;

&quot;

One morn, I miss d him on the accustom d hill.
Along the heath, and near his favourite tree
Another came, nor yet beside the rill,
Nor up the lawn, nor at the wood was
;

he.&quot;

are silent, beyond a mound of earth, and perhaps a
be the memorial of our existence upon this busy
True there are more enduring memories, and an existence of another kind
scene
with
but
these
coeval
eternity,
belong, not to our flesh, which is but grass, but to a
higher life, in which we rise to close fellowship with the Eternal.

But when the

dirges due
crumbling stone, how small
&quot;

&quot;

will

I

17.

&quot;

But

the

mercy of

the

Lord

is

from everlasting

How

to

everlasting

upon them

that

vast the contrast between the fading flower and the
How wonderful that his mercy should link our frailty with his
everlasting God
From old eternity the Lord viewed his people
eternity, and make us everlasting too
the
as objects of mercy, and as such chose them to become partakers of his grace
doctrine of eternal election is most delightful to those who have light to see it and
love wherewith to accept it.
It is a theme for deepest thought and highest joy.
The to everlasting is equally precious. Jehovah changes not, he has mercy without
end as well as without beginning. Never will those who fear him find that either their
sins or their needs have exhausted the great deep of his grace.
The main question is,
If we are lifting up to heaven the eye of filial fear, the gaze of
Do we fear him!
fear

him.&quot;

Blessed but

!

1

!

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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is never removed from us, and it never will be, world without end.
his righteousness unto children s children.&quot;
the
Mercy to those with

paternal love
&quot;

And

whom

Lord makes a covenant is guaranteed by righteousness ; it is because he is just that
he never revokes a promise, or fails to fulfil it. Our believing sons and their seed
for ever will find the word of the Lord the same
to them will he display his grace and
Let us sing, then, for posterity. The past
bless them even as he has blessed us.
commands our praise and the future invites it. For our descendants let us sing as
If Abraham rejoiced concerning his seed, so also may the godly, for
well as pray.
instead of the fathers shall be the children,&quot; and as the last Psalm told us
its
the children of thy servants shall continue, and their seed shall
concluding verse,
be established before thee.&quot;
18. Children of the righteous are not, however, promised the Lord s mercy with
out stipulation, and this verse completes the statement of the last by adding
&quot;To
such as keep his covenant, and to those that remember his commandments to do them.&quot;
must
be
obedient
are
here
and the children too. We
bidden to abide
The parents
by the covenant, and those who run off to any other confidence than the finished
work of Jesus are not among those who obey this precept those with whom the
covenant is really made stand firm to it, and having begun in the Spirit, they do not
The truly godly keep the Lord s commands
seek to be made perfect in the flesh.
remember
to do them
carefully
they
they observe them practically
do
not
and
but
remember &quot;his commandments&quot; as such,
moreover they
choose,
pick
without exalting one above another as their own pleasure or convenience may dictate.
May our offspring be a thoughtful, careful, observant race, eager to know the will
of the Lord, and prompt to follow it fully, then will his mercy enrich and honour
;

&quot;

&quot;in

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

them from generation

&quot;

:

;

to generation.

This verse also suggests praise, for who would wish the Lord to smile on those
who will not regard his ways ? That were to encourage vice. From the manner
in which some men unguardedly preach the covenant, one might infer that God would
bless a certain set of men however they might live, and however they might neglect
But the word teaches not so. The covenant is not legal, but it is holy.
his laws.
on the contrary, one
It is all of grace from first to last, yet it is no panderer to sin
I will put my laws in their hearts and in their minds will
of its greatest promises is,
them
its
aim
is
of
a
unto
I write
the sanctifying
God, zealous for
general
people
good works, and all its gifts and operations work in that direction. Faith keeps the
covenant by looking alone to Jesus, while at the same time by earnest obedience it
remembers the Lord s commandments to do them.
Here is a grand burst
The Lord hath prepared his throne in the heavens.&quot;
19.
of song produced by a view of the boundless power, and glorious sovereignty of
Jehovah. His throne is fixed, for that is the word it is established, settled, immov
;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

able.

He

&quot;

sits

on no precarious throne,

Nor borrows leave

to

be.&quot;

his government there is no alarm, no disorder, no perturbation, no hurrying
and fro in expedients, no surprises to be met or unexpected catastrophes to be
all is prepared and fixed, and he himself has prepared and fixed it.
warded off
He is no delegated sovereign for whom a throne is set up by another he is an autocrat,
and his dominion arises from himself and is sustained by his own innate power. This
matchless sovereignty is the pledge of our security, the pillar upon which our confi

About
to

;

;

dence

may safely lean.
Over the whole universe he stretches his
And fa s kingdom ruleth over
He now reigns universally, he always has done so, and he always will. To
sceptre.
us the world may seem rent with anarchy, but he brings order out of confusion.
&quot;

all.&quot;

The warring elements are marching beneath his banner when they most wildly rush
onward in furious tempest. Great and small, intelligent and material, willing and

His is the only universal
all are under his sway.
and only Potentate, King of kings and Lord of lords.
A clear view of his ever active, and everywhere supreme providence, is one of the most
he who has it cannot do otherwise than bless the Lord
delightful of spiritual gifts

unwilling, fierce or gentle,
monarchy, he is the blessed

all,

;

with

all his soul.

singer hymned the varied attributes of the Lord as seen in
nature, grace, and providence, and now he gathers up all his energies for one final

Thus has the sweet
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outburst of adoration, in which he would have
Great King.

all

unite, since

all
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are subjects of the

20 Bless the LORD, ye his angels, that excel in strength, that do his com
mandments, hearkening unto the voice of his word.
21 Bless ye the LORD, all ye his hosts
ye ministers of his, that do his
;

pleasure.
22 Bless the

LORD,

O my

LORD,

all

his

works in

all

places of his dominion

:

bless the

soul.

Bless the Lord, ye his angels, that excel in strength.&quot;
20.
Finding his work of
the firstborn sons of light
to speak
praise growing upon his hands, he calls upon
Dwell
the praises of the. Lord, as well they may, for as Milton says, they best can tell.
ing nearer to that prepared throne than we as yet have leave to climb, they see in
nearer vision the glory which we would adore. To them is given an exceeding might
of intellect, and voice, and force which they delight to use in sacred services for him
let them now turn all their strength into that solemn song which we would send up to
the third heaven. To him who gave angelic strength let all angelic strength be given.
That
They are his angels, and therefore they are not loth to ring out his praises.
are bidden to do
do his commandments, hearkening unto the voice of his word.&quot;
let those unfallen spirits, whose bliss it is
these commandments, and alas we fail
never to have transgressed, give to the Lord the glory of their holiness. They hearken
much
as
for yet more commands, obeying
by reverent listening as by energetic action,
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

We

;

and in this they teach us how the heavenly will should evermore be done ; yet even
for this surpassing excellence let them take no praise, but render all to him who has

made and kept them what they

O

are.

that

we could hear them chant the high

praises of God, as did the shepherds on that greatest of all birth nights
&quot;

When such music sweet
Their hearts and ears did greet
As never was by mortal finger struck
Divinely-warbled voice

;

Answering the stringed

noise,
As well their souls in blissful rapture took:
air, such pleasure loth to lose,

The
With thousand echoes

still

prolongs each heavenly

close.&quot;

Our glad heart anticipates the hour when we shall hear them
and solemn guise,&quot; and all to the sole praise of God.

&quot;

harping in loud

Bless ye the Lord, all ye his hosts ;
to whatever race of creatures ye may
21.
The
belong, for ye are all his troops, and he is the Generallissimo of all your armies.
fowl of the air and the fish of the sea, and whatsoever passeth through the paths of
the sea, should all unite in praising their Creator, after the best of their ability.
Ye
in whatever way ye serve him, bless him as
ministers of his, that do his pleasure
;
ye serve. The Psalmist would have every servant in the Lord s palace unite with him,
and all at once sing out the praises of the Lord.
have attached a new sense to
ministers
in these latter days, and so narrowed it down to those who
the word
serve in word and doctrine.
Yet no true minister would wish to alter it, for we are
above all men bound to be the Lord s servants, and we would, beyond all other minis
or
desire
to bless the glorious Lord.
forces,
tering intelligences
Bless the Lord, all his works in all places of his dominion.&quot;
22.
Here is a trinity
of blessing for the thrice blessed God, and each one of the three blessings is an en
largement upon that which went before. This is the most comprehensive of all, for
what can be a wider call than to all in all places ? See how finite man can awaken
unbounded praise
Man is but little, yet, placing his hands upon the keys of the
Redeemed man
great organ of the universe, he wakes it to thunders of adoration
is the voice of nature, the priest in the temple of creation, the precentor in the worship
of the universe.
O that all the Lord s works on earth were delivered from the vanity
to w hich they were made subject, and brought into the glorious liberty of the children
the
time
of God
is hastening on and will most surely come ; then will all the Lord s
works bless him indeed. The immutable promise is ripening, the sure mercy is on its
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

We

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

!

!

r

:

way.
&quot;

Hasten ye winged hours
Bless the Lord,

my

!

soul.&quot;

He

closes

on his key-note.

He

cannot be content
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on others without taking his own part nor because others sing more loudly
and perfectly, will he be content to be set aside. O my soul, come home to thyself
and to thy God, and let the little world within thee keep time and tune to the spheres
which are ringing out Jehovah s praise. O infinitely blessed Lord, favour us with this
highest blessing of being for ever and ever wholly engrossed in blessing thee.
to call

;

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
A Psalm

Title.

heaven, saith Beza.

which he wrote when carried out
John Trapp.

of David,

of himself as far as

Whole Psalm. How often have saints in Scotland sung this Psalm in days when
they celebrated the Lord s Supper ! It is thereby specially known in our land. It is
connected also with a remarkable case in the days of John Knox. Elizabeth Adambecause he more fully opened the
son, a woman who attended on his preaching,
fountain of God s mercies than others did,&quot; was led to Christ and to rest, on hearing
this Psalm, after enduring such agony of soul that she said, concerning racking pains
A thousand years of this torment, and ten times more joined, are not to be
of body,
compared to a quarter of an hour of my soul s trouble.&quot; She asked for this Psalm
It was in receiving it that my troubled soul first tasted
again before departing
God s mercy, which is now sweeter to me than if all the kingdoms of the earth were
A. Bonar.
Andrew
to
me
possess.&quot;
given
Whole Psalm. The number of verses in this Psalm is that of the letters of the
Hebrew alphabet and the completeness of the whole is further testified by its return
Bless the LORD, O my soul.&quot;
at the close to the words with which it started,
J. F. Thrupp.
is
in
to
Whole Psalm. The Psalm,
number, an alphabetical one, harmonised
regard
in such a way as that the concluding turns back into the introductory verse, the whole
In like manner, the name Jehovah
being in this manner finished and rounded off.
occurs eleven times. The Psalm is divided into two strophes, the first of ten and the
second of twelve verses. The ten is divided by the five, and the twelve falls into three
Jehovah occurs in the first strophe four, and in the
divisions, each of four verses.
second seven times.
The Psalm bears the character of quiet tenderness. It is a still clear brook of
In accordance with this, we find that the verses are of equal
the praise of God.
It is only at the con
length as to structure, and consist regularly of two members.
the vessel is too small
clusion, where the tone rises, that the verses become longer
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

:

for the feeling.

The testimony which the title bears on behalf of the composition of the Psalm by
David, is confirmed by the fact that the Psalm in passages, the independence of which
cannot be mistaken, bears a striking resemblance to the other Psalms of David, and
by the connection with Psalm cii. David here teaches his posterity to render thanks,
as in the previous Psalm he had taught them to pray : the deliverance from deep dis
tress which formed there the subject of prayer, forms here the subject of thanks.
E. W. Hengstenberg.
Whole Psalm. It is observable that no petition occurs throughout the entire
compass of these twenty-two verses. Not a single word of supplication is in the
whole Psalm addressed to the Most High. Prayer, fervent, heartfelt prayer, had
doubtless been previously offered on the part of the Psalmist, and answered by his

Innumerable blessings had been showered down from above in acknowledg
David s supplications and, therefore, an overflowing gratitude now bursts
forth from their joyful recipient. He touches every chord of his harp and of his heart
together, and pours forth a spontaneous melody of sweetest sound and purest praise.
John Stevenson, in
Gratitude : an Exposition of the Hundred and Third Psalm,&quot;
God.

ment

of

;

&quot;

1856.
Verse

work

so

&quot;

1.

fit

for

Bless the Lord,

my soul as this

?

my

Who

souL&quot;

so

fit

O how
for this

for what
well they are fitted
as my soul ?
My body, God

work

1
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knows,
No, my soul, it
gross and heavy, and very unfit for so sublime a work.
and indeed what hast thou else to do ? it is the very work for
is thou must do it
which thou wert made, and O that thou wert as fit to do the work as the work is fit
for thee to do
But, alas, thou art become in a manner earthy, at least hast lost a
great part of thy abilities, and will never be able to go through with this great work
alone.
If
to bless the Lord were no more but to say, Lord, Lord, like to them
thyself
The temple of the Lord, the temple of the Lord
that cried,
then my tongue alone
would be sufficient for it, and I should not need to trouble any other about it but to
bless the Lord is an eminent work, and requires not only many but very able agents
and therefore, my soul, when thou goest about it, go not alone
to perform it
is

;

1

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

all that is within thee
all the forces in my whole magazine,
but, take with thee
whether it be my heart, or my spirits whether my will, or my affections ; whether
take
them
all with thee, and bless the Lord.
or
my memory
my understanding,
Sir R. Baker.
All that is within me.&quot;
The literal translation of the form here used
Verse 1.
is my insides or inner parts, the strong and comprehensive meaning of the plural being
further enhanced by the addition of all, as if to preclude exception and reserve, and
comprehend within the scope of the address all the powers and affections. J. A.
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

Alexander.
Verse 1.

is within me,&quot; etc.
Let your conscience
bless the Lord
Let your judgment bless him, by decisions in accordance with
his word.
Let your imagination bless him, by pure and holy musings. Let your
Let your desires bless him,
affections praise him, by loving whatsoever he loves.
by seeking only his glory. Let your memory bless him, by not forgetting any of
Let your thoughts bless him, by meditating on his excellencies. Let
his benefits.
your hope praise him, by longing and looking for the glory that is to be revealed. Let
your every sense bless him by its fealty, your every word by its truth, and your every
John Stevenson.
act by its integrity.
Bless the Lord, O my soul.&quot;
Verse 1.
You have often heard, that when God
and
to
bless
is said
men,
they on the other hand are excited to bless him, the word
God is the only fountain of being and happi
is taken in two very different senses.
and hence he is said to bless his creatures
ness, from which all good ever flows
when he bestows mercies and favours upon them, gives them any endowments of
body and mind, delivers them from evils, and is the source of their present comforts
and future hopes. But in this sense, you ll see there is no possibility of any creature s
for as his infinite and unblemished perfection renders him incapable
blessing God
of receiving any higher excellency, or improvement in happiness
so, could we put
the supposition that this immense ocean of good might be increased, it is plain that
we, who receive our very being and everything that we have or are from him, could
To bless God, then, is, with an ardent affection humbly
in no case contribute thereto.
to acknowledge those divine excellencies, which render him the best and greatest
it is to give him the praise
the
of beings,
only object worthy of the highest adoration
of all those glorious attributes which adorn his nature, and are so conspicuously
manifested in his works and ways. To bless God, is to embrace every proper oppor
tunity of owning our veneration and esteem of his excellent greatness, and to declare
to all about us, as loudly as we can, the goodness and grace of his conduct towards
men, and our infinite obligations for all our enjoyments to him, in whom we live,
move, and have our being. And a right blessing of God must take its rise from a heart
that is full of esteem and gratitude, which puts life into the songs of praise.
And then, of all others, the most lively and acceptable method of blessing God,
is a holy conversation and earnest endeavour to be purified from all iniquity
for
blessing of God consists, as I told you, in adoring his excellencies, and expressing our
but what can be so effectual a way of doing this,
esteem and veneration of them
That person best exalts
as the influence that the views of them have upon our lives ?
the glory of the divine power, who fears God above all, and trembles at the appre
and of his justice, who flees from sin, which exposes him to
hensions of his wrath
the inexorable severity thereof
and of his love, who is softened thereby into grateful
returns of obedience
and then we celebrate his holiness, when we endeavour to imitate
and
abandon everything that is an abomination to the eyes of his purity.
it in our lives,
William Dunlop, 16921720.
Verse 1.
my soul.&quot; God s eye is chiefly upon the soul bring a hundred
He
this is the savoury meat he loves.
dishes to table, he will carve of none but this
who is best, will be served with the best when we give him the soul in a duty, then
&quot;

by unvarying

&quot;

All that

&quot;

fidelity.

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

&quot;

:

;

;
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we give him the flower and the cream

;
by a holy chemistry we still out the spirits.
is the cup of
spiced wine of the juice of the pomegranate
the
Thomas Watson.
(Cant. viii. 2) which
spouse makes Christ to drink of.
Bless his holy name.&quot;
Verse 1.
The name of God frequently signifies his
nature and attributes, in Scripture. Now, holiness is the glory of this name
the
purity of God is that which beautifies all his perfections, and renders them worthy to
be praised. His eternity, and knowledge, and power, without justice, and goodness,
and truth, might indeed frighten and confound us but could not inflame our love,
or engage us to hearty blessing. But when infinite mightiness, and unerring wisdom,
and eternal dominion, are mixed with unchangeable love, and inviolable veracity and
goodness, which exalts itself above all his works ; when thus it becomes a holy name,
then the divine perfections are rendered truly amiable, and suitable objects of our hope
and confidence and loudest songs so that you see how elegantly the Psalmist upon
this occasion mentions the purity of God
Bless his holy name.&quot;
And besides this, there is indeed nothing that more exalts the glory of divine
and
of
love
towards
a
than
the consideration of God s holiness ;
soul,
redeeming
grace
for if your Maker were not of purer eyes than man is, yea, if his hatred to sin, and
love to righteousness, were not greater than that of the noblest angel, his pardoning
of sin, and patience towards transgressors would not be such a wonderful condescen
but is his name infinitely holy so that the heavens are not clean in his sight ?
sion
Is the smallest iniquity the abhorrence of his soul, and what he hates with a perfect
hatred ? Surely, then, his grace and love must be incomparably greater than our
William Dunlop.
thoughts.
The well is seldom so full that water will at first pumping flow forth ;
Verses 1, 2.
neither is the heart commonly so spiritual, after our best care in our worldly converse

A

&quot;

soul inflamed in service

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

less when we somewhat overdo therein) as to pour itself into God s bosom freely,
without something to raise and elevate it yea, often, the springs of grace lie so low,
that pumping only will not fetch the heart up to a praying frame, but arguments
must be poured into the soul before the affections rise. Hence are those soliloquies
and discourses which we find holy men use with their own hearts to bring them into
a gracious temper, suitable for communion with God in ordinances.
It seems [by
these verses] David either found or feared his heart would not be in so good a frame
he
his
redoubles
he
as he desired
found
his
heart
somewhat
consequently
charge
William Gurnall.
drowsy, which made him thus rouse himself.
3.
The Psalmist s gratitude here has four attributes. The first is
Verses 1
Bless the Lord, my soul.&quot;
He has the self-same application in the
personal.
Our religion must
close of the Psalm, after he has called on others to do this work.
but while it must not end at home, it must begin at
be social as well as personal
home and relative religion, without personal, will always be found wanting in
excitement, in energy, in extent, in continuance, and very commonly in success.
And all that is within me, bless his holy name
all my
Secondly, it is fervent.
thoughts, my feelings, my understanding, my will, my memory, ray conscience, my

(much

;

:

;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

affections,

my

&quot;

passions.
&quot;

If there be passions in my soul,
(And passions, Lord, there be)
Let them be all at thy control,

My

gracious Lord, for

;

thee.&quot;

and demanded by the facts of his past life. Therefore forget
Nothing can properly affect or influence us when it is out of our
and out of mind, out of motive. Whence
Out of sight out of mind
recollection.
Bad memories.
arose the ingratitude of the Jews of old ?
Of the rock that begat
The ox
thee thou art unmindful, and hast forgotten the God that formed thee.&quot;
but Israel doth not know, my
knoweth his owner, and the ass his master s crib
doth
It
therefore
be
not
to
recall
not
consider.&quot;
should
your concern,
only
people
Who forgiveth all thine
your mercies, but to reckon them. Lastly, it is specific :
When all the words in a discourse are em
iniquities ; who healeth all thy diseases.&quot;
phatic, nothing is emphatic, when we dwell on everything, we dwell on nothing
We are more struck, in a landscape, with a selected point of vision for
effectively.
David was a poet, and understood poetry
inspection, than by the general prospect.
and poetry differs from philosophy. The one seeks to rise from particular facts
well
and instances, to establish general principles and rules the other is always for
&quot;

Thirdly,

not

it is

rational,

all his benefits.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

:
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descending from generalization to particularization
William Jay, 1849.
arises from individualities.

and much

;
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of its

beauty and force

Bless the Lord, O my soul.&quot; David found some dulness and drowsiness
Verse 2.
hence he so impetuously instigateth
hence he so often puts the thorn to his breast
John Trapp.
his soul, as one here phraseth it.
secret
This
touches
the
2.
Verse
spring of so much ingratitude
Forget not.&quot;
&quot;

;

;

&quot;

forgetfulness, the want of re-collection, or gathering together again of all the
Si oblivisceris,
varied threads of mercy. Compare Deut. vi. 12 ; viii. 11, 14.
J. J. S. Perowne.
tacebis&quot; (If thou forgettest, thou wilt be silent).
That is, forget not any of his benefits,
Verse 2.
Forget not all his benefits.&quot;
David Dickson.
as the form of speech in the original doth import.
rendered
The
word
benefits
Verse 2.
Benefits.&quot;
gemul, means
whether
or
Ps.
and then, desert,
cxxxvii. 8
an
evil,
act, work, doing,
good
properly
or what a man deserves for his act ; recompense. It is rendered deserving in Judges
ix. 16
reward, Ps. xciv.
benefit, as here, in 2 Chron. xxxii. 25 ; desert, Ps. xxviii. 4
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;ntoi,

;

;

;

14
Isai. xxxv. 4
lix. 18
Ixvi.
Lam. iii. 64 Joel. iii. 4, 7. The proper reference here is to the Divine
6
Jer. li. 6
had
as
a
reason
for
his
name.
His
to
what
God
done,
blessing
dealings with
dealings,
the Psalmist had been such as to call for praise and gratitude. What those dealings
Albert Barnes.
particularly were he specifies in the following verses.

2

;

Isai.

iii.

11

;

Obad. 15

recompense, Prov.

xii.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Who forgiveth all thine iniquities.&quot; Thine iniquities are more than
Verse 3.
and they are an intolerable burden, so that thy soul under them
can be numbered
can in no wise lift up herself.&quot; He forgiveth them all. He relieveth thee of all.
He taketh the dreadful burden from thy back, the galling yoke from thy neck, and
Thine iniquities are in-equities. There is nothing just or right
makes thee free.
in thee.
Thy very nature is an in-equity, bringing forth nothing but in-equities.
In-equities towards thy God, in-equities towards thy neighbour, and in-equities
towards thyself, make up the whole of thy life. Thou art a bad tree, and a bad tree
cannot bring forth good fruit. John Pulsford, in
Quiet Hours,&quot; 1857.
All thine iniquities.&quot;
In this lovely and well-known Psalm, we have
Verse 3.
great fulness of expression, in reference to the vital subject of redemption.
Who forgiveth all thine iniquities.&quot; It is not some or many of thine
If so much as the very smallest iniquity, in
This would never do.
iniquities.&quot;
thought, word, or act, were left unforgiven, we should be just as badly off, just as
far from God, just as unfit for heaven, just as exposed to hell, as though the whole
weight of our sins were yet upon us. Let the reader ponder this deeply. It does not
Who forgiveth thine iniquities previous to conversion.&quot; There is no such
say,
notion as this in Scripture. When God forgives, he forgives like himself. The source,
the channel, the power, and the standard of forgiveness are all divine. When God
cancels a man s sins, he does so according to the measure in which Christ bore those
sins.
Now, Christ not only bore some or many of the believer s sins, he bore them
&quot;

;

&quot;

.

.

.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

all.&quot;
God s forgiveness stretches to the length
all,&quot; and, therefore, God forgives
of Christ s atonement ; and Christ s atonement stretches to the length of every
one of the believer s sins, past, present, and future.
The blood of Jesus Christ his
Son cleanseth us from all sin.&quot; 1 John i.
Things New and Old,&quot; 1858.
healeth
Verse 3.
all
diseases.&quot;
Who
In one of the prisons of a certain
thy
country, was a man who had committed high treason for this crime he was in
due time tried, and, being found guilty, was condemned to die. But more than
he was afflicted with an inward disease, which generally proves mortal. Now
this
we may truly say, that this man is doubly dead ; that his life is forfeited twice over
the laws of his country have pronounced him guilty of death, and therefore his life
is forfeited once to the laws of his country, and, if he had not died in this way, he
must die of his disease
he is, therefore,
twice dead.&quot;
Now suppose that the
sovereign of that country had made up his mind to wish to save that prisoner s life,
could he save it ? He could indeed take off the penalty of the law
he could give him
a free pardon, and so restore the life, as sure as it is forfeited by the just sentence of
the law
but, unless he could also send a physician, who could cure the man of his
disease, he would die by that, and his pardon would only lengthen out for a few weeks
or months, a miserable existence. And if this disease were not only a mortal disease,
but an infectious one, likely to spread itself by the breath of the patient, and a
contagious one, likely to spread by the touch of the patient s body or clothes, then it
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

:

&quot;

;

;

;
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would be dangerous to others to come near that man and unless he were cured, and
thoroughly and entirely cured, the man, though pardoned, would still be a fit inmate
only for the pest-house, and could not be received into the houses of the healthy.
You have seen such a case as this, brethren you are at this very moment, perhaps,
yes, and perhaps you are in this very case
sitting close by a person in this case
I should say, you ARE in this very case, unless
Perhaps, do I say ?
yourself
you
are really and truly a Christian, a believer in Christ Jesus.
W. Weldon Champneus.
;

;

;

!

1842.
Verse

&quot;

3.

All thy

The body experienceth the melancholy consequences

diseases.&quot;

Adam s offence, and is subject to many infirmities but
many. What is pride, but lunacy what is anger, but a

the soul is subject to as
fever
what is avarice,
but a dropsy what is lust, but a leprosy ; what is sloth, but a dead palsy? Perhaps,
there are spiritual maladies similar to all corporeal ones.
George Home.
All thy diseases.&quot;
Verse 3.
O my soul, consider the multitude of infirmities,
thou hast many suggestions of the flesh and thou art
to which thou art subject
apt to yield unto them, and strivest not against them by earnest prayer and holy
this is an infirmity.
In thy prayers to God, thy thoughts are often
meditations
wandering, and thou thinkest of other matters, far unworthy of that great Majesty
if
or
not
thou
to whom
so, yet thou art quickly weary, thy spirits are drowsy
prayest
in it, and thou hadst rather be doing of something else ; this is an infirmity.
And
In thy seeing, thou canst see a mote
indeed thou hast infirmities in all thy senses.
In thy smelling,
in thy brother s eye, and canst not see a beam in thine own eye.
thou thinkest suavis odor lucri ex re qualibet, that the savour of gain is sweet, from
whence soever it rise. In thy hearing, thou art gladder to hear the profane and idle
these are thy infirmities
discourses, than such as be serious and holy
and, O my
soul, if I should cut thee up into as many parts as an anatomist, and examine the
infirmities of every part, should I not have cause, just cause, to cry out with Saint
Paul, O wretch that I am, who shall deliver me from this body of sin ? Who shall
heal me of all these infirmities ? for whether we call them sins, and then God forgives
them or call them infirmities, and then he heals them they are to us, all one
in God, all one kindness ; that as either of them is well worth remembering ;
benefit
Sir
so for both of them, we have just cause to bless him and to praise his name.
Richard Baker.
All thy diseases.&quot;
Our understandings are so bad that they under
Verse 3.
stand not their own badness ; our wills, which are the queens of our souls, become
the vassals of sin ; our memory, like jet, good only to draw straws and treasure up
our consciences, through errors in our own understanding, some
trifles of no moment
times accusing us when we are innocent, sometimes acquitting us when we are guilty ;
our affections all disaffected and out of order. Must not that needs be a monstrous face,
wherein the blueness which should be in the veins is in the lips, the redness which
the hair that should grow on the head, on the
should be in the cheeks, in the nose
face ? and must not our souls needs seem ugly in the sight of God, who have grief
and
love what we
there
where
should,
joy
joy where grief should ?
growing
should hate and hate where we should love
we fear where no fear is, and fear not
where we ought to fear ; and all our affections either mistake their object, or exceed
of

;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

We

;

their

due measure.

Thomas

Fuller.

Who redeemeth thy life from destruction.&quot; From his earliest days
Verse 4.
the Psalmist was the child of Providence. Many were the hairbreadth escapes,
and the wonderful deliverances, which he experienced. Dangers of various kinds
presented themselves as his years advanced. The jaw of the lion, and the paw of the
bear, at various times threatened to terminate his existence, and at others the ruthless
hand of man. The same God who delivered him from the sword of Goliath, rescued
The Almighty Friend who had covered his head
his life from the javelin of Saul.
in the day of battle, delivered him, at one moment, from the lords of the Philistines,
saved him at another out of the hands of the men of Keilah and again preserved to
him his life and throne from the unnatural rebellion of his own son. Well, therefore,
might the Psalmist stir up his soul, and all that was within him, to bless the Lord with
most fervent gratitude, who, by so many signal deliverances, had redeemed his life
&quot;

;

&quot;

from

destruction.&quot;

Verse 4.
redemption of

&quot;

John Stevenson.

Who redeemeth.&quot;

life

by the kinsman

Preservation from destruction, toun haggoel, properly,
possibly looking forward, in the spirit of prophecy,

;
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him who became partaker of our flesh and blood, that he might have the right
redeem our souls from death by dying In our stead. Adam Clarke.

From the pit,&quot; including death, the grave, Hades. The Targum
Verse 4.
renders from Gehenna.&quot; J. J. S. Perowne.
Verse 4.
Tender mercies.&quot; I do not know that I can do better than tell you
a little incident that took place in my native town of Stirling. Workmen were blast
ing the castle rock, near where it abuts upon a walk that lies open to the street.
The train was laid and lit, and an explosion was momentarily expected. Suddenly
trotting round the great wall of the cliff, came a little child going straight to where
the match burned. The men shouted (it was mercy) and by their very terror in
shouting, alarmed and bewildered the poor little thing.
By this time the mother
in a moment saw the danger
also had come round
opened wide her arms, and
to
Come
cried from her very heart,
me, my darling,&quot; (that was tender mercy)
and instantly, with eager pattering feet, and little arms opened to her arms, and tearthe little thing ran back and away, and stopped
filled eyes answering to her eyes
not until she was clasped in her mother s bosom wealth of sunny hair loosened on it,
and lips coral red pressed to mother s pallid lip of fear as the motherly heart gave
way to tears, in the thought of so imperilled an escape for it was barely by a second,
The Pastor an Helper
as the roar of the shattered rock told.
Alexander B. Grosart, in
of Joy,&quot; 1865.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

Verse 5.
Who satisfieth thy mouth.&quot; The word rendered mouth is ffw,
which is rendered ornaments in our version in all other passages eleven in number
and
where it occurs, except here and in xxxii. 9, where it is rendered mouth ;
even there it ought properly to be translated ornament, and here the sense seems to
is
which
xvi.
9
Ixii.
8.
It
is
true
be thy ornament, that
that
thy glory, thy spirit,
but the spirit may be called the ornament
the soul O^EJ) is here addressed (see v. 1)
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

or glory of the soul.
Christopher Wordsworth.
Kimchi understands the phrase as expressing
Verse 5.
Satisfieth thy mouth.&quot;
David s recovery from sickness. In sickness the soul abhorreth bread, and even
dainty meat, Job xxxiii. 20. The physician, too, limits the diet of the patient, and
&quot;

The commentator, therefore,
prescribes things which are nauseous to the palate.
supposes that David here describes the blessing of health, by his mouth being filled
Editorial Note to Calvin in loc.
with good things.
God can so satisfy the soul, that each chink and cranny
Verse 5.
Satisfieth.&quot;
Thomas Fuller.
therein shall be filled with spiritual joy.
Verse 5.
With good things.&quot; Mark, what does the Lord satisfy with ?
&quot;

&quot;

good things.&quot; Not rich things, not many things, not everything I ask for, but
Goodness is
good.&quot;
good things.&quot; All my need fully supplied, and everything
God expressed. All his blessings partake of his own nature. They are holy blessings,
holy mercies. Everything that satisfies must have the nature of God in it. Nothing
The heart was made for God, and only God can meet it.
else will ever
satisfy.&quot;
Frederick Whitfield, 1874.
It is an ancient fable that
Verse 5.
Thy youth is renewed like the eagle
the eagle is able to renew his youth when very old, and poetical allusion is made to
but this idea is doubtless founded in reality on the great longevity
it in this Psalm
of the bird, and its power, in common with other birds, of moulting its plumage
Hugh Macmillan.*
periodically, and so increasing its strength and activity.
The Scripture knows nothing
Verse 5.
Thy youth is renewed like the eagle
That there is nothing of this
of the idea that the eagle when old renews its youth.
kind contained in Is. xl. 31, which is commonly appealed to, but that it is rather the
referred
mount up on wings like the
the
that
is
there
of
to,
they
powerful flight
eagle
eagle, they run and are not weary,&quot; is evident from the parallel, to fly, run, march.
E. W. Hengstenberg.
Verse 5.
Thy activity will renew itself
Thy youth is renewed like the eagle
like the eagle. That is to say, From day to day he will receive and increase his strength
and vigour, so that he may thrive and flourish like the eagle. The comparison with
the eagle is not drawn in point of renovation, but in point of vigour and activity con&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

s.&quot;

;

&quot;

s.&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

s.&quot;

We

*
might have filled much of our space with fables from the rabbis and the fathers in
but they are too absurd, and ought never to be repeated
reference to eagles
hope, there
fore, that the reader will excuse if not commend the omission.
;
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&quot;

Is. xl. 31, says,
They that wait upon the Lord
mount up with wings as eagles.&quot; V enema.

tinually renewing itself; as
their strength, they shall

shall

renew

renewed like the eagle
This renovation of his youth
Thy youth
may be understood three ways. First, as to his natural state, or bodily strength.
Secondly, as to his civil state, or worldly successes, as to his honour and kingly re
nown. Thirdly, as to his spiritual state, or the heightening of his gifts, graces,
Tis probable David had found a declension in all these, and at last,
and comforts.
through the goodness of God and his blessing upon him, the renewing of them all
from that oldness to a youthfulness again, like that of eagles. Joseph Caryl.
Verse 5.
However bold it may sound,
Thy youth is renewed like the eagle
we say not too much when we speak of an eternal youth, as the glorious privilege
of the devout servant of the Lord, but of him alone.
All that with reason charms
and captivates in the appearance of youth, is seen in heightened measure where the
life
in
itself
undisturbed
with
God. Does the innocence
spiritual
fellowship
develops
In the natural life it is but too frequently a misleading
of youth attract you ?
appearance but in the life of the soul it returns to a certain extent when the heart is
purified through the power of the Holy Ghost, and the life is renewed in conformity
with that of Christ the Lord. Does the enjoyment of youth surpass in your estima
Be it so yet all too speedily it is driven away
tion that of any other here below ?
by the cares of later years, whilst enjoyment free from care even in the dark days
has
descended
the peace of God through faith. The
in
the
heart
whereon
dwell
may
Ah day by day stamps truth upon
strength of youth, seems it to you desirable ?
but even when the natural strength
Youth shall faint and be weary
the words
has already long attained its zenith, the Christian often feels himself elevated through
and what no strength
a power from on high, which lifts him above physical weakness
of sinew or muscle could accomplish is attained through the power of implicit faith.
beautiful
which
the
of
even
the
shows
Yea,
period
youth
development
you, ye would
not seek in vain in that man who, leaning on God s hand, forgetting the things that
are behind, stretches forward from light to light, from strength to strength, from
bliss to bliss.
How, finally, can hope, that makes the youthful heart beat high with
throbs of joy, be lacking to him ? The fairest part of life the sensual man sees soon
and like the eagle, this last can
behind him, the spiritual man always in prospect
often from the low atmosphere around him soar to the pure, clear ether, whence
already from afar the image, nay, the ineffable reality, shows him a more than earthly
Verse

&quot;

is

5.

s.&quot;

&quot;

s.&quot;

;

;

1

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

;

;

Joy.

it may, yet much more than for David, now be the portion
Eternal youth
Without faith and hope in the heart, even
of every Christian, but for these alone.
the bravest determination to remain young always, or at least as long as possible,
must give way before the first great storm of life. Yet even when faith and hope
are not strangers to us, whence is it that in our spiritual life there is frequently so
little of the
eagle
sparrow alone upon the
spoken of here, and so much of the
house top,&quot; referred to in Psalm cii. 7 ? Can it be that we allow ourselves too little
to be satisfied with the good things of which David had spoken immediately before ;
that is to say, that we live so little on the best things which God has to bestow,
his word, his Spirit, his grace ?
Only through these do we attain that lasting second
birth, of which the eagle is the emblem, and an unfading youth of heart the in
estimable fruit. Ye who are young in years, seek this undying youth above all the
Recover it, ye middle-aged, in living fellowship with him who
joys of early life
maketh all things new within
Preserve it, old friends of God and of his Christ, as
here
on earth, and the earnest of your bliss in heaven. And thou,
fairest
crown
your
Christian, who sittest down disconsolate, bethink thyself ; the eagle lets his wings
J. J. Van Oosterzee, in
hang down, only thereafter to soar with stronger flight
The Year of Salvation,&quot; 1874.
:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

I

1

I

&quot;

The Lord executeth righteousness,&quot; &c.
Verse
6.
Rising from personal
blessings to general, the comprehensive fact, evermore to the glory of God, is his
sympathy with the suffering and oppressed, and his ready and effective interposition
in their case.
will not praise him that he careth so kindly and so gloriously
for those who suffer cruel wrongs from wicked oppressors ?
Henry Cowles.
&quot;

Who

He made known his ways unto Moses.&quot; When Moses went up to
Verse 7.
Mount Sinai and tarried there with God the space of forty days, we may well think
and particularly made known
that God in that time, revealed many secrets to him
&quot;

&quot;

;
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ways ;
(Ex. xxxiii. 19) ; not only his ways in which he would have us to walk,
but his ways in which he walks himself, and the course he holds in the government
of worldly affairs ; why he suffers the wicked to prosper, and why the godly to be
These
of his he made known to Moses ; to the children of
oppressed.
ways
his acts.&quot;
He showed them his wonders upon Pharaoh, and that was
Israel, only
his judgment ; and he showed them his wonderful favours to themselves in the wilder
ness, and that was his righteousness ; but he showed them not his ways, and the course
he held in them they saw only the events of things, they saw not the reasons of them,
as Moses did.
Sir Richard Baker.
&quot;

his

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

O my

Verse 8.
Merciful and gracious, slow to anger and plenteous in mercy.&quot;
soul, here are four properties spoken of to be in God, and are all so necessary, that
we could not miss one of them. If he were not merciful we could hope for no
pardon ; and if he were no more but merciful we could hope for no more but pardon ;
but when besides his being merciful he is also
gracious,&quot; this gives us a further
hope, a hope of a donative ; and then it will not be what we are worthy to receive, but
what it is fit for him to give. If he were not slow to anger we could expect no
this
patience ; but when besides his slowness to anger he is also full of compassion ;
makes us expect he will be the good Samaritan, and not only bind up our wounds,
but take care also for our further curing. What though he chide and be angry for
a time ; it is but our being patient a while with him, as he a long time hath been
Sir R. Baker.
patient with us.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Verse 8.
Slow to anger.&quot; In Scripture we find that slowness to anger, and
hastiness to be angry, are expressed by the different frame of the nostrils ; as, namely,
when the Lord is said to be slow to anger,&quot; the Hebrew is, long of nostrils. Joseph
&quot;

&quot;

Caryl.
Plenteous in mercy.&quot;
Verse 8.
Torn)
great, mighty in mercy,&quot; placing
his chief glory in this attribute, and hereby teaching us how to estimate true great
&quot;

&quot;

ness.

George
Verse 8.

Home.

Plenteous in mercy.&quot;
It is a thing marvellously satisfactory and
pleasing to the heart of a man to be still taking from a great heap ; and upon this
ground are those proverbial sayings, There is no fishing like to fishing in the sea,
no service like the service of a king because in one there is the greatest plenty and
abundance of that kind of pleasure that fishers look after ; and for them that serve,
and must live by their service, there is none like that of princes, because they have
abundance of reward and of opportunity whereby to recompense the services of those
And upon the same ground it is that
that do wait and attend upon them
the Scriptures, in several places, do not only assert and testify that God is
merciful
and gracious,&quot; but abundant in mercy and full of grace ; and not simply that there
is redemption in him, but plenteousness of redemption, Ps. Ixxxvi. 5 ; and cxxx. 7 ;
Let the wicked forsake his way,&quot; etc.
Let him return unto the Lord
Isai. Iv. 7,
and he will have mercy upon him ; and to our God, for he will abundantly pardon.&quot;
The commodity which we stand in need of is mercy and the pardon of our sins, because
we have been unholy and ungodly creatures ; this commodity is abundantly in God.
There it is treasured up as waters are in the store-house of the sea ; there is no end
of the treasures of his grace, mercy, pardon, and compassion.
There is no man,
being in want, but had rather go to a rich man s door to be relieved, than to the door
of a poor man, if he knoweth the rich man to be as liberal and as bountifully dis
posed as the poor man can be. John Goodwin, on Being filled with the Spirit.&quot;
&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

He will not always chide.&quot; Certainly it is as unpleasing to God
to us to be chidden ; and so little he likes of anger, that he rids
as fast as he can
he is not so slow in coming to it, but he is as
quick in getting from it ; for chiding is a bar to mercy, and anger an impediment
to compassion ; nothing is so distasteful to God as that any block should lie in the
way of his mercy, or that the liberty of his compassion should have any cause of
restraint
and then we may be sure he will not himself lay a block in the way with
Sir R.
chiding, nor be a cause to restrain his compassion by keeping his anger.
&quot;

Verse 9.
to chide, as
his

hands

it is

of

it

:

:

Baker.
Verse 9 (Second clause).
phrase, Je lui garde, II me I a
*

&quot;

I

am

To keep anger for ever, corresponds with the French
which we use when the man, who cannot forgive

garde&quot;,*

watching him, as he has watched to do a bad turn to

me

&quot;
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the injuries he has received, cherishes secret revenge in his heart, and waits for an
opportunity of retaliation. Now David denies that God, after the manner of men,
keeps anger on account of injuries done to him, since he condescends to be recon
ciled.

Calvin.

He hath not dealt with us after our sins.&quot; Might we not have ex
pected, with such conduct, that God would have withdrawn from us the blessing
of his providence, withheld from us the communication of his Spirit, permitted us
to find the means of grace profitless, left our temptations to multiply, and suffered
us to sink into a state of fixed backsliding ? and then, with our hearts at last sinking
into too natural depression, might we not have seemed to hear him saying to us
Thine own wickedness shall correct thee, and thy backslidings shall
this day,
know, therefore, and see that it is an evil thing and bitter, that thou
reprove thee
hast forsaken the Lord thy God, and that my fear is not in thee, saith the Lord
God of Hosts.&quot; Baptist W. Noel, 17981873.
He hath not dealt with us after our sins.&quot; Why is it that God hath
Verse 10.
not dealt with us after our sins ? Is it not because he hath dealt with another after
of whom it is said, that
our sins ? Another who took our sins upon him
God
chastened him in his fierce wrath ? and why did he chasten him, but for our sins ?
O gracious God, thou art too just to take revenge twice for the same faults ; and
&quot;

Verse 10.

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

wrath upon him, thou wilt not turn it upon us
too ; but having rewarded him according to our iniquities, thou wilt now reward
Sir R. Baker.
us according to his merits.
therefore, having turned thy fierce

Verse 11.
Our mind cannot find a comparison too large for expressing the super
abundant mercy of the Lord toward his people. David Dickson.
Verse 12.
As far as the east is from the west.&quot; The expression taken from the
distance of the east from west is pitched upon, saith Kimchi, because those two
quarters of the world are of greatest extent, being all known and inhabited. From
whence it is that geographers reckon that way their longitudes, as from north to south
&quot;

their latitudes.
Henry Hammond.
When sin is pardoned,
Verse 12.

it is never charged again
no more return than east can become west, or west become east.

;

the guilt of it can
Stephen Charnock.

Like as a father pitieth his children,&quot; etc. A chaplain to seamen, at
sailor who appeared to be near death.
He spoke kindly
to the man upon the state of his soul, and directed him to cast himself on Jesus.
With an oath, the sick man bade him begone. The chaplain then told him that he
must be faithful to him, for if he died impenitent he would be lost for ever. The man
was sullen and silent, and pretended to fall asleep. The visit was repeated more than
once, with similar ill success. At length the chaplain, suspecting that the sailor
was a Scotchman, repeated a verse of the old version of the Psalms
&quot;

Verse 13.

an American port, visited a

:

&quot;

Such pity as a father hath
Unto his children dear.
Like pity shows the Lord to such
As worship him in fear.&quot;

Tears started into the sailor s eyes as he listened to these words. The chaplain
asked him if he had not had a pious mother. The man broke into tears. Yes, his mother
had, in years gone by, taught him these words, and had also prayed to God for him.
Since then he had been a wanderer by sea and land
but the memory of her faith
and love moved his heart. The appeals made to him were blessed by the Spirit
His life was spared, and proved the reality of his conversion.
of God.
Like as a father.&quot; It is to be observed in this verse, what kind of mercy
Verse 13.
the prophet attributes to God. He says not, As man pities man, as the rich the poor
man, as the strong the feeble, as the freeman the captive, but he makes mention of
that pity which a father shews to his son, which is the greatest of all.
The word om
itself supports this view, as it properly signifies viscarum commotis.
An example of
this we have in 1 Kings iii. in the case of the woman who could not bear the slaughter
of her child.
And afterwards in the case of the father of the prodigal. Luke xv.
Musculus.
;

&quot;

.

.

.
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As a father pilieth his children.&quot; The father pitieth his children
Verse 13.
that are weak in knowledge, and instructs them ; pities them when they are froward,
and bears with them ; pities them when they are sick, and comforts them ; when they
are fallen, and helps them up again ; when they have offended, and upon their sub
Thus the Lord
mission, forgives them ; when they are wronged, and rights them.
Matthew Henry.
pitieth them that fear him.&quot;
So the Lord pitieth,&quot; &c. So and ten thousand times more than so.
Verse 13.
For he is the Father of all mercies,&quot; and the Father of all the fatherhoods in heaven
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

and earth.

Eph.

iii.

John Trapp.

15.

Verse 13.&quot; The Lord pitieth.&quot;
It is better to
Though it be commonly said,
be envied, than pitied ;
yet here it is not so ; but it is a far happier thing to be
Sir R. Baker.
pitied of God, than to be envied of men.
Them that fear him.&quot; The fear of God is that deference to God which
Verse 13.
his
makes
will
to
leads you to subordinate your
you intent on pleasing him ; penitent
in view of past wilfulness ; happy in his present smile ; transported by his love ; hope
ful of his glory.
George Bowen.
Them that fear him.&quot; It may be understood of those who have not
Verse 13.
trembling at his word,&quot; those he
yet received the spirit of adoption,&quot; but are yet
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Matthew Henry.
The good father doth not turn off the child for being weak and
Verses 13, 14.
is so much the more indulgent, as his necessity requires succour.
but
If
sickly
his stomach refuse meat, or cannot answer it with digestion, will he put him out of
when the Shunamite s son complains of his head, she lays him in
doors ? No
her bosom. A mother is good to all the fruit of her womb, most kind to the sick in
fant
when it lies with its eyes fixed on her, not able to declare its grief, or to call for
So the Lord doth pity us, remembering
what it desires, this doubles her compassion
that our soul works by a lame instru
our frame, considering that we are but dust
ment and therefore he requires not that of an elemental composition, which he doth
The son is commanded to write out such a copy fairly he doth
of angelical spirits.
his best- far short of the original
yet the father doth not chide, but encourage him.
Or he gives him a bow and arrows, bids him shoot to such a mark he draws his
utmost strength, lets go cheerfully the arrow drops far short, yet the son is praised,
the father pleased. Temptation assaults us, lust buffets us, secular business diverts
He will
us, manifold is our weakness, but not beyond our Father s forgiveness
Thomas Adams.
spare us, as a man spareth his own son that serveth him,&quot; Mai. iii. 17.
&quot;

pities.&quot;

;

;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

:

Verse 14.
He knoweth our frame.&quot;
Our formation ; the manner in which
are constructed, and the materials of which we are made.
Arfam Clarke.
Verse 14.
He knoweth our frame ; he remembereth that we are dust.&quot; Not like
some unskilled empiric, who hath but one receipt for all, strong or weak, young or
old
but as a wise physician considers his patient, and then writes his bill. Men
and devils are but God s apothecaries, they make not our physic, but give what God
Balaam loved Balak s fee well enough, but could not go a hair s breadth
prescribes.
beyond God s commission. William Gurnall.
Verse 14.
He remembereth that we are dust.&quot; As if the very matter out of
which man was first made, though without sin, were a disadvantage to him in the
It was a disadvantage before man had any sin in him, how much
resisting of sin.
more is it now when most men have nothing at all in them but sin, and the best have
That
which is born of the flesh,&quot; saith Christ is flesh.&quot; Corrupt nature
much.
very
can produce none but corrupt acts. Joseph Caryl.
Verse 14.&quot; We are dust.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

we

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

O how

in this thy quire of souls

I

stand,

Propt by thy hand
A heap of sand
Which busie thoughts like winds would scatter quite.
And put to flight,
But for thy might
Thy hand alone doth tame
Those blasts, and knit my frame.
!

;

Henry Vaughan.

We are

never see one of those spiral pillars of dust which,
There
like a mimic simoom, rush along the road upon a windy day, without thinking,
Verses 14, 16.

&quot;

dust.&quot;

I

&quot;
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Dust and a breath
Observe how the apparent
is an image of
is
pillar
but a condition, an active condition, of the particles of dust, and those particles con
The form depends upon the incessant movement. The heavy
tinually changing.
sand floats on the impalpable air while it partakes its motion let that cease and it
So the dull clods of the field, smitten by force, take wings and soar in life,
falls.
partake for a time its rapid course, and then, the force exhausted, fall back into their
former state. A whirl, a flux, maintained by forces without, and ceasing when they
that is our life. James Hinton, in
are withdrawn
Thoughts on Health and some
&quot;

life.&quot;

&quot;

!

;

&quot;

;

of its Conditions,&quot; 1871.

As for man.&quot; The insignificance of man is especially brought out by
Verse 15.
the use of ENOSH here. Robert Baker Girdlestone.
Man comes forth, says Job, like a flower, and is cut down ; he is sent
Verse 15.
into the world the fairest and noblest part of God s works, fashioned after the image
of his Creator, with respect to reason and the great faculties of the mind ; he cometh
forth glorious as the flower of the field ; as it surpasses the vegetable world in beauty,
The one, if no
so does he the animal world in the glory and excellence of his nature.
untimely accident oppress it, soon arrives at the full period of its perfection, is
suffered to triumph for a few moments, and is plucked up by the roots in the very
or if it happens to escape the hands of violence,
pride and gayest stage of its being ;
Man likewise, though his
in a few days it necessarily sickens of itself, and dies away.
progress is slower, and his duration somewhat longer, yet the periods of his growth
in
both
the
the
nature
and
manner of them. If he
and declension are nearry
same,
escapes the dangers which threaten his tenderer years, he is soon got into the full
if
of
life
and
he
is
so
fortunate
as
not
to be hurried out of it
and
;
strength
maturity
then by accidents, by his own folly and intemperance if he escapes these, he natur
a period comes fast upon him, beyond which he was not made
ally decays of himself,
Like flowers or fruits which may be plucked up by force before the time of
to last.
be made to outgrow the period when they are to fade and
cannot
their maturity, yet
drop of themselves ; when that comes, the hand of nature then plucks them both off,
and no art of the botanist can uphold the one, or skill of the physician preserve the
other, beyond the periods to which their original frames and constitutions were made
As God has appointed and determined the several growths and decays
to extend.
of the vegetable race, so he seems as evidently to have prescribed the same laws to
as all living creatures, in the first rudiments of which there are contained
as
well
man,
the specific powers of their growth, duration and extinction ; and when the evolutions
of those animal powers are exhausted and run down, the creature expires and dies of
itself, as ripe fruit falls from the tree, or a flower preserved beyond its bloom, drops
and perishes upon the stalk. Lawrence Sterne, 1713 1768.
The Psalmist saith of man, as a flower of the field, so he flourisheth.&quot;
Verse 15.
This latter is more subject to decay
It is not a flower of the garden, but of the
field.&quot;
than the former, because it lies more open to the nipping air and violent winds, and
to the browsing mouth of the beast, and is more liable to be trampled upon
by all
these ways it decayeth as well as by the scorching sun, and its own fading temper.
John Edwards, in
Theologia Reformata.&quot;
As a flower of the field.&quot;
Verse 15.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

What

is life

To-day

!

like a flower,

full of

promise

with the bane in its bosom,
to-morrow it dies
!

And

health like the dew-drop that hangs in its blossom,
Survives but a night, and exhales to the skies
How oft neath the bud that is brightest and fairest,
The seeds of the canker in embryo lurk
How oft at the root of the flower that is rarest
Secure in its ambush the worm is at work ?
!

!

James

Beattie,

17351803.

The wind passeth over it, and it is gone,&quot; etc. A breath of air, a
It would not be so strange if a
gentle wind (mi) passes over him and he is gone.
tempest, a whirlwind, passing over should sweep him away. The Psalmist means
much more than this. The gentlest touch, the whispering breeze, bears him off. He
soon becomes a stranger, no more known in the little space he once filled, going
out and coming in. Henry Cowles.
The wind passeth over it, and it is gone.&quot; It is well known that
Verse 16.
a hot wind in the east destroys at once every green thing. Nor is this to be wondered
&quot;

Verse 16.

&quot;
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if as Dr. Russell says, the winds sometimes
bring with them a degree and kind
of heat, which one would imagine came out of an oven, and which, when it blows hard,
metals within the houses, such as locks of room doors, nearly as much
The blasting effect which seems
as if they had been exposed to the rays of the sun.&quot;
to be here alluded to, of certain pestilential winds upon the animal frame, is by
no means exaggerated by the comparison to the sudden fading of a flower. Maillet
describes hundreds of persons in a caravan as stifled on the spot by the fire and
dust, of which the deadly wind, that sometimes prevails in the eastern deserts, seems
to be composed.
And Sir John Chardin describes this wind as making a great
&quot;

at,

will affect

&quot;

hissing

and says that

noise,&quot;

&quot;

it

appears red and

and
happens

fiery,

kills

those

whom

it

in the day time.&quot;
by a kind of stifling them, especially when it
Richard Mant.
him
no
shall
know
Verse 16.
The place thereof
more,&quot; &c.
Man, once turned
and what knows the
to dust, is blown about by every wind, from place to place
be
it
the
dust
of
it
whether
a
falls
when
dust
prince, or of a peasant
upon
place,
whether of a man, or of a beast ? And must not man then needs be very miserable,
when time and place, the two best helps of life, do both forsake him ? for what help
can we have of time, when his days are but as grass ? What help of place, when his
Sir R. Baker.
place denies him, and will not know him ?
strikes

&quot;

;

;

;

But the mercy of the Lord is from everlasting to everlasting.&quot; No
Verse 17.
human benevolence is perpetually the same but by experience we see that those
who are kind to-day, may be changed into tyrants to-morrow. Examples of this
we have in the life of Nero, and many other rulers. Therefore lest we should suspect
&quot;

;

the goodness of God to bear any similar character, it is said with inconceivable con
solation, that it shall never cease, but is prepared for ever for all those who fear and
Musculus.
serve God.
From everlasting to everlasting.&quot; From everlasting, by predestina
Verse 17.
tion ; to everlasting, by glorification
the one without beginning, the other without
end.
Bernard.
&quot;

:

To do them.&quot; Commands are to be remembered in order to practice ;
Verse 18.
a vain speculation is not the intent of the publication of them.
Stephen Charnock.
&quot;

The Lord hath prepared his throne.&quot; The word signifies established
Verse 19.
as well as prepared, and might be so rendered.
Due preparation is the natural
way to the establishment of a thing ; hasty resolves break and moulder. This
&quot;

notes,
1. The peculiarity of his authority.
He prepares it, and none else for him. It
a dominion that originally resides in his nature, not derived from any by birth or
commission ; he alone prepared it. He is the sole cause of his own kingdom ; his
authority therefore is unbounded, as infinite as his nature. None can set laws to
him, because none but himself prepared his throne for him. As he will not impair
his own happiness, so he will not abridge himself of his own authority.
2. Readiness to exercise it upon due occasions.
He hath prepared his throne,
he is not at a loss, he needs not stay for a commission or instructions from any how
He hath all things ready for the assistance of his people, he hath rewards
to act.
and punishments ; his treasures and axes, the great mark of authority lying by
the
one for the good, the other for the wicked. His mercy he keeps by him for
him,
thousands, Exod. xxxiv. 7 ; his arrows he hath prepared by him for rebels, Ps. vii. 13.
3. Wise management of it.
It is prepared
preparations imply prudence ; the
government of God is not a rash and heady authority. A prince upon his throne,
a judge upon the bench, manages things with the greatest discretion, or should be
is

:

supposed so to do.
4. Successfulness and duration of it.
He hath prepared or established it. It
fixed, not tottering ; it is an unmovable dominion ; all the strugglings of men
and devils cannot overturn it, not so much as shake it. It is established above the
reach of obstinate rebels ; he cannot be deposed from it, he cannot be mated in it.
His dominion, as himself, abides for ever. And as his counsel, so his authority, shall
stand ; and he will do all his pleasure,&quot; Isai. xlvi. 10. Stephen Charnock.
Verse 19.
His throne in the heavens,&quot; denotes : 1. The glory of his dominion.
The heavens are the most stately and comely pieces of the creation ; his majesty
is there most visible, his glory most splendid, Ps. xix. 1. In heaven his dominion is
more acknowledged by the angels : his dominion is not disputed thfcre by the angels
is

&quot;

&quot;
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that attend him, as

on earth by the rebels that arm themselves against him.
The heavens are the loftiest part of the creation,

it is

The supremacy of his empire.
and the only fit palace for him.
2.

3. Peculiarity of this dominion.
He rules in the
His authority is not delegated to any creature, he rules the blessed
but
men
that
are
on
himself
he
rules
his
footstool
others
of the same
;
spirits by
by
The earth is but
kind, men of their own nature. 4. The vastness of his empire.
a spot to the heavens. What is England in a map to the whole earth, but a spot
you may cover with your finger ; much less must the whole earth be to the extended
You cannot conceive the many millions of little particles that are in the
heavens.
earth ; and if all put together be but one point to that place where the throne of
He rules there over the angels, which
God is seated, how vast must his empire be
excel in strength, those hosts of his which do his pleasure, in comparison of whom
all the men in the world, and the power of the greatest potentates, is no more than
the strength of an ant or fly. And since his throne is in the heavens, it will follow
that all things under the heaven are part of his dominion the inferior things of earth
cannot but be subject to him; and it necessarily includes his influence on all things
below, because the heavens are the cause of all the motion in the world. See Hosea ii.
5. The easiness of managing this government.
His throne being placed on
21, 22.
high, he cannot but behold all things that are done below ; the height of a place gives
The Lord looked down from
advantage to a clear eye to behold things below it.
heaven upon the children of men, to see if there were any that did understand,&quot; Ps. xiv. 2.
He looks not down from heaven as if his presence were confined there, but he looks
down majestically, and by way of authority. 6. Duration of it. The heavens are
The throne of God
incorruptible, his throne is placed there in an incorruptible state.
outlives the dissolution of the world.
Condensed from Charnock.
Verse 19.
His kingdom ruleth over all.&quot; His Lordship is universal. First,
over all time : other lords die, but he is eternal. Eternity is properly the duration
of an uncreated Ens.
It is improperly taken, either for things that have both be
divers such phrases in Scripture ; or
ginning and end, as everlasting mountains
for things that have a beginning but shall have no end ; so are angels and men s
souls eternal
But God calls himself, I AM,&quot; Exod. iii.
so, eternal life, eternal fire.
I am what I have been, I have been what I am, what I am and have been I
14
shall be.
This attribute is incommunicable
all other things had a non esse preced
ing their esse ; and they have a mutation tending to nothing.
They that war against
thee shall be as nothing,&quot; Isa. xli. 12 : all come to nothing unless they be upheld
by the manutency of God but Thou art the same, and thy years shall have no
Ps. cii. 27.
Thou turnest man to destruction, and again sayest, Return
end,&quot;
even from everlasting to everlasting thou art God,&quot; Ps. xc. 2 ; the sole umpire
and measurer of beginning and ending. Secondly, over all places, heaven, earth,
hell, Ps. cxxxv. 6.
Kings are limited, and cannot do many things they desire they
cannot command the sun to stand still, nor the wind to blow which way they would
in the lofty air, in the depths of the sea no king reigns.
They fondly flatter the
pope with his long arms that they reach to purgatory ; (but indeed both power
and place are alike imaginary ;) it is Christ alone that hath the keys of all places.
Thirdly, over all creatures ; binding the influences of Pleiades, and loosing the bands
of Orion, Job xxxviii. 31
commanding the fire against the nature of it, to descend,
2 Kings i. 12
creating and ruling the stars, Amos v. 8 ; overruling the lions, Dan. vi.
22, sending the meteors, Psal. cxlviii. 8, hedging in the sea, lapping it up like a child
in swaddling-clothes, Job xxxviii. 8, dividing, diverting, filling it.
In both fire and
water, those two raging elements that have no mercy, he shows mercy ; delivers us
from both in both. He calls the fowls, and they come ; the beasts, and they hear ;
the trees, and they spring to obey him. He hath a raven for Elijah, a gourd for
Jonah, a dog for Lazarus. Makes the leviathan, the hugest living creature, preserve
his prophet.
That a terrible lion should be killed, as was by Samson ; or not kill, as
here was the
they forbore Daniel or kill and not eat, as that prophet, 1 Kings xiii.
Lord. Over metals
he makes iron to swim, stones to cleave asunder. Over the
devils ; they must obey him though unwillingly.
But they continually rebel against
him, and break his will
They do indeed against his complacency, not against his
There
is
then
no
permission.
time, not the hour of death ; no place, not the sorest
torment ; no creature, not the devil but the Lord can deliver us from them. There
fore at all times, in all places, and against all creatures, let us trust in him for
deliverance.
Thomas Adams.
Verse 19.
His kingdom ruleth over all.&quot; When Melancthon was extremely

heavens alone.

I
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&quot;

;

&quot;

;

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

:
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:

:

;

;

:

;

;
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affairs of the church in his days, Luther would have him
in these terms, Monendus est Philippus ut desinat esse rector mundi :
David Clarkson.
Philip make himself any longer governor of the world.

Let

solicitous

about the

monished
not

ad

Bless the Lord, ye his angels,&quot; etc. The weight of offering praise
too heavy for men to lift ; and as for angels, it will take up all their
David Dickson.
strength and their best abilities to go about it.
The chief
Verse 20.
Angels, that excel in strength, that do his commandments,&quot;
excellence of the angels, the main cause of their strength and power, and of their
immense superiority to mankind, is that which is set forth in the following words
After the Psalmist has described the angels as excelling in strength,
of the text.
he adds that they do God s commandments, hearkening to the voice of his word. For
this is the only living source of lasting strength and power.
They who do the will
and then what can be against
of God faithfully and obediently, have God for them
them ? Then work itself strengthens them, and is like a tide bearing them onward ;
because it is his work. They on the other hand who run counter to the will of God,
and then what can be for them ? Can a man push back
have God against them
the sea ? can he lay hold on the sun, and drag him out of his course ? Then may
he hope to be strong, when he is fighting against the will of God.
Hence we see the falsehood of that maxim, so common on the lips of those who
plume themselves upon their mastery in the wisdom of this world, that Might is
Right, a maxim which exactly inverts the truth, and whereby the Prince of dark
ness is ever setting himself up against the Lord of heaven. The true principle, which
the principle which ought to be written
is inverted and perverted in this falsehood,
up in the council-chambers of princes and on the walls of senate-houses, the prin
ciple which explains the secret of the strength of the angels, and indeed of all true
strength, that is in accordance with the will of God,
may be stated in the selfsame
words, if we only invert their order, Right is Might. Julius Charles Hare, 1849.
is angels that do his commandments,&quot; etc.
Verse 20.
They hearken to the
voice of his word, they look upon God as the great General, and if he give out the
word, they give out their strength, and go about the work willingly. They are very
attentive to his commands ; if he says, Go smite Herod for his pride, Balaam for his
covetousness, David for his vainglory, Sennacherib for his blasphemy, and Sodom
for its uncleanness, presently they go.
William Greenhill.
Verse 20.
Commandments.&quot;
Davar (w), to speak, is rendered,
command
direct personal communion between the Lord and his messengers
twenty times
seems to be implied. R. B. Girdlestone.
Verse 20.
Hearkening unto the voice of his word.&quot; Not only, mightily executing
the word when heard ; but, ever intently listening, ready to catch the intimation of
his will
William Kay.
Verse 20.
Hearkening unto the voice of his word.&quot; Angels are vigilant creatures,
and wait for opportunities, and when they come they will not lose them. They
neither slumber nor sleep, but hearken constantly what the Lord will say, what
opportunity there will be for action
so, in Ezekiel i. 11, they are described with
their wings stretched upward, manifesting their watchfulness and readiness for
service.
When Christ was born, a multitude of them appeared and celebrated his
when Christ was taken by Judas and his train, Peter drew his
nativity, Luke ii. 13
sword in his Master s defence
but what saith Christ ?
Put up thy sword, it is
not a time now to fight, but to suffer thinkest thou that I cannot pray to my Father,
and he shall presently give me more than twelve legions of angels ? It is not a
time now to pray for help, I must die, and the Scripture must be fulfilled
but if
I would, my Father would bid the angels to aid me, and they presently would come,
whole legions of them, yea, all the angels in heaven.&quot; Let us learn of angels to watch
for opportunities, and take them.
There are nicks of time wherein to do the work
&quot;

Verse 20.

unto God

is

&quot;

;

;

.

&quot;

.

.

H

&quot;

.

.

&quot;

&quot;

.

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

:

;

of Christ.

William Greenhill.

Verse 21.
Bless ye the Lord, all ye his hosts
that do his pleasure.&quot;
The
his pleasure
sun, moon, stars, and planets do
(Ps. xix. 1) unconsciously ; the
and
with
instinctive
hearken
the
of
his
unto
voice
angels
consciously,
love,
word (v. 20). Both together constitute the Lord s hosts. A. JR. Fausset.
&quot;

.

&quot;

&quot;

.

.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Verse 22.

&quot;

Bless the Lord,

be that of the seraphim,

O my

soul,

soul.&quot;
That
and enter on the

my

Let thy vocation
to say,
of heaven
should
&quot;

is

&quot;

life
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my praise be of any advantage to him ? No ; nor that of all
praise
It is infinite condescension in him to hearken unto the praises
the heavenly hosts.
of his most exalted creatures.
Let me bless the Lord, because no function will be more rich in blessings to my
The admiring contemplation of his excellence is in reality the appro
soul than this.
priation thereof ; the heart cannot delight in God, without becoming like God. Let
me do it, because it is the peculiar privilege of man on this earth to bless the Lord.
When he would find any to join him in this, he has to ascend the skies. Let me do
The sands, the
it, because the earth is fully furnished with the materials of praise.
seas, the flowers, the insects ; animals, birds, fields, mountains, rivers, trees, clouds,
all
for
me
to
translate
their
wait
attributes
and
distinctions into
sun, moon, stars,
But, above all, the new creation.
praise.
Let me do it, because of him, through him, and to him, are all the things that
pertain to my existence, health, comfort, knowledge, dignity, safety, progress, power,
and usefulness. A thousand of his ministers in earth, sea, and sky, are concerned
The breath that
in the production and preparation of every mouthful that I eat.
I am commanded and enabled to modulate in praise, neither comes nor goes without
a most surprising exhibition of the condescension, kindness, wisdom, power, and
presence of him whom I am to praise. Is it not dastardly to be receiving benefits,
without even mentioning the name, or describing the goodness of the giver ? Let
candidates for heaven bless the Lord. There is no place there for such as have not
learned this art. How shall I praise him ? Not with fine words. No poetic talent
is here necessary.
Any language that expresses heart-felt admiration will be accepted.
Praise him so far as you know him ; and he will make known to you more of his
George Bowen, 1873.
glory.
all his works
The last specification is completely comprehensive ;
Verse 22.
all that he has made, whether intelligent or
in all places of his wide dominions
around
in
in all places
not intelligent ;
above, beneath,
heaven, earth, or
let them all fall into this universal chorus of praise and blessing, extolling
hell
Nor will he exempt himself ;
Jehovah, the One supremely great, supremely good
Therefore he
for his personal responsibilities as to his own heart, are his highest.
Bless the Lord, O my soul.&quot;
closes as he begun,
Henry Cowles.
O
soul.&quot;
as
the
Inasmuch
the
Bless
Verse 22.
Lord,
my
poet thus comes
back to his own soul, his Psalm also turns back into itself and assumes the form
Franz Delitzsch.
of a converging circle.
Bless the Lord, all his works in all places of his dominion : bless
Verse 22.
We are very much struck by this sudden transition from
the Lord, O my soul.&quot;
all God s works, in all places of his dominion,&quot; to himself, a solitary individual.
Of course he had already included himself ; himself had been summoned when he
summoned all God s works in all places of his dominion ; but it seems as if a sudden
fear had seized the Psalmist, the fear of by any possibility omitting himself ; or, if
not a fear, yet a consciousness that his very activity in summoning others to praise,
might make him forgetful that he was bound to praise God himself, or sluggish in
the duty, or ready to take for granted that he could not himself be neglecting what
he was so strenuous in pressing on all orders of being. We have a great subject of
discourse here. Solomon has said,
They made me keeper of the vineyards, but
mine own vineyard have I not kept.&quot; Alas how possible, how easy, to take pains
one
s self
for others, and to be neglectful of
nay, to make the pains we take for
others the reason by which we persuade ourselves that we cannot be neglecting our
How important, then, that, if with the Psalmist we call on all God s works
selves.
in all places of his dominions to bless the Lord ; how important, I say, that we add,
Bless the Lord,
like persons bent on self-examination, and fearful of self-deceit,
him

I

Can

?

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

I

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

!

:

&quot;

O my

soul.&quot;

Henry

Melvill.

Bless the Lord,
Bless the Lord,
Verses 1, 2, 22.
my soul,&quot;
my soul
Bless the Lord all his works in all places of his dominion : bless the Lord,
O my soul,&quot; verse 22 ; these two form the thrice-repeated blessing from the Lord
26.
A. R. Fausset.
to the soul in the Mosaic formula, Num. vi. 24
&quot;

.

with the

&quot;

.

.
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HINTS TO PREACHERS.
The

&quot;

Saints blessing the Lord.&quot; See
Spurgeon s Sermons,&quot; No. 1,078.
1.
I.
should bless the Most High himself.
It is possible to fail to
bless him, while we praise his gifts, his word, his works, his ways.
II.
should
bless him individually
soul.&quot;
Not merely the family through the father,
nor the congregation through the choir ; but
nor the people through the pastor
III. We should bless him spiritually
soul.&quot;
Not only with organ,
personally.
IV.
should bless him unreservedly
All that is
voice, offering, works, &c.
V.
should
bless
him
me.&quot;
within
resolutely, David preached self-communion,
and
self-command.
W.
Jackson.
self-encouragement,
Here is, I. Self-converse
Oh my soul.&quot; Many talk freely enough
Verse 1.
to others, but never talk to themselves.
They are strangers to themselves not on
speaking terms with themselves take no interest in their own souls are dull and
Bless the Lord, O my soul.&quot;
melancholy when alone. II. Self-exhortation
Thy
III. Self-encouragement
All that is
Creator, thy Benefactor, thy Redeemer.
of
and
moral
within me
ten
with
mental,
every faculty
my
spiritual being
every chord in motion. No need for one faculty of the soul to say to another,
strings
know the Lord, for all shall know him from the least even unto the greatest.&quot;
G. R.
Verse I (First clause, and v. 22, last clause).
Personal worship the Alpha and
Omega of religion. C. Davis.
Verse 2.
Inquire into the causes of our frequent forgetfulness of the Lord s
mercies, show the evil of it, and advise remedies.
I. Forgiveness is in God :
Verse 3.
There is forgiveness with thee.&quot; It is
his nature to forgive as well as to punish sin.
II. It is from God.
None can forgive
None can reveal forgiveness but God. III. It is like God, full, free,
sin but God.
all thine iniquities.&quot;
G. R.
and everlasting
Verse 3.
Who healelh all thy diseases.&quot; I. Why is sin called a disease ? 1. As
3. As it disables
it destroys the moral beauty of the creature.
2. As it excites pain.
from duty. 4. As it leads to death. II. The variety of sinful diseases to which we
Mark
vii. 21
23
Gal. v. 19, &c. III. The remedy by which God heals
are subject.
1. His pardoning mercy through the redemption of Christ.
these diseases.
2. The
of
influences
3. The means of grace.
4. The resurrection of the
grace.
sanctifying
The Study,&quot; 1873.
body. From
Verse 3 (last clause).
Our diseases by nature, our great Physician, the perfect
soundness which he works in us, results of that soundness.
Verses 3, 4, 5.
s
Mercy Hexapla. I. Three curses removed. 1. Guilt put away.
2. Corruption cured.
3. Destruction averted.
II. Three blessings bestowed.
1.
Favours that can gratify. 2. Pleasures that can satisfy. 3. Life that can never die.
Or (Verse 3) I. Pardon. II. Purification. (Verse 4) III. Redemption. IV. Corona
tion.
W. Durban.
(Verse 5) V. Plenty bestowed. VI. Power renewed.
The Redemption of David s life from destruction. 1.
Verse 4 (first clause).
His shepherd life. 2. His military life. 3. His persecuted life. 4. His regal life.
Verse
Verse

&quot;

1.

We

We

&quot;

:

My

;

&quot;

:

We

We

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

5.

His spiritual
Verse

whom

4.

life.

What

W.
is

J.

redeemed, and from what

Who

?

are redeemed, and by

?

Verse

5.

good things.

A singular
A singular

I.

III.

condition

5.

Rejuvenescence.&quot;

satisfaction.

youth renewed.
Macmillan s

result

&quot;

Verse

See

II.

A

singular provision

&quot;

Ministry

of

Nature,&quot;

pp.

321347.
I. God would have men know him.
Verse 1.
II. He is his own revealer.
III.
There are degrees in the revelation. IV.
may pray for increased knowledge of

We

him.
&quot;

Verse
Slow to

&quot;

8.

I.

Mercy specified
Mercy itself may
:

anger.&quot;

II. Mercy qualified
Merciful and gracious.&quot;
be angered, and then how terrible is the anger.
:

&quot;

III. Mercy amplified
Plenteous in mercy.&quot;
and he only knows what abundant pardon means.

&quot;

:

Verse

9.

I.

with them.

What God

will

Providentially,

What

do to his people.

by outward

He

trials.

will

abundantly pardon

;

G. R.

contend
will sometimes chide
2. Experimentally, by inward

he will not do to them. 1. Not chide continually in this life.
Not chide in the least hereafter.
The days of their mourning shall be ended.&quot;

conflicts.
2.

1.

He

&quot;

G. R.

II.

&quot;
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Work

out the terrible supposition, show the reasons why it has not
yet been actually so ; then suggest that it may yet become a terrible fact, and exhort
the guilty to seek mercy.
The height, length and depth of divine love.
Verses 11, 12, 13.
Verse 12.
Plenary Absolution.&quot; See
Spurgeon s Sermons,&quot; No. 1,108.
I. The union implied.
Verse 12.
Between man and his transgressions. 1.
2. Actually.
3. Experimentally.
4. Eternally, in themselves considered.
Legally.
Verse 10.

&quot;

&quot;

1. By whom ?
II. The separation effected.
He hath,&quot; etc. 2. How ? By his own
Son coming between the sinner and his sins. III. The Re-union prevented.
As
east
and
etc.
When
west meet, then, and not till then, will the re-union take
extremities
As
the
two
of
a
line
can
never
and
cannot
be
meet,
place.
straight
lengthened without receding further from each other, so it will ever be with a
pardoned sinner and his sins. G. R.
The Tender Pity of the Lord.&quot;
Verses 13, 14.
See
Spurgeon s Sermons.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

far,&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

No. 941.

Whom

I.
God pities ;
them that fear him.&quot; II. How he pities
Verses 13, 14.
III.
he pities ;
as a father pitieth his children.&quot;
for he knoweth our frame.&quot;
He hath reason to know our frame, for he framed us, and having himself made man
he remembers that we are dust.&quot; Matthew Henry.
of the dust,
I. Man s Constitution.
II. God s Consideration.
Verse 14.
W. D.
Verse 15.
Man s earthly career. His rise, progress, glory, fall, and oblivion.
18.
I. What man is when left to himself.
As for man,&quot; etc. 1.
Verses 15
What here ? His days are as grass, his glory as the flower of grass. 2. What here
known no more
after ? swept away by a blighting wind, by a blast of divine anger
on the earth, known only in perdition. II. What the mercy of God does for him.
2. Makes a covenant
1. Makes a covenant of grace on his behalf from everlasting.
3. Makes a covenant of promise to him for an eternity
of peace with him in this life.
III.
are the objects of this mercy ?
1. Those who fear God.
2. Who
to come.
walk in the footsteps of pious ancestors. 3.
4.
rely upon covenant mercy.
are faithful to their covenant engagements.
G. R.
Verse 18.
The covenant, in what respects we can keep it, in what frame of
mind it must be kept, and what is the practical proof of so doing.
Verse 19.
Discourse upon God s Dominion.&quot; See Charnock s Works [Nicol s
Edition, Vol. II., pp. 400499].
III.
I. The nature of the throne.
II. The extent of the dominion.
Verse 19.
Bless
The character of the monarch. IV. The consequent joy of the subjects
&quot;

Why

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Who

Who

Who

&quot;

A

&quot;

:

the

Lord.&quot;

The angels service instructive to us. I. Their personal strength is
As servants of God we also should see to our own spiritual health and
III. They are
II. They are practical in their obedience, not theorists.
vigour.
attentive while at work, ready to learn more, and holding fellowship with God, who
IV. They do all in the spirit of joyful praise, blessing
speaks personally to them.
Verse 20.

excellent.

the Lord.
Verses 20, 21.

Bless the Lord.&quot; All praise centres
I. The centre of praise
The concert of praise. 1. Angels. 2. The hosts of the redeemed. 3.
III. The climax of praise
Ministers in particular. 4. The surrounding creation.
Bless the Lord, O my soul.&quot; This has the highest claim upon me for gratitude
and praise. Vast as the chorus may be, it will not be perfect without my note of
in him.

&quot;

:

II.

:

&quot;

G. R.
Bless the Lord, O my soul.&quot;
the culminating note
are God s ministers? What is their business? To do his
What is their delight ? To bless the Lord.
pleasure.
The Peril of the
Verses 21, 22.
Henry Melvill has a notable sermon upon
The drift of it may be gathered from the extract which we have
Spiritual Guide.&quot;
placed as a note upon the passage.
W. D.
II. The Echo.
I. The Chorus.
Verse 22.
praise.

This

Verse 21.

&quot;

is

:

Who

&quot;

PSALM

CIV.

GENERAL REMARKS. Here we have one of the loftiest and longest sustained flights
The Psalm gives an interpretation to the many voices of nature,
of the inspired muse.
and sings sweetly both of creation and providence. The poem contains a complete cosmos
sea and land, cloud and sunlight, plant and animal, light and darkness, life and death,
:

Traces of the six days of
are all proved to be expressive of the presence of the Lord.
creation are very evident, and though the creation of man, which was the crowning work
of the sixth day, is not mentioned, this is accounted for from the fact that man is himself
the singer : some have even discerned marks of the divine rest upon the seventh day
It is a poet s version of Genesis.
Nor is it alone the present condition
in verse 31.
of the earth which is here the subject of song ; but a hint is given of those holier times
when we shall see a new earth wherein dwelleth righteousness,&quot; out of which the sinner
The spirit of ardent praise to God runs through the whole,
shall be consumed, verse 35.
and with it a distinct realization of the divine Being as a personal existence, loved and
well
as
trusted as
adored.
We have no information as to the author, but the Septuagint assigns it to David,
&quot;

and we see no reason for ascribing it to any one else. His spirit, style, and manner
of writing are very manifest therein, and if the Psalm must be ascribed to another, it
must be to a mind remarkably similar, and we could only suggest the wise son of David
Solomon, the poet preacher, to whose notes upon natural history in the Proverbs some
Whoever the human penman may have been,
of the verses bear a striking likeness.
the exceeding glory and perfection of the Holy Spirit s own divine authorship are plain
to

every spiritual mind.
DIVISION. After ascribing blessedness

to the Lord the devout Psalmist sings of
and the firmament, which were the work of the first and second days (verses
1
By an easy transition he describes the separation of the waters from the dry
6).
land, the formation of rain, brooks, and rivers, and the uprising of green herbs, which
were the produce of the third day (7 18).
Then the appointment of the sun and moon
to be the guardians of day and night commands the poet s admiration (19
23), and so
he sings the work of the fourth day. Having already alluded to many varieties of living
creatures, the Psalmist proceeds from verse 24 to verse 30 to sing of the life with which
the Lord was pleased to fill the air, the sea, and the land ; these forms of existence were
the peculiar produce of the fifth and sixth days.
We may regard the closing verses (31
The whole lies before us as a panorama
35) as a Sabbath meditation, hymn, and prayer.

the light

of the universe viewed by the eye of devotion.

Lord while reading

O

for grace to render

due praise unto the

it.

EXPOSITION.
the LORD, O my soul. O LORD my God, thou art very great
thou
art clothed with honour and majesty.
2 Who coverest thyself with light as with a garment
who stretchest
out the heavens like a curtain
who maketh the
3 Who layeth the beams of his chambers in the waters
clouds his chariot
who walketh upon the wings of the wind
his ministers a flaming fire.
4 Who maketh his angels spirits
5 Who laid the foundations of the earth, that it should not be removed for
;

BLESS

:

:

:

:

:

;

ever.

6

Thou

coveredst

it

with the deep as with a garment

:

the waters stood

above the mountains.

my soul.&quot; This Psalm begins and ends like the Hundred
could not do better
when the model is perfect it deserves to exist
in duplicate.
True praise begins at home. It is idle to stir up others to praise
if we are ungratefully silent ourselves.
We should call upon our inmost hearts to
&quot;

1.

Bless the Lord,

and Third, and

it

:
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awake and bestir themselves, for we are apt to be sluggish, and if we are so when
When we
called upon to bless God, we shall have great cause to be ashamed.

our best is far beneath his worthiness, let
let us do it heartily
Lord my
us not dishonour him by rendering to him half-hearted worship.
God, thou art very great.&quot; This ascription has in it a remarkable blending of the
fear
the
Psalmist
the
for
calls
infinite Jehovah
boldness of faith, and the awe of holy
my God,&quot; and at the same time, prostrate in amazement at the divine greatness,
Thou art very great.&quot; God was great on Sinai,
he cries out in utter astonishment,
I am the Lord thy God
his greatness
yet the opening words of his law were,
The
is no reason why faith should not put in her claim, and call him all her own.
declaration of Jehovah s greatness here given would have been very much in place
inference
and
deduction
it
is
a
natural
from
a
for
at the end of the Psalm,
survey
its position at the very commencement of the poem is an indication
of the universe
that the whole Psalm was well considered and digested in the mind before it was
only on this supposition can we account for the emotion
actually put into words
preceding the contemplation. Observe also, that the wonder expressed does not
It is not
the uni
refer to the creation and its greatness, but to Jehovah himself.
THOU art very great.&quot; Many stay at the creature,
but
verse is very great
and so become idolatrous in spirit ; to pass onward to the Creator himself is true
Thou art clothed with honour and majesty.&quot; Thou thyself art not to be
wisdom.
seen, but thy works, which may be called thy garments, are full of beauties and
marvels which redound to thine honour. Garments both conceal and reveal a
man, and so do the creatures of God. The Lord is seen in his works as worthy of
honour for his skill, his goodness, and his power, and as claiming majesty, for he has
fashioned all things in sovereignty, doing as he wills, and asking no man s permit.
He must be blind indeed who does not see that nature is the work of a king. These
are solemn strokes of God s severer mind, terrible touches of his sterner attributes,
broad lines of inscrutable mystery, and deep shadings of overwhelming power, and
these make creation s picture a problem never to be solved, except by admitting
that he who drew it giveth no account of his matters, but ruleth all things according
His majesty is, however, always so displayed as
to the good pleasure of his will.
to reflect honour upon his whole character ; he does as he wills, but he wills only
that which is thrice holy, like himself. The very robes of the unseen Spirit teach
us this, and it is ours to recognise it with humble adoration.
Who coverest thyself with light as with a garment : wrapping the light about
2.
him as a monarch puts on his robe. The conception is sublime but it makes us
if light
feel how altogether inconceivable the personal glory of the Lord must be
itself is but his garment and veil, what must be the blazing splendour of his own
We are lost in astonishment, and dare not pry into the mystery
essential being
Who stretchest out the heavens like
lest we be blinded by its insufferable glory.
within which he might dwell. Light was created on the first day and
a curtain
the firmament upon the second, so that they fitly follow each other in this verse.
Oriental princes put on their glorious apparel and then sit in state within curtains,
and the Lord is spoken of under that image but how far above all comprehension
the figure must be lifted, since the robe is essential light, to which suns and moons
owe their brightness, and the curtain is the azure sky studded with stars for gems.
This is a substantial argument for the truth with which the Psalmist commenced
O Lord my God, thou art very great.&quot;
his song,
Who layeth the beams of his chambers in the waters.&quot; His lofty halls are
3.
framed with the waters which are above the firmament. The upper rooms of God s
great house, the secret stories far above our ken, the palatial chambers wherein he
To the unsubstan
resides, are based upon the floods which form the upper ocean.
he needs no joists and rafters, for his palace is sustained by
tial he lends stability
We are not to interpret literally where the language is poetical, it
his own power.
Who maketh the clouds his chariot.&quot; When
would be simple absurdity to do so.
he comes forth from his secret pavilion tis thus he makes his royal progress.
His
chariot of wrath deep thunder-clouds form,&quot; and his chariot of mercy drops plenty
as it traverses the celestial road.
Who walketh [or rather goes] upon the wings of
the wind.&quot;
With the clouds for a car, and the winds for winged steeds, the Great
King hastens on his movements whether for mercy or for judgment. Thus we have
the idea of a king still further elaborated his lofty palace, his chariot, and his
but what a palace must we imagine, whose beams are of
coursers are before us
What a stately car is that which
crystal, and whose base is consolidated vapour

magnify the Lord,

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

I

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

!

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;
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is fashioned out of the flying clouds, whose gorgeous colours Solomon in all his glory
and what a Godlike progress is that in which spirit wings and breath
could not rival
O Lord, my God, thou art very great 1
of winds bear up the moving throne.
or winds, for the word means either.
4.
Who maketh his angels spirits ;
Angels are pure spirits, though they are permitted to assume a visible form when
God desires us to see them. God is a spirit, and he is waited upon by spirits in his
royal courts. Angels are like winds for mystery, force, and invisibility, and no doubt
God who makes
the winds themselves are often the angels or messengers of God.
his angels to be as winds, can also make winds to be his angels, and they are con
nature.
His
ministers
a
of
in
the
so
Here, too,
fire.&quot;
flaming
economy
stantly
God s ministers or servants he
we may choose which we will of two meanings
makes to be as swift, potent, and terrible as fire, and on the other hand he makes
That
fire, that devouring element, to be his minister flaming forth upon his errands.
the passage refers to angels is clear from Heb. i. 7 ; and it was most proper to mention
them here in connection with light and the heavens, and immediately after the robes
and palace of the Great King. Should not the retinue of the Lord of Hosts be men
It would have been a flaw in the description of the
tioned as well as his chariot ?
universe had the angels not been alluded to, and this is the most appropriate place
When we think of the extraordinary powers entrusted to
for their introduction.
angelic beings, and the mysterious glory of the seraphim and the four living crea
led
are
to
reflect
we
tures,
upon the glory of the Master whom they serve, and again
we cry out with the Psalmist, O Lord, my God, thou art very great.&quot;
5.
Who laid the foundations of the earth.&quot; Thus the commencement of creation
is described, in almost the very words employed by the Lord himself in Job xxxviii. 4.
Where wast thou when I laid the foundations of the earth ? Whereupon are the
And the
foundations thereof fastened, and who laid the corner stone thereof ?
words are found in the same connection too, for the Lord proceeds to say, When
That
the morning stars sang together and all the sons of God shouted for joy.&quot;
The language is, of course, poetical, but the fact
it should not be removed for ever.&quot;
the earth is so placed in space that it remains as stable
is none the less wonderful
The several motions of our planet are carried on so noiselessly
as if it ware a fixture.
far
are concerned, all things are as permanent and peaceful
as
as
we
and evenly that,
With what delicacy
as if the old notion of its resting upon pillars were literally true.
What power must there be in that hand
has the great Artificer poised our globe
which has caused so vast a body to know its orbit, and to move so smoothly in it
What engineer can save every part of his machinery from an occasional jar, jerk, or
friction ? yet to our great world in its complicated motions no such thing has ever
O Lord, my God, thou art very great.&quot;
occurred.
Thou coveredst it with the deep as with a garment.&quot; The new-born earth was
6.
In the first ages, ere man appeared, the proud
wrapt in aqueous swaddling bands.
the waters stood above the mountains,&quot; no dry land was
waters ruled the whole earth,
visible, vapour as from a steaming cauldron covered all.
Geologists inform us of
The
this as a discovery, but the Holy Spirit had revealed the fact long before.
us
the
before
us
shows
Creator
his
work, and laying the founda
commencing
passage
to think of this reverently will fill us with adora
tion for future order and beauty
tion ; to conceive of it grossly and carnally would be highly blasphemous.
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

1

I

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

at the voice of thy thunder they hasted away.
7 At thy rebuke they fled
8 They go up by the mountains
they go down by the valleys unto the
place which thou hast founded for them.
that they turn
9 Thou hast set a bound that they may not pass over
not again to cover the earth.
10 He sendeth the springs into the valleys, which run among the hills.
the wild asses quench their
11 They give drink to every beast of the field
;

;

;

:

thirst.

By them

shall the fowls of the heaven have their habitation, which sing
the branches.
the earth is satisfied with
13 He watereth the hills from his chambers
the fruit of thy works.
14 He causeth the grass to grow for the cattle, and herb for the service
that he may bring forth food out of the earth
of man

12

among

:

:

;
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And wine

15

to shine,

that maketh glad the heart of man, and
and bread which strengtheneth man s heart.

The

16

trees of the

he hath planted

LORD

are full of sap

;

oil to

make

his face

the cedars of Lebanon, which

;

as for the stork, the fir trees are
17 Where the birds make their nests
her house.
1 8 The high hills are a refuge for the wild goats
and the rocks for the
:

;

conies.
7.
At thy rebuke they fled ; at the voice of thy thunder they hasted away.&quot; When
the waters and vapours covered all, the Lord had but to speak and they disappeared
As though they had been intelligent agents the waves hurried to their
at once.
then the mountains lifted their heads,
appointed deeps and left the land to itself
the high lands rose from the main, and at length continents and islands, slopes and
left
form
the
habitable
earth.
The
voice of the Lord effected this great
were
to
plains
marvel.
Is not his word equal to every emergency ? potent enough to work the
By that same word shall the waterfloods of trouble be restrained,
greatest miracle ?
and the raging billows of sin be rebuked the day cometh when at the thunder of
Jehovah s voice all the proud waters of evil shall utterly haste away.
O Lord,
my God, thou art very great.&quot;
8. The vanquished waters are henceforth obedient.
They go up by the moun
tains,&quot; climbing in the form of clouds even to the summits of the Alps.
They
they are as
go down by the valleys unto the place which thou hast founded for them :
willing to descend in rain, and brooks, and torrents as they were eager to ascend
The loyalty of the mighty waters to the laws of their God is most notable ;
in mists.
the fierce flood, the boisterous rapid, the tremendous torrent, are only forms of that
gentle dew which trembles on the tiny blade of grass, and in those ruder shapes
they are equally obedient to the laws which their Maker has impressed upon them.
Not so much as a solitary particle of spray ever breaks rank, or violates the command
of the Lord of sea and land, neither do the awful cataracts and terrific floods revolt
from his sway. It is very beautiful among the mountains to see the divine system of
water supply the rising of the fleecy vapours, the distillation of the pure fluid, the
glee with which the new-born element leaps adown the crags to reach the rivers,
and the strong eagerness with which the rivers seek the ocean, their appointed place.
Thou hast set a bound that they may not pass over ; that they turn not again to
9.
cover the earth.&quot;
That bound has once been passed, but it shall never be so again.
The deluge was caused by the suspension of the divine mandate which held the floods
in check
they knew their old supremacy, and hastened to reassert it, but now the
covenant promise for ever prevents a return of that carnival of waters, that revolt
of the waves
ought we not rather to call it that impetuous rush of the indignant
floods to avenge the injured honour of their King, whom men had offended? Jehovah s
word bounds the ocean, using only a narrow belt of sand to confine it to its own
limits
that apparently feeble restraint answers every purpose, for the sea is obedient
Destruction lies asleep in the bed of the
as a little child to the bidding of its Maker.
ocean, and though our sins might well arouse it, yet are its bands made strong by
covenant mercy, so that it cannot break loose again upon the guilty sons of men.
He sendeth the springs into the valleys, which run among the hills.&quot; This
10.
is a beautiful part of the Lord s arrangement of the subject waters
they find vents
through which they leap into liberty where their presence will be beneficial in the
highest degree. Depressions exist in the sides of the mountains, and adown these
the waterbrooks are made to flow, often taking their rise at bubbling fountains
which issue from the bowels of the earth. It is God who sends these springs even
When
as a gardener makes the water courses, and turns the current with his foot.
the waters are confined in the abyss the Lord sets their bound, and when they sport
at liberty he sends them forth.
11.
They give drink to every beast of the field.&quot; Who else would water them
if the Lord did not ?
They are his cattle, and therefore he leads them forth to
The wild asses quench their thirst.&quot;
watering. Not one of them is forgotten of him.
&quot;

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

The good Lord gives them enough and to spare. They know their Master s crib.
Though bit or bridle of man they will not brook, and man denounces them as unteachable, they learn of the Lord, and know better far than man where flows the
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cooling crystal of which they must drink or die.
They are only asses, and wild, yet
see here,
our heavenly Father careth for them. Will he not also care for us ?
also, that nothing is made in vain ; though no human lip is moistened by the brooklet
are
there
other
creatures
and
lone
which
need
these
in the
refreshment,
valley, yet
Is this nothing ?
Must everything exist for man,
slake their thirst at the stream.
What but our pride and selfishness could have suggested such
or else be wasted ?
It is not true that flowers which blush unseen by human eye are wasting
a notion ?
their sweetness, for the bee finds them out, and other winged wanderers live on their
Man is but one creature of the many whom the heavenly Father
luscious juices.
feedeth and watereth.
shall the fowls of the heaven have their habitation, which sing among
them
12.
By
How refreshing are these words What happy memories they arouse
the branches.&quot;
of plashing waterfalls and entangled boughs, where the merry din of the falling
and rushing water forms a sort of solid background of music, and the sweet tuneful
notes of the birds are the brighter and more flashing lights in the harmony. Pretty
What better can ye do, and who can do it better ? When we too
birdies, sing on
drink of the river of God, and eat of the fruit of the tree of life, it well becomes us
Where ye dwell ye sing ; and shall not we rejoice
to
sing among the branches.&quot;
As ye fly from
in the Lord, who has been our dwelling-place in all generations.
bough to bough, ye warble forth your notes, and so will we as we flit through time
meet
of
It
is
not
that
birds
be
outdone
Paradise should
into eternity.
by birds of
earth.
He watereth the hills from his chambers.&quot; As the mountains are too high
13.
to be watered by rivers and brooks, the Lord himself refreshes them from those
waters above the firmament which the poet had in a former verse described as the
Clouds are detained among the mountain crags, and
upper chambers of heaven.
deluge the hill sides with fertilizing rain. Where man cannot reach the Lord can,
whom none else can water with grace he can, and where all stores of refreshment
The earth is satisfied with
fail he can supply all that is needed from his own halls.
The result of the divine working is fulness everywhere, the
the fruit of thy works.&quot;
soil is saturated with rain, the seed germinates, the beasts drink, and the birds sing
nothing is left unsupplied. So, too, is it in the new creation, he giveth more grace,
of his fulness have all we
he fills his people with good, and makes them all confess,
received and grace for grace.&quot;
He causeth the grass to grow for the cattle, and herb for the service of man.&quot;
14.
Grass grows as well as herbs, for cattle must be fed as well as men. God appoints
Divine power is as
to the lowliest creature its portion and takes care that it has it.
truly and as worthily put forth in the feeding of beasts as in the nurturing of man
watch but a blade of grass with a devout eye and you may see God at work within
The herb is for man, and he must till the soil, or it will not be produced, yet it
it.
is God that causeth it to grow in the garden, even the same God w ho made the grass
Man forgets this and talks of
to grow in the unenclosed pastures of the wilderness.
The
his produce, but in very truth without God he would plough and sow in vain.
do but watch with
Lord causeth each green blade to spring and each ear to ripen
That he
opened eye and you shall see the Lord walking through the cornfields.
may bring forth food out of the earth.&quot; Both grass for cattle and corn for man are
food brought forth out of the earth, and they are signs that it was God s design that the
very dust beneath our feet, which seems better adapted to bury us than to sustain us,
should actually be transformed into the staff of life. The more we think of this
the more wonderful it will appear. How great is that God who from among the
sepulchres finds the support of life, and out of the ground which was cursed brings
forth the blessings of corn and wine and oil.
And wine that maketh glad the heart of man.&quot; By the aid of genial showers
15.
the earth produces not merely necessaries but luxuries, that which furnishes a feast
as well as that which makes a meal.
O that man were wise enough to know how
to use this gladdening product of the vine
but, alas, he full often turns it to ill
Of this he must himself bear the blame
account, and debases himself therewith.
he deserves to be miserable who turns even blessings into curses.
And oil to make
his face to shine.&quot;
The easterns use oil more than we do, and probably are wiser
in this respect than we are
in
with
perfumed oils, and
they delight
anointings
regard the shining of the face as a choice emblem of joy. God is to be praised for
all the products of the soil, not one of which could come to us were it not that he
causeth it to grow.
And bread which strengthened man s heart.&quot; Men have more
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many a depressed spirit has been comforted by a good
courage after they are fed
substantial meal. We ought to bless God for strength of heart as well as force of
them
limb, since if we possess
they are both the bounties of his kindness.
16. The watering of the hills not only produces the grass and the cultivated
herbs, but also the nobler species of vegetation, which come not within the range
:

of

human

culture

:

&quot;

Their veins with genial moisture fed,
Jehovah s forests lift the head
Nor other than his tostering hand
:

Thy

cedars, Lebanon,

demand.&quot;

the greatest, noblest, and most royal of trees, those too
The trees of the Lord
Are full of sap,&quot; or are
which are unowned of man, and untouched by his hand.
full, well supplied, richly watered, so that they become, as the cedars, full of resin,
The cedars of Lebanon, which
flowing with life, and verdant all the year round.
he hath planted.&quot; They grow where none ever thought of planting them, where for
moment
and
at
this
were
where
unobserved,
they are too gigantic for man
ages they
to prune them.
What would our Psalmist have said to some of the trees in the
Yosemite valley ? Truly these are worthy to be called the trees of the Lord, for
towering stature and enormous girth. Thus is the care of God seen to be effectual and
If trees uncared for by man are yet so full of sap, we may rest assured
all-sufficient.
that the people of God who by faith live upon the Lord alone shall be equally well
Planted by grace, and owing all to our heavenly Father s care, we may
sustained.
defy the hurricane, and laugh at the fear of drought, for none that trust in him shall
ever be left unwatered.
17.
Where the birds make their nests : as for the stork, the fir trees are her house.&quot;
So far from being in need, these trees of God afford shelter to others, birds small and
Thus what they receive from the great
make
their nests in the branches.
great
Lord they endeavour to return to his weaker creatures. How one thing fits into
the rains water the fir
another in this fair creation, each link drawing on its fellow
thus do the thunder clouds
trees, and the fir trees become the happy home of birds
build the sparrow s house, and the descending rain sustains the basis of the stork s
nest.
Observe, also, how everything has its use the boughs furnish a home for the
and every living thing has its accommodation the stork finds a house in
birds
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

;

the pines.

Her nest

is

called a house, because this bird exhibits domestic virtues

and maternal love which make her young to be comparable to a family. No doubt
this ancient writer has seen storks nests in fir trees
they appear usually to build
on houses and ruins, but there is also evidence that where there are forests they are
content with pine trees. Has the reader ever walked through a forest of great trees
and felt the awe which strikes the heart in nature s sublime cathedral ? Then he
will remember to have felt that each bird was holy, since it dwelt amid such sacred
solitude.
Those who cannot see or hear of God except in Gothic edifices, amid the
swell of organs, and the voices of a surpliced choir, will not be able to enter into
the voice of the
the feeling which makes the simple, unsophisticated soul hear
Lord God walking among the trees.&quot;
The high hills are a refuge for the wild goats ; and the rocks for the conies.&quot; All
18.
places teem with life. We call our cities populous, but are not the forests and the
high hills more densely peopled with life ? We speak of uninhabitable places, but
where are they ? The chamois leaps from crag to crag, and the rabbit burrows
beneath the soil. For one creature the loftiness of the hills, and for another the
;

&quot;

&quot;

hollowness of the rocks, serves as a protection
&quot;

:

Far o er the crags the wild goats roam,

The rocks supply the coney

s

home.&quot;

Thus all the earth is full of happy life, every place has its appropriate inhabitant,
nothing is empty and void and waste. See how goats, and storks, and conies, and
sparrows, each contribute a verse to the Psalm of nature have we not also our can
ticles to sing unto the Lord ?
Little though we may be in the scale of importance,
yet let us fill our sphere, and so honour the Lord who made us with a purpose.
;
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He
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for seasons

:

the sun knoweth his going down.
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the beasts of the

forth.

21 The young lions roar after their prey, and seek their meat from God.
22 The sun ariseth, they gather themselves together, and lay them down
in their dens.

23

Man

goeth forth unto his work and to his labour until the evening.

is now the theme for praise.
The
because in the Jewish day the night leads the way.
He
appointed the moon for seasons.&quot; By the waxing and waning of the moon the year
and
and
this
means
the
exact
is divided into months,
dates of the holy
weeks,
by
days are arranged. Thus the lamp of night is made to be of service to man, and in
assemblies
it
did
the
it
the
of
enters into con
period
religious
(as
among
Jews)
fixing
nection with his noblest being. Never let us regard the moon s motions as the
inevitable result of inanimate impersonal law, but as the appointment of our God.
The sun knoweth his going down.&quot; In finely poetic imagery the sun is represented
as knowing when to retire from sight, and sink below the horizon.
He never loiters
on his way, or pauses as if undecided when to descend; his appointed hour for going
down, although it is constantly varying, he always keeps to a second. We need
to be aroused in the morning, but he arises punctually, and though some require
to watch the clock to know the hour of rest, he, without a timepiece to consult, hides
himself in the western sky the instant the set time has come. For all this man
should praise the Lord of the sun and moon, who has made these great lights to be
our chronometers, and thus keeps our world in order, and suffers no confusion to

19.

moon

The appointed

is

mentioned

rule of the great lights

&quot;

first,

&quot;

distract us.
20.
Thou makest darkness,
&quot;

and

it

is

night.&quot;

Drawing down the blinds

for us,

he prepares our bedchamber that we may sleep. Were there no darkness we should
sigh for it, since we should find repose so much more difficult if the weary day were
never calmed into night. Let us see God s hand in the veiling of the sun, and never
Tear either natural or providential darkness, since both are of the Lord s own making.
Wherein all the beasts of the forest do creep forth.&quot; Then is the lion s day, his time
to hunt his food.
Why should not the wild beast have his hour as well as man ?
He has a service to perform, should he not also have his food ? Darkness is fitter
for beasts than man
and those men are most brutish who love darkness rather
than light. When the darkness of ignorance broods over a nation, then all sorts
of superstitions, cruelties, and vices abound
the gospel, like the sunrising, soon
clears the world of the open ravages of these monsters, and they seek more congenial
abodes. We see here the value of true light, for we may depend upon it where there
is night there will also be wild beasts to kill and to devour.
The young lions roar after their prey, and seek their meat from God.&quot; This
21.
is the poetic interpretation of a roar.
To whom do the lions roar ? Certainly not
to their prey, for the terrible sound tends to alarm their victims, and drive them
after
their
fashion
own
away. They
express their desires for food, and the expression
of desire is a kind of prayer.
Out of this fact comes the devout thought of the wild
beast s appealing to its Maker for food.
But neither with lions nor men will the seeking
of prayer suffice, there must be practical seeking too, and the lions are well aware of
it.
What they have in their own language asked for they go forth to seek being in this
thing far wiser than many men who offer formal prayers not half so earnest as those
of the young lions, and then neglect the means in the use of which the object of
their petitions might be gained.
The lions roar and seek too many are liars before
God, and roar but never seek.
How comforting is the thought that the Spirit translates the voice of a lion, and
finds it to be a seeking of meat from God
May we not hope that our poor broken
cries and groans, which in our sorrow we have called
the voice of our roaring
(Ps. xxii. 10), will be understood by him, and interpreted in our favour.
Evidently
he considers the meaning rather than the music of the utterance, and puts the best
&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

1

&quot;

construction upon

&quot;

it.

The sun ariseth.&quot; Every evening has its morning to make the day. Were
22.
not that we have seen the sun rise so often we should think it the greatest of miracles,
and the most amazing of blessings.
They gather themselves together, and lay them
down in their dens.&quot; Thus they are out of man s way, and he seldom encounters
them unless he desires to do so. The forest s warriors retire to their quarters when the
&quot;

it

&quot;
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s drum is heard, finding in the recesses of their dens a darkness suitable for
there they lay them down and digest their food, for God has allotted
their slumbers
even to them their portion of rest and enjoyment. There was one who in this respect
all were
was poorer than lions and foxes, for he had not where to lay his head
Blessed Lord, thou hast stooped
for except their incarnate Provider.
Erovided
eneath the conditions of the brutes to lift up worse than brutish men
It is very striking how the Lord controls the fiercest of animals far more readily
than the shepherd manages his sheep. At nightfall they separate and go forth
each one upon the merciful errand of ending the miseries of the sickly and decrepit
among grass-eating animals. The younger of these animals being swift of foot
easily escape them and are benefited by the exercise, and for the most part only
those are overtaken and killed to whom life would have been protracted agony.
So far lions are messengers of mercy, and are as much sent of God as the sporting
dog is sent by man on his errands. But these mighty hunters must not always be
abroad, they must be sent back to their lairs when man comes upon the scene.
shall chain them
shall gather these ferocious creatures and shut them in ?
down and make them harmless ? The sun suffices to do it. He is the true liontamer. They gather themselves together as though they were so many sheep, and
in their own retreats they keep themselves prisoners till returning darkness gives
them another leave to range. By simply majestic means the divine purposes are
accomplished. In like manner even the devils are subject unto our Lord Jesus,
and by the simple spread of the light of the gospel these roaring demons are chased
out of the world. No need for miracles or displays of physical power, the Sun of
Righteousness arises, and the devil and the false gods, and superstitions and errors of
men, all seek their hiding places in the dark places of the earth among the moles
and the bats.
It is his turn now, and the sunrise has made things
23.
goeth forth.&quot;
ready for him. His warm couch he forsakes and the comforts of home, to find his
daily food ; this work is good for him, both keeping him out of mischief, and exercising
Unto his work and to his labour until the evening.&quot; He goes not
his faculties.
forth to sport but to work, not to loiter but to labour ; at least, this is the lot of
are made for work and ought to work, and should
the best part of mankind.
never grumble that so it is appointed. The hours of labour, however, ought not to

morning

;

:

1

Who

Who

&quot;

Man

&quot;

We

be too long. If labour lasts out the average daylight it is certainly all that any man
ought to expect of another, and yet there are poor creatures so badly paid that in
twelve hours they cannot earn bread enough to keep them from hunger. Shame
on those who dare so impose upon helpless women and children. Night work should
There are twelve hours in which a man ought
also be avoided as much as possible.
the night is meant for rest and sleep.
to work
It is more soft and hushed,
Night, then, as well as day has its voice of praise.
but it is none the less true. The moon lights up a solemn silence of w orship among
the fir trees, through which the night wind softly breathes its songs without words.&quot;
Every now and then a sound is heard, which, however simple by day, sounds among
the shadows startling and weird-like, as if the presence of the unknown had filled the
heart with trembling, and made the influence of the Infinite to be realized.
Imagina
tion awakens herself unbelief finds the silence and the solemnity uncongenial, faith
looks up to the skies above her and sees heavenly things all the more clearly in the
absence of the sunlight, and adoration bows itself before the Great Invisible
There
are spirits that keep the night watches, and the spell of their presence has been felt
by many a wanderer in the solitudes of nature God also himself is abroad all night
long, and the glory which concealeth is often felt to be even greater than that which
reveals.
Bless the Lord, O my soul.
:

r

&quot;

;
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:

24

them

O
all

LORD, how manifold are thy works
:

the earth

is full

!

in

wisdom hast thou made

of thy riches.

25 So is this great and wide sea, wherein are things creeping innumerable,
both small and great beasts.
26 There go the ships
there is that leviathan, whom thou hast made to
:

play therein.
27 These wait

due season.

all

upon thee

;

that thou mayest give them their meat in
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thou openest thine hand, they are

filled

thou takest away their
29 Thou hidest thy face, they are troubled
breath, they die, and return to their dust.
and thou renewest
30 Thou sendest forth thy spirit, they are created
the face of the earth.
:

:

24.
Lord, how manifold are thy works !
They are not only many for number
but manifold for variety. Mineral, vegetable, animal what a range of works is
No two even of the same class are exactly alike,
suggested by these three names
and the classes are more numerous than science can number. Works in the heavens
above and in the earth beneath, and in the waters under the earth, works which abide
the ages, works which come to perfection and pass away in a year, works which with
all their beauty do not outlive a day, works within works, and works within these
who can number one of a thousand ? God is the great worker, and ordainer of
It is ours to study his works, for they are great, and sought out of all them
variety.
that have pleasure therein. The kingdom of grace contains as manifold and as great
In wisdom
works as that of nature, but the chosen of the Lord alone discern them.
or wrought them all.
hast thou made them
They are all his works, wrought by
It was wise to make them
none
his own power, and they all display his wisdom.
could be spared
every link is essential to the chain of nature wild beasts as much
are
made
as men, poisons as truly as odoriferous herbs.
each
one
They
wisely
As a whole, the all of creation
fits its place, fills it, and is happy in so doing.
is a wise achievement, and however it may be chequered with mysteries, and clouded
with terrors, it all works together for good, and as one complete harmonious piece
The earth is full of thy riches.&quot;
of workmanship it answers the great Worker s end.
not a hungry ruin, but a well-filled store-house.
It is not a poor-house, but a palace
The Creator has not set his creatures down in a dwelling-place where the table is bare,
and the buttery empty, he has filled the earth with food and not with bare necessaries
In the bowels of the
dainties, luxuries, beauties, treasures.
only, but with riches
earth are hidden mines of wealth, and on her surface are teeming harvests of plenty.
we ought to call them not the wealth of nations,&quot;
All these riches are the Lord s
Not in one clime alone are these riches of God to be
but
O Lord
thy riches
the
but
in
all
lands
even
Arctic ocean has its precious things which men
found,
endure much hardness to win, and the burning sun of the equator ripens a produce
which flavours the food of all mankind. If his house below is so full of riches what
must his house above be, where
&quot;

&quot;

!

&quot;

all,&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

!

&quot;

The very

streets are

Exceeding clear and

paved with gold
fine

&quot;

?

He gives an instance of the immense number
great and wide sea.&quot;
and variety of Jehovah s works by pointing to the sea.
at
Look,&quot; saith he,
yonder ocean, stretching itself on both hands and embracing so many lands, it too
swarms with animal life, and in its deeps lie treasures beyond all counting.&quot; The
heathen made the sea a different province from the land, and gave the command
thereof to Neptune, but we know of a surety that Jehovah rules the waves.
Where
read moving things
in are things creeping innumerable, both small and great beasts ;
and animils small and great, and you have the true sense. The number of minute
when a single phosphorescent
forms of animal life is indeed beyond all reckoning
wave may bear millions of infusoria, and around a fragment of rock armies of micro
scopic beings may gather, we renounce all idea of applying arithmetic to such a case.
The sea in many regions appears to be all alive, as if every drop were a world. Nor
25.

&quot;

So

is this

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

are these tiny creatures the only tenants of the sea, for it contains gigantic mammals
which exceed in bulk those which range the land, and a vast host of huge fishes
which wander among the waves, and hide in the caverns of the sea as the tiger lurks
in the jungle, or the lion roams the plain.
Truly, O Lord, thou makest the sea to be
as rich in the works of thy hands as the land itself.
There go the ships.&quot; So that ocean is not altogether deserted of mankind.
26.
There
It is the highway of nations, and unites, rather than divides, distant lands.
is that leviathan, whom thou hast made to play therein.&quot;
The huge whale turns the sea
into his recreation ground, and disports himself as God designed that he should do.
&quot;

&quot;
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The thought

of this

amazing creature caused the Psalmist

to adore the

mighty Creator

who created him, formed him for his place and made him happy in it. Our
maps generally depict a ship and whale upon the sea, and so show that it

ancient
is

most

natural, as well as poetical, to connect them both with the mention of the ocean.
These wait all upon thee.&quot; They come around thee as fowls around the
27.
farmer s door at the time for feeding, and look up with expectation. Men or marmots,
or
That thou
emmets, whales or minnows, they alike rely upon thy care.
eagles
that is to say, when they need it and
mayest give them their meat in due season ;
when it is ready for them. God has a time for all things, and does not feed his crea
tures by fits and starts ; he gives them daily bread, and a quantity proportioned
This is all that any of us should expect ; if even the brute creatures
to their needs.
are content with a sufficiency we ought not to be more greedy than they.
That thou givest them they gather.&quot; God gives it, but they must gather it,
28.
and they are glad that he does so, for otherwise their gathering would be in vain.
often forget that animals and birds in their free life have to work to obtain food
even as we do ; and yet it is true with them as with us that our heavenly Father
feeds all.
When we see the chickens picking up the corn which the housewife scatters
from her lap we have an apt illustration of the manner in which the Lord supplies
Thou openest thine hand,
the needs of all living things he gives and they gather.
Here is divine liberality with its open hand filling needy
they are filled with good.&quot;
and here is divine omnipotence feeding a world
creatures till they want no more
by simply opening its hand. What should we do if that hand were closed ? there
need
to
strike
a
would be no
blow, the mere closing of it would produce death by
famine. Let us praise the open-handed Lord, whose providence and grace satisfy
our mouths with good things.
Thou hidest thy face, they are troubled.&quot; So dependent are all living things
29.
upon God s smile, that a frown fills them with terror, as though convulsed with
anguish. This is so in the natural world, and certainly not less so in the spiritual
Thou takest away
saints when the Lord hides his face are in terrible perplexity.
The breath appears to be a trifling
their breath, they die, and return to their dust.&quot;
matter, and the air an impalpable substance of but small importance, yet, once
withdrawn, the body loses all vitality, and crumbles back to the earth from which
All animals come under this law, and even the dwellers in
it was originally taken.
the sea are not exempt from it. Thus dependent is all nature upon the will of the
Note here that death is caused by the act of God, thou takest away their
Eternal.
breath
we are immortal till he bids us die, and so are even the little sparrows,
;
who fall not to the ground without our Father.
Thou sendest forth thy spirit, they are created : and thou renewest the face
30.
The loss of their breath destroys them, and by Jehovah s breath a
of the earth.&quot;
new race is created. The works of the Lord are majestically simple, and are per
formed with royal ease a breath creates, and its withdrawal destroys. If we read
the word spirit as we have it in our version, it is also instructive, for we see the
Divine Spirit going forth to create life in nature even as we see him in the realms
At the flood the world was stripped of almost all life, yet how soon the power
of grace.
In winter the earth falls into a sleep which
of God refilled the desolate places
makes her appear worn and old, but how readily does the Lord awaken her with the
voice of spring, and make her put on anew the beauty of her youth.
Thou, Lord,
doest all things, and let glory be unto thy name.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

We

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

I

31

The

glory of the

LORD

shall

endure for ever

:

the

LORD

shall rejoice

in his works.

32

He

looketh on the earth, and

it

trembleth

he toucheth the

:

hills,

and

they smoke.
I will sing praise to my
33 I will sing unto the LORD as long as I live
God while I have my being.
I will be glad in the LORD.
34 My meditation of him shall be sweet
35 Let the sinners be consumed out of the earth, and let the wicked be
no more. Bless thou the LORD, O my soul. Praise ye the LORD.
:

:

The glory of the Lord shall endure for ever.&quot; His works may pass away,
31.
but not his glory. Were it only for what he has already done, the Lord deserves
&quot;
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His personal being and character ensure that he
to be praised without ceasing.
The Lord shall rejoice in
would be glorious even were all the creatures dead.
He did so at the first, when he rested on the seventh day, and saw that
his works.&quot;
he does so still in a measure where beauty and purity in
everything was very good
nature still survive the Fall, and he will do so yet more fully when the earth is reno
the
trail
of
the
and
vated,
serpent is cleansed from the globe. This verse is written
The poet finds his heart gladdened by beholding the
in the most glowing manner.
works of the Lord, and he feels that the Creator himself must have felt unspeakable
delight in exercising so much wisdom, goodness, and power.
He looketh on the earth, and it trembleth.&quot; The Lord who has graciously
32.
displayed his power in acts and works of goodness might, if he had seen fit, have
overwhelmed us with the terrors of destruction, for even at a glance of his eye the
He toucheth the hills, and thry smoke.&quot; Sinai was alto
solid earth rocks with fear.
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

It was but a touch, but it
gether on a smoke when the Lord descended upon it.
Even our God is a consuming
sufficed to make the mountain dissolve in flame.
Woe unto those who shall provoke him to frown upon them, they shall perish
fire.
If sinners were not altogether insensible a glance of the
at the touch of his hand.
Lord s eye would make them tremble, and the touches of his hand in affliction would
Of reason all things show some sign,&quot;
set their hearts on fire with repentance.
&quot;

man

unfeeling heart.
/ will sing unto the Lord as long as I live,&quot; or, literally, in my lives.
Here
33.
and hereafter the Psalmist would continue to praise the Lord, for the theme is an
and
The
for
ever
fresh
new.
birds
s
endless one, and remains
sang God
praises
before men were created, but redeemed men will sing his glories when the birds are
no more. Jehovah, who ever lives and makes us to live shall be for ever exalted, and
/ will sing praise to my God while I have
extolled in the songs of redeemed men.
resolve both happy for himself and glorifying to the Lord.
Note
my being.&quot;
never sing so well as when we know that we have
the sweet title my God.
and
a
the
God whom
an interest in the good things of which we sing,
relationship to

except

s

&quot;

&quot;

A

We

we

praise.
meditation of
34.
shall be delighted thus to

him shall be sweet.&quot; Sweet both to him and to me. I
survey his works and think of his person, and he will
Meditation is the soul of religion.
It is
graciously accept my notes of praise.
the tree of life in the midst of the garden of piety, and very refreshing is its fruit
And
as
it
is
towards
so
is
it
towards
to the soul which feeds thereon.
man,
good
God. As the fat of the sacrifice was the Lord s portion, so are our best meditations
due to the Most High and are most acceptable to him. We ought, therefore, both
for our own good and for the Lord s honour to be much occupied with meditation,
and that meditation should chiefly dwell upon the Lord himself it should be medi
For want of it much communion is lost and much happiness is
tation of him.&quot;
To the meditative mind every thought of
I will be glad in the Lord.&quot;
missed.
God is full of joy. Each one of the divine attributes is a well-spring of delight now
that in Christ Jesus we are reconciled unto God.
Let the sinners be consumed out of the earth, and let the wicked be no more.&quot;
35.
They are the only blot upon creation.
&quot;

My

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Every prospect

And

only

man

pleases,
is

vile.&quot;

In holy indignation the Psalmist would fain rid the world of beings so base as not
He
to love their gracious Creator, so blind as to rebel against their Benefactor.
for the
does but ask for that which just men look forward to as the end of history
remain
a
s
there
shall
not
in
all
God
be
desired
when
is
to
kingdom
eminently
day
The Christian way of putting it will be to ask that grace
single traitor or rebel.
Bless thou
may turn sinners into saints, and win the wicked to the ways of truth.
Here is the end of the matter whatever sinners may do,
the Lord, O my soul.&quot;
Their silence
do thou,
soul, stand to thy colours, and be true to thy calling.
must not silence thee, but rather provoke thee to redoubled praise to make up for
others must come to
Nor canst thou alone accomplish the work
their failures.
:

&quot;

my

;

O

Let your hearts cry HALLELUJAH,
Praise ye the Lord.&quot;
for
Let it close the Psalm
for that is the word in the Hebrew.
Heavenly word
what more remains to be said or written ? HALLELUJAH. Praise ye the Lord.
thy help.

&quot;

ye saints,

!

:
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EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
Whole Psalm. This Psalm is an inspired Oratorio of Creation.&quot; Christopher
Wordsworth.
Whole Psalm. The Psalm is delightful, sweet, and instructive, as teaching
us the soundest views of nature (la mas sana fisica), and the best method of pursuing
the study of it, viz., by admiring with one eye the works of God, and with the other
God himself, their Creator and Preserver. Sanchez, quoted by Perowne.
Whole Psalm. It might almost be said that this one Psalm represents the image
We are astonished to find in a lyrical poem of such a limited
of the whole Cosmos.
compass, the whole universe the heavens and the earth sketched with a few
bold touches. The calm and toilsome labour of man, from the rising of the sun to
the setting of the same, when his daily work is done, is here contrasted with the
moving life of the elements of nature. This contrast and generalisation in the con
ception of the mutual action of natural phenomena, and this retrospection of an
omnipresent invisible power, which can renew the earth or crumble it to dust, con
stitute a solemn and exalted rather than a glowing and gentle form of poetic creation.
A. Von HamboldVs Cosmos.
Whole Psalm. Its touches are indeed few, rapid but how comprehensive and
He is clothed with light as with a garment,&quot; and when he
Is it God ?
sublime
the wings of the wind.&quot; The winds or lightnings ? They
walks abroad, it is on
the King s business
or
are his messengers
Stop us not,&quot; they seem to say
angels
requireth haste.&quot; The waters ? The poet shows them in flood, covering the face
of the earth, and then as they now lie, enclosed within their embankments, to break
He traces them, by one inspired glance,
forth no more for ever. The springs ?
as they run among the hills, as they give drink to the wild and lonely creatures of
the wilderness, as they nourish the boughs, on which sing the birds, the grass, on
which feed the cattle, the herb, the corn, the olive-tree, the vine, which fill man s
mouth, cheer his heart, and make his face to shine. Then he skims with bold wing
full of sap,&quot;
the fir-trees, and
the trees of the Lord on Lebanon,
all lofty objects
the storks which are upon them the high hills, with their wild goats and the rocks
with their conies. Then he soars up to the heavenly bodies the sun and the moon.
Then he spreads abroad his wings in the darkness of the night, which hideth not
from him,&quot; and jhears the beasts of the forest creeping abroad to seek their prey,
and the roar of the lions to God for meat, coming up upon the winds of midnight.
Then as he sees the shades and the wild beasts fleeing together, in emulous haste,
from the presence of the morning sun, and man, strong and calm in its light as in
O Lord, how manifold are thy
the smile of God, hieing to his labour, he exclaims,
He casts, next, one look at the
in wisdom hast thou made them all
works
ocean a look glancing at the ships which go there, at the leviathan which plays
and then piercing down to the innumerable creatures, small and great, which
there
He sees, then, all the beings, peopling
are found below its unlifted veil of waters.
alike earth and sea, waiting for life and food around the table of their Divine Master
he hides his face, and they are troubled, die, and
nor waiting in vain till, lo
disappear in chaos and night. A gleam, next, of the great resurrection of nature
Thou sendest forth thy Spirit, they are created,
and of man comes across his eye.
and thou renewest the face of the earth.&quot; But a greater truth still succeeds, and
forms the climax of the Psalm (a truth Humboldt, with all his admiration of it,
The Lord shall rejoice
notices not, and which gives a Christian tone to the whole)
HE contemplates a yet more perfect Cosmos He is to consume
in his works.&quot;
and sin out of this fair universe and then, when man is wholly worthy
sinners
of his dwelling, shall God say of both it and him, with a yet deeper emphasis than
when he said it at first, and smiling at the same time a yet warmer and softer smile,
And w ith an ascription of blessing to the Lord does the poet close
It is very good.&quot;
this almost angelic descant upon the works of nature, the glory of God, and the
man.
It
is not merely the unity of the Cosmos that he had displayed in
of
prospects
its thorough
it, but its progression, as connected with the parallel progress of man
which runs along it
increasing purpose
dependence on one Infinite Mind the
and its final purification, when it shall blossom into the bright consummate flower
this is
wherein dwelleth righteousness
of the new heavens and the new earth,
The
the real burden and the peculiar glory of the 104th Psalm.
George Gilftllan, in
Bards of the Bible.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

I

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

!

1

;

!

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

r

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;
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Whole Psalm. It is a singular circumstance in the composition of this Psalm,
that each of the parts of the First Semichorus, after the first, begins with a participle.
And these participles are accusatives, agreeing with rnrr, the object of the verb ?$,
Bless the Jehovah putting on extending
at the beginning of the whole Psalm.
travelling
making setting sending watering making
laying constituting
making. Thus, this transitive verb, in the opening of the Psalm, extending its govern
ment through the successive parts of the same semichorus, except the last, unites
them all in one long period. Samuel Horsley.
Whole Psalm. As to the details, the sections intervening between verses 2
and 31, they may be read as a meditation upon creation and the first ordering
of the world,&quot; as itself the counterpart and foreshadowing of the new and restored
order in the great Sabbath or Millenary period, or, it may be, they are actually
beginning with the coming of the Lord in the clouds of heaven
descriptive of this
the angels of his power
11), attended with
(verse 4
(verse 3 with Ps. xviii. 9
of the earth, no more to
followed by the
Thess.
i.
2
with
7, Gr.)
establishing
moved or agitated by the convulsions and disturbances which sin has
be
all things
after which Nature is exhibited in the perfection of her beauty
caused
all the orders of the animal world in harmony
answering the end of their creation
all provided for by the varied produce
with each other, and all at peace with man
on
of the earth, no longer cursed, but blessed, and again made fruitful by God,
his
hand
and
fills them with good
and all his
wait
who
whom all
openeth
from
its
due
his
in
with
who
chorus
creatures,
acknowledgment
join
goodness meeting
In wisdom hast
O Lord, how manifold are thy works
to praise him, and say
the earth is full of thy riches. Hallelujah.&quot;
William De
thou made them all
Burgh.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

.

.

.

;

&quot;

1

:

Verse
doors, he

&quot;

Bless the Lord,

1.
is

more taken up with

O my
his own

soul.&quot;

soul,

A good man s work lieth most within
than with all the world besides neither
;

can he ever be alone so long as he hath God and his own heart to converse with.

John Trapp.

With what reverence and holy awe doth the Psalmist begin his medita
Verse 1.
and
tion with that acknowledgment
Lord, my God, thou art very great ;
the grandeur of
it is the joy of the saints that he who is their God is a great God
Matthew Henry.
the prince is the pride and pleasure of all his good subjects.
Thou art clothed with honour and majesty.&quot; That is, as Jerome says,
Verse 1.
Thou art arrayed and adorned with magnificence and splendour Thou art acknow
ledged to be glorious and illustrious by thy works, as a man by his garment. Whence
it is clear that the greatness celebrated here is not the intrinsic but the exterior or
revealed greatness of God. Lorinus.
Verses I
4.
Each created, redeemed, regenerated soul is bound to praise the
Lord, the Creator, Redeemer, Sanctifier; for that God the Son, who in the beginning
made the worlds, and whose grace is ever carrying on his work to its perfect end
by the operation of the Holy Ghost, has been revealed before us in his exceeding
He, as the eternal High-priest, hath put on the Urim and Thummim of
glory.
majesty and honour, and hath clothed himself with light, as a priest clothes himself
&quot;

&quot;

!

:

&quot;

;

his brightness on the mount of transfiguration was but
with his holy vestments
a passing glimpse of what he is now, ever hath been, and ever shall be. He is the
:

true Light, therefore his angels are the angels of light, his children the children of
The universe is his tabernacle ; the heavens
light, his doctrine the doctrine of light.
visible and invisible are the curtains which shroud his holy place.
He hath laid the
beams and foundations of his holy of holies very high, even above the waters which

The clouds and the winds of the lower heaven are his
upon which he stood when he ascended from Olivet, upon which he will
Plain Commentary.&quot;
when he cometh again.

are above the firmament.
chariot,

&quot;

sit

Verse

&quot;

Who

coverest thyself with light as with a

In comparing
garment.&quot;
a garment,&quot; he intimates,
In respect
glory
conspicuous enough.
in light that is inaccessible
of his essence,
but as he
irradiates the whole world by his splendour, this is the garment in which he, who
is hidden in himself, appears in a manner visible to us.
The knowledge of this truth
If men attempt to reach the infinite height to which
is of the greatest importance.
God is exalted, although they fly above the clouds, they must fail in the midst of their
2.

the light with

that although

which he represents God as arrayed to

God is invisible, yet his
God undoubtedly dwells

&quot;

is

;
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Those who seek to see him

in his naked majesty are certainly very foolish.
That we may enjoy the sight of him, he must come forth to view with his clothing ;
that is to say, we must cast our eyes upon the very beautiful fabric of the world
in which he wishes to be seen by us, and not be too curious and rash in searching

course.

into his secret essence.
Now, since God presents himself to us clothed with light,
who are seeking pretexts for their living without the knowledge of him, cannot
in
excuse
of
their
When
slothfulness, that he is hidden in profound darkness.
allege
it is said that the heavens are a curtain, it is not meant that under them God hides
himself, but that by them his majesty and glory are displayed, being, as it were,
John Calvin.
his royal pavilion.
Verse 2.
With light.&quot; The first creation of God in the works of the days
was the light of sense ; the last was the light of reason ; and his Sabbath work ever
Francis Bacon.
since is the illumination of the spirit.
Verse 2.
Who stretchest out the heavens like a curtain.&quot; It is usual in the East,
in the summer season, and upon all occasions when a large company is to be received,
to have the court of the house sheltered from the heat of the weather by an umbrella
or veil, which being expanded upon ropes from one side of the parapet wall to another
may be folded or unfolded at pleasure. The Psalmist seems to allude to some covering
of this kind in that beautiful expression of stretching out the heavens like a curtain.
Kitto s Pictorial Bible.
Verse 2.
Like a curtain.&quot; With the same ease, by his mere word, with which

those

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Is. xl. 22 is parallel,
a man spreads out a tent-curtain, Isai. liv. 2.
that stretcheth
out the heavens as a curtain, and spreadeth them out as a tent to dwell
Ver. 3
continues the description of the work of the second day. There lie at bottom, in
God made the vaulted sky and divided
the first clause, the words of Gen. i. 7
between the waters which are under the vault and the waters which are above the
vault.&quot;
The waters above are the materials with which, or out of which, the structure
is reared.
To construct out of the movable waters a firm palace, the cloudy heaven,
firm as a molten glass
(Job xxxvii. 18), is a magnificent work of divine omni
E.
W. Hengstenberg.
potence.
Verse 2.
Like a curtain.&quot; Because the Hebrews conceived of heaven as
a temple and palace of God, that sacred azure was at once the floor of his, the roof
of our, abode.
Yet methinks the dwellers in tents ever loved best the figure of the
heavenly tent. They represent God as daily spreading it out, and fastening it at the
extremity of the horizon to the pillars of heaven, the mountains it is to them a tent
of safety, of rest, of a fatherly hospitality in which God lives with his creatures.
Herder, quoted by Perowne.
&quot;

in.&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

The metaphorical representation of God, as laying the beams of his
Verse 3.
chambers in the waters, seems somewhat difficult to understand but it was the design
of the prophet, from a thing incomprehensible to us, to ravish us with the greater
admiration. Unless beams be substantial and strong, they will not be able to sustain
even the weight of an ordinary house. When, therefore, God makes the waters
the foundation of his heavenly palace, who can fail to be astonished at a miracle
When we take into account our slowness of apprehension, such
so wonderful ?
for it is with difficulty that
hyperbolical expressions are by no means superfluous
and
awaken
enable us to attain even a slight knowledge of God. John Calvin.
they
who layeth
Verse 3.
Who layeth the beams of his chambers in the waters ;
or,
His upper chamber (people in the East used
his upper chambers above the waters.&quot;
to retire to the upper chamber when they wished for solitude) is reared up in bright
A. F. Tholuck.
aether on the slender foundation of rainy clouds.
He flooreth his chambers with waters,&quot;
Verse 3.
Who layeth the beams,&quot; etc.
his
the
of
heavens.
the
clouds
make
i.e.,
Zachary Mudge.
flooring
see Ps. xviii. 10
which
Verse 3.
Who walketh upon the wings of the wind ;
is expressive of his swiftness in coming to help and assist his people in time of need ;
who helps, and that right early and may very well be applied both to the first and
second coming of Christ, who came leaping upon the mountains, and skipping upon
the hills, when he first came
and, when he comes a second time will be as a roe or
a young hart upon the mountains of spices, Cant. ii. 8, and viii. 14. The Targum
hence, perhaps, it is the
is,
upon the swift clouds, like the wings of an eagle
heathens have a notion that Jupiter is being carried in a chariot through the air
when it thunders and lightens. John Gill.
Who walketh upon the wings of the wind.&quot; In these words there is
Verse 3.
;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;
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he runneth, but he walkelh ; and that
an unequalled elegance
not, he fleeth
on the very wings of the wind on the most impetuous element raised into the utmost
We cannot have a more sublime
rage, and sweeping along with incredible rapidity.
idea of the Deity serenely walking on an element of inconceivable swiftness, and,
James Hervey, 1713-14 1758.
as it seems to us, uncontrollable impetuosity
;

;

;

I

Who maketh his angels spirits.&quot; Some render it, Who maketh his
Verse 4.
angels as the winds, to which they may be compared for their invisibility, they being
not to be seen, no more than the wind, unless when they assume an external form
and for their penetration through bodies in a very surprising manner see Acts xii.
and for their great force and power, being mighty angels, and said to excel
6 10
so
in strength, Ps. ciii. 20 ; and for their swiftness in obeying the divine commands
He maketh his messengers, or angels, swift as the wind.&quot; John Gill.
the Targum,
The
his
Who maketh his angels spirits.&quot;
Verse 4.
words,
creating
angels
may either mean creating them spiritual beings, not material beings,
spirits,&quot;
or creating them winds
i.e., like the winds, invisible, rapid in their movements,
and capable of producing great effects. The last mode of interpretation seems
and his ministers
servants
who are
or,
pointed out by the parallelism
a flame of fire,&quot; i.e., like the lightning. The state
plainly the same as his angels,
ment here made about the angels seems to be this
They are created beings, who
in their qualities bear a resemblance to the winds and the lightning.
The argument deduced by Paul, in Heb. ii. 7, from this statement for the in
He is the Son ; they are the creatures
feriority of the angels is direct and powerful
made is the
of God.
is the description of his mode of existence
Only begotten
All their powers are communicated powers ; and however
description of theirs.
high they may stand in the scale of creation, it is in that scale they stand, which places
them infinitely below him, who is so the Son of God as to be God over all, blessed
An Exposition of the Epistle to the Hebrews.&quot;
John Brown, in
for ever
Verse 4.
flaming fire.&quot; Fire is expressive of irresistible power, immaculate
It is remarkable that the seraphim, one class at
holiness, and ardent emotion.
and the
least of these ministers, have their name from a root signifying to burn
&quot;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

A

;

altar,

form

from which one of them took the live coal, Isai. vi. 6, is the symbol of the highest
James G. Murphy, in A Commentary on the Book of Psalms,&quot;
&quot;

of holy love.

1875.
Verse 5.
Not be removed for ever.&quot; The stability of the earth is of God, as
There have been many earthquakes or
as the being and existence of it.
movings of the earth in several parts of it, but the whole body of the earth was never
removed so much as one hair s breadth out of its place, since the foundations thereof
If you will give me a place
were laid. Archimedes, the great mathematician, said,
but the Lord
It was a great brag
to set my engine on, I will remove the earth.&quot;
laid
it
fast
for
man
s
Himself
can
make
it quake and shake, he
hath
too
removing.
but he never hath nor will remove it. He hath
can move it when he pleaseth
laid the foundations of the earth that it shall not be removed, nor can it be at all
moved, but at his pleasure and when it moves at any time, it is to mind the sons
of men that they by their sins have moved him to displeasure.
Joseph Caryl.
Verse 5.
The philosophical mode of stating this truth may be seen in Amedte
Guillemin s work entitled
THE HEAVENS.&quot;
it
How is that though we are carried
along with a vast rapidity by the motion of the earth, we do not ourselves perceive
our movement ? It is because the entire bulk of the earth, atmosphere, and clouds,
This constant velocity, with which all bodies situated
participate in the movement.
on the surface of the earth are animated, would be the cause of the most terrible
and general catastrophe that could be imagined, if, by any possibility, the rotation
of the earth were abruptly to cease.
Such an event would be the precursor of a
most sweeping destruction of all organized beings. But the constancy of the laws
of nature permits us to contemplate such a catastrophe without fear.
It is demon
strated that the position of the poles of rotation on the surface of the earth is in
variable.
It has also been asked whether the velocity of the earth s rotation has
changed, or, which comes to the same thing, if the length of the sidereal day and
that of the solar day deduced from it have varied within the historical period ?
Laplace has replied to this question, and his demonstration shows that it has not
varied the one hundredth of a second during the last two thousand years.&quot;
&quot;

much

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;
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Verses 5

9.

God

and

of the earth

Thou hast

sea,

laid earth s foundations

:

Because thy hand sustaineth,
It ever firm remaineth.

Once didst thou open

And soon

its deep, hidden fountains,
the rising waters stood above the mountains.

At thy rebuke they fled, at the voice
The flood thy mandate heeded,

And

The

And

A

of thy thunder,

hastily receded
waters keep the place Thou hast assigned them.
in the hills and vales a channel Thou dost find them.
:

Thou hast set, which they may not pass over
The deep within bound inclosing,

limit

;

Strong barriers interposing,

That

its

proud waves no more bring desolation,

And sweep away from
John Barton,

New

earth each
&quot;

in

Testament

human

The Book

habitation.

of

Psalms in English Verse

Paraphrase,&quot;

:

a

1871.

8.
hasted away.&quot;
Verses 6
The words of the Psalm put
Stood,&quot;
fled,&quot;
the original wondrous process graphically before the eye. The change of tense,
in
to
verses
is
from
6, 7, 8,
too,
present,
past
expressive, and paints the scene in its
stood
In ver. 6
should be STAND
in ver. 7
should be FLEE
fled
progress.
should be HASTE AWAY, as in the P. B. V.
hasted away
and
The Speaker s
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Commentary.&quot;

At thy rebuke they fled.&quot; The famous description of Virgil comes
Verse 7.
to mind, who introduces Neptune as sternly rebuking the winds for daring without
his consent to embroil earth and heaven, and raise such huge mountain-waves
then swifter than the word is spoken, he calms the swollen seas, scatters the gathered
Lorinus.
clouds, and brings back the sun.
At the voice of thy thunder they hasted away ;
Verse 7.
ran of? with great
a
his master puts on a stern countenance, and
as
when
servant,
just
precipitance
a
him
in
hastes
to
from
him to do his
thundering, menacing manner,
speaks
away
This is an instance of the mighty power of Christ
and by the same
will and work.
power he removed the waters of the deluge, when they covered the earth, and the
and rebuked the Red Sea, and it became dry land ; and
tops of the highest hills
drove back the waters of Jordan for the Israelites to pass through ; and who also
rebuked the Sea of Galilee when his disciples were in distress ; and with equal ease can
he and does he remove the depth of sin and darkness from his people at conversion ;
rebukes Satan, and delivers out of his temptations, when he comes in like a flood
and commands off the waters of affliction when they threaten to overwhelm who
are his servants, and come when he bids them come, and go when he bids them
&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

;

;

;

go.

John
Verse

Gill.
&quot;

7.

electric fluid as

Verse

&quot;

7.

At the voice
an agent in
They hasted

of thy thunder.&quot;
this separation.

It is

very likely God employed the

Ingram Cobbin.

away.&quot;

God said.
Be gather d now, ye waters under heaven
Into one place, and let dry land appear.
Immediately the mountains huge appear
Emergent, and their broad bare backs upheave
their tops ascend the sky
Into the clouds
So high as heav d the tumid hills, so low
Down sunk a hollow bottom broad and deep,
Thither they
Capacious bed of waters
Hasted with glad precipitance, uproll d
As drops on dust conglobing from the dry
:

;

:

:

Part

rise in crystal wall, or ridge direct,

For haste

On

:

such

flight the great

the swift floods

Of trumpet

(for of

command

As armies at the call
armies thou hast heard)

:

impress

rt
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so the watery throng,
Troop to their standard
rolling after wave, where way they found,
with torrent rapture, if through plain,
nor withstood them rock or hill
Soft-ebbing
But they, or under ground, or circuit wide
With serpent errour wandering, found their way,
And on the washy ooze deep channels wore
Easy, ere God had bid the ground be dry,
All but within those banks, where rivers now
Stream, and perpetual draw their tumid train.
The dry land, Earth and the great receptacle
Of congregated waters, he called Seas
;

Wave

If steep,

;

;

;

;

:

And saw

that

it

was good.

John Milton.
Verse 8.
They ascend
They go up by the mountains,&quot; etc. The Targum is,
that is, the waters, when they went off the
out of the deep to the mountains
earth at the divine orders, steered their course up the mountains, and then went
down by the valleys to the place appointed for them they went over hills and
dales, nothing could stop them or retard their course till they came to their proper
which is another instance of the almighty power of the Son of God. John
place
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

Gill

Thou hast set a bound,&quot; etc. The Baltic Sea, in our own time, in
Verse 9.
undated large tracts of land, and did great damage to the Flemish people and other
neighbouring nations. By an instance of this kind we are warned what would be
the consequence, were the restraint imposed upon the sea, by the hand of God,
removed. How is it that we have not thereby been swallowed up together, but
because God has held in that outrageous element by his word ? In short, although
the natural tendency of the waters is to cover the earth, yet this will not happen,
because God has established, by his word, a counteracting law, and as his truth
John Calvin.
is eternal, this law must remain stedfast.
Thou hast set a bound,&quot; etc. In these words the Psalmist gives us
Verse 9.
&quot;

&quot;

three things clearly concerning the waters.
First, that once (he means it not of
the deluge, but of the chaos), the waters did cover the whole earth, till God by a
word of command sent them into their proper channels, that the dry land might
appear. Secondly, that the waters have a natural propension to return back and
cover the earth again. Thirdly, that the only reason why they do not return back
and cover the whole earth is, because God hath set a bound, that they cannot pass.&quot;
They would be boundless and know no limits, did not God bound and limit them.
Wisdom giveth us the like eulogium of the power of God in this, Prov. viii. 29, He
gave to the sea his decree, that the waters should not pass his commandment.&quot; What
cannot he command, who sendeth his commandment to the sea and is obeyed ? Some
great princes, heated with rage and drunken with pride, have cast shackles into
the sea, as threatening it with imprisonment and bondage if it would not be quiet ;
but the sea would not be bound by them
they have also awarded so many strokes
to be given the sea as a punishment of its contumacy and rebellion against either
their commands or their designs.
How ridiculously ambitious have they been,
who would needs pretend to such a dominion
Many princes have had great power
at and upon the sea, but there was never any prince had any power over the sea
that s a flower belonging to no crown but the crown of heaven. Joseph Caryl.
Thou hast set a bound,&quot; etc.
Verse 9.
few feet of increase in the ocean
wave that pursues its tidal circuit round the globe, would desolate cities and pro
But with what immutable and safe control God has marked
vinces innumerable.
You shall observe a shrub or a flower on a bank of verdure that covers
its limits
a sea cliff, or hangs down in some hollow ; nay, you shall mark a pebble on the beach,
you shall lay a shred of gossamer upon it ; and this vast, ungovernable, unwieldy,
tempestuous element shall know how to draw a line of moisture by its beating spray
at the very edge, or on the very point of your demarcation, and then draw off its
forces, not having passed one inch or hand s breadth across the appointed margin.
And all this exact restraint and measurement in the motion of the sea, by that
mysterious power shot beyond unfathomable depths of space, from orbs rolling in ether
a power itself how prodigious, how irresistible, yet how invisible, how gentle, how
with minutest exactness measured and exerted. George B. Cheever, in
Voices of
Nature to her Foster Child, the Soul of Man,&quot; 1852.
&quot;

&quot;

;

1

;

A

&quot;

.

.

.

!

I

&quot;
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Verse 9.

A

&quot;

bound

Now

that they

may

not pass

over.&quot;

stretch your eye off shore, o er waters

To cleanse the air, and bear the world s great
To rise and wet the mountains near the sun,
Then back into themselves in rivers run,

made
trade.

mighty uses, far and wide,
earth, in air, or here, as ocean-tide.
the giant heaves himself, and strains
And flings to break his strong and viewless chains
Foams in his wrath and at his prison doors,
Hark hear him how he beats, and tugs, and roars,
As if he would break forth again, and sweep
Each living thing within his lowest deep.
Fulfilling

Through

Ho

!

how

;

;

!

!

Richard Henry

Dana

(1787

).

He sendeth the springs into the valleys,&quot; etc. Having spoken of
Verse 10.
the salt waters, he treats afterwards of the sweet and potable, commending the wisdom
and providence of God, that from the lower places of the earth and the hidden veins
Lorinus.
of the mountains, he should cause the fountains of water to gush forth.
He sendeth the springs into the valleys.&quot; The more of humility the
Verse 10.
more of grace if in valleys some hollows are deeper than others the waters collect
Martin Luther.
in them.
He sendeth the springs into the valleys.&quot; Men cut places for rivers
Verse 10.
to run in, but none but God can cut a channel to bring spiritual streams into the soul.
The Psalmist speaks of the sending forth of springs as one great act of the providence
It is a secret mystery which those that have searched deepest into nature
of God.
cannot resolve us in, how those springs are fed, how they are maintained and
nourished, so as to run without ceasing in such great streams as many of them make.
God sends
Philosophy cannot show the reason of it. The Psalmist doth it well
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

into the valleys, his providence and power keeps them continually running
he
his soul watered must go to God in prayer.
Ralph Robinson.
Which run among the hills.&quot; That is, the streams or springs run. In
Verse 10.
many a part of the world can be found a Sault, a dancing water, and a Minne-ha-ha,

them

:

that would have
&quot;

a laughing
Lord.

The mountain streams

water.

William

S.

Verse 10, 13,

walk,

and run, and

leap,

and praise the

Plumer.
&quot;

14.&quot;

HE.&quot;

&quot;

HE.&quot;

Him

HE.&quot;

from the black pines,
on high, and the loud roar
where
he
torrents,
listeneth, to the vines
Which slope his green path downward to the shore,
Where the bow d waters meet him, and adore.
Kissing his feet with murmurs.
All things are here of
Which are his shade

;

Of

Byron.

The wild asses quench their thirst.&quot;
Verse 11.
It is particularly remarked
of the asses, that though they are dull and stupid creatures, yet by Providence they
are taught the way to the waters, in the dry and sandy deserts, and that there is no
better guide for the thirsty travellers to follow, than to observe the herds of them
Thomas Fenton.
descending to the streams.
Verse 11.
The wild asses quench their thirst.&quot; As evening approached we
saw congregated, near a small stream, what appeared to be a large company of
dismounted Arabs, their horses standing by them. As we were already near them,
and could not have escaped the watchful eye of the Bedouins, we prepared for an
encounter. We approached cautiously, and were surprised to see that the horses
still remained without their riders
we drew still nearer, when they galloped off
towards the desert. They were wild asses. Henry Austen Layard.
&quot;

&quot;

;

Verse 12.
By them shall the fowls of the heaven have their habitation.&quot; Never
shall I forget
first ride from Riha to Ain Sultan ; our way lay right across the
oasis evoked by the waters.
It may be that the contrast with the arid desert of the
previous day heightened the feelings of present enjoyment, but certainly they echoed
the words of Josephus, a
Divine region.&quot; At one time I was reminded of Epping
Forest, and then of a neglected orchard with an undergrowth of luxuriant vegetation.
&quot;

my

&quot;
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Large thorn bushes and forest shrubs dotted the plain on every side. In some places
the ground was carpeted with flowers, and every bush seemed vocal with the cheerful
I use the word
twittering,&quot; because I do not think that I
twittering of birds.
ever heard a decided warble during the whole time I was in Syria. Coleridge speaks
of the
merry nightingale,&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

That crowds, and hurries, and precipitates
With fast, quick warble, his delicious notes.&quot;

The song of my little Syrian friends seemed to consist of a series of cheerful chirps.
Other travellers have been more fortunate. Bonar speaks of the note of the cuckoo
Lord Lindsay tells us of the delight of an evening
Dr. Robinson of the nightingale.
the river murmuring along, and the nightingale singing from
spent by the Jordan,
Canon Tristram, describing the scenery near Tell-el-Kady, says that
the trees.&quot;
the bulbul and nightingale vied in rival song in the branches above, audible over
In the face of these statements it seems to me
the noise of the torrent below.&quot;
remarkable, considering the innumerable references to nature in the Bible, that
In the well-known passage which
the singing of birds is only mentioned three times.
the time of the singing of birds is
so exquisitely depicts a Syrian spring, we read
come (Song of Solomon ii. 12). The Psalmist in speaking of the mighty power and
the valleys, which run
wondrous Providence of God, mentions the springs in
among the hills. They give drink to every beast of the field the wild asses quench
of
them
shall
the
the
heaven
fowls
have their habitation, which
their thirst.
By
Canon Tristram commenting on this passage, says,
sing among the branches.&quot;
bulbul and the nightingale, both of which throng
that it may refer especially to the
the trees that fringe the Jordan and abound in all the wooded valleys, filling the air
in early spring with the rich cadence of their notes.&quot;
James Wareing Bardsley, in
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

Illustrative

Texts,&quot;

1876.

Verse 12.
By them shall the fowls of the heaven have their habitation,&quot; etc. To
such birds may saints be compared
being, like them, weak, defenceless, and
timorous
liable to be taken in snares, and sometimes wonderfully delivered
as
and to fowls of the heaven, being heavenwell as given to wanderings and strayings
born souls, and partakers of the heavenly calling. These have their habitation by
the fountain of Jacob, by the river of divine love, beside the still waters of the
sanctuary, where they sing the songs of Zion, the songs of electing, redeeming, and
&quot;

;

;

;

;

calling grace.
Verse 12.

John Gill.
The fowls

which sing among the branches.&quot; The music of birds
was the first song of thanksgiving which was offered from the earth, before man
was formed. John Wesley.
Verse 12.
The fowls of the heaven which sing among the branches.&quot; How do
the blackbird and thrassel [thrush], with their melodious voices, bid welcome to the
cheerful spring, and in their fixed months warble forth such ditties as no art or in
strument can reach to ? .... But the nightingale, another of my airy creatures,
breathes such sweet loud music out of her little instrumental throat, that it makes
mankind to think miracles are not ceased.
He that at midnight, when the very
labourer sleeps securely, should hear, as I have very often, the clear airs, the sweet
descants, the natural rising and falling, the doubling and redoubling of her voice,
might well be lifted above earth, and say, Lord, what music hast thou provided for
the saints in heaven, when thou affordest bad man such music on earth ?
Izaak
&quot;

.

.

.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Walton.
Verse 12.
While o

er their heads the hazels hing.

The little birdies blithely sing,
Or lightly flit on wanton wing
In the birks of Aberfeldy.

The braes ascend like lofty wa s,
The foaming stream deep-roaring

O erhung
The

fa

s,

wi fragrant spreading shawa,
birks of Aberfeldy.

Robert

rain,

which

is

Burns,

17591796.

The earth is satisfied with the fruit of thy works ;
that is, with the
thy work, causing it to be showered down when thou pleasest upon

&quot;

Verse 13.

&quot;
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or, with the rain, which proceeds from the clouds
or, with the fruits,
which thou causeth the earth by this means to bring forth. Arthur Jackson.

the earth

;

;

He causeth the grass to grow.&quot; Surely it should humble men to know
Verse 14.
that all human power united cannot make anything, not even the grass to grow.
William S. Plumer.
For the cattle,&quot; etc. To make us thankful, let us consider, 1. That
Verse 14.
God not only provides for us, but for our servants the cattle that are of use to
man, are particularly taken care of ; grass is made to grow in great abundance
the young lions,&quot; that are not for the service of man, often
for them, when
lack,
and suffer hunger.&quot; 2. That our food is nigh us, and ready to us
having our
habitation on the earth, there we have our storehouse, and depend not on
the
merchant ships that bring food from afar,&quot; Prov. xxxi. 14. 3. That we have even
from the products of the earth, not only for necessity, but for ornament and delight,
so good a master do we serve.
Doth nature call for something to support it, and
bread which strengthened man s heart,&quot; and is
repair its daily decays ? Here is
therefore called the staff of life ; let none that have that complain of want.
Doth
nature go further, and covet something pleasant ? Here is
wine that maketh glad
the heart,&quot; refresheth the spirits, and exhilarates them, when it is soberly and moder
that we may not only go through our business, but go through it cheer
ately used
it is a pity that that should be abused to overcharge the heart, and disfit men
fully
for their duty, which was given to revive their heart, and quicken them in their duty.
Is nature yet more humoursome, and doth it crave something for ornament too ?
Here is that also out of the earth ;
oil to make the face to shine,&quot; that the counten
ance may not only be cheerful, but beautiful, and we may be the more acceptable
Matthew Henry.
to one another.
For the service of man.&quot; The common version of these words can
Verse 14.
mean
for
his
benefit or use, a sense not belonging to the Hebrew word, which, as
only
well as its verbal root, is applied to man s servitude or bondage as a tiller of the
ground (Gen. iii. 17 19), and has here the sense of husbandry or cultivation, as in
Exod. i. 14, Lev. xxv. 39, it has that of compulsory or servile labour, the infinitive
in the last clause indicates the object for which labour is imposed on man.
J. A.
Alexander.
That he may bring forth food out of the earth.&quot; The Israelites at
Verse 14.
the feast of the Passover and before the breaking of bread, were accustomed to say,
Praise be to the Lord our God, thou King of the world, who hath brought forth
our bread from the earth
and at each returning harvest we ought to be filled
with gratitude, as often as we again receive the valuable gift of bread. It is the
most indispensable and necessary means of nourishment of which we never tire,
whilst other food, the sweeter it is, the more easily it surfeits
everybody, the child
and the old man, the beggar and the king, like bread. We remember the unfortunate
man, who was cast on the desert isle, famishing with hunger, and who cried at the
He would willingly have exchanged
Ah, it is only gold
sight of a handful of gold,
for a handful of bread, this to him, useless material, which in the mind of most men
is above all price.
O let us never sin against God, by lightly esteeming bread Let
us gratefully accept the sheaves we gather, and thankfully visit the barns which
that we may break bread to the hungry, and give to the thirsty
preserve them
from the supplies God has given us. Let us never sit down to table without asking
God to bless the gifts we receive from his gracious hand, and never eat bread without
thinking of Christ our Lord, who calls himself the living bread, who came down
from heaven to give life unto the world. And above all, may we never go to the
table of the Lord without enjoying, through the symbols of bread and wine, his
Yes,
body and blood, whereby we receive strength to nourish our spiritual life
Lord, thou satisfies! both body and soul, with bread from earth and bread from
heaven. Praise be to thy holy name, our hearts and mouths shall be full of thy
Frederick Arndt, in
praises for time and eternity
Lights of the Morning,&quot; 1861.
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

!

I

;

!

&quot;

1

Verse 15.
When thou wert taken out of the womb, what a stately palace did
he bring thee into, the world, which thou foundest prepared and ready furnished
a
with all things for thy maintenance, as Canaan was to the children of Israel
stately house thou buildedst not, trees thou plantedst not, a rich canopy spangled,
he sets up a taper for thee to work by, the sun,
spread as a curtain over thy head
till thou art weary (v. 23), and then it goes down without thy bidding, for it knows
;

;
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then he draws a curtain over half the world, that men may
its going down
(v. 19)
Thou causest darkness, and it is night (v. 20). As an house this world
go to rest
is, so curiously contrived that to every room of it, even to every poor village, springs
do come as pipes to find thee water (v. 10, 11). The pavement of which house thou
Bread for strength, wine to cheer thy
treadest on, and it brings forth thy food (v. 14),
Which three are there synecdochically
heart, oil to make thy face to shine
(v. 15).
Thomas Goodwin.
put for all things needful to strength, ornament, and delight.
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

Wine that maketh glad the heart of man.&quot; The wine mentioned
Verse 15.
it gladdened the heart.
had the quality of fermented liquors
Thus, if taken to
The Hebrew term is yayin, answering
excess, it would have led to intoxication.
to the Greek oinos, and including every form which the juice of the grape might be
made to assume as a beverage. It was this of which Noah partook when he became
drunken (Gen. ix. 21, 24). Melchizedek brought it forth to Abraham (Gen. xiv. 18).
Lot s daughters gave it to their father and made him drunk (Gen. xix. 35). From
This is the highly
this the Nazarite was to separate himself (Num. vi. 3
20).
22, xxii. 13, xxviii. 1
7, etc.)
intoxicating drink so often mentioned by Isaiah (v. 11
but just because of this, it might become to man one of those mercies in connection
with the use of which he was to exercise constant self-control. Taken to excess
it was a curse
enjoyed as from God, it was something for which man was called to
be thankful. John Duns.
And oil to make his face to shine.&quot; Observe, after the mention of
Verse 15.
wine, he speaks of oil or ointment, because at the banquets among the Jews and
other Eastern people, as afterwards among the Greeks and Romans, there was a
frequent use of ointments. The reasons why ointment was poured upon the head
To avoid intoxication To improve the health To contribute to pleasure
were
and delight. Homer often refers to this custom, and there is an allusion to it by
Let thy garments be always white ; and let thy head lack no
Solomon, Eccles. ix. 8,
&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

:

:

:

&quot;

See also Ps. xxiii. 5. Le Blanc.
The ancients made much use of

ointment.&quot;

Verse 15.

oil to

beautify their persons.

We

make man s face to shine.&quot; Ruth anointed herself for decoration
(Ruth iii. 3), and the woman of Tekoah and the prophet Daniel omitted the use of
Dan. x. 3). The custom is also mentioned
oil for the contrary reason (2 Sam. xiv. 3
~Luke vii. 46. Ambrose Serle in
Horse Solitaries,&quot; 1815.
in Matt. vi. 17
read of

&quot;

oil to

;

&quot;

;

Bread which strengthened man s heart.&quot; In hunger not only the
Verse 15.
Hunger has no enter
strength is prostrated, but the natural courage is also abated.
But when, in such circumstances, a little bread is
prise, emulation, nor courage.
received into the stomach, even before concoction can have time to prepare it for
&quot;

nutriment, the strength is restored, and the spirits revived. This is a surprising
and it has not yet been satisfactorily accounted for. Adam Clarke.
effect
Bread which strengthened man s heart.&quot; In Homer s Odyssey we
Verse 15.
meet with the expression Bread, the marrow of men.&quot;
Man s heart.&quot; It is not without reason that instead of the word
Verse 15.
onxn of Adam, which was used in v. 14, there is here employed the word tfo, an
infirm and feeble man, because he mentions those nourishments of which there was
no need before the fall, and which are specially suitable to nourish and exhilarate
V enema.
feeble man.
If the transitory earth is so full of the good things of God, what will
Verse 15.
we have when we come to the land of the living ? Starke, in Lange s Commentary.
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

The trees of the Lord.&quot; The transition which the prophet makes
Verse 16.
from men to trees is as if he had said, It is not to be wondered at, if God so bountifully
nourishes men who are created after his own image, since he does not grudge to
the trees of the Lord,&quot; is meant those which are
extend his care even to trees. By
for God s blessing is more conspicuous in them.
high and of surpassing beauty
It seems scarcely possible for any juice of the earth to reach so great a height, and
yet they renew their foliage every year. John Calvin.
The trees of the Lord may be so named from their size and stature
Verse 16.
this name being used as a superlative in the Hebrew, or to denote aught which is
Thomas Chalmers.
and
extraordinary.
great
The trees of the Lord,&quot; etc. The cedars are indeed the trees of
Verse 16.
the Lord. They are especially his planting. There is a sense in which, above all
other trees, they belong to him, and shadow forth in a higher degree his glory. The
peculiar expression of the text, however, must not be limited to one particular species of
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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Encouraged by this Scripture usage, I shall use the word in a somewhat
wider sense than the conventional one, to denote three remarkable examples which
may be selected from the coniferss to show the power and wisdom of God as displayed
These are, the cedar of Lebanon, the cedar of the Hima
in the trees of the forest.
The epithet which the Psalmist applies
layas, and the cedar of the Sierra Nevada.
and there are various
to one, may most appropriately be applied to all of them
reasons why the Lord may be said to have a special interest and property in each of
them, to a few of which our attention may now be profitably directed.
on account of the peculiarities of their structure.
trees of the Lord
1. They are
In common with all the pine tribe, they are exceptional in their organization. They
2. The cedars are
the trees of the Lord
reveal a new idea of the creative mind.
on account of the antiquity of their type. It was of this class of trees that the pretrees of the
Adamite forests were principally composed. 3. The cedars are the
It is the tree, par excellence,
Lord,&quot; on account of the majesty of their appearance.
Condensed
of
all
forest
the type
of the Bible
vegetation.
from Hugh Macmillan s
Bible Teachings in Nature,&quot; 1868.
The cedar has a store of resin. It flows from wounds
Full of sap.&quot;
Verse 16.
made in the bark, and from the scales of the cones, and is abundant in the seeds.
Both the resin and the wood were much valued by the ancients. The Romans
believed that the gum which exuded from the cedar had the power of rendering
whatever was steeped in it incorruptible and we are told that the books of Numa,
the early king of Rome, which were found uninjured in his tomb, five hundred years
The Egyptians also used the oil
after his death, had been steeped in oil of cedar.
in embalming their dead.
Mary and Elizabeth Kirby, in Chapters on Trees,&quot; 1873.
cedar.

.

.

.

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

birds
here is the word which in
Birds.&quot;
Verse 17.
The word rendered
Ps. Ixxxiv. 3 is translated sparrow, and which is commonly used to denote small
birds.
Gomp. Lev. xiv. 4 (margin), and 5 7, 49 53. It is used, however, to denote
See Gen. vii. 14 ; Ps. viii. 8 ; xi. 1 ; cxlviii. 10. Albert Barnes.
birds of any kind.
The stork
is instanced as one of the largest of nest-building birds,
Verse 17.
as the cedars of Lebanon were introduced in verse 16 as being the largest of un
The Psalms, with Introductions
A. C. Jennings and W. H. Lowe, in
cultivated trees.
and Critical Notes,&quot; 1875.
The stork, the fir trees are her house.&quot; In many cases the stork breeds
Verse 17.
among old ruins, and under such circumstances it is fond of building its nest on
the tops of pillars or towers, the summits of arches, and similar localities. When
it takes up its abode among mankind, it generally selects the breeding-places which
have been built for it by those who know its taste, but it frequently chooses the top
When it is obliged to build in spots where it
of a chimney, or some such locality.
can find neither rocks nor buildings, it builds on trees, and, like the heron, is sociable
It is not very par
in its nesting, a whole community residing in a clump of trees.
ticular about the kind of tree, provided that it be tolerably tall, and strong enough
to bear the weight of its enormous nest ; and the reader will at once see that the
fir trees are peculiarly fitted to be the houses for the stork.
The particular species of fir tree to which the Psalmist alludes is probably the
Aleppo pine (Pinus halepensis), which comes next to the great cedars of Lebanon in
It was this tree that furnished the timber and planks for Solomon s
point of size.
temple and palace, a timber which was evidently held in the greatest estimation.
This tree fulfils all the conditions which a stork would require in nest-building.
It
is lofty, and its boughs are sufficiently horizontal to form a platform for the nest,
account
of
its
value and the reckless manner in
and strong enough to sustain it. On
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

it has been cut down without new plantations being formed, the Aleppo pine
has vanished from many parts of Palestine wherein it was formerly common, and
would afford a dwelling-place for the stork. There are, however, several other
species of fir which are common in various parts of the country, each species flourish
ing in the soil best suited to it so that the stork would never be at a loss to find a
nesting-place in a country which furnished so many trees suitable to its purposes.

which

J. G.

Wood,

in

&quot;

Bible

Animals.&quot;

house.&quot;
Well-wooded districts are for
the most part the favourite resorts of the storks, as they constantly select trees
both for breeding purposes and as resting-places for the night ; some few species,
however, prove exceptions to this rule, and make their nests on roofs, chimneys, or

Verse 17.

&quot;

The

stork, the fir trees are her
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From Cassell s Book of
other elevated situations in the immediate vicinity of men.
From the Text of Dr. Brehm. By T. R. Jones, F.R.S.
Birds.&quot;
The fir trees.&quot; The doors of the temple were made of the fir tree
Verse 17.
even of that tree which was a type of the humanity of Jesus Christ. Consider Heb. ii.
The fir tree is also the house of the stork, that unclean bird, even as Christ is a
14.
As for the stork,&quot; saith the text, the fir trees are
harbour and shelter for sinners.
and Christ saith to the sinners that see their want of shelter,
Come
her house ;
unto me, and I will give you rest.&quot; He is a refuge for the oppressed, a refuge in time
He is, as the doors of fir of the temple, the inlet of God s house, to God s
of trouble.
presence, and to a partaking of his glory. Thus God did of old, by similitudes, teach
Solomon s Temple Spiritualized.&quot;
John Banyan, in
his people his way.
Verse 17.
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

On

cliffs

The eagle and the stork
and cedar- tops their eyries

build.

John Milton.
The high hills are a refuge for the wild goats.&quot; There is scarcely
of the Old Testament is the Arabian Ibex or Bcden (Capra
This
animal is very closely allied to the well-known Ibex of the Alps,
Nubiana).
or Steinbock, but may be distinguished from it by one or two slight differences, such
as the black beard and the slighter make of the horns, which moreover have three
The colour of its
angles instead of four, as is the case with the Alpine Ibex
coat resembles so nearly that of the rocks, that an inexperienced eye would see
and
bare
stones
sticks
where
a
practised hunter would see numbers of
nothing but
Beden, conspicuous by their beautifully curved horns.
The agility of the Beden is extraordinary. Living in the highest and most craggy
parts of the mountain ridge, it flings itself from spot to spot w ith a recklessness
that startles one who has not been accustomed to the animal, and the wonderful
It will, for example, dash at the face of a perpendicular pre
certainty of its foot.
cipice that looks as smooth as a brick wall, for the purpose of reaching a tiny ledge
which is hardly perceptible, and which is some fifteen feet or so above the spot whence
Its eye, however, has marked certain little cracks and pro
the animal sprang.
jections on the face of the rock, and as the animal makes its leap, it takes these little
of vantage in rapid succession, just touching them as it passes upwards, and
Eoints
y the slight stroke of its foot keeping up the original impulse of its leap. Similarly
the Ibex comes sliding and leaping down precipitous sides of the mountains, some
times halting with all the four feet drawn together, on a little projection scarcely
larger than a penny, and sometimes springing boldly over a wild crevasse, and alight
ing with exact precision upon a projecting piece of rock that seems scarcely large
enough to sustain a rat comfortably. J. G. Wood.
When we were exploring the rocks in the neighbourhood
Conies.&quot;
Verse 18.
ub or,
of the convent, I was delighted to point attention to a family or two of the
their
on
the heights above us. Mr. Smith and I watched them
in
gambols
engaged
narrowly, and were much amused with the liveliness of their motions, and the quick
ness of their retreat within the clefts of the rock when they apprehended danger.
We were, we believe, the first European travellers who actually noticed this animal,
now universally admitted to be the shaphan. or coney of Scripture, within the proper
bounds of the Holy Land and we were not a little gratified by its discovery
The preparer of the skin mistook it for a rabbit, though it is of a stronger build, and
It is destitute of a tail, and has some
of a duskier colour, being of a dark brown.
bristles at its mouth, over its head, and down its back, along the course of which
Verse 18.

&quot;

any doubt that the Azel

r

&quot;

W

;

In its short ears, small, black, and naked
there are traces of light and dark shade.
and pointed snout, it resembles the hedgehog. It does not, how ever, belong
to the insectivora, but, though somewhat anomalous, it is allied to the pachydermata,
among which it is now classed by naturalists. John Wilson, in The Lands of the
Bible,&quot; 1847.
Conies.&quot;
Verse 18.
People used to think the conies of Solomon the same
a feeble folk,&quot; but which do not
make their
as our rabbits, which are indeed
houses in the rock.&quot; Now that the coney is ascertained to be the Damon or Hyrax,
a shy defenceless creature, which lurks among the cliffs of the mountains, and darts
into its den at the least approach of danger, the words of Agar acquire their full
r

feet,

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

significance.

James Hamilton.

&quot;
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&quot;

Verse 19.

He

moon was appointed

appointed the moon for

When

seasons.&quot;

it

is

distinguish seasons, interpreters agree that this

to

said, that the
is to be under

stood of the ordinary and appointed feasts. The Hebrews having been accustomed
to compute their months by the moon, this served for regulating their festival days
and assemblies, both sacred and political. The prophet, I have no doubt, by the
figure synecdoche, puts a part for the whole, intimating that the moon not only
distinguishes the days from the nights, but likewise marks out the festival days,
measures years and months, and, in fine, answers many useful purposes, inasmuch
John Calvin.
as the distinction of times is taken from her course.
He appointed the moon for seasons.&quot;
He made the moon to serve
Verse 19.
From the moon
in her season, for a declaration of times, and a sign to the world.
The month is called
is the sign of feasts, a light that decreaseth in her perfection.
after her name, increasing wonderfully in her changing, being an instrument of
the beauty
the armies above, shining in the firmament of heaven
heaven, the
glory of the stars, an ornament giving light in the highest places of the Lord.&quot;
Ecdesiasticus x. 7.
The sun knoweth his going down.&quot; The second clause is not to be
Verse 19.
The sun knoweth his going down,&quot; but according
rendered in the common way,
Not to mention
to the usual idiom, He, i.e., God knoweth the going down of the sun.
the unwonted and harsh form of the phrase, by which the knowledge of his setting is
attributed to the sun, there appears no reason why it should be here used, since it
is destitute of force,* or why he should turn from God as a cause, to the moving sun,
when both before and afterwards he speaks of God, saying, He appointed the moon,&quot;
Thou makesl darkness.&quot; Far more fitly, therefore, is he to be understood as speak
ing of God, as before and after, so in the middle, of the directing cause of the appear
God also is
ances of the moon, the setting of the sun, and the spread of darkness.
said more correctly to know the going down of the sun, than the sun himself, since
to know has in effect the force of to care for, as is often the case in other passages.
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Venema.

Thou makest darkness.&quot; Some observe with Augustine that in
Verse 20.
Genesis it is said that light was made, but not that darkness was made, because dark
ness is nothing, it is mere non-existence. But in this passage it is also said that
night was made ; and the Lord calls himself the Maker of light and the Creator of
Lorinus.
darkness.
Thou makest darkness,&quot; etc. It would be Interesting to consider
Verse 20.
the wonderful adaptation of the length of the day to the health of man, and to the
vigour and perhaps existence of the animal and vegetable tribes. The rejoicing
For a full
of life depends so much upon the grateful alternation of day and night.
consideration of this subject I must refer the reader to Dr. Whewell s Bridgewater
The terrestrial
The subjoined extracts may, however, aid reflection.
Treatise.
day, and consequently the length of the cycle of light and darkness, being what it is,
we find various parts of the constitution both of animals and vegetables, which have
a periodical character in their functions, corresponding to the diurnal succession of
and we find that the length of the period, as it exists in their
external conditions
The alternation of
constitution, coincides with the length of the natural day.
processes which takes place in plants by day and by night is less obvious, and less
obviously essential to their well-being, than the annual series of changes. But there
are abundance of facts which serve to show that such an alternation is part of the
vegetable economy.
as in the habits of
Animals also have a period in their functions and habits
waking, sleeping, etc., and their well-being appears to depend on the coincidence
of this period with the length of the natural day.
We see that in the day, as it
now is, all animals find seasons for taking food and repose, which agree perfectly
with their health and comfort. Some animals feed during the day, as nearly all
the ruminating animals and land birds
others feed only in the twilight, as bats and
owls, and are called crepuscular ; while many beasts of prey, aquatic birds, and
These animals, which are nocturnal feeders,
others, take their food during the night.
are diurnal sleepers, while those which are crepuscular sleep partly in the night
and partly in the day but in all, the complete period of these functions is twenty&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

.

.

.

&quot;

;

;

;

* This excellent
this fashion.

expounder cannot see the beauty of the poetic expression, and so proses

in
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ages, takes his principal rest

and the regularity of this practice seems most suitable
once in twenty-four hours
to his health, though the duration of time allotted to repose is extremely different
as
So far
we can judge, this period is of a length beneficial to the
in different cases.
human frame, independently of the effect of external agents. In the voyages recently
made into high northern latitudes, where the sun did not rise for three months, the
crews of the ships were made to adhere, with the utmost punctuality, to the habit
and they enjoyed, under
of retiring to rest at nine, and rising a quarter before six
circumstances apparently the most trying, a state of salubrity quite remarkable.
to
the
common
constitution
of
such men, the cycle of
This shows, that according
twenty-four hours is very commodious, though not imposed on them by external
William Whewell (17951866).
circumstances.&quot;
;

:

The young lions .... seek their meat from God.&quot; God feeds not
Verse 21.
It is a strange expression that young
only sheep and lambs, but wolves and lions.
lions when they roar after their prey, should be said to seek their meat of God ; imply
ing that neither their own strength nor craft could feed them without help from God.
The strongest creatures left to themselves cannot help themselves. As they who
fear God are fed by a special providence of God, so all creatures are fed and nourished
by a general providence. The lion, though he be strong and subtle, yet cannot get
we think a lion might shift for himself no, tis the Lord that pro
his own prey
the young lions seek their meat of God. Surely, then, the mightiest
vides for him
as it is of God that we receive life and breath,
of men cannot live upon themselves
so all things needful for the maintenance of this life.
Joseph Caryl.
The young lions roar.&quot; The roar of a lion, according to Burchell,
Verse 21.
sometimes resembles the sound which is heard at the moment of an earthquake
and is produced by his laying his head on the ground, and uttering a half-stifled
The instant it is heard
growl, by which means the noise is conveyed along the earth.
by the animals reposing in the plains, they start up in alarm, fly in all directions,
and even rush into the danger which they seek to avoid. From Cassell s Popular
Natural History.
The roaring of the young lions, like the crying of the ravens, is inter
Verse 21.
Doth God put this construction upon the language
preted, asking their meal of God.
of mere nature, even in venomous creatures, and shall he not much more interpret
favourably the language of grace in his own people, though it be weak and broken
groanings which cannot be uttered ? Matthew Henry.
&quot;

;

;

;

:

&quot;

;

The sun ariselh .... they lay them down in their dens.&quot; As wild
Verse 22.
beasts since the fall of man may seem to be born to do us hurt, and to rend and
tear in pieces all whom they meet with, this savage cruelty must be kept under check
by the providence of God. And in order to keep them shut up within their dens,
the only means which he employs is to inspire them with terror, simply by the light
This instance of divine goodness, the prophet commends the more on
of the sun.
account of its necessity ; for were it otherwise, men would have no liberty to go forth
John Calvin.
to engage in the labours and business of life.
&quot;

Verse 23.
in distinction

&quot;

Man

goelh forth unto his

work,&quot;

etc.

Man

alone,

among

all

creatures,

from the involuntary instruments of the Almighty, has a real daily
work. He has a definite part to play in life
and can recognise it. Carl Bernhard
Moll, in Lange s Commentary.
Verse 23.
When the light of truth and righteousness shineth, error and iniquity
himself departeth for a time. Then the
fly away before it, and the
roaring lion
Christian goeth forth to the work of his salvation, and to his labour of love, until the
of
old
warns
him
to
for
his last repose, in faith of a joyful resur
evening
age
prepare
;

&quot;

rection.

George

&quot;

Home.

-

O Lord, how manifold are thy works !
Verse 24.
If the number of
etc.
the creatures be so exceeding great, how great, nay, immense, must needs be the
For (that I may borrow the words
power and wisdom of him who formed them all
of a noble and excellent author) as it argues and manifests more skill by far in an
be
to
able
to
frame
both
clocks
and
artificer,
watches, and pumps and mills, and
granadoes and rockets, than he could display in making but one of those sorts of
&quot;

I
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engines ; so the Almighty discovers more of his \visdom in forming such a vast
multitude of different sorts of creatures, and all with admirable and irreprovable
art, than if he had created but a few ; for this declares the greatness and unbounded
capacity of his understanding. Again, the same superiority of knowledge would
be displayed by contriving engines of the same kind, or for the same purposes, after
different fashions, as the moving of clocks by springs instead of weights
so the
infinitely wise Creator hath shown in many instances that he is not confined to one
only instrument for the working one effect, but can perform the same thing by divers
means. So, though feathers seem necessary for flying, yet hath he enabled several
creatures to fly without them, as two sorts of fishes, one sort of lizard, and the bat,
not to mention the numerous tribes of flying insects.
In like manner, though the
air-bladder in fishes seems necessary for swimming, yet some are so formed as to swim
:

without it, viz., First, the cartilaginous kind, which by what artifice they poise them
selves, ascend and descend at pleasure, and continue in what depth of water they

as yet unknown to us.
Secondly, the cetaceous kind, or sea-beasts, differing
nothing almost but the want of feet. The air which in respiration these receive
render
serve
to
their bodies equiponderant to the water
and
may
the construction or dilatation of it, by the help of the diaphragm and muscles of
respiration, may probably assist them to ascend or descend in the water, by a light
impulse thereof with their fins.
Again, the great use and convenience, the beauty and variety of so many springs
and fountains, so many brooks and rivers, so many lakes and standing pools of water,
and these so scattered and dispersed all the earth over, that no great part of it is
destitute of them, without which it must, without a supply other ways, be desolate
and void of inhabitants, afford abundant arguments of wisdom and counsel
that
that
springs should break forth on the sides of mountains most remote from the sea
there should way be made for rivers through straits and rocks, and subterraneous
think
nature
had
that
one
that
cut
a
so
would
on
to
derive
the
vaults,
way
purpose
John Ray (1678water, which else would overthrow and drown whole countries.
The Wisdom of God manifested in the Works of the Creation.&quot;
1705), in
When we contemplate the wonder
How manifold are thy works !
Verse 24.
ful works of Nature, and walking about at leisure, gaze upon this ample theatre of
constant
the
the world, considering
order, and sumptuous furniture
stately beauty,
the glorious splendour and uniform motion of the heavens
thereof
the pleasant
the curious figure and fragrant sweetness of plants
the
fertility of the earth
and all other amazing miracles of nature, wherein
exquisite frame of animals
the glorious attributes of God, especially his transcendant goodness, are more con
so that by them, not only large acknowledgments, but
spicuously displayed
even gratulatory hymns, as it were, of praise have been extorted from the mouths
of Aristotle, Pliny, Galen, and such like men, never suspected guilty of an excessive
devotion then should our hearts be affected with thankful sense, and our lips break
William Barrow, 1754 1836.
forth in praise.
He does not undertake to answer his own question,
How mani
Verse 24.
?
for
he
God s works to be greater than his own power of expression
confesses
fold
of
nature
works
to
the
creation
or
to
that
And
of
whether these
belong
grace.
observe how the concurrent operation of the Blessed Trinity is set forth
Lord,
in
how manifold are thy works,&quot; teaches of the Father, the Source of all things
tells of the Son, the Eternal Word,
Christ the power
wisdom hast thou made them
of
whom
were
all
and
without him
of God and the Wisdom
God, by
things made,
the earth is full
was not anything made that was made (1 Cor. i. 24 John i. 3)
Augustine, Hugo,
of thy riches,&quot; is spoken of the Holy Ghost, who filleth the world.
and Cassiodorus, in Neale and Littlcdale.
Not only one thing, as the
In wisdom hast thou made them
Verse 24.
but everything is wisely contrived and made
there is a
heavens, Ps. cxxxvi. 5
list, is

in

into their lungs,

;

.

.

.

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

all,&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

all.&quot;

;

;

most glorious display of the wisdom of God in the most minute thing his hands
he has made everything beautiful in its season. A skilful artificer,
have made
when he has finished his work and looks it over again, often finds some fault or
but when the Lord had finished his works of creation, and looked
another in it
infinite wisdom itself could find no blemish
over them, he saw that all was good
in them
what weak, foolish, stupid creatures must they be that pretend to charge
of wisdom ?
John Gill.
of
of
or
want
the
works
God
with
folly
any
;

:

;

:

Verse 24.

&quot;

The earth

is full

of thy

riches,&quot;

literally, thy possessions

keepest not to thyself, but blessest thy creatures with.

A. R. Fausset.

;

these thou
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Verse 25.
Things innumerable.&quot; The waters teem \vith more life than the
land.
Beneath a surface less varied than that of the continents, the sea enfolds
in its bosom an exuberance of life, of which no other region of the globe can afford
the faintest idea.
Its life extends from the poles to the equator, from east to wesL
Everywhere the sea is peopled everywhere, down to its unfathomable depths, live
and sport creatures suited to the locality. In every spot of its vast expanse the
naturalist finds instruction, and the philosopher meditation, while the very varieties
of life tend to impress upon our souls a feeling of gratitude to the Creator of the
universe.
Yes, the shores of the ocean and its depths, its plains and its mountains,
its valleys and its precipices, even its debris, are enlivened and beautified by thou
sands of living beings. There are the solitary or sociable plants, upright or pendant,
These plants
stretching in prairies, grouped in oases, or growing in immense forests.
give a cover to and feed millions of animals which creep, run, swim, fly, burrow in the
soil, attach themselves to roots, lodge in the crevices, or build for themselves shelters,
which seek or fly from one another, which pursue or fight each other, which caress
each other with affection or devour each other without pity. Charles Darwin truly
says that the terrestrial forests do not contain anything like the number of animals
The ocean, which is for man the element of death, is for myriads
as those of the sea.
of animals a home of life and health.
There is Joy in its waves, there is happiness
The World
upon its shores, and heavenly blue everywhere. Moquin Tandon, in
of the Sea,&quot; Translated and enlarged by H. Martin Hart, 1869.
Both small and great beasts.&quot;
Verses 25, 26.
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

The sounds and

seas,

each creek and bay.

With

fry innumerable swarm, and shoals
that with their fins and shining scales
Glide under the green wave, in shoals that oft

Of

fish

Bank the mid sea part single, or with mate,
Graze the sea-weed their pasture, and through groves
or, sporting with quick glance,
Show to the sun their wav d coats drop t with gold ;
;

Of coral stray

;

Or, in their pearly shells at ease, attend
Moist nutriment
or under rocks their food
In jointed armour watch
on smooth the seal
And bended dolphins play part huge of bulk
Wallowing unwieldy, enormous in their gait,
there leviathan,
Tempest the ocean
Hugest of living creatures, on the deep
Stretch d like a promontory sleeps or swims,
And seems a moving land and at his gills
Draws in, and at his trunk spouts out, a sea.
;

:

:

:

;

John Milton,

The original of ships was doubtless Noah s ark, so that
Ships.&quot;
first draught to God himself.
John Gill.
Far from separating from each other the
There go the ships.&quot;
Verse 26.
nations of the earth (as the ancients, still inexperienced in navigation, supposed),
the sea is the great highway of the human race, and unites all its various tribes into
one common family by the beneficial bonds of commerce. Countless fleets are con
stantly furrowing its bosom, to enrich, by perpetual exchanges, all the countries
of the globe with the products of every zone, to convey the fruits of the tropical
world to the children of the chilly north, or to transport the manufactures of colder
climes to the inhabitants of the equatorial regions. With the growth of commerce
civilization also spreads athwart the wide causeway of the ocean from shore to shore ;
it first dawned on the borders of the sea, and its chief seats are still to be found along
The Harmonies of Nature,&quot; 1866.
its confines.
G. Hartwig, in
Verse 26.
There is ground for thinking (though this is denied
Leviathan.&quot;
by some) that in several passages the term leviathan is used generically, much as we
employ dragon ; and that it denotes a great sea-monster. E. P. Barrows, in Bibliccd
Verse 26.

&quot;

they owe their

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Geography and

Antiquities.&quot;

Verse 26.
To play therein.&quot; Dreadful and tempestuous as the sea may appear,
and uncontrollable in its billows and surges, it is only the field of sport, the play
Adam Clarke.
ground, the bowling green, to those huge marine monsters.
Verse 26.
Leviathan
made to play therein.&quot; With such wonderful strength
is the tail of the whale endowed, that the largest of these animals, measuring some
&quot;

&quot;

.

.

.
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eighty feet in length, are able
little fish leaping after flies.

aid to leap clear out of the water, as if they were
movement is technically termed breaching,&quot;
and the sound which is produced by the huge carcase as it falls upon the water is so
The Illus
powerful as to be heard for a distance of several miles. J. G. Wood, in
trated Natural History,&quot; 1861.
Verse 26.
Leviathan
made to play therein.&quot; Though these immense mammiferous fish have no legs, they swim with great swiftness, and they gambol in the
mountains of water lashed up by the storms. Moquin Tandon.
Verse 26.
Leviathan
made to play.&quot; He is made to play in the sea ;
he hath nothing to do as man hath, that goes forth to his work
he hath nothing
to fear as the beasts have, that lie down in their dens
and therefore he plays with
the waters
it is a pity any of the children of men, that have nobler powers, and were
made for nobler purposes, should live as if they were sent into the world like the
leviathan into the waters, to play therein, spending all their time in pastime.

by

its

This

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

.

.

.

&quot;

&quot;

.

.

&quot;

.

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

:

Matthew Henry.

Verse 26.
Therein.&quot;
Fish, great and small, sport and play in the element,
but as soon as they are brought out of it, they languish and die. Mark, O soul
what thy element is, if thou wouldest live joyful and blessed. Starke, in Lange s
Commentary.
&quot;

!

There are five things to be observed
Verse 27.
These wait
His power, which alone suffices for all

God

in

s

sustaining

&quot;

:

all

upon

thee.&quot;

all

animals.

Wisdom, which

That thou mayest give them their meat in due season.&quot; His
selects a fitting time
That thou givest them they gather,&quot; like the crumbs falling
mrjesty rising above all
from the table of their supreme Lord. His liberality, which retains nothing in his
Thou openest thine hand.&quot; His original goodness
open hand that it does not give
that flows down to all
They are filled with good,&quot; that is, with the good things
that spring from thy goodness. Le Blanc.
That thou mayest give them their meat in due season ;
Verse 27.
or, in his
time ; every one in its own time which is natural to them, and they have been used
be well if
at
which
time
the
Lord
it
to
and
it
it
would
take
them,
to,
they
gives
men would do so likewise, eat and drink in proper and due time, Eccles. x. 17. Christ
his ministers give to every one his portion
speaks a word in season to weary souls
and a word spoken in due season, how good and sweet is
of meat in due season
Is. vii. 4
Luke xii. 12 Prov. xv. 23. John Gill.
it ?
&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

Verses

;

2732.
These, Lord,

all

wait on thee, that thou their food

Thou to their wants attendest
They gather what thou sendest;

may

st give

them

;

;

Thine hand thou openest, all their need supplying,
O erlookest not the least, the greatest satisfying.

When

thou dost hide thy face a sudden change comes o er them
Their breath in myriads taken,
They die, no more t awaken
But myriads more thy Spirit soon createth,
And the whole face of nature quickly renovateth.
;

The

glory of the Lord, changeless, endures for ever
In all his works delighting,
Nor e en the smallest slighting
Yet, if he frown, earth shrinks with fear before him,
And, at his touch, the hills with kindling flames adore him.
;

;

John Burton.
Verse 28.
That thou givest them they gather.&quot; This sentence describes The
the creeping things
Commissariat of Creation. The problem is the feeding of
the armies of
innumerable, both small and great beasts,&quot; which swarm the sea
of
animals
which
birds which fill the air, and the vast hordes
people the dry land
That thou givest them they gather.&quot;
and in this sentence we have the problem solved,
The work is stupendous, but it is done with ease because the Worker is infinite
Blessed be
if he were not at the head of it the task would never be accomplished.
God for the great THOU of the text. It is every way our sweetest consolation that
the
leviathan in the ocean, and
the personal God is still at work in the world
sparrow
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

:

:
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of the great Father,

much more.

The general principle of the text is, God gives to his creatures, and his creatures
That general principle we shall apply to our own case as men and women
gather.
for it is as true of us as it is of the fish of the sea, and the cattle on the hills
That
thou givest them they gather.&quot;
I. We have only to gather, for God gives
In temporal
God gives us day by day our daily bread, and our business is simply to
things
gather it. As to spirituals, the principle is true, most emphatically, we have, in the
matter of grace, only to gather what God gives. The natural man thinks that he
;

&quot;

:

:

that he has to purchase the blessing of heaven
has to earn divine favour
but he
in grave error
the soul has only to receive that which Jesus freely gives.
II.
We can only gather what God gives ; however eager we may be, there is the end of
be
able
to
bird
shall
not
more
than
the
Lord has
the matter. The diligent
gather
It is vain for you
neither shall the most avaricious and covetous man.
given it
for so he giveth
to rise up early and to sit up late, to eat the bread of carefulness
III. We must gather what God gives, or else we shall get no good
his beloved sleep.&quot;
by his bountiful giving. God feeds the creeping things innumerable, but each crea
ture collects the provender for itself. The huge leviathan receives his vast provision,
but he must go ploughing through the boundless meadows and gather up the myriads
The fish must leap up to catch the fly,
of minute objects which supply his need.
the swallow must hawk for its food, the young lions must hunt for their prey.
IV.
The fourth turn of the text gives us the sweet thought that, we may gather what he
We have divine permission to enjoy freely what the Lord bestows. V. The
gives.
It is written,
The Lord
last thing is, God will always give us something to gather.
;

is

;

:

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

will

provide.&quot;

God

will

Thus

always give.

is

also in spiritual things.
C. H. S.
it

If

you are

willing to gather,

Gather.&quot;
Verse 28.
The verb rendered gather means to pick up or collect
from the ground. It is used in the history of the manna (Ex. xvi. 1, 5, 16), to which
there is obvious allusion. The act of gathering from the ground seems to presuppose
a previous throwing down from heaven. J. A. Alexander.
Thou openest thine hand.&quot; The Greek expositors take the opening
Verse 28.
I am of opinion that it refers also to abundance
of the hand to indicate facility.
Thou openest thine hand, and satisfiest the desire
and liberality, as in Ps. cxlv. 16
of every living thing.&quot;
Using this same formula, God commands us not to close the
hand, but to open it to the poor. Lorinus.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

Verse 29.
they are overwhelmed
They are troubled.&quot; They are confounded
troubled
with terror and amazement. The word
by no means conveys the sense
bahal
means
tremble
which
to be in trepida
of the original word bnj,
properly to
to be confounded.
It is that kind
tion
to be filled with terror
to be amazed
of consternation which one has when all support and protection are withdrawn,
and when inevitable ruin stares one in the face. So when God turns away, all their
support is gone, all their resources fail, and they must die. They are represented as
Albert Barnes.
or this is what would occur if they were conscious.
conscious of this
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

Thou sendesl forth thy spirit, they are created.&quot; The Spirit of God
what is it that continueth things in their created being, but
day
providence ? That is a true axiom in divinity, Providence is creation continued.
Thou sendest
Now the Spirit of God who created at first, creates to this day
The work of creation was finished in the first six
forth thy spirit, they are created.&quot;
and
of
but
of
is
so
continued to
the
the
work
creation
renewed
world,
days
every day,
the end of the world. Successive providential creation as well as original creation
And thou renewest the face of the earth.&quot; Thou makest
is ascribed to the Spirit.
a new world
and thus God makes a new world every year, sending forth his Spirit,
or quickening power, in the rain and sun to renew the face of the earth. And as
the Lord sends forth his power in providential mercies, so in providential judgments.
Verse 30.
creates every

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

Joseph Caryl.
Verse 31.
The Lord shall rejoice in his works.&quot; Man alone amongst the
creatures grieves God, and brought tears from the eyes of Christ, who rejoiced in
It
Spirit, because the Father had deigned to reveal the mysteries to the little ones.
repented God that he had made man, because as a wise son maketh a glad father, so
Lorinus.
a foolish one is a vexation to him.
&quot;
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What the Psalmist adds, Let Jehovah rejoice in his works,
Verse 31 (last clause),
not superfluous, for he desires that the order which God has established from the
be
continued
in the lawful use of his gifts.
As we read in Gen. vi. 6,
beginning may
it repented the Lord that he had made man on the earth
that
so when he sees
that the good things which he bestows are polluted by our corruptions, he ceases to
take delight in bestowing them. And certainly the confusion and disorder which
take place, when the elements cease to perform their office, testify that God, dis
pleased and wearied out, is provoked to discontinue, and put a stop to the regular
course of his beneficence
although anger and impatience have strictly speaking no
What is here taught is, that he bears the character of the best
place in his mind.
of fathers, who takes pleasure in tenderly cherishing his children, and in bountifully
John Calvin.
nourishing them.
is

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

Verse 32.
He looketh on the earth and it tremblcth.&quot; As man can soon give a
cast with his eye, so soon can God shake the earth, that is, either the whole mass
of the earth, or the inferior sort of men on the earth when he
looketh,&quot; or casteth
an angry eye
He toucheth the hills (that is, the
upon the earth, it trembleth.&quot;
if he do but touch them
powers and principalities of the world), and they smoke ;
they smoke, that is, the dreadful effects of the power and judgment of God are visible
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

upon them.

Joseph Caryl.
Verse 32.
No one save a photographer can sketch the desert around Sinai.
Roberts views are noble, and to a certain extent true
but they do not represent
No artist can rightly do it. Only the photographer
these desert cliffs and ravines.
can pourtray the million of minute details that go to make up the bleakness, the wildness, the awfulness, and the dismal loneliness of these unearthly wastes.
About noon I went out and walked upon the convent roof. The star-light over
the mountain-peaks was splendid, while the gloom that hung round these enormous
This is the
precipices and impenetrable ravines was quite oppressive to the spirit.
He looketh on the earth, and it trembleth : he toucheth
scene of which David spoke.
This is the mountain
the hills, and they smoke.&quot;
that was touched, and that burned
with fire (Heb. xii. 18). Not the mount that might be touched,&quot; as our translators
that was touched,&quot; ^Xa
the mount on
have rendered it, but the mount
which the finger of God rested.
We could imagine the black girdle of the thick darkness with which the mountain
was surrounded, and the lightnings giving forth their quick fire through this covering,
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a&amp;gt;fjLfv&amp;lt;*,

We could imagine, too, the supernatural blaze,
its blackness blacker.
kindled by no earthly hand, that shot up out of the midst of this, like a living column
of fire, ascending, amid the sound of angelic trumpets and superangelic thunders,
The Desert of Sinai,&quot; 1858.
Horatius Bonar, in
to the very heart of heaven.
Verse 32.
The philosopher labours to investigate the natural cause of earth
quakes and volcanoes. Well, let him account as he will, still the immediate power
God works in these tremendous opera
of Jehovah is the true and ultimate cause.
tions.
He looketh on the earth, and it trembleth ; he toucheth the hills, and they smoke.&quot;
Never was
This is the philosophy of Scripture
this, then, shall be my philosophy.
a sentence uttered by uninspired man so sublime as this sentence. The thought is
grand beyond conception and the expression clothes the thought with suitable external
God needs no means by which to give effect to his purpose by his power,
majesty.
In conformity with
yet, in general, he has established means through which he acts.
But the means
this Divine plan, he created by means, and he governs by means.
which he has employed in creation, and the means which he employs in providence,
are effectual only by his almighty power. The sublimity of the expression in this
passage arises from the infinite disproportion between the means and the end. An
God looks on the
earthly sovereign looks with anger, and his courtiers tremble.
He touches the mountains, and the volcano
earth, and it trembles to its foundation.
smokes, vomiting forth torrents of lava. Hills are said to melt at the presence of
the Lord,
Tremble, thou earth, at the presence of the Lord, at the presence of
the God of Jacob.&quot; How chill and withering is the breath of that noxious philosophy,
The
that would detach our minds from viewing God in his works of Providence
Christian who lives in this atmosphere, or on the borders of it, will be unhealthy
and unfruitful in true works of righteousness. This malaria destroys all spiritual
life.
Alexander Carson.
making

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

!

Verse 32.
his hands, who

&quot;

He

toucheth the hills,

and

they

smoke.&quot;

It s

therefore

can do such terrible things with his looks and touches.

ill

falling into

John Trapp.
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/ will sing unto the Lord.&quot;
Verse 33.
The Psalmist, exulting in the glorious
prospect of the renovation of all things, breaks out in triumphant anticipation of
I will sing unto the Lord,&quot; ^n? bechaiyai,
the great event, and says,
with my
lives,&quot; the life that I now have, and the life that I shall have hereafter.
I will sing praise to my God,&quot; nia beodi,
in my eternity ;
my going on, my
endless progression.
What astonishing ideas
But then, how shall this great
work be brought about ? and how shall the new earth be inhabited with righteous
The answer is (verse 35), Let the sinners be consumed out of the earth,
spirits only ?
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

I

&quot;

wicked be no more.&quot; Adam Clarke.
All having been admonished to glorify God, he discloses what
Verses 33
35.
with his voice he will declare his praises,
he himself is about to do
/ will sing
unto the Lord as long as I live :
with his hand he will write Psalms, and set them
/ will sing Psalms to my God while I have my being :
to music,
with his mind he
will make sweet meditations,
My meditation of him shall be sweet : with will and
/ will be glad in the Lord :
affection he will seek after God alone,
he predicts and
desires the destruction of all sinners who think not of praising God, but dishonour
him in their words and works, Let the sinners be consumed out of the earth, and let
the wicked be no more :
lastly, with his whole soul and all his powers he will bless
Bless thou the Lord,
God,
my soul.&quot; Le Blanc.

and

let

the

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Verse 34.
My meditation of him shall be sweet.&quot; A Christian needs to study
nothing but Christ, there is enough in Christ to take up his study and contemplation
and the more we study Christ, the more we may study him
all his days
there
John Row, 1680.
will be new wonders still appearing in him.
Verse 34.
My meditation of him shall be sweet.&quot; The last words ever written
I sat in the orchard
by Henry Martyn, dying among Mohammedans in Persia, was
and thought with sweet comfort and peace of my God, in solitude my company, my
Friend and Comforter.
Verse 34.
My meditation of him shall be sweet.&quot; I must meditate on Christ.
Let philosophers soar in their contemplations, and walk among the stars
what
are the stars to Christ, the Sun of righteousness, the brightness of the Father s glory,
and the express image of his person ? God manifest in the flesh is a theme which
Samuel Lavington.
angels rejoice to contemplate.
&quot;

;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

My

him

sweet.&quot;
First.
Take this as an
the sweetness of it should stir us
it
as
a
resolution
to
the
of
it
in
Take
that he would
practice.
up
putting
Secondly.
make it for his own practice that is, that he would comfort himself in such perform
ances as these are
whilst others took pleasure in other things, he would please
himself in communion with God, this should be his solace and delight upon all occa
sions.
David promises himself a great deal of contentment in this exercise of divine
meditation which he undertook with much delight and so likewise do others of God s
servant s of the same nature and disposition with him in the like undertakings. Thirdly.
Take it as a prayer and petition. It shall be,&quot; that is, let it be, the future put for
the imperative, as it frequently uses to be
and so the word gnatam is to be trans
Let
lated, not, of God, but to God.
meditation, or prayer, or converse, be sweet
unto him.
Placeat illi meditatio mea, so some good authors interpret it.
The

Verse 34.

assertion.

&quot;

meditation of

The meditation on God

shall

be

And

sweet.

is

;

;

:

&quot;

;

my

Let my words be acceptable,&quot; and the other before that,
Oh
English translation,
that my words might please him,&quot; which comes to one and the same effect, all taking
it in the notion of a prayer : this is that which the servants of God have still thought
to be most necessary for them (as indeed it is)
God s acceptance of the performances
which have been presented by them. Condensed from Thomas Horton.
Verse 34 (first clause).
All the ancients join in understanding it thus,
meditation shall be sweet to him,&quot; or, as the Jewish Arab, rrras with him, according
to that of the Psalmist, Psalm xix. 14
Let the meditation of my heart be always
acceptable in thy sight.&quot; Thus the Chaldee here ioip, before him ; the LXXII.
Let it be sweet to him
the Syriac Ol^ to him, and so the others also.
^wSflrj avra,
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

My

&quot;

:

,

&quot;

&quot;

;

And

so

to signifies to

as well as on.

Henry Hammond.

Verse 34.
I will be glad in the Lord.&quot;
Compare this with verse 31, and
observe the mutual and reciprocal pleasure and delight between God who is praised
and the soul that praises him. God, who rejoices in his works, takes the highest
delight in man, the compendium of his other works, and in that work, than which
none more excellent can be pursued by man, the work of praising God in which the
&quot;
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Thus in this very praise of God which is so pleasing to him,
blessed are employed.
David professes to be evermore willing to take delight.
beloved is mine, sings
the Spouse, and I am his. Lorinus.

My

Let the sinners be consumed out of the earth,&quot; etc.
Verss 35.
It fell to my lot
ago, to undertake a walk of some miles, on a summer morning, along
It was the Lord s day, and the language of the
a sea-shore of surpassing beauty.
Hundred and fourth Psalm rose spontaneously in my mind as one scene after another
unfolded itself before the eye. About half way to my destination the road lay
through a dirty hamlet, and my meditations were rudely interrupted by the brawling
of some people, who looked as if they had been spending the night in a drunken
debauch. Well, I thought, the Psalmist must have had some such unpleasant
He must have fallen in with people, located in some scene of natural
experience.
beauty, who, instead of being a holy priesthood to give voice to nature in praise of
her Creator, instead of being, in the pure and holy t^nor of their lives, the heavenliest
note of the general song, filled it with a harsh discord. His prayer is the vehement
expression of a desire that the earth may no longer be marred by the presence of
that they may be utterly consumed, and may give place to men ani
wicked men,
mated with the fear of God, just and holy men, men that shall be a crown of beauty
on the head of this fair creation. If this be the right explanation of the Psalmist s
prayer, it is not only justifiable, but there is something wrong in our meditations on
William Binnie.
nature, if we are not disposed to join in it.
Let the sinners be consumed out of the earth.&quot;
This imprecation
Verse 35.
of
Let Jehovah rejoice in his works.&quot;
last
clause
the
31st
on
the
As
verse,
depends
the wicked infect the world with their pollutions, the consequence is, that God has
It is
less delight in his own workmanship, and is even almost displeased with it.
impossible, but that this uncleanness, which, being extended and diffused through
every part of the world, vitiates and corrupts such a noble product of his hands, must
be offensive to him. Since then the wicked, by their perverse abuse of God s gifts,
cause the w orld in a manner to degenerate and fall away from its first original, the
prophet justly desires that they may be exterminated, until the race of them entirely
Let us, then, take care so to weigh the providence of God, as that being wholly
fails.
devoted to obeying him, we may rightly and purely use the benefits which he sancti
fies for our enjoying them.
Further, let us be grieved, that such precious treasures
are wickedly squandered away, and let us regard it as monstrous and detestable,
that men not only forget their Maker, but also, as it were, purposely turn to a per
verse and an unworthy end, whatever good things he has bestowed upon them.
John Calvin.
The sinners.&quot;
Verse 35.
&quot;

some years

&quot;

&quot;

y

&quot;

All true, all faultless, all in tune,
Creation s wondrous choir.
Opened in mystic unison,

To

last till

And

time expire.

still it lasts
by day and
With one consenting voice,

All

:

night,

hymn

thy glory, Lord, aright,
All worship and rejoice.

Man only mars the sweet accord,
O erpowering with harsh din

The music of thy works and word,
111 matched with grief and sin.

John Keble,

in

&quot;

The Christian

Year.&quot;

Bless thou the Lord, O my soul.&quot;
Rehearse the first words of
Verse 35.
the Psalm which are the same as these. They are here repeated as if to hint that
the end of good men is like their beginning, and that he is not of the number who
begin in the spirit and seek to be made perfect in the flesh. A worthy beginning
of the Psalm, says Cassiodorus, and a worthy end, ever to bless him who never at
any time fails to be with the faithful. The soul which blesses shall be made fat.
Reined in by this rein of divine praise, he shall never perish. Lorinus.
Praise ye the Lord
Verse 35.
This is the first place where HALLELUJAH
occurs in the Book of Psalms.
It is produced by a retrospect of Creation, and by
&quot;

.

(&quot;

.

.

&quot;)
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the contemplation of God s goodness in the preservation of all the creatures of his
hand, and also by a prospective view of that future Sabbath, when, by the removal
of evil men from communion with the good, God will be enabled to look on his works,
as he did on the first Sabbath, before the Tempter had marred them, and see
every
See Gen. i. 31
ii. 2, 3.
thing very good.&quot;
Christopher Wordsworth.
Verse 35.
Praise ye the Lord.&quot; This is the first time that we meet with
Hallelujah ; and it comes in here upon occasion of the destruction of the wicked
and the last time we meet with it, it is upon the like occasion, when the New
Testament Babylon is consumed, this is the burthen of the song,
Hallelujah,&quot;
&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

Rev.

Matthew Henry.

xix. 1, 3, 4, 6.

Verse 1

HINTS TO PREACHERS.
An exhortation to one s own

clause).

(first

heart.

I.

To remember

the Lord as the first cause of all good. Bless not man, or fate, but the Lord.
II.
To do this in a loving, grateful, hearty, praiseful manner. Bless the Lord. III.
To do it truly and intensely. O my soul. IV. To do it now for various reasons
and in all possible ways.
He is all this essentially, and in nature, providence,
Verse 1 (second clause).

grace, and judgment.
The clearest revelation of God is still a concealment even
Verse 2 (first clause).
God is clothed with light as we see him in his omni
light is but a covering to him.
science, his revelation, his glory in heaven, and his grace on earth.
I. God is leisurely in his haste
Verse 3 (last clause).
he walketh,&quot; etc. II.
he walketh on the wings of the wind.&quot;
God is swift even in his slackness
III. The
is
are
that
there
time
conclusions
for
the
divine
enough
practical
purposes, but none
for our trifling ; and that we should both wait with patience for the victory of his
;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

cause and hasten
Verse

4.

I.

maketh,&quot; etc.

it by holy activity.
The Nature of Angels. Spirits. II. The Lord of Angels.
What must his own spirituality be who maketh spirits ?

Who

&quot;

III.

The

&quot;

ministers.&quot;
2. Their activity or zeal
a
ministry of Angels. 1. Their office
made ministers. G. Rogers.
flaming fire.&quot; 3. Their dependence
The power of the divine word in nature shows its power in other spheres.
Verse 7.
I. All things have their appointed bounds.
Verse 9.
II. To pass those bounds
without special permission by God is transgression.
Thou hast set a bound that
they may not pass.&quot; III. Extraordinary cases should be followed by a return to
That they turn not again,&quot; etc. G. R.
ordinary duties.
The thoughtfulness of God for those who, like the valleys, are lowly,
Verse 10.
the abiding character of his supplies
and
and the joyous results
hidden,
needy
&quot;

:

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

of his care.
Verses 10, 11.

God s care for wild creatures, reflections from it. (1.) Shall he
care for his people ? (2.) Will he not look after wild, wandering
men ? (3.) Ought we not also to care for all that live ?
12.
From the fertility, life and music which mark the course of a
Verses 10
C. A. Davis.
stream, illustrate the beneficial influences of the Gospel.
In the Hayfield.&quot;
Verse 14.
He
(See
Spurgeon s Sermons,&quot; No. 757.)
I. Grass is in itself instructive.
causeth the grass to grow for the cattle.&quot;
1. As the
All flesh is grass.&quot;
2. As an emblem of the wicked.
symbol of our mortality
3. As a picture of the elect of God. Isai. xxxv. 7 ; xliv. 4
Ps. Ixxii. 6, 16.
4. Grass
is comparable to the food wherewith the Lord supplies the necessities of his chosen
Ps. xxiii. 2 ; S. of Sol. i. 7.
II. God is seen in the growing of the grass.
ones.
1.
He causeth,&quot; etc. See God in common things in solitary things.
As a worker
He causeth the grass to grow for the cattle.&quot; God
2. See God as a care-taker
cares for the beasts the helpless dumb and speechless things providing suitable
for
them
food
Let us, then, see his hand in providence at all times.
grass.&quot;
III. God s working in the grass for the cattle gives us illustrations concerning grace.
and satisfies their wants there must then be something
cares for oxen
1. God
somewhere to satisfy the needs of the nobler creature man, and his immortal soul.
2. Though God provides the grass for the cattle, the cattle must eat it themselves.
not

much more

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:
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is provided as the food of the soul.
We must, by faith, receive
3. Preventing grace may here be seen in a symbol
before
the cattle were made, in this world there was grass. There were covenant supplies
4. Here is an illustration of free
for God s people before they were in the world.
the cattle bring nothing to purchase the food. Why is this ? (1) Because
grace
they belong to him, Ps. 1. 10. (2) Because he has entered into a covenant with them
to feed them, Gen. ix. 9, 10.
He causeth the grass to grow.&quot;
In the text there is a mighty blow to free-will
Grace does not grow in the heart without a divine cause. If God cares to make grass
grow he will also make us grow in grace. Again the grass does not grow without an
but the cattle grow for man. What, then, does
it is
for the cattle
object
man grow for ? Observe, further, that the existence of the grass is necessary to
complete the chain of nature. So the meanest child of God is necessary to the family.
The Cedars of Lebanon.&quot; (See
Verse 16.
Spurgeon s Sermons,&quot; No. 529.)
These trees are peculiarly the Lord s trees,
I. The absence of all human culture.
He hath planted.&quot; 2. They
because, 1. They owe their planting entirely to him
3. No mortal might protects them.
are not dependent upon man for their watering.
4. As to their inspection
they preserve a sublime indifference to human gaze. 5.
Their exultation is all for God. 6. There is not a cedar upon Lebanon which is not
II. The glorious display of divine care.
of
man
in
its
expectations.
independent
2. They are always green.
3. Observe the
1. In the abundance of their supply.
grandeur and size of these trees. 4. Their fragrance. 5. Their perpetuity. 6.
The trees of the
They are very venerable. III. The fulness of living principle
Lord are full of sap.&quot; 1. This is vitally necessary. 2. It is essentially mysterious.
4.
is
secret.
It
3. It is radically
permanently active. 5. It is externally operative.

The Lord Jesus Christ
and feed upon Christ.

:

:

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

abundantly to be desired.
Lessons from Nature.&quot; (See
17, 18.
Spurgeon s Sermons,&quot; No.
I. For each place God has prepared a suitable form of life
for
the fir
1,005.)

6. It is

&quot;

Verses

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

the high hills,&quot; &quot;the wild goat,&quot; etc. So, for all parts
the stork
for
of the spiritual universe God has provided suitable forms of divine life.
1. Each age
rank
2.
In
has its saints.
every
they are to be found. The Christian religion is equally
3. In every church spiritual life is to be found.
4.
well adapted for all conditions.
God s people are to be found in every city. II. Each creature has its appropriate
1. Each man has by God a providential position appointed to him.
2. This
place.
3. The same holds good as to individuality
is also true of our spiritual experience.
III. Every creature that God has made is provided with shelter.
of character.
IV.
For each creature the shelter is appropriate. V. Each creature uses its shelter.
I. The wisdom of God as displayed in the material heavens.
Verse 19.
In
II. The goodness of God
the changes of the moon and the variety of the seasons.
In the adaptation of these changes to the wants and enjoy
as there displayed.
ments of men. III. The faithfulness of God as there displayed. Inspiring confidence
in his creatures by their regularity.
&quot;

trees,&quot;

;

&quot;

So

like the

sun

may

I fulfil

The appointed duties of the day
With ready mind and active will
March on and keep my heavenly way.&quot;
;

Darkness and the beasts that creep forth therein. 1. Ignorance of
Verse 20.
God, and unrestrained lusts. Rom. i. 2. Sins discovered. Beasts there before,
but not noticed, now terrify man. 3. Spiritual despondency, dismay, despair, etc.
All sorts of heresies, etc., begin to creep forth.
5. Papal in
4. Church lethargy.
fluence.
Monks, friars, priests, etc., creep about in this dark age. A. G. Brown.
Thou makest darkness,&quot;
I. Night work is for wild beasts
23.
Verses 20
Man goeth forth,&quot; etc. Good men do their work
II. Day work is for men
etc.
by day bad men by night their work is in the dark. Ministers who creep into their
roar after their prey,&quot; and
seek their meat from God,&quot; are
studies by night, and
more like wild beasts than rational men. G. R.
or
the
21.
Inarticulate
how
Verse
faulty
expression may be and yet
prayers,
how real the prayer in the esteem of God.
From the effect of sunrise on the beasts of prey, exhibit the influence
Verse 22.
G. A. D.
of Divine Grace on our evil passions.
Verse 23.
Early Closing.&quot; A sermon preached on behalf of the Early Closing
In the
Association,&quot; by James Hamilton, D.D., 1850.
Pulpit,&quot; Vol. 57.
&quot;

:

&quot;

:

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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O Lord, how manifold,&quot; etc. Their
wonder
&quot;In wisdom,&quot;
etc.
number, variety, co-operation, harmony. II. Of admiration
Everywhere the same wisdom displayed. God, says Dr. Chalmers, is as great in
The earth is
G. R.
III. Of gratitude
etc.
minutiae as in magnitude.
II. They
I. The works of the Lord are multitudinous and varied.
Verse 24.
are so constructed as to show the most consummate wisdom in their design, and in
III. They are all God s property, and should be
the end for which they are formed.
used only in reference to the end for which they were created. All abuse and waste
Adam
of God s creatures are spoil and robbery on the property of the Creator.
Verse 24.

The language

I.

&quot;

of

:

:

&quot;

:

full,&quot;

Clarke.

There go the ships.&quot; (See
Verse 26.
Spurgeon s Sermons,&quot; No. 1,259.) I.
2. The ships in
1. The ships are intended for going.
see that the ships go.
The
3.
from
view.
at
last
ships as they go are going upon business.
disappear
going
II. How go the ships ?
1. They must go
4. The ships sail upon a changeful sea.
according to the wind. 2. But still the mariner does not go by the wind without
3. They have to be guided and steered by the helm.
4.
exertion on his own part.
He who manages the helm seeks direction from charts and lights. 5. They go
1. Who is your owner ?
III. Let us signal them.
2.
according to their build.
What is your cargo ? 3. Where are you going ?
Trace the analogy in the spiritual world. The saints waiting,
Verses 27
30.
their trouble under the hidden
their sustenance from the opened hand, v. 28
v. 27
their revival when the Spirit returns,
their death if the Spirit were gone, v. 29
face
&quot;

&quot;

We

;

;

;

;

v. 30.

The commencement of life is from God
Thou sendest forth
The continuance of life is from God
Thou renewest,&quot; etc.
Thou hidest thy face,&quot; etc. IV. The cessation
III. The decline of life is from God
Thou takest away their breath,&quot; etc. V. The resurrection
of life is from God
of life is from God
Thou renewest,&quot; etc. G. R.
The season of Spring and its mortal analogies. See John Foster s
Verse 30.
&quot;

Verses 29, 30.

I.

:

&quot;

thy

Spirit,&quot;

etc.

II.

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

Lectures,&quot; 1844.
Verse 32.
He looketh,&quot; etc. 1. What in
I. What there is in a look of God.
He looked out of the fiery pillar upon
a look of anger.
2. What in a look of love.
the Egyptians.
The Lord hath looked out from his pillar of glory,&quot; etc. He gave
another look from the same pillar to Israel. II. What there is in a Touch of God
He toucheth,&quot; etc.
touch of his may raise a soul to heaven, or sink a soul to
G. R.
hell.
Verse 33.
II. The song
I. The singer
III. The audience
praises.&quot;
IV. The length of the song
The Lord,&quot;
God.&quot;
while
long as I live
I have
A. G. B.
being.&quot;
Verse 33.
Two I wills.&quot; I. Because he made me live. II. Because he has
made me to live in him. III. Because he is JEHOVAH and my God.&quot; IV. Because
I shall live for ever, in the best sense.
Verse 34.
I. David s contemplation.
II. David s exultation.
Thomas Horton.
Let
Verse 35.
I. They who praise not God are not fit to be on the earth
the sinners be consumed,&quot; etc.
II. Much less are they fit to be in heaven.
III.
They who praise God are fit both for earth and heaven. Though others do not praise
him here, the saints will.
1. In opposition to others,
Bless thou the Lord,&quot; etc.
they praise him on earth. 2. In harmony with others, they praise him in heaven,
the
Lord.&quot;
etc.
it
with
Praise
G. R.
is
them,
ye
Everywhere
&quot;

&quot;

:

A

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

I.&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

My

&quot;

;

my

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

PSALM

CV.

This historical Psalm was evidently composed by King David, for the first fifteen
verses of it were used as a hymn at the carrying up of the ark from the house of ObedThen on that day David delivered first this
edom, and we read in 1 Chron. xvi. 7.
Psalm, to thank the Lord, into the hand of Asaph and his brethren.&quot; Such a song was
suitable for the occasion, for it describes the movements of the Lord s people and his
guardian care over them in every place, and all this on account of the covenant of which
the ark, then removing, was a symbol.
Our last Psalm sang the opening chapters of
Genesis, and this takes up its closing chapters and conducts us into Exodus and Numbers,
&quot;

first verses are full of joyful praise, and call upon the people to extol Jehovah,
then the earliest days of the infant nation are described, 8
15 ; the going into
Egypt, 16 23, the coming forth from it with the Lord s outstretched arm, 24 38, the
the
wilderness
entrance
into
and
the
Canaan.
journeying through
We are now among the long Psalms, as at other times we have been among the short
These varying lengths of the sacred poems should teach us not to lay down any
ones.
law either of brevity or prolixity in either prayer or praise. Short petitions and single
verses of hymns are often the best for public occasions, but there are seasons when a whole

The

1

7

;

The Spirit
night of wrestling or an entire day of Psalm singing will be none too long.
is ever free in his operations, and is not to be confined within the rules of conventional
The
wind
as
it
and
at
one
time
rushes
in
short
bloweth
and rapid
listeth,
propriety.
sweep, while at another it continues to refresh the earth hour after hour with its reviving
breath.

EXPOSITION.

OGIVE
deeds

thanks unto the

LORD

;

call

upon

his

the people.
2 Sing unto him, sing Psalms unto him

name

make known

:

his

among

:

talk ye of all his

wondrous

works.

name

3 Glory ye in his holy

LORD.
4 Seek the LORD, and
5

Remember

:

let

the heart of

his strength

:

them

rejoice that seek the

seek his face evermore.

works that he hath done

his marvellous

;

his wonders,

and

the judgments of his mouth
6 O ye seed of Abraham his servant, ye children of Jacob his chosen.
his judgments are in all the earth.
7 He is the LORD our God
;

:

Jehovah is the author of all our benefits,
our gratitude.
Call upon his name,&quot; or call him by his
name proclaim his titles and fill the world with his renown.
Make known his
Let the heathen hear of our God,
deeds among the people,&quot; or among the nations.
that they may forsake their idols and learn to worship him. The removal of the ark
was a fit occasion for proclaiming aloud the glories of the Great King, and for publish
ing to all mankind the greatness of his doings, for it had a history in connection with
the nations which it was well for them to remember with reverence. The rest of
the Psalm is a sermon, of which these first verses constitute the text.
2.
Sing unto him.&quot; Bring your best thoughts and express them in the best
unto him,&quot; and
language to the sweetest sounds. Take care that your singing is
not merely for the sake of the music or to delight the ears of others. Singing is so
an
it
be
exercise
that
is
a
so
much
of
should
wasted
it
delightful
upon trifles or
pity
worse than trifles. O ye who can emulate the nightingale, and almost rival the angels,
we do most earnestly pray that your hearts may be renewed that so your floods of
Talk ye of all
melody may be poured out at your Maker s and Redeemer s feet.
his wondrous works.&quot;
Men love to speak of marvels, and others are generally glad
has
in
the
God
before him
to hear of surprising things
the
believer
living
surely
the most amazing series of wonders ever heard of or imagined, his themes are inex&quot;

1.

give thanks unto the

therefore let

him have

Lord.&quot;

&quot;

all

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;
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We

haustible and they are such as should hold men spellbound.
ought to have
of this
talk
no one would be blamed as a Mr. Talkative if this were his
constant theme. Talk ye, all of you
all
know
you
something by experience of the
In this way, by all dwelling
marvellous loving-kindness of the Lord
talk ye.&quot;
on this blessed subject,
all
his wondrous works will be published.
One cannot
do it, nor ten thousand times ten thousand, but if all speak to the Lord s honour,
they will at least come nearer to accomplishing the deed.
ought to have a wide
range when conversing upon the Lord s doings, and should not shut our eyes to any
of
them.
Talk
of
his
in
and
wondrous
works
creation
in
ye
part
grace, in judgment
and in mercy, in providential interpositions and in spiritual comfortings
leave
out none, or it will be to your damage. Obedience to this verse will give every
sanctified tongue some work to do
the trained musicians can sing, and the commoner
voices can talk, and in both ways the Lord will receive a measure of the thanks due
to him, and his deeds will be made known among the people.
3.
Make it a matter of joy that you have such
Glory ye in his holy name.&quot;
a God.
His character and attributes are such as will never make you blush to call
him your God. Idolaters may well be ashamed of the actions attributed to their
fancied deities, then names are foul with lust and red with blood, but Jehovah is
his name is
wholly glorious ; every deed of his will bear the strictest scrutiny
holy, his character is holy, his law is holy, his government is holy, his influence is
In
all
this
make
we
our
nor
can
our
to
do
so.
Let
boast,
holy.
may
any deny
right
the heart of them rejoice that seek the Lord.&quot;
If they have not yet found him so fully
as they desire, yet even to be allowed and enabled to seek after such a God is cause
for gladness.
To worship the Lord and seek his kingdom and righteousness is the
sure way to happiness, and indeed there is no other.
True seekers throw their hearts
into the engagement, hence their hearts receive joy ; according to the text they have
a permit to rejoice and they have the promise that they shall do so. How gladsome
all these sentences are
Where can men s ears be when they talk of the gloom of
Psalm-singing ? What worldly songs are fuller of real mirth ? One hears the sound
of the timbrel and the harp in every verse.
Even seekers find bliss in the name of
the Lord Jesus, but as for the finders, we may say with the poet,

more

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

We

;

:

&quot;

1

;

&quot;

!

&quot;

And those who find thee find a bliss,
Nor tongue nor pen can show
The love of Jesus what it is,
None but his loved ones know.&quot;
:

Seek the Lord and his strength.&quot; Put yourselves under his protection.
as a puny God, but look unto his omnipotence, and seek to know
We all need strength let us look to the strong One for it.
grace.
e need infinite power to bear us safely to our eternal resting-place, let us look to
the Almighty Jehovah for it.
Seek his face evermore.&quot; Seek, seek, seek, we have
the word three times, and though the words differ in the Hebrew, the sense is the
same.
It must be a blessed thing to seek, or we should not be thus stirred up to do
To seek his face is to desire his presence, his smile, his favour consciously enjoyed.
so.
First we seek him, then his strength, and then his face ; from the personal reverence,
we pass on to the imparted power, and then to the conscious favour. This seeking
must never cease the more we know the more we must seek to know. Finding him,
we must our minds inflame to seek him more and more.&quot; He seeks spiritual wor
shippers, and spiritual worshippers seek him
they are therefore sure to meet face
&quot;

4.

Regard him not
the power of his

;

W

r

&quot;

&quot;

;

to face ere long.
5.
Remember his marvellous works that he hath done.&quot; Memory is never better
employed than upon such topics. Alas, we are far more ready to recollect foolish
and evil things than to retain in our minds the glorious deeds of Jehovah. If we
would keep these in remembrance our faith would be stronger, our gratitude warmer,
our devotion more fervent, and our love more intense. Shame upon us that we
should let slip what it would seem impossible to forget. We ought to need no ex
hortation to remember such wonders, especially as he has wrought them all on the
behalf of his people.
His wonders, and the judgments of his mouth
these also
should be had in memory. The judgments of his mouth are as memorable as the
marvels of his hand. God had but to speak and the enemies of his people were
his threats were not mere words, but smote his adversaries terribly.
sorely afflicted
As the Word of God is the salvation of his saints, so is it the destruction of the un
godly out of his mouth goeth a two-edged sword with which he will slay the wicked.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:
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iv.
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6.
Should
ye seed of Abraham his servant, ye children of Jacob his chosen.&quot;
Your father Abraham saw his
all the world forget, ye are bound to remember.
wonders and judgments upon Sodom, and upon the kings who came from far, and
Jacob also saw the Lord s marvellous works in visiting the nations with famine,
&quot;

therefore let the
yet providing for his chosen a choice inheritance in a goodly land
The Israelites were the Lord s elect nation, and
children praise their father s God.
they were bound to imitate their progenitor, who was the Lord s faithful servant and
the seed of Abraham should not be unbelieving,
walked before him in holy faith
nor should the children of so true a servant become rebels. As we read this pointed
appeal to the chosen seed we should recognise the special claims which the Lord
has upon ourselves, since we too have been favoured above all others. Election
If God has set
is not a couch for ease, but an argument for seven-fold diligence.
his choice upon us, let us aim to be choice men.
7.
He is the Lord our God.&quot; Blessed be his name. Jehovah condescends
This sentence contains a greater wealth of meaning than all the
to be oar God.
eloquence of orators can compass, and there is more joy in it than in all the sonnets
His judgments are in all the earth,&quot; or in all the land,
of them that make merry.
for the whole of the country was instructed by his law, ruled by his statutes, and
protected by his authority. What a joy it is that our God is never absent from us,
he is never non-resident, never an absentee ruler, his judgments are in all the places
If the second clause of this verse refers to the whole world, it is
in which we dwell.
very beautiful to see the speciality of Israel s election united with the universality
Not alone to the one nation did the Lord reveal himself, but
of Jehovah s reign.
It is wonderful that the Jewish people should
his glory flashed around the globe.
have become so exclusive, and have so utterly lost the missionary spirit, for their
sacred literature is full of the broad and generous sympathies which are so consistent
the God of the whole earth.&quot; Nor is it less painful to observe
with the worship of
that among a certain class of believers in God s election of grace there lingers a hard
It would be well for these also to
exclusive spirit, fatal to compassion and zeal.
remember that their Redeemer is the Saviour of all men, specially of them that
;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

believe.&quot;

8

He

hath remembered his covenant for ever, the word which he com

manded to a thousand generations.
9 Which covenant he made with Abraham, and

his oath unto Isaac
confirmed the same unto Jacob for a law, and to Israel for an
everlasting covenant
11 Saying, Unto thee will I give the land of Canaan, the lot of your in
heritance
12 When they were but a few men in number
yea, very few, and strangers
;

And

10

:

:

;

in

it.

13 When they went from one nation to another, from one kingdom to
another people
;

14
sakes

He

suffered no

man

to

do them wrong

:

yea, he reproved kings for their

;

Touch not mine anointed, and do

15 Saying,

my

prophets no harm.

He hath remembered his covenant for ever.&quot; Here is the basis of all his dealings
8.
he had entered into covenant with them in their father Abraham,
with his people
and to this covenant he remained faithful. The exhortation to remember (in verse 5)
If the Lord has his
receives great force from the fact that God has remembered.
promise in memory, surely we ought not to forget the wonderful manner in which
he keeps it. To us it should be matter for deepest joy that never in any instance
has the Lord been unmindful of his covenant engagements, nor will he be so world
The word which he
without end. O that we were as mindful of them as he is.
commanded to a thousand generations.&quot; This is only an amplification of the former
of
the Lord during
to
set
before
us
the
immutable
and
serves
statement,
fidelity
the changing generations of men. His judgments are threatened upon the third
and fourth generations of them that hate him, but his love runs on for ever, even
to
a thousand generations.&quot; His promise is here said to be commanded, or vested
&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;
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all the authority of a law.
It is proclamation from a sovereign, the firman
an Emperor, whose laws shall stand fast in every jot and tittle though heaven and
earth shall pass away. Therefore let us give thanks unto the Lord and talk of all
his wondrous works, so wonderful for their faithfulness and truth.
Which covenant he made with Abraham.&quot; When the victims were divided
9.
and the burning lamp passed between the pieces (Gen. xv.) then the Lord made, or
This was a solemn deed, performed not
ratified, the covenant with the patriarch.
without blood, and the cutting in pieces of the sacrifice
it points us to the greater
covenant which in Christ Jesus is signed, sealed, and ratified, that it may stand fast
for ever and ever.
And his oath unto Isaac.&quot; Isaac did not in vision see the
solemn making of the covenant, but the Lord renewed unto him his oath (Gen. xxvi.
2 5).
This was enough for him, and must have established his faith in the Most
High. We have the privilege of seeing in our Lord Jesus both the sacrificial seal,
and the eternal oath of God, by which every promise of the covenant is made yea
and amen to all the chosen seed.
And confirmed the same unto Jacob for a law.&quot; Jacob in his wondrous
10.
dream (Gen. xxviii. 10 15) received a pledge that the Lord s mode of procedure
with him would be in accordance with covenant relations
for said Jehovah,
I
will not leave thee till I have done that which I have spoken to thee
Thus, if
we may so speak with all reverence, the covenant became a law unto the Lord himself
by which he bound himself to act. O matchless condescension, that the most free
and sovereign Lord should put himself under covenant bonds to his chosen, and
make a law for himself, though he is above all law.
And to Israel for an everlasting
covenant.&quot;
When he changed Jacob s name he did not change his covenant, but
he blessed him there
it is written,
(Gen. xxxii. 29), and it was with the old bless
ing, according to the unchangeable word of abiding grace.
11. 12.
Saying, Unto thee will I give the land of Canaan, the lot of your inheri
This repetition of the great covenant promise is recorded in Gen. xxxv. 9 12
tance.&quot;
in connection with the change of Jacob s name, and very soon after that slaughter of
the Shechemites, which had put the patriarch into such great alarm and caused him
to use language almost identical with that of the next verse.
When they were but
a few men in number
Jacob said to Simeon and
yea, very few, and strangers in
Ye have troubled me to make me to stink among the inhabitants of the land,
Levi,
among the Ganaanites and the Perizzites and I being few in number, they shall
themselves
gather
together against me, and slay me, and I shall be destroyed, and
my house.&quot; Thus the fears of the man of God declared themselves, and they were
reasonable if we look only at the circumstances in which he was placed, but they
are soon seen to be groundless when we remember that the covenant promise, which
guaranteed the possession of the land, necessarily implied the preservation of the
race to whom the promise was made.
We often fear where no fear is.
The blessings promised to the seed of Abraham were not dependent upon the
number of his descendants, or their position in this world. The covenant was made
with one man, and consequently the number could never be less, and that one man
was not the owner of a foot of soil in all the land, save only a cave in which to bury
his dead, and therefore his seed could not have less inheritance than he.
The smallness of a church, and the poverty of its members, are no barriers to the divine bless
be
if
it
the
Were
not
the
ing,
sought earnestly by pleading
promise.
apostles few,
and the disciples feeble, when the good work began ? Neither because we are
strangers and foreigners here below, as our fathers were, are we in any the more
danger we are like sheep in the midst of wolves, but the wolves cannot hurt us, for
our shepherd is near.
13.
When they went from one nation to another, from one kingdom to another
people.&quot;
Migrating as the patriarchs did from the region of one tribe to the country
of another they were singularly preserved.
The little wandering family might have
been cut off root and branch had not a special mandate been issued from the throne
for their protection.
It was not the gentleness of their neighbours which screened
them they were hedged about by the mysterious guardianship of heaven. Whether
in Egypt, or in Philistia, or in Canaan, the heirs of the promises, dwelling in their
tents, were always secure.
14.
He suffered no man to do them wrong.&quot; Men cannot wrong us unless he
suffers them to do so
the greatest of them must wait his permission before they can
The wicked would devour us if they could, but they cannot
place a finger upon us.
us
of a farthing without divine sufferance.
even cheat
Yea, he reproved kings for

with

of

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

of.&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

it.&quot;

;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;
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Pharaoh and Abimelech must both be made to respect the singular
their sakes.&quot;
strangers who had come to sojourn in their land, the greatest kings are very secondrate persons with God in comparison with his chosen servants.
15.
Saying, touch not mine anointed, and do my prophets no harm.&quot; Abraham
and his seed were in the midst of the world a generation of priests anointed to present
since to them the oracles were committed, they
sacrifice unto the Most High God
were also the prophets of mankind ; and they were kings too a royal priesthood ;
a
threefold
received
Their holy offices surrounded them
had
hence they
anointing.
with a sacredness \vhich rendered it sacrilege to molest them. The Lord was pleased
to impress the wild tribes of Canaan with a respectful awe of the pious strangers
who had come to abide with them, so that they came not near them to do them
ill.
The words here mentioned may not have been actually spoken, but the impres
sion of awe which fell upon the nations is thus poetically described.
God will not
have those touched who have been set apart unto himself. He calls them his own,
he
declares
that
he
has
anointed
anointed
Mine
them
to
be prophets,
saying,
Do
priests, and kings unto himself, and yet again he claims them as his prophets
my prophets no harm.&quot; All through the many years in which the three great fathers
dwelt in Canaan no man was able to injure them
they were not able to defend
themselves by force of arms, but the eternal God was their refuge. Even so at this
the
remnant
to
election
of
the
time
according
grace cannot be destroyed,
present
nay, nor so much as touched, without the divine consent. Against the church of
In all this we see reasons for giving thanks
Christ the gates of hell cannot prevail.
unto the Lord, and proclaiming his name according to the exhortation of the first
Here ends the portion which was sung at the moving of the
verse of the Psalm.
its fitness to be used for such a purpose is very manifest, for the ark was the
ark
and of that mystic dwelling of God with Israel which
of
the
covenant
both
symbol
was at once her glory and her defence. None could touch the Lord s peculiar ones,
for the Lord was among them, flaming forth in majesty between the cherubims.
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

:

16

Moreover he called

for a

famine upon the land:

he brake the whole

staff of bread.

17

He

18

Whose

man

before them, even Joseph, who was sold for a servant
he was laid in iron
they hurt with fetters
the word of the LORD tried him.
19 Until the time that his word came
even the ruler of the people, and let
20 The king sent and loosed him
him go free.
21 He made him lord of his house, and ruler of all his substance
and teach his senators wisdom.
22 To bind his princes at his pleasure
and Jacob sojourned in the land of Ham.
23 Israel also came into Egypt
sent a

:

feet

:

:

:

;

:

;

;

The presence of God having remained with his chosen ones while they sojourned
Canaan, it did not desert them when they were called to go down into Egypt.
They did not go there of their own choice, but under divine direction, and hence
the Lord prepared their way and prospered them until he saw fit to conduct them
again to the land of promise.
Moreover he called for a famine upon the land.&quot; He had only to call for it
16.
How grateful ought we to be
as a man calls for his servant, and it came at once.
that he does not often call in that terrible servant of his, so meagre and gaunt, and
grim, so pitiless to the women and the children, so bitter to the strong men, who
He brake the whole staff of bread.&quot; Man s feeble life cannot
utterly fail before it.
stand without its staff if bread fail him he fails. As a cripple with a broken staff
To God it is
falls to the ground, so does man when bread no longer sustains him.
He could make that famine universal,
as easy to make a famine as to break a staff.
be
in
like
case
then
would
the
race
of man fall
all
should
so
that
countries
too,
There is this sweet comfort in the
indeed, and its staff would be broken for ever.
he meant his people
matter, that the Lord has wise ends to serve even by famine
to go down into Egypt, and the scarcity of food was his method of leading them
in
corn
there, for
Egypt.&quot;
they heard that there was
17.
He sent a man before them, even Joseph.&quot; He was the advance guard and
sold
His
brethren
for
the
whole
clan.
him, but God sent him. Where
pioneer
the hand of the wicked is visible God s hand may be invisibly at work, overruling
in

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

&quot;
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man, or more fit to lead the van than Joseph
an interpreter of dreams was wanted, and his brethren had said of him,
Behold,
Who was sold for a servant,&quot; or rather for a slave. Joseph s
this dreamer cometh.&quot;
journey into Egypt was not so costly as Jonah s voyage when he paid his own fare
his free passage was provided by the Midianites, who also secured his introduction
His way to a position
to a great officer of state by handing him over as a slave.
in which he could feed his family lay through the pit, the slaver s caravan, the slave
market and the prison, and who shall deny but what it was the right way, the surest
way, the wisest way, and perhaps the shortest way. Yet assuredly it seemed not so. Were
we to send a man on such an errand we should furnish him with money Joseph goes as
a pauper
we should clothe him with authority Joseph goes as a slave we should
leave him at full liberty Joseph is a bondman
yet money would have been of little
use when corn was so dear, authority would have been irritating rather than in
fluential with Pharaoh, and freedom might not have thrown Joseph into connection
with Pharaoh s captain and his other servants, and so the knowledge of his skill
God s way is the way.
in interpretation might not have reached the monarch s ear.
Our Lord s path to his mediatorial throne ran by the cross of Calvary our road to
runs
the
rivers
of
by
grief.
glory
From this we learn a little more of
18.
Whose feet they hurt with fetters.&quot;
inspiration had not ceased,
Joseph s sufferings than we find in the book of Genesis
and David was as accurate an historian as Moses, for the same Spirit guided his pen.
He was laid in iron,&quot; or into iron came his soul.&quot; The prayer book version,
the iron entered into his soul,&quot; is ungrammatical, but probably expresses much the
same truth. His fetters hurt his mind as well as his body, and well did Jacob say,
The archers shot at him, and sorely grieved him.&quot; Under the cruelly false accusa
tion, which he could not disprove, his mind was, as it were, belted and bolted around
with iron, and had not the Lord been with him he might have sunk under his suffer
In all this, and a thousand things besides, he was an admirable type of him
ings.
their malice.

of a

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

;

:

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

who in the highest sense is the Shepherd, the stone of Israel.&quot; The iron fetters
were preparing him to wear chains of gold, and making his feet ready to stand on
It is even so with all the Lord s afflicted ones, they too shall one day
high places.
step from their prisons to their thrones.
Until the time that his word came.&quot;
God has his times, and his children must
19.
wait till his
until
is fulfilled.
Joseph was tried as in a furnace, until the Lord s
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

assaying work was fully accomplished. The word of the chief butler was nothing,
he had to wait until God s word came, and meanwhile
the word of the Lord tried
him.&quot;
He believed the promise, but his faith was sorely exercised. A delayed
tests
and
their
their
whether
faith is of that precious
men,
metal,
blessing
proves
kind which can endure the fire. Of many a choice promise we may say with Daniel
the thing was true, but the time appointed was long.&quot;
If the vision tarry it is
good to wait for it with patience. There is a trying word and a delivering word,
we
and
must bear the one till the other comes to us. How meekly Joseph endured
his afflictions, and with what fortitude he looked forward to the clearing of his
slandered character we may readily imagine
it will be better still if under similar
trials we are able to imitate him, and come forth from the furnace as thoroughly
purified as he was, and as well prepared to bear the yet harder ordeal of honour
&quot;

&quot;

:

and power.
20.
The king sent and loosed him.&quot; He was thrust into the roundhouse by
an officer, but he was released by the monarch himself.
Even the ruler of the people,
and let him go free.&quot; The tide had turned, so that Egypt s haughty potentate gave
him a call from the prison to the palace. He had interpreted the dreams of captives,
himself a captive
he must now interpret for a ruler and become a ruler himself.
When God means to enlarge his prisoners, kings become his turnkeys.
21.
He made him lord of his house.&quot; Reserving no power, but saying only
in the throne will I be greater than thou.&quot;
The servitor of slaves becomes lord
over nobles. How soon the Lord lifteth his chosen from the dunghill to set them
And ruler of all his substance.&quot; He empowered him to manage
among princes.
the storing of the seven plenteous harvests, and to dispense the provisions in the
coming days of scarcity. All the treasures of Egypt were under his lock and key,
Thus was he
yea, the granaries of the world were sealed or opened at his bidding.
in the best conceivable position for preserving alive the house of Israel with whom
the covenant was made.
As our Lord was himself secured in Egypt from Herod s
enmity, so, ages before, the redeemed race found an equally available shelter in the
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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hour of need. God has always a refuge for his saints, and if the whole earth could
not afford them sanctuary, the Lord himself would be their dwelling-place, and take
them up to lie in his own bosom. We are always sure to be fed if all the world should
It is delightful to think of our greater Joseph ruling the nations for the
starve.
good of his own household, and it becomes us to abide in quiet confidence in every
political disaster, since Jesus is on the throne of providence, King of kings and Lord

and will be so till this dispensation ends.
To bind his princes at his pleasure.&quot; He who was bound obtains authority
He is no longer kept in prison, but keeps all the prisons, and casts into
them the greatest nobles when justice demands it.
And teach his senators wisdom.&quot;
The heads of the various peoples, the elders of the nations, learned from him the
science of government, the art of providing for the people.
Joseph was a great
instructor in political economy, and we doubt not that he mingled with it the purest
morals, the most upright jurisprudence, and something of that divine wisdom without
which the most able senators remain in darkness. The king s authority made him
absolute both in the executive and in the legislative courts, and the Lord instructed
him to use his power and discretion. What responsibilities and honours loaded the
man who had been rejected by his brothers, and sold for twenty pieces of silver
What glories crown the head of that greater one who was separated from his
of lords,
22.
to bind.

&quot;

&quot;

!

&quot;

brethren.&quot;

Israel also came into Egypt.&quot;
23.
The aged patriarch came, and with him
that increasing company which bore his name. He was hard to bring there. Per
short
of
the
of
haps nothing
hope
seeing Joseph could have drawn him to take
so long a journey from the tombs of his forefathers ; but the divine will was accom
plished and the church of God was removed into an enemy s country, where for a
And Jacob sojourned in the land of Ham.&quot; Shem the
while it was nourished.
blessed came to lodge awhile with Ham the accursed
the dove was in the vulture s
God so willed it for a time, and therefore it was safe and right still it was
nest.
not
a
a
settlement.
The
fairest
in
Goshen
sojourn,
only
Egypt was not the covenant
even so to us
earth
blessing, neither did the Lord mean his people to think it so
is our lodge,&quot; but only our lodge, for heaven is our home.
When we are best housed
we ought still to remember that here we have no continuing city. It were ill news
for us if we were doomed to reside in Egypt for ever, for all its riches are not worthy
to be compared with the reproach of Christ.
Thus the song rehearsed the removals of the Lord s people, and was a most fit
accompaniment to the upbearing of the ark, as the priests carried it into the city
of David, where the Lord had appointed it a resting-place.
&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

;

24

And

he increased his people greatly

and made them stronger than

;

their enemies.

25

He

turned their heart to hate his people, to deal subtilly with his ser

vants.

26 He sent Moses his servant
and Aaron whom he had chosen.
27 They shewed his signs among them, and wonders in the land of Ham.
28 He sent darkness, and made it dark
and they rebelled not against
his word.
29 He turned their waters into blood, and slew their fish.
30 Their land brought forth frogs in abundance, in the chambers of their
;

;

kings.

31
32
33

He spake, and there came divers sorts of flies, and lice in all
He gave them hail for rain, and flaming fire in their land.
He smote their vines also and their fig-trees and brake
;

their coasts.

the trees of

their coasts.

34 He spake, and the locusts came, and
number,
35

And

did eat up

all

caterpillars,

and that without

the herbs in their land, and devoured the fruit of

their ground.

36

He smote

also all the firstborn in their land, the chief of all their strength.
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and there was not
37 He brought them forth also with silver and gold
one feeble person among their tribes.
for the fear of them fell upon
38 Egypt was glad when they departed
them.
:

:

And he increased his people greatly.&quot; In Goshen they seem to have in
24.
creased rapidly from the first, and this excited the fears of the Egyptians, so that
tried
to retard their increase by oppression, but the Lord continued to bless
they
And make them stronger than their enemies.&quot; Both in physical strength
them,
and in numbers they threatened to become the more powerful race. Nor was this
growth of the nation impeded by tyrannical measures, but the very reverse took
place, thus giving an early instance of what has since become a proverb in the church
the more they oppressed them the more they multiplied.&quot;
It is idle to contend
either with God or his people.
25.
He turned their heart to hate his people.&quot; It was his goodness to Israel
which called forth the ill-will of the Egyptian court, and so far the Lord caused it,
and moreover he made use of this feeling to lead on to the discomfort of his people,
and so to their readiness to leave the land to which they had evidently become greatly
attached. Thus far but no further did the Lord turn the hearts of the Egyptians.
God cannot in any sense be the author of sin so far as to be morally responsible
for its existence, but it often happens through the evil which is inherent in human
nature that the acts of the Lord arouse the ill-feelings of ungodly men.
Is the sun
to be blamed because while it softens wax it hardens clay ?
Is the orb of day to be
accused of creating the foul exhalations which are drawn by its warmth from the
The sun causes the reek of the dunghill only in a certain sense,
pestilential marsh ?
had it been a bed of flowers his beams would have called forth fragrance. The evil
is in men, and the honour of turning it to good and useful
purposes is with the Lord.
Hatred is often allied with cunning, and so in the case of the Egyptians, they began
to deal subtilly with his servants.&quot;
They treated them in a fraudulent manner,
they reduced them to bondage by their exactions, they secretly concerted the des
truction of their male children, and at length openly ordained that cruel measure,
and all with the view of checking their increase, lest in time of war they should side
with invaders in order to obtain their liberty. Surely the depths of Satanic policy
were here reached, but vain was the cunning of man against the chosen seed.
26.
He sent Moses his servant ; and Aaron whom he had chosen.&quot; When the
oppression was at the worst, Moses came. For the second time we have here the
he sent&quot; he who sent Joseph sent also Moses and his eloquent brother.
expression,
The Lord had the men in readiness and all he had to do was to commission them
and thrust them forward. They were two, for mutual comfort and strength, even
as the apostles and the seventy in our Lord s day were sent forth two and two.
The
men differed, and so the one became the supplement of the other, and together
able
to accomplish far more than if they had been exactly alike
the main
they were
point was that they were both sent, and hence both clothed with divine might.
27.
his
shewed
and
wonders
in
the
land
Ham.&quot;
The
They
signs among them,
of
miracles which were wrought by Moses were the Lord s, not his own ; hence they are
here called
his signs,&quot; as being the marks of Jehovah s presence and power.
The
words of his signs (see margin), that is to say, they were speaking
plagues were
marvels, which testified more plainly than words to the omnipotence of Jehovah,
to his determination to be obeyed, to his anger at the obstinacy of Pharaoh.
Never
were discourses more plain, pointed, personal, or powerful, and yet it took ten of
them to accomplish the end designed. In the preaching of the gospel there are
words, and signs, and wonders, and these leave men without excuse for their im
to have the kingdom of God come nigh unto them, and yet to remain
penitence
rebellious is the unhappy sin of obstinate spirits.
Those are wonders of sin who see
wonders of grace, and yet are unaffected by them bad as he was, Pharaoh had not
this guilt, for the prodigies which he beheld were marvels of judgment and not of
&quot;

&quot;

-&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

mercy.

He sent darkness, and made it dark.&quot; It was no natural or common darkness
28.
to be accounted for by the blinding dust of the simoon, it was beyond all precedent
and out of the range of ordinary events. It was a horrible palpable obscurity which
men felt clinging about them as though it were a robe of death. It was a thick
darkness, a total darkness, a darkness which lasted three days, a darkness in which no
&quot;
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This plague is first mentioned, though it
one dared to stir. What a condition to be in
the land was
is not first in order, because it fitly describes all the period of the plagues
If we shudder as
in the darkness of sorrow, and in the darkness of sin all the time.
which
let
us
reflect
the
darkness
and
terrible
that
of
we think
upon
gross
gloom,
long
still covers heathen lands as the result of sin, for it is one of the chief plagues which
May the day soon come when the people which sit in
iniquity creates for itself.
And they rebelled not against his word.&quot; Moses
darkness shall see a great light.
and Aaron did as they were bidden, and during the darkness the Egyptians were
cleared
it
so cowed that even when
away they were anxious for Israel to be gone,
and had it not been for the pride of Pharaoh they would have rejoiced to speed them
on their journey there and then. God can force men to obey, and even make the
stoutest heart eager to pay respect to his will, for fear his plagues should be multi
Possibly, how ever, the sentence before us neither refers to Moses nor the
plied.
Egyptians, but to the plagues which came at the Lord s bidding. The darkness,
the hail, the frogs, the murrain, were all so many obedient servants of the great
!

:

&quot;

r

Lord

of
29.

all.

So that the plague
He turned their waters into blood, and slew their
was not a mere colouring of the water with red earth, as some suppose, but the river
was offensive and fatal to the fish. The beloved Nile and other streams were all
equally tainted and ensanguined. Their commonest mercy became their greatest
Water is one of the greatest blessings, and the more plentiful it is the better,
curse.
but blood is a hideous sight to look upon, and to see rivers and pools of it is frightful
Fish in Egypt furnished a large part of the food supply, and it was no
indeed.
The
small affliction to see them floating dead and white upon a stream of crimson.
hand of the Lord thus smote them where all classes of the people would become
aware of it and suffer from it.
&quot;

fish.&quot;

If fish could not live frogs
Their land brought forth frogs in abundance.&quot;
30.
might, yea, they multiplied both on land and in the water till they swarmed beyond
In the chambers of their kings.&quot; They penetrated the choicest rooms
all count.
The Lord called for them
of the palace, and were found upon the couches of state.
and they marched forth. Obnoxious and even loathsome their multitudes became,
out
of the ground, the very
seemed
to
but there was no resisting them
spring
they
land brought them forth. Their universal presence must have inspired horror
their swarming
and disgust which would cause sickness and make life a burden
even in the king s own chambers was a rebuke to his face, which his pride must have
felt.
Kings are no more than other men with God, nay less than others when they
if the frogs had abounded elsewhere, but had been kept out
are first in rebellion
of his select apartments, the monarch would have cared little, for he was a heartless
that there should be a special horde of the invaders for the
took
care
but
God
being,
they were more than ordinarily abundant in the chambers of their kings.
palace
He spake.&quot; See the power of the divine word. He had only to say it
31.
and there came divers sorts of flies.&quot; Insects of various annoying
and it was done
kinds came up in infinite hordes, a mixture of biting, stinging, buzzing gnats, mosquitos, flies, beetles, and other vermin such as make men s flesh their prey, the place
And lice in all their
of deposit for their eggs, and the seat of peculiar torments.
These unutterably loathsome forms of life were as the dust of the ground,
coasts.&quot;
and covered their persons, their garments, and all they ate. Nothing is too small
The sons of Ham had despised
to master man when God commands it to assail him.
the Israelites and now they were made to loathe themselves. The meanest beggars
were more approachable than the proud Egyptians they were reduced to the meanest
condition of filthiness, and the most painful state of irritation. What armies the Lord
And what scorn he pours
can send forth when once his right arm is bared for war
Pharaoh had
on proud nations when he fights them, not with angels, but with lice
It was
little left to be proud of when his own person was invaded by filthy parasites.
a slap in the face which ought to have humbled his heart, but, alas, man, when he
is altogether polluted, still maintains his self-conceit, and when he is the most disgust
Surely pride is moral madness.
ing object in the universe he still vaunts himself.
32.
He gave them hail for rain.&quot; They seldom had rain, but now the showers
assumed the form of heavy, destructive hail-storms, and being accompanied with a
hurricane and thunderstorm, they were overwhelming, terrible, and destructive.
And flaming fire in their land.&quot; The lightning was peculiarly vivid, and seemed
Thus all the fruit of the trees
to run along upon the ground, or fall in fiery flakes.
and the harvests of the fields were either broken to pieces or burned on the spot,
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

!

!

&quot;

&quot;
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and universal fear bowed the hearts of men to the dust. No phenomena are more
even
appalling to the most of mankind than those which attend a thunderstorm
the most audacious blasphemers quail when the dread artillery of heaven opens
fire upon the earth.
He smote their vines also and their fig trees.&quot; So that all hope of gathering
33.
their best fruits was gone, and the trees were injured for future bearing.
All the
were
destroyed, and these are mentioned as being the more prominent forms
crops
of their produce, used by them both at festivals and in common meals.
And brake
the trees of their coasts.&quot;
From end to end of Egypt the trees were battered and
broken by the terrible hailstorm. God is in earnest when he deals with proud spirits,
he will either end them or mend them.
He spake, and the locusts came, and caterpillars, and that without number.&quot;
34, 35.
One word from the Captain and the armies leaped forward. The expression is very
and
sets forth the immediate result of the divine word.
The caterpillar is
striking,
called the licker, because it seems to lick up every green thing as in a moment.
Per
haps the caterpillar here meant is still the locust in another form. That locusts
swarm in countless armies is a fact of ordinary observation, and the case would be
worse on this occasion. We have ourselves ridden for miles through armies of
locusts, and we have seen with our own eyes how completely they devour every green
The description is not strained when we read, And did eat up all the herbs
thing.
in their land, and devoured the fruit of their ground.&quot;
Nothing escapes these ravenous
creatures, they even climb the trees to reach any remnant of foliage which may
Commissioned as these were by God, we may be sure they would do their
survive.
work thoroughly, and leave behind them nothing but a desolate wilderness.
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

He

smote also all the firstborn in their land, the chief of all their strength.&quot;
the master blow. The Lord spoke before, but now he smites
before
he only smote vines, but now he strikes men themselves. The glory of the household
dies in a single night, the prime and pick of the nation are cut off, the flower of the
Now
troops, the heirs of the rich, and the hopes of the poor all die at midnight.
the target was struck in the centre, there was no confronting this plague. Pharaoh
feels it as much as the woman-slave at the mill
he had smitten Israel, the Lord s
What a cry went up throughout the
firstborn, and the Lord repaid him to his face.
land of Egypt when every house wailed its firstborn at the dead of night
O Jehovah,
thou didst triumph in that hour, and with an outstretched arm didst thou deliver
thy people.
He brought them forth also with silver and gold.&quot; This they asked of the
37.
Egyptians, perhaps even demanded, and well they might, for they had been robbed
and spoiled for many a day, and it was not meelthat they should go forth empty handed.
Glad were the Egyptians to hand over their jewels to propitiate a people who had
such a terrible friend above
they needed no undue pressure, they feared them too
much to deny them their requests. The Israelites were compelled to leave their
houses and lands behind them, and it was but justice that they should be able to
And there was not one feeble person among
turn these into portable property.
their tribes
a great marvel indeed.
The number of their army was very great and
yet there was not one in hospital, not one carried in an ambulance, or limping in the
rear.
Poverty and oppression had not enfeebled them. JEHOVAH ROPHI had healed
them they carried none of the diseases of Egypt with them, and felt none of the
exhaustion which sore bondage produces. When God calls his people to a long
in the pilgrimage of life our strength shall be equal to
journey he fits them for it
our day. See the contrast between Egypt and Israel in Egypt one dead in every
house, and among the Israelites not one so much as limping.
38.
Egypt was glad when they departed,&quot; which would not have been the case
had the gold and silver been borrowed by the Israelites, for men do not like to see
borrowers carry their goods into a far country. The awe of God was on Egypt,
and they feared his people and were glad to pay them to be gone. What a change
from the time when the sons of Jacob were the drudges of the land, the offscouring
of all things, the brickmakers whose toil was only requited by the lash or the stick.
36.

Now came

;

;

1

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

Now

they were reverenced as prophets and priests
for the fear of them fell upon
the people proceeded even to a superstitious terror of them. Thus with
cheers and good wishes their former taskmasters sent them on their way
Pharaoh
was foiled and the chosen people were once more on the move, journeying to the
which
the
Lord
had
to
them
a
covenant
of
salt.
O
place
given
by
give thanks
unto Jehovah
call upon his name, make known his deeds among the people.&quot;
&quot;

;

them,&quot;

:

&quot;

;
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He

and fire to give light in the night.
39
spread a cloud for a covering
40 The people asked, and he brought quails, and satisfied them with the
bread of heaven.
41 He opened the rock, and the waters gushed out
they ran in the dry
places like a river.
42 For he remembered his holy promise, and Abraham his servant.
43 And he brought forth his people with joy, and his chosen with gladness
44 And gave them the lands of the heathen and they inherited the labour
;

;

:

:

of the people

;

45 That they might observe his statutes, and keep his laws.

the LORD.
&quot;

Praise ye

He

spread a cloud for a covering.&quot; Never people were so favoured. What
travellers in the desert now give for such a canopy ?
The sun could not
its burning ray ; their whole camp was screened like a
king in his
Nothing seemed to be too good for God to give his chosen nation, their
pavilion.
comfort was studied in every way.
And fire to give light in the night.&quot; While
cities were swathed in darkness, their town of tents enjoyed a light which modern
art with all its appliances cannot equal.
God himself was their sun and shield, their
Could they be unbelieving while so graciously shaded, or
glory and their defence.
rebellious while they walked at midnight in such a light ?
Alas, the tale of their sin
is as extraordinary as this story of his love ;
but this Psalm selects the happier
theme and dwells only upon covenant love and faithfulness. O give thanks unto
T
the Lord for he is good.
e, too, have found the Lord all this to us, for he has been
our sun and shield, and has preserved us alike from the perils of joys and the evils of
39.

would not
scorch

them with

&quot;

W

grief

;
&quot;

He hath been my joy in woe,
Cheered my heart when it was low
And with warnings softly sad
Calm d my heart when it was glad.&quot;
;

So has the promise been
the

moon by

fulfilled to us,

&quot;the

sun

shall not

hurt thee by day, nor

night.&quot;

The people asked.&quot; But how badly, how wickedly
40.
And yet his grace
or perhaps we may
forgave the sin of their murmuring and heard its meaning
consider that while the multitude murmured there were a few, who were really
He brought quails,
gracious people, who prayed, and therefore the blessing came.
and satisfied them with the bread of heaven.&quot; He gave them what they asked amiss
as well as what was good for them, mingling judgment with goodness, for their dis
The quails were more a curse than a blessing in the end, because of their
cipline.
it
greed and lust, but in themselves they were a peculiar indulgence, and favour
was their own fault that the dainty meat brought death with it. As for the manna
it was unmingled good to them, and really satisfied them, which the quails never did.
It was bread from heaven, and the bread of heaven, sent by heaven
it was a pity
that they were not led to look up to heaven whence it came, and fear and love the
God who out of heaven rained it upon them. Thus they were housed beneath the
Lord s canopy and fed with food from his own table never people were so lodged
and boarded. O house of Israel, praise ye the Lord.
41.
He opened the rock, and the waters gushed out.&quot; With Moses rod and his
own word he cleft the rock in the desert, and forth leaped abundant floods for their
drinking where they had feared to die of thirst. From most unlikely sources the allsufficient God can supply his people s needs
hard rocks become springing fountains
at the Lord s command.
so that those
They ran in the dry places like a river
at a distance from the rock could stoop down and refresh themselves, and the stream
flowed on, so that in future journeyings they were supplied. The desert sand would
in
naturally swallow up the streams, and yet it did not so, the refreshing river ran
the dry places.&quot; We know that the rock set forth our Lord Jesus Christ, from whom
there flows a fountain of living waters which shall never be exhausted till the last
pilgrim has crossed the Jordan and entered Canaan.
&quot;

!

:

&quot;

:

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

42.

&quot;

For he remembered

his

holy promise,

and Abraham

his

servant.&quot;

Here
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the secret reason for all this grace. The covenant and he for whose sake it was
made are ever on the heart of the Most High. He remembered his people because
he remembered his covenant. He could not violate that gracious compact for it was
sacred to him,
his holy promise.&quot;
A holy God must keep his promise holy. In
our case the Lord s eye is upon his beloved Son, and his engagements with him on
our behalf, and this is the source and well-head of those innumerable favours which
enrich us in all our wanderings through this life s wilderness.
43.
And he brought forth his people with joy, and his chosen with gladness.&quot; Up
from the wilderness he led them, rejoicing over them himself and making them
rejoice too.
They were 7i/s people, his chosen, and hence in them he rejoiced, and upon
them he showered his favours, that they might rejoice in him as their God, and their
portion.
And gave them the lands of the heathen.&quot; He drove out the Canaanites and
44.
allotted the lands to the tribes.
They were called on to fight, but the Lord wrought
so wonderfully that the conquest was not effected by their bow or spear
the Lord
And they inherited the labour of the people,&quot; they dwelt in houses
gave, them the land.
which they had not built, and gathered fruit from vines and olives which they had not
planted.
They were not settled in a desert which needed to be reclaimed, but in a
land fertile to a proverb, and cultivated carefully by its inhabitants. Like Adam, they
were placed in a garden. This entrance into the goodly land was fitly celebrated
when the ark was being moved to Zion.
45.
That they might observe his statutes, and keep his laws.&quot;
This was the
The chosen nation was to be the conservator of truth, the
practical design of it all.
of
the
of
devotion
as to
was
so
ordered
exemplar
morality,
pattern
everything
Theirs was a
place them in advantageous circumstances for fulfilling this trust.
It involved great responsibilities, but it was
high calling and a glorious election.
in itself a distinguished blessing, and one for which the nation was bound to give
thanks. Most justly then did the music close with the jubilant but solemn shout of
HAIJLF.LUJAH.
Praise ye the Lord.&quot;
If this history did not make Israel praise
is

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

God, what would

?

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
&quot;

Whole Psalm. This is the
O give thanks unto the Lord

first of

a series of

&quot;

(cv. 1

;

cvi. 1

;

Domino
Psalms,
and cxxxvi. 1).
&quot;

Confitemini

&quot;

cvii. 1

;

cxviii. 1

;

Christopher Wordsworth.

Whole Psalm. The 105th Psalm is a meditation on the covenant as performed
on the part of God, the 106th on the covenant as kept by Israel. They both dwell
on the predestinating will of God, electing men to holiness and obedience, and the
mode in which human sin opposes itself to that will, and yet cannot make it void.
Plain Commentary.
Verses 1
15.
The first fifteen verses were written at the bringing up of the Ark,
Chron. xvi. They tell that it is sovereign grace that ruleth over all it is a sovereign
God. Out of a fallen world he takes whom he pleases individuals, families, nations.
He chose Israel long ago, that they might be the objects of grace, and their land
the theatre of its display. He will yet again return to Israel, when the days of his
Kingdom of Glory draw near and Israel shall have a full share the very fullest
and richest in his blessings, temporal and spiritual. Andrew A. Bonar.
Verse 1.
Call upon his name.&quot;
The original meaning of this phrase is call
(him) by his name, i.e., give him the descriptive title most expressive of his divine
or more specifically, call him by his name Jehovah, i.e., ascribe to him
perfections
the attributes which it denotes, to wit, eternity and self-existence, together with
that covenant relation to his people, which though not denoted by the name was
constantly associated with it, and therefore necessarily suggested by it. The meaning
of the next phrase is obscured, if not entirely concealed in the common version,
among the people.&quot; The plural form and sense of the original expression are
essential to the writer s purpose, which is to glorify the God of Israel
among the
nations.
Joseph Addison Alexander.
1

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

Verse

&quot;

I.

Make known

his deeds

among

the

people.&quot;

The people

of

God were
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in that narrow corner of the earth for the purpose of confining within
but God wished
their straitened territories the true knowledge and worship of God
that to be the fixed seat of the church, from which the sound of heavenly doctrine
should go forth into all nations. Therefore he chose Canaan, which is interjected
among the most powerful nations of the world, that from it as from a fountain
might more easily issue the doctrine of God to the rest of the nations as Isaiah says,
Out of Zion shall go forth the law.&quot; Mollerus.

not shut up

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

of his
of all his wondrous works,&quot;
r*bBp niphleothaiv,
have so many of these to boast of as Christians
Christianity is
and every part of the work of grace on the soul is a miracle.
a tissue of miracles
Genuine Christian converts may talk of miracles from morning to night and they
should talk of them, and recommend to others their miracle-working God and Saviour.

Verse

2.

Talk ye

&quot;

)

Who

miracles.&quot;

!

;

;

Adam

Clarke.

Verse 2.
Sing &quot;....&quot; talk&quot; etc. Music and conversation are two things
by which the mind of man receiveth much good, or a great deal of harm. They who
make Jehovah and his wondrous works the subjects of both, enjoy a heaven
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

And

&quot;

who do

in reality love the Saviour, will always find themselves
talk of him.&quot;
sing to him,&quot; and to
George Home.
It is not sufficient to offer the empty vessel of our
Sing Psalms.&quot;
or
our
voice
in
tune
musical
God,
singing
only ; but also it is required that

earth.
inclined to
Verse 2.

upon

they

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

joy unto
we fill our joyful voice with holy matter and good purpose, whereby God only may be
reasonably praised
Sing Psalms unto him.&quot; David Dickson.
Verse 2.
Sing Psalms.&quot; Psalmody is the calm of the soul, the repose of the
It silences the wave, and conciliates the whirlwind of
spirit, the arbiter of peace.
It is an engenderer
our passions, soothing the impetuous, tempering the unchaste.
For who can longer
of friendship, a healer of dissension, a reconciler of enemies.
count him his enemy, with whom to the throne of God he hath raised the strain ?
Psalmody repels the demons, and lures the ministry of angels. It is a weapon of
defence in nightly terrors and a respite from daily toil. To the infant it is a presiding
a congenial
a balm of comfort to the aged
to manhood a crown of glory
genius
&quot;

:

&quot;

;

;

;

ornament

to

w omen.
r

Basil.

Seek the Lord, and be strengthened ; so divers ancient versions
Verse 4.
read it. They that would be
strengthened in the inward man,&quot; must fetch in
from
God
Seek his strength,&quot; and then seek his face
by faith and prayer.
strength
for by his strength we hope to prevail with him for his favour, as Jacob did, Hosea xii.
Seek his face evermore,&quot; i.e., seek to have his favour to eternity, and therefore
3.
continue seeking it to the end of the time of your probation. Seek it while you live
in this world, and you shall have it while you live in the other world, and even there
shall be for ever seeking it, in an infinite progression, and yet be for ever satisfied in
Matthew Henry.
it.
His strength.&quot; In classical language, his aegis, or protection, his ark,
Verse 4.
the symbol of the divine presence.
John Mason Good.
Verse 4.
Seek his face evermore.&quot;
It is added
evermore,&quot; lest they should
imagine that they had performed their duty, if they assembled twice or three times
in the year at the tabernacle, and observed the external rites according to the law.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Mollerus.
Verse 4.

&quot;

Seek .... seek.&quot; None do seek the Lord so earnestly, but they
have need of stirring up to seek him more earnestly neither have any attained to
such a measure of communion with God, but they have need to seek for a further
measure therefore it is said, Seek the Lord, seek his strength, seek his face evermore.&quot;
David Dickson.
&quot;

;

&quot;

:

How

Verse 5.
Remember.&quot;
others may be affected I do not ask. For myself,
confess, that there is no care or sorrow, by which I am so severely harassed, as when
I feel myself guilty of ingratitude to
most kind Lord. It not seldom appears
to be a fault so inexplicable, that I am alarmed when I read these words, inasmuch
as I consider them addressed to myself, and others like me.
Remember, O ye for
getful, thoughtless, and ungrateful, the works of God, which he hath done to us,
with so many signs and proofs of his goodness. What more could he have done,
&quot;

I

my

which he hath not done

?

Folengius.
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O

Consider the relation ye stand
ye seed of Abraham his servant.&quot;
in to him.
Ye are the seed of Abraham his servant ; you are born in his house,
and being thereby entitled to the privilege of his servants, protection and provision,
you are also bound to do the duty of servants, to attend your master, consult his
Matthew
honour, obey his commands, and do what you can to advance his interests.
Verse

&quot;

6.

&quot;

&quot;

Henry.
Verse 8.
He hath remembered his covenant.&quot; As a long series of years had
elapsed between the promise and the performance, the prophet uses the word
remember,&quot; intimating that the Divine promise does not become obsolete by length
of time, but that even when the world imagines that they are extinguished and
wholly forgotten, God retains as distinct a remembrance of them as ever, that he
may accomplish them in due season. John Calvin.
The word which he commanded.&quot; All that God says must of necessity
Verse 8.
be said with authority, so that even his promises partake of the nature of commands.
Joseph Addison Alexander.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

The lot of your inheritance :
Verse 11.
literally
tance, an expression taken from the ancient method of
or line ; whence the measuring cord is metonymically
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;nri,

the cord

of your inheri

measuring land by the cord
put for the part measured,

the lines, o^n, the cords, are fallen unto me in
and divided by the cord.
Thus,
have a goodly heritage.&quot;
pleasant places,&quot; i.e., as the Psalmist explains it
Samuel Chandler.
Ps. xvi. 6.
YOUR inheritance.&quot; The change of the number (from thee to
Verse 11.
points out that God made a covenant with all the people in general, though
your
he spake the words only to a few individuals
even as we have seen a little before,
that it was a decree or an everlasting law. The holy patriarchs were the first and
into
hands
the
whose
promise was committed ; but they did not
principal persons
embrace the grace which was offered to them as belonging only to themselves, but as
a blessing which their posterity in common with them were to become sharers of.
John Calvin.
&quot;

:

&quot;I

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;)

;

When they were but a few men in number.&quot; icon TIP. Literally,
men of number ; so few as easily to be numbered in opposition to
their posterity afterwards were, as the sand of the sea, without number.

Verse 12.

&quot;

homines numeri,

what

:

Samuel Chandler.
Verses 12
14.
One would think that all the world would have been upon them
but here was the protection, God has a negative voice,
He suffered no man to do
them wrong.&quot; Many had (as we say) an aching tooth at the people of God, their
to
be
finger itched
dealing with them, and the text shews four advantages the world
had against them. First,
They ^ were few.&quot; Secondly,
very few.&quot;
Thirdly,
unsettled.
What hindered their enemies ? It was the
strangers.&quot;
Fourthly,
Lord s negative voice.
He reproved kings for their sakes ; saying, Touch not mine
We see an instance of this (Gen. xxxv. 5).
anointed, and do my prophets no harm.&quot;
When Jacob and his family journeyed, the terror of God was upon the cities that
round
about
were
them, and they did not pursue after the sons of Jacob.&quot; They
had a mind to pursue after them, to revenge the slaughter of the Shechemites but
God said, Pursue not, and then they could not pursue, they must stay at home. And
when his people the Jews were safe in Canaan he encourages them to come up freely
to worship at Jerusalem, by this assurance,
No man shall desire the land, when
thou shalt go up to appear before the Lord thy God, thrice in the year (Exod. xxxiv.
God
can
not
hands
from
24).
stop
only
spoiling, but hearts from desiring.
Joseph
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

Caryl.

Verse 13.
From one kingdom to another people.&quot; Where we might have
expected from kingdom to kingdom, the ear is somewhat disappointed by the phrase,
one
from
kingdom to another people,&quot; which may have been intended to distinguish
the Egyptian and other monarchies from the more democratical or patriarchal in
stitutions of the Arabians and other nations.
Joseph Addison Alexander.
Verse 13.
Though frequent flitting is neither desirable nor commendable, yet
sometimes there is a just and necessary occasion for it, and it may be the lot of some
of the best men.
Matthew Henry.
&quot;

&quot;
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He suffered no man to do them wrong.&quot; As many rose up, one after
Verse 14.
another, in troops against them, the Psalmist says indefinitely, that men were with
for OTO, Adam, is the word here used, which is the one most
held from hurting them
John Calvin.
generally employed to signify man.
I resolve the words into these three parts.
1. Here is the nearness
Verses 14, 15.
God.
of
the
saints
unto
dearness
the
and
They are dearer to him than kings and
as
in
than
their persons are also
that
otherwise
considered
;
is,
they
states, simply
for you see that for their sakes he reproved kings, and so sheweth that he
saints
&quot;

;

;

them to kings.
Here is the great danger

preferreth

to kings and states, to deal with his saints otherwise
for he doth not only in words give a
than well. Which appeareth many ways
but
he
carries it in a high way (for so God will do when
not
to
touch
them,
charge
he pleads their cause). Touch them not as if he had said, Let me see if you dare
and it is with an intimation of the highest threatening if
so much as touch them
upon your peril if you do so for that is the scope of such a speech.
they should
And accordingly in deeds he made this good for the text saith he suffered no man
not that he did altogether prevent all wrong and injuries, for
to do them wrong
but at no time did he let it
they received many as they went through those lands
You know how he plagued
In that sense he suffered them not.
go unpunished.
Pharaoh, king of Egypt, with great plagues, and all his household, for Abraham s
wife s sake, Gen. xii. And so Abimelech, king of Gerar, the Lord cometh upon him
with a greatness, and his first word is in Gen. xx. 3,
Behold, thou art but a dead
then he adds the reason
man,&quot; afore he had first told him why or wherefore, though
he brings him upon his knees, verse 4, bids him look to it, that he give satisfaction
and well he escaped so
to Abraham, and restore his wife to him again, verse 7
and tells him also that he must be beholden to Abraham s prayers for his life.
and he shall pray for thee, and thou shalt live.&quot;
&quot;He is a prophet,&quot; saith he,
3. The third is the care and protection which God had over them, set and ampli
of the persons whom he defended
condition
number
and
though
fied, 1, by the
few men in number,&quot; that is, soon reckoned, for their power and strength a few, or
1
in
the
Chron.
xvi.
19
as
the
so
ds
parallel
place,
small,
Septuagint
piKpovs,
very
He suffered no man, how great soever, to do them
also, 2, by what he did for them
any wrong, how small soever not without recompense and satisfaction not to do
Though the people had an ill eye at them,
it, though they had a mind to it.
Gen. xxvi. 11, God causeth Abimelech to make a law on purpose Abimelech charged
He that
all his people in Isaac s behalf, and spake in the very words of the text,
Thomas Goodwin.
toucheth this man or his wife shall be put to death.&quot;
2.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

:

;

;

;

&quot;

Mine anointed.&quot; Abraham, Isaac and Jacob had no external
They were, however, called anointed,&quot; because they were separated by
of wicked men, and endowed with the Spirit and his gifts, of
from
the
multitude
God
which the oil was an emblem. Mollerus.
Verse

&quot;

15.

&quot;

anointing.

Touch not mine anointed, and do my prophets no harm.&quot; We see here
Verse 15.
his anointed ones,&quot;
a vivid description of the people of God. They are
having
the residue of his Spirit
they are his prophets, to whom is intrusted the word
as
it
were
To
these
he
a safe
in
the
world.
of life, that they may be witnesses
gives
passport through the world. Though they have ever been but men of number,
accounted as a vile thing, they are precious in his sight. They are not distinguished
by external dignity, numbers and power, as Rome sets forth the marks of her com
munion. They are in the midst of kingdoms, but not of them. They form usually
the humblest portions of most communities, and yet they receive honour from God.
Despised by the world, but unto God kings and priests, ordained and anointed to
W. Wilson.
reign with Christ for ever.
The ;} is the prophet, or forth-speaker the term
Verse 15.
Prophets.&quot;
The Hebrew word comes
laying stress on the utterance, and not upon the vision.
from a root which means to bubble up and overflow as from a full fountain. But
the fulness of the true prophets of Jehovah was not that of their own thoughts and
The prophecy came not
It was of the Divine Spirit within them.
emotions.
but holy men of God spake as they were moved by
in old time by the will of man
the Holy Ghost,&quot; 2 Peter i. 21. The first application of the word is to Abraham
Enoch the seventh from Adam,
although, long before Abraham,
(Gen. xx. 7)
Donald Fraser, in
Synoptical Lectures on the Books of Holy
prophesied,&quot; Jude 14.
1873.
Scripture.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

&quot;
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He called for a famine.&quot; As a master calls for a servant ready to
Verse 16.
do his bidding. On the contrary, God says (Ezek. xxxvi. 29), I will call for the corn,
and will increase it, and lay no famine upon you.&quot; Compare the centurion s words
as to sickness being Christ s servant, ready to come or go at his call, Matt. viii. 8, 9.
&quot;

&quot;

A. R. Fausset.
22.
Verses 17
Joseph may be a fit type to us of our spiritual deliverance.
Consider him sold into Egypt, not without the determinate counsel of God, who pre
God did send me before you to preserve life,&quot; Gen. xlv. 5. Here
ordained this to good
Consider us thus sold
is the difference, the brethren sold Joseph, we sold ourselves.
God had a purpose to redeem us there is election. Joseph
unto sin and death
was delivered out of prison, and we ransomed out of the house of bondage there was
we could
redemption. Joseph s cause was made known, and himself acquitted
wherein consists our
not be found innocent ourselves, but were acquitted in Christ
Lastly, Joseph was clothed in glorious apparel, and adorned with
justification.
so our last step is
golden chains, and made to ride in the second chariot of Egypt
This honour
to be advanced to high honour, even the glory of the celestial court
&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

Thomas Adams.
the saints,&quot; Psalm cxlix. 9.
In many circumstances concerning Joseph in his being be
22.
Verses 17
loved of his father in his being hated of his brethren in his sufferings and deep
abasement in his being brought out of prison in his advancement and exaltation
in his providing for his father s family
in his wisdom and prudence
in his free
it may be truly said,
forgiveness of the injuries he had sustained from his brethren
we have Christ delineated therein, and set forth thereby, in type, figure, and repre
But I have nothing to do with this here ; I only give this hint to the
sentatively.
Samuel Eyles Pierce, 1817.
reader.
have

all

His soul came into iron
(margin). The whole person is denoted
because the soul of the captive suffers still more than the body.
Im
prisonment is one of the most severe trials to the soul. Even to spiritual heroes,
as
Savonarola
and
St.
the
the
a
waters often go over
soul.
E. W. Hengsuch
Cyran,
Verse 18.

by the

&quot;

&quot;

soul,

stenberg.

His soul came into iron.&quot; Till we have felt it, we cannot conceive
Verse 18.
that sickness of heart, which at times will steal upon the patient sufferer ; that sense
of loneliness, that faintness of soul, which comes from hopes deferred and wishes
unshared, from the selfishness of brethren and the heartlessness of the world. We
ask ourselves, If the Lord were with me, should I suffer thus, not only the scorn of
the learned and the contempt of the great, but even the indifference and neglect
So Joseph might have asked ; and
of those whom I have served, who yet forget me ?
so till now may the elect ask, as they stand alone without man s encouragement or
sympathy, not turned aside by falsehood or scorn, with their face set as a flint, yet
The Types of Genesis,&quot; 1858.
deeply feeling what it costs them. Andrew Jukes, in
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Verse 19.

Until the time that his word came

:

the

word

of the

Lord

tried

him.&quot;

This verse forms the key to the whole meaning of Joseph s mysterious trial, and at
the same time illustrates a deep mystery in the spiritual life of man.
By the word
that
tried him,&quot; the Psalmist evidently refers to the dreams of his
of the Lord
future destiny which were sent to Joseph from God
and in saying that they tried
him until his word came,&quot; he evidently means that his faith in those promises was
tested by his long imprisonment, until the day of his deliverance dawned.
Consider
for a moment his position, and you will see the purpose of that trial.
A youth edu
cated amidst all the quiet simplicity of the early patriarchal life, he was haunted by
dream-visions of a mighty destiny. Those visions were mysteriously foretelling his
government in Egypt, and the blessings which his wise and just rule would confer
but while unable to comprehend them, he yet believed that they were
on the land
voices of the future, and promises of God.
But the quietude of that shepherd life
was not the preparation for the fulfilment of his promised destiny. The education
that would form the man who could withstand, firmly, the temptations of Egyptian
life with its cities and civilization
the education that would form the ruler &quot;whose
clear eye should judge between the good and the evil, and discern the course of
in
the
hour
of
a
nation
s
all this was not to be gained under the shadow
safety
peril
it must come through trial, and through trial arising from the
of his father s tent
very promise of God in which he believed. Hence, a great and startling change
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

;
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life, that seemed to forbid the fulfilment of that dream-promise, and
Sold into Egypt as a slave, cast into prison through
to doubt its truth.
his fidelity to God, the word of the Lord most powerfully tried his soul.
In the gloom
of that imprisonment it was most hard to believe in God s faithfulness, when his
affliction had risen from his obedience ; and most hard to keep the promise clearly
before him, when his mighty trouble would perpetually tempt him to regard it as

crossed his

tempted him

an idle dream. But through the temptation, he gained the strong trust which the
glory of the Egyptian court would have no power to destroy ; and when
the word of deliverance came, the man came forth, strong through trial, to fulfil
his glorious destiny of ruling Egypt in the name of God, and securing for it the bless
Thus his trial by the word of the Lord his temptation to doubt
ings of heaven.
was a divine discipline preparing him for the fulfilment of the promise.
its truth
And looking at it in this aspect, this verse presents to us a deep spiritual truth :
The promises of God try man, that through the trial he may be prepared for their
Our subject then is this The trial of man by the promises of God.
fulfilment.
This verse suggests three great facts which exhibit the three aspects of that trial.
I. God s promises must try man.
Every promise of the Lord is of necessity a
trial.
Now, this necessity arises from two sources from man s secret unbelief, and

pomp and

:

;

from God s purposes of discipline.
We never know
1. God s word must try man by revealing his secret unbelief.
our want of faith till some glorious promise rouses the soul into the attitude of belief ;
then the coldness and unfaithfulness of the heart are lighted up by that flash of belief,
Thus Paul with his profound insight into the facts of
and the promise is a trial.
The word of the Lord is sharper than a two-edged sword,
spiritual experience, says,
piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow,
and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart.&quot; In illustration of this w e
may observe that many promises of the Lord come to us, as they came to Joseph,
Visions come to the Christian soul, as grand and
like dream-visions of the future.
and they, too, are
wonderful as those which came to the Hebrew youth of old
prophecies of what we are destined to be. There comes a time when the voice of God
No dream of the night
is more clearly heard, and the great inheritance revealed.
no spirit of the dead has visited us but like a spirit some truth of God has entered
the soul s presence-chamber, and summoned it to noble aspiration and Christ-like
endeavour. Then the earnest of the future gleams on life s horizon. The Sabbath
of eternity, with all its balm and music, seems near, and rapt with its glory, we are
roused to all-surrendering zeal. But I appeal to your experience whether it is not
true that such revelations of the promise rapidly become times of trial. Then the
mocking voice of unbelief tells us that aspiration is vain. The cold cross-currents of
We are prisoned like Joseph, by
indifference chill the fiery impulses of the heart.
no material bars indeed, but by the invisible bonds of unbelief and we find it most
hard to keep the promise clear and bright, while tempted to believe that our aspira
And there is that arousing, by the promise, of the
tions were merely idle dreams.
soul s hidden unbelief, which makes every promise an inevitable trial.
God causes his promises to try us, that he may accomplish his own pur
2. Again
It is a law of our nature that no belief in any unseen thing can
poses of discipline.
ever pass into the active form of strong endeavour to attain it, until we are tempted
Thus the great idea of an undiscovered land across the wastes of
to disbelieve it.
but it remained a dreamy faith until by
the Atlantic smote the soul of Columbus
he was tempted to regard it as a dream, and then it became
ridicule
and
opposition
Thus with all men of genius. They
heroic endeavour, and the land was found.
stand in the front of their age, with thoughts which the world cannot understand
but those thoughts are dreams until suffering and scorn try the men, and then they
Hence God leads us into circumstances in
are awakened into effort to realise them.
which we are tempted to doubt his promises, that by temptation he may discipline
There is a wilderness of temptation in every life, and like Christ,
faith into power.
we are often led into it, from the solemn hour when we heard the voice, Thou art
but like Christ, we come forth strong, through the long, silent wrestling
my son
with temptation, to do our Father s will.
until the time that his word came.&quot;
II. God sends the Hour of Deliverance
When the discipline was perfected, Joseph came forth ready for his mission. But
our deliverance does not always come in this way. Take from the Bible histories the
Sometimes by death. Thus
four great methods by which God sends deliverance.
with Elijah. Weariness, loneliness, failure, had wrung from the strong man the
&quot;

r

;

;

;

:

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:
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Take away my life for I am not better than my fathers.&quot; The temptation
cry,
was becoming too strong, and God sent deliverance in the chariot of fire. Sometimes
by transforming the height of trial into the height of blessing. The three youths in
Babylon had clenched their nerves for the climax of agony, when the fire became a
Paradise. So, now, God makes the climax of trial the herald of spiritual blessedness.
By suffering we are loosened from the bonds of time and sense there is one near us
and deliverance has come. Sometimes by the glance of love on
like the Son of God
Thus with Peter. The temptation was mastering him one glance
the falling soul.
Sometimes by continuing the
of that eye, and he went out weeping and delivered.
Thus with Paul. After the vision of the
trial, but increasing the power to endure it.
the thorn in the flesh.&quot; The temptation made him cry thrice
third heaven came
the trial remained, but here was the deliverance
to God
my grace is sufficient
The suffering lost none of its pressure, but he learned to glory in infirmity
for thee.&quot;
and then came his delivering hour.
In Joseph the
III. God makes the Trial by Promise fulfil the Promise itself.
temptation to doubt the word of God silently meetened him for its fulfilment. So
with us all. We hope not for an Egyptian kingdom, our dream-vision is of a heavenly
But every temptation resisted, every
inheritance, and the palace of a heavenly King.
mocking voice of doubt overcome, is an aid upwards and onwards. Trials, sufferings,
struggles, are angels arraying the soul, in the white robes of the heavenly world, and
crowning it with the crown that fadeth not away. And when the end comes, then
the
it will be seen that the long dreary endeavour to hold fast the dream-promise
no
to the temptation to disbelieve, are all more than recompensed
firm resolute
Edward Luscombe Hull, in
the exceeding and eternal weight of glory.&quot;
with
Sermons preached at King s Lynn,&quot; 1867.
The word of the Lord tried him.&quot; As we try God s word, so God s
Verse 19.
word tries us and happy if, when we are tried, we come forth as gold and the trial
of our faith proves more precious than that of gold which perisheth, though it be
&quot;

;

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

tried with

William Jay.

fire.

1 doubt not that Joseph s brethren were humbled,
Verse 19.
Tried him.&quot;
yet Joseph may be more, he must be cast into the ditch, and into the prison, and
He must be more affected
the iron must enter not only into his legs, but into his soul.
in spirit, because he was to do greater work for God, and was to be raised up higher
Thomas
did
need
more
ballast.
The
and
therefore
the
the
than
rest,
Shepard, in
Sound Believer,&quot; 1649.
Ps. xii. 6 ; xvii. 3 ; xviii. 30.
Verse 19.
Tried.&quot;
He
assayed
*pf,
came out of the ordeal, as gold from the fining-pot, more pure and lustrous. William
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

Kay.
&quot;

Verses 19

&quot;

21.
Tried him.&quot;
in irons, to fit him to tread

Made him

lord of his house.&quot;
Joseph s feet
delicately in the King s Palace at Zoan ;
stairs
which
winded
him into the
and when the Lord time was come, by the same
dungeon he climbs up into the next chariot to Pharaoh s. Few can bear great and

were hurt

more

s

sudden mercies without pride and wantonness, till they are hampered and humbled
The Triumph of Mercy in the Chariot of
to carry it moderately.
Samuel Lee, in
&quot;

Praise,&quot;

1677.
&quot;

Verse 20.

The king sent and loosed

him.&quot;

And

that by his

own

master, Poti-

wanton wife s wicked instigation. He had
been bound ignominiously, but now comes he to be loosed honourably. Christopher
phar,

who had

clapt

him up there by

his

Ness.

Herein also he was
Verse 21.
Ruler of all his substance,&quot; or
possession.&quot;
a type of Jesus Christ, who, as God, is possessor of heaven and earth, being the creator
&quot;

&quot;

of

them.

John

Gill.

He was received into the Royal Society of the right honour
privy councillors, and was constituted as Chairman of the counciltable, which, though Moses doth not express, yet David intimateth in Ps. cv. 21, 22.
All the privy-councillors, as well as the private people were bound (possibly by
oath) to obey him in all things, and, as out of the chair, he magisterially taught these
senators wisdom.
Thus the Hebrew reading runs He bound the princes to his soul
(or according to his will) and made wise his elders ; teaching them not only civil and
moral, but also divine wisdom, for which cause God sent Joseph (saith he) into Egypt,
that some sound of the redemption of fallen mank nd might be heard in that kingdom,
23
VOL. iv.
Verses 21
able the king

22.

s

:
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neither is Moses altogether silent
at that time the most flourishing in the world
Much
herein, for he calls him a master of wisdom, or father to Pharaoh (Gen. xlv. 8).
more to his councillors, and he says that no hand or foot shall move (to wit, in affairs
of state, at home, or, in foreign embassies, abroad) without Joseph s order ; he
was the king s plenipotentiary, Gen. xli. 44. Christopher Ness.
:

To bind his princes.&quot; The meaning of vj$ ib$ signifies to exercise
Verse 22.
control over the greatest men in the kingdom, which power was conferred on Joseph
by Pharaoh see Gen. xli. 40 ; also verses 43, 44. The capability of binding is to be
a power of compelling obedience ; or, in
regarded as an evidence of authority
1846.
default thereof, of inflicting punishment.
George Phillips.
At his pleasure.&quot; Literally, with his sou/, which some explain
Verse 22.
s
mind
or
soul
as
the
cord
or chain with which
as a bold metaphor, describing Joseph
he bound the Egyptians, i.e., forced them to perform his will. But see Ps. xvii. 9 ;
xli. 2.
xxvii. 12
Joseph Addison Alexander.
And teach his senators wisdom.&quot; That is that wisdom wherein
Verse 22.
he had been instructed of God he might also instruct the princes, and teach prudence
Herein some sparks of divine wisdom shine,
to those who were much his seniors.
that he should order even the princes and old men to learn wisdom from one who
was a slave and a foreigner, although the Egyptians are always wont to boast that
Egypt is the native place of wisdom. Jansenius.
&quot;

:

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

the land of Ham.&quot;
The Egyptians were a branch
Verse 23.
Egypt
of the race of Ham.
They came from Asia through the desert of Syria to settle
This is a fact clearly established by science, and entirely
in the valley of the Nile.
F. Lenormant and E. Chevalier, in
confirms the statements of the book of Genesis.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

.

&quot;

A Manual
Verse 24.

Ancient

of
&quot;

He

.

History,&quot;

1869.

increased his people

the cross.

in the secret of
Berleb. Bible.

.

Under

it

greatly.&quot;

the people of

Behold here the concealed blessing

God

are in the

most

fruitful state.

He turned their heart to hate his people.&quot; Not by putting this wicked
Verse 25.
hatred into them, which is not consistent either with the holiness of God s nature, or
with the truth ol his word, and which was altogether unnecessary, because they had
but partly, by withdrawing the
that and all other wickedness in them by nature
common gifts and operations of his Spirit, and all the restraints and hindrances
to it, and wholly leaving them to their own mistakes, and passions, and corrupt
and partly,
affections, which of their own accord were ready to take that course
by directing and governing that hatred, which was wholly in and from themselves, so
Matthew Pool.
as it should fall upon the Israelites rather than upon other people.
When by the malice of enemies God s people are brought to
Verses 25
26.
They
greatest straits, there is deliverance near to be sent from God unto them.
&quot;

;

;

&quot;

dealt subtilly with his servants.

for

sent

Moses

his

David Dickson.

servant.&quot;

Moses and Aaron.&quot; God usually sendeth
mutual helps and comfort. John Trapp.

Verse 26.

two

He

&quot;

his servants

by two and

He sent darkness.&quot; The darkness here stands at the beginning
Verse 28.
(not in the historical order that the particular plague of darkness stood), to mark
how God s wrath hung over Egypt as a dark cloud during all the plagues. A. R.
Fausset.
Darkness.&quot;
There is an awful significance in this plague of darkness.
Verse 28.
The sun was a leading object of devotion among the Egyptians under the name of
The very name Pharaoh means not only the king but also the sun, and
Osiris.
characterises the king himself as the representative of the sun and entitled in some
But now the very light of the sun has disappeared and
sort of divine honours.
primeval chaos seems to have returned. Thus all the forms of Egyptian will-worship
A
were covered with shame and confusion by the plagues. James G. Murphy, in
Commentary on Exodus,&quot; 1866.
Made it dark.&quot; God is often described as manifesting his displeasure
Verse 28.
a day of darkness and
in a cloud.
Joel speaks of the day of God s vengeance as
and Zephaniah emof gloominess, a day of clouds and of thick darkness
(Joel ii. 2)
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;
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ploys nearly the same language (i. 15). The pillar that went before the Israelites, and
gave them light, was to the Egyptians a cloud and darkness (Exod. xiv. 20). The
in the beginning,&quot; is described by
darkness which was upon the face of the earth
When I made the cloud the garment thereof,
Jehovah in the book of Job as a cloud
and thick darkness a swaddling-band for
So now the land
(Job. xxxviii. 9).
of Egypt may have been wrapped about by a thick palpable cloud, cold, damp, im
the
feel
it
their
would
as
limbs,
upon
people
swaddling-bands ; the sun
penetrable
would be blotted out by it, and all things reduced almost to a state of death of
which this ninth plague was in a certain sense the shadow cast before. Such a cloud
would be even more terrible in Egypt, sunny Egypt, than in other countries ; for
But in any place,
there the sky is almost always clear, and heavy rains unknown.
and under any conditions, it must have been full of horror and misery. Nothing
Neither rose any from
could represent this more forcibly than the short sentence,
It was an horror of great darkness ; it rested on them
his place for three days.&quot;
like a pall
they knew not what dangers might be around them, what judgment was
next to happen
they had not been forewarned of this plague, and they could not
their soul melted
tell but it might be only a prelude to some more awful visitation
in them, for fear of those things that might come upon them
they dared not move
from chamber to chamber, nor even from seat to seat wherever they chanced to
be at the moment when the darkness fell upon them, there they must remain.
Pharaoh might call in vain for his guards they could not come to him. Moses and
Aaron were no longer within reach, for none could go to seek them. Masters could
not command their slaves, nor slaves hasten to obey their master s call ; the wife
could not flee to her husband, nor the child cling to its parents
the same fear was
upon all, both high and low the same paralysing terror and dismay possessed them
laid hold on horror
every one. As says the patriarch Job, they
(Job xviii. 20).
And this continued for three days and nights they had no lamps nor torches ;
either they could not kindle them, or they dared not move to procure them
they
were silent in darkness, like men already dead. Hope and expectation of returning
but
at
first
them
light might
support
hope delayed through seventy-two weary
hours would presently die out, and leave them to despair. The darkness would
become more oppressive and intolerable the longer it continued ;
felt
upon their
bodies as a physical infliction, and
felt
even more in their souls in agonies of fear
and apprehension
such a darkness as that which, in the book of Revelation, the
fifth angel pours out upon the seat of the beast
Whose kingdom was full of dark
ness ; and they gnawed their tongues for pain, and blasphemed the God of heaven
because of their pains and then* sores, and repented not of their deeds
(Rev. xvi.
If there be any truth in the traditions of the Jews on this subject, there
10, 11).
were yet greater alarms under this canopy of darkness, this palpable obscurity, than
any which would arise out of the physical infliction. Darkness is a type of Satan s
kingdom and Satan had some liberty in Egypt to walk up and down upon the land,
and to go to and fro in it. The Jewish Rabbis tell us that the devil and his angels
were let loose during these three dreadful days
that they had a wider range and
greater liberty than usual for working mischief. They describe these evil spirits
going among the wretched people, glued to their seats as they were, with terror
frightening them with fearful apparitions ; piercing their ears with hideous shrieks
and groans
driving them almost to madness with the intensity of their fears
making their flesh creep, and the hair of their head to stand on end. Such a climax
seems to be referred to by the Psalmist,
He cast upon them the fierceness of his
anger, wrath, and indignation, and trouble, by sending evil angels among them
Ixxviii. 49).
Thomas S. Millington, in
Signs and Wonders in the Land of
Ham,&quot; 1873.
Verse 28.
And they rebelled not against his word.&quot; The plague of darkness
and the rest of the plagues which God commanded ; these as they were his servants,
were not disobedient to him, they came at his word. See verses 31, 34. John
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

it&quot;

:

&quot;

;

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&amp;lt;Ps.

&quot;

Gill.

Verse 28.
They rebelled not against his word ; as Jonah did, who, when he
was sent to denounce God s judgments against Nineveh, went to Tarshish. Moses
and Aaron were not moved, either with a foolish fear of Pharaoh s wrath, or a foolish
pity of Egypt s misery, to relax or retard any of the plagues which God ordered them
to inflict on the Egyptians
but stretched forth their hand to inflict them as God
appointed. They that are instructed to execute judgment, will find their remissness
&quot;

&quot;

;

construed a rebellion against

God

s

word.

Matthew Henry,
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He turned their waters into blood,&quot; etc. The Nile begins to rise
Verse 29.
about the end of June, and attains its highest point at the end of September. About
the commencement of the rise it assumes a greenish hue, is disagreeable to the taste,
unwholesome, and often totally unfit for drinking. It soon, however, becomes red
and turbid, and continues in this state for three or more weeks. In this condition
The miracle now performed was totally different
it is again healthy and fit for use.
from this annual change. For, 1, it occurred after the winter, not the summer,
solstice
2, the water was turned into blood, and not merely reddened by an admixture
of red clay or animalcula ; 3, the fish died, a result which did not follow from the
4, the river stank, and became offensive, which it ceased
periodical change of colour
to be when the ordinary redness made its appearance ; 5, the stroke was arrested at
the end of seven days, whereas the natural redness continued for at least three weeks ;
and 6, the change was brought on instantly at the word of command before the
eyes of Pharaoh. The calamity was appalling. The sweet waters of the Nile were
It abounded in all kinds of fish, which formed
the common beverage of Egypt.
It was revered as a god by Egypt.
a principal article of diet for the inhabitants.
from
which they turned away with loathing. James
And now it was a putrid flood,
G. Murphy.
He turned their waters into blood.&quot; By the miraculous change of the
Verse 29.
waters into blood, a practical rebuke was given to their superstitions. This sacred
and beautiful river, the benefactor and preserver of the country, this birthplace of
their chief gods, this abode of their lesser deities, this source of all their prosperity,
the waters stink ; the canals
this centre of all their devotion, is turned to blood
and pools, the vessels of wood and vessels of stone, which were replenished from the
The Nile, according to Pliny, was the only source from
river, all are alike polluted.
&quot;

;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

This
whence the Egyptians obtained water for drinking
(Hist. Nat. 76, c. 33).
so much so that the people
water was considered particularly sweet and refreshing
more
were in the habit of provoking thirst in order that they might partake
freely
Now it was become abominable to them, and they
of its soft and pleasant draughts.
Thomas S. Millington.
loathed to drink it.
Besides the fish cured, or sent to market
And slew their
Verse 29.
for the table, a very great quantity was set apart expressly for feeding the sacred
and some of the
animals and birds, as the cats, crocodiles, ibises, and others
large reservoirs, attached to the temples, were used as well for keeping fish as for the
with religion.
connected
for
various
the
and
ablutions
of
devout,
purposes
necessary
The quantity of fish in Egypt was a very great boon to the poor classes, and when
the Nile overflowed the country inhabitants of the inland villages benefited by this
annual gift of the river, as the land did by the fertilizing mud deposited upon it.
The canals, ponds, and pools, on the low lands, continued to abound in fish, even
and it was then that their return to the Nile was
after the inundation had ceased
A
Sir J. Gardner Wilkinson, in
intercepted by closing the mouths of the canals.
&quot;

;

&quot;

fish.&quot;

;

;

&quot;

Popular Account

of the

Ancient

Egyptians,&quot;

1854.

Their land brought forth frogs in abundance.&quot; This is the natural
Verse 30.
appearance next in the order of occurrence to the Red Nile, and of it also the God
of nature availed himself to vindicate his power before Pharaoh, and before Egypt.
&quot;

The

Nile, its branches,

and the great canals

of irrigation are all bank-full,

and the

exuberant moisture has aroused from their summer torpor, into life and activity,
the frogs of the Nile, in numbers inconceivable to those who have not been in hot
Even in ordinary years the annoyance of these loathsome creatures
countries.
night and day, gives some idea of what this plague must have been, and renders
abundantly reasonable the creation of a goddess, Ranipula,* at the very commence
ment of the mythology of ancient Egypt. In the whole of this fearful succession
of judgments there is not one more personally revolting than the plague of frogs.
William Osburn.
It is not difficult for
Their land brought forth frogs in abundance.&quot;
Verse 30.
an Englishman, in an Eastern wet monsoon, to form a tolerable idea of that plague
of Egypt, in which frogs were in the
houses, bed-chambers, beds and kneadingIn the rainy season, myriads of them send forth their
troughs,&quot; of the Egyptians.
&quot;

&quot;

*

&quot;

of the

Driver

away

of

Greek authors.

frogs.&quot;

Her name was Heki

;

Birch ap. Bunsen.

She was the Buto
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and a man not possessed of over-much patience,
constant croak
every direction
become.* as petulant as was the licentious god, and is ready to exclaim,
in

;

&quot;

Indeed
Croak, croak I
If you pester and bore

With your

I

shall choke,

my

ears
croak, croak, croak I

any more

&quot;

A

new-comer, on seeing them leap about the rooms, becomes disgusted, and forth
with begins an attack upon them but the next evening will bring a return of his active
It may appear almost incredible, but in one evening we killed upwards
visitors.
of forty of these guests in the Jaffna Mission-house.
They had principally concealed
themselves in a small tunnel connected with the bathing room, where their noise
had become almost insupportable. Joseph Roberts, in &quot;Oriental Illustrations,&quot; 1844.
Chambers of their kings.&quot; God plagued Pharaoh in his bed-chamber :
Verse 30.
it may be because he would show that his judgments can penetrate the greatest
for the field, and the hall, and the bed-chamber, and the closet are all one
privacy
to God.
It is like enough that it would not move Pharaoh much that his borders were
but they must come into his house, and into his bed-chamber. My
filled with frogs
observation is the greatest princes in the world if they offend God are not exempted
from judgments. Princes and great persons, are usually exempted from the reproof
of men.
As for the laws, ofttimes they are as cobwebs, the great flies break through
Thou art wicked ? Nay, one saith concerning
them. Who dare say to a prince,
What doth he so ?
the Pope, it is not lawful to say,
Now when they are not
within the compass of human reproof, God strikes them. Josias Shute, in Judgment
and Mercy : or, the Plague of Frogs,&quot; 1645.
;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

This term serves to denote a kind of insect that alights
Verse 31.
Flies.&quot;
on the skin or leaves of plants, by its bite inflicting pain in the one case, and causing
destruction in the other. The swarms of flies in Egypt are usually numerous and
excessively annoying. They alight on the moist part of the eyelids and nostrils,
and inflict wounds that produce great pain, swelling and inflammation. They are
also ruinous to the plants in which they lay their eggs.
Philo (vit. Mos. ii. p. 110)
describes the dog-fly or gad-fly as a grievous pest of Egypt.
Gnats and mosquitoes
are also abundant and virulent. A plague of such creatures would cause immense
James G. Murphy.
suffering and desolation.
Verse 31. As an illustration of the power of flies we give an extract from Charles
I have been told by men of
Marshall s
Canadian Dominion.&quot;
unquestioned
veracity, that at mid-day the clouds of mosquitoes on the plains would sometimes
hide the leaders in a team of four horses from the sight of the driver.
Cattle could
all alike becoming black with an impenetrable
only be recognised by their shape
crust of mosquitoes. The line of the route over the Red River plains would be
marked by the carcases of oxen stung to death by this insignificant foe.&quot;
Lice in all their coasts.&quot; The priests, being polluted by this horrible
Verse 31.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

The people could not,
infection, could not stand to minister before their deities.
in their uncleanness, be admitted within the precincts of their temples.
If they
would offer sacrifice, there were no victims fit for the purpose. Even the gods, the
oxen, and goats, and cats, were defiled with the vermin. The Egyptians not only
writhed under the loathsome scourge, but felt themselves humbled and disgraced
was so confounded at this
Pharaoh,&quot; he says,
by it. Josephus notices this
new plague, that, what with the danger, the scandal, and the nastiness of it, he was
The plague assumed the form of a
half sorry for what he had done
(b. ii. c. 14).
in the people.&quot;
Exod. viii. 17. As Josephus says again,
The
disease, being
bred
and
all
bodies of the people
covered over with them, gnawing
them,
they were
and tearing intolerably, and no remedy, for baths and ointments did no good.&quot;
But, however distressing to their bodies, the foul and disgraceful character of the
plague, and the offence brought upon their religion by the defilement of their deities
and the interruption of all their religious ceremonies, was its most offensive feature.
&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

Thomas

&quot;

S. Millington.

Verse 31.

&quot;

Lice.&quot;

Egypt. Herodotus
other day, that no

of the kind is one of the common annoyances of
us (ii. 37) that the priests shave their whole body every
or other impure thing may adhere to them when they are

tells

lice

Vermin
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engaged in the service of the gods. It is manifest that this species of vermin
James G. Murphy.
particularly disgusting to the Egyptians.

was

He

&quot;

I had ridden out to the excavations
gave them hail for rain.&quot;
seeing a large black cloud approaching, I sent a servant to the tents
to take care of them, but as it began to rain slightly, I soon rode after him myself.
Shortly after my arrival a storm of wind began ; I therefore ordered the cords of
the tents to be secured, but soon a violent shower of rain came in addition, which
alarmed all our Arabs, and drove them into the rock-tomb, in which is our kitchen.
Suddenly the storm became a regular hurricane, such as I had never witnessed
in Europe, and a hailstorm came down on us, which almost turned the day into
night. ... It was not long before first our common tent fell down, and when I had
hastened from that into my own, in order to hold it from the inside, this also broke
down above me. Carl Richard Lepsius, in Letters from Egypt, Ethiopia, and the
Peninsula of Sinai.&quot; 1853.
Verse 32.
Hail.&quot;
Extraordinary reports of the magnitude of hailstones,
which have fallen during storms so memorable as to find a place in general history,
have come down from periods of antiquity more or less remote. According to the
Chronicles,&quot; a hailstorm occurred in the reign of Charlemagne, in which hailstones
fell which measured fifteen feet in length by six feet in breadth, and eleven feet in
thickness ; and under the reign of Tippoo Sahib, hailstones equal in magnitude to
elephants are said to have fallen. Setting aside these and like recitals, as partaking
rather of the character of fable than of history, we shall find sufficient to create aston
ishment in well authenticated observations on this subject.
In a hailstorm which took place in Flintshire on the 9th April, 1672, Halley
saw hailstones which weighed five ounces.
On the 4th May, 1697, Robert Taylor saw fall hailstones measuring fourteen
inches in circumference.
In the storm which ravaged Como on 20th August, 1787, Volta saw hailstones
which weighed nine ounces.
On 22nd May, 1822, Dr. Noggerath saw fall at Bonn hailstones which weighed
from twelve to thirteen ounces.
It appears, therefore, certain that in different countries hailstones have occurred
in which stones weighing from half to three-quarters of a pound have fallen.
Dionysius Lardner, in
The Museum of Science and Art,&quot; 1854.

Verse 32.

[at Gizeh],

.

.

when

.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Verse 34.
Locusts came, and caterpillars, and that without number.&quot;
In this
country, and in all the dominions of Prete Janni, is a very great and horrible plague,
which is an innumerable company of locusts, which eat and consume all the corn
and trees and the number of them is so great, as it is incredible and with their
multitude they cover the earth, and fill the air in such wise, that it is a hard matter
We travelled five days journey through places wholly
to be able to see the sun.
waste and destroyed, wherein millet had been sown, which had stalks as great as those
we set in our vineyards, and we saw them all broken and beaten down as if a tempest
had been there ; and this the locusts did. The trees were without leaves, and the
bark of them was all devoured ; and no grass was there to be seen, for they had
eaten up all things ; and if we had not been warned and advised to carry victual
with us, we and our cattle had perished. This country was all covered with locusts
without wings ; and they told us these were the seed of them which had eaten up all,
and that as soon as their wings were grown they would seek after the old ones. The
number of them was so great, that I shall not speak of it, because I shall not be
but this I will say, that I saw men, women, and children sit as forlorn and
believed
dead among the locusts. Samuel Purchas, 1577 1628.
Locusts and caterpillars.&quot;
God did not bring the same plague
Verse 34.
but when there was occasion for another, it was still a new one for he has
twice
&quot;

;

;

.

.

.

:

&quot;

;

;

many arrows

in his quiver.
&quot;

Verse 34.
in India in 1825,

Without

Matthew Henry.

number.&quot;

A swarm

[of

locusts],

which was observed

occupied a space of forty English square miles, contained at least
And Major
forty millions of locusts in one line, and cast a long shadow on the earth.
Moore thus describes an immense army of these animals which ravaged the Mahratta
The column they composed extended five hundred miles and so compact
country
was it when on the wing, that like an eclipse, it completely hid the sun, so that no
shadow was cast by any object.&quot; Brown, in his travels in Africa, states that an
&quot;

:

;
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and Kirby
area of nearly two thousand square miles was literally covered by them
and Spence mention that a column of them was so immense, that they took four
hours to fly over the spot where the observer stood. M. Kalisch.
Verse 34.
Came
and that without number.&quot;
;

&quot;

.

.

.

Onward they came,

a dark continuous cloud

Of congregated myriads numberless

;

The rushing of whose wings was as the sound
Of some broad river, headlong in its course.
or the roar
Plunged from a mountain summit
Of a wild ocean in the autumnal storm,
;

billows on a shore of rocks,
they came, the winds impelled them on.

Shattering

Onward

its

Robert Southey,

17741843.

Did eat up all the herbs.&quot; The locusts had devoured every green
Verse 35.
herb and every blade of grass and had it not been for the reeds, on which our cattle
subsisted
while we skirted the banks of the river, the journey must have
entirely
been discontinued, at least in the line that had been proposed. The larvae, as gener
ally is the case in this class of nature, are much more voracious than the perfect insect
The traces of their route
nothing that is green seems to come amiss to them.
over the country are very obvious for many weeks after they have passed it, the sur
face appearing as if swept by a broom, or as if a harrow had been drawn over it.
John Barrow, 1764 1849.
&quot;

;

;

.

He

.

.

all the firstborn.&quot;
Did you hear that cry ?
Tis
and some tragedy is enacted in that Egyptian dwelling,
and it is repeated and re-echoed, as doors burst open
for such an unearthly shriek
and frantic women rush into the street, and, as the houses of priests and physicians
are beset, they only shake their heads in speechless agony, and point to the deathsealed features of their own first-born.
Lights are flashing at the palace gates, and
and as king s messengers hasten through the
flitting through the royal chambers
town enquiring where the two venerable Hebrew brothers dwell, the whisper flies,
Be off, ye sons of Jacob speed from your house of
The prince-royal is dead
And in their eagerness to thrust
bondage, ye oppressed and injured Israelites
the terrible because Heaven-protected race, they press upon them gold and
forth
James Hamilton.
jewels, and bribe them to be gone.

Verse 36.

the

moment

&quot;

smote also

of midnight,

I

;

&quot;

&quot;

!

!

&quot;

1

&quot;

There was not one feeble person among their tribes,&quot; when Israel
there was while dwelling there
so there shall be no feeble saint
;
but
to
heaven,
they shall be perfect when carried hence by the angels of God,
go
of
feebleness
here.
There
be no more thence an infant
shall
though they complain
of days, nor an old man that hath not filled his days
for the child shall die an
Isa. Ixv. 20.
As there is in all dying or departed persons a
hundred years old
great shooting in their stature observed ; so is there in the soul much more. The
least infant shoots in the instant of dissolution to such a perfect knowledge of God,
and such a measure of grace as is not attainable here, that he is as David
and
the tallest Christian comes to such a height, that he is
as an angel of God,&quot; Zech. xii.
The Rising Sun,&quot; 1654.
John Sheffield, in
8.
Verse 37.

came out

of

&quot;

Egypt

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

There was not one feeble person among their tribes.&quot; They came
Verse 37.
out all in good health, and brought not with them any of the diseases of Egypt.
that among so many thousands there was not one sick
Surely never was the like
so false was the representation which the Jews enemies in after ages gave to the
matter, that they were all sick of a leprosy, or some loathsome disease, and therefore
Matthew Henry.
the Egyptians thrust them out of their land.
Verse 37.
Feeble person.&quot;
A totterer or stumbler. The word denotes a person
unfit for military service.
Joseph Addison Alexander.
&quot;

!

;

&quot;

Verse 39.

beacon being

army of Alexander the Great, the march was begun by a great
upon a pole as a signal from head-quarters, so that the fire was
the smoke in the day-time
and the plan is still found in use amongst
In the

&quot;

set

&quot;

seen at night,
It is probable enough, in that unchanging land, that such
the caravans of Arabia.
may have been the custom at the time of the Exodus, and that God taught the
;
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people by parable in this wise, as well as by fact, that he was their true leader, and
heaven the general pavilion, whence the order of march was enjoined. Neale and
Littledale.

Verse 39.

When

Lord beloved.

Israel, of the

Out of the land of bondage came,
Her father s God before her moved,
An awful guide in smoke and flame
day, along the astonished lands,
pillar glided slow
night, Arabia s crimson sands
Returned the fiery column s glow.

By

The cloudy

;

By

There rose the choral hymn of praise.
And trump and timbrel answered keen,
And Zion s daughters poured their lays,
With priest s and warrior s voice between.
still, though now unseen,
brightly shines the prosperous day,

But present

When

Be thoughts of Thee a cloudy screen,
To temper the deceitful ray
!

And

when stoops on Judah

s path,
In shade and storm, the frequent night,

oh,

Be Thou

A

long-suffering, slow to wrath
burning and a shining light.
Sir Walter Scott,

17711832.

The quail is met with abundantly in Syria and Judaea,
Verse 40.
Quails.&quot;
and there seems to be little doubt of its identity with the quails so frequently men
tioned in the Holy Scriptures.
a clear proof of the
have,&quot; says Tristram,
identity of the common quail with the Hebrew selav, in its Arabic name, salwa,
from a root signifying to be fat
very descriptive of the round, plump form and
fat flesh of the quail. ... It migrates in vast flocks, and regularly crosses the Arabian
for
the
most
at
desert, flying
part
night, and when the birds settle they are so utterly
exhausted that they may be captured in any numbers by the hand. Notwithstanding
their migratory habits, they instinctively select the shortest sea passages, and avail
themselves of any island as a halting-place. Thus in Spring and Autumn they are
slaughtered in numbers on Malta and many of the Greek islands, very few being
seen till the period of migration comes round. They also fly with the wind, never
The Israelites spread them out when they had
facing it like many other birds.&quot;
taken them before they were sufficiently refreshed to escape
exactly as Herodotus
tells us that the Egyptians were in the habit of doing with quails
drying them in
Brehm mentions having been a witness to the arrival of a huge flock of
the sun.&quot;
quails upon the coast of North Africa, and tells us that the weary birds fell at once
to the ground completely exhausted by their toilsome journey, and remained therefore
&quot;

We

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

some minutes
Verses

as

though stupefied.

Cassell s

4042.

Brought from

&quot;

Book

of

Birds.&quot;

his store, at sute of Israeli,

whose beavies each remove pursue
Himself from skies their hunger to repell,
Quailes, in

;

Candies the grasse with swete congealed dew.
He woundes the rock, the rock doth wounded, swell
Swelling affoordes new streames to channells new,
All for God s mindfull will can not be dryven,
From sacred word once to his Abraham given.
Sir Philip Sidney,
:

15541586.

They inherited the labour of the people.&quot; In like manner the heavenly
Canaan is enjoyed by the saints without any labour of theirs this inheritance is
it is the gift of God.
Rom. iv. 14 and vi. 23.
not of the law, nor of the works of it
John Gill.
Verse 44.

&quot;

;

;

I
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HINTS TO PREACHERS.
Praise God for former mercies.
Publish his famous mercies.
Verses 1
5.
A series of holy exercises.
Verse

name

&quot;

1.

&quot;

II.

I.

make

known

&quot;

&quot;

11

&quot;

&quot;

sing

talk

&quot;

&quot;

for further mercies.

Pray

Give thanks

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

call

&quot;

glory

III.

&quot;

&quot;

upon
&quot;

rejoice

seek

his
&quot;

remember.&quot;

Verse

2.

in the heart.

Verse 2.
Verse 3.

The pleasure of talking to God
etc.
Sing,&quot;
making melody
The duty of talking of God.
Talk
etc.
G. JR.
The Christian s table-talk.
&quot;

I.

;

&quot;

II.

I.

Those who find

ye,&quot;

:

or

&quot;

glory

ye,&quot;

etc.

II.

Those who seek

:

or

&quot;

rejoice.&quot;

Verse 3 (second clause).
Let the seeker rejoice that there is such a God to seek,
that he invites us to seek, that he moves us to seek, enables us to seek, and promises
found of us. The tendency of the seeker is to despond, but there are many
grounds of comfort.
Verse 4.
How can we seek the Lord s strength ? 1. By desiring to be subject
to it.
2. By being supported by it.
3. By being equipped with it for service.
4.
By seeing its results upon others.
Verse 4.
Threefold seeking.
I.
The Lord for mercy. II. His strength for
service.
III. His face for happiness.
A. G. Brown.
Verse 4 (last clause).
Seeking the Lord the perpetual occupation of a believer.
Verse 5.
Themes for memory. I. What God has done. II. What he has said.
Verses 5 and 8.
Our memory and God s memory.
Remember.&quot;
He hath
to be

&quot;

&quot;

remembered.&quot;

Verse 7.
God s relation to his elect and to all mankind.
Verses 9, 10.
The making, swearing, and confirming of the covenant. See our
comment on these verses with the passages referred to.
Verse 12.
Comfort to the few. The typical and spiritual Israel few at first.
few in the ark peopled the world. Small companies have done wonders. Christ s
is
promised to two or three. God saveth not by many or by few, etc.
presence
Verses 13, 14.
I. God s people may be often removed.
II. They can never be
III.
God s property in them will not be renounced.
injured.
Verses 14, 15.
Dr. T. Goodwin has an excellent sermon on these verses, entitled
The Interest of England,&quot; in which he condenses the history of the world, to show,
that those nations which have persecuted and afflicted the people of God have in
variably been broken in pieces.
(Goodwin s Works, vol. xii. pp. 34 60, Nichol s

A

&quot;

edition).

Verse 15.

what respect Abraham was a prophet, and how

In

far believers are the

same.
I. All things come at the call of God.
Verse 16.
He called for plenty, and it
for famine, and it came
for captivity, and it came
for deliverance, and
;
II. The most unlikely means of accomplishing an end with man is often
with
God.
He
fulfilled
the
of
Canaan
to
Abraham
way
promise
by banish
of plenty, by sending a famine
of freedom, by bringing into
ing him from it
G. R.
captivity.
The duration of our troubles, the testing power of the promise, the
Verse 19.
comfortable issue which is secured to us.
Verse 24.
Church prosperity desirable. Increase of numbers, increase of vigour.
Attainable under great persecution and opposition.
Divine in its origin
he in
creased.&quot;
it is only true of
his people.&quot;
Satisfactory as a test
Verse 24 (second clause).
In what respects grace can make believers stronger
than their enemies.
Verse 25.
I. The natural hatred of the world to the church.
II. God s permitting
it to be shown.
When ? Why ? III. The subtle manner in which this enmity
seeks its object.
Verse 32.
He gave them hail for rain.&quot; Judgment substituted for mercy.
Verse 37 (first clause).
Wealth found upon us after affliction.
Verse 37 (second clause).
A consummation to be desired. This was the direct
result of the divine presence.
The circumstances out of which it grew were hard
It enabled them to leave Egypt, to
labour and persecution.
Journey far, to carry
burdens, to fight enemies, etc.

came

;

;

came.
the direct
it

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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I. A dark cloud of providence is the guide of the people of God by
Verse 39.
G. R.
II. A bright cloud of promises is their guide by night.
day.
The Lord s goodness exemplified in our varying conditions. I. For
Verse 39.
a
A
text
would be found in
For
a
cloud.
II.
adversity
light.
good
prosperity
light in the night.&quot;
So the bread from
I. God often gives in love what is not asked.
Verse 40.
heaven which was beyond all they could ask or think. II. He sometimes gives in
and he brought quails.&quot;
anger what is asked. They asked for flesh to eat
G. P.
We have, I. A type of the person of Christ, in the rock
1. Un
Verse 41.
When we shall see him, there is no beauty,&quot; etc. (Isai. liii. 2).
sightly as Horeb
Who is a rock, save our God ?
II.
2. Firm and immovable
(2 Sam. xxi. 32).
A type of the sufferings of Christ, in the smitten rock. 1. Smitten by the rod of the
Law. 2. Smitten to the heart. III. A type of the benefits of Christ, in the water
James Bennett, 1828.
flowing from the rock pure, refreshing, perpetual, abundant.
I. The miraculous energy of God s grace in the conversion of a sinner
Verse 41.
He opened the rock, and the waters gushed out.&quot; II. The effect in relation to
others, which demonstrates at once the excellence and the reality of the miracle
in ourselves
They ran in the dry places like a river.&quot; Thomas Dale, 1836.
II. The liberal stream
the rock opened.
I. The grand source
Verse 41.
in dry places.&quot;
III. The continued flow
out.&quot;
gushed
II. The Lord mindful of our
I. The Lord mindful of his promise.
Verse 42.
III. The Lord working wonders as the result of both.
persons.
Obedience to God the design of his mercies to us.
Verse 45.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

PSALM

CVI.

Praise ye
This Psalm begins and ends with Hallelujah
The space between these two descriptions of praise is filled up with the
mournful details of Israel s sm, anrf the extraordinary patience of God ; and truly we
do well to bless the Lord both at the beginning and the end of our meditations when sin
and grace are the themes. This sacred song is occupied with the historical part of the
Old Testament, and is one of many which are thus composed : surely this should be a
sufficient rebuke to those who speak slightingly of the historical Scriptures ; it ill becomes
a child of God to think lightly of that which the Holy Spirit so frequently uses for our
instruction.
What other Scriptures had David beside those very histories which are
so depreciated, and yet he esteemed them beyond his necessary food, and made them

GENERAL REMARKS.

the

&quot;

Lord.&quot;

his songs in the house of his pilgrimage ?
Israel s history is here written with the view of

showing

human

sin, even as the pre

Psalm was composed to magnify divine goodness. It is, in fact, A NATIONAL
CONFESSION, and includes an acknowledgment of the transgressions of Israel in Egypt,
in the wilderness, and in Canaan, with devout petitions for forgiveness such as rendered
the Psalm suitable for use in all succeeding generations, and especially in times of national
at any rate its first and last two verses
It was probably written by David,
captivity.
are to be found in that sacred song which David delivered to Asaph when he brought up
the ark of the Lord (1 Chron. xvi. 34, 35, 36).
While we are studying this holy Psalm, let us all along see ourselves in the Lord s
ancient people, and bemoan our own provocations of the Most High, at the same time
admiring his infinite patience, and adoring him because of it. May the Holy Spirit
sanctify it to the promotion of humility and gratitude.
Then
DIVISION.
Praise and prayer are blended in the introduction (verses 1
5).
comes the s ory of the nation s sins, which continues till the closing prayer and praise
While making confession the Psalmist acknowledges the sins
of the last two verses.
committed in Egypt and at the Red Sea (verses 6 12), the lusting in the wilderness
the
envying of Moses and Aaron (16 18), the worship of the golden calf
15),
(13

ceding

(19

23), the despising of the

promised land (24

27), the iniquity of

Baal-Peor (28

30),

and the waters of Meribah (32 33). Then he owns the failure of Israel when settled
in Canaan, and mentions their consequent chastisements (34
44), together with the quick
The closing
compassion which came to their relief when they were brought low (44 46).
prayer and doxology fill up the remaining verses.

EXPOSITION.
ye the LORD.

PRAISE
for his
2
all his

O

mercy endureth

Who

praise

give thanks unto the

LORD

;

for

he is good

:

for ever.

can utter the mighty acts of the

LORD ? who can shew

forth

?

3 Blessed are they that keep judgment, and, he that doeth righteousness at
times.
4 Remember me, O LORD, with the favour that thou bearest unto thy people
O visit me with thy salvation
5 That I may see the good of thy chosen, that I may rejoice in the gladness
of thy nation, that I may glory with thine inheritance.
all

;

;

Praise ye Jan. This song is for the
Praise ye the Lord.&quot; Hallelujah.
1.
assembled people, and they are all exhorted to join in praise to Jehovah. It is
not meet for a few to praise and the rest to be silent but all should join. If David
were present in churches where quartettes and choirs carry on all the singing, he
Praise ye the Lord.&quot;
would turn to the congregation and say,
Our meditation
but on all occasions and in all occupations it is seasonable
dwells upon human sin
thanks
unto
the
and profitable to praise the Lord.
Lord
; for he is good.
give
To us needy creatures the goodness of God is the first attribute which excites praise.
&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

-
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and that praise takes the form of gratitude. We praise the Lord truly when we give
him thanks for what we have received from his goodness. Let us never be slow
to thank him is the least we can do
let us not
to return unto the Lord our praise
;

For his mercy endureth for ever.&quot; Goodness towards sinners assumes the
form of mercy, mercy should therefore be a leading note in our song. Since man
ceases not to be sinful, it is a great blessing that Jehovah ceases not to be merciful.
From age to age the Lord deals graciously with his church, and to every individual
In a short space
in it he is constant and faithful in his grace, even for evermore.
we have here two arguments for praise, for he is good for his mercy endureth
and these two arguments are themselves praises. The very best langu
for ever
age of adoration is that which adoringly in the plainest words sets forth the simple
truth with regard to our great Lord. No rhetorical flourishes or poetical hyperboles
are needed, the bare facts are sublime poetry, and the narration of them with rever
ence is the essence of adoration. This first verse is the text of all that which follows
we are now to see how from generation to generation the mercy of God endured to
his chosen people.
What tongue of men or
2.
Who can utter the mighty acts of the Lord ?
angels can duly describe the great displays of divine power ? They are unutterable.
Even those who saw them could not fully tell them.
Who can shew forth all his
To declare his works is the same thing as to praise him, for his own doings
praise ?
We cannot say one tenth so much for him as his own
are his best commendation.
character and acts have already done ? Those who praise the Lord have an infinite
not be exhausted throughout eternity by the most
which
will
a
subject
subject,
enlarged intellects, nay, nor by the whole multitude of the redeemed, though no
man can number them. The questions of this verse never can be answered their
challenge can never be accepted, except in that humble measure which can be reached
&quot;

neglect

it,

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

by a holy life and a grateful heart.
3. Since the Lord is so good and so worthy to be praised, it must be for our happi
Blessed are they that keep judgment, and he that doeth righteousness
ness to obey him.
at all times.&quot;
Multiplied are the blessednesses which must descend upon the whole
company of the keepers of the way of justice, and especially upon that one rare man
who at all times follows that which is right. Holiness is happiness. The way of
Yet men leave this road, and prefer the paths of the
right is the way of peace.
Hence the story which follows is in sad contrast with the happiness
destroyer.
here depicted, because the way of Israel was not that of judgment and righteousness,
but that of folly and iniquity. The Psalmist, while contemplating the perfections
of God, was impressed with the feeling that the servants of such a being must be
happy, and when he looked around and saw how the tribes of old prospered when
they obeyed, and suffered when they sinned, he was still more fully assured of the
truth of his conclusion. O could we but be free of sin we should be rid of sorrow
We would not only be just, but keep judgment ; we would not be content with
do justice at all times.&quot;
occasionally acting rightly, but would
4.
Remember me,
Lord, with the favour which thou bearest unto thy people.&quot;
Think of me with kindness, even as thou
Insignificant as I am, do not forget me.
I cannot ask more, nor would I seek less.
Treat me
thinkest of thine own elect.
It should be enough for us if
as the least of thy saints are treated and I am content.
we fare as the rest of the family. If even Balaam desired no more than to die the
death of the righteous, we may be well content both to live as they live, and die as they
This feeling would prevent our wishing to escape trial, persecution, and chastise
die.
ment ; these have fallen to the lot of saints, and why should we escape them ?
&quot;

!

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Must

On

be carried to the skies
flowery beds of ease ?

I

While others fought to win the

And

sailed through

bloody

prize.

seas.&quot;

At the same time we pray to have their sweets as well as their bitters. If the Lord
smiled upon their souls we cannot rest unless he smile upon us also. We would
dwell where they dwell, rejoice as they rejoice, sorrow as they sorrow, and in all
things be for ever one with them in the favour of the Lord. The sentence before
us is a sweet prayer, at once humble and aspiring, submissive and expansive ; it
might be used by a dying thief or a living apostle ; let us use it now.
O visit me with thy salvation.&quot; Bring it home to me. Come to my house and
&quot;
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and give me the salvation which thou hast prepared, and art alone able
man s dying by the visitation of God, but here
live by the visitation of God.
Jesus said of
This day is salvation come to this house,&quot; and that was the case, because
Zaccheus,
he himself had come there. There is no salvation apart from the Lord, and he must
to my heart,
to bestow.
is

We sometimes hear of a
one who knows that he can only
&quot;

us with it or we shall never obtain it. We are too sick to visit our Great Phy
and therefore he visits us. O that our great Bishop would hold a visitation
of all the churches, and bestow his benediction upon all his flock.
Sometimes the
second prayer of this verse seems to be too great for us, for we feel that we are not
that
the
under
Lord
should
come
our
roof.
Visit
Lord
Can it be ?
worthy
me,
Dare I ask for it ? And yet I must, for thou alone canst bring me salvation there
fore, Lord, I entreat thee come unto me, and abide with me for ever.
That I may see the good of thy chosen.&quot; His desire for the divine favour
5.
was excited by the hope that he might participate in all the good things which flow
to the people of God through then- election.
The Father has blessed us with all
spiritual blessings in Christ Jesus, according as he has chosen us in him, and in these
No Other
precious gifts we desire to share through the saving visitation of the Lord.
good do we wish to see, perceive, and apprehend, but that which is the peculiar
That I may rejoice in the gladness of thy nation.&quot; The Psalm
treasure of the saints.
ist, having sought his portion in the good of the chosen, now also begs to be a partaker
in their joy
for of all the nations under heaven the Lord s true people are the
That I may glory with thine inheritance.&quot; He would have a part and
happiest.
lot in their honour as well as their joy.
He was willing to find glory where saints
find it, namely, in being reproached for truth s sake.
To serve the Lord and endure
shame for his sake is the glory of the saints below Lord, let me rejoice to bear my
be
therein.
To
with God above, for ever blessed in Christ Jesus, is the glory
part
of saints above
O Lord, be pleased to allot me a place there also.
These introductory thanksgivings and supplications, though they occur first
in the Psalrn, are doubtless the result of the contemplations which succeed them,
and may be viewed not only as the preface, but also as the moral of the whole sacred
visit

sician,

!

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

:

song.

6 We have sinned with our
done wickedly.

fathers,

we have committed

iniquity,

we have

7 Our fathers understood not thy wonders in Egypt
they remembered
not the multitude of thy mercies
but provoked him at the sea, even at the
;

;

Red

sea.

them for his name s sake, that he might make
known.
9 He rebuked the Red Sea also, and it was dried up so he led them through
the depths, as through the wilderness.
10 And he saved them from the hand of him that hated them, and
redeemed them from the hand of the enemy.
11 And the waters covered their enemies
there was not one of them left.
12 Then believed they his words
they sang his praise.
8 Nevertheless he saved

his

to be

mighty power

:

:

;

&quot;

6.

We

have sinned with our

fathers.&quot;

Here begins a long and particular con

fession.
Confession of sin is the readiest way to secure an answer to the prayer
of verse 4 ; God visits with his salvation the soul which acknowledges its need of a

Saviour.

Men may

when they

follow the

be said to have sinned with their fathers

when they

imitate them,
be mere continuations
of the follies of their sires.
Moreover, Israel was but one nation in all time, and the
confession which follows sets forth the national rather than the personal sin of the
Lord s people. They enjoyed national privileges, and therefore they shared in
national guilt.
We have committed iniquity, we have done wickedly.&quot; Thus is the
confession repeated three times, in token of the sincerity and heartiness of it.
Sins of
omission, commission, and rebellion we ought to acknowledge under distinct heads,
that we may show a due sense of the number and heinousness of our offences.
7.
Our fathers understood not thij wonders in Egypt.&quot; The Israelites saw the
miraculous plagues and ignorantly wondered at them
their design of love, their

same

objects,

and make

their

own

lives to

&quot;

&quot;

:
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deep moral and spiritual lessons, and their revelation of the divine power and justice
they were unable to perceive. A long sojourn among idolaters had blunted the
perceptions of the chosen family, and cruel slavery had ground them down into
mental sluggishness. Alas, how many of God s wonders are not understood, or mis
We fear the sons are no great improvement upon the
understood by us still.
We inherit from our fathers much sin and little wisdom they could only
sires.
leave us what they themselves possessed. We see from this verse that a want of
understanding is no excuse for sin, but is itself one count in the indictment against
Israel.
They remembered not the multitude of thy mercies.&quot; The sin of the under
standing leads on to the sin of the memory. What is not understood will soon be
Men feel little interest in preserving husks if they know nothing of
forgotten.
It was an aggravation of Israel s
the inner kernel they will take no care of the shells.
sin that when God s mercies were so numerous they yet were able to forget them all.
Surely some out of such a multitude of benefits ought to have remained engraven
upon their hearts but if grace does not give us understanding, nature will soon cast
But provoked him at the sea, even at the
out the memory of God s great goodness.
Red sea.&quot; To fall out at starting was a bad sign. Those who did not begin well can
hardly be expected to end well. Israel is not quite out of Egypt, and yet she begins
to provoke the Lord by doubting his power to deliver, and questioning his faithfulness
The sea was only called Red, but their sins were scarlet in reality ;
to his promise.
sea of weeds,&quot; but far worse weeds grew in their hearts.
it was known as the
8.
Nevertheless he saved them for his name s sake, that he might make his mighty
power to be known.&quot; When he could find no other reason for his mercy he found
If Israel does
it in his own glory, and seized the opportunity to display his power.
not deserve to be saved, yet Pharaoh s pride needs to be crushed, and therefore Israel
his
own
name
and honour.
The Lord very jealously guards
shall be delivered.
It shall never be said of him that he cannot or will not save his people, or that he
cannot abate the haughtiness of his defiant foes. This respect unto his own honour
ever leads him to deeds of mercy, and hence we may well rejoice that he is a jealous
God.
He rebuked the Red sea also, and it was dried up.&quot; A word did it. The
9.
How many rebukes of God are lost upon us / Are
sea heard his voice and obeyed.
we not more unmanageable than the ocean ? God did, as it were, chide the sea, and
Wherefore dost thou stop the way of my people ? Their path to Canaan
say,
The sea perceived its
lies through thy channel, how darest thou hinder them ?
So he led them through the depths,
Master and his seed royal, and made way at once.
As if it had been the dry floor of the desert the tribes passed
as through the wilderness.&quot;
nor was their passage venturesome, for HE bade them
over the bottom of the gulf
led them.
for
HE
We also have under divine protection passed
nor
dangerous,
go
through many trials and afflictions, and with the Lord as our guide we have experi
enced no fear and endured no perils. We have been led through the deeps as through
;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

the wilderness.
And he saved them from the hand of him that hated them.&quot; Pharaoh was
10.
drowned, and the power of Egypt so crippled that throughout the forty years wander
And redeemed
ings of Israel they were never threatened by their old masters.
them from the hand of the enemy.&quot; This was a redemption by power, and one of the
most instructive types of the redemption of the Lord s people from sin and hell by
the power which worketh in them.
11.
And the waters covered their enemies : there was not one of them left.&quot; The
Lord does nothing by halves. What he begins he carries through to the end. This,
again, made Israel s sin the greater, because they saw the thoroughness of the divine
In the covering of their enemies
justice, and the perfection of the divine faithfulness.
we have a type of the pardon of our sins they are sunk as in the sea, never to rise
not one of them left.&quot; Not one sin of
and, blessed be the Lord, there is
again
I will cast their
thought, or word, or deed, the blood of Jesus has covered all.
into
of
the
sea.&quot;
the
depths
iniquities
Then believed they his words.&quot; That is to say, they believed the promise
12.
when they saw it fulfilled, but not till then. This is mentioned, not to their credit,
but to their shame. Those who do not believe the Lord s word till they see it performed
are not believers at all. Who would not believe when the fact stares him in the face ?
The Egyptians would have done as much as this.
They sang his praise.&quot; How
could they do otherwise ? Their song was very excellent, and is the type of the
but sweet as it was, it was quite as short, and when it was ended
song of heaven
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:
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fell to murmuring.
They sang his praise,&quot; but they soon forgat his works.&quot;
Between Israel singing and Israel sinning there was scarce a step. Their song was
but
it
no sooner begun than over.
it
was
while
lasted,
good
&quot;

&quot;

they

they waited not for his counsel
13 They soon forgat his works
14 But lusted exceedingly in the wilderness, and tempted God in the
;

;

desert.

15

And

he gave them their request

;

but sent leanness into their

soul.

13.
They soon forgat his works.&quot; They seemed in a hurry to get the Lord s
mercies out of their memories
they hasted to be ungrateful.
They waited not
his
counsel,&quot; neither waiting for the word of command or promise
eager to have
for
This is a common fault in the Lord s
their own way, and prone to trust in themselves.
we are long in learning to wait for the Lord, and upon the Lord.
family to this day
With him is counsel and strength, but we are vain enough to look for these to ourselves,
and therefore we grievously err.
But lusted exceedingly in the wilderness.&quot; Though they would not wait
14.
God s will, they are hot to have their own. When the most suitable and pleasant
food was found them in abundance, it did not please them long, but they grew dainty
and sniffed at angel s food, and must needs have flesh to eat, which was unhealthy
This desire of theirs they dwelt
diet for that warm climate, and for their easy life.
upon till it became a mania with them, and, like a wild horse, carried away its rider.
For a meal of meat they were ready to curse their God and renounce the land which
floweth with milk and honey. What a wonder that the Lord did not take them
And tempted God in the
It is plain that they vexed him greatly,
at their word
In the place where they were absolutely dependent upon him and were
desert.&quot;
every day fed by his direct provision, they had the presumption to provoke their
God. They would have him change the plans of his wisdom, supply their sensual
these things the Lord
appetites, and work miracles to meet their wicked unbelief
would not do, but they went as far as they could in trying to induce him to do so.
failed
in
their
because
of
not
wicked
They
attempt
any goodness in themselves, but
because God
cannot be tempted,&quot; temptation has no power over him, he yields
not to man s threats or promises.
15.
And he gave them their request.&quot; Prayer may be answered in anger and
denied in love. That God gives a man his desire is no proof that he is the object
of divine favour, everything depends upon what that desire is.
But sent leanness
into their soul.&quot;
but
It embittered all.
The meat was poison to
Ah, that
them when it came without a blessing whatever it might do in fattening the body,
it was poor stuff when it made the soul lean.
If we must know scantiness, may God
grant it may not be scantiness of soul
yet this is a common attendant upon worldly
When wealth grows with many a man his worldly estate is fatter, but
prosperity.
his soul s state is leaner.
To gain silver and lose gold is a poor increase but to win
for the body and lose for the soul is far worse.
How earnestly might Israel have
The
unprayed her prayers had she known what would come with their answer
prayers of lust will have to be wept over. We fret and fume till we have our
desire, and then we have to fret still more because the attainment of it ends in
bitter disappointment.
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

1

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

1

;

:

;

!

They envied Moses also in the camp, and Aaron the saint of the LORD.
17 The earth opened and swallowed up Dathan, and covered the company
16

of

Abiram.

18 And a
wicked.

fire

was kindled

in their

company

;

the flame burned

up the

16.
They envied Moses also in the camp.&quot; Though to him as the Lord s chosen
instrument they owed everything they grudged him the authority which it was
needful that he should exercise for their good. Some were more openly rebellious
than others, and became leaders of the mutiny, but a spirit of dissatisfaction was
Who can hope to escape
general, and therefore the whole nation is charged with it.
envy when the meekest of men was subject to it ? How unreasonable was this envy,
for Moses was the one man in all the camp who laboured hardest and had most to
&quot;
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bear.

They should have sympathised with him

;

to

envy him was

&quot;

ridiculous.

And

divine choice Aaron was set apart to be holiness
unto the Lord, and instead of thanking God that he had favoured them with a high
priest by whose intercession their prayers would be presented, they cavilled at the
divine election, and quarrelled with the man who was to offer sacrifice for them.
Thus neither church nor state was ordered aright for them
they would snatch
from Moses his sceptre, and from Aaron his mitre. It is the mark of bad men that
they are envious of the good, and spiteful against their best benefactors.
The earth opened and swallowed up Dathan, and covered the company of
17.

Aaron

the saint of the

Lord.&quot;

By

;

&quot;

not mentioned, for mercy was extended to his household, though
The earth could no longer bear up under the weight of these
God s patience was exhausted when they began to assail his
rebels and ingrates
servants, for his children are very dear to him, and he that toucheth them touches
the apple of his eye. Moses had opened the sea for their deliverance, and now that
It was time that the naked
they provoke him, the earth opens for their destruction.
ness of their sin was covered, and that the earth should open her mouth to devour
Abiram.&quot;

Korah

is

he himself perished.

:

who opened their mouths against the Lord and his servants.
And a fire was kindled in their company ; the flame burned up the wicked.&quot;
The Levites who were with Korah perished by fire, which was a most fitting death
God has
for those who intruded into the priesthood, and so offered strange fire.
those

&quot;

18.

whom

the earthquake
in his quiver, the fire can consume those
in righteousness are mentioned here to show the
rebel
in
the
Lord.
Terrors
were as much
to
of
the
continuing
against
people
obstinacy
lost upon them as mercies had been ; they could neither be drawn nor driven.

more than one arrow

These terrible things

spares.

19 They made a calf in Horeb, and worshipped the molten image.
20 Thus they changed their glory into the similitude of an ox that eateth
grass.

21 They forgat God their saviour, which had done great things in Egypt
22 Wondrous works in the land of Ham, and terrible things by the Red sea.
23 Therefore he said that he would destroy them, had not Moses his chosen
stood before him in the breach, to turn away his wrath, lest he should destroy
;

them.
19.
They made a calf in Horeb.&quot; In the very place where they had solemnly
pledged themselves to obey the Lord they broke the second, if not the first, of his
&quot;

commandments, and set up the Egyptian symbol of the ox, and bowed before it. The
ox image is here sarcastically called a calf&quot; idols are worthy of no respect, scorn is
never more legitimately used than when it is poured upon all attempts to set forth
the Invisible God. The Israelites were foolish indeed when they thought they saw
To believe
the slightest divine glory in a bull, nay, in the mere image of a bull.
And
that the image of a bull could be the image of God must need great credulity.
These
worshipped the molten image.&quot; Before it they paid divine honours, and said,
be thy gods, O Israel.&quot; This was sheer madness. After the same fashion the Ritual
ists must needs set up their symbols and multiply them exceedingly.
Spiritual
their worship is sensuous to the highest
worship they seem unable to apprehend
block
men
to
nose.
of
to
and
and
O
the
and
ear,
up their
folly
eye,
appeals
degree,
own way to acceptable worship, and to make the path of spiritual religion, which
is hard to our nature, harder still through the stumbling-blocks which they cast into
it.
We have heard the richness of Popish paraphernalia much extolled, but an
idolatrous image when made of gold is not one jot the less abominable than it would
have been had it been made of dross and dung the beauty of art cannot conceal the
deformity of sin. We are told also of the suggestiveness of their symbols, but what
Vain also is it to plead that such worship
of that, when God forbids the use of them ?
So much the worse. Heartiness in forbidden actions is only an increase of
is hearty.
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

transgression.

Thus they changed their glory into the similitude of an ox that eateth grass.&quot;
said that they only meant to worship the one God under a fitting and suggestive
similitude by which his great power would be set forth to the multitude
they pleaded
the great Catholic revival which followed upon this return to a more ornate ceremonial,
for the people thronged around Aaron, and danced before the calf with all their
20.

&quot;

They

;
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But in very deed they had given up the true God, whom it had been their
glory to adore, and had set up a rival to him, not a representation of him ; for how
should he be likened to a bullock ? The Psalmist is very contemptuous, and justly
irreverence towards idols is an indirect reverence to God.
False gods, attempts
so
to represent the true God, and indeed, all material things which are worshipped are so
much filth upon the face of the earth, whether they be crosses, crucifixes, virgins,
are by far too mealy-mouthed about
wafers, relics, or even the Pope himself.
God abhors them, and so should we. To renounce
these infamous abominations
the glory of spiritual worship for outward pomp and show is the height of folly, and
deserves to be treated as such.
might.

:

We

:

21, 22.
They forgat God their Saviour.&quot; Remembering the calf involved for
He had commanded them to make no image, and in daring to disobey
getting God.
they forgot his commands. Moreover, it is clear that they must altogether have
nature
and character of Jehovah, or they could never have likened him
the
forgotten
Some men hope to keep their sins and their God too
to a grass-eating animal.
the fact being that he who sins is already so far departed from the Lord that he has
&quot;

Which had done great things in Egypt.&quot; God in Egypt
actually forgotten him.
had overcome all the idols, and yet they so far forgot him as to liken him to them.
Gould an ox work miracles ? Could a golden calf cast plagues upon Israel s enemies ?
They were brutish to set up such a wretched mockery of deity, after having seen
Wondrous works in the land of Ham, and
what the true God could really achieve.
terrible things by the Red
They saw several ranges of miracles, the Lord did not
stint them as to the evidences of his eternal power and godhead, and yet they could
not rest content with worshipping him in his own appointed way, but must needs
have a Directory of their own invention, an elaborate ritual after the old Egyptian
This
fashion, and a manifest object of worship to assist them in adoring Jehovah.
was enough to provoke the Lord, and it did so how much he is angered every day
&quot;

&quot;

sea.&quot;

;

in

our
23.

own land no tongue can
&quot;

tell.

Therefore he said that he would destroy

them.&quot;

The threatening

of destruction

came

For the first wilderness sin he chastened them, sending leanness into
at last.
their soul ; for the second he weeded out the offenders, the flame burned up the
wicked ; for the third he threatened to destroy them ; for the fourth he lifted up his
hand and almost came to blows (verse 26) ; for the fifth he actually smote them,
and the plague brake in among them ; and so the punishment increased with
This is worth noting, and it should serve as a warning
their perseverance in sin.
to the man who goeth on his iniquities.
God tries words before he comes to blows,
he said that he would destroy them ; but his words are not to be trifled with, for
he means them, and has power to make them good.
Had not Moses his chosen
stood before him in the breach.&quot;
Like a bold warrior who defends the wall when
there is an opening for the adversary and destruction is rushing in upon the city,
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Moses stopped the way of avenging justice with his prayers. Moses had great power
with God. He was an eminent type of our Lord, who is called, as Moses here is
mine elect, in whom my soul delighteth.&quot; As the Elect Redeemer inter
styled,
posed between the Lord and a sinful world, so did Moses stand between the Lord
and his offending people. The story as told by Moses himself is full of interest and
instruction, and tends greatly to magnify the goodness of the Lord, who thus suffered
himself to be turned from the fierceness of his anger.
With disinterested affection, and generous renunciation of privileges offered
to himself and his family, the great Lawgiver interceded with the Lord
to turn
away his wrath, lest he should destroy them.&quot; Behold the power of a righteous man s
intercession.
as
the
sin
was
of
Israel
to
Mighty
provoke vengeance, prayer was
mightier in turning it away. How diligently ought we to plead with the Lord for
this guilty world, and especially for his own backsliding people
Who would not
The Lord still hearkens to
employ an agency so powerful for an end so gracious
the voice of a man, shall not our voices be often exercised in supplicating for a guilty
&quot;

&quot;

I

1

people

?

24 Yea, they despised the pleasant land, they believed not his word
25 But murmured in their tents, and hearkened not unto the voice of the
LORD.
26 Therefore he lifted up his hand against them, to overthrow them in
:

the wilderness
VOL. iv.

:

24
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27 To overthrow their seed also
in the lands.

the nations, and to scatter them

among

&quot;

Yea, they despised the pleasant land.&quot; They spoke lightly of it, though
of all lands
they did not think it worth the trouble of seeking and
conquering ; they even spoke of Egypt, the land of then- iron bondage, as though
it
to
Canaan, the land which floweth with milk and honey. It is an
they preferred
ill sign with a Christian when he begins to think lightly of heaven and heavenly
it indicates a perverted mind, and it is moreover, a high offence to the Lord
things
to despise that which he esteems so highly that he in infinite love reserves it for his
own chosen. To prefer earthly things to heavenly blessings is to prefer Egypt to
They believed not his word.&quot;
Canaan, the house of bondage to the land of promise.
This is the root sin. If we do not believe the Lord s word, we shall think lightly
this was
of his promised gifts.
They could not enter in because of unbelief
the key which turned the lock against them. When pilgrims to the Celestial City
begin to doubt the Lord of the way, they soon come to think little of the rest at the
journey s end, and this is the surest way to make them bad travellers. Israel s
the report of those spies was of a mingled
unbelief demanded spies to see the land
character, and so a fresh crop of unbelief sprang up, with consequences most
deplorable.
But murmured in their tents.&quot; From unbelief to murmuring is a short
25.
and natural step ; they even fell to weeping when they had the best ground for
rejoicing.
Murmuring is a great sin and not a mere weakness ; it contains within
It is a home sin, and is
itself unbelief, pride, rebellion, and a whole host of sins.
in their tents,&quot; but it is just as evil there as
generally practised by complainers
And hearkened not unto
in the streets, and will be quite as grievous to the Lord.
the voice of the Lord.&quot;
Making a din with their own voices, they refused attention
Murmurers are bad hearers.
to their best Friend.
26. 27.
Therefore he lifted up his hand against them, to overthrow them in the
wilderness.&quot;
He swore in his wrath that they should not enter into his rest; he
24.

it

was the joy

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

commenced his work of judgment upon them, and they began to die. Only let God
he falls terribly whom Jehovah
his hand against a man and his day has come
overthrows.
To overthrow their seed also among the nations, and to scatter them

lift

;

&quot;

in the lands.&quot;
Foreseeing that their descendants would reproduce their sins, he
solemnly declared that he would give them over to captivity and the sword. Those
carcases
fell
in the wilderness were, in a sense, exiles from the land of promise,
whose
and, being surrounded by many hostile tribes, they were virtually in a foreign land
to die far off from their father s inheritance was a just and weighty doom, which
their rebellions had richly deserved.
Our own loss of fellowship with God, and the
divisions in our churches, doubtless often come to us as punishments for the sins out
of which they grow.
If we will not honour the Lord we cannot expect him to honour
Our captains shall soon become captives, and our princes shall be prisoners
us.
Our singing shall be turned into
if we forget the Lord and despise his mercies.
sighing, and our mirth into misery if we walk contrary to the mind of the Lord.
:

28 They joined themselves also unto Baal-peor, and ate the sacrifices of
the dead.

and the
29 Thus they provoked him to anger with their inventions
plague brake in upon them.
and so the plague
30 Then stood up Phinehas, and executed judgment
:

:

was stayed.
31

And

that was counted unto

him

for righteousness

unto

all

generations

for evermore.
28.
They joined themselves also unto Baal-peor.&quot; Ritualism led on to the
adoration of false gods.
If we choose a false way of worship we shall, ere long,
choose to worship a false god. This abomination of the Moabites was an idol in
whose worship women gave up their bodies to the most shameless lust. Think of the
And ate the sacrifices of the dead.&quot;
people of a holy God coming down to this.
In the orgies with which the Baalites celebrated their detestable worship Israel
joined, partaking even in their sacrifices as earnest inner-court worshippers, though
&quot;

&quot;
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necromantic rites which were
the gods were but dead idols.
Perhaps they
intended to open a correspondence with departed spirits, thus endeavouring to break
the seal of God s providence, and burst into the secret chambers which God has shut
up. Those who are weary of seeking the living God have often shown a hankering
To
after dark sciences, and have sought after fellowship with demons and spirits.
This
what strong delusions those are often given up who cast of! the fear of God
remark is as much needed now as in days gone by.
Thus they provoked him to anger with their inventions : and the plague brake
29.
in upon them.&quot;
Open licentiousness and avowed idolatry were too gross to be winked
This time the offences clamoured for judgment, and the judgment came at
at.
once.
Twenty-four thousand persons fell before a sudden and deadly disease which
threatened to run through the whole camp. Their new sins brought on them a
When men invent sins God will not be slow to invent
disease new to their tribes.
punishments. Their vices were a moral pest, and they were visited with a bodily
like
with its like.
the
Lord
meets
so
pest
Then stood up Phinehas, and executed judgment : and so the plague was
30.
God has his champions left in the worst times, and they will stand up
stayed.&quot;
when the time comes for them to come forth to battle. His righteous indignation
moved him to a quick execution of two open offenders. His honest spirit could
not endure that lewdness should be publicly practised at a time when a fast had been
proclaimed. Such daring defiance of God and of all law he could not brook, and
It was
so with his sharp javelin he transfixed the two guilty ones in the very act.
a holy passion which inflamed him, and no enmity to either of the persons whom
he slew. The circumstances were so remarkable and the sin so flagrant that it
would have involved great sin in a public man to have stood still and seen God thus
Phinehas was not of this mind, he was no trimmer,
defied, and Israel thus polluted.
or palliator of sin, his heart was sound in God s statutes, and his whole nature was
ablaze with zeal for God s glory, and therefore, though a priest, and therefore not
obliged to be an executioner, he undertook the unwelcome task, and though both
transgressors were of princely stock he had no respect of persons, but dealt justice
upon them as if they had been the lowest of the people. This brave and decided
deed was so acceptable to God as a proof that there were some sincere souls in
Israel that the deadly visitation went no further.
Two deaths had sufficed to save
the lives of the multitude.
And that was counted unto him for righteousness unto all generations for
31.
evermore.&quot;
Down to the moment when this Psalm was penned the house of Phinehas
was honoured in Israel. His faith had performed a valorous deed, and his righteous
ness was testified of the Lord, and honoured by the continuance of his family in the
He was impelled by motives so pure that what would otherwise have
priesthood.
been a deed of blood was justified in the sight of God
nay, more, was made the
evidence that Phinehas was righteous. No personal ambition, or private revenge,
or selfish passion, or even fanatical bigotry, inspired the man of God ; but zeal for
God, indignation at open filthiness, and true patriotism urged him on.
Once again we have cause to note the mercy of God that even when his warrant
was out, and actual execution was proceeding, he stayed his hand at the suit of one
man finding, as it were, an apology for his grace when justice seemed to demand
immediate vengeance.
assisted in

1

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

32 They angered him also at the waters of strife, so that it went ill with
for their sakes
33 Because they provoked his spirit, so that he spake unadvisedly with

Moses

:

his lips.
32.
They angered him also at the waters of strife.&quot; Will they never have done ?
The scene changes, but the sin continues. Aforetime they had mutinied about
water when prayer would soon have turned the desert into a standing pool, but now
&quot;

it again after their former experience of the divine goodness.
This made
the sin a double, yea a sevenfold offence, and caused the anger of the Lord to be
the more intense.
So that it went ill with Moses for their sakes.&quot; Moses was at last
wearied out, and began to grow angry with them, and utterly hopeless of their ever
can
we
wonder
at it, for he was man and not God ? After forty years
improving
bearing with them the meek man s temper gave way, and he called them rebels, and

they do

&quot;

;
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and therefore he was not permitted to enter the land
showed unhallowed anger
which he desired to inherit. Truly, he had a sight of the goodly country from the
It was
top of Pisgah, but entrance was denied him, and thus it went ill with him.
however clear it
their sin which angered him, but he had to bear the consequences
more
we
should
be
others
are
than
remember
that
that
ourselves,
guilty
always
may
this will not screen us, but every man must bear his own burden.
;

;

Because they provoked his

spirit, so that he spake unadvisedly with his
small sin compared with that of others, but then it was the
sin of Moses, the Lord s chosen servant, who had seen and known so much of the
Lord, and therefore it could not be passed by. He did not speak blasphemously,
or falsely, but only hastily and without care ; but this is a serious fault in a law
This passage is to our mind one of
giver, and especially in one who speaks for God.
the most terrible in the Bible. Truly we serve a jealous God. Yet he is not a hard
master, or austere ; we must not think so, but we must the rather be jealous of our
selves, and watch that we live the more carefully, and speak the more advisedly,
because we serve such a Lord. We ought also to be very careful how we treat the
ministers of the gospel, lest by provoking their spirit we should drive them into any
unseemly behaviour which should bring upon them the chastisement of the Lord.
Little do a murmuring, quarrelsome people dream of the perils in which they involve
their pastors by their untoward behaviour.
&quot;

33.

Which seems a

lips.&quot;

34 They did not destroy the nations, concerning whom the LORD com
manded them
35 But were mingled among the heathen, and learned their works.
:

which were a snare unto them.
36 And they served their idols
37 Yea, they sacrificed their sons and their daughters unto devils,
38 And shed innocent blood, even the blood of their sons and of their
and the land was
daughters, whom they sacrificed unto the idols of Canaan
polluted with blood.
39 Thus were they defiled with their own works, and went a whoring with
:

:

their

own

inventions.

40 Therefore was the wrath of the LORD kindled against his people, inso
much that he abhorred his own inheritance.
and they that hated
41 And he gave them into the hands of the heathen
them ruled over them.
42 Their enemies also oppressed them, and they were brought into sub
jection under their hand.
but they provoked him with their
43 Many times did he deliver them
counsel, and were brought low for their iniquity.
;

;

34.

&quot;

They did not destroy

the nations, concerning

They were commissioned to act
their unnatural crimes, and through

them.&quot;

whom

as executioners

the Lord commanded
upon races condemned

sloth, cowardice, or sinful complacency
they sheathed the sword too soon, very much to their own danger and disquietude.
It is a great evil with professors that they are not zealous for the total destruction
We make alliances of peace where we ought to pro
of all sin within and without.
claim war to the knife
we plead our constitutional temperament, our previous
habits, the necessity of our circumstances, or some other evil excuse as an apology
for being content with a very partial sanctiflcation, if indeed it be sanctiflcation at
We are slow also to rebuke sin in others, and are ready to spare respectable
all.
The measure of our destruction
sins, which like Agag walk with mincing steps.
of sin is not to be our inclination, or the habit of others, but the Lord s command.
We have no warrant for dealing leniently with any sin, be it what it may.
But were mingled among the heathen, and learned their works.&quot; It was.
35.
not the wilderness which caused Israel s sins
they were just as disobedient when
settled in the land of promise.
They found evU company, and delighted in it. Those
whom they should have destroyed they made their friends. Having enough faults
of their own, they were yet ready to go to school to the filthy Canaanites, and educate
themselves still more in the arts of iniquity. It was certain that they could learn

for

;

&quot;

;
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no good from men whom the Lord had condemned to utter destruction. Few would
wish to go to the condemned cell for learning, yet Israel sat at the feet of accursed
Canaan, and rose up proficient in every abomination. This, too, is a grievous but
common error among professors they court worldly company and copy worldly
None can
fashions, and yet it is their calling to bear witness against these things.
:

what

has corne of the folly of worldly conformity.
they served their idols : which were a snare unto them.&quot;
They were
fascinated by the charms of idolatry, though it brings misery upon its votaries. A
man cannot serve sin without being ensnared by it. It is like birdlime, and to touch
Samson laid his head in the Philistine woman s lap, but
it is to be taken by it.
Dalliance with sin is fatal to spiritual
ere long he woke up shorn of his strength.
tell

36.

&quot;

evil

And

liberty.

37 and 38.
Yea, they sacrificed their sons and their daughters unto devils.&quot; This
was being snared indeed
they were spell-bound by the cruel superstition, and
were carried so far as even to become murderers of their own children, in honour of the
And shed innocent
most detestable deities, which were rather devils than gods.
The poor little ones whom they put to death in sacrifice had not been par
blood.&quot;
takers of their sin, and God looked with the utmost indignation upon the murder
Even the blood of their sons and of their daughters, whom they
of the innocent.
Who knows how far evil will go ? It drove
sacrificed unto the idols of Canaan.&quot;
men to be unnatural as well as ungodly. Had they but thought for a moment, they
must have seen that a deity who could be pleased with the blood of babes spilt by
their own sires could not be a deity at all, but must be a demon, worthy to be detested
and not adored. How could they prefer such service to that of Jehovah ? Did
he tear their babes from their bosoms and smile at their death throes ?
Men will
sooner wear the iron yoke of Satan than carry the pleasant burden of the Lord
does
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

not this prove to a demonstration the deep depravity of their hearts ? If man be
not totally depraved, what worse would he do if he were ? Does not this verse
And the land was polluted with blood.&quot;
describe the ne plus ultra of iniquity ?
The promised land, the holy land, which was the glory of all lands, for God was
there, was defiled with the reeking gore of innocent babes, and by the bloodred
hands of their parents, who slew them in order to pay homage to devils. Alas
What vexation was this to the spirit of the Lord.
alas
Thus were they defiled with their own works, and went a whoring with their
39.
own inventions.&quot; Not only the land but the inhabitants of it were polluted. They
broke the marriage bond between them and the Lord, and fell into spiritual adultery.
The language is strong, but the offence could not be fitly described in less forcible
words. As a husband is deeply dishonoured and sorely wounded should his wife
become unchaste and run riot with many paramours in his own house, so was the
Lord incensed at his people for setting up gods many and lords many in his own land.
They made and invented new gods, and then worshipped what they had made.
What a folly
Their novel deities were loathsome monsters and cruel demons, and
And to commit this folly and
yet they paid them homage. What wickedness
wickedness they cast off the true God, whose miracles they had seen, and whose people
This
were.
was
of
the
severest sort.
they
provocation
40, 41.
Therefore was the wrath of the Lord kindled against his people, inso
much that he abhorred his own inheritance.&quot; Not that even then he broke his covenant
or utterly cast off his offending people, but he felt the deepest indignation, and even
looked upon them with abhorrence. The feeling described is like to that of a husband
who still loves his guilty wife, and yet when he thinks of her lewdness feels his whole
nature rising in righteous anger at her, so that the very sight of her afflicts his soul.
How far the divine wrath can burn against those whom he yet loves in his heart it
were hard to say, but certainly Israel pushed the experiment to the extreme.
And
he gave them into the hand of the heathen.&quot;
This was the manifestation of his ab
horrence. He gave them a taste of the result of sin they spared the heathen, mixed
with them and imitated them, and soon they had to smart from them, for hordes of
invaders were let loose upon them to spoil them at their pleasure. Men make rods
for their own backs.
Their own inventions become their punishments.
And
And who could wonder ? Sin never creates
they that hated them ruled over them.&quot;
true love. They joined the heathen in their wickedness, and they did not win their
If we mix with men of the world they
hearts, but rather provoked their contempt.
will soon become our masters and our tyrants, and we cannot want worse.
42.
Their enemies also oppressed them.&quot; This was according to their nature ;
&quot;

!

I

&quot;

I

I

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;
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an

hands

Leniency to Canaan turned
they were brought into subjection under their
hand.&quot;
They were bowed down by laborious bondage, and made to lie low under
In their God they had found a kind master, but in those with whom they
tyranny.
had perversely sought fellowship they found despots of the most barbarous sort.
He who leaves his God leaves happiness for misery. God can make our enemies to
be rods in his hands to flog us back to our best Friend.
43.
Many times did he deliver them.&quot; By reading the book of Judges we shall
see how truthful is this sentence
again and again their foes were routed, and they
were set free again, only to return with vigour to their former evil ways.
But
With deliberation they agreed to transgress
they provoked him with their counsel.&quot;
anew self-will was their counsellor, and they followed it to their own destruction.
always fares ill at the
out to be cruelty to themselves.
Israelite

of the heathen.

And

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

And were brought low for their iniquity.&quot; Worse and worse were the evils brought
upon them, lower and lower they fell in sin, and consequently in sorrow. In dens
and caves of the earth they hid themselves they were deprived of all warlike weapons,
and were utterly despised by their conquerors they were rather a race of serfs than
of free men until the Lord in mercy raised them up again.
Could we but fully know
the horrors of the wars which desolated Palestine, and the ravages which caused
famine and starvation, we should shudder at the sins which were thus rebuked.
Deeply engrained in their nature must the sin of idolatry have been, or they would
&quot;

;

;

not have returned to it with such persistence in the teeth of such penalties we need
not marvel at this, there is a still greater wonder, man prefers sin and hell to heaven
and God.
;

The lesson to ourselves, as God s people, is to walk humbly and carefully before
the Lord, and above all to keep ourselves from idols. Woe unto those who become
partakers of Rome s idolatries, for they will be joined with her in her plagues. May
grace be given to us to keep the separated path, and remain undefiled with the fornica
tion of the scarlet harlot of Babylon.
44 Nevertheless he regarded their
45 And he remembered for them
to the multitude of his mercies.
46 He made them also to be pitied
47 Save us, O LORD our God, and
give thanks unto thy holy name, and

affliction,

when he heard their cry
and repented according
:

his covenant,

of all those that carried

gather us from

among

them

captives.

the heathen, to

to triumph in thy praise.

44.
Nevertheless he regarded their affliction, when he heard their cry.&quot;
Not
withstanding all these provoking rebellions and detestable enormities the Lord
still heard their prayer and pitied them.
This is very wonderful, very godlike.
One would have thought that the Lord would have shut out their prayer, seeing they
had shut their ears against his admonitions
but no, he had a father s heart, and
a sight of their sorrows touched his soul, the sound of their cries overcame his heart,
and he looked upon them with compassion. His fiercest wrath towards his own
people is only a temporary flame, but his love burns on for ever like the light of his
own immortality.
45.
And he remembered for them his covenant.&quot; The covenant is the sure
foundation of mercy, and when the whole fabric of outward grace manifested in the
saints lies in ruins this is the fundamental basis of love which is never moved, and
upon it the Lord proceeds to build again a new structure of grace. Covenant mercy
is sure as the throne of God.
And repented according to the multitude of his mercies.&quot;
He did not carry out the destruction which he had commenced. Speaking after
the manner of men he changed his mind, and did not leave them to their enemies
to be utterly cut off, because he saw that his covenant would in such a case have been
broken. The Lord is so full of grace that he has not only mercy but mercies, yea
a multitude of them, and these hive in the covenant and treasure up good for the
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

erring sons of men.
46.
He made them also
&quot;

to be pitied of all those that carried them captives.&quot;
Having
all men in his hands he produced compassion even in heathen bosoms.
as he found Joseph friends in Egypt, so did he raise up sympathisers for his
In our very worst condition our God has ways and means for
captive servants.
he can find us helpers among those who have
allaying the severity of our sorrows
been our oppressors, and he will do so if we be indeed his people.

the hearts of

Even

:
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the closing prayer, arranged by prophecy for those who would in
future time be captives, and suitable for all who before David s days had been driven
from home by the tyranny of Saul, or who had remained in exile after the various
scatterings by famine and distress which had happened in the iron age of the judges.
Save us,
Lord our God.&quot; The mention of the covenant encouraged the afflicted
to call the Lord their God, and this enabled them with greater boldness to entreat
And gather us from among the
him to interpose on their behalf and rescue them.
heathen.&quot;
Weary now of the ungodly and their ways, they long to be brought into
their own separated country, where they might again enjoy the means of grace, enter
into holy fellowship with their brethren, escape from contaminating examples, and
be free to wait upon the Lord. How often do true believers now-a-days long to be
removed from ungodly households, where their souls are vexed with the conversation
To give thanks unto thy holy name, and to triumph in thy praise.&quot;
of the wicked.
Weaned from idols, they desire to make mention of Jehovah s name alone, and to
The Lord had often
ascribe their mercies to his ever abiding faithfulness and love.
saved them for his holy name s sake, and therefore they feel that when again restored
they would render all their gratitude to that saving name, yea, it should be their
47. This

is

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

glory to praise Jehovah and none else.

48 Blessed be the LORD God of Israel from everlasting to everlasting
let all the people say, Amen.
Praise ye the LORD.

:

and

Blessed be the Lord God of Israel from everlasting to everlasting.&quot;
Has not
for ever, and should not his praise be of like duration ? Jehovah,
And let
the God of Israel, has blessed his people, should they not also bless him ?
all the people say, Amen.&quot;
They have all been spared by his grace, let them all join
What a thunder of praise would thus
in the adoration with loud unanimous voice.
be caused
Yet should a nation thus magnify him, yea, should all the nations past
and present unite in the solemn acclaim, it would fall far short of his deserts. O for
the happy day when all flesh shall see the glory of God, and all shall aloud proclaim
his praise.
Praise ye the Lord,&quot; or
Hallelujah.&quot;
Reader, praise thou the Lord, as he who writes this feeble exposition now does
with his whole heart.
48.

his

&quot;

mercy endured

&quot;

!

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Now

blest, for ever blest,

be He,

The same throughout eternity,
Our Israel s God adored
!

Let

the people join the lay,
And loudly, Hallelujah, say,
Praise ye the living Lord
all

&quot;

1

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
&quot;For he is good;&quot;
Verse 1.
essentially, solely and originally; is communi
cative and diffusive of his goodness ; is the author of all good and no evil ; and
John Gill.
is gracious and merciful and ready to forgive.
For he is good : for his goodness endureth for ever.&quot; Observe here
Verse 1.
what is a true and perfect confession of the divine goodness. Whenever God so
blesses his own people that his goodness is perceived by carnal sense, in bestowing
riches, honours, peace, health and things of that kind, then it is easy to acknowledge
that God is good, and that acknowledgment can be made by the most carnal men.
The case stands otherwise when he visits offenders with the rod of correction and
scourges them with the grace of chastisement. Then the flesh hardly bears to con
It fails to discern the goodness of
fess what by its own sense it does not perceive.
God unto salvation in the severity of the rod and the scourging, and therefore refuses
The prophet, however,
to acknowledge that goodness in strokes and sufferings.
throughout this Psalm celebrates in many instances the way wherein the sinning
people were arrested and smitten. And when he proposed that this Psalm should be
&quot;
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in the church of God, Israel was under the cross and afflictions.
Yet he demands
that Israel should acknowledge that the Lord is good, that his mercy endureth for
of
act
the
in
the
offender.
even
That
therefore
alone
is a true and
ever,
smiting
full confession of the divine goodness which is made not only in prosperity but also
Musculus.
in adversity.
There is, (1.) The doxology (2.) Invitation ; (3.) The reason that
Verses 13.
we should, and why we should, give thanks always (4.) The greatness of the work.
the mighty acts of the LORD ? who can shew forth all his praise ?
can
utter
But who
That is, it is impossible for any man in the world to do this great duty aright, as he
Blessed are they that
should.
(5.) The best mode and method of giving thanks.
keep judgment, and he that doeth righteousness at all times.&quot; As if he had said,
but yet he makes the best essay towards it that sets
This is indeed a vast duty
himself constantly to serve God and keep his commandments.&quot;
William Cooper,

sung

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

in the

&quot;

Morning
The first and two last verses of this Psalm form a part of that
Verses 1, 47, 48.
Psalm which David delivered into the hand of Asaph and his brethren, to be sung
before the ark of the covenant, after it was brought from the house of Obed-edom
See 1 Ghron. xvi. 34 36. Hence it has been ascribed to the pen
to Mount Zion.
of David.
Many of the ancients thought, and they are followed by Horsley and
it
was
written during the captivity
Mudge, that
resting their opinion chiefly on
but as that verse occurs in the Psalm of David recorded in 1 Chron. xvi.,
verse 47
at the 35th verse, this argument is clearly without force.
James Anderson s Note
Exercises.&quot;

;

;

to

Calvin in

loc.

This verse is susceptible of two interpre
Verse 2.
Who can utter ?
etc.
for if you read it in connection with the one immediately following, the
tations
sense will be, that all men are not alike equal to the task of praising God, because
the ungodly and the wicked do nothing else than profane his holy name with their
But unto the wicked God saith,
unclean lips ; as it is said in the fiftieth Psalm
What hast thou to do to declare my statutes, or that thou shouldest take my covenant
And hence to this sentence the following clause should have been
in thy mouth ?
Blessed are they that keep judgment.&quot;
I am of
annexed, in the form of a reply,
opinion, however, that the prophet had another design, namely, that there is no
man who has ever endeavoured to concentrate all his energies, both physical and
mental, in the praising of God, but will find himself inadequate for so lofty a subject,
the transcendant grandeur of which overpowers all our senses. Not that he exalts
the power of God designedly to deter us from celebrating its praises, but rather as
the means of stirring us up to do so to the utmost of our power. Is it any reason for
ceasing our exertions, that with whatever alacrity we pursue our course, we yet come
But the thing which ought to inspire us with the greatest
far short of perfection ?
encouragement is the knowledge that, though ability may fail us, the praises which
from the heart we offer to God are pleasing to him ; only let us beware of callousness ;
for it would certainly be very absurd for those who cannot attain to a tithe of per
fection, to make that the occasion of their not reaching to the hundredth part of it.
John Calvin.
Verse 2.
Who can utter the mighty acts of the Lord ?
etc.
Our sight fails
us when we look upon the sun, overpowered by the splendour of his rays ; and the
mind s eye suffers the like in every meditation on God, and the more attention is
bestowed in thinking of God, the more is the mental vision blinded by the very light
For what canst thou say of him, what, I repeat, canst thou
of its own thoughts.
adequately say of him, who is sublimer than all loftiness, and more exalted than all
height, and deeper than all depth, and clearer than all light, and brighter than all
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

brightness, and more splendid than all splendour, stronger than all strength, more
vigorous than all vigour, fairer than all beauty, truer than all truth, and more puissant
than puissance, and greater than all majesty, and mightier than all might, richer
than all riches, wiser than all wisdom, gentler than all gentleness, juster than all
Tertullian, quoted by Neale and Littledale.
justice, more merciful than all mercy ?
Verse 2.
Who can utter the mighty acts of the Lord ? etc. This may be
resolved either into a negation or restriction.
Few or none can utter the mighty
show forth all his praise
acts of the LORD,&quot; can
few can do it in an acceptable
manner, and none can do it in a perfect manner. And indeed it is not unusual in
for
of
such
kind
to
amount
unto either a negation, or at
Scripture
interrogations
1 Cor. ii.
least an expression of the rareness and difficulty of the thing spoken of
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:
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Without a full confession of mercies it is not possible to
Ps. xcii. ; Isai. liii. 1.
And how impossible
either a due valuation of them, or a just requital of them.
a thing it is fully to recount mercies, you may see by Psal. xl. 5
Many, O Lord
and
thou
hast
are
wonderful
works
which
done,
God,
thy thoughts which
thy
if
I
be
reckoned
in
order
unto
thee
would declare
cannot
are to us-ward
they
up
and speak of them, they are more than can be numbered.&quot; Henry Jeanes, in The
16

;

make

&quot;

:

my

:

:

&quot;

Heaven upon Earth,&quot; 1649.
Verse 2.
Mighty acts of the Lord.&quot;

Works

of

Or powers, to which answers the Greek
for the miracles of Christ (Matt. xi. 20, 21), and Kimchi here restrains them
Red Sea ; but they may as well be
in
and
at
the
to the wonders wrought
Egypt
extended to the mighty acts of God, and the effects of his power, in the creation of
in the sustentation and government of the world ; in
all things out of nothing
the redemption of his people by Christ ; in the conversion of sinners, and in the final
perseverance of the saints ; in all which there are such displays of the power of God
&quot;

word

;

as cannot be uttered and declared by mortal tongues.

John

Gill.

Blessed are they that keep judgment,&quot; etc. That are of right principles
and upright practices ; this is real and substantial praising of God. Thanks-doing
is the proof of thanksgiving ; and the good life of the thankful is the life of thankful
Those that say, God-a-thank only, and no more, are not only contumelious,
ness.
Verse

&quot;

3.

John Trapp.

but injurious.

doeth righteousness.&quot;
I doubt not that there is
Verse 3.
Keep judgment ;
difference
viz. that he is said to keep judgment who judgeth rightly, but
he to do righteousness who acts righteously. Augustine.
I have read of Louis, king of France, that when he had through in
Verse 3.
advertency granted an unjust suit, as soon as ever he had read those words of the
Blessed is he that doeth righteousness at all times,&quot; he presently recollected
Psalmist,
Thomas
himself, and upon better thoughts gave his judgment quite contrary.
Brooks.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

some

;

&quot;

visit me.&quot;
4.
This is a beautiful figure. The prayer is not,
Give
a more intense desire, increased energy of action, that I may please thee, that
I may serve thee, that I may go step by step up to thee, every step bringing with it
Visit me ;
a fresh sense of meritorious claim upon thee.&quot; No such thing.
It is
descend down upon me
daily from thine own lofty throne, for the fulfilment of
Visit me.&quot;
1851.
thine own purposes.
Fisk,
George
visit me with thy salvation.&quot;
Verse 4.
Hugo takes the visit of God as that
of a physician of whom healing of the eyes is sought, because it is immediately added,
That I may see,&quot; etc. Lorinus.
There is an ancient Jewish gloss which is noteworthy, that the petition
Verse 4.
is for a share in the resurrection in the days of Messiah, in order to see his wonderful
Neale and Littledale.
restoration of his suffering people.
&quot;

Verse

&quot;

me

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

We may

note that the threefold nature of man prompts the union
That I may see,&quot; is the prayer of the
rejoice,&quot; is the wish of the soul or mind,
and give thanks, as the spirit needs to
pour itself out in worship. Further, there are three names here given to the saints,
each for a reason of its own. They are God s chosen,&quot; because of his predestinating
according as he hath chosen us in him before the foundation of the world, that
grace,
we should be holy and without blame before him in love (Eph. i. 4) they are his
And what
nation,&quot; having one law and one worship under him as sole king,
nation is there so great, that hath statutes and judgments so righteous as all this
I shall give the
law ?
inheritance,&quot; for it is written,
(Deut. iv. 8)
they are his
heathen for thine inheritance
(Ps. ii. 8).
Hugo Cardinalis and Albertus Magnus,
in Neale and Littledale.
Verse 5.
That I may see the good of thy chosen.&quot; That, having been predestined,
and justified, we may come to see the good of thy chosen, which means that the very
face of the Lord may be made conspicuous to us.
For we shall be then like him
when we shall see him as he is (1 John iii. 2). By the good of thy chosen we
are not to understand their own probity or goodness, but the supreme happiness
that is their lot.
That I may rejoice in the gladness of thy nation.&quot; That we may
partake in that unspeakable joy which arises from the beatific vision, which is the
Verse

5.

of the three petitions of this verse in one.
and
body, desiring the open vision of God ;
that the affections may likewise be gratified

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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peculiar property of tht chosen people, of which strangers cannot taste, of which
Enter into the joy of thy Lord.&quot; Robert Bellarmine, 1542 1621.
the gospel says,
&quot;

We have sinned with our fathers.&quot; Let us look a little further back,
Verse 6.
to find the age of sin ; even as far as the original, from whence comes all the copy
Be they never so new in act, they are old in example
of imitation.
We have
sinned with our fathers.&quot; God tells them they had rebelled of old ;
As your fathers
did, so do ye
(Acts viii. 51). Antiquity is no infallible argument of goodness
though Tertullian says the first things were the best things ; and the less they distanced
&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

from the beginning, the poorer they were ; but he must be understood only of holy
customs. For iniquity can plead antiquity
he that commits a new act of murder
finds it old in the example of Cain ; drunkenness may be fetched from Noah ; con
tempt of parents from Ham ; women s lightness from the daughters of Lot. There
is no sin but hath white hairs upon it, and is exceeding old.
But let us look further
back yet, even to Adam there is the age of sin. This is that St. Paul calls the old
is
man ; it almost as old as the root, but older than all the branches. Therefore our
restitution by Christ to grace is called the new man.
Thomas Adams.
Verse 6.
We have sinned with our fathers.&quot; It enhances the sin considerably
by adding with our fathers.&quot; He would have seemed to extenuate, not exaggerate,
if he had said, We have sinned with other mortals.
But by saying, We have sinned
with our fathers, he by no means lessens but aggravates their offences, while he hereby
extols the goodness of God who blessed not only those who acted sinfully and im
piously, but also the children and descendants of the sinful and impious, even those
whom he could with the highest justice have cut off as doubly detestable. Musculus.
Sinned ; committed iniquity ; done wickedly
Verse 6.
The Rabbins tell
us that there are three kinds and degrees of sin here set down in an ascending scale ;
sins of ignorance, sins of
against one s self, against one s neighbour, against God
conscious deliberation, sins of pride and wickedness. R. Levi and Genebrardns, in
Neale and Littledale.
Verses 6, 12, 13, 14, 21, 24.
Though the writers of the Scriptures were by divine
inspiration infallibly preserved from extravagance, yet they use every appropriate
variety of strong and condemnatory language against sin (ver. 6).
Surely moral evil
cannot be a trifle. Yet it breaks forth on all occasions and on all hands. Sometimes
it is in the form of forgetfulness of God (ver. 13, 21), sometimes of rash impetuosity
towards evil (ver. 13), sometimes of strong, imperious lusts (ver. 14), sometimes of
vile unbelief (ver. 12, 24), and so of the whole catalogue of offences against God and
man. O how vile we are
William S. Plumer.
:

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

I

Verse 1.&quot; Our fathers understood not thy wonders in Egypt.&quot;
Though the elders
went along with Moses, and heard him shew his commission to Pharaoh, and make
his demands in the name of the Lord to let Israel go (Exod. iii. 16)
yea, and they
saw the judgments of God on Egypt
that these
yet
they did not understand
wonders would do the work of their deliverance. At first they thought it was worse
;

&quot;

&quot;

;

Much less did they understand, that their deliverance should be a type
of eternal deliverance, that God would be their God, as after is explained in the
understood not his wonders,&quot;
preface to the ten commandments. And because they
remembered not his mercies.&quot;
therefore they
shallow understanding causeth a

with them.

&quot;

&quot;

A

short memory.
Nathaniel Homes, 1652.
Verse 7.
Our fathers understood not thy wonders in Egypt.&quot; It is more than
probable, that many of the Israelites ascribed most of these wonders to the skill of
Moses transcending that of the Egyptian magicians, or to his working by the assist
ance of a higher and more potent spirit than that which assisted them. Or, in case
they did believe them to have been the effects of a Divine Power, yet they did not
inure their minds seriously to consider it, so as to have a standing awe of that power
and he that considers great
imprinted upon their hearts by such a consideration
and important matters superficially, in the language of the Scripture, does not under
stand them.
Robert South.
Verse 7.
Understood not &quot;...&quot;. remembered not.&quot; He reproveth both their
understanding and memory. Understanding there was need of, that they might
meditate unto what eternal blessings God was calling them through these temporal
ones ; and of memory, that at least they might not forget the temporal wonders
which had been wrought, and might faithfully believe, that by the same power
which they had already experienced, God would free them from the persecution of
&quot;

:

&quot;
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their enemies ; whereas they forgot the aid which he had given them in Egypt, by
means of such wonders, to crush their enemies. Augustine.
Verse 7.
One sin is a step to another more heinous for not observing, is followed
with not remembering, and forget/illness of duty draweth on disobedience and rebellion.
;

David Dickson.
Verse 7.
They provoked him.&quot; To provoke, is an expression setting forth a
peculiar and more than ordinary degree of misbehaviour, and seems to import an
&quot;

A

resolution not contented with one single
insolent daring resolution to offend.
stroke of disobedience, but such a one as multiplies and repeats the action, till
an
and as it relates to God, so I conceive
into
affront
the offence greatens, and rises
;
it as aimed at him in a threefold respect.
1st, Of his power.
2ndly, Of his goodness.
3rdly, Of his patience.

And

up against the power and prerogative of God. It is, as it were,
upon his throne, a snatching at his sceptre, and a defiance
He that provokes God does in a manner dare
of his very royalty and supremacy.
to
him to strike, and
revenge the injury and invasion upon his honour. He considers
not the weight of God s almighty arm, and the edge of his sword, the swiftness and
poison of his arrows, but puffs at all, and looks the terrors of sin-revenging justice
The Israelites could not sin against God, after those miracles in Egypt,
in the face.
without a signal provocation of that power that they had so late, and so convincing an
experience of a power that could have crushed an Israelite as easily as an Egyptian ;
and given as terrible an instance of its consuming force upon false friends, as upon
1st.

first it rises

an assault upon God

sitting

:

in the sight of God, perhaps, the less sort of offenders of the two.
professed enemies
God, as he is clothed
2ndly. Provoking God imports an abuse of his goodness.
but as he displays his goodness, of our
with power, is the proper object of our fear
love.
By one he would command, by the other he would win and (as it were) court
our obedience. And an affront to his goodness, his tenderness, and his mercy, as
much exceeds an affront of his power as a wound at the heart transcends a blow on
the hand. For when God shall show miracles of mercy, step out of the common road
of providence, commanding the host of heaven, the globe of the earth, and the whole
system of nature out of its course, to serve a design of goodness upon a people, as
was not a provocation, after such obliging passages,
he did upon the Israelites
infinitely base and insufferable, and a degree of ingratitude, higher than the heavens
struck at, and deeper than the sea that they passed through ?
Srdly. Provoking God imports an affront upon his longsuffering, and his patience.
The movings of nature in the breasts of mankind, tell us how keenly, how regretfully,
how hardly any prince, but one, can put
every man resents the abuse of his love
up an offence against his acts of mercy and how much more affrontive it is to despise
majesty ruling by the golden sceptre of pardon, than by the iron rod of penal law.
But now patience is a further and an higher advance of mercy it is mercy drawn
out at length mercy wrestling with baseness, and striving, if possible, even to weary
and therefore a sin against this is the highest pitch, the
and outdo ingratitude
utmost improvement, and, as I may so speak, the ne plus ultra of provocation. For
when patience shall come to be tired, and even out of breath with pardoning, let all
the invention of mankind find something further, either upon which an offender
may cast his hope, or against which he can commit a sin. But it was God s patience
for they even plied and pursued him with
the ungrateful Israelites sinned against
sin upon sin, one offence following and thronging upon the neck of another, the last
account still rising highest, and swelling bigger, till the treasures of grace and pardon
were so far drained and exhausted, that they provoked God to swear, and what is
more, to swear in his wrath, and with a full purpose of revenge, that they should never
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

enter into his rest.

Robert South.

Verse 7.
They provoked him.&quot; Wherein lay their provocation ?
They
the former mercies of the Lord did
remembered not the multitude of his mercies :
that was one provocation. And
not strengthen their trust in present troubles
as former mercies did not strengthen their trust, so the present troubles drew out
their distrust, as another Scripture assures, reporting their behaviour in it (Exod.
And they said unto Moses, Because there were no graves in Egypt, hast
xiv. 11)
thou taken us away to die in the wilderness ? wherefore hast thou dealt thus with
What were these fearful forecasts, these
to
us,
carry us forth out of Egypt ?
amazing bodements of an unavoidable (as they apprehended) ruin, but the over
and this was another provocation. Former
flowings of unbelief, or distrust in God
mercies are forgotten, yea, eaten up by unbelief, as the seven lean kine in Pharaoh s
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;
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dream

eat up the fat ones, and present difficulties are aggravated by unbelief, as if
the power of God could not remove and overcome them. And will not the Lord
(think you) visit in anger such a sin as this ? Joseph Caryl.
At the Red Sea.&quot; That is to say, at the Arabian Gulph : literally,
Verse 7.
at the Sea of Suph, which, if Suph be not here a proper name, (as it seems to be in
Deut. i. 1, and, with a slight variation, in Numb. xxxi. 14,) means the sea of weeds,
and that sea is still called by a similar name, in modern Egypt. Its designation,
throughout the books of the Old Testament, is in the Syriac version, and the Chaldee
Paraphrase, likewise rendered the sea of weeds ; which name may have been derived
from the reeds growing near its shore ; or from the weeds, or coralline productions,
with which, according to Diodorus Siculus, and Kircher, it abounded ; and which were
seen through its translucent waters. Finati, quoted by Laborde, speaks of the
transparency of its waters, and the corals seen at its bottom.
Pliny states,
that it is called the Red Sea from King Erythras, or from the reflection of a red
colour by the sun, or from its sand and its ground, or from the nature of its water.
Daniel Cresswell.
Verses 7, 8.
This Psalm is a Psalm of thanksgiving, as the first and last verses
declare.
Now because a man is most fit to praise God when he is most sensible of
own
sin
and
his
unworthiness ; the Psalmist doth throughout this Psalm lay Israel s
Ver. 7,
Our Fathers (says he) understood not thy
sin and God s mercy together.
wonders in Egypt.&quot; They saw them with their eyes, but they did not understand
them with their heart they did not apprehend the design and scope and end of God
and therefore, they remembered not (says the text) thy mercies ;
in those wonders
for a man remembers no more than he understands.
But it may be these mercies were very few, and so their sin in forgetfulness the
less ?
They remembered not the multitude of thy mercies.&quot;
Nay, not so, for verse 7,
But it may be this was their infirmity or weakness, and so they were rather to
be borne withal ? Not so,
but they rebelled against him ;
so Montanus reads it
all

&quot;

.

.

.

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

better.

But it may be this sin was committed whilst they were in Egypt, or among the
Egyptians, being put on by them ? Not so neither, but when they were come out
of Egypt, and only had to deal with God, and saw his glorious power at the Red
at the sea, even at the Red Sea.&quot;
Sea, then they rebelled against him,
What then, did not the Lord destroy them ? No says the text, Notwithstand
he saved them for
all their grievance, unthankfulness, and their rebellion,
ing
his name s sake.&quot;
William Bridge, in a Sermon preached before the House of Commons,
Nov. 5, 1647.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

If God should not shew mercy to his
Verse 8.
Nevertheless he saved them.&quot;
people with a nevertheless, how should the glory of his mercy appear ? If a physician
one that hath
should only cure a man that hath the head-ache or the tooth-ache
it would not argue any great skill and excellency
taken cold, or some small disease
But when a man is nigh unto death, hath one foot in the grave,
in the physician.
or is, in the eye of reason, past all recovery ; if then the physician cure him, it argues
much the skill and excellency of that physician. So now, if God should only cure,
and save a people that were less evil and wicked ; or that were good indeed, where
should the excellence of mercy appear ? But when a people shall be drawing near
to death, lying bed-rid, as it were, and the Lord out of his free love, for his own name s
sake, shall rise, and cure such an unworthy people, this sets out the glory of his
They rebelled at the sea, even at the
mercy. It is said in the verse precedent,
when the waters stood
Red Sea,&quot; or, as in the Hebrew, even in the Red Sea
like walls on both sides of them
when they saw those walls of waters that never
of
and
the
the
infinite
God
saw
saw
before,
power,
power
leading them through
people
on dry land ; then did they rebel, at the sea, even in the sea and yet for all this
the Lord saved them with a notwithstanding all this. And I say, shall the Lord
and not put
put forth so much of grace upon a people, that were under the law
forth much more of his grace upon those that are under the gospel ?
William Bridge.
For his name s sake.&quot; Improve his name in every case
Verse 8.
for he
hath a name suiting every want, every need. Do you need wonders to be wrought
for you ?
His name is Wonderful look to him so to do, for his name s sake. Do
cast yourself on
you need counsel and direction ? His name is the Counsellor
him and his name for this. Have you mighty enemies to debate with ? His name
is the Mighty God
seek that he may exert his power for his name s sake.
Do you
&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

:

;
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As a father pitieth
?
His name is the everlasting Father ;
his children, so the Lord pitieth them that fear him.&quot; Plead his pity, for his name s
eternal
?
name
is the Prince
need
or
His
Do you
sake.
peace external, internal,
O sirs, his name is
of Peace ; seek for his name s sake, that he may create peace.
JEHOVAH-ROPHI, the Lord, the healer and physician ; seek, for his name s sake, that
he may heal all your diseases. Do you need pardon ? His name is JEHOVAH-TSIDKENU, the Lord our righteousness : seek, for his name s sake, that he may be merciful
&quot;

need his fatherly pity

Do you need defence and protection ? His name is
seek, for his name s sake, that his banner
JEHOVAH-NISSI, the Lord your banner
and grace may be spread over you. Do you need provision in extreme want ?
His name is JEHOVAH- JIREH, in the mount of the Lord it shall be seen, the Lord will
Do you need his presence ? His name is JEHOVAH-SHAMMAH, the Lord is
provide.
there
IMMANUEL, God with us look to him to be with you, for his name s sake.
Do you need audience of prayer ? His name is the Hearer of prayer. Do you need
Do you need comfort ? His name
strength ? His name is the Strength of Israel.
Do you need shelter ? His name is the City of Refuge.
is the Consolation of Israel.
Have you nothing and need all ? His name is All in all. Sit down and devise
names to your wants and needs, and you will find he hath a name suitable thereunto ;
and power to keep you mercy to
for your supply, he hath wisdom to guide you
to your unrighteousness.

;

of love

:

:

;

;

holiness to sanctify you ; righteousness to justify
pity you ; truth to shield you
you ; grace to adorn you ; and glory to crown you. Trust in his name, who saves
for his name s sake.
Ralph Erskine, 1685 1752.
;

A

Verse 9.
He rebuked the Red Sea also, and it was dried up.&quot;
poetical ex
pression, signifying that the Red Sea retired at God s command, just as a slave
would fly from his master s presence on being severely rebuked. Robert Bellarmine.
He rebuked.&quot;
do not read that any voice was sent forth from
Verse 9.
heaven to rebuke the sea ; but he hath called the Divine Power by which this was
effected, a rebuke, unless indeed any one may choose to say, that the sea was secretly
rebuked, sc that the waters might hear, and yet men could not. The power by
which God acteth is very abstruse and mysterious, a power by which he causeth that
even things devoid of sense instantly obey at his will. Augustine.
Verse 9.
Wilderness.&quot;
Midbar ; a broad expanse of poor dry land, suited
for sheep-walks (like our South-Downs, or Salisbury Plain).
Compare Isa. Ixiii. 13.
&quot;

We

&quot;

&quot;

William Kay.
Verse 11.
There was not one of them left.&quot;
truction of all our spiritual enemies by Christ,
&quot;

An emblem

this of the utter des

who has not only saved us from
he has made an end of sin, even of all the
them, but has entirely destroyed them
he has spoiled Satan, and his principalities and powers
sins of his people
he has
abolished death, the last enemy, and made his saints more than conquerors over
all.
Likewise it may be a representation of the destruction of the wicked at the
last day, who will all be burnt up at the general conflagration, root and branch, not
one will be left. See Mai. iv. 1. John Gill.
;

;

;

Then believed they his words.&quot; There is a temporary faith, as Mark
which is not so much a fruit of the Spirit of regeneration, as of a
certain mutable affection, and so it soon passeth away.
It is not a voluntary faith
which is here extolled by the prophet, but rather that which is the result of com
because
whether
will
or
men,
not, by a sense which they have
pulsion, namely,
they
of the power of God, are constrained to show some reverence for him.
This passage
ought to be well considered, that men, when once they have yielded submission to
God, may not deceive themselves, but may know that the touchstone of faith is when
they spontaneously receive the word of God, and constantly continue firm in their
obedience to it. John Calvin.
&quot;

Verse 12.
calls it (iv. 17),

Verse 12.
Natural affections raised high in a profession of religion will withstand
temptations for a fit, but wait till the stream runs lower, and you will see. What a
fit of affection had the Israelites when their eyes had seen that miraculous deliverance
at the Red Sea
What songs of rejoicing had they what resolves never to distrust
Then believed they his words ; they sang his praise.&quot; Satan doth not
him again
them
to murmuring and unbelief, though that was his design, but he
presently urge
staid till the fit was over, and then he could soon tempt them to
forget his works.
Richard Gilpin in
A Treatise of Satan s Temptations,&quot; 1677.
1

1

&quot;

!

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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In the very brevity of this verse, the only one of its kind in the narra
Verse 12.
tive portion of the Psalm, we may well see how short-lived were their gratitude,
belief, and worship of God ; as it follows at once,
They soon forgat,&quot; etc. Neale
&quot;

and

Littledale.

Verses

12,

&quot;

13.

They sang

his

They soon forgat his

praise.

works.&quot;

This

was said of that generation of the Israelites, which came out of Egypt. The chapter
which contains the portion of their history here alluded to, begins with rapturous
both uttered
expressions of gratitude, and ends with the murmurs of discontent
by the same lips, within the short space of three days. Their expressions of gratitude
were called forth by that wonderful display of the divine perfections, which delivered
them from the host of Pharaoh, and destroyed their enemies. Their murmurs were
excited by a comparatively trifling inconvenience, which in a few hours was removed.
Of persons whose thanksgivings were so quickly, and so easily changed to murmurings, it might well be said,
though they sang God s praises,
they soon forgat his
;

&quot;

works.&quot;

whom

this may,
Unhappily, the Israelites are by no means the only persons of
Their conduct, as here described, affords a striking exemplification
in truth, be said.
of that spurious gratitude, which often bursts forth in a sudden flash, when dreaded
evils are averted, or unexpected favours bestowed ; but expires with the occasion
that gave it birth ; a gratitude resembling the joy excited in an infant s breast by
the gift of some glittering toy, which is received with rapture, and pleases for an
hour ; but when the charm of novelty vanishes, is thrown aside with indifference ;

and the hand that bestowed it is forgotten. Springing from no higher principle
than gratified self-love, it is neither acceptable to God, nor productive of obedience
nor does it in any respect really resemble that holy, heaven-born affec
to his laws
It may be called,
tion, whose language it often borrows, and whose name it assumes.
who, as they love those that love them,
distinctively, the gratitude of sinners
will of course be grateful to those that are kind to them
even
to God when
grateful
they view him as kind.
Of these instances, the first which I shall notice is furnished by the works of
creation
or, as they are often, though not very properly, called, the works of nature.
In so impressive a manner do these works present themselves to our senses so much
of variety, and beauty, and sublimity do they exhibit
such power, and wisdom,
and goodness do they display that perhaps no man, certainly no man who possesses
the smallest share of sensibility, taste, or mental cultivation, can, at all times, view
them without emotion without feelings of awe, or wonder, or admiration, or delight.
But, alas, how transient, how unproductive of salutary effects, have all these
emotions proved ? Appetite and passion, though hushed for a moment, soon renewed
the glitter of wealth and distinction, and power, eclipsed, in
their importunities
our view, the glories of Jehovah we sunk from that heaven toward which we seemed
rising, to plunge afresh into the vortex of earthly pleasures and pursuits we neglected
and disobeyed him, whom we had been ready to adore and continued to live without
God, in a world which we had just seen to be full of his glory.
A second instance of a similar nature is afforded by the manner in which men
In these works his perfections
are often affected by God s works of providence.
our dependence on them is at all
are so constantly, and often so clearly displayed
times so real, and sometimes so apparent
and they bear, in many cases, so directly
and evidently upon our dearest temporal interests, that even the most insensible
cannot, always, regard them with indifference.
But the feeling is usually transient and the acknowledgment is forgotten almost
as soon as it is made.
In a similar manner are men often affected by God s works of grace ; or those
works whose design and tendency it is, to promote the spiritual and eternal interests
of man.
These works most clearly display, not only the natural, but the moral
Here his character shines, full-orbed and complete.
perfections of Jehovah.
That an exhibition of these wonders should make, at least, a temporary impres
For a moment
sion upon our minds, is no more than might naturally be expected.
our hearts seem to be melted. We feel, and are ready to acknowledge, that God is
good that the Saviour is kind that his love ought to be returned ; that heaven
is desirable
Like a class of hearers described by one great Teacher, we receive
the word with joy
a joy not unmingled with something which resembles gratitude ;
and we sing, or feel as if we could with pleasure sing, God s praises. But we leave
like the earth, when partially softened
his house ; the emotions there excited subside
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

;

;
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the wonders of divine
by a wintry sun, our hearts soon regain their icy hardness
and God has reason to say hi sorrow and displeasure, Your
grace are forgotten
cloud
and
as
the
it
is
dew
as
the
Condensed
early
morning
goeth away.
goodness
from a Sermon by Edward Pay son, 1783 1827.
;

;

;

&quot;

Verse 13.

They soon forgat his

They

works.&quot;

forgat, yea,

&quot;soon&quot;

;

they

made haste to forget, so the original is
They made haste, they forgat.&quot; Like
men that in sleep shake Death by the hand, but when they are awake they will not
Adams.
know him. Thomas
How may we know that we are rightly thankful ? When we are
Verse 13.
David appointed certain of the
careful to register God s mercy, 1 Chron. xvi. 4
Levites, to record, and to thank and praise the Lord God of Israel.&quot;
Physicians
it is true in spirituals
They soon
say the memory is the first thing that decays
&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

;

forgat his

Thomas Watson.

works.&quot;

As it is with a sieve or boulter, the good corn
forgat.&quot;
or
through, but the light chaff and coarse bran remains behind
as a strainer, that the sweet liquor is strained out, but the dregs are left behind
or as a grate, that lets the pure water run away, but if there be any straws, sticks,
mud, or filth, that it holds. Thus it is with most men s memories by nature they
are but, as it were, pertusa dolia, mere river tubs, especially in good things very
treacherous, so that the vain conceits of men are apt to be held in, when divine
trifles and
and worldly things,
instructions and gracious promises run through
toys,
but for spiritual things they leak
they are apt to remember, tenacious enough
William Gouge.
like Israel, they soon forget them.
out
Verse 13.
They soon forgat his works.&quot; Three days afterwards, at the waters
Adam Clarke.
of Marah (Exod. xv. 24).
Verse 13.
They waited not.&quot; The insatiable nature of our desires is astonish
For should
a
in
that
scarcely
single day is allowed to God to gratify them.
ing,
he not immediately satisfy them, we at once become impatient, and are in danger
of eventually falling into despair.
This, then, was the fault of the people, that
they did not cast all their cares upon God, did not calmly call upon him, nor wait
patiently until he was pleased to answer their requests, but rushed forward with
reckless precipitation, as if they would dictate to God what he was to do.
And,
therefore, to heighten the criminality of their rash course, he employs the term
counsel
because men will neither allow God to be possessed of wisdom, nor
;
do they deem it proper to depend upon his counsel, but are more provident than
becomes them, and would rather rule God than allow themselves to be ruled by
him according to his pleasure. That we may be preserved from provoking God,
let us ever retain this principle, That it is our duty to let him provide for us such
things as he knows will be for our advantage. And verily, faith divesting us of our
own wisdom, enables us hopefully and quietly to wait until God accomplishes his
own work whereas, on the contrary, our carnal desire always goes before the counsel
of God, by its too great haste.
John Calvin.
Verse 13.
They waited not.&quot; They ought to have thought, that so great
works of God towards themselves were not without a purpose, but that they invited
them to some endless happiness, which was to be waited for with patience ; but
they hastened to make themselves happy with temporal things, which give no man
true happiness, because they do not quench insatiable longing
for whosoever,&quot;
saith our Lord,
shall drink of this water, shall thirst again.&quot;
John iv. 13.
Augustine.
Verse 13.
They waited not for his counsel.&quot; Which neglect of theirs may be
understood two ways. First, that they waited not for his open or declared counsel,
to direct them what to do, but without asking his advice would needs venture and
run on upon their own heads, to do what seemed good in their own eyes. Secondly,
that they waited not for the accomplishment of his hidden and secret counsel con
cerning them
they would not tarry God s time for the bringing forth and bringing
about his counsels. Not to wait upon God either way is very sinful. Not to wait
for his counsel to direct us what to do, and not to wait for his doing or fulfilling
his own counsel, argues at once a proud and an impatient spirit
in the one, men
do even slight the wisdom of God, and in the other vainly presume and attempt
to prevent his providence.
Joseph Caryl.
Verse 13.
They waited not for his counsel.&quot; A believer acting his faith, hath
of
an
unbeliever. An unbeliever is froward and passionate, and
great advantage
&quot;

Verse 13.

and

They soon

fine flour goes

;

:

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;
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heady and hasty, when he is put to plunge ; he waits not for the counsel of God. He
leaps before he looks, before he hath eyes to see his way ; but a believer is quiet
and confident, and silent and patient, and prayerful, and standing upon his watchMatthew Lawrence, in
The
tower, to see what God will answer at such a time.
Use and Practice of Faith,&quot; 1657.
&quot;

In the wilderness.&quot; When God by circumstances of time and place
moderation of carnal appetite, the transgression is more heinous and
offensive unto God
They lusted exceedingly in the wilderness,&quot; where they
should have contented themselves with any sort of provision. David Dickson.
In the wilderness.&quot; There, where they had bread enough and to spare,
Verse 14.
yet nothing would serve them but they must have flesh to eat. They were now
purely at God s finding ; so that this was a reflection upon the wisdom and goodness
of their Creator.
They were now, in all probability, within a step of Canaan, yet
had not patience to stay for dainties till they came thither. They had flocks and
herds of their own, but they will not kill them
God must give them flesh as he gave
them bread, or they will never give him credit or their good word
they did not
but
lusted exceedingly
after it.
A desire even of
they
only wish for flesh,
is
and
it
inordinate
becomes
lawful things, when
sinful
and therefore
violent,
this is called &quot;lusting after evil things&quot; (1 Cor. x. 6), though the quails as God s
and
were
so
Ps.
40.
were
cv.
Yet
this
not all, they
was
of,
good
things,
spoken
gift,
tempted God in the desert,&quot; where they had had such experience of his goodness and
power, and questioned whether he could and would gratify them therein. See
Psalm Ixxviii. 19, 20. Matthew Henry.
&quot;

Verse 14.

doth

call for

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

And he gave them their request,&quot; etc. The throat s pleasure did
Verse 15.
shut up paradise, sold the birthright, beheaded the Baptist, and it was the chief
of the cooks, Nebuzaradan, that first set fire to the temple, and razed the city. These
effects are, 1. Crossness
which takes away agility to any good work ; which makes
a man more like a tun upon two pottle pots. Csesar said he mistrusted not Antony
but Casca and Cassius,
and Dolabella for any practices, because they were fat
The other are the devil s crammed
lean, hollow fellows, who did think too much.
Indeed, what need they travel far, whose felicity is at home
fowls, too fat to lay.
placing paradise in their throats, and heaven in their food ? 2. Macilency of grace ;
God fatted the
for as it puts fatness into their bodies, so leanness into their souls.
sent leanness into their soul.&quot;
The flesh is blown
Israelites with quails, but withal
for
are
worse
than
the
doth
man-eaters,
They
they are selfspirit
languish.
up,
eaters
they put a pleurisy into their bloods, and an apoplexy into their souls.
&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

:

Thomas Adams.
&quot;

Verse 15.

Sent leanness into their

soul.&quot;

God

affords us as great

means

for

he puts us into fat pastures, and
our increase in these Gospel times as ever he did
therefore it is a shame for God s people not to grow, not
well watered, Ps. xxiii.
to bring forth twins,&quot; as Cant. vi. 6.
They should grow twice as fast, bring forth
twice as fast, bring forth twice as many lambs, twice as much wool, twice as much
milk, as those that go upon bare commons. All the world may cry shame on such
a man that is high fed, and often fed with fat and sweet ordinances, if he be still
like Pharaoh s lean kine, as lean and ill-favoured as ever he was before.
Certainly,
We are to look upon it as the
fat ordinances and lean souls do not well agree.
greatest of judgments to have leanness sent into our souls w hile we are fed with manna.
We look on it as an affliction to have an over-lean body but it s a far sadder condition
Of the two, it were far better to have a well-thriving soul and
to have a lean soul.
I wish above all
a lean body it is a great mercy when both prosper, 3 John 2
that
thou
mayest prosper and be in health, even as thy soul prospereth.&quot;
things
Oh it is a sweet thing, especially to have a prospering soul, and still upon the growing
hand and God expects it should be so, where he affords good diet, great means of
as Dan. i. 10
The prince of the eunuchs said unto Daniel, I fear my lord
grace
If you should look ill,
the king, who hath appointed your meat and your drink.&quot;
who fare so well, I should be sure to bear the blame it were so much as my head
is worth.
So certainly, where God affords precious food for precious souls, if these
souls be lean under fat ordinances, either those that are fed, or those that feed them ;
either minister, or people, or both, are sure
either the stewards or the household
We do not
It is but equal and just that such should grow.
to bear the blame.
wonder to see lean sheep upon bare commons, but when we see sheep continue lean
;

;

&quot;

r

;

&quot;

:

:

:

&quot;

;

:

;

;
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in fat pastures,

strive to be on
Verse 15.

we think

their meat is ill bestowed on
the growing land.
Matthew Lawrence.

&quot;

Leanness

&quot;

is

rendered

&quot;

loathing&quot;

them
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and therefore

;

let

us

by Bishop Horslcy, which accords

the case ; but I think leanness, as applied to the soul, is ex
ceedingly descriptive of its spiritual barrenness and emptiness of aught like Divine
Thomas Chalmers.
tastes or enjoyments.

with the

literal state of

The earth opened,&quot; etc. This element was not used to such morsels.
Verse 17.
but bodies informed with living souls, never before.
devours the carcases of men
To have seen them struck dead upon the earth had been fearful but to see the earth
Neither the sea nor the earth
at once their executioner and grave, was more horrible.
the sea is moist and flowing, and will not be divided, for the
are fit to give passage
the earth is dry and massy, and will neither yield naturally, nor
continuity of it
meet again when it hath yielded yet the waters did cleave to give way unto Israel
the earth did cleave to give way to the conspirators in judg
for their preservation
ment both sea and earth did shut their jaws again upon the adversaries of God.
There was more wonder in this latter. It was a marvel that the waters opened
it was no wonder that they shut again
for the retiring and flowing was natural.
It was no less marvel that the earth opened
but more marvel that it shut again
because it had no natural disposition to meet when it was divided. Now might
Israel see they had to do with a God that could revenge with ease.
There are two sorts of traitors
the earth swallowed up the one, the fire the
All the elements agree to serve the vengeance of their Maker.
other.
Nadab and
Abihu brought fit persons, but unfit fire, to God these Levites bring the right fire,
but unwarranted persons, before him fire from God consumes both. It is a danger
ous thing to usurp sacred functions. The ministry will not grace the man
the man
may disgrace the ministry. Joseph Hall.
Dathan and Abiram only are mentioned, and this in strict agree
Verse 17.
ment with Numb. xxvi. 11, where it is said, the children of Korah died not.&quot; And
&quot;

It

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

&quot;

the same thing is at least implied in Numb. xvi. 27, where it is said, that, just before
Dathan and Abiram (there is no mention of Korah)
the catastrophe took place,
came out and stood in the door of their tents.&quot; See this noticed and accounted for
in Blunt s Veracity of the Books of Moses, Part I.
J. J. Stewart Perowne.
20, p. 86.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

And why a calf ? Could they find no fitter
the creatures ? Why not rather the lordly lion,
vast elephant, the immensity
to show the sovereignty
subtle serpent, the wisdom ;
swift eagle, the ubiquity of God, rather than the
long-lived hart, the eternity
?
senseless
that
eateth
But
the shape mattereth not much, for if
calf,
silly
hay
God be made like anything, he may be made like anything, it being as unlawful to
fashion him an angel as a worm, seeing the commandment forbids as well the likeness
But probably a calf
of things in heaven above as in earth beneath (Exod. xx. 4).
was preferred before other forms because they had learned it from the Egyptians
worshipping their ox Apis. Thus the Israelites borrowed (Exod. xii. 35) not all gold
and silver, but some dross from the Egyptians, whence they fetch the idolatrous
forms of their worship.
Verse 19.
The modern Jews are of opinion that all the afflictions which ever
since, have, do, or shall befall their nation, are still the just punishments on them
And the rabbins have a saying that God never
for this their first act of idolatry.
inflicts any judgment upon them, but there is an ounce of his anger on them for their
ancestors making the golden calf. A reverend friend of mine, conversing at Amster
dam with a Jewish youth (very capable and ingenious for one of that nation) endeav
oured to make him sensible of God s anger upon them for rejecting and crucifying
of Christ, for which foul act he showed how the Jews have lived many hundred years
But the youth would in no wise acknowledge in their
in miserable banishment.
sufferings any effect or punishment of their murdering of Christ, but taking his Bible
turned to God s threatening immediately after their making of the calf (Exod. xxxiii.
Nevertheless in the day when I visit, I will visit their sin upon them,&quot; so
34)
interpreting and applying all the numerous calamities which since have befallen
them to relate to no other cause than that their first idolatry. Whereas, indeed,
the arrears of their idolatry long ago were satisfied, and this is a new debt of later
Thomas Fuller, 1608 1661, in
date contracted on themselves by their infidelity.
A Pisgah Sight of Palestine.&quot;
Verse 19.
They made a
resemblance of God amongst
&quot;

;

calf.&quot;

all

;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

VOL.

iv.
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etc.
This people had seen this idolatrous service
They made a
and now they did not more long after Egyptian food, than after this
Egyptian god. ... It is an easy matter for men to be drawn to the practice of that
idolatry that they have been accustomed to see practised in those places that they
have a long time lived in. He that would take heed of idolatry, let him take heed of
Egypt the very air of Egypt (as I may so say) is infectious in this kind. See here,
they had seen the worship of a young bullock in Egypt, and they must have a

Verse 19.

in

Egypt

&quot;

calf,&quot;

;

:

bullock.

.

.

.

(and what seat can that be but Rome ?) is called
it is called Egypt, Rev. ii. 8.
It is called Sodom
in the Revelation by three names
It is called Babylon in many places of the Revelation.
in the same verse.
It is
It is called Sodom, in regard to her filthiness
called Babylon, in regard to her cruelty.
and Egypt, in regard to her idolatry.
It is a hard matter for a man to live in Egypt, and not to taste and savour some
had sometime, in England, a proverb about
what of the idolatry of Egypt.
going to Rome. They said, a man that went the first time to Rome, he went to see
he that went the second time to Rome, went to be acquainted
a wicked man there
he that went the third time, brought him home with
with that wicked man there
him.
many have we seen (and it is pity to see so many) of our nobility and
but few of them bring
gentry to go to those Egyptian parts, and return home again
home the same manners, the same religion, nor the same souls they carried out
Thomas Westfield, Bishop of Bristow, in
with them.
England s Face in Israel s

The

local seat of Antichrist

:

;

We

;

;

How

:

&quot;

1658.
In Horeb.&quot; There is a peculiar stress on the words
Verse 19.
in Horeb.&quot;
as denoting the very place where the great manifestation of God s power and presence
has been made, and where the law had been given, whose very first words were a
Agellius, in Neale and Littledale.
prohibition of the sin of idolatry.
Verses 19, 20.
Apis, or Serapis, was a true living black bull, with a white list
or streak along the back, a white mark in fashion of an half-moon on his right shoulder,
only two hairs growing on his tail (why just so many and no more, the devil knows),
with a fair square blaze on his forehead, and a great bunch called cantharus under
What art their priests did use to keep up the breed and preserve
his tongue.
succession of cattle with such yapta-paia, or privy marks, I list not to inquire.
Besides this natural and living bull, kept in one place, they also worshipped
Some
POVV Sidxpvo-ov, a golden or gilded ox, the image or portraiture of the former.
conceive this Apis to have been the symbol and emblem of Joseph the patriarch,
so called from i, ab, a father, seeing he is said to be made by God a father to Pharaoh
(Gen. xlv. 8), that is, preserver of him and his country ; and therefore the Egyptians,
in after ages, gratified his memory with statues of an ox, a creature so useful in
ploughing, sowing, bringing home, and treading out of corn, to perpetuate that gift
of grain he had conferred upon them.
They strengthen their conjecture because
Serapis (which one will have to be nothing else but Apis with addition of iff, sar,
that is, a prince, whence perchance our English Sir) was pictured with a bushel
over his head, and Joseph (we know) was corn-meter-general in Egypt. Though
others, on good ground, conceive ox-worship in Egypt of far greater antiquity.
However, hence Aaron (Exod. xxxii. 4), and hence afterwards Jeroboam (who
flying from Solomon, lived some years with Shishak, king of Egypt, 1 Kings xi. 40)
had the pattern of their calves, which they made for the children of Israel to worship.
If any object the Egyptians idols were bulls or oxen, the Israelites but calves, the
difference is not considerable
for (besides the objector never looked into the mouths
of the latter to know their age) gradus non variat speciem, a less character is not
another letter.
Yea, Herodotus calls Apis himself xoV/ior, a calf, and Vitulus is of
as large acceptation among the Latins.
Such an old calf the poet describes
Glasse,&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

.

.

.

;

Ego hanc vitalam (ne forte recuses,
Bis venit ad mulctram binos alit ubere fatus)
Depono.

My calf I lay (lest you mistake t both tides
She comes to th pail and suckles twain besides).
But

to put all out of doubt, what in Exodus is termed a calf, the Psalmist calleth
an ox (Ps. cvi. 20).
Thomas Fuller.
Verses 19
It is to be hoped, we shall never live to see a time, when the
22.
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when

the return of Jesus Christ
miracles of our redemption shall be forgotten ;
from heaven shall be despaired of and when the people shall solicit their teachers
to fabricate a new philosophical deity, for them to worship, instead of the God of
their ancestors, to whom glory hath been ascribed from generation to generation.
George Home.
;

An ox that eateth grass.&quot; The Egyptians, when they consulted Apis,
Verse 20.
presented a bottle of hay or of grass, and if the ox received it, they expected good
Daniel Cresswell.
success.
Verse 20.
Although some of the Rabbins would excuse this gross idolatry of their
forefathers, yet others more wise bewail them, and say that there is an ounce of
John Trapp.
this golden calf in all their present sufferings.
&quot;

They forgat God.&quot; To devise images and pictures to put us in
God, is a very forgetting both of God s nature, and of his authority,
which prohibits such devices, for so doth the Lord expound it
They forgat God
David Dickson.
their Saviour.&quot;
Let us observe in this place that Israel is now for the third time accused
Verse 21.
above in ver. 7, afterwards in ver. 13, and now in ver. 21. And
of forgetting God
that he might shew the greatness of this forgetfulness he does not simply say they
forgat God, but adds, their Saviour : not the Saviour of their fathers in former times,
but their own Saviour. Musculus.
&quot;

Verse 21.

the

mind

of

&quot;

:

;

Land of Ham.&quot; Egypt is called the land of Ham, or rather Cham,
on, because it was peopled by Mizraim, the son of Ham, and grandson of Noah.
Plutarch (De Iside and Osiride) informs us, that the Egyptians called their country
Xq/iia, Chemia ; and the Copts give it the name of X^/xi, Chemi, to the present day.
Comprehensive Bible.
&quot;

Verse 22.

Moses his chosen stood before him in the breach.&quot; Moses stood in
Verse 23.
the hedge of religion and worship was
the gap, and diverted the wrath of God
Numb. xvi. 41, 42, the people
broken down by a golden calf, and he made it up
murmured, rose up against Moses and Aaron, trod down the hedge of authority,
presently Aaron steps into the gap,
whereupon the plague brake in upon them
makes up the hedge, and stops the plague, ver. 47, 48. That which they did was
and they were repairers of breaches. We, through infinite mercy,
honourable
have had some like Moses and Aaron, to make up our hedges, raise up our foundations,
and stop some gaps ; but all our gaps are not yet stopped. Are there not gaps in
If it were not so, how came in such erroneous, blasphemous,
the hedge of doctrine ?
and wild opinions amongst us ? Are there not gaps in the hedges of civil and ecclesi
Do not multitudes trample upon magistracy and ministry, all
astical authority ?
powers, both human and divine ? Are there not gaps in the worship of God ? Do
not too many tread down all churches, all ordinances, yea, the very Scriptures ?
Are there not gaps in the hedge of justice, through which the bulls of Bashan enter,
which oppress the poor, and crush the needy ? Amos iv. 1 are there not gaps in the
hedge of love is not that bond of perfection broken ? Are there not bitter envyings
do we not bite and devour one another ? are there not gaps
and strife among us
in the hedge of conscience ? is not the peace broken between God and your souls ? doth
not Satan come in oft at the gap, and disturb you ? are there not gaps also in your
several relations, whereby he gets advantage ?
Surely, if our eyes be in our heads,
&quot;

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

we may

William Greenhill.
This is a metaphor taken from a city which is be
which the enemy having made a breach,&quot; is just entering
sieged, and
unless
he
be
driven back by some valiant warrior. Thus Moses
to
in,
destroy it,
in the breach,&quot; and averted the wrath of God, when he was just
stood, as it were
Thomas Fenton.
going to destroy the Israelites. See Exod. xxxii.
If Christians could be brought to entertain a just sense of the value
Verse 23.
and power of intercessory prayer, surely it would abound. It is a terrible reproof
Ye have not gone up into the gaps,
against the lying prophets of Ezekiel s time
neither made up the hedge for the house of Israel to stand in the battle in the day
xiii.
Ex.
of the Lord
xxxii.
14.
9
William S. Plumer.
(Ezek.
5).
Compare
see gaps enough.

Verse 23.

&quot;

The

breach.&quot;

in the walls of

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

Verse 24.

&quot;

Yea, they

despised.&quot;

When

the promised inheritance of heaven
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(which was figured by the pleasant land of promise), is not counted worthy of all
the pains and difficulties which can be sustained and met with in the way of going
toward it, the promised inheritance is but little esteemed of, as appeareth in the
Israelites, who for love of ease, and fear of the Canaanites, were ready to turn back
to Egypt
They despised the pleasant land.&quot; David Dickson.
Verse 24.
They despised the pleasant land.&quot; This was a type of heaven, the
the better country, the land of promise and rest
in which is
good land afar off
fulness of provisions, and where there will be no hunger and thirst where flows the
river of the water of life, and stands the tree of life, bearing all manner of fruits
&quot;

:

&quot;

;

;

;

;

where there is fulness of joy and pleasures for evermore the most delightful com
pany of Father, Son, and Spirit, angels and glorified saints, and nothing to disturb
And yet this pleasant
their peace and pleasure neither from within nor from without.
land may be said to be despised by such who do not care to go through any difficulty
to go through
to it to perform the duties of religion to bear reproach for God s sake
to walk in the narrow and afflicted way which leads unto it; and by
tribulation
but prefer
all such who do not care to part with their sinful lusts and pleasures
them and the things of this world to the heavenly state. John Gill.
;

;

;

;

;

;

One great bar to salvation is spiritual sloth. It is said of Israel,
Verse 24.
They despised the pleasant land.&quot; What should be the reason ? Canaan was
a paradise of delight, a type of heaven
aye, but they thought it would cost them
a great deal of trouble and hazard in the getting, and they would rather go without
Are there not millions of us who would rather
it, they despised the pleasant land.
I have read of certain Spaniards that
go sleeping to hell, than sweating to heaven ?
live near where there is great store of fish, yet are so lazy that they will not be at
but
of
their
to
catch
such a sinful stupidity and
the pains
them,
buy
neighbours
sloth is upon the most, that though Christ be near them, though salvation is offered
Thomas Watson.
in the Gospel, yet they will not work out salvation.
&quot;

;

:

Verses 24, 25.
Murmuring hath in it much unbelief and distrust of God.
They
believed not his word ; but murmured in their tents.&quot;
They could not believe that
the wilderness was the way to Canaan, that God would provide and furnish a table
So it is with us in trouble.
for them there, and relieve them in all their straits.
quarrel with God s providence, because we do not believe his promises ; we do not
believe that this can be consistent with love, or can work for good in the end.
&quot;

We

John

16801750.

Willison,

murmured.&quot;
It must have been a malady
Murmuring
Hebrew people, or a disease peculiar to that desert. As we
narrative we are constantly meeting it, creaking along in discord

But
Verse 25.
characteristic of the
&quot;

!

proceed with this
harsh and chronic, or amazing earth and heaven by its shrill, ear-piercing paroxysms.
They lift up their eyes, and as the Egyptians pursue, the people murmur. They
come to a fountain, the water is bitter, and once more they murmur. Then no
bread
murmurings redoubled. Moses is no longer in the Mount murmurs. He
more murmurs. When shall we reach that promised
takes too much upon him
e are close to the land, but its
land ? murmurs extraordinary, loud murmurs.
inhabitants are giants, and their towns walled up to heaven.
Oh, what a take-in
and the last breath of the last survivors of that querulous race goes forth in a hurri
a
James Hamilton
cane of reproach and remonstrance
perfect storm of murmurs.
Moses the man of God.&quot;
(1814 1867) in
The murmuring on this occasion seems to have been a social evil, they
Verse 25.
murmured in their tents. So do men in social life promote among each other prejudice
;

;

;

W

r

!

&quot;

and aversion to true

religion.

W. Wilson.

bound them
They joined themselves also unto Baal-peor,&quot; rather
for it was the custom in ancient times, as it is now, in all
badge
Pagan countries, for every idol to have some specific badge, or ensign, by which his
John Kitto, in Daily Bible Illustrations.&quot;
votaries are known.
Verse 28.
They joined themselves also unto Baal-peor.&quot; The narrative (Num. xxv.)
seems clearly to show that this form of Baal-worship was connected with licentious
Verse 28.
selves with his

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

Without laying too much stress on the Rabbinical derivation of the word
rites.
hiatus, i.e.,
aperire hymenem virgineum,&quot; we seem to have reason to conclude that
Baal-Peor was identified by the Rabbins and
this was the nature of the worship.
early fathers with Priapus (see the authorities quoted by Selden, De Diis Syris, i. 4,
This is, moreover, the view of
p. 302, sq., who, however, dissents from this view).

&quot;toei

&quot;
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The reader is referred
411), Winer, Gesenius, Furst, and almost all critics.
for more detailed information particularly to Creuzer s Symbolik and Movers
Smith s Dictionary of the Bible.&quot;
William Gotch, in
Phonizier.
Ate the sacrifices.&quot;
It was usual for the officers to eat the chief
Verse 28.
sacrifice.
remarks
of
the
Hence
the
of Paul on this subject, 1 Cor. viii., 1
13.
part
Creuzer

(ii.

&quot;

&quot;

Benjamin Boothroyd.
The
Verse 28.

The word DTTO, maithim, signifies dead men ; for the
dead.&quot;
idols of the heathen were generally men,
who had
warriors, kings, or lawgivers,
been deified after their death ; though many of them had been execrated during
their life.
Comprehensive Bible.
And they ate the sacrifices of the dead.&quot;
Verse 28.
&quot;

&quot;

His obsequies to Polydorus paying

A tomb we raise, and altars to the dead
With dark blue fillets and black cypress bind
Our dames with hair dishevell d stand to mourn
Warm frothy blows of milk and sacred blood

We offer,
Call

him

;

grave the spirit lay,
aloud, and bid our last farewell.
in his

Virgil.

They provoked him to anger with their inventions.&quot; Note, that
It is one thing simply
it is not said, with their deeds, but with their pursuits (studies).
it is quite another to pursue it earnestly night and day.
to do a thing
The first
may take place by chance, or through ignorance, or on account of some temptation,
or violence, and that without the consent and against the inclination of the mind.
But the latter is brought about in pursuance of a fixed purpose and design and by
We see, therefore, in this passage that the patience of God
effort and forethought.
was at length provoked to anger and fury when the people sinned not merely once
and again, but when the pursuit of sin grew and strengthened. Musculus.
&quot;

Verse 29.

;

Their sins are here called by the name of
their
as no ways taught us by God, but of our own
imagining or finding out. For, indeed, our inventions are the cause of all sins.
And if we look well into it we shall find our inventions are so. By God s injunction
we should all live, and his injunction is, You shall not do every man what seems
good in his own eyes (or finds out in his own brains), but whatsoever I command
Deut. xii. 8. But we, setting light by that charge of his,
you, that shall you do.&quot;
out of the old disease of our father Adam
ye shall be as gods, knowing good and
think it a goodly matter to be witty, and to find out things ourselves to
evil
make to ourselves, to be authors, and inventors of somewhat, that so we may seem
and to know what is for our turns, as well as he,
to be as wise as God, if not wiser
if not better.
It was Saul s fault.
God bade him destroy Amalek altogether, and
he would invent a better way, to save some (forsooth) for sacrifice, which God could
not think of. And it was St. Peter s fault, when he persuaded Christ from his passion,
and found out a better way (as he thought) than Christ could devise. Lancelot
Verse 29.

inventions.&quot;

&quot;

Their

And

&quot;

inventions.&quot;

so, sure,

they are

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

(&quot;

&quot;),

;

Andrewes.

Brake in upon
Verse 29.
barriers
see Exod. xix. 24.
&quot;

its

;

by command

of

Moses

;

The image is that of a river which had burst
The plague is the slaughter inflicted upon the people

them.&quot;

Numb. xxv.

4, 5, 8, 9, 18.

&quot;

The Speaker

s Commentary.&quot;

Verse 30.
Then stood up Phinehas.&quot; All Israel saw the bold lewdness of
Zimri, but their hearts and eyes were so full of grief, that they had not room enough
for indignation.
Phinehas looked on with the rest, but with other affections. When
he saw this defiance bidden to God, and this insultation upon the sorrow of his people
(that while they were wringing their hands, a proud miscreant durst outface their
humiliation with his wicked dalliance), his heart boils with a desire of a holy revenge ;
and now that hand, which was used to a censer and sacrificing knife, takes up his
javelin, and, with one stroke, joins these two bodies in their death, which were joined
in their sin, and in the very flagrance of their lust, makes a new way for their souls
to their own place.
O noble and heroical courage of Phinehas which, as it was
rewarded of God, so is worthy to be admired of men. He doth not stand casting
of scruples
am I to do this ? The son of the high priest.
place is all for
it is for me to sacrifice, and pray for the sin of the
peace and mercy
people, not to
sacrifice any of the people for their sin.
duty calls me to appease the anger
of God what I may, not to revenge the sins of men ; to pray for their conversion,
&quot;

I

:

Who

My

:

My
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And who are these ? Is not the one a
great prince in Israel, the other a princess of Midian ? Can the death of two so
famous personages go unrevenged ? Or, if it be safe and fit, why doth my uncle
Moses rather shed his own tears than their blood ? I will mourn with the rest ; let
them revenge whom it concerneth. But the zeal of God hath barred out all weak
and he holds it now both his duty and his glory, to be an executioner
deliberations
of so shameless a pair of offenders.
Now the sin is punished, the plague ceaseth. The revenge of God sets out ever
after the sin ; but if the revenge of men (which commonly comes later) can overtake
How oft hath the infliction of a less punishment avoided
it, God gives over the chase.
There are none so good friends to the state, as courageous and impartial
a greater
these are the reconcilers of God and the people, more than the
ministers of justice
prayers of them that sit still and do nothing. Joseph Hall.
Then stood up Phinehas,&quot; etc. Mark the mighty principle, which
Verse 30.
The Spirit leaves it not obscure.
rolled like a torrent in the heart of Phinehas.
is
The praise this, He was zealous for his God,&quot; Numb. xxv. 13. He could not fold
his arms, and see God s law insulted, his rule defied, his majesty and empire scorned.
The servant s heart blazed in one blaze of godly indignation. He must be up to
His fervent love, his bold resolve, fear nothing in a righteous
vindicate his Lord.
The offending Zimra was a potent prince nevertheless he spared him not.
cause.
Believer, can you read this and feel no shame ? Do your bold efforts testify your
Sinners blaspheme God s name. Do you rebuke ? His Sabbaths are pro
zeal ?
Do you protest ? False principles are current ? Do you expose the counter
faned.
Vice stalks in virtue s garb. Do you tear down the mask ? Satan enthrals
feits ?
Do you resist ? Nay, rather are you not dozing unconcerned ? Whether
the world.
If righteous zeal girded
Christ s cause succeeds, or be cast down, you little care.
and
braced your nerves, and moved the rudder of your heart, and swelled
your loins,
be
of
God
so
and
sails
would
unknown,
action,
blasphemy so daring ?
your
Mark, next, the zeal of Phinehas is sound-minded. It is not as a courser without
Its steps are set in order s path.
rein, a torrent unembanked, a hurricane let loose.
The mandate says, let the offenders
It executes God s own will in God s own way.
He aims a death-blow, then, with obedient hand. The zeal, which heaven
die.
kindles, is always a submissive grace.
Henry Law, in Christ is All,&quot; 1858.
Stood up,&quot; as valiantly to do his work of zeal, as Moses had done
Verse 30.
to discharge the office of intercessor, and because he alone rose to set the example
of resistance to the foul rites of Baal-Peor.
Cassiodorns, quoted by Ncale and Littlenot to work the confusion of any sinner.

;

.

.

.

1

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

dale.

So the plague was stayed.&quot; God himself puts this peculiar honour
Verse 30.
of staying the plague (when he was about to destroy the whole camp) upon this fact
He hath turned away
of Phinehas, saying,
wrath,&quot; Num. xxv. 10, 11, because
he was acted with the same zeal for God s glory and Israel s good, as God himself is
acted with for them, and feared not to lose his life in God s cause, by putting to death
a prince and a princess in the very flagrancy of their lust at one blow. There is such
an accent and such an emphasis put by the Lord on this act (as the Jewish Rabbis
observe), that here they begin the forty-first section or lecture of the Law, or (as
Vatablus saith) the seventh section of the book, which they call Phinehas. Moreover,
it teacheth us, that zeal of justice in the cause of God is an hopeful means to remove
God s wrath from, and to procure his mercy to, man. Thus David also made an
atonement by doing justice on Saul s house, 2 Sam. xxi. 3, etc.
Phinehas by virtue of this promise of the priesthood (Num. xxv. 12, 13) lived
himself to a great old age, even (as some say) to three hundred years, as appeareth
by Judg. xx. 28, where he then is found alive, for his zeal at this time. He lived
so long that some of the Rabbis are of opinion that he died not at all, but is still
alive,
they suppose to be the Elias that is to come before the coming of Christ ;
but this notion is confuted by others of their Rabbis, and by the mention of his
seed succeeding him in sacred Scripture. However, though few after the Flood
did near attain to any such age, yet must Phinehas be very old in that time of Israel s
Phinchas s priesthood is called
everlasting,&quot; not in
warring with Benjamin.
his person, but in his posterity, whose sons were successively high priests till the
16 ; and at the return out of captivity, Ezra,
captivity of Babylon, 1 Chron. vi. 4
6 ; and so it continued in
the great priest and scribe, was of his line, Ezra vii. 1
that line until, or very near, the approach of our evangelical High Priest (as Christ
is called, Heb. v. 6), who was of the order of Melchizedek.
Christopher Ness.
&quot;

my

&quot;

.
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&quot;

.
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Verse 30.
Why is the pacifying of God s wrath, and the staying of the plague
ascribed to Phinehas, having a blush of irregularity in it, rather than to the acts of
the
Moses and
judges, which were by express command from God and very regular ?
For answer, the acts of Moses and the judges slaked the fire of God s wrath, that of
Phinehas quenched it
again the acts of Moses and the judges had a rise from a
spark, that of Phinehas from a flame of zeal and holy indignation in him ; hence the
Lord, who is exceedingly taken with the springs and roots of actions, sets the crown
upon the head of Phinehas. Edmund Staunton, in a Sermon preached before the
House of Lords, 1644.
So the plague was stayed.&quot;
Verse 30.
man doth not so live by his own
Masters
faith, but in temporal respects the faith of another man may do him good.
by their faith obtained healing for their servants, parents for their children, Matt. xv.
Jesus seeing their faith,&quot; healed the sick
28.
Oh, man, great is thy faith
God s people for the town or place where they live
of the palsy.
The innocent
shall
deliver
the
the
faithful
Gen. xviii. 32,
If
doer)
island,&quot; Job xxii. 30.
(i.e.,
ten righteous persons shall be found there, I will not destroy it for ten s sake.&quot;
Especi
ally in Magistrates, Moses, Numb. xiv. ; Hezekiah, Isai. xxxvii., put up prayers,
and God saved the people and places they prayed for
Then Phinehas executed
judgment (appeased God by faith) and so the plague was stayed.&quot; Matthew Lawrence.
;

A

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

!

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

It went ill with Moses.&quot;
Verse 32.
This judgment of God on that sin did
not imply that he had blotted Moses out of the book of life, or the number of the
For he continued still to talk with him, and
saints, or otherwise than forgive his sin.
advise with him of the governing of his people, and spake to Joshua that he should
be faithful to him as his servant Moses. That was not the true Canaan from which
he was shut out, but only the figure and shadow
and that he was allowed to see
&quot;

;

;

a vision well worthy of all his labours, for the more excellent things signified by
The Characters of the Old Testament,&quot; 1873.
Isaac Williams, in

it.

&quot;

They provoked his spirit.&quot; As Abraham was distinguished for his
was Moses for his meekness for Scripture has declared that he was very
all
the
men which were on the face of the earth,&quot; Numb. xii. 3. Yet
above
meek,
judging from facts recorded of him, we should be inclined to suppose that he was
by nature remarkable for sensitiveness and hastiness of temper that was his one
Such appears to have been evinced when he slew the Egyptian
besetting infirmity.
when he twice smote the rock in the wilderness and on that occasion when he was
Verse 33.

&quot;

faith, so

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

because they provoked his spirit, so that he spake
punished,&quot; as the Psalmist says,
unadvisedly with his lips,&quot; and when he broke the two tables of stone.
Something
of the same kind appears to have been the case with our own Hooker, whose bio
grapher attributes to him such singular meekness, while his private writings indicate
a temper keenly alive and sensitive to the sense of wrong.
Isaac Williams.
Verse 33.
They provoked his spirit.&quot; In a dispensation itself mainly gracious,
and foreshadowing one which would be grace altogether, it was of prime importance
&quot;

&quot;

that the mediating men should be merciful and gracious, long-suffering, and slow
to anger.
And such they were in marvellous manner.
Brimming over with instruction as is this passage, we must leave it with a few
remarks.
1. How careful preachers of the gospel and expounders of Scripture should be
not to give an erroneous impression of God s mind or message. The mental acumen
is rare, but the right spirit is rarer.
But what is the right spirit ? A loving spirit,
a gentle spirit, a faithful spirit, a meek and weaned spirit, a spirit which says,
Speak,
All that the Lord giveth me,
Lord, for thy servant heareth,&quot;and a spirit which adds,
that will I speak,&quot; that excellent spirit which is only imparted by the good Spirit of
God. For if he withdraw, even a Moses ceases to be meek, and ceasing to be meek,
even a Moses becomes a bad divine and an erroneous teacher, striking the rock that
has been already stricken once for all, and preaching glad tidings gruflly. He who
but sometimes, instead of
Ho every
gives the living water does not grudge it
one that thirsteth,&quot; the preacher says,
Hear now, ye rebels must we fetch you
water out of this rock ?
and makes the very invitation repulsive.
2. When any one has run long and run well, how sad it is to stumble within
a few steps of the goal
If Moses had an earthly wish, it was to see Israel safe in their
Faith and patience had held
inheritance, and his wish was all but consummated.
out well nigh forty years, and in a few months more the Jordan would be crossed
.

.

.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

I

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

I
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finished.
And who can tell but this very nearness of the prize
helped to create something of a presumptuous confidence ? The blood of Moses was
hot to begin with, and he was not the meekest of men when he smote the Egyptian
and hid him in the sand. But he had got a good lesson in ruling his spirit, and

and the work would be

betwixt the long sojourn with Jethro and the self-discipline needful in the charge of
now his foot on the neck of this enemy

this multitude, he might fancy that he had
when lo the sin revives and Moses dies.

:

1

Blessed is the man that feareth alway
Blessed is the man who, although years
have passed without an attempt at burglary, still bars his doors and sees his windows
fastened
Blessed is the man who, although a generation has gone since the last
eruption, forbears to build on the volcanic soil, and dreads fires which have smouldered
for fourscore years
Blessed is the man who, even when the high seas are crossed
and the land is made, still keeps an outlook
Blessed is the man who, even on the
confines of Canaan, takes heed of the evil heart, lest, with a promise of entering in,
he should come short through unbelief
3. Elevation of mind and sweetness of spirit are pearls of great price, and if
we wish to preserve them we had better intrust them to God s own keeping. If
Moses lost his faith, it was by first losing self-command
and if a man lose this,
it is hard to say what next he may lose
like the mad warrior who makes a missile
of his shield and hurls it at the head of an enemy, he is henceforward open to every
iiery dart, to the cut and thrust of every assailant.
But, as John Newton remarks,
The grace of God is as necessary to create a right temper in a Christian on the
of
a
china
as
on
the
death
of
an
son
and as no man can tell
breaking
plate
only
on any dawning day but what that may be the most trying day in all his life, how
wise to pray without ceasing,
uphold me according unto thy word. Hold thou me
Set a watch, O Lord, before my mouth
up, and I shall be safe.&quot;
keep the door
of my lips.&quot;
&quot;Who can understand his errors?
Cleanse thou me from secret
faults.
back
servant
also
from
sins
let
them not have
Keep
thy
;
presumptuous
dominion over me
then shall I be upright, and I shall be innocent from the great
James Hamilton.
transgression.&quot;
Verse 33.
They provoked his spirit,&quot; etc. Angry he certainly was ; and when,
reverting to a former miracle, the Most High directed him to take the wonder-staff
his rod of many miracles
and at the head of the congregation
speak to the
rock,&quot; and it would
give forth its water,&quot; in the heat and agitation of his spirit
he failed to implement implicitly the Divine command. Instead of speaking to the
rock he spoke to the people, and his harangue was no longer in the language calm
and dignified of the lawgiver, but had a certain tone of petulance and egotism.
Hear
must we must I and Aaron, not must Jehovah fetch you water
now, ye rebels
out of this rock ?
And instead of simply speaking to it, he raised the rod and dealt
it two successive strokes, just as if the rock were sharing the general
perversity, and
would no more than the people obey its Creator s bidding. He was angry, and he
sinned.
He sinned and was severely punished. Water flowed sufficient for the
whole camp and the cattle, clear, cool, and eagerly gushing, enough for all the million;
but at the same moment that its unmerited bounty burst on you, ye rebels,
a cup
of wrath was put into the hand of Moses.&quot; *
To you, ye murmurers, there came
forth living water
to your venerable leaders the cup of God s anger.
The Lord spake unto Moses and Aaron, Because ye believed me not, to sanctify
me in the eyes of the children of Israel, therefore ye shall not bring this congregation
into the land which I have given them.&quot;
Numb. xx. 12. James Hamilton.
Verse 33.
He spake unadvisedly with his lips.&quot; The Lord desires him to
address the rock, but Moses speaks to Israel.
God wishes him to speak a word to
the inanimate stone, and Moses strikes it twice.
God still is willing that the people
shall remain as his inheritance, but Moses evidently treats them with ill-will and
much offensivcness. God wishes to relieve, and give refreshing to the people in their
thirst, and Moses is selected to co-operate with him in all such joy
but mark how,
on this very day, a deep discord between God s inclination and the mind of Moses
shows itself. God is inclined to grant forgiveness, Moses inclines to punishment
God is forbearing, Moses, filled with
before, the very opposite seemed to prevail.
bitterness
God seeks to glorify his grace, with Moses, self, not God, comes into
Must
must
the Lord,&quot;
but must we fetch you water
prominence.
we,&quot;
not,
out of this rock ?
We see now, in this prophet, strong at other times, the first
He has grown tired (and truly it should
plain indications of decay and weariness.
I

!

!

I

!
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&quot;
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;
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*

Van

Oosterzee.
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not seem strange, for which of us could have sustained a struggle such as his for half
the time ?) of carrying these stubborn children any longer now. This man, so truly
great, has never for an instant hitherto forgotten his own dignity in presence of all
but now, he is no longer master of himself. J. J. Van Oosterzee.
Israel
He spake unadvisedly.&quot; A gracious person may be surprised and
Verse 33.
fall suddenly among thieves that lurk behind the bushes.
Nay, very holy men,
unless wonderful wary, may be quickly tript up by sudden questions and unexpected
of his own heart ?
the
deceitfulness
of
and
knows
the
Who
sin,
subtilty
emergencies.
Take heed of answering quickly, and send up sudden ejaculations to heaven before
you reply to a weighty and doubtful motion. Samuel Lee.
;

&quot;

The miracles and mercies which settled them in Canaan made
38.
Verses 34
no more deep and durable impressions upon them than those that fetched them out
that
time they were well warm in Canaan
for
they corrupted them
by
Egypt
Observe the steps of their apostasy.
selves, and forsook God.
1. They spared the nations which God had doomed to destruction (ver. 34).
When they had got the good land God had promised them, they had no zeal against
the wicked inhabitants, whom the Lord commanded them to extirpate, pretending
but so merciful is God, that no man needs to be in any case more compassionate
pity
than he.
2. When they spared them, they promised themselves, that for all this, they
would not join in any dangerous affinity with them but the way of sin is down
when they neglect to destroy the
omissions make way for commissions
hill
were mingled among the heathen,&quot; made
heathen, the next news we hear is, they
and
an
learned
with
contracted
them,
intimacy with them, so that they
leagues
That which is rotten will sooner corrupt that which is sound,
their works
(ver. 35).
than be cured or made sound by it.
3. When they mingled with them, and learned some of their works that seemed
innocent diversions and entertainments, yet they thought they would never join
but by degrees they learned that too (ver. 36).
with them in their worship
They
in the same manner, and with the same rites that they served
served their idols
them and they became a snare unto them, that sin drew on many more, and brought
the judgments of God upon them, which they themselves could not but be sensible
of, and yet knew not how to recover themselves.
4. When they joined with them in some of their idolatrous services, which they
thought had least harm in them, they little thought that ever they should be guilty of
that barbarous and inhuman piece of idolatry, the sacrificing of their living children
but they came to that at last (verses 37, 38) in which Satan
to their dead gods
triumphed over his worshippers, and regaled himself in blood and slaughter.
They
to devils ;
and added
sacrificed their sons and daughters,&quot; pieces of themselves
murder, the most unnatural murder, to their idolatry one cannot think of it without
shed innocent blood,&quot; the most innocent, for it was infant blood, nay,
horror
they
it was the
blood of their sons and their daughters.&quot;
See the power of the spirit that
works in the children of disobedience, and see his malice. The beginning of idolatry
and superstition, like that of strife, is as the letting forth of water, and there is no
villainy which they that venture upon it can be sure they shall stop short of, for God
justly
gives them up to a reprobate mind
(Rom. i. 28). Matthew Henry.
of
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;

;
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&quot;

;
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&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Verse 37.
Yea, they sacrificed their sons and their daughters unto devils.&quot; We
need no better argument to discover the nature of these gods than this very service
in my text accepted of them
for both by the record of sacred writ, and relation of
heathen authors and other writers, we know that nothing was so usually commanded
nor gratefully accepted by these heathenish gods, as was the shedding of man s
blood, and the sacrificing of men, maids, and children unto them, as appears by the
usual practice of men in former times.
From the testimonies of Scripture, I give
only the example of the king of Moab, mentioned in 2 Kings iii. 27, where it is said,
He took his eldest son that should have reigned in his
that, being in some straits,
stead, and offered him for a burnt offering upon the wall.&quot;
The stories likewise of the heathen are full of like examples. When the oracle
of Apollo was asked by the Athenians how they might make amends for their
killing of Androgeus, it willed them to send yearly to king Minos seven bodies of each
sex to appease the wrath of the god.
Now this kind of yearly sacrifice continued
still in Athens in the time of Socrates.
Thus the Carthaginians, being vanquished
&quot;

:

&quot;
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by Agathocles, king of Sicily, and supposing their god to be displeased, to appease him
did sacrifice two hundred noble men s children. This custom was ancient even before
the Trojan war, for then was Iphigenia sacrificed. Thus we read that the Latins
sacrificed the tenth of their children to Jupiter ; that men and children were usually
sacrificed to Saturn in many places in Candia, Rhodomene, Phoenice, Africa, and those
commonly the choice and dearest of their children and most nobly descended. The
manner of sacrificing their children to Saturn, Diodorus relates to be this bringing
their children to the statue or image of Saturn, which was of huge greatness, they
gave them into his hands, which were made so hollow and winding that the children
offered slipped and fell down through into a cave and furnace of fire.
These sacrifices
continued in use till the birth and death of our Saviour Christ, who came to destroy
the work of the devil ; for such sacrifices were first forbidden by Augustus Csesar ;
after more generally by Tiberius (in whose reign our Saviour suffered) who, as Tertullian writes, so straitly forbade them, that he crucified the priests who offered them ;
howbeit, even in Tertullian s time, and after in Eusebius and Lactantius times, such
sacrifices were offered (but closely) to Jupiter Latialis.
:

Who can now doubt, seeing such exceeding superstitious cruelty, but that the
gods commanding such sacrifices were very devils and enemies to mankind ? God
commands no such thing, but forbids it, and threatens plagues to his people, because
built also the high places of Baal, to burn their sons with
they had forsaken him and
fire for burnt offerings unto Baal, which I commanded not, nor spake it, neither came
Most infallibly then we may conclude that none
it into my mind
(Jer. xix. 5).
but Satan, that arch-devil, with his angels, were the commanders of such service,
his
for this agrees right well with
nature, who hath been a murderer from the be
The Height of Israel s Heathenish Idolatrie, in Sacrificing
Robert Jenison in
ginning.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

their Children to the Devill,&quot; 1621.
From this we learn
Verse 37.
Yea, they sacrificed their sons,&quot; etc.
For
considerate zeal is a flimsy pretext in favour of any act of devotion.
&quot;

that in

by how

the Jews were under the influence of burning zeal, by so much does the prophet
convict them of being guilty of greater wickedness because their madness carried
them away to such a pitch of enthusiasm, that they did not spare even their own
Were good intentions meritorious, as idolaters suppose, then indeed
offspring.
the laying aside of all natural affection in sacrificing their own children was a deed
deserving the highest praise. But when men act under the impulse of their own
capricious humour, the more they occupy themselves with acts of external worship,
For what difference was there between
the more do they increase their guilt.
Abraham and those persons of whom the prophet makes mention, but that the
former, under the influence of faith, was ready to offer up his son, while the latter,
carried away by the impulse of intemperate zeal, cast off all natural affection, and
imbrued their hands in the blood of their own offspring. John Calvin.
It appears that children were sacrificed to
Verse 37.
Devils,&quot; onti, Shedim.
that they were considered to be of an angry nature, and
the deities thus named
the
and
thus
human
inimical to the
race,
object of the homage rendered to them
was to avert calamities. The name on5 may signify either lord or master, or anything
that is black, it being derived from an Arabic verb meaning, to be black, or to be

much

;

&quot;

;

Biblical Antiquities.&quot;
John Jahn, in
master.
stand astonished doubtless, at this horrid, barbarous, and
Verses 37, 38.
but how little is it con
unnatural impiety, of offering children by fire to a Moloch
sidered, that children, brought up in the ways of ignorance, error, vanity, folly, and
the
to
sacrificed
George
great adversary of mankind
vice, are more effectually
&quot;

We

:

1

Home.

And went a whoring with their own inventions.&quot; As harlotry is
Verse 39.
of the most abominable of sins that can be committed by a daughter or a wife ;
so often in the Scriptures turning from God and especially the practice of idolatry is
William S.
called whoredom and fornication, Ps. Ixxiii. 27 ; Ex. xxxiv. 15, 16.
&quot;

one

Plumer.
Verse 40.
great hate it

&quot;

is

He

abhorred his

own

termed abhorrence.

inheritance.&quot;

Whenever great

love sinks into

Lorinus.

Verse 43.
They were brought low for their iniquity.&quot; Sin is of a weakening
it has weakened all mankind, and taken from them
and impoverishing nature
&quot;

;
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and has brought them to poverty and want to
moral strength to do good
be beggars on the dunghill to a pit wherein is no water and left them in a hopeless
and helpless condition yea, it brings the people of God often times after conversion
into a low estate, when God hides his face because of it, temptations are strong,
grace is weak, and they become lukewarm and indifferent to spiritual things.
John Gill.
their

;

;

;

;

;

He made them also to be pitied of all those that carried them captives.&quot;
Verse 46.
This improved feeling towards the Jews through God s influence appears in Dan. i.
as Joseph similarly had his captivity improved by God s favour (Gen. xxxix. 21).
9
So Evil-merodach, King of Babylon, treated kindly Jehoiachin, king of Judah
A. R. Fausset.
(2 Kings xxv. 27).
&quot;

;

&quot;

Gather us.&quot;
Verse 47.
Bishop Patrick says that, in his opinion, this verse
refers to those, who, in the days of Saul, or before, were taken prisoners by the Philis
David prays God to gather to their own land again ;
tines, or other nations ;
that they might worship him in that place which he had prepared for the ark of his

whom

Thomas Fenton.

presence.

Martin Luther said once of the Lord s Prayer that
Verse 48.
Amen.&quot;
it
was the greatest martyr on earth, because it was used so frequently without thought
and feeling, without reverence and faith.&quot; This quaint remark, as true as it is
Amen.&quot;
sad, applies perhaps with still greater force to the word
Familiar to us from our infancy is the sound of this word, which has found a
home wherever the natives have learnt to adore Israel s God and Saviour. It has
been adopted, and without translation retained, in all languages in which the gospel
The literal signification, So be
of Jesus the Son of David is preached.
is known
to all
yet few consider the deep meaning, the great solemnity, and the abundant
consolation treasured up in this word, which has formed for centuries the conclusion
of the prayers and praises of God s people.
A word which is frequently used without
due thoughtfulness, and unaccompanied with the feeling which it is intended to call
forth, loses its power from this very familiarity, and though constantly on our lips,
lies bedridden in the dormitory of our soul.
But it is a great word this word Amen
and Luther has truly said, As your Amen is, so has been your prayer.&quot;
It is a word of venerable history in Israel and in the church.
The word dates as
far back as the law of Moses.
When a solemn oath was pronounced by the priest,
the response of the person who was adjured consisted simply of the word
Amen.&quot;
In like manner the people responded
Amen when, from the heights of Ebal and
Gerizim, the blessings and the curses of the divine law were pronounced. Again,
at the great festival which David made when the ark of God was brought from
Obed-Edom, the Psalm of praise which Asaph and his brethren sang concluded with
the words,
Blessed be the Lord God of Israel for ever and ever. And all the people
Thus we find in the Psalms, not merely that David
said, Amen
(1 Chron. xvi. 36).
concludes his Psalm of praise with the word Amen, but he says,
And let all the
The Lord s Prayer,&quot; 1870.
people say, Amen.&quot;
Adolph Saphir, in
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

it,&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

HINTS TO PREACHERS.
theme of the Psalm, and we shall then see that
exhortation to praise, I. Is directed to a special people
chosen, redeemed, but
II. Is supported by abundant arguments.
Man
sinful, borne with, and forgiven.
not to be praised, for he sins. God gives in his goodness, and forgives in his mercy,
and is therefore to be thanked. III. Is as applicable now as ever: for our story
is a transcript of Israel s.
Verse 2.
I. A challenge.
II. A suggestion
at least let us do what we can.
III. An ambition
in the ages to come we will make known with the church to angels,
and all intelligent beings, the mighty acts of divine grace. IV. A question shall I
be there ?
Verse 3.
The blessedness of a godly life.
Verse 4.
I. The language of Humility
Remember me, O Lord.&quot; Let me
not escape thy notice amongst the many millions of creatures under thy care.
II.
Verse

1.

Take

this verse as the

its

:

:

:

&quot;

:
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The language ot Faith. 1. That God has a people to whom he shows special favour.
2. That he himself has provided salvation for them.
III. The language of prayer.

I. For the free gift of salvation.
2. For the common salvation
not wishing to be
peculiar, but to be as
Thy people,&quot; taking them for all in all, both here and here
after.
Walking in the footsteps of the flock.
&quot;

Be

this my glory, Lord, to be
Joined to thy saints, and near to

&quot;

thee.&quot;

G. R.

Verses 4, 7, 45.
In verse 4, a remembrance desired.
In verse 7, a failure of
remembrance deplored. In verse 45, a divine remembrance extolled.
Verse 5.
The Persons
Thine inheritance.&quot;
Thy chosen
Thy nation
II. The Privileges
The good of thy chosen
The gladness of thy nation
The glory of thine inheritance.&quot; III. The Pleas
That I may
etc.
They
were once as I am
make me what they are now. 2. My salvation is everything
That I may
to me.
etc.
That I may rejoice,&quot; etc.
They are many,
That I may glory,&quot; etc. G. R.
I am but one.
Verse 6.
In what respects men may be partakers in the sins of their ancestors.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

see,&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

see,&quot;

&quot;

On man

part a darkened understanding, ungrateful forgetfulunderstanding discovering a reason
patience revealing its power.
I. A special provocation
Verses 7, 8.
they murmured at the Red Sea. II.
A special deliverance
III. A special Design
For his
Nevertheless,&quot; etc.
That he might make his power known.&quot; G. R.
own sake
Verse 8.
Salvation by grace a grand display of power.
Verse 8.
See
Why are men saved ?
Spurgeon s Sermons,&quot; No. 115. I.
The glorious Saviour,
He.&quot;
II. The favoured persons, who are they ?
1. They
were a stupid people
Our fathers understood not,&quot; etc., ver. 7. 2. An ungrateful
They remembered not,&quot; etc., verses 7, 13, 24, etc. 3. A provoking people.
people
III. The reason of salvation
He saved them for his name s sake.&quot; The name of
God is his person, his attributes, and his nature. We might, perhaps, include this
also
that is. in Christ
he saves us for the sake of Christ,
My name is in him
who is the name of God. He saved them that he might manifest his nature
God
is love.&quot;
He saved them to vindicate his name. IV. The obstacles removed
Verses

7, 8.

I.

s

II. On God s part
ness, and provocation.
for mercy ; memory mindful of the covenant

:

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

Nevertheless.&quot;

Verse 9.
Israel at the Red Sea.&quot;
See
Spurgeon s Sermons,&quot; No. 72. I.
Israel s three difficulties.
1. The Red Sea in front of them.
This was not put there
by an enemy but by God himself. The Red Sea represents some great and trying
providence placed in the path of every new-born child of God, to try his faith, and
the sincerity of his trust in God.
2. The Egyptians behind them,
the representa
tives of the sins which we thought were dead and gone.
3. The third difficulty was
faint hearts within them.
II. Israel s three helps.
1. Providence.
2. Their know
3. The man,
Moses. So the
ledge that they were the covenant people of God.
believer s hope and help is in the God-man Christ Jesus.
III. God s grand design
in it.
To give them a thorough baptism into his service, consecrating them for ever
to himself (1 Cor. x. 1, 2).
Verse 9 (second clause).
Dangerous and difficult paths rendered safe and easy
&quot;

&quot;

;

by God

s leadership.
Verse 11 (second clause).
Song over sins forgiven.
Verses 12
14.
The faith of nature, based on sight, causes transient joy, soon
evaporates, dies in utter unbelief, and conducts to greater sin.
Verses 13
15.
I. Mercies are sooner forgotten than trials
They soon foretc.
write our afflictions on marble, our mercies upon sand.
II.
gat,&quot;
should wait for God, as well as upon God
III.
Immoderate
waited
etc.
not,&quot;
They
desire for what we have not of worldly goods, tempts God to deprive us of what
we have ver. 14. IV. Prayer may be answered for evil as well as for good
He
gave them their request,&quot; then smote them with a plague. V. Carnal indulgence
is inimical to spiritual-mindedness
Better have a lean body and healthy
ver. 15.
Poor in this world, rich in faith.&quot;
soul, than a healthy body and leanness of soul.
There are few of whom it can be said,
I wish thou mayest prosper and be in health,&quot;
etc. (3 John 2).
G. R.
Verse 14.
The wickedness of inordinate desires. I. They are out of place
&quot;

:

We

We

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

:

:

&quot;

&quot;
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II. They are assaults upon God
and tempted God.&quot; III.
are despisers of former mercies
see preceding verses.
IV. They involve
see following verse.
Verse 16.
The sin of envy. Its base nature, its cruel actions, its unscrupulous
ingratitude, its daring assaults, its abomination before God.
The sinner as an inventor.
Verse 19.
Verses 19
22.
I.
The Sin remembered. 1. Idolatry
not forgetting God
merely, or disowning him, but setting up an idol in his place. 2. Idolatry of the
the
of
into
the
similitude
worst kind
God
of
an ox, etc. 3. The
changing
glory
idolatry of Egypt under which they had suflered, and from which they had been
4. Idolatry after many wonderful interpositions of the true God in their
delivered.
1. For Humiliation.
II. The Remembrance of Sin.
behalf.
It was the sin of their
2. For self-condemnation.
have sinned with our fathers.&quot; It was
fathers.
our nature in them, and it is their nature in us that has committed this great sin.
Verse 23.
Moses, the intercessor, a type of our Lord. Carefully study his plead
ing as recorded in Exod. xxxii.
He said that he would destroy them,&quot; etc.
Mediation required
Verse 23.
Moses stood before him in the breach.&quot;
II. Mediation offered
III. Mediation
To turn away his wrath,&quot; etc. Exod. xxxii. G. R.
accepted
26.
Verses 24
Murmuring. I. Arises from despising our mercies. II. Is
III. Is indulged in all sorts of places.
IV. Makes men deaf
fostered by unbelief.
V. Provokes great judgments from the Lord.
to the Lord s voice.
27.
I. The Rest promised
Verses 24
The pleasant land.&quot; II. The Refusal
of the Rest
They despised,&quot; etc. III. The Reason of the Refusal unbelief.
They could not enter in because of unbelief.&quot; G. R.
Verses 30, 31.
The effects of one decisive act for God ; immediate, personal,
&quot;

&quot;

in the wilderness.&quot;

They

solemn danger

:

:

&quot;

We

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

and

for posterity.
Verses 32, 33.
I. The afflictions of God s people are for the trial of their faith.
II. The trial of their faith is to bring them from dependence upon circumstances
to depend upon God himself. III. The forbearance of God with his people is greater
than that of the best of men. G. R.
II. What is the great cause
I. What it is so to speak unadvisedly.
Verse 33.
III. What the results may be.
of it
they provoked his spirit.&quot;
42.
I. What Israel did not do.
Verses 34
They began well, but did not com
II. What they did do
ver. 34.
ver. 35
39.
1.
plete the conquest of their foes
learned their
They became friendly with them. 2. They adopted their habits
3. They embraced their religion
served their idols.&quot; 4. They imitated
works.&quot;
ver. 37, 38.
5. They did worse than the heathen (ver. 39), they added
their cruelties
wicked inventions of their own. III. What God did to them ver. 40 42. He gave
them into the hands of their enemies, and suffered them to be severely oppressed
must either conquer all our foes or be conquered by them. Bring your
by them.
G. R.
shield from the battle or be brought home upon it.
Verse 37.
Moloch-worship in modern times. Children sacrificed to fashion,
wealth, and loveless marriage among the higher classes. Bad example, drinking
&quot;

:

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

;

:

We

the poorer sort. A needful subject.
I. Is very provoking to God.
Sin in God s people.
II. Ensures
chastisement.
III. Is to be sincerely mourned
their cry.&quot;
IV. Will be graciously
So the covenant promises.
forgiven, and its effect removed.
I. An earnest Prayer
Verse 47.
Save us, O Lord,&quot; etc. II. A Believing
Gather us from among the
O Lord our God.&quot; III. A humble Prayer
Prayer
IV. A sincere Prayer
heathen.&quot;
To give thanks unto thy holy name ; to own
and
holiness
in
all
V.
A
confident
To triumph
thy justice
thy ways.
Prayer
in thy praise.&quot;
None but bruised spices give forth such odours. G. R.
Verse 48.
I. God is to be praised as the
God of Israel.&quot; 1. Of typical Israel.
2. Of the true Israel.
II. He is to be praised as the God of Israel under all circum
his
stances
for
From
judgments as well as for his mercies. III. At all times
IV. By all people.
Let all the people say, Amen.&quot;
everlasting to everlasting.&quot;
V. As the beginning and end of every song
Praise ye the Lord.&quot;
G. R.
Verse 48.
Let all the people say, Amen.&quot;
The exhortation to universal praise.
All men are indebted to the Lord, all have sinned, all hear the gospel, all his people
are saved.
Unanimity in praise is pleasant, and promotes unity in other matters.

customs,

etc.,

among

Verses 44, 45.

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

HERE ENDETH THE FOURTH BOOK OF THE

PSALMS.

PSALM
This

CVII.

a choice song for the redeemed of the Lord (verse 2). Although
it celebrates providential deliverances, and therefore may be
sung by any man whose
life has been preserved in time of danger ; yet, under cover of this, it mainly magnifies
the Lord for spiritual blessings, of which temporal favours are but types and shadows.
The theme, is thanksgiving, and the motives for it. The construction of the Psalm
is highly poetical, and merely as a composition it would be hard to find its compeer
among
human productions. The bards of the Bible hold no second place among the sons of

SUBJECT, ETC.

is

song.

DIVISION.
The Psalmist commences by dedicating his poem to the redeemed who
he then likens their history to that of travellers
have been gathered from captivity, 1
3
to that of prisoners in iron bondage, 10
lost in the desert, 4
9
16 ; to that of sick
22
to
that
mariners
tossed with tempest, 23
17
and
In the closing
32.
men,
of
verses the judgment of God on the rebellious, and the mercies of God to his own afflicted
and then the Psalm closes with a sort
people are made the burden of the song, 33 42
of summing up, in verse 43, which declares that those who study the works and ways
;

;

;

;

of the Lord shall be sure

to see

and praise

his goodness.

EXPOSITION.

GIVE

{~\
^~^

thanks unto the LORD, for he

is

good

:

for his

mercy endnreth

for ever.

2 Let the redeemed of the LORD say so, whom he hath redeemed from
the hand of the enemy
3 And gathered them out of the lands, from the east, and from the west,
from the north, and from the south.
;

O give thanks unto the Lord, for he is good.&quot; It is all we can give him, and
we can give therefore let us diligently render to him our thanksgiving.
The Psalmist is in earnest in the exhortation, hence the use of the interjection
&quot;

1.

the least

;

&quot;

O,&quot;

words

us be at all times thoroughly fervent in the praises of the
Lord, both with our lips and with our lives, by thanksgiving and thanks-living.
JEHOVAH, for that is the name here used, is not to be worshipped with groans and
and these thanks should be heartily rendered,
cries, but with thanks, for he is good
for his is no common goodness
he is good by nature, and essence, and proven to be
in
all
the
acts
of
his
good
eternity. Compared with him there is none good, no, not
one
but he is essentially, perpetually, superlatively, infinitely good. We are the
perpetual partakers of his goodness, and therefore ought above all his creatures to
magnify his name. Our praise should be increased by the fact that the divine good
ness is not a transient thing, but in the attribute of mercy abides for ever the same,
The word endureth has been properly supplied
for his mercy endureth for ever.&quot;
by the translators, but yet it somewhat restricts the sense, which will be better
seen if we read it,
his
for
mercy for ever.&quot; That mercy had no beginning, and shall
never know an end. Our sin required that goodness should display itself to us in
the form of mercy, and it has done so, and will do so evermore
let us not be slack
in praising the goodness which thus adapts itself to our fallen nature.
2.
Let the redeemed of the Lord say
Whatever others may think or say,
the redeemed have overwhelming reasons for declaring the goodness of the Lord.
Theirs is a peculiar redemption, and for it they ought to render peculiar praise.
The Redeemer is so glorious, the ransom price so immense, and the redemption so
complete, that they are under sevenfold obligations to give thanks unto the Lord, and
to exhort others to do so.
Let them not only feel so but say so
let them both
Whom he hath redeemed from the hand of the enemy.&quot;
sing and bid their fellows sing.
Snatched by superior power away from fierce oppressions, they are bound above
all men to adore the Lord, their Liberator.
Theirs is a divine redemption,
he hath
redeemed them, and no one else has done it. His own unaided arm has wrought
to intensify his

:

let

;

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

so.&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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Should not emancipated slaves be grateful to the hand which
set them free ?
What gratitude can suffice for a deliverance from the power of sin,
In heaven itself there is no sweeter hymn than that whose burden
death, and hell ?
Thou hast redeemed us unto God by thy blood.&quot;
is,
And gathered thtm oat of the lands, from the east, and from the west, from the
3.
The captives of
north, and from the south.&quot;
Gathering follows upon redeeming.
old were restored to their own land from every quarter of the earth, and even from
No matter what
for the word translated south is really the sea.
beyond the sea
one
divides, the Lord will gather his own into one body, and first on earth by
Lord, one faith, and one baptism,&quot; and then in heaven by one common bliss they
What a glorious Shepherd
shall be known to be the one people of the One God.
must he be who thus collects the blood-bought flock from the remotest regions,
and
at
last
makes
them to lie down in the
them
countless
perils,
through
guides
green pastures of Paradise. Some have wandered one way and some another, they
have all left Immanuel s land and strayed as far as they could, and great are the
grace and power by which they are all collected into one flock by the Lord Jesus.
With one heart and voice let the redeemed praise the Lord who gathers them into
out their deliverance.

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

one.

4 They wandered in the wilderness in a solitary way
they found no city
to dwell in.
5 Hungry and thirsty, their soul fainted in them.
6 Then they cried unto the LORD in their trouble, and he delivered them
;

out of their distresses.
7 And he led them forth by the right way, that they might go to a city of
habitation.
8 Oh that men would praise the
works to the children of men

LORD

for his goodness,

and

for his

wonderful

!

9 For he satisfieth the longing soul, and

filleth

the hungry soul with good

ness.
4.
They wandered in the wilderness.&quot; They wandered, for the track was lost,
worse still, they wandered in a wilderness, where
no vestige of a road remained
all around was burning sand.
They were lost in the worst possible place, even as
the sinner is who is lost in sin
they wandered up and down in vain searches and
researches as a sinner does when he is awakened and sees his lost estate
but it ended
in nothing, for they still continued in the wilderness, though they had hoped to escape
In a solitary way.&quot; No dwelling of man was near, and no other company
from it.
&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

Solitude is a great intensifier of misery.
of travellers passed within hail.
The
loneliness of a desert has a most depressing influence upon the man who is lost in
the boundless waste. The traveller s way in the wilderness is a waste way, and when
he leaves even that poor, barren trail, to get utterly beyond the path of man, he is
soul without sympathy is on the borders of hell
in a wretched plight indeed.
a solitary way is the way of despair.
could
They found no city to dwell in.&quot;

A

:

&quot;

How

they ? There was none. Israel in the wilderness abode under canvas, and enjoyed
none of the comforts of settled life wanderers in the Sahara find no town or village.
Men when under distress of soul find nothing to rest upon, no comfort and no peace
their efforts after salvation are many, weary, and disappointing, and the dread
solitude of their hearts fills them with dire distress.
;

;

5.
Hungry and thirsty, their soul fainted in them.&quot; The spirits sink when the
bodily frame becomes exhausted by long privations. Who can keep his courage
up when he is ready to fall to the ground at every step through utter exhaustion ?
The supply of food is all eaten, the water is spent in the bottles, and there are neither
fields nor streams in the desert, the heart therefore sinks in dire despair.
Such
is the condition of an awakened conscience before it knows the Lord Jesus
it is full
of unsatisfied cravings, painful needs, and heavy fears.
It is utterly spent and
without strength, and there is nothing in the whole creation which can minister
to its refreshment.
Then they cried unto the Lord in their trouble.&quot;
6.
Not till they were in
extremities did they pray, but the mercy is that they prayed then, and prayed in the
a
with
and
to
the
to
even
the
Lord. Nothing else
manner,
cry,
right
right person,
&quot;

;

&quot;
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remained for them to do they could not help themselves, or find help in others,
and therefore they cried to God. Supplications which are forced out of us by stern
necessity are none the less acceptable with God
but, indeed, they have all the
more prevalence, since they are evidently sincere, and make a powerful appeal to
Some men will never pray till they are half-starved, and for their
the divine pity.
best interests it is far better for them to be empty and faint than to be full and stout
If hunger brings us to our knees it is more useful to us than
hearted.
if
feasting
thirst drives us to the fountain it is better than the deepest draughts of worldly
and if fainting leads to crying it is better than the strength of the mighty.
joy
And he delivered them out of their distresses.&quot; Deliverance follows prayer most
The cry must have been very feeble, for they were faint, and their faith
surely.
but yet they were heard, and heard at once. A little
was as weak as their cry
but there was none, for the Lord was ready to
delay would have been their death
save them. The Lord delights to come in when no one else can be of the slightest
The case was hopeless till Jehovah interposed, and then all was changed
avail.
immediately the people were shut up, straitened, and almost pressed to death, but
enlargement came to them at once when they began to remember their God, and look
Those deserve to die of hunger who will not so much as ask for
to him in prayer.
bread, and he who being lost in a desert will not beg the aid of a guide cannot be
pitied even if he perish in the wilds and feed the vultures with his flesh.
And he led them forth by the right way.&quot; There are many wrong ways, but
7.
only one right one, and into this none can lead us but God himself. When the Lord
we never need question that. Forth from
is leader the way is sure to be right
he found the way,
the pathless mazes of the desert he conducted the lost ones
made the way, and enabled them to walk along it, faint and hungry as they were.
That they might go to a city of habitation.&quot; The end was worthy of the way
he
did not lead them from one desert to another, but he gave the wanderers an abode,
found
no
to
dwell
but
he
the weary ones a place of rest.
found
one
They
city
in,
What we can do and what God can do are two very different things.
readily enough.
;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

:

What

a difference

it

made

to

them

to leave their solitude for a city, their trackless

path for well-frequented streets, and their faintness of heart for the refreshment of
Far greater are the changes which divine love works in the condition of
a home
Shall not the
sinners when God answers their prayers and brings them to Jesus.
Lord be magnified for such special mercies ? Can w e who have enjoyed them sit
1

7

down

in ungrateful silence ?
Oh that men would praise the Lord for his goodness.&quot; Men are not
8.
mentioned here in the original, but the word is fitly supplied by the translators ;
the Psalmist would have all things in existence magnify Jehovah s name.
Surely
men wr ill do this without being exhorted to it when the deliverance is fresh in their
memories. They must be horrible ingrates who. will not honour such a deliverer for
It is well that the redeemed should
o happy a rescue from the most cruel death.
be stirred up to bless the Lord again and again, for preserved life deserves life-long
Even those who have not encountered the like peril, and obtained
thankfulness.
the like deliverance, should bless the Lord in sympathy with their fellows, sharing
And for his wonderful works to the children of men.&quot; These favours
their joy.
are bestowed upon our race, upon children of the family to which we belong, and
The children of men are so insignificant, so
therefore we ought to join in the praise.
feeble, and so undeserving, that it is a great wonder that the Lord should do anything
for them ; but he is not content with doing little works, he puts forth his wisdom,
power, and love to perform marvels on the behalf of those who seek him. In the
life of each one of the redeemed there is a world of wonders, and therefore from each
there should resound a world of praises. As to the marvels of grace which the Lord
has wrought for his church as a whole there is no estimating them, they are as high
shall the day
above our thoughts as the heavens are high above the earth.
dawn when the favoured race of man shall be as devoted to the praise of God as
?
the
favour
of
God
are
distinguished by
they
For he satisfleth the longing soul.&quot; This is the summary of the lost traveler s
9.
He who in a natural sense has been rescued from perishing in a howling
experience.
wilderness ought to bless the Lord who brings him again to eat bread among men.
The spiritual sense is, however, the more rich in instruction. The Lord sets us
longing and then completely satisfies us. That longing leads us into solitude, separa
tion, thirst, faintness, and self-despair, and all these conduct us to prayer, faith,
divine guidance, satisfying of the soul s thirst, and rest : the good hand of the Lord
&quot;

&quot;

When

&quot;
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And filleth the hungry
is to be seen in the whole process and in the divine result.
As for thirst he gives satisfaction, so for hunger he supplies
soul with goodness.&quot;
In both cases the need is more than met, there is an abundance in the supply
filling.
satis
which is well worthy of notice the Lord does nothing in a niggardly fashion
&quot;

:

;

none who come under
fying and filling are his peculiar modes of treating his guests
the Lord s providing ever complain of short commons. Nor does he fill the hungry
It is not so much good, as the essence
with common fare, but with goodness itself.
of goodness which he bestows on needy suppliants.
Shall man be thus royally sup
It must not be so.
no
for
the
of
love ?
We will
and
return
largesses
plied
praise
even now give thanks with all the redeemed church, and pray for the time when
the whole earth shall be filled with his glory.
;

10 Such as sit in darkness and in the shadow of death, being bound in
and iron
11 Because they rebelled against the words of God, and contemned the
counsel of the most High
12 Therefore he brought down their heart with labour
they fell down,
affliction

;

:

;

was none to help.
13 Then they cried unto the LORD in their trouble, and he saved them out

and

there

of their distresses.

He brought them out of darkness and the shadow of death, and brake
bands in sunder.
15 Oh that men would praise the LORD for his goodness, and for his wonder
works to the children of men
16 For he hath broken the gates of brass, and cut the bars of iron in sunder.
14

their
ful

!

Such as sit in darkness and in the shadow of death.&quot; The cell is dark of
and the fear of execution casts a still denser gloom over the prison. Such
is the cruelty of man to man that tens of thousands have been made to linger in places
unhealthy, suffocating, filthy sepulchres, where they have
only fit to be tombs
sickened and died of broken hearts. Meanwhile the dread of sudden death has been
the prisoners have felt as if the chill
the most hideous part of the punishment
shade of death himself froze them to the very marrow. The state of a soul under
is
such
a condition
conviction of sin
forcibly symbolized by
persons in that state
cannot see the promises which would yield them comfort, they sit still in the inactivity
of despair, they fear the approach of judgment, and are thereby as much distressed
as if they were at death s door.
Being bound in affliction and iron.&quot; Many prisoners
have been thus doubly fettered in heart and hand or the text may mean that affliction
becomes as an iron band to them, or that the iron chains caused them great affliction.
None know these things but those who have 1 elt them we should prize our liberty
more if we knew by actual experience what manacles and fetters mean. In a spiritual
sense affliction frequently attends conviction ol sin, and then the double grief causes
In such cases the iron enters into the soul, the poor captives
a double bondage.
cannot stir because of their bonds, cannot rise to hope because of their grief, and
have no power because of their despair. Misery is the companion of all those who
O ye who are made free by Christ Jesus,
are shut up and cannot come forth.
&quot;

10.

itself,

;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

remember those who

are in bonds.
Because they rebelled against the words of God.&quot; This was the general cause
of bondage among the ancient people of God, they were given over to their adver
God s words are not to be trifled
saries because they were not loyal to the Lord.
with, and those who venture on such rebellion will bring themselves into bondage.
Most
the
counsel
the
contemned
And
of
High.&quot;
They thought that they knew better
than the Judge of all the earth, and therefore they left his ways and walked in their
own. When men do not follow the divine counsel they give the most practical
proof of their contempt for it. Those who will not be bound by God s law will, ere
There is too much contemning of the
long, be bound by the fetters of judgment.
divine counsel, even among Christians, and hence so few of them know the liberty
free.
Christ
makes
us
wherewith
11.

&quot;

&quot;

In eastern prisons
Therefore he brought down their heart with labour.&quot;
are frequently made to labour like beasts of the field.
As they have no liberty,

12.

men

&quot;
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This soon subdues the stoutest heart, and makes the proud
boaster sing another tune. Trouble and hard toil are enough to tame a lion.
God
the cell and the mill make
has methods of abating the loftiness of rebellious looks
even giants tremble.
They fell down, and there was none to help.&quot; Stumbling
on in the dark beneath their weary task, they at last fell prone upon the ground,
or to lift them up.
came
to
them
Their fall might be fatal for aught
but no one
pity
their misery was unseen, or, if observed, no one
that any man cared about them
In such a wretched plight
could interfere between them and their tyrant masters.
the rebellious Israelite became more lowly in mind, and thought more tenderly of
When a soul finds all its efforts at selfhis God and of his offences against him.
salvation prove abortive, and feels that it is now utterly without strength, then the
Lord is at work hiding pride from man and preparing the afflicted one to receive
The spiritual case which is here figuratively described is desperate, and
his mercy.
some of us remember
therefore affords the finer field for the divine interposition
well how brightly mercy shone in our prison, and what music the fetters made when
they fell of! from our hands. Nothing but the Lord s love could have delivered us ;

have no

so they

rest.

:

&quot;

;

;

it we must have utterly perished.
Then they cried unto the Lord in their trouble.&quot; Not a prayer till then.
13.
While there was any to help below they would not look above. No cries till their
hearts were brought down and their hopes were all dead then they cried, but not
So many a man offers what he calls prayer when he is in good ease and
before.
thinks well of himself, but in very deed the only real cry to God is that which is
We pray best when
forced out of him by a sense of utter helplessness and misery.
And he saved them out of their
we are fallen on our faces in painful helplessness.
sent
relief.
and
he
were
before they cried,
distresses.&quot;
They
long
willingly
Speedily
but he was not long before he saved. They had applied everywhere else before they
came to him, but when they did address themselves to him, they were welcome at
He who saved men in the open wilderness can also save in the close prison
once.
bolts and bars cannot shut him out, nor long shut in his redeemed ones.
He brought them out of darkness and the shadow of death.&quot; The Lord in pro
14.
vidence fetches out prisoners from their cells and bids them breathe the sweet fresh
air again, and then he takes off their fetters and gives liberty to their aching limbs.
So also he frees men from care and trouble, and especially from the misery and
slavery of sin. This he does with his own hand, for in the experience of all the saints
And brake
it is certified that there is no jail-delivery unless by the Judge himself.
Set them free by force, so liberating them that they could
their bands in sunder.&quot;
The Lord s
not be chained again, for he had broken the manacles to pieces.
deliverances are of the most complete and triumphant kind, he neither leaves the
soul in darkness nor in bonds, nor does he permit the powers of evil again to enthral
the liberated captive. What he does is done for ever. Glory be to his name.
Oh that men would praise the Lord for his goodness, and for his wonderful
15.

without

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

The sight of such goodness makes a right-minded
children of men.&quot;
When dungeon
long to see the Lord duly honoured for his amazing mercy.
doors fly open, and chains are snapped, who can refuse to adore the glorious goodness
It makes the heart sick to think of such gracious mercies remaining
of the Lord ?
we cannot but plead with men to remember their obligations and extol
unsung
the Lord their God.
For he hath broken the gates of brass, and cut the bars of iron in sunder.&quot;
16.
This verse belongs to that which precedes it, and sums up the mercy experienced
by captives. The Lord breaks the strongest gates and bars when the time comes
and spiritually the Lord Jesus has broken the most powerful
to set free his prisoners
Brass and iron are as tow before the flame
of spiritual bonds and made us free indeed.
The gates of hell shall not prevail against us, neither shall the bars
of Jesus love.
Those of us who have experienced his redeeming power
of the grave detain us.
must and will praise the Lord for the wonders of his grace displayed on our behalf.
works

to the

man

:

&quot;

:

17 Fools because of their transgression, and because of their iniquities,
are afflicted.
and they draw near unto
1 8 Their soul abhorreth all manner of meat
the gates of death.
19 Then they cry unto the LORD in their trouble, and he saveth them out
;

of their distresses.
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He

sent his word,

and healed them, and delivered them from

destructions.
21 Oh that
ful
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men would praise the LORD
works to the children of men

for his goodness,

and

for his

their

wonder

!

22

And

works with

let

them

and declare

sacrifice the sacrifices of thanksgiving,

his

rejoicing.

because of their transgression, and because of their iniquities, are
sicknesses are the direct result of foolish acts.
Thoughtless and
lustful men by drunkenness, gluttony, and the indulgence of their passions fill their
is
kind.
Sin
at
the
bottom
of
all sorrow, but
diseases
of
the
worst
bodies with
some sorrows are the immediate results of wickedness men by a course of trans
Worse still, even when they
gression afflict themselves and are fools for their pains.
and if they were brayed in a mortar among
are in affliction they are fools still
wheat with a pestle, yet would not their folly depart from them. From one trans
gression they go on to many iniquities, and while under the rod they add sin to sin.
Alas, even the Lord s own people sometimes play the fool in this sad manner.
Their soul abhorreth all manner of meat.&quot;
18.
Appetite departs from men
when they are sick the best of food is nauseous to them, their stomach turns against
And they draw near unto the gates of death.&quot; From want of food, and from
it.
the destructive power of their malady, they slide gradually down till they lie at
the door of the grave ; neither does the skill of the physician suffice to stay their
downward progress. As they cannot eat there is no support given to the system,
and as the disease rages their little strength is spent in pain and misery. Thus it is
with souls afflicted with a sense of sin, they cannot find comfort in the choicest pro
mises, but turn away with loathing even from the gospel, so that they gradually decay
The mercy is that though near the gates of death they
into the grave of despair.
are not yet inside the sepulchre.
Then they cry unto the Lord in their trouble.&quot;
19.
They join the praying
Saul also is among the prophets. The fool lays aside his motley
legion at last.
What a cure for the
in prospect of the shroud, and betakes himself to his knees.
And he saveth
soul sickness of body is often made to be by the Lord s grace
them out of their distresses.&quot; Prayer is as effectual on a sick bed as in the wilderness
be
tried in all places and circumstance with certain result.
or in prison ; it may
may pray about our bodily pains and weaknesses, and we may look for answers too.
When we have no appetite for meat we may have an appetite for prayer. He who
cannot feed on the word of God may yet turn to God himself and find mercy.
He sent his word and healed them.&quot; Man is not healed by medicine alone,
20.
but by the word which proceedeth out of the mouth of God is man restored from
down
to the grave.
A word will do it, a word has done it thousands of times.
going
17.

&quot;

afflicted.&quot;

Fools

Many

:

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

I

We

&quot;

And delivered them from their destructions.&quot; They escape though dangers had
surrounded them, dangers many and deadly. The word of the Lord has a great
he has but to speak and the armies of death flee in an instant.
delivering power
Sin-sick souls should remember the power of the Word, and be much in hearing it
and meditating upon it.
foolish but yet
Spiritually considered, these verses describe a sin-sick soul
aroused to a sense of guilt, it refuses comfort from any and every quarter, and a
lethargy of despair utterly paralyses it. To its own apprehension nothing remains
but utter destruction in many forms
the gates of death stand open before it, and
&quot;

;

:

:

it is, in its own apprehension, hurried in that direction.
Then is the soul driven
to cry in the bitterness of its grief unto the Lord, and Christ, the eternal Word,
comes with healing power in the direst extremity, saving to the uttermost.
21.
Oh that men would praise the Lord for his goodness, and for his wonderful
works to the children of men.&quot;
It is marvellous that men can be restored from sick
ness and yet refuse to bless the Lord.
It would seem impossible that they should
forget such great mercy, for we should expect to see both themselves and the friends
to whom they are restored uniting in a lifelong act of thanksgiving.
Yet when
ten are healed it is seldom that more than one returns to give glory to God. Alas,
where are the nine ? When a spiritual cure is wrought by the great Physician,
mind rescued from the disease
praise is one of the surest signs of renewed health.
of sin and the weary pains of conviction, must and will adore Jehovah Rophi, the
God
it
were well if there were a thousand times as much even of this.
healing
yet
&quot;

A

:
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And! let them sacrifice the sacrifices of thanksgiving.&quot;
In such a case let
22.
Let the good Physician have his
there be gifts and oblations as well as words.
life
become
a
sacrifice
to
Let
him
who
has
of
fee
gratitude.
prolonged it, let the
there must be many
deed of self-denying gratitude be repeated again and again
And declare his works with
cheerful sacrifices to celebrate the marvellous boon.
Such things are worth telling, for the personal declaration honours
rejoicing.&quot;
God, relieves ourselves, comforts others, and puts all men in possession of facts
concerning the divine goodness which they will not be able to ignore.
&quot;

:

&quot;

23 They that go down to the sea in ships, that do business in great waters
24 These see the works of the LORD, and his wonders in the deep.
25 For he commandeth, and raiseth the stormy wind, which lifteth up
;

the waves thereof.

26 They mount up to the heaven, they go down again to the depths
their soul is melted because of trouble.
27 They reel to and fro, and stagger like a drunken man, and are at their
wit s end.
28 Then they cry unto the LORD in their trouble, and he bringeth them
:

out of their distresses.
29 He maketh the storm a calm, so that the waves thereof are still.
so he bringeth them unto
30 Then are they glad because they be quiet
their desired haven.
31 Oh that men would praise the LORD for his goodness, and for his wonder
ful works to the children of men
32 Let them exalt him also in the congregation of the people, and praise
him in the assembly of the elders.
;

!

They that go down to the sea in ships.&quot; Navigation was so little practised
the Israelites that mariners were invested with a high degree of mystery,
their craft was looked upon as one of singular daring and peril.
Tales of the
sea thrilled all hearts with awe, and he who had been to Ophir or to Tarshish and
had returned alive was looked upon as a man of renown, an ancient mariner to be
listened to with reverent attention.
Voyages were looked on as descending to an
whereas now our bolder and more accus
going down to the sea in ships ;
abyss,
seas.&quot;
That do business in great waters.&quot;
tomed sailors talk of the
If
high
business
had
not
had
to
would
never have ventured on the ocean,
do,
they
they
for we never read in the Scriptures of any man taking his pleasure on the sea
so
averse was the Israelitish mind to seafaring, that we do not hear of even Solomon
The Mediterranean was
himself keeping a pleasure boat.
the great sea
to
&quot;

23.

among
and

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

David and his countrymen, and they viewed those who had business upon it with
no small degree of admiration.
These see the works of the Lord.&quot;
24.
Beyond the dwellers on the land they see
the Lord s greatest works, or at least such as stayers at home judge to be so when
they hear the report thereof. Instead of the ocean proving to be a watery wilder
ness, it is full of God s creatures, and if we were to attempt to escape from his presence
by flying to the uttermost parts of it, we should only rush into Jehovah s arms, and
find ourselves in the very centre of his workshop.
And his wonders in the deep.&quot;
They see wonders in it and on it. It is in itself a wonder and it swarms with wonders.
Seamen, because they have fewer objects around them, are more observant of those
they have than landsmen are, and hence they are said to see the wonders in the deep.
At the same time, the ocean really does contain many of the more striking of God s
creatures, and it is the scene of many of the more tremendous of the physical pheno
mena by which the power and majesty of the Lord are revealed among men. The
chief wonders alluded to by the Psalmist are a sudden storm and the calm which
&quot;

&quot;

follows it.
All believers have not the same deep experience ; but for wise ends, that they
may do business for him, the Lord sends some of his saints to the sea of soul-trouble,
and there they see, as others do not, the wonders of divine grace. Sailing over
the deeps of inward depravity, the waste waters of poverty, the billows of persecu-
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tion, and the rough waves of temptation, they need God above all others, and they
find him.
For he commandeth :
25.
his word is enough for anything, he nas but to
will it and a tempest rages.
And raiseth the stormy wind.&quot; It seemed to lie
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

asleep before, but

knows

Master s bidding, and is up at once in all its fury.
Which lifteth up the waves thereof.&quot; The glassy surface of the sea is broken, and
myriads of white heads appear and rage and toss themselves to and fro as the wind
blows upon them. Whereas they were lying down in quiet before, the waves rise
in their might and leap towards the sky as soon as the howling of the wind awakens
it

its

&quot;

them.

Thus it needs but a word from God and the soul is in troubled waters, tossed to
and fro with a thousand afflictions. Doubts, fears, terrors, anxieties lift their heads
like so many angry waves, when once the Lord allows the storm-winds to beat
upon us.
26.
They mount up to the heaven.&quot; Borne aloft on the crest of the wave, the
sailors and their vessels appear to climb the skies, but it is only for a moment, for
soon
in the trough of the sea
As if their
they go down again to the depths.&quot;
very
vessel were but a sea bird, the mariners are tossed
up and down, up and down,
from the base of the wave to the billows crown.&quot;
Their soul is melted because of
trouble.&quot;
Weary, wet, dispirited, hopeless of escape, their heart is turned to water,
and they seem to have no manhood left.
Those who have been on the spiritual deep in one of the great storms which
In these spiritual cyclones
occasionally agitate the soul know what this verse means.
No heart is left for
presumption alternates with despair, indifference with agony
anything, courage is gone, hope is almost dead. Such an experience is as real as the
Some of us have weathered many
tossing of a literal tempest and far more painful.
such an internal hurricane, and have indeed seen the Lord s wondrous works.
27.
They reel to and fro, and stagger like a drunken man.&quot; The violent motion
of the vessel prevents their keeping their legs, and their fears drive them out of
all power to use their brains, and therefore they look like intoxicated men.
And
are at their wit s end.&quot;
What more can they do ? They have used every expedient
known to navigation, but the ship is so strained and beaten about that they know
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

I

&quot;

&quot;

not

how

to keep her afloat.
spiritual mariner

Here too the

s

log agrees with that of the sailor

on the

sea.

We have staggered frightfully We could stand to nothing and hold by nothing.
We knew not what to do, and could have done nothing we had known it. We were
!

if

as men distracted, and felt as if destruction itself would be better than our horrible
state of suspense.
As for wit and wisdom, they were clean washed out of us we
felt ourselves to be at a nonplus altogether.
Then they cry unto the Lord in their trouble.&quot; Though at their wit s end,
28.
their heart was melted, and it ran out in cries for
they had wit enough to pray
This
was well and ended well, for it is written,
And he brought them out
help.
of their distresses.&quot;
Prayer is good in a storm.
may pray staggering and reeling,
and pray when we are at our wit s end. God will hear us amid the thunder and
answer us out of the storm. He brought their distresses upon the mariners, and
therefore they did well to turn to him for the removal of them ; nor did they look
in vain.
He maketh the storm a calm.&quot; He reveals his power in the sudden and
29.
marvellous transformations which occur at his bidding. He commanded the storm
and now he ordains a calm
God is in all natural phenomena, and we do well to
So that the waves thereof are still.&quot; They bow in silence
recognise his working.
Where huge billows leaped aloft there is scarce a ripple to be seen.
at his feet.
When God makes peace it is peace indeed, the peace of God which passeth all under
standing. He can in an instant change the condition of a man s mind, so that it
shall seem an absolute miracle to him that he has passed so suddenly from hurricane
to calm.
O that the Lord would thus work in the reader, should his heart be stormbeaten with outward troubles or inward fears. Lord, say the word and peace will
come at once.
Then are they glad because they be quiet.&quot; No one can appreciate this verse
30.
unless he has been in a storm at sea.
No music can be sweeter than the rattling
of the chain as the shipmen let down the anchor
and no place seems more desirable
than the little cove, or the wide bay, in which the ship rests in peace.
So he bringeth
them unto their desired haven.&quot; The rougher the voyage the more the mariners long
;

&quot;

;

&quot;

We

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;
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and heaven becomes more and more
a desired haven,&quot; as our trials
multiply.
By storms and by favourable breezes, through tempest and fair weather,
the great Pilot and Ruler of the sea brings mariners to port, and his people to heaven.
HE must have the glory of the successful voyage of time, and when we are moored in
the river of life above we shall take care that his praises are not forgotten. We
should long ago have been wrecked if it had not been for his preserving hand, and
our only hope of outliving the storms of the future is based upon his wisdom, faith
Our heavenly haven shall ring with shouts of grateful joy when
fulness and power.
once we reach its blessed shore.
Oh that men would praise the Lord for his goodness, and for his wonderful
31.
works to the children of men !
Let the sea sound forth Jehovah s praises because
As the sailor touches the shore let him lift the solemn hymn
of his delivering grace.
to heaven, and let others who see him rescued from the jaws of death unite in his
thanksgiving.
Let them exalt him also in the congregation of the people.&quot;
32.
Thanks for such
mercies should be given in public in the place where men congregate for worship.
And praise him in the assembly of the elders.&quot; The praise should be presented
with great solemnity in the presence of men of years, experience, and influence.
High and weighty service should be rendered for great and distinguished favours, and
therefore let the sacrifice be presented with due decorum and with grave seriousness.
Often when men hear of a narrow escape from shipwreck they pass over the matter
with a careless remark about good luck, but it should never be thus jested with.
When a heart has been in great spiritual storms and has at last found peace,
there will follow as a duty and a privilege the acknowledgment of the Lord s mercy
before his people, and it is well that this should be done in the presence of those
who hold office in the church, and who from their riper years are better able to
appreciate the testimony.
&quot;

for port,

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

33

He

ground
34 A

turneth rivers into a wilderness, and the watersprings into dry

;

fruitful

land into barrenness, for the wickedness of them that dwell

therein.

35

He

turneth the wilderness into a standing water, and dry ground into

watersprings.
36 And there he
city for habitation
37 And sow the

maketh the hungry

to dwell, that they

prepare a

may

;

fields,

and plant vineyards, which may yield

fruits of

increase.

38 He blesseth them also, so that they are multiplied greatly and suffereth
not their cattle to decrease.
39 Again, they are minished and brought low through oppression, affliction,
;

and sorrow.
40 He poureth contempt upon princes, and causeth
the wilderness, where there is no way.
41 Yet setteth he the poor on high from affliction, and
like a flock.

42 The righteous shall see

it,

and

rejoice

:

and

all

them

to

wander

maketh him

in

families

iniquity shall stop her

mouth.

He turneth rivers into a wilderness, and the watersprings into dry ground.&quot;
the Lord deals with rebellious men he can soon deprive them of those blessings
of which they feel most assured
their rivers and perennial springs they look upon
as certain never to be taken from them, but the Lord at a w ord can deprive them
even of these. In hot climates after long droughts streams of water utterly fail,
and even springs cease to flow, and this also has happened in other parts of the world
when great convulsions of the earth s surface have occurred. In providence this
physical catastrophe finds its counterpart when business ceases to yield profit and
sources of wealth are made to fail
as also when health and strength are taken
33.

&quot;

When

:

r

;
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away, when friendly aids are withdrawn, and comfortable associations are hroken

So, too, in soul matters, the most prosperous ministries may become dry, the
delightful meditations cease to benefit us, and the most fruitful religious
Since
exercises grow void of the refreshment of grace which they formerly yielded.

up.

most

&quot;

God who lifts our comforts
Or sinks them in the grave,&quot;

Tis

high,

behoves us to walk before him with reverential gratitude, and so to live that it
not become imperative upon him to afflict us.
A fruitful land into barrenness.&quot; This has been done in many instances,
34.
and notably in the case of the Psalmist s own country, which was once the glory
For the wickedness of them that dwelt
of all lands and is now almost a desert.
It first made the ground sterile in father
Sin is at the bottom of sorrow.
therein.&quot;
Adam s day, and it continues to have a blighting effect upon all that it touches. If
we have not the salt of holiness we shall soon receive the salt of barrenness, for the
a fruitful land into saltness.&quot;
If we will not yield the Lord
text in the Hebrew is
a harvest of obedience he may forbid the soil to yield us a harvest of bread, and
what then ? If we turn good into evil can we wonder if the Lord pays us in kind,
and returns our baseness into our own bosoms ? Many a barren church owes its
present sad estate to its inconsistent behaviour, and many a barren Christian has
come into this mournful condition by a careless, unsanctified walk before the Lord.
Let not saints who are now useful run the risk of enduring the loss of their mercies,
but let them be watchful that all things may go well with them.
He turneth the wilderness into a standing water.&quot; With another turn of
35.
his hand he more than restores that which in judgment he took away.
He does his
work of mercy on a royal scale, for a deep lake is seen where before there was only
It is not by natural laws, working by some innate force, that this
a sandy waste.
wonder is wrought, but by himself HE TURNETH.
And dry ground into waterContinuance, abundance, and perpetual freshness are all implied in watersprings.&quot;
it

may

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

This wonder of mercy is the precise
springs, and these are created where all was dry.
reversal of the deed of judgment, and wrought by the selfsame hand.
Even thus
in the church, and in each individual saint, the mercy of the Lord soon works wonder
ful changes where restoring and renewing grace begin their benign work.
O that
we might see this verse fulfilled in all around us, and within our own hearts then
would these words serve us for an exclamation of grateful astonishment, and a song of
well deserved praise.
And there he maketh the hungry to dwell&quot; where none could dwell before.
36.
They will appreciate the change and prize his grace ; as the barrenness of the land
caused their hunger so will its fertility banish it for ever, and they will settle down
a happy and thankful people to bless God for every handful of corn which the land
None are so ready to return a revenue of praise to God for great
yields to them.
mercies as those who have known the lack of them. Hungry souls make sweet
music when the Lord fills them with his gracious gifts. Are we hungry ? Or are
:

&quot;

we

with the husks of this poor, swinish world ?
That they may prepare
When the earth is watered and men cultivate it, cities spring
when grace abounds where sin formerly reigned,
up and teem with inhabitants
hearts find peace and dwell in God s love as in a strong city.
The church is built
all
where
once
a
waste
was
when
the Lord causes the broad rivers and streams of
up
&quot;

satisfied

a city for

habitation.&quot;

;

gospel grace to flow forth.

And sow the fields, and plant vineyards, which may yield fruits of increase.&quot;
37.
Men work when God works. His blessing encourages the sower, cheers the planter,
&quot;

Not only necessaries but luxuries are enjoyed, wine
the heavens are caused to yield the needed rain to fill the
watercourses.
Divine visitations bring great spiritual riches, foster varied works
of faith and labours of love, and cause every good fruit to abound to our comfort
and to God s praise.
When God sends the blessing it does not supersede, but
encourages and develops human exertion. Paul plants, Apollos waters, and God
the
increase.
gives
He blesseth them also, so that they are multiplied greatly ; and sufjereth not
38.
their cattle to decrease.&quot;
God s blessing is everything. It not only makes men
happy, but it makes men themselves, by causing men to be multiplied upon the
earth.
When the Lord made the first pair he blessed them and said, be fruitful
and rewards the labourer.
as well as corn,

when

&quot;

&quot;
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and here he restores the primeval blessing. Observe that beasts
men fare well when God favours his people they share with men in the
or
severity of divine providence.
Plagues and pests are warded off from
goodness
the flock and the herd when the Lord means well towards a people
but when
chastisement is intended, the flocks and herds rot from off the face of the earth.
O that nations in the day of their prosperity would but own the gracious hand of
God, for it is to his blessing that they owe their all.
39.
Again they are minished and brought low through oppression, affliction, and
sorrow.&quot;
As they change in character, so do their circumstances alter. Under the
Israel s ups and downs were
old dispensation, this was very clearly to be observed
the direct consequences of her sins and repentances. Trials are of various kinds
here we have three words for affliction, and there are numbers more God has many
and

multiply,&quot;

as well as

:

;

&quot;

;

;

:

rods and we have many smarts, and all because we have many sins. Nations and
churches soon diminish in number when they are diminished in grace. If we are
low in love to God, it is small wonder that he brings us low in other respects. God
can reverse the order of our prosperity, and give us a diminuendo where we had a
-crescendo ; therefore let us walk before him with great tenderness of spirit, conscious
of our

dependence upon his smile.
In these two verses we see how the Lord at will turns the wheel of pro
Paying no respect to man s imaginary grandeur, he puts princes down
and makes them wander in banishment as they had made their captives wander
when they drove them from land to land at the same time, having ever a tender
regard for the poor and needy, the Lord delivers the distressed and sets them in a
This is to be seen upon the roll of history again
position of comfort and happiness.
and again, and in spiritual experience we remark its counterpart the self sufficient
are made to despise themselves and search in vain for help in the wilderness of their
nature, while poor convicted souls are added to the Lord s family and dwell in safety
40, 41.

vidence.

:

:

as the sheep of his fold.
Divine providence causes joy to
The righteous shall see it, and rejoice.&quot;
42.
God s true people they see the hand of the Lord in all things, and delight to study
And all iniquity shall stop her mouth.&quot;
the ways of his justice and of his grace.
What can she say ? God s providence is often so conclusive in its arguments of fact,
It is not long that the impudence of
that there is no replying or questioning.
ungodliness can be quiet, but when God s judgments are abroad it is driven to hold
&quot;

;

&quot;

its

tongue.

43 Whoso is wise, and will observe these things, even they shall understand
the lovingkindness of the LORD.

Those who notice providences shall never be long without a providence to notice.
has given
wise to observe what the Lord doth, for he is wonderful in counsel
us eyes to see with, and it is foolish to close them when there is most to observe
soon
we
confuse
otherwise
ourselves
and
others
but we must observe wisely,
may
with hasty reflections upon the dealings of the Lord. In a thousand ways the
if we will but prudently watch, we shall
is
and
Lord
of
the
shown,
lovingkindness
come to a better understanding of it. To understand the delightful attribute of
those who are pro
lovingkindness is an attainment as pleasant as it is profitable
ficient scholars in this art will be among the sweetest singers to the glory of Jehovah.
It is

;

;

:

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
Whole Psalm. Dr. Lowth, in his 20th prelection, remarks of this Psalm
No doubt the composition of this Psalm is admirable throughout and the descrip
tive part of it adds at least its share of beauty to the whole
but what is most to be
admired is its conciseness, and withal the expressiveness of the diction, which strikes
the imagination with inimitable elegance. The weary and bewildered traveller, the
miserable captive in the hideous dungeon, the sick and dying man, the seaman
foundering in a storm, are described in so affecting a manner, that they far exceed
anything of the kind, though never so much laboured.&quot; I may add that had such
an Idyle appeared in Theocritus or Virgil, or had it been found as a scene in any of
:

&quot;

;

;
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would probably have been pro

duced as their master-piece. Adam Clarke.
Whole Psalm. I do not believe that the special care of God over his own people
is here rather indirectly than directly touched upon, and that therefore this Psalm
is composed to illustrate the general care of God
1, Because the subjects of the
various deliverances are called the redeemed of Jehovah, verse 2, which is the customary
title of the people of God.
2, Because among the instances given, there are those
which are peculiar to the people of God, as in verse 3 the return of the dispersed out
of every part of the globe, a singular blessing, promised in the prophecies to the
people of God, see Ps. cvi. 47. 3, The sick of verse 17 are those who are spiritually
sick even unto death, as is clear from the fact of their being healed by the word of
God which is not in the order of common providence. The imprisoned of verse 2
are those who on account of the worship of God fall into the power of their enemies,
which you cannot well apply to any other than the people of God. If you under
stand the wicked, for others among the heathen cannot be said to be thrust into
prison on account of the violation of the laws, then the liberation belongs not to
them. 4, Calling upon God, especially upon Jehovah, under which name he was
known only to his people, you cannot apply unless in a diluted and partial sense
:

;

to those who are afflicted in the general course of providence. ... 5, He commands
those who are delivered to celebrate the divine goodness in the congregation of the
people and the assembly of the elders, verse 32, which is the mark of the true Church
and her usual description. 6, Lastly, instances of general providences are not wont
to come under the name of TDH, grace, by which these deliverances are described,
nor do they require such great and such careful attention in their consideration,
such things are easily
as here the sacred poet enjoins upon the pious and the wise
Venema.
observed, and are of every day occurrence.
Whole Psalm. The Psalm divides itself into five parts ; the four first, as it
should seem, describing four divisions of the returning Israelites, and recounting the
particular accidents that had befallen each party on their journey, and the particular
mercies for which they ought to be thankful. The fifth part describes what befalls
the collected nations, or a part of them, when they arrive at the land which was
I think the first restoration or colonization before the
the object of their journey
general gathering. Whether the four divisions of travellers are supposed to come
xactly from the four distinct quarters of the earth, perhaps is not quite certain.
The first divisions are plainly described (verses 4, 5), as coming across the desert,
and meeting with all the disasters usual on that route. John Fry.
Whole Psalm. Without insisting on an exclusive application of this Psalm to
Israel, there may be traced, I think, not indistinctly, the leading incidents of the
nation s changeful experience in the descriptive language of the narrative part.
In verses 4
7 the story of the wilderness is briefly told, to the praise of the glory
of his grace who satisfieth the longing soul and filleth the hungry soul with goodness.
The strong discipline of national affliction which visited the rebellious house, until
the turning again of their captivity, when the appointed term of Babylonish exile
was accomplished, appears to form the historical groundwork of verses 10 16
but in its prophetic intention this passage would demand a far wider interpretation.
The resuscitation of Israel, both spiritually and politically, would alone adequately
fulfil these words.
The sufferings of the foolish nation when, filled with Jehovah s indignation,
they find a snare in that which should have fed them, and pine beneath the pressure
of a more grievous famine than that of bread, until, in answer to their cry of sorrow,
the word of saving health is sent them from above, seem to be indicated in the next
division (verses 17
The language of verse 22 is in agreement with this. They
20).
who had daily gone about to establish their own righteousness are called on now to
offer the sacrifice of thanksgiving, and to declare his works with singing.
Besides the obvious force and beauty of the following verses (23 30) in their
simple meaning and their general application, we have, I believe, a figure of Jacob s
restless trouble when, like a vexed and frightened mariner, he wandered up and
down the wide sea of nations without ease, a friendless pilgrim of the Lord s dis
pleasure, until the long-desired rest was gained at last, under the faithful guidance
of him who seeks his people in the dark and cloudy day.
Accordingly we find in
the hortatory remembrancer of praise which follows (verse 32), a mention of the
and
their
gathered people
elders, who are now called on to celebrate, in the quiet
resting-places of Immanuers land, his faithful goodness and his might, who had
:

;

&quot;

&quot;
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turned their long-endured tempest of affliction to the calm sunshine of perpetual
Arthur Pridham, in
Notes and Reflections on the Psalms,&quot; 1869.
peace.
&quot;

O give thanks unto the Lord.&quot; Unto no duty are we more dull and
Verse 1.
untoward, than to the praise of God, and thanksgiving unto him neither is there any
whereunto
there is more need that we should be stirred up, as this earnest
duty
exhortation doth import. David Dickson.
Verse 1.
For he is good,&quot; etc. The first words of the Psalm are abundant
in thought concerning Jehovah.
For he is good.&quot; Is not this the Old Testament
God
is love
of
? 1 John iv. 8.
version
And then, For his mercy endureth for
ever.&quot;
Is not this the gushing stream from the fountain of Love ?
the neverthe redeemed of the Lord
those whom he
failing stream, on whose banks
walk,
has redeemed from the hand of the enemy
hand
(Hengstenberg,
of trouble,&quot;
Nor is the rich significance of these clauses diminished by our knowing that they
were, from time to time, the burden of the altar-song. When the ark came to its
For he is good : for his
resting-place (1 Chron. xvi. 34), they sang to the Lord
In Solomon s temple, the singers and players on instru
mercy endureth for ever!
ments were making the resplendent walls of the newly-risen temple resound with
these very words, when the glory descended (2 Chron. v. 13)
and these were the
words that burst from the lips of the awe-struck and delighted worshippers, who saw
the fire descend on the altar (2 Chron. vii. 3).
And in Ezra s days (iii. 11), again,
as soon as the altar rose, they sang to the Lord
Because he is good ; for his mercy
endureth for ever.&quot;
Our God is known to be Love,&quot; by the side of the atoning
Jeremiah (xxxiii. 11) too, shows how restored Israel shall exult in this
sacrifice.
name. Andrew A. Bonar.
His mercy endureth for ever.&quot; St. Paul assures us, that the covenant
Verse 1.
of grace, which is the fountain of all mercy, was made before the foundation of the
world, and this he repeats in several of his epistles. The Psalmist teaches the same
doctrine, and frequently calls upon us to thank God, because his mercy is for ever and
ever because his mercy is everlasting and in the text, because
his mercy endureth
endureth
the word
is inserted by the translators, for there is no verb
for ever ;
in the original, neither in strictness of speech could there be any
because there
was no time when this mercy was not exercised, neither will there be any time when
It was begun before all worlds, when the covenant of
the exercise of it will fail.
grace was made, and it will continue to the ages of eternity, after this world is
So that mercy was, and is, and will be,
destroyed.
for ever,&quot; and sinful miserable
man may always find relief in this eternal mercy, whenever the sense of his misery
disposes him to seek for it. And does not this motive loudly call upon us to
give
? because there is mercy with God
thanks
mercy to pity the miserable and
even to relieve them although they do not deserve it
for mercy is all free grace
and unmerited love. Oh how adorable, then, and gracious is this attribute how
sweet is it and full of consolation to the guilty.
William Romaine (1714 1795),
in
A Practical Comment on the Hundred and Seventh Psalm.&quot;
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;of),

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

I

1

&quot;

Verse 2.
Redeemed.&quot;
Moses has given us in the law a clear and full idea
what we are to understand by the word goel, here rendered redeemed.&quot; If any
person was either sold for a slave, or carried away for a captive, then his kinsman,
who was nearest to him in blood, had the right and equity of redemption. But
no other person was suffered to redeem. And Such a kinsman was called
the
redeemer,&quot; when he paid down the price for which his relation was sold to be a slave,
or paid the ransom for which he was led captive.
And there is another remarkable
instance in the law, wherein it was provided, that in case any person was found
murdered, then the nearest to him in blood was to prosecute the murderer, and to
bring him to justice, and this nearest relation thus avenging the murder is called
And how beautifully is the office of our great
by the same name, a redeemer.
Redeemer represented under these three instances he was to us such a Redeemer
Jn spirituals, as these were in temporals
for sin had brought all mankind into slavery
and captivity, and had murdered us.
This most high God, who was also man,
united in one Christ, came into the world to redeem us, and the same person being
both God and man, must merit for us as God in what he did for us as man. Accord
ingly, by the merits of his obedience and sufferings, he paid the price of our redemption,
and we were no longer the servants of sin and by his most precious blood shed upon
the cross, by his death and resurrection, he overcame both death, and him who had
&quot;

&quot;

of

&quot;

!

:

.

.

.

;
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the power of death, and hy delivering us in this manner from slavery and captivity,
for Satan was the murderer
he fulfilled the third part of the Redeemer s office
from the beginning, who had given both body and soul a mortal wound of sin, which
was certain death and eternal misery, and the Redeemer came to avenge the murder.
He took our cause in hand, as being our nearest kinsman, and it cost him his own life
:

to avenge ours.

William Romaine.

From

the hand of the enemy.&quot;
From all their sins which war against
from Satan their implacable adversary, who is stronger than they
from the law, which threatens and curses them with damnation and death
from
death itself, the last enemy, and indeed from the hand of all their enemies, be they
who they may. John Gill.

Verse

&quot;

2.

their souls

;

;

;

And gathered.&quot; If anything can inspire us with gratitude, this
Verse 3.
motive should prevail, because we cannot but feel the force of it, as it reminds us
of that misery from which we in particular were redeemed.
The Gentiles had
wandered from God, and were so lost and bewildered in the mazes of error and
superstition, that nothing but the almighty love of our Lord Jesus could have
William Romaine.
gathered them together into one church.
&quot;

them.&quot;
The Syriac gives as the title of this Psalm : God
of captivity, and brings them back out of Babylon ; the only
also, Jesus Christ, collects the nations from the four corners
E. W. Hengstenberg.
of the world, by calling upon man to be baptized.
From the west.&quot; The mention of the west leads the Psalmist s thoughts
Verse 3.
and the remembrance of the bondage and labours of the ancestors of
to Egypt
the Israelites in Egypt, coupled with the description in a previous Psalm (cv. 17)
of the imprisonment of Joseph.
Joseph Francis Thrupp.

Verse

&quot;

3.

Gathered

Jews out
begotten Son of God
collects the

&quot;

;

Verse 4.
They wandered,&quot; etc. In these words it is not easy to ascertain
the persons immediately intended. But this is a circumstance not to be lamented.
It is even an advantage
it constrains us to a more spiritual and evangelical inter
pretation of the subject. And thus the whole representation is fully and easily
embodied. For the people of God are redeemed
redeemed from the curse of the
law, the powers of darkness, and the bondage of corruption. They are
gathered
out of all
gathered by his grace out of all the diversities of the human race
nations and kindreds and peoples and tongues.&quot; Whatever this world is to others,
be
a
find
it
to
wilderness
are
trials
where
often
but
their
tried,
they
they
urge
them to prayer, and prayer brings them relief. And being divinely conducted, they
at length reach their destination
and this is the conclusion of the whole, and it
And he led them forth by the right way, that they might
applies to each of them
William Jay.
go to a city of habitation.&quot;
Verse 4.
Wandered.&quot;
Their passage through the wilderness was not a journey
ing, such as when men pass on in a road to some inhabited place ; but a wandering
up and down away from all path and road, and so in an endless maze of desolation.
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

Henry Hammond.
Verse 4.
Wandered in the wilderness,&quot; etc. He has lost his way. When he
in the world, he had no difficulties
the path was so broad that he could not
mistake it. But when the work of divine grace begins in a sinner s heart, he loses
his way.
He cannot find his way into the world God has driven him out of it,
as he drove Lot out of Sodom.
He cannot find his way to heaven because he at
present lacks those clear testimonies, those bright manifestations whereby alone
&quot;

was

;

;

;

he can see his path. This is his experience then, that he has lost his way
having
turned his back upon the world
and yet unable to realise those enjoyments in his
soul that would make heaven his home.
He has so lost his way, that whether he
turns to the right hand or the left, he has no plain land-marks to show him the path
in which his soul longs to go.
We need not stray from the text to find where the wanderer is.
They wandered
in the wilderness.&quot;
The wilderness is a type and figure of what this life is to the
Lord s people. There is nothing that grows in it fit for their food or nourishment.
In it the fiery flying serpents
sin and Satan
are perpetually biting and stinging
them and there is nothing in it that can give them any sweet and solid rest. The
barren sands of carnality below, and the burning sun of temptation above, alike deny
them food and shelter.
But there is a word added which throws a further light upon the character of the
;

;

&quot;

:
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wilderness.
a way not
They wandered in the wilderness, in a solitary way ;
a path in which each has to walk alone
tracked
a road where no company cheers
and
landmarks
without
to
direct
his
is
course.
This
a
mark
to
the child
him,
peculiar
that the path by which he travels is, in his own feelings,
of God
a solitary way.&quot;
This much increases his exercises, that they appear peculiar to himself. His per
the fiery
plexities are such as he cannot believe any living soul is exercised with
darts which are cast into his mind by the Wicked One are such as he thinks no child
of God has ever experienced
the darkness of his soul, the unbelief and infidelity
of his heart, and the workings of his powerful corruptions, are such as he supposes
none ever knew but himself. It is this walking in a solitary way,&quot; that makes the
path of trial and temptation so painful to God s family. J. C. Philpot (1802 1869),
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

The Houseless Wanderer.&quot;
Sermon entitled
In a solitary way.&quot; The greater part of the desert being totally
Verse 4.
destitute of water is seldom visited by any human being
unless where the trading
caravans trace out their toilsome and dangerous route across it. In some parts
of this extensive waste the ground is covered with low, stunted shrubs, which serve
as landmarks for the caravans, and furnish the camels with a scanty forage.
In other
parts, the disconsolate wanderer, wherever he turns, sees nothing around him but a
interminable
of
and
vast
sand
a gloomy and barren void, where the
expanse
sky
eye finds no particular object to rest upon, and the mind is filled with painful appre
hensions of perishing with thirst. Surrounded by this dreary solitude, the traveller
sees the dead bodies of birds, that the violence of the wind has brought from happier
and, as he ruminates on the fearful length of his remaining passage, listens
regions
with horror to the driving blast, the only sound that interrupts the awful repose
in a

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

of the desert.*
Mango Park, 17711806 (?).
In a solitary way.&quot; See the reason why people in trouble love solitari
Verse 4.
ness.
They are full of sorrow and sorrow, if it have taken deep root, is naturally
Grief is a thing that is very silent and private.
reserved, and flies all conversation.
Those people that are very talkative and clamorous in their sorrows, are never very
Some are apt to wonder why melancholy people delight to be so much alone,
sorrowful.
and I will tell you the reason of it. 1. Because the disordered humours of their
bodies alter their temper, their humours, and their inclinations, that they are no
more the same that they used to be ; their very distemper is averse to what is joyous
and diverting and they that wonder at them, may as wisely wonder why they will
be diseased, which they would not be, if they knew how to help it
but the disease
of melancholy is so obstinate, and so unknown to all but those who have it, that
and
I
but
the
of
God
can
no other cure
overthrow
know
it,
totally
nothing
power
for it.
2. Another reason why they choose to be alone, is, because people do not generally
mind what they say, nor believe them, but deride them, which they do not use so
cruelly to do with those that are in other distempers ; and no man is to be blamed for
avoiding society, when it does not afford the common credit to his words, that is due
to the rest of men.
But, 3. Another, and the principal reason why people in trouble
and sadness choose to be alone, is, because they generally apprehend themselves singled
out to be the marks of God s peculiar displeasure, and they are often by their sharp
It even breaks their
afflictions a terror to themselves, and a wonder to others.
hearts to see how low they are fallen, how oppressed, that were once as easy, as
Ye see my casting down, and are
pleasant, as full of hope as others are, Job vi. 21 ;
afraid.&quot;
Ps. Ixxi. 7
am as a wonder unto many.&quot; And it is usually unpleasant
Ps. Ixxxviii. 18 ;
to others to be with them.
Lover and friend hast thou put far
from me, and mine acquaintance into darkness.&quot; And though it was not so with
the friends of Job ; to see a man whom they had once known happy, to be so miser
able, one whom they had seen so very prosperous, to be so very poor, in such sorry,
forlorn circumstances, did greatly affect them
he, poor man, was changed, they
knew him not, Job ii. 12, 13
And when they lifted up their eyes afar off, and
knew him not, they lifted up their voice and wept and they rent every one his
mantle, and sprinkled dust upon their heads toward heaven. So they sat down
with him upon the ground seven days and seven nights, and none spake a word
As the prophet represents
for they saw that his grief was very great.&quot;
unto him
one under spiritual and great afflictions, that he sitteth alone, and keepeth silence,&quot;
Trouble of Mind, and the Disease
Lam. ill. 28. Timothy Rogers (16601729) in
of Melancholy.&quot;
Terse 4.
They found no city to dwell in ; nor even to call at or lodge in, for
&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;I

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

*

&quot;

Proceedings of the African

Association.&quot;
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which is the case of travellers in some parts, particularly in the
miles together
desert of Arabia.
Spiritual travellers find no settlement, rest, peace, joy, and
nor any indeed in this world, and the things of it ; here
in
Christ
but
;
comfort,
;

they have no continuing

city,

Hebrews

xiii.

John. Gill.

14.

Their soul fainted in them.&quot;
The word here used, HP?, ataph, means
properly to cover, to clothe, as with a garment, Ps. Ixxiii. 6 ; or a field with grain,
Ps. Ixv. 13 ; then, to hide oneself, Job xxiii. 9
then, to cover with darkness, Ps.
thus it denotes the state of mind when darkness seems to be
cii. title ;
Ixxvii. 3
a way of calamity, trouble, sorrow ; of weakness, faintness, feebleness.
in the way
Here it would seem from the connection to refer to the exhaustion produced by the
want of food and drink. Albert Barnes.
&quot;

Verse

5.

;

;

Then they cried,&quot; etc. In these words we find three things remark
Verse 6.
able ; first, the condition of God s church and people, trouble and distress : Secondly,
Then they cried unto the
the practice and the exercise of God s people in this state
And he delivered
Lord : Thirdly, their success, and the good issue of this practice
Peter Smith, in a Sermon preached before the House of Commons, 1644.
them,&quot; etc.
&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

Then they cried.&quot;
The root p* has here a peculiar force it denotes
Verse 6.
a cry of that kind into which any one, when shaken with a violent tempest of
emotion, in the extremity of his grief and anxiety, breaks with a crash and with
complainings, as the heavens send forth thunder and lightning. The original idea
of the word being a crash, it indicates such complaints and cries as they send forth,
who are oppressed by others, or are held fast in straits, in imploring public protection
and help. See Deut. xxii. 24, 1 Kings xx. 39, Is. xix. 20. Venema.
Then they cried unto the
In their trouble.&quot;
Verse 6.
Observe the words,
Lord in their trouble.&quot; Not before, not after, but in it. When they were in the
round
their
as
the weeds were wrapped
it
trouble
of
when
was
midst
head,
;
wrapped
round the head of Jonah when they were surrounded by it, and could see no way out
of it ; when, like a person in a mist, they saw no way of escape before or behind
when nothing but a dark cloud of trouble surrounded their souls, and they did not
then it was that they cried.
know that ever that cloud would be dispersed
&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

J. C. Philpot.

The condition

of the Church, or its most
I say, most usual
For I will
usual lot, is to be under sorrows and afflictions.
for the spirit should fail before
not contend for ever, neither will I be always wroth
me, and the souls which I have made,&quot; Isai. Ivii. 16. But as we say of the several
callings and trades of life, this man professeth such a calling, and that man another ;
and as the poet said of Hermogenes, Though he hold his peace (peradventure being
so say I of the people
asleep) yet he s a good singer, and a musician by profession
of God, their trade of life is suffering and as Julian told the Christians, when they
complained of his cruelty, Tis your profession to endure tribulation. Peter Smith.
&quot;

&quot;

Verse 6.

Distresses.&quot;

Trouble.&quot;

&quot;

:

:

:

&quot;

Verse 7.
forth out of a
eyes.

He led them
name to live

Forth out of the world forth out of a profession
forth out of every thing hateful in his holy and pure

forth.&quot;

J. C. Philpot.

And
And he
&quot;

he led them forth by the right way,&quot; etc.
Alexander translates
them in a strait course, to go to a city of habitation ; and adds,
No exact version can preserve or imitate the paronomasia arising from the etymo
logical affinity of the first verb and noun, analogous to that between the English
walk and to walk, though the Hebrew forms are only similar and not identical. The
idea of physical rectitude or straightness necessarily suggests that of moral rectitude
or honesty, commonly denoted by the Hebrew word.&quot;
Verse 7.
A city of habitation.&quot; Not a city of inspection ! Many (Eternal
and there shall be weeping
God, will it be any of this company ?) will look in
and wailing and gnashing of teeth, when they shall see Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob
in the kingdom of God, and they themselves shut out.&quot;
Not a city of visitation.
Christians shall not only enter, but abide.
They shall go no more out it is a city
of habitation.&quot;
This conveys the idea of repose. The Christian is now a traveller
then he will be a resident
he is now on the road
he will then be at home
there
remaineth a rest for the people of God.&quot;
It reminds us of a social state.
It is not a
condition
we
shall partake of it with an innumerable company of angels,
solitary

Verse

7.

this verse

&quot;

&quot;

led

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

;

:

;

with

all

the saved from

among men, with

patriarchs, prophets, apostles, martyrs,
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These are fellow-citizens of the saints, and of the household
our kindred in Christ.
It is not a village, or a town, but a city of habita
It suggests magnificence.
of God.&quot;
There have been
tion.
city is the highest representation of civil community.
William Jay.
famous cities but what are they all to this
&quot;

A

!

;

does wonders for the children of men ; and therefore, men should
And he is the more to be praised because these wonders, riWjoj,
praise the Lord.
There are done
niphlaoth, miracles of mercy and grace, are done for the undeserving.
DIN v?? ?, libney Adam, for the children of Adam, the corrupt descendants of a rebel
Adam Clarke.
father.
Oh that men would praise the Lord,&quot; etc. Hebrew, That they would
Verse 8.
This is all the rent that God
confess it to the Lord, both in secret, and in society.
he is content that we have the comfort of his blessings, so he may have
requireth
This
the
fee
of
them.
was
all
looked
for for his cures
Christ
honour
the
go and
Words seem to be a poor and slight recompense ;
tell what God hath done for thee.
but Christ, saith Nazienzen, called himself the Word. John Trapp.
To the children of men !
must acknowledge God s goodness
Verse 8.
to others as well as to
to the children of men, as well as to the children of God
Matthew Henry.
ourselves.

Verse

He

8.

1

&quot;

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

We

:

For he satisfieth the longing soul.&quot; This is the reason which the
Verse 9.
The longing
Psalmist gives for the duty of thankfulness which he prescribes.
soul,&quot;
rrpjv ta, nephesh shokekah, the soul that pushes forward in eager desire after
&quot;

&quot;

salvation.

Adam

Clarke.

in darkness and in the shadow of death, being bound in
son of Adam in his natural state before he is redeemed
shadow of death,&quot; and is fast
bound
with the chains
the Almighty God and
of sin and misery, and there is no help for him upon earth
William Romaine.
Saviour alone is able to deliver him.

Verse 10.

Such as

&quot;

sit

Every
affliction and iron.&quot;
and the
darkness
is in
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Because they rebelled against the words of God.&quot; There is in the
Verse 11.
a play upon similar sounds Himru Imree.
God s words are those spoken
&quot;And contemned the counsel of the Most High&quot;
in the Law and by the prophets.
another play upon like sounds in the Hebrew Hatzath Naatzu. A. R. Fausset.
&quot;

Hebrew

He brought down their heart.&quot; O believer, God may see you have
Verse 12.
strong lusts to be subdued, and that you need many and sore afflictions
Your pride and obstinacy of heart may be strong, your dis
them
down.
to bring
tempers deeply rooted, and therefore the physic must be proportioned to them.
John Willison.
He brought down their heart with labour.&quot; Those towering passions
Verse 12.
by which they vainly vaunted themselves above the law and the worship of God,
he weakened and curbed, so that they began to submit themselves to God. The
root ?? taken from the Arabic, describes a process of weakening by compressing the
wings or shrinking the fingers, and is properly applied to birds, which when their
wings are compressed are obliged to fall to the ground, or to men, who by the
shrivelling up of their fingers lose the power of working ; whence it is transferred to
Venema.
oppressions or depressions of any kind.
Verse 12.
They fell down, and there was none to help.&quot; Affliction is then come
to the height and its complete measure, when the sinner is made sensible of his own
weakness, and doth see there is no help for him, save in God alone. David Dickson.
Verse 12.
They fell down.&quot; They threw themselves prostrate at his feet for
mercy their heart and strength failed them, as the word signifies, and is used in
Ps. xxxi. 10 ; terrified with a sense of divine wrath, they could not stand before the
&quot;

many and

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

And there was none to help.&quot; They could not
Lord, nor brave it out against him.
help themselves, nor was there any creature that could. There is salvation in no
other than in Christ ; when he saw there was none to help him in that work his
own arm brought salvation to him and when sinners see there is help in no other,
&quot;

;

they apply to him.

John

Gill.

Fools.&quot;
There is nothing more foolish than an act of wickedness
Verse 17.
Albert Barnes.
there is no wisdom equal to that of obeying God.
&quot;

;
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Fools because of their transgression, and because of their iniquities,
Their soul abhorreth all manner of meat
(they are so sick that they
can relish, take down nothing,) and
they draw near unto the gates of death,&quot; they
are almost in, they were on the brink of hell ; what course must be used for their
He sent his word, and healed them, and delivered them from their
cure ? Truly this,
destructions.&quot;
No herb in the garden of the whole world can do these distressed
creatures the least good.
Friends may speak, and ministers may speak, yea, angels
may speak, and all in vain the wounds are incurable for all their words but if
God please to speak, the dying soul reviveth. This word is the only balm that can
cure the wounded conscience
he sendeth his word and healeth them.&quot; Con
science is God s prisoner, he claps it in hold, he layeth it in fetters, that the iron
enters the very soul
this he doth by his word, and truly he only who shuts up can
let out ; all the world cannot open the iron gate, knock of! the shackles, and set
the poor prisoner at liberty, till God speak the word.
George Swinnock, 1627
1673.
Verse 17

are

20.

&quot;

&quot;

afflicted.

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

:

;

Verse 18.
Their soul abhorreth all manner of meat.&quot;
Nor is it without emphasis
The Hebrew
that it is not the sick man who is said to spurn food, but his soul.
word tisj which properly means a breath, hence a panting appetite, is applied to a
very vehement appetite for food. When, therefore the soul is said to abhor food, it
is equivalent to saying for the vehement appetite for food abhors food : that is, in the
when they ought
place of an appetite for food, they are oppressed with a loathing
to be moved with a sharp desire of food, that their exhausted powers might be
itself
becomes
is
a
most
a
vivid description
which
refreshed, appetite
loathing of food,
Venema.
of the utmost loathing, and utter prostration of all desire.
Their soul abhorreth all manner of meat.&quot; The best of creatureVerse 18.
comforts are but vain comforts. What can dainty meat do a man good, when he
is sick and ready to die ?
Then geld and silver, lands and houses, which are the
dainty meat of a covetous man, are loathsome to him. When a man is sick to death,
are
riches
his very
wife and children, friends and
sapless and tasteless to him
acquaintance, can yield but little comfort in that dark hour, yea, they often prove
miserable comforters
when we have most need of comfort, these things administer
least or no comfort at all to us.
Is it not our wisdom, then, to get a stock of such
comforts, as will hold and abide fresh with us, when all worldly comforts either
Is it not good to get a store of that food, which
leave us, or become tasteless to us ?
how sick soever we are, our stomachs will never loathe ? yea, the sicker we are,
our stomachs will the more like, hunger after, and feed the more heartily upon.
The flesh of Christ is meat indeed (John vi. 55). Feed upon him by faith, in health
and sickness, ye will never loathe him. His flesh is the true meat of desires, such
meat as will fill and fatten us, but never cloy us. A hungry craving appetite after
Christ, and sweet satisfaction in him, are inseparable, and still the stronger is our
And (which is yet a greater happiness)
appetite, the greater is our satisfaction.
our souls will have the strongest appetite, the most sharp-set stomach after Christ,
when, through bodily sickness, our stomachs cannot take down, but loathe the very
scent and sight of the most pleasant perishing meat, and delicious earthly dainties.
Look, that ye provide somewhat to eat, that will go down upon a sick-bed ; your
sick-bed meat is Christ
all other dainty food may be an abhorring to you.
Joseph
&quot;

.

.

.

:

&quot;

;

:

;

Caryl.

Their soul abhorreth all manner of meat.&quot; The case is then growing
desperate, and there seems to be no hope left, when it comes to the last stage here
abhor all manner of meat.&quot; The stomach turns at the
described, viz., to loathe and
all manner of meat.&quot;
sight of it, and the man has this loathing and abhorrence of
What he most loved, and had the best appetite for, is now become so very offensive,
smell
at
the
of
it
he
that
grows sick and faints away. Nature cannot support itself
If this loss of appetite, and loathing even the smell of the
long under this disorder.
most simple food continue, it must wear the patient out. Indeed, it is not always
a mortal distemper
there may be an entire loathing of food, and even fainting
away at the smell of it, and the patient may sometimes recover ; but in the present
case the distemper had continued so long, and was grown so inveterate that there
were no hopes, for they draw nigh,&quot; the Psalmist says, to the gates of death.&quot; Those
gates of brass and bars of iron with which death locks up his prisoners in the grave ;
and you may judge how great must be the strength of these gates and bars, since
only one person was ever able to break through them, and if he had not been more
Verse 18.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;
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than man, he could never have broken these gates of brass, nor cut these bars of iron
in sunder.
William Romaine.
Verse 18.
They draw near unto the gates of death.&quot; Death is a great commander,
a great tyrant, and hath gates to sit in, as judges and magistrates used to sit in the
There are three things implied in this phrase. 1. First,
They draw near
gates.
near to death&quot; ; as he that draws near the
unto the gates of death,&quot; that is, they were
into
is
near
the
because
the
enter
the
2.
of
a
city,
gates
city.
city
Secondly, gates
gates
are applied to death for authority.
They were almost in death s jurisdiction. Death
He rules over all the men in the world, over kings and potentates,
is a great tyrant.
and the greatest men fear death most. He is the king of
and over mean men
14
Therefore
fears,&quot; as Job calls him, Job xviii.
ay, and the fear of kings.
It rules and overrules all mankind.
Therefore
it is called
the gate of death.&quot;
it is said
to reign,&quot; Rom. v. 21.
Death and sin came in together. Sin was the
gate that let in death, and ever since death reigned, and will, till Christ perfectly
the key
triumph over it, who is the King of that lord and commander, and hath
To wicked men, I say, he is a tyrant, and hath a gate
of hell and death,&quot; Rev. i. 18.
and when they go through the gate of death,&quot; they go to a worse, to a lower place,
3. Thirdly.
It is the trap-door to hell.
to hell.
By the gate of death,&quot; is meant not
The gates of hell shall
only the authority, but the power of death ; as in the gospel,
Matt. xvi. 18
that is, the power and strength of hell.
So
not prevail against
It is
here it implies the strength of death, which is very great, for it subdues all.
the executioner of God s justice. Richard Sibbes.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

.

;

.

.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

it,&quot;

When George Wishart arrived at Dundee, where the plague was
Verse 20.
and for that
raging [1545], he caused intimation to be made that he would preach
purpose chose his station upon the head of the East-gate, the infected persons
standing without, and those that were whole within. His text was Psalm cvii. 20.
He sent his word, and healed them,&quot; etc., wherein he treated of the profit and comfort
of God s word, the punishment that comes by contempt of it, the readiness of God s
mercy to such as truly turn to him, and the happiness of those whom God takes
from this misery, etc. By which sermon he so raised up the hearts of those that
heard him, that they regarded not death, but judged them more happy that should
then depart, rather than such as should remain behind, considering that they knew
not whether they should have such a comforter with them. Samuel Clarke (1599
A General Martyrologie.&quot;
1682), in
He sent his word.&quot; The same expression occurs in cxlvii. 15, 18
Verse 20.
Is.
11.
We detect in such passages the first glimmering of St. John s
Iv.
comp.
doctrine of the agency of the personal Word. The Word by which the heavens
were made, xxxiii. 6, is seen to be not meiely the expression of God s will, but his
messenger mediating between himself and his creatures. It is interesting to compare
with this the language of Elihu in the parallel passage of Job xxxiii. 23, where what
is here ascribed to the agency of the Word is ascribed to that of the
mediating
J. J. Stewart Perowne.
angel, or messenger.&quot;
His word
who healed them was his essential Word, even the
Verse 20.
second person in the Godhead, our Lord Jesus Christ, the word who was made flesh
of this divine Word it was foretold in the Old Testament,
and dwelt among us
that he should arise with the glory of the morning sun, bringing healing in his wings
and accordingly the New Testament relates, that Jesus went
for all our maladies
about all Galilee, preaching the gospel of the kingdom, and healing ALL manner of
He healed the bodily disease
sickness, and ALL manner of disease among the people.
miraculously, to prove that he was the Almighty Physician of the soul. And it is
remarkable that he never rejected any person who applied to him for an outward
cure, to demonstrate to us, that he would never cast out any person who should
William Romaine.
apply to him for a spiritual cure.
And delivered them from their destructions.&quot; From their pits or,
Verse 20.
From their sepulchres. That is, from the deaths to which they were near. Others
Others, their destructions, the diseases in which
render, From their nets or snares.
they were miserable prisoners. Franciscus Vatablus.
And
delivered
them
20.
Verse
from their destructions.&quot; From the destruction
of the body, of the beauty and strength of it by diseases ; restoring to health is a
from the grave, the pit of corruption and
redeeming of the life from destruction
destruction, so called because in it bodies corrupt, putrefy, and are destroyed by
worms and such who are savingly convinced of sin, and blessed with pardoning
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

;
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body and soul

in

And let them sacrifice.&quot; For their healing they should bring a
and they should offer the life of the innocent animal unto God, as he has
offered their lives ; and let them thus confess that God has spared them when they
and let them declare also his works with rejoicing
for who
deserved to die
Adam Clarke.
will not rejoice when he is delivered from death ?
Verse 22.

sacrifice

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

of

As a specimen
Hampole

of mediaeval spiritualizing

we

give the following from the Hermit

:

They that go down to the sea in ships,&quot; etc. They that (are true pre
and preachers,) go down from the sublimity of contemplation, to the sea, that is,

Verse 23.
lates

&quot;

suiting themselves to the lowly, that they also may be saved, in ships, that is, in the
faith, hope, and charity of the church, without which they would be drowned in the
waters of pleasure, that do business, that is, continue preaching, in great waters, that
Richardus
is, among many people in order that they may become fishers of men.

Hampolitanus.
Verses

2327.
still onward boldly strayed
tossed by tempests, now by calms delayed ;
To tell the terrors of the deep untried,
What toils we suffered, and what storms defied ;
What rattling deluges the black clouds poured,
What dreary weeks of solid darkness low red
What mountain surges mountain surges lashed.
What sudden hurricanes the canvas dashed
What bursting lightnings, with incessant flare,
Kindled in one wide flame the burning air
What roaring thunders bellowed o er our head,
And seemed to shake the reeling ocean s bed
To tell each horror in the deep revealed,
Would ask an iron throat with tenfold vigour steeled
Those dreadful wonders of the deep I saw,
Which fill the sailor s breasts with sacred awe
And what the sages, of their learning vain,
Esteem the phantoms of a dreamful brain.

While thus our keels

Now

;

;

;

:

;

Luiz de Camoens (15241579), in

&quot;

the

Lusiad.&quot;

31.
No language can be more sublime than the description of a
Verses 23
storm at sea in this Psalm. It is the very soul of poetry. The utmost simplicity
The picture is not crowded
of diction is employed to convey the grandest thoughts.
and everything is natural,
none but the most striking circumstances are selected
The whole is an august representation of
simple, and beyond measure interesting.
the Providence of God, ruling in what appears the most ungovernable province
It is God who raises the storm
it is God who stilleth it.
The wise
of nature.
men of this world may look no farther than the physical laws by which God acts
but the Holy Spirit, by the Psalmist, views the awful conflict of the elements as the
work of God. Alexander Carson.
This last picture springs naturally from the mention in verse 3
Verses 23 32.
of the sea
and here the Psalmist may have directed his imagination to the usual
tempestuousness of the season at which the Psalm was sung. Joseph Francis Thrupp.
;

;

;

;

;

There are sinners who, like
Verse 24.
These see the works of the Lord.&quot;
Jonah, fleeing from the face of God, go down to the sea, to the cares and pleasures
of the world, away from the solid land of humility, quiet, and grace.
They occupy
themselves in many waters, in needless toils and excessive pleasures, and yet even
there God does not leave them, but causes them to see his works and wonders even
in the deep of their sins, by giving them timely and sufficient warnings, and alarming
them with fear of the abyss. Le Blanc in Neale and Littledale.
&quot;
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Verses

2531.
Think,

O my

devoutly think,

soul,

How, with affrighted eyes
Thou saw st the wide extended deep
In

horrors rise

all its

!

Confusion dwelt in every face,
And fear in every heart
When waves on waves, and gulfs on gulfs,
;

O

ercame the

pilot s art.

Yet then from all my griefs,
Thy mercy set me free,

O

Lord,

Whilst in the confidence of prayer
My soul took hold on thee.

For though in dreadful whirls we hung
High on the broken wave,
I knew thou wert not slow to hear,
Nor impotent to save.

The storm was

laid,

Obedient to thy

the winds retired,

will

;

The sea that roared at thy command.
At thy command was still.
In midst of dangers, fears, and death,
Thy goodness I ll adore,
And praise thee for thy mercies past j
And humbly hope for more.

My

life, if

thou preserv

st

my

life,

Thy sacrifice shall be
And death, if death must be my doom
;

Shall join

my

soul to thee.

Joseph Addison.
Verse 26.
They mount up to the heaven.&quot; There be three heavens. 1. Ccelum
It is not the latter now they
aSrium. 2. Ccelum aslriferum. 3. Ccelum beatorum.
An Improvement of the Sea,&quot;
to
in
but
the two former. Daniel Pell, in
storms,
go
1659.
Verse 26.
They mount up to the heaven, they go down again to the depths.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

To

larboard all their oars and canvas bend
on a ridge of waters to the sky
Are lifted, down to Erebus again
thrice howl d the rocks
Sink with the falling wave
Within their stony caverns, thrice we saw
foam
the
The splash d-up
lights of heaven
upon
;

We

;

Virgil.

They cry unto the Lord.&quot; His attributes are much honoured in
1. When you call
calling upon him, especially in times of dangers and distresses.
upon God at sea, you honour his sovereignty. God says to these proud waves, So
fulfil
his
far and no farther
storm
and
the
hail,&quot; they
will, and when he
So,
2. Prayer in time of danger honours God s wisdom t
pleases he commands a calm.
when we see no way open for mercies and deliverance to come in at, then to look
He knows how to deliver out of temptation.&quot; O how
up to him, believing.
much of the wisdom of God appears in preservation in time of danger and is it
not a good token of mercy coming in when persons pray, though all visible ways are
blocked up ? This honours God s wisdom, which we acknowledge is never at a loss
as to ways of bringing in mercy and deliverance. 3. The faithfulness of God is much
honoured in times of danger, when he is called upon. The faithfulness of a friend
doth most appear in a strait now if you can rely upon his promise, God s faithful
ness is the best line men sinking at sea can lay hold on.
So I might add, calling
upon God honours all his other attributes. John Ryther (1632 1681) in A Pita
for Mariners : or, The Seaman s Preacher,&quot; 1675.
Verse 28.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

!

&quot;

!

:

&quot;
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Then they

cry.&quot;
Tempestuous storms and deadly dangers have
Then
brought those upon their knees, that would never have bended in a calm
If any one would know at what time the sailors take up the duty of
they cry.&quot;
If ever you see the
prayer, let me say it is when death stares them in the face.
heavens veiled in sable blackness, the clouds flying, and the winds roaring under
them you may conclude that some of them (though God knows but few) are at
But never believe it that there is any prayer
prayer, yea, hard at it with their God.
amongst them when the skies are calm, the winds down, and the seas smooth.
David tells you not of their praying in good and comfortable weather, but that it is
in time of storms, for I believe that neither he nor I ever saw many of them on that

Verse 28.

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

strain.

.

.

.

hears oftener from an afflicted people, than he either does or can from a
Then they cry.&quot; The prodigal
people that are at ease, quiet, and out of danger.
son was very high, and resolved never to return till brought low by pinching and
nipping afflictions, then his father had some tidings of him. Hagar was proud in
Abraham s house, but humbled in the wilderness. Jonah was asleep in the ship,
but awake and at prayer in the whale s belly, Jonah ii. 1. Manasses lived in Jerusalem
like a libertine, but when bound in chains at Babel, his heart was turned to the
Lord, 2 Chron. xxxiii. 11, 12. Corporal diseases forced many under the gospel to
come to Christ, whereas others that enjoyed bodily health would not acknowledge
him. One would think that the Lord would abhor to hear those prayers that are
made only out of the fear of danger, and not out of the love, reality, and sincerity
If there had not been so many miseries of blindness, lameness, palsies,
of the heart.
fevers, etc., in the days of Christ, there would not have been that flocking after him.
Daniel Pell.
Then they cry unto the Lord.&quot;
it ever
Verse 28.
hence that
Then,&quot;
speech of one, Qui nescit orare, discat navigare, He that cannot pray, let him go to
John Trapp.
sea, and there he will learn.
Then they cry,&quot; etc. Gods of the sea and skies (for what resource
Verse 28.
I
abstain
from
but prayer ?)
have
rending asunder the joints of our shattered bar.

God

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

Ovid.

He maketh the storm a calm,&quot; etc. The image is this. Mankind
Verse 29.
before they are redeemed are like a ship in a stormy sea, agitated with passions,
tossed up and down with cares, and so blown about with various temptations, that
they are never at rest. This is then- calmest state in the smiling day of smooth
but afflictions will come, and afflictions of sin and Satan, and the world
prosperity
He
will raise a violent storm, which all the wit and strength of man cannot escape.
will soon be swallowed up of the devouring waves ; unless that same God who
are all in the same situation the
created the sea speak to it,
Peace, be still.&quot;
apostles were, when they were alone in the evening in the midst of the sea, and the
wind and the waves were contrary against which they toiled rowing in vain, until
Christ came to them walking upon the sea, and commanded the winds to cease and
the waves to be still.
Upon which there was a great calm for they knew his voice,
who had spoken them into being, and they obeyed. His word is almighty to compose
and still the raging war of the most furious elements. And he is as almighty in the
Into whatever soul he enters, he commands
spiritual world, as he is in the natural.
all the jarring passions to be still, and there is indeed a blessed calm.
O may the
thus
unto
Saviour
that you may sail on a smooth unruffled
all,
speak
you
Almighty
William Romaine.
sea, until you arrive safe at the desired haven of eternal rest
If the sailor can do nothing so wise and oftentimes indeed can do
Verse 29.
nothing else than trust in the Lord, so is it with us in the storms of life. Like the
but what are means without
mariner, we must use lawful means for our protection
the divine blessing ?
William S. Plumer.
&quot;

:

We

&quot;

;

;

!

;

Verse 30.
Desired haven.&quot; At such a time as this sweet April morning, indeed,
a breakwater like this [of Portland] may seem of little value, when the waves of
the ocean only just suffice to break its face into gems of changing brilliance, and to
make whispering music while vessels of all sizes, like those whose clustering masts
we see yonder under the promontory, ride with perfect security in the open road.
But in the fierce gales of November or March, when the shrieking blasts drive furiously
up the Channel, and the huge mountain billows, green and white, open threatening
graves on every side, how welcome would be a safe harbour, easy of access, and placed
&quot;

;
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at a part of the coast which else would be unsheltered for many leagues on either
Blessed be God for the gift of his beloved Son, the only Harbour of Refuge
side
for poor tempest-tossed sinners
may think lightly of it now, but in the coming
the rain descends, and the floods come, and the
day of gloom and wrath, when
winds blow,&quot; they only will escape who are sheltered there
Philip Henry Gosse,
in
The Aquarium,&quot; 1856.
!

We

1

&quot;

1

&quot;

Oh.&quot;
This verse seems to include the ardent earnestness of the
that seamen would be much in thankfulness, and much and frequent
in praising of the Lord their deliverer out of all their distresses.
Oh,&quot; seems he to
say, that I could put men upon this duty, it would be more comfortable to me, seems
in
the
hearts
of
those
to
find
a
that
are employed in
the Psalmist to say,
such principle
Oh is but
the great waters, than any one thing in the world again whatsoever.
a little word consisting of two letters, but no word that ever man utters with his
Oh&quot; is
tongue comes with that force and affection from the heart as this doth.
a word of the highest expression, a word when a man can say no more. This inter
jection oftentimes starts out of the heart upon a sudden from some unexpected
Daniel Pell.
conception, or admiration, or other.

Verse 31.

Psalmist

&quot;

s spirit,

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

He turneth rivers into a wilderness,&quot; etc. God is the father of the
he withholds that refreshment for a long time, all nature droops, and every
green thing dies. The imagery is drawn from Palestine where there were but two
annual rainy seasons, and if either of them was long deferred, the effect was frightful.
The channels of considerable rivers were dried up. William S. Plumer.
A church enriched with the graces
Verse 33.
Rivers
Watersprings.&quot;
of heaven is compared by the prophets to a well-watered garden (Isai. Iviii. 11 ;
for as
Jer. xxxi. 12), to the paradise of God, watered with its four fruitful rivers
everything useful and ornamental in the vegetable world is raised up by water, so
William Romaine.
is everything in the spiritual world raised up by the Holy Spirit.
Verse 33.

rain.

&quot;

If

1

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

.

.

.

:

A fruitful land unto barrenness.&quot; Hereof Judaea is at this day
Verse 34.
a notable instance (besides many parts of Asia, and Africa, once very fruitful, now,
since they become Mahometan, dry and desert).
Judsea, saith one, hath now only
some few parcels of rich ground found in it that men may guess the goodness of
the cloth by the fineness of the shreds. John Trapp.
For the wickedness of them that dwell therein.&quot; When I meet with
Verse 34.
a querulous husbandman, he tells me of a churlish soil, of a wet seed-time, of a green
but
winter, of an unkindly spring, of a lukewarm summer, of a blustering autumn
I tell him of a displeased God, who will be sure to contrive and fetch all seasons
and elements, to his own most wise drifts and purposes. Joseph Hall.
For the wickedness.&quot; God locketh up the clouds, because we have
Verse 34.
shut up our mouths. The earth is grown hard as iron to us, because we have hard
ened our hearts against our miserable neighbours. The cries of the poor for bread
Sicknesses run apace from
are loud, because our cries against sin have been so low.
house to house, and sweep away the poor unprepared inhabitants, because we sweep
not out the sin that breedeth them. Richard Baxter, 1615 1691.
&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

Verse 35.

cause of

it

in

&quot;

Dry ground

man

;

but

if

without any cause in man
of the former, but simply,

&quot;

:

If God afflict, his justice fin deth the
he do good to any man, it is of his own good pleasure,
therefore no reason is given here of this change, as was
He turneth dry ground into watersprings.&quot; David Dickson.

into watersprings.&quot;

He poureth contempt upon princes.&quot; Mighty potentates, who have
Verse 40.
been the terror and dread of the whole world, when once denuded of their dignity
and power, have become the sport even of their own dependents. John Calvin.
Persons of high rank are the most exempt, in ordinary
Princes.&quot;
Verse 40.
times, from destitution and want, and misery must reach a great height when it
invades them. No part of the world probably has witnessed so many and great
William Waiford.
reverses of this kind as the regions and countries of the East.
&quot;

&quot;

He setteth the poor on high from affliction.&quot; How high ? Above
Verse 41.
the reach of the curse, which shall never touch him above the power of Satan,
shall not
above the reigning influence of sin, which
which shall never ruin him
&quot;

;

&quot;

;
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above the possibility of being banished from his presence,
have dominion over him
This is the
Israel shall be saved in the Lord with an everlasting salvation.&quot;
for
way God sets his people on high, instructing them in the mysteries of his word, and
are
that
contained
therein.
the
them
to
Joseph Irons, 1786
joys
giving
partake
&quot;

;

&quot;

1852.

The word here rendered
The righteous shall see
Verse 42.
righteous
not what the Scripture commonly uses to signify righteous or justified persons
idea.
It
but it is another word, and conveys another
signifies to direct, to set right ;
and the righteous here mentioned are they, who are directed in the right way,
and walk, as Enoch did, with God in his way, and not in the way of the world. And
the goodness and mercy of God s dealings with the fallen race of
shall see
these
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

it.&quot;

is

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

man. They shall have eyes to see the ways of his providence. The same grace
which set them right, will manifest to them the reasonableness of the plan of redemp
tion.
They shall see and admire, and be thankful for the wonders of his redeeming
William Romaine.
love, which are recorded in this divine hymn.
All iniquity shall stop her mouth.&quot;
&quot;Iniquity&quot; is here personified,
Stop her mouth.&quot;
iniquitous ; but the abstract is more poetical.
Tongue-tied, literally, mouth-shut ; which, perhaps, might be not improperly vernacuAlexander Geddes.
lized.
Verse 42.

&quot;

and denotes the

&quot;

Whoso is wise,&quot; etc. Or as it may be read interrogatively,
Verse 43.
Who
wise ?
as in Jer. ix. 12 ; Hosea xiv. 9 ; that is, spiritually wise, wise unto salva
tion
who is made to know wisdom in the hidden part for not such as are possessed
of natural wisdom, or worldly-wise men, much less who are wise to do evil, are here
And will observe these things ;
the remarkable appearances of divine
meant,
Providence to persons in distress the various changes and vicissitudes in the world ;
s
the several afflictions of God people, and their deliverances out of them
the wonder
these will be observed, taken
ful works of God in nature, providence, and grace
notice of, laid up in the mind, and kept by such who are truly wise, who know how to
Even they shall understand
make a right use and proper improvement of them.
the lovingkindness of the Lord
;
every one of the wise men ; they will perceive
the kindness of God unto men, in the several dispensations of his providence towards
them, and his special love and kindness towards his own people, even in all their
afflictions they will perceive this to be at the bottom of every mercy and blessing ;
they will understand more of the nature and excellency of it, and know more of the
love of God and Christ, which passeth knowledge.
Or, the kindnesses of the Lord shall
be understood ; that is, by wise men ; so R. Moses in Aben Ezra renders the words.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

is

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

John

Gill.

Verse 43.
Will carefully note and remark
Will observe these things,&quot; etc.
what is here said of the fall and recovery of mankind, of our state by nature and
True
in
wisdom
consists
these
two things, what we are in
by grace.
observing
in a deep sense of our misery by sin, stirring us
ourselves, and what we are in Christ
up to seek our remedy in the Redeemer. This is wisdom. And whosoever is thus
&quot;

;

shall understand the lovingkindness of the Lord ;
wise unto salvation
shall be able
to apply what he understands of it to his own private use and benefit.
The verb in
the original rendered
shall understand,&quot; is in the conjugation called Hithpael, which
to
act
itself.
Whosoever
observes
those
finds
his own
signifies
upon
things properly
interest in them.
He makes the understanding of them useful to himself. He does
not study them as a science or theory, but as interesting points in which he is nearly
concerned, and which he therefore tries to bring home for his own private advantage.
When he hears of the mercies of the Lord Jesus recorded in this Psalm he desires to
partake of them. When he hears of the great deliverances vouchsafed to sinful
ruined man, he studies to have his own share in them. What is said of these persons
who wandered out of the way in the wilderness, and fell into the bondage of sin,
and were afflicted with its diseases, and troubled like a stormy sea, with its continual
all this he knows was his own case, and therefore what follows of their
tempests
flourishing state after Christ delivered them may be his also if he cry unto the Lord, as
for
And he never ceases praying and seeking, until the blessed
they did,
help.
Jesus brings him to the haven of the church, where he would be. And if he find
the church diminished and brought low, he is not discouraged
but relies on the
promises of his God, who will set him on high out of the reach of public calamity,
when he comes to destroy an infidel church. He observes what is said on this Psalm
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;
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and he knows it to be true, by his own experience. And
concerning those things
therefore the lovingkindness of the Lord here recorded is to him a subject of exceeding
great joy, because he has tasted of it. Whoso is wise will bring his knowledge of
this Psalm home to his own heart, and he shall understand the lovingkindness of the
Lord, he shall be able to apply what he understands to his own benefit, and shall
therefore be continually praising the Lord for his goodness, and declaring the wonders
which he hath done for the salvation of men. William Ptomaine.
To observe, signifieth not only with our
Observe these things.&quot;
Verse 43.
but so to stir up our minds to the consideration of a thing, that
eyes to behold it
saith a grave author.
one may grow the better by
Now in this notion of it,
how few are they that observe these things ?
;

&quot;

&quot;

;

it,&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

.

.

.

.

you would by observing the providence of God understand his lovingkindness,
and gain a spiritual wisdom, let your eye affect your heart. Mollerus telleth us, such
If

an observation is here intended unde ad pietatem exuscitemur, ut inde meliores evadamus,
as will quicken us to piety, and help to make us better.&quot;
There are many careless
observers of providence, who indeed see events rather than providences
they see
much that comes to pass in the world, but consider nothing of God in them.
They do by the book of providence, as Augustine complained of himself, that in his
unregenerate state he did by the book of Scripture he rather brought to it discutiendi
acumen, than discendi pietatem. So men bring to the great works of God rather
an acute eye and wit to find out the immediate causes, and reasons natural and
political, than a trembling, humble heart, that they might learn by them more to
acknowledge, love, fear, adore, and revere the great and mighty God whose works
Let not yours be such an observation but let your eye, beholding God
these are.
in his providential dispensations, affect your hearts with that adoration and venera
tion, that love and fear of the great and mighty God, which such works of God do
John Collinges (1623 1690),
Several Discourses concerning
call to you for.
&quot;

;

.

.

.

;

;

m

&quot;

Providence of God.&quot;
Observe these
Verse 43.

the actual

These mighty doings of our Saviour and
things.&quot;
in delivering his feeble creatures from the trackless wilderness of error,
from the noisome chain of carnal lust, from the deadly sickness of a corrupt nature,
and from the wild tempest of earthly passion, deserve the thoughtful joy of all
who would be faithful servants of their Lord. The mouth of unbelief and the excuses
of iniquity are stopped by the sight of the marvels of that mercy which endureth
for ever.
The accuser of the brethren is silenced and cast down. The truly
wise will ponder these things, for in the knowledge of them is true wisdom ; and so
pondering, there shall open before them, ever plainer, fuller, clearer, brighter, the
revelation of that mighty love of their eternal Father which surpasses all under
&quot;

our

God

&quot;

&quot;

Plain Commentary.&quot;
standing, and is vaster than all thought.
Verse 43.
How great a volume might be wrote, de observandis Providentiee,
I have seen a picture
concerning the observable things of Divine Providence.
(one of those you call kitchen-pieces) concerning which it hath been proposed to me,
that for so many hours I should view it as curiously as I could ; yet the proposer
would for any wager undertake to show me something in it which I did not observe.
Truly Providence is such a thing, I can never look upon it, I can never take the
motions of it into my thoughts, but some new observation tendereth itself into my
I must turn my eyes from this wonderful work, for I see they will not
thoughts.
be satisfied with seeing, my mind will never be filled with observation. John
&quot;

Collinges.

When we

speak of the love and favour of God to his people, we are
nothing but pleasing providences, grateful to our senses
now the lovingkindness of God is not only seen in pleasing dispensations, but in
adverse providences also
Whom he loveth he chasteneth, and scourgeth every
child whom he receiveth
all things are yours,&quot; saith the apostle.
This know
must
be
observation.
John Collinges.
ledge
gained by
Verse 43.

prone to understand by
&quot;

it

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

HINTS TO PREACHERS.
This Psalm is like the Interpreter s house in Bunyan s
Pilgrim s
Progress.&quot;
Pilgrim is told that he will there see excellent and profitable things.
The same promise is given in the introduction to this Psalm, where we have, I. The
source of these excellent things the goodness and all-enduring mercy of God

Whole Psalm.

&quot;

;
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mercy not exhausted by the unworthiness of its objects. II. Their acknowledgment,
Let the redeemed of the Lord say
Men will not own it, but the redeemed of the
Lord will. It is the experience of such that is pictorially represented in this Psalm.
Let every one speak of God as he finds. Is he good when he takes away as well as
The redeemed of the Lord will say
when he gives ?
Is he merciful when
he frowns as well as when he smiles ?
The redeemed of the Lord say
Does
he make all things work together for good to them that love him ?
Let the re
deemed of the Lord say
III. Their end.
Praise and thanksgiving
Oh give,&quot;
etc.
G. R.
1, For general mercies
2, for redemption
3, for special deliverances.
Verses 1, 2.
The duty of praise is universal, the real presentation of it remains
with the redeemed. Particular redemption should lead to special praise, special
Let the redeemed of the Lord say
testimony to truth and special faith in God
The ingathering of the chosen. I. All wandered.
Verse 3.
II. Their ways
different.
III. All observed of the Lord.
IV. All brought to Jesus as to one centre.
Note ways, and times of gathering.
Verse 4.
Wandering Jews. Illustrate the roaming of a mind in search of truth,
&quot;

so.&quot;

&quot;

so.&quot;

&quot;

so.&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

so.&quot;

:

;

;

&quot;

:

so.&quot;

peace, love, purity, etc.
Verses 4
10.
The words contain a brief history of man s fall and misery and
of his restoration by Jesus Christ ; which are described under these particulars.
I. The lost state of men by nature.
II. They are brought to a right sense of it, and
III. He hears them and delivers them out
cry to the Lord Jesus for deliverance.
of all their distresses.
IV. The tribute of thanks due to him for this great deliver
ance.
W. Romaine.
Verse 5.
Spiritual hunger the cause of faintness.
Necessity of feeding the
soul.

Verse 7.
Divine grace stimulating our exertions.
He led them forth
that they might go.&quot;
Verse 8.
He who has enjoyed God s help should mark, 1, in what distress
he has been 2, how he has called to God 3, how God has helped him 4, what
thanks he has returned and, 5, what thanks he is yet bound to render. Lange s
&quot;

.

;

;

.

.

;

;

Commentary.
Verse

9.

&quot;

A great general fact. The condition, the benefactor, the blessing
the result
satisfieth.&quot;
Then the further result of praise as seen
&quot;

goodness,&quot;

in verse 8.

The convicted

Verses 12, 13.
I.
prostrate, deserted.

soul s abject condition
humbled, exhausted,
His speedy deliverance. Cried, cried while in trouble,
unto the Lord, he saved, out of their distresses.
Verse 13.
Man s work and God s work. They cried and he saved.
II.

Verse 14.
God gives light, life, liberty.
Verse 17, etc.
Rescue from Death, with a Return of Praise. R. Sibbes Works,
Vol. VI. ; Nichol s edition.
I. The distress of the sick.
Verses 17 21.
II. Their cure by the Great Physician.
III. Their grateful behaviour to him.
W. Romaine.
Verses 17 22.
Visit to Christ s Hospital.
I. The names and characters of
the patients
fools
all sinners are fools.
II. The cause of their pains and
afflictions
because of their transgressions,&quot; etc.
III. The progress of the disease
their soul abhorreth all manner of meat
and,
;
they draw near unto the
IV. The interposition of the physician
then they cry,&quot; etc.,
gates of death.&quot;
ver. 19, 20.
when they cry,&quot; etc. 2, The
1, Note, when the physician comes in
kind of prayer a cry. 3, What the physician did
delivered.&quot;
saved,&quot;
healed,&quot;
4. How this was effected
He sent his word,&quot; etc. V. The consequent conduct
of those who were healed
they praised God for his goodness. They added sacrifice
to this praise, verse 22.
In addition to sacrifice the healed ones began to offer songs
sacrifice of thanksgiving.&quot;
Let them declare
They added a declaration of joy

A

A

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

his

works with

rejoicing.&quot;

Verse 18.
The sin-sick soul without appetite for invitations, encouragements,
or promises, however presented.
Milk too simple, strong meat too heavy, wine too
manna
too light, etc.
heating,
Verse 18.
Teacheth us, that even appetite to our meat is a good gift of the
Lord ; also that when men are in greatest extremity, then is God most commonly
T. Wilcocks.
nigh unto them.
Verse 20.
Recovery from sickness must be ascribed to the Lord, and gratitude
should flow forth because of it. But the text describes spiritual and mental sickness.
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in his extremity.
1. He is a fool : by nature inclined to evil.
Notice,
3. He now
2. He has played the fool (see verse 17),
transgression,&quot;
iniquities.&quot;
has lost all appetite and is past all cure. 4. He is at death s door. 5. But he has
begun to pray. II. The Cure in its simplicity. 1. Christ the Word is the essential
heals the guilt, habit, depression, and evil results of sin.
For every form
cure.

The Patient

I.

&quot;

&quot;

He

of

hence preachers should preach him much, and
malady Christ has healing
much upon him. 2. The word in the Book is the instrumental cure
;

meditate

:

all
its

precepts, promises, encouragements, invitations, examples.
He leads us to
3. The word of the Lord by the Holy Spirit is the applying cure.
He is to be sought by the sick soul. He is to be relied upon by those who
believe.
would bring others to the Great Physician.
The ups and downs of a convicted sinner s experience.
Verse 26.
The awakened sinner staggered and nonplussed.
Verse 27.
The scene which here opens with a landscape of beauty and
Verses 33, 34.
The rivers are dried
fertility is suddenly changed into a dry and barren wilderness.
up, the springs cease to flow among the hills, and the verdant fields are scorched
for
this
is
the
wickedness
of
them that dwell there
and bare. The reason assigned
It is precisely what
This picture needs no interpretation to the people of God.
in.&quot;
fallen
into
sin.
them
have
G.
R.
when
within
they
happens
The curse, cause, and cure of barrenness in a church.
Verse 34.
Verse 35.
Hope for decayed churches lies in God ; he can work a marvellous
he will do it when the cause of barrenness is
turneth
change, he does do it

teachings,

doctrines,

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

removed by repentance.
Here the scene again changes. The springs again gush forth,
38.
Verses 35
calm lakes again repose in the midst of foliage and flowers, the hills are clothed
with luxuriant vines, and the fields are covered with corn
plenty abounds both
This picture, too, has its counter
in town and country, and men and cattle increase.
Instead of the thorn shall come
The
etc.,
part in experimental godliness.
wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad for them,&quot; etc. The one scene precedes
the
desolate
wilderness
of
Eden
the
it.
A
other
follows
behind.
before,
garden
prayer,
;

&quot;

&quot;

up,&quot;

G. R.
41.
Verses 39
The scene again is reversed. There is a change again from
from honour to contempt. Then
from plenty to want
freedom to oppression
as
a revival again
suddenly appears. The poor and afflicted are lifted up, and the
bereaved have families like a flock.&quot; Such are the changeful scenes through which
the people of God are led ; and such the experience by which they are made meet
G. R.
for the pure, perfect, and perpetual joys of heaven.
Such surprising turns are of use, 1, For the solacing of saints ;
Verses 42, 43.
The
righteous shall see it, and
they observe these dispensations with pleasure
rejoice,&quot; in the glorifying of God s attributes, and the manifestation of his dominion
all iniquity shall stop
over the children of men. 2. For the silencing of sinners
i.e. it shall be a full conviction of the folly of those that deny the divine
her mouth
;
3. For the satisfying of all concerning the divine goodness
Whoso is
presence.
these various dispensations of divine pro
wise, and will observe these things
the
of
the
shall
understand
Lord.&quot;
M.
even they
vidence,
lovingkindness
Henry.
Verse 43.
The best observation and the noblest understanding.
;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

PSALM

CVIII.

TITLE AND SUBJECT. A Song or Psalm of David, To be sung jubilantly as a
We cannot find it in our heart to dismiss
national hymn, or solemnly as a sacred Psalm.
11 and then to Psalm Ix.
this Psalm by merely referring the reader first to Psalm Ivii. 7
5 12, though it will be at once seen that those two portions of Scripture are almost
It is true that most of the commentators have done
identical with the verses before us.
so, and we are not so presumptuous as to dispute their wisdom ; but we hold for our
selves that the words would not have been repeated if there had not been an object for so
doing, and that this object could not have been answered if every hearer of it had said,
Ah, we had that before, and therefore we need not meditate upon it again.&quot; The Holy
Spirit is not so short of expressions that he needs to repeat himself, and the repetition
&quot;

cannot be meant merely to fill the book : there must be some intention in the arrangement
of two former divine utterances in a new connection ; whether we can discover that intent
It is at least ours to endeavour to do so, and we may expect divine
is another matter.
assistance therein.

We have before us THE WARRIOR S MORNING SONG, with which he adores his God
and strengthens his heart before entering upon the conflicts of the day. As an old Prussian
the aid of
his Majesty s August Ally,&quot; so does
officer was wont in prayer to invoke
David appeal to his God and set up his banner in Jehovah s name.
5 ;
DIVISION. First we have an utterance dictated by the spirit of praise, verses 1
12 ; and
then a second deliverance evoked by the spirit of believing prayer, verses 6
warrior
as
the
hears
the
word
resolve
a
then
war-trumpet summoning
(verse 13),
of
final
him to join battle immediately, and therefore marches with his fellow soldiers at once
&quot;

to the fray.

EXPOSITION.
sing and give praise, even with my glory.
I myself will awake early.
Awake, psaltery and harp
I will praise thee, O LORD,
among the people and 1 will sing

GOD, my

^^

/^&quot;)

2
3

heart

is

fixed

;

I will

;

:

praises unto thee

the nations.
great above the heavens

among

4 For thy mercy

is

:

and thy truth

reacheth unto

the clouds.
5

Be thou

the earth

exalted,

O

God, above the heavens

:

and thy glory above

all

;

the only
These five verses are found in Psalm Ivii. 7 11 almost verbatim
important alteration being the use of the great name of JEHOVAH in verse 3 instead
This the English reader will only be able to perceive by the
of Adonai in Ivii. 9.
There are other incon
use of capitals in the present Psalm and not in Psalm Ivii.
siderable alterations, but the chief point of difference probably lies in the position of
In Ivii. these notes of praise follow prayer and grow out of it
but in this
the verses.
case the Psalmist begins at once to sing and give praise, and afterwards prays to
God in a remarkably confident manner, so that he seems rather to seize the blessing
than to entreat for it. Sometimes we must climb to praise by the ladder of prayer,
and at other times we must bless God for the past in order to be able in faith to plead
for the present and the future.
By the aid of God s Spirit we can both pray ourselves
up to praise, or praise the Lord till we get into a fit frame for prayer. In Psalm Ivii.
these words are a song in the cave of Adullam, and are the result of faith which is
but here
beginning its battles amid domestic enemies of the most malicious kind
they express the continued resolve and praise of a man who has already weathered
all
has
overcome
home
a
and
is
to con
forward
conflicts,
many campaign,
looking
quests far and wide. The passage served as a fine close for one Psalm, and it makes
an equally noteworthy opening for another. We cannot too often with fixed heart
nor need we ever hesitate to use the same words in
resolve to magnify the Lord
drawing near to God, for the Lord who cannot endure vain repetitions is equally
:

;

:

;
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Some expressions are so admirable that they ought to be
who would throw away a cup because he drank from it before ? God
used again
should be served with the best words, and when we have them they are surely good
enough to be used twice. To use the same words continually and never utter a new
song would show great slothfulness, and would lead to dead formalism, but we need
not regard novelty of language as at all essential to devotion, nor strain after it as
an urgent necessity. It may be that our heavenly Father would here teach us that
if we are unable to find a great variety of suitable expressions in devotion, we need
not in the slightest degree distress ourselves, but may either pray or praise,
using
the same words.&quot;
1.
O God, my heart is fixed.&quot; Though I have many wars to disturb me, and
many cares to toss me to and fro, yet I am settled in one mind and cannot be driven
from it. My heart has taken hold and abides in one resolve. Thy grace has over
come the fickleness of nature, and I am now in a resolute and determined frame of
Both with voice and music will I extol thee
/ will sing and give praise.&quot;
mind.
Even though I have to shout in the battle
I will sing and play,&quot; as some read it.
if
I will also sing in my soul, and
my fingers must needs be engaged with the bow,
also
touch
the
shall
ten-stringed instrument and show forth thy praise.
they
yet
Even with my glory
with my intellect, my tongue, my poetic faculty, my musical
It
skill, or whatever else causes me to be renowned, and confers honour upon me.
is my glory to be able to speak and not to be a dumb animal, therefore my voice
it is my glory to know God and not to be a heathen,
shall show forth thy praise
and therefore my instructed intellect shall adore thee it is my glory to be a saint
and no more a rebel, therefore the grace I have received shall bless thee it is my
glory to be immortal and not a mere brute which perisheth, therefore my inmost
When he says I will, he supposes that there might
life shall celebrate thy majesty.
be some temptation to refrain, but this he puts on one side, and with fixed heart
prepares himself for the joyful engagement. He who sings with a fixed heart is

weary

of vain variations.
:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

likely to sing on, and all the while to sing well.
As if he could not be content
2.
Awake, psaltery and harp.&quot;
but must use the well-tuned strings, and communicate to them

with voice alone,
something of his
own liveliness. Strings are wonderful things when some men play upon them, they
seem to become sympathetic and incorporated with the minstrel, as if his very soul
were imparted to them and thrilled through them. Only when a thoroughly enrap
as mere
tured soul speaks in the instrument can music be acceptable with God
musical sound the Lord can have no pleasure therein, he is only pleased with the
thought and feeling which are thus expressed. When a man has musical gift, he
should regard it as too lovely a power to be enlisted in the cause of sin. Well did
Charles Wesley say
&quot;

:

:

&quot;

If well I know the tuneful art
To captivate a human heart,
The glory, Lord, be thine.

A
I

&quot;

servant of thy blessed will,
here devote my utmost skill
To sound the praise divine.

Thine own musician, Lord,

And

let

my

inspire,

consecrated lyre

Repeat the Psalmist s part.
His Son and Thine reveal in me,
And fill with sacred melodv

The

fibres of

my

heart.&quot;

I will call up the dawn.
The best and brightest hours
/ myself will awake early.&quot;
God. Some singers had need
of the day shall find me heartily aroused to bless
to awake, for they sing in drawling tones, as If they were naif asleep ; the tune drags
wearily along, there is no feeling or sentiment in the singing, but the listener hears
only a dull mechanical sound, as if the choir ground out the notes from a worn-out
Oh, choristers, wake up, for this is not a work for dreamers, but such
barrel-organ.
In all worship this should
as requires your best powers in their liveliest condition.
I myself will awake.&quot;
be the personal resolve of each worshipper
Whoever may come to hear
3.
I will praise thee, O Lord, among the people.&quot;
me, devout or profane, believer or heathen, civilized or barbarian, I shall not cease
&quot;

my

&quot;

:

&quot;
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David seemed inspired to foresee that his Psalms would be sung in every
my
His heart was large,
land, from Greenland s icy mountains to India s coral strand.
he would have the whole race of man listen to his joy in God, and lo, he has his desire,
no poet is so universally known as he. He had
for his psalmody is cosmopolitan
but one theme, he sang Jehovah and none beside, and his work being thus made of
has
endured the fiery ordeal of time, and was never
and
gold, silver,
precious stones,
more prized than at this day. Happy man, to have thus made his choice to be the Lord s
musician, he retains his office as the Poet Laureate of the kingdom of heaven, and
And I will sing praises unto thee among the
shall retain it till the crack of doom.
music.

;

&quot;

written, not only to complete the parallelism of the verse, but to
He would march to battle praising Jehovah, and when
reaffirm his fixed resolve.
nations.&quot;

This

is

he had conquered he would make the captured cities ring with Jehovah s praises.
He would carry his religion with him wherever he pushed his conquests, and the
vanquished should not hear the praises of David, but the glories of the Lord of Hosts.
Would to God that wherever professing Christians travel they would carry the praises
It is to be feared that some leave their religion when they
of the Lord with them
Nations and peoples would soon know the gospel of Jesus if every
leave their homes.
Christian traveller were as intensely devout as the Psalmist.
Alas, it is to be feared
that the Lord s name is profaned rather than honoured among the heathen by many
I

who

are

named by

name

the

of Christ.
great above the

heavens,&quot; and therefore there must be no
As the heavens
limit of time, or place, or people, when that mercy is to be extolled.
over-arch the whole earth, and from above mercy pours down upon men, so shalt
thou be praised everywhere beneath the sky. Mercy is greater than the mountains,
earth cannot hold it all, it is so vast, so boundless,
though they pierce the clouds
And
so exceeding high that the heavens themselves are over-topped thereby.
As far as we can see we behold thy truth and
thy truth reacheth unto the clouds.&quot;
is
lies
there
in
much beyond which
shrouded
faithfulness, and
cloud, but we are
sure that it is all mercy, though it be far above and out of our sight.
Therefore
shall the song be lifted high and the Psalm shall peal forth without stint of farresounding music. Here is ample space for the loudest chorus, and a subject which
deserves thunders of praise.
Be thou exalted, O God, above the heavens : and thy glory above all the earth.&quot;
5.
Let thy praise be according to the greatness of thy mercy. Ah, if we were to measure
The whole earth with its over
our devotion thus, with what ardour should we sing
hanging dome would seem too scant an orchestra, and all the faculties of all man
kind too little for the hallelujah. Angels would be called in to aid us, and surely
they would come. They will come in that day when the whole earth shall be filled
with the praises of Jehovah. We long for the time when God shall be universally
worshipped, and his glory in the gospel shall be everywhere made known. This is
a truly missionary prayer. David had none of the exclusiveness of the modern Jew
or the narrow-heartedness of some nominal Christians.
For God s sake, that his
glory might be everywhere revealed, he longed to see heaven and earth full of the
divine praise. Amen, so let it be.
&quot;

4.

For thy mercy

is

;

&quot;

&quot;

!

6 That thy beloved may be delivered
save with thy right hand, and
answer me.
I will rejoice, I will divide Shechem,
7 God hath spoken in his holiness
:

;

and mete out the valley of Succoth.
8 Gilead is mine
Manasseh is mine
Ephraim
mine head
Judah is my lawgiver
over Edom will I cast out
9 Moab is my washpot
;

;

;

will I

also is the strength of

;

;

my shoe

;

over Philistia

triumph.

10 Who will bring me into the strong city ? who will lead me into
11 Wilt not thou, O God, who hast cast us off ? and wilt not thou,
go forth with our hosts ?
12 Give us help from trouble
for vain is the help of man.

Edom
O God,
?

:

Now prayer follows upon praise, and derives strength of faith and holy boldness
It is frequently best to begin worship with a hymn, and then to bring
therefrom.
forth our vials full of odours after the harps have commenced their sweeter sounds.
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That thy beloved may be delivered : save with thy right hand, and answer me.&quot;
6.
Let
prayer avail for all the beloved ones. Sometimes a nation seems to hang
upon the petitions of one man. With what ardour should such an one pour out
David does so here. It is easy praying for the Lord s beloved, for we
his soul
feel sure of a favourable answer, since the Lord s heart is already set upon doing
them good yet it is solemn work to plead when we feel that the condition of a whole
beloved nation depends upon what the Lord means to do with us whom he has placed
&quot;

my

!

:

Answer me, that thy many beloved ones may be
an urgent prayer. David felt that the case demanded the right
hand of God, his wisest, speediest, and most efficient interposition, and he feels sure
of obtaining it for himself, since his cause involved the safety of the chosen people.
Will the Lord fail to use his right hand of power on behalf of those whom he has set
Shall not the beloved be delivered by him who loves
at his right hand of favour ?
them ? When our suit is not a selfish one, but is bound up with the cause of God,
we may be very bold about it.
7.
God has spoken in his holiness.&quot; Aforetime the Lord had made large pro
mises to David, and these his holiness had guaranteed. The divine attributes were
there was no fear that the covenant
pledged to give the son of Jesse great blessings
/ will rejoice.&quot;
God would run back from his plighted word.
If God has spoken
we may well be glad the very fact of a divine revelation is a joy. If the Lord
had meant to destroy us he would not have spoken to us as he has done. But what
God has spoken is a still further reason for gladness, for he has declared the sure
mercies of David,&quot; and promised to establish his seed upon his throne, and to subdue
all his enemies.
David greatly rejoiced after the Lord had spoken to him by the
mouth of Nathan. He sat before the Lord in a wonder of joy. See 1 Chronicles xvii.,
and note that in the next chapter David began to act vigorously against his enemies,
/ will divide Shechem.&quot;
Home conquests
even as in this Psalm he vows to do.
come first. Foes must be dislodged from Israel s territory, and lands properly
And mete out the valley of Succoth.&quot; On the other side
settled and managed.
Jordan as well as on this the land must be put in order, and secured against all
marauders.
Some
wandering
rejoicing leads to inaction, but not that which is grounded
upon a lively faith in the promise of God. See how David prays, as if he had the
this comes of having sung so
blessing already, and could share it among his men
See how he resolves on action, like a man whose
heartily unto the Lord his helper.
in a representative position.

delivered

&quot;

&quot;

:

it is

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

prayers are only a part of his life, and vital portions of his action.
8.
Gilead is mine.&quot; Thankful hearts dwell upon the gifts which the Lord has
Manasseh is mine.&quot;
given them, and think it no task to mention them one by one.
I have it already, and it is to me the token and assurance that the rest of the promised
If we gratefully acknow
heritage will also come into my possession in due time.
ledge what we have we shall be in better heart for obtaining that which as yet we
not
He
who
us
have
received.
Gilead and Manasseh will not fail to put the rest
gives
of the promised territory into our hands.
Ephraim also is the strength of mine
head.&quot;
This tribe furnished David with more than twenty thousand
mighty men
of valour, famous throughout the house of their fathers
the faithful loyalty of this
band was, no doubt, a proof that the rest of the tribe were with him, and so he
Judah is
regarded them as the helmet of the state, the guard of his royal crown.
my lawgiver.&quot; There had he seated the government and chief courts of justice.
No other tribe could lawfully govern but Judah till Shiloh came the divine decree
fixed the legal power in that state.
To us also there is no lawgiver but our Lord
who sprang out of Judah and whenever Rome, or Canterbury, or any other power
shall attempt to set up laws and ordinances for the church, we have but one reply
Judah is my lawgiver.&quot; Thus the royal Psalmist rejoiced because his own land had
been cleansed of intruders, and a regular government had been set up, and guarded
by an ample force, and in all this he found encouragement to plead for victory over
his foreign foes.
Even thus do we plead with the Lord that as in one land and another
Christ s holy gospel has been set up and maintained, so also in other lands the power
of his sceptre of grace may be owned till the whole earth shall bow before him, and
the Edom of Antichrist shall be crushed beneath his feet.
Moab is my washpot.&quot; This nation had shown no friendly spirit to the
9.
Israelites, but had continually viewed them as a detested rival, therefore they were
to be subdued and made subject to David s throne.
He claims by faith the victory,
and regards his powerful enemy with contempt. Nor was he disappointed, for
the Moabites became David s servants and brought him gifts
(2 Sam. viii. 2).
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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As men wash

their feet after a long journey, and so are revived, so vanquished diffi
Over Edom will I cast out
culties serve to refresh us : we use Moah for a washpot.
shoe.&quot;
It
shall be as the floor upon which the bather throws his sandals, it shall
my
was proud,
lie beneath his foot, subject to his will and altogether his own.
but David throws his slipper at it ; its capital was high, but he casts his sandal over
He had not
it ; it was strong, but he hurls his shoe at it as the gage of battle.
&quot;

Edom

entered yet into its rock-built fortresses, but since the Lord was with him he felt
Under the leadership of the Almighty, he felt so secure
sure that he would do so.
of conquering even fierce Edom itself that he looks upon it as a mere slave, over
which he could exult with impunity. We ought never to fear those who are defending
the wrong side, for since God is not with them their wisdom is folly, their strength
We think too much of God s foes and
is weakness, and their glory is their shame.
Who is this Pope of Rome ? His Holiness ?
talk of them with too much respect.
His Profanity
His Impudence
Call him not so, but call him His Blasphemy
What are he and his cardinals, and his legates, but the image and incarnation of
Antichrist, to be in due time cast with the beast and the false prophet into the lake
Over Philistia will I triumph.&quot;
David had done so in his youth, and he
of fire ?
We read that David smote the Philistines
is all the more sure of doing it again.
Sam.
viii.
even
as he had smitten Edom and filled it with
and subdued them (2
1),
The enemies with whom we battled in our youth are yet alive, and
his garrisons.
we shall have more brushes with them before we die, but, blessed be God, we are by
no means dismayed at the prospect, for we expect to triumph over them even more
I

1

!

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

easily

than aforetime.

Thy
Thy

We

right hand shall thy people aid ;
faithful promise makes us strong
will Philistia s land invade,

And

over

Edom

;

chant the song.

Through thee we

shall most valiant prove,
tread the foe beneath our feet
thee
our
faith shall hills remove,
Through
And small as chaff the mountains beat.

And

;

10. Faith leads on to strong desire for the realisation of the promise, and hence
the practical question,
Who will bring me into the strong city ? who will lead me into
?
The difficulty is plainly perceived. Petra is strong and hard to enter
the Psalmist warrior knows that he cannot enter the city by his own power, and he
therefore asks who is to help him.
He asks of the right person, even of his Lord,
who has all men at his beck, and can say to this man, show my servant the road,&quot;
and he will show it, or to this band, cut your way into the rock city,&quot; and they will
Of Edom it is written by Obadiah, The pride of thine heart hath
assuredly do it.
deceived thee, thou that dwellest in the clefts of the rock, whose habitation is high ;
that saith in his heart, who shall bring me down to the ground ? Though thou exalt
thyself as the eagle, and though thou set thy nest among the stars, thence will I bring
thee down, saith the Lord.&quot;
David looked for his conquest to Jehovah s infinite
power, and he looked not in vain.
11.
Wilt not thou, O God, who hast cast us off ?
This is grand faith which can
trust the Lord even when he seems to have cast us off.
Some can barely trust him
when he pampers them, and yet David relied upon him when Israel seemed under
a cloud and the Lord had hidden his face.
O for more of this real and living faith.
The casting off will not last long when faith so gloriously keeps her hold. None but
like precious faith
the elect of God who have obtained
can sing
&quot;

Edom

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Now

thou array st thine awful face
In angry frowns, without a smile
;

We, through the

cloud, believe thy grace.

Secure of thy compassion

still.&quot;

And wilt not thou, O God, go forth with our hosts ?
Canst thou for ever forsake
thine own and leave thy people to be overthrown by thine enemies ? The sweet
singer is sure that Edom shall be captured, because he cannot and will not believe
that God will refrain from going forth with the armies of his chosen people.
When
we ask ourselves, Who will be the means of our obtaining a promised blessing ?
we need not be discouraged if we perceive no secondary agent, for we may then
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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back upon the great Promiser himself, and believe that he himself will perform
word unto us. If no one else will lead us into Edom, the Lord himself will do it,
if he has promised it.
Or if there must be visible instruments he will use our hosts,
We need not that any new agency should be created, God can
feeble as they are.
our
hosts
and enable them to do all that is needed
all that is
strengthen
present
wanted even for the conquest of a world is that the Lord go forth with such forces
He can bring us into the strong city even by such weak
as we already have.
weapons as we wield to-day.
fall

his

;

Give us help from trouble : for vain is the help of man.&quot; This prayer has
12.
often fallen from the lips of men who have been bitterly disappointed by their fellows,
and it has also been poured out unto the Lord in the presence of some gigantic labour
in which mortal power is evidently of no avail.
Edom cannot be entered by any
human power, yet from its fastnesses the robber bands come rushing down ; there
fore, O Lord, do thou interpose and give thy people deliverance.
Help divine is
ought to pray with all the more
expected because help human is of no avail.
confidence in God when our confidence in man is altogether gone. When the help
of man is vain, we shall not find it vain to seek the help of God.
&quot;

We

13 Through
our enemies.

God

God we

shall

do valiantly

:

for

he

it is

that shall tread

down

Faith is neither a coward nor
help shall inspire us to help ourselves.
she knows that God is with her, and therefore she does valiantly ; she
will tread down her enemies, and therefore she arises to tread them
down in his name. Where praise and prayer have preceded the battle, we may
is our secret
Through God
expect to see heroic deeds and decisive victories.
from that source we draw all our courage, wisdom, and strength.
We
support
our inward
shall do valiantly.&quot;
This is the public outflow from that secret source
shall
tread
itself
and
valorous
deeds.
He
and spiritual faith proves
by outward
down our enemies.&quot; They shall fall before him, and as they lie prostrate he shall
march over them, and all the hosts of his people with him. This is a prophecy. It
was fulfilled to David, but it remains true to the Son of David and all who are on
his side.
The church shall yet arouse herself to praise her God with all her heart,
and then with songs and hosannas she will advance to the great battle ; her foes shall
be overthrown and utterly crushed by the power of her God, and the Lord s glory
Send it in our time, we beseech thee, O Lord.
shall be above all the earth.
13.

a sluggard

s

:

knows that he

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

&quot;

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
Whole Psalm. Note the different application of the words as they are used
In the former they
in Psalms Ivii. and lx., and as they are employed in Psalm cviii.
were prophetic of prosperity yet to come, and consolatory in the expectation of
In
the
are
for
mercies
troubles.
eucharistic
latter, they
already received,
approaching
and descriptive of the glorious things which God has prepared for his Son and for
The Psalm, thus interpreted, announces that Messiah s travail
Israel his people.
David s Son and David s
is ended, when the troubles of Israel are brought to a close.
Lord has taken to himself his great power and begun to reign, and sitting upon the
throne of glory, he sings this hymn, verses 1 to 6. But with the glory of the Redeemer
is associated also the restoration, to favour and happiness, of Israel, his long cast off,
but not forgotten people. The setting up of King Messiah upon the holy hill of Zion
is graphically described, and all Jehovah s promises are realised in the amplest
measure. Messiah is described as a conqueror when the battle is won, and kings
I
and nations, prostrate at his feet, await his sentence and judgment upon them.
I will divide and portion out Shechem and the valley of Succoth.
will rejoice.
also
And
Manasseh
I
it
and
Reuben.
it
and
to
the
children
of
Gad
Gilead
mine,
give
is mine.
Ephraim is my strength in war my horn of defence. Judah is my king.&quot;
Thus in gracious and flattering words, the victor addresses his confederates and
In a different strain, a strain of sarcasm and contempt, he announces his
subjects.
Moab I will use as a vessel to wash
pleasure respecting his vanquished enemies.
my feet in. Over proud Edom I will cast my shoe, as an angry master to a slave
&quot;

:

&quot;
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Philistia follow
chariot, and shout forth
triumph.&quot;
will bring me into
to be understood of the next passage, verse 10,
is already treated as a vassal state, verse 9.
When all the nations
become the kingdoms of Messiah, what is this Edom that is to be amongst his latest
triumphs ? One passage only seems to bear upon it, Isaiah Ixiii. 1, and from this we
learn that it is from Edom as the last scene of his vengeance, the conquering Messiah
clothed with a vesture dipped in blood.&quot; This Edom is therefore
will come forth,
named with anxiety, because after its overthrow, Messiah will shine out King of
16.
R. H. Ryland.
Lord
of
and
lords,&quot; Rev. xix. 13
kings,
in the former is the thanksgiving
Whole Psalm. This Psalm hath two parts
of faith, and promise of praise, in hope of obtaining all which the church is here to
pray for (ver. 1 5). In the latter part is the prayer for preservation of the church,
ver. 6, with confidence to be heard and helped, whatsoever impediment appear,
against all who stand out against Christ s kingdom, whether within the visible church
(ver. 7, 8), or whether without, such as are professed enemies unto it (ver. 9, 10, 11),
which prayer is followed forth (ver. 12), and comfortably closed with assurance of
the Church s victory by the assistance of God, ver. 13. David Dickson.

my

ministering to him.

But what

Edom

?

&quot;

&quot;

is

my

Who

Edom

&quot;

&quot;

:

The wheels of a chariot revolve, but the
Verse 1.
God, my heart is fixed.&quot;
axletree turns not ; the sails of a mill move with the wind, but the mill itself moves
but
its centre is fixed.
is
carried
round
its
So should a Christian
the
earth
not ;
orbit,
be able, amidst changing scenes and changing fortunes, to say,
God, my heart
Illustrative Gatherings,&quot; 1862.
G. S. Bowes, in
is fixed, my heart is fixed.&quot;
The prophet saith his heart was ready, so the old
heart is fixed.&quot;
Verse 1.
heart is fixed.&quot;
The word in the
translation hath it ; the new translation,
first
Hebrew signifies, first, ready, or prepared. Then, secondly, it signifies fixed.
it
into
and
a
before
drive
the
then drive it in
we
fit, prepare
ground,
thing, sharpen it,
and fix it. So ask seriously and often, that thy heart may be ready, and may also
be fixed, and this by a habit which brings readiness and fixedness, as in other holy
Nathanael Ranew, in Solitude improved by Divine
duties, so in that of meditation.
Meditation,&quot; 1670.
Verse \.
Meditation is a fixed duty. It is not a cursory work. Man s thoughts
naturally labour with a great inconsistency ; but meditation chains them, and fastens
them upon some spiritual object. The soul when it meditates lays a command on
itself, that the thoughts which are otherwise flitting and feathery should fix upon
its object ; and so this duty is very advantageous.
As we know a garden which is
watered with sudden showers is more uncertain in its fruit than when it is refreshed
with a constant stream ; so when our thoughts are sometimes on good things, and then
run off ; when they only take a glance of a holy object, and then flit away, there is
not so much fruit brought into the soul. In meditation, then, there must be a fixing
O God, my
of the heart upon the object, a steeping the thoughts, as holy David
heart is fixed.&quot;
must view the holy object presented by meditation, as a limner
who views some curious piece, and carefully heeds every shade, every line and colour ;
as the Virgin Mary kept all these things, and pondered them in her heart.
Indeed,
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

My

&quot;

My

We

&quot;

&quot;

:

We

meditation is not only the busying the thoughts, but the centering of them
not only
the employing of them, but the staking them down upon some spiritual affair. When
the soul, meditating upon something divine, saith as the disciples in the transfiguration
It is good to be here.&quot;
John Wells, in the Practical Sabbatarian,&quot;
(Matt. xvii. 4),
1668.
Verse 1.
With my glory.&quot; The parallel passage in the Prayer-book version
with the best member I have.&quot; Thejtongue, being considered the best member,
is,
is here described as the glory of man
as that which tends to elevate him in the scale
of creation
and therefore the pious man resolves to employ his speech in giving
utterance to the goodness of God.
God is glorified by the praise of his redeemed,
and the instrument whereby it is effected is man s glory. The Quiver.
Verses 1, 2.
As a man first tuneth his instrument, and then playeth on it
so should the holy servant of God first labour to bring his spirit, heart, and
affections into a solid and settled frame for worship, and then go to work
My
heart is fixed,&quot; or prepared firmly,
/ will sing and give pi aise.&quot;
As the glory of man
above the brute creatures, is that from a reasonable mind he can express what is
his will by his tongue
so the glory of saints above other men, is to have a tongue
directed by the heart, for expressing of God s praise
/ will sing and give praise,
even with my glory.&quot;
Under typical terms we are taught to make use of all sanctified
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:
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for stirring of us up into God s service
for this the Psalmist intendeth, when
Awake psaltery and harp.&quot; We ourselves must first be stirred up to make
of
the
before
the
means
can
be
use
fit to stir us up
therefore saith he,
means,
right
David Dickson.
I myself will awake right early.&quot;
5.
After David has professed a purpose of praising God (verses 1, 2, 3)
Verses 1
he tells you, next, the proportion that is between the attributes which he praiseth
in God, and his praise of him.
The greatness of the attributes mercy and truth
and there is an answerable
we have in verse 4, Thy truth reaches unto the clouds
in
of
for
his
God
&quot;Be thou exalted,
them, verse 5
praises
greatness
God, above
the heavens : and thy glory above all the earth.&quot;
He wisheth and endeavoureth to
exalt him as high in his praises as he is in himself
to exalt him above the earth,
above the heaven, and the clouds. Henry Jeanes.
With reference to this passage the Talmud says,
Verse 2.
A cithern used
and when midnight came the north wind blew among
to hang above David s bed
the strings, so that they sounded of themselves
and forthwith he arose and busied
himself with the T6ra until the pillar of the dawn ascended.&quot; Rashi observes,
The dawn awakes the other kings but I, said David, will awake the dawn.&quot;

means
he

:

&quot;

saith,

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

Franz

Delitzsch.

When

the Hebrew captives were sitting in sorrow
by the waters
they wept, and hung their harps on the willows, and could not be
the
to
the
of
Zion
in
that
land
sing
conquerors
songs
prevailed upon by
(Ps.
But when the Lord turned again the captivity of Zion, then was
cxxxvii. 1, 4).
their mouth filled with laughter and their tongue with singing
(cxxvi. 1, 2).
of former generations
awoke
The old
Then the
psaltery and harp
(v. 2).
songs revived on their lips, and the melodies of David acquired new charms for
them. Christopher Wordsworth.
Verse

of

2.

&quot;

Babylon,&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Verse

&quot;

&quot;

2.

Awake
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

early.&quot;

Yet never

sleep the sun up
prayer should
with the day, there are set awful hours
Twixt heaven and us the manna was not good
;

Dawn

;

After sun-rising, for day sullies

flowers.&quot;

Henry Vaughan, 1621

1695.

For thy mercy is great,&quot; etc. His mercy is great that mercy sung
Verse 4.
It is
of lately (Ps. cvii. 1 and 43).
i.e.,
from above the heavens
(Djotirtotp)
coming down to us as do drops of a fertilizing shower even as the Peace on earth,&quot;
xix.
Andrew
A.
Bonar.
in
heaven
of Luke ii. 14, was first
38).
(Luke
peace
Verse 4.
The mercy of God was then great above the heavens, when the Godman, Christ Jesus, was raised to the highest heavens, and the truth of our salvation
W. Wilson.
established on the very throne of God.
There is more stuff and substance of good in the Lord s promises
Verses 4, 5.
than the sharpest-sighted saint did or can perceive ; for when we have followed
the promise, to find out all the truth which is in it, we meet with a cloud of unsearch
able riches, and are forced to leave it there ; for so much is included in this,
Thy
The height of our praising of God is to put the
truth reacheth unto the clouds.&quot;
work of praising God upon himself, and to point him out unto others as going about
Be thou exalted,
the magnifying of his own name, and to be glad for it, as here
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

O

David Dickson.
God, above the heavens ; and thy glory above all the earth.&quot;
Verses 4, 5, 6.
There is great confidence here, and, as ever, mercy to the soul
which knows itself and comes before truth. But, then, for its own deliverance and
This shows it must be a holy, righteous
blessing, it looks to the exalting of God.
Be thou exalted, O God, above the heavens and thy glory above all
exalting.
It is a blessed thought, and this
the earth ; that thy beloved may be delivered.&quot;
is what faith has to lay hold of now, even in the time of trial, that our blessing and
God s glory are one, only we must put his glory first. J. N. Darby.
&quot;

:

may be delivered,&quot; etc. The church is the Lord s
more loved than anything else in the world, there
fore here called,
Thy beloved.&quot; Because the church is God s beloved, the care
of it should be most in our mind, and the love of the preservation of it should draw
That thy beloved may be delivered : save.&quot;
forth our prayer most in favour of it.
Verse

That thy beloved
or the incorporation,
&quot;

6.

&quot;

beloved,&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

David Dickson.
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God

being thus exalted according to the majesty of his truth, the
founded on the mercy which has throned itself
above the heavens, is next urged (verse 6) on behalf of the nation of his ancient
That
beloved
love.
[ones] may be delivered, save with thy right hand and answer
thy
It is the Spirit of Immanuel that thus makes intercession for his well-remem
me.&quot;
bered people according to God. His land should be rid in due time of those who had
burdened it with wickedness. For God had spoken in his holiness concerning the
Arthur Pridham.
portion of his anointed.
Verse

6.

special plea of the Spirit of Jesus,
&quot;

the word of assurance. This refers to all the
God hath spoken
which the land of their inheritance was defined, especially Gen. xv. 18,
Ex. xxiii. 31, Deut. xi. 24, and that remarkable prediction concerning the perpetuity
of David s line, 2 Sam. vii., which must have made a deep impression on his mind.
From these passages it is evident that Aram as well as Edom was included in the full
compass of the territory designed for Israel, and that David felt himself to be in the
path of destiny when he was endeavouring to extend his sway from the river of
In his holiness,&quot; in the immutable
Egypt to the great river, even the Euphrates.
integrity of his heart, which was an infallible guarantee for the fulfilment of his
This is the exclamation of the representative head of
/ will exult.&quot;
promise.
James G. Murphy.
the people, when he ponders upon the divine utterance.
Faith closing with a promise, will furnish joy to the believer before
Verse 7.
it
God
hath
of
/ will rejoice.&quot;
he enjoys the performance
spoken,&quot; saith he,
David Dickson.
Verse 7.
He, the second David, had accomplished his warfare, and had crowned
himself with victory. Henceforth he would apportion the kingdoms of the world
and subdue them unto himself at his own holy will. Ephraim and Judah, Moab
and Philistia, the Jew first and then the Gentile, were to be brought to confess
him as their Lord. Plain Commentary.
Verse

words

&quot;

&quot;

7.

in

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

Ephraim also is the strength of mine head.&quot; As Ephraim was the
of all the tribes, he appropriately terms it the strength of his head t
John Calvin.
of his dominions.

Verse

&quot;

8.

most populous
that

is,

Moab, who had enticed Israel to impurity, is made a vessel for its
Edom, descendant of him who despised his birthright, is deprived of
for
was a sign of the transference of a prior
his independence
flinging a shoe
William Kay.
claim on land. Ruth iv. 7.
Moab is my washpot.&quot; The office of washing the feet was in the
Verse 9.
East commonly performed by slaves, and the meanest of the family, as appears
from what Abigail said to David when he took her to wife, Behold, let thine hand
maid be a servant to wash the feet of the servants of my lord,&quot; 1 Sam. xxv. 41 and
from the fact of our Saviour washing his disciples feet, to give them an example of
The word varrfjp, used in this last passage, signifies in
humility, John xiii. 5.
general a washing-pot, and is put for the word iro&ovarrpov, the term which the
Verse

9.

purifying.

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

Greeks, in strict propriety of speech, applied to a vessel for washing the feet. As
this office was servile, so the vessels employed for this purpose were a mean part
Gataker and Le Clerc illustrate this text from an anecdote
of household stuff.
related by Herodotus, concerning Amasis, king of Egypt, who expressed the mean
ness of his own origin by comparing himself to a pot for washing the feet in (Herod,

Moab

is my washing-pot,&quot; the complete
strongly marked. This is expressed,
not by comparing Moab to a slave who performs the lowest offices, as presenting to
his master the basin for washing his feet, but by comparing him to the mean utensil
See 2 Sam. viii. 2 ; 1 Ghron. xviii. 1, 2, 12, 13. James Anderson s Note to
itself.
Calvin on Ps. Ix.
Moab is my washpot ; over Edom will I cast my shoe.&quot; This somewhat
Verse 9.
difficult expression may be thus explained.
Moab and Edom were to be reduced to
of
a state
lowest vassalage to the people of God. The one was to be like a pot or
tub fit only for washing the feet in, while the other was to be like the domestic slave
standing by to receive the sandals thrown to him by the person about to perform
his ablutions, that he might first put them by in a safe place, and then come and

Lib.

and

c. 172).
When, therefore, it
servile subjection of Moab to

ii.

&quot;

is

said,

David

is

&quot;

wash

his

master
&quot;

Verse

9.

VOL.

iv.

&quot;

s feet.

Over

Edom

the
will I cast

Rays from

East.&quot;

my

shoe.&quot;

David overthrew

their

army
28

in
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the
Valley of Salt,&quot; and his general, Joab, following up the victory, destroyed
nearly the whole male population (1 Kings xi. 15, 16), and placed Jewish garrisons
In honour of that victory the
in all the strongholds of Edom (2 Sam. viii. 13, 14).
Over Edom will I cast my
Psalmist-warrior may have penned the words in Ps. Ix. 8,
Smith s Dictionary of the Bible.&quot;
J. L. Porter, in
shoe.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

The strong city built on the rock, even man s hardened heart, stronger
Verse 10.
and in him and
and more stony than the tomb, he had conquered and overcome
and to cast down all the strongholds
;

his might are his people to carry on his warfare,
of human pride, and human stubbornness, and

human

unrepentance.

Plain

Com

mentary.
It is not conclusive evidence that we are not called to undertake
Verses 10, 11.
a given work or perform a certain duty, because it is very difficult, or even impossible
If God calls David to take Petra,
for us to succeed without special help from God.
William S. Plumer.
he shall take Petra.

God ?
His hand shall lead him even to Petra,
Wilt not thou,
Verse 11.
which seems unapproachable by human strength. That marvellous rock-city of
the Edomites is surrounded by rocks some of which are three hundred feet high,
and a single path twelve in width leads to it. The city itself is partly hewn out
of the cloven rocks, and its ruins, which however belong to a later period, fill travellers
with amazement. Augustus F. Tholuck.
He who came victorious from Edom, and with garments dyed in
Verse 11.
the blood of his passion from Bozrah, will henceforth now go forth with the armies
for what are hosts without the Lord of hosts ?
to subdue their
of the true Israel,
enemy. Plain Commentary.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Verse 12.
in
of

Give us help from

He who would have God s help
help ; and the seeing of the vanity
to trust the more unto, and expect the more
Give us help from trouble : for vain is
done.
trouble,&quot;

any business, must quit confidence
man s help must make the believer

confidently God s help, as here is
the help of man.&quot;
David Dickson.

in

etc.

man

s

&quot;

HINTS TO PREACHERS.
Whole Psalm.

Parts of two former Psalms are here united in one.

I. Repetition
Of hymns, of prayers, of sermons.
here sanctioned by inspiration. 1. Of what ?
2. For what ?
For impression.
As we said before so say I now again, if any
man preach,&quot; etc. For confirmation
Rejoice in the Lord, and again I say
rejoice
they went through Syria and Cilicia again confirming the churches. For
authenticate
quotations
originals, a writing in two copies is safer
preservation
than in one. II. Rearrangement is here sanctioned by inspiration. 1. Different
experiences may require it. Sometimes the heart is most fixed at the commence
ment of a spiritual exercise sometimes at its close. Hence the commencement
2. Different occasions may require it.
of one Psalm is the close of another.
As of
sorrow and joy. Two parts of two different hymns may better harmonise with a
occasion
than
either
one
considered.
G.
R.
particular
separately
Verse 1.
I. The
best occupation: praise.
Worthy 1. Of the heart in its
best condition. 2. Of the best faculties of the best educated man.
II. The best
resolution.
1. Arising from a fixed heart.
2. Deliberately formed.
3. Solemnly
4.
III.
The best results. To praise God makes a
expressed.
Joyfully executed.
man both happier and holier, stronger and bolder as the succeeding verses show.
Verse 2.
The benefit of early rising. The sweetness of the Sabbath morning
early prayer-meeting.
Verse 3.
We must not restrain praise because we are overheard by strangers,
nor because the listeners are heathen, or ungodly, or are numerous, or are likely
to oppose.
There may be all the more reason for our outspoken praise of God when
we are in such circumstances.
Verses 4, 5.
The greatness of mercy, the height of truth, and the immensity
of the Divine praise.

is

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

:

:
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There are times when to answer

Verse 6.
a powerful plea.
to deliver the church
Verse 1.
God s voice the cause of joy, the reason for action, the guarantee

is

of success.

Judah is my lawgiver.&quot; Jesus the sole and only lawmaker in the
Verse 8.
church.
Confidence in a frowning God.
Verse 11 (first clause).
Whether God will go forth with our hosts depends
Verse 11 (second clause).
upon Who they are ? What is their object ? What is their motive and spirit ?
What weapons do they use ? etc.
The failure of human help is often 1. The direct cause of our
Verse 12.
3. A powerful argument for the
prayer. 2. The source of urgency in pleading.
4. A distinct reason for hope to light upon.
pleader.
a
believer
should
do valiantly.
and
Verse 13.
How, when,
why
&quot;

PSALM

CIX.

To THE CHIEF MUSICIAN.

Intended therefore to be sung, and sung in the temple
by no means easy to imagine the whole nation singing such dreadful
at
ourselves,
any rate, under the gospel dispensation, find it very
imprecations.
difficult to infuse into the Psalm a gospel sense, or a sense at all compatible with the
Christian spirit ; and therefore one would think the Jews must have found it hard to
chant such strong language without feeling the spirit of revenge excited ; and the arousal
of that spirit could never have been the object of divine worship in any period of time
under law or under gospel. At the very outset this title shows that the Psalm has a
meaning with which it is fitting for men of God to have fellowship before the throne of
This is a question of no small difficulty,
the Most High : but what is that meaning ?
and only a very childlike spirit will ever be able, to answer it.
A PSALM OF DAVID. Not therefore the ravings of a malicious misanthrope, or
David would not smite the man who sought
the execrations of a hot, revengeful spirit.
his blood, he frequently forgave those who treated him shamefully ; and therefore these
words cannot be read in a bitter, revengeful sense, for that would be foreign to the character
The imprecatory sentences before us were penned by one who with
of the son of Jesse.
all his courage in battle was a man of music and of tender heart, and they were meant
to be addressed to God in the form of a Psalm, and therefore they cannot possibly have
been meant to be mere angry cursing.
Unless it can be proved that the religion of the old dispensation was altogether hard,
morose, and Draconian, and that David was of a malicious, vindictive spirit, it cannot
a pitiless
be conceived that this Psalm contains what one author has ventured to call
To such a suggestion we cannot give place,
hate, a refined and insatiable malignity.&quot;
But what else can we make of such strong language ? Truly this
no, not for an hour.
is one of the hard places of Scripture, a passage which the soul trembles to read ; yet
as it is a Psalm unto God, and given by inspiration, it is not ours to sit in judgment
upon it, but to bow our ear to what God the Lord would speak to us therein.
This Psalm refers to Judas, for so Peter quoted it ; but to ascribe its bitter denuncia
These are
tions to our Lord in the hour of his sufferings is more than we dare to do.
not consistent with the silent Lamb of God, who opened not his mouth when led to the
words
into
his
mouth
It may seem very pious to put such
we hope it is
;
slaughter.
our piety which prevents our doing so. See our first note from Perowne on page 445.
In the first five verses David humbly pleads with God that he may be
DIVISION.
delivered from his remorseless and false-hearted enemies.
From 6 20, filled with a
prophetic furor, which carries him entirely beyond himself, he denounces judgment
upon his foes, and then from 21 31 he returns to his communion with God in prayer
and praise. The central portion of the Psalm in which the difficulty lies must be regarded
not as the personal wish of the Psalmist in cool blood, but as his prophetic denunciation
son of perdition
of such persons as he describes, and emphatically of one special
whom he sees with prescient eye. We would all pray for the conversion of our worst
enemy, and David would have done the same ; but viewing the adversaries of the Lord,
and doers of inquity, AS SUCH, AND AS INCORRIGIBLE, we cannot wish them well ; on
the contrary, we desire their overthrow and destruction.
The gentlest hearts burn with
indignation when they hear of barbarities to women and children, of crafty plots for
ruining the innocent, of cruel oppression of helpless orphans, and gratuitous ingratitude
to the good and gentle.
A curse upon the perpetrators of the atrocities in Turkey may
not be less virtuous than a blessing upon the righteous.
We wish well to all mankind,
and for that very reason we sometimes blaze with indignation against the inhuman
wretches by whom every law which protects our fellow creatures is trampled down, and
service

I

Yet

is it

We

&quot;

&quot;

every dictate of

humanity

is set at

nought.
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EXPOSITION.

f-JOLD not thy peace, O God of my praise
*
2 For the mouth of the wicked and the mouth of the deceitful are
opened against me they have spoken against me with a lying tongue.
and fought
3 They compassed me about also with words of hatred
against me without a cause.
but I give myself unto prayer.
4 For my love they are my adversaries
5 And they have rewarded me evil for good, and hatred for my love.
;

:

;

:

Hold not thy peace.&quot; Mine enemies speak, be thou pleased to speak too.
1.
Break thy solemn silence, and silence those who slander me. It is the cry of a man
whose confidence in God is deep, and whose communion with him is very close
a word from God is all a
and bold. Note, that he only asks the Lord to speak
O God of my praise.&quot; Thou whom my whole soul praises, be
believer needs.
and
honour
to
guard my praise.
protect my
My heart is fixed,&quot; said he
pleased
I will sing and give praise,&quot; and now he appeals to the God
in the former Psalm,
whom he had praised. If we take care of God s honour he will take care of ours.
&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

We may

look to him as the guardian of our character if we truly seek his glory. If
God s praise, he will in the long run give us praise among men.
For the mouth of the wicked and the mouth of the deceitful are opened against
2.
men must needs say wicked things, and these we have reason to
Wicked
me.&quot;
but in addition they utter false and deceitful things, and these are worst
dread
There is no knowing what may come out of mouths which are at once
of all.
lewd and lying. The misery caused to a good man by slanderous reports no heart
in all Satan s armoury there are
can imagine but that which is wounded by them
no worse weapons than deceitful tongues. To have a reputation, over which we
with
watched
have
daily care, suddenly bespattered with the foulest aspersions,
but when wicked and deceitful men get their mouths
is painful beyond description
fully opened we can hardly expect to escape any more than others.
They have
spoken against me with a lying tongue.&quot; Lying tongues cannot lie still. Bad tongues
are not content to vilify bad men, but choose the most gracious of saints to be the
Here is reason enough for prayer. The heart sinks when
objects of their attacks.
assailed with slander, for we know not what may be said next, what friend may
be alienated, what evil may be threatened, or what misery may be caused to us
and others. The air is full of rumours, and shadows impalpable flit around the
mind is confused with dread of unseen foes and invisible arrows. What ill can
be worse than to be assailed with slander,

we

live to
&quot;

;

:

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

Whose edge is sharper than
Outvenoms all the worms of

the sword, whose tongue
Nile
?
&quot;

They compassed me about also with words of hatred.&quot; Turn which way he
would they hedged him in with falsehood, misrepresentation, accusation, and scorn.
Whispers, sneers, insinuations, satires, and open charges filled his ear with a perpetual
Each word was as full of venom as an
buzz, and all for no reason, but sheer hate.
And
they could not speak without showing their teeth.
egg is full of meat
not
without
a
cause.&quot;
He
had
me
provoked the quarrel or contributed
fought against
corrode his comfort, and destroy
to it, yet in a thousand ways they laboured to
All this tended to make the suppliant feel the more acutely the wrongs
his ease.&quot;
&quot;

3.

&quot;

:

&quot;

which were done to him.
4.
For my love they are

my adversaries.&quot; They hate me because I love them.
Found guilty of excess of love.&quot; Surely
One of our poets says of the Lord Jesus
Our Lord might have used all the language of this complaint
it was his only fault.
most emphatically they hated him without a cause and returned him hatred for
&quot;

&quot;

What

a smart this is to the soul, to be hated in proportion to the gratitude
deserved, hated by those it loved, and hated because of its love. This was
But I give
a cruel case, and the sensitive mind of the Psalmist writhed under it.
He did nothing else but pray. He became prayer as they
myself unto prayer.&quot;
became malice. This was his answer to his enemies, he appealed from men and
True bravery alone
their injustice to the Judge of all the earth, who must do right.
can teach a man to leave his traducers unanswered, and carry the case unto the Lord.

love.

which

it

&quot;
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Men cannot

help but reverence the courage that walketh amid calumnies

unanswering.&quot;

He

standeth as a gallant chief unheeding shot or shell.&quot;
Evil for
they have rewarded me evil for good, and hatred for my love.&quot;
This is Satan s line of action, and his children upon earth follow
good
it is cruel, and wounds to the quick.
The revenge which pays a man
it greedily
back in his own coin has a kind of natural justice in it but what shall be said of
that baseness which returns to goodness the very opposite of what it has a right to
expect ? Our Lord endured such base treatment all his days, and, alas, in his
members, endures it still.
Thus we see the harmless and innocent man upon his knees pouring out his
we are now to observe him rising from the mercy-seat, inspired with
lamentation
prophetic energy, and pouring forth upon his foes the forewarnings of their doom.
We shall hear him speak like a judge clothed with stern severity, or like the angel
of doom robed in vengeance, or as the naked sword of justice when she bares her
arm for execution. It is not for himself that he speaks so much as for all the slandeied
and the down-trodden, of whom he feels himself to be the representative and mouth
He asks for justice, and as his soul is stung with cruel wrongs he asks with
piece.
solemn deliberation, making no stint in his demands. To pity malice would be
to screen the crafty seekers of human blood would be cruelty
malice to mankind
to the oppressed.
Nay, love, and truth, and pity lift their wounds to heaven, and
those who render
on
the enemies of the innocent and oppressed
implore vengeance
goodness itself a crime, and make innocence a motive for hate, deserve to find no
mercy from the great Preserver of men. Vengeance is the prerogative of God, and as
it would be a boundless calamity if evil were for ever to go unpunished, so it is an
unspeakable blessing that the Lord will recompense the wicked and cruel man, and
there are times and seasons when a good man ought to pray for that blessing. When
the Judge of all threatens to punish tyrannical cruelty and falsehearted treachery,
virtue gives her assent and consent.
Amen, so let it be, saith every just man in his
inmost soul.
&quot;

And

&quot;

5.

is

devil-like.
:

;

:

;

;

man over him and let Satan stand at his right hand.
be judged, let him be condemned
and let his prayer

6 Set them a wicked

7

When

become

he

shall

:

:

sin.

and let another take his office.
8 Let his days be few
9 Let his children be fatherless, and his wife a widow.
let them seek
10 Let his children be continually vagabonds, and beg
their bread also out of their desolate places.
and let the strangers spoil
11 Let the extortioner catch all that he hath
;

:

;

his labour.

neither let there be any
12 Let there be none to extend mercy unto him
to favour his fatherless children.
and in the generation following let their
13 Let his posterity be cut off
name be blotted out.
and let
14 Let the iniquity of his fathers be remembered with the LORD
:

;

;

not the sin of his mother be blotted out.
15 Let them be before the LORD continually, that he may cut off the memory
of them from the earth.
16 Because that he remembered not to shew mercy, but persecuted the
poor and needy man, that he might even slay the broken in heart.
as he delighted not in
17 As he loved cursing, so let it come unto him
blessing, so let it be far from him.
18 As he clothed himself with cursing like as with his garment, so let it
come into his bowels like water, and like oil into his bones.
19 Let it be unto him as the garment which covereth him, and for a girdle
wherewith he is girded continually.
20 Let this be the reward of mine adversaries from the LORD, and of them
:

that speak evil against

my

soul.
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What worse punishment

could a man
have ? The proud man cannot endure the proud, nor the oppressor brook the rule
of another like himself.
The righteous in their patience find the rule of the wicked
a sore bondage but those who are full of resentful passions, and haughty
aspirations,
are slaves indeed when men of their own class have the whip hand of them.
For
Herod to be ruled by another Herod would be wretchedness enough, and yet what
retribution could be more just?
What unrighteous man can complain if he finds
himself governed by one of like character ? What can the wicked expect but that
their rulers should be like themselves ?
Who does not admire the justice of God
when he sees fierce Romans ruled by Tiberius and Nero, and Red Republicans
overned by Marat and Robespierre ?
And let Satan stand at his right hand.&quot;
hould not like come to like ? Should not the father of lies stand near his children ?
Who is a better right-hand friend for an adversary of the righteous than the great
adversary himself ? The curse is an awful one, but it is most natural that it should
come to pass those who serve Satan may expect to have his company, his assistance,
his temptations, and at last his doom.
6.

&quot;Set

over

him.&quot;

;

&quot;

:

7.
When he shall be judged, let him be condemned.&quot; He judged and condemned
others in the vilest manner, he suffered not the innocent to escape
and it would
be a great shame if in his time of trial, being really guilty, he should be allowed to
go free. Who would wish Judge Jeffries to be acquitted if he were tried for per
Who would desire Nero or Caligula to be cleared if set at the bar
verting justice ?
for cruelty ?
When Shylock goes into court, who wishes him to win his suit ?
And
let his prayer become sin.&quot;
It is sin already, let it be so treated.
To the injured
it must seem terrible that the black-hearted villain should nevertheless
pretend to
pray, and very naturally do they beg that he may not be heard, but that his pleadings
may be regarded as an addition to his guilt. He has devoured the widow s house,
and yet he prays. He has put Naboth to death by false accusation and taken posses
sion of his vineyard, and then he presents prayers to the Almighty.
He has given
up villages to slaughter, and his hands are red with the blood of babes and maidens,
and then he pays his vows unto Allah
He must surely be accursed himself who
does not wish that such abominable prayers may be loathed of heaven and written
down as new sins. He who makes it a sin for others to pray will find his own praying
become sin. When he at last sees his need of mercy, mercy herself shall resent his
Because that he remembered not to show mercy,&quot; he shall
appeal as an insult.
himself be forgotten by the God of grace, and his bitter cries for deliverance shall
be regarded as mockeries of heaven.
&quot;

;

&quot;

!

&quot;

&quot;

8.

Let his days be

Who

few.&quot;

As well might we wish length

would

desire a persecuting tyrant to live long ?

mad dog.

If he will do nothing but mischief
be the lengthening of the world s tranquillity.
Bloody
and deceitful men shall not live out half their days,&quot; this is bare justice to them,
and great mercy to the poor and needy.
And let another take his office.&quot; Perhaps
a better man may come, at any rate it is time a change were tried.
So used were the
Jews to look upon these verses as the doom of traitors, of cruel and deceitful mind,
that Peter saw at once in the speedy death of Judas a fulfilment of this sentence,
and a reason for the appointment of a successor who should take his place of oversight.
A bad man does not make an office bad another may use with benefit that which
he perverted to ill uses.
9.
Let his children be fatherless, and his wife a widow.&quot;
This would inevitably
be the case when the man died, but the Psalmist uses the words in an emphatic sense,
he would have his widow
a widow indeed,&quot; and his children so friendless as to be
orphaned in the bitterest sense. He sees the result of the bad man s decease, and
includes it in the punishment.
The tyrant s sword makes many children fatherless,
and who can lament when his barbarities come home to his own family, and they,
and
lament.
is
due
to all orphans and widows as such, but a father s
too, weep
Pity
atrocious actions may dry up the springs of pity.
Who mourns that Pharaoh s
children lost their father, or that Sennacherib s wife became a widow ?
As Agag s

the shortening of his

of

days to a

life will

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

sword had made

women

childless

none wept when Samuel

s

weapon made

his

mother

among women. If Herod had been slain when he had just murdered the
innocents at Bethlehem no man would have lamented it even though Herod s wife
would have become a widow. These awful maledictions are not for common men
to use, but for judges, such as David was, to pronounce over the enemies of God
and man. A judge may sentence a man to death whatever the consequences may
be to the criminal s family, and in this there will be no feeling of private revenge, but
childless
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simply the doing of justice because evil must be punished. We are aware that
this may not appear to justify the full force of these expressions, but it should never
be forgotten that the case supposed is a very execrable one, and the character of the
culprit is beyond measure loathsome and not to be met by any common abhorrence.
Those who regard a sort of effeminate benevolence to all creatures alike as the acme
these look for the salva
of virtue are very much in favour with this degenerate age
It is very possible
tion of the damned, and even pray for the restoration of the devil.
that if they were less in sympathy with evil, and more in harmony with the thoughts
To us it seems
of God, they would be of a far sterner and also of a far better mind.
better to agree with God s curses than with the devil s blessings ; and when at any
time our heart kicks against the terrors of the Lord we take it as a proof of our need
of greater humbling, and confess our sin before our God.
Let his children be continually vagabonds, and beg.&quot; May they have neither
10.
and while they thus wander and beg
house nor home, settlement nor substance
them
may it ever be on their memory that their father s house lies in ruins,
It has often been so
a race of
seek their bread also out of their desolate places.&quot;
of
Misused
become
and
abused
has
a
wealth
beggars.
power
generation
tyrants
have earned the family name universal detestation, and secured to the family character
an entail of baseness. Justice herself would award no such doom except upon the
but supreme providence which
supposition that the sin descended with the blood
in the end is pure justice has written many a page of history in which the imprecation
of this verse has been literally verified.
We confess that as we read some of these verses we have need of all our faith and
but the exercise is good for
reverence to accept them as the voice of inspiration
the soul, for it educates our sense of ignorance, and tests our teachableness. Yes,
Divine Spirit, we can and do believe that even these dread words from which we
shrink have a meaning consistent with the attributes of the Judge of all the earth,
though his name is LOVE. How this may be we shall know hereafter.
;

&quot;

;

&quot;let

:

;

;

Let the extortioner catch all that he hath.&quot; A doom indeed. Those who
it were
fallen into the hands of the usurer can tell you what this means
In the most subtle, worrying, and sweeping
better to be a fly in the web of a spider.
his
victim
s
till
not a
manner the extortioner takes away, piece by piece,
estate,
fraction remains to form a pittance for old age.
Baiting his trap, watching it care
into
the
extortioner
his
victim
means
and
it,
by
dexterously driving
legal
fully,
performs unlawful deeds, catches his bird, strips him of every feather, and cares not
He robs with law to protect him, and steals with the magis
if he die of starvation.
to fall into his clutches is worse than to be beset by professed
trate at his back
And let the strangers spoil his labour,&quot; so that his kindred may have
thieves.
none of it. What with hard creditors and pilfering strangers the estate must soon
Extortion drawing one way, and spoliation the other, a known money
vanish
lender and an unknown robber both at work, the man s substance would soon dis
appear, and rightly so, for it was gathered by shameless means. This too has been
frequently seen. Wealth amassed by oppression has seldom lasted to the third
&quot;

11.

have once

:

:

&quot;

!

generation it was gathered by wrong and by wrong it is scattered, and who would
decree that it should be otherwise ? Certainly those who suffer beneath high-handed
fraud will not wish to stay the retributions of the Almighty, nor would those who
see the poor robbed and trampled on desire to alter the divine arrangements by
which such evils are recompensed even in this life.
He had no mercy, but on the
Let there be none to extend mercy unto him.&quot;
12.
contrary, he crushed down all who appealed to him. Loath to smite him with his
own weapon, stern justice can do no otherwise, she lifts her scales and sees that
Neither let there be any to favour his fatherless
this, too, must be in the sentence.
We are staggered to find the children included in the father s sentence,
children.&quot;
do
suffer for their father s sins, and, as long as
of
children
fact
and yet as a matter
the affairs of this life are ordered as they are, it must be so. So involved are the
interests of the race, that it is quite impossible in all respects to view the father and
the child apart. No man among us could desire to see the fatherless suffer for their
deceased father s fault, yet so it happens, and there is no injustice in the fact. They
share the parent s ill-gotten gain or rank, and their aggrandizement is a part of the
to allow them to prosper
object at which he aimed in the perpetration of his crimes
would be an encouragement and reward of his iniquity
therefore, for these and
If
other reasons, a man perishes not alone in his iniquity. The ban is on his race.
if he were but commonly guilty it
the man were innocent this would be a crime
:

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;
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but when the offence reeks before high heaven
abomination, it is little marvel that men devote the man s whole house
to perpetual infamy, and that so it happeneth.

would be excessive retribution

;

in unutterable

Let his posterity be cut off ; and in the generation following let their name
out.&quot;
Both from existence and from memory let them pass away till none
Who wishes to see the family of Domitian
shall know that such a vile brood existed.
or Julian continued upon earth ? Who would mourn if the race of Tom Paine or
It would be undesirable that the sons of
of Voltaire should come to an utter end ?
the utterly villainous and bloodthirsty should rise to honour, and if they did they
would only revive the memory of their father s sins.
14. This verse is, perhaps, the most terrible of all, but yet as a matter of fact
children do procure punishment upon their parents sins, and are often themselves
bad son brings to mind his father s bad points
the means of such punishment.
of character
Ah, he is like the old man. He takes after his father.&quot;
people say,
be
be
sure
to
called to mind if her daughter becomes grossly
s
also
will
mother sins
there is little wonder, when you consider what
wicked.
Ah,&quot;
they will say,
her mother was.&quot; These are matters of everyday occurrence.
cannot, however,
pretend to explain the righteousness of this malediction, though we fully believe in
leave it till our heavenly Father is pleased to give us further instruction.
it.
Yet, as a man s faults are often learned from his parents, it is not unjust that his
&quot;

13.

be blotted

A

&quot;

;

A

&quot;

&quot;

We

We

consequent crimes should recoil upon him.
15. Again, he wishes that his father s sins may follow up the transgressor and
assist to fill the measure of his own iniquities, so that for the whole accumulated
load the family may be smitten with utter extinction. A king might justly wish
and of persecutors,
for such an end to fall upon an incorrigible brood of rebels
but
continuing in the same mind, the saints might well pray for their extinction
must
leave
it
so.
It
must
be
is
dark
and
we
the passage
right or it would not be
see.
should
we
to
understand
we
cannot
all
but
how
here,
Why
expect
things ?
Perhaps it is more for our benefit to exercise humility, and reverently worship God
over a hard text, than it would be to comprehend all mysteries.
Because that he remembered not to shew mercy.&quot; Because he had no memory
16.
So little mercy
to show mercy the Judge of all will have a strong memory of his sins.
had he ever shown that he had forgotten how to do it, he was without common
be
and
therefore
to
dealt
devoid
of
with after
compassion,
only worthy
humanity,
But persecuted the poor and needy man.&quot; He looked on
the bare rule of justice.
poor men as a nuisance upon the earth, he ground their faces, oppressed them in
Should he not be punished,
their wages, and treated them as the mire of the streets.
and in his turn laid low ? All who know him are indignant at his brutalities, and
That he might even slay the broken in heart.&quot;
will glory to see him overthrown.
He had malice in his heart towards one who was already sufficiently sorrowful, whom
Yet no grief excited sympathy in him,
it was a superfluity of malignity to attack.
no poverty ever moved him to relent. No, he would kill the heart-broken and rob
To him groans were music, and tears were wine,
their orphans of their patrimony.
and drops of blood precious rubies. Would any man spare such a monster ? Will
it not be serving the ends of humanity if we wish him gone, gone to the throne of
God to receive his reward ? If he will turn and repent, well but if not, such a
upas tree ought to be felled and cast into the fire. As men kill mad dogs if they can,
and justly too, so may we lawfully wish that cruel oppressors of the poor were removed
from their place and office, and, as an example to others, made to smart for their
;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

barbarities.

As he loved cursing, so let it come unto him.&quot; Deep down hi every man s
17.
soul the justice of the lex talionis is established.
Retaliation, not for private revenge,
but as a measure of public justice, is demanded by the Psalmist and deserved by
the crime. Surely the malicious man cannot complain if he is judged by his own rule,
and has his corn measured with his own bushel. Let him have what he loved. They
are his own chickens, and they ought to come home to roost.
He made the bed,
As he brewed, so let him drink. So all men say as a matter
let him lie on it himself.
of justice, and though the higher law of love overrides all personal anger, yet as
against the base characters here described even Christian love would not wish to
As he delighted not in blessing t so let it be far from him.&quot;
see the sentence mitigated.
He felt no joy in any man s good, nor would he lift a hand to do another a service,
rather did he frown and fret when another prospered or mirth was heard under his
window what, then, can we wish him ? Blessing was wasted on him, he hated
&quot;

&quot;

;
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who gently sought to lead him to a better mind even the blessings of provi
dence he received with murmurs and repinings, he wished for famine to raise the
Evil was good to him, and good
price of his corn, and for war to increase his trade.
he counted evil. If he could have blasted every field of corn in the world he would
have done so if he could have turned a penny by it, or if he could thereby have
injured the good man whom he hated from his very soul. What can we wish for him ?
He hunts after evil, he hates good he lays himself out to ruin the godly whom God
should things go
has blessed, he is the devil s friend, and as fiendish as his patron
Shall we
wish him good luck in the name of the Lord ?
well with such a being ?
be
on
such
a
man
would
to
in
his
To invoke blessings
participate
wickedness, therefore
let blessing be far from him, so long as he continues what he now is.
18, 19. He was so openly in the habit of wishing ill to others that he seemed
to wear robes of cursing, therefore let it be as his raiment girded and belted about
him, yea, let it enter as water into his bowels, and search the very marrow of his bones
It is but common justice that he should receive a return for
like a penetrating oil.
those

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

his malice, and receive it in kind, too.
20. This is the summing up of the entire imprecation, and fixes it upon the persons
who had so maliciously assailed the inoffensive man of God. David was a man of
gentle mould, and remarkably free from the spirit of revenge, and therefore we may
here conceive him to be speaking as a judge or as a representative man, in whose
person great principles needed to be vindicated and great injuries redressed.
Thousands of God s people are perplexed with this Psalm, and we fear we have
contributed very little towards their enlightenment, and perhaps the notes we have
gathered from others, since they display such a variety of view, may only increase
the difficulty. What then ? Is it not good for us sometimes to be made to feel that
we are not yet able to understand all the word and mind of God ?
thorough
bewilderment, so long as it does not stagger our faith, may be useful to us by con
I know
and
us
to
What
our
our
faculties,
cry,
leading
pride, arousing
founding

A

&quot;

not teach thou

me.&quot;

O GOD the Lord, for thy name s sake because
good, deliver thou me.
am poor and needy, and my heart is wounded within me.
I am tossed up and
gone like the shadow when it declineth

21 But do thou for me,

thy mercy
22 For

23

is

I

am

I

:

:

down

as the locust.
24 My knees are

25

became

I

weak through

also a reproach

fasting

unto them

;

:

and my flesh faileth of fatness.
when they looked upon me they

shaked their heads.
26 Help me, O LORD my God O save me according to thy mercy
that thou, LORD, hast
27 That they may know that this is thy hand
done it.
28 Let them curse, but bless thou when they arise, let them be ashamed
but let thy servant rejoice.
29 Let mine adversaries be clothed with shame, and let them cover them
selves with their own confusion, as with a mantle.
yea, I will praise him
30 I will greatly praise the LORD with my mouth
:

:

;

:

;

;

among

the multitude.

31 For he shall stand at the right hand of the poor, to save him from
those that condemn his soul.

But do thou for me, O God the Lord, for thy name s sake.&quot; How eagerly
21.
He sets the great THOU in opposition to
he turns from his enemies to his God
The words are
all his adversaries, and you see at once that his heart is at rest.
version
our
may not precisely translate them, yet it
very indistinct, and though
in a remarkable manner hits upon the sense and upon the obscurity which hang
what shall he do ? Why, do whatever he thinks
Do thou for me
over it.
fit.
He leaves himself in the Lord s hands, dictating nothing, but quite content
His plea is not his own merit, but
so long as his God will but undertake for him.
The saints have always felt this to be their most mighty plea. God
the name.
&quot;

!

&quot;

&quot;
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himself has performed his grandest deeds of grace for the honour of his name, and
What the Lord
his people know that this is the most potent argument with him.
himself has guarded with sacred jealousy we should reverence with our whole hearts
Because thy mercy is good, deliver thou me.&quot; Not
and rely upon without distrust.
see how the saints fetch their
because I am good, but because thy mercy is good
God s mercy is the star to which the
the
Lord
himself.
pleadings in prayer from
Lord s people turn their eye when they are tossed with tempest and not comforted,
for the peculiar bounty and goodness of that mercy have a charm for weary hearts.
&quot;

:

When man has no mercy we shall still find it in God. When man would devour
we may look to God to deliver. His name and his mercy are two firm grounds for

hope, and happy are those who know how to rest upon them.
For / am poor and needy.&quot; When he does plead anything about himself
22.
he urges not his riches or his merits, but his poverty and his necessities
this is
gospel supplication, such as only the Spirit of God can indite upon the heart. This
lowliness does not comport with the supposed vengeful spirit of the preceding verses
there must therefore be some interpretation of them which would make them suitable
And my heart is wounded within me.&quot;
in the lips of a lowly-minded man of God.
The Lord has always a tender regard to broken-hearted ones, and such the Psalmist
had become the undeserved cruelty, the baseness, the slander of his remorseless
enemies had pierced him to the soul, and this sad condition he pleads as a reason
It is time for a friend to step in when the adversary cuts so deep.
for speedy help.
The case has become desperate without divine aid now, therefore, is the Lord s time.
I am a mere shadow, a shadow
23.
/ am gone like the shadow when it declineth.&quot;
at the vanishing point, when it stretches far, but is almost lost in the universal gloom
of evening which settles over all, and so obliterates the shadows cast by the setting
sun.
Lord, there is next to nothing left of me, wilt thou not come in before I am
/ am tossed up and down as the locust,&quot; which is the sport of the
quite gone ?
winds, and must go up or down as the breeze carries it. The Psalmist felt as power
less in his distress as a poor insect, which a child may toss up and down at its pleasure.
He entreats the divine pity, because he had been brought to this forlorn and feeble con
dition by the long persecution which his tender heart had endured.
Slander and
malice are apt to produce nervous disorders and to lead on to pining diseases. Those
who use these poisoned arrows are not always aware of the consequences they
scatter firebrands and death and say it is sport.
24.
My knees are weak through fasting ; either religious fasting, to which he
resorted in the dire extremity of his grief, or else through loss of appetite occa
sioned by distress of mind. Who can eat when every morsel is soured by envy ?
This is the advantage of the slanderer, that he feels nothing himself, while his sensitive
victim can scarcely eat a morsel of bread because of his sensitiveness. However,
the good God knoweth all this, and will succour his afflicted. The Lord who bids
And my flesh faileth of
us confirm the feeble knees will assuredly do it himself.
He was wasted to a skeleton, and as his body was emaciated, so was his
fatness.&quot;
he was pining away, and all the while his enemies saw it
soul bereft of comfort
and laughed at his distress. How pathetically he states his case this is one of the
truest forms of prayer, the setting forth of our sorrow before the Lord.
Weak knees
are strong with God, and failing flesh has great power in pleading.
25.
7 became also a reproach unto them.&quot;
They made him the theme of ridicule,
the butt of their ribald jests his emaciation by fasting made him a tempting subject
for their caricatures and lampoons.
When they looked upon me they shaked their
heads.&quot;
Words were not a sufficient expression of their scorn, they resorted to
gestures which were meant both to show their derision and to irritate his mind.
Though these things break no bones, yet they do worse, for they break and bruise
far tenderer parts of us.
Many a man who could have answered a malicious speech,
and so have relieved his mind, has felt keenly a sneer, a putting out of the tongue,
or some other sign of contempt. Those, too, who are exhausted by such fasting and
wasting as the last verse describes are generally in a state of morbid sensibility, and
therefore feel more acutely the unkindness of others.
What they would smile at
during happier seasons becomes intolerable when they are in a highly nervous
&quot;

:

:

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

condition.
26.
Help me, O Lord my God.&quot; Laying hold of Jehovah by the appropriating
word my, he implores his aid both to help him to bear his heavy load and to enable
him to rise superior to it. He has described his own weakness, and the strength and
fury of his foes, and by these two arguments he urges his appeal with double force.
&quot;
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is a very rich, short, and suitable prayer for believers in any situation of peril,
save me according to thy mercy.&quot;
As thy mercy is, so let
difficulty, or sorrow.
thy salvation be. The measure is a great one, for the mercy of God is without bound.

This

&quot;

When man

O

comforting to fall back upon God s mercy. Justice
to the righteous, and because God is merciful he will
save his people by overthrowing their adversaries.
That they may know that this is thy hand.&quot; Dolts as they are, let the mercy
27.
shown to me be so conspicuous that they shall be forced to see the Lord s agency in
it.
Ungodly men will not see God s hand in anything if they can help it, and when
they see good men delivered into their power they become more confirmed than
but all in good time God will arise and so effectually punish
ever in their atheism
their malice and rescue the object of their spite that they will be compelled to say
like the Egyptian magicians,
this is the finger of God.&quot;
That thou, Lord, hast
There will be no mistaking the author of so thorough a vindication, so
done
complete a turning of the tables.
Let them curse, but bless thou,&quot; or,
28.
they will curse and thou wilt bless.&quot;
Their cursing will then be of such little consequence that it will not matter a straw.
One blessing from the Lord will take the poison out of ten thousand curses of men.
When they arise, let them be ashamed.&quot; They lift up themselves to deal out another
blow, to utter another falsehood, and to watch for its injurious effects upon their
But let thy servant
victim, but they see their own defeat and are filled with shame.
Not merely as a man protected and rescued, but as God s servant in whom
rejoice.&quot;
It
his master s goodness and glory are displayed when he is saved from his foes.
ought to be our greatest joy that the Lord is honoured in our experience ; the mercy
itself ought not so much to rejoice us as the glory which is thereby brought to him
who so graciously bestows it.
Let mine adversaries be clothed with shame.&quot;
29.
It is a prophecy as well as a
Where sin is the
wish, and may we read both in the indicative and the imperative.
shame
soon
be
the
outer
He who would clothe good
will
vesture.
underclothing,
And let them cover
men with contempt shall himself be clothed with dishonour.
Let their confusion be broad
themselves with their own confusion, as with a mantle.&quot;
enough to wrap them all over from head to foot, let them bind it about them and
hide themselves in it, as being utterly afraid to be seen. Now they walk abroad
unblushingly and reveal their own wickedness, acting as if they either had nothing
but they will be of another
to conceal or did not care whether it was seen or no
mind when the great Judge deals with them, then will they entreat mountains to
but all in vain,
hide them and hills to fall upon them, that they may not be seen
they must be dragged to the bar with no other covering but their own confusion.
has no mercy

to the wicked

is

often

it is

mercy

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

it.&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

/ will greatly praise the Lord with my mouth.&quot; Enthusiastically, abun
dantly, and loudly will he extol the righteous Lord, who redeemed him from all evil
and that not only in his own chamber or among his own family, but in the most
Remarkable and
Yea, I will praise him among the multitude.
public manner.
public providences demand public recognition, for otherwise men of the world will
do not praise God to be heard of men, but as a natural
judge us to be ungrateful.
sense of justice leads every one to expect to hear a befriended person speak well of
his benefactor, we therefore have regard to such natural and just expectations, and
endeavour to make our praises as public as the benefit we have received. The
singer in the present case is the man whose heart was wounded within him because
he was the laughing-stock of remorseless enemies yet now he praises, praises greatly,
praises aloud, praises in the teeth of all gainsayers, and praises with a right joyous
Never let us despair, yea, never let us cease to praise.
spirit.
For he shall stand at the right hand of the poor.&quot; God will not be absent
31.
when his people are on their trial he will hold a brief for them and stand in court
as their advocate, prepared to plead on their behalf.
How different is this from
To save him
the doom of the ungodly who has Satan at his right hand (verse 6).
those
that
condemn
his
soul.&quot;
The
court
met
as a matter of form, the
only
from
malicious had made up their minds to the verdict, they judged him guilty, for their
hate condemned him, yea, they pronounced sentence of damnation upon the very
but what mattered it ? The great King was in court, and their
soul of their victim
sentence was turned against themselves. Nothing can more sweetly sustain the
heart of a slandered believer than the firm conviction that God is near to all who are
wronged, and is sure to work out their salvation.
O Lord, save us from the severe trial of slander : deal in thy righteousness with
30.

&quot;

;

&quot;

We

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:
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those who spitefully assail the characters of holy men, and cause all who are
smarting under calumny and reproach to come forth unsullied from the affliction, even
Amen.
as did thine only-begotten Son.
all

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
was the one word written opposite this Psalm
Whole Psalm.
Mysterious
It represents the utter
in the pocket Bible of a late devout and popular writer.
Joseph Hammond.
perplexity with which it is very generally regarded.
Whole Psalm. In this Psalm David is supposed to refer to Doeg the Edomite,
It is the most imprecatory of the Psalms, and may well be termed
or to Ahithophel.
What David here refers to his mortal enemy, finds its accom
the Iscariot Psalm.
the
It is from the 8th verse that Peter
in
betrayer of the Son of David.
plishment
infers the necessity of filling up the vacancy occasioned by the death of Judas
it
A
was, says he, predicted that another should take his office. Paton J. Gloag, in
Commentary on the Acts,&quot; 1870.
Whole Psalm. We may consider Judas, at the same time, as the virtual head
of the Jewish nation in their daring attempt to dethrone the Son of God.
The doom
pronounced, and the reasons for it, apply to the Jews as a nation, as well as to the
Andrew A. Bonar.
leader of the band who took Jesus.
Whole Psalm. Is it possible that this perplexing and distressing Psalm presents
us after all, not with David s maledictions upon his enemies, but with their male
Not only do I hold this interpretation to be quite legitimate,
dictions upon him ?
I hold it to be by far the more natural and reasonable interpretation.
Joseph
&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

Hammond.

[In Dr.

Cox

s

Expositor, Vol. II. p. 225, this theory is well elaborated
C. H. S.]
for an instant accept it.

Hammond, but we cannot

by Mr.

The Imprecations of the Psalm. The language has been justified, not as the
language of David, but as the language of Christ, exercising his office of Judge,
in
so far as he had laid aside that office during his earthly life, calling upon his
or,
Father to accomplish the curse. It has been alleged that this is the prophetic fore
Woe unto that man by whom the Son of Man
shadowing of the solemn words,
it had been good for that man if he had not been born
is betrayed
(Matt. xxvi.
The curse in the words of Chrysostom is, a prophecy in the form of a curse&quot;
24).
&quot;

&quot;

!

&quot;

(npo&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;T]T(ia

tv etSft dpas).

The strain which such a view compels us to put on much of the language ought
have led long since to its abandonment. Not even the words denounced by our
Lord against the Pharisees can really be compared to the anathemas which are
here strung together. Much less is there any pretence for saying that those words
so full of deep and holy sorrow, addressed to the traitor in the gospels, are merely
another expression of the appalling denunciations of the Psalm. But terrible as
these undoubtedly are, to be accounted for by the spirit of the Old Dispensation,
not to be defended by that of the New, still let us learn to estimate them aright.
to

J. J. Stewart Perowne.

The Imprecations. These imprecations are not appropriate in the mouth of the
It is not the spirit of Zion but of Sinai which here speaks out
suffering Saviour.
of the mouth of David
the spirit of Elias, which, according to Luke ix. 58, is not
the spirit of the New Testament. This wrathful spirit is overpowered by the spirit
But these anathemas are still not on this account so many beatings of the
of love.
air.
There is in them a divine energy, as in the blessing and cursing of every man
who is united to God, and more especially of a man whose temper of mind is such
as David s.
They possess the same power as the prophetical threatenings, and in
this sense they are regarded in the New Testament as fulfilled in the son of perdition
xvii.
To the generation of the time of Jesus they were a deterrent warning
12).
(John
not to offend against the Holy One of God, and this Psalmus Ischarioticus (Acts i. 20)
will ever be such a mirror of warning to the enemies and persecutors of Christ and
Franz Delitzsch.
his church.
The Imprecations. Respecting the imprecations contained in this Psalm, it
will be proper to keep in mind what I have said elsewhere, that when David forms
such maledictions, or expresses his desire for them, he is not instigated by any im
moderate carnal propensity, nor is he actuated by zeal without knowledge, nor is
he influenced by any private personal considerations. These three matters must
;
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be carefully weighed, for in proportion to the amount of self-esteem which a man
possesses, is he so enamoured with his own interests as to rush headlong upon revenge.
Hence it comes to pass that the more a person is devoted to selfishness, he will be
the more immoderately addicted to the advancement of his own individual interests.
This desire for the promotion of personal interest gives birth to another species of
for no one wishes to be avenged upon his enemies because such a thing would
vice
be right and equitable, but because it is the means of gratifying his own spiteful
Some, indeed, make a pretext of righteousness and equity in the matter
propensity.
but the spirit of malignity, by which they are inflamed, effaces every trace of justice,
and blinds their minds.
When the two vices, selfishness and carnality, are corrected, there is still another
we must repress the ardour of foolish zeal, in order
thing demanding correction
that we may follow the Spirit of God as our guide. Should any one, under the
influence of perverse zeal, produce David as an example of it, that would not be an
example in point for to such a person may be very aptly applied the answer which
Ye know not what spirit ye are
Christ returned to his disciples,
Luke ix. 55.
How detestable a piece of sacrilege is it on the part of the monks, and especially the
Franciscan friars, to pervert this Psalm by employing it to countenance the most
If a man harbour malice against a neighbour, it is quite a
nefarious purposes
common thing for him to engage one of those wicked wretches to curse him, which
he would do by daily repeating this Psalm. I know a lady in France who hired a
parcel of these friars to curse her own and only son in these words. But I return
to David, who, free from all inordinate passion, breathed forth his prayers under
:

;

:

;

&quot;

of,&quot;

1

the influence of the Holy Spirit.
John Calvin.
The Imprecations. It is possible, as Tholuck thinks, that in some of the utter
ances in what are called the vindictive Psalms, especially the imprecations in Psalm
cix., unholy personal zeal may have been mingled with holy zeal, as was the case
seemingly with the two disciples James and John, when the Lord chided their desire
for vengeance (Luke ix. 54
But, in reality, the feeling expressed in these
56).
Psalms may well be considered as virtuous anger, such as Bishop Butler explains
and justifies in his sermons on Resentment and the Forgiveness of Injuries,&quot; and
such as Paul teaches in Ephesians iv. 26, Be ye angry, and sin not.&quot; Anger against
sin and a desire that evildoers may be punished, are not opposed to the spirit of the
gospel, or to that love of enemies which our Lord both enjoined and exemplified.
If the emotion or its utterance were essentially sinful, how could Paul wish the enemy
of Christ and the perverter of the gospel to be accursed (avadf^a, 1 Cor. xvi. 22 ;
Gal. i. 8) ; and especially, how could the spirit of the martyred saints in heaven call
on God for vengeance (Rev. vi. 10), and join to celebrate its final execution (Rev. xix.
1
6) ; Yea, resentment against the wicked is so far from being necessarily sinful
that we find it manifested by the Holy and Just One himself, when in the days of
his flesh he looked around on his hearers
with anger, being grieved for the hardness
of their hearts
(Mark iii. 5) ; and when in the great day of his wrath (Rev. vi.
all workers of iniquity
17), he shall say to
(Luke xiii. 27),
Depart from me, ye
cursed&quot; (Matt. xxv. 41).
Benjamin Davies (1814 1875), in Kitto s Cyclopaedia.
It
is
true
that
this
is
invoked
on
the
head of the betrayer
Imprecations.
vengeance
of Christ
and we may profit by reading even the severest of the passages when
we regard them as dictated by a burning zeal for the honour of Jehovah, a righteous
indignation and a jealousy of love, and generally, if not universally, as denunciations of
just judgment against the obstinate enemies of Christ, and all who obey not the Gospel
of God.
At the same time, these passages cannot be fully accounted for without
a frank recognition of the fact that the Psalter was conceived and written under the
Old Covenant. That dispensation was more stern than ours. God s people had
with all other peoples a conflict with sword and spear. They wanted to tread down
their enemies, to crush the heathen ; and thought it a grand religious triumph for a
righteous man to wash his feet in the blood of the wicked, Ps. Iviii. 10 ; Ixviii. 23.
Now the struggle is without carnal weapons, and the tone of the dispensation is
changed. Donald Fraser, 1873.
Imprecations.
Imprecations of judgment on the wicked on the hypothesis of
their continued impenitence are not inconsistent with simultaneous efforts to bring
them to repentance ; and Christian charity itself can do no more than labour for the
sinners conversion.
The law of holiness requires us to pray for the fires of divine
retribution
the law of love to seek meanwhile to rescue the brand from the burning.
The last prayer of the martyr Stephen was answered not by any general averting
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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doom from a guilty nation, but by the conversion of an individual persecutor to
the service of God.
Joseph Francis Thrupp.
as spiritual
enemies
That explanation which regards the
Imprecations.

of

&quot;

&quot;

measure of truth. It commended itself to a mind so far removed
from mysticism as Arnold s. It is most valuable for devout private use of the
Psalter.
For, though we are come to Mount Sion, crested with the eternal calm,
In the Gospel,
the opened ear can hear the thunder rolling along the peaks of Sinai.
the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness.
to
the city that
are
The
broad
wide
Sin is utterly hateful to God.
flung
open
gates
for its ruler is divinely tolerant.
lies foursquare towards all the winds of heaven
But there shall in no wise enter it anything that defileth, neither whatever worketh
abomination for he is divinely intolerant too. And thus when, in public or private,
we read these Psalms of imprecation, there is a lesson that comes home to us. We
must read them, or dishonour God s word. Reading them, we must depart from sin,
or pronounce judgment upon ourselves.
Drunkenness, impurity, hatred, every
known sin of flesh or spirit these, and not mistaken men, are the worst enemies of
God and of his Christ. Against these we pray in our Collects for Peace at Morning
Defend us in all assaults of our enemies, that by thee we
and Evening Prayer
being defended from the fear of our enemies, may pass our time in rest and quietness.&quot;
These were the dark hosts which swept through the Psalmist s vision when he cried,
William Alexander,
Let all mine enemies be ashamed and sore vexed,&quot; Ps. vi. 10.
The Witness of the Psalms to Christ and Christianity,&quot; 1877.
in
that occurred the
I
cannot
forbear
the
little
incident
following
Imprecations.
I happened to be reading one of the imprecatory
other morning at family worship.
Psalms, and as I paused to remark, my little boy, a lad of ten years, asked with
some earnestness
Father, do you think it right for a good man to pray for the
and at the same time referred me to Christ
destruction of his enemies like that ?
I paused a moment to know how to shape the reply so
as praying for his enemies.
and
his
then said, My son, if an assassin should
meet
and
as to fully
satisfy
enquiry,
enter the house by night, and murder your mother, and then escape, and the sheriff
and citizens were all out in pursuit, trying to catch him, would you not pray to God
that they might succeed and arrest him, and that he might be brought to justice ?
said he,
but I never saw it so before. I did not know that that was
Oh, yes
the meaning of these Psalms.&quot;
Yes,&quot; said
I,
my son, the men against whom
David prays were bloody men, men of falsehood and crime, enemies to the peace
of society, seeking his own life, and unless they were arrested and their wicked devices

foes has a large

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

!

&quot;

defeated,
his

mind.

&quot;

innocent persons must suffer.&quot; The explanation perfectly satisfied
F. G. Hibbard, in
The Psalms chronologically arranged,&quot; 1856.

many

&quot;

It is worth noting, that the superscription,
Title.
to the chief Musician,&quot; to
the precentor (iyxych), proves it to have been designed, such as it is, for the Tabernacle
or Temple service of song.
The Expositor,&quot; 1875.
Joseph Hammond, in
Title.
Syriac inscription. The verbs of the Hebrew text through nearly the
whole of the imprecatory part of this Psalm are read in the singular number, as if
some particular subject were signified by the divine prophet. But our translators
always change the verbs into the plural number which is not done by the Seventy
and the other translators, who adhere more closely to the Hebrew text. But without
doubt this has arisen, because the Syriac Christians explain this Psalm of the suffer
ings of Christ, which may be understood from the Syriac inscription of this Psalm,
and which in Polyglottis Angl. reads thus
Of David : when they made Absalom
But to us it sets forth the
king, he not knowing : and on account of this he was killed.
For this reason all these imprecations are transferred to the
sufferings of Christ.&quot;
enemies or murderers of Jesus Christ. John Augustus Dathe, 1731 1791.
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

Verse 1.
Hold not thy peace,
God of my praise.&quot; All commendation or
manifestation of our innocence is to be sought from God when we are assailed with
calumnies on all sides. When God is silent, we should cry all the more strongly ;
nor should we because of such delay despair of help, nor impatiently cease from
Martin Geier.
praying.
Verse 1.
Hold not thy peace.&quot; How appropriately this phrase is applied to
God, with whom to speak is the same as to do for by his word he made all things.
Rightly, therefore, is he said to be silent when he seems not to notice the things
which are done by the wicked, and patiently bears with their malice. The Psalmist
&quot;

&quot;

;
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begs him

up and speak with the wicked in his wrath, and thus take deserved
which is as easy for him to do as for an angry man to break
vengeance on them
forth in words of rebuke and blame. This should be to us a great solace against the
wickedness of this last age, which God, our praise, can restrain with one little word.
to rise

;

Wolfgang Musculus.
Verse
to

relief in this

As the most innocent and holy servants

of God are subject
calumnies raised against them, so the best remedy and
to go to God, as here the Psalmist doth.
David Dickson.
Thou, who art the constant object of my praise
of my praise.&quot;

&quot;

1.

God.&quot;

heavy slanders and
case

is

false

God
Verse 1.
and thanksgiving, Jer. xvii. 14. William Keatinge Clay.
O God of my praise.&quot; In denominating him the God of his praise,
Verse 1.
he intrusts to him the vindication of his innocence, in the face of the calumnies by
which he was all but universally assailed. John Calvin.
The God of MY praise.&quot; Give me leave, in order to expound it the
Verse 1.
What, David, were there no saints but thyself that gave
better, to expostulate.
Why dost thou then seem to appropriate and engross God unto
praise to God ?
It is because
thyself, as the God of thy praise, as if none praised him else but thee ?
his soul had devoted all the praise he was able to bestow on any, unto the Lord
alone
as whom he had set himself to praise, and praise alone.
As of a beloved
the son of my love.&quot; And further, it is as if he had said, If I
son we use to say,
had all the ability of all the spirits of men and angels wherewith to celebrate him, I
would bestow them all on him, he is the God of my praise. And as he was David s,
Thomas Goodwin.
so he should be ours.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

Verse 2.
For the mouth of the wicked and the mouth of the deceitful are opened
against me.&quot;
Speak, says Arnobius, to thine own conscience, O man of God, thou
who art following Christ ; and when the mouth of the wicked and deceitful man is
because while the mouth of the
opened concerning thee, rejoice and be secure
wicked is opened for thy slander in the earth, the mouth of God is opened for thy
Lorinus.
praise in heaven.
Verses 2, 3.
Note, first, the detractor opens his mouth, that he may pour forth
his poison, and that he may devour his victim.
Hence, David says, the mouth of
the wicked is opened against me.&quot; Note, secondly, the detractor is talkative
They have spoken,&quot; etc. The mouth of the detractor is a broken pitcher leaking
all over.
Note, thirdly, detraction springs from hatred,
they compassed me about
In Greek, tKvK\a&amp;gt;o-dv pt, i.e., as in a circle they have
also with words of hatred.&quot;
enclosed me.
St. Climacus says,
Detraction is odii partus, a subtle disease, a fat
but hidden leech which sucks the blood of charity and after destroys it. Lorinus.
The mouth of the wicked,&quot; etc.
Verses 2 5.
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Vice deformed
and ugly, and of flavour rank
To rob fair Virtue of so sweet an incense,
And with it to anoint and salve its own
Rotten ulcers, and perfume the path that led
To death, strove daily by a thousand means
Itself,

:

And

oft succeeded to make Virtue sour
In the world s nostrils, and its loathly self
Smell sweetly. Rumour was the messenger
Of defamation, and so swift that none
Could be the first to tell an evil tale.

Twas Slander filled her mouth with lying words
Slander, the foulest whelp of Sin. The man
In whom this spirit entered was undone.
His tongue was set on fire of hell his heart
Was black as death his legs were faint with haste
To propagate the lie his tongue had framed
His pillow was the peace of families
Destroyed, the sigh of innocence reproached,
Broken friendships, and the strife of brotherhoods.
Yet did he spare his sleep, and hear the clock
Number the midnight watches, on his bed
and early rose,
Devising mischief more
;

;

;

And made most

hellish

meals of good

men

s

names.
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Peace fled the neighbourhood in which he made
His haunts
and, like a moral pestilence,
Before his breath the healthy shoots and blooms
Of social joy and happiness decayed.
Fools only in his company were seen,
And those forsaken of God, and to themselves
Given up. The prudent man shunned him and his house
As one who had a deadly moral plague.
Robert Pollok..
;

Verse 3. Although an individual may be absent, so that he cannot corporeally*
be encompassed and fought with
nevertheless, so great is the force and maliceof an envenomed tongue, that an absent man may be none the less dangerously
Thus
and
warred
surrounded
David, though absent and driven into exile,
against.
was nevertheless surrounded and assailed by the calumnies of Doeg and the other
in which
flatterers of Saul, so that at length he was also corporeally surrounded
see
contest he would clearly have perished unless he had been divinely delivered
And this kind of surrounding and assault is so much the more deadly
1 Sam. xxiii.
For who can be so innocent as to
as it is so much the less possible to be avoided.
escape the snares of a back-biting and calumnious tongue ? What place can be so
remote and obscure as that this evil will not intrude when David could not be safe in
the mountains and caves of the rocks ?
Wolfgang Musculus.
;

;

:

Verse 4 (first clause).
None prove worse enemies than those that have received
the greatest kindnesses, when once they turn unkind. As the sharpest vinegar
is made of the purest wine, and pleasant meats turn to the bitterest humours in the
so the highest love bestowed upon friends, being ill digested or corrupt,
stomach
Abraham
turns to the most unfriendly hatred, proximorum odia sunt acerrima.
Wright.
that s an ill requital ; but
For my love they are my adversaries
Verse 4.
how did David requite them ? We may take his own word for it he tells us how,
But I give myself unto prayer
yea, he seemed a man wholly given unto prayer.
The elegant conciseness of the Hebrew is, But I prayer ; we supply it thus, But
I give myself unto prayer.&quot;
They are sinning against me, requiting my love with
But I give myself unto prayer.&quot; But for whom did he pray ? Doubtless
hatred,
he prayed and prayed much for himself he prayed also for them. We may understand
/ give myself unto prayer&quot; two ways.
these words,
First, I pray against their
plots and evil dealings with me (prayer was David s best strength always against his
7 give myself unto prayer&quot; that the
But, secondly,
enemies), yet that was not all.
Lord would pardon their sin, and turn their hearts, when they are doing me mischief ;
David
or, though they have done me mischief, I am wishing them the best good.
(in another place) showed what a spirit of charity he was clothed with, when nocould
hinder
him
from
for
cxli.
5.
Ps.
others,
reproof
praying
Joseph Caryl.
The translator of the Syriac version has inserted in the 4th verse
Verse 4.
A^OOl Ullo ]j|o and I have prayed for them,&quot; as if he had copied them
;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

from the word s of our Lord in Matt. v. 44, where in the Syriac version of the New
Testament we have exactly the same construction. It is in keeping with the in
It would seem as if the
scription of the Psalm, which applies it directly to Christ.
Translator understood this verse of the crucifixion and of the Redeemer s prayer for
his murderers, or as if the only way to understand the elliptical language of the
Psalmist was from the teaching and example of our Lord. E. T. Gibson, of Crayford.
/ prayer.&quot; The Messiah says in this prophetic Psalm,
I am prayer.&quot;
Verse 4.
and now
During his pilgrimage on earth, his whole life was communion with God
in his glory he is constantly making intercession for us.
But this does not exhaust
the idea,
7 am prayer.&quot;
He not merely prayed and is now praying, he not merely
teaches and influences us to pray, but he is prayer, the fountain and source of all
as
well
as
the
foundation
and basis of all answers to our petitions. He is
prayer,
the Word in this sense also.
From all eternity his Father heard him, heard him as
interceding for that world which, created through him, he represented, and in which,
through him, divine glory was to be revealed. In the same sense, therefore, in
which he is light and gives light, in which he is life and resurrection, and therefore
quickens, Jesus is prayer.
Adolph Saphir, in Lectures on the Lord s Prayer, 1870.
Verse 4.
Persecuted saints are men of prayer, yea, they are as it were made
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

VOL.

iv.

29
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but, oh, when his enemies fell a persecuting
prayer. David prayed before
up
of him, then he gave himself up wholly to prayer.
Oh, then he was more earnest,
more fervent, more frequent, more diligent, more constant, and more abundant in
When Numa, king of the Romans, was told that his enemies
the work of prayer
were in arms against him, he did but laugh at it, and answered, And I do sacrifice
all of

;

!

&quot;

&quot;

;

persecutors arm themselves against the people of God, they do but divinely
smile and laugh at it, and give themselves the more up to prayer. When men arm
against them, then they arm themselves with all their might to the work of prayer ;
and woe, woe to them that have armies of prayers marching against them. Thomas
Brooks.
/ give myself unto prayer.&quot;
The instruction to ourselves from these
Verse 4.
words is most comforting and precious. Are we bowed down with sorrow and
/ give myself unto prayer.&quot; Are we persecuted, and reviled, and com
distress ?
passed about with words of hatred ? &quot;I give myself unto prayer.&quot; Has death
entered our dwellings ? and as we gaze in heart-broken anguish on the no longer
answering look of one who was our earthly stay, and we feel as if all hope as well as
all help were gone, still there remains the same blessed refuge for all the Lord s sorrow
/ give myself unto prayer.&quot;
In the allegory of the ancients, Hope was left
ing ones,
but God, in far richer
at the bottom of the casket, as the sweetener of human life
mercy, gives prayer as the balm of human trial. Barton Bouchier.
Verse 4.
A Christian is all over prayer he prays at rising, at lying down, and
like a prime favourite at court, who has the key to the privy stairs,
as he walks
and can wake his prince by night. Augustus Montague Toplady, 1740 1778.
so

when

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

:

man

Here commences that terrible
as directed against an individual
sinner, albeit M; is little more than a special reduplication of the national woes
denounced in Leviticus xxvi. and Deuteronomy xxviii. Neale and Littledale.
Set thou a wicked man over him.&quot;
The first thing that the Psalmist
Verse 6.
asks is, that his foe might be subjected to the evil of having a man placed over him
a man regardless of justice, truth, and right
a man who would respect
like himself
Verse

&quot;

6.

Set thou a wicked

over

series of maledictions, unparalleled in

him,&quot;

etc.

Holy Writ,

&quot;

:

;

It is, in fact, a prayer
character and propriety no more than he had himself done.
It cannot be wrong that a man
that he might be punished in the line of his offences.
and it cannot be in itself wrong to desire
should be treated as he treats others
that a man should be treated according to his character and deserts, for this is the
this
is
all
of
all
and
what
law,
magistrates and legislators are endeavouring
object
Albert Barnes.
to secure.
Verse 6.
Over HIM.&quot; Consider what would have been the effect if these de
nunciations had been against the sins of men and not, as they are in these passages,
My sin is denounced, not me.&quot; What
against the sinners. Men would have said,
The depraved nature would have said, if
a license would have been given to sin
I shall not be called to
7 am not condemned, but only my sin, 1 can do as I like
This is what men would have said.
account for it. I love sin and can go on in
There would have been no effort to get rid of it. Why should there be, if only sin
But man s sin is identified with himself, and
is condemned and not the sinner ?
God s wrath rests on him because of his sin. Condemna
this makes him tremble.
him
of
his
sin.
This makes him anxious to get rid of it.
because
tion is awaiting
Frederick Whitfield.
It appears to have been the
Let Satan stand at his right hand.&quot;
Verse 6.
custom at trials before the Jewish tribunals for a pleader to stand at the right hand
See Zech. iii. 1, where are described Joshua the High Priest, standing
of the accused
before the Ang *i of Jehovah, and the adversary (jipte, Satan, as here) standing at his
See also verse 31. John Le Clerc, 1657 1736.
right hand to oppose him.
Let Satan stand at his right hand.&quot;
Verse 6.
Hugo observes that the Devil
on the right
is on the left hand of those whom he persecutes in temporal things
before the face of those who are on their
of those whom he rules in spiritual things
behind those who are not foreseeing and prudent
above
guard against his wiles
those whom he treads down
below, and beneath the feet of those who tread him
down. A recent Spanish author,* writing in that language, thinks that there cannot
be anything worse than that man who diligently and of set purpose injures others
by speaking deceitfully, by surrounding with speeches of hatred, by attacking without
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

I

;

it.&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

:

:

:

:

* Peter

Vesa

On

the Penitential Psalms.
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cause, by slandering, by returning evil for good, and hatred for love
therefore, in
this place it is desired that a wicked man may be set over such a one, and the devil
at his right hand ; as if he should be doomed to take the lowest place because he is
the worst. Lorinus.
Verse 6.
At his right hand.&quot; The strength or force of the body shows itself
Therefore, he who wishes to obstruct another, and
principally in the right hand.
to hinder his endeavour, stands at his right hand ; and thus easily parries his stroke
or attempt. This I consider to be the most simple meaning of this passage which
shows that God represses and restrains the ragings of the enemies of the Church,
who withstand each other by their opposing efforts, either from envy or from other
causes.
Thus, 2 Sam. xvii., the counsels of Ahithophel are broken by Hushai and
in one day we see that the counsels and attempts of our enemies have been frequently
and wonderfully restrained by the hindrances they have given one to the other :
Mollerus.
in which matter the goodness of God is to be discerned.
Verse 6.
He beginneth to prophesy what they should receive for their great
impiety, detailing their lot in such a manner as if he wished its realisation from a
desire of revenge
while he declareth what was to happen with the most absolute
Some not
certainty, and what of God s justice would worthily come upon such.
understanding this mode of predicting the future under the appearance of wishing
since
evil, suppose hatred to be returned for hatred, and an evil will for an evil will
in truth it belongeth to few to distinguish in what way the punishment of the wicked
pleaseth the accuser, who longeth to satiate his enmity ; and in how widely different
a way it pleaseth the judge, who with a righteous mind punisheth sins. For the
former returneth evil for evil, but the judge when he punisheth doth not return evil
for evil, since he returneth justice to the unjust ; and what is just is surely good.
He therefore punisheth not from delight in another s misery, which is evil for evil,
but from love of justice, which is good for evil. Let not then the blind pervert the
nor let the wicked
light of the Scriptures, imagining that God doth not punish sins
Let us therefore hear the sequel of
flatter themselves, as if he rendered evil for evil.
and in the words of one who seemeth to wish ill, let us
this divine composition
recognise the predictions of a prophet ; and let us see God making a just retribution,
Augustine.
raising our mind up to his eternal laws.
Verses 6
These terrible curses are repeated with many words and sentences,
19.
that we may know that David has not let these words fall rashly or from any pre
:

&quot;

;

;

:

:

;

cipitate impulse of mind ; but, the Holy Spirit having dictated, he employs this
of execration that it may be a perpetual prophecy or prediction of the bitter
pains and destruction of the enemies of the Church of God. Nor does David imprecate
these punishments so much on his own enemies and Judas the betrayer of Christ
but that similar punishments await all who fight against the kingdom of Christ.
Mollerus.
I had also this consideration, that if I should now venture all for
Verse 6
20.
concernments ; but if I forsook him and
God, I engaged God to take care of
his ways for fear of any trouble that should come to me or mine, then I should not
concernments were not
only falsify
profession, but should count also that
so sure, if left at God s feet, while I stood to and for his name, as they would be if
own tuition [or care] though with the denial of the way of God.
they were under
This was a smarting consideration, and was as spurs unto
flesh.
This Scripture
cix.
6
also
[Ps.
20]
greatly helped it to fasten the more upon me, where Christ prays
against Judas, that God would disappoint him in all his selfish thoughts, which
moved him to sell his master pray read it soberly. I had also another consideration,
and that was, the dread of the torments of hell, which I was sure they must partake
of, that for fear of the cross do shrink from their profession of Christ, his words, and
I thought also of the glory that he had prepared for
laws, before the sons of men.
those that, in faith, and love, and patience, stood to his ways before them. These
things, I say, have helped me, when the thoughts of the misery that both myself
and mine might for the sake of
profession be exposed to, hath lain pinching on

form

;

my

my

my

my

my

:

my

my

mind.

John Bunyan.

As the clamours of a condemned male
Let his prayer become sin.&quot;
Verse 7.
factor not only find no acceptance, but are looked upon as an affront to the court.
The prayers of the wicked now become sin, because soured with the leaven of
hypocrisy and malice ; and so they will in the great day, because then it will be too
Matthew Henry.
late to cry,
Lord, Lord, open unto us.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;
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Let his prayer become sin.&quot;
Evidently his prayer in reference to his
Let it be
trial for crime ; his prayer that he might be acquitted and discharged.
seen in the result that such a prayer was wrong that it was, in fact, a prayer for
the discharge of a bad man a man who ought to be punished. Let it be seen to be
what a prayer would be if offered for a murderer, or violator of the law, a prayer
that he might escape or not be punished. All must see that such a prayer would
sin
and so, in his own case, it would be equally true
be wrong, or would be a
;
sin.&quot;
The Psalmist asks that, by the
that a prayer for his own escape would be
result of the trial, such a prayer might be seen to be in fact a prayer for the protection
and
and escape of a bad man. A just sentence in the case would demonstrate this
Albert Barnes.
this is what the Psalmist prays for.
sin.&quot;
in
his
7.
Let
his
become
Kimchi
annotations
thus
Verse
prayer
explains
let it be without effect, so that he does not get what he asks
these words
i.e.,
for nan sometimes has the meaning
for ; let him not hit the mark at which he aims
to miss.
Wolfgang Musculus.
Let his prayer become sin.&quot;
St. Jerome says that Judas s prayer
Verse 1.
was turned into sin, by reason of his want of hope when he prayed and thus it was
that in despair he hanged himself. Robert Bellarmine.
Let his prayer become sin.&quot; The prayer of the hypocrite is sin formally,
Verse 7.
and it is sin in the effect, that is, instead of getting any good by it, he gets hurt, and
the Lord instead of helping him because he prayeth, punisheth him because of the
sinfulness of his prayers.
Thus his prayer becomes sin to him, because he receives
no more respect from God when he prays than when he sins. And sin doth not only
mingle with his prayer (as it doth with the prayers of the holiest), but his prayer
is nothing else but a mixture or mingle-mangle (as we speak) of many sins.
Joseph
Verse

&quot;

7.

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

Caryl

Let his prayer become sin.&quot; We should be watchful in prayer lest
Verse 7.
Isaiah i. 15
Ixvi. 3 ;
the most holy worship of God should become an abomination
James iv. 3 ; Hosea vii. 14 ; Amos v. 23. If the remedy be poisoned, how shall the
Martin Geier.
diseased be cured ?
These and the following verses, although they contain terrible
Verses 7
19.
less dreadful if we understand them as spoken concerning
will
become
imprecations,
men pertinaciously cleaving to their vices, against whom only has God threatened
punishments not against those who repent with all their heart, and become
&quot;

:

;

;

thoroughly changed in

John Le

life.

Clerc.

8.
Let his days be few.&quot;
By his days,&quot; he meant the days of his apostlewhich were few since before the passion of our Lord, they were ended by his
crime and death. And as if it were asked, What then shall become of that most
sacred number twelve, within which our Lord willed, not without a meaning, to
limit his twelve first apostles ? he at once addeth,
and let another take his office.&quot; As
much as to say, let both himself be punished according to his desert, and let his
number be filled up. And if any one desire to know how this was done, let him read
&quot;

Verse

ship,

&quot;

;

&quot;

the Acts of the Apostles.
Augustine.
Verse 8.
Let another take his office.&quot;
So every man acts, and practically prays,
who seeks to remove a bad and corrupt man from office. As such an office must
be filled by some one, all the efforts which he puts forth to remove a wicked man
tend to bring it about that
another should take his office,&quot; and for this it is right
to labour and pray.
The act does not of itself imply malignity or bad feeling, but
is consistent with the purest benevolence, the kindest feelings, the strictest integrity,
the sternest patriotism, and the highest form of piety. Albert Barnes.
&quot;

&quot;

A

Verse 9.
sore vexa
Let his children be fatherless.&quot; Helpless and shiftless.
tion to many on their death-beds, and just enough upon graceless persecutors.
But
happy are they who, when they lie a-dying, can say as Luther did, Domine Deus
I
tibi
thank
velueris
esse
et
&c.
Lord
me
God,
mendicum,
gratias ago
quod
pauperem,
thee for
I have not an house, lands, posses
present poverty, but future hopes.
Thou hast given me wife and children ; behold,
sions, or monies to leave behind me.
I return them back to thee, and beseech thee to nourish them, teach them, keep
them safe, as hitherto thou hast done, O thou father of the fatherless, and judge of
&quot;

&quot;

my

widows.

John Trapp.
&quot;

a

Verses 9, 10, 12, 13.
civil or judicial character,

his posterity.&quot;
His children ;
Though in matters of
we have it upon the highest authority that the children
&quot;

&quot;
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are not to be made accountable for the fathers, nor the fathers for the children,
but every transgressor is to bear the penalty of his own sin
yet, in a moral, and
in a social and spiritual sense, it is impossible that the fathers should eat sour grapes,
and yet that the children s teeth should not be set on edge. The offspring of the
profligate and the prodigal may, and often do, avoid the specific vices of the parent
but rarely, if ever, do they escape the evil consequences of those vices. And this
re-action cannot be prevented, until it shall please God first to unmake and then to
remodel his whole intelligent creation. T. Dale, in a Sermon to Heads of Families,
;

;

1839.
13.
Under the Old Covenant, calamity, extending from father to son,
Verses 9
was the meed of transgression prosperity, vice versa, of obedience (see Solomon s
and these prayers of the Psalmist (cf. Pss. x. 13, xii. 1,
prayer, 2 Chron. vi. 23)
Iviii. 10, etc.) may express the wish that God s providential government of his people
of the enemy of God and man.
in
the
chastisement
should be asserted
Speaker s
:

;

:

Commentary.
&quot;

Let his children be continually
Verse 10.
sentence pronounced upon Cam, Gen. iv. 12.

vagabonds.&quot;

Compare

Ps.

The word used
lix.

11, 15.

in the

William

Kay.
Let them seek,&quot; etc. Horsley renders this clause,
Let them be driven
Verse 10.
out from the-very-ruins-of their dwellings,&quot; and remarks that the image is that of
shelter
the
a
ruins
of
miserable
among
decayed or demolished
vagabonds seeking
buildings, and not suffered to remain even in such places undisturbed.&quot;
When we consider of whom this Psalm is used there will be no
Verses 9, 10.
No language could be more awful than that of verses 6 to 19.
difficulty about it.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

But could any man be in a more
It embraces almost every misery we can think of.
wretched condition than Judas was ? Could any words be too severe to express the
three
of
for
whole
of
his
him, who,
years, had been the constant
misery
depth
who had witnessed his miracles, and had
attendant of the Saviour of mankind
who had enjoyed all the warnings, all the reproofs
shared his miraculous powers
Can we conceive
of his love, and then had betrayed him for thirty pieces of silver ?
a condition more miserable than that of Judas ? And this Psalm is a prophecy of the
punishment that should overtake him for his sin. S. Peter, in the Acts of the Apostles,
he applies it as a prophecy of
quotes part of this Psalm, and applies it to Judas
the punishment he should suffer on the betrayal of the Son of God.
It is probable that in this Psalm, when it uses the word children, it does not mean
those who are his offspring by natural descent, but those who resemble him, and who
;

;

:

This is a common meaning of the word sons, or
As where our blessed Lord tells the Jews,
Ye are of
children, in Holy Scripture.
your father the devil,&quot; he could not mean that the Jews were the natural descendants
of the devil, but that they were his children because they did his works.
Again,
when they are called Abraham s children, it means thosewho do the works of Abraham.
So in this Psalm, where it is foretold that fearful punishment should happen to
Judas for the betrayal of his Lord, and should be extended to his children, it means
F. H. Dunwell, in
his associates, his companions, and imitators in wickedness.

partake with him in his wickedness.

&quot;

&quot;

A

Tract on the Commination Service,&quot; 1853.
It is for public ends that the Psalmist prayed that the families
Verses 10, 12, 13.
of the wicked might be involved in their ruin.
These are very terrible petitions
but it is God, not man, who has appointed these calamities as the ordinary conse
quences of persistence in wickedness. It is God, not man, who visits the iniquity of
the fathers upon the children, to the third and fourth generations.
It is because
this is the ordinary portion of the transgressors, and that thus in God s wonted way
his abhorrence of the transgressions of his enemies might be marked, that the Psalmist
prays for these calamities. He asks God to do what he had declared he would do,
I will greatly praise the Lord with my mouth
and this for public ends, for he says
For he shall stand at the right hand of
yea, I will praise him among the multitude.
the poor, to save him from those that condemn his soul,&quot; verses 30, 31. R. A.
The Imprecatory Psalms,&quot; 1867.
Bertram, in
Verses 10
13.
Many penurious fathers are so scraping for their children, that
the
ravish
but the hand of the Lord shall be against
they
poor children of God
their young lions.
Nah. ii. 13. They join house to house, and field to field, but
their children shall be
vagabonds and beg,&quot;
seeking their bread out of their desolate
How many a covetous mole is now digging a house in the earth for his
places.&quot;
posterity, and never dreams of this sequel, that God should make those children
;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;
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beggars, for

whose sake their fathers had made

so

many

beggars

This

I

is

a quittance

which the sire will not believe, but as sure as God is just the son shall feel. Now
if he had but leave to come out of hell for an hour, and see this, how should he curse
his folly
Be
Sure, if possible, it would double the pain of his infernal torture.
moderate, then, ye that so insatiately devour, as if you had an infinite capacity
fit
it
is
should
be
disburdened
in
overload
shameful
they
you
your stomachs,
spewing.
How quickly doth a worldly-minded man grow a defrauder, from a defrauder to a
if his
usurer, from a usurer to an oppressor, from an oppressor to an extortioner
eyes do but tell his heart of a booty, his heart will charge his hand, and he must
have it, Micah ii. 2. They do but see it, like it, and take it. Observe their due
Let the extortioner catch all that he hath
they got all by extortion,
payment.
they shall lose all by extortion. They spoiled their neighbours, strangers shall spoil
them. How often hath the poor widow and orphan cried, wept, groaned to them for
They have taught God how to deal with themselves
mercy, and found none
let there be none to extend mercy to them.&quot;
They have advanced houses for a
all to get them a
memorial, and dedicated lands to their own names, Ps. xlix. 11
In the next generation their name
name and even in this they shall be crossed
shall be quite put out.&quot;
Thomas Adams.
1

:

!

&quot;

&quot;

:

!

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

;

Let the extortioner catch all that he hath.&quot; Note he is most miserable
the hands of usurers
for they will flay him alive and drain his blood.
that they might deter the citizens from usury, placed a statue of
in
the
Forum
or
law-court, by which they signified that those who came
Marsyas
and to show that usurers, as the
into the hands of usurers would be skinned alive
most unjust litigants, deserved hanging, they placed a rope in the hand of the figure.
Le Blanc.
Verse 11.
Catch.&quot;
This refers to the obligations between creditors and debtors,
and he calls these snares, by which, as it were, the insolvent debtors are caught, and
at last come to servitude.
Mollerus.
Verse 11.

&quot;

:

who falls into
The Romans,

;

;

&quot;

extend mercy to him.&quot;
He does not say, None
extend
kindness to him. The extending
of kindness is, when after a friend s death it is shown to his children, and true friend
ship is of this sort, that the kindness which friends shewed to each other while alive
is maintained, not extinguished with the death of the friend.
Wolfgang Musculus.
Verse 12.
Let there be none to extend mercy to him.&quot;
Let God in his justice
set off all hearts from him that had been so unreasonably merciless.
Thus no
man opened his mouth to intercede for Haman Judas was shaken off by the priests,
and bid see to himself, etc. John Trapp.
Verse 12.

who

&quot;

shall shew,

Let there be none

but none who

to

shall

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

Let them be before the Lord continually.&quot; The fearful punishment
then the soul of the sinner
to be always under the eye of an angry God
is dismayed at its own deformity.
Le Blanc.
Verse 15.
Let them be before the Lord continually.&quot;
Lafayette, the friend and
In the door
ally of Washington, was in his youth confined in a French dungeon.
at that hole
of his cell there was cut a small hole, just big enough for a man s eye
a sentinel was placed, whose duty it was to watch, moment by moment, till he was
relieved by a change of guard.
All Lafayette saw was the winking eye, but the eye
was always there look when he would, it met his gaze. In his dreams, he was
it was horrible
conscious it was staring at him.
there was no
Oh,&quot; he says,
escape ; when he lay down and when he rose up, when he ate and when he read, that
searched
him.&quot;
Illustrative
1875.
New
Anecdote,&quot;
eye
Cyclopsedia of
Verses 15
Strict justice, and nothing more, breathes in every petition.
19, 29.
Cannot you say, Amen to all these petitions ? Are you not glad when the wicked
man falls into the ditch he has made for another s destruction, and when his mischief
returns upon his own head ? But you say,
These petitions are unquestionably
The answer
just, but why did not the Psalmist ask, not for justice, but for mercy ?
is, that in his public capacity, he was bound to think first about justice.
No government could stand upon the basis of forgiveness, justice must always
go before mercy. Suppose that in the course of the next session Parliament should
decree that henceforth, instead of justice being shown to thieves, by sending them to
prison, they should be treated charitably, and compelled to restore one-half of what
The thieves would
they stole, what would honest men say about the government ?
Verse 15.

of sinners

&quot;

:

is,

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

I

&quot;

&quot;
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doubtless be very complimentary, but what would honest men say ? Why, they
would say the government had altogether failed of its function, and it would not
And just so, the Psalmists were bound first of all to seek
live to be a week older.
Like the magistrates
for the vindication and establishment of justice and truth.
This they had
of to-day, they considered first the well-being of the community.
K. A. Bertram.
in view in all the calamities they sought to bring upon wrong-doers.

Because that he remembered
Why, what is the crime ?
See what a long vial full of the plagues of God is poured
Thomas Watson.
out upon the unmerciful man
But persecuted the poor.&quot; If any man will practice subtraction
Verse 16.
against the poor, God will use it against him, and take his name out of the book of
If he be damned that gives not his own, what shall become of him that takes
life.
away another man s ? (Augustine.) If judgment without mercy shall be to him that
Let
shows no mercy (Jam. ii. 13) where shall subtraction and rapine appear ?
there
the extortioner catch all that he hath ; and let strangers spoil his labour,&quot; ver. 11
Let his posterity be cut off ; and in the generation
is one subtraction, his estate.
there is another subtraction, his
following let their name be blotted out,&quot; ver. 13
Let there be none to extend mercy unto him : neither let there be any to
memory.
there is another subtraction, a denial of all
favour the fatherless children,&quot; ver. 12
Let him be condemned : and let his prayer become sin,&quot; ver. 7
pity to him and his.
Let another take his office ;
there is another subtraction, no audience from heaven.
let his days be few,&quot; ver. 8
there is a subtrac
there is a subtraction of his place
Let him be blotted out of the book of the living, and not be written
tion of his life.
there is the last, the subtraction of his soul. This
with the righteous,&quot; Ps. Ixix. 28
If they sub
is a fearful arithmetic
if the wicked add sins, God will add plagues.
Thomas
tract from others their rights, God shall subtract from them his mercies.
Verse 16.

not to shew

&quot;

&quot;

Because.&quot;

mercy,&quot;

etc.

!

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

;

:

Adams.
both good and bad. For we read in the Scriptures that
Indeed none can offer the Lord s Prayer rightly without
For when he prays,
Hallowed be thy name, thy kingdom come, thy will
cursing.
be done,&quot; etc., he must include in the same outpouring of his desires all that is opposed
to these, and say, cursed and execrated and dishonoured must all other names be,
and all kingdoms which are opposed to thee must be destroyed and rent in pieces,
and all devices and purposes formed against thee fall to the ground. Martin Luther.
As he delighted not in blessing, so let it be far from him.&quot;
Verse 17.
Verse 17.

holy

men have

Cursing

is

often cursed.

&quot;

&quot;

He was a wolf in clothing of the lamb,
That stole into the fold of God, and on
The blood of souls, which he did sell to death,
Grew fat and yet, when any would have turned
Him out, he cried, Touch not the priest of God.&quot;
And that he was anointed, fools believed
But knew, that day, he was the devil s priest,
Anointed by the hands of Sin and Death,
;

&quot;

;

And

set peculiarly apart to

ill

While on him smoked the vials of perdition,
Poured measureless. Ah, me
What cursing then
Was heaped upon his head by ruined souls,
That charged him with their murder, as he stood
With eye, of all the unredeemed, most sad.
Waiting the coming of the Son of Man
Robert Pollok.
!

1

Verses 17
19.
Possibly verses 17 and 18 describe as fact what verse 19 amplifies
a wish, or prayer.
He loved cursing, and it loved him in return, and came
he delighted not in blessing, and it was far from him. He clothed himself
with cursing as with a garment, and it permeated his inmost parts as water, as the
refreshing oil with which the body is anointed finds a way into marrow and bones.&quot;
The images are familiar ; the daily dress, the water that permeates daily every part
of the body, the oil used daily for nourishment (Ps. civ. 15) and gladness (Ps. xxiii.
In the wish that follows (verse 19), the mantle, or garment, which is always
5).
worn, and the girdle or belt with which the accursed one is always girded, are sub
stituted, apparently, for more general terms.
Speaker s Commentary.
&quot;

in

to

him

:
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As the loss of the soul is a loss peculiar to itself, and a loss double,
Verses 17
19.
it is a loss most fearful, because it is attended with the most heavy curse of God.
This curse lieth in a deprivation of all good, and in a being swallowed up of all the
most fearful miseries that a holy and just and eternal God can righteously inflict,
Now let reason here come in and exercise
or lay upon the soul of a sinful man.
itself in the most exquisite manner
yea, let him now count up all, and all manner of
curses and torments that a reasonable and an immortal soul is, or can be made capable
of, and able to suffer, and when he has done, he shall come infinitely short of this
great anathema, this master curse which God has reserved amongst his treasuries, and
intends to bring out in that day of battle and war, which he proposeth to make
upon damned souls in that day. And this God will do, partly as a retaliation, as
1. By way of retaliation
As he loved
the former, and partly by way of revenge.
cursing, so let it come unto him : as he delighted not in blessing, so let it be far from
with
like
his
As
he
clothed
as
with
him.&quot;
himself
cursing
garment, so let it
Again,
so

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

come into his bowels like water, and like oil into his bones. Let it be unto him as the
Let
garment which covereth him, and for a girdle wherewith he is girded continually.&quot;
be the reward of mine adversaries from the Lord,&quot; etc.
2. As this
this,&quot; saith Christ,
God will right
curse comes by way of retaliation, so it cometh by way of revenge.
the wrongs that sinners have done him, will repay vengeance for the despite and
and
will
the
have
affronted
him,
revenge
quarrel of his
reproach wherewith they
covenant. As the beginnings of revenges are terrible (Dent, xxxii. 41, 42)
what,
then, will the whole execution be, when he shall come in flaming fire, taking venge
ance on them that know not God, and that obey not the gospel of Jesus Christ ? And,
therefore, this curse is executed in wrath, in jealousy, in anger, in fury
yea,
the heavens and the earth shall be burned up with the fire of that jealousy in which
the great God will come when he cometh to curse the souls of sinners, and when he
cometh to defy the ungodly, 2 Thess. i. 7 9. John Bunyan.
The three figures in this verse are climatic he has clothed himself
Verse 18.
in cursing, he has drunk it in like water (Job xv. 16, xxxiv. 7), it has penetrated to
the marrow of his bones, like the oily preparations which are rubbed in and penetrate
Franz Dcliizsch.
to the bones.
We must not pass this verse without remarking that there is an
Verse 18.
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

:

the unfaithful wife. Her curse was to
allusion in its tone to Num. v. 21, 22, 24
the water that causeth the curse shall enter into her
penetrate into her bowels
and such a curse comes on unfaithful Judas, who violates his engagement to the Lord,
and upon Israel at large also, who have departed from him as a wife treacherously
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

departeth from her husband,&quot; and have committed adultery against the Bridegroom.
Andrew A. Bonar.
Verses 18, 19.
Peter, in Acts i. 20, applies this Psalm to Christ when the Jews
then did they put on the
His blood be upon us and upon our children
cried,
envenomed garment which has tormented them ever since. It is girded about their
the curse has penetrated like water, and entered the very bones like oil. Hovr
loins
awful will be the state of those who crucify him afresh, and again put him to open
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

Samuel Horsley.

shame.

For thy name s sake.&quot; My enemies would soon become my friends
Verse 21.
and my protectors, if I would but renounce my allegiance to thee my refusal to
disobey thee constitutes all my crime in their eyes. My cause, therefore, becomes
thine, it will be to thy glory to declare thyself on my side, lest the impious should
take occasion from my sufferings to blaspheme thy holy name, as if thou hadst not
the power to deliver, or wert utterly indifferent to those who, renouncing all human
Jean Baptiste Massillon.
help, have put their confidence in thee.
For thy name s sake.&quot; He does not say, For my name, that it may
Verse 21.
be vindicated from reproach and shame
but for Thy name
as if he would say,
whatever I may be, O Lord, and whatever may befall me, have respect to Thy name,
have regard to it only. I am not worthy, that I should seek Thy help, but Thy
name is worthy which thou mayest vindicate from contempt. We learn here with
&quot;what passion for the glory of the divine name they ought to be animated who are
peculiarly consecrated to the name of God.
He does not say, Because my case is good,&quot; but because thy mercy is good.&quot;
Note this also, he does not simply say, Because thou art good, or because thou art
merciful
but because thy mercy is good. He had experienced a certain special
goodness in the Divine mercy ; i.e., such timeliness, kind readiness in all afflictions,
&quot;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

;

&quot;
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and help for every kind of affliction prepared and provided. On this he rests hope
and confidence, in this takes refuge. All those are truly happy who have had experi
ence of this mercy, and can depend on it with firm hope and confidence.
Wolfgang
Musculus.

Unto a truly broken, humbled sinner, the mercies that are in God, out
Verse 21.
which he pardons, should have infinitely more of goodness and sweetness in them
than the pardon itself, or all things else that are in the promises. This a soul that
hath tasted how good the Lord is will instantly acknowledge. A promise of life
to a condemned man is sweet, for life is sweet, as we say
but thy lovingkindness,&quot;
said David, who had tasted how good the Lord is,
is better than
and infinitely
And again says David, Because thy mercy is good, deliver
sweeter, Ps. Ixiii. 3.
Deliverance was good yea, but the mercy of God apprehended therewith
thou me.&quot;
was infinitely more good to him, which was the greatest inducement to him to seek
And indeed God s mercy doth eminently bear the style of goodness.
deliverance.
of

&quot;

;

&quot;

life,&quot;

&quot;

;

Thomas Goodwin.
Verses 21

The thunder and lightning are now as it were followed by a
deep sorrowful complaint. Franz Delitzsch.

25.
of

shower of tears

-For / am poor and needy, and my heart is wounded within me.&quot;
Verse 22.
Note
Because Thy
how beautifully he unites these arguments. He had said,
he
Because
I
and
is
and
am
He
could
not
have
adds,
poor
needy.&quot;
mercy
good
for this is the nature of goodness and mercy,
added anything more appropriate
even in the human heart, much more in God, the best and most merciful of all beings,
that nothing more easily moves it to give succour, than the affliction, calamity,
and misery of those by whom it is invoked. Wolfgang Musculus.
heart is wounded within me.&quot;
The hearts of the saints and pious
Verse 22.
men are not as brass or stone, that the apathy of the Stoics should have lodging
in them, but are susceptible to griefs and passions.
Musculus.
&quot;

&quot;

here,

&quot;

;

:

&quot;

My

/ am gone like the shadow when it declineth.&quot;
Bishop Horsley renders,
and remarks :
;
just gone, like the shadow stretched to its utmost length
state
of
of
terrestrial
at
The
the shadows
sunset, lengthening every instant,
objects
and growing faint as they lengthen ; and in the instant that they shoot to an
&quot;

Verse 23.

&quot;

7

am

&quot;

&quot;

immeasurable length

disappearing.&quot;

7 am tossed up and down as the locust.&quot;
Verse 23.
Although the locusts have
sufficient strength of flight to remain on the wing for a considerable period, and to
pass over great distances, they have little or no command over the direction of their
So entirely are
flight, always travel with the wind, in the same way as the quail.
they at the mercy of the wind, that if a sudden gust arises the locusts are tossed
about in the most helpless manner ; and if they should happen to come across one
of the circular air-currents that are so frequently found in the countries which they
inhabit, they are whirled round and round without the least power of extricating
themselves.- J. G. Wood.
This reference is to the
7 am tossed up and down as the locust.&quot;
Verse 23.
I have had frequent opportunities to notice how these squadrons
flying locust.
&quot;

&quot;

up and down, and whirled round and round by the ever-varying currents
mountain winds. W. M. Thomson.

are tossed
of the

Fear not thou, who art a saint,
pan of an uncharged gun, it gives
William
cover thee from their curse.

Let them curse, but bless thou.&quot;
Verse 28.
their imprecations
this is but like false fire in the
&quot;

;

a crack, but hurts not
Gurnall.
Verse 28

;

God

(first clause).

s

Men

blessings will
s

curses are impotent,

God

s

blessings are omnipotent.

Matthew Henry.
In the celebration
7 will greatly praise the Lord with my mouth.&quot;
praises, there can be no question that these must issue from the heart ere

Verse 30.
of

God

s

&quot;

at the same time, it would be an indication of great
lips
of fervour, did not the tongue unite with the heart in this
exercise.
The reason why David makes mention of the tongue only is, that he takes
it for granted that, unless there be a pouring out of the heart before God, those praises
reach
no farther than the ear are vain and frivolous
which
and, therefore, from
the very bottom of his soul, he pours forth his heart-felt gratitude in fervent strains

they can be uttered by the
coldness,

and

of

;

want

;
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of praise ; and this he does from the same motives which ought to influence all the
the desire of mutual edification
for to act otherwise would be to rob
faithful
God of the honour which belongs to him. John Calvin.
He shall stand at the right hand of the poor.&quot; This expression implies,
Verse 31.
first, that he appears there as a friend.
cheering, how comforting it is to have
a friend to stand by us when we are in trouble
Such a friend is Jesus. In the hour
of necessity he comes as a friend to stand by the right hand of the poor creature
whose soul is condemned by guilt and accusation. But he stands in a far higher
he stands, too, as surety and a deliverer. He goes,
relation than that of a friend
as it were, into the court
and when the prisoner stands at the bar, he comes forward
and stands at his right hand as his surety and bondsman he brings out of his bosom
the acquittance of the debt, signed and sealed with his own blood, he produces it to
the eyes of the court, and claims and demands the acquittal and absolution of the
He stands there, then, that the prisoner
prisoner at whose right hand he stands.
;

&quot;

How

!

;

;

;

may

be freely pardoned, and completely justified from those accusations that
con
O blessed appearance
O sweet standing
Joseph C. Philpot
&quot;

demn his soul.&quot;
(18021869).

!

I

Verse 31.
He shall stand at the right hand of the poor.&quot; One of the oldest
Rabbinical commentaries has a very beautiful gloss on this passage.
Whenever
a poor man stands at thy door, the Holy One, blessed be his Name, stands at his
If thou givest him alms, know that thou shalt receive a reward from
right hand.
him who standeth at his right hand.&quot; Alfred Edersheim, in Sketches of the Jewish
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Social Life in the

Days

of

Christ,&quot;

1876.

HINTS TO PREACHERS.
Verse

1.

The

we may endeavour
Verse

&quot;

1.

silence of God.
to break it.

God

of

my

praise.&quot;

What

A

it

may mean

text which

may

:

what

involves

it

be expounded in

its

:

how

double

meaning.
cause wickedness and malice.
Its instruments
deceit
and lies. Its frequency Jesus and the saints slandered. Its punishment. Our
resort when tried by it prayer to God.
I. God is for his people when the wicked are against them (verse
Verses 13.
2. for his own sake.
II. The wicked are against his
1. for his people s sake
1)
1. from hatred to God
2. from hatred
people when he is for them (verses 2, 3)
G. R.
to his people.
On the excellency of prayer. See Expository Notes.
Verse 4.
Our Lord s adversaries, and his resort.
Verse 4.
1. His spirit
5.
I. David s spirit and conduct towards his enemies.
Verses 4,
hence his denunciations are against their sins, rather
love for hatred
is love
he interceded
than against them. 2. His conduct. He returned good for evil
1. Hatred for love.
2. Evil
II. Their spirit and conduct towards him.
for them.
G. R.
for good.
This is devil-like. Have not men been guilty of
Evil for good.&quot;
Verse 5.
this to parents, to those who have warned them, to saints and ministers, and especi
?
to
the
Lord
himself
ally
Verse 5.
How has the Redeemer been recompensed ? Show what he deserves
and what he receives from various individuals. He feels the unkindness of those
Verse

2.

Slander.

Its

;

;

;

;

;

:

&quot;

who

are ungrateful.
Verse 6.
It is the law of retribution to punish the wicked

by means

of the wicked.

Slarke.
7.
When may prayer become sin ? From what is sought, how sought, by
sought, and wherefore sought.
Let his days be few.&quot;
Sin the great shortener of human life. After
Verse 8.
the flood the whole race lived a shorter time ; passion and avaricious care shorten
life, and some sins have a peculiar power to do this, lust, drunkenness, &c.
II.
I. David leaves his enemies in the hand of God (verse 20).
Verses 20, 21.
He puts himself into the same hands (verse 21). G. R.

Verse

whom

&quot;
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The plea of a believer must be drawn from his God, his name
The opposite habit of searching for arguments in self very common
&quot;

&quot;

and mercy.&quot;
and very disappointing.
&quot;

Verse 21.
Verse 22.

and

The peculiar goodness of divine mercy.
The inward sorrows of a saint. Their

cure.
Verses 26, 27.

The

I.

cause, effects, consolations,

The Believing Title
O Lord my God.&quot;
IV. The motive for the petition.
upon.
cure for human ill-will
and the saint s temper when he

The Prayer.

&quot;

II.

:

attribute relied
Verse 28. The divine
let thy servant rejoice.&quot;
trusts therein
II. A prophecy
I. A prayer for the repentance of David s adversaries.
Verse 29.
for their confusion if they remain impenitent.
G. R.
Verse 29.
The sinner s last mantle.
Verse 30.
Vocal praise. Should be personal, resolute, intelligent, abundant,
It should attract others, join with others, stimulate others, but never
hearty.
lose its personality.
I will
I. David s will with respect to himself
Verses 30, 31.
yea, I will,&quot;
II. His shall with respect to God
he shall,&quot; etc. (verse 31).
etc. (verse 30).
G. R.
He promiseth God that he will praise him, verse 30. He promiseth
Verses 30, 31.
Matthew Henry.
himself that he shall have cause to praise God, ver. 31.
II. The
the poor.
I. The character to whom the promise is made
Verse 31.
danger to which he is exposed those that condemn his soul. III. The deliverance
which is promised to him divine, opportune, efficient, complete, everlasting.
III.

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

.

.

.

PSALM CX.
A

Psalm of David. Of the correctness of this title, there can be no doubt,
TITLE.
How then doth David in spirit call him Lord.&quot;
since our Lord in Matthew xxii. says,
Yet some critics are so fond of finding new authors for the Psalms that they dare to fly
To escape from finding Jesus here, they read
in ihe face of the Lord Jesus himself.
the title,
Psalm of (or concerning) David,&quot; as though it was not so much written by
him as of him ; but he that reads with understanding will see little enough of David
here except as the writer.
He is not the subject of it even in the smallest degree, but Christ
is all.
How much was revealed to the patriarch David ! How blind are some modern
wise men, even amid the present blaze of light, as compared with this poet-prophet of
the darker dispensation.
May the Spirit who spoke by the man after God s own heart
give us eyes to see the hidden mysteries of this marvellous Psalm, in which every word
&quot;

&quot;

has an infinity of meaning.
SUBJECT AND DIVISION. The subject is THE PRIEST-KING. None of the kings
of Israel united these two offices, though some endeavoured to do so.
Although David
performed some acts which appeared to verge upon the priestly, yet he was no priest,
tribe
Moses
but of the tribe of Judah,
which
of
spake nothing concerning the priesthood
and he was far too devout a man to thrust himself into that office uncalled. The PriestKing here spoken of is David s Lord, a mysterious personage typified by Melchizedek,
and looked for by the Jews as the Messiah. He is none other than the apostle and
The Psalm
high-priest of our profession, Jesus of Nazareth, the King of the Jews.
describes the appointment of the kingly priest, his followers, his battles, and his victory.
Its centre is verse 4, and so it may be divided, as Alexander suggests, into the introduction,
and the supplementary verses, 5 7.
verses I
the central thought, verse 4
3
&quot;

&quot;;

;

;

EXPOSITION.

LORD

my
my right hand, until I make
thine enemies thy footstool.
2 The LORD shall send the rod of thy strength out of Zion
rule thou in
the midst of thine enemies.
3 Thy people shall be willing in the day of thy power, in the beauties of
holiness from the womb of the morning
thou hast the dew of thy youth.
said unto

Lord, Sit thou at

:

:

The Lord said unto my Lord&quot; Jehovah said unto my Adonai David in
heard the solemn voice of Jehovah speaking to the Messiah from of old. What
wonderful intercourse there has been between the Father and the Son
From this
secret and intimate communion spring the covenant of grace and all its marvellous
arrangements. All the great acts of grace are brought into actual being by the
word of God had he not spoken, there had been no manifestation of Deity to us ;
but in the beginning was the Word, and from of old there was mysterious fellowship
between the Father and his Son Jesus Christ concerning his people and the great
contest on their behalf between himself and the powers of evil. How condescending
on Jehovah s part to permit a mortal ear to hear, and a human pen to record his secret
converse with his co-equal Son
How greatly should we prize the revelation of his
private and solemn discourse with the Son, herein made public for the refreshing of
his people
Lord, what is man that thou shouldst thus impart thy secrets unto him
Though David was a firm believer in the Unity of the Godhead, he yet spiritually
discerns the two persons, distinguishes between them, and perceives that in the
second he has a peculiar interest, for he calls him my Lord.&quot; This was an anticipa
tion of the exclamation of Thomas,
My Lord and my God,&quot; and it expresses the
Psalmist s reverence, his obedience, his believing appropriation, and his joy in Christ.
It is well to have clear views of the mutual relations of the persons of the blessed
Trinity
indeed, the knowledge of these truths is essential for our comfort and
growth in grace. There is a manifest distinction in the divine persons, since one
to
another
yet the Godhead is one.
speaks
Sit thou at my right hand, until I make thine enemies ihy footstool.&quot;
Away from
&quot;

1.

:

spirit

I

;

!

!

I

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;
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the shame and suffering of his earthly lire, Jehovah calls the Adonai, our Lord, to
His work is done, and he may sit ; it
the repose and honours of his celestial seat.
it will have grand results, and he
is well done, and he may sit at his right hand ;
may therefore quietly wait to see the complete victory which is certain to follow.
The glorious Jehovah thus addresses the Christ as our Saviour ; for, says David,
he said &quot;unto my Lord.&quot; Jesus is placed in the seat of power, dominion, and
dignity, and is to sit there by divine appointment while Jehovah fights for him,
and lays every rebel beneath his feet. He sits there by the Father s ordinance and
call, and will stt there despite all the raging of his adversaries, till they are all brought
to utter shame by his putting his foot upon their necks.
In this sitting he is our
The mediatorial kingdom will last until the last enemy shall be
representative.
and
to
the
cometh
the end, when he
then, according
inspired word,
destroyed,
The work of sub
shall have delivered up the kingdom to God even the Father.&quot;
duing the nations is now in the hand of the great God, who by his Providence will
accomplish it to the glory of his Son ; his word is pledged to it, and the session of
his Son at his right hand is the guarantee thereof ; therefore let us never fear as to
the future. While we see our Lord and representative sitting in quiet expectancy,
we, too, may sit in the attitude of peaceful assurance, and with confidence await
the grand outcome of all events. As surely as Jehovah liveth Jesus must reign, yea,
even now he is reigning, though all his enemies are not yet subdued. During the
present interval, through which we wait for his glorious appearing and visible millen
nial kingdom, he is in the place of power, and his dominion is in no jeopardy, or
otherwise he would not remain quiescent. He sits because all is safe, and he sits
at Jehovah s right hand because omnipotence waits to accomplish his will.
There
fore there is no cause for alarm whatever may happen in this lower world
the sight
of Jesus enthroned in divine glory is the sure guarantee that all things are moving
onward towards ultimate victory. Those rebels who now stand high in power shall
soon be in the place of contempt, they shall be his footstool. He shall with ease
not rising to tread them down as
rule them, he shall sit and put his foot on them
when a man puts forth force to subdue powerful foes, but retaining the attitude of
still
them
as
and
vassals
who
no longer spirit to rebel, but
have
rest,
ruling
abject
&quot;

;

;

have become thoroughly tamed and subdued.
The Lord shall send the rod of thy strength out of Zion.&quot; It is in and through
2.
Jehovah has
the church that for the present the power of the Messiah is known.
given to Jesus all authority in the midst of his people, whom he rules with his royal
and
this power goes forth with divine energy from the church for the
sceptre,
ingathering of the elect, and the subduing of all evil. We have need to pray for the
It was by his rod that Moses smote the
sending out of the rod of divine strength.
Egyptians, and wrought wonders for Israel, and even so whenever the Lord Jesus
sends forth the rod of his strength, our spiritual enemies are overcome. There may
be an allusion here to Aaron s rod which budded and so proved his power
this was
This promise
laid up in the ark, but our Lord s rod is sent forth to subdue his foes.
be
at
fulfilled
and
it
continues
to
and
shall
to
even
this
Pentecost,
day,
yet
began
have a grander fulfilment. O God of eternal might, let the strength of our Lord
Jesus be more clearly seen, and let the nations see it as coming forth out of the
Rule thou
midst of thy feeble people, even from Zion, the place of thine abode.
in the midst of thine enemies ;
as he does whenever his mighty sceptre of grace is
and
save them. Moses rod brought water out of the flinty
stretched forth to renew
rock, and the gospel of Jesus soon causes repentance to flow in rivers from the once
hardened heart of man. Or the text may mean that though the church is situated
in the midst of a hostile world, yet it exerts a great influence, it continues to manifest
an inward majesty, and is after all the ruling power among the nations because the
shout of a king is in her midst. Jesus, however hated by men, is still the King of
His rule is over even the most unwilling, so as to overrule their fiercest
kings.
opposition to the advancement of his cause. Jesus, it appears from this text, is not
inactive during his session at Jehovah s right hand, but in his own way proves the
abiding nature of his kingdom both in Zion and from Zion, both among his friends
and his foes. We look for the clearer manifestation of his almighty power in the
but even in these waiting times we rejoice that to the Lord all power is
latter days
given in heaven and in earth.
3.
Thy people shall be willing in the day of thy power, in the beauties of holiness
from the womb of the morning : thou hast the dew of thy youth.&quot; In consequence of
the sending forth of the rod of strength, namely, the power of the gospel, out of
&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;
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Zion, converts will come forward in great numbers to enlist under the banner of the
Given to him of old, they are his people, and when his power is re
Priest-King.
vealed, these hasten with cheerfulness to own his sway, appearing at the gospel call
as it were spontaneously, even as the dew comes forth in the morning.
This metaphor
is further enlarged upon, for as the dew has a sparkling beauty, so these willing
armies of converts have a holy excellence and charm about them
and as the dew
is the lively emblem of freshness, so are these converts full of vivacity and youthful
Let
vigour, and the church is refreshed by them and made to flourish exceedingly.
but the gospel be preached with divine unction, and the chosen of the Lord respond
to it like troops in the day of the mustering of armies
they come arrayed by grace
in shining uniforms of holiness, and for number, freshness, beauty, and purity, they
are as the dewdrops which come mysteriously from the morning s womb.
Some
refer this passage to the resurrection, but even if it be so, the work of grace in re
generation is equally well described by it, for it is a spiritual resurrection. Even as
the holy dead rise gladly into the lovely image of their Lord, so do quickened souls
put on the glorious righteousness of Christ, and stand forth to behold their Lord
and serve him. How truly beautiful is holiness
God himself admires it. How
wonderful also is the eternal youth of the mystical body of Christ
As the dew
is new every morning, so is there a constant succession of converts to give to the
church perpetual juvenility. Her young men have a dew from the Lord upon them,
and arouse in her armies an undying enthusiasm for him whose locks are bushy
and black as a raven
with unfailing youth. Since Jesus ever lives, so shall his
church ever flourish. As his strength never faileth, so shall the vigour of his true
be
renewed
day by day. As he is a Priest-King, so are his people all priests
people
and kings, and the beauties of holiness are their priestly dress, their garments for
of these priests unto God there shall be an unbroken succes
glory and for beauty
The realisation of this day of power during the time of the Lord s tarrying is
sion.
which
should
and we may legitimately expect it since
that
we
constantly pray for
he ever sits in the seat of honour and power, and puts forth his strength, according to
;

;

1

1

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

his

own word,
4

&quot;

My

Father worketh hitherto, and

The LORD hath sworn, and

will

I work.&quot;

not repent, Thou art a priest for ever

after the order of Melchizedek.

We

have now reached the heart of the Psalm, which is also the very centre and
Our Lord Jesus is a Priest-King by the ancient oath of Jehovah
he glorified not himself to be made a high priest,&quot; but was ordained thereunto
from of old, and was called of God a high priest after the order of Melchizedek. It
must be a solemn and a sure matter which leads the Eternal to swear, and with him
an oath fixes and settles the decree for ever but in this case, as if to make assurance
a thousand times sure, it is added, and will not repent.&quot; It is done, and done for
ever and ever
Jesus is sworn in to be the priest of his people, and he must abide
so even to the end, because his commission is sealed by the unchanging oath of the
immutable Jehovah. If his priesthood could be revoked, and his authority removed,
it would be the end of all hope and life for the people whom he loves
but this sure
rock is the basis of our security the oath of God establishes our glorious Lord both
in his priesthood and in his throne.
It is the Lord who has constituted him a priest
for ever, he has done it by oath, that oath is without repentance, is taking effect
now, and will stand throughout all ages hence our security in him is placed beyond
soul of our faith.

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

:

all

question.
The declaration runs in the present tense as being the only time with the Lord,
and comprehending all other times.
Thou art,&quot; i.e., thou wast and art, and art
to come, in all ages a priestly King.
The order of Melchizedek s priesthood was the
most ancient and primitive, the most free from ritual and ceremony, the most natural
and simple, and at the same time the most honourable. That ancient patriarch
was the father of his people, and at the same time ruled and taught them he swayed
both the sceptre and the censer, reigned in righteousness, and offered sacrifice before
the Lord. There has never arisen another like to him since his days, for whenever
the kings of Judah attempted to seize the sacerdotal office they were driven back
to their confusion: God would have no king-priest save his son.
Melchizedek s
office was exceptional
none preceded or succeeded him he comes upon the page
of history mysteriously ; no pedigree is given, no date of birth, or mention of death ;
he blesses Abraham, receives tithe, and vanishes from the scene amid honours which
&quot;

;

:

;
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show that he was greater than the founder of the chosen nation. He is seen but once,
and that once suffices. Aaron and his seed came and went their imperfect sacrifice
continued for many generations, because it had no finality in it, and could never
make the comers thereunto perfect. Our Lord Jesus, like Melchizedek, stands
not made a priest by fleshly birth,
forth before us as a priest of divine ordaining
he mentions neither father, mother, nor descent, as his right
as the sons of Aaron
he stands upon his personal merits, by himself alone
as no
to the sacred office
man came before him in his work, so none can follow after his order begins and
it
and
in
himself
is
neither
ends in his own person,
eternal,
having
beginning of
days nor end of years.&quot; The King-priest has been here and left his blessing upon
the believing seed, and now he sits in glory in his complete character, atoning for us
by the merit of his blood, and exercising all power on our behalf.
;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

O may we

ever hear thy voice
In mercy to us speak,
in our Priest we will rejoice,
Thou great Melchizedek.&quot;

And

5 The Lord at thy right hand shall strike through kings in the day of his
wrath.
6 He shall judge among the heathen, he shall fill the places with the dead
he shall wound the heads over many countries.
bodies
therefore shall he lift up the
7 He shall drink of the brook in the way
head.
:

:

The last verses of this Psalm we understand to refer to the future victories of
the Priest-King. He shall not for ever sit in waiting posture, but shall come into
the fight to end the weary war by his own victorious presence. He will lead the
his own right hand and his holy arm shall get unto him the
final charge in person
;

victory.

The Lord at thy right hand shall strike through kings in the day of his wrath.&quot;
Now that he has come into the field of action, the infinite Jehovah comes with him
Eternal power attends the coming of the Lord,
as the strength of his right hand.
and earthly power dies before it as though smitten through with a sword. In the
last days all the kingdoms of the earth shall be overcome by the kingdom of heaven,
and those who dare oppose shall meet with swift and overwhelming ruin. What
A single stroke shall suffice
are kings when they dare oppose the Son of God ?
for their destruction.
When the angel of the Lord smote Herod there was no need
he was eaten of worms and gave up the ghost. Concerning the
of a second blow
last days, we read of the Faithful and True, who shall ride upon a white horse, and
in righteousness judge and make war
Out of his mouth goeth a sharp sword,
and he shall rule them with a rod of iron
that with it he should smite the nations
and he treadeth the winepress of the fierceness and wrath of Almighty God.&quot;
&quot;

5.

;

&quot;

:

:

:

6.
He shall fudge among the heathen,&quot; or, among the nations. All nations
shall feel his power, and either yield to it joyfully or be crushed before it.
He
shall fill the places with the dead bodies.&quot;
In the terrible battles of his gospel all
fall
till
the
is
shall
field
of
the
with
slain.
This
need
fight
opponents
heaped high
not be understood literally, but as a poetical description of the overthrow of all
rebellious powers and the defeat of all unholy principles.
Yet should kings oppose
the Lord with weapons of war, the result would be their overwhelming defeat and
the entire destruction of their forces. Read in connection with this prophecy the
passage which begins at the seventeenth verse of Rev. xix. and runs on to the end
of the chapter.
Terrible things in righteousness will be seen ere the history of this
world comes to an end.
He shall wound the heads over many countries.&quot;
will
strike at the greatest powers which resist him, and wound not merely common men,
but those who rule and reign. If the nations will not have Christ for their Head,
they shall find their political heads to be powerless to protect them. Or the passage
be read,
he has smitten the head over the wide earth.&quot; The monarch of the
greatest nation shall not be able to escape the sword of the Lord ; nor shall that
dread spiritual prince who rules over the children of disobedience be able to escape
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

may

He

&quot;

without a deadly wound. Pope and priest must fall, with Mahomet and other deceivers
who are now heads of the people. Jesus must reign and they must perish.
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He shall drink

So swiftly shall he march to conquest
way.&quot;
that he shall not stay for refreshment, but drink as he hastens on. Like Gideon s
men that lapped, he shall throw his heart into the fray and cut it short in righteousness,
because a short work will the Lord make in the earth.
Therefore shall he lift up
His own head shall be lifted high in victory, and his people, in him, shall
the head.&quot;
be upraised also. When he passed this way before, he was burdened and had stern
work laid upon him but in his second advent he will win an easy victory ; afore
time he was the man of sorrows, but when he comes a second time his head will be
Let his saints rejoice with him.
lifted in triumph.
Lift up your heads, for your
redemption draweth nigh.&quot; In the latter days we look for terrible conflicts and for
has
a final victory.
Jesus
borne
our
with
rebellious
race, but at length he will
Long
rise to end the warfare of long-suffering, by the blows of justice.
God has fought
with men s sins for their good, but he will not always by his Spirit strive with men ;
he will cease from that struggle of long-suffering love, and begin another which shall
soon end in the final destruction of his adversaries. O King-priest, we who are, in
a minor degree, king-priests too, are full of gladness because thou reignest even now,
and wilt come ere long to vindicate thy cause and establish thine empire for ever.
7.

&quot;

of the brook in the

&quot;

;

&quot;

Even

so,

come

Amen.

quickly.

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND QUAINT SAYINGS.
Whole Psalm. The preceding Psalm is a Passion-Psalm, and it is now followed
by a Psalm of Christ s Resurrection, Ascension, and Session in glory. We have
The present
seen the same connection in Ps. xxii.
xlvii.
xxiv., and in Ps. xlv.
Psalm grows up from the former Psalm, as the Hill of Olivet, the Hill of Ascension,
rises up from the Vale of Gethsemane below it.
Christopher Wordsworth.
Whole Psalm. This Psalm has been well designated the crown of all the Psalms,
of which Luther saith that it is worthy to be overlaid with precious jewels.
More
especially does the Reformer call verse 5 a well-spring,
nay, a treasury of all Chris
tian doctrines, understanding, wisdom, and comfort, richer and fuller than any other
In his own peculiar manner, he styles Christ the Sheblimini
passage of Holy Writ.
Full sure, the devil must let alone my Sheblimini, and
( Sit on my right hand ).
cannot bring him down either by his scorn or by his wrath.
Christ still liveth
I will make
and reigneth, and his title is Sheblimini. On his stirrup is engraven,
Thou art a priest for ever.&quot;
thine enemies thy footstool,&quot; and upon his diadem,
Alfred Edersheim, 1873.
Whole Psalm. The ancients (by Cassiodorus collection) term this Psalm the sun
vcrbis brevis, sensu infinitus (saith Augustine),
of our faith, the treasure of holy writ
Theodoret notes how it is connected with the
short in words, but in sense infinite.
Psalm going before
there (saith he) we have his cross and sufferings, here his
conquest and trophies.&quot; For he cometh forth as the heir apparent of the Almighty,
the brightness of his glory, and the express image of his person, graced with, 1. Title,
My Lord.&quot; 2. Place, Sit thou on my right hand.&quot; 3. Power, Until I make
John Prideaux, in a Sermon entitled,
The Draught
thine enemies thy footstool.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

of the

Brooke,&quot;

1636.

Whole Psalm. This Psalm is one of the fullest and most compendious prophecies
and offices of Christ in the whole Old Testament, and so full of funda
mental truth, that I shall not shun to call it Symbolum Davidicum, the prophet
David s creed. And indeed there are very few, if any, of the articles of that creed
which we all generally profess, which are not either plainly expressed, or by most
evident implication couched in this little model. First, the Doctrine of the Trinity
is in the first words
The Lord said unto my Lord.&quot; There is Jehovah the Father,
and my Lord, the Son, and the consecrating of him to be David s Lord, which was
by the Holy Ghost, by whose fulness he was anointed unto the offices of king and
for so our Saviour himself expounds this word
said,&quot; by the sealing and
priest
Then we have the Incarnation
sanctification of him to his office, John x. 34, 35, 36.
of Christ, in the words,
my Lord,&quot; together with his dignity and honour above
David (as our Saviour himself expounds it, Matt. xxii. 42, 45). Mine, that is, my
Son by descent and genealogy after the flesh, and yet my Lord too, in regard of his
higher sonship. We have also the Sufferings of Christ, in that he was consecrated a
priest (ver. 4) to offer up himself once for all, and so to drink of the brook in the t ay.
of the person

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;
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Work and conquest over

his
all his enemies and sufferings
Sit thou
up his head ; his Ascension and Intercession,
have
here
also
a
Catholic
Church
Holy
gathered together
my right
by the sceptre of his kingdom, and holding in the parts thereof a blessed and beautiful
The Lord shall send the rod of thy strength out of Zion :
Communion of Saints ;
rule thou in the midst of thine enemies.
Thy people shall be willing in the day of thy
power, in the beauties of holiness from the womb of the morning : thou hast the dew of
We have the Last Judgment, for all his enemies must be put under his
thy youth.&quot;
feet (which is the Apostle s argument to prove the end of all things, 1 Cor. xv. 25) ;
and there is the day of his wrath, wherein he shall accomplish that judgment over the
heathen, and that victory over the kings of the earth (who take counsel and band
We have the
themselves together against him), which he doth here in his word begin.
Remission of sins, comprised in his priesthood, for he was to offer sacrifices for the
and
to
sin
of
Heb. ix.
remission of sins,
himself,&quot; Eph. i. 7
put away
by the sacrifice
We have the Resurrection of the body, because he must subdue all enemies
26.
under his feet, and the last enemy to be destroyed is death,&quot; as the Apostle argues
out of this Psalm, 1 Cor. xv. 25, 26. And lastly, we have life everlasting, in the ever
Thou art a priest for ever after the order
lasting merit and virtue of his priesthood,
of Melchizedek,&quot; and in his sitting at the right hand of God, whither he is gone as our
and
to
a
for
Heb.
vi. 20
John xiv. 2 and therefore
forerunner,
prepare
us,
place
the apostle from his sitting there, and living ever, inferreth the perfection and cer
1 Cor.
viii. 17
tainty of our salvation, Rom. vi. 8, 11
Eph. ii. 16 Col. iii.
1 Thess. iv. 14
1 John iii. 2.
Phil. iii. 20, 21
Heb. vii. 25
Edward
xv. 49

have

his Completed
he shall
&quot;

Resurrection,

on

hand.&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

lift

We

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

Reynolds,

;

14

;

;

;

;

15991676.

Whole Psalm. Although the Jews of later times have gone about to wrest it
to another meaning, yet this Psalm is so approved and undoubted a prophecy of
Christ, that the Pharisees durst not deny it, when being questioned by our Saviour
(Matt. xxii. 42, 43) how it should be, seeing Christ is the son of David, that David
The Lord said unto my Lord,&quot; they
notwithstanding should call him Lord, saying,
could not answer him a word, whereas the answer had been very easy and ready
But they knew it could
if they could have denied this Psalm to be meant of Christ.
not be otherwise understood, and it was commonly taken amongst them to be a
of
their
to
the
evidence
of
the text itself, which
Messias,
according
very
prophecy
cannot be fitted to any other, but only to Christ our Saviour, the Son of God. For
whereas some of them since then have construed all these things as spoken in the
name of the people of Judah concerning David their king, the text itself refuseth
Sit thou at my right hand,&quot; it mentioneth
that construction, when in those words,
an honour done to him of whom it speaketh, greater than can be fitted to the angels,
and therefore much less to be applied unto David. Again, that which is spoken
in the fourth verse of the priesthood, cannot be understood of David, who was indeed
a king, but never had anything spoken as touching the priesthood to appertain unto
Thou art a priest
him, and of whom it cannot be conceived how it should be said,
Yea, there is nothing here spoken whereof we may see in David any
for ever,&quot; etc.
more but some little shadow in comparison of that which hath come to pass in Jesus
Robert Abbot (15601617) in
The Exaltation of the Kingdom and Priesthood
Christ.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

of

Christ.&quot;

Whole Psalm. The sixty-eighth Psalm hails the ascent of the Messiah, pre
by the translation of the ark, and gives a rapid and obscure view of the glories
and the blessings consequent upon that event. The twenty-fourth exhibits to us
the Messiah ascending to his redemption throne upborne by the wings of angels and
it marks in the most
archangels, and hosannahed by the whole intelligent creation
glowing colours the triumphant entry of Messiah into the heavenly regions, and the
tone of authority and power with which he commands that entrance it sends him
attended by the angelic host to his Father s throne, there to claim that pre-eminence
which was his by inheritance and by conquest. At this point the Psalm before us
takes up the wondrous tale
it exhibits to us the awful solemnities of his recep
tion, it represents the Father bestowing on his well-beloved Son the kingdom which
he had earned, exalting him to the throne, and putting all things under his feet
receiving him in his office of prophet, and promising universality and permanence to
the rod of his strength
receiving him in the office of priesthood, his own peculiar
thus perfecting
priesthood, and confirming its efficacy and duration by an oath
the redemption scheme, and completing the conquest over sin and death, and him
who had the power of death. Man united with God was raised to the throne of
figured

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;
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man

united with God perfected the sacrifice which was demanded, and the
being
angelic host is represented by the Psalmist as taking up the strain, and hymning
the future triumphs of the King of Glory triumphs over his foes, whom he will
visit in the day of his wrath, and triumphs with his willing people, whom he will
assist with his Spirit, refine by his grace, and exalt into his glory.
Such do I conceive
to be the occasion, the object, and the tendency of this sacred song
to me it appears
it celebrates the triumph of the
to be eminently an epinicion, or song of victory
conqueror, it presents him with the rewards of victory, and it predicts future con
while elsewhere we see the Captain of our salvation
quests as crowning his glory
while elsewhere we see his offices inchoate,
militant, here we see him triumphant
here they are perfected by the approval of the Godhead, and the promise of eternity
here we have instruction consolidating empire, and the atonement completed by the
:

:

:

;

;

:

J.

everlasting priesthood.

H. Singer,

in

&quot;

The Irish

Pulpit,&quot;

1839.

In this one verse we have a description of Christ s person, his wars and
so that we may say of it (and so indeed of the whole Psalm, which is
;
an epitome of the Gospel), as Tully did of Brutus in his laconical epistle, Quam multa,
quam panels ! How much in a little. John Trapp.
The Lord said unto my Lord, sit thou at my right hand.&quot; An oftVerse 1.
find it quoted by
quoted passage because it contains a memorable truth.
Messiah himself to lead Israel to own him as greater than David, Matt. xxii. 44.
It is brought forward
It is quoted in Heb. i. 13, to prove him higher far than angels.
by Peter, Acts ii. 34, to show him Lord as well as Christ. It is referred to in Heb. x.
he
that
Jesus
has
finished
what
undertook to accom
as
declaring
satisfactorily
12, 13,
the one sacrifice for ever,&quot; and is henceforth on that seat of divine
plish on earth,
honour expecting till his enemies be made his footstool in the day of his Second

Verse I.
his victory

&quot;

We

&quot;

&quot;

Coming.

&quot;

Andrew A. Bonar.

The Lord said.&quot; Albeit the understanding of Christ s person and
1.
be necessary unto the church, yet none know the Son save the Father, and
he
will reveal him
for David knew Christ only by the Father s teach
to
whom
they
The Lord said,&quot; said he. David Dickson.
ing
Verse 1.
My Lord.&quot; From hence we learn that though Christ was man,
yet he was more than a bare man, since he is Lord to his father David. For jure
There must be
natures no son is lord to his father ; domination doth never ascend.
something above nature in him to make him his father s sovereign, as our Saviour
Edward Reynolds.
himself argueth from these words, Matt. xxii. 42, 45.
Verse 1.
My Lord.&quot; It was a higher honour to have Christ for his son,
than to be a king
yet David does not say that Christ is his son, but rejoices that
But this joy has also been procured
Christ is his Lord, and he Christ s servant.
John xx. 28 Phil. iii. 3, 8. They who regard the Messiah
for it : see Luke i. 43
lesser
of
the conception of him. A dominion
of
the
the
son
David, regard
part
only as
to which David himself is subject, shows the heavenly majesty of the King, and the
heavenly character of his kingdom. John Albert Bengel.
Until I make thine enemies thy footstool.&quot;
Verse 1.
Every word is full of
weight. For though ordinarily subdivisions of holy Scripture and crumbling of the
bread of life be rather a loosing than an expounding of it
yet in such parts of it
as were of purpose intended for models and summaries of fundamental doctrines
in
and
briefest
the whole Scriptures),
of
the
fullest
sort
this
Psalm
is
one
which
(of
as in little maps of large countries, there is no word whereupon some point of weighty
consequence may not depend. Here then is to be considered the term of duration
until.&quot;
The author of subduing Christ s enemies
or measure of Christ s kingdom :
The manner thereof ponam, and ponam scabellum,
under him
/, the Lord.&quot;
a
stool
under
feet.
as
foes
thy
Victory is a relative word, and presupposeth
put thy
Enmity shows itself against Christ
enemies, and they are expressed in the text.
There is enmity against him as a prophet. Enmity
in all the offices of his mediation.
against his truth, in opinion by adulterating it with human mixtures and superinin affection, by wishing
ducements, teaching for doctrines the traditions of men
many divine truths were razed out of the Scriptures, as being manifestly contrary
in conversation, by keeping
to those pleasures which they love rather than God
down the truth in unrighteousness, and in those things which they know, as brute
beasts, corrupting themselves.
Enmity against his teaching, by quenching the
motions, and resisting the evidence of his Spirit in the Word, refusing to hear his
There is enmity against
voice, and rejecting the counsel of God against themselves.
&quot;

Verse

office

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

.

.

.

;

;
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him

as a priest, by undervaluing his person, sufferings, righteousness, or merits.
And as a king ; enmity to his worship, by profaneness neglecting it, by idolatry
misappropriating it, by superstition corrupting it. Enmity to his ways and service,
by ungrounded prejudices, misjudging them as grievous, unprofitable, or unequal
ways ; and by wilful disobedience forsaking them to walk in the ways of our own
Edward Reynolds.
heart.
Make thine enemies thy footstool.&quot; This expression, that the conquest
Verse 1.
of Christ s enemies shall be but as the removing of a stool into its place, noteth unto
us two things
first, the easiness of God s victory over the enemies of Christ.
They are
before him as nothing, less than nothing, the drop of a bucket, the dust of the balance,
a very little thing.
Secondly, as this putting of Christ s enemies like a stool under
the feet noteth easiness, so also it noteth order or beauty too. When Christ s enemies
shall be under his foot, then there shall be a right order in things ; then it shall
indeed appear that God is a God of order, and therefore the day wherein that shall be
the times of the restitution of all things,&quot; Acts iii. 21.
The putting of
done, is called
Christ s enemies under his feet is an act of justice ; and of all others, justice is the
most orderly virtue, that which keepeth beauty upon the face of a people, as con
sisting itself in symmetry and proportion.
This putting of Christ s enemies as a stool under his feet, also denotes unto us
two things in reference to Christ
To
first, his rest, and secondly, his triumph.
stand, in the Scripture phrase, denoteth ministry, and to sit, rest ; and there is no
posture so easy as to sit with a stool under one s feet. Till Christ s enemies then be
all under his feet, he is not fully in his rest.
under Christ s feet, in reference to his enemies,
Furthermore, this
footstool
&quot;

:

.

.

.

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

denoteth unto us four things. First, the extreme shame and confusion which they
shall everlastingly suffer, the utter abasing and bringing down of all that exalteth
itself against Christ.
Secondly, hereby is noted the burden which wicked men must
bear
the footstool beareth the weight of the body, so must the enemies of Christ
bear the weight of his heavy and everlasting wrath upon their souls. Thirdly,
herein is noted the relation which the fust recompense of God bears unto the sins of
ungodly men. Thus will Christ deal with his enemies at the last day. Here they
trample upon Christ in his word, in his ways, in his members they make the saints
bow down for them to go over, and make them as the pavements on the ground
they tread under foot the blood of the covenant, and the sanctuary of the Lord, and
put Christ to shame but there their own measure shall be returned into their bosoms,
As I have done, so God hath
they shall be constrained to confess as Adonibezek,
requited me.&quot; Lastly, herein we may note the great power and wisdom of Christ in
and
mischief
of
his
unto
his
own use and advantage,
enemies
turning the malice
and so ordering wicked men that though they intend nothing but extirpation and
ruin to his kingdom, yet they shall be useful unto him, and, against their own wills,
serviceable to those glorious ends, in the accomplishing whereof he shall be admired
by all those that believe. As in a great house there is necessary use of vessels of
so in the great
dishonour, destined unto sordid and mea&quot;, but yet daily, services
house of God, wicked men are his utensils and household instruments, as footstools
and staves, and vessels wherein there is no pleasure, though of them there may be
good use. Condensed from Reynolds.
Verse 1.
Thy footstool.&quot; As this our king has a glorious throne, so has he
and as his royal throne imparts to us comfort in the
also a wonderful footstool
highest degree, so his footstool also imparts to us joy. How joyful shall his poor
subjects be when they hear that their prince and king has slain their enemies and
How did their poor subjects go forward to meet
delivered them out of their hands
Saul and Jonathan when those kings had slain the Philistines
Moreover, because
our King has his enemies under his feet, thus shall he also bring all our enemies under
our feet, for his victory is ours, God be thanked, who has given us the victory through
Joshua Arnd, 1626 1685.
Christ our Lord.
:

;

;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

!

!

.

.

.

The sceptre of thy might,&quot; i.e.,
strength,&quot; or rather,
as in Jer. xlviii. 17 ; Ezek. xix. 14.
Chrysostom plays
upon the word pdfidos (LXX) as a rod of strength and consolation, as in Ps. xxiii. 4 ;
a rod of chastisement, as in Ps. ii. 9, 1. Cor. iv. 21 ; a symbol of kingly rule, as in
It was by this rod, he says, that the disciples wrought when
Is. xi. 1, Ps. xlv. 6.
Go and make disciples of
they subdued the world, in obedience to the command,
for that divided rivers,
a rod far more powerful than that of Moses,
all nations
;
Verse

of

&quot;

Thy

&quot;

2.

kingly

The rod

&quot;

of thy

majesty,&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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this brake in pieces the ungodliness of the world.&quot;
And then with profound truth
Nor would one err who should call the Cross the rod of power for this
he adds,
rod converted sea and land, and filled them with a vast power. Armed with this rod,
the Apostles went forth throughout the world, and accomplished all that they did,
beginning at Jerusalem.&quot; The Cross, which to men seemed the very emblem of
shame and weakness, was, in truth, the power of God. J. J. Stewart Perowne.
The rod of thy strength.&quot; The power of this sceptre and word of
Verse 2.
Christ appeareth greatly in the saving of his elect. ... So mightily hath it prevailed
and overruled the minds of men against nature, and reason, and learning, and wisdom,
and custom, and whatsoever else is strong to hold men in the liking of those things
which they have once received and followed, as that they have been content to
renounce the devotions which their forefathers had so long embraced to cast away
to stop their ears against the con
the gods which themselves had devoutly served
to harden their hearts against
trary motives and persuasions of father and mother
the kneelings and weepings and embracings of wife and children
to forego their
honours, and inheritances, yea, and their lives also, rather than lose that peace and
joy of heart which the same word of Christ had ministered unto them. Yea, how
strange is it, and how greatly doth it commend the power of this word, to see weakness
hereby prevailing against strength, simplicity against policy to see the lamb stand
women
ing without fear before the lion, the gentle turtle before the devouring kite
and children and weaklings before the great monarchs and potentates of the world,
not fearing their threatening words, nor dreading their tormenting hands, but boldly
uttering the word of their testimony (Rev. xii. 11), in despite of all their fury, and
never yielding to shrink from it, by anything that could be devised against them.
The word of God in their hearts gave them courage and resolution and strength to
go through fire and water, to bear all adventures of wind and weather, and how
soever they seemed to be beaten against the rocks, yet they escaped shipwreck, and
&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Robert Abbot.
arrived safe at the haven of their desire.
Out of Zion.&quot;
need not say much about how the omniscience
Verse 2.
of God is displayed in the wonderful fact, that in the very land of the covenant
in the very midst of that people who rejected and crucified the Saviour, the first
church of Christ on earth was established. What would cavillers and blasphemers
have said, had it been otherwise ? had the Christian community been formed in
any of the heathen countries ? Would it not have been considered as a fiction of
Israel scattered among the nations, and the Church of
the idolatrous priests ?
Christ having begun in Zion at Jerusalem, are the most wonderful and enduring
and
incontestable
witnesses of the truth of Christianity. Benjamin
monuments,
Weiss.
From his ruling in the midst of enemies we learn that the kingdom of
Verse 2.
Christ in this life is the kingdom of the Cross, of persecutions, and of dangers.
Enemies are never wanting, not only external adversaries, but also spiritual and
eternal ; and therefore great sorrow is always awaiting the godly.
In this most
terrible conflict, however, their minds are lifted up by this consolation, viz., that
the rod of the kingdom is strong, and cannot be overcome by any force or power ; yea,
more, albeit assailed with contendings and all kinds of storms, it will continue stable,
and there will always be a Church among men, which will fear
firm, and perpetual
because the experience of all the ages teaches, that this
and worship this King
the
more grown and increased the more it has been opposed, according
kingdom has
to that saying of Basil, tv rals 6\i^eai paXXov tfaXXei
eKK\r)o-ia, the Church flourishes

We

&quot;

:

;

fj

more by

Rivetus.

tribulation.

Rule thou in the midst of thine enemies.&quot; Set up thy power over
the very midst
them and reign in them. This is a commission to set up a kingdom
in the hearts of those who had been and were re
of those who were his enemies
but
is
set
not
His
bellious.
by subduing them, so
up
by destroying them,
kingdom
that they become his willing servants. They yield to him, and he rules over them.
It is not here a commission to cut them off, but one much more difficult of execution,
Mere
to make them his friends, and to dispose them to submit to his authority.
power may crush men it requires more than that to make rebels willingly submissive,
Barnes.
and to dispose them voluntarily to obey. Albert
Verse

&quot;

2.

m

;

;

Verse 3.
Father, and,
&quot;

Shall be

&quot;

by

Thy

That is, those whom thou dost receive from thy
up the standard and ensign of the Gospel, gather to thyself.
The word is willingnesses, that is, a people of great willingness

people.&quot;

setting

willing.&quot;
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and devotion, or (as the original word is elsewhere used, Psalm cxix. 108), shall be
The abstract being put for the concrete, and the plural
freewill offerings unto thee.
for the singular, notes how exceeding forward and free they should be ; as the Lord,
to signify that his people were most rebellious, saith, that they were rebellion itself,
So then the meaning is, thy people shall, with most ready and forward
and render up themselves to thy government as a
reasonable sacrifice, shall be of a most liberal, free, noble, and unconstrained
Edward
spirit in thy service, and shall be voluntaries in the wars of thy kingdom.
Ezek.

8.

ii.

cheerfulness, devote, consecrate,

Reynolds.
Verse

3.
Thy people,&quot; O Jesus Christ, which were given thee by the Father,
purchased and redeemed by thee, who acknowledge thee for their Lord, and are
bound to thee by a military oath, are extremely willing, being devoted to thy service
with the greatest readiness of soul, alacrity, inclination, and voluntary obedience.
Nor are they willing only, but willingness itself in the abstract nay, willingnesses in
the plural number, the highest and most excellent willingnesses, all which add an
DV ?
in the day of thy [valour] power,&quot; in which
emphasis. This is seen to be so
thy generous spirit laying hold of them, animates them to grand and bold enterprises.
Then they go forth in the beauties of holiness, by which they are a terror to the
Hermann
devil, a delight to God and angels, and a mutual edification to one another.
&quot;

;

^

&quot;

Witsius, 16361708.
Verse 3.
Thy people shall be willing.&quot; Willing to do what ? They shall be
The simple term willing,&quot; is very expressive.
willing while others are unwilling.
It denotes the beautiful condition of creatures who suffer themselves to be wrought
upon, and moved, according to the will of God. They suffer God to work in them
to will and to do.
They are willing to die unto all sin, they are willing to crucify
the old man, or self, in order that the new man, or Christ, may be formed in them.
They are willing to be weaned from their own thoughts and purposes, that the
thoughts and purposes of God may be fulfilled in them. They are willing to be trans
ferred from nature s steps of human descent to God s steps of human ascent.
Or,
to abide by the simplicity of our text, God is Will, and they are
God
willing.&quot;
will beautify them with salvation, because there is nothing in them to hinder his
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

working. They will be wise, they will be good, they will be lovely, they will be like
and there proceeds from God a mighty spirit, the whole
God, for they are
willing
tendency of which is to make his creatures like himself. John Pulsford, in
Quiet
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

Hours,&quot;

1857.
&quot;

Verse 3.
Thy people shall be willing.&quot; They are willing in believing, loving,
obeying, adhering, living piously and justly in this world ; so that they do not need
the constraints of laws or threats, because they are led by the Spirit of God, and where
the Spirit of the Lord is, there, also, is liberty.
Wolfgang Musculus.
Verse 3.
I one of the
Thy people shall be willing.&quot;
willing people
not only my obedience and allegiance secured from a conviction of the truth, but
heart
and
do
will
renewed
?
To
the
will
of
inclined,
my
God, to bear the will of
my
God, to coincide with the will of God and that with calm if not cheerful consent of
the heart, as seeing him who is invisible, and holding fast my living apprehension
of his person and character ?
All unwillingness, whether practical or lurking in the
from a failure to realise him or his purposes. Were
heart, springs from unbelief
Jesus, as God become incarnate, and as giving himself for me, and his counsel of grace
towards me, ever or even in any measure before my heart, how could I hesitate
to yield myself, absolutely and implicitly, to him and his guidance ?
Again, this
&quot;willingness&quot; is the essence of holiness; it constitutes &quot;the beauties of holiness&quot;
the beauty of Christ cast over the soul. The cure, therefore, for all my misery
and sin is more faith, more of Christ, and nearer to him. This let me seek and ask
with ever increasing earnestness. Alfred Edersheim.
Verse 3.
Thy people shall be willing in the day of thy power,&quot; etc. The prophet
here notes three things respecting the subjects of the kingdom of the Messiah
1. Their prompt obedience.
2. Their attire or vesture.
3. Their abundance, or
multitude. This representation admirably agrees with what precedes. He had
said that the Messiah should reign in the midst of his enemies, but lest any one should
think that he would reign only over enemies, unwilling and opposing, as the devils are
made subject to Christ, now he lets us know that he will have a loyal people, and
obedient subjects, for else there would be wanting that same glory of which Solomon
In the multitude of people is the king s honour.&quot; He
speaks in Prov. xiv. 28,
affirms also, that he would have his own people, who would recognise, receive, and

Am

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;
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serve him as King, with true obedience, nor would it be a small company, but like
the dew, which waters the face of the whole earth.
Rivetus.
Verse 3.
Thy people shall be willing in the day of thy power.&quot; It is power acted
and executed with all sweetness, mildness, and gentleness. Here is leading, but no
force
conduct, but no compulsion,&quot; vehemens indinatio, non coactio : * the will is
determined, but not the least violence is done to it, to the infringing of its liberty.
How spontaneously does the person led follow him that leads him So it is here.
This and all other workings of the Spirit are admirably suited to the nature of reason
able and free agents. Efficacious grace does not at all destroy natural liberty. Where
the Spirit does not find sinners willing, by his sweet method he makes them willing
Thy people shall be willing in the day of thy power.&quot;
day of power,&quot; yet willing.&quot;
Even the Spirit s drawing is managed with all consistency to the freedom of the will.
EX*im 6 Gfof, aXAu Boii^o^tvov eXjcvei.f
He draws ; but it is one that he makes
Behold, I will allure her
willing to follow.&quot;
(Hosea ii. 14) : ay, there is the
Spirit s leading this being the constant and avowed doctrine of the Protestants, and
particularly their explication of the Spirit s leading in the text [Rom. viii. 14] ; how
Injurious and invidious are the Popish writers in their traducing and calumniating
of them, as if they asserted the Spirit, in this or any other act, to work with com
It is a vile scandal
pulsion, or in a way destructive to man s essential liberty
&quot;

&quot;

;

1

:

A

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

I

1

Thomas Jacomb,

I

The Morning Exercises.&quot;
In the day of thy power.&quot;
Verse 3.
In the day of thy strength, saith the Vulgate :
force
of thy
and valour, say Tremellius and Junius
of the assemblies, say they of
Geneva of the armies, saith Munster
at such times as thou shalt bring thy bands
and join battle,&quot; so Vatablus, Castalio, and the Chaldee Paraphrase have it. All
which the original *frn
may bear without straining. John Prideaux. 1578
in

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

;

ni&amp;gt;a

1650.
Verse 3.
The subjects of the Priest-King are willing soldiers. In accordance
with the warlike tone of the whole Psalm, our text describes the subjects as an army.
That military metaphor comes out more closely when we attach the true meaning
of the words,
in the day of thy power.&quot;
The word rendered, and rightly rendered,
power,&quot; has the same ambiguity which that word has in the English of the date
of our translation, and for a century later, as you may find in Shakspeare and Milton,
who both used it in the sense of
army.&quot;
Singularly enough we do not employ
powers in that meaning, but we do another word which means the same thing
and talk of forces,&quot; meaning thereby
is
troops.&quot; ...&quot; The day of thy power
not a mere synonym for
the time of thy might,&quot; but means specifically
the day
the day when thou dost muster thy forces and set them in
of thine army,&quot; that is
array for the war.&quot; The King is going forth to conquest. But he goes not alone.
Behind him come his faithful followers, all pressing on with willing hearts and high
courage. Alexander McLaren, 1871.
Verse 3.
In the day of thy power.&quot; This refers in a general way to the gospel
dispensation, and in particular to the period of conversion. To the perishing sinner
the gospel comes,
not in word only, but also in power, and in the Holy Ghost, and
in much assurance.&quot;
It is an arresting power ; it meets the sinner, and stays his mad
It is a convincing power, it teaches the sinner
career, as in the case of Saul of Tarsus.
that he is ruined in every respect, and leads him to cry out,
What shall I do to be
saved ? &quot;... It is a life-giving power ; it quickens dead souls, and will eventually
all that are in the graves shall hear the
bring the dead bodies from their graves ;
voice of the Son of God and shall live.&quot; This is the style of Jehovah,
/ will, they
shall
It is also liberating power
if the Son shall
; none other dare speak thus.
make you free, ye shall be free indeed.&quot; Theophilus Jones, in a Sermon preached at
Surrey Chapel, 1823.
Verse 3.
Thy people,&quot; etc. In homage, they shall be like a company of priests
in sacred vestments, for they shall appear
in the beauties of holiness.&quot;
In number,
they shall be like the countless dewdrops from the womb of the morning,&quot; sparkling
in the rays of the rising sun, and reflecting his radiance.
In glory they shall bear the
likeness of Christ s resurrection in all its vernal freshness
Thou hast the dew of thy
Wildon
Carr.
youth.&quot;
Benjamin
Verse 3.
In the beauties of holiness.&quot; In holy vestments as priests. They
are at once warriors and priests ; meet for the service of him who was King and
Neander (Mem. of Chr. Life, ch. iv.) remarks on the connection between
Priest.
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

*

Gorranus

t

Chrysostom.
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God s soldiers can only maintain their
war by priestly self-consecration. Conversely God s priests can only preserve their
William
unintermitted
conflict.
Kay.
purity by
Verse 3.
In the beauties of holiness.&quot; This expression is usually read as if it
belonged either to the words immediately preceding, or to those immediately following.
But in either case the connection is somewhat difficult and obscure. It seems better
regarded as a distinct and separate clause, adding a fresh trait to the description of
The
the army. And what that is we need not find any difficulty in ascertaining.
these two sides of the Christian character.

:

&quot;

&quot;

is a frequent phrase for the sacerdotal garments, the holy festal
beauties of holiness
So considered, how beautifully it comes in here.
attire of the priests of the Lord.
The conquering King whom the Psalm hymns is a Priest for ever ; and he is followed
by an army of priests. The soldiers are gathered in the day of the muster, with high
courage and willing devotion, ready to fling away their lives ; but they are clad not
in mail, but in priestly robes ; like those who wait before the altar rather than like
those who plunge into the fight, like those who compassed Jericho with the ark for
can scarcely fail to re
their standard and the trumpets for all their weapons.
&quot;

We

The armies which were
the words which echo these and interpret them.
a
in heaven followed him on white horses, clothed in fine linen, white and clean
strange armour against sword-cut and spear-thrust. Alexander McLaren.
The beauties of holiness.&quot; Godliness is our spiritual beauty. Godli
Verse 3.
It is not
ness is to the soul as the light to the world, to illustrate and adorn it.
what is the beauty of the angels
greatness that sets us off in God s eye, but goodness
but their sanctity ? Godliness is the curious embroidery and workmanship of the
Holy Ghost a soul furnished with godliness is damasked with beauty, and enamelled
with purity this is the clothing of wrought gold which makes the King of heaven
Were there not an excellency in holiness, the hypocrite would
fall in love with us.
never go about to paint it. Godliness sheds a glory and lustre upon the saints what
Ps. Ixviii. 13.
are the graces but the golden feathers in which Christ s dove shines ?
Thomas Watson.
Thou hast the dew of thy youth.&quot; These words are often misunder
Verse 3.
stood, and taken to be a description of the fresh, youthful energy attributed by the
Psalm tc the Priest-King of this nation of soldier-priests. The misunderstanding, I
the dew of one s youth.&quot; But the reference
suppose, has led to the common phrase,
Youth
here is a collective
of the expression is to the army, not to its leader.
noun, equivalent to
young men.&quot; The host of his soldier-subjects is described
as a band of young warriors, whom he leads, in their fresh strength and count
It is as a symbol
less numbers and gleaming beauty like the dew of the morning.
of the refreshing which a weary world will receive from the conquests and presence
of the King and his host, that they are likened to the glittering morning
dew. Another prophetic Scripture gives us the same emblem when it speaks of
Such ought
in the midst of many people as a dew from the Lord.&quot;
Israel being
We are meant to gladden, to adorn, to refresh
to be the effect of our presence.
from
the
chambers
of the
this parched, prosaic world, with a freshness brought

member

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

.

.

.

&quot;

sunrise.

The dew, formed in the silence of the darkness while men sleep, falling as willingly
on a bit of dead wood as anywhere, hanging its pearls on every poor spike of grass,
and dressing everything on which it lies with strange beauty, each separate globule
tiny and evanescent, but each flashing back the light, and each a perfect sphere
feeble one by one, but united mighty to make the pastures of the wilderness rejoice
so, created in silence by an unseen influence, feeble when taken in detail, but strong
in their myriads, glad to occupy the lowliest place, and each
bright with something
of celestial light,&quot; Christian men and women are to be in the midst of many people as
Alexander McLaren.
a dew from the Lord.
The dew of thy youth.&quot; There does not, indeed, appear to me any
Verse 3.
reason to doubt that, in this place, David extols the divine favour displayed in in
and hence, in consequence of their extra
creasing the number of Christ s people
ordinary increase, he compares the youth or race which would be born to him to
the dew. As men are struck with astonishment at seeing the earth moistened and
refreshed with dew, though its descent be imperceptible, even so, David declares
that an innumerable offspring shall be born to Christ, who shall be spread over the
whole earth. The youth, therefore, which, like the dew-drops, are innumerable, are
here designated the dew of childhood, or of youth. John Calvin.
From the womb of the morning is, with the utmost pertinency, applied
Verse 3.
:

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;
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to the conception and production of dews
agreeably to a delicate line in that great
of just description and lively painting, Mr. Thomson
;

master

:

&quot;

The meek ey d morn appears, mother

We meet with a fine expression in the book
and may illustrate the propriety
remark
;

of

dews.&quot;

of Job, which may serve to confirm this
of the phrase used in this connection :

rain a father, or who hath begotten the drops of dew ?
It seems, the
oriental writers delighted to represent the dew as a kind of birth, as the offspring of
the morning. And if so, surely there could be no image in the whole compass of the
universe better adapted to the Psalmist s purpose, or more strongly significant of
&quot;

Hath the

&quot;

those multitudes of proselytes, which were born, not of blood, nor of the will of the
flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God
by the powerful energy of his word and
Upon this supposition, the whole verse describes the willing subjection, the
Spirit.
gracious accomplishments, and the vast number of Christ s converts. James Hervey
Meditations and Contemplations.&quot;
(1713-14 1758), in
The dew of thy youth.&quot; The most apparent reference is to multitude.
Verse 3.
Compare Ps. Ixxii., 16, and the proverbial use of the dew together with the sand of
the sea shore to express a vast number. The people of the Messiah are a great number
Rev. vii. 9. But this is only the common enwrapping
that no man can number
We must further note, First, THE ORIGIN OF THE DEW. From
veil of a further sense.
what comes it ? From earthly matter, vapour and mist, as the new born soldier of
Christ comes from the confused, dark substance of the old nature.
By what is it pro
duced ? Through the influence of the heavenly warmth of the beams of the morning
sun so the people of God owe themselves to the light from above. In the vivifying
light of heaven, the dewdrops are begotten, and from it they come more properly
than from the earth-water. How are they produced ? Invisibly, wonderfully, by the
We have by no means
secret, incomprehensible influence of the divine power.
exhausted the figure, for we notice, Secondly, THE DESIGN OF THE DEW.
It is
The spiritual Israel are a fructifying,
for the fertilizing and refreshing of the earth.
men.
It
is
also
for
the
ornament
the
of
earth, which the
quickening dew among
dew bestrews as with precious stones and this beauty is caused because each
little drop of dew reflects the morning sun and is an earthly reflection of the heavenly
;

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

;

Condensed from Rudolph

light.

Stier.

Verse 3 (last clause).
With singular beauty and propriety does the Psalmist
compare the first preachers of the gospel to dew. In the first place, they may be
on account of their multitude. But, in order to judge
to
the
of
dew
compared
drops
of the correctness of the comparison in this respect, we must consider, that, in the Holy
Land, the dews are remarkably abundant. A French traveller * has observed of
Judea, that in the morning the ground is as much moistened by dew, as if it had
rained.
We are informed in the sacred history, that, when the Dayspring from
on high visited the earth, many were the followers of Christ and that very soon
after his ascension into heaven,
multitudes both of men and women were added
;

&quot;

to the blessed Jesus, when the
may
glorious light of his gospel first dawned upon the world, or immediately on the com
mencement of his mediatorial kingdom, be compared in number to the drops of dew,
which at the dawn of day fall to the earth.
It is mentioned also in this verse, that the first subjects of the Messiah were to
snp nna in the splendours
present themselves adorned with the beauties of holiness
of holiness.
In brightness, then, as w ell as in multitude, did they resemble the
has
these two ideas
of
the
Our
combined
dew.
morning
great poet
glittering drops
in his beautiful comparison of an host innumerable to the
to the

Lord.&quot;

Justly then

those

who hastened

&quot;

&quot;

;

r

&quot;

Stars of morning, dew-drops which the sun

impearls.&quot; f

represented in Scripture as the work of God, and not of
man and its descending to refresh and fertilize the earth is mentioned as his pecu
liar gift, and in opposition to human means of rendering the earth more fruitful.
And the
hath begotten the drops of dew?
Who,&quot; saith Job,
(ch. xxxviii. 28).
prophet Micah declares, that the remnant of Jacob shall be in the midst of many
people as a dew from the LORD, as the showers upon the grass, that tarrieth not for

The formation

of the

dew

is

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

*
f

Eugene Rogers.
Milton

s

&quot;

Paradise

Lost,&quot;

Book

v., line

745
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man, nor waiteth for the sons of men (ch. v. 7). Well, then, might the term be applied
by the Psalmist to those whom God of his own will begat v/ith the word of truth
and who were his appointed instruments, by their preaching, to cause
the desert
and
the wilderness to become a fruitful
to rejoice and to blossom abundantly
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

field.&quot;

Let it also be remembered, that those whom the Psalmist compares to dew are
described under the image of young soldiers, going forth to fight the battles of a vic
torious prince.
Now this comparison is used in 2 Sam. xvii. 11, 12 &quot;I counsel,&quot;
that all Israel be generally gathered unto thee. from
said Hushai to Ahitophel,
Dan even to Beer-sheba, as the sand that is by the sea for multitude and that
thou go to battle in thine own person. So shall we come upon him in some place
where he shall be found, and we will light upon him as the dew falleth upon the
:

&quot;

;

It is perhaps not undeserving of notice, that amongst the Romans those
ground.&quot;
troops who first attacked the enemy, and who were composed of young men, were,
from a supposed resemblance to dew, called Rorarii. It is not incumbent upon me
it is sufficient to point out its
to investigate the reason of their receiving that name
similarity with the expression of the Psalmist, which is applied to those who were
first to engage in the conflict with the enemies of the Gospel of Christ.
Richard
Dixon, 1811.
;

Verse

3.

Thee, in thy power s triumphant day,
The willing nations shall obey
And, when thy rising beams they view.
Shall all (redeem d from error s night)
Appear as numberless and bright
As crystal drops of morning dew.
;

N. Brady and N. Tate.
Verse

3.
let

Lord,

Thy

thy day of power be known,

people be confessed

;

Eager and valiant priests each one,
In holy garments dressed.
Countless they shine, as dews from heaven
When eastern skies grow bright
More glorious than those dews are given,

Sparkling in morning light.
George Rawson, in
Hymns,
&quot;

Verses,

and

Chants,&quot;

1876.

The Lord hath sworn, and will not repent,&quot; etc. It should be diligently
Verse 4.
considered, that God has consecrated Christ priest by an oath, and that this was
done for our sakes
First, That we might know how exceedingly momentous was
this transaction, and the more reverently and with the stronger faith believe it.
Se
That
we
condly,
might acknowledge the goodness of God, who, being most truthful
in himself, and concerning whose faithfulness it is the greatest crime to doubt, never
theless has been pleased to speak to us not only with a bare word, but also, after the
manner of men, to confirm his decree by an oath. Rivetus.
Verse 4.
Sworn, and will not repent, Thou art a priest for ever.&quot; God might
have made the levitical priest by oath, and yet he might have been changed ; but
if he had made him by oath to be a priest for ever, then he could not have repented,
that is, changed ; but he must of necessity have been a priest for ever. Therefore
you must take special notice, that God did not only swear that Christ should be a
so that
priest, or that he should be a priest for a long time, but a priest
for ever ;
there should never be any priest joined with him, or come after him.
So that if we
consider the oath, and the thing confirmed by this oath, two things will be manifest
1. That Christ s priesthood is personal, and settled in one single person for ever ;
so that he can have no fellow nor co-partner, nor any successor in his priesthood.
2. That, by this oath, God did limit his own supreme and absolute power in this
and took away the use and exercise of it, and that for ever. For now he
particular
hath no power to make Christ no priest, or take away his priesthood at will and
and
in this God discovered his unspeakable love unto Christ, in that he
pleasure
did so much honour him, and so highly reward him.
By this he also displayed his
abundant mercy to man for by this oath known unto man, he signifies that man shall
and
never be destitute of a powerful and effectual priest, able for ever to save
&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

:

;

;
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this

doth minister unto sinful

man most sweet and heavenly comfort.

George Lawson,

1662.
Verse

4.
The form and manner of our Saviour s investiture or consecration was
most honourable and glorious, God the Father performing the rites
which were
not imposition of hands, and breathing on him the Holy Ghost, but a solemn testi
: ceremonies never used
Thou
art
a
a
with
priest
protestation,
mony,
by any but
God, nor in the investiture of any but Christ, nor in his investiture into any office
but the priesthood. At his coronation we hear nothing, but the Lord said,
Sit
the rule of the whole world is imposed upon our Saviour by
:
thou on my right hand
his
and
in
this
did
Christ
show
obedience
even
command
to his Father, that he
took upon him the government of his church. But at the consecration of Christ we
have a great deal more of ceremony and solemnity, God his Father taketh an oath,
and particularly expresseth the nature and condition of his office, a priesthood for ever
Thou
after the order of Melchizedek : and he confirmeth it unto him for ever, saying,
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

Daniel Featley, in
Clavis Mystica.&quot;
1636.
What doctrine doth the Scripture afford more comfortable to a drooping
Verse 4.
soul than this, that God hath sworn his Son a priest for ever, to sanctify our persons,
and purge our sins, and tender all our petitions to his Father ? What sin is so heinous,
for which such a priest cannot satisfy by the oblation of himself ? what cause so des
We may be
perate, in which such an advocate, if he will plead, may not prevail ?
sure God will not be hard to be intreated of us, who himself hath appointed us such
he
to
can
and
to
that
end
an intercessor,
whom
hath appointed him
deny nothing
&quot;

art a priest for

ever.&quot;

;

to sit at his right hand to make intercession for us.
Abraham Wright.
And will not repent.&quot; The meaning of this phrase is, that the priest
Verse 4.
hood of Christ is not like that of Aaron, which was after a time to expire, and is now
actually with all the ceremonial law abolished, but a priesthood never to be altered
or changed.
Daniel Featley.
Thou art a priest.&quot; The reasons which moved our Lord to take upon him
Verse 4.
the office of priest are conceived to be these. 1. Because the salvation and redemp
tion of mankind, wrought by the sacrifice of his priesthood, being a most noble
work, and not inferior to the creation, it was not fit that any should have the honour
&quot;

&quot;

of it, but the Son of God.
2. Neither was it agreeable that any should offer him, who
was the only sacrifice that could expiate the sins of the whole world, but himself
therefore by offering himself he added infinite worth to the sacrifice, and great honour
:

to the priesthood of the Gospel.
For, as the gold sanctifieth not the altar, but the
altar the gold
so it may be truly said without impeachment to the dignity of that
calling, that Christ was rather an honour to the priesthood, than the priesthood an
For what got he by the priesthood which cost him his life ? What
addition to him.
preferment could it be to him, to take upon him an office, whereby he was to abase
himself below himself, and be put to an ignominious and accursed death ? What
;

were we vile miscreants, conceived and born in original sin, and soiled with the filth
of numberless actual transgressions, that to purge and cleanse our polluted souls
and defiled consciences, the second person in the Trinity should be made a Priest ?
It was wonderful humility in him to wash his disciples feet ; but in his divine person
to wash our unclean souls, is as far above human conceit, as it seemeth below divine
no matter so filthy, no
majesty. There is nothing so impure as a foul conscience
corruption so rotten and unsavoury as is found in the sores of an exulcerated mind ;
yet the Son of God vouchsafed to wash and bathe them in his own blood. O bottom
less depth of humility and mercy
Other priests were appointed by men for the
service of God, but he was appointed by God for the service and salvation of men
other priests spilt the blood of beasts to save men, but he shed his own blood to save
other priests offered sacrifice for themselves, he
us, more like beasts than men
offered himself for a sacrifice other priests were fed by the sacrifices which the people
brought, but he feeds us with the sacrifice of his own body and blood
lastly, others
were appointed priests but for a time, he was ordained a priest for ever.&quot; Daniel
;

!

:

:

:

:

&quot;

Featley.

Verse 4.
Thou art a priest.&quot; This word,
is verbum constitutivum,
Thou
a constituting word,&quot; whereon the priesthood of Christ was founded. And it may
be considered, 1. As declarative of God s eternal decree, with the covenant between
the Father and the Son, whereby he was designed unto this office. 2. As demonstra
tive of his mission, or his actual sending to the discharge of his office.
These words
are the symbol and solemn sign of God s conferring that honour upon him, which
gave him his instalment. 3. As predictive, for there is included in them a supposition
&quot;

&quot;

art,&quot;

&quot;
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God would prepare

a body for him, wherein he might exercise his priesthood, and
which he might offer up unto him. John Owen.
Melchizedek.&quot;
Some heretics of old affirmed that he was the Holy
Verse 4.
Others that he was Shem, the son of Noah.
Ghost.
Others, that he was an angel.
a
that
he
was
Others
Canaanite, extraordinarily raised up by God to be a priest of
Others that he was Christ himself, manifested by a special dispensation
the Gentiles.
and privilege unto Abraham in the flesh, who is said to have seen his day, and re
Difference there is also about Salem, the place of which he
joiced, John viii. 56.
was king. Some take it for Jerusalem, as Josephus and most of the ancients. Others
for a city in the half tribe of Manasseh, within the river Jordan, where Hierom
reports that some ruins of the palace of Melchizedek were in his days conceived
Tedious I might be in insisting on this point who Melchizedek was.
to remain.
But when I find the Holy Ghost purposely concealing his name, genealogy, beginning,
ending, and descent, and that to special purpose, I cannot but wonder that men
should toil themselves in the dark to find out that of which they have not the least
ground of solid conjecture, and the inevidence whereof is expressly recorded, to
make Melchizedek thereby the fitter type of Christ s everlasting priesthood.
Edward Reynolds.
Melchizedek.&quot;
These things concerning are certain
Verse 4.
First, That
he was a mere man, and no more; for, 1.
taken
Every high priest&quot; was to be
from among men,&quot; Heb. v. 1 ; so that the Son of God himself could not have been
2. That if he were more than a man, there
a priest had he not assumed our nature
would be no mystery in his being introduced in Scripture as, without father, without
for
none
but
men
without
have such 3. Without this conception
mother,
pedigree,&quot;
of him there is no force in the apostle s argument against the Jews.
Secondly, That
he came not to his office by the right of primogeniture (which includes a genealogy) or
by any way of succession, but was raised up and immediately called of God thereunto ;
for in that respect Christ is said to be a priest after his order.
Thirdly, That he had
no successor on the earth, nor could have ; for there was no law to constitute an order
of succession, and he was a priest only after an extraordinary call.
These things
The first personal instituted type
belong unto faith in this matter, and no more.
of Christ was a priest ; this was Melchizedec.
There were before real instituted types
of his work, as sacrifices ; and there were moral types of his person, as Adam, Abel,
and Noah, which represented him in sundry things ; but the first person who was
solemnly designed to teach and represent him, by what he was and did, was a priest.
And that which God taught herein was, that the foundation of all that the Lord
Christ had to do in and for the church was laid in his priestly office, whereby he made
atonement and reconciliation for sin. Everything else that he doth is built on the
supposition of his priesthood. And we must begin in the application where God
begins in the exhibition. An interest in the effects of the priestly office of Christ is
that which in the first place we ought to look after. This being attained, we shall be
It may not be amiss to observe the likeness
willing to be taught and ruled by him.
between Melchizedec and Christ. As for our Lord ;
1. He was said to be, and he really was, and he only, first the king of righteousness,
and then the king of peace ; seeing he alone brought in everlasting righteousness and
made peace with God for sinners. In his kingdom alone are these things to be found.
2. He was really and truly the priest of the most high God ; and properly he was
so alone.
He offered that sacrifice, and made that atonement, which was signified
by all the sacrifices offered by holy men from the foundation of the world.
3. He blesseth all the faithful, as Abraham, the father of the faithful, was blessed by
Melchizedec.
In him were they to be blessed, by him are they blessed,
through
him delivered from the curse, and all the fruits of it nor are they partakers of any
but
from
him.
blessing

that

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

.

.

.

;

He

receiveth all the homage of his people, all their grateful acknowledgments
of the love and favour of God, in the conquest of their spiritual adversaries, and
deliverance from them, as Melchizedec received the tenth of the spoils from Abraham.
5. He was really without progenitors or predecessors in his office ; nor would I
exclude that mystical sense from the intention of the place, that he was without
father as to his human nature, and without mother as to his divine.
6. He was a priest without genealogy, or derivation of his pedigree from the loins
of Aaron, or any other that ever was a priest in the world, and moreover, mysteriously,
was of a generation which none can declare.
7. He had, in his divine person, as the high priest of the church, neither beginning
4.
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for the death
days nor end of life, as no such thing is reported of Melchizedec
which he underwent, in the discharge of his office, being not the death of his whole
person, but of his human nature only, no interruption of his endless office did ensue
For although the person of the Son of God died, whence God is said to
thereon.
redeem his church with his own blood,&quot; Acts xx. 28 yet he died not in his whole
but
in his divine nature was still alive.
person
Absolutely, therefore, and in
respect of his office, he had neither beginning of days nor end of life.
8. He was really the Son of God, as Melchizedec in many circumstances was made
like to the Son of God.
whereof we must particularly treat after
9. He alone abideth a priest for ever
wards.
Condensed from John Owen.
of

;

&quot;

;

:

;

Verse 5.
The Lord .... shall strike through kings,&quot; etc. He really threatens
such great heads in an awful manner, that if they will not hear, and cannot obey,
they shall be terrified to death. And assuredly he would willingly, by these means,
allure them to repentance, and persuade them to turn, and to cease from raging against
the Lord.
But if they will not, they shall know against whom it is that they go
on
This is our consolation which upholds us, and makes our heart joyful and
glad against the persecution and rage of the world, that we have such a Lord, who
not only delivers us from sin and eternal death, but also protects us, and delivers us
in sufferings and temptations, so that we do not sink under them.
And though
men rage in a most savage manner against Christians, yet neither the gospel nor
be
heads
shall
but
their
If their
shall
destroyed against it.
Christianity
perish
persecutions were to go on unceasingly Christianity could not remain, wherefore he
gives them a time, and says he will connive at them for a while, but not longer than
till the hour comes which he here calls the
day of his wrath.&quot; And if they will not
now cease in the name of God, they must then cease in the name of the devil.
Martin Luther.
To strike through notes a complete victory
Verse 5.
Shall strike through kings.&quot;
and full confusion of the enemy, an incurable wound, that they may stagger, and
fall, and rise up no more, and that affliction may not arise a second time, Nahum i. 9
1 Sam. xxvi. 8.
The only difficulty is what is meant by kings.&quot; For which we
must note that the kingdom of Christ is spiritual, and his war spiritual, and therefore
Edward Reynolds.
his enemies for the most part spiritual.
Verse 5.
In the day of his wrath.&quot; Note that it is not simply said, he will
Therefore as there
strike through kings in his wrath, but in the day of his wrath.
is a time of grace and patience, so there is also an appointed time of wrath and ven
geance of God. Frequent mention is made of this in the sacred Scriptures, that we
may be admonished that the wicked will not be left always unpunished, because they
contemn the patience of God, aye, provoke his anger but that there will be a time
when they will experience the wrath of God. Thus, armed with patience, we should
persevere in the practice of piety, nor be turned aside from it, either by the example
of the wicked, or from fear of them.
Wolfgang Musculus.
&quot;

7

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

Verses 5, 6,

7.

The sentenc d heathen he

shall slay,

And

fill with carcases his way,
he hath struck earth s tyrants dead
But in the high-way brooks shall first.
Like a poor pilgrim, slake his thirst.
And then in triumph raise his head.

Till

;

.V.

Brady and N.

Tate.

He shall fill the places with the dead bodies.&quot; This notes the greatness
Verse 6.
none should be left to bury the dead. There shall be an universal
destruction of wicked men together in the day of God s wrath, they shall be bound up
Isai. i. 28 ;
in bundles, and heaped for damnation, Matt. xiii. 30
Psal. xxxvii. 38
Ixvi. 17.
And it notes the shame and dishonour of the enemy, they shall be like dung
upon the face of the earth, and shall be beholden to their victors for a base and
dishonourable burial, as we see in the great battle with Gog and Magog, Ezekiel
xxxix. 11
16.
Edward Reynolds.
Verse 6.
Dead bodies.&quot; Either the corpses of the vanquished enemy ; or
(possibly) the living bodies of men in a state of servitude, as in Gen. xlvii. 18 ; Neh.
ix. 37.
(The construction as in Exod. xv. 9.) In the latter case, the meaning may
of the victory, that

;

&quot;

;
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who had been enslaved by the Usurper, Death, were
The full number is claimed back. The
rightful Lord.

that the bodies of those

now claimed back by their
last enemy
being destroyed,
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

all

things

are brought beneath Christ

s

sway.

William Kay.

The
Verse 6.
Rather, the head ; doubtless, the head of the Old
Serpent (according to the prophecy in Gen. iii. 15), who acts hi all who resist Christ.
is used here, is employed to describe the prophetical and
typical act of Jael, smiting the head of God s enemy, Sisera (Jud. v. 26 and iv. 22) ;
and it is used in Ps. Ixviii. 21, which describes Christ s victory,
God shall wound
and also by Hab. iii. 13, Thou woundest the head out of
the head of his enemies
the house of the wicked.&quot;
Christopher Wordsworth.
&quot;

heads.&quot;

The verb machats, which

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

He shall drink of the brook,&quot; etc. He describeth the passion of Christ
7.
In the way,&quot; saith he, that is, hi his life while he is in this misery,
his
glory.
he shall drink out of the brook,&quot; that is, he shall suffer and be overcome.
For to
but to drink out of the brook, is to be altogether
drink out of the cup is to suffer
full of trouble, to be vexed and tormented and utterly to be overwhelmed with a
strong stream of troubles. Thus was it in David s mind to declare the passion of
Afterward he saith,
After the passion
Christ.
therefore shall he lift up the head.&quot;
&quot;

Verse

and

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

Paul (Philip ii.) speaketh
followeth the glory, with the resurrection and ascension.
Christ humbled himself, and became obedient unto death, even
of both, and saith
the death of the cross. Wherefore God hath exalted him, and given him a name
which is above every name,&quot; etc. Myles Cooerdale, 1487 1568.
I conceive that the
brook
here spoken of was not intended to give
Verse 7.
us the idea of a clear brook of refreshing water, which was to afford the Redeemer
strength to endure the amazing conflict as the drinking of the water enabled Gideon s
chosen band of men to go forth to battle against the Midianites. No ; hi our Lord s
Like the water of Marah, which the
case it was a polluted and turbid stream.
It bore along with
Israelites could not drink, it was bitter ; for sin had made it so.
the
curse
of
the
broken law, and the vengeance of offended justice,
it, as it flowed,
and the wrath of the eternal God. It was pain, sorrow, suffering, death. This was
of which he drank.
The cup which his Father gave him to drink
brook
the
was filled with the bitter water of this brook ; and he may be said to have first
put his lips to it, when he declared to his disciples, hi his way to Gethsemane, My
soul is exceedingly sorrowful, even unto death.&quot;
But it is stated hi the text that this brook was in the way.&quot; It is described
here as running by the path in which the Redeemer was going in order to the accom
that work which he had engaged
plishment of his great work of man s salvation
in the everlasting covenant to perform ; and by the performance of which, man
could alone be accepted of God. The sin of man was the source from whence this
water issued ; and it flowed along in the Saviour s
way,&quot; through the wilderness
of this world to his kingdom of glory in the next ; as the brook Kidron, red with the
hi
flowed
his
to
Fountain Elwin, 1842.
the
of
blood
Calvary.
typical sacrifices,
way
In the expositions of most of the ancients and moderns, we are told
Verse 7.
that he drank of the brook, 1, of mortality by his incarnation ; 2, of strictness and
hardness in all his passage, by his voluntary wants and poverty
3, of the strong
potion of the law, by his exact obedience and subjection ; 4, of the Jews malice,
by their continual indignities 5, of the floods of Belial, by apparent and unknown
temptations ; 6, of the heaviest wrath of his Father, by his unspeakable agony and
bloody sweat in the garden. And last of all, of death itself on the cross, by his sad
and extreme passion. John Prideaux.
He shall drink of the brook in the way.&quot; These words were understood
Verse 7.
by Junius and Tremellius long ago as meaning, He shall steadily press on to victory,
as generals of energy act, who in pursuing routed foes, stay not to indulge themselves
hi meat or drink.&quot;
Hengstenberg and others substantially approve of this view.
While a few hold that allusion may be made to Samson at Ramath-Lehi (as if the
words spoke of Christ having a secret spring of refreshment when needful). Most
seem inclined to take Gideon as the type that best expresses the idea. Pressing on
as he passed over Jordan,
fault yet pursuing
to victory, Messiah, like Gideon,
He shall not fail nor be discouraged till he hath
shall not&quot; desist till all is won.
earth.&quot;
the
full
His career was irresistibly
in
the
idea
is
this
set judgment
Perhaps
successful like that of Gideon ; for he allowed nothing to detain him, nor did he
If we
shrink in the enterprise from any fatigue, nor did he stop to indulge the flesh.
&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:
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take it thus, there is both the Humiliation and the Exaltation of the Son of Man
contained in the words ; and Phil. ii. 8, 9 supplies a commentary. Andrew A. Bonar.
Verse 7.
seems to have perceived the meaning
Schnurrer,&quot; says Rosenmiiller,
of the verse, which he gives in the following words
Though fatigued with the
but, having refreshed himself with
slaughter of his enemies, yet he will not desist
water from the nearest stream, will exert his renovated strength in the pursuit of the
Messianic Psalms.
routed foe.
Christ shall
Verse 7.
lift up the head
by way of triumphing and rejoicing,
when he shall have taken full vengeance of his adversaries, and freed, not himself
only, but the whole body of his church from the assaults and dangers of all enemies.
We see now that oftentimes, though not in himself, yet in his members, he is fain
to hang down the head, and to wear the badges of reproach and shame, whilst the
ungodly vaunt themselves (Job xxxi. 26) and in their hearts despise the righteous,
accounting more vilely of them than of the dust of their feet. Robert Abbot.
&quot;

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

HINTS TO PREACHERS.
Here the Holy Ghost begins with the kingdom of Christ, which he
Verse 1.
1. By his unction and ordination thereunto, by the word
describeth and magnifieth,
The Lord said.&quot; 2. By the greatness of his person in himself,
or decree of his Father
while yet he is nearly allied in blood and nature unto us
My Lord.&quot; 3. By the
glory, power, and heavenliness of his kingdom, for in the administration thereof he
Sit thou at my right hand.&quot;
4. By the
sitteth at the right hand of his Father
Until I make thy foes thy footstool.&quot;
Edward
continuance and victories thereof :
Reynolds.
Verse 1.
My Lord.&quot; I. Christ s condescending nearness to us does not destroy
he is our brother,
he was David s son, and yet he calls him Lord
our reverence
bridegroom, and so on, and yet our Lord. II. Christ s glory does not diminish his
nearness to us, or familiarity with us. Sitting on the throne as Lord, he is yet
my Lord.&quot; III. It is under the double aspect as Lord, and yet ours, that Jehovah
regards him, and speaks with him, and ordains him to the priesthood. Ever in these
two lights let us regard him.
I. Our Lord s quiet amid passing events.
II. The abun
Verse 1.
Sit,&quot; etc.
dance of his present power. III. The working of all history towards the ultimate
IV. His easy victory
putting his foot on his foes as readily
end, which will be
as we tread on a footstool.
The gospel (Illustrated by Moses rod). II. Who
I. What is that rod ?
Verse 2.
The Lord.&quot; III. Whence it comes ? Out of the church of God. IV.
sends it ?
What is the result ? Jesus reigns.
A willing people and an immutable Leader. I. The promise made to
Verse 3.
Christ concerning his people
Thy people shall be willing,&quot; etc. 1. A promise
In
the day,&quot; etc. 2. Of persons
of time
Thy people.&quot; 3. Of disposition
4. Of character
In the beauties of holiness.&quot; 5. The majestic
Shall be willing.&quot;
From the womb of the morning thou hast the dew of thy
figure employed
II. The promise made to Christ concerning himself
Thou hast the
youth.&quot;
dew of thy youth.&quot; Jesus Christ has the dew of his youth personally, doctrinally,
and mystically, being surrounded by new converts, who are as the early dew.
Spurgeon s Sermons, No. 74.
I. Who they
Verse 3. This is a prophecy of the subjects of Christ s kingdom.
are ;
Thy people.&quot; 1. A people. This denotes distinction, separation, similarity,
organization. They are not a confused rabble, but a united community. 2. His
By gift, by purchase, by effectual calling. II. What they are. 1. A loyal
people.
in the day of thy power.&quot;
2. A conquered people
3. A
willing.&quot;
people
4. A numerous people
in the beauties of holiness.&quot;
from the
holy people
womb of the morning,&quot; etc. The number of converts at the first proclamation of
G. R.
Christ s gospel was but the dew of his youth.
Verse 3.
First, the internal evidence of Christ s kingdom is in his people s willing
ness :
Thy people shall be willingness thy people shall be a people all willing
all volunteers, not pressed men.
Secondly, the external evidence of it lies in his people s
in the magnificence
holiness ;
the beauties of holiness ; or as it may be rendered
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of his

ornaments of the sanctuary and the dress of the priests
once give yourselves to God, you become temples
and sanctity must adorn that heart which is a living temple of the Holy
J. Bennett, in a Sermon, 1829.

sanctuary,&quot;

for the

were very splendid.
of

God

;
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When you

Ghost.
Verse 3. All true followers of Jesus are (1) priests beauties of holiness are
in the day of thine armies
their sacerdotal robes
(3) volunteers
(2) soldiers
as the dew.
Suggested by a paper in The Baptist Magazine.
(4) benefactors
the willingness of the Lord s
Here we have a cluster of subjects
Verse 3.
people, the beauty of holiness, young converts the life and glory of the church, the
of
and
so
on.
conversion,
mystery
Verse 4.
The eternal priesthood of Christ. On what its perpetuity is founded
and the blessed results flowing therefrom.
Verse 4.
These words offer three points of special observation. 1. The ceremony
used at the consecration of our Lord
The Lord sware.&quot; 2. The office conferred
Thou art a priest.&quot; 3. The prerogatives of
upon him by this rite or ceremony
his office
which office is here declared to be, (1), Perpetual for ever.&quot; (2), Regular,
Daniel Featley.
after the order.&quot;
(3), Royal,
of Melchizedek.&quot;
Verse 4.
a fruitful subject. See notes.
Melchizedek
Verse 5.
The certain overthrow of every power which opposes the gospel.
Verse 6. The fearful calamities which have happened to nations through their
sinful rejection of the Lord Jesus.
Verse 7.
Christ s alacrity, self-denial, and simplicity, the causes of his success.
&quot;

&quot;

;
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Example
Verse

to be imitated.
Christ s humiliation
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